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E 
[CONTINUED] 

EPICTETUS (c. 50-c. 130), the enormously influential 
teacher of Stoicism, was born in Hierapolis, a city in Phryg
ia, Asia Minor, and died an exile from Rome in Nicopolis, 
in northwestern Greece. He was born of a slave woman 
and was for years a slave himself; he was given his free
dom sometime after the death of Nero, in 68. His master 
was Epaphroditus, himself a freedman of Nero who appar
ently was Nero's administrative secretary. Epaphroditus 
sent the young Epictetus to perhaps the most power
ful Stoic teacher and theoretician since the early Stoa, 
C. Musonius Rufus, none of whose works survive. Epic
tetus was banished from Rome by Domitian in 89 or 93. In 
the Epirus, his place of exile, he drew around him a large, 
thriving school where the logic, physics, and ethics of 
Stoicism were taught to people from many lands. In his old 
age he married in order to bring up a child whose parents, 
friends of his, were going to expose it. In Rome and in 

Nicopolis he lived in a house with only a rush mat, a sim
ple pallet, and an earthenware lamp (after the iron one was 
stolen). He was a man of great sweetness, as well as per
sonal simplicity, who was humble, charitable, and espe
cially loving toward children, but he was also possessed of 
great moral and religious intensity. This disciplined fervor 
was an excellent example of Stoic tranquillity, which is not 
simply the absence of feeling but the presence of princi
pled moral and religious tension (tonos). 

The facts that Epictetus was lame much of his life (some 
say because of maltreatment when he was a slave) and was 
for so long a slave have led some commentators to see him 
as somebody whose only motto was "Anechou kai ape
chou" ("Bear and forbear"). Indeed, there is in his philos
ophy a large amount of submissiveness to the inexorable, 
of seeing all events in a total view and as God's gifts. He 
was not a political or even a religious activist, as were 
Zeno and Cleanthes in the early Stoa, and he was not a 
poised gentleman and a political leader, as was Panaetius 
in the middle Stoa; he accepted the religion and govern
ment of his day without much criticism. 

But all of this is only one pole of Epictetus' philosophy, 
as it is only one pole of the Stoic philosophy throughout its 
history. Epictetus was a moral activist, insisting on rig
orous, continuing moral instruction and effort. Thus, he 
required daily self-examination, whose ultimate purpose 
was to learn how to judge one's actions clearly and firmly; 

he wanted each man to see that he alone was totally 
responsible for his deeds because he had given his assent 
to the external circumstances of the deed. The faculty of 
choice and refusal, the power to use our external impres
sions, was of immense importance in his philosophy; it 
was a power even Zeus himself could not interfere with, as 
Epictetus tells us in the Discourses. And when a man finds 
a fault in his way of using external circumstances, he must 
root out that fault as ruthlessly and as promptly as a sur
geon roots out a dangerous growth. With all his submis
siveness Epictetus was one of the great defenders of the 
prosopon, or proper character and personality of a man. He 
insisted that each man was free to mold it and had an obli
gation to the rest of the world to display it once it was 
molded. 

Epictetus was in many respects very close to the Cynics, 
the proletariat, as E. V. Arnold puts it, of the Greek world, 
who thought of men as citizens of the universe, not prod
ucts of local convention, who practiced and preached a 
simple personal life, and who praised and exemplified 
autarkeia, the independence of the virtuous man from 
external circumstances. And he shared the Cynics' disdain 
for theory, though he did not fly in the face of convention 
and law as they did, nor was he as severe in his ascetism as 
some of the early Cynics were. 

Since Epictetus did not publish anything (in this, as in 
other things, imitating Socrates), we are confined to the 
class notes of his pupil Flavius Arrianus, taken in Kaine 
Greek, though Epictetus gave them in Attic. One will not 
find in these notes the typical Stoic emphasis upon system. 

The Discourses and Manual Arrianus recorded, did not 
constitute the texts for formal instruction of the school. The 
result, however, is felicitous; the prosopon of Epictetus 
himself, with its moral power and personal gentleness, 
emerges as perhaps the most important lesson he taught. 
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2 Epicureanism and the Epicurean School 

A. F. Bonhi,fft'r, Epiktt't 1111d die Stoa (Stuttgart, 1890), is a 
crneial work on Epi<"l<'tus whi<'h should he translated into Eng
lish. It shows how elos<' to tlw early Stoa Epictetus was in some 
ways. 

PJIILIP P. HALLIE 

EPICUREANIS.M AND THE EPICUREAN 
SCHOOL. The Epicureans perpetuated their founder's 
teaching with little change. Of Epicurus' immediate circle', 
the most distinguished was l\letrodoms of Larnpsacus 
(c. 330-277 B.C.), who predeceased his master. t\letrodorus 
was elt•vatNI hy Epicurus lo a position of ernineuce-he 
alont' shared the appellation '\vise" (soplws), and his works 
were regarded as anthoritative statements of doctrine. l ie 
wrol<' on epistemology, ethics, religion, poetry, and rhet
oric, and he composed polemics against Plato's Gorgias 
and Euthyphro, and against Democritus. 

Colotes of Lampsacus, another member of the original 
circle, published a comprehensive refutation of other 
schools under the title "That the Doctrines of the Other 
Philosophers Actually Make Life Impossible." Om 
knowledge of it comes from Plutarch's Heply to Colotes. 
llis other writings included attacks on Plato's Lysis and 
Euthydemus and 011 the myth of Er in the Republic. 

llermarchus of l\lytilcne (325-c. 250 B.C.) was Epicurus' 
successor as head of the school. II is chief work, in 22 
hooks, was on Empedocles. lie also wrote on the arts 
(including rhetoric), attacked Plato and Aristotle, and left a 
collection of letters. 

Polystratus succeeded I lermarchus. Two of his works 
havt• !wen rccov<'red in part from the library at I lercula
nemn; the better preserved is "On Unr easonable Con
tempt for Popular Opinion." 

In I he second and first centuries B.C. the school contin
ued to flourish. One member, Philonides, enjoyed the 
friendship of Antioclrns Epiphanes (king of Syria, I 75- 164 
n.c:.) and attained some standing as a mathematician. Later 
in the second century Zeno of Sidon lectured in Athens on 
logic, rhetoric, poetry, and mathematics; and he introduced 
into his ethical teaching many of the commonplaces of the 
popular moral essays develop<'d by rival schools, including 
the use of moral examples drawn from literar�' sources. 
Zeno's older contemporary, Demetrius of Laconia, also 
coruposed popular moral essays and wrolt' on logic and 
poetics. These men's rivals were chic•lly Stoics, and umler 
the prcssun• of conlron·rsy tilt')' occasionally gav<' new 
formulations to Epicurean teaching. \\'lrether they were 
concerned to any great extent with the atomic tlwory is 
lllH'ertain; it appears that they did align themselves rnorc 
closely than did their predeeessors with the traditions of 
( ;r<·ck paidcia, perhaps for tire added prestige it gavt' th<'m 
as lh<'y spread their doctrine lo the east and west. (Both 
Zeno and Demetrius counted Homans among their stu
dents.) Yd there were a few diehards; one of the rare 
�diisms iu the school de\'t•loped over the question of 
whdhcr rhctoril' is an art. The us<' of literary emlH'llish
lll<·nl as ,l n1t·.ins of persuasion was contrary to the princi
pl1·, of Iii<' ,trict Epi("urcans, who st·t•m to han• !)('ell 
mflut•111·t·d I,� Plato's C:orgias. Yet mw group aeceptl'd 
qHdt·i!'lic or.1tor� as a lcgitimal<' pursuit. 

In the first half of the first century B.C. Philodemus of 
Gadara (in Syria), who had attended the lectures of Zeno 
in Athens," founded at Naples an Epicurean group with 
liberal tendencies. The Epicurean library at I lcrculaneum 
has yielded extensive passages from his many writings, 
which inclmled moral treatises, biographies of philoso
phers, a history of the philosophical schools, and such 
polemical works as "On the Gods" and On Methods of 
Inference. Among his followers were persons of considera
ble eminence, notahly Piso Caesoninus, Roman consul in 
58 B.C., who was his principal patron. To such as these, we 
may suppose, he addressed "On Wealth," "On the t\1an
agement of Property," and "On the Good King in Homer." 
This last piece is remarkable, not so much for its concern 
with a politic.ii matter (Epicurus had written "On King
ship") as for its use of I lomer as an authority. (The Epicu
reans' rejection of the traditional Greek education led 
them to minimize the importance of the Homeric poems 
and to challenge the wisdom of Homer.) 

Philodemus' treatises "On Hlretoric," "On Poems," and 
"On t\l11sic" wNe orthodox to the extent of maintaining 
that these arts are not suitable media for philosophical 
teaching or moral training; yet Philodemus conceded to 
them a positive value as art forms. Indeed, he himself had 
literary pretensions and composed a number of short 
poems. As a philosopher he won a qualified respect from 
Cicero. \\'ith Siro, his colleague, he attracted to the school 
a group of young Latin poets, among them Vergil; there is, 
however, rro evidence to connect the school at Naples with 
the Homan Epicurean Lucretius (see LUCHETIUS). 

Under the empire the Epicnreans, true to their own 
precept, withdrew from public view. The last conspicuous 
memher of the school was Diogenes of Oenoanda (a town 
in Lycia), who about A.D. 200 published the wisdom of 
Epicurus for his fellow townsmen by having a number of 
Epicurean writings inscribed on a wall at the entrance to 
the town. t\1ost of the texts, apparently, he composed him
self; two are on natural science, the remainder on ethics. 
lie also included some of Epicurus' sayings and a letter 
from Epicurus to his mother. 
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P. H .  DE LACY 

EPICURUS (34 1 B.c. - 270 B .C.) was born of Athenian 
parents on the i sland of Samos. At an early age he began 
his philosophical studies on the i s lands  of the Aegean and 
the coast of Asia M inor, where he encountered fol lowers 
of Plato and Democri tus. He fi rst taught at Mytilene, on 
Lesbos, about 3 1 1  B.C.; soon he moved to Lampsacus, a 
city on the Hel lespont, where he recruited a loyal follow
ing that included several future leaders of the Ep icurean 
school. I n  307 -306 B .C. he establ ished at Athens an Epi
curean community cal led the Garden. I t  was the center of 
his activity until his death. 

The Garden became the prototype of Epicurean groups. 
Its members included women and at least one slave. The 
reti rement in which the Epicureans lived and their ac
ceptance even of hetaerae (courtesans) into their circ le 
exposed them to the ridicule and abuse of their opponents. 
Yet even their enemies granted a grudgin g  admiration to 
their cul tivat ion of friendship. Someth ing of Epicurus '  
affection for h i s  fol lowers and their veneration of h im can 
be gathered from the extant fragments of his  extensive 
correspondence. After his  death his school celebrated his 
memory at a monthly feast, and his teaching spread rapidly 
through the Greek-speaking world. 

Three letters contai ning summaries of Epicurean doc
trine have been preserved in Diogenes Laertius'  Life of 
Epicurus (Book x of the Lives) : To Herodotus, on the 
atomic theory; To Pythocles, on astronomy and meteorol
ogy; and To Menoeceus, on eth ics. Diogenes also pre
served a col lection of forty Kuriai Doxai (Cardinal Tenets), 
presumably formulated by Epicurus  for the guidance of 
his followers. Epicurus' many other writings, now lost, 
included Symposium (a dialogue), On the Gods, On the 
Highest Good, Canon (on the criterion of truth), and, most 
important of al l ,  Peri Physeos (Ou Nature), in 37 books. 
f·ragments of On Nature have been recovered from the 
charred remnants of an E picurean l ibrary at Herculaneum, 
buried by the eruption of Vesuvius in A.D. 79; they can 
now be conveniently consulted in Arrighetti 's Epicuro. 

THE PHI LOSO PHY O F  EPICURUS 

Epicurus' system, l ike his Garden , undertook to estab
l ish someth ing sure and secure in a world of uncertainty. 
The social and pol i tical changes that fol lowed the death of 
Alexander had their counterpart in the arti stic and intel
lectual l ife of Greece; a new skepticism was chal lenging 
old ideals and institutions. Epicurus' aim was to bu ild h i s  
system on a fi rm foundation that made no concessions 
either to skepticism or to ideal ism. He found his  point of 
departure in the incontestabi l i ty of immediate experience. 
Sense data are "true" because they are the ultimate evi
dence to which all questions must be referred; to question 
them is to make l i fe itself impossible. The feel ings of 
pleasure and pain that accompany sense experiences are 
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the ultimate good and evi l ;  al l  statements about good and 
evil are mean ingfu l only by referenee to these feel ings. 

Theory of knowledge. The Epicureans gave the nanw 
"canonic" to their theory of knowledge. Knowledge ari ses 
from sense experience on several levels. First, repeated 
experiences pres<.>rved hy memory give rise to "antic:ipa
tions" (prolepseis), which are equivalent to general notions 
or concepts. These prolepseis make poss ible the use of 
language; when we hear the word ma11 we "anticipate" the 
kind of object to which the name refers. The prolepseis 
thus classify experiences and fix the l im its of variation. 
The prolepsis of man,  for instance, i s  broad enough to 
include all s orts of men bnt excl udes cattle, trees ,  gods ,  
etc. And s ince our prolepseis merely register the s imilari
ties and d i fferences found in immediate experience, they 
are themselves "true" and may be used as criteria. Thus 
Epicurus set up a correspondence among words,  notions, 
and the data of experience without invoking Platonic ideas 
or Aristotel ian essences and accidents. In general , hf' had 
l i ttle use for logic. We do not need to define words  in order 
to exploit their "natural" meaning, and analys is of the 
formal aspects of language and thought tel l s  us noth ing. No 
less alien to philosoph ical inqu iry i s  the language of poetry 
and myth, which obscures meaning and confuses thought. 

Once we are equipped with prolepseis we can proceed 
to form opinions. The truth of opinions is tested in two 
ways: Where the opinion is  about something by nature 
observable but removed in ti:-ne or space, the test is  
veri fication hy actual inspection. Where the opin ion is  
about someth ing by nature unobservable (physei adelon), 
the test is absence of confl ict with observabl e  things; if  this 
absence of confl ict i s  such that the den ial of a judgment 
about the unobservable (adelon) is incompatibl e with the 
data of experience, then the judgment must be true. 

Physics. The basic propositions of Epicurean physics are 
by th is means establ ished as necessari ly true. Nothing 
comes from noth ing, and noth ing returns to noth ing; for 
the denial of these propositions would remove all re
straints on what can happen, and the very persi stence of 
un iform patterns in observable s imilari ties and differences 
is incompatible witL the abol ition of restraints. Persi stence 
of patterns, in turn ,  implies some persi sting entity, and as 
the components of experience are all subject to change, 
there must be something nonexperienceable that is imper
vious to change. But s i nce changes do occur, the pers ist ing 
enti ties must be multiple and capable of interaction. 
They are, therefore, bodies, for only bodies can act and 
be acted upon. Bodies interact, m oreover, only by blows 
and rebounds, for they can affect each other only by contact; 
they have no power of attraction or other means of act
ing at a distance. How Epicurus defended this last principle 
we do not know. I t  created great difficul ties for him, for 
instance, in the explanation of magnets. The physician 
Asclepiades (first century B.C. ), who was influenced 
by Epicurean atomism, experienced similar difficu lty in 
his physiology, in explaining the function of the kidneys, 
for example (see Galen, Natural Faculties, i .  13). Oppo
nents, notably Galen , made much of these d ifficulties. 

Thus Epicurus bu i l t  his atomic: theory, shaping it by 
reference to the demands of the phenomena it w.ts to ex
plain and overriding theoretical di fficulties by appeal to 
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c::p1 ·r ie 1 1 c.:c.  Tlw a toms have parts hccau sc they arc cx
l l ' ndl 'd, hut they 1 1 1 u st not he i n fi n i te ly  d i v i s ible i f  they arc 
to pro vide a secu re fo 1 1ndat io1 1  for the world we k1 1ow. 
Thl'y lack s1 · 1 1s ih lc  qual i t ies  (co lors,  tastes,  and the l i ke)  
but  produc.:c these q u a l i t i es hy their  c.:01 11h i nat io1 1s .  Such 
qu a l i t ies  do not  < ' x i s !  per se ;  they hclo 1 1g  e i t her pcrma-
1 1 c 1 1 t l y  (as propl ' r l ies )  or tem porari l y  (as accidents)  to 
atom ic co11 1 prn 1 1 1ds .  They arc, however, 1 10 l ess real than 
the a tom s,  for then: arc 1 10 degwes of rea l i t y. 1 , i fc ,  co1 1 -
sc.:i o1 1 s 1 1css ,  a nd the  f low of cxpcri c 1 1 c.:c arc as real as the 
a toms whose n1ovcmc1 1 ts prod 11cc them. Time is  a 1 1  acc.:i 
dc1 1 l  of the moving and c.:han gi ng ohjec.:ts that we see 
aro1 1 1 1d  u s . S pac.:c:, however, exis ts  per sc,  s i 1 1c.:c c.:hangc 
req 11 i r< ' s  that  the atoms mov1:, and movc11 1e1 1 l  require s  
e m p t y  spa('< : .  T h e  1m ifonn i t i < : s  o f  expl'ri! ' 1 1c.:c pu t l i m i ta
t i o 1 1 s  on a tomic  movement,  hut  t h es e  l i 1 1 1 i tations m u st not 
I H' so s ! 'vc rc that t h l 'y prod u ('e a complete ly  determ i n ed 
system, for cxpcrie1 1 c.:e is 1 10! compl ete ly  determi ned.  The 
so1 1 rcl' of indeterm i nacy is the "swerve" of a toms,  a doc
tr ine  that  acco u 1 1 ts a l so for the c.:ross i n g  of t h e i r  paths, for  
hy n a t ur e  they fo l l  downward at a u n i form speed . (The 
atomic.: swerve is not 1 1 1c 1 1 t io 1 1cd in the extant fragments of 
Epicu ru s ;  i t  i s  at tested to hy Lu c.:n:t i 11 s ,  in  Qr, the Na t 11re 
of Tlti 11gs, i i . 2  I G - 2D.'3 ;  and hy I 'h i lodcn11 1 s ,  i n  Ott Methods 
of foferc11cc, c.:o l .  xxxvi . 1 3 ;  c.:f. Uscn er, E7,icurea, pp. 1 0D -
20 I . ) Exp! 'ri encc sds 1 1 0  l i m i ts t o  space and t ime;  the 
suppl y of atoms, t l icu ,  must  a lso he l i m it less  i f  t hey are 1 1ot 
lo be separated from each othl 'r  hy i n fi n i te d i s tances. B1 1 t  
the  vari e t ies of  atoms and their ahi l i ty lo c.:omhine must he 
l i m i ted.  M ost of Epicu rns'  departures from the atomi s m  of 
D< 'n1ocri t u s  arose from such cons id<'rnt io 1 1 s  as these, i n
spi red i 1 1  large part by Ari s tot le's  cri t ic isms of Democri t u s  
(s< ' < ' , f o r  1 •xa 1 1 1 p k ,  De Caelo i i i .4 [ 303a W - 20] 0 1 1  the need 
for  l i m i t i n g  the  kinds of  atoms).  

The i 1 1 fi n i t 1 •  supply  of  atoms moving i n  i n fi n i t e  spac.:e 
and t i 1 1H·  has formed cv1•ry poss ib le  com binat i o n ,  however 
rare. E veryth ing  poss ib le  is son1cwlwrc ac.: tua l ;  i ndeed, 
Ho111a 1 1 0  AmNio has s u ggested, i n  L'l� pic11 reis111 0 (Tu ri n ,  
rn.s:1 ,  pp. - 12  _ ,M ), that the  Epic.:11 rca 1 1  doc.:t rinc of iso11omia 
(< -q u i l ihri u 1 1 1 )  rl' sts  on the pri ncipl l '  that i 1 1  an i n fi n i ty of 
space and t i m e  i t  is 1 10! poss ib le  lo say that any one k ind 
of 1•v1 • 1 1 t  oecurs mon·  of1 < · 1 1  t l ra 1 1  a n y  olhl ' r. The n u m l H� r  of 
1 ·oex i s l 1 ' 1 1 !  1 1 1 1 i \'crscs i s  i 1 1 fi 1 1 i t 1 •  hcc:u 1 sc  there is  1 1ot h i 1 1g  to 
prl 'vc.:1 1 !  this (To l /erodot 11s,  -t5) .  A l}( )  there i s  not h i ng 
to preVl ' I I I  th l '  1 · x i s t 1 · 1H ·c of i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1iera bl c god s,  for  t lw gods 
an· ('0 1 1 1po1 1 1 1d1 ·d of atoms,  s i t u a ted i 1 1  the i n t ervals  be
tw1 · 1 · 1 1  thl'  u n i verses and l iv i n g  forev1 ·r  in a state of su 
pn · 1 1H ·  hl i ss I H'causc t lwy possess the  wisdo11 1  and power 
to prnl l 'cl t lH' 1 1 1 scl \' ! ' S  agai n �! al l  d i s turl iarn.·es .  

T l 1e clo-;e I i i '  hctwee11 the al'lua l  and the poss i b l e  servl's 
a l so ; 1s a pr indpk of m et hod : the al' lual  d e fi n e s  t lH' l i m i t s  
o f  the  pos� i l , 1 1 ' .  T l w  Ep icu reans recog 1 1 i 1.nl t h . i t  our  1 1 1 1 -
1 1 1 ; 1 1 1  cxpl ' r i 1 · 1 1u ·  docs  1 101 exl ra 1 1 s t  t lw ra 1 1g1•  of  the ac.: l l r a l ,  
and t h 1 ·  \ ' 1 ·ry vari e ty  \\' ! '  ohs1·rvl' poi n t s  to  fu rther  vari <' I Y  
lwyo1 1d  ( > t l w r  1 1 1 1 iv 1 · r� 1 · s  need 1 101 I H' exact l y  l i k e  ours .  B u t  
m i  a 1 1 ot l w r  l ! '\' 1 • 1  1 • x p1 · r i l 'm·1 •  dol's s l ' I  l i 1 1 1 i t s .  I t  i s  1 10! possi 
hk ( to 1 1 � 1 ·  I , 1 l l ' rl ' ! ia 1 1  l ' Xa 1npl 1 · s )  for  , 1 1 1  a n i ma l  to  I ll '  hal l  
hor, 1 ·  , 1 1 u l  ha l l  1 1 1 a 1 1 .  for ; i  t r1 • 1 ·  t o  grow i 1 1  t l 1e sky ,  or for a 
1 1 1, 1 1 1  t o  I ) ( ' l , 1 rgc 1 · 1 10 1 1g l 1  to wad i '  al 'ro-;s ! hi'  s 1 •a . 

( : J 1 ,1 1 1 g ( ' ,  1 1 1  t l u ·  1 ·01 1 1h i 1 1a t io1 1 s  of a toms oee 1 i r  i n  reg1 1 lar  

sequences, such as the l i fe c.:ycl c of an a n i mal and the 
d i s i ntegration of a nni versc. Th ese sequences c.:on st i tutc a 
pri nciple df order: no event occu rs apart from the series of 
events  that prepare for it. It is the task of the scienc.:cs to 
di scover these sequenc.:es, for they provide the c.:ausal 
explanation of al l that oc.:c.:u rs. The philosopher docs not 
need to know the c.:orn plctc deta i l s  of a chain of events so 
l ong  as he knows that it oc.:c.:ms accord ing to fixed pri nci
ples, t hat there is no h i era rc.:hy of ends or fi nal cau se,  and 
that no  d i vi n e  agent gu ides events or i n terferes with their 
c.:o u rsc. The ex i stence of evi l  in  the u n i verse i s  s u ffic.:icnt 
refu tat ion of the doc.: tr inc of an omni potent and hcnefic.:ent 
dei ty. 

When the prcc.:isc cause of :m event cannot he di scov
ered, 110 poss ;b le  cau se ca n he rejec.:tcd. A l t ernate explana
t ions ,  therefore, may he enterta i ned,  and every possible 
cau se i s  somewhere operat i ve, i f  not in  our u ni verse t hen 
in some other. For the most part the E picureans used 
m u l t ip le  explanations in areas where close observation 
was not poss ib le ,  for example, meteorology. Because of 
the i r  re l at i ve i n di fferem:c to specific deta i l s  of natu ra l  
processes, the  E picu rean s fai l ed to  exploit the  scien t i fic 
advances hc i n g  made i n  their own t i mes, especia l l y  i n  
astronomy and ph ysiology. 

Man. The h u man orga n i s m ,  for Epicu ru s, is composed of 
atoms und ergoi n g  characte ri s t ic  pat t e rn s  of  change. Body 
and soul are in terdependent ;  neither can survive without 
the oth er. The sou l 's atoms are of fou r k inds .  Th ree arc the 
same as t lw atoms that  c.:ons t i tu tc a ir, wind,  and heat;  
the fourt h ,  t he smal l est and most mobi le ,  is sui generis and 
naml' le ss. That pa rt of the sou l which transmits  sensat ion i s  
spread throughout the body; t hat which t h i n ks a n d  feels  
i s  ccntcn·d in the region of the heart. TherP i s  no nonem
pi rical se lf. A l l  fu ncti ons of the human organism are the 
resu l ts of atomic processes. S i ght ,  for example,  i s  cau sed 
hy atom ic fi l ms sepa rat ing from the su rfaces of objects and 
entl 'ri ng the  eye. Fi l ms of very fine texture, such as  those 
emi tted hy the god s, a re able to im press the mind directl y, 
wi thout the agcncy of a sense org,111 . F i lms  that have be
come scramhled in t rans i t  and no l o n ger  correspond to 
stable physica l  ohjcc.:ts ac.:cou nt  for dreams  and fantasies. 

Like all other atomic compou nds,  men come i nto bei n g  
when the  1wc·1 ·ssary cond i t i ons have l we1 1  m e t .  They have 
1 10 c.::·cator and no dest i n y. Their good i s  p l easure, the i r  
h ighest good a l i fe of secmc and las t ing  p leasu re. U n i ted 
hy 1 10 hond of nature,  t lwy form al l ianees for m u t u a l  ad
va n tage, and they ac.:quicsce i n  the restra in t s  of law and 
gove rr unc1 1 t  as a protec.:t ion aga i n s t  inj u ry b y  the ir  fel l ows. 
These measun�s,  however, do not ac.:hi 1 ·vc a good l i fe ,  
heC'a 1 1 sc  o f  1 1 1e 1 1 's fa l se opi nions.  11d cn ' s  empty fears o f  the 
gods and of d1 •ath d1 •stroy t lH' i r  p!'aee of mind, and in  
purs u i n g  weal t h ,  power, an<l fame they seek  secu rity 
where i t  ea 11 not he found.  

Et hical doctrines. The good l i fe i s  at ta i 1 1ahl e only hy the 
ph i l osoplH'r. TIH' i mmediate experi e nce of p leas ure, a l 
though good i 1 1  i ts 1• l f, do1•s not  hri n g  wi th  i t  a guarantee of 
pcrmanc11<. ·1 • .  l n ! C' l l igent ehoic.:c i s  a l so needed, a11d pract i 
eal wisdom (p/mnrl's is), Epicuru s  sa id,  i s  mon• to  he prized 
than p h i l osoph y i t se lf. l 'ra<:t ieal w isd011 1  mea�u rcs p lcas-
1m•s a gainst  pa i ns,  acc·cpt i 1 1g  pa i n s  that lead to grcal<'r 



pleasures and rejecting pleasures that lead to greater pains. 
It counts the traditional virtues (justice, temperance, cour
age, etc.) among the means for attaining the pleasant life ;  
they have no other ju stification. 

The philosopher distinguishes further between "ki
netic" pleasures (for example, eating choice foods), which 
attend on a motion and cease when the motion ceases, and 
"catastematic" pleasures {for example, not being hungry), 
which arise from a state, or stable condition, and are capa
ble of indefinite prolongation. The good life requires ca
tastematic pleasures; kinetic pleasures are mere embroi
dery. The mind as well as the body has its kinetic and 
catastematic pleasures. The pleasures of the mind are 
related more or less directly to physical sensations (a doc
trine cited by opposing schools in support of the charge of 
sensualism); it feels chara, delight (a kinetic pleasure), at 
the well-being of the body, and with the removal of pains 
and cares it enjoys ataraxia, peace of mind (its catastematic 
pleasure). Peace of mind is achieved when the study of 
natural philosophy has removed fear of the gods, when 
death is recognized to be merely the l imit of experience 
and therefore irrelevant to the quality of experience, and 
when the grati fication of desires that go beyond what is 
necessary and natural is seen to result in greater pains than 
pleasures. 

The mind has also the role of building up a reserve of 
pleasure to be used as a protection against the onslaughts 
of fortune. The body lives in the present, but the mind, 
through memory and expectation, contemplates also the 
past and the future. Furthermore, the mind is able to select 
the objects of its attention. The wise man stores up the 
memory of past pleasures and looks forward to pleasures to 
come. With such resources he overcomes present distress, 
as Epicurus overcame the suffering of his final il lness with 
the memory of past conversations with his friends. 

Way of life. Thus Epicureanism becomes a way of life, 
with a set of prescriptions for the guidance of the initiates. 
Epicurus rejected much of traditional education. Geometry 
does not describe the world as we actually experience 
it, and rhetoric is an abuse of language. Music and poetry 
.1re not fit subjects even for an after-dinner conversa
tion, and happiness does not depend on knowing what 
side Hector fought on. Epicurus also warned against the 
assumption of heavy responsibilities and serious in
volvements , whether public or private, and praised the 
life that escapes men's notice. These negative features 
no doubt repelled the intellectual and social elite, but 
they put the Epicurean life within the reach of the m uch 
wider circle of persons who did not enjoy the advan
tages of wealth, station, and education. To such as these 
Epicurus recommended the suppression of desires that 
go beyond natural needs, the cultivation of friendship, 
the enjoyment of carefree pleasures, and even attendance 
at religious festivals in order to remind themse lves of that 
complete tranquillity of which the gods are the perfect 
exemplars. 

Texts and Fragments From Epicurus 
Arrighetti, C., e<l . ,  Epicuro, Opcre. Turin, 1960. Contains, along 

with older material, the first complete collection of the papyrus 
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fragments of Epicurus' On Na ture. \\'ith Italian translation, notes, 
and a partial index verhorum. 

Bailey, C., ed. ,  Epicums, tlte Extant Hemains. Oxford, J !J2(j_ A 
smaller collection than Uscner's (sc·c lidow), but including tl1e 
Vatican Fragments, discovcr<'d soon after Uscrl! 'r's hook was 
published. Bailey supplies an Engl ish translation and t:ornrncn 
tary. 

Diano, C., ed., Epi<'uri Etltica. Florence, J <J46. An important 
collection, incorporating material from papyri and from Diogenes 
of Oenoanda, as well as the Vatican Fragments. Contains a useful 
commentary and a partial index verhorum. 

U scncr, I I ., ed., Epi<:urea. Leipzig, 1 887. Still the basic collec
tion of Greek and Latin texts bearing 011 Epicurus and his school. 
It contains 607 numbered fragments and much more that is un
numbered. 

General Accounts of Epicurean Philosophy 

Bailey, .C. ,  The Greek Atomists and Epicurus. Oxford, l !J28. A 
fundamental work. 

Bignone, E . ,  L'Aristotele perduto e la formazio11e filosofica di 
Epicuro, 2 vols. Florence, 1936. A revolutionary work, portraying 
Epicureanism as directed primarily against the Platonism of Aris
totle's early dialogues, as reconstructed by W. Jaeger. 

Cornford, F. M., Principium S{qJientiae, \V. K. C. Cuthrie, ed. 
Cambridge, 1952. The chapter "Epicurus" (pp. 1 2 - 30) stresses 
the deficiencies of Epi<.:ureanism viewed as a scientific system. 

DeWitt, N. W., Epicurus and His Philosophy. Minneapol is, 
1954. A sympathetic and at times extravagant a<.:count, emphasiz
ing Epicurus' saintly <.:haracter and his opposition to Platonism. 

'Festugiere, A. J., Epicurus and His Gods, translated by C. W. 
Chilton. Oxford, 1955. A perceptive and rather sympathetic study 
of Epicurean ethics and religion. 

Kleve, Knut, Gnosis Theon: Die Lehre von der 11atiirlichen 
Gotteserkenntnis in der epikureische11 Theologie. Symbolae Os
loenses Fasc. Supplet. XIX. Oslo, 1963. A careful examination of a 
problem much discussed in rt:>cent years: how the Epicureans 
explained, in terms of their theory of knowl edge, men's knowl
edge of the gods. 

Schmid, W., "Epikur." Reallexikonfiir Antike und Christeutum, 
Vol. 5 (1961 ), 681 -819. An authoritative article, with extensive 
bibliography. Especially good on the fortunes of Epicureanism in 
tht:> early Christian period. 

P. H. DE LACY 

E PI STE M O LO G Y .  In addition to the long survey arti
cle EPISTEMOLOGY, HISTORY OF, the Encyclopedia con
tains the fol lowing articles on topics of epistemology: 
ANALYTIC AND SYNTHETIC STATEMENTS; AP�ERCEPTION; 
A PRIORI AND A POSTERIORI STATEMENTS; BASIC STATE
MENTS; CATEGORIES; CAUSATION; CERTAINTY; COHER
ENCE THEORY OF TRUTH; COMMON SENSE; CONCEPT; 
CONTINGENT AND NECESSARY STATEMENTS; CORRESPON
DENCE THEORY OF TRUTH; CRITERION; CRITICAL REALISM; 
DOUBT; EMPIRICISM; EPISTEMOLOGY AND ETHICS. PARAL
LEL BETWEEN; ERROR; EXPERIENCE; HEAT, SENSATIONS 
OF; IDEALISM; IDEAS; ILLUSIONS; IMAGINATION; INDEXI
CAL SIGNS, EGOCENTRIC PARTICULARS, AND TOKEN
REFLEXIVE WORDS; INNATE IDEAS; INTENTIONALITY; IN
TUITION; l RRATIONALISM; KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF ; 
LINGUISTIC THEORY OF THE A PRIORI; MEMORY; M UST; 
NEW REALISM; OTHER .MINDS; PARADIGM-CASE ARGU
MENT; PERCEPTION; PERF0RMATIVE THEORY OF TRUTH; 
PHENOMENALISM; PHENOMENOLOGY; POSSIBILITY; PRAG
MATIC THEORY OF TRUTH; PRECOGNITION; PRESUPPOSING ; 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY QUALITIES; PRIVATE LANGUAGE 
PROBLEM; PROPER NAMES AND DESCRIPTlONS; PROPO-
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SITIONS, JUDGMENTS, SENTENCES, AND STATEMENTS ; 
PSYCI IOLOGISM; RATIONALISM; REALISM ; REASON; REA
SONS AND CAUSES; RELATIONS, INTEHNAL AND EXTERNAL; 
SELF-PHEDICTION; SENSA; SENSATIONALISM; SKEPTICISM ; 
SOLIPSISM ; SOUND; THINKING; TIME, CONSCIOUSNESS OF; 
TOUCH;  UNIVERSALS, and VISION. 

E P I ST E M O L O G Y  A N D  E T II I C S ,  PA RA L L E L B E 
TWE E N .  Usually, actions are taken and policies adopted 
to realize evisaged goals, and they are undertaken beeause 
of belief that they will probab ly realize the goals. Aetions 
and policies may be eri tieized, then, on one of two grounds: 
that the goals are ill-chosen or that the belief that the aetions 
or polieies will probably achieve the goals is ill-founded. 
I t  is interesting, and perhaps indieative of the faets to be 
examined below, that many words of appraisal-sueh as 
"justified," "warranted," "reasonable," "right" -are used, 
although possibly in slightly different senses, to indicate 
the aceeptahility or unaeeeptability of both goals and be
liefs. l\loreover, such appraisals obviously have two features 
in common. First, the appraisal of a particular goal or belief 
can be made only in view of some general principle or 
standard; seeond, the standards and principles in question 
are not self-certifying, and their rational justification must 
he a serious question for a thoughtful person. The appraisal 
of actions and policies thus raises two questions about both 
goals and beliefs: \Vhat are the proper principles or stand
ards to he used in appraisals, and what is the rational basis 
for regarding any prineiple or standard as proper? 

Historically, ethics has been the philosophieal discipline 
concerned with these two questions about goals. (How
ever, "goals" must be taken broadly  to include not only the 
question of ultimate values but also the question of moral 
obligations and moral rights.) And historical ly, epistemol
ogy has been the discipline concerned with the same 
questions about beliefs. (Again, "beliefs" must be taken 
broadly to go beyond mere predictions of consequences of 
the use of certain means to include theories, explanations, 
and systems of mathematical thought. ) 

In order to develop the parallel between ethics and 
epistemology, it is convenient to identify ethieal and epis 
tc•mological statements. Ethical statements are those that 
imply a statement that could be expressed by some Eng
lish sentence containing essentially "is a good thing that," 
"is a better thing," or "is morally obligatory that" (on the 
assumption that "morally obligatory" does not introduce 
special concepts di fferent from a phrase such as "it is 
morally wrong not to"). The class of statement<; thus 
specified will he identical with the class of statements that 
moral ph ilosophers have traditionally been coneerned 
with. Sim ilarly, epistemological statements are those that 
imply a statl'ml'nt which could be expressed by some 
E ng( i.,h sentC'nce containing essentially " I t  is reasonable 
(or warranted) for a person S to pla(_'c more con fidence in Ii 
tha11 in i," in which it i s  understood that for Ii and i can be 
., ,r1 i .,tituted <'X(Hessions of the form "its being true that 

" The class of statements thu s  specified is identical 
with thl' c la,;s of statPments that epi stcmologists have been 
conccn l l 'd with It is u seful to identify as ethical terms 
tho'>l' ph rn.,c·s who'>e ocl'urrcncc in a sentence distinguish 
it a,; an Ptl1 ical '>tat( •nw11t and to identify as epi stemic terms 

those phrases whose occurrence in a sentenee eharacterize 
it as an epistemologieal statement. 

Problem bf ethics and epistemology. Moral philoso
phers have not, at least qua moral philosophers, been 
coneerned with the acceptability of particular ethical 
statements such as "It  would be a good thing if Jones 
learned to play the piano." Rather, moral philosophers 
have attempted to arrive at aeceptable universal ethieal 
statements which could serve as standards for the appraisal 
of particular situations. Thus, moral philosophers have 
defended or critieized sueh statements as "Enjoyment is 
always a good thing, ahstraeted from all consideration of 
consequences; nothing else is so" and "An action is 
morally right if and only if it will produce eonsequenees as 
good as those of any other aetion the agent could have 
performed instead." The formulation of sueh generaliza
tions, together with the proposal of reasons in support of 
them, is general ly called nonnative ethics. Like moral 
philosophers, epistemologists are not concerned with the 
aceeptability of particular epistemological statements such 
as "It  is now highly probable that viruses are the eause of 
some forms of cancer." Instead, they have attempted to 
arrive at aceeptable universal epistemologieal statements 
to be used as standards in appraising particular statements. 
Thus, they have examined the aeceptability of sueh state
ments as "If at a time t person S seems to remember that 
he had the experience E at an earlier time, then he is ini
tial ly warranted in believing that he did have the experi
enee E" or "If at time t person S bel ieves the statement h 
about his own experience at t, then it is reasonable for S to 
place at least as much eonfidenee in h as in any other 
statement." The formulation of statements like these and 
the proposal of reasons in support of them have tradition
al ly  been the main occupation of epistemologists. In order 
to distinguish this task from other eoncerns of epistemol
ogists, we may eall it epistemology proper. 

Some minor points of similarity. If it is morally wrong 
for a person to take aetion A, but he takes that action, then 
in the absence of any exeuse we attribute to him a fault of 
character an d say he is morally blameworthy. Similarly, if a 
person has good reason for believing a certain statement 
hut he doesn't, then in the absenee of any good excuse we 
attribute to h im an intellectual fault and eh.uaeterize him 
as intellectually open to eritieism. (The excuse in either 
case might be mueh the same; for instanee, a person might 
plead that he was very upset, not "himself.") It is some
tim es said that the parallel extends further in another di
rection, that just as there are several senses of "moral ly 
obligated," so there arc corresponding senses of "reasona
ble to believe." For instanee, it is widely believed that 
"morally obligatory" is sometimes used to mean the aet 
which a being omniscient about the facts of the case and 
about moral prineiples would be morally blameworthy for 
not doing if he were in the place of the agent; this is said 
to be a sense of "morally obligatory" different from that 
employed when a person with possibly faulty information 
about the facts and imperfect clarity about moral principles 
is said to be moral ly  obligated to do something. Corre
spondingly, it is sometimes suggested that there is a sense 
of "reasonable to believe" in which we may say that it is 
reasonable for a person to believe that any statement is 
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true; this sense is contrasted with the sense in which we 
say it i s  reasonable for a man to believe what is supported 
by the evidence he has. Whether there are such different 
senses in either case we must leave an open question here. 

Epistemology reducible to ethics? Some philosophers 
(R. M. Chisholm, for example) have thought that there i s  
more than just a parallel between epistemology and ethics. 

They have thought that epistemic terms are properly 
defined by means of ethical tenns. If thi s is correct, episte
mological statements are complicated ethical statements, 
and, presumably, epistemology is a branch-doubtless a 
somewhat special one-of ethics. In accordance with this  
view, for example, the statement "It is warranted for S to 
place more confidence in h than i'' might he taken to mean 
"For any good thing G, if S had to choose between ri sking 
it by a wager on the truth of h or risking it by a wager on 
the truth of i, he would he obligated to wager on h." If 

sound, this definition has the advantage of reducing the 
number of undefined terms in one's total system of con
cepts. The di sadvantages of the definition are ( 1 )  that it i s  
doubtful whether there i s  any useful sense of  "obligated" 
in which the implied equivalence is true, (2) that the 
definition seems to be more obscure than the definiendum, 
and (3) that it does not seem that the meaning of "warranted 
belief" involves the notion of moral obligation but, con
versely, that a person's being obligated to do something, 
in one ordinary sense, can be explained only by reference 
to the propositions it is reasonable for him to believe about 
his situation. 

Theories of meaning and verification. If epi stemology 
is not reducible to ethics, there is still a parallel between 
the higher-order questions and theories to which episte
mology proper leads and those to which normative ethics 
leads. The di scipline dealing with these epi stemological 
questions and corresponding to the di scipline of metaeth
ics we may call metaepi stemology. The central question of 
these disciplines, roughly, is how the statements of nor
mative ethics and epistemology proper, respectively, can 
be supported, what i s  thei r "logic." The task of showing 
thi s is different, of course, from the task of producing a 
:,peci fic line of reasoning in support of specific  ethical or 
epistemological principles. Can such principles be sup
ported in the same way that propositi ons in the empirical 
and mathematical sciences can be? Whether they can be 
depends in part on what the meanings of the special epis
temological or ethical terms are. Moral phi losophers rec
ognize three main views about the meaning of ethical 
terms and, correspondingly, about the ways in which ethi
cal principles may be justi fied. Three very similar views 
have been given by epi stemologists for the meaning and 
support of epistemological principles. 

Nonnaturalism. The first view, which we may call non
naturalism in epistemol ogy and ethics alike, affirms two 
things. It affirms ( I )  that epistemic and ethical terms are 
meaningful and that epistemological and ethical state
ments are trne or false and (2) that epistemic and ethical 
terms do not name observable qualities (such as color or 
shape) and that their meanings cannot be defined, even 
partially, by citing a relation between them and names of 
observable qualities. Epistemic and ethical terms can be 
explained only by way of other epistemic and ethical 

terms. I Ience, neither epistemic nor ethical principles can 
he confirmed by observation in the way that principles in 
the empirical sciences can be. This means that when we 
know ethical and epistemological statements that are not 
analytical ly true (as contrasted with ones like "A person 
ought to do his duty" or "One cannot know something 
unless it i s  reasonable for him to believe it"), our knowl
edge is synthetic a priori knowledge. A clear example of 
this view is the theory of probability held by J. M Keynes, 
who thought that "probable" is an indefinable concept and 
that the axioms of probability theory are a priori synthetic 
knowledge. 

Naturalism. The second view can be called naturalism 
or "definism." It agrees with the fi rst affirmation of nonnat
uralism but denies the second. It holds that epistemic and 
ethical terms can he explained without the use of other 
epistemic or ethical terms, that they can he explained 
exclusively by use of empirical and logical concepts. As a 
result it holds that nonanalytic epi stemological and ethical 
principles have the same logical status as the princi ples of 
the empirical sciences and can be appraised ulti mately by 
reference to the data of observation or introspection. For 
example, according to cme such definition of an epistemic 
term, the statement "It is reasonable for S to believe Ii" 
means just "S believes h." A more plaus ible theory defines 
"know" as follows : "S knows that h at time t" means that h 
follows logically from the propositions S believes about hi s 
own experience at t (including what he seems to remem
ber), plus the following (enumerated) principles of induc
tive logic and principles about the truth or probabi lity of 
memory beliefs. Examples of parallel definitions in ethical 
naturalism are familiar. If the second definition given were 
accepted, it would be an analytic proposition that the prin
ciples of deductive and inductive logic are known by 
everyone, just as, given a utilitarian definition of"right," the 
principle of utilitariani sm is analytic. Parallel to the claim 
of the ethical relativist that conflicting basic ethical prin
ciples may be affirmed with equal warrant by different 
persons or social groups, is it possible that confl icting basic 
epi stemological principles may also be affirmed with equal 
warrant by different persons, even if a naturali stic analys i s  
of epistemological tenns i s  adopted? For ins :ance, just as  
the ethical relativist may affirm that different assessments 
of the ethical obligation of making a promise may be 
made with equal warrant by di fferent persons, may some
one claim with reason that different assessments, say, of 
the weight of s.n additional observation in support of some 
general law may be made with equal warrant by different 
persons? Such questions must be left unanswered here. It 
is obvious, of course, that given different evidence, it may 
he reasonable for a person S to believe some propositions 
which it would be unreasonable for person S' to believe. 

Noncognitivism. The third view, which may be called 
noncogniti vism, denies the thesis common to naturalism 
and nonnaturali sm that epi stemological and ethical state
ments are true or false but agrees with nonnaturali sm that 
epistemic and ethical terms cannot be defined by means of 
empirical and logical concept s. Noncognitivism holds, 
however, that epistemic and ethical terms have a function 
and, in a sense, ideas in meaning. Ethical terms have been 
as signed various functions by di fferent writers (functions 
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like express ing the speaker's attitudes, changing the au
dience's attitudes, issuing prescriptions, declaring one's 
principles, giving advice, entreating, urging, exh01ting, 
and so on). Somewhat sim ilar proposals have been made 
for epi stemic terms. " It is probable that h," for example, is  
sometimes said to be a guarded way of affirming h or a 
cautious way of encouraging others to believe h. Again, "it 
is probable that h" i s  suggested not to assert that the 
speaker believes h but to express his belief in h. A more 
complex suggestion is to say that "it  is reasonable to be
I ieve h" declares or expresses the speaker's own somewhat 
guarded inclination to believe and usually, at the same 
ti me, as a result of people's conditioning in the use of the 
language, strengthens the bel iefs of others in h. Further, 
parallel to ideas in C. L. Stevenson's ethical theory, one 
might say that epistemic terms also have some rather 
indefinite descriptive meaning, perhaps to the effect that 
acceptance of the proposition in question would conform 
to generally recognized standards-the standards, perhaps, 
of scientists. One could say, as P. H. Nowell-Smith does in 
hi s ethical theory, that epistemic terms have various func
tions in various contexts and that it is a mi stake to look for 
some single function performed by them on every occa
sion. I t  could be added that the use of epistemic words 
(s im ilar to the suggested parallel to Stevenson's theory) 
carries special contextual implications which di stinguish 
them from nonepistemic terms. S ince the noncognitivi st 
does not think that epi stemic and ethical statements are 
either true or false, his view does not contain any theory 
about how the truth of such statements may be establi shed, 
although it often contains a descriptive account of various 
ways in which persons do or could try sensibly, in view of 
the kind of statement in question, to remove their dis
agreements . Defenders of the noncognitive view in epis
temology include R. M. Chisholm,  Stephen Toulmin, and 
J .  N. Findlay. Although they have been popular, noncog
nitive views, in epistemology and ethics alike, appear to 
face some difficulties. (For instance, in conditional clause�, 
such as "If it were known that . . .  , then . . .  " or " I f  it 
were a good thing to . . .  , then . . .  ," the ethical and 
epistemological terms seem to he used in their normal 
sense, but obviously nothing is be ing urged or expressed. 
Again, whatever specific function one ass ign� to terms of 
either type, i t  seems poss ible to find affirmations which 
employ the terms and cannot plausibly be said to be per
forming that function.) Moreover, it is doubtful whether 
there are conclusive reasons for rejecting "definism" (nat
uralism) in all its possible forms. 

Some broader perspectives. One feature of both ethical 
and epistemic terms is that even very educated people do 
not have any d ear idea of their meaning or of how to sup
port their appl icabil ity in, for example, the way they are 
able to support the assertion that someone is a bachelor. 
Nor is it clear how an appeal to whatever vague meaning 
there is could he used reasonably to require anyone, on 
pai n  of inconsi stency, to accept a corresponding ethical or 
epistemological princ iple ; the fact that a person rejected 
such a principle would always be good reason for saying 
that his use of the epistem ic or ethical term does not corre
spond to tht> sense needed in order to require the pri nc.:i
ple. It would appear that one of the functions of moral 

philo�ophy and epistemology is, rather, to propose helpful 
and clarifying uses for these terms. 

What would be a helpful and clarifying use for these 
terms must presumably be decided by a broad view of 
human nature and society, a view of action and the re
quirements of reliable prediction for the purpose of action , 
the need of ,nformal social controls in a complex society, 
and the necessity for impartial and general rules for �uch 
control, given that human beings are for the most part 
intelligent, self-interested creatures. However this  may be, 
it is likely that reflection on the functions of science (rea
sonable beliefs) and conscience in society may provide, in 
the case of science at least as well as in the case of ethics, a 
guide for the philosopher's reconstruction of the meaning 
of ethical and epi stemic terms and a basi s  for the appraisal 
of epistemic and ethical principles. 

It should be noted that metaethics and metaepi stemol
ogy both have another part. That part is the explanation of 
various concepts necessary for the understanding of terms 
and statements of both epistemology and ethics and for an 
understanding of theories about how epistemological and 
ethical statements may be supported. Among the concepts 
that are epistemologically important are "meaning," 
"truth," "reference," "analytic," and "a priori." Some of 
these concepts are also important for ethics ; other concepts 
important for ethics are "action," "choice," "free choice," 
"voluntary," "intention," "motive," and so on. Both meta
ethics and metaepi stemology, then, have branches de
voted to these auxiliary concepts. 

I f  there is a parallel between ethics and epistemology, 
should we go on to �ay that there is a parallel between 
ethics and science s ince, after all, to assert any statement 
in science is at least to imply that there is evidence for 
what i s  stated, that it i s  generally known, and so on? I s  not 
every scientific statement, at least covertly, an epistemo
logical statement? It seems clarifying not to go this far. 
Epistemological statements are of the form "It  is warranted 
for S to believe that . . .  ," and we should note that what 
comes after the "that" is the sort of statement that occurs in 
the textbooks of science. If the meaning of this statement 
also has to be construed as somehow epi �temological, 
difficulties ari se. 
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EPISTEMOLO G Y ,  H ISTO RY O F .  Epistemology, or 
the theory of knowledge, is that branch of philosophy 
which is concerned with the nature and scope of know)-



edge, i ts presuppositions and basi s ,  and the genera l  rel ia
bi l i ty of claims  to knowledge. The pre-Socratic phi loso
phers , the first plii losophers in the Western tradition, did 
not give any fundamental  attention to th is  branch of phi
losophy, for they were primari l y  concerned with the nature 
and possibi l i ty of change. They took it for granted that 
knowledge of nature was possible,  although some of them 
suggested that knowledge of the s tructure of real i ty cou ld 
better come from some sources than from others . Thus, 
Heracl itus emphasized the use of the senses, and Pannen
ides in effect s tressed the rol e  of reason. But none of them 
doubted that knowledge of real ity was possible.  I t  was not 
unti l  the fifth century B .C. that such doubts began to 
emerge, and the Sophists were chiefly responsible for them. 

During the fifth century B.C. human practices and insti
tutions came under cri t ica l  examination for the firs t  time. 
Numerous things which had previously been thought to be 
part of nature were seen not to be. Thus, a general antithe
sis was drawn between nature and human convention or 
custom, and the question of where the l ine was to be 
drawn between them arose. The Sophis ts asked how much 
of what we think we know about nature is real ly an objec
tive part of it and how much is contributed by the human 
mind. Indeed, do we have any knowledge of nature as it 
rea l ly  i s ?  Protagoras, for example, seems to have held, if 
Plato's report is  to be bel ieved, that everything is as it 
appears to a man, that appearances are the only real i ty. 
This is the meaning, or part of i t ,  of his  famous dictum 
"Man is the measure of all things." Gorgias was, if any
thing, more radical, claiming that there was no such thi ng 
as real i ty, that if there were, we cou ld not know of it, and 
that even if we could know of it, we could not communi
cate our knowledge of it .  

This general skepticism led to the beginning of episte
mology as it has been tradi tional ly known-the attempt to 
justify the claim that knowledge is  possible and to assess 
the part played by the senses and reason in the acquis i 
tion of knowledge.  Before Plato, Democritus, the Greek 
atomist, had already drawn a distinction between those 
properties ordinari ly attributed to th ings which, in h i s  
view, rea l ly  belong to  them-for example, s ize and 
shape-and those which, as he put it, are a matter of con
vention (nomos), a function of the mind-for example, 
color. I t  was Plato, however, who can be said to be the real 
originator of epistemology, for he attempted to deal with 
the basic questions :  What is knowledge? Where is  knowl
edge genera l ly  found, and how much of  what we ordinari ly 
think we know is  really knowledge?  Do the senses provide 
knowledge? Can reason supply knowledge? What i s  the 
relation between knowledge and true belief? 

THE NATURE OF E PISTE MOLOGY 

Epistemology di ffers from psychology in  that it i s  not 
concerned with why men hold the beliefs that they do or 
with the ways in which they come to hold them.  Psychol
ogi sts can, in principle, give explanat ions of why people 
hold the bel iefs they do, but they are not m•cpssari ly com
petent, nor is i t  their province, to say whether the be l iefs 
are based on good grounds or whether they are sound. The 
answer to these questions must be sought from those who 
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are experts within the branches of knowledge from which 
the beliefs are drawn. The mathematician can give the 
grounds for bel iedng in the validity of Pythagoras' the
orem, the physicist  can give the grounds for bel ieving in ,  
say, the indeterminacy principle, and an ordinary but 
reliable witness can provi de the grounds for bel ieving in  
the occurrence of  an  accident. Normally, when the beliefs 
are true and the grounds sufficient, i t  is permissible to 
claim knowledge, and whether a parti cular truth can be 
said to be known may be determi ned by reference to the 
grounds which are appropriate to the field from which the 
tru th is drawn .  The epistemologi st, however, is concerned 
not with whether or how we can be said to know some 
particular truth but with whether we are justi fied in claim
ing knowledge of some whole class of truths ,  or, indeed, 
whether knowledge is possible at a l l .  The questions which 
he asks are therefore general in a way that questions asked 
within some one branch of knowledge are not. 

Role of skepticism. To characterize the questions asked 
by the epistemologist as extremely general is not, how
ever, sufficient. Interest in very general questions of this 
sort and in  the nature of general concepts i s  typical of 
phi losophy as a whole. What d istinguishes epi stemology 
other than the fact that i ts interests center on the concept 
of knowledge ? When a philosopher asks whether some
th ing is possible, th·e question must be set against the 
consideration that thi� thing may not be poss ible. It must 
be •set against a general skepticism concern ing the matter 
in question. To be cal led upon to justify the possibi l i ty of 
knowledge or of certain kinds of knowledge makes sense 
only on· the supposition that it or they may not be possible. 
It i s  no coincidence that epistemology began in the context 
of a form of the Sophi sts' general skepticism about knowl
edge, for unti l  such doubts had been raised, the poss ibi l i ty 
of knowledge was bound to be taken for granted. Once the 
doubts had been raised, they had to be answered. How 
they were to be answered depended on the nature of the 
doubts and on the degree to which any particular ph i loso
pher was susceptible to them. 

Views on the nature of knowledge. Perhaps the most 
characteristic form of skepticism about knowledge has 
been based upon the premise that we ought not to claim 
knowledge about anything unless we are absolutely sure 
about i t, unless there is no possibi l i t y  of our being wrong. 
Once given this ,  i t  :s poss ible to point out that i t  is at least  
logical ly possible to be wrong about most, if not al l ,  the 
things which we ord inarily claim to know. Phi losophers 
who have been impressed by !Lis  argument have gcneral l} 
tried to show that there arc at least some things that we can 
claim to know, about which we ca nnot he wrong. En·n so, 
most of the things that we norma l l y  think we know ca1 1not, 
on th is  view, be said to be known at  al l .  Th is  consequence 
can he mit igated, a l though not remo\'cd, i f  it can he show11 
that the th ings acct>ptcd as known in the st rict sense gi \'l' 
reasons for bclic\·ing  the thi 1 1gs that we normal ly  ta ke 
ourselves to know. Phi losophers who ha\·1• taken this 
course have di ffered both on what this  . .  certa in  knowl
edge" is  and on how it i s  eo1 1 1 1 t•ctcd with what we ordi
nari l y  suppose ourselves to kno\\'. Hationa l i s t s  ha n· gen
era l ly  attempted to show that the prima ry truths that 
consti tute this certain knowledge arc rclat1•d to other 
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truths somewhat as the axioms of a formal or geometrical 
system are related to the theorems. Empiricists, on the 
other hand ,  have taken the view that the truths which 
constitute ordinary knowledge can be constructed out of 
the primary truths, as a building is built up from its foun
dations. They have differed again on the nature of the 
primary truths themselves. Rationalists have looked for 
them among the deliverances of reason, whereas empiri
cists have claimed that sense experience alone can provide 
such truth� Other philosophers have accepted part of the 
skeptical argument to the extent of denying the status of 
knowledge to some class of truths, reserving that status for 
some privileged class. Plato is a case in point in that for at 
least part of his life he maintained that sense experience 
never provides knowledge at all, this being reserved for a 
kind of awareness of or acquaintance with a world of quite 
distinct entities called Forms. In respect to the world of 
sense experience we have only opinion or supposition. 

This view of sense experience has not been uncommon 
among philosophers. 

The concept of knowledge. A quite different way of 
dealing with the skeptical argument would be to question 
the initial premise that knowledge requires absolute cer
tainty. One would not normally claim knowledge about 
something unless one were sure about it, but that is very 
different from asserting that a man could not be said to 
know something unless what he claimed to know was 
absolutely certain. Knowledge does not actually require 
this; it requires only that there be the best of grounds for 
what is cla imed. To say this is to say something about what 
knowledge is, about the concept of knowledge itself. 
Hence, the skeptical arguments and the answers to them 
are not entirely independent of the conceptual question 
about the nature of knowledge. An understanding of the 
concept of knowledge is a prerequisite of embarking upon 
any attempt to answer other epistemological questions. 
�lost philosophers have had something to say about the 
nature of knowledge, although many have taken its nature 
for granted. From this have stemmed a number of tradi
tional epistemological difficulties. 

G RE E K  PHILOSOPHY 

Plato. Plato (c. 428 -347 B.C.) was influenced by several 
views-the moral teaching and philosophical practices of 
his master Socrates, the views of the Sophists already 
mentioned, and such pre-Socratic views about the nature 
of reality as the Heraclitcan view that the sensible world is 
in a state of Aux and the Elcatic view that reality is one and 
unchanging. Ile  came to· hold that reality cannot be chang
ing or imperfect and that it must therefore consist of a 
world of Forms or Ideas independent of the sensible 
world. The exact reasons why Plato postulated a world of 
Forms arc not altogPther clear. But probably, as Aristotle 
says, he was influenced by Socrates' search for the es
S<'nccs of, for example, moral virtues. But because justice, 
for i 1 1 -, tance, is  never found ill thi s world ill a proper ,md 
perfect form , he postulated its separate, ideal existence in 
order to  provid,� the '>tandard by which sens ibl<' instances 
of jmtice might ii< ' jndged. The Forms might be known by 
rPason, not by tlw senses .  \Vhether there was a Form for 

every sensible particular is arguable, with respect to 
Plato's earlier philosophy. However, it is clear at any rate 
that by the,time he came to write the Timaeus he believed 
this to be the case. Thus, in the first place the Forms were 
probably standards or exemplars of which sensible things 
were imperfect copies. At the same time, however, they 
functioned as universals, entities meant to explain how it 
is possible to think generally about things of one kind and 
how it becomes possible to attach a meaning to common 
names. The fact that the Forms had to fill both these roles 
gave rise to certain logical difficulties which Plato himself 
pointed out in the dialogue Parmenides and which he tried 
to deal with in the later dialogues. The Forms were al
ways objects of knowledge and, in his earl ier thought, 
the only objef'ts of knowledge. Sensible things were, in  
his view, objects of  opinion only. 

Knowledge a nd true belief The distinction between 
knowledge and true belief is first made by Plato in the 
Meno in the context of another Platonic epistemological 
doctrine-the theory of recollection (anamnesis). In this 
dialogue Socrates claims to el icit from a boy without in
struction the answer to a geometrical problem. S ince the 
problem is a geometrical one, it is one that cannot be an
swered by an appeal to the senses. Socrates therefore 
claims that he is enabling the boy to recollect something 
that he had known in a previous existence. He maintains 
that it is a doctrine well known to priests and poets that the 
soul has long ago experienced all things in its various 
existences. Hence, in a sense the soul knows all things, but 
because it has forgotten them, it has to be reminded of 
them. The example suggests that Plato may intend the 
doctrine, at least in part, as an explanation of our knowl
edge of a priori truths. Indeed, in the Phaedo he uses the 
doctrine to explain how we see things as instances of the 
Forms: Sensible things remind the soul of what it already 
knows and what it cannot know from sense experience 
-the perfect Forms. The Meno does not claim so much. 

Indeed, Plato goes on to suggest that merely arriving at the 
right answer to a problem may not constitute knowledge 
but only true belief. Knowledge requires an abi l ity to give 
the grounds (logoi) on which the answer rests. Neverthe
less, Plato says, true belief may sometimes be, in its prac
tical effects, as good as knowledge. 

This distinction between knowledge and true belief is 
retained by Plato in later dialogues, although he is not 
always so charitable to belief as such. At the end of Book 5 
of the Republic Plato begins a long argument, involving 
the famous similes of the sun, line, and cave to show how 
the soul may be drawn up by education to a true knowl
edge of the Forms, the final stage in the process that Plato 
calls dialectic. At the outset Plato makes a threefold dis
tinction between knowledge, ignorance, and an inter
mediate state which he calls belief. Each of these states of 
mind has, he says, an object. The object of knowledge is 
what exists; the object of ignorance is, paradoxically, what 
does not exist; and the object of belief is that which is 
between existC'nce and nonexistence. The last seems to be 
identified with the sens ible world. Plato appears to think 
of these states of mind as forms of acquai ntance with some 
kind of object, although the allocation of the objects in 
question is puzzling on any account. Ile rejects the 



identification of knowledge and belief on the grounds that 
bel ief is l iable to error, whereas knowledge can never be. 
His conception of knowledge is thus a strict one. 

Knowledge and sense perception. Plato's reasons for 
maintaining that we cannot have knowledge of the sensi
ble world are that we should be i n  error if we attributed 
properties to sensible things absolutely. A thing is beauti
ful ,  heavy, or good only in  relation to other things; hence, 
Plato concludes, nothing is really beautiful ,  heavy, or good 
except the s tandards of beauty, heaviness, and goodness 
themselves, and they cannot be sensible things. When we 
judge that sensible things are beautiful ,  heavy, or good, 
we are in error and cannot therefore be said to have 
knowledge. 

There are two objections to this argument. First, if we 
realize that terms l ike "beautifu l"  are relative terms,  we 
shall not necessari ly  be in error in saying that sensible 
things are beautifu l ;  error will arise only i f  we are tempted 
to think that they are beautifu l  absolutely. Second, not a l l  
terms are relative in th is  way; "red," for example, i s  not. 
Perhaps Plato eventual ly took account of both of these 
points , but it seems clear that he tried to deal with the 
second by reference to the Heracl i tean doctrine that the 
sensible world is in a state of fl ux.  If thi s  doctrine is true, i t  
i s  impossible to attribute any property to sensible things 
unequivocally. This position is put forward in the Cratylus 
and most ful ly expressed in the Timaeus. I t  depends, of 
course, on whether the Heraclitean doctrine is true and 
free from unpalatable  consequences. I t  is examined in 
Plato's most extensive cons ideration of knowledge, the 
Theaetetus, a dialogue probab ly written at about the same 
time as the Parmenides with its criticism of the traditional 
theory of Forms.  

In  the Theaetetus Socrates engages in a discussion with 
a young mathematician ,  Theaetetus ,  concern ing the nature 
of knowledge. Theaetetus firs t  answers the question "What 
is knowledge?" in a manner typical of the dialogues, by 
giving examples of knowledge, but is then prevailed upon 
to give the answer that knowledge is esthes is  (perception 
or sensation ;  the Greek word from which it comes is  am
oiguous). This view is i dentified with that of Protagoras , 
the Sophist, to the effect that everything is what it seems to 
a man and that esthesis is of what is and must be infalli
ble-that is ,  what seems to a man is so and cannot be 
wrong. If knowledge is esthesis ,  it is thus an incorrigible 
awareness of something purely relative to the perceiver. 
Socrates enlarges on this view, indicating the extent to 
which our judgments about empi rical things are relative in  
this way. Final ly,  the point of  view is made absolutely 
general by the introduction of the Heraclitean doctrine of 
the flux. The joint effect of the doctrines is that a l l  judg
ments about empi rical things are relative-the classic 
Platonic point of view. This conclusion is reinforced by 
reference to various vers ions of what has become known as 
the argument from i l l us ion-an argument stating that we 
cannot be said to perceive the real properties of things 
because of the possibil ity of i l lus ion or because of the 
causal aspects of perception itself. 

Having expounded the view that a l l  empirical judgments 
are relative, Socrates sets out to refute it. He refutes the 
pure Protagorean view that appearances are the only real-
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ity by pointing out that there arc acknowledged experts in 
di fferent fields of knowledge couccming objediv<� phe
nomena; moreover, the Protagorean view is in essence 
self-refuting because no absolute truth can be dai nwd for 
it on its own terms. l i e  refutes the l l cracl i tean doctrine of 
flux by claiming that if i t  wen� true, it would be impossible 
to say anything about anythi 11g, a consideration wh ich he 
treats as a reductio ad absurdum. Th is section of the dia
logue ends with the consideration that certain properties of 
things-the ex istence of things , their identity with them
selves, and their difference from other things-arc ascriba
ble to them only as a result  of a judgment hy the mind. 
Knowledge of the sensible world can not therefore be a 
s imple matter of having sense impress ions, of esthesis in  
the sense speci fied; i t  mus t  also involve judgment by  the 
mind. 

Possibility of false beliefs. I n  the next section Theaete
tus suggests that knowledge consis ts of true judgment or 
belief. Thi s  suggestion is eventually refuted by the consid
eration that it is possible to believe something tru ly  whe n  
one's grounds are insufficient. Most o f  the section, how
ever, is given up to a discussion of false bel ief or judg
ment, for Socrates wonders whether this is possible. False 
bel ief cannot be a belief in what is not, for, as Parmenidcs 
showed, there is no such th ing as what is  not. On the other 
hand, if false bel ief consists in erroneous ly taking one 
thing for another, it is difficult  to see how it is possible ,  for 
the bel iever must know one or both of the things i n  ques
tion if he is to be in  the posi tion of taking one for the other. 
However, if he knows at least one of the things, how can 
he mistakenly  take it for the other? Socrates considers 
various possibil i ties, but the only cases in which he wi l l  
allow the possibility of  error are those in  which a man fai l s  
to recognize something correctly because h e  has fitted the 
wrong sense impression to the wrong memory impression. 
(It is in the context of this discussion that Socrates intro
duces the analogy of the wax and the seal to i l lustrate the 
nature of the mind;  the mind l i teral ly receives impress ions 
from things outs i de it .) S ince this account will  not cope 
with judgments l ike 7 + 5 = 1 1 ,  where there is no question 
of erroneous recognition of a sensible thing, Socrates in
troduces another analogy, likening the mind to an aviary, 
with pieces of knowledge represented by the birds.  A man 
may know someth ing in the sense that the idea of i t  is in 
his mind as a bird is in  the aviary, but he may not have it at 
hand. That is, he may know it  implicitly but not explicitly. 
Even here the original difficu l ties recur , however. How 
can he mistake an explicit piece of knowledge for some
thing else? 

The difficulties in  this section of the dialogue depend 
upon construing errors of judgment as mistakes of identity 
and equating knowledge wi th direct awareness.  The mis
takes al lowed by Plato are not strictly mistakes of identity 
but mistakes in  matching one th ing with another, the sense 
impression with the memory impression. Plato returns to 
the matter in the Sophist, where he tries to provide a new 
logical analysis of the nature of judgment. He distinguish
es between judgments of identity and existential judg
ments and probably between both of these and sub
ject- predicate judgments (as they were late; cal led). 
Judgments general ly assert that one thing participates in 
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another (at least the latter being a Form), but judgments 
of i dentity and exi stence assert the part ic ipation of some
thing in  certa in  especial l y  important Forms-those of 
sameness and exi stence. These Forms are two of a l i s t  
of fi\'e to which Plato gave special attention, the others 
being d ifference, rest, and motion . To say that something is 
identical with another thing is to say that i t  participates in 
the Form of sameness in relation to that other thing. l\l i s 
takes of judgment can ari se over whether something real ly 
partic ipates in  another thi ng, and to that extent the d ifficul
t ies of the Theaetetus are resolved, al though i t  may be ques
tioned whether Plato has given a really adequate account 
of judgment. 

True beliefs and logoi. In the last section of the Theaete
tus, it i s  suggested that knowl edge may cons is t  of true 
bel ief  together with the giving of a logos . It wi l l  be remem
bered that knowl edge was associated with the abi l i ty 
to gi\'e a logos in the Meno. H ere Socrates recounts a 
"dream" according to which the elements of real i ty are 
perceptible but unknowable and without a logos, wh ereas 
the compounds which are fo rmed from them are knowable 
and haYe a logos .  The notion of a logos is a vague and 
possibly ambiguous one, but  i ts connection wi th knowl
edge seems to imply at l ea�t that knowledge must be ex
press ible in  propos i tions.  Socrates rejects the "dream 
Y iew" (which may poss ib ly  be attributable  to Antisthenes) 
on the ground that knowledge of com pounds wou ld not be 
possible unless there was already knowledge of the ele
ments. Proposi t ional knowledge must depend upon a 
knowledge by acquai ntance of someth ing, in Plato's view 
presumably a knowledge of the Forms.  But what i s  the 
logos which, when added to bel ief, may turn i t  into 
knO\dedge? Th ree suggestions are considered . First, that a 
logos is s imply the manifestation of the judgment in 
speech (a poss ib le  meaning of the word) is clearly i n
sufficient .  Second, that i t  consists of the recounting of the 
elements of the thing known i s  insufficient in  that this may 
not actual ly  amount to knowledge of how the elements are 
put together. Thi rd, that i t  cons is ts in the identification of 
the th i ng in question is  rejected on the ground of c ircu lar
i ty ,  for if being said to know something requires that one 
know the dis t i nguish ing mark of the thing in question, the 
account is manifest ly circular. But nothing less than th is i s  
su fficient. The dialogue therefore ends inconclusively .  

I t  i s  cl < 'ar that in  this d ialogue Plato was working toward 
a ,  iew of know!Pdge which is not too for from the ordinary 
one. 1 l i s  thought, howen_•r, was never ent ire ly  free from 
arnb i\'al<"nce in t h i s  respect, a l l ( ]  perhaps he never entire ly 
)o-,t l 1 i s  d i � tru st  of the senses .  Tlw ideal of knowledge as a 
k ind of appreh e1 1 s io 1 1  of a systl 'm of Forms rPmai ncd. I t  
was the ta�k of t l w  ph i losoplwr to in \'est igate thi s  system 
I i) H l < 'am of dialeC'tic, the techn iques of logical d ivis ion 
and c - la-,,; i ficat io1 1 .  For Plato k 1 1owl< "dge was al ways a s tate 
of 1 1 1 i 1 1d  and had to lw accou 1 1 tl'd for accord ingly .  Th is 
pn·'> 1 1 ppo'> i l io 1 1  l i c· s  l ) ( ' l i i 1 1d  the inco11cl 1 1 s i \'c! less of t l 1e  
Theaetet us.  Ye t  mo� !  of t lw trad i tional cpi s ternologi<:al 
pml ,l < - 1 11 -,  , 1 r i -, ( •  in t l l < '  ('Ol l f�(• of Plato's argu 11w1 1 t ,  and i t  i s  
" or t l 1  at l < - 1 1 1 101 1  for t l 1 1 '>  n •a-,011 alorl( ' .  

A ristot le .  ·\ n-, to t l < ·  1 1/f1 - .122 !LC. ) was not so affected by 
-,kf• p t i ( 'a l  arg 1 1 r r ) ( ' 1 Jh a'> l'bto was. I le does,  i t  is t r 1 1e ,  try to 
an-,w<·r l ' rot<.1gora-, .\ lctaphysics J '  .5 ff. ) ,  and lw docs so in a 

way very much l i ke that of Plato i n  the Theaetetus, by 
point ing to ,the s tandard case in each class of judgment. 
Even in  his  earl y (and now fragmentary) work the Protrep
ticus, he had emphasized the necess i ty of an appeal to the 
expert in decid ing i ssues in any particular art or science. 
This remained his approach throughout his l i fe. Ari s totle's 
preoccupations with epis temology appear in two provinces 
in particular- in his theory of science and in  his theory of 
the mind and its facul ties .  But his approach to epi stemol
ogy was not so much the attempt to justify the claim that 
k nowledge ex ists as the description of what k nowledge 
and its presuppos i tions are. 

Universals. Like Plato, Ari stotle held that knowledge i s  
always of the u niversa l .  I nsofar a s  w e  can b e  sai d  to know 
particular th ings ,  we know them as instances of a un iver
sal ; we know the universal in the parti cular. B ut it must be 
emphas ized that for Ari s totle universals are  inherent in 
particulars; he vehemently rejects the Platonic notion of a 
world of separate universals or Forms .  (The only excep
tions to the i nherence of forms in matter and God and the 
most divine part of us, reason in the h ighest sense.) 
Knowledge therefore depends u l t imately on the soul ' s  or 
mi nd's reception of the forms of things.  The soul i tsel f, as 
he made clear i n  De A nima, is not a d i st inct, spir i tual 
ent i ty but the set of facu lties possessed by the body i nsofar 
as it has organs to manifest  them . 

Means of knowledge. Sense perception is the receiving 
by the sense organ, the faculty of which i s  the respective 
sense, of the sensible form of a th i ng, as he puts i t ,  without 
i ts matter. He also describes sense perception as an ac
tual iz ing of the potential i ty which the sense organ pos
sesses as i ts faculty. It is not easy to see how this account 
of the matter can be worked out i n  deta i l .  Granted that the 
hand becomes hot when it touches a hot object, what hap
pens to the eye when we perceive color? Aristotle thinks 
that each sense is affected i n  a way pecul iar to i t, so that 
each sense has i ts own special sense object. The eye has 
color, the ear, sound; and so on. In addi tion to the special 
senses, there is a common sense, which has no sense organ 
pecul iar to i t .  It is a faculty of al l  the sense organs or at 
least of those which are capable of perceiving the same 
qual i ties of objects ; for example, size and <;hape are per
ceptible by both s ight  and touch . Aristotle speaks of both 
the special sensibles ,  such as color, and the common sen
s ib les ,  such as shape, as essential to the respective senses. 
Apart from these there are the incidental sensibles, which 
are the thi ngs which possess these properties .  Aristotle 
speaks of them as i ncidental sensibles because if we use 
our eyes ,  we are bound to see color; it is not essential that 
,ve sec a particular object-to use Ari s totle's example, the 
son of Diarcs .  At any given t ime he may he the object of 
our vis ion ,  but he does not have to be. Some i nterpreters 
have spoken of these incidental sensib les as perceived 
i ndirectl y, but there i s  no warrant for this interpretation in 
De Anima .  As Aristotle poi nts out,  i t  i s  poss ih le to see 
indirectly that sugar is sweet i f  we know that what we see 
d i rectly is sweet. But th i s  is qui te d i l l'ercnt from percep
tion of the incidental sens ibles .  

\Vi th this rather passive account of perception Aristotle 
g i \'e� a more act ive account  when he s t resses the ro le 
judgment plays in perception. I ndecd, in the Po.s·tcrior 



Analytics he speaks of the senses thems< 'lvcs as d i scrim i 
native capacities . It i s  through such judgment that percep
tual errors , such as mis taking the identity of a th ing, can 
arise. Aristotle te nds to say that when a sense is co 1 1ccmcd 
simply with i ts  own special object-for instance, s i ght  with 
something whi te-there is the least chance of error. On 
occasion, however, he seems to imply that here error is 
impossible because the reception of the form in this case i s  
something purely passive, so that there i s  no question of 
judgment. His position is not altogether clear, and there 
may be some confusion in his mind on this matter. 

The same combination of' passive impres sion and active 
judgment can be found in Aristotle's account of such fac
ulties as imagination and memory, and to some extent there 
is a parallel account of the intellect itself. The persistence 
of the exercise of the sense faculty after its actuali zation by 
a sense object leads to the setting up of images. But imagi
nation cannot exist in the full sense without the exercis e of 
some form of judgment. Likewise ,  memory must depend 
not only on having images but also on a referring to the 
past. 

It is in the account of the i ntellect that the parallel with 
sense perception comes out most clearly. There is, fi rst, a 
reception of form, i n  this case not sensible form but intel
ligible form. This corresponds to having concepts . Second, 
there is the combination of concepts in judgment, and it is 
only here that the possibility of error arises .  Because the 
higher faculties depend for their existence on the lower, 
the exercise of the in tellect, which is in itself nothing but a 
mere faculty, depends on the prior exercise of sense per
ception.  Hence, Aristotle says , the soul never thinks wi th
out an image. Owing to the influence of St. Thomas Aqui
nas, this has often been interpreted as the basis of 
empiricism. If the issue had been rai sed by Aristotle, the 
outcome might have been this doctrine, but it is not clear 
that he did raise it. To say that the activities of the intellect 
are always dependent on the workings of the lower facul
ties is not in itself to say that the only ideas we can have 
are provided by sense experience. Finally, Aristotle dis t in
guishes between an active and a passive intellect. The 
iP tellect thus far described is the passive in tellect; the 
active intellect, something purely actual and without 
potentiality, is necessary in order to make possible the 
actualization of the facult ies of the soul. In Aristotle's 
thought it is given no other function. 

What knowledge is. Since knowledge is concerned with 
the universal-with form-any knowledge which is ex
pressible in judgment must  cons is t  of an apprehens ion of 
an essential connection between forms. To know some
thing about a thing is to be able to subsume it under spe
cies and genus and thus to know what is essen tial to it. I t  is 
matter which is responsible for what is accidental, and 
matter is in the last analysis-as prime matter-unknowa
ble. To a large extent Aristotle's conception of knowledge 
in the full sense-that is , scientific knowledge-is coinci
dent with Plato's. For Aristotle knowledge implies order; 
sense experience without this i s  something less than 
knowledge. This notion of order or organization is akin to 
Plato's notion of logos. Similarly, the idea that knowledge 
consis ts of class i fication in terms of genus and species and 
thus of a charting of the essential connecti ons betwee n 
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forms i s  akin  to Plato's <·oncc·ption of diale ctic as con
cerned with the s tmcture of tlw world of Form s. 

Knowledge and definition. Th< ' con m·ction in Ari\totle's 
though t between knowledge and c las-; i ficat ion in terms of 
g< 'nus and species also en tails a coll nc ·ction l)( ' tw< ·cn 
knowl<0dge and ddinition, for d< ' fi n it ion its< 'lf i s  i l l  terms of 
genus and species . Aristotle di s t ingui sl) ( ' s  betw< ' < ' l l  nom i
nal and real defin it ion, the fi rs t lll' ing des igned to giv< ' 
knowledge of terms only, th< ' second givillg knowl< 'dg< ' of 
the essence of the th ing itself. Tl)( '  cli fferenc-< ' turns largely 
on the fact that g iv ing the esse nce of th< ' th ing involv< 's tlw 
explanation of its cause. Thus , Ar i s totlt· says  that we think 
that we have knowledge i l l  th< ' pr imary S< ' l l s < · wfwll we can 
give the cause of the th i ng. To give the cause of' a th ing 
involves the demonstrat ion of i t s  < 'SS < ' l lC< '  fro m first princ i 
ples, and this  is the function of sciencl'. Ti ll· first principles 
themselves can be known only by a form of intuition ;  011 < ' 
sees thei r  truth in their instances .  It is poss ible to explain 
the pri nciples of one scie 1 1C< ' i l l  tnrns of anoth< 'r sc ienc< ' ,  
hut this process must come to a s top somcwliere. It  i s  the 
mark of a fooli sh man, A ris totle says, to think that every
thing can be proved. Princi pl<0s such as the law of con tra
diction,  which are implied in all demon s tration, can be 
proved only dialectically. A dialectical proof is one which 
starts not from necessary fi rst principles but from what i s  
commonly accepted. In  this  case the proof consi�ts in 
gett ing the man who denies the law of contradiction to say 
something and then to show him that what he says i mpli< 's 
the law ; he  is thus convicted by his own testimony. 

Aristotle thus presents us with a concept of an ideal of 
scientific knowledge and gives some account of what is 
presupposed by it. The di fference between kn owledge and 
true belief is, in his account ,  presumably dependent on 
whether what is claimed i s  essentially and necessarily 
true, a part of science as he sees it. But Ari�totle gives li ttle 
in the way of a justi ficat ion of the cla im that knowledge i s  
possible at all, for he clearly feels no need to  do so.  To that 
extent he is out of the main stream of epistemological 
thinkers. 

Hellenistic philosophers. If anyone in the ancient  world 
was an empiricist, ;t was Epicurus, the leading Greek 
atomi st. 

Epicurus. In the v iew of Epicurus (34 1-270 B.C . )  all 
knowledge resulted from contact with the atoms of which 
the soul is composed by atoms from outs ide. It is true that 
he said atoms could sometimes stimulate the soul directly 
without affecti ng the senses,  providing men with visions of 
the gods, but in general the senses  had to be in \'oh-ed. 
Atoms affecting the sense organs produced sensations ; 
mass stimulation of the sense organs resulted in a presl'n
tation or appearance ( pha n fasia ) to the soul. Sense experi 
ence in  the more general sense occurs when an incoming 
presentation i s  fi tted to a general conception or abs tract 
idea, which itself results from repet i t ion of sensations. 
This is the nearest thing to judgment in Epicurus' system, 
and thi s  i s  the most usual source of error. Epicurus ins i s ts 
that all sensation s are true and that they are the ult i mate 
standard to which we must refer all our judgments ; the�· 
admit  of no other check. S ince they are the ulti mate stand
ard of judgment, there i s  no other sour,·e for a metaph�· s i 
cal theory about the  world. Thi s ,  i t  has  often been poin tl'cl 
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out, does not fit in very well with the claims that Epicurus 
makes in order to give an atomistic picture of the world. 

It is not altogether clear what Epicurus meant in saying 
that all sensations are true, especially since he also main
tained that phantasmata, dreams or the delusions of the 
mad, are true. In the context of the atomist conception of 
the physical basis of perception, however, the view seems 
to imply a doctrine, common in the history of the subject, 
that anything in the mind which is caused cannot be liable 
to error. In reality questions of truth and falsity do not arise 
in such circumstances,  a consideration implicit in Epicu
rus' statement that sensations are without a logos (not the 
sort of thing to involve judgment), but the conclusion that 
error is impossible has frequently been drawn. 

Stoics. The rival Stoic school was founded by Zeno (fl. c. 
300 B.C.), but the main figure was, perhaps, Chrysippus 
(c. 280-c. 204 B.c.). The Stoics were also empiricists to a 
large extent, although there is doubt whether at least some 
of the school did not admit innate ideas. The central notion 
of Stoic epistemology was intuition or apprehension (kata
lepsis). This, as is put by the Skeptic critic Sextus Empiri
cus (c. A.O. 200), was their standard of truth. Like the atom
ists the Stoics thought that things make impressions on the 
soul, although they differed from the atomists over which 
physical processes were involved. They made no sugges
tion, however, that these impressions were necessarily 
veridical. This was true only of those impressions which 
were clear and distinct (enarges). Whenever an impression 
is received in the soul, the soul has to register it by a 
process known as assent, but there cannot be said to be 
knowledge until there is apprehension, until the soul is 
gripped by the impression (katalepsis literally means 
"gripping"). \\'hen this apprehension can properly be said 
to exist is clearl y  open to question, and this was pointed 
out by the Skeptics. Hence, later Stoics were forced to say 
that apprehensive impressions were a guarantee of truth as 
long as there was no objection. 

Skeptics. :\feanwhile, the Skeptics were making attacks 
upon the dogmatic schools, as they called them. The gen
eral tendency of this school was to accept the doctrine of 
impressions and phantasiae, but to maintain that there was 
no ground for going beyond them. Thus, it was necessary 
to be content with appearances and not to seek for the 
hidden truth about reality. The arguments against dogma
t ism were probably unsystematized initially , but they were 
gradually put into order. Probably under Aenesidemus 
( first century B.C.) a list of ten (or eight) arguments (tropes) 
was drawn up. Some of these were forms of the argument 
from illusion, stressing the possibility of illusion and error 
in order to suggest that there was no reason to think that 
we c·vcr gain knowledge of the real truth about things. 
Pnccptiom,  they said, arc always relative to the circum
stanc< '� ,  the perceivn, and so on. Hence, no phantasia is a 
crit< 'rion of truth, and nothing else can be. A later Skeptic, 
per hap, Agrippa I fir�t century A.D.), �ystematized the argu
rm·n h  1 ·n·n fu rther by constructing general forms of skep
t i lal argnmc· nt. The final form stated that because of the 
earl ier argurnn1ts nothing could be known in itself but 
onl� 1 r 1  relatior1 to other things , how<'ver, someth ing could 
be kriown rc·lativcly to other th ings only if these other 

things could be known absolutely. Because this had al
ready be�n shown to be impossible, nothing could be 
known. 

Some Skeptics came to see that this conclusion, put so 
baldly, was too dogmatic, When Arcesilaus of the Academy 
(the New Academy of the third century B.C.) was sufficiently 
influenced by Skepticism to claim that knowledge was 
impossible, perhaps claiming Socratic practice as a prece
dent, the Skeptics still thought that this view was a species 
of dogmatism. Carneades (2 14- 129 B.C.), a later academic 
who tried to meet the arguments of Chrysippus of the Stoa, 
not only maintained that absolute knowledge was impos
sible but also tried to substitute a theory of probability for 
it. He distinguished three grades of probability in respect 
to perceptions : ( 1)  the simply probable, (2) the probable 
and confirmed by its consistency with its concomitants, 
and (3) the probable, confirmed and tested for inconsis
tency with the system to which it belongs. The last grade 
is science as we ordinarily know it. But even this would 
have been too much for the pure Skeptic. Skepticism as a 
system received its fullest expression in the works of Sex 
tus Empiricus in the second century A.O. 

Neoplatonists. In the third century A.O. Platonism was 
revived by Plotinus, the founder of the Neoplatonic school. 
This was Platonism in its more mystical aspects, although 
Plotinus often uses Aristotelian notions, sometimes with a 
Platonic twist. The soul, as opposed to the body, is given 
pre-eminence, so that perception and knowledge are made 
a function of the soul .  The soul has its own activities, 
which are manifested in perception and memory; the body 
and its impressions are merely instruments for the soul to 
use. The main function of the soul qua intellect is to con
template the Forms, above which is the supreme principle 
or entity, the One. Unity with the One is the soul's goal. 

M E D IEVAL THOUGHT 

It was i\eoplatonism which, according to St. Augustine 
(354-430), brought about his salvation from l\fanichaeism 
in theology and skepticism in philosophy. Neoplatonism 
offered a supposedly positive doctrine in both metaphysics 
and epistemology and one which St. Augustine could 
largely accept, thus ignoring the other, heterodox views. 
St. Augustine's thought is therefore 1\'eoplatonic in its 
essentials. As a result he took it for granted that knowl
edge-and, most importantly, knowledge of God-was 
possible, and he felt no further need to question this as
sumption. The same is true of most other medieval think
ers. Since philosophy was closely linked with theology, it 
was axiomatic that knowledge of God was possible in some 
sense, and skepticism about knowledge in general was 
rejected by an appeal to whatever philosophical system 
,vas thought best able to explain that knowledge. I nsofar as 
there was argument, it was about the presuppositions and 
sourc<:>s of knowledge, not about whether it existed. 

Knowledge of a thing involves, it is commonly 
thought, knowledge of its general characteristics and, 
therefore, its subsumption under a universal �l cdieval 
thinkers differed according to their philosophical tradition, 
according to whetlwr they were Platonists or, after the 



Aristotelian revival in the thirteenth century, Aristotdians. 
But the main di spute was over theories of universals. Since 
the dispute had theological implication, it was heated. Tht' 
argument had its source in certain questions put by Por
phyry, a d isciple of Plotinus, about the exact status of spe
cies and universals. These cp1estions, the answers to which 
Porphyry thought were obscure, were discussed by 
Boeth ius in  a commentary. The main schools of thought on 
the subject were the realists, conceptualists, and nominal
ists. Realists thought that universals had an objective 
existence, although their view of th is existence depended 
on whether they were Platonists or Ari stotelians. Concep
tualists held that universals existed only as concepts in the 
mind; nominalists held that the only universal th ings were 
words. Such theories, however, were rarely found in their 
pure form. 

Realist theories of universals. The division among 
realists is best seen in the differences between St. Augus
tine and St. Thomas Aquinas ( 1225- 1274). 

Augustine. St. Augustine gave pre-eminence to the soul, 
in Neoplatonist fashion. In his view the soul has its own 
functions and is not directly influenced by the body. Per
ception is based on the impressions produced by the soul 
when the body is stimulated. Experience, however, in
volves inference, as the soul subsumes its impressions un
der concepts. To have such concepts is, for St. Augustine, to 
be aware of Forms in the Platonic sense, the one difference 
being that in his view the Forms are thoughts in the mind 
of God. Thus, universals have a real existence in the mind of 
God, and all knowledge, even sense knowledge, involves 
some awareness of God. There is an ascent from lower 
forms of knowledge, like perception, to higher forms, with 
knowledge of God at the peak. 

Aquinas. The Aristotel ian revival in the th irteenth cen
tury led to St. Thomas Aquinas' acceptance of a more Aris
totelian point of view than Augustine's. Like Aristotle, 
Aquinas rejected self-subsistent universals, maintaining 
that universality is a function of the mind. Nevertheless, 
there are real similarities between things because of their 
common form. Hence, species have more than a mere 
m8ntal existence. 

The Thomist theory of knowledge consists largely of an 
explanation of how knowledge of Forms is possible. When 
the senses are stmrnlated, the soul's potentiality is actual
ized; a sensory image, or phantasma, is set up, corre
sponding to the object of perception. But since the univer
sal aspects of such objects can be apprehended only by the 
intellect, they must be transferred from the phantasma to 
the intellect. Indeed, phantasmata as such are not objects 
of awareness on our part. The mind i s  aware only of the 
universal aspects of things, not their particulari ty, which is 
available only to the senses. Something has to i l luminate 
the phantasmata in order to make clear their universal 
characteristics. Aquinas employs Ari stotle's distinction 
between the active and passive intellects here. The active 
intellect abstracts the universal or species from the phan
tasma, and th is is imposed upon the passive intellect as a 
concept, which is then verbalized. Concepts thus exist  
only as the result of an abstraction of the universal aspects 
of th ings, and the essence of Aquinas' empiri cism i s  that 
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all knowledge depends on sense experience in this way. 
Even knowledge of self-evident truths, which Aquinas; 
admits, as well  as knowledge of the essent ial nature of 
things, is in the last resort dependent on sense experience, 
and al l our thoughts must he based on experience. Aquinas 
can h<> looked on as the founder of empirici sm in the sens<• 
that he held that all the materials for kno\v ledge come 
ultimately from experience and from nowhere el se. Unlike 
the later phi losopher Locke, however, he did not set out 
to justify the doctrine in detail .  

Conceptualist theories of universals. Although Aqu inas 
may be classed as a real ist in his theory of universals lw
cause he maintained that there are object ive s imi lariti< 's 
between things by virtue of the ir common form, he could 
not do so without the notion of concepts in the m ind. 

Abelard. Peter Abelard ( 1079 - 1 142) had previous ly held 
a conceptualist theory of universals, emphas izing the ex
tent to which universal ity is a function of the mind. I le 
held that universals are really concepts (sermones) i n
volved in judgments that particular things have something 
in common. They are arrived at by abstraction from parti c
ular things, by attending to features of thi ngs considered in 
themselves. Abelard even used the notion of a generic  
image-that is, an image not of any parti cular thing but, 
supposedly, of what is common to a whole class of 
things-in order to account for our ability to th ink of things 
generally. He was anxi ous to reject both real ism and the 
contemporary nominalism held by Roscelin of Compiegne 
(died c. 1 125), who maintained that universals were just 
words or even names. He did not, however, deny that 
concepts had a basis in things. Hence, in a sense Thomist 
realism and Abelardian conceptualism are very much two 
sides of the same coin. 

Nominalist theory of universals. Sim ilar considerations 
apply to the great nominalist thinker of the fourteenth 
century, William of Ockham. 

Ockham. Even Ockham (c. 1 285 - 1349) did not quite 
maintain that the only universal things art" words, for he 
held that words are conventional signs corresponding to 
concepts which are natural signs of things. Universality 
l ies in the sign-sig .. i ficate relation, in the fact that both 
words and concepts can be signs of a class of things. To the 
question "What are universals ?" Ockham init ial l:· replied 
that they had only a logical ex i stence; they were meanings, 
the contents of the mind when thinking generally. For 

Ockham the term "universal' ' was what he cal led a term of 
second intention. A first intention is the state of mind 
involved in the apprehension of part icular th ings ; a second 
intention is that involved in the apprehension of first in
tentions. The term "universal " thus picks out the content 
of our apprehension of our first-order apprehensions of a 
class of things. "Redness" is not the name of an entity but 
of the content of the relation which exi sts between the sign 
or concept "red" and particular red things. Ockham later 
took another step toward conceptual ism by holding that 
universals had a mental , not just a logical, existence. He 
then held that universals are tl .e concepts which the mind 
has and wh ich are the natural substitutes for things them
selves. Ockham probably took this step for reasons of 
economy, for in the earlier account universals were a sort 
1. r )  
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of i ntermediary between the mind and particular things. 
The place given to general i ty remained the same, how
e\"er. There wa� nothing general in the world; general i ty 
depended on the relationship between the mind and par
ticular things . 

The real novelty of Ockham's approach lay in his hold
ing the view, ne\v to medieval thought,  that the mind itself 
could have apprehension of particular things. Aquinas, for 
example, had denied thi s ,  holding that the mind could be 
concerned only with universal characteristics abstracted 
from phantasmata. The consequent gap between the mind 
and the semes inevi tabl y involved a representative theory 
of perception; the mind was confronted only with the 
representati\"es of things. Ockham denied all this. He held 
that the mind could be concerned directly with the partic
ular by means of intu itiom. Intuitive knowledge is a direct 
knowledge of a thing or · i ts exi stence. The senses pro\"ide 
an intui tion of a thing's exi s tence, and the i ntellect pro
vides an intuition of its nature. Duns Scotus ( 1265- 1308) 
had held that intui tion of a particular was a necessary 
condition of the abstraction of the universal from it ,  but he 
had also held that this intuition must, in thi s  life at any 
rate, be confused. Ockham denied th i s. In his  \"iew intui
t ions may be perfect or imperfect respectively, according 
to whether they are dependent merely on present experi
ence or whether they also involve past experience. The 
po ssibil i ty of imperfect intui tions , however, depends on 
the pos sibility of direct, perfect intuit ions. 

.-\) though Ockham thought that th i s  kind of direct 
knowledge does ex i st, he did not claim that al l intuition 
wa� equally clear; clarity, moreover, was not always 
enough to guarantee truth. In the fi rst  respect, he claimed, 
as St .  Augmtine had done earl ier, that we have clearer 
knowledge of our own mind than of other things. In the 
second he maintained that Cod can give us an intui tion of 
something that does not in fact exi s t  (a cons ideration which 
looked forward to Descartes's sugges tion that Cod might 
be a deceiver) . This i s  not the natural course of things, 
however. 

\I uch of Ockham' s thought i s  in the S toic tradi tion, and 
to some extent this can be said about  Descartes , the first of 
the rational i st thinkers of the seventeenth century. B y  this 
time, however, the questioning of the accepted points of 
view of the \ l idclle Ages had led to increased skepticism. 
Dc�cartt's's theory of knowledge i s  therefore in the fullest 
�ense the beginning of that "search for certainty" whose 
elements were found in Plato but had not been prominent 
after h im.  

S E \' E '.\"TE E '.'-."TH-CE'.'-."TURY RATI O'.\"A LIS�I 

Descartes and Cartesianism. The cmergt'nce of science 
duri n g  t l i r· R<·nai � �ance and the d i �putes whicl1 it pro
duced led to a C('rtain �keptici�m about claim� to knowl
(•dge and to the· �< ·arch for a method, like that of sci <"nce, 
,, l1 id 1  wo1 1ld detc-rm i rw dw tru th once and for all. Des
' <1rtr -� I ,'59n - l h.'50J wa� tlw pion<·C'r in this new tradi tion, 
,1 1 1 < 1  ,1' t l 1 0 1 1gh I i i �  rooh wew rn the \l iddlC' .-\ge�, he was to 
, l . irg,- r·xt< · nl art im1ovator. Bei n g  a mathematician of dis-

r , ,  t J r J T ,  I I ( " �aw tlw �olu tion to problems of C'pistemology 

in the systematization of knowledge in geometrical form, 
although he did not carry out the full program himself. 
Th is  invol'ved starting from axioms whose truth was clear 
and distinct. He describes the ideal method in the second 
chapter of the Discourse on .\let hod as ( 1) not to accept as 
true anything of which we have not a clear and distinct 
icea, (2) to analyze the problem, (3) to start from s imple 
and certain thoughts and proceed from them to the more 
complex, and (4) to review the field so thoroughly that no 
considerations are omitted. Of what do we have clear and 
dist inct ideas? To deal with this problem, Descartes em
ploys the method of doubt-a form of skepticism. This 
method involves setting on one side anything that can be 
supposed fal se unti l  one arrives at something that cannot 
be supposed t"alse. 

That there is a goal to this skepticism is, it might be ob
jected, prejudged, for Descartes points to the fact that he 
has often been deceived to suggest that he may always be 
dece ived. This conclusion i s  not, however, admiss ible, 
s ince to establ ish h is  premi ses , he must at least know that 
he has sometimes been deceived. The truth is that Des
cartes has a definite conception of what knowledge must be, 
and most of what we ordinari ly call knowledge does not fit 
that conception. His approach i s  therefore not strictly that 
of the general skeptic. It consists in setting on one s ide any
thing that does not possess the mark of genuine knowl
edge, thi s  mark being that we should have clear and dis
tinct ideas of the thing in question. \\'e have a clear i dea of 
a thing when it is open to the mind, when we are clearly 
aware of it; an idea is also distinct when we have a full 
knowledge of the nature of its object and of the means 
whereby that object can be distinguished from other 
things. \ lany philosophers have believed that we do not 
have certain kno wledge of empirical truths but that we do 
have it of mathematical truths. Descartes agrees to the 
extent that he maintains that we can have clear and distinct 
ideas of the objects of mathematics, but he also maintains 
that if Cod were a decei \"er, he might have caused us to 
have false bel iefs even here. Hence, i t  i s  at least a poss ible 
hypothes i s  that there is an archdecei\ "er who brings it 
abo ut that I am mistaken in all my beliefs. I s  there any
thing which is free from this contingency? 

"Cogito ergo sum." The result of De�cartes's inquiry 
into this matter i s  that there i s  at least one propos i tion 
which i s  indub i table in the sense that I cannot be wrong in 
maintaining i t. Th i s  i s  the propos i tion "I think, therefore I 
ex is t" 1 Cog ito ergo sum). Descartes is definite that this is 
not to be treated as an argument despi te i ts form; i t  i s  an 
indubitable proposi tion. ( In a sense Descartes had been 
antici pated in thi s  by St. Augustine's " If I am mistaken, I 
ex i s t" [Si fallor sum], but S t. Augustine had not used the 
proposi tion for exactly the same purposes.) It is reasonably 
clear that I cannot deny either "I th ink" or "I ex i�t" with
out absurdity, although this i s  not enough to show that the 
cogito is  in  any way a logical truth. Yet for Descartes it 
must  have the kind of necessity which i s  generally attrib
uted to logical truths ; it must he logical ly  i mposs ible for 
the proposi t ion to be false. \loreover, i t  mmt have content 
such that i ts truth entails the ex istence of somethi ng with a 
speci fic  naturC'-namcly, a spiritual or thinking substance 



which has certain ideas, particularly those of God and 
material objects . Only then can Descartes go on to justify 
belief in such ohjects. 

In effect, therefore, Descartes says that I can doubt 
everything except that I doubt. S i nce doubting is a form of 
thinki ng, I cannot doubt that I think, and s ince thought 
requires a thinker, I cannot doubt the exi stence of myself 
as the thinker. It might be objected that even if there i s  no 
reason to reject thi s  position, it has not been shown to be 
necessary. I f  I cannot doubt that l doubt, thi s may be a 
contingent matter, not a logical necessity. Once given the 
cogito, however, Descartes can go on to use it as the prem
ise of an argument whose outcome will be the justification 
of our belief in a world independent of ourselves . 

The status of perception. Granted that we have ideas of a 
world of material thi ngs, what prevents those ideas being 
mere figments of the imagination? I deas in  themselves are 
purely mental entities (although Descartes is never very 
clear about their exact nature); they may or may not repre
sent the things they purport to represent. Ideas can be 
innate, adventitious, or fictitious. To say that they are ad
ventitious is to say that they come from thi ngs outside us; 
to say that they are fictitious is to say that they are pro
duced by the m ind itself. Innate ideas are a priori, inborn . 
Which ideas these are, if any, may be disputed. But, at all 
events, our ideas of material thi ngs are clearly not innate. 
Why, however, are they not merely fictitious? 

To say that an idea is fictiti ous is not to say that is is 
impossible for it to be an idea of something objective. To 
some of our ideas perhaps nothing  could possibly corre
spond; these would be logical impossibilities and would 
have no objective validity i n  Cartesian terms. For an idea 
to have objective validity, the reality in  it must be caused 
by something that has the same reality, either formally or 
eminently, in itself. A machi ne, to use Descartes 's exam
ple, may be formally the cause of a man 's idea of it; his 
idea may be a copy of the machine, the two havi ng the 
same form. But if the man conceives of the machine him
self, then he or his m ind is  eminently the cause of hi s idea; 
the idea i s  not a mere copy of its cause, for the source of 
the idea is something higher. If, then, our ideas of material 
things are to be objectively valid or have objective reality, 
they must either be copies of actual material things or be 
produced by something higher. If they are produced by 
something higher, they were produced either by our minds 
or by God. To show that our ideas of material things do 
correspond to those material things, Descartes has to show 
that they are not produced i n  this way either by our own 
mi nds alone or by God. 
Now, ideas in themselves, Descartes maintai ns, can not 

be stri ctly true or false; it is the use we make of them that 
can be true or false. Hence, truth and error are functions of 
judgment. Nevertheless, we have a natural disposition to 
believe that our ideas are veridical. I n  Meditation I I I ,  
Descartes points to this natural di sposition and t o  the fact 
that our perceptions do not depend on the will as reason 
for believi ng in the veridicality of our perceptions, al
though he rejects these co nsiderations as insufficient. I n  
Meditation VI,  however, he has recourse to the same con
siderations, although they must now be viewed in the 
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context of the view that perception is a faculty of the mind 
plus body and does n ot exprc·ss the cssem:c of the mind 
alone, which is concerned solely with thinking. Tlw pas
sivity of our p<'rceptual ideas thus seems to be invoked i n  
order to reject the notion that o m  ideas of material objc·cts 
could be a product of our own minds .  Ideas of material 
objects, however, might still be caused by Cod. Y ct if thi., 
were true and if nothing answered to those ideas, Cod 
would be a deceiv<'r, for he would be giving us a natmal 
disposition to believe in the exi stence of things which do 
not exist i n  fact. Goel, Descartes mai ntai ns, is not a dc·
ceiver. This poi nt is taken as axiomatic and provi des the 
ultimate guarantee of our belief that we do pcrceiv<' an 
objective world. 

Existence of God . The existence of God is therefore a 
cardinal point in the chain of argument. Descartes pro
duces two sets of arguments des igned to demonstrate his 
exi stence as a necessary truth. The first argument, in \ led
itation I I I, is based on the same cons iderations about the 
causes of our ideas as those adduced in connection with 
ideas of material things . The idea of God, which Descart< ·s 
takes to be objectively vali d, could be proclucecl only by 
something having the same reality formally or eminently 
in it. \Ve, bei ng inferior creatures, could not produce it, 
and it could not come from any other source except Goel 
himself. Hence, there must be a God . This argument i s  a 
version of the so-called Cosmological Argument. 

The other argument, to be found in Meditation V, is a 
version of the Ontological Argument first invoked by St. 
Anselm . God must through his es sence possess all positi \'e 
attributes in perfection . Existence i s  a positive attribute; 
hence, God must exist. It is now generally recognized that 
neither argument is sufficient to demonstrate the necessary 
existence of God. However, the necessary exi stence of 
God must be demonstrated if the argument concerning the 
existence of material thi ngs is to have any cogency. 

I f  Descartes 's  argument for the exi stence of God had 
been sound, he would have shown that all the reality i n  
our ideas must b e  in  their causes .  More i s  required i f  i t  i s  
to  be  shown that our ideas are, at least in  �ome cases, 
copies of their causes. This is a problem for any repre
sentative or causal theory of perception, any theory which 
holds that our i deas and perceptions are mental entities 
which are, at best, only representatives of things outs ide 
them. From Descartes's point of view there is the general 
consideration that Go<l is not a deceiver; any errors or 
i llusions to which we are subject are the results of judg
ments we make because of the ideas \\'e recei\'e. This 
makes it incumbent on us, if we <ire to avoid error, to take 
due account of the clarity and disti nctness of our ideas. \\'e 
are right in judgi ng that our ideas correspond to thei r  
causes only if those ideas are clear and d i sti nct. 

Primary and secondary qualities. In  Descartes ' s  opi nion 
there is a big difference between primary qualiti es,  such as 
figure, magn itude, and motion, and seconcbry quali ties, 
such as color. Primary qual i t ies can be known by an intu i
tion of the i ntellect ( inspect ;o  me11 tis). Our ideas of them 
are clear and distinct because of the part the�· pla� i n  
mathematics, and in mathematics , therefore, the intell< ·ct 
can he regarded as hav ing a proper knowled!,!L' - >f real i ty. 
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This i s  not to say that we cannot make mistakes concern ing 
the primary qualities of objects;  judgme nt can be as l iable 
to error h ere as elsewhere. H owever, s ince the ideas of 
them are clear and disti nct, we have the assurance that in 
general objects do have such qual ities. We have no such 
assurance in the case of secondary qual ities. The intel lect 
is not involved here, but since the sen ses were, Descartes 
maintains, provided only for the conservation of life,  it 
does not matter very much whether our ideas of secondary 
qualities correspond to the actual qual i ties of objects. 

It would not be generally admitted today that mathe
matics does provide the kind of knowledge of real ity that 
Descartes requires. The question of the exact connection 
between mathematics and the world is  a complicated one. 
Granted, however, that mathematical ideas have a preci
sion not possessed by other ideas, it does not follow that 
we have a precise knowledge of any qualities of physical 
objects. For it remains an open question to what extent 
such ideas are applicable to physical objects .  There is a 
genuine distinction between primary and secondary qual
ities in that the first are measurable in a way that the sec
ond are not. This,  h owever, is not sufficient to justify the 
claim that knowledge of primary qualities is knowledge of 
reality in  a way that knowl edge of secondary qualities is 
not. In some places-for instance, Principles, Part IV, 
Section XI,  an d Dioptric, S ection VI- Descartes tries to 
rein force this view by arguing that si nce the effects in the 
brain caused by the stimulation of our senses posse�s only 
the properties of motion, figure, and extension, there is no 
means whereby we could come to apprehend any other 
properties of objects. There is a circularity in this argu
ment, si nce its premise is  that we do know of the primary 
qual ities possessed by brain processes, whereas all ideas, 
being the effects of physical processes, should be in the 
same position. 

In sum, Descartes's theory of knowledge is essentially 
one of a representative kind. I t  is based on the idea that 
the mind or soul,  being something very differe nt and dis
tinct from the body, can have as its contents only ideas, 
which are, at best, representatives of physical things .  The 
mind has its own activities, and its nature is  to be active. 
Through these activi ties it can come to have kn owledge of 
abstract mathematical truths. But all sense knowledge, as 
opposed to intel lectual knowledge, can come only through 
the medium of ideas, and that these ideas corre spond in 
any way to the physical objects presented to the senses is 
i nevitably open to question. The justification of our belief 
that they do depends, in  the long ru n, on the affirmation 
that there is a God and that he is not a deceiver. Descartes 
thinks that he can demonstrate that there is a God, taking 
as true by defi nition that he is  no deceiver and that our 
natural dispos ition to trust our senses is therefore justified. 

Occasionalism. Since Descartes conceived of the soul 
and the body as disti nct substances with distinct es
s ences-that of the soul being thought and that of the body 
exten stion-he was inevitably faced with the problem of 
how one could act on the other. He was never very clear 
on  thi<; point,  although h<' came to in s ist that t here must be 
'>Om< ·  quas i-substantial un ion betwc·en the two. In some 
placc • <;-for example, the Dioptric- he speaks of brain 
proce<,<, < • <; '  gi v iug "occas ion" to the soul to have sensations 

or ideas. Some of his fol lowers, who thereby became 
known as occasional ists, took up this notion and tried to 
explain the' apparent l ink between soul and body by saying 
that God puts ideas into the soul on the occasion of the 
bodily processes. Geul incx ( 1625 - 1669) said that God puts 
the ideas there by means of the bodi ly processes ; Mal e
branche ( 1638 - I 715) said that God acts di rectly on the 
mind on the occasion of the bodily processes. S ince Male
branche had lean ings toward the views of St. Augustine, 
he interpreted this occasionalism in terms of the Augus
tinian doctrine that we know all things in God. 

Malebranche. In other respects Malebranche tends to 
fol low Descartes, although often with greater emphasis.  
He, too, ins ists that we have clear and distinct ideas of 
figure, extension, and movement, s ince these qual ities, 
being conceivable in mathematical terms, are open to the 
intellect. He also lays great emphasis on our liabil ity to 
error in anything connected with the senses, especial ly if 
we think that the senses provide us with knowledge of 
things as they actual ly are. In one respect, however, he 
adds a certain sophistication to the Cartesian distinction 
between the ideas or sensations that arise in the mind 
without any intervention on our part and the judgments 
that we make and which depend on our will .  Sometimes 
what we see differs from what would be expected on the 
basis of the sensations resulting from the stimu lation of our 
sen ses .  We may see a thing in i ts right s ize, for example, 
although the actual pattern of stimulation received in the 
eyes is different; alternatively, we can be subject to i l lu
sion when the conditions of stimulation are not abnormal. 
In such circumstances we are not generally aware of mak
ing any judgment in order to correct the sensation s re
ceived. Malebranche therefore disti nguishes between 
natural judgments, or judgments of sense, and free judg
ments. Free judgments depend on our will, but natural 
ones do not; they are, he says, a kind of complex sensation 
in that they do not depend on us. They are, he explains,  
made by God in us ,  i n  consequence of the laws of the 
u nion between soul and body. As judgments they can be 
true or false, but as sensations they may occur agai nst our 
will and are certainly not due to our wil l .  Malebranche is 
in an ambivalent position here, but his difficulties show a 
certai n honestv. 

Spinoza. I t  has often been remarked that what makes the 
thought of Spinoza ( 1632 - 1677) especial ly interesting is 
that it combines the quite different and, as general ly con
ceived, quite disparate traditions of nominalism and ex
treme rational ism. I n  his nominalism he belongs to the 
tradition of William of Ockham and, more particularly, of 
Hobbes ( 1 588 - 1 679). H obbes maintained that only names 
were u niversal. Although names were signs of images of 
things which constitute our conception of them, there was 
nothing universal in the conceptions themselves. Only the 
use to which names are put was u niversal, for they are 
taken as signs of many things.  Hobbes u sed this to mount 
an aggressive attack on the paraphernalia of Scholasti
cism-essences, s ubstance, and the like. He was a tough
minded mechanist who thought that reality consisted sole
ly of corporeal bodies in motion.  

Although he did not have the same motive, Spi noza was 
similarly oppos ed to the apparatus of Scholasticism. In-



deed, he may have been influenced hy Ilohbes. In his 
Ethics, Part II, Spinoza held that as a result of the stimula
tion of our bodily senses by many things, confused, com
posite images arise, and it is these i mages that general 
words represent. There is no place for universals ex isting 
in things. Since these images may be set up differently in 
different men, "universal notions,"  as Spinoza calls them, 
may differ from man to man. The knowledge that is ex
pressed by their means can only be confused. Spi noza is 
not content to leave knowledge there, however; he has the 
conception of knowledge of a much higher kind, and his 
working out of this conception is in effect the systematiz
ing of Cartes ianism. To make Cartes ianism consistent, 
however, he had to change much in it. 

Monism. Although according to Descartes's view the 
clarity and distinctness of an idea was a necessary cond i
tion of its truth, it was not a sufficient condition of its truth. 

It was always possible to raise the question of whether any 
particular idea did correspond to reality and, in particular, 
to its cause. This was a consequence of the duali sm be
tween the mind and its ideas and the physical world, a 
dualism inherent in Cartesianism. Spinoza replaced this 
dual ism by a monism according to which the mental and 
the physi cal were two aspects of one thing-ultimately, 
God or Nature. In adopting thi s view, he was again carry
ing out the implications of Cartes ianism, for Descartes had 
asserted that in the proper sense the concept of substance 
belongs only to God, for only God is self-subsistent, or 
causa sui. Hence, in Spinoza's view everything is a 
modification or mode of the one true substance, depending 
on God for its existence. The Cartesian distinction be
tween mental and material substance becomes a distinc
tion between the two infinite attributes of God in Spi
noza's theory. Bodies are modi fications of God qua 
extended, and minds are modifications of God qua think
ing. They are not distinct things ; they are merely parallel 
aspects of the one true substance. The order of ideas in the 
mind is the same as the order of things. Hence, the objects, 
or ideata, of ideas, insofar as these have reference to God, 
are always truly represented by them. No ideas can be 
absolutely false, and insofar as they refer to God, they must 
be true. Ideas can be considered false only from the point 
of view of what we ordinarily call a single human mind, 
not from the point of view of God. 

Truth and falsity. Because Pverything can be deduced 
from the essence of God , everything is subject to necess ity, 
and this applies to ideas as much as to everyth ing else. 

There is no room in Spinoza's theory for the Cartesian 
distinction between ideas and the wilL for him the will 
and the intellect are the same. Falsity cannot therefore 
arise from the exercise of our will in the employment of 
ideas. For Spinoza the exercise of the wi l l  i n  judgment is 
not something additional to having ideas , and he empha
sizes that i t  is wrong to thi nk of ideas as s imple pictures 
which may or may not correspond to their objects. To have 
an idea of something and to make a judgment about it are 
one and the same, and it is by vi rtue of this composite 
conception that ideas, not only judgments, can be true or 
false. Considered as part of God's thinking, ideas cannot, 
of course, be false, for in that case they must always corre
spond, qua modi fications of God as th inking, to the 
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mod i fications of God as extended. But  considered as ideas 
in a s ingle human mind , they can represent their  objects 
confusedly or inadequately. In having a confusl'd idea of 
an object, we fai l  to sec it as fo llowing necessarily from the 
nature of things. Such ideas, Spinoza says, arc l ike conse
quences without premises. 

In the Ethics, Part II, Defi nition 4 ,  Sp inoza defines an 
adequate idea as "an idea which,  insofar as it is considered 
in itself without rclatiou to an object, has all the properties 
or intrinsic marks of a true idea." If an idea is confused, it 
cannot be adequate. Therefore, truth must have an intrin
sic criterion, not just the extrinsic criterion of the corre
spondence of an idea to its object. In other words, the 
clarity and distinctness which Descartes had looked to for 
the foundations of knowledge is the mark of every true 
idea. Truth and adequacy thus merge. For full truth an 
idea must be seen to be true, and this is possible only 
insofar as i t  is seen to follow from the nature of things. 

Truth, Spinoza says, is its own criterion. This is connected 
with another of Spinoza's epistemological views-that 
knowledge must ultimately be reflexive. Anyone who 
really knows something must know that he knows. If a man 
knows that something is necessarily so, he must know that 
he knows this ,  since the truth of what he knows must be 
manifest. 

The doctrine of truth which Spinoza presents is com
monly referred to as the coherence theory of truth, and it is 
normal ly associated with the doctrine of degrees of truth, 
knowledge, and reality. The distinctions between grades 
of reality which exist between the one true substance and 
its various modifications is paralleled by distinctions be
tween kinds of knowledge. True knowledge, the having of 
adequate ideas , entails seeing things as following from the 
essence of God. Knowledge can be more or less inade
quate or confused to the extent that a thing is not seen as 
followi ng necessari ly from that es sence. Absolute truth 
cons ists in having adequate ideas , although every idea has 
some degree of truth s ince it must have a counterpart in 
the order of things. In other words, an idea, although nec
e,;sari ly true in some respect, has greater truth to the de
gree that it is adequ .. te and to the degree that its object is 
seen as fitting in  with the order of things. Like most ver
sions of the coherence theory of truth,  this is really not a 
theory of what truth is or what is meant in call ing an idea 
or judgment true, but, rather, a theory of when or under 
what conditions an idea or judgment can be seen to be 
true. A judgment can be seen to be true if it coheres with 
the system of judgments which characterize reali ty. But 
coherence theorists tend to say that any judgment which 
can be seen to cohere with other judgments in  this \\'ay i s  
thereby "more true" than those which do not cohere. In 
effect, they tend to use the word "true" so that it i s  more or 
less equivalent to "verified." A judgment wh ich has a 
h igher degree of verification by virtue of its coherence 
with other judgments is said to be ipso facto more true. 

The coherence theory of truth is thus a genuine epistemo
logical theory, a theory of the conditions under which we 
can be said to know a proposition as true. 

Kinds of knowledge. Spinoza distinguishes three grades 
of knowledge. Ful l knowledge Spinoza refers to as the 
third kind of knowledge and characterizes it a� intuition. 
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This kind of knowledge, he says in the Ethics, Part II, 
"proceeds from an adequate idea of the formal essence of 
certain attributes of God to an adequate knowledge of the 
essence of things." To have this knowledge is the goal of 
philosophy-to see things sub specie aeternita tis, as con
forming to a kincl of necessity . The right method in philos
ophy as set out in the Treatise on the Correction of the 
Unders tanding is to rid the mind of confused and inade
quate ideas and to lead it  to ideas which are adequate. It 
is significant that Spinoza calls this kind of knowledge 
intuition, because in its essence it consists of seeing the 
world as a coherent whole bound by necessary connec
tions. �lost rationalists have ended up with some such 
conception, and for them reason is inevitably second best. 
So it is for Spinoza. 

What Spinoza calls reason is the second kind of knowl
edge, below intuition. This is best described by distin 
guishing it from the first kind of knowledge, which is 
knowledge derived from vague experience and is also 
called opinion or imagination. This corresponds roughly to 
sense experience. (Knowledge from hearsay, the fourth 
kind of knowledge, added in the Treatise to the bottom of 
the list, is of little importance for present purposes. )  From 
sense experience we gain confused ideas of things without 
respect to their place in the general order of things. \Ve 
may obtain knowledge of a similar status from signs-that 
is, from reading or hearing words which allow us to form 
ideas similar to those of the imagination. Both of these 
sources may lead to the setting up of the universal notions 
referred to earlier, notions which vary from man to man 
and cannot provide gen uine knowledge. In the course of 
our experience, however, we may light upon notions 
which are common to all men, such notions as those of 
extension and other general attributes of reality. These 
notions Spinoza calls common notions,  to be sharply dis
tinguished from the universal notions already discus sed. 
These common notions correspond to the ideas of primary 
qualities which Descartes had allowed to be clear and 
distinct because they were the objects of intellectual in
tuitions . For Spinoza, too, they provide the starting point 
of the sciences, and as such our ideas of them are ade
quate. They can be seen to be true of reality inasmuch as 
they reflect all-pervasive features of reality. It is for this 
reason that they are common to all men; they are not sub 
jective like the uni,·ersal notions. 

Heason or science thus  consists in elaborating the essen
tial features of the attributes of which we have common 
notions . Like Descartes , Spinoza conceived of science as 
based on the mode l of mathematics in general and geome
try in particular. His concc"ption of the right method in 
philosophy itself is modeled on the' geometrical method . 
l r1d c,ecl, Sp inoza had tried to set out the Cartesian philoso
phy in a geomc-trical fashion accord i ng to the n rll's that 
Dc·scartcs hacl pwachc cl but had not practiced as well. 
Thm, although scil 'nC<', the syst! 'rnatization of knowleclge, 
i� ultimately derived from sens e  experience, it reflects the 
actual order of things more' tru ly  than ex1wriencl' does. 
\: c ·vc· rth('l( ' s S ,  the goal of al l  knowl!'clgl' is not just this 
�y �t c · rnatization but the SC'< 'ing of things as a whole, su/J 
specie aeternitat is. For this n �ason i11 t11itio1 1  s tands abo\'C' 
n·a�on. 

Because the second and third kinds of knowledge in
volve adequate ideas, they cannot give rise to falsity. 
Sense exl:>erience alone can be the source of falsity. 
Through sense experience we can have only confused 
ideas, since ideas reflect particular modifications of reality 
in some finite respect, not in relation to the infinite attri
butes of God. Sense experience is ordinarily thought of as a 
passive form of knowledge, as opposed to forms of knowl
edge which demand the use of reason. This pas sivity, 
Spinoza thinks, is only a sign of the inadequacy of our 
ideas in this case. Activity on the part of the mind is, con
versely, adequacy in its ideas . Spinoza points out that the 
human mind is part of the infinite intellect of God. Hence, 
"when we say that the human mind perceives this or that, 
we say nothing else than that God, not in so far as he is 
infinite, but in so far as he is explained through the nature 
of the human mind, or in so far as he constitutes the es
sence of the human mind, has this or that idea" (Ethics, 
Part I I). Just as the ideas of sense experience are confused 
and inadequate only in relation to our mind, although when 
considered as God's ideas they are true, so the ideas of 
sense experience are passive in relation to our mind but 
are nevertheless part of God's active thoughts. 

In sum, for Spinoza the goal of all knowledge is seeing 
the world as a single whole. On the way to this lies reason 
or science, which attempts to reveal things as subject to 
necessity by means of self-evident, necessary truths abou t  
things . All else, although not absolutely false, is the source 
of illusion. But, as in everything else in Spinoza, an ade
quate understanding of his theory of knowledge also in
volves an adequate understanding of his complete meta
physics or theory of reality. This is true of philosophers in 
general but never more so than in Spinoza's case. 

Leibniz. In many ways Leibniz ( 1646-1716) is Spinoza 
with a strong dash of common sense. Spinoza's monism, 
especially its assertion of the necessity of things and the 
apparent consequence that free will is impossible, was 
anathema to Leibniz. In these respects Leibniz revolted 
against Spinoza, but in other respects he was very m uch 
like Spinoza. I le, too, drew no distinction between the will 
and the intellect and made activity and passivity in the 
mind a function of the clarity and distinctness or otherwise 
of our ideas. Furthermore, although comm<Jn sense told him 
that there must be a plurality of things, not just one, he had 
to conceive of each ultimate thing as a simple substance 
possessing all the properties of Spinoza's one substance. 

Leibniz' simple substances had to have a unity in plu
rality in that, although simple, each one had to he capable 
of reflecting the whole universe from its point of view. 
Since Leibniz took as axiomatic that in every true proposi
tion the predicate is contained in the subject, everything 
that can be said about a substance is so because of the 
nat11 n--' of that substance, and all the relations which it has 
to other things must misc from the nature of that s ubstance 
and be internal to it. It is for this reason that every true 
substance must reflect the' universe from its point of dew 
and in this way be a microcosm of the macrocosm. The 
only thing, Leibniz thought, which could he hoth simple 
and capable ' of reflecting the univc•rse in this way was 
something l ike the soul. In co nseq11e 11ce, he postulated the 
<'Xistence of a p lurality of simple substances, spiritual in 



nature, vvhich he called monads. But for the monads, he 
said, Spinoza would be right. 

Necessary and contingent truths. Since the propert ies of 
each monad were internal to it, it m ight be thought that 
Leibniz, like Spinoza, would have maintained that every
thing was a matter of necess i ty. However, although Leib
niz maintained that all the properties of a substance are 
internal to it and thus follow from the nature of the sub
stance, for other reasons he mainta ined a clear distinction 
between truths which are necessary in the logical sense 
and truths wh ich are dependent on the facts. He was thus 
perhaps the first to draw a clear d i stinction between nec
essary or logical and contingent or factual truths. The firs t  
he called truths of  reason, the  second truths of fact. These 
truths had different principles as their bas i s .  Truths of 
reason were dependent on the principle of contradiction, 
s ince their necess i ty turned on the fact that their den ial 
would result in a contradiction. Leibniz ti .ought that s uch 
truths, when their terms are defined, could be reduced to 
identical proposit ions of the form "A is A." The reduction 
to such identical proposit ions would therefore proceed by 
means of chains of definitions. � lathematical truths are of 
this kind, and Leibniz was one of the first to seek a basis  
for mathematics in logic. 

Truths of fact, on the other hand, could not be just ified 
by reduction to identical proposit ions;  their bas i s  had to be 
found in a separate principle, the principle of sufficient 
reason. Thi s  principle received different formulations at 
different stages of Leibniz' thought. Insofar as it was meant 
to allow for the contingency of matters of fact while pro
viding a rationale for them, Leibniz tended to formulate 
the principle by reference to the choice of God. In creating 
this universe, God could choose from a number of poss ible 
worlds each having a different order or structure. Since, as 
Leibniz thought, for various different reasons,  the number 
of monads is infini te, the number of such possible worlds 
is also infinite. Any contingent truth about this world has 
for its justification the fact that in choosing this world, God 
chose it as the best of all possible worlds. The truth re
mains contingent because it i s  dependent on God's choice, 
cut  a sufficient reason for i ts  truth i s  that God chose i t  as 
part of the best of all poss ible worlds. At other times, how
ever, Leibniz' appeal to God' s choice has fewer theolog
ical implications. For example, in his correspondence with 
Samuel Clarke, he tries to refute the idea of an infinite 
absolute space by saying that in such a space God would 
have no sufficient reason for putting the universe here 
rather than there. Th is  means that there would be no way 
of telling w,here the universe was and that it would, in 
consequence, make no sense to speak of it as being in one 
place rather than another. This use of the principle of 
s ufficient reason amounts to something like the use of the 
verification principle by logical pos it iv ists-the meaning of 
a proposit ion lies in the method of verification. 

When Leibniz maintains, however, that in every true 
proposi tion the predicate is included in the subject, he  
seems to  undermine the distinction betweeJ1 truths of 
reason and truths of fact. For this  doctrine would make all 
propositions into what Kant was later to call analytic prop
ositions or judgments, propositions which are logically 
necessary. In consequence, it has been maintained (for 
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example, by Loui s  Couturat) that in som<· of Le ibniz' writ
ings the principle of s ufficient reason merely states that all 
true pro pos it ions are analytic, whereas the principle of 
contrad iction states that all analytic propos it ions arc true. 
l 1 1 fact, th i s  is prol>ably a co1 1 sequencc of L<'ili 1 1 i z ' main 
views rather than a s tatement of it .  If every proposit ion 
about a substance attributes to it a property which i s  part of 
its essence, then all such proposit ions must lw analytic 
eve n if  they are to he characteri zed as truths of fact on 
other grounds. 

Leibniz accepted this conclusion hut tried to evade the 
contradiction i mplicit in characteriz ing a truth of fact as 
analytic by explaining that th<> nu mber of prop< · rt ies pos
sessed by any substance must  be infin i tely gn�at, as the 
points of view from wh ich a th ing can he regarded are 
endless. \Ve, being finite creatures, cannot complete the 
analys i s  of any given suhsta11c,�. I l cnce, we cannot know 
for certain whether any given attribute really does belong 
to it; we cannot, without completing . the a11alys i s, even 
know whether it is poss ible for th i s  substance to possess 
the property ; it may be a contradiction to suppose i t. God, 
being infinite, can complete the analys i s ,  and so for him all 
propos i tions about things are analytic or logically neces
sary. We, on the other hand, can know only that if a propo
s i tion is  true, it is necessarily true, but we cannot knmv for 
certain whether any given proposition i s  true. In om judg
ments about the truth of proposit ions, we have to depend 
on probabili ties-that i s ,  we hav"' to estimate what reasons 
are sufficient for our conclus ions. Thus, for us any judg
ment of fact is contingent. For God contingency enters 
only in  that he has chosen what substances there s hould 
be, which of all poss ible worlds should exist. For him 
everyth ing thereafter i s  necessary. Hence, the principle of 
sufficient reason comes into consideration in two related 
ways- fi rst, in that it gu ides , wi thout determining, God's 
choice of a world and, second, in that i t  guides our deci
sion concerning wh ich world God has chosen. 

Perception and appetition of monads. So much for the 
logical consequences of Leibn iz' point of view. Given the 
metaphysical system according to which there exist an 
infinite number of �piri tual enti ties or monads, other con
sequences also follow. According to Leibniz, every monad 
ha'., perception and appetition- the apparent pass ive and 
active features of mental l ife .  Since everything about a 
monad is internal to i t, these features can indeed be only 
apparent. Appeti tion i s  that aspect of a monad responsible 
for i nternal change and development. No monad can affect 
or be affected by any other monad. A percept ion is any 
property of a monad which results from its deYelcpment 
but which may reflect changes in other monads. ( This use 
of the term "perception" is ,  although influenced by Leib
niz' metaphys ics, clearly \'ery general, but its use was ,·ery 
general throughout the se\'enteenth century.) \\'hat may 
seem to be activity on the pa1t of one monad with respect 
to another is really having distinct perceptions , \\'hereas 
pas s ivity i s  having confused perceptions. Here Leibniz 
s ides with Spinoza. 

Self-consciousness of monads. Leibniz '  criterion of a 
distinct idea of a thing i s  the abil i ty to list the characteri s
tics wh ich d istinguish the thing from other tl1 ings. Th is  
clearly involves a degree of self-consciousness ,  :md this  i s  
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possessed only by the monads constituting the human 
soul .  A lthough all monads have perceptions in that other 
th ings are represented in them, not all have appercepti on. 
To have apperception, the monad must be conscious  of 
what is involved in its perceptions ,  and those perceptions 
must therefore be distinct. The distinction between per
ception and apperccption means that perceptions can 
sometimes be unconscious. Leibn iz brings forward a num
ber of arguments in support of this view, ranging from the 
argument that reflection upon perceptions must come to a 
stop with perceptions that are not self-conscious to the 
argument that there must be what he cal ls petites percep
tions. \Vhen we hear the roar of the sea, he argues, we are 
not aware of hearing each l i ttle ri pple despite the fact that 
the waves are made up of ripples. S ince the over-all per
ception must correspond in complexity to its object, he 
concludes that there must be perceptions corresponding to 
the ripples , and these l ittle perceptions are therefore un
conscious. This is not a psychological discovery but a 
philosophical analysis the premises of which are open to 
dispute. Like Descartes, Leibniz accepts the representa
tive theory of perception in thinking that perception con
s ists in having ideas wh ich are, or may be, representative 
of objects. If this theory is rejected, Leibniz' argument 
about petites perceptions l oses much of its force. 

Error in perception. J ust as Leibniz s ides with Spinoza 
in mai ntaining that activity and passivity are to be ex
plained in terms of the di stinctness of our ideas, so he 
agrees with h im,  against Descartes , over the explanation of 
error. There is no room for the individual will in Leibniz' 
system. Appetition i s  on ly the impulse which provides the 
development of the monad's perceptions ; i t  in no way 
corresponds to the wi l l .  Error is  merely a matter of having 
confused ideas, and s ince these are correlated with pass iv
ity, the passive aspects of mental l ife-sense perception 
and the l ike-are the source of error. 

Innate ideas. Yet although Leibniz can distinguish be
tween ideas of perception and ideas of reason, or the un
derstandi ng, it  remains true that accordi ng to his  view in  a 
sense a l l  ideas are innate. None is l iteral ly produced by 
thi ngs affecting our sense organs. Yet the dist inction be
tween ideas in  terms of their clarity and distinctness does 
mean that it is poss ible to say that some ideas are what 
Kant called a priori-in no way derived from the senses. 
These are ideas such as those of mathematics, and Leibn iz 
cri t icized his  empiricist adversary Locke for fai l ing to take 
sufficient account of these ideas. I ndeed, to the empiricist 
principle that there is  nothing in  the inte l lect that was not 
first in  the senses I ,eibn iz repl"ied, " Except the intell ect 
i tscl f."  

Rat ional ism generally tends to  emphas ize the part 
played by the intel lect in contradistinction to that 
played by the senses. It holds that real knowledge is that 
provided by the inte l lect, for only there is  the certainty 
wh ich knowledge requires. \loreovcr, it  is hy means of the 
disciplines which arc pecul iarly the province of the intel-
1 , ·ct that knowledge is to I><! obtained and preserved. 

B RIT I S H  E M PI H I C I S M  

I I I  general, empiricism stands i n  opposit ion to rat ional
ism hoth in its vi< ·ws about the mai n source of our ideas 

and in its views concern ing the source of true knowledge. 
Thus, it is often, historical ly speaking, a reaction against  
rational i sm� The so-cal led British empirici sts of the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries, however, were empiri
cists on ly in tendency. The first, Locke, was a complete 
empiricist  concerning the source of our ideas, but he was 
often a rational ist in a l lowing other than empirical knowl
edge. Locke's new way of ideas, as it was cal led, was an 
attempt to show that al l the materials for knowledge are 
derived from sense experience. Locke did not claim, how
ever, that all knowledge was founded on experience in any 
other sense. Berkeley, who carried on Locke's new way of 
ideas and even sharpened some of Locke's claims, espe
cial ly on the subject of abstract ideas , was fundamental ly  a 
metaphysician with a special way of l ooking at the world .  
H ume, the last of the trio, claimed to introduce the exper
imental method into phi losophy, fol lowing in the steps of 
Newton, and of the three he had by far the best right to be 
counted an empiricist. Indeed, his empiricism led him 
extremely close to skepticism concern ing a number of 
claims to knowledge; such skepticism, he bel ieved, cou ld 
be avoided only by "inattention" to phi losophical is sues. 
But all three of these philosophers were united in  their 
oppos ition to any doctrine of innate ideas. 

Locke. Book I of Locke's Essay Concerning Human 
Understanding is devoted to an attack on the doctri ne of 
innate ideas , and the pos itive doctrine begins only in Book 
I I .  At the outset Locke ( 1632 - 1 704) had claimed that he 
was following the "historical plain method," the object of 
which was to "set down any measures of the certainty of 
our knowledge." This h istorical plain method consists in 
class ifying our different ideas and plott ing thei r source as a 
prelude to an assessment of claims to d ifferent kinds of 
knowledge. Despite appearances this i s  not a psychologi
cal method; it i s  a method of phi losophical analys is  de
signed to discover the logical character of different ideas. 
In this way Locke distinguishes between ideas of sense 
and ideas of reflection. Ideas of reflection result from the 
operation of the mind itself upon ideas of the sense. There 
is no other source of ideas . 

Locke also distingui shes between s imple and complex 
ideas of both kinds, complex ideas being formed by the 
m ind in compounding simple ideas. He set· ms to thi nk that 
what it is to have a s imple idea of sense is fairly obvious ; it 
is to be aware of a particular qual ity of an object mediated 
by a single sense. The criterion of s impl icity was, however, 
a prob lem for all British empiricists. In having s imple ideas 
the m ind is passive, but some activity is  allowable in the 
forming of complex ideas. 

Primary and secondary qualities. Among simple ideas of 
sense Locke makes an important d istinction-already 
impl icit in Descartes and others-between ideas of pri
mary and ideas of secondary qualities. Primary quali t ies, 
such as bulk, number, figure, and motion, are, Locke 
thinks, inseparable from the bodies in which they are 
found. Bodies could  not exist without them. Secondary 
qual ities, such as color, sound, and taste, are, on the other 
hand, "nothing in the objects themselves but powers to 
produce the various sensations in us by their primary 
qual i t ies ." In other words, the primary qualit ies of thi ngs 
produce sensations in our minds which arc ideas of sec
ondary qualities, but "secondary qual ity" is a misnomer to 



the extent that there is really no such quality in things. 
Thus, our ideas of primary qualities actually correspond to 
the things which produce them, whereas our ideas of sec
ondary qualities, although produced by things, rcsemhle 
nothing in those things, being purely subjective. Locke 
brings forward a number of arguments for this conclusion, 
arguments based mainly on the assimilation of our percep
tion of secondary qualities to sensations of pain. That is, he> 
takes the perception of, for example, warmth or color to be 
the same kind of thing as feeling pain. 

Account of perception. He thinks of perception in gen
eral as identical with merely hadng sensations, and he 
thus fully embraces the causal theory of perception ac
cording to which perceiving is having sensations caused 
by things. He goes further than this in respect to pri mary 
qualities, for here he also accepts the representative theory 
of percept ion according to which our ideas represent the 
things which cause them. This theory, as we have seen, 
was the stock in trade of seventeenth-century philosophy. 
Like most theorists of this pattern, Locke can give no good 
reason for the view that any of our ideas resemble their 
causes, and he cannot take the rationalist course of ap
pealing to an intellectual intuition of some properties of 
things . It is  a fair guess that he, like Descartes and others, 
was influenced by the s uccess of physical science in main
taining that physical properties like extension-properties 
which are measurable-are the properties of things. There 
is also the connected fact that these properties are percep
tible by more than one sense, as Aristotle had noted in his 
theory of common sensibles. 

Modes, substances, and relations. Complex ideas may be 
exhaustively subdivided into ideas of modes, substances, 
and relations. Ideas of modes are ideas of things that de
pend on substances for their existence-for example, the 
idea of a triangle or a murder. Ideas of substances are ideas 
of particular things taken as existing by themselves-the 
complex idea of substance, he goes on to say, consists 
mostly of powers. Ideas of relation, finally, result from a 
comparison of one idea with another. Locke came to have 
some dissatisfaction with this classification of complex 
ideas, and in the fourth edition of the Essay he introduces 
a fourfold classification of ideas-simple ideas, complex 
ideas, ideas of relation, and general ideas. H owever this 
may be-and there is room for dissatisfaction with Locke's 
second classification, too-all ideas other than simple ones 
are in some way formed by the mind out of simple i deas. 

Locke classifietl ideas of space, time, and numher as 
ideas of modes.  That is to say that they are ideas of entities 
which depend for their existence on particular things . \Ve 
build up our ideas of these entities out of our ideas of 
particular things when seen in the appropriate relat ions . 
Kant later showed that such a view of the source of our 
ideas of space and time was untenable; Leibniz commented 
on the fact that Locke fa iled to take account of the a priori 
nature of the ideas of space and time and attributed the 
failure to Locke's inexperience with mathematics . 

Locke maintained that our itleas of physical s ubstances 
are mostly idt>as of powers and that the idea of po\\"er is an 
idea of another mode. Since what we know of physical 
substances is largely due to their effects on us or on other 
substances, ideas of phys ical s ubstances all mainly ideas of 
power. The effects, Locke thinks, are due to the motions of 
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the invi sihle parts of thi ngs ,  but owing to tlw weakness of 
our senses, we are unable to perceiv<' the nature of tlwst • 
causes.  \Ve have little or no knowledg<' of tlw "n•al t •s
sences" of things.  \Vhat we do know of things i s  of their 
"nominal essences"-their nature merely in respect of the 
classifications into which we fi t them. Such class i f ications 
may not correspond to the real nature of things. l lt· n· 
Locke clearly shows how much he was inflm·11ced by tlw 
physical sciences. I le thought that classifications show the 
way to the nature of things, hut that owing to the weakness 
of our senses, we are unable to do more than gain a general 
impression of the nature of those physical processt•s . 
Therefore, we have to he content with an ordering of 
things according to their effects rather than as they are 
themselves. 

Theory of general words. Locke adds to the account of 
ideas a discussion of language and of the words corre
sponding to the various ideas. It is in the context of this 
discussion that he puts forward his theory of the m<_•,rning 
of general words, a theory which was to come under attack 
from Berkeley. This theory-that the meaning of general 
words is given by the general or abstract ideas to which 
they correspond-is in effect Locke's theory of universals . 
He expresses the problem by asking, "Since all things that 
exist are only particulars, how come we by general terms ;  
or where find we those general natures they are supposed 
to stand for?" His answer is that words are genNal by 
being signs of general ideas, and we form general ideas by 
abstraction, "separating from them the circumstances of 
time and place, and any other ideas that may determine 
them to this or that particular existence." Thus, words 
become capable of representing a number of individuals 
by standing for an abstract idea . Locke's view is therefore a 
form of conceptualism in that the universal or general 
element lies in our ideas or concepts, not i11 anything non
mental. Given a liberal enough interpretation of the word 
"idea," there is perhaps no great difficulty in understa1Hl
ing what Locke is getting at, although the implication that 
the meaning of words must always consist in their standing 
for something (in this case an abstract idea) is certainly 
wrong. The idea t0rminology is a vague one, common 
though it was in the sevent<:'<"nth and eighteenth centuries, 
but most of those who employed it would have denied that 
ideas were simple images of things. l\ loreover, s uch an 
interpretation is far from consistent with much that Locke 
says about ideas .  Nevertheless, the use of the term "ab
stract idea" is not without its difficult ies ,  especially s ince 
Locke says that such ideas must represent things. 

Kinds of knowledge. In his account of ideas and their 
classification Locke is the strict empiricist, maintaining 
that all ideas must  be ultimately derived from simple ideas 
of sense, either directly or as a result of the operations of 
the mind upon thest>. H i s  account of kno\\"ledge, given in 
the last book of the Essay, is les s  empiricist in character; 
indeed, it owes au ob\"ious deht to Cartt> sianism. He he 
gins with the claim that knowledge is nothing hut "the 
perception of the connexion of and agreement or disagree
ment and repugnancy of any of our ideas." Thi s  agreement 
or disagreement can be classified into four kinds : ( 1)  iden
tity or diversity, (2) relation, (3) coexistence or necessar� 
connt>ction, and (4) real exi stence. 1 t is the fuurth kind 
which presents the di fficulties. How can the knowledge of 
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tlw existence of a thing he a matter of the perception of the 
agreement or disagreement between our ideas alone? This 
eould IH'  so only if our knowledge of the exi stence of 
things could be a priori. Loekc thinks that some knowl
edge of t his sort ean be shown to be a priori, but it i s  
knowledge of  the cxistcnee of sensible things that presents 
the greatest diffieulties. 

Locke distinguishes between three degrees of knowl
edge in a manner which is reminisecnt of Spinoza's dis
tinetion hetwt>en the threl' kinds ·of knowledge. There is, 
fi rst, intuitive knowledge; sceond, de monstrative knowl
edge; and, third, "sensitive" knowledge of partieular finite 
cxistenecs. The last Locke adds almost as an afterthought 
on the ground that it has by no means the certainty whieh 
belongs to th<' first two, although it goes heyond mere 
probability and is eom monly thought of as k11owledge. 
(Loeke' s eoneeption of the standard to whieh knowledge 
must attain is noteworthy here.) Apart from the dilfc0rent 
degrees of eertainty that are to be attaehed to these kinds 
of knowledge , they also differ in that intuitive and demon
strative knowledge ean he eoncerned with relations be
tween ideas (wt> can sec that white is not black, and we 
can reason from one idea to another) but sensitive knowl
edge is eoneerned only with thC' existence of the ohjeets of 
ideas. This is not to say that there eannot he  intuitive and 
demonstrative knowledge of exi stence, too. Loeke thinks 
that we have intuitive knowledge of our own existence 
(eompaw Descartes's cogito) and demonstrative knowl
edge of God's cxistenee (by mPans of a version of the Cos
mologieal ArgunH·nt; Loeke distrusts th<' Ontologieal Ar
gument). But how can the existence of anything be known 
from ideas alone? Loekc sometimes appears to say that 
such knowledge consists in the perception of the agree
ment of ecrtain of our ideas with the idea of existcnee, but 
in general he acknowkdges that more is required than 
this-real existcnee and not merely conceived existence. 
The di lficultit•s lwre arc especially evident in eonneetion 
with sensible knowledge. 

Existence of external world. In Book IV of the Essay 
Locke tries to justify the claim that we have knowledge of 
the existence of particular sensible things by showing that 
our ideas do correspond to the things that cause them. 
\Vhereas complex ideas may not always correspond to 
things because of the part played by the mind in forming 
them, simple ideas receive no contribution from the mind; 
they art· entirely passive. Unfortunately, it does not follow 
from this that they an· rwct>ssarily veridical. I l e  adduces 
further considerations, stressing the passivity of the mind 
in ree< ' iv ing ideas and the way in wh ich the senses may 
colu•n· in their reports. :\'om• of these considerations i s  
wally s 11 1fieic·11t, and Locke admits that th ey do not amount 
to proof. 1 11 fact, by sirmrltarwously embracing a general 
t·mpiricist approach and a repn•sentative theory of p< ' rcep
tion, Locke cannot provide a guarantee of, or even any 
general argmnent for, the v< ·ridicality of tlw sc11ses. I l e  
cannot provicl < ·  any indqwnd< ·n t access t o  the objects of 
1wn-c·ption otlrer than t hat provid <'d by the senses thcm
,c -h < · , .  I .ik< · most empiricish,  Lock<' accepts the corrl'
,po1 1d< · 1 1 < ·< '  tl l !'ory of t ru th in that the truth of a proposition 
< ·on, i ,h in its correspondence to tlw facts. (Truth, he says, 
, i gni li< ·, "tll( '  Joini11g or SPparating of signs, as the tlri11gs 

signified by them do agree or disagree one with anoth er.") 
But he has no g<0ncral warrant for the belief in the corre
spondenet• of ideas to th ings. 

Berkeley. The main aim of Bishop Berkeley ( 1685-
1753), as he conceived it, was to defend common sense 
and religion against skepticism and atheism. But both 
his metaplrysies and his theory of knowledge, connected 
a� they are, can be partially regarded as attempts to rid 
Locke's theory of impurities. Locke's view of the world 
involved, besides minds and their contents (ideas), ma
terial substances, for the most part unknowable. Berkeley 
wished to get rid of material substances precisely because 
they were unknowable. In his view the existence of ma
terial objects consists only in their  being perceived; thei r  
esse is percip: (their existence is to  be perceived). In eon
scqucnee, they must he regarded as complexes of ideas 
whose cause cannot he any substance und<•rlying them but 
must be a spirit, the only active thing. Some of our ideas 
may be caused by ourselves qua spirits, but insofar as 
ideas have what we normally think of as an objective or
der, they must be caused by the supreme spirit, God. The 
laws of nature according to which ideas arc ordered are 
guara11teed by God, and our ordinary way of looking at and 
talking about the world obscur e s  this fact. Berkeley there
fore thought that it was necessary to rid Locke's views of 
those clements which prew•nted this insight. The main 
issues concerned the notion of substance as the cause of 
our ideas, with the connected doctrine of the distinction 
between primary and secondary qualities. Berkeley also 
found fault with Locke's doctrine of abstract ideas, partly 
for its own sake but also because he thought it one of the 
main supports for the doctrine of substance. We might, that 
is, have an idea of substance by abstraction; it had to be 
shown that this was impossible. 

Knowledge of the external world. At first, in the New 
Theory of Vision, a work on both optics and philosophy, 
Berkeley mai1 1tained that physical objects are primarily 
objects of touch. Vision, he asserted, could provide us with 
no direct perception of the distance of things, for the retina 
of the eye is only a two-dimensional surface. Our sensa
tions of sight (and, like others of his time, Berkeley 
thought that perception fundamentally consists in having 
sensations) can only be of expanses of color. \Vhen we 
perceive things as at a distance from us, what really hap
pens is that the visual sensations which we have suggest to 
ns certain ideas derived originally from touch and eon
rwcted with the visual sensations by experience. The New 
Theory of Vision consists largely i11 the working out of this 
theory in detail. Bc·rkcley came to sec, however, that there 
was no reason for making this distinction between sight 
and touch. All senses should he alike in these respects. 
Insofar as we have knov,·ledgc· of what we take to be phys
ical things, it is because \VC have, as the result of experi
c11cc, so con11t>ctcd ideas tlrat having certain sensations or 
ideas suggests other sensations or ideas. These ideas make 
up a coll< •etion which we identify as an object. Thus, for 
Berkeley objects arc, in some sens<', identical with collec
tions of ideas. 

In the lwgiiming of the main part of his Prmciples of 
l lu man K11owledge, Bcrk< >lcy fli rts with the view, now 
known as phenomcnalism, that all we mean when we say, 



for example, that there is a table in our study when we arc 
not there is that if we were there, we should perceive it. 
But he adds as an alternative the suggestion that what we 
mean is that "some other spirit actually does perceive it," 
and this is his main view. What we ordinarily take to he 
things arc really bundles of ideas in some spirit's mind; 
they have a certain stability even when we arc not per
ceiving them because God still is . Indeed, it is God's hav
ing ideas according to a ce1tain order that guarantees the 
order of our ideas. 

Sensations and ideas generally (for although sensations 
are, strictly speaking, one species of idea, Berkeley often 
uses the terms interchangeably) are entirely passive. Their 
esse is percipi. On the other hand, spirits-God or our
selves-can be active. We cannot have ideas of spirits, 
although we have a notion of them, since we can under
stand the word "spirit" and at least know that we are the 
source of some of our ideas .  There is no room in this for 
any substance's underlying our ideas, since we have no 
idea of such a thing. Furthermore, the special place that 
Locke had given to primary qualities-that of being the 
properties essential to material substance-is untenable, 
and if what Locke said about secondary qualities is right, 
there are no grounds for making any distinction between 
them and primary qualities. They are equally dependent 
on the mind, so that if secondary qualities are subjective 
(and Berkeley accepts and adds to Locke's arguments for 
this conclusion), they must all be. All qualities are ideas in 
the mind. 

Theory of universals. Berkeley's fiercest attack upon 
Locke was directed against his doctrine of abstract ideas. 
Berkeley interpreted Locke as asserting the existence of 
ideas or images which possess contradictory properties. 
The abstract idea of a triangle must be simultaneously 
scalene, isosceles, and equilateral. This is clearly impossi
ble. It is doubtful whether Berkeley is right in this inter
pretation, but he clearly thought that if such ideas were 
admitted, there could be little objection to the admission 
of the idea of substance, too-that is , the idea of a physical 
but in principle imperceptible object. 

In the place of abstract i deas, Berkeley introduced a 
theory of universals which was nominalist in character. 
Universals are merely particular ideas that are representa
tive of other ideas in the same class in the way in which a 
particular man may be representative of other men; hence, 
their universality lies only in their power of representa
tion. There is no need to assume the existence of general 
ideas since general words need not correspond to gen
eral ideas in order to have meaning. In other words, 
Berkeley challenged the theory of meaning which asserts 
that all words are names and refer to something-unum 
nomen, unurn norninatum (one name,  one thing named), as 
the� Scholastics put it .  In his view general words stand for a 
number of particular ideas belonging to the same class. 
General words are different from names in that general 
words represent a number of things indifferently. It must 
be confessed, however, that it is difficult to sec clearly 
what, according to Berkeley's view, is involved in under
standing a general word. Certainly, it involves having an 
idea which indifferently represents a whole class of things, 
but what is it to sec that it does so? 
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Refutation of skepticism. Berkeley's general view has 
certain consequences. It means, for example, that impor
tant sections of mathematics have to he abandoned. There 
must, Berkeley believed, be a least pcrceptihk· size. Since 
all our ideas arc ultimately deriv<'d from sensatio ns, th<'rc 
can he no ideas of infinitesimals or points. For the mosf 
part, however, Berkeley consick-rs himself to IH' dcf< 'nding 
com mon sense against the attacks of the metaphysicians. 
The vulgar, he maintains, believe that "those things 'they 
immediately perceive are th< ' real things" (that is, not 
imperceptible sub�tance), but philosophers believe that 
"the things immediately perceived arc ideas which exist 
only in the mind." Berkeley characterizes his own view as 
the joining of these  two notions in that he equated real 
things and ideas. H e  thinks that given his view that ideas, 
which are the objects of immediate perception, are the 
real things, there is no room for doubt concerning the real 
nature of things-a doubt which Locke had expressed. 
Moreover, since what is immediately perceived is by 
definition free from error, only the wrong use of ideas in 
judgment can give rise to error. Error is thus a product of 
the imagination. Insofar as we rely upon om sense percep
tions as directly given, we must be free from error. Thus, 
Berkeley claims, his view prevents skepticism and "gives 
certainty to knowledge." 

Concept of knowledge. Apart from the reference to God 
and spirits, Berkeley is a strict empiricist not only in the 
s ense that he  believes that all the materials for knowledge 
are derived from sense perception (as Locke, too, he-
1 ieved) but also in the s ense that knowledge is itself 
founded on sense perception. Locke was not such a com
plete empiricist ;  he thought that knowledge in the strict 
s ense is founded on intuition and demonstration, and he 
made s kepticism possible to a certain extent over sense 
perception becaus e  he thought that its  veridicality could 
not be completely shown. According to Berkeley, knowl
edge derived from reasoning must ultimately be founded 
on knowledge based on sense perception. Sense percep
tion, in turn, is no longer conceived of as having ideas that 
are produced by objects and may not always represent 
their causes. Berkeley has given up the representative 
theory of perception with its assumption that something so 
underlies our ideas that they may be representative of it. 
His rejection of the representative theory of perception is 
the basis of his claim to combat skepticism. Yet, as Ilume 
asserted ,  it has often s eemed a claim that fails to produce 
conviction, because the claim that what is directly per
ceived is free from error is tru e  by definition. The question 
of how we know when we have direct perception still 
remains, however. Not all ideas are objects of immediate 
or direct perception; some are ideas of the imagination. 
According to Berkeley, these are less regular, vivid, and 
constant than ideas of perception, and they are more "de
pendent on the spirit"; they can be distinguished from 
ideas of sense hy these criteria. But are all ideas of percep
tible things ideas of things immediately perceived, and if 
not, how do we tell which are?  

In the  first of the  three Dialogues Between Hylas and 
Philonous, Berkeley argues that by sight we immediate!) 
perceive only light, colors, and figures ;  by hearing, only 
sounds ;  by taste, only tastes; by smell, only odor,- , and by 
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touch, only tangible qualities. Here he appears to be ar
guing from the premise that these things are the special or 
proper objects of the senses. Although it is difficult to 
know what, if anything, is special to sight and touch, it is 
easy to see what is meant in the case of the other senses. 
Even if we grant that we hear only sounds, taste only 
tastes, and smell only odors, it does not follow, however, 
that we cannot he mistaken about the characteristics of 
these objects in particular instances. Are we necessarily 
free from error in hearing when we hear that a sound is 
loud or soft? Nor is our attribution of colors necessarily 
free from inference as it should be if the perception of 
color is immediate. What, then, really counts as an object 
of immediate perception? In answering this question, 
Berkeley is subject to the same difficulties which have 
beset more modern philosophers when they have sought to 
base the philosophy of perception on the notion of sense 
data. If the foundations of knowledge are found in the 
deliverances of the senses, there must be certain percep
tions which are incorrigible in the sense that they cannot 
logically be subject to doubt. But what counts as incorrigi
ble perception? Berkeley tries to answer this question by 
assimilating perception to having bare sensations. Sensa
tions, however, are not the sort of thing which can be right 
or wrong. The mere passivity of sensation, as opposed to 
the will, does not show that error arises from the will. If 
this criti cism is valid, Berkeley's theory does not satisfac
torily prevent skepticism in the way that he supposes. 

Hume. Locke thought that his inquiry had revealed the 
limitations of the understanding by showing that there are 
parts of nature that our senses cannot discern. Berkeley, on 
the other hand, thought that there was nothing which our 
understanding could not grasp. Sense perception gives us 
complete knowledge of reality, and we have in addition 
notions of spirits, including God. Indeed, we could regard 
our ideas as a sort of divine language by means of which 
God speaks to us, so that our senses, if viewed correctly, 
continually reveal the glories of God. Hume ( 171 1-1776) 
agreed with Berkeley in thinking that there is nothing in 
r-iature that lies beyond the reach of our senses, but, con
trary to Berkeley, Hurne reached the conclusion that our 
understanding is very limited and that skepticism is the 
only reasonable attitude toward knowledge. That Hume 
was intentionally a skeptic has been disputed, but there is 
no doubt that this is the logical outcome of his views. He 
thought that whatever Berkeley's claims, his arguments 
were in fact skeptical: "They admit of no answn and pro
duce no conviction." 1 1 1  effect, therefore, Hume's position 
is that of following the principles of empiricism to their 
conclusion without any anci llary claim to knowledge of the 
inner workings of nature or of God. H i s  conclusions are 
also something of a reductio ad absurdum of empiricism. 

Nature of ideas. H ume begin s by drawing a sharp dis
tinction between impressions and ideas, impressions bPing 
the perceptions of sense and ideas the perceptions of the 
imagination or memory. In this he claims to he restoring 
the term "idea" to its original use. Every simple idea must 
have a correspond ing impwssion-the idea of red, for 
exampl e, resembling the impression of red-and complex 
idc •a<, ma} he formed out of simple· ideas. As with Locke>, 
hotli i rnprr·ss ions and ideas may be divided into those of 

sense and those of reflection, impressions and ideas of re
flection being impressions and ideas of the mind's reflec
tion ctn impressions or ideas of sense. 

The criteria of the simplicity of an impression or idea are 
as much a problem here as with Locke. To have a simple 
impression is to have an elementary perception which 
cannot be further broken down into other perceptions, and 
this will function as a bui lding block out of which the rest 
of knowledge may be constructed. Hume takes very strict
ly the principle that to every simple idea or perception of 
imagination or memory there must correspond an impres
sion, or perception of sense, although at the very outset he 
admits a possible exception in the idea of a color in a se
ries. We may have the idea of such a color from the princi-

1 pie of a series without ever having seen it. This possible 
exception, however, Hume refuses to take as important. 

The principle that every simple idea must correspond to 
an impression is vital for a delimitation of the understand
ing and as a weapon against rationalism. Impressions and 
ideas can, however, be distinguished only by the superior 
force and vivacity of impressions; they cannot be distin
guished in terms of their relations to physical objects or 
minds, for our knowledge of physical objects is derived 
solely from impressions, if at all. Likewise, among ideas, 
ideas of memory have a superior liveliness to ideas of the 
imagination. It is extremely doubtful whether this is always 
true, and this, in turn, casts doubt on any attempt to charac
terize remembering and imagining on empiricist lines by 
reference to the contents of the mind alone . 

Theory of universals. Hume follows Berkeley in his 
theory of abstract ideas or universals. In his view there are 
no abstract ideas, strictly speaking; however, ideas can be 
particular in their nature and general in their representa
tion. Hume's only addition to Berkeley's account is his 
attempt to indicate how this can happen through the asso
ciation of ideas. The occurrence of one idea may dispose 
the mind to call up all other ideas associated with it. 
Hence, the understanding of a general word lies in the 
disposition of the mind to have the ideas of those things to 
which it may be applied. This is not a very plausible ac
count in itself since the notion of understanding cannot be 
analyzed in terms of habits or dispositions of minds, but it 
is at least an attempt to tackle the problem. The solution is 
in accord with Hume's general approach; his account of 
belief is simi lar. 

Space and time are difficult notions for an empiricist to 
deal with, for, as Kant pointed out, particular phenomena 
seem to presuppose space and time rather than vice versa. 
Hence, it is difficult to see how our ideas of space and time 
can be derived from our ideas of particular phenomena. 
Locke had nevertheless classified our ideas of space and 
time as ideas of modes. Hume attempts to deal with our 
perception of spatial extension and temporal duration in 
terms of the order in which imprPssions or ideas appear. 
But in consequence he has to admit that ultimately the 
impressions which are ordered in this way cannot them
selves he extended or of extended objects, nor can they 
take time. I n  g<:'neral, I-I um e's treatment of space and time 
is one of the more puzzling parts of his work. 

Causality. l l urne's greatest reputation derives from his 
treatment of causality, although his approach to this sub-
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ject is similar to his approach to the problem of our 
knowledge of the external world or of ourselves. Ilis ap
proach is founded upon a distinction between different 
kinds of n·lation. There arc "relations of ideas," which 
depend completely on the id<•as related ,  and factual rela
tions, which can be changed without changing the ideas. 
This is a distinction between logical and matter-of-fact 
relations, and it leads to n distinction between logical 
truths and factual truths that parallels Leibniz'. Ilu me is 
interested in the causal relation because he believes that it 
is the only matter-of-fact relation that can lead us from one 
idea to another. Cau sality is not a logical or a priori con
nection, but it is a connection. This assertion is of the 
utmost importance. Why, however, do we think that there 
is some necessity in causal connections ? It cannot be a 
logical necessity; also, it cnnnot be derived from a more 
general necessity such as might be provided by a principle 
of universal causality, for Ilume believes that such a prin
ciple must be contingent and that the evidence for it m ust 
be derived from our knowledge of particular causal con
nections. 

He therefore proposes to "beat about the neighbouring 
fields." He notes that we generally take a cause to be ante
cedent to its effect and contiguous  to it in space. � lore 
important, in experience there is a constant conjunction 
between cause and effect. In a sense these factors provide 
the basis for our belief in the necessity of the causal con
nection. Hume takes belief to be a lively idea associated 
with a present impression, and here the principles of the 
association of ideas again play a pmt. What makes an idea a 
belief is the feeling of being determined by habit or cus
tom to pass from the impression to the associated idea. 
This feeling is an impression of reflection. It is in such an 
impression that Hume finds the source of our idea of nec
essary connection between cause and effect, for the "ex
perimental rnethod"-thc resort to experience-should 
show us that there is no impress ion of power as such. It i s  
due to habit or  custom that we pass from cause to effect, 
and our belief in the necess ity of doing so arises from the 
impression of a reflection of being determined to do it. 

It is important to note just what Ilume has achieved 
here. He has not in any way justified our belief in the ne
cessity of the causal connection; he has merely attempted 
to explain the origin of the belief by giving a psychologi
cal explanation, not a philosophical justification, of the 
belief. But he has rejected all theories of occult powers in 
things, so that in one sense he may be considered to have 
said that what we mean by calling one thing the cause of 
another is that it is a uniform and contiguous antecedent 
of another event. To thi s  extent hi s account i s  a reductive 
analysis ; he analyzes our notion of cause by reducing it to 
notions that we understand. Yet Hume can find no 
j ustification for inferring the of'r:urrence of one event from 
that of another; certainly, one event does not logically 
imply the occurrence of the other, hut what other 
justi fication is there!' Ilurne's conception of justification 
fai ls j ust because he recognizes no other kind of 
jmtification except that one thing logically implies an
other. Although II ume is commonly said to have rai sed the 
problem of induction, he made no real attempt to solve it 
himself, nor could he \vithin his framework. 
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Knowledge of the external world. 1 1 1 llu1 1 1 < . 's  account of 
knowledge of the external world the s kepticism already 
implicit in his account of causality comes to tlw fon·. Like 
BPrkc�ley, llunw disti11g11 islws lwtw<'en tlw beliefs of the 
"vulgar" and of the "philosoph ical system." Tlw v11lgar 
bel ieve that we are awar<• of pnceptions only, h 1 1 t they 
also believe that some of tliern-our perceptions of primary 
and secondary qualities-have permanent exi st<'nc< · .  The 
philosophical s ystem holds that there is a distinction hc
twe>cn objects and perceptions and that only objects arc 
permanent. H u rne claims to side \vith the vulgar, but he 
sees no reason to distinguish any perception from any 
other. The mind is like a theater in wh ich sce,ws come and 
go. Yet he docs admit that it is natural to believ<· in a world 
of permanent objects. Hcason can provide no justification 
of this hdief, but we can give a psychological <)Xplanation 
of it like the account of our belief in the neces sity of cau
sality. 

Our impressions have a certain coherence and con
stancy-that is, they flt together and recur in the same 
order after intervals. As a result, the imagination tends to 
carry on by custom or habit, and it attrihutes more regular
ity to objects of perception than they actually possess. 
Thus, we come to believe in a world of permanent objects, 
and we tend to reconcile what reason tells us of the inter
rupted nature of perceptions and what our imagination 
suggests about their regularity hy a "philosophical" (as 
opposed to a common-sense) bclir-f in a world of perma
nently existing objects. t'�evertheless, a "direct and total 
opposition betwixt our reason and our senses" remains . 
Il ume often speaks as if objects were just bundles of per
ceptions, but he has to deal with the helief that they arc 
more than this. For such a belief he can give no 
justification, although he offers an explanation of its origin. 
In the last resort he can only recommend inattention to 
both our senses and our understanding. Thi s is nothing if 
not skepticism. 

Personal identity. \'cry much the same account i s  given 
of our knowledge of ourselves,  a fact which m ay seem 
even more paradoxical. Once again, II ume uses the appeal 
to experience to indicute that we have no impression of the 
self. H e  rejects once an d for all Berkeley's suggestion that 
we rave a notion of the self. Belief in the self must there
fore be parallel to belief in an external world, and Ilumc 
proceeds s imilarly. Belief in our identity through time 
must result mice again from th<� coherence and constancy 
that exi sts between our impressions and ideas, as a result 
of which the imagination takes them to he impressions and 
ideas of a single self. Once again ,  however, no reason can 
b e  given for th i s  belief, a fad which worried lluml' more 
thnn his other tendenc iPs toward skepticism.  I le returned 
to the topic in an appendix to the Treatise of 1/uman ,Va
ture, but in the end h<' could find no way of ridding him
self of his worry except a game of backgammon and a good 
dinner. 

Account of perception. I l ume rejected Lockian snh
stancc, with tlw result that perceptions-impr< "ss ions and 
ideas-become the substantial entities; i n  his ontolog)' ( as 
he in e ffect admits in Trea t ise, Book I, Part 4, Ch . . 5).  In 
retainin g the term inology of perceptions, especially that o f  
impressions, llume rlung to the skeleton of qw < au�al or 
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representat ive theory of perception.  But the s keleton no 
longer had flesh, despite the suggestiveness of the termi
nology .  Thu s ,  H ume is forced to take his start ing poi nt 
from perceptions that are logical ly i ndependent of any 
owner and any object. In one place he says that there is 
nothing objectionable in the idea of an unpercei ved per
ception-a very odd notion. From this he has to bu i ld  a 
world which fi ts the common supposit ion that there are 
phys ical objects and persons .  The premises from which 
Hume derives his posit ion are u nacceptable ,  but given 
them, he can provide no reason whatsoever for bel ief i n  
such a world and has t o  say that the bel ief i s  just a product 
of the imagination. This  is skepticism with a vengeance, 
but it is the logical outcome of his approach. 

Reid's criticism. H ume's contemporary Thomas Reid 
( 17 10- 1 796) thought, rightly enough, that H ume's conclu
s ions were man i festly absurd. Finding nothing wrong with 
the arguments presented by H ume, he concluded that the 
fault  must l i e  in the premises and proceeded to attack the 
whole "way of ideas" wh ich was the source of these prem
ises.  Reid mai ntai ned that it was necessary to make a strict 
dist inction between sensation and perception,  a distinction 
which the doctr ine of impressions and ideas blurred. Reid 
was quite r ight about this ,  and his  account  of the nature of 
sensation and perception is i nterest ing for its own sake. 
Sensation, he said,  is an act of the mind which has no 
object distinct from that act,  i ts prototype being pain .  Per
ception is a much more complicated affair, i nvolving a 
conception of an object and a bel ief in  its existence. I n  
many cases w e  fai l to note the dist i nction because most of 
our perceptions are accompanied by sensations. Sensations 
provide in themselves no bas is for inference about the 
nature of perceived qual it ies of things , although things 
cause the sensations. Reid expresses the relation between 
perception and sensations by saying that the sensations 
suggest the perceptions ; sensations are natural s igns of 
perceived qual i t ies .  This suggestion and the s ign relation
ship i nvolved are not a matter of experience, for we do not 
experience sensations in the same way that we perceive 
things ( to have a sensation i s  not to perceive anything i n  
i tself) .  The relationship i s  a natural one l ike,  h e  says, that 
between expres s ions of emotions and the emotions them
selves. 

\\'hatever the worth of this account, it is certa in ly  a com
pletely d i fferent analysis  of perception from that of other 
phi losophers of the period. In claiming to defend our ordi
nary beliefs by this account against the skepticism i ntro
duced by H ume, Reid set hi mse l f  up as a philosopher of 
common sense, a pos i tion adopted by C.  E.  \ l oore in the 
twent ieth century. Reid did reta in some of the features of 
Hrifo,h empiricism, however, especial l y  in a dist i nc
tion between original and derived perceptions, a dis
ti nction which i s  in  some respects very s imi lar to that be
tween s imple and complex ideas or impress ions .  \ loore 
-; imi larl � employee! much of the apparatus of sense data 
i nvoked by modern < 'mpiricists .  

KANT 

Kant 1 1 724 - 1 804 ) n·pn ·sc· nts the juncture of seventcenth
cent1 1 r:,, rat ional ism and Brit ish empiricism. Brought 11p 

in the tradition of post-Leibni zian rational ism, he was, 
as he put i t, awakened from his dogmatic slumber as a 
result of a reading of H ume. H i s  critical phi losophy, as 
expressed i n  the Cri tique of Pure Reason, can be charac
terized as an attempt to draw the boundaries between the 
proper use of the understandi ng and the improper use of 
reason i n  making assertions of specul at ive metaphysics 
and as an attempt to show how the understanding can 
provide objectively val i d  knowledge of those things which 
H ume left to the i magination. 

Classification of judgments. Kant bases his approach 
upon a twofold distinction between types of judgment. 
There is, fi rst, a disti nction between a priori and a poster
iori judgments, the fi rst being judgments whose truth can 
be known ;ndependently of experience, the second being 
judgments whose truth can be known only through expe
rience. A priori judgments are pure when they i nvolve 
only concepts that are themselves independent of experi
ence. On the other hand, it i s  not a necessary condi tion of a 
judgment's being a priori that i t  should i nvolve only such 
concepts .  The concepts which are i nvolved i n  a posteriori 
judgments, however, must be derived from experience, 
must be empirical . 

The second dist inction, that between analytic and syn
thetic judgments, i s  different. Analytic judgments are judg
ments about a thing which give no i nformation about the 
thing, although they may serve to analyze or explain the 
concepts i nvolved. This  is because the concept of the predi
cate i s  contained,  albeit covertly or obscure ly, i n  the con
cept of the subject. The denial of these judgments i nvolves 
a contradiction; hence, they correspond to what Leibniz 
cal led truths of reason .  Synthetic judgments, on the other 
hand, do give i nformation about a thi ng;  in them the con
cept of the predicate i s  not i ncluded in that of the subject, 
and the i r  denial does not i nvolve a contradiction. 

Kant now combines the two distinctions. Analytic a pos
teriori judgments are clearly i mposs ible, but there is no 
difficulty, Kant thinks,  about analytic a priori judgments or 
about s ynthetic a posteriori judgwents . There remains the 
class of synthetic a priori judgments. It is on these, Kant 
thinks,  that the claims for metaphysics rest, and it is these 
in particular that empiricists refuse to admit. Kant's pro
gram is to show whether and to what extent such judg
ments exist .  The outcome of the program is that although 
metaphysics in the traditional sense is impossible,  syn
thetic a priori judgments are admis s ible-first, in mathe
matics and, second, in the form of the presuppositions of 
objective experience or science. This program, which 
constitutes the critical philosophy i s  Kant's substitute for 
traditional metaphysics . 

Synthetic a priori knowledge. The poss ib i l ity of syn
thetic a priori knowledge means that not all knowledge 
about things can be derived from experience. ;"\evcrthe
less ,  Kant thinks that a l l  such knowledge is  based on expe
rience. It starts from what he cal l s  i ntuitions, but si nce 
knowledge i nvolves the poss ib i l i ty of making judgments 
about things, it cannot consist  of intuit ions alone; it must 
also involve concepts .  To have a sens ible intu ition i s  to 
have a s imple awareness of something by means of the 
senses. This awareness Kant analyze� in a way which 
derives much from the Bri t i sh  empiricists. A sensible 



intuition consists, fi rst, of a sensation as the content of the 
intuition.  I ts form cons i sts of spatial or temporal exte1 1sion .  
Hnmc had to admit  that impressions have an order, but  l i e  
drew the  consequence that the  impressions themsl' lves 
were unextended and nontcmporal when at their s implest. 
Kant generally argues that s ensations have only in tensive 
qualities, qualities that can vary only in degree. Ne,·erthe
less, since the intuition co nsists of the sensation plus the 
form-that is, i ts relations to other sensations-spatiotem
poral form is something which i s  a necessary part of our 
experience. One cannot, as Locke seemed to suppose, 
build up ideas of extension from first impressions. Spa
tiotcmporal form is a necessary, a priori characteristic of  
experience. Since Kant, however, has assumed a theory of  
perception simi lar to  the representative theory, this a pri 
ori spatiotemporal form appl ies only to thi ngs as they 
appear to us-to pheno mena. It does  not apply to whatever 
may be thought to lie behind our experiences (th ings-in
themselves) .  This fact Kant expresses by saying that spatial 
and temporal characteristics (and primary qual itiP,s in 
general ) are empirically real but transcendental ly ideal. 
The characteristics in question are not merely subjective; 
they are objective-valid for al l  men-but only in relation 
to phenomena, not to things-in-th emselves. (Throughout, 
Kant's criterion of objectivity is the criterion of intersub
jectivity-validity for a l l  men; he is pointing out that from 
the point of view of the critical philosophy something may 
be objective in th i s  sense without being a feature of some
thing independent of the mind.) 

Pure a prior i intuitions. Kant goes on to argue that we 
have not only a sensible  intuition involving a priori spa
tiotemporal features but also a pure a priori intui tion of 
space and time themselves. It is by v i rtue of this that the 
science of mathematics is possible. In order to do geome
try, for example, it must be possible to make constructions 
i n  space, an idea which presupposes that we have an in
tui tion of space. (Kant insists that this i s  an intuition, not a 
concept, but h is  reasons for this are complex and difficult 
to understand.) Arithmetic simi larly presupposes an intui
tion of time. I t  i s  for this reason that mathematical judg
mer,ts are both synthetic a priori and possible. Kant took i t  
for granted that Eucl idean geometry was the geometry of  
space, so  that his account provided the  justi fication of that 
geometry. It has often been suggested that the d i scovery of 
other geometries has undermined his case, and to some 
extent it has. But Kant wo uld st i l l  have insisted that some 
intu ition of space is a necessary condition of the poss ibi l i ty 
of any geometry, and there is something to be said for th is  
position. Our concepts of space :i.nd time are not concepts 
which can be simply abstracted from experience. 

Categories of understanding. Space and t ime, then, 
provide the form of all experience, just as sensation pro
vides the contc0nt. What is given in this way must be sub
sumed under concepts in judgment if knowledge is to 
result. "Thoughts without content," Kant says, "ar� empty, 
intui tions without concepts are blind." But in itself the 
formation of judgments is not enough for knowledge. 
The judgments which we make might be just the work of 
the imagination, as Hume in effect supposed in considering 
our knowledge of the external world. What criteria ,  then, 
have to be observed in  the case of objectively ,·alid judg-
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ments ? Kant's answer is that s uch judgm<'nts have to co n 
form to certain  principles of the understanding and that 
these principles are deri ved from the puw or formal con
cepts, wh ich Kant ca l ls  categor ies ,  of the understanding. 
Only insofar as our judg11wnts conform to tll<'se pri ncipl<'s 
can the judgments wh ich we make about appearances be 
intersubjective, true for all men. Objectivity can be a 
question of th i s  intersubject iv i ty alone because no val id 
judgments can he made about thi ngs-in-themse lves. What, 
then, are these principles, and what are the categories? 

In the s ection of the Crit ique known as the "Transce 1 1 -
dcntal Analytic" Kant puts forward two arguments for 
categories. The first, the "metaphysical deduction," tries  to 
argue for the existence of the categories d i rectly, by 
finding the key to the list of catPgori es in the traditional 
table of judgments provided by formal logic. To each of the 
traditional headings under which judgments can be 
classified logical ly ,  there corresponds, Kant belie\ 'es ,  a 
concept which provides the principle of construction of an 
objecti vely valid judgment. The second argument the 
"transcendental deduction," attempts to show that the 
ex istence of categories of the understanding is a necessary 
cond ition of possible experience. The two arguments are 
complementary in that the transcendental deductio n de
pends upon the metaphysical deduction for the actual list 
of categories, while the metaphysical deduction does not 
real ly show that categories are necessary to objective ex
perience. I t  is true that later, in  di�cus sing the principles 
derived from the categories, Kant brings forward speci fic 
arguments in each case, so that it might be said that 
the case for accepting each of these principles does not 
depend entirely  on an acceptance of the metaphysical de
duction.  Yet,  it is the metaphysical deduction alone that 
provides the guide to wh ich categories and which princi
ples ,ve should seek. Today, the metaphysical deduction i s  
almost  universally rejected. There can b e  no valid ity in  the 
attempt to derive a table of categories for object ively ,·a l id  
judgments from a table of judgments classified accord ing to 
purely logical principles. It remains, therefore, that if the 
transcendental deduction is valid, it is possible to accept 
so me categories as necc:ssary, but apart from arguments for 
specific cases one cannot determine which categ0ries are 
necessary by reference to any general rule. 

Transcendental deduction. The argument of  the tran
scendental deduction is ,·ery complex, and only the most 
general outline will be gi,·en here. First, the senses pro
vide us with a manifold of sensations set out in space and 
time. Second, in order that they may form a unity, the 
understanding, with the aid of the imagination, has to 
synthesize them .  The i magi nation helps us to see the man
i folcl as a manifold in space, and in the form of memory it 
ensures that we also see it  as a unity over a temporal pe
riod. Kant calls these two forms of synthes i s  the S) nthesis 
of apprehension and the synthesis of reproduction. Th i rd, 
in the synthesis  of recognition the mamfold has to be gi,·en 
a principle of uni ty by s ubsumption under a concept, so 
that we see the manifold as a suci1-and-such. The results of 
th i s , howe,·er, could still be onl) subjecti,·e. In order to 
attain objecti\ 'e valid i ty, the understanding must enable us 
to conceive of the manifold as  united in an objec t. \\'hat 
Kant calls the transcendental unity of apperception i s  the 
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avvareness of experiences as part of one consciousness and 
as having an object, although neither the owner nor the 
object of those expniP11ces can be fonnd in the experi
ences as such. Objective experience presupposes these 
features ;  otherwise, the situation would be, as Hume in 
effect s upposed, a mass of experiences whose connection 
with a person or objective world is merely contingent. 

Fourth, the judgments we make about the manifold of 
experience thus unified must themselves conform to cer
tain principles of unity. I t  must be possible, for example, to 
see certain connections withi n  experience as that of 
ground to consequent, and our judgments must presuppose 
such connections in the things joined in them.  Thns ,  we 
arrive at the idea that if objective experience is to be pos
sible, it mnsl conform to such categories as ground and 
consequent. The categories are concepts of the principles 
of connection of things in judgment, if that con nection is to 
be more than a mere subjective one, They are categories 
becansc they are applicable to anything. 

Transcendental judgment. The categories derived from 
the logical table of judgments according to the metaphysi
cal deduetion arc purely formal. For example, Kant be
lieves that the category of ground and consequent is deriv
able from the logical notion of a hypothetical judgme11t. 
This purely formal category of ground and consequent can 
be given content only by being applied to phenomena in 
such a way that it emerges in more material form in terms 
of the particular relation of ground and consequent that is 
applicable in the case  of phenomena-that is, in terms of 
the relation of cause to effect. Kant formulated a doctrine 
of schematism to explain how we can apply the purely 
formal categories to experience. A schema i s  a kind of 
principle for the construction in  the imagination of any
thing that falls under a given concept. I t  is that which 
enables us to identify a given object a5 an instance con 
forming to the concept. Thus ,  the schema for each of the 
categories can be thought of as the principle for the ap
plication of the pure category to phenomena in time. The 
notion of ground and consequent applied to phenomena in 
time emerges, as we have seen,  as the notion of cause and 
effect (an essentially temporal notion), It  is only from these 
schernatizcd categories that it is possible to derive the 
pri nciples of the understanding accordi11g to which all 
objectively valid judgments mnst be viev,:ed. These pri n
ciples Kant discusses and argues for separntely, 

I n  all th is Kant believes he has explained how judg
ments about mere pll('nonwna can lw objectively valid 
although they arc confined to these phenomena. The judg
ments i n  question an° by no means applicable to things
in-lh< · rn s< >h-es, lo whatever lies behind plwnomena. Such 
noti ons as those of a world lying behind phenomena and of 
a real self which is aware of them an_• noumena, and as 
such they must lw thought of as limiti ng concepts. To treat 
such conc< 'pts as if lh< 'y were concepts of an ordinary kind 
a11d to 1 1s(• them in a systematization of knowledge, as i s  
dorw i n  speculative m< 'laphysics, i s  wrong and i s  liable to 
prod1H_·c ·  fallacies. A noun1< ·11011 is merely a "nonphenomc-
1 1 0 1 1 , "  and the concept of a noumenon i s  c ·sscntially a ncg
all\ < ·  orw, h11t r< 'ason tc·nds to treat such concepts as pos i 
lin·, a 1 1d from this tlw illusions of s 1wc11lativl '  metaphysics 
s l(•m. 

Critique of metaphysics. The jndgments that the un
dcrstarjding allows us to make are conditional in that they 
are relative only to poss ible experience. Pure reason tends 
to assume an absolute, something unconditional, which 
provides the basis of the unity of all judgments of the un
derstanding. It thus provides us with ideas whose proper 
use is only regulative, in that they are ideas of the goals or 
limits toward which the understanding may strive without 
being able to apply them di rectly to experience, To use 
these ideas, as speculative metaphysics does, as ideas under 
which we can directly subsume reality-such ideas as those 
of the absolute unity of the thinking subject, the absolute 
unity of the world in space and time, ,tnd the absolute unity 
of the conditions under which anything can be thought at 
all ,  the entity of entities or God-is the source of anti
nomies and other forms of contradiction or fallacy. Kant 
sets out to expound these contradictions and their resolu
tions in detail, but it is impossible to follow the argument 
here. The section of the Critique known as the "Tran
scendental Dialectic" is a critique of rational psychology, t 
speculative cosmology, and metaphysical theology with 
its attempts at a demonstration of the existence of God. 
Although there is much other material in the Critique, this 
5ection essentially completes the critical philosophy in its 
attempt to show that the understanding can provide ob
jectively  valid knowledge of phenomena and to reveal the 
limitations of the proper use of the ideas of reason . 

An assessment of Kant's work in the theory of knowledge 
is difficult to give. It contains m,tny extraord inary i nsights, 
although their detailed development often leaves much to 
he desired. Above all, perhaps, it takes as its starting point 
the analysis of experience provided by the British empiri
cists, and this u ndoubtedly limits it. 

POST-KANTIAN I DE A LIST PHILOSOPHY 

Fichte. German phi losophy after Kant is in many ways a 
commentary upon Kant's philosophy, either as further 
development or opposition, The idealism which was so 
characteristic of nineteenth-century philosophy was begun 
when Fichte ( 1 762 - 1814) found fault with the Kantian 
view of things-in-themselves that are reyond the reach of 
knowledge and proceeded to reject the notion on grounds 
similar to those which are commonly used against any 
causal or representative theory of perception-there can be 
no good reason for believing in snch things, With the re
jection of things-i n-themselves, even as a limiting concept, 
we are left merely with experiences or phenomena, and it 
is of these that, in the idealist view, reality must consist. 
The general problem of idealism which Fichte thus intro
duced was how it was possible to distinguish among expe
riences those which are purely subjective and those which 
are really objective. The problem is how we can distin
guish between what is contrilmtcd by the mind and what 
is not, bet\vcen the self and not-self, as Fichte pnt it. I n  
Kant's view objectivity was equivalent to validity for all 
men, but that it was at all possible to distinguish lH'twcen 
what was due to the mind and what was not � eemcd guar
anteed only by the existence of things -in-themselves, With 
the rejection of the latter, expcrienecs and expcriencer 
became only two sides of the same coin. For thi s  reason 



the general trend of idealism was toward the cohere nce 
theory of truth-the view that experiences a11d judgments 
are t;ue to the extent that they cohere with one another, 
forming a coherent system. This view was naturally asso
ciated with the doctrine of degrees of truth-that judg
ments have vary ing degrees of truth to the extent that they 
cohere with each other. This more or less intelligible view 
was, however, complicated by !wing involved with the 
view that judgments about the empirical world have a very 
low degree of truth because they bring with them paradox 
and contradiction . The sensible world is therefore only 
appearance, and reality must be something else. 

Hegel. The belief that the sensible world is only ap
pearance is perhaps less marked in Hegel ( 1 770- 1 831 )  
than in some of  his idealist succes sors-for example, F .  H .  
Bradley. Hegel was influenced not only by Kant but also 
by Greek thought, especially by Platonist and Neoplatonist 
conceptions of an intelligible world of Forms with a struc
ture of its own. Nevertheless, Hegel's relation to Kant m ay 
be roughly characterized by saying that he attempted to 
restore the functions of reason that Kant had forbidden.  
Whereas Kant had tried to justify the processes of the un
derstanding while underl ining the contradictions involved 
in an improper use of reason, Hegel tries to show that the 
understanding involves its own paradoxes, which can be 
resolved only by the use of reason ;  this, in Hegel's view, is 
by no means improper. 

Dialectical method. Contradictions arise during the 
application of philosophical categories like those of the 
One and the many, so that the philosopher finds himself 
asserting both a thesis and its antithesis, in a manner simi
lar to that expounded in Kant's antinomies.  There is ,  Hegel 
thinks, a method which reason can pursue in  order to re
solve any such contradiction.  Reason has to find a synthe
sis, some category which will reconcile those which pro
duce the apparent contradiction . But the resolution may, in  
turn, fi nd itself opposed to  a further antithesis  which de
mands another synthesis and so on. This method Hegel 
calls dialectic. According to him,  it provides the key to 
understanding how the ideas of reason may be charted. In 
the encl they will be seen to be dependent on the ultimate, 
absolute idea which provides the ground for everythi ng 
else. Thus, the idea of something absolute and uncond i 
tional which Kant had rejected is  restored. 

It must be confessed, however, that as a method in the 
strict sense, Hegelian di alectic is sadly defective in that 
there appear to be no rules for its use. Hegel presents a 
series of insights, sometimes real, sometimes imaginary, 
into the relationships between \ ery general and abstract 
philosophical ideas, like those of being and essence or 
consciousness, self-consciousness, and reason. Dialectic 
provides the architectonic according to which these rela
tionships may be charted , and Hegel is excessively tho 
roughgoing in its use. The result-the Hegelian system-is 
a complete map of all forms of knowledge and of all philo
sophical ideas ,  constructed on a single plan. The attempt is 
ambitious ;  the ground for its validity, slender in the ex
treme. It would be foolish, however, to deny the incidental 
insights. 

Theory of knowledge. Hegel's theory of knowledge may 
be found partly in h is Science of Logic and partly in his 
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Phenomenology of Mind. I n  the Science of Logic he ex
pla ins his view of Kant, criticizing Kant's trust of tlH' un
derstarnling and Kant's, to  I legcl's ow11 m ine!, undue rc�
striction of the functions of reason. Then ,  through the 
dialectic he charts the notions most central to reason, h< ' 
ginning with the opposition between the cat<'gories of 
Being and Nothing, the synthesis of which lw finds in 
Becoming. These arc notions which reason finds indispC'11-
sable for any account of the world and upon which logic 
must depend. 

I n  the Phenomenology Hegel sets forth his vic\v of p<'r
ception· most clearly. There Hegel begins by pointing out 
that consciousness appears to be an appre hen sion of what 
is immediate, of what is, which is, it appears, a confronta
tion of the ego with something else (as Fichte a lso sup
posed). But sense knowledge proper must involve a s11h
sumption of this immediate consciousness undPr  
universals or  concepts, and, moreover, there is no  way of  
grasping the particular which i s  thus subsumed unclC' r 
concepts except by reference to other concepts. Proper 
names and even words like "this" arc, in Hegel's view, 
general words, since they apply to a multitude of different 
things (Hegel here ignores or fails to appreciate the way in  
which they so apply); hence, they furnish us with no 
means of identifying a particular independently of univer
sals,  Sense knowledge thus turns out to be a mediated 
knowledge, a knowledge wh ich is possible only through 
the medium of universals and which is not a direct knowl
edge of reality. 

There i s, however, Hegel argues, a contradiction be
tween the fact that we take oursekes to perceive things 
which are unitary entities and the fact that our knowledge 
of them can exist only through a plurality of universals 
which are themselves unconnected. This contradiction is 
resolved only because the intellect provides  us with a 
higher universal which constitutes the basis or condition 
for applying the lower-order u n iversals in sense percep
tion. This higher universal is force, the idea of "lawlike
ness." The unity of the objects of perception is due to the 
lawlike connections which exist between the universals 
under which they are subsumed. This is something ,vhich 
can be discerned only by the intellect, which ti .us pro
duces the synthesis of the contradictions apparent within 
consciousness. This, of course, does not end the matter for 
Hegel, as the phenomena of consciousness are equally 
phenomena of self-consciousness. The opposition bet\\'een 
consciousness and .,elf-consciousness requires a synthesis 
by reason. 

Bradley. The kind of general argument that I Iegel used 
can also be found in the Engli sh idealist Bradley ( 1 846 -
1924) ,  although he was far less attached to Hegel's method, 
referring to the dialectic <ls "the bloodless ballet of the 
categories , "  (In spite of be ing chronologically out of order, 
emphas i s  is placed on Bradley here because Bradley ,  
although often difficult to  understand, i s  generally easier 
than Hegel for English-speaking readers . The slight 
differences between Hegel and Bradle�· matter little in 
light of their essential similarity of purpose.) In his Princi
ples of Logic Bradley argues that all judgments are on!) 
conditionally true in that the identification of the portion of 
reality which is their subject involves subsumption under 
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1rn ivnsals .  The jud��J1 1<! 1 1 I  as a wl role therefore says t l rat 
som<· u niversal can lw ascribed to rea l i t y  only  on c on d i t i o n  
that s o m e  other u n i versal o r  1 1 1 1 i v< ·rsals m a y  l><� ascribed t o  
r < 'a l i t y. A l l  ju dg1n<: 1 1 t s ,  a l t hough categorical  i n  that they are 
c ·o1 1cenwd wi th  rea l i t y  (n ·al i ty  IH ' ing  the  subject of a l l  
ju dgments) ,  arc a l so hypothet iea l  in  th i s  sense .  I I ypo
t l w t ieals must  l i kewise res t upon a gro u n d ;  t h e i r  truth i s  
d< �pc1 1dcnl  u pon con neet io1 1s  \\' i th i n  r<'a l i t y  ( I  l cg<' l 's forc(') ,  
1 1 1 B radl <'y ,  howc·ver, t l rere i s  greal < · r  emphasis  Oi l  t h e  
ideal i s m .  For Bradley 1 1 11 ivers a l s  corn·spond to  ideas, s o  
t hat i 1 1  j u d gment w e  arc at tach i n g  a n  i d e a  t o  rea l i t y .  I low
evcr, s i nee what i s  known ca n he con nect i o n s  bet ween 
ideas o n l y, rea l i ty  as  we k now i t  is a syst< ·m of i deas joined 
by \\'hat I H' cal l s  i n ternal  re la t ions .  A judgment i s  true to 
the < ·x l < ' 1 1 I  that t h < ' ideas which it  ascri lws  to rea l i ty  coh < · re 
wi th  t h e  whole: system of ideas.  B y  an in ternal re lat ion,  as 
oppos<·d to an external re lat ion ,  B radl ey means a relat ion 
wl r ic l r  i s  more t l ran a con t i n gent  one.  The relat ions which 
form th < '  system t hat eon s t i t 1 1 tes what we know of real i t y  
a re more t h a n  mere eonti ngcnt re lat ions ,  al though they arc 
not so c lose: as to he logical  cn tai l 1 1 1e 1 1 t s .  A l l  that we can 
know of rea l i ty apart from t l w  ideas u n ll < - r  which we snh
surn<·  i t  is  that  i t  is ex1wri P1 1c< · . i t  i s  the hare fact of con 
seio u s nc·ss from wh ich l i ege) start s .  Brad l ey i s  i ndeed 
1 l cgcl made more palatabl e •  for Engl i s h  tastes .  

I t  i s  on l y  fai r  to add that i i ,  h i s  most  ex pl icit ly metaphys
ical work, Appearance and· Ueality, Bra d l e y  fi n ds para
doxc·s in Hw not io 1 1  of r< ' lat ions in general .  The id< ·a that 
two thi n gs may stand in a re la t in11 gives rise, he  c la i m s ,  to 
all i n fi l l i t c ·  rcgr<'ss.  \V l rat is re lat ional  m u st he set down as 
appl'ara r ic< ·  0 1 1 l y. I t  fo l lows that judgnwnt can never 
amo u 1 1 I  to  abso l u t e  t ru t h ,  for all  j 1 1 dgme n l  i nvolves the  
sdti n g  of  i d c ·as i n  n · l a t i o n ;  a l l j 1 1dg1 1wnt,  i n  o ther  words ,  
i n vo lves i n ference. No judgment  can t h erefore fu rnish  
mon· than a l i m i l < •d d< ·gr<'c of trnth or  I H' aho 1 1 t  sonw t h i n g  
wl r ieh h a s  more t h a n  a l i m i ted dc gre<· n f  rea l i ty. 

J u d gments  ahout  the  Absol u te ,  the s u m  tntal nf wal i ty ,  
may hav< •  a c c · rta i n  i nt cl l < ·d 1 1a l  i ncorri g ihi l i t y ,  s i 1 1cc they 
wi l l  in  effect ascr ibe to the  abso lu te  rea l i t y  what  i s  merely 
part of i t w l f, h u t  I IH·y ca1rnot add up to trnth i t se l f. Th i s  i s  
i n cvi tahl c · ,  s i ne< �  B rad l e y tak <·s a l l  j 1 1dgmcnt  t o  I H) assert i n g 
I l l < '  id< · 1 1 t i t y  of s 1 1hj < ·d and pn· d i cate, of r<'a l i ty and idea, 
whi l < · maint a i n i 1 1g an 1 1 1 1 b ridg<•ahle gap f H' l w< ·e1 1  t h cm
l H' l \\' < ' < ' l l  t lw " t hat"  and th<' "what ,"  as he puts i t .  The 
notion of j 1 1 d gment t l wn• fon•  i 1 1vo lv< ·s  a eo1 1 t rad ic t ion i n  
i l s < · lf, and for t l 1 i s  n�ason t i ) ( '  1 1 nd<·rsta 1 1 d i n g  is  condemned.  
l 1 1 t 1 1 i t ion or i r l l 1 1 l ( 'd ia 1 < · awan·n< ·ss  gi v<·s 1 1 s  I l l < '  bare fact of 
< ' X JH'r i<· 1 1cc as ennst i t 1 1 t i n g  rea l i ty .  \Vhat i t  is 1rnenn<l i t i on
a l l y  a 1 1d  absol u t e l y  on ly  r< ·aso11  c ·a 1 1  t < • ff u s .  Whereas Kant  
had 1nai 1 1 tai rll'd t hat rcaso11  ea 1 1  1 < · 1 1  1 1 ,;  not h i n g  of what  i s  
a l , ,;ol 1 1 I < '  a 1 1d  1 1 1 wor 1< l i t ioual  a 1 1d that  o n l y  pa radox eau 
n•<;u l t  from the  a t t c • 1 1 1p t  to make it do so, the I l < >g< > l ian  doc
t r i r l ( '  t ' !-> J lO II 'i < 'd b) Brad l c ·y  is t hat  I l l < '  l i 1 1 1 i ta t io 1 1 s  of t i ) ( '  
1 1 1 1d c · r.., t a 1 1 d i 1 1 g  < ·an IH' s<' < ' l l  01 1 ly I i )  goi n g  I H' ) "O I ) ( )  i ts  l i mi t s  
t o  what  i s  1 10 I  fi 1 1 i l < '  a 1 1d  1 10I < ·ond i t ior w d  l rn t  absol u t e · .  Tl ) ( '  
< f a i 1 1 ..., lor  r, ·a..,0 1 1  had 1 1 < ·,·c · r  I H' < ' l l  p 1 1 ,; I H'd  ..,o fa r I H' for<' , nor  
l i a\ · c ·  t f 1 < · }  f wc · 1 1  .., i nn· .  

Schopn1 h auer. \\' i th � d 1op< · 1 1 l 1a rwr ( 1 788 - 1 8(j(}) t l H ·n ·  
w , 1 ..,  a p , ir t 1 ,d rd 1 1 r 1 1  to  Ka 1 1 I .  S< " l iop< ' 1 1l 1 a 1wr  t l rougl r t  t l rat 
l l 1 · gc · I ' .., d 1 ,d , · f " ! r ! 'a )  m! ' l l tod wa\ ha1-r< · 1 1  fwca 1 1 ,; c •  i t  i g1 1owd 
"a 1 1 t " ..,  i 1 1 .., 1 i.d 1 h  i n to t l l < '  n a t 1 i r < ·  of n·a..,011  and t i ) ( '  11 1 H l < ·r-

s tan d i n g. Yet he r< ' lai ncd  l l egcl ' s  ideal i s t  approach . Kant's 
pl )('nmiwua became presentat inns or ideas in a sense s i m
i lar to Berkeley's ; t hat i s , they became subject i ve experi
ences .  Sc l 1op< ·n ha1wr th ought t hat the world consists of 
ideas or presentat ions and th at n cc<�ssary con ncc:t ions 
judged to exist lwtween them are, as Kant thought,  m erely 
co ndi t ional ; however, S chopenhauer docs not accept the 
paraphern a l i a  of Kant 's  cat<>gor ies for just ify ing  such j udg
m< ·nts .  In h i s  v iew all j us t i ficat ions  for clai m i n g  object i ve 
experi ence rl''il on the principle  of s 1 1 ffici c1 1 I  reason, which 
takes var ious for m s  according In the  form of k nowl edge 
i nvolved.  It acts as a logical ground ( the ratio cognoscendi) 
i n  connect ion wi th l ogical tru ths,  as a gro u n d  connected 
wi th  the features of s pace ancl t ime (the ratio essendi) i n  
co n n ection with math emat ical truths ,  and a s  causal ity ( the  
ratio fiendi) in eo nn ect ion wi th ord i nary empirical phe
nomena. Th us ,  the notion of causal i ty i s  mack In play the 
ro le of all Kant's cat egories i n  rel at ion to empirical phe
nomena ;  causa l i t y  i s  their  on ly  gro u n d  for n ecess i ty i n  th i s  
sp l l ( ' r< ' .  Schop< · 1 1 ha11er fi n al l y  l ooks to  th e wi l l  as the on ly  
grou nd for act ion,  for  m oral neces si ty .  As one class of phe
nomenon,  act ion fi nds i ts  explanat ion only i n  the wi l l .  

Will as  the thing-in-itself The world a s  idea or  presen
tation is o n l y  on<' hal f  of Schop<· 1 1 ha1 1cr's ph i losophy (h is  
main  work  i s  ent i t led The World as Will and Idea) .  Al
tho1 1gh he ac:ccptcd the ideal ist  fram ework, h e ·  thought that 
t l w  demand for a t h i ng-i n-i t se lf  as the b as i s  of a l l  onr ideas 
was i nescapable. l i e finds the nature of the t h i n g-i n-itself 
in t lw w i l l .  Hea l i ty  con s i s ts  of the man ifestat ions of one 
force, the wi l l ,  which uses co nsciousn ess as an i n st ru ment 
for i t s  own se lf-promot ion .  Only in art is th er<> a nythi ng 
l i k< '  freedom from i t ,  for  only there does th e mind  ach ieve 
a state ak in  to the contem plation of Platonic I deas, a snrt of 
p< ·nnan eney wh ich is  foreign lo th e genera l  man ifestat ions  
of  the  wi l l .  

A l t hough the last part o f  Scl1npc n h auer's  thought had 
some i n fl uence u pon  the roma nt ic  movement in  n i netec nth
c · < · 1 1 t n ry C<'rnran thought ,  it has 110I recei ved much wel
come from the mai n s t ream of p h i l osophers.  I Jowcver, 
Sehope n h a1wr's t l l ( 'ory of knowledge ,  contai ned in  the part 
of h i s  p l r i losophy d<'voted to the  world as i d<'a, contain s  
much of int<'r<'s l  along l i nes which are i n  origi n ,  Kantian.  

LATE N I NETEENTH-C ENTURY P H I LOSOPHY 

Ph i losop l r ical thought  i n  Cnmany dming  t i ) ( '  n i 1 1el< •cnth 
cen t u ry tended to he c i t l l ('r romantic or neo-Kant ian .  
Neo-Kantian p h i l osophy c:amc·  u nder empi rici s t  i n fl u ences 
from Br i ta i 1 1 ,  and at th <' cud of the c< ·n t u ry 11nd<'r Brentano 
and i\l < · ino1 1g  t h i s  fi 1 1 a l ly  kd to a r ! ' lurn to rea l i sm,  a 1 1 1ove-
1 1wnt whi< 'h not 01 1 l y  pro d u ced pheruimenology (perh aps 
the  dorn i n ant p h i losophy i n  Europe today) hut  also to 
sol lH '  < 'X l < •nt  i 1 1 f l 1wne< 'd Hussc l l  and other rea l i s t p h i l oso
pl l ( ' rs i 1 1  the Engl ish-speak i 1 1g worl d .  

Brentano. Bn·ntann ( 1 838 - 1 9 1 7) he ld t hat the ohjPcls of 
psychology wc•n· lll l ' l l ta l  acts .  Each m<> nta l  act ha<l an 
i m ma1H•nt  ohj< ·ct-what Bwutano < ·a f l < ·d  a1 1  i u t e n t ional  
ohj< '('t - t h1 1s  r<'vi v ing  sch nlas t ic  l < •nni nol og) . Tlwse ob
jects  W<'r<' a k i 1 1d of i n t < •rnal  acnrsat ive to tlw re levant act ,  
as a j 1 1dg1 1 l l 'nl  i s  to t l w  act of j 1 1dg1ne 1 1 t .  Th<'y provide t h e  
c ·o1 1 1 < · 1 1 I  o f  t l H' ae t .  B u t  wl rat i s  t h e  sta t u s  o f  t l l ( 'S<' olij< ·ct s? 



Clearly, the question is especially pertinent because it is 
possible to thiuk of or make judgments about things that do 
n0t exist. I low can a real act have an unreal object? 

Meinong. This was the problem which Meinong 
( 18.53- 1 920) took up. He postulated nonexistent objects to 
explain the possibility of our thinking, for example, of 
things that do not or cannot exist. Similarly, false judg
ments were said to correspond to what he called objee
tives-nonexisten t states of affairs which would be facts if 
only the corresponding judgments were true. Objectives 
could not be said to exist, for they were not things, but they 
might subsist. From a linguistic point of view, this doctrine 
implied a realist theory of meaning, according to which the 
meaning of any expression was gi,·en by a corresponding 
entity. The fact that these entities were not themselves 
mental entities (although they gave content to what is 
mental) implied a return to realism in a more general 
sense. Objeets eould be real, according to M einong, with
out being actual. 

Husserl. Husserl ( 1859- 1 938), another disciple of Bren
tano, started from very m uch the same point of view as 
Meinong, maintaining that the proper philosophical task 
was to investigate the essence of mental acts and their 
objects. Philosophy consisted, in his view, in an inquiry 
into the essence of different manifestations of conscious
ness and the essences with which they are concerned. To 
study this, it was necessary to strip off all presuppositions, 
metaphysical or otherwise. Husserl later emphasized this 
aspect increasingly. He adopted the method of epoch-the 
bracketing of presuppositions-in a manner akin, as he 
pointed out, to the Cartesian method of doubt. This would 
lead to pure consciousness as the one absolute, the one 
firm thing, and from this the philosopher may turn back to 
investigate the essence of different phenomena as they 
appear to consciousness .  Thus, in effeet the initial realist 
point of view led back to one whieh was more lik e  ideal
ism. But this belongs, properly speaking, to the twentieth 
century. 

J. S. Mill. M eanwhile, in Britain the predominant phi
losophy at the beginning of the nineteenth eentury was 
sensationalism with its attendant as sociation ism. James 
Mill ( 1773- 1836) took a radically empiricist point of view, 
trying to reduce perception to merely having sensations 
and other mental phenomena to sensations plus the ideas 
associated with them. His son J .  S. Mill ( 1806 - 1873) 
brought greater sophistication to this point of view and, in 
so doing, led to its downfall. Like his father, J .  S .  Mill 
wished to reduce all knowledge to experience, to the asso
ciation of certain ideas with basic sensations . He expressed 
a great admiration for Berkeley's New Theory of Vision and 
its explanation of how we come to sec things as at a dis
tanre. He thought it possible to explain in a simi lar way 
how we come to think of ourselves as perceiving a perma
nent world of things . We have expectations which take us 
beyond the immediate sensations because of the associa
tions built up in experience between om immediate sen
sations and ideas of "permanent poss ibilities of sensation . ' '  
Our ideas of material things are simply ideas of these per
manent possibilities of sensation. Like Hume, Mill ap
proaches this prob lem psyehologically; he seeks to explain 
why we believe in an external world. To the extent ,  how-
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< 'ver, that he is incli,wd to add tl1at things are simply tll < ' s < '  
permanent possibilities of S < 'nsation,  his  view is  the <'X
treme e mpiricist doctrine of plwnomenalisrn, the doctrine 
that al l  we mean hy "matPrial obj< >ct" is something  about 
our experiences. 

Mill's main co1 1 tributio1 1 s  to philosophy perhaps lie in 
logic, ethics, and politics. I l is general approach, how<'vcr, 
is psychological, based m1 a conceptio11 of cxp<'ric ·nc<' as 
atomistic sensations wh ich could be linked lo derivative 
ideas by the processes of association. Mill's general point 
of view is perhaps nowhere mon• obvious than i n  his ae
count of such necessary propositious as those of mathe
matics. These are, in his view, simply very highly 
confirmed generalizations. The only necessity is psycho
logical necessity. 

M ill's view of knowledge came under attack in tlw latter 
half of the nineteenth century from many sources in 
Britain and elsewhere. In Britain perhaps thC' main attack 
eame from the returning idealism, particularly as repre
sented by F. H. Bradley. His main line of thought, as  al
rc>ady discusse<l , was Hegelian with less emphasis on the 
dialectic and greater emphasis on the idealist point of 
view, according to which reality consists of experience 
organized in thought by attaching ideas to it in judgnwnt. 
In Appearance and Reality Bradley sought to show that all 
features of the empirical world are only appearance and 
that reality must consist of a form of experience wh ich is 
absolute and unitary and transcends all the contradictions 
of appearance. His criticism of Mill is that the pure sensory 
given is a myth ; all the content of our knowledge must 
come by way of ideas-that is, through thought-and asso
ciation "marries only universal s ."  Experience in itself is 
nothing. 

Bergson. Criticisms of a different kind came from 
France and America. In France there were few philosoph
ical developments of interest during the nineteenth cen
tury until Bergson ( 1859- 1941) .  Bergson was an anti
intellectualist who emphasized life against thought. J\lueh 
of his approach was therefore biologieal. The space and 
time of which we are conscious ,  Bergson thought, are con
tinuous;  the division ot it into things and processes is clue 
to the intellect, which carries out the division according to 
our b1ological needs. Perception involves an awareness of 
the poss ible moves which our body can make in relation to 
an object; in eontrast, sensation corresponds to a simple 
response to a stimulus .  Like Bradley, Bergson thought that 
the atomistic sensation s  of the sensationalist were a prod
uct of intellectual analy!,is .  There are actually no basic 
experiences of this sort. We perceive thing!> as our biolog
ical needs cause u-; to do so. Similarly with memory;  our 
body acts like a sieve. Without the body our mind might 
remember everything, and this would be both useless and 
even disastrous biologically. Our bod :. ·  s,l\'es us from this ,  
eausing us to select only that which is biologically useful .  

Becaus e  of this emphasi-; on biologica l utilit�· . there is a 
relativism inherent in Bergson's point of \ ' i e\\·, and it has 
much in eomrnon with American pragmatism as instituted 
by \Villiam James. Bergson went further than J ames in his  
emphas is on l i fe ,  however. His sta,t ing point was a thesis 
about time which is really 011 tsidc.· the scope of thi� article. 
Roughly, his view was that the time of eonsc1ow,1 1es� ( /a 
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duree) is continuous; the ideas which thought presents to 
us are or seem discontinuous. The continuity of con
sciousness must be due to an interpenetration of those 
ideas, and as a result, they form a developing series in 
which, given that each member developed from what has 
gone before, each member must be unique. The develop
ment itself is due to a vital spirit, and the same is true of 
the universe at large. 

James. Bergson's emphasis upon the continuity of con
sciousness has its counterpart in James's thesis of the 
stream of thought. In his Principles of Psychology William 
James ( 1842- 1 9 1 0) insisted, in opposition to the sensa
tionalists, that there were no atomic sensations or ideas ;  
distinct ideas are selected phases of  one stream of  con
sciousness, and these phases make up a continuity because 
each idea has a fringe which overlaps that of its neighbors . 

Thus far, however, James was content to argue that our 
ideas are determined by what things there are. \Ve must, 
he maintained, distinguish between knowledge by ac
quaintance and knowledge about something (not to be 
confused with a somewhat similar but really different 
distinction made by Russell) . The baby is acquainted with 
the u niverse but he has not yet selected anything from the 
mass of sensation with which he is confronted. Thus, he 
knows nothing about anything. James was later to go fur
ther in Bergson's direction. In  Essays in Radical Empiri
cisni he rejected the distinction between thought and 
things, embracing a thesis which is known as neutral mon
ism, the thesis that reality consists of one stuff (in this case 
experience) out of which both the mental and the physical 
are to be constructed according to the principles which 
govern each. From this continuous experience a plurality 
of thoughts and objects can be developed, a plurality of 
things related by concatenation only, as experience tells us 
they are. In  this James set himself in opposition to his 
other hete noire, idealism, with its emphasis on internal 
relations and its denial of plurality. 

Peirce and Dewey. James's  special claim to fame (al
though some would say notoriety) is perhaps his status as 
the founder of pragmatism, although this, too, has Berg
sonian affinities. The original source for the pragmatist point 
of , iew was C. S. Peirce ( 1839 - 1 9 14) ,  a rather isolated 
figure. A man with a great wealth of ideas, Peirce, as a 
nonprofes sional philosoplwr, was to some extent outside 
the main stream of philosophical thought. l ie came to 
philosophy as a mathematician and scientist. He was op
posed to all intuitions  of the Cartesian type, largely be
cause of his belief in the power of hypothesis and his 
d isbt>lit>f i n  ultimatt> inexplicables. Perhaps his greatest 
contrihution, however, lies in his theory of signs and 
meaning. I n  this connection Peirct> maintained that our 
conception of anything is determi ned by our conception of 
the practical bearings of that thing. I n  sum, meaningful
ne�s i s  a question of pract ical utili ty, and the meaning of 
an�  gi, en concept or expression is gi\"en by its precise 
utiht� . 

Jame, turned this theory of meaning into a theor) of 
tru th ,  much to Peirce's disgust. He maintained that the test 
of the tru t h  of any IH' lit>f was ib fru i tfulness .  To say that a 
lll'lid 1s trnt> i �  to �ay that it i s  good in this sense. Such is 
thl' pragmatic tlll'or� of tru th.  

For John Dewey ( 1859 - 1952) it is  knowledge that is 
succ�ssful practice; propositions are merely instruments 
which may take us to the goal toward which experimental 
inquiry is directed. There is no final truth ; instead, there is 
"warranted assert.ability" when the judgments which we 
make lead us to the abstract goal of science in accordance 
with scientific method. 

TWENTIETH-CENTURY REALISM 

The course of  twentieth-century philosophy is  not 
smooth, and it is therefore not easy to chart. No more than 
a sketch will be attempted here. Undoubtedly, however, 
the main philosophical event at the turn of the century was 
a swing from idealism to realism. In America there were 
the neorealists, such as E. B. Holt, W. B. Montague, and 
R. B. Perry, influenced by James and his theory of neutral 
monism; in England there was Samuel Alexander, and in 
Germany there was Meinong. The most important figures 
in this revolution were G. E. j\{oore and Bertrand Russell 
at Cambridge, and of these Moore was the originator in 
this respect. 

Moore. G. E. M oore ( 1873- 1958) began with a criticism 
of Bradley. Moore thought that Bradley had not taken far 
enough his rejection of the view that we abstract our ideas 
from experience. I nsisting that concepts or ideas should be 
regarded as the objects, the meanings, of our thoughts, 
Moore went on to argue that there must be propositions as 
the objects of beliefs. Things are merely collections of 
concepts and as such enter into propositions as their con
stituents .  Propositions are what we believe when we hold 
any belief, true or false. This amounts to an insistence 
upon a distinction between any mental activity or form of 
awareness and its object. �loore's article "Refutation of 
I dealism" in his Philosophical Studies is founded on just 
this point, for he finds the refutation of the doctrine that 
esse est percipi in a distinction, somewhat after the manner 
of Brentano, between the act of awareness in perception 
and the object of awareness, between consciousness and 
its object. I dealists, he maintained, failed to notice the 
distinction. 

� loore was later to give up his doctrine of propositions, 
fQr in considering the problem of foist belief, he said that 
"tl,ere do not seem to be propositions at all, in the sense in 
which the theory demands them." If there were, there 
would have to exist something corresponding to false be
liefs, and the fact of its existence would make the beliefs 
true, not false. Belief cannot therefore consist in a relation 
between ourselves and an object. The rejection of propo
sitions  in this objccti\"ely existing sense may look like the 
abandonment of the very foundations of his realism, and so 
in a sense it is. But i\loore did not gi\"e up the view that we 
do kno\\' of a reality independent of our minds, and when 
he abandoned the account of false belief which implied 
the existence of objecti\"t>ly existing propositions, he nev
ertheless maintained categorically that we must not give 
up the vie\\' that truth somehow consists in correspond
ence with reality. 

Existence of the external world. �l oore somt>times said 
that he never doubted that we do know things about reality 
which we ordinarily think that we know. Therefore, he 



was not influenced hy the usual skeptical arguments 
against this position. In his view the real philosophical 
problem was to analyze what we mean when we say that 
we have this knowledge. Moore has generally been one 
who raises the di fficulties about this problem rather than 
one who gives the answers. He has definitely maintained, 
however, that we do have knowledge of many different 
kinds of thing, and in his notorious "Proof of an External 
World" (Proceedings of the British Academy, 1939) he 
gave as a good argument for the existence of such a world 
the fact that we can point to objects in it. Thus, he held up 
his hands, saying, "Here is one hand, and here is another," 
to prove the existence of an external world. Moore's 
thought moved toward the view that what requires de
fending is common sense, ordinary beliefs such as the be
lief that there are objective things, like his hand, in the 
world. When metaphysicians say such things as "Time is 
unreal," this is an affront to common sense and demands 
explanation. Wittgenstein later said that the view defended 
by Moore was not stri ctly common sense, since it was a 
philosophical point of view. This seems correct; what 
Moore meant by common sense was a general realist point 
of view. 

Account of perception. In his analyses of what we mean 
when we claim knowledge, however, Moore's discussion 
follows the lines of those which have been more in
fluenced by skepticism. Thus, in his account of percep
tion he brings in sense data as what we actually see or 
directly apprehend when we look at something. Charac
teristically, he distinguishes between the sense datum (the 
object which we actually see) and the sensation which we 
might be said to have of it. But in using the words "direct 
apprehension" and "actually seeing," he suggests that he 
wants that indubitability which other philosophers have 
sought as an answer to the skeptic. Direct apprehension 
cannot be of the physical object, for, he argues, when an 
envelope is held up, it cannot be this that we actually see, 
since some people may fail to identify it as such. There is 
room for error about the identity of the object hut not, 
perhaps, about its color or even shape as seen, so it must 
be these that we actual ly see. Moore's main worry is about 
the exact relation which exists between sense data and 
physical objects, both of which, he thinks, certainly exist. 

The answer that he would l ike to give is that sense data are 
parts of the surfaces of physical objects, but the fact that 
different people may have conflicting views of these ob
jects prevents him from giving this answer. The right an
swer and, for the same reason, the precise nature of ,;ense 
data were always a puzzle to him. 

It may be wondered why Moore felt it necessary to bring 
in sense data at all. The answer must be that for Moore 
there had to be things which we just know, and although 
we may know of the existence of physical objects, we may 
not be so sure of their exact qualities. Ilence, the possi
bility of error plays a part in Moore's thought just as it has 
done in that of others, even if the influence of skepticism is 
not so explicit. Direct apprehension fills the same role i n  
his philosophy of perception as intuition i n  his ethics. The 
notion has its parallel in the conception of knowledge 
employed by his Oxford contemporary John Cook Wilson 
and his disciples, such as ll .  A. Prichard. They thought 
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the trouble with idealism lay i n  its fai lure to see that 
there was a distinct state of mind, knowledge, in which 
there was no possibility of error. 

Russell. Bertrand Russel l  (born 1 872) was f irst au ideal
ist hut was converted to realism by Moore. From his early 
study of Leibniz, Hussell took the view that phi losophy 
consists in the analysis of  propositions, and his i nterest in  
logic also brought him to a concern with language. Duri ng 
the early 1900s he became interested in Me inong, whose 
realism seemed to confirm Moore in Russel l 's l ine of 
thought. However, he came to think that Meinong' s sup
position that there had to exist objects to explain our abil
ity to think of things which do not exist in fact, such as 
round squares, showed, as he put it, an  insuffi ciently ro
bust sense of reality. Partly in response to this and partly 
in response to a more complex theory of meaning put for
ward by the mathematical logician Frege, Russell set forth 
the theory of descriptions. 

According to the theory of descriptions, phrases of the 
form "the so-and-so" are incomplete in meaning. They 
have no meaning (in the form of an object of reference) i n  
themselves; t o  give their meaning, i t  i s  necessary t o  ana
lyze the meaning of the whole sentence in which they 
occur. Sentences of the form "The so-and-so is F" arc 
really tantamount to composite sentences including as a 
part the sentence asserting that something exists corre
sponding to the description "the so-and-so. " Where noth
ing of the kind exists, the who!e proposition is false 
("proposition" here being equivalent to "statement," not 
the objectively existing object of bel iefs). The theory of 
descriptions became a tool of analysis, and Russell used it 
in many connections. 

Theory of knowledge. The main importance of the theory 
in epistemology is connected with Russell's distinction 
between knowledge by acquaintance and knowledge by 
description. Knowledge by acquai ntance is Moore's direct 
apprehension, but Russell has always been more con
cerned with the justi fication of claims to knowledge than 
was Moore. For Russell it was important that all knowl
edge be founded on knowledge by acquaintance, if it was 
to be possible at al l ,  :or only in knowledge by acquaint
ance is error absolutely impossible. In Problems r,f Philos
ophy Russell gave a l ist of entities of which we have 
knowledge by acquaintance-sense data, memory data, the 
self, and universals. Of physical objects we have only 
knowledge by description because here error is possible. 
Russell also declares that "every proposition which we can 
understand must be composed wholly of constituents with 
which we are acquainted. " ( By "proposition" he meant the 
objectively existing entity in the early �loorean sense . )  

This is possible only  i f  anything of which we have knowl
edge by description is reducible to things of which we have 
knowledge b)' acquaintance. Phys ical objects, for ex
ample, must be reduced to sense data or, s ince thev are 
not always being perceived, to a combination of sense data 
and sensib i l ia-actual and possible sense data. They must, 
as Russell  puts it, be considerul as logical constructions 
from sense data; they are simply bundles of sense data and 
sensibi l ia .  From the logical poi nt of view, names of physi
cal objects are disguised descriptions, and the thenry of 
descriptions shows that it  is not necessary to suppost' the 

.... 
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existence of a special class of entities called physical ob
jects in order to give propositions about them a meaning. 
\\'hat we are acquainted with when we perceive a physical 
object is a number of sense data; the physical object we 
know only by description, and any statement express ing a 
fact about it i s  a statement about a description. This  state
ment is analyzable, so that it contains an exi stential propo
s ition about something answering to that description, ac
cording to the theory of descriptions; it i s, that is, about 
something falling under a set of universals, and these are 
objects of acquaintance as much as sense data are . The 
notion of an object of acquaintance is closely connected 
with that of a logically proper name, an expression which 
cannot fai l  in its reference .  Descriptions can, of course, fail 
in  that there may be nothing answeri ng to them. \Vith the 
reduction of physical objects to sense data, knowledge of 
phys ics is  preserved, and thi s  has always been a cardinal 
point in  Russell 's program. On the actual status of sense 
data, Russell's opinion varied, but when most impressed 
by physics, he made them,  paradoxically enough, entit ies 
in  the brain. 

Logical a tomism. At the beginning of World \Var I ,  when 
Russell had come under the influence of \Vittgenstein, he 
held that the ultimate constituents of the universe are 
atomic particulars , which are terms of relations in atomic 
facts . All other facts were to be built up from atomic facts 
by the processes of logic. The atomic particulars are sense 
data, and the relations supply the universal element in the 
fact. 

The theory of logical atomism is a metaphysical theory 
rather than an epistemological one, and this is even more 
obviously true of \Vi ttgenste in 's  version in h is  Tracta tus 
Logico-philosophicus. Russell differs from Wittgenstein in 
his more explicit interest in the nature of the constituents 
of atomic facts, and it  is clear that his choice of these con
stituents was determi ned by his desire to found all knowl
edge on knowledge by acquaintance. The one exception to 
the program which Russell found at this stage was that of 
mental states l ike belief, for he could not see how state
ments about beliefs conld be reduced to more elementary 
statements . In order to deal with the problem,  he has fl i rted 
with behaviorism,  s ince· i f  belief  is  analyzable only in terms 
of behavior, this, in turn, may conceivably be explained in 
terms of sense data. 

Ru swll  changed his mind over the details of  his logical 
atorn i sm ,  esp<'cia lly when he was influenced by the logi
cal po-; i t ivists ,  but the framework remained the same. I lis 
account of memory i s  s imi lar to that of pereeption; it is 
founded on memory c0xpericnces only eontingently related 
to the past, although th<'y may have a feeling of familiarity. 
The memory data ar<' objects of acquaintanc<', hnt the past 
i tself is not. I n  one general r<'spect, howev<'r, Hnssell ac
kno\\'lcdg( ' s that empiricism fa i l s-in  om knowledge o f  the 
po-.tulat!'s on \\ h ich,  in his opinion, ind 1 1 ctivc inference 
and,  th< 'refor<' ,  sc ience re st. I nduction,  lw th inks, is fo 1 1 nd
c ·d  011 habit ,  and tl 1 < ·  principles impl ic i t  i 1 1  such habits  
cannot th c ·m, < ·h·c·-. l w  d<'ri ved from exp<'ri < ' 1 1ce. Despite 
hi-.  lw l id in the l im itations of emp iric i srn,  Hnssell has 
1 1 (' \ ( •r \\ ,l\' ( ' f ( ' d  in h i s  dden�< ·  of rea l i sm.  l ie l1as always 
ernl ,ra< ( 'd and k( ' ( ' T i l y  d< 'f< · 1 1d< ·d thf' corr< ' spo1 1d< ' 1 1ce theory 
of trnth .  

Nature of mathematics. Nothing has been said thus far 
of Russell' s  work on the foundations of mathematics, espe
cially hts great contribution, written with Whitehead, in 
Pr incipia i\Ja the matica, although this i s  in a sense part of 
his epistemology. I n  Pr inciples of Mathema tics Russell 
held that mathematical propositions were synthetic, but 
when, influenced by Frege, he embarked on the attempt to 
reduce mathematics to logic by deriving i t  from a small 
number of axioms containing only logical notions, he held 
mathematical propositions to be analytic. This is  too com
plicated a matter for di scuss ion here. The exact nature of 
mathemati cal propositions is s till a matter of dispute, but 
the attempt to reduce them to logic may now be seen to be 
a great and splendid failure,  

Whitehead. I t  may be noted brie fly that Russell's partner 
in Pr incipia Mathematica, A.  N .  Whi tehead ( 1861- 1947), 
took a very different road in epistemology, He tried to 
explain the properties of things in terms of the i r  relations 
to one another. In perception the mind tries to grasp-or in 
\Vh itehead' s term to "prehend" -a part of the system of 
nature around i t ;  it is react ing to the environment in bio
logical fashion. There are no atomic sense data; to suppose 
that there are is  to be liable to the "fallacy of m i splaced 
concreteness" -the view that because science has a con
cept ( such as that of an instant), there must be entities of 
this sort in experience. To some extent \Vhitehead's 
thought is in the ideali st tradition, but it also contains a 
certain Platoni sm. The particulars of which nature is com
posed, he thought, are events ; the permanent characteri s
tics which \Ve recognize in them are objects . The objects 
are, as he puts it, ingredient "into events ," not into jmt 
one event but through an indefinite neighborhood of 
events . \Ve do not, that is, see single th ings with isolated 
characteristics; we view them as part of a system. \Vhite
head's thou ght is,  however, difficult, and li ttle can be done 
to make it intelligible in a short space. 

LOGICAL POSITIV I S M  

Wittgenstein's Tractatus influenced a group o f  philoso
phers in Vienna who were mainly interested in the philos
ophy of science after the empiricist  fashion of Ernst .l\1ach. 
\Vi ttgenstein had said that to understand a propos ition is to 
understand what i t  would be like for it to be true. The 
Vienna ci rcle, as this group became known, wrongly inter
preted this as a general criterion of s igni ficance, and so the 
verifi cat ion theory of meaning was horn. According to this 
theory, meaningful proposi t ions must he either analytic or 
empirically veri fiable.  The proposit ions of mathematics 
and logic were thought to be long to the first class, and 
the proposit ions of science to the second. M etaphysical 
proposi tions , belonging to neither group, were declared 
meaningless .  

The members of  the group d i ffered over the detai l s  of 
thi s  scheme, and a progress ive relaxation in  its rigor grad
ually took place. Oue of the b iggest problems was the 
status of the veri fi cation principle its< ' l f, for on the face of i t  
it is  neith<'r analytic nor empirical ly  veri fiable.  The even
tnal outconw for some mernl wrs of the group was to view i t  
as a n·cornnw r1<lat ion only .  There were a lso other prob
l< 'ms .  Th<' i n i tial a im of the mo\'ement was, a l lO \'C '  a l l ,  to 



lay the foundations of sciE'nce. Scienti fic propositions had 
to he preserved and metaphysics excluded. It lwca me 
nppnrent that i t  was d i fficult, if not imposs ible, to prov ide a 
formulation of the veri fication principle which fulfill<Jd 
both goals . 

.i\ l oritz Schl ick ( 1 882 - 1 936) , the original leader of the 
group,  felt compelled to interpret scientific laws as ru les 
rather than statements. Another problem lay in the mean
ing of the phrase "empirically veri fiable . "  Sch l ick held 
that u l timate ly  there had to be a d i rect confrontation with 
experience. Other members of the movement- for exam
ple, A. J. Ayer (born l!-J lO)-helcl that there had to be bas ic 
propositions which were directly and strictly ver i fiab le 
(and thus absolutely incorrigible), a l though others could 
be indirectly verified by reference to these .  Thi s  led to a 
distinction between strong and weak verification ; pro pos i 
tions about physical objects, for example, might  be only 
weakly veri fiable, s ince an indefin i te number of propos i 
tions about immediate experience would have to be in
voked in order to verify them conclus ively. In  this ,  pos i
tivism was associated with the thes is  of phenomenali sm 
that statements about physical objects are analyzable i nto a 
collection of statements about sense experiences. The fact 
that such an analys i s  must be indefin i tely lon g has resulted 
in a progressive modification of the thes is  on the part of i ts 
main proponents-for ins tance, Ayer. 

Truth. Schlick's view brought with it the correspond
ence theory of truth . Otto Neurath ( 1882- 1 945), on the 
other hand, held that thi s  i nvolved an attempt to go outside 
the web of language and ran the risk  of  a lapse into meta
physics .  Neurath maintained that there had to be "protocol 
propositions" -observation reports on which science 
might be founded-but that these need not be reports of 
immediate experience. The truth of a protocol proposition 
was determined by  i ts coherence with other proposit ions 
mak ing up the language of science. Thus,  Neurath em
braced a coheren ce theory of truth . This  genera l l ine was 
developed by Rudolf Carnap (born 1 89 1 )  into a form of 
conventionali sm .  H e  put forward a "pri nciple of tolerance," 
maintaining that logic had no morals ;  veri fication i sm thus 
became a proposal for the best way of developing the lan 
guage of science. Whereas Sch l ick and the earlier Carnap 
had maintained that basic propositions must be about im
mediate experience, Neurath had maintained the thesis  
of physical i sm that protocol propositions must be in  the 
language of physics .  In line with h i s  relaxation of the 
criteria, Carnap came to accept what he called the "th ing
language" -the language of· the common-sense world
as the bas i s  for scienti fic langw,ge. Today, positiv ism in its 
strict form i s  more or less a thing of the past. 

Nature of science. It is noteworthy that Karl Popper 
(born 1. 902), who was not a member of the movement hut 
who was in fl uenced by it and influenced i t, held that the 
key to an understanding of science lay not in veri fiab i l ity 
but fa ls i fiab i l i ty. He put th is forward, however, not as a 
theory of meaning but  as a criterion for the demarcation of 
science from metaphys ics .  The genernlizations of science 
are, because of their very form, unveri fiable, hut they a re 
fals i fiab le,  whereas the propos i t ions of metaphysics are 
not. Popper has developed these views into a thesi s  about 
sci<·nce as based on the hypothetico-deductive method. 
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The a im of sci<'nce i s  to put forward bold hypotlwsc•s , tlw 
deductive co1 1 seq11e1 1ces of which must lH' s 1 1hjcct to rig
orous testing and critic i sm.  This view i s  associat<'d with a 
form of skepticis 1 1 1 ,  for Popper sometimes mai nta ins  that 
we can never know the truth. The best that  we ca n do i s  to 
put forward hypotheses and subject ! I tem to rigorous te sts, 
for th i s  is the way in wh ich science progn•ss < • s .  Truth i tself 
is  just  an i l l11 s io11 . 

CONTEM PORARY MOV E M E NTS 

Contemporary phi losophy i s  i n  an Ul ltidy state of nonun
i formi ty .  In  Europe perhaps the most prevalent phi losophy 
i s  a phenomenology deriving from H usserl. This move
ment is also associated with ex i stential i sm, origina lly a 
reaction against  the superrational ism of I lcgel and, there
fore, to some extent a form of irrationa l i sm .  Exi stentialists 
have added little to epistemology; they tend to take for 
granted the ex istence of an objectivf' world, a iming only to 
present a picture of  i t  and of man's place i n  it. Those ex
i s tentiali s ts who derive something from 1 1  usserl-for exam
ple, Jean-Paul Sartre and Maurice M erlea11-Ponty-arf' 
concerned mai n l y  with descriptions of forms of conscions
ness, with phenomenology as descriptive psychology. 

Ordinary-language philosophy. Perhaps the most s ig
ni ficant movement, apart from latter-clay pos itiv i sm and 
pragmatism,  is the so-called ordinary-language philosophy, 
today most closely associated w;th Oxford . The lead ing 
sp i ri t  of the movement is ,  however, the Cambridge ph ilos
opher Ludwig Wittgen stein ( 1889- 1 95 1 ), who has had an 
i mmense in fluence. H i s  work is not easy to summarize ; it 
is in part a series of comments upon h i s  earlier logical 
atomist views and the theory of mean ing which it es
poused.  Only a s mall part of his work can be mentioned 
here . He  has criticized the attempts i mp l icit  i l l  much 
sense-datum ph ilosophy to construct a private language by 
argu ing that the resu lts of such attempts would lack the 
essential conditions of a language. There would be no way 
of dist inguish ing between the occas ions on wh ich one was 
following a rule in applying an express ion and those on 
which one was mak ing a new decis ion so to apply it. H e  
has also s tressed the i mportance o f  bringing hac k terms to 
the language game (as he calls pos s ible lan guages )  that i s  
their  original home-ordi nary language. This, he  mai n
tains ,  i s  perfect l y  in order as it  is ;  the i mportant th ing i s  to 
examine the uses to which express ions are put, with the 
recogn i tion that language is a form of l i fe and must he 
treated accordingly.  Among other things this has led to the 
recogn ition of truths which are necessary but not ana lytic, 
truths which he calls "grammatical ." These n re truths 
which express nonanalytic connections between concepts. 
The emphasis upon such truths an<l the arguments which 
lead to them on the part of followers of Wittgen stein is i l l a 
sense a partial return to Kant. (The di stinction between 
analytic and s ynthetic truths in general has in any case 
come under fire from severa l quarters , especia l ly from the 
American logician W. V. Quine [born 1 908]. But h is  em
phasis  on the necess ity of assessing the status of proposi
t ions only within a sys tem is something more of a l llO\'e 
toward the ideal ist  poi nt of \'iew.) 

The appPal to ordinary language has been used for many 
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purposes . Gilbert Ryle (born 1900), for example, has used 
it in order to plot, as he puts it, the logical geography of 
mental concepts such as mind, belief, or will. He, too, has 
attacked the notion of sense data, and he has made and 
emphasized an important distinction between knowing 
how and knowing that. For present purposes the main 
importance of the appeal to ordinary language lies in its 
confrontation of the skeptic. The most stringent appeals to 
usage (rather than merely to the functions of language, as 
in Wittgenstein's case) have been made by J. L. Austin 
( 19 1 1-1960), who has emphasized the extent to which 
many philosophers including skeptics, have departed from 
our ordinary use of words . It is clear, however, as Austin in 
effect admitted, that an appeal to what we ordinarily say 
cannot settle these issues, h owever much it may be a good 
first move. Arguments are first required in favor of our 
ordinary way of speaking. 

It has been argued, for example, that anyone who says 
that we never know anything but only believe or suppose 
it robs the concept of belief of an essential contrast with 
knowledge, without which it would be meaningless. This 
argument-the so-called argument from polar concepts-is 
invali<l, because a philosopher can use the concept of 
belief as long as he has the concept of knowledge, as long 
as he knows what it woul<l be like to know; he does not 
have to admit that anyone knows anything as a matter of 
fact. 

Another argument is that we can never deny that we 
have knowle<lge altogether, because this would be deny
ing the existence of the paradigm case by reference to 
which we have learned the meaning of the word "knowl
edge." This argument-the so-called paradigm-case argu
ment-fails, in the opinion of the present writer, because it 
assumes that meaning is given by the applications of a 
term. Whereas it might be difficult to see how we could 
have come to attach meaning to a term unless we had 
learned some of its applications, i t  is not logically impos
sible that we should have done so. Hence, more compli
cated arguments are required. 

This is the situation. Most philosophers would agree that 
if we are to be said to know a proposition p, we must be
lieve p, p must be true, and we must have good reasons for 
believing in p. There is perhaps little argument over the 
first two conditions, although there might be some hesita
tion over the details. The problem is what counts as good 
reasons for believing in p. I n  the ordinary way we recog
nize different reasons according to the nature of the propo
sition involved. The skeptic denies that any of these are 
sufficient, and it is impossible to produce any knock-down 
argument which will dispose of the skeptic's claim. Each 
application of th i s  claim must be assessed on its own mer
its, and the answer to the skPptic must therefore he a di
alec:tic:al one in the Socratic sense. But the very existence 
of recogn i n·d forms of knowledge presupposes that therP 
must he such knowledge. This is, however, only a pre
�umpt ion, not a proof. 

Traditionally, and for good reason, skepticis m has had 
h iggC' st sway in eonnc·ct ion with claims to knowledge o f  
ohjech of pc·ru·ption, knowlc,dgc ·  dPrived from memory, 
knowlc·dg1• of other minds, and inductive knowledge. In 

each of these cases the skeptic may present too high a 
standard of knowledge, which cannot, in the ordinary way, 
be attai�ed. But the temptation to accept such a standard 
may be increased by adopting certain views about the 
nature of-for example, perception or memory. If percep
tion is thought of as merely having sensations or memory 
as  merely having images or ideas in the mind, there is 
necessarily a gap to be crossed from our own minds if 
there is to be objective knowledge in these fields. Hence, 
the talk of knowledge of an external world, external to our 
own minds. \Vith a different conception of memory or 
perception, in which an essential connection is recognized 
between memory an<l the past or perception and an objec
tive world, this gap is removed. This is not to get ri<l of the 
skeptical problem at one fell swoop, since it remains a 
question whether and under what conditions these con
cepts of perception and memory can be applied. This, 
however, is merely the general problem of how knowledge 
is possible in different fields; it can be dealt with dialecti
cally. In other words, an incorrect conceptual analysis can 
worsen the skeptical problem, but a correct one cannot 
solve it. But the presumption remains that objectivity is 
possible in these fields, even if it is incapable of proof. 
Each doubt can be alleviated only by argument; there is no 
over-all answer. Finally, the supposition that an answer 
can be provided by showing that there are forms of 
knowledge in which error is logically excluded and which 
are therefore absolutely indubitable is an i l lusion. First, 
there is no indubitable knowledge; second, it is not neces
sary for the general possibility of knowledge that there 
should be. Much of the history of epistemology has de
pended on this illusion. 
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0. \V. HAMLYN 

E QU A L ITY ,  M O R A L  A N D  S O C I AL.  The proposi
tion "A and B are equal" may he descriptive or normative, 
but in either <:ase it is incomplete without a statement of 
the respects in which the objects or persons compared are 
decme<l to he equal. I n  instances where this appears not to 
he so, either the context supplies the complement or the 
comparison is of pure quantities, as i 1 1 pure mathematics. 

Two objects equal in weight, or height, or value may he 
unequal in other respects; apart from the abstractions of 
mathematics and logic, no two objects could ever be said 



to be equal in all respects ,  only in all relevant respects. 
Correspondingly, to say that two candidates are equal in 
merit wou ld usually mean that with respect to their per
formances in some understood competition or examination, 
they deserve to be treated al ike; i t  does not ru l e  out treat
ing them differently if they are unequal in other respects. 
Ari stotle's celebrated account of ju stice in Book I I I  of the 
Ethics ,mwunts to thi s :  no distinction ought to he made 
between men who are equal in all respects rele vant  to the 
kind of treatment in question, even though in other (irrel
evant) respects they may be u nequal . On the other hand, 
in any matter in which they are in relevant respects u n
equal , they ought to be treated in proportion to their rele
vant inequal ities. 

These analytical di stinctions are of cons iderable impor
tance i n  deal ing with equal i ty as a moral and social ideal . 
Thomas Jefferson 's claim that "al l men are created equal " 
cannot be rebutted by point ing to the obvious fact that 
some are taller, stronger, or m ore clever than others. The 
claim is intel l igibl e only as a prescription,  as saying that 
there is some respect, at least, in which no difference 
ought to be made in  the treatment or consideration given 
to al l men, whatever d ifferences there might be in their 
qual ities and circumstances. 

HISTORY OF EQUALITY AS AN IDEAL 

Plato preached the pol it ical equality of  the sexes, Aristotle 
that of all free citizens ;  nevertheless, both laid more s tress 
on not treating u nequal s equal l y  than on any general con
ception of equality. Ari stotle bel ieved that some men were 
slaves by nature, Plato that some soul s  were not merely 
capable of higher development than others but more valu
able on that account. The pol itical egal i tarian ism of Peri
cles' Athens ,  described by Thucydides, was concerned 
onl y  with the equal ity of Athenian citizens and exduded 
slaves and foreigners. The firs t  general ized egal i tarianism 
was that of the Stoics, who stressed the natural equal i ty of 
al l men as rational beings with an equal capacity for virtue: 
"Vi rtue closes the door to no man; it  i s  open to all . . .  the 
freeborn, the freedman , the s lave and the king . . .  neither 
fami ly  nor fortune determines its choice-it i s  sat isfied 
with the naked human being" (Seneca). 

The New Testament doctrine of the equal ity of all soul s  
in  the s ight o f  God (Galatians 3.26 -29) i s  a rel igious 
expression of a s imi lar principle:  "Ye are all one in Christ 
Jesus ."  I t  was profoundly modi fied,  however, by the Au
gustinian doctrine of elect ion. Men were equal only in the 
sense that by sin all were total l y, and therefore equal ly, 
unworthy; God in  his mercy extended grace to some but 
not to others. Aquinas qual i fied the equal ity of all men in 
the s ight of Cod by the doct rine that slavery is  the conse
quence of s in .  Though there are signs of a crude social 
egal itarian i sm in some of the protest movements of the 
later M iddle Ages, such as the Lol lard s  and the Hussites, 
medieval social theory was , on the whole, antiegal itarian, 
deeming hierarchy to be natural both to society and to the 
whole universal order. 

Modern egal itarianism had i ts beginnings in the seven
teenth century. 1 t  i s  related in part to Calv in i st doctrine,  
which, although it admittedly drew a sharp d i sti nction 
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between the saved and the damned, ins isted at the same 
time on the equality of the el ect, whether derical or lay. 
This view of equal ity came to he associated with a theory 
of church government-and indirect ly  of secu lar govern
ment-that derived legiti mate authority ( i .  e . ,  thP right of 
superiors to command inferiors) from the vol untary agree
ment of natural ec11 1a ls  to submit to such of th< ' ir  numlwr as 
they chose. These doctrines were given their first com
pletely secular expression-associated with theories of 
natural right and social contract- by some of the Parl ia
mentarians in the Engl i sh  civil  war, particularly the Lev
elers. Colonel Rai nborough's declaration in th� General 
Council of the Arm y  in 1647, that "the poorest he that i s  i n  
England hath a l ife to  l i ve as the greatest he"  and that no 
one can have a duty to obey a governm ent that "he hath 
not had a voice to put h imself under" is a classic expres
s ion of democratic political egal i tarianism. 

The idea of a natural equal ity of al l  men was a dominant 
theme from the seventeenth century on. Hobbes took i t  for 
granted that in the state of nature men are equal in right 
because roughly equal in strength and cunning. Locke 
argued that by nature men are equal l y  free, are subject 
only to natural law, and enjoy the same natural rights. Th i s  
turn s  the  problem of  pol it ical authority and  obl igation i nto 
a search for reasons why free and equal men should accept 
the l imitations of civil society. Pol i tical inequality, of ru ler 
and ruled, must be just ified as a convent ional device for 
the better safeguard ing of the rights and advantages that al l 
men al ready possess but cannot securely enjoy, in a state 
of nature. 

In  eighteenth-century philosophy the idea of a natural 
equal i ty of rights wa'> rei nforced by a theory of human 
nature, as put forth by Cond i l lac and Helvet ius ,  maintain
ing that all differences of character, talent, and intell igence 
are due to d ifferences in environment and experience. By 
nature men are equal in the sense that at birth they have a 
l im itless potential ity without natural characteri stics to 
d ifferentiate one from another. Consequently their diverse 
natures are, in fact, contingent ;  in principle all men are 
equal l y  perfectible, Q'iven the appropriate social arrange
ments. Rousseau explained social inequality by the pres
sures of a sophisticated way of l ife;  in the state of nature 
men's needs are simple, none need re ly  on anyone but 
himself, so none can exploit another or make him subject. 
For Rousseau the key problem for social philosophy, to 
wh ich the sovereignty of the general wil l  cou ld provide a 
solution, was to reconci le  the natural equality and auton
omy of men with the social condit ion and pol itical au
thori ty. Without this reconci l iation men cannot realize 
their potent ial ity as morally sel f-govern ing persons. Kant 
offered a philosophical ly  soph i sticated version of a very 
s imi lar moral position : all human beings must be treated as 
ends, not merely as means ;  all men are equal ly  "l egi slating 
mem bers of the kingdom of ends," because all are equal ly 
capable of real izing the good wi l l ,  the only thing i n  the 
world good in  i tself. 

These doctrines permeated the great re\'o lu tionary 
movements in America and Europe at the end of the cen
tury and were made expl icit in  their dedarntions of rights. 
In America the doctrine of equality was a denia! that any 
authority imposed on unwi l l ing subjects could be legiti-
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mate merely on grounds of law or prescription; in France 
l 'egalitr repudiated privileges of prestige and opportunity 
based solely on noble birth. But  al ongside these broad 
popular movements were others, such as Babeuf s Con
spiracy of the Equals, which chall enged economic in
c ·qual iti < ' s .  Protests of this kind became increasingly impor
tant in the nineteenth century, in the evolution of socialist  
and communi st thinking. 

The target of modern egalitarianism, however, is  hy no 
means solely, or even primarily, economic inequal i ty. 
Such inequ ality is objectionab le  to many socialists not so 
much as an unequal distribution of goods but  as a source 
of unequal power, prestige• ,  and regard. Other forms of 
di fferentiation have been as strongly attacked-in particu
lar, differentiation by race and color and by sex. Again, 
egalitarians may make very general claims, such as that in 
the Un iversal Declaration of H uman Bights (adopted by the 
l1.'\ General Assembly in 1948), that "all hu man beings 
are horn free and equal in dignity and rights," or they may 
cl aim, more specifically, "equality before the law" or 
"equality of opportunity." 

Th i s  hi story has two noteworthy features. First, there is a 
recurrent theme, the idea of a universal but imprecisely 
defined equality; behind all differences of talents, merits , 
and social advantages there is som e characteristically lw

man nature by virtu e of which all men are equal. S econd, 
the focus of egalitarianism has shifted continuously, now 
attacking the differential treatment of barbarian and Greek, 
now of freeman and slave , noble and commoner, black ancl 
white,  rich and poor, male and femal e. Egalitarianism 
m ight be said not so  much to assert equality as to deny the 
justice of some existing i nequality of treatment based on 
some allegedly irrelevant differences of quality or circum
stance. 

UNIVERSAL EQUA L ITY AS AN ID E A L  

The notion of universal equality as a n  ideal i s  difficult to 
pin down. � l any egalitarians have tried to argue that de
spite the m any points of inequality, all men are alike in 
possessing reason, or a soul, or some other essentially 
human characteristic or nature, by virtue of which they 
stand equal. The difficulty, however, is to find an impor
tant characteristic that all men possess in precisely the 
same degree, so that whatever di fferences their other in
equa l i ties might justify, this fundamental equality would 
make them equal qua men. And even if one could identify 
such a characteri stic, what would follow from it? If all men 
arc' al ike in  having sou l s ,  i n  what respect should they 
tlwreforc> he treated alike? After all, Cod is widely be
liev<'d to punish wicked souls a1 1d to reward virtuou s ones.  

Tlw idPal of universal equality can often be reduced to 
tlw pri nciple that al l 1 11 < · 1 1  ought to he equal ly  considered. 
Thi s docs not mean that thC're is any respect in which they 
aw all alike and hy virtue of which they should all l ie 
t rea ted a l ih' ;  i t  i s  rather a pri nciple of procedure :  that all 
lll l ' I I  ought to he treated equa l ly, dC'spite all their 
di fferc ·11n· s, unti l a ca�e has been made for sayi1 1g that 
�omc particular di l fon.·1H·c between tli < ' lll is relevant to the 
1natl< ' r  at l rarnl. TI I < '  onus of proof rests on whoever wants 
to mak< · di�ti 1 1ctions. And up to a point th i s  might be said 

to be implicit in the notion of rational decision, becau se it 
would be irrational, within a given class of ca ses,  to treat 
some dilferently from others if no relevant grounds could 
he found for distinguishing between them. 

Nevertheless, the principle of equal consideration does 
presuppose an initial commitment or decision, for it takes 
for granted whose interests are to count. No one claims 
equal consideration for all mammals-human beings 
count, mice do not, though it would not he easy to say wh y 
not. The Greeks made a similar distinction between them
selves and barbarians, Aristotle between natural slaves and 
naturally free men,  the slaves counting only as tools for the 
free men.  It is not easy to see how anyone who seriously 
held that white men mattered hut  black did not could be 
reasoned out of thi s  position, any more than on e could 
argue for the equality of men and mice. Of course, many 
people who practice discrimination profess to believe that 
black men are in some way inferior to white, in intelli
gence, sensibility, respo11s ih ili ty, or some such qual i ty, 
and on this account ought to be treated differently. But this 
is to admit the principle of equal consideration for all men, 
that all men count, and that an argument has to be made to 
justify discriminating against some among them. The man 
who denies that they count at  all is not bound to show 
reasons, any more than we feel the need to show reasons 
for treating inanimate objects, pl ants, or primitive organ
isms, such as amoebae, according to our pleasure. Al
though we hesitate to infl ict unnecC'ssary pain on sentient 
creatures, such as mice or dogs, we are quite sure that we 
do not need to show good reasons for putting human in
terests before theirs. The boundaries of moral considera
tion are enlarged in practice by awakening sympathy and 
imagination; moral reasons presuppose an initial moral 
concern. 

The principle of equal consideration may be more, 
therefore, than what is necessarily implied by the concept 
of rational action. The notion of acting with good reason 
does not in i tself rule out any i nequality of treatment, for it 
may always he possible to argu e that there is some rele
vant difference between members of a given class. But the 
pri nciple that all men should be treated as members of 
the class whose equality is procedural ly presupposed is not 
necessarily implied by the notion of ratwnal action. 

I Iowever, to some philosophers universal equality has 
meant more than equal consideration for all m en. John 
Plamenatz, for instance ,  has ti ed the notion closely to 
natural rights and has argued that there are some rights "so 
much more important than others that these others ought 
always, or nearly always, to be sacrificed to them, should 
the need arise" ("Equality of Opportunity," in Bryson ct al., 
eds . ,  As11ects of Ifoman Equality, pp. 7H - I 07). The pur
pose of this equal i ty of rights is to ensure equality of free
dom and opportunity: "the equal right of all men to live 
the kind of life that seems good to them . . .  equa l i ty of 
opportu nity to be oneself, to live as one pleases." This is 
attractive, but it hardly touches the problem of what is to 
he clone when what pl eases one man interferes or com-
1wtes with what pleases another. Nor does it cope with the 
diversity of inclinations-can one he said to have, on a 
given inconw, a 1 1  equal opportu nity to become a collector 
of l 'icas sos or of seashells ?  Or docs equality of opportunity 



require d ifferential provis ions,  so that the chance of 
fulfillment mate bes the aspiration ? Does it envis age open 
cClmpctiti on or a handicap? Plamen atz has attached very 
great weight to the princi ple th at every individual's view 
of where his own interests lie should be given equal con
sideration. He thu s  closely associates equ ality and freedom, 
denying both that 01 1e m an's interest might legitimat< >ly 
he subord in ated to another's and that anyone can be the 
proper judge of someone else' s intere st. 

For some philosophers (D. D.  H aphael and Cregory 
\'lastos, for example) the ideal of u niversal equality re
qu ires that the ineq u al iti es of n ature be mitigated or 
recti fied. By thi s  view, preci sely because men horn with 
superior talents or soci al advantages can claim no merit on 
that account, it should be the ai m of social policy to com
pensate for such advantages by d ifferentiating between 
men to redress the balance. It is of course true that modern 
wel fare states commonly do provide special ameniti es ,  
such as  wheel cha i rs for the cri ppled or hearing aids for 
the deaf, to bring naturally handicapped people up to some 
minimum standard of well-being. But an account in terms 
of meeting needs or deficiencies i s  more accurate than one 
in terms of rectify ing inequalities, for the policy i s  not so 
much to remedy a handicap that one man suffers in com
parison with another (wheel chairs are not meant to en able 
cripples to compete in races with runners) as to provide 
conditions neces sary to his well-being, understood in  the 
light of some presupposed standard of what a good li fe 
requ ires. Thi s  standard will no doubt he govern ed hy the 
advantages commonly enjoyed by most people in the com
mun ity, so that in an affluent society a person will be taken 
to have more needs than in an impoverished one; how
ever, the cla im will still be grounded on h is own needs 
and interests, not on the greater advantages enjoyed hy 
those more fortunate. 

SPE C I FIC EGALITARIAN I DEALS 

The demand for equality i s  very often directed aga inst 
some specific i nequ aliti es in social arrangements. I t  may 
takP the form of a protest either aga inst disti nctions based 
on some spec i fic ground (for exam ple, racial equ ali ty, sex
ual equality) or aga inst di scrimi nations in a particu l a r  field 
(for ex ample, equ ality before the law, economic equ al ity). 
Ea<:h con sideration ne<:essarily involves the other; com
plai nts of sexual inequality imply that sex is made a 
ground of d i st inction i n  some fi elds, unspeci fied but un
derstood, where i t  is  considered by the crit ic to he inap
propri ate ( for example, s alaries, jobs in the public service, 
voting rights). On the other hand, the claim to equ ality 
before the law implies that in legal relations or in rPlations 
between persons appearing before a court, some un
spcci fied but understood differen<:e (perhaps of sex, or of 
<:olor, or of wealth) i s  made a ground of d i stinction and 
ought not to he. 

Tlw mean ing of these ideals changes with their  context. 
No one means by "equality before the law" that 1t0 d is
tinctions should be legally recogn ized. A soc ial system 
cons i st s  necessarily of different roles, such as father, son , 
tenant, landlord, and congressman, each with i ts own ap
propri ate qualifications and characteristic rights and du-
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ties, establ ished and supported h y  law. A sy�tcm i s  said to 
he unequal only if th< > di ff< ·n· 1 1ces i 1 1  pri vileg< > s are co1 1 s id
ered unjusti fiable beca1 1se they arc i rrel evantl y gro 1 1 1 1 ded 
or because the  quali fi c-atio1 1 s  for assum ing a role an•  und u
ly restri <:t ive ( for instance, if a white skin i s  a n< ·c< ·ssary 
eoudition for voting rights). Thcs< '  ideals change their 
focus over t ime. "Equality before the law" in  eighte< ·nth
century Fran<:e meant ending the d i s abilities of the mem
bers of the third estate a s  <:ompared with th< ' pri vi leg< > s of 
the nobles and clergy. Today it  may mean aboli shi ng racial 
di sabili t ies, s uch as exist  in South African law, or seei ng 
th at prejud ice does not interfere with the admin i stration of 
law (the problem of the southern states of the l 1 . S . ). I t  
m ay also mean e l iminating the advantages o f  wealthy 
l i tigants over poorer ones, by public legal aid schemes,  
or m aking certa in  that no one i s  prevented by poverty 
from gett ing a fai r  trial (see Justice B l ack's opinion in 
Griffin v.  Illi nois, .3,5 1 U.S .  1 2, I !J.5G). 

E quali ty very rarely means treating everyone al ike;  
usu ally it means getting rid of one system of d i stinctions 
and replaci ng i t  with another. Thus, equality of opportu
n i ty in education hardly ever means  giving everyone ex
actly the same educat ion ; rather, it means eli mi nating 
some hitherto determ in ing factor su<:h as abi l i ty  to p ay 
school or u n ivers ity fees and substi tut ing a test of 
proficiency. More ambitiously, it might aim at a system 
with various arrangements, e ach meant for an appropri ate 
grade of intelligence or type of aptitude. Those who call 
thi s  equality do so on the ground that the treatment ac
corded to each is equally appropri ate to his  needs. Thus, 
H. H. Tawney argued that "the more anxiously a society 
endeavours to secure equality of consideration for all its 
members, the greater will be the di fferentiatfon of treat
ment which, when once the common human needs have 
been met, it accords to the special needs of di ffert->nt 
grou ps and individu als among them" (Equal i ty, p . .  J<J). The 
greater the equality of consideration, the grl0ater the 
differentiation i n  treatment. I f  the latter is not c alled " in 
equali ty in  treatment" it i s  heeause tlw word "ineq1 1 ali ty" 
has acquired, i n  thi s  sort of context, a pejorative for<:e; 
"inequ alities" have cc ne to mean imlefensihle differen<:es 
in treatment. 
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STANLEY I. BENN 

E R A S .M U S ,  D E S I D E H I U S ( 1466 - 1536), the great 
Renaissance humanist and scholar, was born at either 
Rotterdam or Gouda in Holland, the illegitimate son of a 
priest. As a child he studied at Gouda, and from 1475 to 
1 483 he studied at Deventer with the Brethren of the Com
mon Life, a pious, modemist -hnmanist order. Next he 
stu died at s'Hertogenbosch, then became an Augustinian 
friar at St. Gregory's (near Gouda) and in 1492 was or
dained a priest. Disliking monastic life, in 1494 he became 
Latin secretary to the bishop of Cambrai. The next year he 
went to tlw University of Paris to study theology, but he 
found both the I ife and the scholastic philosophy distaste
fu I. In 1 499 Erasmus went to England, where he became a 
close friend of the humanists J ohn Colet and Thomas More 
and devoted himself to the study of the classics and sacred 
literature, desiring to combine the new humanistic spirit 
based on the revival of interest in the classics with Chris
tian learning. In 1500 he returned to the Continent and 
devoted himself to the study of Creek. One of his first 
famous works was published in this period, the Enclt ir i
diorr .\f ilit is Chris t iani  ( I.50 1 ), an appeal for a return to the 
simpl<' spirit of early Chri stianity. 

In Belgium in 1 .504 Erasmus came across a manuscript of 
Lorenzo \'al la's A rurotat i0t1 e.s· 011 th<' New Testament, in 

which Valla criticized the Vulgate (Latin) version of the 
Bible and set forth a critical method for arriving at a correct 
text of Scripture. Erasmus was tremendously impressed 
and published an edition of Valla's work in 1505, after 
which he returned to England and copied the Greek N ew 
Testament from the manuscripts available to him there. He 
then went to Italy as tutor to the sons of Henry VIII's doc
tor and took his doctorate of divinity at Turin in 1506. He 
I ived in various Italian cities for the next three years and 
began publishing the famous edition of his Adagia, a col
lection of 3 ,000 proverbs from classical writers, at Venice 
in 1508. As a result of this work he was soon recognized as 
the foremost scholar of northern Europe. In 1509 he re
turned to England and stayed with Sir Thomas More. 
There he wrote the Moride Encomium (In Praise of Folly), a 
witty satire on worldly learning and activities and a pres
entation of simple, pious, nontheological Christianity. 
While in England he lectured at Cambridge on Greek and 
on St. J erome's epistles .  In 1514 he went to Basel to assist 
the publisher Johann Froben in preparing an edition of his 
works. While there he received a summons to return to 
monastic life, which he resisted strongly, and finally Pope 
Leo X granted him a dispensation allowing him to live in 
the world . 

In 1516 he published one of his most influential works, 
the Greek edition of the New Testament. Comparing var
ious manuscripts and citations from the Church Fathers, he 
presented a more accurate text than the Vulgate, along 
with his own elegant Latin version and many learned and 
critical notes. This edition became a model and inspiration 
for the new learning and for critical scholarship. Theolog
ically, its omission of an interpolated passage in I John 
5.7 - 8  stating the doctrine of the Trinity greatly influenced 
liberal reformers like Michael Servetus, and its emphasis 
on St. Paul and the Greek Fathers strongly affected those 
early reformers and those who antedated the Reformation 
who were anxious to turn from the opulence of the Church 
of Home and from the intricacies of late Scholasticism to 
the spirit of primitive and early Christianity. 

From 1517 to 152 1  Erasmus stayed chiefly in Louvain, 
where he was involved with the new college for the study 
of the sacred languages, Greek, Hebrew, and Latin. He  
corresponded with humanistic scholars all over the world 
and became perhaps the leading figure of the northern 
Henaissance. His influence was great in all Europe, espe
cially in southern France and Spain (where he was offered 
a chair at the new University of Alcala). Liberal and reform
ist theologians and classical scholars looked to him for 
inspiration. In 152 1 he went back to Basel, where with 
Froben he published a lengthy series of works on the 
Church Fathers (editions of J erome, Cyprian, Pseudo
Arnobius, Hilary, l renaeus, Ambrose, Augustine, Chrysos
tom, Basil, and Origen), all of which helped center atten
tion on the theology of the early Fathers rather than on that 
of the medieval Scholastics. His Colloquies, first publ ished 
about 1518 and in many revised and expanded editions 
thereafter, is an excellent example of the revived and re
vitalized Latin style of the Henaissance; the several edi
tions include biting and satirical attacks on various human 
institntions and beliefs, especially those connected with 
the church and with popular superstition. 

Erasmus' merciless and witty critiques of church prac-



tices, monastic activities, Scholasticism, popular religion, 
and so on, as wdl as his scholarly e fforts toward estab
lishing the Greek text and the meaning of the New Testa
ment and the doctrines of the early Church Fathers, had 
made him outstand ing in the movement for church reform. 
As the reform movement became more revolutionary, 
however, Erasmus tried to stay aloof from the stnrggles. 
Both orthodox and reformist theologians pressed him to 
take a stand, while he sought means for mediation and 
reconciliation. When Luther became more aggressive and 
violent in his words and actions, and when various early 
reformers criticized Erasmus for his refusal to join them, 
he, always hypersensitive to critici sm, withdrew more and 
more. Finally, in 1524 Erasmus spoke out aga inst Luther 
in his work De Libero Arbitrio (On Free Will) ,  i n  which he 
tried to show that Luther had dogmati cally deci ded that 
man had no free will, even though ( I )  the issue was so 
complex that no human could really find a satisfactory 
solution to the problem and (2) the Biblical texts were so 
obscure that no one could really tel l what they asserted. 
Erasmus maintained that he preferred to recognize the 
inability of man to discover adequate answers to such 
theological problems and to rest content with the decisions 
of the church on such matters. Luther's furious reply, De 
Servo Arbitrio ( 1 525), cried out against Erasmus' gentle 
humanistic skepticism and his willingness to accept 
church teachings uncritically. Christianity, Luther insi sted, 
requires certainties, not opinions or probabilities. Salva
tion cannot be based on doubts. He concluded that if Eras
mus wished to remain a skeptic, he should remember 
that Spiritus sanctus non est scepticus (the Holy Spirit is 
not a skeptic) and that judgment day is coming. 

Erasmus wrote another answer, the Hyperaspistes 
(1526), and to a great extent broke with his former reform
minded friends. When the reformers took control at Basel 
in 1529, Erasmus left for Freiburg im Breisgau, where 
he stayed almost until his death (which occurred in Basel 
seven years later as he was preparing to return to the 

Netherlands). During his last years he continued to use his 
vast scholarship, his pen, and his influence to bring about 
relirious and polit ical peace. Attacked by both the radical 
reformers and the conservative churchmen, he tried to find 
a moderate solution before both sides became so rigid that 
a compromise maintaining the unity of Christendom was 
impossible. He advocated making sufficient internal re
forms within the church to satisfy the less extreme Reform
ers. Various popes and some Reformation leaders took him 
seriously (Pope Paul I I I  is supposed to have wanted to 
make him a card inal), while the Sorbonne theologians 
condemned some of his works and views. The Spanish 

Inquisition stamped out the influence of his fol lowers in  
Iberia, and the leading reformers attacked him both as  a 
petty, self-serving person and as a heretical rel igious 
thinker. 

Thought. Erasmus' ambiguous position in the religious 
struggles was probably the result of his pecul iar nondog
matic point of view and his cautious attitude toward de
velopments in human affairs. He claimed to advocate the 
"philosophy of Christ," in contrast with the various kinds 
of scholastic theories put forth by the Thomists, the Scot
ists, the Ockhamites, and others. Their technical discus
sions about the nature of ba11ti srn, grace, and the freedom 
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of the will left him entirely unmoved . Hather than take 
their argum ents and analyses seriously and present refuta
tions, Erasmus attempted to undermine the whole scho
lastic approach with the force of his ridicule. 

In place of the philosophical and theological systems of 
the time Erasmus set forth his "philosophy of Chri st," to 
be arrived at by pious study rather than hy disputations. 

This "philosophy" was supposed to represent the s imple 
and essential message of Christianity in its spirit rather  
than its letter; i t  was a message to be lived, not to  he for
mulated in abstract systems. It was a nondot.:trinal religion, 
a religion without a theology, which could he approached 
through tire early Church Fathers and the morality of the 

New Testament hut not through the morass of distinctions, 
terminology, and theory built up in the Middle Ages. This 
outlook had a great impact on the most liberal reformers 
and the nondoctrinal mystics. 

Erasmus, who was so fully aware of the foibles of man, 
was also extremely cautious about the genuine possibili
ti es for reform or constructive improvement in man and his 
institutions. This  may account for his refusal to leave the 
Church of Rome (although he died without receiving the 
sacraments). Some have interpreted this refusal as due to 
personal fears, but it seems more probable that Erasmus 
remained within the church because he bel ieved that it 
was better to preserve and improve what already existed 
than to risk the even greater abuses that might follow the 
destruction of the current order. Er!lsmus saw the Church 
of Rome as fossi lized, in much the same manner that he 
portrayed the Jewish synagogue. On the other hand, he 
saw the reformers as revolutionists who, intentionally or 
not, were destroying the very fabric of human existence. 
He told Luther, "I always free ly submit my judgment to 
the decisions of the Church whether I grasp or not the 
reasons which she prescribes." He also declared, in the 
midst of the early Reformation struggles, "I will put up 
with this Church until I shall see a better. " He apparently 
felt that, given the human condition, it was very important 
to retain the (far from ideal) way that Christ's message had 
been institutionalized ; at the same time he urged a revival 
of concern for the sub�:ance of this message and a revital
ization of the church through the correction of ;-is many 
abusef, as possible and the encouragement of scholarly and 
moral efforts to recapture the original Christian spirit. 

Otherwise, he feared, the frail human world might be tom 
entirely asunder. But, for better or worse, the course of 
events carried the division of Christendom to a complete 
rupture ; each side became more and more rigid and dog
matic rather than compromising on a vague or undefined 
Erasmian position. 

Influence. Although Erasmus can hardly be classified as 
a professional philosopher, he influenced the course of 
phi losophy in many ways. His humanistic scholarship 
greatly affected the European educational system and, 
both personally and through his man} writings, Erasmus 
greatly encouraged the teaching and study of Greek, Latin, 
and Hebrew-the languages that were most important to 
intel lectual achievement. The upheavals in the curricu
lums that occurred in most of the major institutions of 
higher learning at that time were in large measure d11e to 
Erasmus' in fluence and spirit, ar�d the study of the h,therto 
unknown or neglected class ics of both the Greco - Roman 
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and the J udea - Christian worlds (many in the editions 
prepared by Erasmus himself) that resulted from this was 
the source of many new ideas and theories that became 
part of the intel lectual revolutions of the Henai ssance. 

Erasmus' ridicule of Scholastici srn, al though hardly a 
philosophical refutat ion of either its methods or its doc
trines, created the general l y  accepted view that the 
medieval approach to philosophical questions was trivial 
and useless ; he made i t  d ifficult for many intellectuals to 
take seriously the views of Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, 
Wi ll iam of Ockham, and such later Scholasti cs as Suarez. 

Resides teachi ng fu ture generat ions to scoff at the 
achieveme nts of the school ph i losophers, E rasmus also 
had a major role in creating the cri tical spiri t  that cul mi
nated i n  the Enl ightenment. Through his satire ,  his  cri t ical 
scholarship, and h i s  undogmatic spiri t  Erasmus popular
i zed a critical and quest ioning attitude toward accepted 
mores, institutions, opinions, and texts that was to flourish 
in  many forms in  the next centuries, undermining 
con fidence in almost every area of traditional achievement. 

Thus Erasmus, who was essential ly conservative by 
nature and who shunned almost all theoretical or phi lo
sophical d i scu ssion, not even wishing systematical ly to 
oppose dogmatism with skepticism, as Montaigne later 
did, was one of the most in fluential figures of the sixteenth 
century in changing the entire intellectual c l imate of opin
ion and in establ i shing the direction in which modern 
thought developed. 
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RICHARD H. POPKIN 

E R I G E N A ,  J O HN SCOTUS , or John t he I ri shman 
(Scotus), commonly cal led Erigena, was born in Ireland 
about 8 10 .  Educated in an Iri sh monastery, he became an 
able Greek scholar and a distinguished interpreter of 
Greek thought to the Latin West, and by 850 he was teach
ing at the court of the Frankish emperor, Charles the Bald. 
The mind of the age was dominated by the Augustin ian 
interpretation of Christianity, and Erigena's first important 
work, De Praedestinatione, inspired by the principal 
theological controversy of his  day, aroused suspicions of 
heresy because of its l ibertarian arguments, which were 
based on Greek sources. In 858 Erigena began to translate 
the wri tings of the Chri stian Neoplatoni st known to us as 
the pseudo-Dionysius  and to prepare a series of commen
taries on them. He also translated works by the Greek 
theologians Gregory of Nyssa and Maximus the Confessor, 
and wrote commentaries on the Gospel according to St. 
J ohn and on several works of Boethius .  His  own great 
systematic treatise, De Divisione Naturae , was probably 
produced between 862 and 866. The place and date of his  
d eath are not known . 

Erigena was the one important philosoph ical thinker to 
appear in Latin Christendom between Augustine in the 
fifth century and Anselm in the eleventh. H i s  indebted
ness to h i s  great predecessors in the tradition of Christian 
Neoplatonism, notably to Gregory of Nyssa, Maximus the 
Confessor, and, above al l ,  the pseudo-Dionysius, must not 
be minimized, but his  own mind was origi nal and power
fu l .  H i s  doctrinal system, for all its marked ambiguities, 
which have led to widely divergent assessments of his  
intentions, unmistakably reveals a notabl e constructive 
abi l i ty and depth of ins ight. The considerable influence of 
his  major work on later medieval thought wou ld undoubt
edly have been stil l  greater if the exploi tation of the book 
by both the Albigensian heretics and the exponents of a 
ph ilosoph ical pantheism had not resulted in  its condem
nation by Pope Honorius I I I  in 1225. 

Philosophy and theology. The later scholastic distinc
tion between ph i losophy and theology is foreign to Erig
ena, and in h i s  system philosophical and theological ele
ments are inextricably intermingled. l i e  aims at providing 
a complete rat ional explanation of the substance of the 
Christian message as embod ied i n  Scripture ai1 d dogma. I t  
i s  incorrect t o  read his  assertions of the claims o f  reason as 
a denial of the reality of divine revelation or as a repudia
tion of Bibl ical and ecclesiastical authori ty, s ince he never 
questions Scripture or creed, as he understands them. 



What he does question is the notion that the opinions of 
the Church Fathers are above rational crit icism; in his 
view, the theologian is free to adopt that interpretation of 
Scripture which best commends itself to his reason. (In 
any given case, of course, there may be some patristic 
precedent for the truly rational interpretation, and in fact 
Erigena frequently appeals to Ambrose and Augustine, as 
well as to his favorite Greek Fathers, in support of his own 
teaching.) 

Thus far, Erigena apparently remained within the ac
cepted limits of the Catholic Christianity of his time. 
Eventually, however, his Christian rationalism proved to 
be incompatible with orthodoxy. In assuming that the 
content of divine revelation and the conclusions of correct 
metaphysical reasoni ng are ultimately identical, he already 
posed at least one obvious threat to traditional Christian 
teaching. If, as he seemed to suppose, Christian doctrine 
in its entirety can be presented as a logically intercon
nected structure in which each element is rationally de
monstrable, no room is left for the affirmation, integral to 
Biblical faith no less than to Augustinian theology, of the 
divine freedom in creation and redemption. That is to say, 
Erigena's essential methodological principle, taken with 
full seriousness, calls into question the fundamental 
Christian conviction of the transcendence or total inde
pendence of God with respect to the created world. 

Furthermore, even if the methodology of Erigena's 
Christian rationalism could be reconciled with the world 
view of Christian orthodoxy, the same issue would be 
raised by the substance of his rational explanation of reve
lation. It is true that his philosophy-a form of Neoplaton
ism, derived from Plotinus and Proclus through the 
pseudo-Dionysius and others-is in some ways well 
adapted to his theological purpose. For example, it em
phasizes the mystery of deity in a way which seems to 
exclude any confusion between God and creatures. Thus, 
in Erigena's treatment of theological knowledge, where he 
closely follows the pseudo-Dionysius, he insists that no 
terms applicable to creatures can be predicated of God. At 
most, superlatives (for example, "super-Essential") can be 
used to express the truth that God is indescribably more 
than our creaturely concepts can represent. Apart from 
such indirect affirmations, which do not really violate the 
basic rule, theological discourse is essentially negative 
(apophatic). This view of theological predication clearly 
presupposes the sharpest possible distinction between 
God and the created world. At the same time, to the extent 
that Erigena (still in the N eoplatonic tradition) finds the 
origin of things in a process of emanation from God, in 
whose essence creatures participate insofar as they truly 
are, he seriously threatens the Biblical doctrine of the 
Creator and his creation. Since, in fact, emanationist lan
guage keeps recurring throughout his De Divisione Na
turae, it may be said that his entire metaphysic is marked 
hy a failure to distinguish clearly between a sophisticated 
pantheism and Biblical theism. 

Doctrine of nature. Nature ( natura) is the unifying 
notion of Erigena's system. The term stands for the totality 
(u niversitas) of reality, compri sing both God and the world 
of creatures in which he is manifested. Erigena's explana
tions of the notion of nature reflect the inherent ambiguity 
of his philosophy. On the one hand, he explicitly denies 
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that creatures are a part of Cod ;  on the other hand, he often 
seems to think of God as the one cornprehe11sive reality in 
which all limited and transitory realities participate. 

Erigcna' s development of his doctrine of nature re flects 
two traditions which he readily assimilaks to each other: 
the Christian doctrine of creation a11d its fulfillment, and 
the Neoplatonic conception of the process io11 (exitus) of 
creatures from the divi 1w awl their rC'tu rn (reditus) to it. 
The complete scheme includes four levels or stages : na
ture which creates and is not created ; nature which is both 
created and creative ; nature which is created but docs not 
create; and nature which neither creates nor is created . 

Nature which creates and is not created is God in his 
eternal reality, the primary principle of all things. God is 
self-existent and unchanging, the uncaused Cause of  the 
world. I le alone truly is, and all other be ings exist only as 
dependent upon or participating in him. 

Nature which is both created and creative consists of 
archetypes or exemplary causes of creatures existing in the 
divine mind. These archetypes came into being through 
the eternal generation of the Word (Logos) or �on, and can 
thus be described as created only in an unusual sense of 
the term. Because the Word is logically prior to them, they 
are not strictly coeternal with him; however, he has never 
existed without them. As exemplary causes, they may be 
said to perform a creative function. 

Nature which is created but does not create consists of 
the world of creatures existing outside the divine mind. In 
statements which cannot readily be reconciled, Erigena 
describes these creatures as participating in God's reality 
and as created out of nothing (de omnino nihilo). They 
constitute the divine self-disclosure or "theophany"-in 
Erigena's own words, the "manifestation of the hidden," 
the "form of the formless," and the "body of the incorpo
real." 

Finally, nature which neither creates nor is created is 
God as the end and goal of the creative process, God with 
his creatures perfectly reunited to him, God become all in 
all. In the end, the whole world of crcatures-induding 
fallen man, redeemed through the incarnation of the 
Word-is to achieve fu�nllment in union with God. In that 
union creatures are not to be simply reabsorbed into God 
hut will be transmuted and spiritualized. 
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E UGENE R .  FAIRWEATHER 

E R O S .  See LOVE. 

E R R O R . When we engage in discursive thought and 
declarative speech, we may attain  various forms of success: 
intelligibility, precision, correctness, and so on. These 
felicities are best explai ned by contrast with the eorre
sponding mishaps that threaten our beli efs, assert ion<;, and 
especially our daim!-- to know something. -\ p,:,rson's  
thinking may he inadequate because he is ignorant, and 
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what he says may be deficient because it is incoherent, 
rough, or, perhaps most important of all, downright false. 

l\ lany philosophers have been troubled in attempting to 
account for the occurrence of falsity in people's assertions 
and opinions, that is, in trying to understand how there 
could be such a thing as error at all. In examining these 
di fficulties, we shall assume a man's statement is erro
neous in case it is false and i t  reflects his belief. Thus, if a 
man lies, he may speak falsely, but not erroneously. \Ve 
shall also assume that a person holds a false belief when 
he is inclined to express it in a statement that would be 
false. The statement would be erroneous; consequently we 
can say the belief it mirrors is erroneous as well. 

Our inquiry will focus on a pair of famous knots :  
( I )  Do we believe anything when our belief is false? I f  a 

surgeon is convinced his patient will die, and he is correct, 
there is something he expects: the patient's demise. But if  
he is mistaken, there is no such event as the patient's 
death. Did the surgeon then expect nothing? Depicted 
thus, erroneous thinking seems impossible. Plato inherited 
this perplexity from Parmenides and finally resolved it. 

(2) Granting that error can occur, is it  ever voluntary? 
Clearly we are to blame for some of our mistakes, yet who 
knowingly and willingly goes in for false beliefs? This 
puzzle comes from Descartes. 

The possibility of error. Parmenides' maxim was that 
only being-what is-can exist. From this he argued that 
we cannot "know that which is-not . . .  nor utter it ;  for 
the same thing can be thought as can be." In other words, 
"You will not find thought without what is, in relation to 
which it is uttered . . .  " (G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The 
Presocratic Philosophers, Cambridge, 1957, pp. 269 - 278). 
According to Plato, the Sophists drew an incredible doc
trine from these enigmas: They argued that error is assert
ing and believing "what is not," specifically, talking and 
"thinking contrary to the things that are" (Sophist 240c, D, 
F. ;\ I ,  Cornford translation). To state and think what is not 
is, however, to state and think nothing, which is not stating 
or thinking. 

What could have led the Sophists to this paradoxical 
view? Naturally, it reinforced other logically quite inde
pendent doctrines of theirs regarding truth and falsity, for 
example, their claim that whatever seems true to any man 
is true for him and therefore is true (Theaetetus 
16 l c - l 79c). The only direct support for their denial of 
error, however, derives from analogies. In Euthydemus 
(283E-288A) the stat ing of what is not is compared with 
impossibilities such as doing but doing nothi ng or gestur
ing although there is no gesture one performs. The parallel 
with sense perception in Theaetetus ( 188D - 1 89B) is re
nowned. I f  you see, hear, or touch, then there is something 
you perceive. To see what is not, is not seeing. 

Pla to's theory of error. In reply, Plato suggests alterna
tive models which will incline us to regard falsehoods as 
full-fledged ( though incorrect) assertions. H i s  most prom
ising comparison is with spelling, where misspelling is the 
natural counterpart to stating falsely. This analogy is cen
tral to Plato's unsuccessful third de finition of knowledge in 
Thea et et us (20 l n-208B), and it reappears in his successful 
treatment of falsity in Sophist (242D - 253, 26 1 D-264B). 
We should imagi ne a student who tries to spell syllables 

and words as his teacher says them or inscribes them. 
When he answers, aloud or in writing, with the right let
ters in' the right order, he uses letters to represent a thing 
"that is," the teacher's utterance or inscription. According 
to conventions of spelling, the correct sequence of letters 
corresponds to what the teacher said or wrote. When the 
student misspells, he fails to represent the teacher's utter
ance or inscription, and nothing corresponds to the mis
spelling. Does the pupil therefore spell nothing? We de
scribe his failure more accurately by saying: "When he 
misspells, what he spells is not; that is, not anything said 
or written by the instructor." How shall we describe cases 
where he gets some letters right and thus represents 
phonetic or graphological elements of what the instructor 
said or wrote? Clearly he does not spell those elements. 
For suppose he answers, "w-i-n" after the instructor 
says "wine." I t  makes no sense to claim: "He misspelled 
the word, but he correctly spelled some sounds the teacher 
made." Further, if the student happens to give the correct 
spelling of another word (as in this case), we must realize 
that the other word "is not," because the teacher did not 
say it. All this is secondary, however; the significant point 
is that when he misspells, the pupil is nevertheless en
gaged in the activity of spelling. This suggests that incor
rect statements are statements after all. 

Let us develop this parallel. If we restrict ourselves to 
the simplest paradigms-Plato used the true statement 
"Theaetetus is sitting" and the false statement "Theaete
tus is flying" -we notice how words in declarative speech 
function like letters in spelling. Individual letters may 
represent sounds but do not spell them. Similarly, the 
name "Theaetetus" stands for a thing that is, but saying 
the name "Theaetetus" is not stating anything. Spelling 
words requires you to conjoin letters of different types, 
consonants and vowels, in appropriate patterns. Speech, 
too, is fitting words together. "If you say 'lion stag horse' or 
any other names," Plato remarks, "such a string never 
makes up a statement"; but joining a noun with a verb 
"gets you somewhere" and of such a compound "we say it 
'states,' not merely 'names' something" (Sophist 262B-E). 

Now if you proclaim, "Theaetetus is flying," when he is 
not airborne, you refer by name to something that is, in the 
course of sta ting what is not. There is no aerial activity of 

Theaetetus to correspond to what you state. If you declare, 
"Theaetetus is si tting," and his posture is appropriate, 
then something corresponds to what you state. In Plato's 
words, the true statement "states about [Theaetetus] the 
things that are"; whereas "the false statement states about 
[him] things different from the things that are," and there
fore states "things tha t are not as being" (Sophist 263B). 

This correspondence theory of true and false statements 
may be extended to thought by our assumption that a man 
thinks falsely in case he is inclined to express his thought 
in a statement that is false. So formulated, the Platonic 
theory illustrates how error, even though it is believing 
what is not, hardly consists in believing nothing. There
fore, Sophists cannot maintain that thinking erroneously is 
not thinking. 

Plato's account is, however, needlessly anchored to the 
type of counterexample he used against the Sophists. The 
falsehood "Theaetetus is flying" happens to he "about" an 



existing thing, but Plato makes this feature a prerequisite 
for every statement, true or false. I I  c writes: "\Vhenever 
there is a statement, it must he about something" that 
exists (Sophist 262E; cf. 263c). Even if this ruling allows 
statements about things which do not exist now but did or 
will exist, it excludes too much. For instance, it would be 

1 impossible for me to state falsely, "There are flying sau
cers." By Plato's rule, saying this is not stating unless there 
are flying saucers for me to talk about. So if I state that 

1 there are flying saucers, I speak truly. 
Here we should invoke Plato's orthographic model. The 

student does not cease to spell when upon occasion he 
misses every letter and thus fails to represent any sounds 
his teacher made. By analogy, why disqualify my utterance 
simply because I fail to refer to existing things? A corre
spondence theory still explains why it is false to state, 
"There are flying saucers": nothing corresponds to what is 
stated; that is, nothing corresponds to the existence of 
flying saucers, because none exist. 

But the correspondence theory needs elaboration before 
it will transform Plato's view into a general account of 
correct and incorrect assertion. What "things that are" 
would I depict if I conceded "Flying saucers do not ex
ist"? Does the nonexistence of flying saucers correspond to 
what I state? How can there be such a thing? Again, what 
"things that are" differentiate a true subjunctive condition
al, for example, "If I had watered the lawn, it would not 
have died," from its false contrary, "Even if I had watered 
the lawn, it would have died"? Does the same withered 
grass make one statement true and the other false? 

Because of these obscurities it appears that Plato has 
demonstrated how incorrect belief and assertion can occur, 
but he has not produced an exhaustive analysis of them. 
Plato's demonstration shows awareness of the distinctive 
features of assertion, sensitivity to the differences between 
referring and asserting, and perspicacity about the ontolog
ical status of what a person believes; indeed, treatments 
of error by such twentieth-century philosophers as G. E. 
Moore and Bertrand Russell are not more satisfactory in 
these respects. 

Mnore and Russell. Moore's Some Main Problems of 
Philosophy, adaptPd from lectures he delivered in 
19 10-19 1 1, appears to contain two incompatible theories: 
( 1 )  The dyadic rheory, according to which believing pairs 
believers and propositions. "Error," writes Moore, "always 
consists in believing some proposition which is false" 
(p. 66). (2) For complicated reasons Moore later contends 
that "there simply are no such things as propositions" for 
people to believe (p. 265), and he renounces his "attempt to 
analyse beliefs" (p. 266). Nevertheless, he characterizes 
truth and falsity of beliefs as follows: "To say that a belief 
is trne is to say that the fact to which it refers is or has 
being; while to say that a belief is false is to say that the 
fact to which it refers is not" (p. 267). In technical tenni
nology: " 'To say that [a] belief is . . .  false is to say that 
there is not in the Universe any fact to which it corre
sponds" (p. 277). 

In his 1953 preface, Moore comments that his two theo
ries may after all be consistent; perhaps he used the term 
"proposition" in different senses when he first maintained 
and later denied their existence as targets for believing (p. 
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xii ) .  Apart from this problem, fundamental questions arise 
concerning Moore's treatment: are there any facts for m i s
taken beliefs to he about? are they nonexistent facts "in 
the Universe," or perhaps existent ones outside it? "R <'
sides, the very notions of "proposition" and "fact" arc 
notoriously obscure . . 

�1 oore hints at a di fferent analys is when he considers a 
person's helief that we are now li stening to a brass hand. 
What the person erroneously believes is a "combination of 
us at this particular moment with the hearing of that par
ticular kind of noise"-a combination which "simply has 
no being" (p. 255) 

Russell' s  multiple relation theory, in his Problems of 
Philosophy, develops such an analysis. Concerning Othel 
Io's mistaken belief that Desdemona loves Cassio, Hus
sell says: "The relation called 'believing' is knitting to
gether into one complex whole the four terms Othello, 

Desdemona, loving and Cassio" (p. 1 26). This belief is 
mistaken because there does not exist another "complex 
unity, 'Desdemona's love for Cassio,' which is composed 
exclusively of the objects of the belief, . . .  with the rela
tion [loving] which was one of the objects occurring now 
as the cement that binds together the other objects of the 
belief" (p. 128). 
The snags in this analysis are well known. How docs 

loving cement things? In case Desdemona is indifferent to 
Cassio, how does believing sew them together with loving 
and Othello? Can believing stitch together any collection 
of objects? Russell noted the last two problems in his 1 9 18 
lectures, "The Philosophy of Logical Atomism" (in Logic 
and Knowledge). He recognizes that the structure of Othel
lo's belief requires that "loves" should "occur as a verb " ;  
but he  is afraid that admitting the syntactical unity of 
"Desdemona loves Cassio" is tantamount to "assuming the 
existence of the non-existent . . .  [namely,] a non-exi stent 
love between Desdemona and Cassio" (p. 22,5). But as 
Plato saw, there can be units of speech-statements-and 
thought without correspondents in reality. 

Error and volition. Plato did not need to convince us 
that false belief is possible. But Descartes's thesis, that 
error is always volunta-y, seems a contrived solution to an 
entirely gratuitous theological muddle. This appearance is 
deceptive. 

Descartes begins his Meditations with a survey of 
dreaming, sensory illusion, and the errors they occasion: 
next he shows we can prove a few th ings for certain, in
cluding God's existence. Then he reasons: The deity "can
not have given me a faculty [of thinking] whose right em
ployment could ever lead me astray": however, "it seems 
to follow that therefore I can n ever go wrong" (Meditation 

IV, in Descartes' Ph ilosophical Writings, translated by 
P. T. Geach and C. E. M. Anscombe, p .  9:3) .  Descartes's an
swer to this puzzle is that men have false beliefs, hut 
through their own doing, not God's. Men are endowed by 
God with such power of will that they can assent to propo
sitions they do not know to be true-that is, to "ideas" that 
arc not "clear and distinct ." Is r:od to blame for th is di s
harmony betwe<:>n our limited capacity for knowledge ancl 
our unlimited power of assenting? No, "will is just a single 
thing; it is incompatible with its nature that a11ything 
should be subtracted from it" (Medita tion I\', p. 1l) ). Be-

....,,. 
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s ides, although we are free to, we do not have to believe 
proposi t ions for wh ich we lack conclusive proof. In order 
to avoid "unsuspected error," we must restrain our desi re 
for truth and withhold assent until we know for certain. 
\ Descartes's Principles of Ph i losoph y XXIX, XXXI I ,  XXX\', 
\:\:\: 1 \:, XLi l Pxplain these points in detail.) 

:'\ow if we put as ide Descartes's theological preoccupa
tions, and h i s  advice that we shoul d only believe what i s  
obvious, at least two genu ine questions ari se: 

( I )  Do WP exercise any control over our convictions and 
opin ions,  as Descartes's concept of "assenti ng" requ ires? 
Clearly, people may decid e  to make statements. Some 
criminals voluntari l y  confess their m i sdeeds, and others 
are forced , against their will, to admit guilt. How about 
belief? Can we choose to reject a proposition that seems 
most l ikel y ,  according to available evidence, and believe 
another that seems less plausibl e? Perhaps not. But we 
often make decisions as we form our opinions, as we col
lect or neglect data and seek or ignore expert test imony. 
.\ l en who undergo brainwashing are deprived of this con
trol over the formation of their beliefs. The sam e  holds, 
i ncidentally, for knowledge. It  is absurd to say the investi
gator decided to know but not absurd to say he resolved to 
find out  for certain who robbed the grocer . .\ loreover, 
children are compelled to learn things.  In acqui ring 
knowledge and forming opinions, we pursue rather ob
vious goals :  conclus ive proof and correct information. 

(2) E\'en so, is i t  intelligible to suppose that people act 
deliberately and knowingly when they settle upon false 
beliefs ? One everyday case should dispel the appearance 
of contradict ion:  I study the racing form, mull over the 
evidence, and conclude that \\'ayfarer is bound to take the 
hand icap. I wi llingly commit  myself  to this bel ief by wa
gpring my payclwck . I realize, however, that even well
grounded expectations l ike mine can prove erroneous. 
Consequently , i f  my horse loses ,  it  i s  true to say, " I  formed 
my erroneous belief willingly, after deliberation, with the 
intention of predicting thP hand icap w inner; furthermore, 
I was aware that I could be mistaken ."  It was not my goal 
to be wrong, but it was within the scope of my intention . 
:\nyone who aims at tmth i s  prepared for fals ity, just  as a 
marksman is preparPd to m i s s  the bull's -eye. Can we say I 
erred "knowingly"? A man who punches another i s  ha rdly 
ever certain  that h i s  ,·ictim will be injured , ) Jt, t from a legal 
s tandpoint  he knowingly i n fl icts harm if he has rea son to 
think i njury m ight rpsu l t  from h i s  blow. 

There remains another type of error, fortunately qu ite 
infref1uent, where such awareness i s  impossible . This i s  
the  1mus1 1al s i tuation where you arc con,·inced you know 
someth ing, ban ish doubt from your mind,  and st ill turn out 
to be wrong. Perhaps you acted de l iberately and followed 
your inclinations in pushing you r  i nvestigat ion u ntil you 
believed you could not he wrong. But with this degree of 
con\'iction, you cannot ha\'(:' the least awareness that you 
an• mi� takcn. Your error, then, is not fu lly voluntary. 
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I RVl�G THALBERG 

E S C H A T O L O G Y ,  a doctrine  or theory (logos) of the end 
(esclwton). "End"  here can have two mean ings. First, it 
can mean the end of each individ ual human life. Second, it 
can mean the end of the world-or, more narrowly, of the 
human race. In the first, the individualistic, sense eschatol
ogy i s  an account of the destiny that awaits each person 
after death. In the second, the cosmic or social, sense it is a 
description of a goal ( telos) i n  which h i story will be 
fulfilled. Th i s  goal may be of ei tlwr a this-worldly or an 
otherworldly k ind. 

The di stinction between these two senses is i mportant, 
for it is pos sible to ha,·e an eschatolog,cal doctrine in one 
sense without having  any in the other. Plato held that the 
soul, being immortal , would face judgment after death, that 
it would recei,·e rewards and pun i shments according to 
the goodness or badnes s of its earthly l i fe, and that it 
would be givPn an opportuni ty to choose the condition of 
its next exi stence (Republic 608c to end). Howe\'er, he did 
not belie,·e that there was any purpose to history as a 
whole. Con\'ersPly, a .\ larx i s t  belic,·cs in a pnrpose of 
h i story although he d i sbel ieves i n  personal sur v ival. 

I t  i s  d oubtful whether eschatology in the second sense i s  
to be found anywherP outs ide Zoroastrian i sm and Ju
cbism-togetlwr wi th  the religious and philosophical sys
tems that h,l\'e drawn inspiration from them : .\ l ithraism 
from the first, Chri stian i ty and I s lam, a11d \\'estern thought  
in general, from the second. According to Creek and In
dian thi nkers h i s tory moves in  cycles . .J u st as the seasons 
recur within each solar year, so all events rPcur in a se
quPnC'l' of "Cr eat Years. " By contrast, the Pers ian Zend-
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An_•sta and the Bil1le s tate that his tory is  nonrepeatal>lc a1 1d 
that it is  destined for a d iv ine fulfillment in which good 
will triumph over evi l. 

In  the Bible the second sense predominates. The Old 
Testament contains only a few vague references to a per
sonal afterlife. But it often refers to a fu ture time when 
Cod will establi sh his everlast ing reign of righteousness 
and peace (for example, I saiah 1 1. 1 -D). The New Testa
ment affirms that this divine end or goal has been readied 
by the exalted Chris t, who defeated the powers of evil on 
the cross (see, for example, Acts 2. 1 4  -3G ;  Coloss ians 
2.8-15;  Ephesians 2. 1 1 -22 ;  H ebrews 2. ,5- 18). Those who 
believe in  Christ have eternal life here and now (.I ohn 
3.36; 5.24). While living in "th is  age," this spatiotemporal 
order that is still subject to s in and death, they have a 
foretaste of "the age to come," a renewed cosmos that will 
be wholly subject to the will of Goel. 

Thi s  view of history stands in contrast, first, to the 
Craeco-Roman theory of recurrent cydes-a theory con
demned by Origen and Augustine-second, to the human
istic dogrna of inevitable social progress, and, third to 
�larxism. A l though the Marxist philosophy of hi story owes 
i ts form to Hegel's d ialectic, its con tent has often been 
called a secularization of Christian eschatology. �l aterial
istic determinism would be equivalent to a personal prov
idence, the proletariat to the "chosen people," and the 
"classless society" to the kingdom of Goel. 

During the early centuries of the church most theologi
ans taught that there will be a universal resurrection of the 
dead for a fi nal judgment at the end of his tory, when Christ 
will appear again "in glory." As a result of th is  judgment, it  
was also generally taught, some, the saved, will pass to 
paradi se, where they will enjoy the beatific vi sion,  but 
others, the damned, will be pu nished with everlasting 
torment. Four comments on th is  scheme are necessary : 

( 1 )  One must di sti nguish  between belief in  the immor
tality of the soul and belief i n  the resurrection of the body. 
The first bel ief i s  derived from Plato, who held that the 
soul will survive in an incorporeal state. The second belief 
is based on Biblical revelatio:1. Aquinas held both bel iefs. 
He considered the immortali ty of the soul to be rationally 
demonstrable. He also thought that the dogma of a bodily 
resurrection could be rationally ju sti fi ed on the ground that 
si nce soul and body constitute (as Aris totle taught) a s ingle 
substance, the soul requires the body for i ts self-expression 
and beati tude. (To account for the obvious fact that the 
flesh decays at death, Origen proposed the theory that 
although the resurrected body will have the same "form" 
as i t s  earthly counterpart, i t  will have a different "matter.")  

(2)  Origen mai ntained that all spiri tual creatures-an
gels, men, and devils-will be saved in  a final "restora
tiol l" (apoca tastasis). But although his doct rine (known as 
l1 nivnsali sm) ,  which was shared by Gregory of Nyssa, 
could claim 8iblical support, it was attacked by Augustine 
and formally condem ned. 

(3) Even orthodox Christian Fathers (such as l renaeus), 
as well as Cnostics and :\1 orrtan i sts ,  were m i l l enarians .  
They believed that Chri s t  would reign on earth for a thou
sand years before the end of terrestrial hi story. But s ince 
the fifth century millenarianism has been almost wholly 
confined to minor sects. 

(,! ) Although Cle 1 1 1cnt of Alexandria aud OrigC' l l  spoke 
of a fire that would purge guilty souls, the full doctri 1w of 
purgatory (as a place of temporary p111 1i shnw11t pr< 'paratory 
to the beatific visior r )  was not developed ur rtil the :\ l iddl(• 
Ages. 

There has lately been a new attempt to und< ' rsta11cl the 
eschatological teaching of tht• New T<'starncr r t  (esp< •cially 
in the ligh t of Albert Schwei tzer's thesis tlrat J <' sus c·x 
pected an imminent end of h is tory and therefore i n tended 
his moral teaching solely for an in terim). 011 the other 
hand, Hudolf Bultmann has attempted to "dC 'rnythologize" 
B iblical eschatology, to restate it i l l  exi stt·n tialist terms that 
will make it in telligible to modern man. These instar ru•s 
ind icate a twofold revival of i n terest in eschatology among 
profess ional theologians in th i s  century. 
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ESP P H E NOM ENA ,  P H ILOSO P HI C AL DI PLI C A 
TI ONS O F .  The Society for Psychical Hesearc l r  ( S P H J 
was founded in  London i n  1882 by a group of d i s tingu i shl'cl 
scientists and scholars f or ti re purpose of inv<'s ligating, 
among other things, the alleged acq 1 1 i sit ion of kl lowledge 
without use of any k nown sense orgal l .  I ts h r� t  presidc" 1 1 t  
was H enry S idgwick. The A merican S PR was founded in  
1 88.5, with William James as one  of i t s  leaders. Other phi 
losophers who have served as president or vi ce-president 
of one or the other of these societies are A .  J Balfour, Henri 
Bergson, F C. S. Sch i ller, Wi l l iam � lcDougal, Hans 
Driesch, C .  D .  Broad , H H .  Price, and C .  J Ducasse. 

One of the first ach ievements of the SPR was the pub li
cation , i n  1886, of Phantasms of the Lii.;i ng, a collection of 
what wou ld  now be cal led spo n taneous cases of  tl'lepath � .  
The society's next project, a cen sus of  hallucinations,  at
tempted to show that the first work was not just a collec
tion of coi ncidences. About sev<:>11teen thousand answers 
were obtained to the question " l l ave you c\'er, while 
belie\' ing yourself to he com pletely awake, had a vi,·icl 
impress ion of seeing or being touched hy a living  or i 1 1a 1 1 -
imate object, or of hearing a voice; \\ 'hich i mpress ion ,  so 
fa r as you could di scover, was not due to any external 
physical cau se?" Those who ans\H'red i 1 1  the a ffi rmatin· 
(about IO per cen t of th <:' total ) were questioned fu1tl icr 
A ttent ion \\'as  focused 011 "death-coincicl l'nces"- that i s ,  
ca�es where the  subject, A,  recogllized h i s  hal luc i r ration ,,t 
the time as an app<:'ara 1 1cc of  anothe r  per-,0 11 .  B \\' ]ww H 
d ied within a period of 1:2 lrours before or attn the hallu
cinatory experience, and wlwre A had no reason to expect 
B's death.  It wa , calculated, O J� ('a1 1 t im1s  ass 11n1pt ions,  t hat 
the rat io  of hal luc inations that were clc -ath-co i l l(:idt• JH' l'' 
1 l in 6.1 )  \\'as much larger than expected h� chamT l in  
HJ,000). Thi s  lahorio1 1 s  method o f  t r �  ing  lo  exclude ,l l l  

explanation i 1 1  tcr1 1 1s  of  cha1 H· < ·  i �  not like I ,  lo l ie r, 'Jt ,tt< 'd , 
hccau,c howe,·er i l l l peccable th<:> ,tati st,c .d ,uul� sis .  tl 1 1  

...... 
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data consist of testimony, and a skeptic's doubts about the 
honesty of the witnesses or the reliability of their memo
ries cannot be laid to rest merely by the compilation of 
more testimony. 

Rhine's experiments. Controlled experiments were re
quired, but it was not until the 1930s that adequate exper
iments were successfully performed on an extended scale. 

The leading pioneer of the now common technique of card 
guessing was J. B. Rhine, of Duke University. Rhine intro
duced special cards ("Zener cards") bearing five simple 
symbols-circle, square, cross, star, and wavy line-a pack 
comprising five cards of each symbol. The mean chance 
expectation (MCE) was thus five hits per run. The proba
bility that a subject's score occurred by chance could be 
calculated by standardized statistical methods. (ln this 
article the probability of the scores in quoted experiments 
will be symbolized in this manner: p = .001 or 10-3• This 
example states that a score of at least the observed devia
tion from MCE would be expected to occur by chance 
once, on the average, in 1,000 such experiments, or, more 
briefly, that the odds against chance are 1,000 to 1.) 

Rhine's first and most important book, Extra-sensory 
Perception, appeared in 1934. A surprising feature of his 
early work was the number of high-scoring subjects found 
among college students. Eight achieved scores that in each 
case gave odds against chance of millions to one. ln much 
of Rhine's early work the conditions did not completely 
preclude sensory cues. However, the best experiments at 
Duke meet this requirement. For example, in J .  G. Pratt's 
experiments in which the subject, Pearce, was located in a 
different building from the target cards, out of 1,825 trials 
Pearce averaged 7.5 hits per run (p = 10-20). 

Soal's experiments. Rhine's book stimulated S. G. Soal, 
a mathematician at London University, to repeat such 
card-guessing experiments. Between 1934 and 1939 Soal 
tested 160 subjects but found only chance-scoring. ln 
1939, however, Whately Carington told Soal about some 
experiments he had just completed, which were later pub
lished. Carington's method was as follows: On ten succes
sive evenings he made and hung up in his study in Cam
bridge drawings of familiar objects, such as a hand, using 
a different drawing each evening. The drawing remained 
there from 7 P . M. to 9:30 A.M. the next morning, and 
during this period a number of subjects in England, Scot
land, America, and Holland attempted to reproduce it 
"by telepathy." The results were matched by a third party. 

No significant resemblance was found between the draw
ings produced by subjects on a given evening and the 
drawing hung that same evening. There was, however, a 
striking tendency for the subjects' drawings to resemble 
the drawings hung on one of the two previous evenings 
and on one of the two following evenings (p = I 0-4) .  On 
the strength of this temporal displacement effect, Caring
ton persuaded Soal to re-examine the records of his 160 
subjects. (Soal had matched their guesses only with the 
cards they had been aiming at, the O card position.) Soal 
then found that two of his subjects, tested in H J36, had 
been getting high scores of the kind that Carington had 
predic.:t <�d-that is, on both the prcccdiu g, or -1 , and the 
ensuing, or +I, card positions. 

\\'ith each of these s u bjects Soal later carried out pro-

longed experiments, taking elaborate precautions to pre
clude Jensory cues or fraud on the part of experimenters or 
subjects. With one, Basil Shackleton, Soal worked for two 
years ( 194 1-1943). Throughout this period Shackleton got 
high scores on the card that was exposed two to three 
seconds after he had recorded his guess. Normally this was 
the +l card, but when the rate of guessing was doubled the 
high scoring was on the +2 card. Disregarding the various 
conditions in which Shackleton regularly got chance 
scores, his average level of scoring was just over 7 hits per 
run. If we include all the experiments, the total excess of 
+l hits is such that p is about 10-35• 

Soal's experiments with the second subject, Mrs. Gloria 
Stewart, lasted four years (1945-1949). In her case the 
temporal displacement did not reappear; her high scoring 
was on the O card. Her average rate of scoring was 6.4 hits 
per run, but owing to the length of the series, p is about 
10-10_ 

However, amassing astronomical odds against chance 
was not Soal's chief aim. The main value of his experi
ments lay in his attempts to discover, by varying the ex
perimental conditions, the factors necessary for or condu
cive to success. 

KINDS OF ESP  

ln this section some crucial experiments will be  de
scribed, since it is unprofitable to theorize about ESP 
unless one is acquainted with the relevant facts and has 
decided what the irreducible species are. To facilitate 
description, this article will provisionally adopt one of the 
commonest definitions of "ESP": the acquisition of infor
mation without use of any known sense organs. Two main 
species of ESP are usually labeled "telepathy" and "clair
voyance." These terms are ill-chosen, especially "clairvoy
ance," which was originally adopted because mediums 
and subjects of spontaneous ESP commonly claim to "see" 
remote objects. Since such reported experiences often 
involve modes of sense other than sight, "telesthesia," a 
term suggested by F. W. H. Myers, would have been better. 

ln the pre-experimental era cases of spontaneous ESP 
were usually classed as telepathic or clairvoyant according 
to the content of the information imparted. The question 
now asked concerns the source of the information. "Telep
athy" is used to designate ESP in which the information 
originates from the mind of another person, and "clairvoy
ance" ESP in which the information originates from phys
ical objects. It follows that information acquired by telepa
thy need not be about a person's state of mind as such; it 
may be about physical events he is observing or has ob
served. It also follows that information acquired by clair
voyance may be about a person's state of mind, for if by 
clairvoyance a subject can identify the pattern on a con
cealed card, presumably he can likewise identify the overt 
behavior by which another person displays fear or anger. 

The third main species of ESP is precognition. To psy
chical researchers "precognition" means ESP in which the 
information is about and origina tes from future events. As 
this definition makes explicit, the concept involves either 
the notion, sel f-contradictory within our present concep
tual scheme, of effects' preceding their causes or the no-
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tion of future states of affai rs' being objects of noninferen
tial awareness. 

Isolation of telepathy and clairvoyance. One of the first 
tasks attempted by Hhine was to isolate by experiment 
telepathic and clairvoyant phenomena. The few attf'mpts 
made earlier had been inconclusive. Of Hhine's clairvoy
ance tests the simplest and most convincing was his 
"Down Through" (OT) method. A pack of cards was 
shuffled, cut, and placed face down on a table. The subject 
had to guess the symbols on each card from top to bottom. 

No one touched the pack until the subject had recorded all 
his guesses. While the guesses were being made, no one 
observed or was in a position to infer the order of the 
cards, so presumably the subject, when successful, was 
getting his information from the cards. 

In Rhine's telepathy test no cards were used. The sub
ject had to guess which of the Zener symbols another 
person (the "agent") was thinking of at that moment. The 
agent concentrated on one of the five symbols, chosen at 
random. After the subject had recorded each guess, a sig
nal was transmitted to the agent, who then recorded the 
symbol he had just been thinking of. When the subject 
recorded his guess, no physical object or sign was avail
able, as a possible target for clai rvoyance, to indicate 
which symbol the agent was then thinking of, so presuma
bly the subject, when successful, was getting his informa
tion from the mind of the agent. Rhine reported that seven 
of his eight star subjects scored equally well in both types 
of test, the eighth succeeding only in the telepathy test. 

Rhine's findings have been confirmed by other investi
gations. D. R. Martin and F. P. Stribic carried out exten
sive experiments with the OT method at the University of 
Colorado, adding the precaution, not always adopted hy 
Rhine, of screening the target cards from the subject. Five 
of their 322 subjects achieved very significant scores (p< 
10-8 in each case). Soal's star subjects, Shackleton and 
Stewart, succeeded only in the tests for telepathy. Though 
the subjects were not told so at the time, Soal interspersed 
clairvoyance tests with the telepathy tests, arranging for 
the agent merely to touch the hack of the target card, in
stead of lifting it and looking at it, as he normally did. 
Chance scores were consistently obtained in these clair
voyance tests. 

Such facts would establish that telepathy and clairvoy
ance are distinct species of ESP, were it not for the possi
bility of precognition, for which there is evidence that is 
prima facie impressive. This possibility undermines the 
results of Rhine's telepathy test, since the subject might be 
getting his information by precognitive clairvoyance from 
the sign the agent was to write down a few seconds later. 
Equally, the results in the DT tests could be ascribed to 
precognitive telepathy, since the subject might be getting 
his information from the thoughts or visual experiences of 
the experimenter, who was to inspect the cards to check 
the score at the end of the run. This reasoning led experi
menters to devise methods that closed the loophole. Suc
cess was achieved by Soal for telepathy and by G. N. M. 

Tyrrell for clairvoyance. 
Soal's "pure telepathy" experiment was as follows: The 

order in which the agent (Soal) thought of the five symbols 
was determined jointly by a random series of the digits 

I through .5, which was objectively recorclc·d, aml by a pri 
vate code linking digits and symbols, which the agc•nt has 
never recorded or formulated in spoken words. The sub
ject's guesses were scored by the agent, who recorded cmly 
the total number of hits on each sheet. He did not mark 
correct guesses or let his eyes linger 011 them,  since this 
would, in theory, permit the subject to identify the code by 
precognitive clairvoyance. So that those who studied tlie 
experiment would not have to rely only upon Soal's mem
ory and testimony, he got a collaborator, an old friend , to 
infer the code he was using by making indirect allusions to 
their past shared experiences. II is collaborator was thus 
able to check and confirm the scoring. In the 40 rum, done 
with this method Mrs. Stewart ave raged 7.3 hits per run 
(p = 10- • • ) .  
In Tyrrell's pure clairvoyance experiment his subject, 

Miss G. M. J ohnson, sat beside five small light-t ight boxes, 
each containing a tiny electric lamp. Her task was to l ift 
the lid of the box in which the lamp had just been (or was 
about to be) lighted. The operator (Tyrrell), screened from 
the subject, made a lamp light by pressing one of five keys. 

The connections between the keys and the lamps were 
"scrambled" by a commutator enclosed in a box, so that 
when this box was shut no one could tell by observation 
what the connections were. The results were recorded 
automatically by lines drawn on a moving tape. A li11e was 
drawn while any one (but not more than one) of the boxes 
was open. When the correct box was opened, a second line 
was drawn on the tape parallel to the first. Because the 
record on the tape gave no indication of which box was 
opened at any trial, precognitive telepathy could not help 
the subject. Even if she could have discovered by telepa
thy from the visual experience of someone who later in
spected the tape that her next trial was to produce a hit, 
this would not have helped her to decide which box to 
open. To eliminate the possibility that Miss Johnson might 
have been succeeding by hyperesthesia to radiation from 
the lighted lamp, Tyrrell introduced a delay switch. The 
pressing of a key then merely detem1 ined that a certain 
lamp would light if the correct box was opened . Under 
these conditions (commutator concealed and delay switch 
used), Miss Johnson, in a series of 8,5,5 trials, scored at her 
usual ievel, 26 per cent, as against the MCE of 20 per cent 
(p = nearly 10-6). 

Whether or not we allow the possibility of precognition, 
the experimental evidence for clairvoyance seems as 
strong as that for telepathy. This must be emphasized, 
because the contrary view is widely held, and nearly all 
scientists and philosophers who have tried to explain ESP 
have ignored clairvoyance. 

Isolation of precognition. Shackleton's + I  and +2 scor
ing provided prima-facie evidence of precognition. How
ever, the method Soal fi rst used to determine the order of 
the target series permitted another interpretation. In a 
room adjacent to the one occupied by Shackleton were the 
agent, A, and an experimenter controlling the agent, EA 
On a table in front of A lay five target card s ;  these were 
reshuffled after every 50 trials. A 's task was to attend to the 
card in the position indicated by a visual signal from EA, 
wlio could not see the cards. Two different methorl ,; were 
used for determining the order of the signals given by EA. 
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\\'ith the first method, EA had to follow a random series of 
the digits 1 through 5 prepared in advance by Soal. Here 
the + I  or +2 scoring need not be ascribed to precognition, 
since Shackleton might, by telepathy, have ascertained 
both the contents of the list of ramlom numbers and the 
current position of the target cards and from this have 
inferred the + l or +2 card symbols. To generalize, any 
precognition experiment must rule out the possibility that 
the subject could infer the target from facts ascertained by 
nonprecognitive ESP. (Precognition, as conceived in psy
chical research, must be noninferential; otherwise the in
fonnation does not originate from future events.) 

Soal sought to eliminate this possibility by introducing a 
second method for determining the target series. EA was 
given a doth bag or a bowl containing 200 bone counters, 
40 of each of 5 different colors, mixed together. Each color 
represented one of the 5 card positions. EA had to select a 
counter solely by touch and show it to A. In the experi
ments using this procedure and the rapid rate of cal ling, 
Shackleton scored high on the +2 cards, although the 
counters determining which cards these were had not yet 
been selected when he made his guesses. (The same may 
not have been true of the + 1 cards at the normal rate of 
guessing, for while EA was showing one counter to A she 
was already delving for the next counter with her other 
hand.) Thi s procedure precludes attributing the high scor
ing to Shackleton 's drawing inferences from data acquired 
by nonprecognitive ESP. A critic might suggest here that 
Shackleton clairvoyantly perceived the counters in the bag 
and EA's hand movements and was thus able to d iscover 
EA's habits of -;election and make better-than-chance in
ferences about the next counter to be selected. This expla
nation ,  however, fa i ls to account for the faet that Shackle
ton 's scoring, u nder these conditions, was high from the 
start and showed no improvement with practice. 

There are other explanations that must be eliminated 
before precognition can be established. The +2 scoring 
m ight be explained by the supposition that EA learned by 
ESP the guesses Shackleton had made, the current posi
tions of the cards, and the current arrangement of the 
counters in the bag and used this information to select 
counters of colors that would give +2 hits. This is implau
sible, since there i s  no evidence that EA had ESP  powers; 
sti l l ,  this sort of explanation remains possibl e in any ex
periment in ,vhich selcction of the targets depends on 
somebody's free choices. To elim inate such a possibi lity, 
the targets can he selected by mechanical ran domization 
after the guesses have been made. 

But the subject's guesses (or wishes) may conceivably 
in fluence the card-shu ffl ing machine. Hhine, in particular, 
could not dism i ss thi s  possibi l ity, for he claimed to have 
found evidence for psychokinesis (PK) in experiments in 
which subjects had tried to influence the fall of d ice sim
ply by wil l i ng. ("PK" is defined ,  in the glossa ry of the 
Journal of Paraps!fchology, a-; "thc direct influence exerted 
on a physical system by a subject without any known in
tc· rmed iate pliy,ical encrgy or in strumentation.") Hhine set 
0111 to c- l iminate this poss ibility hy an expt>rim ent in wh ich 
tll C '  card-, would he sh11 fllecl mechanically for a period to he 
c l f ' 1 1 ·rm i1wcl hy the dai ly temperaturP c•xtrcmes rpcorded in 
a -,pc·C'ific·cl 1 1 1 ·w,paper 011 specified future clays (.I B 

Rhine, "Evidence of Precognition in the Covariation of 
Salienc� Ratios," in journal of Parapsychology, \'ol. 6 
[ 1 942] ,  1 1 1-143). Rhine argued that it would be incredible 
that the subjects should, by PK, influence "the tempera
ture itself." This experiment did not give clearly signif
icant scoring, but even if it had the critic could reply that 
if card-shuffling machines can be influenced by PK, why 
not thermometers? 

It appears to be impossible to design a precognition ex
periment that will conclusively eliminate explanation in 
terms of both ( I )  the exercise of nonprecognitive ESP plus 
unconscious inference by the subject or by others, and 
(2) the exercise of PK by the subject or others. G. L. Mangan 
has attempted to meet this challenge ("Evidence of Dis
placement in a Precognition Test," in journal of Parapsy
chology, Vol. 19 [ 1955], 35-44). I n  his experiment the 
target order was determined several days after the guesses 
were made by throwing dice to select, from a table of ran
dom numbers, several groups of digits, upon which a series 
of complex mathematical operations was then performed by 
a calculating machine. With this method, to avoid invoking 
precognition we should apparently have to ascribe to the 
subject or others the ability to influence dice falls by PK 
and clairvoyant perception of the contents of the table of 
random numbers and prodigious powers of u nconscious 
inference. 

Mangan did get positive scori ng on the +l cards (p 
< .00 1 ). But does one such experiment oblige us to carry 
out the conceptual revolution involved in accepting pre
cognition as conceived by psychical researchers? If we 
allow that future states of physical objects may influence a 
person's present responses or may be objects of his present 
noninferential awareness, we seem obliged to conceive of 
the physical world as, literally, a four-dimensional con
tinuum, the future part of which is "there" waiting for us 
to "come across it" as we "journey through time," time 
being conceived as a fourth dimension of space. This way 
of thinking seems to be respectable in recent physics, but 
have its implications been recognized? It destroys the 
basic concepts in terms of which we do (and must?) inter
pret our experience : our concept of a physical thing as a 
three-dimensional objeet capable of moving and changing 
in many respects, our concept of a physical event as a 
change in physical things or in a physical thing, and our 
concept of physical causation as a relation between physi
cal events. These concepts can have no application in the 
four-d imensional physical continuum theory, for in this 
conceptual scheme a physical object is a four-dimensional 
solid. It cannot (logically) move or change, unless in a time 
dimension distinct from the one that has been spatialized, 
and such motion or change is not observable to us since we 
ca nnot observe four-dimensional solids. What we now 
describe as our experience of "things changing" would 
have to be ascribed to our successive awareness of adjacent 
three-dimensional cross sections of the four-dimensional 
ma nifold (and the succession in question would involve a 
time distinct from the one that has been spatialized). So 
th is theory implies that all the changes we experience are 
merely changes in the states of consciousness of subjects 
who are not in physical space time. 

:"Jo empirical facts could oblige us to accept precogni-
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tion, with its extremely paradoxical impl ications. Even if 
we do not invoke PK (and the experimental  evidence for 
PK is not nearly so good a� that for E S P), we can al way� 
say, l ike �lax Black ("Why Cannot an E ffect Precede Its 
Came?," in  Analysis, Vol . 16  [January 1 956],  .54 ), that 
ostensible precogn ition s exert "a cau sal i n fluence of an 
esoteric sort" upon the events that fu l fi l l  them. 

Critique of accepted definitions. The distinction be
tween telepathy and clairvoyance is made to depend on 
whether the source of the information is mental or physi
cal. Such a di stinction presupposes that behaviori sm is 
false. Th is  need not detain us, for in sofar as behaviori sm 
claims that al l  statements about a person 's experience arc 
real ly  about h i s  overt behavior, it is fal se. But an important 
question is being begged. What right have we to assume 
that the source of  tel epathic information i s  the m ind or  
experiences of  an agent? That al l  experiences are corre
lated with and determined by brain proce�ses is a widely ac
cepted hypothesis for which the evidence, though l imited, 
i s  growing, and telepathy experiments provide no evi
dence against it. If  in tel epath y tests the source of the 
information is in fact processes in the agent's brain , the 
phenomena constitute clairvoyance, according to the ac
cepted definitions. The accepted definitions are defective, 
therefore, in that they make tel epathy unverifiable,  until or 
unless physiologists discover that certain types of experi
ence are not correlated with brain processes and we then 
find that such experiences can be telepathical l y  communi
cated. � leanwhi le, to make the occurrence of telepathy 
verifiable,  we must redefine it as ESP  in which the infor
mation originates from another person (his mind or h i s  
brain) ,  and clairvoyance must then be defined as  E S P  in 
which the information originates from physical objects 
other than a brain .  The terms must be understood in thi s  
way in the statement that tel epathy and clairvoyance have 
been experimenta l ly  i solated. 

The phrase "extrasensory perception" i mpl ies that the 
phenomena are to be assimilated to sense perception. Th i s  
i s  l iable  to b e  mis leading. There are important d ifferences 
between E S P  phenomena and sen se perception. E ven the 
most successful card-guess ing subjects cannot tel l which of 
their guesses are successful  or whether they are producing 
high or chance scoring. Furthermore, as Antony Flew has 
asked, what would we th ink of eye� that gave results better 
than chance only 2 or 3 times out of 25 ? Such differences 
do not, however, show that perception is necessari l y  inap
propriate as a model . J ohn  Beloff has pointed out that the 
features in which successful card guess ing differs from 
normal perception are found a lso in experiments on sub
l iminal perception. If figures are exposed to a subject, but 
�o briefly or in such dim l ight that the subject insi sts he 
cannot see them, and if he is induced to keep guess ing 
which of several al ternative figures i s  being exposed , he 
may score a l i tt le above MCE.  

There i s  another respect in wh ich ESP resembles sense 
perception : information-at least in the sense in which 
"information" i s  used in  communication theory-i s  ac
qu i red thereby. In the everyday sense of the term, we may 
have qualms about saying that card-guessing subjects are 
"acquiring information," � ince they have no idea which of 
their guesses are successfu l .  If, for this reason, anyone 

wishes to avoid the term "information ," he ca 1 1  adopt an 
al ternative defin ition of ES P as responding appropriate ly 
to objects or events that one has not observed or i n ferred. 
The problem of exp lain ing the phenomcua is 1 1 11alten·d. 

An operational i� t  defin i tion of " E S P," based sol < ' ly on 
card-guess ing experiments, l i ke that proposed by Flew
"the factor which gives rise to signi ficant deviations from 
mean chance expectation in a series uf guesses" (A Neu; 
Approach to Psychical Research, p. 1 18)-i s  not accepta
ble. As F lew admitted , this makes it meani ngless to ask if a 
s ingle concurrence of a guess with a card is a cast' of ESP. 
Yet guessing experiments were introduced to con Srm that 
spontaneous cases are not merely coincidences. Flew's 
defin i tion precludes our sayi ng  that the experiments have 
done or can do this .  It wou ld also debar us from saying that 
an individual message conveyed by a medium is a case of 
ESP ,  and this is someth ing that many  wish to be permi tted 
to say. 

Empirical evidence for surviva1. For some of its pio
neers-Myers, for example-the mai n goal of psychical 
research was to obtain evidence for the Platon ic -Cartes ian 
conception of man by showing that men surv ive death. 
The trad itional approach i s  to treat ESP and mediumi stic 
communication as distinct phenomena and then to debate 
whether the latter can be explained i n  terms of the former. 
The question ought to be framed d ifferently, for by any 
defin ition of E S P  (except Flew\), veridical m ediumi�tic 
communication s that are not suscept ible of a normal ex
planation are cases of ESP .  E ven if they are a lso what they 
commonly  purport to be, messages from people who have 
died, they must sti l l  be classed as telepathic. The proper 
question i s  whether in addition to tel epathy between l iv
ing peopl e there is telepathy originating from deceased 
people. The latter type wi l l  here be labeled "spiri t  tel epa
thy" (tel epathYcs), and the former "human E SP" (ESPcH/ 

The case for accepting the occurrence of telepathy<8> 
seemed at one time formidable, but it has si nce been very 
much weakened by the study of E S PcH,· � lediumistic com
munications can be evidence for telepathy<8J only insofar as 
they are veri fiable. (Th is  excludes descriptions of the aft
erl ife, which are in any case scanty.) To be veri fiable such 
messages must concern facts known by, or physical things 
observab le to, l i ving people. Therefore, i t  is alway� pos�i
ble to ascribe information conveyed by mediums to their 
exerci se of E S P(H ), telepathi c  or clairvoyant. ;-,.:o informed 
students of psychical research would now deny thi�, but 
some, including C. D. Broad and C.  J .  Ducasse, have 
judged this explanation to be less plaus ibl e  in some ca�es 
than telepathr(s, , though Broad makes the qual ification that 
what survives death need not be a mind or personal i ty but 
can be merely some component of the latter that carrie� 
memory traces and may combine tempora ri l y  with a 
medium's  body to form a "mind-kin ."  The rel evant facts 
are so complex that it is impossible to g i \·e a balanced 
discuss ion of al l the pro� and cons. A l l  that can be done 
here is to summarize briefly the three chief arguments 
used by Broad and Ducasse and to indicate the lines on 
which these may be answered. 

The arguments for a�cribing some mediumi stic commu
nicatiom to telepathy( :,; ,  are as fol low�:  

( 1 )  Such communications are le�s  frequ ent!� concerned 
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with the sitter's living friends than with those who have 
died (Broad). 

(2) There are cases where the medi um impersonates the 
ostensihlc> communicator, speaking with a voice and be
having with mannerisms recognizably si milar to those of 
the ostensible communicator, whom the mediu m has never 
met (Broad and Ducasse). 

(3) The alternative explanation involves ascribing to the 
medium powers of ESP< " >  for which we have no independ
ent evidence, in particular the power to select relevant hits 
of information from varied sources, people he has never 
met, and places he has never visited (Broad and Ducasse). 

Broad rightly did not attach very much weight to the first 
argument. In Britain and A merica nearly all mediums and 
their cl ients are spiritualists. In France belief in spiritu
alism is less widespread among mediums and their clients ,  
and many of the mediums studied by E ugcne Osty gave the 
same sort of information about living people as about dead 
ones, without claiming in either case that it came from 
spi rits. 

The second argument would have considerable weight 
were it not for the remarkable Gordon Davies case. During 
some sittings held by Soal in H.l22 with Mrs. B. Cooper, a 
medium whose messages were spoken in what purported 
to be the voice of the "communicator," a new "communi
cator" appeared, calling himself Gordon Davies. Soal 
remembered Davies as a hoy whom he had known slightly 
at school over twenty years earlier and whom he had not 
met since, except for a chance half-hour encounter in 1816. 
Soal recorded at the time that he was much impressed hy 
.\l rs. Cooper's "lifelike reproduction of the mannerisms of 
speech, tone of voice and accent" of Davies. At that time 
Soal believed that Davies had been killed during the war. 
In ID25, Soal discovered that Davies was alive and was 
then able to confirm from him that Mrs. Cooper's "mes
sages from Gordon Davies" had contained many correct 
and specific statements of fact about Davies unknown to 
Soal and that the messages contained scarcely any incor
rect statements. This case clearly undermined the argu
ment that a medium's impersonation of an ostensible com
municator needs to he explai ned in term:; of telepathy<5> 
rathc> r than ESP,11 1 . 

Th� third argument for telepathy<s > is the strongest. To 
appreciate its force it is necessary to take account of the 
method of "proxy sittings," designed to prevent the med
ium from getting information hy telepathy from the sit
ter. There is good evidence that mediums sometimes do 
this at proxy sittings. The only person present with the 
medium is a note-taker (the proxy), who is not acquainted 
with the deceased person , D, from whom messages are 
sought and has 011ly very l imited knowledge about D, such 
as l)' s name or the fact that D once owned an object con
tained in a pan.:d that was given to the medium. Though 
no such experiments are wholly imm1mc to methodolog
ical critici s m ,  sorru• h ave given i m pressive results. To 
attrihut(' tlwsc n·s1ilts to ESl', 11 1 we should han· to suppose 
that the note-taker fu nctions, so to speak, as a signpost, 
dm·ding the medium's ES P to whichever of D's friends or 
rPla tion'>  it wa,; who in itiated the proceedings and from 
\� ho-,, ·  mcmoriP� information aho11t /) can he obtained. 

Admittedly there is little experimental evidence that 
anyone can employ ESP in this way. One experiment that 
seems 'relevant is Soal's "split-agent" experiment. Two 
agents were placed in different rooms. One knew the order 
in which five target cards were laid out; the other focused 
on numbers representing one or another of the five card 
positions. Neither knew which symbol was the current 
target. Mrs. Stewart scored high, at her usual rate. 

Since � lrs. Stewart was able to piece together informa
tion possessed by different people, it is not unreasonable 
to suppose that a medi um can, hy ESP<H>, t'lp information 
possessed by both the proxy (note-taker) and whoever 
appointed the proxy. In the Gordon Davies case it seems 
clear that the medium's ESP was directed to the real Gor
don Davies hy Soal's memory of Davies (and Soal's belief 
that Davies was dead?). The medium gave much correct 
information about the house that Davies was, at the time of 
the sitting, negotiating to buy and about its furnishings 
when he later occupied it. This information must presum
ably have been gained by telepathy from Davies himself. 
Osty has cited analogous cases where the medium has 
given information not posses sed by the sitter about a per
son known slightly, or only hy description, to the sitter. 

In the light of such facts, the third argument for telepa
thy<s> seems after all to he weak. Attributing mediumistic 
communications to ESP<H>  is, ontologically, the simplest 
hypothesis. The alternative involves attributing ESP to 
spirits as well as living people. B road's suggestion that 
what survives death is merely a trace-bearing component 
of a mind does not suffice to explain mediumistic phenom
ena, for the messages refer frequently to events that oc
curred after the death of the alleged communicator. If such 
messages come from spirits, these spirits must be credited 
with the capacity to continue observing the terrestrial 
scene. 

ATTEMPTS TO EX PLAIN ESP AWAY 

Attempts to explain ESP away concentrate on either 
alleged fraud on the part of the investigators or criticism of 
the statistical methods employed. 

Fraud. Sidgwick said in 1882, in his first presidential 
address to the SPR, "We have done all  we can when the 
critic has nothing left to allege except that the investigator 
is in the trick. But when he has nothing else left to allege, 
he will allege that." The best experiments are so designed 
that several people would have to be "in the trick." G. R. 
Price and C. E. � I .  Hansel have tried to work out systems 
whereby Soal 's results could he explained by fraud. Han
sel 's, which could explain most (though not all) of the 
data, is detailed and ingenious. It postulates cheating by 
both subjects and agents. Ilmvever, there were in the 
Shackleton series 3 successful agents and in the Stewart 
series 15, several of them senior teachers at London Uni
versity. Supposing Shackleton and Stewart were in the 
trick, it is hard to imagine why they conspired in 1936 to 
produce displaced scoring that they had no reason to think 
would evPr he noticed. If critics like Price and Hansel 
were correct, the annals of psychical research would be of 
philosophical interest at least in providing a fund of illus-
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trations for Hume's thesis about men's gullibility and the 
unreliability of testimony when the "love of wonder" is 
excited. 

Inappl icabil ity of statistical methods. C riticism of the 
statistical methods used in psychical research was ini tially 
silenced in H )37, when the American In stitute of �lathe
matical Statistics issued a statement that Hhine's statistical 
analyses, assuming his experiments had been properly 
performed, were essentially valid. In  1953, however, 
D. Spencer Brown claimed, in letters to the magazine Na
ture (July 25 and September 26, 1953), that ESP experi
ments showed only that there is something wrong with the 
probability calculus. !\lany took this claim seriously because 
Brown said that he had found significant correlations sim
ply by matching numbers selected from published tables 
of random numbers. \Vhat B rown did was to try various 
ways of dividing a table of random numbers into two equal 
subseries and to match these subseries and count the num
ber of occasions on which the corresponding digits had the 
same value. \Vhen B rown subsequently published a book, 
Probability and Scientific Inference (London and New 
York, 1957), containing the details of h is  experiments, it 
appeared that his own matching tests had not, after all, 
yielded any significant correlat.ions. 

Meanwhile A T. Oram and J. Fraser Nicol made similar 
tests on two widely used tables of random numbers and 
published their results. These passed all tests for random
ness applied by their authors, but B rown applied others 
and found one test on Oram's data that yielded the very 
low probability of .0002. (This test involved comparing 
the scores in the top left and bottom right quarters of the 
pages.) On the strength of this he maintai ned that the sta
tistical evidence for ESP is an artifact. 

Brown's thesis breaks down for three reasons. 
First, though it seems surpri sing to find a correlation 

whose probability is only l in 5,000 by matching subseries 
selected from a table of random numbers, this probability 
ought to be multiplied by the number of such tests applied 
to tables, from which this correlation was selected as the 
best (from Brown's viewpoint), for in 100 independent 
tests the probabil i ty of finding one such correlation, by 
chance, increases to l in 50. Oram did 10 independent 
tests. \Ve do not know how many Brown did in the years 
he spent looking for such correlations. 

Second, Brown's theoretical arguments, notably his 
attempt to show that the concept of randomness used in 
the probability calculus is self-contradictory, have been 
shown to be invalid (see C. W. K M undie, "Probab ility 
and Scientific I nference," in Philosophy, \'ol. 34 [ 19.50] ,  
150- J ,54 ; and C .  D .  Broad , Lectures 011 Psychical Re
search, pp. 74-9 1 )  However, if his arguments had been 
sound, they would have invalidated the widespread use of 
tests of statistical significance, not only in psychical re
search, hut in all sciences. 

Finally, the best ESP experiments are obviously i m
mune to Brown's cri ticisms. For example, in all S oal's 
experiments with Shackleton and Stewart he did "cross
checks. " Each run of guesses \Vas matched not only with 
the run of targets at which it was "aimed" but also (the 
cross-check) with the ensuing or succeeding run of targets .  

The scores yielded by the cross-checks were consistently 
very close to �ICE. 

Oram's and Brown's di scovery, in  match ing ramlom 
numbers, of a correlat ion that was prcsumalily du t· to 
chance, for which p = .0002, represents a sign i ficant wa rn
ing to all scienti sts who rely on statistical m easurement. 
Correlations of about the co11ventio11al level for stat ist ical 
"significance" (p = .0 1 )  should not liP regarded as depend
able evidence of causal connections. 

M ETA PHYSICAL I M P L I CATIONS OF ESP 

The view that ESP has  metaphysical implications is 
widely held. It has been endorsed by H. H. Price, who 
argued that ESP cannot be expla ined by physics and that 
it therefore disproves materialism and supports the case 
for psychophysical dualism-though not for Descartes's 
version, which Price rejected. This thesis must be ex
amined, but first the very different view advocated by Flew 
should be noted. 

Flew claimed that ESP has no important i mplications for 
philosophy or even for science. I le  wrote, ". apart from 
the anomalous set of very weak effects . . .  everything 
else is just as it was before. Once the correlations are ad
mitted as exceptions to the various general principles 
against which they offend . . .  there seems no reason why 
most sciences (scientists) should he upset further" (A New 
Approach to Psychical Research, p. 124). He argued that 
we should not abandon scientific postulates violated by 
E S P  but, instead, interpret these postulates as heuristic 
maxims that, as such, remain sound. I n  view of the com
parative rarity and inconstancy of E S P  phenomena, it i s  
tempting t o  conclude that these awkward facts should be 
segregated and disregarded as a sphere in .,.,,.hich nature 
unfortunately provides no discoverable laws. But thi s 
surely is an unscientific attitude to adopt. Science as we 
know it would never have developed had scienti sts ig
nored rare phenomena that conflicted with thei r current 
theories.  If physicists had ignored magnetic phenomena or 
the results of the �vi ichelson - � lorley experiment and had 
been content to say that the pri nciples of �ewtonian me
chanics remained sound as heuri stic maxims, phys ics 
would be very different from what it is today. 

Incompatibility with physics. Those, Price among them, 
who argue that ESP i s  incompatible with physics usually 
start with the question-begging defin it ion of "telepathy" as 
the action of one mind upon another. But their main case i s  
that for ESP to he explainable b y  physics i t  must, by anal
ogy with radio transmission, be attributed to a phys ical 
radiation, and that this  theory will not work, for three rea
sons. 

First, the inverse- square law applies to all known forms 
of physical radiation. (The only exception i s  rad iation 
concentrated in a beam, which will have little attenuation 
with di stance. However, this does not seem relevant, s ince 
there have been manv successful E S P  experiments with a 
group of subjects scattered in ditferent directions . )  On the 
physical radiation theory we should, it i s  argued, find a 
marked decline in scoring level when tlw subjects '  d i s
tance from the source of radiation i s  much increas, ·c1 Hut 
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al l  invest igators agree that there is no covar iation between 
d istance and scoring level ,  and successful  experiments 
have hc< 'n p< 'rformcd over di stances of several hundre<l 
m i les .  The crit ic may rep ly that since E S P  is being l i kened 
to rad io and rad io sets have ampli fiers and volume con
trols ,  we ca11 suppose that the bra in possesses an automatic 
volume control that amp l i fies weak ESP  signals. (Th e  
many misses i n  ESP  tests must then he ascribed to factors 
other than weakness of the signal s ,  but such factors can he 
postu lated.) 

Second , physical harriers do not affect ESP ,  as one 
wou ld  expect on the rad iation theory. The most thorough 
experiments yet done on screening were those of L. L. 
\'as i l icv at the I nstitute of Physiology at Leningrad. The 
Hussian research team set out with the assumption that 
E S P  must he due to electromagnet ic radiation. To veri fy 
this ,  their  subjects and/or agents were completely  enclosed 
in metal containers that blocked all e lectromagnetic waves 
of wavelengths between I m i l l im eter and I k i lometer. ESP 
was not  impaire<l . \'as i l iev conceded that there were very 
strong grou nds for rejecting t lw hypothesis  that ESP  is  due 
to clcc:tro111 agnctic waves outside this range. 

Third, e lectrical "brain waves" are too weak to explain 
telepathy,  according to \V. ( ; rey \Valter, an authori ty on 
brain physiology. Discussing the radiat ion theory of telep
athy ,  he wrote, " I f  we consider the largest [electrica l ]  
rhythms of the brain as  . . .  rad io- s ignals ,  we can calcu
late that tlwy wou ld fa l l  lwlow tlw noise l ew,I within a fow 
mi l l imetres from the surface of the head " (The Living 
Hrai 11 , p. 1 7G). 

These three objections together seem to e l iminate the 
poss ib i l ity of ascribing E S P  to electromagnetic rad iation. 
But attempts have hcc11 made to reconci le  ESP with p hys
ics by othPr means. 

Unorthodox materialist theories. I Jans Berger, the 
physiologist who di scovert•d the technique of record ing 
brain waves with t lH ·  e lectroencephalograp h, recogn ized , 
as d id Crey Walter, that electrical changes i n  the brain are 
too weak to expla i n  telepathy. l i e  s uggested that t>lectrica l  
energy in  the agent's brain i s  transformed into "psychic 
energy," which can he d i ffused over any di stance, pass ing 
through obstacles without attenuat ion.  On reaching the 
subject's brain i t  is transformed hack into electrical energy, 
thus p roducing neural patterns and experiences corre
spond ing  to those of the agent. Though Berger tal ked of 
"psych ic energy," lw was not a dua l i st ;  he conceived of 
psychic energy as a form of physical energy.  

N i n ian '.\ larshal l ,  l ike Berger, held the cpi pheno111cnal ist  
view that all experiences are dct c>nnined hy patterns of 
cort ical act i vity .  1 1  is theory was 1 1 1orc revolut ionary than 
Berger's ,  i nvolving "act ion at a di stance. "  �larsl iall sug
gested that in telepathy tlw ,talc• of th< > ag1'nl ' s  brain  affects 
the state• of tlw subject's b ra in ,  without any cont inuous 
cha in  of in terveniug events ,  and i nd1 •pd without any trans
l l lP,s ion of energy. To render this suggestion intel l i gi l i le 
\ l arsha l l  offered h i s  "hypolhPs is  of n•so11ann-," that "any 
two :-, 1 d i , ta11n·s 1·xcrt an i 1 1 ll 1 1 e 1 1 1 ·c on each other whi l 'h 
l l 'nd, to mak « ·  tlH'm lw('ome I I IO H' al i ke. The strength of 
th i s  1 1 1 f l 1 H· 1 1 1 · 1 ·  i r 1 1 -r 1 ·as 1 · :-,  w ith tl l l '  p rod net of their complc -x 
r l H · , . . 1 1 1d d «Tr« 'a\ l • -;  w i th d i ff« · r« · m· « ·  l ) ( ' tWl 'en their patterns" 
( ' ' J-: � I ' . 1 1 1d  \ ! 1 ' 1 1 1or � : :\ l 'hn ica l Tll l 'or\ ' ,  . .  i n  H rifish jounwl 

for the Philosophy of Science, Vol .  10 [ 1 959- 1960] , 266) . 
Th i s  hypothetical force he labeled the "eidopoic influ
ence."• H e  argued that this in fluence hacl hitherto pro
duced observable  effects only in the form of ESP, because 
the human brain is hy far the most complex structure 
in the world; he predicted, however, that telepathic 
i nteraction would he detectab le between computing 
machi nes if  or when the mach ines could be made 
su fficiently comp lex i n  structure. This  is a bold and in
trigu ing speculat ion, though Price would be entitled to 
protest against Marshal l's describi ng as a physical force 
one that involves no energy transfer:  for physicists a phys
ical transaction, by definition, i nvolves a transfer of energy. 

Physics and clairvoyance. We need not discuss  whether 
physics could accomm odate M arshal l ' s revol utionary 
theory, for, as was stressed earl ier, the evidence for clair
voyance is as strong as that for telepathy. Berger and M ar
shall both ignored clairvoyance, and their theories must be 
rejected because they preclude clai rvoyance. Both as
sumed that the source of informat ion in  ESP i s  a hrain, but 
i n  cases of clai rvoyance there is no agent, no brain in 
which the relevant information has been recorded. 

There seems no hope of amending M arshal l ' s  theory to 
cover clairvoyance. He attributed telepathy to resonance 
between di fferent brains because of their structural com
p lex i ty  and s imi larity. But Zener cards are extremely s im
p le  i n  structure and un l ike brains,  so there should be no 
resonance between them and brains. 

To accommodate Berger's theory we would have to 
postulate that some fonn of physical energy is emitted hy 
al l  physical objects (for i t  is not only cards that have been 
used in  successful  clai rvoyance te sts) and that physici sts 
have overl ooked th i s  energy in the i r  theories and calcula
tions (which they wi l l  find hard to bel ieve). 

There are fur ther formidable d i fficulties in  reconci l ing 
physics ancl clai rvoyance. How are we to explain the sub
ject's scl t>ct ivity, h i s  ab i l i ty  to discriminate the signal s 
coming from the target objects ?  This problem is acute in 
the case of Hhi ne's OT test, for the cards l i e  bunched to
gether, and one wou ld expect signals emitted by the sev
eral cards to interfere with each other. 

Again,  whatever the natme of the hypothetical radiation, 
it must, s i nce i t  penetrates screens,  he very different from 
l ight. But the information conveyed hy clairvoyance con
C'crns ( i n ter alia) the vis ible p roperties of things, such as 
the shape or color of a d iagra m. \Ve should thus have a 
rernarkahle and un intell igible coincidence: the radiat ion, 
though physical ly very d i fferent from l ight, carries 
modificat ions corrt>sponding to just those features of th ings 
that d i fferential ly affect l ight waves and make us see 
d i fferent colors. 

Because p hys ical harriers do not impede ESP,  we must, 
unless \\·e reject the pr inciple of conservat ion of energy, 
suppose that on l y  bra ins  (or organisms) absorb and are 
affected hy the hypothet ical rad iation whereas other phys
ical th ings arc, so to speak, transpart>nl to i t. S ince we have 
had to suppose that all physical th ings emit such radiation, 
this wou l d  he an extreme paradox. 

Enough has been said to show that it is too facile to 
d ismiss  Price's thes i s  that ES I' is incompatible with phys
ics as merely an argument from our p resent ignorance. To 
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explain clairvoyance physics wonlcl have to undergo a 
major revolu tion. Price would  have been entitled to argue 
thus :  The case for material i sm (or epiphenomcnal ism or 
the theory that psychic states are identical with brain 
states) rests largely on scient i fic di scoveries that make i t  
plausible to claim that a l l  mental powers can he explained 
in principle by physics, by reference to transmi ssion 
processes and brain mechanisms. This case is weakened 
by the fact that E S P  cannot he explained thu s  even in 
principle. But Price's claim that E S P  d isproves material
ism can be chal lenged. 

It may he argued that "x cannot be exp lained by phys
ics" does not entail "x d isproves material ism," unless 
"material ism" means, among other things, that the current 
theories of physics are correct and complete, which no one 
wou ld claim. A material ist may define his pos ition this 
way: that nothing exi sts except physical th ings and their 
states, that experiences are (or are inner aspects of) states 
of higher organi sms, "physical things" here mean ing what 
ordinary men mean by it, thi ngs that are both visible and 
tangible. "Material ism" need not be defined so as  to entail  
that physical things can interact only by contact or by 
means of physical radiations or fields. A material ist is  free 
to maintain that the "interphenomena" of physics (radia
tions, the "force" of gravity, etc. ) are logical constructs, and 
that the fai lure, so far, to construct interphenomena to 
explain ESP  need not cause ontological discomfort. I t  may 
eventual ly  he necessary to conclude that E S P  invol ves 
action at a di stance, but physici sts may revert to saying the 
same about gravity. 

Psychical theories. Price's further claim, that E S P  sup
ports dual i sm,  goes too far. If materialism is rejected in 
favor of dual ism because physics cannot explain ESP it 
must be shown that ESP can be explained in terms of 
minds or mental forces. But there do not seem to be 
sufficient grounds for inferring that the unknown entities 
or forces responsible for ESP are mental. Dual ists have 
offered variou s theories at about the same level of gener
al ity as the physical ist theories of Berger and Marshal l .  
The most common move i s  to postulate a col lective un
conscious mind,  a concept expressed poetical ly by Will iam 
James: "There is  a cont inuum of cosmic consciousness, 
against which our individual i ty bui lds but accidental 
fences, and into which our several minds plunge as  into a 
mother-sea." The reason for postulating a col l ective un
consciou s may he either to suggest that one person's expe
riences can directly in fluence those of another, becau se al l  
experiences are real l y  contents of one all-embracing M ind, 
or to su ggest that one person's experience can affect an
other's indirectly, via modifications in  a substratum cal led 
the "common unconscious ." 

But then , as Broad has observed, we must ask what 
grounds there are for assuming that this su bstratum is 
mental . There have been many variations on the tlwme of 
the "common unconscious," by Price, Tyrrel l ,  and Caring
ton, for example, but al l  such theories, when combined 
with dual ism (as they usual ly are), are open to the fatal 
object ion that they can apply only to telepathy, not to 
clai rvoyance. 

There seem to be only two dualist theories that woul <l 
cover clairvoyance. The fi rst is Bergson's theory about 

normal memory and perception-that eacl 1  person is  at 
each moment poten t ial ly aware of all concu rrent c•vents 
and of al l  h is  past experiences and that to prevent h i s  
being overwhelmed by use le s s  knowledge the hrain sup
presses al l  information except t l rat whiclr i s  relevant to h i s  
present practical needs. I t  is  a short step to equat ing with 
E S P  the knowledge suppressed by the brain ,  and Bergs011 
took thi s  step. It seems c•xt ravagant ,  however, to explai r 1 a 
few people's sporadic exercise of ESP by supposing that 
potentia l ly  we are all almost omniscient. 

The second d ual is t  theory is  that of H .  H .  Thou less and 
B.  P. Wiesner ("The Psi Processes in Normal and 'Para
normal '  Psychology," in Proceed ings of the SPR, Vol .  48 
[ 1947 - 1949],  1 77 ....: 196). It postu lates that when a person 
exercises clairvoyance or PK h is mind is being in fluenced 
by or is influencing physical things outside his body in the 
same way as h i s  mind normal ly interacts with h i s  own 
brain .  In this theory Cartesian dual i sm is taken for granted, 
but dual ism involves notoriou s problems concerning 
mind - body interaction wh ich the proposed account of 
clairvoyance and PK does not seem to render more intel l i
gible. 

Many writers have argued that E S P  provides ev idence 
for dual ism. However, no phi losopher seems to have 
claimed that it supports Berkeleian ideal ism, although 
Berkeley's theory can accommodate the phenomena of 
clairvoyance. I t  al ready involves telepathy (if not by that 
name), for Berkeley held that ou r perceptual experiences 
are cau sed directly by vol itions in the divine mind. The 
phenomena of clairvoyance wou ld  also have to he attrib
uted to telepathy, with God as the agent, since material 
objects, when u nobserved by hu man minds, con si st, for 
Berkeley, in ideas or archetypes in  God's mind.  But  an 
ideal ist or a theosophist who u sed this argu ment wou ld 
have to explain why the Deity should vouclrsafe trivial 
infonnation about card symbol s to a select few. 

ESP phenomena obviously concern philosophy if, as 
Broad has argued, one of the main tasks of philosophy is 
synthesi s, or "the attempt to supply a coherent set of con
cepts and principles w 1 1 ich shal l cover sati sfactorily al l  
regions of fact" ("The Relevance of Psych ical Rese:trch to 
Philoso�)hy," pp. 292 - 293). Phi losophers' theories have 
nearly al ways been influenced by recent scientific theories,  
and philosophers should particularly take into account facts 
( includ ing the phenomena of clairvoyance as well  as telepa
thy) that science cannot yet explain even in principle, or 
at least they should recognize that there are such facts. 

(For a d i scuss ion of the rel evance of E S P  to materia l i sm, 
see M ATERIALISM.  S ee also PRECOGNITION. )  
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'ESSENCE A N D  EXISTENCE. It will avoid misun
derstanding if the topic of essence and existence is ex
pounded in an order other than chronological. 

Seventeenth-century view. I I oh bes and Locke insisted 
that definitions are not of things hut of names. In so doing, 
they conceived of themselves as breaking with Aristoteli
anism. Hobbes said that the essence of a thing is "that acci
dent for which we give a certain name to a body, or the 
accident which denoruinates its subject" ;  he had earlier 
denied that "the definition is the essence of any thing"; 
and his example of an essence is that "extension is the 
essence of a body" (De Corpore, I I, 8, 23). 

Locke distinguished the real essence from the nonlinal 
essence; the nominal essence is the idea of the property or 
properties the possession of which justifies the application 
of a given name; the real essence is as it is understood by 
"those who look on all natural things to have a real but 
unknown constitution of their insensible parts, from which 
fl.ow those sensible qualities which serve us to distinguish 
them one from another, according as we have occasion to 
rank them into sets under common denominators" (Essay 
I I I, 3, 1 7). 

The mistake which Hobbes and Locke ascribed to Aris
totelianism was that of confusing the meaning of an expres
sion with the nature of the object which the expression 
characterizes. In the empiricist tradition this separation of 
questions of meaning from questions of characterization
continued to be influential. One consequence is that the 
concept of the real essence is dropped altogether. Another 
is that philosophy itself becomes defined as the study of 
meaning, as a linguistic inquiry. But will the Lockean 
separation of the real and the nominal, from which so 
much of this derives, bear scrutiny? Did Aristotle commit 
the error ascribed to him? Is it an error? 

Aristotle and Aquinas. For Aristotle, the essence of an 
object (To Tl �v elvm) was what finds expression in the 
concept which the object embodies, the concept under 
which it must be identified if it is to be identified as what 
it is. The natural response of someone trained in the em
piricist tradition is to question this concept of an object. In 
any particular case the question "What is this?" can have 
more than one correct answer-for instance, "a coat" or "a 
piece of cloth." To ask further what the essence of the 
thing indicated is, is to miss part of the Aristotelian point, 
which is best brought out by considering problems of 
identity. If I ask whether this is the same coat that you 
wore last year, I am not asking the same question that I 
would be asking if I inquired whether this is the same 
cloth made up into trousers that you used to wear in the 
form of a coat. "The same coat" and "the same cloth" pick 
out different identities. When I pick out "this" as an ob
ject, I can do so only by identifying it under some descrip
tion, and the object does not have a nature apart from 
being identified under a description. For otherwise I could 
not identify what was to be characterized. In other words, 
we cannot identify an object solely by means of pronouns 
like "this" or by pointing. 
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It might be thought a fatal objection to this view that I 
can apparently identify an object wit hout knowing what it 
is (a case which Aristotle allows for ). Suppose I pick up 
something in your room and simply ask, "What is this?" 
The range of possible answers includes "a piece of stnne," 
"a carving," "an image of a saint." l\ ty  ignoranc:(• may 
extend as far down the range of specificity as you please; I 
must still he able to find some description to add to my use 
of "this" or to my pointing. For if I pick it up twice, I must 
be able to identify it as the same object; and it is a concli
tion of my identifying it as an object at all that I should be 
able in principle to pick it up, or otherwise indicate it, 
more than once. Possible reidentification is a necessary 
condition of identification. But if this is so, then I must, in 
picking it up, be able to characterize it, even if only as 
"that small colorless lump" or some such description. 
There is a limit to vagueness, at which such purely formal 
concepts as "thing" and "object" lie. 

Insofar, then, as Aristotle is concerned with the minimal 
conditions for identifying and characterizing objects, he is 
justified in a view which makes understanding what some
thing is, inseparable from understanding the meaning of 
the description which must be applied to it if it is to be 
identified as what it is. The nominal and the real cannot be 
entirely divorced. But Aristotle expresses all this in terms 
of the concepts of substance and of matter and form, and in 
so doing he appears to lav himself open to the Hob bes -
Locke type of criticism. What Aristotle· meant by Tl 7111 elvm 
is the subject of disagreement among translators and com
mentators. Hugh Tredennick (in translating Metaphysics 
103lal5 ff. ) uses "essence" ; Joseph Owens invents an 
arbitrary phrase, "the What-Is-Being" of a thing, and ex
plains it in terms of the being of a thing which is the being 
of its form. The form is the necessary and unchanging cle
ment in a thing, in contrast with the matter and the com
posite, which may change, and the generic characteristics, 
which may belong to some other species (Doctrine of Being 
in the Aristotelian Metaphysics, p. 94). 

Aristotle thus made the concept, under which an object 
must fall if it is to be identified and characterized as what 
it is, express a timeless and necessary clement in the na
ture of the object itself. And insofar as Hobbes, for exam
µle, wished to deny that this timeless and necc::.sary ele
ment was what a definition could refer to, it would be 
difficult to disagree. But any further discussion of Aristotle 
could only proceed by analysis of the doctrine of matter 
and form (see ARISTOTLE). 

What is clear is that Aristotle inherited from Plato the 
notion of a range of fixed and timeless Fonns, natures or 
essences which are embodied in the changing physical 
world. Less pessimistic than Plato about the possibility of 
knowledge of the nature of particular material objects, he 
retained the view that what the intellect grasps is always a 
form which could ha\'e been embodied in other matter. 
The name given to the being that the intellect grasps is 
ovcria, which W. D. Ross renders as essence, following 
Quintilian and Seneca, who tr;r nslated it as essentia. Es
sentia comes to mean the nature of a thing, the answer to 
the question quid sit. Augustine used substa11 tia and es
sentia without di fference of meaning, an<l Boethius trans-
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lated ovala as s11hsta 11 t ia .  From then on the word suhstan
tia was used in th is sense and essentia was resen·ed for a 
new context which \\·as fi rst found in explicit form in Giles 
of Rome. This contrast is that bet\\'een essence and exist
euce, \\'hich rece ived its completest s tatement i n  the work 
of Aquinas. 

Aquinas. A substance is composite; it  is  an essence upon 
which exi stence has been conferred. \\'hen existence is  
conferred on an essence, \\'hat was h itherto merely poss i 
ble becomes actual. I n  the case of physical bodies ,  a form 
recei\·es matter. Thus the concepts of essence and exist
ence, potency and act, form and matter are mutually correl
ati\ 'e. The notion of csse being co nferred upon an essent ia 
so that a substance is brought into being was foreign to 
Aristotle because the notion of creation was foreign to h im .  
For Aristotle, analy s i s  in terms of  es sence or  substance was 
a way of approaching \\'hat already exists or is  in the 
process of change. For Aquinas, that anyth ing at all exists 
must itself be explained. I t  is a purely contingent fact that 
any particular essence is an embodied existent. The only 
exception to this is God, i n  \\·horn essence and existence 
are identical. But it  does not follo\\' that by grasping what 
God is, \\'e can grasp that he is, as Anselm had supposed in  
h i s  vis ion of  the Ontological Argument. For we  cannot 
grasp the d ivine es sence. 

Modern views. The \ 'ocabulary of essence and existence 
\\'as preser\'ed after the se\ ·enteenth century hoth by late 
Scholastic i sm and by its i ntellectual fi rst cousin, rationalist 
metaph�·s ics . Christian \'Oil \\'olff inherited, perhaps from 
Francisco Su.irez, \\'hose influence he acknowledged, a 
\·iew of the unh·erse as a system of essences on \\'h ich God 
has chosen to confer existence. But h i s  \· iew of es sence as 
\\·hat can he conce ived as a clear and di stinct idea points to 
the influence of Descartes and in h i s  \ ·ersion of the On
tological Argument \\ e can see the confluence of Duns 
Scotus and Leibniz.  KnO\dedge of essences i s  expressed in 
propmitions \\'hich are necessary truths.  B ut these neces 
sar�· truth s are truths about poss ibili t ies, and  i t  i s  a contin
gent matter of God 's \\' ill being \\·hat it  is that these partic
ular essences ha\ ·e been actu al ized. 

A l ine of thought \\'hich i s  only superficially like that of 
rational i s t  metaphysics runs from Spinoza to H egel .  I n  
Spinoza the essence \\'h ich enta i l s  exi stence is  that of the 
s ingle substance. Hut thi s  H.'rs ion of the Ontological Argu
ment is on ly  part of Spinoza's \,hole set of theorems de
tennining the all- inclus ive Deus sire 11 a t 11 ra ( see SPI
�OZA ). H egel treated the transition from essence to 
existence as part of the logical pla� \\' i th concepts that is an 
essential prel iminary to the \\'orld of becoming. Of cours e 
we cannot deny that be ing i s ;  but that, for 1 - Iegel ,  is only 
heca1 1sl' the assertion i s  so hare and empty .  \\'hen we deal 
\\' i th the realm of becoming, \\'e ha\ ·e t i ll' sharpest of con 
trash hetWl'l'n thl' \\'as-sci11 ( e ssence) and  the Das-sci11 
l'Xi stcnce ), as Sche lling, thl' e11em� of all clear distinc

tions . complained. 
TIii '  11otion of an es �l'nce as a fixed pos s ibili t� \\'hose 

ch,iradl'r m,1 �  he dt'l imited apart from 011r acquaintance 
\\ 1th the l'\. i ,tc -nce which cmbodil's i t  was inherited from 
'-,cl1ol.1 , ti l  1 ,m h� Fr.mz Brentano ancl Edmund Husserl, 
\\ ho, c · plil· no111< · 1 1ol01.':\ i, concenwd \\· it l i  es,l·nccs insofar 

as it is a study of what is im·oh-ed in any act of judgment, 
belief, feeling, or \\'ill i ng, independently of the context of 
particul�r acts . The use of "essence" and "existence" by 
Sartre is partly derived from phenomenology and partly 
from Scholasticis m.  The latter influence is apparent in the 
way in which Sartre uses the formula that existence pre
cedes essence in order to deny that men are created by 
God. Sartre identifies such a conception of creation with 
the notion of God creating beings with fixed, already de
terminate natures who would therefore be unfree. Nothing 
of thi s  appears to be entailed by Aquinas' use of "essence" 
and "exi stence," but Leibni z  and \\'olff could be more 
convincingly convicted on this charge. Sartre wishes to 
com·ey by h i s  formula that men do not have determinate 
natures, fixed in  ad\ ·ance of their choices . By this he means 
that Smith does not have an existence determi ned for him 
\\'h ich if he did not Ii\ e out he would not be Smith; so it is 
Le ibniz or \\'olff, and not Aquinas, whose propositions he 
is in fact denying. 

\\'hat, then, is Sartre asserting? The contention that 
existence precedes es sence may be interpreted as entail
ing various consequences, not all of which were neces sar
i ly  intended by Sartre. Sartre clearly does believe that his 
contention not only constitutes the denial of one species of 
determini sm, as has already been noted, but also involves 
the invalid ity of any vers ion of the Ontological Argument, 
whether Anselmian, Cartesian, or Hegelian. That i s ,  no 
essence is s uch that it is a necessary truth that there must 
exist  some indiddual embodying that es sence. But unfor
tunately the Sartrian contention is so loosely stated that he 
might also be taken to imply-what he certainly would not 
want to imply-that there are no es sences,  that is, no 
meanings ,  apart from existences .  This is plainly false. 
� [any meaningful expressions do not name or denote any
thing that ex ists , many descriptions do not characterize 
anything that exi sts, as the common examples of "unicorn" 
and "glas s mountain" make clear. The chief difficulty with 
the Sartrian thes is ,  ho\\'e\'er, i s  not that it plainly entails 
absurd consequences .  It is, rather, that the thesis is stated 
so generally, and is so inadequately de\·eloped, that it is 
not at all clear \\'hat does or does not follow from Sartre's 
content ion.  
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ALASDAIH MACINTYRE 

E STH E T I C S .  See AESTHETICS, HISTORY OF; AESTHET
ICS, PROBLEMS OF. 

E T E R N A L  R E T U R N  is the doctrine that every event 
in the universe, in all its details and in its whole cosmic 
context, will recur an infinite number of times in exactly 
the same way that it has already occurred an infinite num
ber of times in the past. This doctrine must be distin
guished from the belief in the general periodicity of na
ture, according to which the tnain features-but not the 
speci fic details-of human and cosmic history recur. 

The pre-Socratics. The periodicity of various phenom
ena is a fact of daily experience; the alternation of day and 
night, of lunar phases and of the seasons of the year, and 
the rhythm of breathing and heartbeats were known to 
primitive man. Even the idea that cosmic history repeats 
itself in its general features appeared in various forms in 
mythological thought. Among the pre-Socratics the idea 
was held by Anaximander, Empedocles, and the atomists. 

The existing universe was regarded as a result of the 
differentiation of an original chaos-watery, fiery, or qual
itatively undetermined- into which it would eventually 
return and from which a similar universe would emerge. 

This idea of the periodicity of worlds soon became asso
ciated with the belief that not only the general features but 
also the most specific details would recur in the same 
order that they had occurred countless times in the past. 
According to Eudemus of Rhodes, this was the belief of 
the Pythagoreans: "Everything will eventually return in 
the self-same numerical order, and I shall converse with 
you staff in hand, and you will sit as you are sitting now, 
and so it will be in everything else, and it is reasonable to 
assume that time too will be the same" (H. Diels and 
W. Kranz, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 58B34). 

The same idea of the cycl ical nature of time was present, 
according to Pierre Duhem, in the thought of another 
Pythagorean, Archytas of Tarentum, who defined time as 
"the interval of the universe." The length of this cosmic 
cycle, called the Great Year or Perfect Number, was var
iously estimated by different thinkers who were influenced 
by Pythagoreanism. For Heraclitus it was equal to 10,800 
years (according to another source 18,000 years). According 
to the testimony of the Stoics and of Simplicius (whose 
reliability on this point has been doubted by Friedrich 
Schleiermacher, Ferdinand Lassalle, John Burnet, and 
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G .  S .  Kirk), i t  measured the period separating two sucees
s ivc conflagrations in which an old world perisl1es a1 1d a 
new one is reborn. 

Plato and Aristotle. Plato associated the period of the 
Great Yea r not with a period ically recurring cataclysm hut 
with a return of all the celestial bod ies to  the same rela
tive positions. Nor did Aristotle accept a u nivnsal con
flagration, which was clearly incompatible with his idea 
of the incorruptible celestial realm. Nevertheless he 
did, if we accept h is authorship of the Problemata, uphold 
eternal return in its most rad ical form: "Just as the course 
of the fi rmament and each of the stars is a ci rcle, why 
should not also the coming into being and the deeay of 
perishable things be of such a kind that the same things 
again come into being and decay?" ( The Works of Aristot
le, Vol . VI I ,  p. 9 1 6a). Aristotle realized that the ci rcularity 
of becoming would imply a relativization of succession: If 
the Trojan War will inevitably recur, in a sense we are 
l iving "prior" to it. The author of Prohlemata, however, 
was reluctant to accept the ultimate consequence of the 
idea of cycl ical becom ing : "To demand that those who are 
coming into being should always be numerically identical, 
is foolish" (ibid.). 

The Stoics. The problem of cyclical becoming was faced 
by the Stoics, who believed that at the end of each cosmic 
cycle a universal conflagration (EK1TvpwaEL<;) that dis solves 
the universe into the original fire will occur. This will 
coincide with the beginning of another cycle; the events of 
the previous cycle will then be reconstituted in all their 
details and in the same order. But Stoics followed Aristotle 
by claiming that another Socrates who will marry another 
Xantippe and be accused by another Meletus will not be 
numerically identical with the previous Socrates, since 
numerical identity impl ies an uninterrupted existence. 
Some younger Stoics, in conceding small differences be
tween successive Socrateses, gave up the circularity of 
becoming in all but name. 

Plotinus. A curious argument for eternal return was 
given by Plotinus in the Fifth Ennead (Book VII, Chs. 1, 
2) .  According to Plotinus, the intelligible world contains 
the ideal patterns not o_.ly of genera but also of all individ
uals, each of which successively finds its embodiment in 
the rea lm of change. But since the supply of these patterns 
is finite, a time will come when the same pattern-for 
example, of Socrates-will have to be incarnated again, 
and this will be possible only in the next identical cosmic 
cycle. Thus the successive cycles are identical, but there is 
no repetition within each cycle. 

Jewish and early Christian thought. Both Judai sm ,md 
Christianity, with their emphasis on the finiteness and 
irreversibility of cosmic history, were strongly opposed to 
the doctrine of eternal return. According to both the Jew
ish and the Christian view, the history of the world is 
bounded by two unique and unrepeatable events : its be
ginning (the Creation) and end (the Last Judgment). Every 
individual human life is similarly unique. 

Origen, while accepting witl, the Neoplatonists the 
eternity of the world and even metempsychosis, rejected 
the identity of successive eosmic cycles because such a 
concept was incompatible with human freedom. Nernesius 
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(De Natura Hominis, Ch. 38) and St. Augustine (De Civi
tate Dei, Book XII ,  Chs. 1 1 ,  13) rejected the doctrine, 

Nemesius on the ground that the Resurrection cannot take 
place periodically, Augustine because the incarnation of 
Christ occurred only once. 

M edieval thought. A decree of 1277 threaten ing excom
munication of those who accepted the Neoplatonic idea of 
a Great Year lasting 36,000 years demonstrates the survival 
of this belief into the Middle Ages. Although St. Thomas 
rejected the cyclical view of time by claiming that the 
re-creation of numerically identical individuals would be 
contradictory, and as such was beyond even God's power, 
his view was not shared by Duns Scotus and William of 

Ockham. Nicolas Bonet and Fran�ois de la Marche explic
itly insisted on God's power to restore any past motion, 
and therefore a corresponding past interval of time, s ince 
there was no difference between motion and time. 

Early modern thought. Thus, at the threshold of the 
modern era two of the central ideas of the modern cyclical 
view of time were present-the reversibility of motion and 
the relational theory of time. The third essential ingredient 
of the cyclical theory-the finiteness of the material uni
verse-was excluded by Giordano Bruno's vision of innu
merable worlds and limitles s space. This may explain the 
absence of the idea of eternal recurrence in Bruno's con
temporaries despite their Neoplatonic leanings. For if the 
number of constituent parts of the universe is infinite, 
the number of possible combinations is also infinite, and 
recurrence of the same configuration is not inevitable. 

In Newton and his  successors there was an additional 
motive for not considering the cyclical view. They regarded 
time as absolute, as intrinsically irreversible, irrespec
tive of its content. Even a complete restoration of the con
tent of the past moment would not make this moment itself 
present. 

Descartes came very close to the cyclical view when he 
wrote that matter must successively pass through all its 
poss ible forms, but since matter to him was coextensive 
with infinite space, the number of its configurations was 
inexhaustible. Furthermore, the pagan and astrological 
associations of the ancient cyclical theory made it thor
oughly suspect. 

Nineteenth-century views. Interest in eternal return 
was revived only with the development of modern cosmog
ony. The nebular hypothesi s  of Kant (1755) and Laplace 
( 1 796) implicitly raised the question of the origin of any 
primord ial nebula: Did it represent a truly initial stage 
preceded by an act of supernatural creation,  or was it 
merely one of the countless stages in an unending cycle of 
successive worlds? The principle of the unifonnity of 
nature in time, an ticipated by Bruno's and Spinoza's belief 
in the (�temity of the universe, strongly favored the second 
answer. Although the law of entropy suggested the irre
versibility of the whole cosmic process, because of its sta
ti stical character it did not exclude the general periodicity 
of nature. Various hypothetical mechanisms were invented 
to provide a "rewinding of the cosmic clock," at least on a 
local scale. The most popular one was that of cosmic clash
es by wh ich two s tellar masses that had lost their  heat 
could be transformed into another nc-hula, which would 
then develop into another world "ever the same in princi-

pie, but never the same in concrete results," as Herbert 
Spencer wrote in his First Principles (p. 550). 

Such a new world could be the same even in concrete 
details only i f  the cosmic mass did not contain an infinite 
number of units. Eugen Diihring, in various writings 
(heavily annotated copies of which were found in 

Nietzsche's library), rejected the concept of actual infinity 
as self-contradictory and inapplicable to the physical 
world. 

In Nietzsche's thought the concept of a finite universe 
and of the discrete structure of matter implied a finite 
number of poss ible success ive configurations, and there
fore an inevitable recurrence of a configuration defining a 
state of the universe that had already occurred an infinite I 
number of times in the past; and this recurring cosmic I 
state must, according to the then accepted deterministic 1 
scheme, generate the series of the same events in the same 
order as in the previous cosmic cycles. This view, formu
lated by Nietzsche at the end of the fourth book of Froh
liche Wissenschaft ( 1881), became central to his philos
ophy. The intensely lyrical way in which this view was 
expressed in Thus Spake Zarathustra hid its intellectual 
origins, which are far more obvious in the posthumously 
published fragments of The Will to Power (see The Com
plete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche, Vol. XV, Ch. 2, esp. 
p. 430). Prior to Nietzsche only a few nineteenth-century 
thinkers held the same view: Loui s A. Blanqui (Eternite 
par les astres, 187 1), Gustave Le Bon (L'Homme et les 
societes, 188 1), Jean Marie Guyau (Vers d'un Philosophie, 
1881). It was not held, however, by Diihring, who claimed 
that the continuity of space admitted an infinite number of 
configurations even if the number of atomic units was 
fin ite ( Cursus der Philosophie, pp. 84 -85). The same ob
jection against eternal return was raised by Alois Riehl and 
Alfred Fouillee; against this view Franz Selety pointed out 
that concrete processes were discrete and not mathemati
cally continuous, and therefore, he claimed, eternal recur
rence was unavoidable; and G. N. Lewis claimed that the 
attempt at avoiding an exact recurrence by assuming a 
whole continuum of possible values is eliminated by the 
quantum theory. 

Henri Poincare, although he formulated the theorem of 
phases, according to which any mechanical system of a 
fin ite number of particles will in a sufficiently long time 
pass through a configuration infinitely close to the previous 
one, nevertheless dismissed the application of the theorem 
of phases to cosmogony in h i s  Le<;ons sur les hypotheses 
cosmogoniques (p. 23) as "the dream of eternal return." 
C. S. Peirce (Collected Papers, Vol. I ,  pp. 498-500) held 
the cyclical view on the unusual ground that "since every 
portion of time is bounded by two instants, there must be a 
connection of time ringwise." Furthermore, this view was 
entirely incompatible with the rest of his philosophy. The 
arguments of Abel Hey in favor of the cyclical view were 
not essentially different from those of Nietzsche, s ince 
they were based on the classical corpuscular- kinetic 
scheme of nature. 

Contemporary thought. The contemporary cris i s  of the 
classical scheme of nature makes the doctrine of eternal 
return extremely questionable. The doctrine was based on 
four fundamental assumptions :  (a) that the universe is 



made up of distinct atomic units which persist through 
time without any intrinsic change, so that they may be 
identified in successive moments ; (b) that the number of 
atomic units is finite; (c) that it is meaningful to speak of a 
definite "state of the universe" at each instant; (d) that one 
such particular state (embodied in a definite atomic 
configuration) causally determines all future states (La
placean determinism). 

Except for the thesis that the size of the universe is 
finite, which is favored by some cosmologists, none of 
these theses remains unchallenged by the recent develop
ments in physics. The atoms of modern physics do not 
have the rigidity and permanence of classical atoms; and 
without permanent elements there can be no recurring 
configurations. The ontological status of "state of the uni
verse at an instant" is challenged by the relativization of 
simultaneity, and the val idity of rigorous  determinism has 
been seriously questioned since the formulation of the 
indeterminacy principle in 1927. 

Moreover, there are ambiguities and discrepancies 
within the theory of eternal return itself. The assumption 
of a completely identical repetition of cosmic situations 
makes the theory intrinsically unverifiable. Moreover, 
either the successive identical cycles are distinguished by 
their positions in time-which means that we surrepti
tiously introduce an irreversible time as their container
or we insist on the numerical identity of the cycles. But  
we then have only one cosmic cycle, and i t  clearly becomes 
meaningless to speak of a "succession of cycles" or of their 
"repetition." Although it is self-contradictory to speak of 
numerical identity of genuinely successive events, the two 
views have often been held jointly, as by the Scotists and 
Nietzsche. 

The eternal return is rejected by all thinkers who insist 
on the irrevers ibility of becoming, genuine novelty, and 
the immortality of the past. Mircea Eliade regards the 
theory as a manifestation of "ontology uncontaminated by 
time and becoming" (The Myth of the Eternal Return ,  
p .  89) ;  Emile l\t yerson saw in  i t  an  attempt to eliminate 
becoming (L'Identite et realite, Ch. 8). The emotional 
effeet of the doctrine is equally ambiguous. Thus 
Nietzsche's mystical ecstasy over "the ring of eternity" 
was tinged by a note of anxiety and even despair. Gustave 
Le Bon compared the recurring cosmic cycles to the labors 
of Sisyphus, and Miguel de Unamuno, in The Trag ic Sense 
of Life, regarded the doctrine as a poor substitute for per
sonal immortality. 
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\l ILIC CAPEK 

E T E R NITY.  The word "eternal" is derived from the 
Latin aeternus, a contraction of aeviternus, which, in turn, 
is derived from aevum, a word from the same root as the 
English words "ever" and "aye .' ' In Greek the corn.·
sponding adjectives are even more obviously connected 
with the notion of everlasting existence. This i s  the origi
nal sense of the word "eternal" and probably alsc the 
sense that i'> still the most common in ordinary language. 
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·· rllt'n' 1s :1 pri mt' n mnbt'r hl'lwt't'll 5 .1 11d l lf '  ('1.H1 ld llt'\ t'r 
he ,,,untt'l'l'll 't'ns 1 bh b, t lw rt'm.nl-. .. YlHl :\rt' l,ut nf d:1tt' _ - · 
l·\,r this rc';\ Sl'll t lw t'nt i t it'' llisc1 1sst'd in m.,tlwmatics c:111  
l'l\'\'t'rh b1' ,.1i, l  t,, h.1, t' .,  t 1 11wkss  t',i,t t'lll't'. 1\, s.1� l,nh 
th.i t  tht''  h,,, e ., s t'lllpi lt'rn.il lH' l,m11ik mplw:1 l c,i� k1w·t, 
\ th.i t 1 s  . . 111  c' ,ist l',wt' .,t .i l l  t imes)  ,nm l d  be' \l l lS .1t i s t'.wtM, . 
bc,',HlS t' this  ,, .n l,f t-.1 ll-. i 11�  mi )!ht suKl!t'"t  th:1t i t  is l.'l'll
l't.'l\ .,bk the'' s lh,nld .11 Sl'nlt' t inw l't' .lS t' h, t'\. i,t  . . 111 .1 hsu 1\'l-
11, " e  " .,nt  tl, c',,' l 1 1 lit'. 

\ l .lthc'm.1 t i l' S .  Il l'" <'' t'r. is lll't til t' l,n}, s tmh in " h il.'h 
u,t' l,t' tilt' hnwks, pn',t'llt 1s app1\,pri.1tt'. Tlw s ,1nw idil,m 
,·,1 1 1  bt' tl,ll lhl in  .il l  s tndit' ,  th.it ,l l't' ,'l'tll't' rtlt'd with llt'l't'S 
s.,n truth, .b d1, t i 1 1 l't f1\,m m.lllt'rs l,f !�wt .  l t  m.1, l'•'l'ur. for  
t''\.llnplc'. t'\ t'll i n  t'llll'iri l':1 1 s t \lll i t'S  " lwn t lw l'l'l'Pl'S i til'HS 
" t' t�wmu l .ttc' in, l,h t' tht' '"'t i,,n l,f llt','t' ,:-- ,u, l.'l)llllt'dil,n.  
rhu s .  Wt'  ,., ,  . . rlw h, lln,,)!t' l l  .lll)lll ,'lmt.1i n ., l) llh l)llt' pn,
t,,11" bt','.lllSt' " t' ll,, '"'t wi,h ll' .i ll,," that h, df\,�t'H all,m, 
n,.1 , Ill the' \',1 ,t h.n t' ,'l,nLli nt'd lW m.n i11 tht' tutnn• l'l'lllt' 
I\, ,'l,nt.1 in  m,,n' th.111 l) llt' pf\,t,,11 . Ht'l't', lllnYt'' 1'r. l,nr 11st' l, t 
tlw trnlt'lc' ss  l'rt' ' <' ll t  i s  l't.' rt., i ll h  ll,,t illtt'n,kd tl, , 1 1��t'st 
th.it In lln,�t'll .,t,,m, t' \. \ S t  l,n t  l,t t ime' .  \\'h.11 " t' wish tl, l':1 11  
t 1nlt'kss  1 s  s1 m1,h t ilt' ,'l'llllt'l.'th,n bt'lwt't'H lw rn� .1 h, df\,
�t'H .1 1 ,,m .llhl ,'l,nt.1111i n)! .1 -. in)!k pf\,t,,n .  � ,,mt'l illlt' S  s nd1 
,'l'llllt','t l l'll ' h.1, t' bt't'll ,-.i lkd t'l t'rn,11 , t'rit1c· s .  llh):-t l't,m
nh,nh " lw n  �t h .1 '  l't't'H th,,11�ht  tht'' ,'t,uld . bc l-.1H"q1 
.1 1'rh,n . . 1, 111 m.1tlw111.1 th·,  

G rt�t'k t hllUJ.! ht. \ ,l1 ff1'rt' lll ,'l'1h't'l'h•'ll l,t t inlt'lt-ssnt'" 
.ll'\'(.'.l I ll  l'.Hlllt' l l ldt• , • l'•'t'lll . .  l'ht' \\'.n l,t rn1th:·  \\ ht'rt' 
ht' � ., , , ,,i tlw l )1w . . . lt llt't tlwr " ·" .1t .111, trnw th'r " i l l  bt>. 
, 1 1h't.' 1 1  ,, th'" .111 .11 l'th't.' . t,�wt-:. ::-,i i ·] .1 q n :dt' " lh,k. " 
� l lh't' l'.1n111'llhlt',  .11hl h , ,  puri l  / c'th' .lr�Ut',l .1 �.1 in� t  tlw 
t't'.l l t t , ,,i d1.111 �t' . \\ t' lllll�t  '-lll'l','St' th.it th1� rt'lll.Hl-. d,,t', 
1 ,t l'l'l'n' ,t' 1 1  tht' l )nc• ·" t''1 , t 1 11�  nwn-h t,,r .1 llh'lllc'nt  but 
,.,, , r.H lwr th.it the l)1w ,'.l ll lh'I l,t' ,k , ,-nbc',l 1 11  .1 l .1 11�1.1::t' 
th 11 t ·np},,, , tc11�c· ,  rlw l ),w t'' 1 ,b .ll l  .1t ,,1h't' bt','.n1 s c' it 
1 1 1, ,, , t ,  '"' It' \  _,,r.11 � t , ,'t' , �1,'ll ,, f c.nl t c r  .1 11,l l.l t t' r. l\ut 
\' } , 1· ,  J .1 : 1, ,,nt ul).. I ll th1 , \\ ,l\ :> l'crl .1r, l'.Hlllt'lll dt'� 
.,. '\'It',{ the n- h.:  u, It .h l ·1� ,,, '\t'lh'l'h.mc· , , tlut til t' 
\\ ' c  ·, .l ' l  t'\ t' rl.t ,t 1.: �,,lt .,nd :r cd t, ,lt'tt' lhl 1 t  .1 :,:,1 1n� t  
H t" . .  h· : . ,  ,l,vt rlllt' ,,: u:11, t· r, .1! t1 " l,, •11.1 :nt.1 1 11 1 :1 �  t lut  
: t \\ l , ,  t' , , ,,} cr •, .i l  I ll .1 1c,1't , . , - th.it � - :t'1:1 1, r.tlh .1 , 
,, t .1 , , ;,t t ., \ F,, . ' \h'h .l \\ I ,\t- ,'l'I I  l,l l ,t t , c' l  l't' 1 :1 

· t 1 ,i " t' : 1 � .1l,,1 1 t  : .1 t .1 1 !  " t' 1 q t npl," tht' 

, t ,  " 't '  ! ,' ' ''' ! ,.H , \  \'\.' h.'t l't '-' \ , , •  '-�' "' h .. ..  l t1 1 "1c.' '-'n .. icr \\ .\ , 
t ! ' ! t r, t ., .. ,, t .l 'l ,, lh'' \\ 1 th \\ h 1d1 l'.1nllt'll  '1t'� 

' , , \ :  , \ t 1'(. � . ,'l' I t'l tt ',� 1 11 !1 1 ,  , ,,1 th 
• r.  ,1 t , 1 t•  • ,,:  ,, ,'t .1 '""ic ,,� 1' , 1 , 11• 1h't' th.t t  

;t l l l,ws 1H) di� t inl'tinn lwtwt't'll p;1st. prl'�l'nt.  :i nd fut11re 
p.1 s s c'd to l ' l .1 10.  w lw appl i t•d it to his  Form�. or ldt>:1:-. The 
11w�t intl 11t'nl i .t l  p:ts:-- :l!!t' of his wor l-. s  d1'al i 11!! with this 
s1 1hj1'l'I is in  tht' Timaeus (37E6 - 3SAG). when' lw contr.1sts 
tlw l'rt':11t'd wMl d with tlw l'l t'rnal l i,· ing ht'in!!, its time
!t- s s  .1 rc lwtyp1'. 

Tlw lan�ua gt' l,f till' p;1s s:1gt' is lhWtica l .  and it � t't'tns 
th:1t Wt' :Ht' not t''-\WC!t'd tl, t:11-.t> a l l  tlw dt>taih S t'riously. ln 
p.utic11br. Pbto ca n sc:1rcd� h.1n' tllt'a nt us to bt>l it>n.' that 
t i 11w w:1 s :1 11 aft1'rt lll,u �ht nf tht' crt':1tor. lhtlwr. Wt' :\rt' to 
1 1ndc'rstand th;1t ti nit' is tl, t lw 1wrl't'ptu:i l world of bt>com
i11 � wh:11 t'lt'rnit� is !l, tlw inlt' l l igihlt> world of ht>ing. For 
l'l.i t l, s .1 id btt>r  (Ti11wt·11s 3Sn5). "Tinw was crt>att>d with 
the lw:n 1' 11: · and he St't'III:- ll, h:n-t' ht>ld that it is idt>ntical 
with tlw llllWt'lllt' l lts of tht' lwan'nl� lH,dit'S. which are 
l'lHllnHrnl� s .1 id to mt>:1s 1trt' i t s  p:1ssagt>. ln nun� of his  
wlwl-.s Pl.ltl, glMilit>d tlw t'lt'mal and �pol-.t> of  tht> lt'mpoml 
;1s :-l)lllt'thi ll!! inft-'rior. hut lw did not. l il-.t> Parmenidt>� and 
Zt'tll'. dt'n� tht> rt>ali tY l,f timt'.  Tlw mo�t lw said in this 
rt'�1nl is th:1 t  lt'lllp\,r.il things llt',·t'r h:n·t' ht>illl,!  but are 
.1 lw:1 �-� in ;\ .; t.1tt' l,f ht>l'l)lll ing.  :1� l l t>raditu� had argued. 
lh,,n'n'r. this set'm� tl, ht> tH) mon' th;111 a rt'C'l)gnition that 
Wt' e:mnot t.1 11-.  of lt'mpoml thing� in tht> t imt>lt>s � prt>:-t>nt 
.b \\ t' ta l l-.  l,f Fl,nll� and 111a tht>rn.1t ical oh.kcts .  

Tlw l't'llllt'l't il,n wi th  nt'l't'��i ty tlut  Plato had claimed for 
tinwlt'SS  c' tt'rnit� :\ri st l,tlt' dai mt'll for �empitt>mity. For 
hadn� rc'jt'l'tt'd PL11l, ·� dlH'tri ne of tht' ert•ation of time 
\l'h ysics :::.5 l h l -4). lw did not wi .. h tt, s.1� that an� thi ll !! \\':.l� 
" lh,lh �t',·t'rt'd fn.,m it .  Thu s. in l,1w pbct> lw t'\p l ici tly a:-
SlVl:ltt'd till' l,hj1'l.'ts l,f 11utlwm.1t il'"  with tht> unh·t>r,t', 
" hi,-h he l.'t'rtlinl, di d tll)t rt'�lf\l as tinwlt>ss \.\'ico111ach 1·a n 
E th ics l l l � .1��'- ln hi� , i t'w tl1t> l,h_kds l,f m :1tht>m:1 tics :rrt' 
t'lt'rn.11 \cii.'\1<\ '. hut  l,n!,  in  tl1t' st>nst' tlut tht>, t':\.i :- t  ;1} \\-:.1, s
tlut is  . . 1rt' :-t'mpi tt'nul. Ht> lwl d  tlut :1mong st>mpitt'rn:11 
thi n!,!, tlwrc' i,  ,w ditft'rt'lh't' ht>twet'n pl,��ibi l it� .md ;1ctu
.1ht� .md .1 ! , l, tl1.1t tht'rt' i� 1wthing nwrt'l �  ;\l'cidt>nt.ll 
, I'}q;s i.-s :::t\3k,t). H)6h ll1\ l n  l,,w pl.ll.'t' lw c',·t'n s..1id t lut 
,t'mp11t'n1.1I t l11 11�, . 1 11, l,f.H ,b tht'' ;Ht> � t'rnpilt'r11;1l .  :u-e not 
in tmw. bt>l.'.lll :-t' tht>, .lrt' th,t bl,\I \Hkd h� t imt' or � ubjt:'C't 
t,, .1\.!inl.!  .rnll I ht> l, tlwr  ,'t,nditil,n, l,t timt' P}i!Jsics :::� l h30\. 
.-\pp.1rt:'nth ht> lu,l in mind th't l, nl�  llutht>m.1tk;1 } l,h_kcts.  
""'h .1 , number,.  hut .l bl, Gl,d .md tht' sun .111d �t.1r.- .1nd 
tht> " lh,le lw.n t'n.  Fl,r ht> s.1id t> lsewhc. rt' th;1t tht> ht>:1,·t>nl� 
b,,d i t' � .  11 11hl-.c' l't'ri s lublt> thm�, . .  lrt:' ,wt wt>.uit>d b� tht>ir  
nh,ti,, 1 1 .  Tlw ,un , �  .1di, t' fon,,·t'r, .1 nd tht>rt' i s  ,w d.1nger 
tlut 11 " di ci, <' l,ut . .  1 ,  s ,mw phi!M,,pht>r, tt>.Hl'd \.\frf<J
p h ;, st•'·' l l':-lH,:::-4 � l'"ll'�., m.n h.n t' bt>t'n in th,enced. 
t'\ t'n if l' l lh 1 1 1 ,hrt>,·th .  l" \ri .. 1,,tlt>· , dlX'trint' " lwn he 
u ,t'li the " ''rd ,;ct«·rni t,J.-i t,, , i �m t, h,,th tl<'l.'t'S � it\ .1nd 
' t'llll' l t t'nll t\ . 

C hrist isn t ht'-ol l,��- . Tht> d,vtrin t'  l,t Pl.ltl,· , Ti m<1«·11s 
1,1, ,c,l 1 11tl, Chn ,t t .1 11 tht>,,lt,1!' . " 1 th t>mpl1.1� , � t,n tlw no
th'n ,,t tl lltt'lt' � s  1,_t�- . -\s t'.Hh .1 , the �t .  _h,hn Ct.--,�pe l  , � -� 
thc'n' 1 ,  .1 ,·un,,u, \'-l ".l l.!t' in " h1d1 J t>,u,  1, n-prt'st'ntt>d .1' 
, .1, 111�. " Bc i,,rt:' \br.1 lum \\ .1 , l .mi. 

.. Hut  it b fa ir!� dt>.u 
th.1t the .rn tl r ,,( th ,,  �-., ,pt'! 1-.ne\\ � ,,nwth m l.!  l,t Grt:'el-. 
pht l ,, .,h, . l' , s , l-h .1t 't'l',,nd h.1:h l thf\· u�h dw " l,rl� l.1t 
tht I t " 1 ,  1 tl,c ,h,� .m l'h t l ,  l \ t ,.1 1h1n.l . .  1nd .ll ,,, th.1t h,�  
n.1rr.1t1 \ t' 1 ,  Ill' lllt'rt:' h1, t,,n'--' rt,'l,r-l l,t tht' htt' l,t Je,u, .  
B, :lw c1hi t'1t> h th  �'t'ntun theft' " .1, 1h,thi n�  .11 .111 
, tr.1 n�t' 1 11 tht 't t l'l.1 t ,,nh' tlh,11 i::ht for tht' t''-l-"'-':- ltll'H c1t 



Chri!>tianity, and St. Augustin,! , when commenting, in h is  

f 

De Cidtate Dei (xi ,  2 1  ) ,  on the sentence in Genc:s is  "God 
saw that it wa<, good," reforred to the passage of the Ti
maeus cited above. In his  Confessions (x i ,  1 3) he wrote 
also of God"., "ever-present eternity" and said that for God 

I 

"all years stand at once" (omnes simul slant) .  A century 
later Boethius, in his  De Trinita te (4), said that our "now," 
by running as it were (quasi currens), makes t ime and 
sempiternity, whereas the divine "now," by abiding, un
moved and immovable, makes eternity; in  the final chapter 
of his De Consolatione Philosophiae he di '>cu-;sed this at 
greater length . 

Eternity i'> the complete pos'iess ion of eternal life all 
at once-a notion that becomes clearer from compari
<;on with th ings temporal. For whatever l ives in time 
moves as something present from the pa.'>t to the fu
ture, and there is nothing placed in t ime that can em
brace the whole extent of its l ife at once. It does not 
yet gra<;p tomorrow, and it has already los t  yesterday. 
And even in the l i fe of today you do not l ive longer 
than in the transitory moment. That, then, which i s  
subject t o  the condition o f  time, even i f  (a<, Ari '>totle 
thought of the world)  it has no beginning or end and 
its life extends through endless ti me, is st ill not rnch 
as may be rightly judged eternal .  For though its l ife be 
end)e<,s, i t  does not grasp and embrace the extent of it 
all at once [totum simul] but has some parts still to 
come . . . .  And so, if, following Plato, we wi-;h to give 
things their  right name<;, let us say that God i s  eternal, 
but the world everlasting. 

All these notions reappeared in the .\fiddle Age<;.  Aqui
nas, for example, quoting Boethiu<,  a<, h i.,  authori ty, said in 
his Summa Theologica ( I, x ,  1) that there are two marks of 
eternity, namely, that the eternal has neither beginning 
nor end and that eternity contains no -;uccession, being all 
at once ( tota simul existens). Th i-;  last phrase, though 
Aquinas could sc.-arcely have known as much, is a render
ing of words Parmenide'i had u <,ed over 1 7· centuries ear
lier. :\'ot content, however, with the old di 'itinction of time 
and ttemity, medieval theologian-; sometimes -;poke of 
aecum- that is, everla!>tingness-as something i n termP.di
ate that was appropriate to the heavem and to angek This 
wa<; conceived by some as having a begi nning but no end 
and by others /probably infl uenced in part by Ari'>totle\ 
account of  God and the heavenly bodies) as posse-;sing 
earlier and later, but without innovation and agi ng.  Aqui
nas regarded the latter view a<, <,elf-contradictory, -;i nce,  he 
held, th ere could be no -;ucee'i'>io:i without aging. Aet;um 
does not necessarily include earlier and later, according t<i 
Aquinas, though the'>e can be joined with it ,  as i'> the ea<,e 
with angels ,  who have ehangele'is being a<, well a<, the 
capacity of change according to choice / Summa Theologica 
I, x, .'5). 

Criticism of the theological use. Anyone who, l i ke 
Boethius ,  speah of eternity a<, "the complete pos'ie'i'> ion of 
eternal l i fe all at once 'iefc:ms to be ru nning together two 
incompatible notions , that of t imefe<,<,ne'is and that <Jf l ife. 
For we can attach n o  meanin g  to the word "l i fe" unle'i'>  wr: 
are allowed to suppose  that what ha'> life act <; .  �<i d <J 1Jbt 
the word "act<," may be taken in a wid,.- seme. Perhap'> it i '>  
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not essen tial that a living  th ing  produce < han g,:<, 1 r1 th1• 
phy!>ical world . But li fo rn1 1 <, I  at 1 ,•a<, I  involv1· <, <i rrH: l fl <  1-
dents in ti m<!, and i f, li k <: B,wthi u'> ,  wr· <,u pp<i'><: th,: l i f,: i n  
que<,tion to be i ntellig,:nt, th,: n i t  rn1 1<,t  alvi inv<ilw· awarr - 
n <:ss of the pa.<,sage of tim<' . 1 ' 1 1 rpr,.,, :ful actHrn I '>  a, t i ,rn 
with thou ght of what will cr,rne about af ter  i t <,  b,:gin rn ng. I t  
is  d i fficult to  decide how m uch of thi'> Plato wa<, prr· parr·d 
to admit when he wrote the: Timaeus. J n  h i '>  earli,:r w<Jrh 
(for example, the ,\Jeno and  th,: Phaedo) h,: tric:d to 1 :xplai n  
the poss ib ility of a priori knowl,:d g,: b y  a drictri n ,: o f  r1 •rn
iniscen ce, which i n volve<, the: hypot rw<,i<,  that b,:forr: th i '>  
life the  hu man <,oul  livc:d am<rng tim,d c: <;<, fy  <:xi <,tent Forrn<, 
and contemplated them di n:ctly a'> in th i '>  lif, . it '><·e'> thi ng<, 
belonging to the realm of b,:uirn ing. But rw pmbably carn1: 
to realize that thne is <,<irn<:th ing  ab-;urd in th1: '> uggc:<,t i <rn 
that a soul can pas<, part <if it.. t ime i n  a ti rrH:l<: <;<,  r1:alrn and 
then at  a certain date: enter the: te rnpriral rc:alrn, frir h1• 
appear<; to have dropp<:d th,, doctri ne  <Jf remin i <,u:nu: in  
h is  later dialogues,  where: imtead of gl<Jri fying  the: vrnl by 
treating i t  as '>Ornethi n g  akin to th e t i rne l< :<,<, Form '> h1 · 
praised it as the source of m<Jtion . I n  the Republic, which 
belongs to the middl,: of h i'>  l i terary life, he <,poh: <Jf Crid; 
who i s  presumably a l ive, a<, havi ng created ow: and <rnly 
one Form of eae;h k ind. But the word i n g  of th,: pa<, <,ag<: 
(Republic .'5<)7c) <,eems to he ohvi,,u.,Jy playful, and it i'>  
unli kely that Plato <::Ver rnc:ant  t<J .'> 1 1gge<;t -;ni,, 1 1 ., fy  that thf' 
Forms had been created. In  the Timaeu..'i, a<, we haw: '><:en ,  
the Forms are <,aid to b e  the tirn <:le•; <,  m<id1:I uv:d by th<· 
derni urge, or craftsman,  wh<i made: the tr:rnporal w<Jrld. Yc· t 
this <;ame t irnef<::<,s  mode:! i-; <,aid to h ,: it ..elf alive !Timaeus 
37E6). Is this to  be takc:n  <,eri <rn'> ly�  Cn l ike mf-dH:val 
theologians , for whom thi ng'> pwdicat<::d of the etf- rnal 
were to be i n terpreted analogically, Plat<1 rna int.arn1:d 
(Timaeus 2<.JH ) that di'>c<Ju r<,e about th,: etr:rnal i'> to br: 
under<,tood in the '>trict and pri mary .,,: n <,e of th,: w<mh 1t 
employ<, .  

How did the theologian <,  come t<J e<irnrn i t  the m<,1:lw: <;  to 
talk ab<rnt t imefe<,s  l i fe ':' The infl uence of l'lat<J\ '>t} If' 
counts for a lot, but n <Jt  for everything. <Jn<:: m ight '>ay in 
the c-a<,<; of Aq uina'> that the• <,urpri '> ing thing I '>  that h f- h1:ld 
to Plato\ account of tirn<:: and ,-tr•rnit> though hf:" mu'>t 
hav,: known it had bf-<·n  crit ici zed b> Ari '>t(Jtl , .. P:-r1habl> 
th<: exr,lanati<Jn i'> t<J be found in a pr:r-ul ianty <Jf Ch ri <,t1an 
doctri ne. Ari <,t<Jtle, th<Jugh a thei'>t of a virt, not onl> rf-
jected the Plat<i n ic n<it i <H J  <if thr-- c rf-at i <m ,1f t irnr· but alvi 
mai n ta ined the ,ernpit<::mi t} ,,f thf- hr•a\ 1· n ,  Tri a thr·<il<i
gian  who had t<J pr<Jduu· a rn,· taph, , Kai v hf·mf· r ·rmcord
ant with Bi blical r1·v<-lati<m wh id1 rkn H·d thr· ,<-rn pi tr•r
n i ty <Jf the: UJ '>ffl<J'> thi'i rnu'>I  ha\ f· rnad, - ..\r i , tr, t l i - ' ,  
crit ici'>m o f  Plato\ drictri n<· <Jf P.tr· rn it:, , r•r•m u n <,at 1 '>fa, t<1r:. 
But apart fr<Jrn that. J'htri\ d,Jnnnf- had th1· pri , , tn ,. rnr· n t  
<if <,er•rn ing to pr<i\ 1dr• f ,i r  tr f- rw , , . , . I t }  <i f ( ,<id ' (• 'f. , t ,  fl ( (· 

J f  it i '>  C<irrect, (J 11(;(• V, (· r ,f \ (· ddrr 1 t t,-d t 1 , .1t ....... u ndr· r , •,. n,d 
th,· mr:an ing rJ f thf- v; ,,rd ' ( ,rid" :.ind that 1 t  l fJ \ r,h H, n<1 
inc<Jn'> i '> tfc: nc1 , wr· (ar, n<i t  <,r• n , 1 bl_. dr•n:  th.1t (,11d icx 1 , t . 
..\ n <1thf-r rnan1fr• <, tat i <Jfl <1f th 1, thr-1,l<,�! J {  d i  I f  'f-rf-, t  l fJ t r (· 
n ee<: '>'i i tv  of C<Jd\ r•x l \ tf-n< ,. 1 ,  ..\ rn r l rn  , 1 ,, ,,1 r1:z1 r "  I dr;! J 
ment ..\�Jm1 ttedh th 1 ,  \� .J. ,  rf•J l·( tr•d L \ rj J r,,1 , 'J Jt f,,r 
ep1 '> temolo�ical r•·aVJfl ' u, r U• IT1f-d ·;. , t } t r (• '' t f ,, , r  
capa<.,i tir: <, ,  no t  frJf thf- a<,,u rnpt 1 <HJ t l fl '. ',h (• ',  tr d t  d I , t _. 
by d1- fi mtior , ,  entail'> (•Y. 1  , t<- n< ,. On th, , <1 ntr,ir· .\ , l fl ,J. 
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fol l owing Boethiu s ,  said that God' s essence and existence 
an' one. 

Other philosophical uses. In later European thought 
Spinoza and ,·:uious ideal is t  phi losophers used the word 
"eternity" to describe the existence of their God or Abso
lute .  Spi noza, for example, said i n  h is  Ethics ( I ,  Definition 
Y i i i )  . . . B�- eternity I mean existence i tself  in  so far as i t  is 
conceh·ed necessari ly to follow sole l y  from the definition 
nf that which i s  eternal .  Exi stence of this  kind i s  conceiYed 
as an eternal truth , l ike the essence of a thi ng, and there
fore cannot be explained by means of duration or time, 
though duration may be con ceived without a beginn ing or 
an end." Here there i s  no longer any verbal connection of 
eterni ty with l i fe, but there i s  sti ll a wish to maintain that 
something concrete exists with the timeless necessity of 
which we s peak in mathematics. S imi lar assertions have 
been made in I ndian phi losophy ,  which does not in any 
wa�· deri,·e from Parmenides or Plato, and we must there
fore suppose that they correspond to a widespread demand 
of rel igious thought .  In modem times even the P�·thag
orean notion of a cycl i cal t ime order has again been con
sidered seriously, by Kurt Godel .  
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\\'ILLIA\I C. 1'.NEALE 

E T H E R .  The notion of ether originated among the Creeks 
as  a popu lar Yiew that there i s  abo\'e the air surrounding 
the earth a rare fied kind of air, thought to be al i\'e and 
cli\' ine and h,n- ing the nature of fire. Anaxagora� expla ined 
that th is  ether fi l l s  the outer part of the uni \'erse, leaving 
no \'oid anywhere; and Democritus ,  although holding that 
there i s  void between material atoms, nevertheless a lso 
held that thPre is an ether consi s t ing of small atoms in  the 
hea,·enly spal'l'S and that  the mot ion of thi s  ether carries 
the �ta rs and planets along in  their orbits .  

I n  Ari stotle, Pther i s  d i stingu i shed both from air and 
from fire, and becomes the fifth,  or hea\'enly,  element. He 
held that ,  unl ikP thP other four e lements-earth,  water, a ir  
and fi re-ether i s  inl'orruptible and unchanging and i s  
found only in  thP region outside the sphere of  the moon; 
ib natural motion is  that whil'h is nearest the perfection of 
n·,t, namdy a un rform rotation about the center of the 

earth. The planets, sun, moon , stars, and the rotating 
spheres in which they are embedded are all composed of 
ether, and so arc the interven ing transparent spaces ,  for in 
Ari stotle's un iverse there is no void. J us t  as no ethereal 
substance can exi st below the moon , so none of the earthly 
elements can ri se above i t ;  and thus no change of any kind 
can occur in the heavens ,  except the uniform ci rcular mo
tiun of ethereal bodies. Such phenomena as shooting stars, 
which appear to imply change in the heavens,  and the 
shadows on the moon, which appear to modify i ts heavenly 
perfection , are to be explained as "meteorological" phe
nomena,  occurring below the sphere of the moon . 

Thi s  cosm ic scheme was almost un iversally  adopted in 
western Europe after the revival of learning in the twelfth 
century; but meanwhile, in the last cen turies of the Clas
sical period, the S toics had already introduced a radical 
change in the conception of the ether. They identified it 
with a quasi-material pneuma, or spirit, which not only 
occupies the heavenly spaces, but also pervades all matter 
in the earthly region and in teracts with matter as a un iver
sal transmitter of force. Pneuma retains the ether's tradi
tional fu nction of regulating the circular motion of the 1 
heaven l y  bod ies and a l so the ether's traditional character
istic of near-d ivinity. I n  addition , i t  provides a fundamen
tal category of S toic terrestrial physics and is appealed to 
in  explanation of such phenomena as the cohesion and 
hardness of matter, and the tran smiss ion of l ight and of 
gravitational attraction . 

Ether in seventeenth-century science. In  face of the 
prevai l ing Aristotel ian i sm of the later �fiddle Ages, me
chanical theories , such as those of the Stoics and atomists, 
were not widely influential until the seventeenth century. 
Then ,  however, a mechanical or corpuscu lar philosophy 
became the general presupposition of science, and within 
this phi losophy two main types of theory can be di stin
gu ished. There were firs t  the plenum theories, according 
to which matter is continuous and indefin itely divisible 
and there is no void. These theories required a material 
ether to preser\'e the contin uity of matter in the heavens, 
and also in spaces which have been evacuated of air and 
all other sensible matter, for example, by air pumps. And, 
second, there were the atomist theories, wh ich postu lated 
discrete, i ndivisible atoms as the fundamental con stituents 
of matter and held that these atoms move in a surrounding 
void. In the atomic theories there might  or might not be a 
place for an ether consisting of a very rarefied col lection of 
atom s ;  but general ly an ether of this k ind was appealed to 
in explanation of particular processes, and in that case it 
was the invis ihl e and in tangible nature of the ethereal 
medium that was exploited, rather than i ts continuity and 
all-pervasiveness, as in the plenum theories. 

Ether theory was gh·en definit i\'e form for the seven
teenth century in the philosophy of Descartes. The imme
diate con sequence of Descartes's identi fication of matter 
with spatial extension was that wherever there is space, 
there is matter of some kind,  and where there does not 
appear to be gross matter, or e\'en air-as in Evangel ista 
Torricel l i 's vacuum experiments-Descartes postulated 
"subtle matter," corresponding to the ether of other theo
ries. He di�t ingu i shed, in fact, three e lementary kinds of 
matter. The first element con si sts of luminous particles 
wh ich have been rubbed by cont inual impacts i nto spher-



ical shape and which make up the sun and the stars. The 
second clement is the insensible, transparent subtle mat
ter. which is derived from the rubbed-off corners of the 
luminous particles and which offers no resistance to the 
motion of larger bodies. The third clement is gross matter 
in large, opaque pieces, which makes up the earth and 
planets. The natural motion of a free body in Descartes's 
system is always uniform l inear motion, but the predomi
nantly circular motion of the heavenly bodies is explained 
by the fact that space is a plenum, and hence the natural 
linear motion of subtle matter in interplanetary space is 
converted by outside pressure into vortical motion. Thus, 
Descartes arrived at his general picture of the universe as a 
system of contingent and interlocking vortices, of which 
the solar system is one. The ethereal element in this sys
tem also has the function of transmitting light, which con
sists of an instantaneous pressure in the subtle medium, 
caused by the centri fugal force of rotation of luminous 
particles. Heat is an agitation of part icles of the subtle 
medium. 

Subtle matter, as well as being the medium of interac
tions in the heavens, also pervades all gross and luminous 
bodies, filling their interstices. This provides Descartes 
with explanatory pictures of many natural processes, in 
accordance with his general program of explanation of all 
qualities of bodies in terms of primary mechanical mo
tions, impacts, and pressures. The most influential of his 
explanations was perhaps that of the gravitation of bodies 
toward the earth. Descartes postulated a vortical motion of 
subtle matter around the earth, setting up a centrifugal 
pressure tending to make the subtle particles fly outward. 
When gross bodies are left unsupported in this vortex they 
fall toward its center, just as one can see floating twigs and 
leaves coming to the center of a water eddy, in which the 
water particles are tending to fly outward. This was the 
first of many attempts to explain gravitation by means of 
differential ether pressures, and such attempts, though 
unsuccessful, were not abandoned in serious scientific 
publications until the abandonment of the mechanical 
ether itself in the late nineteenth century. 

De.;cartes's notion of an otherwise homogeneous spatial 
extension differentiated by the motion of its parts was a 
difficult one and was the subject of much immediate philo
sophical criticism. From the point of view of the seven
teenth-century natural philosophers, however, difficulties 
about the ether were of a more practical kind. Ether was 
generally introduced as the necessary medium of trans
mission of such influences as heat, light, and magnetism in 
spaces otherwise void of matter; in this sense it was un
derstood in terms of an analogy with the transmission of 
sound in air. It was also invoked to save the mechanical 
theory that all physical interactions are by "push" of con
tiguous bodies, rather than by "pull" or by action at a 
distance; thus, external ether pressure was used in me
chanical explanations of cohesion, capillarity, and surface 
tension on the analogy of the explanation of the rise of 
liquids in barometric tubes by external air pressure. But it 
was objected by many writers in the middle seventeenth 
century, including Robert Boyle, that such an ether is 
unobservable and its existence unverifiable and that it 
therefore ought not to appear as an ingredient in experi 
mental science. 
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Newton's attitude on the exi stence of ether was amhig1 1 -
crns. On the one hand, he rejected ether as a material in
terplanetary medium on the grounds that any medium, 
however subtle, would eventually cau se perceptible slow
ing of the motions of the planets, and no such slowing had 
been observed. But on the other hand, he seems to have 
hoped that gravitational force would be shown to lie trans
mitted by some sort of med ium, if not material, then per
haps-as his disciple Clarke explicitly suggested in his 
correspondence with Leibniz- immaterial and "of a 
di fferent nature from mechanism." Neither Newton nor 
Clarke would admit that action might take place at a dis
tance without a medium of some kind. Again, Newton 
invoked the ether in particular physical explanations. For 
example, in his theory accounting for the colors produced 
by refraction of light in th in films, he came close to a wave 
theory of light by explaining the periodic character of this 
phenomenon in terms of vibrations in the neighboring 
ether. Newton's eighteenth -century disciples, however, 
found less need for the ether hypothesis, for it came to he 
accepted that gravitational force acting at a distance is 
typical of physical forces; and the seventeenth-century 
picture of matter interacting by mechanical impact was 
replaced by a picture of particles of matter interacting by 
forces at a distance-forces not only gravitational in nature 
but also cohesive, elastic, magnetic, electric, and chemical, 
and not only attractive hut also repulsive. The fundamental 
model for an agent of force ceased to be interacting billiard 
balls and became, rather, "elastic fluids," gaslike sub
stances whose constituent part icles repelled one another, 
giving the whole the property of expansiveness and elas
ticity. Ether, along with material gases, phlogiston, the 
matter of heat and light, and electric and magnetic fluids, 
was regarded as an elastic fluid. Ether was sometimes 
distinguished from all the rest and sometimes identified 
with one or more of them. 

The medium of light waves. At the end of the eigh
teenth century the nature of matter was clarified by An
toine Lavoisier's new classification of chemical elements 
and compounds, which were thereafter distinguished by 
the property of weight from the imponderable fluids of 
earlier physics. The ether was not included as a Material 
in th is new chemical sense. But developments in opti cs at 
this time greatly strengthened the case for the existence of 
the ether as the medium of transmiss ion in the wave theory 
of light revived by Thomas Young and Augustin Fresnel. 
There was, howeve:-, one puzzling di fficulty in using ether 
to explain the transmission of light. Interference effects 
were satisfactorily explained in any wave theory, Lut 
the polarization of l ight demanded that wave displace
ments should be transverse, not longitudinal as had 
pn·viously been assumed on the analogy of sound waves. 
Transverse displacements, however, can be propagated 
only in a solid or very viscous fluid medium, and it wns 
hard to imagine how any material ether could hnve the 
res istance to shear required for transverse waves and yet 
be capable of transmitting light waves at the required 
speed, without nnpeding the passage of such material 
bodies as the planets. 

Various ether models were suggested as solut ions tc- this 
problem, but it should not be assumed that these n.od<>ls 
were meant to be interpreted in a naively realistic sense. 
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Hather, a new view of  the relation between phenomena, 
theories, and models was de\'eloped in which it was as
sumed onl y  that the phenomena and their laws could be 
expressed as special cases of the general laws of motion, in 
particular the laws of J oseph Louis Lagrange's analytical 
mechanics. Any system satisfying these equations was 
mechanical in the very general sense that it satisfied the 
principle of least (or stationary) action, and also the prin
ciple which, in the middle nineteenth century, came to be 
called the principle of conservation of energy. The prob
lem, then, was primarily to show that the phenomenal 
laws, for example those of light transmission, could be 
seen without contradiction as special cases of Lagrange's 
equations, and only secondarily to describe a mechanism 
in terms of familiar materials (for example, spheres, cog
wheels, levers, or fluid vortices), which in turn could be 
described by the same phenomenal laws. But it was only 
a ssumed of such a mechanism that it would transmit waves 
in a manner similar to the transmission of light by the 
ether, which is very different from claiming that the ether 
is actually constructed of such a mechanism. Even \\'ill iam 
Thomson (Lord Kelvin), who most desired mechanical 
explanations, in the form of mechanical analogues of the 
ether, hardly ever claimed that such analogues were to be 
identified with the real structure of the ether. The clearest 
discussion of this kind of explanation by models or ana
logues is to be found in J. Clerk ,\1axwell, who explicitly 
admitted in his paper of 1864 on the electromagnetic field 
that such terms as "strain," "elasticity," and "momentum," 
used in connection with the ether, are to be regarded as 
illustrative and not explanatory. In speaking of the energy 
of the field, however, he said he wanted to be understood 
literally, and indeed it might be said tha� all ,\laxwell 
wished to claim for the ether at that stage \\'as that it was a 
carrier of energy and possibly also of electric "displace
ment current. " Subsequently, ether was not understood as 
a structure made of matter, but rather as a continuous en
ergy field in which matter was to been seen as a certain 
kind of singularity. 

Ether in modern physics. Toward the encl of the nine
teenth century it still appeared meaningful to attribute rest 
and motion to the ether and to consider the motion of 
material bodies relative to the ether. These concepts were 
used in connection with light tra11 smission between 
mo,·ing bodies. The attempt was made to specify an abso
lute space framework by reference to the ether (which thus 
corresponded with the so-called "Body Alpha" -a term 
introduced by Carl Cottfr ied :\eumalln to designate the 
absolute standard of rest). Hut attempts to measure veloc
ities, particularly the \'el ocity of the earth, relati\'e to the 
ether by means of optical experiments were all unsuccess
f u l .  The most famous  of these atkmpts was the ,\ l ichel
son - \ l orlcy expcrirne11t, fi rst described in 1887, whose 
well- known negative result provided one incentive for the 
development of theories ill which "motion relati,·e to the 
ether" became in pri1 1c iple an unobservable concept. One 
such theory was tlw contraction hypotlwsis of Ceorge 
Franci -.  FitzCerald, ill which material bod ies were sup
pc > ' < ·d to  contract in the di rection of th< 'ir motion relative to 
tlw ctl i < ' r  i n  t lw ratio \ ( 1 - i;2/c2 ) : I ,  in which case the 
dl1 ·ch of tl1c motion a11d the_• contraction would cancel out 

and make both processes unobservable. ,\leanwhile, Hen
drik Lorentz had given mathematical expression to such a 
hypotl1esis in the equations known as the Lorentz trans
formation, which express both length and time measures in 
a given coordinate system in terms of those in another 
system modng relative to it with uniform velocity. Accord
ing to these equations, a rod moving in a coordinate system 
S appears to an observer who is at rest in S to be shorter 
than it does to an obser\'er moving with the rod, and a 
clock moving in S appears to the stationary observer to run 
slow. 

The Lorentz transformation could be supported by other 
theoretical considerations arising from l\ laxwell's electro
dynamic theory, and in itself it explained, or at least gave 
mathematical expression to, the negative results of such 
experiments as the M ichelson -\lorley without mention
ing the ether at all. To these considerations Einstein added 
the positivist assumption (derived from study of Ernst 
\lach, but abandoned by Einstein in his later philosophy 
of science) that if a quantity is unmeasurable or unobserv
able, it is meaningless in physics and ought not to remain 
an integral part of a physical theory. The ether and its 
properties had beeome unobservable in this sense, and 
Einstein proposed, in his first paper on special relativity of 
1905, the hypothesis that there is no ether providing an 
absolute standard of rest and that the velocity of light in 
empty space is always the same relative to any moving 
coordinate system. He showed that thi s  hypothesis implies 
the Lorentz transformation and hence explains the results 
of the \1 ichelson -,\lorley and other s imilar experiments. 

Apparently the concept of the ether was dead, but funda
mental physical concepts are seldom so decisively dis
posed of. The transformation necessary to enable the 
concept of ether in a certain sense to survive this apparent 
death blow had in fact already taken place in �laxwell's 
work, and the abandonment of the ether as a standard of 
rest was only the culmination of this development. As long 
as electromagnetism i s  understood in terms of a field 
theory, it is always necessary to speak of energy distribu
tions in otherwise empty space; and when electromagnetic 
theory was incorporated into general relativity theory, 
space itself had to be described by means of a mathemati
cal energy-tensor containing terms rL presenting both the 
gravitational potential and the electromagnetic potential at 
every point. Such a space contains energy and is "poten
tially active "; it is therefore certainly not "\'oid" in any
thing like the ancient atomists' sense. And it is not too far 
from the traditional use of "ether," as the name of that 
which is present when matter is not present, to say that 
even in general relativity theory the ether is retained, 
although of course it is not in the old sense a material 
ether. 

Hetention of the ether is even clearer i11 more recent 
quantum field theory. It is now experimentally well 
confirmed that in high-energy fields particle-pairs may he 
l'reated or destroyed in collisions, provided that the total 
mass -energy and total charge are conserved throughout 
on the macroscopic scale. Thus, for example, a collision 
between an electron and its antiparticle, the positron, may 
result i1 1  the annihilation of both, with emission of equiva
lent energy, or, given sufficiently high energy in the field, 



such a pair may be created, acqmnng energy from the 
field. �1 oreover, these creations and annihilation s do not 
take place only when charged particles are initially 
present, but also in what has previously been called 
vacuum, so that the conception of vacuum as understood in 
classical theory is radically modified. The picture is now 
one of continuous short-term creations and annihilations of 
particle-pairs, and thus a continual fluctuation of the num
ber of particles present, and even short-term fluctuations in 
the total quantity of energy present, so long as these en
ergy fluctuations remain below the limits of detectability 
consistent with the quantum uncertainty principle. The 
active vacuum field resultin g from this conception may 
perhaps be regarded as the nuclear theory's equivalent of 
an ether. 
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MARY HESSE 

ETH I C A L  N A T U RA LI S M .  It has been widely ac
cepted that there is a prima facie di stinction between 
establishing the facts on any matter and evaluating them. 

It seems evident that in order to perform the latter task 
properly, one must first perform the former; if one makes 
one's evaluation without adequate knowledge of the facts, 
one i s  likely to do this incorrectly. One should know all 
the relevant facts before one makes a moral assessment. 
From this it appears to follow that establishing the facts 
and making moral assessments of the facts are two totally 
different things, and that a complete account of the former 
will i.1ake no mention whatsoever of the latter. This is 
presupposed in the quite commonly accepted view that it 
is the business of the empirical scientist to give a complete 
description of what the world is like, but no part of his 
business to say whether or not this world is good. When it 
comes to describing  the universe, we must take the em
pirical scientist's expert opinion; when it comes to evalu
ating it, howe,·er, his judgment i s  no more authoritative 
than anybody else's. The view tha• den ies this prima facie 
distinction between establishing facts about the world as it 
i s  and making a word estimate of those facts i s  called "eth
ical naturalism." According to ethical naturalism, moral 
judgments just state a special subclas s of facts about the 
natural world . To take just exam ples, accord i ng to one na
turalistic theory, judgments about the rectitude of actions 
are factual judgments about the quantity of pleasure they 
produce, and, accordi ng to another naturalistic view, judg
menb. about the morality of human institutions are 
judgments about whether thev conduce to the survival of 
the community to which th; institutions belong. Some 
Utilitarians, such as J eremy Bentham and possibly John 
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Stuart Mill, have held that judgments about the rectitude 
of actions arc factual judgments about the quantity of 
pleasure these actions produce. Evolutionary theori sts like 
Herbert Spencer have held, roughly, that moral pro
nouncements upon a practi ce or an institution arc factual 
judgments about whether these pronouncements are con
ducive to the survival of the in stitutio 11 that has them. 
Pragmati sts, such as J ohn Dc·wey, have held, again 
roughly, that judgments about goodness arc factual judg
ments about what leads to a permanent satisfaction of 
con fl ict ing wants. 

A number of rather facile (although frequently accepted) 
objections to ethical naturalism may first be di sposed of. It 
is sometimes supposed that because it docs not follow 
from the fact that a man is doing something that he ought 
to be doing it, and because it does not follow from the fact 
that a man or an institution exists that he or it is good, it 
must be conc:luded that something  that is good or ought to 
be done is not identical with any matter of fact about it. All 
that may be concluded, however, is that the fact that 
somethi ng ought to be done is not identical with the fact 
that it is being done and that the fact that something i s  
good is not identical with the fact that i t  exists. Nothing 
has yet been said to show that these may not be identical 
with any facts at all. It has also been supposed that be
cause there is a perfectly good sense i n  which it is proper 
to disti nguish between questions of fact and questions of 
right, questions of right cannot be questions of fact. Ques
tions of right are certainl y  not questions of fact in the 
sense of "fact" i n  which it is proper to contrast questiom 
of fact with questions  of right; it does not folio".-, however, 
that there is not another wider sense of "fact" in which 
questions of right are questions of fact. Analogously, al
though it is also quite proper to distinguish between 
questions of fact and questions of law, it does not at all 
follow that a question of law is not itself a question of fact 
in some wider  sense of "fact"; it is possible that it is just as 
much a matter of fact that the law says that such-and-such 
ought to be done in such-and-such a situation, as that 
such-and-such a situation actually obtains .  Lastly, although 
it is true, in a sense, that one must find out all the facts of 
the situation before passing a moral judgment upon it, this 
can simply be interpreted as meaning that one must find 
out all the nonmoral facts of the situation before asserting 
any ethical facts about it. 

The naturalistic fallacy. G. E. � loore, i n  Princip ia Ethi
ca ( 1903), rejected dll forms of ethical naturali sm on the 
ground that they committed what he called "the naturalis
tic fallacy" (his arguments were anticipated b�- Richard 
Price in  his Review of the Principal Questions in Morals) .  
�l oore contended that goodness was a unique, unanalyz
able, nonnatural property ( ,ls opposed to natural proper
ties, such as yellowness or anger, that are percei,·ed 
through the senses or through introspection ). Therefore, 
any attempt to define goodness in terms of any natural 
property must be a mistake that is one form of what he 
called the "naturalistic fallacy ."  It is not wholly clear from 
his writings, however, precisely what the naturali stic fal
lacy is. It has been suggested that he may have meant one 
or �nother of the three following. ( 1) The naturalist1c. fal 
lacy is the fallacy of defini ng goodness, wh1c.h is 
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indefinable ;  (2) The naturalistic fallacy is not just the fal
lacy of defining goodness, but the fallacy of defining it in 
terms of natural properties and thus implying that it itself 
is a natural property; and (3) The naturalistic fallacy is the 
fallacy of defining goodness in terms of some property, say 
happiness, and at the same time asserting that happiness is 
good, as though this were an important nonverbal conten
tion. �loore contended that many philosophers in the past 
had wished to maintain that happiness is in fact good on 
the grounds that "good" simply m eans happiness ;  � loore 
himself argued that, on the contrary, it was inconsistent to 
maintain both that "good" means happiness and that hap
piness is good, for the truth of the first contention would 
make the second trivial. 

Although �loore from time to time spoke as if by the 
natural istic fallacy he meant one or another of the three 
al leged mistakes described above. At other times it ap
pears that he must have meant something different. It is 
doubtful whether he could have meant the first statement, 
for he probably would not have regarded a definition of 
goodness as, say, what ought to be desired as committing 
the naturalistic fallacy, since it defines one ethical concept 
in terms of another. Nor is it likely that he meant the sec
ond statement, because he treats the defining of ethical 
terms according to metaphysical terms (for example, the 
theory that "good" meam "desired by one '�  true self ") as 
committing the naturalistic fallacy even though metaphys
ical theories do not define ethical concepts in terms of 
natural concepts. And although �loore certainly would 
regard the sort of definition mentioned in the third state
ment above as committing the naturalistic fallacy, it ap
pears that he would have regarded a theory as committing 
thi� fallacy even if the theory only defined goodness in 
terms of some natural property and did not also say that 
those things which possessed this property were good. 

Are any of the above three views really fallacies? �loore 
does produce fairly cogent arguments for the idea that it is 
a fallacy to define goodness;  in what is sometimes called 
the "open question" argument, he suggests that whatever 
the property one attempts to say is identical with good
ness, the question can always be raised, Are things which 
possess this property good? The fact that this question can 
be raised shows, he thought, that possessing this property 
cannot be just what I mean by "good." It is also plausible 
to suggest that the third of these alleged mistakes i� a 
fallacy, but �loore's case is perhaps not as convincing as he 
thought it was. If "good" just means posse�sing a certain 
property, then, of course, the statement that things which 
possess this property are good is true by de finition. But 
this does not necessarily mean that when we say that 
things which possess this property are good, we are not 
making an important assertion, for some propositions 
which are true by definition are important. '.'\or does the 
fact that we can raise the question of whether things which 
possess this property, alleged to be identical with good
ness, arc good or not constitute a fatal objection to the 
claim that the property and goodness are identical. Al
though puppies are identical with young dogs, it does 
n1 ·\ erthele,, mak e- ,ense to raise the qti t• s tion "Are pup
[) 1 1 ' \  } 0t m g dogs�" 

�loore appears to have thought that if good could not be 
defined in terms of any natural property, this must be 
becau'se it  was itself not a nonnatural property. Other phi
losophers have held that the reason why goodness cannot 
be defined in terms of any natural property is not that it 
itself is a nonnatural property, but because it is not a prop
erty at all: I no more attribute a property to something 
when I say that it is good than I attribute a property to 
something when I say "ugh" upon smelling a rat. Even if 
goodness is a property, it still does not follow from the fact 
that it is not definable in terms of any natural property that 
it is a nonnatural property. �loore's argument could be 
parodied by substituting yellowness for goodness; because 
yellow cannot be defined as round, square, or made of 
wood, and so on for all the natural properties one can think 
of, it might be argued, it must be a nonnatural property; 
but the reason that yellow cannot be defined in any of 
these ways is not that it is a nonnatural property, but that it 
is an indefinable property. Similarly, for all Moore shows 
to the contrary, goodness could be an indefinable natural 
quality. 

One of the reasons why so many people have been con
vinced by Moore is perhaps that they are inclined to think 
of the naturalistic fallacy as the fallacy of defining good
ness (which is an ethical property) in terms of some non
ethical property. If it seems axiomatic to them that this is 
impossible, perhaps this is because they make it part of the 
meaning of "nonethical property" that no ethical property 
can be defined in terms of it. This , however, does not rule 
out the possibility of defining ethical properties. All it does 
mean is that if one can define goodness, say, in terms of 
conduciveness to survival, then conduciveness to survival 
is an ethical property. And why, after all, should one make 
it part of the meaning of "nonethical property" that no 
ethical property can be defined in terms of it? This may be 
no more reasonable or convenient than making it axiomatic 
that biological concepts cannot be defined in terms of 
nonbiological (for example, biochemical) concepts. 

"Is" and "ought." Closely connected with the problem 
of whether ethical properties are natural properties is the 
question of whether it is possible to deduce an "ought" 
from an "i�." Hume, in the la�t paragraph of Book III, Part I, 
Section I of the Treatise of Human Sature, says, " For as 
tl,is ought, or ought not expresses some new relation or 
affirmation, 'tis necessary that it shou'd be observ'd and 
explain'd ; and at the same time a reason should be given, 
for what seems altogether inconceivable, how this new 
relation can be a deduction from others, which are entirely 
different from it." 

Some philosophers have accused Hume of being incon
sistent in that in the treatise he himself subsequently pro
duces reasons for accepting ethical propositions. However, 
all he meant when he said that it was impossible to deduce 
an "ought" from an "is" was that it was impossible to pro
duce a deductively valid argument with factual premises 
and an ethical conclusion. Hume, along with other philos
ophers who hold the same view, can quite consistently 
give nondcductive reasons for ethical conclusions. 

Arthur Prior, too, recently argued that it is possible to 
deduce an "ought" from an "is." Prior maintains that a 



propos ition such as "He is either a fool or a knave" is 
either an eth ical propos ition or i t  i s  not.  If it is nonethical 
then i t, together with the noneth ical proposit ion " l i e  i s  not 
a fool ," entai ls the ethical proposition "He is a knave. "  If, 
on the other hand, it is an ethical proposition, then it i s  
( logical ly) entai led by the nonethical proposition " l i e  i s  a 
fool ."  This argument may perhaps be countered by saying 
that i t  is a mistake to regard all propos itions as either eth i-

, cal or nonethical .  A compound proposition, composed of 
propositions of which at least one is ethical and at least 
one noneth ical, i s  neither an ethical proposition nor a 
nonethical one : it is s imply mixed, and the fact that there 
may be a relation between such a part ly  eth ical proposition 
and noneth ical propositions need cause no parti cular con
cern. Final ly, it must be emphasized that questions l ike  
these can only  be settled after a careful consideration of  a 
mass of detai led and inconclus ive argumentation. I t  is 
dangerous to use "you cannot deduce an 'ought' from an 
'is' " as a slogan. 
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J ONATHAN I I AHHISO:-,. 

E T H I C A L  O B J E CT I V I S .M .  The word "object ive," 
l ike the word "subjective," is far from being clear. \\'e 
shal l ,  however, call an ethical theory ohjective if it holds 
that the trn th of what i s  asserted by some eth ical sentence 
is independent of the person who uses this sentence, the 
time at which he uses it, and the place where he uses it. 
The theory that what I mean when I say an action is  right 
i s  that it arouses in me, personal ly, a feel ing of approval ,  
does not count as  an objective theory, because, accord ing 
to it, the truth of what an ethical sentence asserts wil l  
always depend upon who uses the sentence in question. 
U sed by some people, the sentence "I d isapprove of 
women who spank their ch ildren" will convey a truth . 
used by other people,  it wil l  convey n fal sehood. No ethi
cal theory ought to maintain that the truth of the assertions 
made by ethical sen tences is  necer dependent on the 
person who makes them and the time and place at wh ich 
he makes them;  one can always make an eth ical sentence 
depend for i ts truth upon the t ime at wh ich it is uttered, for 
example, by inserting the word "now." The sentence "It  i s  
now right to  marry one's deceased wife's s i ster" is now 
true, al though i t  can be argued that in the nineteenth 
century it would not have been . It should not be over
looked that with this defini tion of objective, a theory wh ich 
is not objective is not the same th ing as a theory which i s  
subjective. A theory i s  subjective if i t  holds that moral 
judgments are about actual people's thoughts or feel ings, 
and such a theory can also be objective.  For example, the 
theory that what I mean when I say an action is right is 
that i t  i s  approved of by the person who did it, is subjec
tive in that it holds that mornl judgments are about some
one's feel ings ,  and also objective in that the assertion that 
the agent approved of his action does not depend for its 
truth upon the person who made the assertion or the time 
or place at wh ich he made i t . 

Ethical logicism. There is a theory-it  might b� cal led 
eth ical logici sm-which holds that true eth ical judgments 
are true because they cannot be denied wi thout sel f. 
contradiction. No one seems to have held th is  theory un
equivoca l ly, but it i s  at least suggested by some of the 
things Thomas Aquinas says about natural law, and John 
Locke came near to holding i t. It was es sential l y  this theory 
that was one object of Hume's attack in Book I I I  of The 
Trea tise of Hu man :Vature, when he contended that moral 
distinctions were not derived from reason. If  eth ical logi
cism were true, our knowl edge of moral distinctions would 
be the work of reason in the sense that a l l  we would need 
in order to know the truth of the fundamental principles of 
morals wou l d  be a capacity to reason l ogical ly .  

The view is perhaps not implaus ible with some eth ical 
general izations; for example ,  it ma�· be that we cannot say 
that murder is sometimes right without contradicting  our
selves-it  may be that "murder" means "wrondul  kil l i ng," 
and it i s  beyond question that wrongfu l k i l l ing ca nn - t be 
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right. Similarly, "stealing" might be alleged to mean" the 
wrongful taking of what is not one's own," and "lying" 
might be all eged to mean "the wrongful assertion, with 
intent to deceive, of what is not the case." Indeed, there i s  
a tendency for all commonly accepted ethical generaliza
tions to become true by definition-for, once it is generally 
agreed that something, say, adultery, is wrong, people 
become reluctant to call anything adultery if they think 
that it is  right. 

Although such a theory has the advantage of making 
moral general izations logically unimpeachable, this advan
tage is obtained only at the cost of making them trivial and 
useless .  If it is true by definition that murder is wrong, 
because we would not cal l anything murder unless we 
were convinced that it  was wrong, then the generalization 
that murder is wrong will no longer guide us in any prac
tical deci sion. L et us suppose I am wondering whether it 
is right to k i l l  J ones, who i s  a burglar threatening my wife 
with a gun. Although if murder means wrongful k illing, 
and the statement that it is wrong to murder is certainly 
true, thi s does not allow me to argue that to kill J ones 
would be murder and thus wrong; I do not know whether 
to call killing J ones murder or not until I have first made 
up my mind whether it is wrong. Indeed, someone who 
thinks that the assertion that murder is v.Tong is true by 
definition may, without inconsi stency, hold that it is r ight 
to slaughter J ews, Arabs, .:\' egroes, or communists, simply 
by maintaining that doing so is not murder. 

Although some ethical generalizations come very close 
to being true by definition, not all such generalizations can 
be. It may be true that the statement that murder is  wrong 
cannot be denied without contradiction, but the generali
zation that ki lling is v.Tong certainly can be. If one tries to 
make a proposition lik e  "fornication is wrong" logically 
unassailable by defining fornication in such a way that 
what is not wrong is not fornication, one in fact fai ls  to 
guarantee the truth of what was originally meant to be 
asserted by the sentence that fornication was wrong. The 
proposition that is now true by definition does not make 
the same assertion that the original proposition did. \\'hat 
i s  more, the new proposition is trivial, whi le  the original 
proposition was one of substance. It may be that the feel
ing that there can be moral rules both guaranteed by logic 
and of some material s ignificance is  due to an unconscious 
conflation of the two propositions : the proposition that 
was originally meant by the sentence "fornication is 
v.Tong"-which is  not trivial but which i s  also not logically 
unassailable-and the proposi tion that is now meant by 
that sentence-which is logically unassailabl e but aha, 
unfortunately, trivial. Hence, although it is an interesting 
fact that some moral generalizations are or tend to become 
true by definition, this is no help whatsoever with the 
problem of how we know which ethical generalizations, if 
any, are true. 

I ntuitionism. By "intuitioni sm" we shall mean the 
theory that, although ethical generalizations are not true by 
definition ,  those of them which are true can be seen to be 
tnw by any per-;on with the necessary imight. According 
to thi s view, a person who can grasp the truth of true ethi
cal generalizations does not accept them as the result of a 
pro( ess of ratioc ination. he ju-;t <sees without argument that 

they are and must be true, and true of all possible worlds. 
To hold this theory one must, of course, reject the now 
freque�tly accepted view that there are no synthetic 
a priori propositions, for, if the theory is correct, ethical 
generalizations would be both synthetic and a priori. 

It is  most unfortunate that the word "intuitionism" is 
used ambiguously by moral philosophers. As defined 
above, it is the name of an epi stemological theory about 
the nature of moral judgments and the manner of our 
coming to know them. Sometimes, however, intuitionism 
i s  the name of a moral theory, according to which there are 
a number of moral rules, all of them obligatory or with 
some tendency to be obligatory independently of the 
goodness or badness of the consequences of our acting on 
them. There is  no logical connection between the two 
theories. 

It cannot be shown that intuitionism is  false by appeal
ing to the fact that different communities have had very 
different moral beliefs and that the same communities 
have had very different moral beliefs at different times. 

The intuitionist may simply reply that the difference is  
more apparent than real. For one thing, the same funda
mental principles, when applied to different circum
stances, may lead to different results-for instance, one 
ought to drive on the left-hand side of the road in England 
and on the right-hand side in the United States, but in both 
countries one should observe the law and drive without 
endangering l ife. For another thing, moral beliefs in some 
communities are based on mistakes about matters of fact; 
some communities, for exampl e, have disapproved of 
prai sing children to their faces because they have believt>d 
that this  would bring them bad luck. Doubtless, if we 
shared their belief, we would share their disapproval. 

There is no reason why an intuitionist should not admit 
irresoluble differences of opinion on moral matters, pro
vided he says that when there is such a difference, one of 
the parties believes he is intuiting when he i s  not. 

Although intuitionism, in the epistemological s ense, is a 
difficult theory to believe, it i s  still more difficult to refute. 

It may be that intuitionism has in the past gained support 
from an analogy with one theory of the nature of mathe
matical judgments. It has been alleged that one can grasp 
intuitively that promise-keeping alwa\ S has some tend
ency to be right in the same sort of way that one grasps, 
without argument, that if two things are each equal to a 
third thing, they are equal to each other. It may be, how
ever, that when a mathematician lays down as an axiom 
that if two things are each equal to a third thing, they are 
equal to each other, he is not claiming insight into a nec
essary truth about reality; perhap'> he is just stipulating 
that he proposes to use the "equals" sign in such a way 
that from X= Y and Y= Z he may, if he li kes, pass to X =  Z. 

There would be neither point nor plausibility, however, in 
claiming that someone who maintained that promises 
ought to be kept was simply saying how he proposed to 
use the word "promises ." 

There is  a sense of intuition in which intuition is cer
tainly necessary in mathematical and other reasoning: 
whenever we infer one proposition q from another propo
sition p, we must see without argument that q does follow 
from p ;  if argument were neces sary, and it could be shown 



that the proposition that q followed from /I could be de
duced from some third proposit ion r, intuition would still 
be necessary to see that the proposition "q follows from p" 
followed from r. This sense of intuition, however, is so 
wide as to make the contention that intuition is involved in 
ethics scarcely controversial. 

Moral-sense theories. According to moral-sense theo-
1 ries, one perceives the difference between right and wrong 

much as one perceives the difference between a red thing 
and a hlue one. Just as I know that that letter hox is red 
because I see it is, so I know that what Smith is doing is 
wrong because I perceive that it is. 

It has been objected to moral-sense theories that there is 
no sense organ connected with our perceiving that things 
possess moral qualities. Pace Wittgenstein, however, it is 
only a contingent fact that we perceive by means of sense 
organs; indeed, it would be possible to see wi thout eyes if  
the relevant areas of the brain were appropriately stimu
lated. A moral-sense theory, nevertheless, is one which is 
very difficult to believe. Normally, when we perceive that 
anything possesses some property, it is because we per
ceive the thing which possesses that property. I f  we could 
not see the letter box, for example, we could not perceive 
that it is red. I t  is obviously untrue, however, that if I can
not see Smith, I cannot tell whether he is good or not. A 
moral-sense theorist might reply that just as I can see 
Smith without hearing him, or touch Smi th without seeing 
him, so I can perceive Smith with my moral sense, even 
though I cannot perceive him with any of my other senses. 
If so, they must hold that I can perceive Smith with my 
moral sense even when he is many miles distant, or per
haps even after he is dead. Alternatively, the moral-sense 
theorist might say that I know that unperceived men are 
good just as I know that unperceived crows are black. The 
crows I have perceived have all been black, so I conclude 
that the crows I do not perceive are also black. Similarly, 
the honest men I have perceived have all been good ,  and 
so I conclude that the honest men I have not perceived are 
good too. Presumably, on a moral-sense theory, in order to 
know whether actions are right or wrong I need at some 
time to perceive people performing them; but this is ob
vious!y untrue. 
There is an important difference between a thing's being 

right or wrong, or good or bad, and i ts possessing certain 
perceptual qualities; for ethical properties depend upon 
the other qualities of a thing, while the perceptual quali
ties do not. If I am given enough information about Jones 
or his actions, I can decide for myself whether Jones is 
good or whether what he does is right, but no amou11t of 
information about Jones will enable me to decide what 
color his hair is, or whether he used a chopper or arsenic to 
murder his wife. Or, rather, I may be able to decide this, 
but only because in the past I have been able to make an 
inductive generalization to the effect that men with crinkly 
hair are always dark-hai red, or that wives are always mur
dered with choppers; and this, of course, presupposes that 

I have previously directly perceived instances of men wi th 
crinkly d ark hai r or of wives being murdered with chop
pers. One does not, however, directly perceive that certain 
men are bad or that certa in acts are wrong. One pronounces 
them to be had or wrong by virtue of certain other infor-
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mation one possesses about t lwm;  011<� says that this man i s  
di shonest, cruel, and avaricious, and consequently bad , 
that this action was a case of wanton mal icc and conse
quently was wrong. It would be ahsurd, however, to say 
that thi s  cricket ball is spherical and made of leather and 
consequently is red; i t  might perfectly w,• 1 1  have been 
spherical and made of leather but not red. I f ence, it i s  
quite possible to  know the color o f  some unident i ficd 
ohject in front of me hut not to know anything else ahout 
i t, for I do not pronounce upon its color by virt1w of th<� 
other things I know ahout it. Where eth ical properties are 
concerned, this is not the case. I cannot say I know nothing 
at all about this man except that he is bad, or nothing at all 
about this action except that it is wrong. Unless I had a 
reasonable amount of information about hoth, I could not 
know whether or not the man was bad, or whether or not 
the action was wrong. Again, if I find out that what I took 
to be a red cricket ball is not a cricket ball after all, there i s  
no need for me to  wi thdraw my judgment that it  was red, 
for I did not base it upon other pieces of information which 
I believed myself to possess .  But if I find that I am grossly 
mistaken about Jones or about the nature of his actions, 

I do have to reassess the ethical judgments I have made 
about him. It  follows from what has been said that if one 
man is good, then any man who precisely resembles this 
man in all other respects must also resemble him in being 
good, and that if this action is right, then any action which 
precisely resembles this action in all other respects mus t 
also resemble this action in being right. With quali ties like 
red this is not so. One of two otherwise precisely s imilar let
ter boxes might be red and the other green. For these rea
sons it is very unlikely that moral properties arc properties 
like redness or roundness, which we simply perceive cn
tain things to possess, and it i s  very unlikely, therefore, that 
a moral-sense theory could be true. (For additional d iscus
sion, see MORAL SENSE.) 

Theological theories. According to theological theories, 
there is an objective criterion of what is right or wrong 
which is provided by what God wishes us to do, approves 
our doing, commands us to do, and so 011. If the cri terion of 
right is provided by God's commands or wishes, then it is 
not possible for two people, one of whom says that an 
action is right and the other of whom says that tte �ame 
action is wrong, both to be correct ; for if the one is right in 
thinking that God wishes us to act in a certain way, then 
the other must be wrong in thinking that he does not. 

There are three ways in which God's commands could 
be relevant to man's duties. The fact that God commands 
us to perform a certain kind of action might be \\'hat makes 
this kind of action right. On the other hand, it might be the 
fact that an action is right that causes God to command us 
to perform it. Finally, it might be the case that the fact that 
an action is right and the fact that God commands it are 
one and the same fact it might be that ?.I I  we meant when 
we said that an action was right was that it \\'as commanded 
hy God. 
The first of these theories has been criticized on the 

ground that it entails that if God commanded us to perform 
absolutely anything-human sacri fice, for example-thi s 
would be right: consequently, it magni fies God's power at 
the expense of detracting from his morality. The s'-'cond 
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theory has been criticized on the ground that it seems to 
suggest that God i s  determined by an antecedently exist
ing moral law, i ndependent of h i s  wi l l ,  and so detracts 
from his  omnipotence. The third view has been cri ticized 
because it entai l s that it is imposs ible for anyone to hold 
that there are certai n  th ings which it would he wrong for 
human be ings to do and at the same time to hold that there 
is no God-for, obviously,  God can proh ibit noth ing if he 
does not exist. 

Objective natural ism. According to objective natural 
ism, not only are eth ical statements objective in the sense 
that covert reference i s  made to the speaker; they are the 
kind of objective statement which can be ascerta ined by 
some scienti fic, empirical investigation of the natural 
world. For example, i f, as some objective natural i sts hold, 
the word "right" simply means "conducive to the survival 
of mankind" or "productive of the maximum amount of 
pleasure for human beings," then it is a matter of empiri
cal ly ascertai nable fact what actions are right or wrong. 
Some evolutionary ethical theories have held that the first 
of these defin itions is  correct; some util itarians have ma in
tained the val idity of the second. ( I t  i s, incidental l y, poss i
ble to be a hedoni stic util itarian. without hold ing that 
"right" means "productive of the maximum possible 
amount of pleasure," so long as one holds that right actions 
are productive of the maxi mum poss ible amount of pleas
ure in fact.) 

Scientific natural i sm i s  not very popular at the moment. 
It is fai rl y  evident that, whether eth ical words can be 
defined or not, they do not mean what these theorists say 
they mean. It is possible for many people  to hol d, quite 
s incerely, that some actions wh ich would  certain ly be 
conducive to human survival in certain circumstances-for 
example, polygam y-would nevertheless be wrong ; and it 
is possible for people to hold the same of certain actions 
which would certa in ly  maximize pleasure. It i s  very 
difficult to see how these peopl e could maintain th is  if 
what they meant by "right" was "conducive to survival " or 
"productive of the maximum amount of pleasure," for in 
that case their views would be patentl y  contradictory. A 
s imi lar argument would show that by "right action" we 
cannot just mean "action in accordance with the conven
tions of the community or approved of by the community 
i n  which it is performed." This i s  not to say, of course, that 
what is conducive to survival or what is productive of 
pleasure or what is in accordance with convention is i rrel 
evant to what i s  right or wrong; it would be surpri sing 
indeed if thi s  were so. But these things arc certainly not 
relevant in the way in which objective natural ism main
tains they are relevant, moral judgments are not merely 
assertions about what is  productive of pleasure or condu
cive to survival ,  and so these form s of objective natural i sm 
are false.  

Ideal observer theories. Ideal observer theories, which 
originated in Adam Smith 's The Theory of Moral Se11 t i
ments,  have the advantage over subjectivist ethical theo
ri es in that they do not hold that moral judgments are 
about  the sentiments of any actual fal l ible human being or 
grou p of human be ings; and they a l so have the advantage 
over theological eth ical theories in that they do not imply 
that some perfect being ex ists. �t oral judgments are about 

what some " ideal" being would feel if he existed. An ideal 
observer theory overcomes the d ifficulties encountered by 
subjectivism, for it can be held that the question whether 
an i d�al observer would approve of something is inde
pendent of the question whether Tom, Dick, or Harry, or 
their community approves of it. If  Tom says something is 
right, his statement i s  inconsi stent with Dick's statement 
that it is wrong, for it cannot be the case that an ideal ob
server would approve of someth ing and al so not approve of 
it. The approval of an ideal observer cannot change from 
one time to another; ne ither can it be based upon igno
rance or mistake concerning the matters being morall y  
assessed. 

The main difficulty with an ideal observer theory is  this: 
Either it i s  made part of the defin ition of an ideal observer 
that he al ways approves of what is right, or it is not. If it is ,  
then the proposition that an ideal observer always ap
proves of what is  right i s  true by definition, but the theory 
is circular; all it maintains is that an action is righ t  if a 
being who al ways approved of what is right would approve 
of it. On the other hand, if it is not part of the meaning of 
"ideal observer" that he always approves of what is right, 
then how does one know that an ideal observer would 
approve of what is right rather than what is wrong? 

The answer i s  that an ideal observer must approve of 
what i s  right because it i s  part of the meaning of"right" that 
an ideal observer would approve of it. The s tatement 
that an action i s  right if an ideal observer wou ld approve of 
it, then, i s  rather I ikc the statement that an object i s  red if 
it would look red to a standard observer. Just as an object 
can look red to me, or to a certain group of people, but not 
be red because it would not look red to a standard per�on, 
so an action can be approved of by me, or by a certain 
group of people, but not be right because  it would not be 
approved of by a standard or ideal person (there is not as 
much difference between the two as there might appear to 
be at first sight). 

The chief d ifficulty with thi s  not implausible theory is 
that it makes i t  too much a matter of accident what actions 
are right and wrong. It is just a brute fact that bananas are 
yel low; it i s  conceivable that they might l ook red to all 
normal people, in which case they would be red. But it 
does not seem to be so much an accident that cruelty is I I 
wrong. It is conceivable that cmel ty might arouse approval 
in a standard or ideal observer. Even if it did, one would 
not feel hound to say that cruelty is right. H ence, it does 
not seem to m e  that by "right" I do mean "capable  of 
arousing approval i n  a standard or ideal observer," and the 
theory, however ingenious ,  must be rejected. 
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I ETH ICA L  PRINCIP LES . S ee U LTIMATE MORAL PRIN
CIPLES : THEIR JUSTIFICATION. 

ETHICA L  RELATIVIS M .  The term "ethical relativ
ism" is always used to designllte some ethical principle or 
some theory about ethical principles, but within th i s  l im i
tat ion di fferent authors use it quite d ifferently. Contempo
rary phi losophers general ly  apply the term to some position 
they disagree with or consider absurd,  seldom to their 
own views; social scientists, however, often class i fy them
selves as relativists. Writers who cal l themselves relativists 
always accept the first and second and sometimes accept 
the third of the theses described as descriptive rela
tivi sm, metacthical  relativism, and normative relativi sm, 
respectively. 

Descriptive relativism. The first thesi s ,  without which 
the others would  lose i nterest, is that the val ues, or eth ical 
principles, of individual s confl ict in a fundamental way 
("fundamental" is explained below). A special form of this 
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thesis ,  cal l ed "cu ltural relat ivism," is that such ethical 
di sagreements often fo l low cultural l ines .  Tlw cu ltural 
relativist emphasizes the c11 lt 1 1ral tradit ion as a prime  
source of  the ind ivicl11al 's views and thinks that most dis
agreem ents in ethics among incl ividuals stem from <'llcul
t11 ration in  di fferent ethical trad itions, although he need 
not deny that some ethical disagreements among incl ivid11-
als ari se from d ifferences of innate constitution or personal 
hi story between the iml ivi<l ual s. 

Fundamental disagreement. The most important and 
controvers ial part of the first thesis is the claim that d iver
sit ies in val u es (and ethics) are fundamental . To say that a 
disagreement is "fundamental " means that it wou lJ not he 
removed even if there were perfect agreement about the 
properties of the thing being cval 11atecl .  ( I f  di sagreement is 
nonfundamental then it may be expected that all ethical 
diversity ean he removed , in  principle, hy the advance 
of science, l eading to agreement about the propert ies of 
things being appraised . )  Thus it is not necessari l y  a ease 
of fundamental disagreement in values if one grou p ap
proves of chi ldren's execut ing their parents at a certai n  age 
or stage of feebleness whereas another group di sapproves of 
this very strongly. I t  may he that in  the firs t  group the act is 
thought necessary for the welfare of the parent in  the aft
erl ife, whereas in the second group it is thought not to be. 
The di sagreement might well he removed by agreement 
about the facts ,  and indeed both parties m ight subscribe, 
now, to the principle "It is right for a chi ld to treat a parent 
in whatever  way is requi red for the parent's long-run wel 
fare. " The disagreement might he s imply about the impli
cat ions of thi s  common principle, i n  the l ight of differing 
conceptions of the facts. There i s  fundamental eth ical 
disagreement only i f  ethical appraisals or val uations arc 
incompatible, even when there is mutual agreement be
tween the relevant parties concerning the natm e of the act 
that is being appraised. 

Metaethical relativism. A person m ight accept descrip
tive relativism but st i l l  suppose that there i s  always only 
one correct moral appraisal of a given i ssue. Such a posi
tion has been widely held by nonnatural i sts and by some 
naturali sts (see, for ex·: mple, the interest theory of H . B. 
Perry). The metaethical relativist ,  however, rejects this  
thesis and denies  that there i s  always one correct mora l 
evaluation . The metaeth ical relativist thesis is tenable only 
if certain views about the meaning of ethical (value) state
ments are rejected. For in stance, if "A is right" means 
"Doing A will contribute at least as much to the happiness 
of sentient creatures as anythi ng else one might do," it i s  
obvious that one and only m,e of the two opin ions "A 
i s  right" and "A i s  not right" is correct. Thus ,  the metaeth
ical relativ ist  is rest ricted to a certain  range oftlH--ories about 
the meaning of eth ical statements. He might,  for instance, 
subscribe to some form of emotive theory, such as the view 
that ethical statements are not true or fal se at all but ex
press the attitudes of the speaker. Or he might adopt the 
natural i s t  view that "is wrong" means "belongs to the class 
of act ions toward which I tend to take up an impartial 
attitude of angry resentment" (held by the relativis t  F:. A .  
\Vcsterm,nck) o r  the  \'i cw ( suggested by  the anthropologist  
Ruth Benedict )  that the phr,l se  " i s  mora l ly good" rrn ·ans "is 
customary." 
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Ethical reasoning. At the present t ime metaethical rela
tivists do not wish to rest their case solely on an appeal to 
what ethical statements mean ; nor would their critics. The 
point of active debate is  rather whether there is some 
method of ethical reason ing whose acceptance can be 
justified to thoughtful people with force comparable to the 
force with which acceptance of i nductive logic can be 
justified. Is there any such method of ethical reason ing that 
can be expected in principle to show, when there is a 
conflict of values or ethical principles, that one and only 
one sol ution is correct in some important and relevant 
sense of "correct"? M etaethical relativists deny that there 
is any such method, and their denial may take either of two 
forms :  They may deny that there is any method of ethical 
reasoning that can be justified with force comparable to 
that with which scientific method (inductive logic) can be 
justified. Or they may agree that there is such a method but 
say that its appl ication is quite l im ited , and in particular 
that the fullest use of it could not show, in every case of a 
conflict of eth ical convictions or of val ues, that one and 
only one position is correct in any important sense of 
"correct. " 

Use of the term "relativism." Many writers, both in 
phi losophy and in  the social sciences, accept a combina
tion of descriptive relativism and metaethical relativism. 
Phi losophers who hold this view, however, seldom label 
themselves "relativists," apparently because they think the 
term confusing in thi s  context. There is seldom objection 
to "cultural relativism" as a descriptive phrase, for it can 
be taken to mean that a person's values are "relative" to 
his culture in the sense of being a function of or causal ly 
dependent on i t. But if  "ethical relativism" is  construed in  
a sim ilar way, to  mean that ethical truth i s  relative to, in  
the sense of  be ing dependent on or  a function of, some
th i ng (for example, a person's cultural tradition), then th i s  
term is  thought to b e  confusing s ince i t  i s  being used to 
name a theory that essential ly denies that there is such a 
thing as ethical "truth. " 

One frequent confusion about what implies ethical 
relat ivism should be avoided. Suppose metaethical relativ
ism i s  mistaken, and there is a s ingl e "correct" set of gen
eral ethical principles or value statements. It may still be 
true, and consi stent with acceptance of this "correct" set of 
principles ,  that an act that is right in some circumstances 
will be wrong in  other circumstances. Take, for in stance, the 
possible "correct" principle "It i s  always right to do what 
\vi i i  make all affected at least as happy as they could he 
made by any other possible action . "  It follows from this 
principle that in some s i tuations it  wil l  be right to l ie (for 
instance, to tc· I I  a man that he i s  not mortal ly i l l  wlwn on e 
knows he is ,  if he cannot hear the truth) and that i n  other 
si tuations it will be wrong to l ie .  Thus, even if  mctaethical 
relativism is  fal se there is a sense in which tlw rightness 
of an act is  relative to the circumstances or s i tuation. The 
fact that the rightness of an act is relative to th<' circum
stances in this way does not, of course, imply the tru th of 
metac·th ical rc•lati ,·i sn1 . 

�ormative relativism. :'\either descriptive nor metaeth
ica l  rela tivism commits one logically to any cthil'al state
ment. Th<' former i!-. s imply an assertion about the diversity 
of moral pri nciples or values act ual ly espoused by d i fferent 

persons; the latter is only a general statement about whether 
ethical principles are ever "correct ." Nothing in particular 
about what ought to be, or about what someone ought to do, 
fol lows from them. Of particular interest is the fact that it 
does not follow that persons,  depending on their cultural 
attachments, ought to do different thi ngs. In contrast, a 
person who holds to some form of what I shal l call "norma
t ive relativism" asserts that something is wrong or blame
worthy if  some person or group-variously defined-thinks 
it i s  wrong or blameworthy. Anyone who espoused either 
of the fol lowing propositions wou ld therefore he a norma
tive relativist :  

(a) "If someone th inks it i s  right (wrong) to do A , then i t  is 
right (wrong) for him to do A." This thesis has a rather 
wide popular acceptance today but is considered absurd 
by philosophers if it i s  taken to assert that what someone 
thinks right real ly is right for him. It is held to he absurd 
because taken in this way, it implies that there is no point 
in debating with a person what is right for him to do unl ess 
he is in doubt himself; the thesi s says that if he believes that 
A is right, then it is right, at least for him.  The thesis may he 
taken in another sense, however, with the resu lt that it is 
no longer controversial, and no longer relativi st. The thesis 
m ight mean : "If someone thinks it i s  right for him to do A, 
then he cannot properly be condemned for doing A ."  This 
statement merely formulates the view, widespread i n  the 
Western world, that a person cannot be condemned moral ly  
for doing what he sincerely bel ieves to  be right. ( In  order 
to receive un iversal approval, some additions must doubt
less be added to the thesis, such as that the person's 
thoughts about what i s  right must have been the product of 
a reasonable amount of careful reflection, not influenced by 
personal preferences, and so on.) The thes is  i s  not relativist, 
since it i s  not asserted that any person's or group's bel ief 
that something is blameworthy is  either a necessary or a 
sufficient condition of i ts  be ing blameworthy. 

(b) "If the moral principles recognized in the society of 
which X i s a member imply that it  is wrong to do A in certain 
circumstances C, then it is wrong for X to do A in C." This 
principle says, in  effect, that a person ought to act in  con
formity with the moral standards of his group. Like the 
preceding principle, thi s one has a good deal of popular 
acceptance today, is  espoused by some anthropologists, 
and l ,as some plaus ibi l ity; it  will be discussed below. 

Difficulties in the relativist positions. The fol lowing 
appear to he the most important questions about the various 
relativi st theses:  (a) I s  descriptive relativism supported by 
the scienti fic evidence ? There are methodological obstacles 
in the way of answering the question whether there is 
fundamental divers ity of ethical views. Such diversity 
would be established by producing two ind ividual s,  or 
cultures, who attribute identical properties to an act but 
neverthe less appraise it  differe ntly. But it  i s  not easy to be 
sure when one has produced two such individuals or cul
tures. First, i t  i s  d ifficult  to demonstrate that an act is 
bel ieved to have identical properties by i ndividual s or 
groups who appraise it differently. Is theft the same thing 
i n  societies where conceptions or systems of property 
di ffer? Is incest the same thing in societies with d ifferent 
kinship termi nologies, d ifferent ways of counting l ineage, 
and different bel iefs about the effects of incest? I t  i s  pos-



sihle to question members of d i fferent cultural tradi tions 
in an abstract way so that such d i fferences i11 conception 
are ruled out, but then it is l ikely that the informant will not 
grasp the question and that hi s answer will be 11nreliahle. 
The second d ifficulty is that there is no simple test for show
ing that groups or individuals really con flict in their 
appraisals. \Ve may know that we think it morally wro11g to 
do so-and-so, hut it is not clear how to determine whether 
a Navaho agrees with us. Perhaps we have first to determine 
whether the Navaho language eontains an expression 
synonymous with "is morally wrong. " Or can we show that 
a Navaho does not think it morally wrong to do A by the 
fact that he feels no guilt about doing A? Or perhaps a mere 
conflict of preferences is suffieient to establish a disagree
ment in personal values. These questions deserve more 
discussion among anthropologists than they have received. 

The evidence for descriptive relativism consists mostly 
of reports from observers ahout what is praised, condemned, 
or prohibited in  various societies, usually with only scanty 
information on the group's typical eonception of what is 
praised or blamed. In some instances projective methods 
and dream analysis have been utilized, and discussions 
with informants have elicited fragments of the conceptual 
background behind the appraisals. On the basis of such 
material most social scienti sts believe there is some funda
mental diversity of values and ethical principles. A few 
years ago some investigators (among them W. G. Sumner 
and Ruth Benedict) supposed that the extent of diversity 
was practically unlimited, but today it is believed that there 
is also considerable uniformity (for example, universal 
di sapproval of homicide and cruelty). One reason for 
believing there is eons iderahle uni formity is that it appears 
that it would be diffieult for a soeial group even to survive 
without the presenee of certain features in its value system. 
(A social system must provide methods for rearing and 
educating the young, for mating, for division of labor, for 
avoiding serious personal insecurity, and so on.) Un i formity 
of evaluation is the rule in areas that pertain to survival or 
to conditions for tolerable soc ial relationships ; in other 
areas there are apt to be fundamental differences. Psy
cho:ogy adds some support to this construction of the 
empirical data. It offers a theory of enculturation that 
explains how fundamentally d ifferent values can be 
learned, and i t  also suggests how some universal human 
goals can set limitations to diversity among value systems. 

(b) Does deseriptive relativism support metaethical rela
tivism? It is evident that from descriptive relativism noth
ing follows about what ethical statements mean or could 
fruitfully be used to mean. It is also evident that nothing 
follows about whether there is some method of ethieal 
reasoning that can correctly adjudicate between confl icting 
ethical commitments, at least in some cases. Descriptive 
relativism may very well have hearing, however, on 
whether a justifiable method of reasoning in ethics (assum
ing there is one) could succeed in adjud icating between all 
clashes of ethical opinion. To he sure about thi s we would 
need to have an account of the reasonable method of ethical 
reflection before us. But let us take an example. Suppose we 
think that the only reasonahle way to correct a pnson's 
ethical apprai sal is to show him that it does not coi ncide 
with the appraisal he would make if he were vividly 
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i nformed about all th e relevant facts and wen' i11 1 partial 
in  h i s  j1 1dgment. Tl1 < ·n suppose the d escriptive relativist 
tells us that some people are s imply left cold by ti! ( '  ideal 
of equality of welfare aud that others view it  as a bas ic 
human right, when hoth groups have exactly the salll(" 
beliefs about what < '<} ' ial ity of welfare is and what i ts con
sequences would be. In thi s  case we might he co1 1vi uced 
that both parties were already impartial (i f the v iews were 
not just typ ical of different social or Pconomic cla ssPs) and 
that f u rther information probably would not change their 
views. Dou btless much more analysis of the s i tuation i s  
necessary, hut i t  i s  clear that given the described ass11 1 1 1p
tion about actual ideals and the assumption about tlw l imi ta
tion of ethical argument, one might he led to a ca11t io11 s 
acceptance of the view that not all ethical d isputes can he 
resolved by this justifiahl e m ethod of ethical reasoni ng. 

(c) Are cultural and metaethical relativism necessarily 
comm i tted to any form of nonnative relativism ? Neither the 
cultural relativist nor the metacthical relativist is committed 
logically to any form of normative relativism. I t  is cons i stent 
to assert either of these positions and also to a ffirm any value 
judgment or ethical proposition one pleases. H owever, the 
second proposition cited under normative relativism (that 
a person ought to act i n  conformity with the moral standards 
of his group) at least presupposes the acceptance of cultural 
relativi sm. There would be no poi nt in asserting this norma
tive principle if cultural relativism were not accepted. 

How strong are the arguments that can be advanced in  
favor of  this form of  nonnative relativism? Suppose that 
i n  X's society i t  is a recognized moral obligation for a person 
to care for his father, but not for h is  father's s ibl ings (at 
least to anything l ike the same degree), in illness or old age. 
Suppose also that in Y's society it is recognized that one has 
no such obligation toward one's father or his  siblings but 
does have it toward one's mother and her siblings. In such 
a situation it is hard to deny that X seems to have some 
obligation to care for h i s  father and that Y seems not to have, 
at least to the same degree. (Some philosophers hold that 
there is no obligation on anyone, unless one's society recog
nizes such an obligation for the relevant situation ) So far, 
the principle seems ,ntuit ively acceptable. I n  general, 
however, it appears less defensible, for the fact that X's 
society regards it as wrong to play tennis on Sun<lay, to 
marry one's deceased wife's s i ster, and to disbelieve in  
God does not, we should intuitively say, make i t  wrong for 
X to do these things. Thus, our principle seems ,·alid for 
some types of cases but not for others. The solution of this 
paradox probably i s  that for those cases (l ike an obligation 
to one's father) where the principle seems acceptable, the 
reasons for which i t  seems acceptable are extremely com
plex and are not based simply on the fact that society has 
asserted that an obligation exi sts. When society recognize s  
a moral obl igation, there are many repercussions that 
basically affect the types of responsibility the ind i ,· i dual 
may have toward other members of his society. For i nstance, 
one result of a society's recogniz ing a son's moral obl igation 
to care for hi s father is that no 01 , e  e lse \\"ill take  care of the 
father i f  the son does not. Another is that a k ind of equitable 
insurance systt-'m i s  set up in which one pays premiums i n  
the form o f  taking respons ib il i ty for one's O\\"ll father and 
from which one gets protection in one's old age. !'.'i < ,  it is at 

.... 
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least an open question whether it can seriously be claimed 
that the moral conviction s  of a society have, in themselves, 
any implication for what a member of the society is morally 
bound to do, in the way our suggested principl e  affirms that 
they do. 
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ETH ICA L S KEPTICIS M .  See EMOTIVE THEORY OF 
ETHICS; ETHICAL RELATIVISM; ETHICAL SUBJECTIVISM. 

ETH ICA L SUB J ECTIV IS M .  A subjectivist ethical 
theory is a theory according to which moral judgments 
about men or their actions are judgments about the way 
people react to these men and actions-that is , the way they 
think or feel about them. It fol lows that moral predicates 
are not possessed by actions or actors in the absence 
of people who pass judgments upon them or who re
spond to them with such feelings as admiration, love, ap
proval,  dHestation, hate, or disapproval .  It follows from 
this definition that nonpropositional or noncognitive ethi
cal theories  arc not subjective, for according to them there 
are no moral propositions at all, and thu s moral judgments 
cannot he propositions about people's feelings. This 
definition is also intended to exclude views according to 
which moral judgments are judgmeuts about how people 

behave; hence, views such as that "wrong" means "con
trary to the accepted code of the society in which the ac
tion is• performed" will not count as subjective, even if, as 
seems l ikely, statements about moral codes are statements 
about the prohibitory or permissory behavior of the com
munities possessing these codes. Although this distinction 
is not hard and fast (for statements about moral codes 
might often turn out to be statements about how the peo
ple possessing these codes think or feel), we shall  main
tain it in order not to trespass too far into the subject of 
ethical relativism, which is treated elsewhere. Elements of 
subjectivi sm can be found in so many ethical theories that 
it is almost impossible to give an account of them. The 
greatest, though not the most consistent, subjectivist was 
the eightE:enth-century Scottish philosopher David Hume. 
The theory has also been popular among anthropologists, 
of whom Edward Westermarck was probably the most 
outstanding. 

Subjectivist theories can provisionally be class ified ac
cording to whether moral judgments are alleged to be about 
the speaker's thoughts or feelings, about the thoughts or 
feelings of some group of people, or about the thoughts 
or feelings of men as such. 

.Moral judgments state what the speaker feels. The 
view that moral judgments are about the feelings of the 
person making the judgment-that what I mean when l 
say that an action is right or that a man is good is that the 
thought of that man or action evokes in me,  personall y, at 
this moment, a feeling of approval-has been subjected to 
an enormous number of objections . It has been argued that, 
so far from its being possible to identify moral judgmeuts 
as those judgments that are about feelings of approval, it 
is in fact only possible to identify feelings of approval as 
those feelings that are evoked by the judgment that an ac
tion is right, and argued that if we feel approval of an action 
because we judge it to be right, our thinking that it is 
right cannot be identical with our approving of it. It has 
also been objected that if the theory is true, all I need do 
to settle any doubt I have concerning the rectitude of 
someone else's action is to introspect, and that it is very 
difficult, if not impossible, to be mistaken about one's 
feelings, although it is very easy to make a mistake about 
whether an action is right. More pla 1.1sibly, it has been 
alleged that the theory implies that one can only criticize 
someone else's moral judgment on the ground that the 
other person is mistaken about how he himself feels. 

Some of the worst difficulties for the theory arise from 
the fact that sentences offered as definitions of moral judg
ments contain words l ike "I," "now," and "here," whose 
reference depends upon who uses them, at what time, and 
in what place. From this it follows that one person's moral 
judgments can never be incompatible with any other per
son's moral judgments ; the sentence "I do not feel disap
proval of divorce," when used by one speaker, does not 
express a judgment incompatible  with that expressed by 
the sentence "I do feel disapproval of divorce,"  uttered by 
a different speaker. It wou ld appear, however, that when 
one person says, "Divorce is wrong," he does mean to say 
something incompatible with what someone else means 
when he says, "Divorce is not wrong." From the fact that 
moral judgments are alleged to have a covert reference to 
the feelings the speaker now has, it follows that if at one 



" time he judges an action (say, Brutus '  assass ination of 
Caesar) to be right, his judgment is  not incompatible with 

1 the judgment he may make at a later time when he judges 
Brutus' assass ination of Caesar to be wrong. For accord ing 
to this theory, what he meant on the first occasion was that 
he did not then feel d isapproval of Brutus '  assass ination of 
Caesar, and what he meant on the second occasion was 
that he now does. Clearly there is no reason why both 
judgments should not be true. 

C. E. M oore, in a famous argument, attempted to deduce 
that the subjectivist theory led to the paradoxical conclu
sion that the same action could be both right and wrong, 
and that one and the same action could change from being 
right to being wrong. (It i s  important to remember that 
Moore thought classes of actions-for example, marrying 
one's deceased wife's s ister-could change from being 
right to being wrong, that is, that an instance of a class of 
actions, performed at one time, might be right, while an
other instance of the same class of actions,  performed at a 
later time, might be wrong. )  First, Moore argued as fol
lows. If Jones approves of Brutus' assass ination of Caesar 
and says Brutus was right, i t  follows from the theory that 
Brutus was right. S imilarly, i f  Smith disapproves of Brutus' 
assassination of Caesar and says Brutus  was wrong, then 
Brutus was wrong. H ence Brutus was both right and wrong 
to assassinate Caesar. Second, to show that Brutus' assas
sination of Caesar can change from being right to being 
wrong, all M oore thought he need do was lo point out that 
if Jones says (at a time when he approves of Brutus' action) 
that Brutus was right, then according to the theory, Brutus 
was right; if he later comes to di sapprove of Brutus '  action, 
then , if he says Brutus was wrong, according to the the
ory, Brutus was wrong. If Jones can tru ly judge at one time 
that Brutus was right and at a later t ime that Brutus was 
wrong, it must follow that Brutus' action has changed from 
being right to being wrong. 

C. L. Stevenson has criticized M oore's argument in the 
fol lowing manner. Although J ones can truly say that Brutus 
was right to assassinate Caesar and Sm ith can truly say that 
Brutus' action was wrong, neither Jones nor Smith nor 
any(,ne else can say that th i s  action i s  both right and wrong. 
For anyone to be able to say it is both right and wrong, some
one would have both to approve of it and di sapprove of it. 
Hence, although J ones, who approves of Brutus' action,  
can say it is right, and Sm ith, who di sapproves of it, can 
say it is wrong, neither can say it is both right and wrong. 
Moore's mistake, perhaps, consi sted in constru ing the the
ory we are considering as maintaining that "right" is a 
predicate l i ke "disapproved of hy someone" (from which 
it would follow that the same action can be both right 
and wrong), whereas "ri ght" is  alleged to be a predicate 
l ike "d isapproved of by me, the speaker," from which 
it fol lows that the same action cannot be both right and 
wrong, s ince the speaker cannot both approve and dis
approve, on the whole, of one and the same action. 

A free exposition of Stevenson's criticism of M oore's 
argument (that if the view that moral judgments are state
ments about the speaker's feel ing is true, one and the same 
action can change from being right to being wrong) might 
take the fol lowing form . Moore supposes that if ten years 
ago I could truly say Brutus was right to assassinate Caesar 
(because at that time the thought of th is  action did arouse 
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approval in me) and now I can truly say that Brutus  was 
wrong to do this (because at this time the thought of 
his action arouses disapprova l  in me), it fol lows t l 1at the 
action must have changed from being right to !wing 
wrong. Stevenson, however, poi nts out that the staternc·nt 
"Brutus '  action has changed from being right to being 
wrong" is  equivalent to the conjunction of statements 
" Brutus '  action was right a while ago" and "Brutus' action 
is now wrong." Although the truth of the second of these 
statements is  entailed by the fact that I now fee l  disapproval 
of Brutus '  assass ination of Caesar, the first of them is not 
entailed by the fact that I earl ier fel t  approval of Brutus' 
assassi nation of Caesar. Although Moore supposes "Bru 
tus' assass ination of Caesar was right" to mean "I once ap
proved of Brutus'  assass ination of Caesar," what it actual ly 
means is "I now approve of Brutus' erstwh i le assassi nation 
of Caesar," and,  ex hypothesi, "I do not now approve of 
Brutus'  action, I disapprove of it ." Moore's mistake is to 
suppose that the word "was" in the sentence "Brutus was 
right to assassi nate Caesar" shows that the sentence is  
about my past approval ,  whereas in fact i ts function is  to 
show that it is the action I am disapproving of, not my dis
approval, that i s  past. 

Although Stevenson's detai led criticisms of �foore arc 
val id ,  it  i s  possible to restate M oore's arguments in a way 
that avoids them. To take the second of M oore's arguments 
first, it  would plainly be absurd for me to say that Brutus 
was wrong to assass inate Caesar and at  the same t ime to 
say that I was correct many years ago when I judged that 
Brutus was right to assassinate Caesar. If I now say he was 
wrong, I am bound to say that when, earl ier, I said he was 
right, I was mistaken . In regard to the first argument, al
though it does not follow from this subjectivist theory that 
anyone can say that an action is both right and wrong, it 
does fol low that if Jones says that Brutus was right to as
sassinate Caesar, he is  not saying anything incompatible 
with what Smith is saying when he says that Brutus was 
wrong to assassinate Caesar. Clearly, however, J ones and 
Smith th ink they are saying something incompatible, and it 
is un l i kely that they have such a poor understand ing of 
how to use their own language as to be mi staken on th is  
point. I n  other words ,  according to the subjectivist theory, 
if J ones says Bru tus  was right to assassi nate Caesar, Smith 
can say to J ones that Brutus was wrong and at the same 
time agree that J ones is making a true statement when he 
says that Brutus  was right. This  is absurd. Stevenson has 
tried to overcome this part icular di fficulty by saying that 
although insofar as J ones and Smith are making assertions, 
their assert ions are not incompatible with one another, 
they are doing something over and above asserting 
things-namely, Jones i s  trying to evoke in Smith an atti
tude of approval toward Brutus'  action, and Smith is trying 
to evoke in J or,es an attitude of di sapproval toward Brutus' 
action.  H ence, although their bel iefs are compatible, their 
interests clash. J ones aims to achieve something that is 
i ncompatible with what Smith aims to achieve. A consid
eration of thi s  view of Stevens01 , ' s, howPver, \vould take us  
away from subjectivism to  a consideration of  no11proposi
tional ethical theories.  

The d ifficulties al ready mentioned may well be fatal to 
the type of subjectivist theory we are considering. at  any 
rate as long as it  is not bol stered by the nonpropositional 
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theory. � loreover, there is a further difficulty which seems 
to settle the i ssue. Suppose Jones says that the death pen
alty for murder ought to be retained in Great Bri tain ,  and 
he says th i s  because he wrongly supposes that abol ishing 
the death penalty would lead to an increase in the number 
of murders. According to th is  kind of subjectivism, a l l  
Jones means when he says that the death penalty ought to 
be retained is that the thought of retaining it arouses in  
him feel ings of  approval ,  and s ince i t  does do th i s ,  h i s  
statement that i t  ought to  be retained i s  true ,  however 
mi staken he may be about the facts of the s ituation. He i s  
under no obl igation to  withdraw his  statement, therefore, 
when he di scovers his  m i stake. Again ,  this is absurd.  

Moral judgments state the speaker's thoughts. So far 
we have considered the vi ew that moral judgments are 
judgments to the effect that the action under judgment 
arouses certain feeli ngs in the person making the judg
ment. I t  is possible, however, to think that what someone 
making a moral judgment i s  assert ing  is that the action or 
per.;;on being judged arouses in the person making the 
judgment certain thoughts or beliefs .  The most natural 
v iew is that someone who as serts that an action is wrong i s  
saying that the thought o f  the action arouses in  h i m  per
sonally the bel ief that it is wrong ,  or in other words ,  that 
all we mean when we say that an action is wrong is  that \Ve 
personal ly think i t  i s  wrong. Th is  view i s  circu lar because 
e\·en though it offers a definition of "wrong" ( that is, it 
mai ntains that "X is  wrong" just means "I think X is 
wrong" ),  the word "wrong" st i l l  occurs in the defini tion 
(compare " 'thoroughbred horse' means 'horse both of 
whose parents are thoroughbred horses' ") .  I t  i s  obviously 
impossible to get rid of the c ircularity by again substituting 
"thought wrong" for "wrong" in  the definit ion, however 
many times we do i t .  

Objective and subjective senses of "right." I t  i s  qu i te 
commonly held that whenever one thinks one i s  acting 
rightly, one is  act ing rightly. Phi losophers who hold thi s  
view, however, are not properly regarded a s  subject ivists .  
Clearly, i f  the word "right" i s  being used twice in the 
same sense when it is asserted that one is doing rightly i f  
o n e  does what one thinks i s  right, the view i s  contrad ic
tory. According to i t ,  one would he acting rightl y even i f  
one did what one mi stakenly thought was right: from the 
fact that one mistakenly thought it was right it fol lows that 
i t  i s  wrong, and from the fact that one is  acting right ly if  
one docs what one thinks i s  right, i t  follows that the act i s  
right.  Those philosophers who have held th is  view, how
ever, have general ly  di stingui shed two senses of the \Vorel 
"right," sometimes cal l ed an objective sense and a subjec
t ive sense, and have held that an act ion is right, in the 
subject ive sense, if it is thought to he right i 1 1  the objective 
sense·. This removes both the contrad iction and the 
suggestion that the property of being right depends on 
being thought to  be right; the property of being subjee
ti \'(_· ly  right depends on the d i fferent property of being 
thought to he objectively righ t. 

;\l oral judgments state what a community feels. �ext to 
be cons idered is the view that when men make moral  
judgments t l i < 'y ar < '  talk i 11 g  not about tlw way they them
�ch·es think or feel about the thi ngs they are judging, hut 
of the way some group of peopl e thinks and feel s about 

these th i ngs. Presumably the group of peopl e m ight be 
named by a proper name-for example, "Engl ishmen" or 
"�l ela�esians," or more plausibly (to avoid the difficulty 
that E nglishmen cannot be supposed to be tal king about 
the feel i ngs of � l elanesians and vice versa) by a descrip
t ive phrase such as "my group" or "the community to 
which I belong." The theory that moral judgments are 
about the feelings of the speaker's own community i s  open 
to a large number of the objections to wh ich the private 
reaction theory is open and a few more besides. Al though 
two people, one of whom says a given action i s  right and 
the other of whom says that the same action is wrong, wi l l  
be saying incompatible things i f  they belong to  the same 
community, if  they bel ong to different communit ies their 
statements wi l l  be perfectly compatible. Again, if a man 
says at one time that an action is right and at a later time 
that the same act ion is wrong, there is no need for him to 
withdraw his first assertion, provided that the attitude of 
the community to wh ich he belongs has changed during 
the interval .  In that case there i s  no reason why both his 
first assert ion and his second assertion should not be true. 
It follows, too, that however ignorant or mistaken a given 
community may be concerning the nature of the action 
being moral ly assessed, the s tatement by a member of that 
community that the act ion is right wil l  be true as long as 
his  community does approve of it. For example, if a com
munity d i sapproves of giving eggs to pregnant women 
because it bel ieves that th i s  wil l cause them to give birth 
to chickens, the statement by a member of the community 
that it  is morally wrong to give eggs to pregnant women 
wi l l  be a true one, because this  community real ly  does 
have the feel ings it i s  alleged to have. Over and above 
these quite fatal objections,  the theory that moral judg
ments state how members of a community feel about the 
act ions under judgment is exposed to two d ifficulties, to 
wh ich the view that they state how the speaker feels is not 
exposed. Although one m ight just accept the conclusion ,  
impl ied by the latter theory, that one discovers a given 
action is  right by i ntrospection (in Hume's language, by 
looking inside one's breast and discovering there a senti
ment of approval or disapproval), it i s  quite impossible to 
accept the view that one di scovers a 1.1 iven act ion i s  right 
s imply by asking other members of one's community 
whether they approve of it. The theory also leads to the 
quite unacceptable consequence that anyone who be-
1 ieves, for example, that most of h is  community approves 
of retai n ing a law against homosexuality and at the same 
time bel ieves that the law against  homosexual i ty ought to 
be abol i shed bel ieves two logical ly incompatible things; 
for, according to this theory, what he i s  bel i eving when he 
believes that the law agai nst homosexual i ty ought to be 
abol ished is just that most of h i s  community would feel 
approval of its abol ition. 

A variant of this  last theory would be the view that what 
we mean when we say that an action is right is that it is 
approved of by the agent's communi ty, not the speaker's. 
This is more plausible because it means that i nstead of 
condemning act ions performed in di stant places or times 
because they do not accord with the moral attitudes of our 
c omnrnnity, we may praise them because they do accord 
with the moral attitudes of the commu nity to which the 



man who performed them belonged . I lence, it appeals  to n 
tendency in some modern moral phi losophers to be rather 
absurdly uncritical of the moral attitudes of com mun ities 
other than their own. They may be less wi l l ing to nccept 
this variant theory, however, when they real ize that if it i s  
true, they must be equally uncritical of the morals of their 
own community. I t  must be pointed out that according to 

' this theory, i f  one says, "Introducing racial segregation 
into University X was wrong," one means that introducing 
segregation in to the university was di sapproved of by the 
community in which the action was performed. It is per
fectly obvious, however, that one might perfectly we ll 
think that it  was wrong and at the same time know that it 
was not disapproved of by the community in which i t  was 
perfonned. Again,  this theory has the di fficulty that even 
when a community disapproves of some practice only 
because the community is  grossly mistaken concerning its 
nature (as in the case of the women and the eggs ), we are 
stil l bound to say that the practice is wrong, providing the 
community does in  fact disapprove of it. 

Moral judgments state what most men feel .  The objec
tions that have alrendy been raised against earl ier types of 
subjectivism can be applied without much difficulty to the 
view that what we mean when we say an action is right is  
that most men approve of i t .  This  theory does imply that 
any two men (whoever they are), one of whom condemns 
an action and the other of whom judges it to he right, really 
wil l  be saying incompatible things, for it cannot be that 
most men approve of an action and at the same time dis
approve of it. However, since men may change from ap
proving of something  to di sapproving of it ,  the theory does 
entail that a man may judge an action to be ri ght and later 
judge the same action to be wrong without having to re
tract his first judgment. The theory means that an action i s  
wrong i f  most men feel di sapproval of  i t ,  however ignorant 
or mi staken they may be about the nature of the action. It 
also means that it is impossible for a man to make up h i s  
mind concerning the rectitude of  any action unless he  has 
decided whether mankind in  general would approve of i t :  
it i s  0bvious ,  however, that we can make up our minds on 
such questions without having the least idea what the 
attitude of most men would be. In view of what has al
ready been said nhout the theory that what we mean when 
we say that an action is right is that the speaker thinks it 
is right, noth ing need be said about the analogous views 
that an act ion is right  if  the speaker's community thi nks 
that i t  is right, or that an act ion is right if most men 
think that it  i s  right. 

It is fairly obvious from what has been said that all sub
jectivist theories need to be amended, at least to exclude 
the possibi l ity that the attitude of the people we are al
leged to be describing when we make moral judgments is 
not based on ignorance or mi stake. Hence, a consideration 
of subjectivism may lead to the view that an action is ri ght 
not if it is approved of by any actual person or group of 
people, hut only if it would be npproved of by a person of a 
very special kind-for instance, one who, at the very least, 
is never i gnorant of or m i staken about any relevant matter 
of fact concern ing the act ion toward which h is attitude of 
approval i s  di rected. Hence, a considerat ion of su bjectiv-
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i sm must inevitabl y l ead to a con s ideration o f  id<'al ob
server theories ;  these, however, aw best tr<'atcd as a vari
ety of ethical object ivism. 
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E THICS. The Encyclopedia features two detai led su rvey 
articles, enti tled ETHICS, HISTORY OF and ETHICS, PROB
LEMS OF. It also contains separate articles on the fol lowing 
topics and theories of ethics : ASCETICISM; CAN; CHOOSING, 
DECIDING, AND DOING; CONSCIENCE; DEONTOLOGICAL 
ETHICS; DETERMINISM; DUTY; EGOISM AND AL TRUISM; 
EMOTIVE THEORY OF ETHICS ; ENDS AND MEANS ; EPISTE
MOLOGY AND ETHICS, PARALLEL BETWEEN; EQUALITY, 
MORAL AND SOCIAL; ETHICAL NATURALISM; ETHICAL 
OBJECTIVISM ; ETHICAL RELATIVISM; ETHICAL SUBJECTIV
ISM; COLDEN RULE ; GOOD, THE; GUILT; HAPPINESS ; 
HEDONISM; HISTORY AND VALUE JUDGMENTS ; LIFE, l\lEAN
ING AND VALUE OF; LOYALTY; M ORAL SENSE;  ;\lOTIVES 
AND MOTIVATION; NATURAL LAW; NH-llLISl\l ;  PESSll\IIS:\I 
AND OPTIMISM; PUNISHMENT; RELIGION AND MORALITY; 
RESPONSIBILITY, MORAL AND LEGAL; Rl1LES ; SUICIDE; 
TELEOLOGICAL ETHICS; ULTlMATE MORAL PRINCIPLES : 
THEIR JUSTIFICATION; UTILITARIANISM; VALUE AND 
VALUATION; VOLITION; and VOLUNTARISJ\1. 

E THICS, D EON' TOLOG I CAL. See DEONTOLOGICAL 
ETHICS. 

E THICS,  E MOTI V E  THEORY OF.  See E:\tOTI\'E 
THEORY OF ETHICS. 

E THICS, HISTORY OF.  The term "ethics" is used in 
three di ffewnt but related ways, s ign i t\'i ng ( 1) a general 
pattern or "way of l i fe," (2) a set of rnles of co: ,  luct or 
"moral code," and (3) i nq uiry abou t wa� s of l i fe and mies 
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of conduct. In the first sense we speak of Buddhist or 
Christian ethics; in the second, we speak of professional 
ethics and of unethical behavior. In the third sense, ethics 
is a branch of philosophy that is frequently given the spe
cial name of metacthics . The present discussion will be 
limited to the history of philosophical or "meta" ethics, for 
two reasons. First, because it is impossible to cover, with 
any degree of thoroughness, the history of ethics in either 
of the first two senses . Practices and the codification of 
practices are the threads out of which all of human culture 
is woven, so that the history of ethics in either of these 
senses would be far too vast a subject for a brief essay. 
Second, although ethical philosophy is often understood in 
a hroad way as including all significant thought about 
human conduct, it can well be confined within manageable 
limits by separating purely philosophical thought from the 
practical advice, moral preaching, and social engineering 
which it illuminates and from which it receives suste
nance. This distinction, while somewhat artificial, makes 
sense of the common opinion that philosophy in general, 
and ethical philosophy in particular, was invented by the 
Greeks. 
The central questions of philosophical ethics are: What 

do we or should we mean by "good" and "bad"? what are 
the right standards for judging things to be good or bad? 
how do judgments of good and bad (value judgments) 
differ from and depend upon judgments of value-neutral 
fact? But when these questions are answered, it is rn:por
tant to find out the differences between specific types of 
value judgments that are characterized by such adjectives 
as "useful," "right," "moral," and "just." We may therefore 
divide our subject matter into the search for the meaning 
and standards of good in general, and of well-being, right 
conduct, moral character, and justice in particular. Need
less to say, these are not watertight compartments. Many 
philosophers reject sharp distinctions between them. But 
provisional separation of these topics, subject to re-unifica
tion in accordance with particular philosophical views, will 
prove helpful in disentangling the various issues on which 
philosophers have taken opposing stands, so that the history 
of ethics can be seen as irregular progress toward complete 
clarification of each type of ethical judgment. 

GREEK ETH ICS 

Ethical philosophy began in the fifth century B.C., with 
the appearance of Socrates, a secular prophet whose self
appointed mission was to awaken his fellow men to the 
need for rational criticism of their beliefs and practices. 

Greek society of the fifth century was in a state of rapid 
change from agrarian monarchy to commercial and indus
trial democracy. The religious and social traditions that 
had been handed down from one generation to the next 
through the natural processes of social imitation and 
household training were brought into question by the 
accession to power of a commercial class, whose members 
were untrained in and scornful of the ancestral way of life. 
:\pw rulc·s of conduct were required hy a market economy 
in \vhicli money counted more than noble birth and in 
which men had to be considered equals as buyers and 
'-<' I I Pr<,. \ l c·u who wished to lw elected to public office, hut 

had not been trained at home as rulers of serfs and house
hold servants,  needed a more explicit and general code of 
conduct than was embodied in the sense of honor and 
esprit de corps of the landed aristocracy. Occurring with 
the rapid political and social transformation of Greece, and 
interactir_ig with it as both cause and effect, was the devel
opment of basic industrial arts and a scientific technology. 

These forces both expressed and intensified the develop
ing interest in rational evaluation of beliefs. As Henry 
Sidgwick put it: 

This emergence of an art of conduct with professional 
teachers cannot thoroughly be understood, unless it is 
viewed as a crowning result of a general tendency at 
this stage of Greek civilization to substitute technical 
skill for traditional procedure . . . .  If bodily vigour 
was no longer to be left to nature and spontaneous 
exercise, but was to be attained by the systematic ob
servance of rules laid down by professional trainers, it 
was natural to think that the same might be the case 
with excellences of the s ou l. (Outlines of the History 
of Ethics, p. 2 1 )  

Early Greek thinkers drew frequent comparisons be
tween medicine and ethics, describing ethics as the "art of 
living" and the "care of the soul." Socrates' motto, "A 
sound mind in a sound body," suggests the medical image 
of ethics as mental hygiene. Many thinkers took a special 
interest in medicine, and, recogmzmg the inter
dependence of mind and body, they practiced a rudimen
tary psychiatry. Alcmaeon of Croton, Empedocles, and 

Democritus were renowned for their psychotherapeutic 
skills. This biological conception of mind and soul led to a 
more critical and scientific approach to problems of ethical 
judgment. Philosophers began to search for reasons for 
established modes of conduct and, where no reasons were 
found, to suggest that action could be directed toward 
individual goals in defi ance of tradition. The professional 
teachers known as Sophists ,  whose social role was to pre
pare the uncultivated nouveaux riches for positions of 
power in the rising democracies, employed the new-found 
weapon of logic with devastating effect against the code of 
honor of the declining aristocracy. Protagoras, Gorgias, and 

Thrasymachus taught methods of self-advancement and of 
attaining virtue. They stressed the difference between 
subjective values and objective facts, arguing that good 
and evil are matters of personal decision >r social agree
ment (nomos) rather than facts of nature (phusis). 

Soc1 ates. Socrates stood midway between the unexam
ined, traditional values of the aristocracy and the skeptical 
practicality of the commercial class. Like the Sophists, he 
demanded reasons for rules of conduct, rejecting the self
justifying claim of tradition, and for this reason he was 
denounced as a Sophist hy conservative writers like Aris
tophanes. B ut unlike the Sophists, he believed that by the 
use of reason man could arrive at a set of ethical principles 
that would reconcile self-interest with the common good 
ancl would apply to all men at ai l times. 

The central questions of ethical philosophy were raised 
for the first time by Socrates and the Sophists, hut only 
Socrates realized the di fficulty, bordering on impossibility, 
of finding adequate answers . In  this respect, Socrates may 



be regarded as the first phi losopher, in the strictest sense 
of the term. While the Sophists,  after exposing the imprac
tical ity of traditional rules of conduct, then offered gl ib 
formulas i n  their placc>-snch as "J ustice is the rule of the 
stronger" (Thrasymachus) and "!\fan is the measure of al l 
things" (Protagoras )-Socrates applied the same logical 
criticism with equal ly dc>vastating rc>snlts to both aristo
cratic and market-place moral ity. He did not find the uni
versal and se lf-evident  code he searched for, l mt i t  was his 
memorable achievement to have revealed to mankind that 
without such a code its actions wi l l  lack just i fication and 
that moral perfection is therefore> an ideal to which we> can 
only approximate. Perfect cl arity about what constitu tes 
moral perfection is no more of this world than is moral 
perfection i tself. 

Our knowledge of Socrates is primari ly derived from the 
dialogues of Plato, so i t  is not poss ible to draw a sharp l ine 
between the ideas of the two men. But s ince Plato's early 
dialogues are cons iderably  different in style and content 
from those which he wrote later in l i fe ,  one may take 
the early as fairly representative of Socrates and the late 
as more expressive of Plato's own thought. The chief 
differences discernible are the following: the more Socratic 
dialogues are devoted to the criticism of conventional be
l iefs and to the demonstration of the need for further in
quiry ,  wh i le  the later dialogues argue for posi tive 
conclusion s ;  the early dialogues search for defin itions of 
ethical concepts, while the later dialogues are concerned 
with justifying a contemplative way of l i fe in which pleas
ures of the senses are spurned in favor of pleasures of the 
mind;  final ly, the Socratic style is  conversational and argu
mentative, wh i le  that of the later years is more didactic 
and abstract. 

The Socrates of the early dialogues rai ses questions 
about the meaning of eth ical terms ,  s uch as "What i s  jus
tice?" (Republic), "What is piety ?" (Euthyphro), ' 'What i s  
courage?" (Laches, Charmides), "What i s  virtue?" (Protag
oras) .  The a nswe rs offered by others to these questions are 
then  subjected to a relentless cross-examination (Socratic 
dialectic), expos ing their vagueness and i nconsistency. 

Although Socrates did not separate ju dgments of value 
from judgments of fact, the nc>gative resu lts of his l ine of 
questioning suggest a distinction that was made explicit 
only i n  modern times hy Hume and Moore. In each of h i s  
J iscussions of  ethical concepts l i ke courage or justice, 
Socrates refutes al l efforts to define them in terms of ethi
cal ly  neutral facts . For example,  when, in the Protagoras, 
Laches, and Clwrmides, courage is defined as resolute 
facing of danger, Socrates observes that a man who faces 
dangers that he would be wise to avoid is  a fool rather than 
a hero. The general ization toward which Socrates points 
the way, although he does not arrive at it himself, i s  that 
ethical concepts can never be adequately defined in terms 
of observable facts alone. Many philosophers, beginning 
with the Sophists, have bel ieved that this  principle leads 
to ethical skepticism. P lato attempted to escape such skep
ticism by means of his theory of Forms, and the modern 
school of i ntuitionism proposes a s imi lar way out. I ndeed, 
all the ethical theories developed since Socrates may be 
considered as al ternat ive explanations of the relation be
tween facts and values,  natural istic theories s tress ing their 
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i n tNdepc>ndence and nonnatural i stic theories stressing 
th<='ir  d i ffer< "nces. Socrates,  in demancl ing rational grounds 
for ethical judgments, b rought attent ion to the> problem of 
tracing the logical relat ionsh ips between values and facts 
and thereby created eth ical phi losophy. 

Plato. Plato's thought may he> regardc>d as an endeavor to 
answer the questions posed by Socrates .  F rom the Hepu h
lic on through tlw later dialogues and epist les,  P lato con
strnctc>d a systematic view of nature>, Cod, and man from 
which he derived his ethical principles .  Tlw foundation of 
th is metaphysical vic>w was the theory of Forms ,  whose 
most succinct formu lation may be found in  the d i scussio1 1  
of the Divided Linc, toward the encl of Book V I  of the 
Repu/Jlic. Plato d ivides the objc>cts of knowledge• i n to two 
main categories  and c>ach of these i nto two subcategories 
symbolized by unequal sections of the l i ne. The main 
d ivis ion is  between the realm of changing, sensible objects 
and that of unchanging, abstract forms. Knowledge of sen
sible objects acquired by sense perception is inaccu rate 
and u ncertain, for the objc>ct of sense,  l ike the· river of 
Heracl i tu s ,  is in cont inual f l ux. I n  contrast, knowledge of 
timeless forms is  p recise and rigorously provable.  The 
realm of sensible objects is subdivided i nto shadows and 
images ,  i n  the lower sc>ction, and natu ral objects in the 
upper sect ion. The realm of forms is subdivided i n to math
ematical forms and ethical forms. At  the apc>x of this as
cending l ine is the Form of the Good, in relation to which 
all other  objects of k now l edge must be defined if they arc> 
to be adequ ate ly  u nderstood. Thus,  ethics is the h iglwst 
and most rigorous k i nd of k nowlc>dgc>, s urpass ing  even 
mathematics, but i t  i s  also the most difficu l t  to attain.  
Mathematics l eads us away from rel iance on visual images 
and sense perception , and eth ical ph i losophy demands an 
even greater effo rt of abstraction. The objects of eth ical 
knowledge are eve n less  visual izable  than geometrical 
forms and n umbers-they are concepts and p rinciples 
ult imately unified u nder the al l -encompas -; ing concc>pt of 
the Good .  

A l though Plato suggests in this and  other passages that 
ethical truths can be rigorously deduced from self-evident 
axioms, and thu s  i ntroduces the mathematical model of 
knowledge that has guided many phi losop hers ever since>, 
he does not employ a deductive procedure in his discus
sions of specific ethical problems, perhaps because he did 
not fee l  that he had yet attained an adequate vis ion of the 
Good that wou l d  supply h im with the proper ax ioms from 
which to deduce ru les  of conduct. H i s  actud procedure 
follows what he cal ls an ascendi ng dialectic, a process of 
general ization through the give and take of conversation 
and the cons ideration of typical cases,  a process des igned 
to cu lminate in an intel l ectual vi sion of the structure of 
real ity, from which, by a "descending dialectic" or deduc
tion from general principles, particular judgments of value 
can be deduced. Plato's main goal in  his eth ical philoso
phy i s  to l ead the way toward a vision of the Good. 

The Socratic- Platonic ethical theory identifies goodness 
with real i ty and real ity with i ntel ligible form and thus 
concludes that the search for val ue must lead away from 
sense perception and bodily pleasure. Th is suggests an 
ascetic and intel lectualistic way of l ife which is  spel led out 
in ful l  detai l  in the Republic, in the description of the 
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tra in ing of the guardians. Some d i fference in the degrt'e of 
intensity of the preference for mind over body may per
haps he discerned in the increasing severity of tone from 
the ea rly dia logues to the later. In the Protagoras and 
Symposium, Socrates argues for rational control over the 
hod) for the sake of greater pleasure in the long run, hut 
he docs 1 1ot oppost' pleasure as such . In the Sym posium 
the unity of body and mind is a luminous thread through 
out the d i scussion. Love is regarded as a search for the 
pleasure that cons ists in possession of what is good, and it 
is shown to exist on many levels, the lowest be ing that of 
sexual des ire and the hi ghest that of aspi ration toward a 
dsion of eternity. \\'hile still nnder the influence of Soc
rates, Plato distinguishes nohle pl<'asures from base pleas
ures, rather than c0ndemning pleasure in itself. The 
i mage he draws of Socrates is of a man who eats and drinks 
heartily and enjoys himself on all levels of experience, but 
in rationally controlled proportions.  Socrates enjoys the 
wine at the symposium as much as anyone else, but unlike 
the others he remains sober to the end . While the poet 
Agathon becomes drunk with his  own rhetoric, Socrates 
employs richly sensual language and metaphor in a way 
sufficiently controlled to make a phi losophical point and so 
remains master of his rhetoric as well as of h i s  hody. 

In the extraordiuarily beautiful  dialogue Plwedo, which 
describes the <la�• of Socrates' execution, the theme of 
superiority of soul to body is dealt with direct ly, as might 
he expected of a ph i losopher who is about to di1: .  Here 
Socrates eommits himsel f unequivocally to a rejeetion of 
the hody and its pleasures,  maintaining that a wist' man 
looks forward to his own death, when the soul is freed 
from its corporeal pri son. \Vhcther th is is a11 < ·xact expres
sion of Socrates' attih,dc toward l i fe  may, however, he 
doubted in view of other d ialogues, such as the Protagoras. 
In any case, it is natural for a man eonfronting death to try 
to set the best poss ible light on it. But it was this more 
somber, otherworldly strai n in Socrates that Pl ato in his  
later works elahorat(0d into a mystical vi sion of a timeless 
higher world. Plato has Socrates say, in the Philehus, 
" . . .  no degree of pleasure, whether great or small ,  was 
thought to be nec<0ssary to h i m  who chose the life of 
thought and wisdom" (translated hy B. Jowett, New York, 
1933, Para. 33) .  

In  the Timaeus, where, sign i ficant ly, the protagonist is 
no longer Socrates !mt the Pythagorean Timaeus, pleasure 
is described as " the greatest incitement to evil," and Ti
maeu s places the "inferior sou l"  below the neck, sepa
rating i t  from th< ' intellect. Plato's severe casti gations of 
bodily pleasures, h i s  sharp separation of soul from body 
and of the eternal from the temporal, and h i s  rnystieal 
cosmology entail a more ex treme asceticism than that 
preached or practiced hy Socrates. 

Plato's mistru st of bod i l y  pleasure and perceptual judg
nw nt led him to take an unfavorable  view of public opin
ion and, consequently, of democratic institutions .  In tlw 
Repuhlic, and still more emphatically in the Laws, he 
propos<:d that society he ruled hy an in tellectual elite> who 
\Von Id h< · trai n('d to gov< 'rn i11 acC'ordancc with their vis ion 
of < 'l< ·rnal  form <, .  I I < ·  proposed, in the La ws, a ruth less 
"} "l< ·m of p1 1n i �hnwnts and the propagation of ideologi
l ,, lh 1 1 ',f•fi il 1 1 1 )  th-. that wou l d  pres< ' rvc social harmony and 

class distinction. Yet despi te h i s  support of severe punish
ment for social transgressions, Plato followed Socrates in 
holding, in the Protagoras, Timaeus, and Laws, that evil is 
due only to ignorance or madness and that "no man is 
voluntarily had," a paradox that Ari stotle l ater tried val
iantly to resolve. 

Aristotle. One might expect that Ari stotle, who studied 
at Plato's Academy for many years, would take the same 
view of nature and human conduct as his mentor. But the 
di fferences between Plato and Ari stotle are more funda
mental than the rt'semblances. Although Ari stotle naturally 
used a similar terminology and shared with Plato certain 
principles and attitudes expressive of the rationality of 
H ellenic culture, his method of inquiry and his conception 
of the role of ethical principles in human affairs were 
di fferent enough from Plato's to establish a rival philo
sophical tradition. Plato was the fountainhead of religious 
and idealistic ethics, wh ile Aristotle engendered the natu
rali s tic tradition. Throughout the subsequent history of 
Western civilization, eth ical views that looked to a supra
natural source, such as God or pure reason, for standards of 
evaluation stemmed from the metaphysics of Plato, while 
natural istic philosophers who found standards of value in 
the basic needs, tendencies, and capacities of man were 
guided by Aristotle .  

Aristotle was born in Stagira, l\ Iacedonia, the son of 
Nicomachus, court physician to Amyntas II. I l e received 
early training in biology and physiology a1HI in methods of 
careful observation and class i fication, a fact that may ae
count for his  later differt'net's with Plato on the role of 
sense pereeption in the aequi� i tion of knowledge. \Vhile 
Plato was guided by mathematics as a modt'I of scientific 
knowledge, Aristotle modeled h i s  system on biology, 
stressing tlw importanee of observat ion of recurrent pat
terns in nature. Thus Plato's goal for philosophical ethics 
was to make human nature conform to an ideal blueprint, 
while Aristotle tailored h i s  eth ical principles to the de
mands of human nature. 

Aristotle's ethical writings , consisting of the Eudemian 
E th ics, the Nicomachean E thics, and the Poli tics, all 
edited hy his d i seiples from his lecture notes, constitute 
the fi rst systematie investigation of the foundations of 
ethics . Since the Eudemian Ethics is superseded by the 
Nicomachean E thics and the Politics is an extension of 
his ethieal principles to social regulation, th i s  discussion 
will lw confi ned to tlH� ideas contained in the Nicoma
chean Ethics. 

In the latter work, Aristotle's main purpose was to define 
the subject matter a 1 1d  methodology of ph i losophical eth
ics. In doing so, he both drew upon and revi sed the beliefs 
and values of the Creek society of his ti me. Aristotle be
gi1 1s  h i s  study by searching for the common feature of all 
things said to he good and, in contra st with Plato, who held 
that there is a Form of Good in whieh all good things 
"partici pate," Ari stotle eoncludes that there are many 
di fferent senses of "good," each of which must he defined 
S< 'parately for the lim i ted art>a in which it applies. Each 
such " good" is pursued by a speei fic praet ical art or 
science, such as cccmomics, military stratt'gy, m<0dicine, or 
shiplmi l d i ng. But the ends of thew particular diseiplines 
can he arranged in order of importance, so that the su-



prcme good can l ie identified with the goal of the most 
general pract ical science to which the others a re su l >ordi 
nate. On a 1 1  i 1 1clivid1 1al  level ,  this al l- inclusive science is  
ethics ; on a social leve l ,  i t  is poli tics. The cud of ethics is 
personal happiness and that of pol i t ics is the general wel
fare, and s ince the good of the whole ranks above that of 
the part, personal ethics is s ubord inate to pol it ics. How
ever, this pri nciple docs not entai l ,  for Aristot le ,  that the 
individual must sacri fice his in terests to those of the com
munity, except under unus ual conditions such as war, be
cause he assumed that the needs of both normal ly  co incide. 

Aristotle i dentifies the su preme good with "happi ness," 
which he defines as the exercise of natural human faculties 
in accordance with virtue. His next task is to define virtue 
as a skill appropriate to a specific facul ty, and he dist in
guishes two classes of virtues-intel lectual and moral . 
There are five intellectual faculties,  from which arise art, 
science, i ntu ition, reasoning, and practical wisdom. I le 
offers a long l i s t  of moral virtues, defining each as the 
mean between the extremes of ei ther emotion or tenden
cies to action . For instance, courage is the mean between 
the excess and the deficiency of the emotion of fear, tem
perance is the mean between the tendencies to eat and 
drink  too much or too l i ttle, ju stice is the mean with re
spect to the d istribut ion of goods or of punishments. The 
bulk of the Nicomachean Ethics contains detailed analy
ses of the criteria of specifi c  moral virtues. The final re
sult of Aristotle's investigations is the definit ion of happi
ness or the good life as activity in accordan ce with virtue, 
and thus as the harmonious fulfi l l ment of man's natu ral 
tendencies. 

Summary: Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. Retu rning to 
the central problems of ethical theory, one may hazard an 
estimation of the contributions of Socrates, Plato, and 
Aristot le to their clari fication.  Socrates was the first to 
recogn ize the importance of analyzing the m eaning  of 
good, right, just, and virtuous, an d of articulating the 
standards for ascribing these properties .  Plato charted a 
spiri tual istic direction for finding the an swers i n  a realm of 
timeless ideal!-, while Aristotle located the answers in  the 
scienti fic  study of biology, psychology, and pol i tics. Good, 
for Plato, mean s resemblance to the pure Form, or univer
sal model of goodness ,  which serves as the standard for all 
val ue judgments. Actions are right, laws are ju st, and peo
ple are v irtuous to the degree to which they conform to the 
ideal model. For Aristotle, good means the ach ievement of 
the goals at which human beings naturally aim,  the bal
anced and rational sati sfaction of des i res to which he gives 
the name "happiness ." Right action, just laws, and virtuous 
character are the means of ach ieving individual and social 
wel l -being. All three ph i losophers agree in i denti fying 
individual good with social good and in defining moral 
concepts such as justice and virtue in terms of the achieve
ment of good.  

Moral responsibility. The concept of moral responsibi l 
i ty that acquired crucial im portance in later Christ ian 
thought was only obliquely considered by Plato and more 
fully,  although inconcl usively,  dealt with by Aristot le .  
Plato, who identi fied virtue with ph i losoph ical under
standing, concluded that "no one docs evil voluntari l y," so 
that wrong adion is always clue to i ntel lectual error. Aris-
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totl e recognized that intel lect 1 1a l  error m11st be clis t iu 
gu i shed from moral vice, s ince t l te  former, un l i ke· tlw lat
ter, is involuntary. In order to d i s t inguish p111 1 i s l iahle evi l 
from innocent mistakes, he explai rwd vie<' as due to wrong 
desire as we l l  a s  poor judgment. The wi l l ,  for Aristotle,  is 
ratio1 1a l ly  guided desire, formed by moral educat ion and 
training.  But s ince even vo l untary act ion is determined hy 
natural tendencies and early train ing, Aristotle searched 
for an additional factor to accormt for the freedom of choice 
necessary for moral responsibi l ity. I l e  thought I re  frnmcl 
that factor in del iberation, the cons ideration of reasons for 
and agai nst  a cou rse of action. The further quest ion,  as to 
whether, when an agent deli l icrates, he has any cho ice of 
and consequently any responsibi l ity for the outcome of his  
deliberation,  was not considered by Aristot le and  r< 'rnains 
an  unsettled issue between detcrrn i n is ts and l ihertarians .  
I n  general ,  the concepts o f  free wi l l  and moral respon si
bi l ity did not become matters of great concern unt i l  th e 
rise of Christianity, when people became preoccupi< >d 
with otherworldly rewards and pun ishments for mora l  
conduct. 

HE LLENISTIC AND ROMAN ETHICS 

During the two mi l lennia  from the deat l r  of Ari s totl<' in 
the fourth century B.C.  to the rise of modern phi losophy in  
the  seventeenth century A .D . ,  the  interests of ethical think
ers shifted from theoretical to practical ethics ,  so  that l i ttle 
advance was made in the clari fication of the mean ings of 
ethical concepts , while,  on the other hand,  new concep
tions of the goals of human l i fe and new codes of conduct 
were fashioned. The phi losophical schools of Skepticism, 
Stoicism, Epicureanism, and Neoplaton ism that set the 
ethical tone of H el lenist ic and Roman thought offered a 
type of intel lectual guidance that was more l i ke rel igious 
teaching than l ike scientific  inquiry and paved the way for 
the conquests of Christian ity. The popular conception of 
philosophy as an attitude of indifference to misfortune 
appl ies best to this period, in which phi l osophy and re l i 
gion were nearly  indistinguishable.  

The subtlety of Socrates' thought is attested to by the vari
ety of schools that developed out of his teach ing. Plato and, 
through Plato, Aristotle probably represent the Socratic 
influence most completely.  B ut the Stoics , Epicureans,  
and Skeptics a lso owed their gu iding pri nciples to Soc
rates. Aristippus of Cyrcne,  at fi rst a disciple of Socrates , 
founded the school of Cyrenaicism, which fol lO\ved the 
s imple hedonistic principle that pleas ure is the only good. 
Antisthenes,  another Socratic di sciple ,  founded the Cynic 
school on the apparently opposite principle that the good 
l ife is one of ind ifference to both pleasure and pai n .  The 
Cynics, of whcm Diogenes was the most renowned, re
jected the comforts of civil ization and l ived alone in  the 
forests, l ike the clogs after whom they named them<;eh-es. 
Cyrenaicism developed into Epicurean ism,  and Cynicism 
into Stoici�m. Soon after the death of Aristotle, Pyrrho of 
Elis in itiated the phi losophy of Skepticism, i nfluenced by 
both the Soph ist and th e Socratic criticisms of con\'ention
al bel i efs .  According to Skepticism, no judgments , e i ther of 
fact or of val ue, can be adequate ly proved, so that the 
proper ph i losophical attitude to take toward the actions of 
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others is one of tolerant detachment, and toward one's owu 
actions, extreme caution. In the second century B.C., the 
leaders of Plato's Academy, Arcesilaus and Carneades, 
adopted Skepticism, and Carneades developed a theory of 
probability which he applied to ethical judgments. During 
this period, the Peripatetic school at Aristotle 's Lyceum 
coutinned the Aristotelian tradition u ntil it merged finally 
with Stoicism. 

Epicureanism. Epicurus (c .  34 1 - 270 B.C.) founded one 
of the two dominant philosophical schools of the era be
tween the death of Aristotle and the rise of Christianity. 
The other dominant school was , of course, Stoicism. These 
two traditions are often thought of as diametrical opposites, 
yet it may plausibly be argued that the differences be
tween them were more verbal than substantial. Both views 
of life were fundamentally pessimistic, di rected more 
toward escape from pain than toward the positive im
prO\·ement of the human condition. Both encouraged indi
vidual withdrawal from the public arena of struggle for 
economic and political reform, in favor of personal self
mastery and independence of social conditions. The later 
Homan Stoics modified this extreme individualism and 
placed more stress on civic duties,  but even they preached 
resignation to the imperfections of social organization 
rather than efforts at improvement. 

E picurus based his ethics on the atomistic materialism of 
Democritus, to which he added the important modification 
of indeterminis m  by postulating a tendency of the atoms 
that make up the human body-and particularly its 'soul 
atoms" -to s,verve unpredictably from their normal paths, 
resulting in unpredictable human actions. I n  this way, 
Epicurus thought he could account for freedom of the 
wil l .  He assumed that freedom of choice of action is in
compatib le with the deterministic principle that all events 
are necessary results of antecedent causes. But this 
identification of freedom with pure chance seems to entail 
that a capriciou s  person is more free than a rational and 
principled person, and such a conclusion ,vould contradict 
Epicurus' own vi sion of moral life. For Epicu rus '  main 
difference with his Cyrenaic predecessors lay in his con
v iction that, by the use of reason, one could plan one's life 
and sacrifice momentary pleasures for long-nm benefit. 
Like the Cyrenaics, E picurus held that pleasure is the 
single standard of good .  But he distinguished "natural 
pleasures," which are moderate and healthful, from "un
natural'' satiation of greed and lust. I l is name for moderate 
and natural pleasure was ataraxia, gentle motions in the 
body which he regarded as the physiological explanation 
of pleasure. I l e  proposed, as the ideal way of life, a re
laxed, le isurely existence, cons i sting in moderate indul
gence of the appetites,  cultivation of the intel lect, and 
conversation with friends, which is how Epicurus himself 
l i ved and taught in h i s  famous garden. Two centuries later, 
J:picureanism was establ ished in Rome by Lucretiu s  
lc. mJ -,S.S n.c.), whose influential poem,  O n  the Nature of 
Things, helped to spread Epicureanism among the Roman 
ari stoeracy. 

Stoicism. Stoicism was by far the most impressive intel
let:t11 a l  ach ie,·emc·nt of I I C ' l lenistic aud Homan culture 
prior to Chri stianity, providing an ethical framework 
within which metaphys ical speeu latiou, natural science, 

psychology, and social thought could flourish to such a 
high degree that Stoicism has not unjustly been identified 
in the public mind with philosophy itself, that is, with the 
di stinctively "philosophical" attitude toward l ife. Like 
every great tradition, Stoicism evolved through many 
s tages and thus comprehends a great variety of specific 
beliefs .  J-I istorians generally distinguish three main stages 
of its development: 

( 1) The early Stoa-which derived its name from the 
portico, or porch, on which the early Stoics lectured
whose important fi gures were Zeno of Cyprus, Cleanthes, 
and Chrysippus. Chrysippns made the most substantial 
contributions to Stoic logic and theory of knowledge. The 
early Stoics remained close to Cynicism in recommending 
withdrawal from community life so as to render oneself 
independent of material comforts, social fashions, and the 
opinions of one's fellow men. Their ethical goal was the 
achievement of apathy, the s tate of indifference to pleasure 
and pain. They considered reason to be the distinctive 
nature of man and proposed that one should live "accord
ing to nature" and thns according to rational principles of 
conduct. 

With the Stoics, the concept of duty acquired a central 
place in ethics, as conformity to moral rules which they 
identified with laws of human nature. The later Roman 
Stoics developed this doctrine into the theory of natural 
law on which Roman jurisprudence was largely based. 
�,lost of the Stoics were materialists, yet imbued with 
natural piety, and many identified God with the Logos of 
Heracl i tus, as a universal "fire" or energy of nature em
bodied in its lawlike processes.  t-.1any were fatalists, main
taining that man can control his destiny only by resigning 
himself to it, a principle that contrasted vividly with their 
emphasis on rationality and self-control. They sought to 
reconcile this extreme determinism with freedom and 
moral responsibility by means of the Aristotelian distinc
tion between external and internal causation, thus sug
gesting that the free man is one who, in understanding the 
necessity of what befal ls  him, accepts it and thus freely 
chooses it, a solution echoed in modern thought by He
gel's definition of freedom as the recognition of necessity. 

(2) The middle Stoics , notably Panaetius and Posi
donius,  brought Stoicism to Rome, shaping the doctrine to 
the political-mindedness of the Romans by modifying its 
extreme indi\'idualism and stressing the importance of 
social duties . 

(3) The late Stoics, Seneca, Epictetus .  \lareus Aurelius, 
and, to some extent, Cicero-who accepted only certain 
parts of Stoic doctrine-developed the ideal of a "cosmop
olis," or universal brotherhood of man, in which all men 
would be recognized as having equal rights and responsi
ln l ities, an ideal which Christianity absorbed into its con
ception of the "City of God" and which, in the modern 
age, Kant made the cornerstone of his system of ethics. 

Neoplatonism. Epicureanism offered a way of life that 
was open only to the leisure class. Stoicism appealed to 
highly reflecti\'e men of all classes, as  evidenced by the 
fact that the two great fi gures of late Stoicism were the 
educated slave Epictetus and the emperor �1arcus Au 
rel ius .  I lowc>vc ·r, both philosophical views cou ld interest 
only those of a sufficiently high level of education and 



thoughtful temperament to place in te l lectual values above 
al l others. As the Roman Empire decl ined, and reason 
seemed powerless to solve the i n tense economic and so
cial problems of the empire ,  arr atmosphere of pess imism 
and disaffection with reason began to prevai l ,  a s i tuation 
which Gi lbert �1 nrray has described as  "a fai lure of 
nerve." I nterest increased in finding supernatu ral rou tes to 
salvation of the k ind offered by various rel igious cults ,  and 
even in  the i 1 1 tel lcct11al schools the study of logic and 
natural science declined in favor of a search for psycholog
ical means of escape from suffering. The phi losophy of 
Ncoplatonism fas hioned by Plotinus (c. 204 - 270) offered 
an intel lectual road to salvat ion, while early Christianity 
paved an emotional and rituali stic h ighway toward the 
same destination.  Later, these two roads converged. 

Plot inus lectured in Rome and, after his death, his notes 
were edited by his disciple Porphyry, forming the work 
enti t led Enneads - so called because of its d iv is ion i nto 
chapters of n ine  sections each. Ploti nus developed one 
strain of Plato's thought, the ascetic mysticism of the pas
sages on the Form of the Good in the Republic and the S ym
posium and the pantheistic metaphysics of the Timaeus. 
According to Plotinus, the world i s  a series of emanations 
or overftowings of the One, the ineffable and ultimate 
real ity of which every determinate th ing is a part. The One 
is  so transcendent as to be indescribable, "the One, tran
scending in tel lect, transcends knowing." But if the One 
cannot be described, i t  can at least be negatively charac
terized in terms of what it is not, namely,  that it is not 
limited by any finite properties. This negative character i 
zation of  the One was the source of Chri stian "negative 
theology," the description of God in  terms of the denial of 
all modes of l i mitation. 

The One emanates intel l i gible Forms or Platonic Ideas, 
out of which the Worl d Soul produces individual souls 
wh ich in turn emanate lower bei ngs in a process that ap
proaches, but does not quite reach , pure matter. Matter, as 
total formlessness, is so far from true bei ng that i t  does not 
exi st. Identi fying evi l  with matter or formlessness, Plotinus 
concluded that evi l  does not ex i st i n  an absolute sense,  but 
only as incom pleteness or lack of good. This account of 
evil as having no positive exi stence was later adopted by 
Augusti ne and most subsequent theologians. 

Since Ploti nus,  fol lowing Plato, equated goodness with 
real ity and evil with unreal ity or di stance from the One,  i t  
followed that virtue consi sts in purging the soul of  rel iance 
on sensual pleasures and imagery, so that it can ascend the 
ladder of bei ng and return to its source in the One. The 
cu lmination of this process of puri fieation th rough self
denial i s  the mystical experience of reunion with the One, 
whieh Plotinus describes-having experienced it  himself 
at  least four t imes-as "the fl ight of the Alone to the 
Alone." Thus vi rtue, fo r Plotinus as later for Augustine, i s  
not its own reward but is a means to a metaphys ieal state of 
blessedness . In the words of the hi storian W. T. Jones, 
"Like other men of h i s  t ime, Plotinus found this world a 
!>ea of troub l es and a vale of tears ; l i ke them he sought to 
leave i t ;  and like them he found perfect peace only in  
otherworldl iness ." How much of this  view was absorbed 
into Christian ,  Is lamic, and Judaic theology ean hardly be 
overestimated, although the infl uence of Platon ism on 
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J udaism was main ly  t h rough Phi lo  J udae us ( fl .  20  B.C. 
A.D. 40), au All 'xandrian Jew and contemporary of J < ' sus ,  
who combined c lements of Stoicism with a Platon is t ic  
in terpretat ion of J udaic theology and ethics. 

(The above sect ion on l l e l lcn is tic and Homan ethics was 
prepared in co llaboration with Professor Hichard 0. 
H aynes of the Un ivers ity of I l awai i . )  

M E D I EVAL ETHICS 

The ri se of Christia n ph i losophy,  ou t  of  a f u s ion  of 
Greco-Roman thought with Judaism and clements of other 
M iddle Eastern religious, produced a new ern in the h is
tory of eth ics, al though one that was prepared for by  Stoi
cism and Neoplaton i sm.  The Stoic concern with j 1 1 s t ic<' 
and self-mastery, and the Ncop latonic search for reun ion 
with the source of all bei n g, were combined in  early 
Chris t ian philosophy with the Judaic bel ief in a personal 
God, whose commandments are the primal source of moral 
authority and whose favor is the ult i mate goal of human 
life. Two sources of eth ica l standards ,  human reason and 
divine wi l l ,  were juxtaposed in one system of ethics, and 
the tension between them was reflected in confl icting 
sectarian interpretations of theological principles. 

From the second to the fourth century, Christian i ty 
spread through the Roman Empire, offering the poor and 
the oppressed a hope for otherworldly happiness in com
pensation for their  earthly suffering, and th us a way of l i fe 
with which the more pess imistic and in tel lectual ist  schools  
of phi losophy could not compete. By the fourth century, 
Chri sti anity domi nated Western civi l i zation and had ab
sorbed the main i deas and val ues of the secular school s of 
thought, as we ll as rival religioPs such as Man ichaeism, 
Mithraism, and Judaism. Having converted the masses,  i t  
was t ime to win over the inte l l igents i a, and doing  this  
required the hammering out of an expl icit and plaus ible 
system of metaphysical and eth ical pri nciples. Th is task 
was performed by the Church Fathers, Clement of Alexan
dria, Origen, Tertul l ian,  Ambrose, and, most completely 
and authori tatively, by  Augustine .  

Augustine. St. Augustine (3.54- 430), born near Car
thage, the son of a pagan father and a Chri stian mother, 
was first a Manichaean and later became converted to 
Christian ity .  He  rose in the church to become bishop of 
H ippo and he lped to settle the doctri nal strife among the 
man y Chri stain sect!> by constructing a system of theology, 
ethics , and theory of knowledge that soon became the 
aut'.10ri tative framework of Chri stian thought, modified but 
not supplanted by subsequent ehureh phi losophers. Au
gustine 's  major works ,  Confessions, The City of God, En
chiridion, and On Freedom of the Will, wove together 
threads of Stoic ethics ,  Neoplatonic metaphysics ,  and the 
Judaeo-Christian doctri ne of revelat ion and redemption 
into a many-co lored fabric of theology. Wi th August ine, 
theology became the bridge between phi losophy am! 
revealed rel igion,  the one end anchored i n  reason and the 
other in faith, and ethics became a bl end of the pursuit  of 
earthly wel l -being with preparation of the soul for eternal 
salvation.  

Like the Neoplatoni sts ,  Augusti ne rejected almost en
ti rely the claims of bodi ly  pleasures and community l i fe, 
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maint.lining, as St. Paul had done, that happiness is im
poss ible in this  world, which serves only as a testing 
ground for re\\'arcl and pnnishment in the aftt>rlife. Augus
tine inlwrited the Neoplatonic conception of vi rtue as the 
purgation of the sou I of all dependence on material com
forts in preparation for reunion \\'ith God. Against the Stoic 
and Aristotelian reliance ou reason as the source of virtue, 
Ang11stine maintained that s nch apparently admirable 
traits as prndencc, justic<', wi sdom, and fortitude-the four 
cardinal \·irtues identi fi < ,d by Plato and stressed by Stoics 
and Christians-art> of 1 1 0  moral worth when not inspired 
by Christian faith. With the pess imi stic view of life char
acteristic of an era of wars, political collapse, and economic 
decline-a de\v already apparent in the Stoic, Epicurean, 
and Neoplatonic modes of withdrawal from social respon
s ibilities-intensifkd hy h is  personal sense of guilt and 
worthlessness, Augustine saw life on earth as a punish
ment for Adam's original sin. "For what Hood of eloquence 
can suffice to detail the miseries of this life ?" he laments in 
The City of God. 

Nature. The tension between natural and supernatural 
values in A ugustine's ethical thought shows itself most 
clearly in  his ambivalent attitude toward nature. Nature, as 
God's creation, must be unqualifiedly good. Natural evils 
are only apparently evil, and in the long run they con
tribute to the fulfillment of divine purpose. Natural evil is 
s imply imperfection that makes variety possible and thus, 
"·hen dewed on a cosmic scale, does not exist at all. On 
the other l1and, since man must be h eld morally respon
s iblt-' for his s ins ,  human sin cannot be so easi ly  explained 
away as incompleteness that promotes the cosmic good. 
\ l oreover, it is man's bodily desires that tempt him to sin. 
\\'ithout the aid of divine grace, the promptings of human 
nature, whether impuls ive or rational, lead only to vice 
and damnation. Augustine resolves this paradoxical view 
of human nature by holding that man, unlike other natural 
species, was endowed Ly his Creator with free will and 
thus with the capacity to choose between good and evil. 
Through the original sin of Adam he has chosen evil, and it 
is for thi s  reason, rather than hecause of any flaw in his  
original construction, that lw is i rresi stibly inclined to 
further sin. 

Free will and divine foreknowledge. If Augustine's dual 
conception of nature is explained by his concept of free 
\\' ill, the latter contains new difficulties. The problem of 
free \\'ill is critical in Christian ethics, which emphasizes 
responsibility and puni shment. The Greek ideal of practi
cal reason ensuring physical and mental well-being was 
supplanted l iy the ideal of purification of the soul through 
suffering, renunciation, and humble obedience to divine 
\\ i i  I .  

\\'here the pract ice of \"i rt1 1c produces well-being as its 
natural conseq1 1 < · 1 1cc ,  as in the Creek dew, virtue carries 
\\'itli it  its 0\\'1 1  reward in accordance with the causal 
prot·< ·ss < · �  of nat1 1 r< ' ,  so that  causal necess ity and moral 
d< '�< ·rt a re not merely co1 1 1patil ile ; they normally coincide. 
B 1 1 t  i n  tlw Chri stian \ ' i < '"', causal necess ity and moral re
�porhi l iilit� � < · < · Ill i 1 1co11 1 patililc, for the ch< ; ice between 
!.(nod a1 1d < ' \  ii i� made b� tlw soul, independently of natu
r.t !  proc< ·"< · s ,  and i ts rt '\\'a rd or p1 1 1 1 i s hnw11t is independent 
of tlw 1 ,l1 1 i ral df<.ch of l11 1ma11 actions. \ Ian is pu nis hed or 

rewarded to the degree to which he voluntarily obeys or 
di sobeys the commands of God. I n  the Greek view, man 
suffers from the natural consequences of h i s  mistakes, but 
in the Christian view, no matter what the natural conse
quences of his actions ,  he is held to account for the state of 
his soul. It is his motives and not his actions that count in 
assessment of his moral responsibility, and the primary 
motive is his desire for, or his turning away from, God. 

Responsibility is thus transferred from the consequences 
of a person's actions to the state of his soul. Yet if the soul 
is crt>ated by God, and not subject to its temporary owner's 
control, then in what sense can man be said to have free
dom of choice between good and evil? Augustine de
scribes the soul that chooses evil as "defective," but if so, 
is not the Creator of the defective soul responsible for its 
deficiency? In absolution of God, Augustine argues that a 
defect is not a positive entity, thus  not a created thing and 
not attributable to a creator-a terminological escape that 
is vulneraUc to the objection that, on such grounds ,  a man 
who stabs another p roduces in his victim a deficiency 
rather than a positive state and therefore is not responsible 
for h i s  "nonexistent" product. 

Augustine's concept of free will i s  further complicated 
by his support of the theological principle of divine om
niscience, which entails foreknowledge by God of human 
decisions. The term "predestination," used by later 
theologians and notably by the Protestant reformers, sug
gests a determinism that Augustine rejects in his criticism 
of fatalism .  For Augustine, God knows what man will 
choose to do and makes it possible for man to act on his 
free choices bnt does not compel him to any course of 
action. To the obvious question of how God can know in 
advance what has not been destined or causally necessi
tated, Augustine replies by means of his subtle analysis of 
time. God has knowledge, not of what we are compelled to 
do but of what we freely choose to do, because his knowl
edge is not the kind of advance knowledge that is based on 
causal processes but is due to the fact that, in the mind of 
Goel. we have already made our decisions. All of past and 
future time is spread out in the specious present of the 
divine mind , so that what, from our limited standpoint, 
would be prediction of the future i s ,  for God, s imply direct 
awareness of contemporaneous events. 

Distinctions among ethical concepts. While Augustine's 
ethical writings are mainly concerned with the substantive 
problem of how to achie\·e redemption ,  rather than with 
the clarif ication of ethical concepts, mw 11 of his writing h 
philosophical i n  our strict sense,  in that it suggests solu
tions to conceptual or 1 11etaethical problems of meaning 
and mt>thod. Augustine oppos t>d the classical tendency to 
define tlw moral concepts of rightnes s and virtue in terms 
of individu,il and social well-being and i nterpreted moral 
right and virtue as obedience to divine authority. The 
concept of good is split into a moral and a practical sense. 
Good as ful fi l lment of natural tendencies is subordinated 
to eternal beatitude, tll < '  fulfillment of the aspirations of the 
d rt1101 1s  soul. Freedom and respons ibility are interpreted 
as internal states of tlw soul and as excluding, rather than 
(as for :\ ristotk) presupposing, causal neces sity. 

Fourth to th irteenth centuries. From Augustine in the 
fourth centmy to Alwlanl in tlw t>leventh century, Chris-



tian, I s lamic, and Judaic phi losophy was dominated hy 
Neoplaton ic myst ic i sm and preoccu pied with faith and 
salvation. The outstanding figure of this period was John 
Scotus Erigcna (c. 8 10 - c. 877), whose conc<'ption of good 
was the Platonic  one of approxi mation to t imeles s  being 
and whose view of l i fe as i s su ing  from and returning to 
God bordered on heretical panthe i sm .  

By the  eleventh century, interest  i n  rational phi losophi
cal speculation had revin?d,  and even those Schoolme1 1  
l i ke Bernard of Clairvaux ( l0Ul -1 1 .53), who continued to 
defend re l igious  mysticism and denounced rel iance upon 
reason as in imical to fai th, nevertheless  employed phi lo
sophical arguments to refute contrary opi nions .  Augustine  
had asserted that one must "bel i eve in order to  under
stand," and St .  Anselm ( 1 033- I 109) took th is to mean that 
faith is not incompatible with reason hut, rather, prepares 
the sou l for rational unders tanding. The main i ssues 
among phi losophers of this time were the relation between 
faith and reason, and the nature of un iversa ls .  

However, Peter Abelard ( 1 079- 1 142), an extraordinari ly 
original and i ndependent thinker whose vibrant personal
ity reveals itself in his  phi losophical wri t ings ,  red iscovered 
some of the un solved prob lems of eth ical phi losophy. 
Abelard brought into clear view the disti nctive features of 
Christian ethics implicit  i n  Augustine's work ,  in  particular, 
the split between mora l  and prudential concepts that 
sharply separates Christian eth ics from Greek ethics .  Abe
lard held that morality is an inner qual ity, a property of 
motive or intention rather than of the consequences of 
one's actions, a principle that was later s tres s ed by the 
Reformation and attained its fu l lest expres sion in the eth i 
cal system of I mmanuel Kant. A somewhat heret ical  corol 
lary fol lows from Abelard's pri nciple ,  namely that, as 
Etienne Gilson puts it, "Those who do not know the Gos
pel obviously commit no fau lt  in  not bel ieving in Jesus 
Christ," and it seems clear from al l  this that Chri s tian fai th 
need not be the foundation for moral rules . Abelard con
cluded that one can attain to virtue through reason as wel l  
a s  through fai th .  

Thomas Aquinas. The toweri ng figure of med ieval phi
losophy i s ,  of course, Thomas Aquinas (c .  1 225 - 1274 ),  
whose phi losophical a im was to reconci le Ari stote l ian 
science and phi losophy with August inian theology. The 
way to this  ach ievement had already been prepared by the 
revival i n  western Europe of interes t in Ari stotle, whose 
thought had been preserved and elaborated hy Mus l im 
and Jewish scholars such as  Avicenna, Averroes,  and  
l\ laimon idcs and had been !nought to  the  attention of 
Christendom by tlw commentari es of Albert the Great. I t  
remai ned for Aquinas to  prove the  compatibi l i ty of Ari sto
tel i an natural i sm with Christian dogma and to construct a 
unified view of nature, man, and God. This  he undertook 
with remarkab le  success in his Summa Thculugica and 
Summa Contra Gentiles. 

To a large degree, Aqu inas' un ion of Ari sfote l ian ism 
with Christian ity cons isted in argu ing for the truth of both 
and in refut ing arguments of his predecessors and contem
poraries that purported to show the ir  i ncompat ibi l ity. 
Aristotl e's eth ics was re lativist ic,  rationa l ,  and prudential ; 
August inian ethics was absol utist,  grounded on fai th ,  and 
independent of consequences. Now one of these views is 
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total ly m i sgu ided,  or else there must lw roorn for  two 
d i ffere1 1 t  systems of eth ical co1 1cepts and princi ples .  Aqui
nas adopted the latter alt , ·rnat ive a1 1d divided th<' meaning 
of ethical concepts into two domain s ,  "natural" and "theo
logica l . "  Natu ral v i rtues, adequately al-c011 1 1ted for hy 
Aristotle ,  can be attai ned hy proper tra i 1 1 i 1 1g  and the ext•r
cise of practical reason,  wh i le  theological virtues-fait l 1 ,  
hope, a 1 1d love-require fa i th and div ine grace. S i m i larly, 
he d i s ti 1 1guished two highest goods ,  or paramm1 1 1t goals o f  
l i fe, worldly happ i 1 1ess and  eternal beatitude (wh ich has 
precedence); the former i s  ach ieved throu gh uatmal v irtue 
and the latter is  achieved through the church and i ts  sa('ra
ments. Aqui nas thus expressed a considerably  more opti
mi st ic atti tude than did Augustine toward the pos s ib i l ity of 
improving man's lot on earth through knowlcdg<' of nature 
and inte l l igent act ion .  This hel ped to prepare t lw c l imate 
for the rebi rth of natural science, whos<· fi rst s t i rr ings were 
fe lt in the th irteenth century .  

Natural law. At the center of Thomi st ic eth ics was th<· 
concept of natural law. The medieval doctri ne of natural 
l aw, stemming from Aris totle's tel eological cm rccption of 
natur e and from the Stoic identification of human reason 
with the Logos ,  was a fu s ion of natural i stic Creek ethics 
with monothei st ic theology. On thi s  view, the promptings 
of informed reason and moral conscience represent an in
herent tendency in  the natme of man, and conformity to this  
nature fu lfi l l s  both the cos mic plan of the Creator and the 
direct commands of God revealed in the Scriptures .  Natura l 
law is the d iv ine law as d iscovered by reason, and therefore 
the precepts of the church and the Bible ,  and scienti fic  
know ledge of the un ivers al needs and tendencies of man,  
provide complementary rather than competing standards of 
ethical judgment .  Where con fl icts between science and 
rel igious authority ari se,  they must be due to i nadequate 
understanding of science, s i nce ch urch authority and 
dogma are infal l ib le .  

The Thomi stic un ification of scient i fic  and rel i gious 
ethics in the doctrine of natural law-further elahorated in 
subtle deta i l  by Francisco Su{trez and other l egal ists-was 
an effective way of making room,  with i n  the re l ig ious 
enterprise of achieving salvation, for the practical bus iness  
of everyday l i v ing i n  pursui t  of  personal and social we l l 
be ing .  The ideological s upremacy of theology was main
tained, but  the doctri ne of  natural  law pu rported to  guar
antee rel iable knowledge of nature, psychology, and 
pol i tical economy. The weakness in th i s  system was that i t  
pl aced rel ig ious barriers in the way of scienti fic advance, 
tending to sancti fy and render i mmune from re\'i s ion 
whichever scienti fic  pri nciples seemed most  congenial to 
theology, such as i nst inct theory in psychology, vital i s t ic  
bio logy, nnd geocentr ic astronomy. 

Free will. Aqu lnas '  account of freedom and mora l re
s pons ih i l  ity was ,  in genera l  form, s imi lar to that of Augus
t ine, mai ntai ning the compatib i l ity of free wil l  \\' i th  
predestination or d iv ine  foreknowledge. Aqninas a l so  
maintai ned the compatibi l ity of free wi l l  with causal de
termin i sm, thus deal ing with the p roblem on the level of 
prudential eth ics as wel l on as tl1P theological le\·el of 
grace and salvat ion.  Aq1 1 i nas ' sol ution makes effective use 
of  Aris tot le ' s  ana lys i s  of  choice and \'ol untar>· act ion in  
terms of in terna l causal i ty and del iberation, and i t  
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identifies free will with rational self-determination rather 
than with the absence of causal influences. On the other 
hand, Aquinas' concept of freedom is, as a result, more 
relati,·istic than Augustine's, and, while it explains the 
conditions under which an agent may be held responsible 
for his actions-namely, the conditions of desire, knowl
edge, and deliberation-it does not meet the further issue  
of whether these faculties that determine action are within 
the control of the agent, that is, whether a person can free
Iv  choose the habits and desires that determine his actions. 
I�ater writers, particularly Protestant theologians, tended to 
interpret Augustine as stressing predestination and Aqui
nas as stressing free will, but it may be argued to the con
trary, that Augustine's conception of free will as an inex
plicable and supernatural thrust of the soul allows the 
agent more independence of his formed character than 
does Aquinas', but by that very token, Aquinas' account is 
more congenial to a scientific view of man. 

Subsequent scholastic philosophy, from the fourteenth 
to the seventeenth centuries, added little to the 
clarification of metaethical problems, but it probed further 
into the relation between intellect and will as sources of 
human and divine action. John Duns Scotus (c. 1266 -
1308), William of Ockham (c. 1285-1349), and Nich
ola� of Autrecourt (fl. c. 1335) developed the vol untaris
tic doctrine that the will is free in a more absolute sense 
than that accounted for by Aquinas, in that it is independ
ent both uf external causality and of determination by the 
intellect-that is, by the agent's knowledge of what is right 
and good. Their view in one way strengthened the case for 
religious faith as against scientific reason, at least in mat
ters of ethical judgment, but, in another way, it helped 
stimulate an attitude of individualism and independence 
of authority that prepared the ground for the secular and 
humanistic ethics of the modern age. 

EARLY M ODERN ETHICS 

Philosophy seems to flourish best in periods of rapid 
social transformation, wher: the conceptual framework of a 
culture crumbles, requiring a re-examination of basic con
cepts, principles, and standards of value. The sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, which saw the demise of 
medieval feudalism and ushered in the modern age of 
industrial democracy, were, like the fifth and fourth centu
ries B.C. ,  a period of intense philosophical ferment. In both 
cases, the preceding century witnessed the demolition of 
traditional beliefs, while the succeeding century was one 
of systematic reconstruction. The development of com
merce and industry, the discovery of new regions of the 
world, the Reformation, the Copernican and Galilean 
revolutions in science, and the rise of strong secular gov
ernments demanded new principles of individual conduct 
and of social organization. 

In the sixteenth century, Francis Bacon ckmolisht>d the 
logic and methodology of medieval Seholasticism.  Eras
mus, Luther, and Calvin, while attempting to strengthen 
th•.! bond between religion and ethics , undermined the 
elaborate structure of canon law based on the moral au
thority of the medieval church, and \fachiavelli dynmnited 

the bridge between religious ethics and political science. I 
The task of reconstruction in philosophy was performed in I 
the seventeenth century by Descartes, Hobbes, Leibniz, 
Spinoza, and Locke. 

Hobbes. Modern ethical theory began with Thomas 
Hobbes ( 1588-1679). The advent of Galilean natural 
sciencr had challenged the traditional notions, supported 
by authority, of purpose, plan, and value in the physical 
world; it cast into doubt the doctrine of natural law and 
nullified the anthropomorphic assumptions of theology. 
New standards of ethical judgment had to be found, not in 
the cosmic plan of nature or in scriptural revelations of the 
divine will but in man himself, either in his biological 
structure, or in his agreements with his fellow men, or in 
the social and political institutions that he creates. Thus 
were born, simultaneously and to the same parent, the 
ethical philosophies of naturalism, cultural relativism, and 
subjectivism, respectively. 

Born in a time of international and domestic strife, 
Hobbes regarded the preservation of life as the paramount 
goal of human action and constructed his system of ethics 
and political science in his major work, Leviathan, with 
the principle of self-preservation as its cornerstone. His 
enthusiasm for Galileo's physics and his conviction that all 
fields of knowledge could be modeled on this universal 
science (following the method of Euclid's geometry) may 
have suggested to him that the drive to self-preservation is 
the biological analogue of the Galilean principle of inertia. 
Hobbes conceived of man as a complex system of particles 
in motion and attempted to deduce ethical laws from the 
principle of self-preservation. He offers, however, two 
formulations of this principle, the first of which is his foun
dation of ethics, while the second is, in effect, the repudia
tion of ethics. 

The tendency to self-preservation, according to Hobbes, 
expresses itself in the quest for social harmony through 
peace-keeping institutions and practices or, alternatively, 
in the aggressive drive toward power over one's fellow 
men. Thus he formulates his "first and fundamental" prin
ciple in two parts, the "law of nature" to the effect that 
"Every man ought to endeavor to peace as far as he has 
hope of obtaining it," and the "right of nature," that "when 
he cannot obtain it, he may seek and use all the helps and 
advantages of war." Which of these two forms of the prin
ciple of self-preservation should be applied depends, for 
Hobbes, on whether the agent finds, himself in a well
organized society or in a "state of nature" in which he can
not expect cooperative behavior on the part of his fellow 
men. Thus, the concept of ethical law applies to social 
agreements and commitments, while that of rights applies 
to the exercise of natural powers. In the state of nature one 
has a right to do whatever one has the power to do. 

From his fundamental law of nature, Hobbes derives a 
number of specific rules that prescribe the means of estab
lishing and maintaining a peaceful society, the primary 
means being the willingness to make or, if already made, 
to maintain the social contract in which individual rights or 
powers are surrendered to a sovereign in return for the 
guarantee of personal security. The state is thus the 
artificial creation of reasonable men, a "Leviathan" that 
maintains peace by means of power relinquished to it by 



its citizens. Once such a commonwealth has been estab
lished by contract or conquest, other general ru les of  con
duct follow in accordance with H obbes's theory of 
psychology. To restrain the natural human tendencies to 
envy, mistrust, self-aggrandizement, and aggression, the 
virtues of accommodation, gratitude, clemency, obedience 
to authority, and respect for the equal rights of others are 
recommended by "laws of nature" as effective means of  
ensuring social harmony. 

Reason and ethical laws. Hobbes's use of the term "laws 
of nature" in referring to ethical principles is to be distin
gu ished sharpl y from the medieval concept of natural law 
that he rejected. There is, for H obbes, no moral order in  
the cosmos, nor  any natural prompting toward justice and 
sympathy for others in human nature. Man, l ike the rest of 
nature, is a system of  particles perpetual ly moving and 
col l iding in accordance with physical laws whereby direc
tion and intensity of motion are determined solely by 
preponderance of force. Yet reason plays a role in human 
action that di stingui shes man from the rest of the world 
machine. Eth ical rules are "precepts, found out by reason, 
by which a man is forbidden to do that which is  destruc
tive of his l i fe or taketh away the means of preserving the 
same." 

ln his mechani stic physiology, Hobbes explained reason 
as a mechanical process in the brain consisting in the com
bining and separating particles that serve as representa
tions of objects and qual ities; thus, cognitive processes are 
a special type of physical process, governed by the same 
laws. But on this mechanistic view of man, it  is difficult for 
Hobbes to account for the prescriptive character he attrib
utes to ethical laws as distingu ished from physical laws. 
Throughout his discussion, Hobbes vaci l lates between a 
conception of ethics as a branch of physical science that 
describes the behavior of human mechanisms and the 
quite different conception of ethics as rational advice 
on how to get along with one's fellow men by con
sciously restraining one's aggressive impul ses. Both sides 
of the nomos -phusis controversy between the Sophists 
and Plato are represented in H obbes's thought, and he 
cites both social authority and prudential reason as sources 
of ethical obligation. Moral virtue consi sts i n  conformity to 
custom and law, in opposition to the natural aggressive
ness that equips a man for survival in the state of nature,  
yet the "precepts found out by reason" provide a natural 
basis for the establ ishment of customs and laws. 

Desire and will. H obbes's account of desire and wil l  is  
designed to bridge the gap between rational directives and 
physical laws . He defines good as "any object of desire" 
and desire as the motion toward an object that results from 
physiological processes ("endeavors") within the body. To 
act rational ly does not entail freedom to act contrary to 
one's phys iological i mpulses, s ince rational ity or delibera
tion is s imply the mediating processes of the central ner
vous system. The will  is not a supernatural power con
troll ing des i res but simply the last stage of deliberation 
that eventuates in overt action, and thus is itself a neurolog
ical process governed by laws of physics. Freedom of the 
will from causal influences is ,  for H obbes, a senseless 
combi nation of concepts ;  freedom is the "absence of  ex
ternal impediments" to the wil l .  I t  is the person who is 
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free or unfree, and not his wi l l ,  since his freedom consists 
in the determi nation of his overt actions by his  wi l l  rather 
than by external forces . Yet this mechanistic account of the 
wi l l  seems in paradoxical contrast with his subjectivist 
account of civil law as deriving its obligatory force from 
the arbitrary will  o f  the sovere ign, an account which comes 
dangerously close to the Aristotel ian and Augusti nian 
notions of the wi l l  as a "fi rst  cause." 

Naturalism and nonnaturalism. The importance of 
Hobbes to modern eth ical theory is  inestimable. fn freeing 
ethics from bondage to revealed theo logy and its anthro
pomorphic view of natu re, H obbes brought philo sophy 
back to the problems with wh ich i t  had begun to wrestle in 
the time of  Socrates and the Sophists, and of  wh ich it 
had lost s ight for a mil lennium. At the same time, he raised 
the understanding of these problems to a higher level, 
profiting both from the Christian insight that moral princi
ples have an obl igatory force and from the refi nements 
of scienti fic method introduced by Bacon, Gali leo,  and 
Descartes. 

If ethics was to become a body of reliable knowledge, it 
must be grounded on objective laws of psychology and 
biology, rather than on tradition, sentiment, and church 
authority. On the other hand, if nature and i ts scientific 
description are ethical ly neutral , then ethics is to be con
trasted with sci ence and purged of references to nature, 
just as natural science must be purged of references to 
ethical values. ln that case, ethical principles m ust be 
understood as subjective expressions of emotion and de
s ire, and not as objectively veri fiable laws. This dil emma 
has plagued philosophy ever since, and, i f  it was not re
solved by H obbes, at least his thought was not completely 
impaled on either horn but only a bit on both. 

Early intuitionists. Reaction to H obbes's attack on  the 
objectivity of ethical judgment was immediate. The doc
trine of natural law and its vision of nature as a moral sys
tem were defended in a new form by a group of scholars at 
Cambridge who became known as the Cambridge Platon
ists ,  principally Ralph Cudworth ( 16 17- 1 688) and Henry 
M ore ( 16 1 4 - 1687). They maintained that moral principles 
are self-evident truths, as certain and immutable as the 
laws of mathematics. Richard Cumberland ( 163 1 - 1 718) 
attempted to deduce al l  the principles of ethics from a 
single "Law of Nature" that later became the cornerstone 
of util itarian ethics, namely, the law that all actions should 
promote the common good. Nicholas Malebranche 
( 1 638 - 1 715) developed the Cartesian theory of ethics as a 
deductive system but gave it an Augustinian slant, attrib
uting to God the sole power to translate knowledge of  
ethical truth into action. Malebranche realized that the 
analogy between ethics and mathematics fai ls  to explain 
the connection between ethics and action, and so he made a 
virtue of this defect by means of his "Occasi onali s t" ac
count of causality as divine intervention. Samuel Clarke 
( 1675- 1 729) developed an intu i tionist theory of "natural 
rel igion" s imi lar to that of Cudworth and M ore, holding 
that the quality of right or "fitness" is an intrinsic property 
of actions that the mind can perceive as d irectly as it per
ceives geometrical relations. 

Spinoza. Born in the Netherlands of  Jewish refugees 
from the Span ish lnquisition, Benedict Spinoza 
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l 1 G32- 1G77) combined Descartes 's  faith in the capacity of 
reason to gon'm action with I lobbes's mechanistic theor�· 
of ps,·cholog�· to exprt•ss a scientific ,·isio11 of nature as a 
unified svstem of la\\' s .  In his Eth ics Demonstra ted in the 
Geometric Ma11 11er Spinoza, like Hobbes but with more 
formal precisio11, derin_•d th(• principles of physics, psy
chology, and ethics from metaphys ical axioms. 

Th e first principle of ps �'chology for Spinoza, as for 
Hobbes, is the drin• to self-preservation and scll'
aggrandizement, corresponding to the physical principl e  
of inertia. B u t  Spinoza's unique achievement was to deri,-c, 
as the logical corollary of this egoistic psychology, a ra
tional, humane, and cultivated way of life. A strict deter
minist in his metaphysics mul a thorough natu ralist in his 
ethics, Spinoza held that every event is cll•ducible from 
antecedent causes and concluded that ethical right is 
identical with causal necessity. The rnles of conduct are 
therefore laws of human natnrc, obeyed by all but obeyed 
blindly by the selfish perso1 1  enslaved by h i s  passio1 1s 
while understood and accepted by the fret' ma11 who, in 
achieving a vi sion of the necessary order of all things , 
experiences the "intellectual love of God" that provides 
both happiness and moral virtue. 

\\'hile Spinoza tried more consistently than Hobbes to 
reduce ethics to psychology and thus to make it a branch 
of r . ,1tural science, it has often been contended that his 
program was self-defeati1 1g. For if men cannot help acting 
in accordance with their desires, and if nothi ng is objec
tin_•ly good or bad but 0 1 1ly appears so to those who do not 
understand the necess ity of all c,·ents, then what sense 
can there be to either prudential or moral rules of conduct? 
Having banished ,·alues from natmc, Spinoza, like Ilobbes, 
had to relocate them in human consciousness .  But then 
conscio11snc•ss must be either a supranatural force that 
interrupts the causal order of nature-as it was for Des
cartes-or a part or nature and thus C'thically neutral, in 
which case ethics becomes senseless ;  or, finally, con
sciousness is an illu sory reflection of physical proces ses in 
the body, in which case ethics, too, is il1 1 1 sory. Spinoza and 
Hobbes \'acillatecl between the last two alternatives al
though, as we have seen, I lohlws'  s prescriptivist acco11 nt of 
morn) right as stemming from the will of an authority may 
be suspected of ha\ 'ing slipped an element of supranatural 
agenc�· hack into the picture. 

In their social and political theories, both Spinoza and 
I lobli es argued for the appraisal of institutions and policies 
in terms of the satisfaction of h uman needs ratlwr than of 
conformity to religious tradition. But I lobbes's conception 
of force as the basis of law lc•d him to support political 
authoritarianism, \\'hilc Spinoza's identification of value 
and right with rational self-interest  enabled him to argue, 
like Locke, fo r reprcsentati\'t:' go,·ern ment and maximum 
ci,·il liberty. 

Locke. Joh1 1  Lock(' ( lfi32- 1 70-t )  is generally regarded as 
the founder or modern utili tarianism, although his applica
tions of utilitari an Pthics to social a1 1d political theory 
were mon· inll 1 1ential than h i �  analysis of sta1 1 clarcls or  
indi,·idual cond1 1ct. I le  combined the matlH'matical model 
of ethical judgment suggeskd by Descartes and tlw Cam
bridge· Platoni st� with a lwdonistic theory of psycholog�· 
according to whrch pleasure is the goal or all h rr mau actio11 

and consequently is the fundamental standard of evalua
tion. In his Essay Concerning Hu man U11derstanding, 
Locke criticizes the doctrine of innate ideas of Descartes 
and Leibniz, in defense of the principle that all knowledge 
is founded on experience ; he then, somewhat paradox
ically, offers an account of ethics as a deductive science in 
which specific rules of conduct are derived "from self
eviden� propositions, by neces sary consequences as in
contestable as thos e in mathematics ."  The appearance of 
paradox dissolves, however, on noting that, for Locke, the 
formation of the ideas of goodness and justice is due to the 
sensations of pleasure and pain, and thus ethical concepts 
are derived from experience although their logical rela
tions are then discoverable by reflective analysis. 

Locke follows Hobbes in defining good as the object of 
desire, but then, assuming that the only property of things 
which provokes desire is their tendency to produce pleas
ure or reduce pain, he also defines good as "what has an 
aptness to produce pleasure in us." Again, like Hobbes, 
Locke defines moral virtne as conformity to custom and 
law, but he differs from Hobbes in maintaining that custom 
and law can in turn he evaluated by the more fundamental 
standards of utility and natural rights. It is in terms of these 
more basic standards that Locke justifies representative 
government and civil liberty. 

Locke's main contribution to the clarification of the 
meaning of ethical concepts was in his distinction he
twcPn "speculative" and "practical" principles. Specula
tive knowledge is independent of action, while practical 
principles ( including ethical principles) can be said to he 
believed and known to he true only insofar as they are acted 
upon. This 

0

distinction accounts for the obligatory force of 
ethical principles and eliminates the need for a supernat
ural agency, "free wil l ," to translate belief into action, 
although it makes it difficult to explain why, if practical 
principles are "self-evident propositions," we do not all 
behave in a morally impeccable way. Like I lobbes, Locke 
ridicules the notion of free will as a semantical absurdity 
similar to the ciuestions "whether sleep be swift or virtue 
square." \Viii is the power of the mind to decide on action, 
and freedom the power to carry out one's decisions, that is, 
to get what one wants. 

Moral-sense theories. Th(' scventeenth-cenhiry philos
ophers fo1111d the co1 1nection between self-interest and 
morality in the threat of punishment-divine, natu ral, or 
civi l-that coNccs the individual to he moral for the sake 
of selr-intercst. But it was soon noticed thn.t this connection 
breaks down where\'cr the ex pected benefit to the individ 
ual < ,f immornl conduct ontwe ighs the likelihood of pun
ishment and that, if morality is grounded in psychology, 
then human nature canr10t be as aggressively self-centered 
as the apostles of sc,)f-preservation and pursuit of pleasure 
maintained. 

The third earl of Shaftesbury ( 1 67 1- 1713) and Francis 
H utcheson ( 1 694- 1 747) proposPd that moral obligation 
lras its source in he11evole11t affectio1 1 s, such as love and 
pity, that are as natural and uni\'ersal ns the more aggres
sive tendencies ( "selr-a ffections"), sr rclr as envy, greed, and 
the impulse to self-preservation. �loreo\'er, there is a 
"moral sense" in man that finds unique  satisfaction in 
actions dircct<>d toward the common good. This moral 



sensibi l ity turns us from the pursui t  of pleasure toward the 
performance of <luties toward otl ie rs and explains our 
admiration of self-sacri fice independently of external re
ward or pu nishment. 

Bernard �tandevi l le (c. 1 670- 1733), in The Fable of the 

I 
Bees, defended egoi stic psychology against th is attack and 
ridicu led the concept of moral conscience as a hypocrit ical 
device for maintai ning social privi leges, a view later 

• echoed by Holbach,  �tarx , and Nietzsche, B i shop Joseph 
Butler ( 1692 - 17.52), whose sermons in defense of Chris-
tian morality against the cynicism of Hobbes and � 1ande
vi l le reveal extraordi nary analytical power, argue<l that 
benevolence and conscience are as deeply rooted in hu
man nature as is self- love. In adding conscience or i ntui
t ion of duty to benevo lence as the psychological source of 
moral obl igation, But ler lessened the stress of earlier 
moral-sense theorists on emotion an<l gave more recogni
tion to the rol e  of rational judgment. 

.r-.toral-sense theory, refi ned further by David Hart ley 
( 1705- 1 757) and Adam Smith ( 1 723- 1 790), who applied 
uti l i tarian ethics to economic theory, achieved i ts most 
persuasive formulation in  the wri t ings of David Hume,  

Hume. David Hume ( 1 7 1 1 - 1 776), l ike Hartley an<l 
Smith, combined an emotional accou nt of moral i ty with a 
uti l i tarian theory of good,  Hume's di scussions of eth ics in  
the third part of  h is  A Treatise of Human Nature an<l, more 
ful ly, in his An Enquiry Concerning the Pri11ciples of 
Morals are attempts to answer the metaeth ical questions of 
the meaning of good, right, justice, and vi rtue ;  by what 
standards they are attributed to persons  an<l actions ;  how i t  
i s  psychological l y  possible for men to  admire and  cult ivate 
moral ity at the expense of self- interest ;  and by what rules 
ethical disputes can be decided in  favor of one judgment 
against another. Despite the clarity an<l goo<l sense that 
Hume brings to bear on these topics, his discussion shifts 
inadvertently from one type of question to another, partic
ularly from questions of mean ing to questions of motiva
tion, a shift characteristic of moral -sense theories .  

H urne begins his  studies of ethical judgment with a 
search for the meanings of eth ical terms. Fi nding no ob
servable  facts or logical re lations that answer to our con
cepts of goodness, justice, and moral virtue ,  H ume con
cludes that the function of ethical terms is not to denote 
qualities or relations but to con\'ey a "sentiment of appro
bation," so that their meaning is to be found in the feel ings 
of the judge rather than in the object ju<lge<l . We cal l 
things good for the same reason that we cal l  them beauti
fu l :  because we fin<l them agreeable .  An  object is  good i f  i t  
i s  i mmediatel y  pleasant, or if  i t  i s  a useful means for at
taining something else that is  p leasant. Virtues are qual i 
ties that re 1 1der a person agreeabl e  or usefu l to himself or  
to  others , whether they  are "natural virtues" such as  talent, 
wit, and benevolence or "art ificial virtues" l ike  honesty 
and justice. \\'hi le judgments as to what is useful  i n  pro
ducing pleas ure,  insofar as they rest on knowledge of 
causal facts, are with in the competence of reason, nev
er theless they depend, for their di sti nctively eth ical im
port, on fee l ing or taste , since rational knowledge alone is 
"not sufficient" to produce any moral blame or approba
tion. "Util ity is only a tendency to a certain end; and were 
the end total ly indifferent to us, we shou ld feel the same 
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indifference toward the means. It i s  requis ite � a eertain 
sentime11t shoul<l here di splay i tself . . .  " (Enquiry Con
cerning the Principles of Morals, Appendix I ) . 

Thus, accord ing  to l l u me, there are two possible 
grounds or standards of eval uation,  ut i l ity an<l  fee l ing, the 
one objective and subject to rational confirmation, t lw 
other subjective and personal .  The objective standard, 
unfortunately,  appl ies only to instru mental values and uot 
to ul ti mate ends ,  I Iowever, the subjectivity of feel i n gs is 
not cause for despair about achieving agreer rwnt on eth ical 
j 1 1dgments, s ince the sentirncut that motivatc·s them, the 
dis interested p leasure and approval that we fee l  in  con tem
plat ing actions d i rected toward the welfare of others, is, for 
1-1 ume as for Butler, a un iversal tendency in human nature. 

Moral reasons and psychological motives. In common 
with Hobbes and Locke,  who just ified moral conduct by 
the fear of punishment,  and the earl ier moral-sc ·nse thc�o
ri sts ,  who explained moral obligation in terms of the hc
ne\'olent  affections,  Hume i denti fies the psychological mo
tives that i n fluence and often prejudice moral judgments 
with the logical grounds or reasollS  for moral judgments . 
From the premise that, were it not for our natura l  be
nevolence, we wou ld not care enough about moral is
sues to make moral judgments, Hume draws the non se
quitur that the on ly  evidence that supports such judgments 
l ies  in the fee l ing of approval or disapproval that motivates 
them, 

H ume ten<l s to equate moral virtue with the art ificial 
qual i ty of justice , arti ficial because i t  is  required only for 
the protection of property rights in a society in which 
goods are neither too scarce nor sufficient ly abundant. The 
i m portance for social harmony of strict conformity to laws 
renders it dangerous and undersirable  to make exceptions 
in  the name of ex pediency, Consequently, the uti l i ty of 
s trict justice outweighs the ut i l i ty of any poss ible excep
tions. But Hume realized that this rather abs tract uti l i tari an 
consideration can hardly explain our sense of moral obli
gation and our admiration for those who demonstrate h igh 
moral character. He  therefore supplements this account 
with the notion of "dis interested in terest" that resembles 
the rational moral sense appealed to by Butler, Price, and 
Reid (see below), 

However, Hume is  not pos it ing any occu lt facul ty, for he 
explains disi nterested moral approbation as a combi nation 
of the natural qual ity of sympathy for others (pain at wit
ness ing another's pa;,1 )  and the habit of fo l lowing rules, 
S ince natural sympathy alone would l ead us into injustices 
and cons iderations of ut i l i ty alone wou ld seem to justify 
exceptions to general rules, we come to agree on general 
principles of conduct and transfer to these principles the 
sentiment of approbation that we original l y  fel t  toward the 
happi ness or release from pain usual ly  produced by fol low
i ng such principles .  Thus ari ses the sense of moral duty 
and the capacity for d i s interested approval .  Here :-igain,  
H ume offers a psychological description of the moti \'ating 
processes that cau se us to approve of moral virtue as an 
answer to the question of what cri tnia we use to judge 
persons and actions  to be worthy of moral approval .  O nce 
this identity of psychological motive and logical ground i s  
presupposed, i t  becomes i mpossible to  distinguish  be
tween correct and i ncorrect moral judgments, The ques-
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Frc,!do m.  01 1  t l l ( •  i s s 1 H' of fn : < ' w i l l  an d i t s  n • la t ion  l o  
1 1 1ora l  wspo1 1 s i l 1 i l i t y , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ( :  arg1 u :d pcrs 1 1 a s i v( • ly  t l i a l  n :
_<, po1 1 s i l 1 i l i t y  pn•s 1 1 p po<,< :s  I l l < '  ca usa l df ic:H"y of t l i rca l  of 
p1 1 1 1 i ., l 1 1 1 1 < ' 1 1 I .  I I < ·  d ( •vdotH'd f mt l 1 1 " 1  t l H :  arg1 1 1 r1cn l s  of 
I Io l , lws a1 1d I ,o( 'k( •  t l i a t  fr< • ( •do1 1 1  i s  1 101 a q 1 1 al i ty of th( !  wi l l  
I J 1 1 t  a n · l a t io 1 1  I H' lW("( ' I I  dcs i l' ( : ,  al ' ! i o 1 1 ,  a 1 1 d  cnv i ror1 1 1 J < : 1 1 t ,  
s 1 H ' l 1  t l 1 a l  a 1 1 1 an  i s  In- < ·  w l l l ' 1 1  l i i s  a(' l io 1 1 s  an :  ( 'a n sc :d l iy  l i i s  
ow1 1 d,·s i l' ( ·s a 1 1 d  1 1 1 1 i 1 n p< ·d < ·d  l,y <:x l < ·rna l  r<:s l ra i 1 1 t s ,  a v i ( :W 
t l iat \Vi l l i a 1 1 1  Ja 1 1H ' S  la t ( • r  l iapl i z< · d  "soft dd( :nn i 1 1 i s 1 1 1 . "  

Common-HcnHc intuitioniHm. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 < /  s s 1 1 l >j ( :cl iv ( :  acco 1 1 1 1 I  
o f  1 1 10ml  j 1 u lg1 1 1 < ' 1 1 I  wa s ( ·0 1 1 1 1 l < · r< ·d l i y  t l w  com 1 1 10 1 1 - sc 1 1 se  
i 1 1 ! 1 1 i l i o 1 1 i s 1 1 1  o f  Tl io 1 1 1as l t( • id  ( 1 7 1 0- 1 7!J(i) and H i d 1 : in l  
l ' r i < •( •  ( 1 72:\ - 1 70 1 ), wl io  ( •xpla i 1 l < 'd t l H: mora l  s < " 1 1 sc,  or  
< ·0 1 1 s < " i < • 1 1( · ( : ,  that  < · 1 1 : i l i l ( •S 1 1 1 a 1 1  lo  d i s t i 1 1 g1 1 i s h  r igl 1 t  froi r 1 
wrong as a <"01 1 i l 1 i 1 1 a l i o 1 1  of l ic 1H 'vol < · 1 1 t  ( • 1 1 1 o l i or1  and rat ion
a l  i 1 1 t 1 1 i l i o 1 1 .  Bot  I i  a rg1wd, l i k ( :  B 1 1 t l ( : r, t ha t  1 1 1ora l pri nc iples 
an:  1 101 i n  l l ( ' ( •d of  1 1 t i l i tar ia 1 1  j 1 1 s t i f i ( •at io 1 1  l l l l l  : J I ' ( :  as  1 1 a l 1 1 ra l  
t o  1 1 1 : 1 1 1  as  sdf-lov( :  arnl  d( : s in :  fo r pl < :a s 1 1 r< • .  H ( · id  a rg1 1 cd 
t hat 1 nora l q 1 1 :d i l i ( •s a n ·  as d i r(•< · t l y  p< : rc< · ivcd as phys ical 
prnp< · r t i ( •s a l(' and t l i 1 1 s  < ·x i s t  i 1 1  I l l ( '  olij < •( · I j 1 1 d g,·d ra l l l < ' r  
than i n  I IH ·  f( • ( • l i 1 1gs of  I I H : s 1 1 l ij ( •< · I  wl 10 j u dges . E t hies i s  as  
1 1 1 1 H' l i  a 1 1 1a l l < · r  of  o l ij< • ( · l i v( •  fa d as  S ( 'i ( ' I H '< '  i s ,  ( ' X < ' ( •pl  t l 1 a l  
i t s  pri1 H'i p l ( •S an :  sdf-(•v id ( • 1 1 I  a 1 1 d  ca 1 1  IH :  d i s<·ov(• n:d liy 
" < "rn 1 1 1 1 1 rn 1  s < · 1 1 .s < ·" a lo 1 1 ( • ,  1 r 1 u ·orr1 1 pl < ·d l iy l iad  pl 1 i l osopl 1y.  
H( • id : i l so d<"f< · 1 H l( •d  1 1 1 < •  lw l i ( • f  i 1 1  fr( • < ·do1 1 1  of I l l < '  w i l l  as  t lu: 
grn1 1 1 1 d  of 1 1 1ora l H · spo 1 1s i l 1 i l i t y, a rg1 1 i 1 1 g  t l 1 : i l  w<: a n ·  i 1 1 trn
s 1 u •d i v( · l y  a w: in ·  of 0 1 1 r  : i l , i l i t y lo  dmos< ·  l ictW( ' ( ' I I  good and 
< ·v i i i 1 1d < ·p< · 1 u l < ' 1 1 t l y  of  01 1 r  d( •s i r< • s .  

Tlw Fren<"h E nlighkn mcnt. E t l i i rn l  t ho1 1ght  i 1 1  
( · i gl 1 !( 0( ' 1 1 l h-,· ( • 1 1 t 1 1 ry l<rn 1 u•( • pa ra l l < · l < "d d, •vclop1 1H • 1 1 t s  i 1 1  
C : 11': i l  Bri ta i 1 1 ,  a l t l irn1g l 1  t lH ·  FJ"( ' 1 H ' l 1  p l 1 i l osopl l ( ' rs l' a i h ·d l o  
<·sta l i l i s l 1  as  stro n g  l l': H l i t i o 1 1 s  a s  t l w i r  l h i l i s l 1  ( 'Ol l l < : 1 1 1po
ra r i ( • s .  l•'n · 1 H" l i  l l i o 1 1g l 1 t  s 1 1 l 1 s « ·q 1 1 ( • 1 1 l  lo  I l l < '  ,dg l 1 l < ·<: 1 1 l h  cc11! 1 1 r y 
add( ·d l i t t l ( ·  lo 1 1 1or: d  p l i i losophy a s  ( 001 1 1pa n ·d wi t l i  tha t  o f  
C ( • rn 1 a 1 1 y  a 1 1d  C J" < •a l B r i t a i n .  1 > 1 1 ( '  to I I H · i r  i 1 1 l c :ns < ·  i 1 1 vo l v<·-
1 1 1 < · 1 1 t  i 1 1  po l i t i ( •a l  i ss 1 1 ( • .s ,  I l l < '  Frc 1 l < 'h wri h ·rs p lac(•d rl H ' 
tor i ( •a l  < · f l '< ·ct i v( ' l l < ' SS  a hoV('  c lar i ty  a l l ( I  ( '01 1 s i s l < ' I H')' a s  a 
s la 1 u la J"d of pl i i losop l i i ( •a l  va i n < ' ,  

Vol ta i J '(• ( Fr: 1 1 u;ois  M ari< · A rn1 l < ' I ,  l <i!H - 1 778) and 
J « -a 1 1 - l a(' ( ( I J ( ' S Ho1 1 .'i .,(•a 1 1  ( 1 7 1 2 - 1 778) l ( 'd t l l ( '  n ·vol t  aga ins t  
Ca l l < ·s i a 1 1  r; 1 l io 1 1 a l i s 1 1 1  as  W( • I I  a s  aga i n st po l i l i < ·a l : 1 1 1d  r<"l i 
g im1,  s 1 q H' rst i l i o 1 1 ,  so  l ra 1 1s fon 1 1 i 1 1 g  ph i l o .sopl 1y  i 1 1 lo  id< "ol
ogy t l iat  idl-ologu ,· ))( ' ( ':J I i i ( ' a popu lar Fr ( ' 1 1 d 1  synony1 1 1  for 
p/, i/o.rnp/, t', Vol t a i n ·  ( · 1 1 1 ploy( ·d . J ( ' id sat i r( ·  i 1 1  : 1 1 tack i 1 1g  
H · l ig io 1 1 s  a lH I  p) 1 i losop hi< ": i l  ohs( ' 1 1 ra 1 1 l i s 1 1 1  i n  Ca11di<I,•, 
Z{l(lig, a 1 1d l 1 i s  /'/, i/o.rnp/, ini/ /Jkt /011"1'II, w l 1 i l ( •  Ho 1 1 ss( •: 1 1 1  
i 1 1 a 1 1 g1 1 ra l < ·d  I l l < '  1 01 1 1:1 1 1 l i < ·  st y l < ·  o f  so1 1 l -s t i rri 1 1g ( ' I J 10 l i o 1 1 a l  
1 1 1 1 < • 1 1 -; i t y, i 1 1  pla( ' < '  of dd;H' l 1 < ·d  : 1 1 1 : i l y s i s  :1 1 1 d  r i gmo 1 1 s  : irg1 1 -
l l l < ' 1 1 I .  l k 1 1 i ., I > i d < " rnt ( 1 7  l :l - 1 78· 1 )  ra i s<'d p l 1 i losopl 1 ica l 
w1 i t  1 1 1 g  lo t l H' l i i gl l < ', t  l ( ' V < · l  of l i l < 'rnry grac< · : ind s 1 1 l 1 t ldy 
-; 1 1 1 < · ( •  l ' la t o ,  ( · r i t i ( ' i 1. i 1 1 g  ( ·0 1 1v< · 1 1 l i o 1 1 a l  1 1wr:i l i ty  a 1 1d  n · l i g i o 1 1 s  
l )( ' I J « " f -;  i 1 1  1 1 1 ,  1 1 · 1 1 1:1 rka l i l ( ·  <"ssa y - 1 1m'( 'b LI' Neo,•11 ,fr Ha-
11u·t1 11 , }t1 < ' t/ ll <'s If' fa talist,· ,  and H< 1v,• <I,· ,/ 'Alf'l11 l){'rt .  Y<'I 
w l i 1 l < - a p 1 m· < · i a l i 1 1 �: t l w i 1  < ' X l raon l i 1 1a ry i 1 1 l < · l l < · < ·l 1 1 a l  q 1 1 a l i 
l 1 < · , a 1 1d I l l « '  p« · 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 < · 1 1 < ·< ·  of t l H · i r  p l : 1<0 < '  i 1 1  \\l( • s l < ·rn c1 1 l t 1 1 1 ( ' ,  
1 1  1 1 1 1 1 , t  lw 1 10 1 < ·d t l 1 a l  t l l < 'r prn\' id( 'd  f'( ' \V l l < 'W ( ' ( ) J l (' ( 'ph 
. 1 1 1 d  p1 1 1 1 < · 1 p l < " ,  01 1  w l 1 i d 1  l a t < · r  dh i < "a l ph i losopl l ( 'rs  ( '01 1 ld  
l , 1 1 i l d .  

Housseau. Hoirsscau's ccl cl iratc<l exal tat ion o f  u nt irtorcd 
l 1 1 1 1 nan nature in I d s  two Discourses attri lmtcd ge n ial and 
cooperat ive tendeneies lo man's i n nate d i sposi t ion and 
aggn•s s i vc l y sel f-serv i n g  tendencies to th<: harmfu l  i n
f 1 1 w 1 1c(: of c i v i l izat ion .  This  coincided with the  Brit ish 
mora l -sense theoris t s '  at tacks <m I l ol i l icsian ego i sm .  l low
( �VN, 1 p i l i k c  l l 1 1me ( 1 1 i s  fr i ( :nd and lwnefactor prior to their 
1 1olorio 1 1 s  p 1 1 l i l i c  quarre l ) ,  Ho1 1 ssca 1 1  con sidered cirslom 
arul law l o  l w  a rb i t ra ry restra i nts  o n  natural im pu lses 
ra t l 1 c r  than rat ional  nH' l l 1ods  of d ia n 1 1 e l i 1 1 g  se l f- in terest 
toward the  co1 1 1 1 1 101 1  good . Whatever j i rst i fica t ion can be 
giv( : 1 1  for co1 1 t ro l  of t l 1<: i n d i v id 1 1a l  hy sod a)  i n sti t 11 t io 1 1 s  lay, 
for Honss< :a n ,  i 1 1 t l 1c i r da im lo represent the "general 
w i l l ," th : 1 1  is, t l 1 c  des i res of the majori ty, i ndPp(•ml<· n t ly  of 
wl l < ' I I H ' r  what i s  so des i red i s  good. Wh i le Housseau 
arg1 1 cd forccfn l l y ,  i 1 1  The Social Co11 tract, for pop1r lar 
sov( • rc i gnty and t he right of revol i r t ion,  he jus t i fi ed the irse 
l ,y the s ta te  of cxtrc1 1 1e ly  repress ive meas irres , snch as the 
death IH' l l a l t y  for athe i s m .  1 1  is ra t l l( ' r  mys t i cal not ion of the 
s la t < :  as the c 1 11hod i 1 1 1c 1 1 l  of t l 1 e  general  wi l l  hel ped to 
i 1 1spi rn th,• ov<.' rt l i row i 1 1 Franc<: of a l i so l 1 1 tc monarchy i n  
fa vor o f  representat ive govern ment,  yet l 1a l f  a century later 
i t  was ( � 1 1 1 ploy(:d l iy Ficht( : ,  and a c(•n l 1 1 ry aft<·r that l iy 
Le n i n ,  i n  the j 1 1 s t i ficat io 1 1  of a1 1 t hori larian ism.  

A l t l io 1 1 gl i  Hoirssc: 1 1 1 ' s  n • l i gio 1 1 s  rnysl i< · i srn and h is  prcfcr
< ' 1 1<'( : for feel i n g  over ra t i onal pmdence were cont rary to 
t l 1 c  genera l  lone of the En l igl i tcmncnt,  h i s  most las t ing  
c-on t ri l J 1 1 t i o 1 1  l o  c · t l i ic:d phi losophy was  h i s  i ns i stence that 
good and ev i l  ! ( ! 1 1< lcncics arc due lo soci a l  ca u ses,  a pri n
ci p l ( •  that l ie  shared with M o11tcsq 1 1 i ( • 1 1 ,  Vol ta i re, and the 
E 1 1< "ylopcd i s l s .  Tl 1c  so 1 1 1 l ( l m:ss o f  th i s  pr i 1 1ci ple i s  s 1 r l ijcct 
lo  q 1 1 <: s t i o 1 1 ,  l i n t  there ca n he 110 do1 1ht  that i t  served as a 
1 1 s< 'f1 1 l  g 1 1 id ( •  i 1 1  1 1 1< .• n ·form of soeial  i n s l i t i r t ions .  

Montesquieu. Cl1arlcs Lou i s  de Sccol l ( lat, baron de la 
Bn'-de c t  de M o1 1 l ( • s cp 1 i , • 1 1  ( l fi8!J - 1 755), i 1 1  '/'he S1,irit of the 
La ws fo1 1 1 1d<'d the relati vi s t ic  co11ccption of mora l a 1 1 d  
pol i t ica l pr i nci ples a s  gro 1 1 ml<'d i 1 1  t i r e  t rad i t ions  of partie-
1 1 1 : ir socid i < •s .  T IH '  "spiri t of the laws" i s  the system of 
soc ia l  pract ices i 1 1  r<' la l io 1 1  lo  wh ich new laws arc l o  be 
( 'Va l 1 1al cd. \V< 's l < : rn E 1 1 rop<:an gov< •nmH•nts rcq 1 1 i rc a d i v i 
s ion of fu 1 1ct io 1 1 s  a nd eon1pe 1 1 sa t i 1 1g  checks a n d  hal a11ccs lo 
f1 1 1 fi l l  th < '  par t l y  re p1 1 h l ica n ,  par t l y  mo11 archi ca l  va l 1 1cs of 
E 1 1rnpca11 soc iety.  1 1 1  l reat i 1 1g  val 1 1 es as h i storical and so
( ' io logic: i l  facts ,  ra! l l('r than  as d i v i n e  principles or 1 1a l 1 1 ra l  
laws,  M o1 1 tcsq 1 1 i < ' 1 1  developt'd f111 1 l 1<'r the sci ent i fic  ap
proach to ( • t l i i cs and pol i tics l icg1 1 1 1  by t\ t ach iavel l i  a nd 
l l ohl ws.  

The Encyc/01,eclists. Denis  Di derot ,  Cla 1 1dc l l elvct ius  
( 1 7 1 5 - 1 77 1 ), and Baron Pa1 1 I  D i et rich d ' l lo l l >: ich ( 1 723-
1 78!)) deri ved, fro 1 1 1  a 1 1 1ah•r ia l i s t i c  th eory of nature, a n  
< ' lh i ea l  v i ( •w l ias<'<I 01 1 t l 1 <' sc lf-<·<· n l <·r<'d p1 1 rs 1 1 i t  o f  p lea
S i i l '(' : i s  t lw sol < •  ra l io 1 1 : 1 l  mot iv < '  for act i o n .  A wel l-onl<• r<'d 
soci < ' ly ,  011 t h<' i r  v i ew, is om· i 1 1  which the  pu rs u i t  of per
sona l  w( • I I - I H' i 1 1g  is 1 1 1 1 h i i u l( :n:d l >y socral : 1 1 1 thor i ty. l 1 1 sofar 
as t l 1 l' r<' a l' < '  co 1 1 1l i d s  l )( ' IW<'( ' I I mora l i ty and self-in terest ,  
! I J ( 'S('  : J I'<' d 1u: to  d ( • f( •cl .-; of soeia l  orga 1 1 iza t io11  and p<·rv<" rS<' 
< ·d 1 1<":1 l io 1 1 ,  ra l l i < 'r t l i a 1 1  to t l ic  1 1 10ml  defect s or i 1 1d iv id 1 1 a l s .  
TIH ' s<' E1 1cydop< •d i s l s ,  : 1 1 1d k i 1 1dn ·d sp i r i t s i u  other co1 1 n
tr i < 's,  s 1 1ch as the I t a l i a n  l <'ga l  ph i l osopher B<'ecaria, ern
ploy<·d 1 1 t i l i t a r ia 1 1  mora l  t l 1cmy in pol i t i ca l  ca m paigns  for 
n · 1n<'s< · 1 1 tat iv( '  gov<'r 1 1 1 1 1 t· 1 1 t  a 1 1d l 11 1 1 1 1 anc laws and pn n i sh-
1 1wnls .  



Kant and the German Enlightenment. The Enl ighten
ment attack on tradition and authority in favor of ind ivid
ual reason took a nonuti l i tarian form in the ph i losophy of 
Immanuel Kant ( 1 724 - 1804). The uti l itarians identi fi ed 
reason with practical intell igence in the pursuit  of happi
ness . Kant, however, inherited the Cartesian and Leib
nizian conception of reason as the intellectual recognition 
of c1bstract truths. In fashioning an ethical theory that be
came the main rival of util itarianism, Kant combi ned the 
Augustinian emphasis ,  revived by Butler, Price, and Reid, 
on the internal sense of moral obligat ion with the rational
istic ideal of knowledge as a deductive system. In his 
Critique of Pure Reason, he attempted to show that the 
laws of science are imposed by the mind on the objects of 
its perceptions and can thus be known with certainty 
through reflect ion on the a priori structure of knowledge. 
In his Critique  of Practical Reason he appl ied the same 
analysis to ethics, founding morali ty on the a priori laws 
with which "practical reason" regulates action . While Kant 
defended rel igious faith against the utilitarian freethinkers, 
he shared their view that ethics is independent of theo l
ogy, and he fol lowed the deistic tradition of interpreting 
God as a scientific and eth ical ideal ,  rather than as a super
natural source of revelation and authority. 

In his most influential work on eth ics , The Fou ndations 
of the Metaphysics of Morals, Kant made the most thor
ough attempt by any phi losopher to clarify and explain the 
difference between ethical principles and laws of nature. 
The difference l ies both in our subjective sense of obl i ga
tion to obey moral laws, as contrasted with laws of nature, 
toward which we feel no such obl igation, and in the prac
tical-that is ,  prescriptive-meaning of moral laws, in 
contrast with the " theoretical" -that i s ,  descriptive
meaning of laws of nature. In  virtue of this difference, 
moral rules are expressed in the imperative mood and laws 
of nature in the declarative mood. To account for this dis
parity, Kant distinguished two realms of knowledge deal
ing with two metaphysical ly  distinct subject matters . Natu 
ral science, including scientific  psychology ,  formulates 
laws of nature that the mind imposes on the objects of 
perception in accordance with the principle of causal de
terminism. Ethics articulates the "laws of freedom" that a 
rational being imposes on his own actions and expects 
other rational beings to recognize and obey. The justi
fication for these rules l ies in  the logical fact that to be 
rational means to act in accordance with general ru les and 
that moral rul es are those which can be fol lowed consist
entl y by all rational beings. Thus, insofar as man is moral , 
he is rational and, in this sense, free ; insofar as he is im
moral , he is  an irrational slave to h is natural incl inations. 
The reward of virtue is not happiness but dignity and 
freedom. 

Moral virtue: the supreme good. Kant's system of ethics 
is bui l t  on three pil lars : the examination of the facts of 
moral experience, the analysis of the logic of ethical judg
ment, and the formulation of the metaphysical principles 
presupposed by ethical judgments, as distinct from 
scientific generalizations. In the first part of the Founda
tions Kant argues , l i ke Reid, that common-sense reflection, 
uncorrupted by the dialectics of phi losophers , i nforms us 
with unwavering certainty that duty i s  distinct from pleas
ure and util ity, that moral virtu e or "good wil l"  is the su-
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prerne good to which all  other values are subordi nate , and 
that moral worth is not measured either by the conse
quences of a person's actions or by his  natural benevo
lence but by the agent's intention to obey moral laws. 

Categorical imperatives. In the second section of the 
Foundations, Kant attempts to c>xplai n the disti nctive 
character of moral l aws by clarifying the logical differences 
between three types of rules or imperatives: technical 
"rules of ski l l ," prudential "counsels" as to how to achieve 
happiness, and moral duties. Tlw first two, he argues, are 
"hypothetical imperatives" whose directives are contin
gent on the desires of the agent. Natural istic ethics mis
takes counsels of prudence for moral laws because the 
des ire for happiness is so universal that direct ives toward 
this end have the superfi cial appearance of u nconditional 
laws . But the generalization that all men seek happiness is 
a law of nahire, not a rule commanding action, and the 
very poss ibi l ity of a moral code entai ls that this psycholog
ical generalization is subject to exception. For moral duty 
requires that the agent sacrifice his personal happi ness and 
even the welfare of his community rather than violate a 
"categorical imperative." 

A moral or genuinely categorical imperative is a ru le that 
commands a type of action independently of any desired 
end, including happiness. Kant accepts the uti l i tarian 
account of hypothetical imperatives but argues that the 
pecul iar obligatoriness of moral principles can be ex
plained only by their unrestricted universal i ty and thus by 
their independence of any facts of human nature or circum
stance. It is not in virtue of what satisfies human needs, 
but in virtue of the demand of reason that action be in 
accordance with universal law, that we feel  obl igated to 
obey moral principles. 

Universalizability criterion. To the question of whether 
any rule of action can qualify as a moral principle, Kant's 
answer was in the negative . He maintained that there is 
one general or "fundamental " categorical imperative from 
which all specific moral duties can be derived: "Act only 
on that maxim which you can will to be a universal law." 
All maxims or specific ru les of conduct can be judged 
moral ly right or wrong according to this general criterion. 
I f  universal obedience to a proposed rule would contradict 
the very purpose of the rule,  as is the case for rules that 
under certain circumstances permit  ly ing, steal ing, or 
taking life (somewhat inconsistently, Kant approved of 
capital punishment), :hen the rule cannot be part of a true 
moral code. In contrast, a ru le such as "Do not make fal se 
promises" can in principle be fo l lowed without exception 
and thus qual ifies as a moral duty. 

This criterion of universalizabili ty, that is, the logical or 
psychological poss ibi li ty of requiring universal obedience 
to a rule of action ( logical for "strict" duties and psycho
logical for "meritorious" duties), was undoubtedly Kant's 
most original and important contribution to ethical theory. 
It expresses more precisely and unambiguous ly  the 
"golden rule" to be found in all the great rel igions, and i t  
has been incorporated, in  one form or  another, in most 
modern systems of ethical theory. Countless writers s ince 
Kant have attempted to reformulate the criterion of uni
versal izabil ity in  a way sufficiently 4ual i fied to avoid rea
sonable objections, but \vithout compl ete success .  

The obvious objection to Kant's formulation is  that no 
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on<:> wou ld want any specific ru l<:> of action to be fol lowed 
without exception. :\o one would  want the truth to be told 
on occasions when unmitigated harm would resu lt-for 
example, when a murderer demands to know where his 
intended victim i s  hiding. Kant's own reply to th is  objec
tion is that, whi le  one may not be psychologically incl ined 
to tell the truth on such occasions, there i s  no logical con
tradiction in wi l l ing-that is ,  commanding-that it be told, 
come what mav. 

A second objection is that Kant assu mes, for any rule of 
action, that either it or i ts negation must be a moral law, 
and yet there arc few rules ,  if any, which we would care to 
have fol lowed universally in either pos i tive or negative 
form. Kant argues that, s ince it wou ld he self-defeating to 
will that every person may make fal se  p romises when it 
suits his purposes, we ought to wi l l  that fal se  promises 
never be made. Yet on the same reasoning one could jus
tify all sorts of absurd laws, such as that everyone at all 
ti J�es wear heavy clothing, since we wou ld  not and could 
not wil l  the universal prohibition of heavy clothing. 

A th ird weakness of Kant's theory is  that i t  provides no 
grounds for deciding what is r ight in a situation where 
apparent moral duties collide and one must be sacrifi ced in 
favor of another. With respect to this problem,  uti l itarian
i sn> seems clearly superior to Kantian ethics. 

Autonomy of the will. The th ird part of Kant's ethical 
theory consists in the metaphysical  account of the rational 
wi l l  as a source of action outs ide the sphere of causal de
terminism and thus not an object of scientific investigation. 
The autonomy of the will-that i s ,  the capacity to obey 
laws of its own conception in defiance of natural causcs
is , Kant argues, a necessary presupposition of any moral 
code. For if  all actions were necessary effects of natural 
causes, then moral evaluation would be pointless. "Ought" 
implies "can," that is, the obl igation to do what is right 
entails the abi l ity to do it and the abi l ity not to do i t. Since 
science rests on the regulative principle of universal 
de terminism, there can be no scienti fic proof of freedom of 
the ,vi i i .  But this only shows the radical difference be
tween science and eth ics and the fol l y  of attempting to 
derive ethics from psychology. l\1an as an object of 
scienti fic inqu iry is an organic phenomenon obeying laws 
of biology and psychology. But man as an object of ethical 
evaluation is a noumenal being, free to obey or disobey the 
d ictates of practical reason. From this  dual conception of 
man as both ins ide and outside nature, Kant derives an 
ideal way of life impress ive in its purity and its faith in 
human perfectibi l ity. :\ Ian as a rational agent is a member 
of a "kingdom of ends'! in which he is  both suhject and 
sovereign, legislating for himself and for others. The highest 
goal of human l ife is to realize th is ideal "kingdom" in 
individ ual and social practice. 

:\'l'.'.'ETEENTH-C ENTURY ETHI C S  

:\ i 11et< 'c1 1th-ce11tury ethical  thought became a battle
ground f o r  two rival traditions. Uti litariani sm, stemming 
from Locke, l lurne,  and th< '  French Encyclopedists, dom
rnat{'d Briti-,h and Fr< 'nch ph i losophy, whi le  ideali stic 
l"ll t ic, was '> llprern r •  in Cerma1 1y and Ita ly. Both traditions 
took root in tlw L" uit<,d States ,  with id,�a l i srn appeal ing to 

the religious vision of Emerson and Royce, whi le utilitari
anism answered to the developing faith in technology that 
found philosophical express ion toward the end of the 
century in the pragmatic ethics of James and Dewey. 

Utilitarianism. Christian ethics based on divine author
ity and natural law was given a uti l itarian interpretation by 
Wi l l iam Paley ( 1 743 - 1805) in his  Principles of Moral and 
Political Philosophy. The source of moral obl igation, he 
agreed with Hobbes, l ies in the "violent motive resulting 
from the command of another," while the ground of good
ness i s  pleasure or uti l i ty .  But moral duty and self-interest 
coincide because God , as the paramount authority, com
mands us through the Scriptures and the promptings of 
conscience to seek the general good as well  as our own 
happiness. l\loral obligation is  supported both by natural 
pleasure in the welfare of others and by the fear of divine 
punishment which provides the se lfish but rational person 
with a good reason to sacri fice his  pleasure for the common 
good. Paley's psychological account of morality, like that of 
earl ier moral-sense theories, failed to explain why anyone 
who l acks natural benevolence ought to have it. H i s  alter
native justi fication of morality in terms of the fear of divine 
punishment equally fails to explain why such puni shment 
wou ld be just and why a nonbenevolent nonbel iever in 
Christian theology can nevertheless be expected to behave 
morally. 

Bentham. The mainstream of utilitarian thought was 
anticlerical. Jeremy Bentham ( 1 748-1832) and James l\l i l l  

( 1773- 1836) formed a pol itical movement that helped 
bring about legislative reforms by criti cizing soci al institu
tions in terms of thei r utility in producing "the greatest 
happiness for the greatest number." In his  influential 
Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, 
Bentham formulated a theory of ethics and juri sprudence 
remarkab le for its clarity and consi stency. The great appeal 
of Bentham's theory lay in its apparent s impl ici ty and ease 
of appl ication, although these v i rtues may have been more 
apparent than real. Bentham attempted to make ethics and 
politics scienti fical l y  veri fiable discipl ines by formulating 
quantitative standards of evaluation. He began with the 
psychological generalization that all actions are motivated 
by the desire for pleasure and the fear of pain:  "Nature 
hath placed mankind under thtc governance of two sov
ereign masters , pain and pleasure. lt is for them alone to 
point out what we ought to do, as wel l  as to determine 
what we shall do. On the one hand the standard of right 
and wrong, on the other the chain of cau�es and effects, are 
fa st<:>ned to their  throne" (Principles, London, 1823, p. 1 ) .  
From thi s  equation between eth ical  obl igation and psy
chological necess i ty, Bentham derived the general princi
ple of ut i l ity which "approves or di sapproves of every 
action whatsoever, according to the tendency which i t  
appears to have to augment or d iminish the happiness of 
the party whose interest is  in question" (ibid.), happiness 
being understood as the predominance of pleasure over 
pain. 

The most original but a l so the most dubious part of 
Bentham's theory is h i s  "hedonic calc11l 1 1 s" for measuring 
pleasures and pains, in computing th<' over-a l l  value of 
alternative pol icies. If such a procedure were feasible,  
dh ical judgments would be as scienti fic as meteorological 



forecasts, even though both arc s 1 1bject to considerable 
error, d11e to the com plexity of the factors i 1 1volved. But 
Bentham 's i deal of  a science of ethics runs afoul o f  two 
internal d ifficult ies,  the resi stance of pleasure to measure
ment and the impossibi l ity of predicti ng the lo ng-range 

, consequences of actions.  Aside from these in ternal defects, 
there remains the general objection that pleasure, unl ike 
pain, is not a bod i ly  sensation but  a favorable response •  to 
an object grounded on the perception of value in the ob
ject, as Thomas Heid had argued. To co11clude that an 
object is good from the fact that it pleases us in volves the 
circular reason ing  that i t  is good because it is j udged to be 
good,  a princi ple too vac1 1ous to provide a gu ide to eth ical 
judgment. I f, on the other hand, pleasure is understood in 
a more narrow, techn ical sense as des i rable bodily sensa
tions, then Bentham's identification of happi 1 1ess and wel
fare with pleasure i s  unacceptable hecause i t  reduces 
human experience to the level of an imal existeucc. The 
plausibi l i ty of Bentham's theory may be due to the ease 
with wh ich he shifts inadvertently from one of these 
senses of "ple asure" to the other. 

Despite i ts theoretical defects , Benthamite uti l i tari an
ism, which was more socially oriented than that of Locke 
and Hume, had a salutary effect on social legis lation . H i s  
analysis of p leasures into factors of intensity,  duration, 
propinquity, certainty, fecundity,  and "extent" (n umber of 
persons affected) offered reasonable criteria by which 
alternative social programs and laws can be evaluated and 
was a marked improvement over the sancti ficat ion of exi st
ing laws and customs by which Hobbes,  Locke, and Hume 
had made the trans i tion from self-interest to moral ity. But  
there i s  a miss ing l ink in Bentham's chain of reason ing that 
may not be reparab le within the confines of h i s  hedoni stic 
psychology, namely, the link that should connect the de
s ire for one's own pleasure with the wi l l i ngness to con
sider "extent" or pleasure of others in deci ding on a cou rse 
of action. Is desire for the pleasure of others also a "sov
ereign master under which nature hath placed u s ?" I f  so, 
then desire for one's own pleasure can not be sovereign as 
well. If not, then on what ground are we required to con
si der the factor of extent? 

Mill. John Stuart l'-vl i l l  ( 1806 - 1873) recogn ized the de
fects in Bentham's formu lation of util itarianism,  and in his 
essay " Util itar ian i sm" he offered a more sophi sticated 
version that sought to i n corporate the moral ins ights of 
ri val eth ical systems. Heal izing that Bentham's em phasis 
on quantitative aspects of pleasure reduces pleasure to 
bodily sensation and tends to justify an uncu ltivated mode 
of l ife,  !'-d i l l  proposed a new factor by which pleasures 
cou ld be compared, the factor of quality.  Som e pleasurable 
experiences, notably intel lectual, aesthetic, and moral 
ach ievements , are qual i tatively superior to the satisfact ion 
of bodily needs: "Better to be Socrates unsati sfied than to 
be a fool sati sfied." But like Epicurus '  preference for 
"natural" over "u nnatural" pleasures, M i l l ' s criterion of 
qual ity introduces a standard of value other than pleasure,  
by which pleasure i tself can be evaluated , and thus con
tradicts the pri nciple of util ity, that pleasure i s  the s ingle 
standard of good.  

M i ll a lso tr ied to make room in 1 1 t i l i tarian theory for the 
appreciation of the saintly virtues,  renu nciation and self-
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sacri fice, liy argu ing along l lumcan l i nes that such virt 1 1 < 'S 
arc originally valued for the i r  social u t i l ity but  that we 
latPr become attached to them for their  own sake, and that 
this psychological sh ift from appreciation of virtue as a 
social in stru ment  to admiration of virtue for i tself is a good 
tendency because it, too, is socially usefu l .  For t lw ap
prec iat ion of mora l qualit ies indepcnckntly of their  imnw
d iate conseq uences ensures the social reliabi l i ty of the 
agent and, i n  the long n m ,  produces more good than harm. 
Th i s  util itarian defense of moral princi ples r< 'sted on an 
opti m i stic beli < 'f  in the gt• 1wral ly lwncficial tendencies of 
man. In applying it to polit ical theory, M i l l  argn cd for 
democrat ic i n stitution s,  min imum state in terfcrenc<' i n  
social l ife, a 1 1 d  free economic compet i t ion .  As suming a 
general convergence of ind ividual and social benefit ,  \1 i l l ,  
l ike H u me and Bentham, left unanswered the question 
why, in cases of co11 fl ict, one ought to place publ ic  over 
private interest and con fined h imself  to explai n i n g  why we·  
admire the person who docs so.  Yet if the social uti l i ty of 
moral se lf-sacri fice is the only rational ground for favornhl<' 
judgment of it, the 1 1  it would seem to fo llow that each of us 
has reason to approve of self-sacri fice in others but not in 
himself. I f  the s tep from i ndiv idual happin ess to the 
greatest good for the greatest nu mber is just i fi ed only hy 
the long-range coi 1 1ci dence of the two, then when ever we 
are as sured that they wi l l  not coincide, we have no reason 
to prefer publ ic welfare to our own other than the i rrat ion
al habi t  of doi ng so,  a habit which, in such case,  it wou id 
be wise to hreak. In Kantian terms, ut i l i tarian i sm,  even in 
l\.t i l l 's sophisticated vers ion,  fai l s  to provide a logical 
bridge between incl i nation and obl igat ion ,  between " is"  
and "ought." 

Later intuit ioni sts, beginn ing with I l c nr y  S idgwick 
( 1838- 1 900), attempted to supply this bridge by combin
ing th e Kantian theory of rational duty with the ut i l i tarian 
theory of value, mai ntain ing that we are int 1 1 i t ively aware 
of the duty to obey moral pri nciples at the expense of 
self-i nterest hut that moral pri nciples , in turn , arc j usti fied 
by their ut i l i ty in promoting the common good. 

Idealist ethics. Kant's d is ti nction hetwcen man as 
nou menon , legis lating and obeying "laws of freedom ," and 
man as phenome non , governed by laws of n ature,  was 
incorporated into new eth ical systems by later Cerman 
ideal is ts , who ass imilated the phenomenal s ide of the 
dis tinction to a part of the nourncnal s ide, making natural 
science subord inate to eth ics. Johann Gottlieb Fichte 
( 1 762- 18 1 4 )  extended the nournenal will in to a un iversal 
force that creates the material world out of its own force 
and expresses itself  partially in the free rat ional wi l l  of the 
individual con science but more fu l ly in  social in sti tutions 
and laws. The individual thus achieves self-rea l ization in 
identifying himself  with the universal wi ll and voluntari ly  
accepti ng his  Beruf (vocat ion) as  part of the social order. 

Fichte. In his early work Wissenschaft �lehre (Theory of 
Science, 1794) Fichte enlarged Kant's ethical concept of 
man into a metap hys ical picture of the un iverse. Reject ing 
Kant's not ion of th ings-in-thern:-.elves, Fichte reduced 
rea l i ty to the projections of an absolute m i nd,  and he re
duced mind itself to wi l l .  Tlw cri tnion of real i ty became a 
practical one :  that is real wh ich it is r ight or good to be
li eve and to act upon (tlw begi nning of pragmati sm) .  
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Fichte went even further than Kant in stressing moral duty 
as the goal of life. Kant had sharply separated duty from 
self-interest in criticizing positions of the kind later re
ferred to as utilitarianism, but Fichte moved full circle by 
reidentifying moral duty with a higher form of self-interest, 
the self-realization of an absolute will of wh ich each per
son is a temporary embodiment. The logical problem 
created by Fichte's voluntaristic idealism is caused by the 
fact that it begins with Kant's primacy of moral good over 
prudential good but concludes with a fonn of supernatural 
utilitarianism in which prudential good of a higher self 
reappears as the ground of morality. 

Fichte explained the function of the state as the regula
tion of conflicts among individuals in protection of their 
natural rights, and on this basis he supported democratic 
government. But he advanced the view, later elaborated by 
Hegel, that governmental restraints on individual action 
are not limitations of personal freedom but expressions of 
the higher freedom of the absolute will. 

In The Vocation of Man ( 1800) Fichte, who had been 
accused of atheism, developed a less rationalistic and more 
religious view of human life. He identified the absolute 
will with the personal God of Christianity and moral duty 
with the vocation imposed on man by God. ln his later 
Addresses to the German Nation ( 1808) he applied his 
notion of divinely ordained vocation to the German nation, 
which he claimed was destined to raise civilization to a 
higher level. The evolution of Fichte's thought from aus
tere moralism to religious mysticism and then to chauvinis
tic nationalism provides an instructive example of the 
lengths to which thought can go in denying the basic dis
tinctions from which it begins, such as that between self
interest and moral duty or between individual rights and 
social restraints. 

Hegel. G. W. F. Hegel ( 1770- 1831) developed Fichte's 
social basis of ethics further and in more historical terms. 
For Hegel value, morality, and law are among the h ighest 
forms of self-realization of absolute spirit. The Enlighten
ment doctrine of abstract rights is only the first stage in the 
development of ethical consciousness. A higher stage is 
reached in the Kantian sense of moral duty, which recog
nizes the confl ict between individual rights and social 
responsibilities, subordinating the former to the latter. But 
the highest stage of self-realization of "objective mind" 
involves the incorporation of rights and duties in a rational 
system of social and political institutions which the indi
vidual citizen recognizes as the embodiment of the nation
al will. The perfect freedom that consists in rational self
determination is achieved when individual conscience 
coincides with custom and law, so that will and reason, 
subjective motivation and objective necessity, become 
identical. But this is possible, according to Hegel, only in 
the modem age of the national state, Christian conscience, 
and constitutional law. In earlier stages of human history, 
whatever was necessary for historical progress was, for that 
age, necessary and therefore right, as, for example, the 
inst itution of slavery was necessary and right in ancient 
Greece. "World hi story," he declared, "is world justice." 

Post-Hegelian theories. The impact of Darwin's theory 
of natural evolution produced naturali stic echoes of He
gelian hi storical relativi sm in the utilitarian "survival of 
the fittest" doctrine of H erbert Spencer (1820- 1903), the 

Marxist philosophy of class conflict, and the cultural elit
ism of Nietzsche. 

Marx. Karl M arx ( 1818- 1883) transformed Hegel's 
theory of the dialectical self-realization of mind into a 
doctrine of dialectical development of history through 
class conflict. In the Marxist theory, moral principles rep
resent the sanctification of the interests of the ruling class 
at each stage in the development of progressively superior 
modes of economic organization. Marx criticized both 
utilitarian and Kantian ethics as variant expressions of 
bourgeois market-place procedures. Subordinating rules of 
individual conduct to the historical imperatives of " revolu
tionary praxis," the Communist Manifesto of Marx and 
Engels called for revolutionary action to achieve a class
less society in which "the free development of each is the 
condition for the free development of all," a society that 
would require neither the internal repressions of con
science nor the external repessions of laws and punish
ments. Both morality and the state would "wither away." 

Schopenhauer. Arthur Schopenhauer ( 1788 - 1860), like 
Fichte, located the source of both egoistic pursuit of 
pleasure and moral obligation in the universal will. The 
morality of equal rights for all represents a higher devel
opment of consciousness than that of self-interest, but a 
still higher stage is reached in the philosophical under
standing that the will, in any form, produces illusion and 
suffering and that the extinction of desire is the only salva
tion. Schopenhauer gave the Stoic and Buddhist ethic of 
ascetic renunciation an idealistic metaphysical basis. 

Kierkegaard. S�ren Kierkegaard ( 1813 - 1855) rejected 
the rationalistic and socially oriented ethic of Hegel in 
favor of religious individualism. While, like Hegel, he 
regarded the conflict between self-interest (the "aesthetic 
attitude") and duty (the "ethical attitude") as reconciled 
and transcended in a higher stage of consciousness, he 
denied that this stage could be achieved by reason and 
described it as a "leap of faith" preceded by tragic an
guish. As the contemporary existentialists who have redis
covered Kierkegaard have put it, "The world is absurd" 
because there are no objective grounds for human deci
sions. What is right, according to Kierkegaard, is what the 
individual asserts with the total commitment born of faith, 
but it is right only for him. Emotional authenticity rather 
than conformity to rules is the proper guide to action. 

Nietzsche. Friedrich Nietzsche ( 1844 - 1900) proposed a 
less mystical but equally indivi dualistic transcendence of 
moral codes. Like Hobbes and Mandev: I le, he regarded 
altruism as contrary to natural impulse and denounced 
moral restraint as a device created by religion to contra
vene the natural order of dominance of the strong over the 
weak. The true source of value lies in the creative self
assertion of the artist and the man of genius who produce 
new and positive forms of good, while moral prohibitions 
produce only resentment, envy, and dull conformity. 

American developments. In the United States, the tran
scendentalists, led by Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803 - 1882) 
and the pragmatic idealist Josiah Royce ( 1855- 1916), 
fashioned still other variations on the idealist theme of 
self-realization as the goal of human life. The transcenden
talists identified the self with the creative force of nature, 
the "oversoul." Royce, following Hegel, defined the fully 
realized self as a unity of personal and community inter-



ests. All of these post-Hegelian phi losophies rejected the 
Kantian morality of strict adherence to general rules of  
conduct and proposed ways of transcending the conflict 
between duty and self-i nterest through a higher mode of  
consciousness in which the confl ict allegedly disappears. 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, Wil liam 
James and J ohn Dewey developed the phi losophy of prag
matism, in which all of human knowledge is regarded as 
essentially ethical .  They rejected both the Kantian separa
tion of ethics from natural science and the traditional con
ception of scientific knowledge as disinterested contem
plation of value-neutral truths .  The split between value 
and fact was bri dged by reinterpreting both so  that they 
became indistingui shable. James ( 1 842 - 1910) combined 
utilitarian ism with a creative individual ism s imi lar to that 
of Nietzsche and the prescriptivism of H obbes, by identi
fying the source of  value with the human act of making a 
claim, thus bestowing value on the object claimed. Ethical 
judgment is  a rational process of  determining by empirical 
investigation which pol icies are l ikely to satisfy the maxi
mum number of such clai ms. James defended the indeter
minist concept of free wi l l ,  criticizing what he cal led the 
soft determinism of H ume and Mil l  as a purely verbal 
escape from the embarrassing consequences of scienti fic 
determinism. 

British idealism and intuitionism. In the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century the vitality of idealism began to 
attract even the sober British intel lect, and the ethics of 
self-realization became a powerful  rival to uti l itarianism 
through the influence of Green, Bosanquet, and Bradley. 

Green. Thomas Hi l l  Green (1836- 1882) introduced 
Oxford students to the lofty vision of idealist metaphysics. 
In his Prolegomena to Ethics (published posthumously) 
Green derived l iberal ethical and political principles from 
his conception of the individual self as part of a universal 
and divine self. He cri ticized both uti l i tarianism and 
moral-sense theories for downgrading the role of reason in 
moral judgment and for reducing human motives to natural 
causes. A motive, he argued, is a goal previs ioned by a 
rational consciousness, not an event or process in the body. 
Value is therefore logical ly prior to desire rather than a 
product of desire. One can desire or find pleasure only in 
what one has judged to be good. The source of evi l  must 
therefore be found in defects of the understanding, in the 
failure of the human mind to real ize its identity with the 
universal m ind .  The highest good is thus as m uch an ob
ject of self-interest as any other, but it is  the kind of self
interest that also constitutes moral ity. 

Green was active in social and poli tical controversies, 
supporti ng the North in the American Civil War and sup
porting liberal legislation in England. Green rejected 
laissez-faire individual ism, insist ing on the more positive 
role of government in promoting social welfare. 

Green's ethical theory was sharply criticized by H enry 
Sidgwick in The Ethics of Green, Spencer and Martineau 
( 1902). S idgwick argued that Green's identification of 
moral ity wi th higher self-interest obliterates the all
important disti nction between prudence and duty and thus 
fails to provide a basis for moral responsibil ity, a defect 
that, as we have seen, goes al l the way back to Plato . 

Bosanquet. Bernard Bosanquet ( 1848- 1923), l ike Green, 
grounded ethics and politics on ideal ist metaphysics. Bo-
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sanquet stressed somewhat more than Green the unique
ness of ind ividual values whi le at the same time taking a 
Hegelian view of the state as the embodiment of objective 
mind. Like Green,  Bosanquet actively supported l iberal 
pol itical causes. 

Bradley. Franci s H. Bradley ( 1846 - 1924), generally 
considered the most distinguished ethical theori st among 
the British ideali sts , criticized both uti litariani sm and 
Kantian formal ism and favored a Hegelian conception of 
the community as an organic unity whose needs,  expressed 
in social institut ions, transcend those of  individual citi
zens, a conception  which he applied in the defense of 
conservative social policies. Brad ley was probably more 
consi stent than Green and Bosanquet. If law and custom 
are the expression of a higher self, then only internal in
consistencies can justify reforms, and i ndividual rights are 
subordinate to group or national interests. In his Ethical 
Studies ( 1 876) Bradley supported retributive punishment 
on the ground (which he held to be self-evident to com
mon sense) that punishment is unfair unless it is deserved 
and that moral desert is  independent of social util ity. H e  
attempted t o  reconci le freedom with causal determin ism in 
the notion of an al l-encompassing Reality that determines 
itself in accordance with rational laws. Recognizing that 
idealism faces the problem of accounting for evi l and that 
its traditional solution-claiming that evil does not exist
is  contrary to the judgment of common sense on which 
Bradley himself always relied, he employed a subtle dis
tinction between exi stence and reality in  holding that evi l, 
though i t  exists, i s  unreal. From the standpoint of  the to
tali ty of  knowledge, evil may be seen to contribute to 
cosmic harmony. This "solution" was later castigated by 
Bertrand Russell as a morally untenable justification of  
evi l .  

Sidgwick. H enry Sidgwick ( 1 838 - 1 900) combi ned the 
social util itarianism of  Mi l l  with the intu itionism of Butler 
and Kant. In The Methods of Ethics ( 1875) , a work de
scribed by C. D. Broad as "the best treatise on Moral Phi
losophy that has ever been written," Sidgwick rai sed eth i 
cal analysis to  a new level of  precision and logical rigor. 
Setting as ide practical moralizi ng as not the business of  
objective philosophical analys is ,  Sidgwick interpreted the 
task of moral philosophy to be the clarification of the logic 
of moral judgment, a conception of phi losophy that was 
continued by the contemporary British school of l ingui stic 
analysis .  

Sidgwick held that there are just three approaches to 
ethics worth philosophical consideration: egoi stic hedon
ism, util itarianism,  and i ntu itionism. He pointed out that 
neither the self-centered ethics of Hobbes and the French 
E ncyclopedists nor the socially oriented ethics of Bentham 
and Mi l l  can ju�tify the step from psychology to ethics, that 
is, from the description of human motivation to judgments 
of moral obli gation. Even those who declare that one ought 
to pursue one's own interests must justify their use of 
"ought," and this cannot be done on the grounds of psy
chological facts alone. Sidgwick therefore insisted on dis
tinguishing psychological hedon ism from ethical hedonism 
and grounding the latter on intuition. His argument is  
remi niscent of H ume's claim that values cannot be de
duced from facts , and it anticipates G. E. J\loore's  later 
analysis  of the "natural i stic fal lacy." 
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All  three "methods of ethics" rest, accord ing to 
Sidgwick, on pri nciples held to be self-evident, and thus 
intuitionism is, to some extent, i nescapable. The egoist 
must assume the self-evident rightness of pursuing one's 
own pleasure, and the social util itarian must assume the 
rightness of maximizing the common good. lntuitionists 
di ffer from ut i l i tarians and egoists only in holding many 
principles and duties to be self-evident as wel l, and thus 
they expose themselves to i nevitable  counterinstances. 
The more numerous and specific the ru les claimed to be 
self-evi dent, the more subject to exception and vulnerab le 
to disproof. S idgwick concludes that social uti l itarianism 
offers the correct standard of moral judgment but that this 
standard is in turn grounded on direct awareness of moral 
obligation. Thus at l east one, and probably at most one, 
moral i ntu ition is essential for moral judgment. 

S idgwick could not final ly  decide between the 
conflicting claims of self-interest and social uti l i ty. H e  
leaned toward the latter a s  definitive of moral duty, but he 
recognized that one's self-interest rightly carriP-s a special 
weight, other things being equal .  Perhaps he wou l d  have 
been able  to reconci le these two "intuitions" more eas i ly  
had he cons idered uti li tarian ism i n  a somewhat weaker 
form, as the principle that one ought always to refrain from 
causing unnecessary sufferi ng, rather than the s tronger 
claim that one ought always to aim at maximizing happi
ness. For whi le  one's own welfare seems natural ly  to out
weigh that of others, it is very close to being self-evident to 
any moral ly sensitive person that he ought not to pursue 
his interests at the cost of substantial suffering to others. 

It would appear from our brief glance over the h istory of 
ethics through the n ineteenth century that phi losophers 
fai led to find any conclusive ethical truths and merely 
argued, more persuasively and with a more impressive 
display of learni ng than most ,  for whatever way of l i fe and 
standards of conduct they happened to prefer. In some 
respects this impression would be justified, and it serves to 
remind us of the di fferences between scientific knowledge 
and ethical wisdom. The perennial character of the prob
lems, the lack of general agreement on proposed solutions, 
and the return of later doctrines to princip les advanced by 
earlier ones all contrast stri kingly  with the irreversible 
progress of scientific di scovery. I t  has been suggested by 
some contemporary phi losophers that the endless disputa
bi l i ty of ethical issues is rooted i n  the very nature of ethi 
cal language, so that i t  i s  not  a defect of  phi losophy to have 
fai led to achieve general agreement on ethics. As  W. B.  
Cal l ie  has put it  (Philosophy and the Historical Under
sta nding, New York, 1964), eth ical concepts are "essen
tia l ly contestable ." I t  i s  essential to their meaning that 
they e\'oke continual di sputes as to the correct standards 
for their appl ication. But if we cannot fi nd h istorical prog
ress i n  the form of final settlement of issues, we can at least 
discern some degree of gradual , if  i rregular, advance to
ward greater clari ty in the formulation of the issues . 

On the central issue of the logical relation between facts 
and values, ethical theories have provided increasi ngly 
clf 'ar and sophist icated statements of two fundamental 
po-; i t ion� ,  natural ism and nonnaturalism (sometimes cal led 
tcleo log). and dl·ontology). Naturalist ic theories re late 
\'al 1w� to facts by clf ' fin ing " good" and related concepts in  

terms of  observable criteria, such as  fu l fi l lment of  natural 
tendenci es (Aristotle), satisfaction of desire (Hobbes and 
Spinoza), production of pleasure for the greatest number 
(util i tarianism), conduciveness to historical progress 
( Spencer and M arx), or efficiency of means to ends 
(Dewey). Nonnaturalist ic theories stress the fact that the 
mean ing of ethical terms goes beyond the observable  facts 
on which ethical judgments are grounded, and they locate 
the additional component of meaning outside nature. Plato 
located it i n  a realm of abstract Forms,  Christian i ty i n  the 
will of God, the intuitionists in  the direct recognition of 
the qual ity of rightness, the moral-sense theorists in the 
feel i ng  of approbation . Each of these accounts of value and 
moral right has revealed an additional dimension of the 
complex logic of ethical judgment. Naturali stic theories 
have brought to l ight various ways in which ethical judg
ment is grounded on the fu lfi l lment of biological and social 
needs, whi le nonnatural istic theories have revealed pres
criptive aspects of moral concepts that are independent of 
prudential considerations. The main effort of twentieth
century ethical phi losophy has been to weave together in a 
consistent pattern a l l  the threads, both natural i stic and 
nonnatural istic, that constitute our philosophical heritage. 

CONTEM PO RARY NONNATURALISM 

In  much of  the  Engl ish-speaking world G. E .  Moore's 
Principia Ethica (Cambridge, 1903) is taken to be the 
starti ng point of contemporary ethical theory. But it i s  
important to  recognize that this primacy is to  a cons idera
ble degree local and distinctive of the tradition of analyt
ical ethics. On the Continent and i n  Lat in America the 
work of Max Scheler and Franz Brentano has been a pre
eminent influence. For much of American thought unti l  
fair ly recently, the work o f  John Dewey o r  Ralph Barton 
Perry provided the starting point. But, for all that, it  is 
reasonable to begin with G. E. Moore. 

Moore. I t  i s  the critical side of Moore's work in  ethics 
that has had the most lasting effect. H i s  deli neati on of the 
subject matter of ethics and his  very careful effort to show 
that any form of ethical naturalism involves a fundamental 
conceptual mi stake-the work of the first three chapters of 
Principia Ethica-has been the part of Moore's work that 
has deeply affected contemporary eth ical thought. How
ever, Moore's own posi tive nonnatural istic cognitivism, 
with i ts rel iance on nonnatural characteristics , has found 
few adherents. Most phi losophers-C. L Stevenson and 
R. M .  Hare are typical-who have been convinced that in 
essence Moore's case against natural ism is sou nd have not 
fol lowed Moore's l ead but have adopted some form of 
noncognitivism. 

It was Moore's bel ief that if  moral phi losophers s imply 
i nterest themselves i n  good conduct, they are not really 
starting at the beginning, for we cannot know what good 
conduct is until we know what goodness is .  l\1oore's con
cern was with a "general enquiry into what is good. "  Our 
first question must be "What is good and what is bad?" 
Such knowledge of good and evi l ,  Moore claims, i s  the 
"goal of ethical investigation"; but, he stresses, "it cannot 
be safely attempted at the begi nn ing of our studies, but 
only at the end ." Fi rst we must consider how "good" is to 
be defined. 



Moore clearly is not interested in g1vmg a s tipu lative 
defin i tion of "good,"  and from his disclaimers in Principia 
Ethica about bei ng interested in a merely verbal pomt, it 
would  seem that he is not i nterested in a lex ical definition 
ei ther. What he i s  after, i n  seeking a definit ion of "good," 
is just thi s :  what property or set of properties is common to 
and distinctive of anyth ing that could conceivably be 
properly cal led in trins ically good, for ins tance, "answering 
to i nterests ." Moore thinks "good" stands for a property, 
and he seeks to determine what i t  i s .  Moore's answer, 
which he is aware will cause discontent, is tliat "good" is 
not definable. All we can finally say correctly i s  that good 
is good and not anything else. "Good," l ike " red," is ,  in  
the appropriate se nse, indefinable. Good is a s imple, unan
alyzable, nonnatural characteristic. We are e ither d i rectly 
aware of i t  or we are not, but there is  no way of defining i t  
or analyzing i t  so as to make i t  i ntel l igible t o  someone who 
is not d irectly aware of it. 

Such a radical claim on Moore's part wou ld  have l i ttle 
force if he could not thoroughly refute naturalistic and 
metaphysical  theories wh ich do purport to give the k ind of 
characterizat ion of i ntrinsic goodness that he takes to be 
impossible. 

Moore's case against naturalism. Let us consider 
Moore's case agai nst  ethical natural ism. An ethical natu
ral i st holds that moral judgments are true or false empirical 
statements ascrib ing an empirical property or set of prop
erties to an action, object, or person . "Good" is defined in  
terms of thi s  property or  set of  properties. But, Moore 
argues, we wil l  not come to know what good is s imply by 
"discoverin g  what are those other properties belonging to 
a11 things which are good." Those who commit  what 
Moore cal l s  the natural i stic fallacy think that when they 
have "named those other properties they were actual ly  
defin ing good ; that these properties, i n  fact, were simply 
not 'other,' but absolutely and entirely the same with 
goodness." But to identify good with any other property is 
to commit the naturalistic fallacy. The natural ists confuse 
the question of the meaning of the concept of good with 
the qui te d i fferent question of what k inds of things are 
good. 

In a famous argument, which has been dubbed the 
open-question argument, Moore points out that for what
ever naturalistic value we substi tute for the variable x in a 
;1roposed defi ni tion of "good," we can always s ignificantly 
ask if it is good. I f  a man says "Happiness i s  good," or 
"Self-realization is good,'' or "The object of any i nteres t is 
good," we can al ways s igni ficantly ask " I s  happi ness 
good?," " I s  self-real ization good?," "Is the object of any 
in terest good?" Even though we agree, let us say, that 
happi ness i s  good, i t  is an evident fact of l anguage that 
these questions are not without signi ficance. But they 
would be without significance if " good" did mean "happi
ness," or "self-realizat ion," or "the object of any i nterest," 
just as it is pointless to ask if  a father is a male parent or a 
puppy is a young dog. For whatever natural i stic defin i tions 
we offer-whatever naturalist ic values replace the variable 
x-it always makes sense to ask if  that thi ng is  good. Since 
this is so, these natural is tic definitions can be seen to be 
i nadequate. 

This can be seen in another way as wel l .  If a statement 
l i ke "The satis faction of desire i s  good" were a defi ni tion 
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of the sort Moore was searching for, it wou ld be analytic 
and i t  wou ld  be self-contradictory to assert "This sati sfies 
des i re bnt it is not good." For whatever naturalis tic 
defini tion one proposes, however, one can assc •rt without 
self-contradict ion "Th is is x bnt i t  is not good," but if x 
meant the same as "good " this would he impossihl<' ,  for "X 
is good" would tlwn be analytic. But si nce this is pos sib lc> 

it is clear that the proposed statement is synthetic. 
Moore's influence. The above arguments of ;\1 oore's ,  

together with h i s  famou s argument in Chapter 3 of Prin
cipia Ethica against  M i l l 's all eg<'d natural i sm,  have pro
vided the background for m uch of the controvers y  in con
temporary ethical theory. While few have accepted all the 
details of Moore's case against ethical  natural ism, it has 
been fel t  by many that Moore's essential case is wel l  
taken.  R .  M .  Hare in  his The Language of Morals (Oxford, 
1952), P .  H .  Nowell-Smith in  his Ethics ( I l armondsworth , 
1954), and A. C .  Ewing in h is  Second Thoughts in A1oral 
Philosophy (London, 1959) try to restate these Moorean 
ins ights in such a way as to present a decis ive case against 
ethical naturalis m. 

I t  should be noted, however, that the reception of 
Moore's case against natural ism, even on the part of such 
eminent nonnatural ists as A. N. Prior and E. W. H a l l ,  has 
not been th at favorable. It is ge neral l y  thought now that 
( 1 )  the natural istic fal lacy is not, s trictly speak i ng, a fal l acy 
but is at best a m i s take and (2) that i t  is not real ly d i sti nctive 
of natural i sm but shoul d  be cal led the defi nist fal lacy , that 
is, the bel ief that moral terms are capable of defini tion in 
nonmoral terms.  

Criticisms of Moore. I t  i s  easy to see that someone, 
though at a certa in price, cou ld be a consistent ethical 
naturalist and that M oore's natural istic fallacy would not 
real ly poi nt to anything  necessari ly  fa l lacious in such a 
natural is t's reasoning. An  ethical natural is t  who is also a 
hedonist could argue: By " intri ns ic good" I am jus t  going 
to  mean "pleasure." Thi s  i s  a st ipulative definit ion on my 
part and I am making no claim that i t  squares with ordi nary 
usage, but it  wi l l  give a clear and consi stent defin i tion of 
"good" that fits wel l  with my preanalytic ins ight  that 
pleasure and pl easure alone is in trinsical ly  good. It is 
indeed true that on my theory " Pleasure is good" is a tau
tology and "Is pleasure intr i nsical ly  good?" is a self
answering question. Sti l l ,  there is a normatively vi tal ques
tion that I can and do ask with pe rfect conceptual 
propriety. The v i tal open qu estion is th i s :  Should an i ndi
v idual seek pleasure and only pleasure as tl,e th ing that, 
mora l ly speaking, he ought always to do? If a man takes 
this position, M oore's arguments, given above, do not 
show anything fal lacious in his thinki ng, that i s ,  he has 
committed no formal or i nformal fallacy, though it can be 
shown by some additions to Moore's arguments that he has 
said someth ing that is mi staken. 

There is a further cri ticism of � oore that can be made 
with considerable plausibi l i ty .  Though it is indeed true 
that "good" taken in irnlation cannot be defined, the term 
"good" is in reality always used in specific contex ts,  with 
context-dependent meanings an<l with such r iders as 
"good at" and "good for. " But i n  such a context "good' '  
can be defined.  "A good car," "good teacher," "good at  
bal let ," or even "good man" can be natural is tically de
fined, even though "good' . sans phrase cannot. Finally, 
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and perhaps most importan tly, it has been pointed out 
that the open-question and noncontradiction arguments 
are not conclusive. At best they show why al l  the natural i s
tic defini tions hitherto proposed do not work. They do not 
s how that naturalis tic definitions are impossible. 

Deontological nonnaturalists. There are other nonnatu
ralis ts who, while holding cogni tive metaethical theories, 
reject � toore's ideal uti l i tarianism. !\t oore thought that 
Bentham and \l i l l  were mistaken in trying to defin e  
"good" natural ist ical ly, but that they were not mistaken i n  
regarding good as  the fundamental moral concept and 
were not mis taken in argu ing that i t  i s  always our duty to 
seek to bring the greatest total good possible in to being. 
H. A .  Prichard, \V. D. Ross, E. F. Carritt, and C. D. Broad all 
agree with Moore that i ntrinsic good is a unique, nonnatu
ral qual ity that is  i ndefinable and can only be known di
rectly. But they reject Moore's claim that "right" means 
"productive of the greatest possible good." "Right," they 
argue, is also sui generis; it is not reducible to "good" or to 
any teleological concept. To say "Thi s  is a r ight act" 
means ,  accordi ng to Ross ,  "This  act ought to be done." 
Furthermore, even what makes an act right i s  not to be 
completely determined by teleological concepts . An act, 
even though it may be productive, everything cons idered, 
of the best consequences, may sti l l  not be the right thing to 
do. Even Broad, who makes the most concessions to the 
uti l i tarians of any of the deontologists (as they are cal led), 
argues that in  determining what is  sui table to thP actual 
situation, we must cons ider both the total fittingness of the 
events that are relevant to the act in question and the util
ities i n  question, and then without any precise  measure of 
what i s  sui table to the s i tuation, we must decide what we 
are to do. The uti l i tarians, i ncluding Moore, the deontolo
gists agree, oversimplify the s i tuation here. 

In 1 909 H. A. Prichard, in  his celebrated article " Does 
� Iara! Phi losophy Rest on a Mi stake?," set forth in percep
tive but uncompromis ing form the deontological position.  
But i t  i s  \V. D. Ross ,  taking Prichard's position as a s tarting 
point ,  who has been the most influential of these deon
tological nonnatural ists .  Ross's The Right and the Good 
(Oxford, 1 930) and his Foundations of Ethics (Oxford, 
1939) present the classical statement of these views .  

Prichard. I n  " Does M oral Philosophy Rest o n  a M is 
take?" Prichard argued that i t  was an endemic mi stake of  
moral philosophy to  try to give reasons for our obligations. 
� loral obligation cannot be reduced to acts which ought to 
be done because by doing them, more good is l ikely to 
result than by doing any alternative act. We do not, Pri
chard contended, come to appreciate an obl igation by 
argument, but in a particular s i tuation we are either di
rectly aware of what i t  i s  we ought to do or we are not. 
\ Iara! philosophy cannot jmtify these obligations;  it  can 
only ( 1) help us to come to understand the nature of this 
immediate type of awareness and (2) help us to see 
through the confused attempts to exhibit the "truly rational 
foundations" of these obl igations by showing how they are 
grounded in human interes ts. 

Ross. Hoss accepted the Prichard ian belief that we have 
an intuitive ins ight into our obl igations ,  \mt he went on 
from certain hi nts in Prichard to develop a co ncept of 
prima-facie duty. A prima-facic duty is a conditional duty 

of a very distinctive k ind. What is meant by saying that it i s  
"conditional" i s  that i t  is something which always would 
be an actual duty were it not for the fact that in  certain 
circumstances there are more stringent moral considera
tions that outweigh it .  But prima-facie  duties are always 
actual duties unles s  such conditions obtain .  Ross takes i t  as 
"self-evident that a promise, s i mply as such, is something 
that pri ma facie  ought to be kept, and it does not, on 
reflection, seem self-evident that production of the maxi
mum good is  the only thi ng that makes an act obligatory." 
Like Cook Wilson and Prichard before him, Ross takes as 
h is data "the moral convictions of thoughtful and wel l
educated people." They serve as his  point of departure 
and h i s  check on all theorizing concerning moral s .  

Reasoning from this  base, Ross can show that w e  d o  not 
always reason as utili tarian moral i sts would have us rea
son. We often have duties of special obligation that conflict 
with the uti l itarian principle that we should always maxi
mize good. If we careful ly attend to the data of ethics-our 
actual moral experiences-we will note that we have 
prima-facie duties to fi delity, reparation, gratitu de, justice, 
beneficence, nonmaleficence, and self-improvement. Some 
of these prima-facie  duties are more binding than others. 
Ceteris paribus, the duty of nonmaleficence outweighs our 
obl igation to keep a promise. But Ross stresses-as does 
Broad-that i t  i s  not always the case that we have a rule, a 
general princi ple, for deciding what to do when there is a 
confl ict in  prima-facie duties . Sometimes we s imply have 
to appreciate or come to "see" what is suitable to the s i tu
ation. 

Criticisms of deontology. Many, though by no means all ,  
philosophers would agree that the deontologi sts have 
shown that moral reasoning is not as s imple as the classical 
uti l i tari ans took it to be. But it has been thought by many 
that consequences play a far larger role in determining 
what makes an act right than the deontologists have been 
wi l l ing to admit. Their rather antiquated epistemology of 
i ntu itions, synthetic a priori judgments, and so forth, and 
their mis leading use of mathematical analogies have stood 
in the way of an acceptance of deontology. It i s ,  however, 
quite feasible to argue that such appeals are not essential 
to a deontological view. 

It has also been repeatedly argued that a deontological 
position, with its l ist  of prima-facie  duties and its appeal to 
the convictions of the thoughtful and the well-educated, i s  
thoroughly ethnocentric. To  these objections i t  is reasona
ble to reply that most of Ross's prima-facie duties are very 
s imi lar to the k ind of general i ties that the anthropologists 
Ralph Linton and Robert Redfield (among others) have 
claimed to be cross-cul turally sanctioned "universal val
ues." Moreover, the appeal to thoughtful and well -educated 
people surely need not and should not l imit  i tself to 
people in one cul tural circle. 

Hather more important cri ticisms of deontology have 
been that it  gives us no criteria for deciding what laws, 
practices, rules, or insti tutions are worthy of our accept
ance. Here the k ind of quas i -uti l i tarian reasoning concern
ing practices characteri s tic of the good-reasons approach 
seems to have decided advantage. 

Ewing. I t  should be mentioned that A. C. Ewing in two 
closely reasoned books,  The Definition of Good (New 



York, 1947) and Second Thoughts in Moral Philosophy 
(London, 1959), works out a theory that in many respects 
tries to find a middle ground between Moore and Ross.  
Ewing takes "ought" as h is fundamental term, and in  the 
second work h e  makes far more concess ions to the natu
ral is ts and noncogni tivists than in  the first, without aban
doning what he takes to be the core of his non natural ism. 

Phenomenological views. Moore, Ross,  Broad, and 
Ewing are not the only nonnatural ists and intuitioni sts 
who have exerted a considerable influence on contempo
rary ethical thought. During a roughly comparable period, 
Franz Brentano, Nicolai H artmann, and Max Scheler had a 
comparable influence on the Continent. 

It is  necessary to mention that in contemporary philo
sophical thought there i s  a fundamental cleavage that 
divides the English-speaking and Scandinavian countries, 
on the one hand, from the Continent, Lat in America, and 
the Near East and Far East, on the other. I n  these latter 
areas of the world the influence, either direct or indirect, 
of the philosophers so far discussed has been s l ight, whi le  
the influence in  intellectual ci rcles of the phi losophers to 
be discussed in this section and in the section on existen
tial ism has been considerable. Even though Moore, Ross, 
and Ewing opposed empirici sm, their techniques re
mained analytical, while the work of the philosophers 
about to be discussed is philosophy in the grand manner; 
that is ,  it is  comparatively speculative and metaphysical. 

Brentano. Franz Brentano's The Origin of Our Knowl
edge of Right and Wrong (Leipzig, 1 889) and his later 
Grundlegung und Aufhau der Ethik (F .  Mayer-Hi l lebrand, 
ed. ,  Bern , 1952) mark the beginning of contemporary Con
t inental ethical theory. In 1903 G.  E. Moore remarked that 
Brentano's work more closely resembled h is  own than that 
of any wri ter with whom he was acquainted. Like Moore, 
Brentano rejected natural istic definitions of e thical terms,  
regarded fundamental moral concepts as sui generis, and 
thought judgments of intrinsic value incapable of being 
proved. 

To gain an adequate understanding of Brentano's ethical 
theory, it is essential to understand the rudiments of what 
he cal l ed descriptive psychology ( th e  latter, in Husserl 's 
hands, was to become phenomenology). Brentano cl ass ified 
mental phenomena into three fundamental classes : ideas 
and sensory presentations ( images and the l ike), judg
'Tlents, and emotions. That is to say, there are three funda
mental ways in which one may be i ntentional ly rel ated 
to somethi ng. One may s imply think of i t, one may take an 
intellectual stance toward it by either accepting it or re
jecti ng i t, or one may take an emotional or att i tudinal pos
tu re toward i t. To do the last is a matter of loving or hating 
it . ( Brentano, of course, uses "love" and "hate" here in a 
very stretched manner.) Brentano regarded emotions as 
intentional ; he mai ntained that "certain feel ings refer 
unmistakably to objects and language i tself signi fi es th i s  
through expressions which make use  of  i t." Moreover, 
emotions, l i ke  judgments but unl ike ideas, can properly be  
cal led either correct or  incorrect. I n  th is  way Brentano 
differed radical ly  from the emotivists. 

How do we decide whether a given emotion i s  correct or 
incorrect? Here Brentano, who- l ike Ross was a careful  
student of Aristotle, was very Aristotel ian. We can come to 
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understand what a correct emotion or, for that matter, a 
correct judgment is only by contras t ing actual cases of 
emotions and judgments taken to be correct by  experi
enced and thoughtful people wi th cases that arc not so 
regarded. 

To say that something is good-where we are tal k ing 
about "i ntrinsic good"-is to say that i t  i s  impossible to 
love it incorrectly. To say that someth ing is intrins ical ly 
evil is to say that i t  is i mposs ib le  correctly to love whatever 
is in question. "Good" and "evil" arc what Bre ntano cal led 
synsemantic terms :  they do not refer to concrete particular 
things, e i ther phys ical or mental . Bnt such eth ical concepts 
were , on Brentano 's view, objective because of the i mpos
s ibi l i ty of loving correctly whatever is hated correctly and 
of hating correctly whatever is loved correctly. The truth of 
these fundamental moral judgments i s  directly evident to 
the mature moral agent. Any question about the empirical 
evidence for them is as impossible as it is unnecessary. 

Scheler. Max Schcler attempted to apply H usserl's phe
nomenological method to moral concepts . H i s  major works 
in eth ics , Formalism in Ethics and the Ethics of Intrinsic 
Value (Hal le, 1 9 16) and The Nature of Sympathy ( Bonn, 
1923), are among his earl ier writings (The Nature of Sym
pathy is simply a second and enlarged edition of the early 
Zur Phiinomenologie und Theorie der Sympathiegefuhle, 
Halle, 1913) ;  but his later work in phi losoph ical anthro
pology, The Forms of Knowledge and Society ( Leipzig, 
1 926), also has important implications for his ethical 
theory. 

Scheler's ethics is best u nderstood by setti ng i t  in rela
tion to that of Kant. Scheler accepted Kant's cri tique of 
natural istic and util itarian ethical theories. But whi le he 
took the categorical imperative as poi nting to an essential 
feature of morality, he thought that such Kantian formal ism 
was incomplete. Like H usserl, Scheler bel ieved that Kant 
was mistaken in l imiting the a priori to the purely formal . 
The phenomenological method shows that we have a 
Wesensschau (an intuition of essences) in virtue of which 
we know certai n fundamental a priori but nevertheless 
nonformal moral truths, such as "Spiri tual val ues have a 
higher place in  the scale of values than vital valu es, and 
the Holy a higher place than the spiritual ." 

G iven th i s  very extended s ense of "a priori ," i t  is correct 
to say, according to Scheler, that there are objective non
formal moral judgments which are universal , necessary, 
and synthetic. These moral judgments are said to have an 
intrinsic content that is given in our intu i tion of essences . 

Scheler argued that there is a h ierarchy of objective 
values, all open to our intuitive inspection.  There is, he 
woul d  argue, nothing subjective about this ordering. In  the 
hierarchy of values phenomenological ly given to man, we 
have at the top rel igious val ues, then cultural values (aes
thetic, speculative, scienti fic, and po li tical), and finally, at 
the bottom, material val ues (useful th ings, things that 
satisfy needs, des ires , etc.) .  All of these values are thought 
to have an ethical dimension. Questions concerning moral 
obl i gation ari se  when there is a confl i ct of values. l\1oral ob
l igation is that which binds us. in such a s i tuation, to 
take as the order of our incentives the values as they are 
ordered in the value hierarchy. Scheler was, however, 
su fficiently Kantian to bel ieve that the ultimate ground of 
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moral obligation lay not in the consequences of moral acts 
but in the intentions of moral agents. To someone who has 
studied � !ill, S idg\\' ick, or Hoss, this seems like a plain 
confusion between the moral "grades" we would give a 
person and an objective consideration of what acts are 
morally right. 

There is another aspect of Scheler's moral theory that 
should be mentioned, namely, his claim that love and 
sympathy are the sole means by w hich \\'e gain an intuitive 
ins ight into moral reality. Like Brentano, he thought that 
these feelings had intentional objects, and like Pascal, he 
thought that there was a "logic of the heart" -that through 
the feelings we gain a type of cognition into essential 
value structures that can be had in no other way. 

Hartmann. :'\icolai Hartmann's massive work Ethics was 
published in Berlin in 1 926. It shows the infl uence of 
Scheler and Husserl and is without doubt the most exten
sive phenomenological discussion of value in the litera
ture. Ethics, for Hartmann, is part of a general theory of 
value, though, as might be expected, ethical values are the 
highest values. "\'alue" for Hartmann, as for Scheler, is a 
general predicate, and under it there are more specific 
predicates for determinate values, for instance, "beauty" is  
to  "value" as  "red" is  to "colored." Values are said to  be 
essences, and we have a direct though emotionally tinged 
intuition of essences. Being essences, values, like num
bers, are thought by Hartm ann to have an ideal self
existence (Ansichsein). But unlike numbers, values have 
a "material essence." 

Like Scheler, Hartmann believes that if we will but 
attend patiently to our feelings , we will be able to discern, 
though vaguely, some hierarchical ordering of those things 
which are valuable. Putting aside as far as possible our 
theoretical preconceptions concerning values , we should 
reflect carefully on our actual experience until we achieve 
a clear and evident insight into value phenomena. This, of 
course, is a desideratum that \Vii i  never be completely 
achieved , for "morally no age entirely comprehends it
self." The real ethical life is "a life deeper than conscious
ness." But there is a capacity on the part of the human 
animal to appreciate the valuable, and by ever more care
fully attending to this, we can attain both a clearer view 
and a more purified form of the moral life. 

Though values are material essences, they are not, as in 
Plato, identical with being. Hartmann, no more than 
� loore or Sartre, will identify what is good or what has 
\\'Orth \\'ith what exis ts. That would destroy the autonomy 
of ethics and obscure the nature of value. But although 
values are independent of existence, they are related to 
existence by a "tendency to reality" which H artmann calls 
the ideal Ought-to-Be. We have many different values, but 
it always remains the case that values ought to be. The 
criteria for what is good or for what is valuable vary from 
cont< ·xt to context, but the ought-to-be remains the same: 
"The ideal Ouglrt-to- Be is the formal co ndition of value, 
the \ aluc is the matt•rial condition of the Ought-to-Be." In 
con tra�t wi th the ideal Ought-to-Be there is the more prac
tical, more directly morally relevant "Ought-to-Do." Herc 
"01 1ght" i mplies "can," and lwrf' practical moral q1wstions 
arise about making something the case that is not the case. 

Recent developments in Germany. Finally, a brief note 
is in order about more recent developments in ethics 
among German philosophers. Heidegger, whose influence 
is completely O\·ershadowing in Germany, took a dim view 
not only of the relevance of logic to philosophy but also of 
philosophical ethics. This has impeded systematic work in 
ethics in. Germany, but nonetheless it is going on. There 
has been a reaction against the work of Scheler and Hart
mann. 0. F. Bollnow has argued for a Situationsethik and 
Richard Schattlander has contended that the Scheler
Hartmann approach is too speculative and theoretical and 
does not adequately handle the moral agent's question: 
what ought I to do? But the Scheler-Hartmann school is 
hardly  dead, for Hans Reiner, in his Das Pr inzip van Gut 
und Bose (Freiburg, 1949), gives us a detailed and vigo
rous restatement of such a position. Against Heidegger, 
he defends the philosophical importance of a general the
ory of value. But in an effort to b lunt Heidegger's criti
cism that such investigations are morall y  and humanly 
irrelevant, Reiner concerns himself primarily with moral 
values. In his concern with moral value , he examines in 
some detail the problem of ethical relativ ism, and in this 
examination he stresses the importance of anthropological 
investigations to our understanding of morality. 

NATURALISM IN A.MERICA 

\Vhile ethical naturalism seemed to have received its 
quietus in England from M oore and Ross and certainly  
could not be  considered a major force on  the Continent, in 
America in various forms it was, until shortly after World 
War II, the dominant form of ethical theory. 

Perry. R. B. Perry developed a general theory of value 
with specific applications to questions of normative ethics, 
law, politics , economics, and education in his General 
Theory of Value (Cambridge, M ass., 1926) and Realms of 
Value (Cambridge, l\fass., 1 954). "Value" is used by Perry 
in a very broad sense as a generic term to group together 
such terms as "desirable," "good," "worthwhile," "right," 
"beautiful," "holy," "obligatory," and the like. Perry 
defines "value" as follows : "a thing-anything-has value, 
or is valuable, in the original and generic sense when it is 
the object of an interest-any interest." In an attempt to 
make his contention overtly verifiable, Perry in turn 
defined "interest" quasi-behavioristically as ''a train of 
events detennined by expectation of its outcome." "Inter
est" for Perry was an umbrella term for such terms as 
"like," "desire," "preference," and "need" and their op
posites. For something to have positive value, it must be 
an object of a favorable interest; for something to have 
negative value, it must be an object of aversion, disap
proval, or dislike: in short, it must be an object of negative 
interest. 

It should be understood that this definition of "value" is 
not taken by Perry to be either a lexical or a purely stipu
lative definition. It is, rather, a reforming definition. That 
is to say, it is a deliberate proposal concerning the use of a 
term in the language, but the proposal is not simply a 
stipulation, for it has some antecedent basis in the usage in 
question. It is proposed that this use he adopted as the 



standard use in order to clear up what are taken to be con
fusions allegedly result ing from unclear and vaci l lating 
usage. By such maneuvers Perry hoped to escape from 
Moore's arguments concerning the natural istic fa l lacy. 

Such a theory, in itia l ly at least, is extremely attractive, 
for i t  holds out a promise for a gen uine "normative 
science" and thus for some objective, if not ahsolutc, 
knowledge of  good and evil. It holds out the promise that 
we wi l l  eventual ly use the emerging sciences of man to 
gain some cross-cu ltural and in terpersonally con firmed, 
and thus objective, knowledge of right and wrong. 

The crucial problem for the natural ist is to show how al l 
statements contain ing ethical terms can be translated into 
statements that do not contain such terms and are directly 
or indirectly con firmable or di sconfinnable by empirical 
observation . \\!hat must be ach ieved to develop such a 
natural ism is to show the tenab i l i ty of some set of natural
istic definitions of key moral terms.  

Working from his  in itial definition of "value," Perry 
deve loped his system from the fol lowing defini tions :  

( 1 )  "X has value" equals "X is the  object of  any 
in terest ." 

(2) "X is  bad" equals "X has negative , a lue." 
(3) "X i s  good" equals "X has pos i tive val ue." 
(4) "X i s  intrinsical ly good" equals "X i s  the object 

of a favorable interest for its own sake." 
(5) "X i s  extrinsical ly  good" equal s "X i s  the object 

of a favorable interest because X, directly or indirect
ly, is the most efficient means to something which i s  
intrinsical ly good." 

(6) "X is moral ly good" equal s "X is the object of 
interests harmoniously organized by reflective agree
ment." 

(7) "X i s  the highest good" equals "X i s  the object 
of an al l - incl usive and harmon ious system of in ter
ests." 

(8) "X is moral ly right" equal s "X i s  conducive to 
the moral good ." 

(9) "X is morally obl igatory" equals "X i s  a social 
demand that, of any alternative demand, i s  most 
clearly cal led for by the ideal of harmonious happi 
ness ." 

A theory based on these definitions should ,  Perry would 
argue, provide us with a systematic account of our norma
tive concepts and exhibit  the rationale of our moral judg
n1ents. However, it would be queried by many,  including 
many who are not in tui tionists, just how it can be that al l  
moral statements are real ly a subspecies of empirical state
ment and how they al l could, even in principle ,  be empir
ical ly confirmed or disconfirmed . To take moral statements 
as empi rical statements assert ing that so-and-so i s  the case 
seems to miss their di stinctive, dynamic, and guiding 
function in the stream of l i fe. 

Dewey. For John Dewey, moral phi losophy had a 
defini te normative ethical function. Dewey wanted to 
cri ticize normative standards and hoped to indicate more 
reasonabl e moral goals. " Phi losophy's central problem," 
he wrote, "is the relation that exi sts between the beliefs 
about the nature of things due to natural science and be
liefs about val ues-using that word to designate whatever 
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is taken to have rightfu l authority in the d irection of con
duct." 

His basic proposal was that we should use what he 
called experi mental intel l igc•nce in mora l s .  This means 
that in moral inquiry we should use the same methodolog
ical principles we use in sci<·nt i fic  inquiry. \Ve should 
deve lop a scientific critique of our ins titutions and of the 
patterns of conduct des ignated "moral . "  In order to do this 
we must show the untenabi l ity of what Dewey took to he 
an unjust i fied but ancient philosophical preconception that 
injects a d ivorce· or d ichotomy between scientific knowl
edge, on the one hand,  and mora l ,  philosophical , or  re l i 
gious knowledge, on the other. There is but  one kind of 
knowledge, with one rel iable method of fix i ng be l ief, the 
experimental method, though this knowledge and method 
of fix ing belief must  be applied to diff Nent subject matters. 

To most people, the use of the experimental method in 
ethics heralds a drop of any normative ethical standards. I n  
trying to estab l i sh  that this i s  a misconception, Dewey 
tried to establ ish a severe contextual i sm.  A central mistake 
of traditional moral phi losophies ,  both natural ist and non
natural ist ,  was that of looking for one bedrock summum 
bonu m or one ultimate moral cri terion rather than real izing 
that there is an irreducible p lural i ty of moral standards and 
that moral prob lems are fu l ly in te l l igib le  and rationally 
resolvable only in  a defini te context. Moral standards are a 
part of a cul tural context in which means and ends are 
qual i tatively continuous and functional ly interactive.  

This reference to a continuum of means and ends leads 
to another main e lement in Dewey's moral philosophy. He 
argues against the special is t's conception of ethics. To hold 
this conception, which is trad itional with philosophers as 
different as Plato and Russell ,  i s  to stress the d istinction 
between intrinsic good and in strumental  good an d to con
tend that in trinsic good is the sole object of philosophical 
interest. This ,  according to Dewey, is a mistaken d ichot
omy rooted in the ancient Greek dichotomy between the
ory and practice. I t  is not only intel lectually bankrupt but 
i t  can , Dewey argues, have vicious social consequences. 
I t  even makes for irrational ism in ethics, for given this 
conception, we are easi ly led to the assumption that whi le 
science can deal with mundane in strumental goods, the 
h ighest goods-the basic ends, namely, intrinsic goods
must be grasped by in tu it ion, be vouchsafed by revela
tion, or be merely a matter of the whims of mortal wi l l .  
Dewey argued that in concrete moral contexts, answers 
concerning means actual ly transform ends. In reason
ing morally  it is not a matter of di scoveri ng the most 
efficient means to attain a fixed en d. If in considering the 
means i t  becomes apparent  that our ends are utopian, we 
wi l l ,  if we are behaving rationally, often give them up or 
modify them in view of this discovery. Here in tel l igence 
has a major ro le to play in morality. Ends cannot rat ional ly 
be divorced from mean s .  In fact, they are always function
ally in teractive. Furthermore, what is an end in one prob
lematic si tuat ion is a means in another, and so on .  There 
are never any actual n01mative goals or ends that are sim
ply intrinsic goods. I deals are always tramformable in  the 
l ight of what we discO\·er about our world, and they are 
always imbedded in a network of other ideals. 
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Such considerations, it will surely be objected, hardly 
show that there are no  intrinsic goods-but it could be 
contended that they effectively argue against Ari stotelian 
final ends, or against the belief that in moral appraisal we 
can justifiably consider intrinsic goods independently of 
their consequences-and this ,  after al l ,  is the major point 
Dewev wanted to establish.  

Her� we hardly have the metaeth ical concerns that are 
so distinctive of the work of �toore and Perry. But 
Dewey-though he didn't cal l it that-also had a metaeth
ical theory. 

Dewey argued that moral judgments are judgments of 
practice. That is to say, they are made in problematic situ
ations of choice in wh ich a moral agent is trying to decide 
what to do. This gives them their distinctive normative or 
de jure force. But at the same time they remain de facto 
empirical statements . It is this puzzl ing amalgam that we 
must understand if we are to get clear what Dewey was 
claiming. 

Dewey asserted that value judgments are not mere priz
ings and cl i sprizings. They are predictions about the ca
pacity or incapacity of actions, objects , or events to satisfy 
desires, needs, and interests . As such they are confirmable 
and disconfirmable. They predict that certain ends in view 
wil l  satisfy certain vital impulses under certai n conditions .  
I\:ot everything that i s  des ired is desirable, but those things 
which are desired "after examination of the relations upon 
which the object depends" are desirable. In short, to say of 
something that it is valuable, desirable, or good is  to say 
that it is something which wou ld be desired or approved 
after refl ection upon its relevant causes and consequences. 

Criticism of Dewey. Dewey's theory has been subject to 
some trenchant cri ticisms by Morton White and Charles 
Stevenson and has been stanchly defended by Sidney 
Hook, Gail Kennedy, and Gertrude Ezorsky. The basic 
consi derations here are as fol lows : even if  X is des ired 
after an examination of the causes and consequences of 
desiring X, it sti ll does not follow that X is desirable or that 
X ought to be desi red . However, to carry out Dewey' s 
program of identifying moral statements as a subspecies 
of empirical statement, some such identity of meaning 
must be established. 

But the admission that Dev,ley is wrong in  claim ing that 
moral statements are empirical statements or hypotheses is 
not destruct ive to his over-all program about the place of 
reason in ethics. If we ask how we justify our ethical 
evaluations, i t  seems that much of Dewey's method of 
criticism, including much of h i s  use of science, could sti ll 
be reasonably instituted. Dewey's great fai l ure in talking 
about moral ity was in not real izing how very different "val� 
ues" and "facts" are; his great success was in seeing the ex
tensive relevance of scienti fic knowledge and sci entific 
method to the making of in tel l igent moral appraisals. 

CONTEM PORARY NONCOGNITIVISM 

Both naturalism and nonnatural ism are cognitive theo
ries. That is to say, they regard moral utterances in the 
declarative form as statement-making utterances that assert 
th< · <· x i ,tence of certain moral facts and are thus either true 
or fal .,e.  But fi rst in Sweden , and later in England and 

America, a quite different ki nd  of metaeth ical theorv de
veloped that has been cal led a noncognitive theor;. Ac
cording to this theory, moral statements do not assert moral 
facts ;  they are neither confirmable nor disconfirmable, and 
there is noth ing to be known by "moral intuition." It is 
even characteri stic of thi s  view to argue that it is ei ther 
mistaken or at least misleading to characterize moral ut
terance!; as true or fal se. 

Emotive theory. The noncognit ive view, which has 
subsequently been called the emotive theory, received - i ts 
first formulation in 1 9 1 1 , when the Swedish philosopher 
Axel Hagerstrom drew the outlines of such a theory in his 
inaugural lecture, "On The Truth of M oral Propositions ." In 
19 17  Hagerstrom developed his ideas with particu lar at
tention to the concept of d uty in his  Till Fragan om den 
Giillande Riittens Begrepp ( U  ppsala, 19 17). Simi lar state
ments of the emotive theory have been developed in Scan
dinavia by Ingmar H edenius and Alf Ross. Independently 
of its Scandinavian formulation, the emotive theory was 
fi rst stated in the Engl i sh-speaking world by I .  A. Richards 
and by Bertrand Russel l ,  but it was developed in the Anglo
Saxon world by A. J .  Ayer and by Charles Stevenson. 
There have also been interesting if somewhat atypical 
statements of i t  by Richard Robinson, Rudolf Carnap, and 
Hans Reichenbach . 

The emotivi sts were convinced that moral statements are 
not a subspecies of factual statement, and they were fur
ther convi nced that it was impossible to derive a moral 
statement from a set of purely factual statements. As Hag
erstrom put it, "There is no common genus for the purely 
factual and the 'ought.' By using the predicate 'ought to 
happen' we refer an action to an altogether different cate
gory from the factual . That an action 'ought to be done' i s  
regarded as  something which holds true altogether without 
reference to whether it actual ly  i s  done or not." The whole 
notion that there i s  a determinate character of an action 
that wou ld make a moral statement true or false is, H ager
strom argues, an i l lusion. There is nothing there for an 
"unmoved spectator of the actual " to observe that would 
either confi rm or disconfirm his moral statements. Moral 
statements characteri stical ly take a declarative form, but 
they actually function not to assert that so-and-so is true 
but to express an attitude toward an act ion or a state of 
affai rs . 

The emotive theory developed as a via media between 
intuition ism, on the one hand, and eth ical natural ism , on 
the other. Both of these ethical theories displayed crucial 
difficu lties. "Nonnatural qualities" and "nonnatural rela
tions" were obscure, fantastic conceptions, to say the least, 
and the notion of intuition remained at best nonexplana
tory. Furthermore, i t  was plain that moral judgments are 
closely l inked to one's emotions ,  atti tudes, and conations. 
But, as �1oore in  effect showed, neither "A cup of tea be
fore bed is good" nor such general utterances as "Pleasure 
is good" and "Self-realization is good" are empirical or 
analytic. 

The function of ethical statements. The emotivists 
maintained that while the grammatical fu nction of a sen
tence like "A swim before bed is good" is  indicative, its 
actual logical function is  much closer to that of an optative 
or imperative utterance, such as "\Voulcl that we could go 



swimming before bed" or "Swim before bed." Because of 
this, emotivists have claimed that it is mis leading to say 
that ethical sentences can be used to make s tatements : 
they do not fu nction to assert facts . 

Similarly, it is a mi stake to treat all words as s imply 
functioning to describe or designate some characteri stic or 
thing. Some words so function; but there are other words, 

fi l ike "nasty," "saintly," "graceful ," and "wise," that func-

l

f tion primarily or in part to express the attitudes of the 
utterer or to evoke reactions on the part of the hearer. The 
emotivists clai m that "good," "ought," "right," and the l ike 
are also emotive words. Thi s gives them their normative 
function. 

Ethical argument. Hagerstrom and Ayer contend that the 
fact that there are no moral facts carries w i th it the corol
lary that there can be no genuine moral knowledge. There 
are no moral facts to be learned; there is no moral informa
tion to be gained or forgotten. It makes clear sense to say 
"I used to know the difference between a pickerel and a 
pike, but by now I 've forgotten i t," but what is meant by " I  
used to  know the difference between right and wrong, but 
by now I 've forgotten i t"?  The word "forgotten" could 
hardly do i ts usual job here. The utterance i s  so deviant 
that wi thout explanation and a very special context, we do 
not understand it. Considerations of th i s  sort bring us to 
the real ization that moral utterances are not used to s tate 
facts or assert tru ths ;  their essential ro le is a noncognitive 
one. They typical ly  express emotions, attitudes, and cona
tions and evoke actions, atti tudes, and emotional reactions. 

Because of this fact about the logical status of moral 
utterances, it always remains at least logi cally possi ble that 
two or more people might agree about all the relevant facts 
and di sagree in attitude-that i s ,  di sagree about what was 
desirable or worth doing. 

\Ve do, however, as Ayer and Stevenson stress, give 
reasons for moral judgments. If I say "i\tacDonald did the 
right thing  in k i l l ing J anet," it i s  perfectly in order to ask 
me to show why this i s  so. I f  I say "I don' t  have any rea
sons. There aren't any reasons, but all the same I jus t  know 
that i\tacDonald did the right thing," I am abusing lan
guage. I am saying someth ing unintel l i gible, for we can't 
"just know" l i ke that. The person who claims t hat an ac
tion is right must always be prepared to give reasons for 
h is  moral claim.  

Ayer and S tevenson grant al l  that. Th is i s  indeed how 
we do proceed when we are being reasonable about a 
moral disagreement. But  Ayer says : " . . .  the question i s :  
in  what way do  these reasons support the moral judg
ments? They do not support them in a logical sense. Ethi
cal argument i s  not formal demonstration. And they do not 
support them in a scientific sense either. If they did, the 
goodness or badness of the s ituation, the rightness or 
wrongness of the action, would have to be someth ing apart 
from the s i tuation, someth ing independently veri fiable, for 
which the facts adduced as the reasons for the moral judg
ment were the evidence." But this i s  just what we cannot 
do. There is no procedure for examining the value of the 
facts , as distinct from examining the facts themselves. 

If we cannot demonstratively prove or inductively estab
l i sh fundamental moral claims, then what can it mean to 
say that a factual statement F is a good reason for a moral 
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judgment E? The emotivist' s answer i s  very s impl e :  if F 
causes the person(s )  to whom E is addressed to adopt E, to 
share the att i tude expressed by E, then F is a good rcaso11 
for E.  It is Ayer's and S tevenson's clai m that whatever in 
fact determines our attitudes is ipso facto a good reason for 
a moral judgment. 

Criticisms of emotive theory. I t  has been argued by 
many moral philosophers (W. D .  Falk, Hicharcl B randt, 
Errol Bedford, Pau l Edwards, and Kai Nielsen, among 
others) that so to characterize what is meant by "a good 
reason" in eth ics is persuas ively to redefine "a good rea
son in ethics. As Bedford has well argued against the 
emotive theory, "we do use logical cri teria in moral dis
cussi on, however inexplicit, unana lyzed, and relatively 
vague these criteria of relevance may he." Remarks l i ke " I t  
doesn't fol low that you ought to" o r  "That's beside the 
point" arc just as common and just as much to the point in 
moral argument as elsewhere. There is no reason to think 
that these remarks about  relevance di ffer in any essential 
way from their use in nonevaluative contexts. We don't just 
seek agreement when there is a moral dispute ,  but  we try 
to justify one claim over another and we righ tly reject 
persuasion as irrelevant to this task  of justi fication.  

Stevenson has repl ied that to answer in this way is in  
effect to  confuse normative ethical inqu iries wi th mctaeth
ical ones . "Good" and "relevant" are normative terms and 
have their di stinctive emotive force. To say that such and 
such are good reasons i s  to make a moral  statement. Mak
ing such a statement i nvolves leaving the normative ethi
cal neutral ity of metaethical i nquiry. One answer to this i s  
that to say what i s  meant b y  "good reasons" in  ethics i s  to 
mention "good reasons" and not to use them. 

Existentialism. Noncognitivism is not l imi ted to emo
tivi sm.  The existentiali sts do not cal l themselves noncog
nit ivists ,  nor do they wri te metaethical treatises. But  rea
sonably definite metaethical assumptions are impl icit in  
the ir  writings .  The i r  contention that "men create their  
values," their  stress on decis ion,  commitment, and the 
impossibi l i ty of achieving ethical knowledge, strongly 
suggests a noncognitivist metaethic. We -;hall  l imi t  the 
examination here to two major figures, Albert Camus and 
J ean-Paul Sartre. 

Camus. Unl ike Sartre, Albert Camus wrote no tech nical 
ph i losophy, but in his Myth of Sisyphus (Pari s ,  1 942),  The 
Rebel (Paris ,  1 95 1 ), and his  plays and nove l s  he did articu
late an ethical view ' 'iat has been cal led the eth ics of the 
absurd. To read Camus is  to be immediately thrown in to 
nornative ethics via what has been cal led ph i losophical 
anthropo logy. We are immediately confronted with a pic
ture of man and man's lot. i\ tan is divorced from the world 
yet is  paradoxical ly thrust into it. The world as we find 
i t-given our hopes, our expectations, our ideal s-is  in
tractable.  It is incommensurate with our moral and intel
lectual demands .  Life is fragmented. \\'e seek to discover 
some rational unity ami dst th i s  diversity and chaos .  We 
discover instead that we can only impose an arbitrary unity 
upon i t. L'lwmme absurde, as di stinct from l'homme quo
tidien, sees c learly the re lativity and flux of human com
mitment and the ul t imate purposelessness of l i fe. Yet man 
has a bl ind but overpoweri ng attachment to l ife as some
thing more powerfu l than any of the world's i l l s  or  any 
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human intell t-ctnalizalion. B11t the world is 11ltimately 
1111i nte lligihk and irrational, and man's lot in thl' world is 
ahsurd. 

( ; iH'I I  this situation, all nHira l  commilme11ts art' mbi
lran . There is no escaping this :  reason wi ll only show 11s 
the

· 
arbitrariness of human \'a luations, and a Kierkegaar

dia11 lt •ap of faith i11 the face of tlw absurd is ('\'asive. It is 
('\'asi\'l' beca\lS(' it is to consent to alis 11rclity rather tha11 lo 
face 11p to i i ,  reeognizing ii for what ii i s .  t\Ian's dignity 
comes in his refusing lo compromise. His vl'ry h11manily is 
dispLnnl in his holding on lo his inl{'ll igencc am! in rec
(l\.'Jli:t.i ng, contra Kil'rkl'gaard. that there is no God and, 
contra Jasp1•rs, that thl'rc is no metaphysical unity that cau 
O\' t'rc·ome thl' absurdity of h11man existence. 

Yet paradoxieall �-. and some would claim inconsistently, 
in his 1w,·cl Th<' l 'lag11<' (Paris, I !H7), ancl in his essays, 
collected and publis hed in English undl'r the title Resist
c1 11<'<', Rcbcllio11 a 11cl IJcu tli (New York, WG I) Camus writes 
with passion and conviction in defense of h 11man frcedon1 
ancl intelligence. Canrns's  rationale for this is that W(' be
coml' c11gag<: hcca11sc we sec that life has no 11ltimate 
meaning am! that, fi nally free from a sc'arch for cosmic 
significance, W(' can take the di\'erse experiences of life for 
what they .Ul' in all their richness and variety . YC'I beyond 
that ancl perhaps beca11se of that, Camus, as a h 11manisl, is 
!'spousing the ca11 sl' of man. By this is meant, as is very 
cd denl in Rcsista 11C<', li<'bcllio11 a1 1d Death, that Cam11s 
repeatecll �- dcknds human freedom, eq11ality, ancl the al lev
iation of human mist'ry and clcpri\'alion. \\'c m11st become 
i n\'oln·d . b11t in this in\'oh-emcnl Cam11 s 11rges a reliance• 
on h11man intelligence in facing the problems of men. 

\\'hat might he taken lo be a conflict hetwc•pn the llHHC' 
theoretical side of Camus ' s thought and his more directly 
nonnalin' ethical sick comes 0111 in his fourth "Let
ter to a German Friend. "  Camus agrees with his ' ·Ger
man friend" that the world has no ultimate meaning, 
!mt he docs not and will not conclude from this , as his 
"Gt'rma n friend .. clicl, "that c,·cr�·thing \\'as eq11 h·all'nt and 
that good and e,·il eo11lcl be dcfinecl accordi11g to one's 
wishes . . .  Camus then goes on to remark that he ca11 fi nd no 
\'alicl argument lo ans\\'er s 11ch a nihilism .  His only . . an
S\\'cr" i s  "a fi ercP lo\'e of j11 stice, which after all ,  see me cl lo 
nH' :1s 11 nrcasonable as the most s 11cldc11 p:1s sion. " Cam11s 
fp (t he co11 ld only rcsolutc• ly rd11 se to accept despair and 
.. lo fight against eternal injustice, create happiness in order 
lo prolt'sl  against the 1111i\'t'rse of 1111 happiness ,"  Camus 
eoncl mll's \\'ith a cry of the heart that \\'hile "till' wor ld has 
no ultimate me.ming . . .  something in i i  has :1 llH':ming, 
namel�- m,rn lwcausc ht• is the on!�- creature to insb,I on 
h:n ing one." 

Sartre. _ka11 - P.nd Sarlrl' ' s ,·ic\\' s on man's condition art' 
1 11 many i mportant rl'spccb like those of Camus, but lo a 
fac grl'aler degrl'e than Camus, Sartre in IJ <>i1 1g am/ Soth
i11g1wss I Pari s ,  rn-t3) an cl Crit ique de la ra iso11 dialcct iq11c 
l 'aris, I q()(l) ,ets his ethical theorizing in the murk�·  at

nm,pl1t 'rt ' of rnct.iph�·sic,. The promisl'd sysl t 'matic work 
0 1 1  ct l11cs that \\ ,is lo follow Bci11g cm�/ .\'otli i 11g11<'ss has not 
l 1 tTn fortlH ·ominl.';, hut in om• wa� or another all of Sartre's  
\\ or l..,  .m · ('< >lll "( 'l"lll'd with ethics .  It can he sa id that thl'H' 
,lrt' I \\ o ",,ntrt ' , ,  or ,11 least tliat the Sarl rl' of Cri t iq 11 <' cl<' la 
ra 1so11 d111l£"£" l i 11 1 1 <' I i. is nHnTcl from his t'arlil'r cxisl (•ntial-

ism over to a kind of t\larxisl materialism .  Here we shall 
for the most part (except w here specific:1lly notecl) be con
cerned with the earlier Sartre, whose philosophical en
deavor centered on his massi\'l' Bei 11g a 11d ,Votli i 11gness. 

Sartre, like Camus, finds man's lot in the world absurd. 
Since there is no God, life can have no ultimate meaning 
and there c:m be no objective knowledge of good and evil. 
\Ve cannot "decide a priori," or fine! out by investigation, 
what we arc to do. t\t an i n  his forlornness and freedom 
imposPs values. The choices man makes, the projects he 
forms for himse lf, and the sum of his acts constitute his 
values. There is no good ancl evil to be intuited or in any 
wa�· discovered by the human animal. :-. tan in anguish 
crentes his values by his deliberate choices, and, to aclcl to 
his ang11ish, in making his choices "he involves all man
kind. " That is to say, Sartre stresses the Kantian claim that 
moral judgments, in orclPr to be moral judgments,  must be 
11nivcrsalizable, bnt, as Snrlre adds in his lect11 re "Existen
tialism I s  a H11mnnism" ( IU-15), though their "form i s  
universal , . .  the content of ethics is variable" and there 
is no rational way of justifying the acceptance of moral 
principles with one content rather than another. 

Sartre thinks this position is simply a matter of drawing 
out in a nonev:1sivc manner the implications of a consistent 
:1theism.  Only if there were a Goel could values ha\'c an 
ohjcctive justification, h11t witho11t God "e\'erything is 
permissible" and . . as a result man is forlorn, because nei
ther within him nor without does he find ,rnything to ding 
to. "  I n  this, Sartre is s urely mistaken. It docs not follow 
that if there is no Goel, nothing matters, or that C\'crything 
is pennissilile. It is not a contradiction to assert, "Though 
there is no God, the torturing of children is still vile," :md 
the nonexistence of God clews not preclude th<' possibility 
of there lwing an objecli\'e standard on which to base such 
judgments. 

Sartre asserts flatly, in good t\toorean spirit, "Ontology 
itself cannot form11late ethical precepts . It is concerned 
solely with what is, and \\'e cannot possibly deri\'e im
perali\'es from ontology's indicali\' es . "  (All the same, his 
account of morality in Bei11g a ll([ Nothingness and his :1c
count of human action relevant to morality are immersed 
in "the lang11age of being. ") In fact, Sartre goes on to point 
nut th:1t ontology and what lw cal ls  existential psycho
analysis can in a gin'n situation cons titute .. a moral descrip
tion , for it presents lo us the ethical meaning of vario11s 
hmn:111 projects ."  This method of description-though 
hardly  the descriptions themseh-es-is , , ·ry like the phe
nomenological method prncticccl hy Schclcr ancl Hmt
mann .  Yet lo proceed in this \\'a�· hardly constitutes a 
, iobtion of the is/ought distinction , since Smtre's de
scriptions of moral C\'al uations-descriptions of ma n's 
ethical lifc-m·Pd not tlwmsel\'c's he e\'aluali\'e, tho11gh 
gi\ 'en the language Sartre uses ,  they often are. 

" '.\ Ia n," lw tel l s  us, "pmsues !icing blindl y h�- hiding 
from himsl'lf thP free project which is this pursuit. " Exis
tential ps� ·clwanalysis can rt'\'C'al to ma n the real goal of his 
pursuit. Hor rified hy the "death of Goel," man attempts in 
his :rngui,h lo be God. I le Hees from his freedom-he does 
not \\'ish to be a creator of \' alues-b11t in what Sartre iron
ical!� ca lls thl' spirit of seriousnes s ,  he seeks lo clcny Im
man s11b jecl i\'ily and attrib11tes lo value some independent 



cosmic significance. To the extent that we are caught 11p in 
this spirit of seriousness, we will try to fuse "being-for-it
self" with the brute facticity of "being-i11-itself."  (The odd 
phrase "being-in - itself" is s imply the lalwl for the sel f
contained real ity of a thing, while its mate, "hei ng-for
itself," is the lahel for the realm of consciousness that per
petually strives to transcend itself. )  But if we pursue this 
line, we still coudemned to despai r, for we "d iscover 
at the samP time that all human activi ties are equivalent 
. . .  and that al l  are on principle doomed to fa i lure." 
Phenomenological analysis reveals to man that though 
he perpetual ly tries to become a thing, a brute exi stent, 
the fact that he has consciousness makes this imposs ible. 
Given this abil ity to think an d to feel, man , whether he 
l ikes it or not, is slowly led to see that without Goel he can 
have no essen tial natu re; that is ,  though he may form his 
own projects, there is and can be no purpose to l i fe .  

I t  should be noted that Sartre 's v iew of man 's lo t  is  even 
grimmer than Camus's,  for Sartre contends that even in 
community with others there is no surcease from suffering 
and alienation, for human relations are essential ly relations 
of conflict and estran gement. 

In Critique de la raison dialectique, Sartre tries to work 
out a new kind of Marxism and a new material is t  concep
tion of man . B ut he wishes to in tegrate his exi stential ist 
concept ions into a Marx ist material ism in such a way that 
the latter can come to have a tru ly  "human dimension ."  
Marxism,  he argues, must  purge itsel f of  its determin istic 
conceptions of man and acknowledge a rational conception 
of human freedom. Sartre, in a reversal from Being and 
Nothingness, now argues that there i s  nothing in trin sic in 
human nature that makes conflict, war, and a rei gn of terror 
inescapable, though,  l ike a good Marxist, he does argue 
that con flict is a basic factor in human history. It is scarcity, 
scarcity of goods an d materials, that triggers human 
con flict. On ly under these conditions of scarcity is social 
conflict inescapable and a rat ional social order impossible. 
Men make their own h istory by the choices they make in 
the face of problems created by hi story. But man remains 
the rider, not the horse. H uman choices-human projects
are still free choices for wh ich men remain respon sible. 

RECENT VIEWS ON MORAL DISCOURSE 

Linguistic philosophy. As has frequently been noted, 
there are at least superficial resemblances between the 
existential ists and the otherwise very different, self
consciously metaeth ical theories of such l inguistic philoso
phers as R.  M .  Hare, P. H .  Nowell-Sm ith, Bernard Mayo, 
Alan Montefiore, and John Haitland-·Swann. 

There is ,  indeed, this much s imilarity between these 
l inguistic philosophers and the existential ists . All of the 
former make the fol lowing contentions, all of which would 
be welcome to the latter: 

( I )  l\l oore was essential ly right about the natural is
tic fal lacy. That i s  to say, moral statements cannot be 
deduced from any statement of fact, whether hiologi
cal , hi storical , psychological, sociological , or rei i 
gious. 

(2) No moral choice or question of value can ever be 
guaranteed by logical rules. 
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(3) We arc free, as far as language or logic i s  con 
cerned , to apply evaluative or prescri ptive terms to 
,m ything we wish to com mend or cond<'mn, criticize 
or approve, pwscrihe or forbid .  

(4)  Moral uttcrn nccs arc gcn cral izahlc decis ions,  
resolution s ,  or subscriptions. 

G iven that a man accepts certain moral priuciples,  other 
moral principles can, together with cc·rtain factual state
ments, he derived from the above principles.  But l ike Ayer 
and the existen tial ists ,  these l i uguistic philosophers hold 
that there must be some moral pri nciples which arc not 
derived from any other principles-moral or othcrwise
and, being fundamental moral principles ,  they are 1 1ot 
even verifiable in pri nci ple. They express moral commit
ments an d can have no rational ground, for what is deemed 
worthy of acceptance ultimately depends 0 11 the v<'ry com
mi tments (general izable decis ions, resolutions, or sub
scri ptions) an agent is wi ll ing to make. 

Many people have thought that such a view of morality 
is ei ther d i rectly or indirectly nih i l is tic-that both the 
l inguistic philosophers and the existential ists espouse 
what is in effect an i rrational isrn that wou ld undercut the 
very possibi lity of a rational normative eth ic. 

If we con sider a reply l ingu i stic philosophers typically 
make to such crit icisms, we wil l  become aware of a crucial 
diss imi larity between them and the existentialists ancl a 
fundamental defect in exi sten tial ist ethics . 

Lin guist ic ph i losophers have frequentl y claimed that the 
existential i sts have merely dramatized a logical point. That 
moral principles are expressions of commitment or choice, 
that man cannot s imply d i scover what i s  good or evi l  or 
know a priori that a certain thing m ust be done but must 
"create his own values," is not a worrisome fact about the 
human predicament; it i s  a conceptual truth concerning 
the nature of moral discourse. I t  is  not a fact of the human 
condition that m an is born into a world alien and 
indifferen t to human purposes. What is a fact is that the 
phrases "the universe has a purpose" and "val ue and 
being are one" are un intel l i gible phrases. To say "man 
creates his own values" is in reality only to say in a dra
matic way that a judgment of val ue is an expression of 
choice. This statement, it is argued, is not an anguished cry 
of the human heart but is merely an expression of a l in
guist ic convent ion . 

To say " I f  x is a judgment of value, then x is an expres
s ion of choice" i s  not to say "Any choice at all is 
justi fied," "Anything is permiss ible," or "All human ac
tions are of equal val ue." These latter statements are them
selves value judgments and could not follow from the 
above-mentioned statement, for it is not itself a statement 
of value but a non normative metaeth ical statement about 
the meaning of evaluative expressions, an d, as Sartre him
self stresses, one cannot deri \'e an "ought" from an " is . "  In  
general, Hare and Nowell-Smith, as  well as  Ayer and Ste
venson , stress the normative neutral ity of metaethical 
statements . 

Hare. R. M .  Hare in two very influential books,  The 
Language of Morals (Oxford, 1952) and Freedom and Rea
son (Oxford, 1 963) ,  has developed a \·ery closely reasoned 
metaethical analys is  of the type that has been discussed. I n  
The Language of Morals, Hare views moral utterances as a 
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species of prescript ive discourse, and he feels that we can 
most read i ly  come to understand their actual role in the 
stream of l i fe if we see how very much they are l ike an
other form of prescriptive d iscourse, namely, imperatives . 
Imperatives tel l  us to do something, not that something is 
the case. l\loral utterances in  their most paradigmatic em
ployments also tell us to do something. I mperati ve and 
moral utterances do not, as the cmotivists thought, have 
the logical fu nction of trying to get you to do something. 
Rather, they tell you to do something. Furthermore, there 
are logical relations behvccn prescri ptive statements, just 
as there are logical relations between factual statements.  

:\ !oral judgments are viewed as a kind of prescriptive 
judgment but, unl ike singular imperatives, moral judg
ments (as we ll as al l  value judgments) are un iversal izable. 
Hare means by this that such a judgment "logical ly com
mits the speaker to making a simi lar judgment about any
thing which is e i ther exactly l ike the subject of the original 
judgment or l ike it in the relevant respects ." 

Hare stresses that while almost any word in certain 
contexts can fu nction evaluatively, "good," "right," and 
"ought" almost al ways so function . The evaluative func
tions of these terms are distinct from their descriptive 
functions and are an essential part of their mean ing. I n  
fact, the distinctive function of all value words is that they 
in one way or another commend or condemn. But while 
"good" is  a general word of commendation, the criteria for 
goodness vary from context to context and are dependent 
on what is  said to be "good ." 

The meaning of "good" or any other value term i s  never 
tied to its criteria of application. There is  nothing  in the 
logic of our language to l imi t  the content of a moral judg
ment. As far as logic i s  concerned, any un iversalizable 
prescription that expresses a deep concern or commitment 
is ipso facto a moral prescription, and we can decide with
out conceptual error to do anything that i t  is logica l ly  or 
physically possible to do. If we treat the resulting decision 
as a decis ion of principle, that is ,  a un iversal izable pre
scription, then it i s  a value judgment that is in good logical 
order. As Nowel l-Smith has wel l put i t  in discussing 
Hare's theory, "Noth ing that we discover about the nature 
of moral judgments entails that it  is wrong to put all J ews 
in gas-chambers. "  

Criticism of Hare. Probably the most persi stent d i ssatis
faction with l l are's theory has resulted from the belief that 
it  makes moral reasoning appear to be more arbitrary than 
i t  actual l y  is. To say "Nothing that we di scover about the 
nature of moral judgments entai ls that it i s  wrong to put all 
Jews in gas-chambers" i s ,  it will be argued, a reductio of 
such a position. Hare wou ld reply  that to argue in such a 
way i s  to fai l  to recognize that he is talking about entail
ment, and that he is simply m aking the point that from 
nonnormative statements one cannot deduce normative 
ones. 

I I arc argues that his thesis about the logical status of 
moral utterances does not commit  him to the posit ion that 
t! tere can be no rational resol ution of basic con fl icts in 
moral pri nciple. Returning, in  Freedom and Reason, to a 
strc-.-.  on decisions ( though with a new attention to i ncli
nations ) ,  I lare contPmls that to have a moral ity we must 
have freedom. S p<�c i fical ly, we must have a si tuation in 

which each man must solve his  own moral problems. (This 
is not to moral ize about what we should do but to state a 
logical condition for the very existence of moral claims.) 

Phi losophers who have critici zed H are, including some
one as close to h im as Nowel l-Smith ,  have suggested that 
H are st i l l  has a far too Protestant conception of moral dis
cours�. He fai l s  real ly to take to heart the Wittgensteinian 
claim that here, as elsewhere in human di scourse, we must 
have public criteria for what could count as a logically 
proper moral claim. As F. E. Sparshott- whose book An 

Enquiry into Goodness (Chicago, 1 958) deserves more 
attention than it has received-notes :  Hare's individual ism 
leads him to neglect the fact that a moral ity, any morality, 
wi l l  necessari ly incorporate "those rules of conduct that 
seem necessary for communal l iv ing." It  is not the case 
that just any universal izable set of prescriptions can con
stitute a morality or a set of moral judgments. 

The good-reasons approach. The last metaethical theory 
we shall  discuss has been dubbed the good-reasons ap
proach . Stephen Toulmin,  Kurt Baier, H enry Aiken, Mar
cus Si nger, Kai Nielsen, A. I. Melden, A. E. M urphy, and 
J ohn Rawls may be taken as representative figures of this  
point of view. It  i s  an approach which obviously has been 
deeply affected by the phi losophical method that we have 
come to associate with the work of the later Wittgenstein. 
These phi losophers have centered their attention on the 
logic of moral reasoning. Their central question has been 
"When is a reason a good reason for a moral judgment?" 
Accordingly, the crucial problems center on questions 
concern ing the nature and l imits of justification in ethics .  
These philosophers agree with the noncognitivists that 
moral sentences are used primari ly as dynamic expressions 
to guide conduct and al ter behavior. And they would also 
agree with ethical naturalists that moral utterances usual ly, 
at least, also make factual assertions. But they bel ieve that 
the primary use of moral utterances is not theoretical or 
just emotive but practical . Hare and Nowel l-Smith are 
right in stressing that they are designed to tel l us what to 
do. 

Yet whi le moral utterances typ ical ly tel l us what to do, 
language with i ts complex and multifarious uses does not 
neatly d ivide into "the descriptive" and "the evaluative," 
"the constative" and "the performative," "the cognitive" 
and "the noncognitive." These are phi losophers' special
ized terms ,  and they do not help us  to understand and 
clearly characterize moral discourse but actually distort our 
understanding of i t .  There can be no tr<1ns lation of moral 
terms into nonmoral terms, and the ancient problem of 
bridging "the is - ought gulf" is a muddle, for there is no 
clear dist i nction between such uses of language and no 
s ingle function that makes a bit of discourse normative. 
Some moral utterances indeed bear interesting analogies to 
commands or resol utions, but they cannot be identified 
with them. I t  i s  a mistake to th ink eth ical judgments are 
l i ke scientific ones or l ike the judgments of any other 
branch of objective inquiry; yet cogn itivist metaethi cists 
were correct, not i n  pressing this  analogy but in maintain
ing that there is  a knowledge of good and evil and that 
som<' moral claims have a perfectly respectable objectiv i ty. 
No matter how emotive or performative moral utterances 
may be, when we make a moral judgment, it must- logi-



cally must-satisfy certain requirements to count as a 
moral judgme nt. In maki ng a moral judgment, we must be 
will ing to universalize the judgment in question, and i t  
must be possible to give factual reasons in support of the 
moral claim. 

I 
The advocates of the good-reasons approach in the gen

eral tradition of the later Wittgenstein did not take i t  to be 
. incumbent on the philosopher to translate moral utterances 
· into some clearer idiom. They did not bel ieve that there 

was some other favored discourse or form of l ife that moral 
discourse or moral ity should be modeled on. What was 
expected of the philosopher was that he should describe 
morality so as to perspicuously display the l iving di scourse 
at work. In particu lar, philosophers should concern them
selves with a conceptual cartography of the nature and 
limits of justi fication in ethics . Before we can reasonably 
claim that moral judgments are at bottom "all s ubjective" 
or that no moral claim can be "objectively justified," we 
must come to understand what can and what cannot count 
as a good reason in  ethics and what the l imits of moral 
reasoning are. 

Toulmin. Two books, Stephen Toulmin's An Examina
tion of the Place of Reason in Ethics (Cambridge, 1 950) 
and Kurt Baier's The Moral Point of View ( I thaca, N.Y. ,  
1958), have most single-mindedly attacked the problem of 
moral reasoning. They may be taken as paradigms of the 
good-reasons approach. Tou lmin argues that moral ru les 
and moral principles are to be justified by di scovering 
which of these rules or principles, if  consistently acted 
upon, wil l most l ikely lead to the least amount of avoidable 
suffering all around. Those social practices which probably 
will cause the least amount of suffering for mankind are 
the social practices which ou ght to be accepted. Classical 
util itarians maintained that a moral ru le is justified if i t  
tends to produce greater happiness al l  around than any 
alternative ru le, but Toulmin favors the negative formula
tion because ( 1 ) thou gh it is very difficu lt to determine 
what will make people happy or what they want, i t  is  l ess 
difficult to determine what causes suffering, and (2)  i t  i s  
less the fu nction of  moral ity to  tel l  men what the good l ife 
is than to tel l  them what not to do so that their interests, 
including the ir differing conceptions of the good l i fe, can 
be real ized to the maximum extent. 

This theory about moral reasoning, while purporting to 
be metaethical , is  very close to the normative ethical 
theory sometimes cal led rule uti l i tarianism. 

Toulmin argues that if we examine closely the way 
moral reasoning is actually carried on, it wil l  become evi
dent that moral rules and practices are characteristical ly 
judged by roughly uti l i tarian �tandards, while many indi
vidual actions are judged by whether or not they are in 
accordance with an accepted moral rule or social practice. 
Uti l i tarians point out that it is of the greatest social util ity 
that we characteristically judge moral acts in this seeming
ly nonutil itarian fashion. However, frequently a decision 
concerning how to act involves conflicting moral ru les with 
no clear order of subordination, and in some situations 
there seems to be no moral rule-unless the principle of 
uti l i ty is taken as a moral rule-that is readi ly appl icable.  
In such a situation, the thing to do is to act on a util itarian 
basi s  when it is at all possible to make some reasonable 
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judgment of the probable beneficial consequences to the 
people involved of doing one thing rather than another. I f  
that i s  not possible i n  a given si tuation, then we should aet 
as a reasonable man would act. (The concept of a reasona
ble man, we should not forget, is itself very rnucl1 a moral 
concept.) 

Criticism of Toulmin. There certainly are a host of ob
jections that spring to mind concern ing Tou lmin's  account. 
First, it wi l l  be said that this is normative ethics, not meta
ethics : it tel ls us what we should do, what a good reason 
is, and how we can justify bas ic moral rules. Moreover, why 
should we accept it? Once we sec through its modish 
trappings, it  will become apparent that it has all the 
difficu lties attendant on class ical uti l itarian ism.  

I t  cou ld he repl ied that though the speech is in the 
material mode and sounds like normative ethics, in real ity 
it is a brief descri ption of how moral reasoning i s  actual ly 
carried on.  

Even if this reply is accepted,  there are di fficu lties here 
too, for viewed th is way, Tou lmin's account surely looks 
l ike an account of a basical ly sociological sort of how cer
tain people in fact reason. That is to say, it appears to be an 
impressionistic bit of descriptive eth ics and hardly a meta
ethical account of the logic of moral reason ing. It covertly 
and persuasively redefines as "moral"  only a very l imited 
pattern of reasoning-reasoning that expresses the his
torically and ethnograph ical ly l imited views of a deter
minate group of people. The ethnocentric character of this 
l i nguistic analysis  makes it impl icitly, but surreptitiously, 
normative. 

This contention will be rejected by many. I t  wi l l  be 
argued that moral reasoning, like any other mode of rea
soning, is l imited. To determine what the moral point of 
view is and what it is to reason morally, we need first to 
determine the function (purpose, over-all rationale) of 
morality. 

The function of moral ity, Tou lmin tell s  us, is to adjudi
cate conflicting interests and to harmonize desires ( that is ,  
moderate our impulses and adjust our demands) so as to 
reconci le them with our fe l lows, in such a way that every
one can have as much as possible of whatever it is that, on 
reflection , he wants. 

Given this conception of the function of ethics, some
thing l ike Toulmin's  account of moral reasoning is very 
plausible, but it has been objected that moral ity has no one 
such function. M an�· people have ideals of human excel 
lence that have nothing to do with such a conception of  the 
function of ethics : many Jews and Christians, with their 
ideals of the love of God, do not conceive the fu nction of 
moral l iving in this way, and the Buddhist community \vith 
its ideals of arhatship certainly would not accept, e i ther in 
theory or in practice, such a conception of the fu nction of 
ethics. Morality i s  a much more complicated and varied 
activity. There are diverse and often confl icting  functions 
of morality. Any attempt to claim one function or ration
ale of morality as the fu nction or the purpose of moral ity so 
circumscribes what can count as moral considerations that 
its effect i� unwitti ngly to advocate one l imited moral 
outlook as the moral point of view. 

Final ly, even if Toulmin cou ld  make out a case for claim
ing that the function of moral i ty ,  or the primary function of 
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morality, is such as he claims it to be, one could still ask, 
concerning this descriptive account of morality, "Why 
keep it a; the sole or primary function of morality?" If 
altering the function of morality somewhat alters the 
meaning of "moral," then why should we be such lingu
i stic conservatives? What is so sacred about that function of 
morality and its attendant conception of morality? 

Toulmin could claim that now his critic has confused 
normativ<:> issues with metaethical ones. The issues here 
are complex and lead us into the heart of current discus
sion about the nature of moral reasoning. Yet a strong case 
can be made for the contention that there is more to be 
said for a general approach such as Toulmin's and Baier's 
than has commonly been thought. 

It seems evident that much contemporary thinking about 
ethics, while devoted to Moore's exacting standards of 
making perfectly clear precisely what is being claimed, is 
concerned not with the very general question of the mean
ing of "good" or, for that matter, "right" or "ought" but 
with the rich texture of moral reasoning. This brings once 
more to the foreground the kind of detailed descriptions of 
the moral life distinctive of such phenomenologists as 
Scheler and Hartmann, but given the present care for 
actual conceptual distinctions, we may develop a kind of 
linguistic  phenomenology which may be of major impor
tance to an understanding of morality. Perhaps the most 
exciting endeavors from this point of view haw� heen those 
of John Rawls, Philippa Foot, and Georg von Wright. 
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central role of considerations of justice in moral delibera
tion and the way such considerations modify utilitarian 
patterns of reasoning; Philippa Foot, also in a series of 
much-discussed essays, has shown the importance of a 
discussion of the virtues and the vices and has reinvig
orated ethical naturalism. Georg von \Vright's recent mas
terful discussion of the varieties of goodness in his The 
Varieties of Goodness (London, 1963) has contributed 
immensely to our understanding of morality. 
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(Ethics through the nineteenth century) 
RAZIEL AB ELSON 

(Twentieth-century ethics) 
KAI NIELSEN 

E T H I C S ,  P RO B L E M S  O F .  What ethics or moral 
philosophy is, and at best ought to be, has al ways been 
variously conceived by philosophers. There i s  no uncon
troversial Arch imedean point  from which ethics can be 
characterized, for the nature and proper office of ethics i s  
i tsel f a hotly disputed philosophical problem. B u t  there are 
some things which can be said on the subject that wil l  
el icit a wide measure of agreement, al though in any de
scription of ethics the emphasis and organization wil l  
di splay a particular philosoph ical orientation.  

P. H .  Nowell-Smith, i n  his widely read and influential 
book Ethics ( 1954), argues that in the past moral philoso
phers sought to give us general gu idance concerning what 
to do, what to seek, and how to treat others .  That is not to 
say that such philosophers as Plato, Ari stotle ,  Epicurus, 
Hobbes, Spinoza, and Joseph Butler functioned l ike parish 
priests or a citizens' advice bureau : they did not seek to 
give detailed practical advice as to how we should behave 
on a particular occasion, but they did bel ieve that they 
could communicate some general but crucial k nowledge of 
good and evi l .  I t  was thei r beiief that there is such a thing 
as  a tru e  moral code or  a normative ethical system and that 
ph ilosophers could show what it  is. The phi losopher's task ,  
in their  view, primari ly consists i n  setting forth systemati
cal ly the first pri nciples of moral ity and in showing how 
it is poss ible to justify these principl es. Such an exposi
tion would i nclude not only the phil osopher's theoreti
cal conception of the l imits of moral justi fication but 
also his  conception of the good l ife for man.  

Traditional ly,  moral philosophy had a practical purpose; 
moral knowledge was not conceived as purely theoretical 
knowledge of moral phenomena but as practical knowl
edge about how we ought to l ive .  The goal was not that we 
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should  simply know what goodness is hut that we should 
become good. (Some argued that to know what goodness 
real ly is, i s  to become good. )  

Yet th i s  sti l l  does  not  adequately characterize what is  
d i stinctive about moral phi losophy, for novel ists, poets, 
dramatists, and sometimes even historians,  social scien
ti sts, and psychologists have fu nctioned, in one way or 
another, as moral sages and have daimed to give us, i n  
some manner, some knowledge of  good and  evi l . I t  would 
be difficult  to deny that such men as Tol stoy and Dosto
yevsky, Sophocles and Shakespeare , Thucydides and Mon
taigne have sometimes been very perceptive in what they 
have said about moral i ty. What dist inguishes a specifical ly 
philosophical account of moral ity i s  its general ity, its sys
tematic nature, and i ts attempt to prove its claims. 

Even within this  traditional conception of the task of 
ethics,  importan t  disagreements have arisen. Such philos
ophers as Kant and Henry Sidgwick, un l ike Ber.tham and 
Nietzsche, stres sed the fact that it  is not the phi losophers' 
aim to discover new truths.  M oral philosophy, they 
thought, should give a systematic account  of the knowl
edge man al ready pos sesses; it should try to unify and 
show the u ltimate rationale of the moral k nowledge and 
practices man al ready has. There should be no  whol esale 
rejection of practical moral claims,  hut an attempt should 
be made to unify and show the objective justification of 
most of these cla ims. Subjectivists, however, would chal
lenge the latter a im,  al though in an important way there is 
less con flict between them and philosophers l ike Kant and 
S idgwick than m i ght at first be supposed. Subjectiv is ts did 
not so much question specific moral practices as attempt to 
show, as did Edward Westermarck i n  his Ethical Relativ
ity ( 1932), that the al l eged objective foundations  of these 
practices are in shambles. They maintained that common 
expectations notwithstanding, there is, and in real i ty can 
be, no such thing as ethics as  a body of knowledge demon
strat ing how we ought to l ive. Traditional moral philoso
phers have been concerned to refute such general skepti
cal conclusions .  

In  attempting  to do this ,  they tried to set forth a trne 
moral code, that i s ,  to determine the objective foundations 
of ethics and to show the sole grounds on which we can 
justify our moral bel iefs. Skeptical moral phil osophers 
tended to leave common-sense moral beliefs intact but 
questioned whether i t  was possible to give an objective 
underpinning to tlH:m. 

Nietzsche s tands out as stark exception to this in his 
co•1ception of the task of a moral phi losopher. He not 
only questioned the general methods of moral reasoning; 
he questioned, criticized, even rejected certain common
sense moral beliefs as wel l .  He would not take morality 
itself as something given; he stressed the divers i ty of morals 
and did not seek to supply a rational foundation for our very 
common moral convictions but, rather, sought to di scover 
new moral truths. 

Yet, in spite of  these differences , the writi ngs of nearly 
all of these ph i losophers fit Nowel l-Smith's over-al l char
acterization of the traditional task of moral philosophy. 
They did not s imply seek to clarify the use of moral dis
course or to enable us to gain knowledge of moral phenom
ena but, s keptics and subjectivists apart, sought to give us 
objective practical knowledge about how we shou ld  l ive. 
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Even the skeptics and subjectivists l ived in the shadow of 
this goal ,  for thei r primary purpose was to show that the 
morali sts could not achieve it .  

NORMATIVE ETHICS AND M ETAETH I C S  

Contemporary analytic philosophers , when they con
s ider m oral philosophy, usually construe their task quite 
differently. In relation to trad itional m oral ists, Nowell
Smith h imself is, in the words of R.  M.  Hare, "their cham
pion, not their imitator ." His E thics is an example of the 
contem porary approach and is described as "a study of the 
words and concepts that we use for making decisions, 
advising, warning, and appraising conduct. " The direct 
object of Nowell-Smith's  stu dy is not practice hut knowl
edge : knowledge of the di sti nctive uses or roles of moral 
language or, to use another idiom, knowledge of the mean
ings of moral concepts. 

Philosophers l ike Nowell-Smith and Hare do not set 
forth a moral system and try to show how it  is rational ly 
justified;  instead, they analyze moral concepts, including 
moral systems such as hedonism and util itarian ism .  They 
do not, in their philosophical essays, make m oral state
ments themselves (except incidentally) ;  rather, they d i s
cuss the mean ing and function of such statements-in  their 
worb, moral words and statements occur in  mention, not 
i n  use.  Of course, traditional moral philosophers also ana
lyzed m oral concepts, but what distinguishes contempo
rary ethicists is that many regard analysis as their sole 
philosophical task. 

In developing this distinction, we shall call the body 
of eth ical s tatements, or the actual normative argument, of 
the moral phi losopher his  normative e thics; discussions 
of the mean ings or uses of moral terms and utterances about 
the nature of moral concepts will be cal led metaethics. 
(Other philosophers use different termi nologies. Norma
tive ethics is sometimes cal led substantive ethics or 
morals.  What we shall cal l  metaeth ics has been referred to 
as analytical ethics, cri t ical ethics, theoretical ethics, the 
epistemology of eth ics, the logic of ethics, or ethics . )  

We should first further dist inguish between nonnative 
eth ical and mctaethical statements. N ormative ethical 
statem ents are actual moral statements : "The treatment of  
:,,;'egroes in  Harlem i s  a glaring evi l ,"  "John's leaving her 
without a word was cruel ," "You ought to be more consid
erate." There are also m ore abstract and general normative 
eth ical statements that are apt to occur in traditional philo
sophical treat ises. The fol lowing are typical examples :  
"Pleasure and pleasure alone is  intr insical ly good, and 
pain and pain alone i s  intrinsical ly evi l ."  "One ought not 
to use one's head but one's feel ings in deciding what one 
ought to do." "Those ru les and practices ought to be 
adopted which harmonize most fu l ly the interests of as 
many people as possible." 

\l etaethical statements, by contrast, are about the uses 
or meanings of normative ethical statements, utterances, or 
terms, about the logical status of moral claims, about the 
nature of moral argument, or about what constitutes a 
moral ity. The fol lowing arc typical examples : "l\ loral ut
terances are 1 1eithcr autobiographical statements nor state
ments of nounatural fact but expressions of emotion." 

" 'Good' i s  the name of a simple, unanalyzable, nonnatural 
qual i ty." "The truth of fundamental m oral statements can 
be known only through intuition." "The criteria for what 
can coun t  as 'a good reason' for a moral claim can be de
termined only by determ ining the over-all rationale of that 
discourse." 

Not al l discussion of normative ethical talk or bel ief is 
metaethical , for there are also statements of fact about 
people's moral opinions ,  and there are sociological and 
psychological descriptions of normative ethical bel iefs and 
language, explanations of why people use m oral language 
in the way they do, and accounts of its origin. The fol low
ing are exampl es : 

Descriptions of moral bel iefs :  "Most peopl e bel ieve that 
nuclear warfare under any circumstances is evil ."  

Descriptions of moral language: "For many children 
'cooperative' and 'uncooperative' come to have the same 
force as 'good' and 'bad. ' "  

Explanations of m oral language: " 'Cooperative' and 
'uncooperative' come to have the same force as  'good' and 
'bad' because they are used in the same contexts that 
'good' and 'bad' are used in and with the same approba
tive/disapprobative force. " 

Accounts of the origin of moral language: "Moral dis
course arose because people felt  the need for some over-all 
method of control over the native egoism and aggressive 
i mpulses of human beings." 

Such descriptive talk about moral discourse is not about 
the meaning or use of moral terms or utterances, the logi
cal status of such u tterances, or the method of val idation of  
moral statements-and thus cannot be  properly cal led 
metaeth ical. Sociological or psychological questions of fact 
about moral discourse, or more generally about people's 
moral beliefs or attitudes, can conveniently be called 
questions of descriptive ethics. Descriptive ethics can, in 
various ways ,  be rel evant to metaeth ics or normative ethics, 
but it is most certainly distinct from both . 

It is sometimes difficult to tel l from mere inspection 
whether a given statement i s  a part of descriptive ethics , but 
the following criterion can be util ized: The truth of a state
ment in descriptive ethics depends on what moral opinions 
are actually held by the people referred to, or by what 
beliefs they have about how people actual ly behave (purely 
l inguistic behavior apart) ;  the truth of a metaethical state
ment depends on the k ind of utterance people would ac
tual ly be making if they made a certain moral claim, or 
on the uses or meanings of the terms in thC' utterance. 

For example, the claim that a moral statement is really a 
statement about the l ikes and dis l ikes of the person mak
ing the statement is  a metaeth ical assertion. In order to test 
its truth one m ight consider whether the utterances "I  l i ke 
to do it" and "I ought to do it" express the same meaning. 
To show that the claim i s  false, we need only point out that 
the sen tence "I don't l i ke to do i t, but I ought to do it" is 
not self-contrad ictory. We do not need to know anyth ing 
about the actual moral opinions of the people involved; we 
need only to know what they and we bel ieve counts as an 
intel l igibl e or possible moral utterance or expression. By 
contrast, "Most young Catholics do not real ly be l ieve that 
birth control is wrong and hope the hierarchy wil l  change 
its position about th is" can be known to be tme or false 



only by knowing something about the actual moral conv ic
tions of people. 

A normative ethici st tries to set forth a system of true 
normative ethical statements or at least to show how cer
tain fundamental normative ethical statements are ration
ally supported. Some ethicists are iconoclasts and moral 
critics l ike Nietzsche and Camus, and seek to show that at 
least some of our actual normative eth ical ideal s are irra
tional. Some, l ike Kant and Sidgwick, are concerned to 
exhibit the rational foundations of common-sense norma
tive ethics ; they seek to state the heterogeneous claims of 
common-sense morality in some systematic order, to state 
its fundamental principles, and to show how they can be 
rational ly  justi fied. Some, l ike Bentham and Dewey, pur
sue both courses, with emphasis  on the latter. ( I t  is impor
tant to note that in doing these tasks a very considerable 
amount of metaethics also is done.) 

A metaethicist tries to analyze and perspicuously display 
normative ethical di scourse. He typically starts with 
everyday first-order moral (normative eth ical) tal k ,  but he 
also concerns h imself with the claims and system s of nor
mative ethici sts. His  object is not to engage directly in 
moral argument, reasoning, or normative ethical discourse 
at al l but, as a kind of conceptual cartographer, to give a 
clear description and/or account of that di scourse. His  
effort i s  not, even in  the most general term s, to tel l us  how 
to l ive or to justify living in a certain way but to make clear 
what moral i ty is all about and, particularly today, to ask 
whether normative eth ics is real ly  possible as a rational 
inquiry. If i t  is, how can it be rational ly  pursued? 

RE LATION OF NORMATIVE ETH ICS 
TO METAETHICS 

Two questions natural ly  arise: What is the rel ationship 
between normative ethics and metaethics? Why should 
philosophers concern themselves with metaethics at al l? 

Many philosophers who are antagoni stic to analytic phi
losophy think that contem porary moral philosophy has re
gressed in so exclu sively concerning itself with metaethics. 
On the other han<l , a few puri sts among analytic philoso
phers thi nk that since the sol e proper concern of phi
losophy is with the logical analysis of language or the 
analysis of concepts, philosophers ought not, as phil oso
phers, to do normative eth ics. Philosophers, they argue, 
are not seers ; they have no special insight into "moral 
truth," and therefore they have no right at all to preach to 
their fel low men or tel l them how they ought to l ive. But 
this ,  it i s  argued, is in  effect just what they do when they 
engage in n ormative ethics. 

Many moral ph ilosophers, incl uding this  wri ter, take the 
less extreme position that to engage in normative eth ics 
properly is  not to preach or in a direct, specific, and 
casui stic way to tell one's fellow man how to order his l ife. 
It is ,  rather, to cri ticize irrational moral bel iefs and to 
search for certain general, rationally justi fiable moral prin
ciples. Its aim is  final ly  to discover and articulate a sound 
normative ethical system . A m oral philosopher should do 
both metaethics and normative ethics ; the crucial thing is 
not to confuse them and to be cl ear about their intermural 
relations. 
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Yet there is a conviction on the part of many philoso
phers, and perhaps justi fiably so, that a philosopher's main 
task i s  to do metaeth ics. This conv iction has been 
engendered by seve ral considerations.  There has been the 
recogn ition that phi losoph ical attempts to set forth a ra
tional and objective nonnati ve ethic have not been notab ly 
successfu l  in spite of the fact that philosophers have been 
engaged in  that activ i ty for the last 24 centuries.  Further
more, the arguments for moral skepticism-skepticism 
about the feasibil ity of articu lating an objective normative 
ethic-have been very tel l ing. Final ly, and most impor
tantly, it is fel t  by many philosophers that the logical statu s 
of moral utterances and the nature of moral reason ing are 
so unclear that we cannot profitably do normative ethics 
until we have a far more adequate metaethic than we have 
at present. Because of such convictions, a central and per
vasive question in metaeth ics is whether normative eth ics 
is possible. If it is, then it is reasonable to arg11e that the 
articu lation  of a rational normative eth ical system is, as 
G. E. Moore bel ieved, the ultimate aim of moral phi loso
phy. I f  such a system is  imposs i ble, then the task of moral 
phi losophy is to show why th is  is so and to l imit  itself to 
metaethical analys i s .  

Even if we concl ude that in some way i t  is possible to 
articulate a sound normative ethic, questions sti l l  arise 
about the relevance of metaethics to normative ethics. 
What is  the logical relationship between metaeth ical state
ments and normative ethical statements, or between a 
normative ethic and a metaethic? And what ( if anything) is  
the normative relevance of metaeth ical analys i s ?  What, in 
short, is  the proper role of a metaethic with respect to the 
moral l i fe? 

I t  i s  frequently claimed that metaethical theories and 
metaeth ical statements are all normatively neutral ( the 
neutrality thesi s). This is  taken in different ways. To ask if 
they are normatively neutral is  to ask at least one of the 
fol lowing questions: ( 1 )  Do metaethical statements or 
theories entail any norn1ative ethical statements or theo
ries? (2) Do normative ethical statem ents or theori es entail 
any metaethical statements or theories? (3) Do at least 
some metaethical theories presuppose certain specific 
normative ethical doctrines? (4) Do at least som e norma
tive ethical theories or doctrines presuppose certain 
speci fic metaeth ical beliefs ?  (5) Do metaeth ical theories 
have a normative ethical role?  (6) Do one's metaethical 
beliefs sometimer alter (causally impinge upon) one's 
normative ethical bel iefs or atti tudes? 

If  in claiming that metaethical contentions are all nor
matively neutral , one answers (6) in the negative, then one 
is surely mi staken. Most philosophers no doubt overesti
mate the extent to which conceptual considerations have 
causal effects on practical matters-incl uding m oral be
l iefs-but many people, perhaps foolishly, have altered 
their normative eth ical beliefs upon accepting a noncog
nitive metaethic. 

H owever, most analytic philosophers who have wanted 
to maintain the neutrality thesis have wanted to contend 
that ( 1 ), (2), (3), and (4) should be answered in the nega
tive. Some, however, have wanted to maintain that only ( 1 )  
and (2) should b e  answered in  the negative. 

The bel ief that normative ethical statements are about 
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what ought to be done or ought to be the case, that they are 
about what is right or good to do or good to make the case, 
an d that metaethical statements, by contrast, arc about 
what is the case strongly inclines one to the neutrality 
thesis on the ground that a normative statement can never 
be derived from any non normative statement or subset of 
purely nonnormative statements. Thus there can be no 
entailment either way. 

It might be argued that so to deny an entailment be
tween normative ethical statements and metaethical state
ments is to presuppose a number of metaethical theses that 
are themselves quite questionable : that one cannot derive 
an "ought" from an "is," that there is a clearly demarcated 
line between factual statements and normative statements 
or between descriptive discourse and prescriptive and 
evaluative discourse. 

It is, of course, trivially true that if we can make no 
fundamental or clear demarcation between fact-stating or 
descriptive discourse and normative discourse, or if nor
mative discourse is a subspecies of factual discourse, then 
there will be no general reason to den y  an entailment 
between metaethical statements and normative ones. 
Whether there is such a demarcation in discourse is one of 
the central issues of contemporary ethical theory. 

Some who would answer ( 1 )  and (2) in the negative 
would answer (3) and/or (4) in the affirmative. There is no 
entailment between nonnative ethical claims and metaeth
ical claims, but nonnative ethical claims presuppose a 
certain metaethic, or any given normative ethic, is com
patible only with a particular m etaethic or at least with a 
certain range of metaethical theories. \Vhere we have an 
entailment between two statements, p and q, then if p is 
true, q is true; and if q is false, p is false. But if p is pre
supposed by q, then if p is false, q as well as not-q is void; 
but q can be false without p being false. If "Bentley has 
some students" (p) is presupposed by " Bentley's students 
are Irish" (q), then "It is false that Bentley's students are 
Irish" does not show that Bentley has no students; but if p 
is false and Bentley has no students, then neither "Bent
ley's students are Irish" nor "Bentley's students are not 
Irish" is false, for both statements are voided when such a 
condition obtains. 

Let our ethical case be "Moral statements can be true or 
false" (metaethical statement p). Let us try to assert that p 
is· presupposed by nonnative ethical statement q ("It is 
patently false to claim that the innocent under certain 
circumstances ought to be punished"). If p is false, q is not 
false but in an important sense is meaningless or void, for 
the falsity of p shows that the very labels "truth" and "fal
sity'' are not applicable to q. In this way the intelligibility, 
and thus al,;o the truth, of a given normative ethical claim 
presupposes the trnth of a given metaethical statement. If 
the metaethical statement is false, we cannot assert the 
nonnative ethical statement. But it still remains the case 
that the adoption of that mctacthic would not constitute a 
good reason for accepting the normative ethic or normative 
ethical statement in question rather than some conflicting 
normative ethic or normative ethical statement, for if q 
presupposes p, so does not-q. Since "John's children are 
bald" pre-;upposes that J ohn has children, so does "John's 
child r< ' n  are not bald." 

The converse does not hold. It is not the case that a 
given metaethical theory or statement presupposes the 
correctness of a given nonnative ethical theory or state
ment. Consider this case :  "�1oral utterances are expres
sions of emotion" does not presuppose "Communism is a 
glaring evil" or "One ought to experience one's emotional 
life to the full." These normative statements could be 
rejected without voiding the metaethical statement. Such a 
m etaethical claim is not voided by any normative ethical 
statement, no matter how general. Even the falsity of 
"People ought to do what they are emotionally disposed to 
do" does not void "Moral utterances are expressions of 
emotion." The m etaethical statement in question only 
asserts that if an utterance is moral, it expresses the emo
tions of the speaker; it does not tell one what one ought or 
ought not to do. It does not say one ought or ought not to 
do what one is emotionally disposed to do. It only implies 
that when a speaker asserts "People ought never to do 
what they are emotionally disposed to do," this utterance, 
like any moral utterance, expresses the speaker's emotions. 

H ere we can see in a specific case that a metaethical 
statement does not presuppose a given normative ethi
cal statement and appears not to presuppose any specific 
metaethical statement or type of metaethic. It would quite 
generally appear to be the case that no metaethical state
ment or metaethic presupposes a normative ethical 
statement or a given type of normative ethic. If there were 
no normative ethical claims at all, there could be no meta
ethics, but that is a different matter. 

If correct, the above line of reasoning has important 
consequences, for it makes it apparent that a given meta
ethic or metaethical theory does not entail any normative 
ethical claim, statement, or theory; and the converse rela
tionship also holds. It is also the case that no metaethical 
theory presupposes any given nonnative ethics. In these 
very important respects the defenders of the neutrality 
thesis seem to be correct. But it would also appear to be 
the case that we can make certain normative ethical claims 
only if certain m etaethical claim s are true. The truth of 
these metaethical claims does not insure the truth of the 
nonnative ethical claims, but the normative ethical claims 
cannot be true unless the metaethical claims are. In this 
respect metaethics does not seem ronnatively neutral. 

Finally we consider (5): Do metaethical theories have a 
nonnative ethical role? From the above discussion we can 
see that we are in a position to make one important asser
tion, namely, that from the truth of any given metaethic or 
metaethical statement we cannot conclude that a given 
normative ethic or nonnative ethical statement is true. But 
metaethical theories do have normative implications. If 
"No moral statements can be true or false" is true, then we 
cannot as sert as a normative ethical statement that it is 
false to say that communism is evil. Thus there are nonna
tive functions of metaethical statements, but it is important 
to determine just what they are and how they work, for on 
this turns the pragmatic value of metaethics. 

It is sometimes argued that metaethics has normative 
implications because, without being a normative activity 
itself, it can still serve as an in strument for greater ration
ality in our actual moral life. Given the fact that we want to 
be more rational in our moral thinking, and given the fact 
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that we can be more rat ional ,  metaethical analysis  can be 
extremely useful .  

There are some important ways in  which the above 
content ion is true. :-.t etaethical analysis can undermine 
certain obscure beliefs about moral ity and in that way can 
further the moral l ife. This is not to say that if a man 
changes his metaeth ical beliefs, there is any reason for him 
to change any given normative eth ical bel ief (such as that 
the infl iction of pain is evi l ) . But metacthical analysis of 
the meaning of "x is wron g" or "x is right" may enable him 
to be clearer and more certain in the organ ization of his  
moral bel iefs and in his  efforts to justify them.  To take 
obvious examples, the man who bel ieves that "x is right" 
means "x is commanded by God" may in certain s ituations 
be unsure of how to decide or demonstrate what i t  is that 
God has commanded. On the other hand, a man who be
lieves that "x is right" means simply "the speaker feel s 
that x i s  right" may have difficu lty in just ifying or finding 
convincing reasons for doing what he feel s is  right. How
ever, fu rther metaethical analysis may show that moral 
judgments do not requ ire special ins igh t into the mind of 
God or into some nonnatural realm,  and moreover that 
there are rul es of val id reason ing appropriate to moral 
argument. To reason moral ly may be to reason in accord
ance with a rule  of i nference that says " I f  something 
causes pain,  it  i s ,  ceteris paribus (all  things being equal) ,  
not to be done." Th us, moral bel iefs may be represented in 
what is  presum ably a more coherent and persp icuou s way, 
and one no longer need feel mystified abou t th em and 
uneasy about their having an objecti ve rationale .  

That metaethical bel iefs can be helpfu l in th i s  way as
sumes that metaeth ical theory can attain the kind of clari ty 
that wou ld  enabl e us, with some justification , to claim that 
certain metaethical bel iefs are true or at least probable. 
This is  not easy to establ ish;  yet, i f  it can be shown that 
some metaethical beliefs are well warranted, then, in the 
way we have exhibited above, we will have shown how 
they can clari fy normative ethical thought and in this way 
have an important normative ethical function . 

DISCOURSE I N  NORMATIVE ETHI C S  

\Ve must now consider the famil iar Kantian question : " I s  
normative eth ics poss ible?" That is ,  i s  it possib le  to  state 
and rational ly defend a normative ethic in such a way that 
all rational men,  after carefu l ly  reflecti ng on the consid
erations pro and con , would find it acceptable?  Is philo
soph ical normative argument possible? 

To see, or at least to begin to consider, whether it i s  or 
not, let us examine some important normative ethical 
claim s and see if they can be so defended . As this exami
nat ion proceeds, i t  wil l  become apparent why so many 
contemporary philosophers have concerned themselves 
almost exclus ively with metaeth ics, for when we push 
normative inquiries to a certain stage, the conclusion often 
turns to some considerabl e degree on metaeth ical i ssues. 

Normative ethics tri es systematical ly  to establ ish the 
gen eral principles for determining right and wrong or good 
and evi l .  In attempting to produce such an an swer, many 
ethical quest ions are asked, but they can all be subsumed 
under three general questions :  ( 1 )  What is r ight and 
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wrong? (2) What is blameworth y and pra is (•worthy? 
(3) What i s  des i rable or worthwhi le? I J en� (2) ,  which pre
supposes an answer to ( I ) , wi l l  be i gnored (see E PISTEMOL
OCY A]'l;D ETHICS, PARALLEL BETWEEN), and we shal l  con
centrate on ( 1 )  and (3). 

It is im portant to see that ( 1 )  and (3) arc distinct ques
tions, for wh i le  i t  may he that everyth ing that is des irable 
to do is also something that one is obl igated to do, i t  is st i l l  
not the case that to say that something is worthwhi le  or 
desirabl e is  the same as saying that one i s  obl igated to do 
it. Questions about what is desirable to do, what is worth
while, or what is good in itself may not even strike one as 
moral questions.  If a woman struggles with herself about 
whether it wou ld be more desirable to be a dentist or a 
doctor, she is not, at least in typical situations, facing a 
moral di lemma, although it may be a very crucial personal 
problem for her; hut if a woman struggles over whether to 
te l l  her husband that she is going to have a ch i ld by an
other man, she is, in our society at any rate, defin i tely 
involved in a moral probl em . Yet it  i s  surely not implausi
ble to argu e that moral ity exists for man and not man for 
moral ity; that those practices which should be thought of 
as involving duties and obl igations are so labeled becau se 
it is bel ieved (perhaps mi stakenly) that in th e long run 
they will  bring about a better or more desirable life for 
more people than wou ld the inst i tut ion of any al ternative 
set of practices. This is  not to urge the rnetaethical thesis 
that "x is right," "x is obl igatory," or "x ought to be done" 
means "x is the most desirable thing for everybody" or "x 
is the best possible or most worthwhile act under the cir
cumstances." It i s ,  rather, designed to show the ethical 
rel evance of questions of the th i rd type. 

In asking "How should we l ive?" it is certainly not 
un reasonable to argue that one ought always to do that act 
which under the circu mstances wou ld have the best or 
most desirable consequences for everyone involved. After 
al l ,  what better, more worthwhile thing could we do than 
to do what is best for everyone ?  This does not sett le the 
issue in favor of teleologists over deontologi sts, but it  does 
make the teleological position su fficiently plaus ible to 
make it worthwhile to give careful consideration to (3). A 
teleologist in ethics argues that the only th ing  we have to 
know in order to decide wh ether or not an act is right i s  
whether the act, amon g all the al ternat ive acts w e  might 
perform, wou ld bring about  th e best total state of affai rs. 
Deontologists, by cr.n trast, assert that there a1 c at least 
some other consideration s ,  besides the goodness or bad
ness of the con sequences of actions or atti tudes, that make 
actions or attitudes right or wrong. Yet even a deontologi st 
can qu ite consistently consider (3) an ethical que'>tion. 

Granted that i t  i s  crucial i n  knowing how we ought  to 
l ive to determine what is worthwhile, desirabl e, or good in 
itself, just how wou ld we do it? Th i s  issue is a central one 
in  moral philosophy. But before we consider some of the 
central position s and issues involved in  any deci sion here, 
it i s  essential to make an important di stinction . In  asking 
our question we are asking what it is that makes someth ing 
intrinsically desirable ,  good, or worthwhile .  That is, what 
(if anything) is  worth while for its own sake or in itself, 
quite i rrespect ive of its consequences? 

To say that x i s intrins ical ly desirable (good, worthv.·hi le)  
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i s  to say that, c<'leris parih11s, tlw ex istence or occ11rrenc<' 
of .r i s  mon• desirable (better, more worthwhile) than its 
nonex i stence or nonol'l'IIITCIH'C lwcause of its own nature 
almw, completely apart from any pos i t ive or negative 
des irabi l i ty posscss<'d by th i ngs to which x is  conducive. 
To say that x is  cxtri1 1s ical ly desirable (good , worthwhile) 
is to sav that x is comlucivc, d i rectly or indirectly, to some
thing <'isc, y, which is intrins ically desirable (good, worth
wh ile) .  

This d isti 1 1ct ion, l ike most dist inctions made by phi loso
plwrs, has hecn vigorously attacked. Then• are serious 
questions concerning wlwtlH'r it i s  a clt'ar dist inction ; ques
tions co1 1ccrning its appl icahi l i t, and i mportance in  moral 
asscssnwnt; and, to say th<' lt'ast, it certainly must he 
ques t ioned whether i ntrins ic and extrinsic arc all the fun
damental va rieties of goodness. But, his torical ly at l east, 
this dis t inct ion has lwcn of considcrahlc moment, for most 
of the class ical normative ethical theories have been theo
r ies about what is intrins ical ly desirable or worth while. 

Normat ive ethical theories about what i s  intrin sically 
desirable can be co11ve11 icntly d ivided into mon istic and 
plural ist ic theories. l\ lonistic theories, l ike hedonism and 
sclf-real izationism, claim that one, a1 1d only one, k ind of 
experience or real ity is  i ntrin sically des irable or good ; 
plural i stic theories maintain that there can be 111orc than 
one kind of intrinsic desirability or good. 

The respective merits of these views will  become some
what more apparent if we examine what could be said for 
and against ethical hedonism.  

Ethical hedonism. One of the strongest and most  per
s istent theories about what things are in trinsica l ly  good i s  
eth ical hedonism.  An  ethical hedonist contends that pleas
ure, and pleasure alone, is  intrinsical ly good. But hedon
ism is not just a theory about what is  intrins ical ly good; it 
also attempts to he a complete normative eth ical theory. It 
aims to tell 11s wh ich moral principles arc justi fied, what 
genera l  types of moral rules we should fol low, and, in 
principle at least, it a ims to tell us what general types of 
action arc good and what attitudes are des i rable. I t  wou ld, 
in short, supply us with a complete normative ethical 
theory, hut the whole ed ifice of such a theory rests on its 
doctrine about what is  intrinsically good . Th is doctrine is 
not sufficient to establish hedon ism as a complete norma
tive ethic, but it is necessary. 

The hedonist 's contention is  that pleasantness is e i ther 
identical with or a criterion for intr insic goodness. To 
establish ei ther claim involves <·stabl ishing ( I )  that pleas
ure or pleasant (enjoyable) experiences arc always intrin
s ical ly  good and (2) that 011ly pleasure or pleasant (enjoya
ble) experiences arc intrins ical l y  good. Nei ther ( 1 )  nor (2) 
is sufficient by itself. 

\\'hat can be said for ( I )? There is no serious question 
about whether sometimes a pleasant experience i s  intrin
s ical ly good , t lw q uestion is whether i t  i s  always intrinsi
cal ly good. There arc had pleasures or evil  pleasures, i t  
will I l l' argued . The Klan nwmher who takes pleasure in 
lwat ing a �<cgro to deat h or the sad i st ic doctor who takes 
pleasure in hur t ing his pat ients docs something that is evil .  
To takl "  pleasm<' in deli berate act s of cruel ty is  evi l .  

To t i l ls th < '  hedonist replies that then• i s  nothing wrong 
w ith s 1 1d1 pleas11r<' per sc. Its effect s, namely the pain it 

bri ngs to others, i s  had ; but if we consider the pleasure in 
isolation from its effects, it will he seen that there is  noth
ing had about it taken by itself. It is intrinsical ly good but 
extrinsically bad because it is conducive to someth ing that 
is intrins ically had, namely pain. 

Some will argue that taking pleasure in giving pain to 
others is both intrins ical ly  and extrinsical ly evil. Even in 
the c.lse where an act i nsp ired by sadistic motives has 
good effects, they will sti l l  hold that the act is intrins ically 
evi l .  (An example m ight be a sadistic doctor who enjoys 
giving shock therapy because he l ikes to watch h is  patients 
suffer but who administers this therapy only in cases 
where i t  is the best available treatment to cure the patient.) 
The nonhedonist may also appeal to majority opinion and 
maintain that most people wil l  agree that it would be a 
better world if doctors didn't take pleasure in giving pain. 
The hedonist will reply  that it i s  not opinion which deter
m ines what i s  intrins ically good or bad. Be  will point out 
that the sadi stic doctor's pleasure sl ightly lessens the sum 
total pain in the world,  so  in such a si tuation a world in 
which he took pleasure in his work would he intrins ically 
better than a world in  wh ich he d id not, for the more in
trin sic good there is  in  the world, the better. Those who 
deny this are either being irrational or are making a mis
cal culation, for character traits that accompany such sadism 
usual ly cause a good deal of unnecessary suffering. But if 
s uch behavior has exact ly the same effects all  around as the 
behavior of the doctor who docs his job with repugnance 
or just as a matter of rout ine, then, if one careful ly and 
impa rtially reflects on i t ,  one wil l  com e to appreciate not 
only that a world with such sadi sts is not a worse world but 
is actual ly a better world,  for there will be more pleasure 
(more intrinsic good) in it than in a world in wh ich this is 
not so. 

The dialect ic of this nonnative eth ical argument gives 
rise, quite naturally, to two metaeth ical issues. In the first 
the nonhedonist in effect argues that if  x i s  ordinarily be
l ieved to lw intrinsically good, then x i s  intrinsically 
good-or at least that this  ord inary bel ief is a necessary 
cond it ion for x's being intrinsical ly  good. The hedonist 
rejects this and claims instead that only what the clear
headed, impartial ,  and in formed man bel ieves to he intrin
s ical ly good is  intrinsically good. Hoth arc in real i ty ar
guing about what it means to cail someth ing "intrinsically 
good" and about the logic of justification of claims  of in
trinsic goodness. To do th is  i s  to do metaeth ics. 

Suppose the nonhedonist  grants that there wou ld be 
more total pleasure in the sad ist 's worl J but sti l l  maintains 
th,,t such pleasure is  intrins ical ly evi l and the hedonist, 
recognizing th is ,  cont inues to ass<'rt it i s  intr ins ically good. 
l low, if at al l ,  cou ld we rat ional ly resolve this issue? Both 
cla ims are apparently synthetic, and they arc in confl ict. To 
say they arc essentially eontestc>d or that 1wi tlwr i s  tme or 
false-for they merely  exhibit a d isagreement in atti
tude- is to assume without argument a mctacthical posi
tion; and exact ly the same thing is  true  if one asserts that 
one is immediately aware of the truth of the hedonist's or 
the nonhcdonist' s claim . Further progress toward resolving 
this normative issue cal ls for clarification of the meaning of 
the terms "good " and "pleasure" and of the logical statu s 
of "Pleasure is intrins ical ly good . "  



We have noted some, but hy  no means all ,  of the 
difficulties in establ ishing that pleasure is always intrinsi
cal ly good. But let us assume that we have in some way 
establ ished its truth. We still have not established the truth 
of hedon ism, for we must also establ ish what is much 
harder to establ ish, that only pleasure is intrinsical ly good. 
Here most people part company with hedon ism and adopt 
some form of pluralism. 

Ethical pluralism. C. E. Moore argues that the claim of 
the hedonist is absurd, for it commits him to the bel ief 
"that a world in which absolutely noth ing but pleasure 
existed-no knowledge, no love . . .  no moral quali
ties-must yet be intrin sically better worth creating-pro
vided only the total quantity of pleasure in it were the 
least bit greater [ ital ics added] ,  than one in which all these 
things exi sted as well as pleasure." There are many things 
of great value. I t  is, it  is  argued, absurd to th ink that only 
one of them should be classified as worth having for its 
own sake. M any  people who have reflected on the matter 
regard knowledge, freedom, conscientiousness, a sense of 
identity, and awareness to be intrins icall y  good as wel l .  

The hedonist can reply to  Moore's argument by agreeing 
that a world with knowledge and love in it is better than a 
world without such knowl edge, but he will argue that it is 
not intrinsically better. A world with love and knowledge 
in it wi l l ,  in the long run,  lead to a world with greater 
happiness in it. We so readily assent to Moore's remarks 
because we al l ,  on good grou nds, bel ieve thi s ;  but such a 
belief is quite compatible with the truth of hedon ism. 

Part of the difficulty in this argument stems from confu
sions on both sides about the concept of pleasure. Some 
critics of hedon ism think of pleasure as cons i sting in de
l ightful sensations.  They think that a hedonist is  claiming 
that the only things des irable for themselves alone are 
th ings l ike being rubbed, stroked, or massaged. But this,  of 
course, is  an absurd parody of the claims of hedon i sm. The 
hedonist does not identify pleasure with such delectable 
sen sations. H i s  use of "pleasure" is identifiable with en
joyable states of consciousness. He claims that something 
is  intrinsical ly good if, and only i f, it is  an experience that 
is enjoyable whenever a person has it. But this is not to 
treat pleasure, as one treats pain, as a sensation.  It is, in a 
way that is very hard to characterize correctly, a dimension 
or qual ity of experience. 

Is it true that the only kind of experiences we want for 
the ir own sake are enjoyable experiences? ( I f  true, is it 
logical ly true or contingently true?) Are these experiences 
the only th ings that are intrins ical ly  desirable?  Most phi
losophers have remained pl ural ists on these questions. 
How, for example, does the hedonist know that knowledge 
always has only extrin sic value? Why not, at l east for some 
kinds of knowledge, both ? 

Again metaethics becomes relevant. Suppose a man 
says? "I don't find self-knowledge or scientific knowledge 
intrinsical l y  desirable at al l . If it leads to happiness, it is 
worthwhi le ;  if  not, not. S imi larly, a sense of one's human
ity or a sen se of identity has no intrin sic merit. To have a 
sense of identity and an understanding of oneself is valua
ble on ly if it leads to happiness; if it does not, it is without 
intrins ic worth. Pleasure, enjoyment and pleasure, or en
joyment alone is  intrin sical ly  good." But, let us further 
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suppose, the eth ical pl ural ist continues to claim that sel f
identity and some kinds of knowledge are intri nsical ly  
good. How, if a t  a l l ,  can we sett le this issue? I l ow, if  a t  a l l ,  
can man either know or eve n have good reason to  bel ieve 
he is  right? Here again fundamental metaethical issues 
I urk behind the scenes. 

I t  is  very natu ral for people to argue here, unwittingly 
switch ing to a metaethica l argu ment, that what it means to 
say that something i s  intrinsical ly good i s  that it is enjoya
ble, pleasant, or productive of pleasure .  This is to make a 
metaeth ical claim that can be countered by metaethical 
arguments-that it is an intell igible question to ask if all 
those th ings wh ich are enjoyable are intrinsical ly good ; 
that it is not sel f-contradictory to assert " It's pleasant hut it 
has no intrinsic worth" ;  and that it can be poin ted out that 
"Those th ings which are fecu nd sources of pleasure are 
worth seeking for their  ow11 sake" is not an analytic sen
tence. We could ,  by a su itable stipulative redefin ition of 
th is last statement, make it tru e by defin ition, the one before 
it sel f-contradictory, and the question self-answering. But 
this does not settl e the question(s) of why these defin itions 
shou ld be accepted as normative and how a stipulation can 
reveal "normative tru th." 

If in stead we claim that all men desi re or seek pleasu re 
(enjoyment, sati sfaction of desire), and only pleasure, for 
its own sake, thi s would be, depending on how we took it, 
either a most questionable psychological claim or a dis
gui sed tautology. Whether tautological ly true or empiri
cal ly true, the claim woul d  still not constitute a normative 
claim. That people desire or seek pleasure only for its own 
sake does not eo ipso establ ish that what they seek is de
sirable or intri nsical ly  good; and, if the only thing peopl e 
can seek i s  pleasure or satisfaction of desire, then it makes 
no sense to say that it is good that they do so, for they 
cannot do otherwise. But i f  they do al ways in fact seek 
pleasure for its own sake but might seek something else 
in stead, then it is appropriate to ask why they should con
tinue to seek it or why it is good to seek it at al l .  

I f  the hedoni st, l ike Sidgwick, claims that on  careful 
reflection he is aware, through immediate or intuitive 
insight, that only enjoyable states of consciousness are 
in trinsical ly good, then he is again engaged in metaethics. 
He is  relying on the possibi l ity and, granted the possibil
ity, the correctness of some intuitions. Sidgwick is not 
alone in having or claiming to have intuitions, and others, 
after careful reflection, have intuitions or what they take to 
be intu itions that conflict with S idgwick's. Are they all 
genuine intu itions? How can we know which "intuitions" 
(if any) are correct? W. D. Ross, for exampl e, has intuitions 
that are diametrical ly opposed to Sidgwick's. How can we 
tell who i s  right, or is there in real ity no right and 
wrong-no moral truth-here? Are they not both simply 
expressing their preferences and trying to get others to 
adopt their attitudes? In trying to assess th is  nomrntive 
ethical di spute, we are ineluctably led into fundamental 
metaethical controversies. 

If the hedonist tries to resolve the argument in his favor 
in another way, he is also led into metaethical controversy 
and he also, if  he so argues, shows how in the in terests of 
his theory he has arbitrari l y  extended the meaning of 
"pleasure." Suppose he says that the man who judges 
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some kno\\' ledgc tc, he intri ns ical ly good says he wants 
that knowledge for its own sake and not simply IH'causc of 
the pleasure or power ii \\' i l l  give him. S i mi larly, the man 
who says that, painful or not, he wants to keep his self
identity s hows that he i s ,  after a l l ,  unwittingly reason ing as 
a hedonist, for in judging knowledge and self- identity to 
be intrinsical ly good, he shows that he wants them for 
their own sake ; and to say that x is pleasant is to say that x 
i s  a part of experience that all people or most people want 
to cont inue on its own account. To be a hedon ist is to 
argue that something is i ntrinsical ly desirable i f, and only 
i f, it is an experience that the person who has it wants to 
prolong for its own sake. 

I f  this i s  so, hedon ism appears to become true by 
defin i t ion, in wh ich case plural ist theories are un intel l igi
ble rather than false. But this may he an arbitrary 
redefini tion of the word "pleasure" in the interests of a 
normative ethical theory, for ord inari ly  it would seem that 
one cou ld understand someone's contention that, even 
though an experience is painfu l ,  he wishes to continue 
hav ing it  because he regard s it as having intrinsic val ue. 
Such a wish may he irrational ,  hut it certainly docs not 
appear uninte l l igible. This gives us  some reason to bel ieve 
that such a hedonist i s  operating  with an arbitrari ly  ex
tended de finit ion of "pleasure." 

The hedonist cou ld reply that this i s  not so, for if we 
stress,  as we shou ld ,  i ntri nsic value (that is ,  an experience 
worth having "011 its own account"), it is not so evident 
that it makes sense to say that we seek painful experiences 
on their ow11 account or for themselves, or that we seek 
nonpleasurahle experiences on their own account or for 
themselves. 

Whoever i s  right here, it is again apparent that to adju
d icate this normative ethical issue between the hedon i st 
and the nonhedonist ,  we must  resolve a metacthical d i s
pute about the meaning of "pleasure" and about the rela
tion of "pleasure" to "good ." 

The hedonist may take yet another tack in  his own de
fense, but again he i s  led into another metacth ical contro
versy. He may grant, given ordi nary moral consciousness 
and the moral d i scourse that reflects that consciousness ,  
that i t  i s  of course correct to assert that knowledge, self
identi ty, and many th ings other than pleasure are intrin si
cal ly  good. B ut he st i l l  may argue that ordinary moral con
sciousness i s ,  in many respects ,  irrational and paroch ial , 
and that we cannot rely on it or the di scourse it enshrines 
to give us  an u nderstand ing of what moral i ty i s  real ly 
about. This raises a cluster of m ctaeth ical issues about the 
nature of justi ficat ion i n  ethics. 

The point of the discussion about the question of what is 
intrins ically good or worthwhile has not been to settle this 
ancient issue in favor of hedonism or in favor of any plu
ral ist ic theories,  hut to show how these normative ethical 
i ssues wi l l ,  when pursued relentl essly, final ly turn to a 
considerable degree, al though not entirely, on conceptual 
controvers ies.  It i s  these controversies that mctaethics i s  
des igned t o  handle. 

;\;ormative ethics is actual, so in one plain but trivial 
sense i t  is poss ible ;  hut normative ethical i ssues lead to 
metaethical ones, and whether a sound nonnat ive ethic i s  

possible turns o n  the proper answer t o  certain mctaethical 
questions. (That the relation is not quite that simple will 
hecomC' apparent later. The final constraint on any meta
ethics is l iv ing moral language.) 

To settle what is intrins ically good or what i s  worth 
seeking for i ts  own sake does Pot, by any means, exhaust 
the normative eth ical questions that deserve careful treat
ment. Even the tclcologist must go on to determine what is 
the best thing to < lo.  If he is  a plural i st, he must determine 
which one of various confl ict ing intrin sic goods i s  most 
desirable;  and a hedon ist must decide what i s  most pleas
urable and whose pleasure is to he considered. Other 
ethical monists have sim ilar problems. But if we are tel eol
ogists we will reason in this way, unless we are al so ego
ists :  whatever is intrins ically good should he promoted. 
If the greatest amount of good to everyone involved is 
real ized, then we will  have achieved what should be done. 
O ur obligat ion , as moral agents, i s  always to promote the 
greatest possible net good. But, as deontologists and others 
have been c1.u ick to bring out, there are all kinds of ques
t ions about this pos i tion. Most pressing, perhaps, is the 
question of whether the rightness of an act depends en
tirely on its consequences. Is it real ly the case that an act is 
right if, and only if, i t  maximizes intrinsic good ? 

Suppose act A or rule or practice A involves breaking a 
prom ise or lying, whi le  act B or rule or pract ice B does not; 
but act A or rule or pract ice A has slightly better conse
quences. Is it clear that we do the right thing in performing 
act A rather than B ?  It  i s  not  so cl ear. Many moral ists would 
claim that the right thing to do here is B. This,  they say, is 
even clearer if the consequences of A and B both lead to 
the same amount of total intrinsic good. \Vhere this last 
situation obtains, tel eologi sts would  say that there is no 
reason for saying one act or one ru le i s  right and the other 
wrong; hut surely an act or ru le that involves l ying or 
breaking a promise is, ceteris paribus, moral ly in ferior to 
an act or rule  that does not involve l ying or breaking a 
prom ise. I n  determi ning what is right and wrong, it is 
important to determine what things are intrin sically good 
and what contributes to a maximum amount of intrinsic 
good , hut such knowledge i s  not by itself sufficient to give 
us k nowledge of what is the right or wrong thing to do. 
Moreover, we seem to have a fu rther and independent 
criterion for ju stice, for i t  i s  not clear that we should always 
seek the maximum net good ; we should he concerned with 
the equ ity of its dis tribution as wel l .  I t  would seem that we 
should seek that s tate of affairs which wil l ,  as far as possi
ble, real ize the maximum net good for e1;uyone involved. 

Thc>re are a host of questions here about what i s  the 
right, just, or fair thing to do that any sound normative 
ethic must answer. \\'c cannot here examine them in  de
tai l ,  but it shoul d  be reasonably apparent that satis factory 
answers to them aga in  lead to making a decision about 
appropriate answers to mctaethical questions. Can "right," 
"ought," "just" be defined or expl icated in term s of 
"good"? I s  di scovery of the criteria for good also di scovery 
of the criteria for right? Are there independent objective 
criteria for rightness or ju st ice? What is  the logic of 
just i fication in ethics? What is (arc) the mcan ing(s) of 
"moral "? This d i scuss ion would again show that normative 



ethics , pursued d il igently, natural ly leads, when pressed to 
a certain level of  abstract ion, to the conceptual inqu iry 
cal led metaethics. 

In this section we have sought to establ ish that many 
fundamental normative ethical disputes require for �heir 
resolution an examination of metaet hical issues. Our pri
mary means of achieving th is has been through examining 
some of the conflicts that ari se in normative ethics be
tween eth ical hedonism and plural istic theories. In trying 
to resolve certain fundamental issues in normative ethics, 
disputes quite natural ly arise concern ing the intell igibil ity 
of the concept of intrinsic goodness, its exact nature, and 
its centrality in moral reasoning As we have seen, disputes 
which arise between ethical hedon ists and nonhedon ists 
over whether pleasure and only pleasure is  intrinsically 
good lead to metaethical disputes over the mean ing of 
"pleasure" and over the logical status of  such claims as 
"Pleasure alone is good." Furthermore, even i f  the norma
tive ethical beliefs of a given normative ethical theory 
(such as ethical hedon ism) conflict with ordinary moral 
bel iefs, it wil l  only fol low that this normative ethical the
ory is in error, if it is true that a normative ethical theory 
is sound only if  it  is in accord w ith ordinaiy moral be
l iefs .  But this i s  also a thesis in metaethics and requires 
metaethical analysis for its rational rernlution. Final ly, as 
we have also seen, when normative ethicists con sider what 
is  the best thi ng to do and what ought, everything consid
ered, to be done, metaeth ical quest ion s concerning the 
meaning, criteria, and intermural relations of "right," 
"good," "just," and "ought" come to the fore. To know 
whether a rational normative ethic is possible, we m ust have 
some reasonable  answer to such metaeth ical questions. 

METAETHICAL RE LATIVISM AND SUBJECTIVISM 

Given the difficul ty in just ifying any normative system, 
we should now examine various forms of the famil iar as
sertion that moral claims, unlike factual claims,  are all  
subjective. There are confus ions here and d istinctions that 
must be made before we can profitably pursue some of the 
metaethical questions that have been central to moral 
philosophy. 

The d ifficu lty in discussing the charge that moral claims 
are all relative or all subjective is in knowing exactly what 
the charge is .  People who have made such claims have 
meant many very different things. (See ETmCAL RELATIV
ISM for distinctions between descriptive relativism, of  
which cultural relativism is  a subspecies; normative rela
tivism; and metaethical relativism. As the articl e makes 
apparent, it is  metaethical relativism that is  at the bottom 
of the most serious perpl exities conn ected with the asser
tion that al l moral claims are fundamental ly  relat ive or 
conventional . )  

To understand cl early what i :, involved in a convention
al ist's chal lenge concern ing moral s, a few remarks about 
metaethical relativism, its cousin ethical skepticism , and 
subjectivism are in  order. 

Relativism and skepticism. �I etaethical relativism 
claims that there are no objectively sound procedures for 
justifying one moral code or one set of moral judgments as 
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against another code or set of moral judgments. Ethical 
skepticism claims that no one can ever say with any 
justi ficat ion that someth ing is good or bad, right or wrong. 
Some actions may be right and others wrong, but there is 
no way of knowing which is which. 

Ethical skepticism at fi rst appears to be a norm ative 
ethical doctrine, b ut it is di fficult to understand it as any
thing other than a claim about the logic of justification in 
eth ics and thus as a part of metaethics. The skeptic leaves 
open the possibil ity that some a<.:tions or principles are 
right or wrong, but he claims we can never be i n  a position 
to know that th is  is so. This claim refers to what is  logical ly 
possible to do and thus is  about the natnre of moral con
cepts. This means that if we are to find good arguments for 
eth ical skepticism, they must be found in some metaethi
cal argument about the meaning of  eth ical terms and/or the 
nature of moral argument. 

Subjectivism. It is here that subjectivism becomes rele
vant. Subjectivism, as it is construed by ph ilosophers , is a 
metaethical contention about the logical status of moral 
utterances. It i s  usually taken to mean any one of the fol
lowing. ( 1 )  A moral utterance is  merely  an autobiographi
cal statement about the attitudes or feel ings of the person 
making the statement. (2) Moral utterances merely express 
the attitudes or feel ings of the utterer and are used by h im 
to  evoke or invite similar att itudes in others. (3 )  M oral 
judgments purport to refer to someth ing o utside the 
speaker's m ind, but in real ity they only express, although 
in a d isgu ised way, his approbations and disapprobations. 
(4) There is no way of rational ly  resolving fundamental 
moral disputes, for fundamental moral judgments, or ulti
mate moral principles, cannot correctly be said to be true 
or false independently of  the attitudes of at least some 
people. (A fu ndamental moral d ispute is  a dispute that 
would not be resolved even if there were complete agree
ment about the nonmoral facts relevant to the dis pute. 
U l timate moral principles are those which would  divide 
peopl e in such s ituation s of moral dispute, and fundamen
tal moral judgments are the conflicting moral judgments 
peopl e woul d  make when they di sagreed moral ly, even 
when they were in complete agreement about the nonmoral 
facts relevant to the d ispute.) 

Al I four of  these metaethical claims are to be contrasted 
with a fifth sense of "subjectivism" that is not metaethical 
but probably is closer to what most nonphilosophers wou ld  
mean by  "subject ivis-n in  ethics ."  This i s  the contention 
that the moral judgments people make are al l formed or at 
least very strongly influenced by their  emotionai biases or 
prejudices. In short, (5) asserts that al l moral judgments are 
prejudiced judgments. 

I t  is evident that many moral judgments are un wittingly 
b iased and thus are subject ive in sense (5), but, unless 
"bias" and "prejudice" are to be evacuated of al l their 
content, it  is cl ear that this form of subjectivism presup
poses the possibi l ity that some moral judgments are not 
subjective in that way. Sometimes people make moral 
judgm ents in a cal m,  impartial way after a due considera
tion of the fads ;  and even if this empirical truism would 
turn out to be false, th is  would be of a cons iderably  less 
strictly phi losophical consequence than might at fi rst be 
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thought because we would still be able to conceive what it 
would be like for moral judgments to be objective. The 
problem would not cause philosophical bewilderment, 
although it would surely lead to social chaos. 

The first characterization of subjectivism given above is 
a typical way in which analytic critics of subjectivism state 
the position they are criticizing. Such a subjectivism is 
plainly untenable. To say (a) "One ought never to l ie" is 
not to say ( b) "the idea of never lying, as a matter of psy
chological fact, arouses in me a pro-attitude toward never 
lying." I could surely say, without contradicting myself, 
that the idea of never lying arouses in me a pro-attitude 
toward never lying, but all the same I ought to suppress 
that pro-attitude. But since this is not self-contradictory, (a) 
and (b) cannot be identical in meaning; and if  they are not 
identical in meani ng, subjectivism i n  sense ( 1 )  is false. 
What would establ ish the truth of (b) is  reasonably evident, 
but what, if anything, would establ ish the truth of (a) is not 
at all evident; however, if they have the same meaning, 
what would establish the truth of one would establish the 
truth of the other. Nevertheless, we have no reason at all to 
think they have the same truth-value. 

A good case, however, can be made for the claim that 
this first kind of subjectivism is but the straw man of cer
tain analytic philosophers and that in this form it is seldom 
maintained by serious  philosophers.  

Some philosophers, who wish to l imit subjectivism to ( 1 )  
o r  perhaps to (4), say (2) i s  n ot subjectivism at al l  but a 
simple and very unsatisfactory variety of emotivism . Oth
ers have wished to cal l emotivism a new subjectivism. It i s  
a moot point whether a l l  forms of emotivism should be 
cal led subjectivistic, but (2 )  would deny any interpersonal 
val idity to moral claims and would deny that they could be 
true. This would seem enough to warrant call ing this form 
of emotivism a subjective m etaethic; later we shall exam
ine whether it is an adequate metaethic. But such a para
doxical claim, if true, would surely give us a negative 
answer to the Kantian question "Is a n ormative ethic pos
sible?" It would  not entail the impropriety of any norma
tive ethical claim, but if true, there could be no question 
about justifying a n ormative ethical claim or a normative 
ethical system. However, (2) is highly implausible. 

Subjectivism in senses (3) and (4) is a far more serious 
threat. I f  (3) were true, no rational nom1ative eth ic would 
be possible; and if  (4)  were true, it  would seem question
able whether we cou ld answer the Kantian question 
affirmatively. Yet there are powerful considerations fa
voring (3) and (4). They give substance and greater preci
s ion to the frequently  voiced and very confused claim that 
alles ist relativ. We could, of course, raise  difficu lties about 
(3) and (4),  but we would always be faced with the possi
bil i ty that (3) or (4 ), more adequately stated or modified, 
could avoid these difficulties. A more direct approach 
would be to state an adequate metaethic that was not sub
jective in any of the above senses and that clarified the 
nature of the probl em about justification in ethics and 
treated how it could be answered by showing how moral 
di sagreements can be rational ly resolved and how they 
have certain formal and perhaps nonformal conditions of 
adequacy. Before considering the adequacy of certain 

traditional nonsu bjectivist metaethical theories, we must /4 
explain these formal requirements and s tate the problem of � 
justi fication somewhat m ore fu lly. 

FORMAL FEATURES OF MORAL DISCOURSE 

M qst fundamentally, the question of justification in : 
ethics is the question of stating, elucidating, and defending d 
a sound procedure for determining the truth of confl icting 
moral claims and the soundness of moral arguments. In 
everyday life we are barraged with a variety of moral 
claims and counterclaims; the moral arguments in support 
of them are diverse and conflicting. How are we fi nally to 
decide among them ? I s  it real ly the case that metaethical "! 
relativism or some variety of subjectivism is correct? M or
al ists have traditionally claimed objectivity for their moral 
principles, and this claim of objectivity seems to be 
em bedded in our everyday moral discourse. But is this 
claim actually justified? Can we show that there are objec
tively true moral judgments or that there are sound moral 
arguments? 

Such a question clearly cal l s  for a characterization of 
what could be meant by cal l ing a m oral judgment objec
tive. A moral judgment is objective if, and only if, it is  
either true or false and if its truth or falsity does n ot de
pend on the pecul iarities of the person who makes the 
judgment or on the cul ture to which he belongs, but shall 
be determinable by any rational agent who is apprised of 
the relevant facts .  

It should be noted that there are some metaeth icists who 
claim that there are objective moral judgments and yet 
deny that moral judgments or statements can properly be 
cal led true or false. They recogn ize that moral judgments 
do n ot have the kind of necessary truth characteri stic of 
mathematics, and they argue with considerable plausibil ity 
that moral statements are not true or false in the way that 
empirical statements are true or fal se-there are no ethical 
characteristics, rightness and wrongness, goodness and 
badness, that are either directly or indirectly observable. 
S ince this is so, they conclude that there are no objective 
m oral facts which would make moral judgments true or 
false; because of this, "truth" and "falsity" are not correct
ly appl icable to moral judgments. 

Even if it is true that moral judgments differ from factual 
judgments in th is way, it does n ot follow that we cannot 
correctly  say that moral judgments are true or false. To 
assert that a judgment or statement is true is to give a war
ranted endorsement of that judgment or statement, but 
what makes the judgment warranted varies according to 
what we are talking about. To be capable of being true, a 
statement need not state a fact or assert that certain empir
ically identi fiable characteristics are part of an object or an 
action. Rather, what is necessary i s  that the statement in 
question be publicly warrantable, that is, that it admit of 
some publicly determinable procedure in virtue of which 
rational men could come to accept it. If a given statement 
has a sufficiently powerful warrant to justify our claiming 
that we are certain of it, then we can properly say it is true. 
But what and how we warrant what we are talking about 
depends on what it is that we are talking about. We can 



>roperly call a statement or judgment in any area objcc
ively tru e if it wou ld be endorsed without doubt by in
ormed, reasonable, reflective, and careful observers. 

Such a publ icly determinable judgment, whether tme or 

j

11lse, is objective. If, by contrast, its acceptabil ity depends 
:>n some cultural or individual idiosyncrasy of the per
son(s) involved, then the statement is subjective and can
not have the kind of truth required for an objective moral 
judgment. 

There are some features other than the claim to objectiv
ity that are held to be formal requ irements of all moral 
judgments. Moral judgments al l make a claim to un iver
sal ity-if I judge that I have a right to disregard a certain 
regulation or that I ought to do a certain thing, I impl icitl y 
judge that relevantly similar persons in relevantly similar 
situations also have a right to do it or ought to do it. S imi
larly, if I say that it would be a good thing if x would  do y, 
I give one to understand that i t  would be a good thing for 
anyone relevantly l ike x and similarly situated to do y. And 
if I say of something, "It's a good one," I must say, on pain 
of incoherence, that anything exactly like "it" is also a 
good one. What, exactly,  counts as a relevant similarity or a 
relevant respect cannot be determined apart from the 
context and nature of what we are discussing, but what 
constitutes a relevant similarity is often evident enough in 
a given context. At any rate, this k ind of universal ity or 
general izabil ity is bu ilt into the very use of moral expres
sions and helps govern what can count  as a moral ju dgment. 

Moral discourse is also a form of practical discourse; its 
primary use is not that of asserting, questioning, or 
reaffirming that something is the case but that of making 
something the case, of criticizing or apprai sing something 
that is the case, or of molding attitudes toward certain 
states of affairs or actions. This is what is meant when we 
say that moral discourse is essential ly  action-guiding and 
attitude-molding. 

Beyond the claims to objectivity, universal ity, and prac
tical i ty, it is also frequ ently, but not al ways, asserted that 
moral discourse is an autonomous mode of discourse. This 
means that no moral or normative claim is derivable from, 
or depends for its val idity on, purely nonmoral or nonnor
mative statements alone. Certain inessential and u nimpor
tant qual ifications apart, no moral statement is entailed by 
any set of purely nonnormative statements. M orality, no 
matter how careful ly elaborated, can never become or be 
reduced to an empirical science. We cannot discover what 
we ought to do or what is desirable from a knowledge of 
nonmoral facts alone, including the facts about human 
nature and conduct. (For further discu ssion, see ULTIMATE 
MORAL PRINCI PLES: THEIR JUSTIFICATION.) 

M ETAETHI C A L  THEORIES 

Metaethical theories, where they are not expl icitly sub
jectivistic, attempt to account for four central features of 
moral di scourse:  that moral judgments claim universality, 
autonomy, and objectivity, and that moral discourse is a 
form of practical discou rse-it guides conduct and tends to 
alter behavior. In  handl ing the problem of justification, 
these various theories divide on what form the justification 
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of eth ical judgments can take, but with one exception 
about autonomy they agree that a clear characterization of 
moral discou rse must square with the fact that moral dis
course in some way satisfies these four conditions. 

Not al l metaethical theories will be discussed ; rather, 
concentration will be on some of the central aspects of 
natural ism, intuitionism, and noncognit ivism. (For a ful ler 
account of contemporary metaethical theories, see ETHICS, 
HISTORY OF. ) 

Naturalism. As a d istinctively metaethical theory, natu
ralism contends that moral terms are completely definable 
in nonmoral terms and that moral judgments arc a subspe
cies of empirical judgments. In real ity, moral terms stand 
for purely natural characteristics. 

Natu ralism is an attractive theory, for, if  correct, ethical 
theory cou ld become an empirical science. We wou ld have 
final ly u ncovered a perfectly objective method for 
confirming or d isconfirming moral judgments, including 
fundamental m oral judgments. There wou ld be no need to 
appeal to intu ition or to regard moral judgments as essen
tial ly  contested, incapable of rational resolution because 
eth ical natural ism, if tru e, shows us how we can have a 
purely empirical knowledge of good and evil . 

Whether this desideratum can be real ized depends on 
whether the naturalist can show that all moral terms are 
actually equ ivalent in meaning to terms standing for pure
ly empirical characteristics-qual ities or relations capable 
of either direct or i ndirect observation by empirical meth
ods. I t  is here that certain objections,  first formulated in 
the twentieth century by G. E. Moore, become rel evant. 
Moore's most central argu ment has been dubbed the 
open-question argument. 

A natural ist  may, for example, try to define "intrinsic 
good" as "that which satisfies desire," or "moral good" as 
"that which promotes human survival ."  But we can intel
l igibly enough ask, "Is that which satisfies desire intrinsi
cally good?" This  is not a senseless question equivalent to 
asking, "Is that which satisfies desire that which satisfies 
desire?" We can also with perfect l ingu istic propriety ask 
if all those things which promote human su rvival u nder 
any circumstances, cannibalism or incest, for example, 
are moral ly  permi ssible. But  i f  the above natu ral i stic 
definitions were correct, we coul d  not sensibly ask such 
questions any more than we can sensibly ask if a father is a 
male parent. M ore general ly, the argument  is this :  for any 
proposed natural istic definition x we can always, unless x 
itself contains some normative terms (and thu s is not genu
inely natural istic), ask-without making a purely verbal 
mistake-if x is good, right, or obl igatory. This shows that 
such moral terms are not equ ivalent to empirical terms. 
Furthermore, for whatever natural istic val ue sat isfies the 
variable x, to assert that x i s  good, right, or obl igatory is 
not to assert a statement that cannot be denied without 
contradiction. 

There are many counters to such antinaturalist argu
ments. One is  to claim that moral terms have many contex
tual ly  dependent mean ings and that it is only this, and not 
the impossibil ity of naturalism, that the open-question 
argument shows. It is also argued that there may be a cov
ert synonymity between terms, particularly where the 
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correct definition of a term is very complex. Consider this 
definition of "good": to say "x is good" is to say that if 
there were an omniscient, disinterested, and dispassionate 
observer, he would approve of x. If someone were to in
quire whether it made sense to ask if what an omniscient, 
disinterested, and dispassionate observer would approve is 
good, ,ve might not know, even after careful reflection, 
whether such a question is or is not a closed question. In 
short, a question actually may be closed when it appears to 
be open. The open-question argument is thus far from 
decisive. 

The critic of naturalism could grant that the open
question argument is not decisive and still argue that never
theless it counts heavily against naturalism. The criteria 
for a good woman, a good chisel, and a good horse differ 
significantly. In this way "good" is a context-dependent 
word, but as J. 0. Unnson has remarked, "good" is not a 
punning homonym; it has a common use in all these con
texts. Furthermore, we can significantly ask, using "good" 
in a more speci fic manner, "Is pleasure intrinsically 
good?" or "Is what one's society approves of and regards 
as having overriding social importance morally good?" 

Thus, even when the kind of normative concept is 
specified, the moral term in question still is not naturalis
tically definable. Fi nally, given the fact that naturalists are 
trying to define "good" in such a way that their definition, 
if correct, will show that there are some purely empirical 
terms that have the same meaning as "good," we must, to 
have good grounds for asserting such an equivalence, show 
that an ethical term and its proposed empirical equivalent 
cannot be used to form an open question. I f, after careful 
reflection, it is possible for someone well acquainted with 
the language in question to assert that the question is open 
or even that he is unsure whether it is open or not, we are 
in no position to assert that the natural istic definition 
works. (If the naturalist makes the equivalence a matter of 
stipulation, he has done something quite arbitrary.) We 
have very good grounds for believing that all simple natu
ralistic definitions allow open questions, and the more 
complex ones also appear to do so. 

A more fundamental and perhaps more telling argument 
for naturalism consists in pointing out that the nonnatural
ist assumes something that is quite questionable-that 
there are two distinct classes of terms: ethical terms and 
nonethical terms. But the nonnaturalist's distinction has 
little philosophic value, for no one has given a clear crite
rion for what counts as an ethical or "evaluative" term, as 
distinct from a nonethical term. This objection is a two
edged sword, for, if correct, we would have no basic natu
ralistic or empiricist language made up of terms, logical 
constants apart, standing for purely empirical realities; and 
thus we would have no way of knowing whether the natu
ralist's program could be carried out. 

From the above it should be evident that naturalism has 
not been decisively refuted. If it were a correct metaethic, 
it would in nonsubjcctivist fonns show the objectiv ity and 
universality of moral discourse. \\'hat is, however, very 
questionable is whether naturalism can adequately account 
for tlw practical nature of moral discourse, and naturalism 
also denies the autonomy of moral claims. 

Intuitionism. Intuitionists make negative points against 
naturalism, but they also develop positive contentions of 
their own. As much as they differ among themselves, they 
all agree that morality is autonomous: that there must be at 
least one primitive ethical term that is the vehicle for a 
nonnatural quality, relation, or concept. This primitive 
ethica'i term is indefinable, and the reality it stands for is 
an objective reality that we must cognize directly. We 
cannot prove that there is such a reality or confirm or dis
confirm its existence by empirical observation. We are 
either directly aware of it or we are not. It is in this manner 
that we gain our fundamental knowledge of good and evil. 

Moore took "good" as his primitive ethical term. Others 
have taken "right," "ought," or "fitting" as such a term. 
Still others l1ave allowed two primitive terms, "right" and 
"good," but the fundamental point is that there must be at 
least one such term standing for a unique and unanalyza
ble object of thought that must simply be apprehended to 
be known. 

There are different types of intuitionism-according to 
one variety, we intuit the intrinsic goodness of actions; 
according to another, what we intuit is the obligatory 
character of an act. Some intuitionists stress that we are 
directly aware of the rightness, goodness, or obligatoriness 
of specific actions or attitudes; others argue that we are 
directly aware only of the self-evidence of certain general, 
highly abstract principles of conduct. But they all agree 
that such truths are both necessary and synthetic and that 
to say we intuit their truth is to say we have a direct, non
sensory, cognitive awareness of the necessary truth of 
certain moral claims. 

If someone reports that he is not aware, on honest 
reflection, of such a nonnatural characteristic when he 
judges something to be good or obligatory, but only of a 
feeling that so and so is good or a feeling that something is 
obl igatory, it will not do for the intuitionist to reply that he 
must then be morally blind, for, unlike color blindness, 
there is no agreed-upon criterion for moral blindness. \Ve 
have physical tests for tone deafness or color blindness, 
but not for moral blindness. The intuitionist claims to be 
aware of a nonnatural quality or relation-to see, i n  a way 
that is not literal observing, that so and so is good or ought 
to be done. But what counts as a non natural quality? To be 
told it is not an empirical quality or relation, directly or 
indirectly given as a sense constituent, is not to be told 
what it is. The inhi itionist has not given us an intelligible 
description of what it is we must apprehend in order to 
apprehend a nonnatural quality or relation. His account 
has all the defects of the via negativa. If we are told we 
just see that it is wrong to kill little children, in the same 
way that we see that two plus two equals four, the reply 
must be that we do not see this to be so in a way analogous 
to our apprehension of logical or mathematical truths; "two 
plus two equals four," like all logicomathematical truths, is 
analytic, while the moral statement, as intuitionists are the 
first to insist, is synthetic. 

There arc, it is argued , two even more fundamental 
errors common to both naturalism and intuitionism. They 
both operate with a very inadequate conception of how 
language functions. According to both theories, a word, 



logical constants apart, i s  mean ingful i f, and only i f, i t  
stands for something. Natural ists claim that a meaningful 
word stands for a natural characteristic(s) and i ntuitionists, 
noting that i t  does not seem to stand for a natu ral charac
teristic(s), conclude, s ince moral terms are obviously in
tel l ig ible, that i t  must s tand for a nonnatnral characteri stic. 
The mistake i s  to assume that, to be intel l i gible, a term 
must stand for someth ing. Not all terms, not even all ad
jectives, are property-ascr ib ing words.  "Good" and "right" 
do not stand for properties at all or, more conservative! y, 
do not simply stand for properties, natu ral or nonnatura l ;  
they have a different but  d i stinctive role in that form of 
social intercou rse we call language. 

The second error (or alleged error) common to natural
ism and intu itionism is that ne ither can account properly 
for the practical functions of moral discou rse. To know that 
one ought to do something involves setting onesel f to do i t. 
Moral utterances guide conduct and alter behavior, but 
natural i sm and intu itionism in effect treat moral utterances 
as property-ascribing theoretical utterances. To regard 
moral utterances in such a way is to m i ss their distinctive 
function. In using moral language we do nl't, at least typi
cally, tell someone that something is  the case;  we tel l 
someone to make someth ing the case. If knowledge of 
good and evil were simply an apprehending that some
thing is the case, then it would remain inexpl icable why to 
know that one ought to do x i s  to know that one must, i f  
one i s  a moral agent, try  to  do x. 

Noncognitivism. When we consider the common dif
ficulties in natural ism and intu itionism, some form of 
noncognit ivism is l ikely to become an attractive poss ibil
i ty .  ("Noncognit ivism ," although it has become a fairly 
standard label, i s  i n  a way an unfortunate one, for it sug
gests what few noncognit ivi sts would affirm, namely that 
there is no knowl edge of good and evil . )  Noncognitivists 
deny that moral utterances are s imply, or sometimes even 
at all, purely property-ascr ibing utterances, and they l ike
wise deny that moral terms s imply or at all stand for char
acteri stics of any sort. We must not, noncognit ivists argue, 
confuse fact-stating and normative d iscourse. What makes 
an utterance normative is precisely its dynamism, its trig
ger function ; a normative utterance is an utterance that 
gu ides conduct and molds or alters att i tudes. 

Noncognit iv ists differ greatl y among themselves. Some 
model moral utterances on i mperatives; others moJel them 
on deci sions of principle, resolutions, or declarations of 
intention ; sti l l  others bel ieve that what marks an utterance 
as moral or normative is that it expresses the attitudes of 
the speaker and tends to evoke or invite similar att itudes 
in the hearer. Noncogn itivists with greater philosophical 
sophistication contend that moral utterances are multi
functional. Some function in one way and some in another, 
but the sophisticated noncognit ivists continue to contend 
that all the various primary functions of moral utterances 
are always, di rectly or indirectly, action-guid ing. 

Some, including A. J. Ayer, maintain that it i s  misleading 
to say that statements made by using moral utterances are 
tru e or false,  for they are not factual statements; others, 
including C. L. Stevenson , maintain that in v i rtue of their 
declarative form and in vi rtue of the fact that "true" and 
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"false" arc typica l ly u sed to back u p  or warrant decl arative 
statements of various types, it is perfectly proper to fol low 
everyday usage and say of such moral statements that thPy 
arc trn c or fa lse. But all noncogn itivi sts agree that funda
mental m oral judgm<'nts cm11 1ot lw veri fied (confirmed or 
disconfirrned) and that we ca n never have an a priori or 
purely concPptual warrant for cla iming that fundamental 
moral confl icts can be resol ved by empirical methods 
alone. It will al ways remain at least a logical poss ibi l ity 
that we might agree about all the facts and s t i l l  di sagrc�e 
about what we onght to do or about what is good or worth 
havi ng for its own sake. On these issues the noncogu itiv
i sts s ide with the intuit ion ists against  the natura l i s t s .  But  
l ike the natural i s ts they deny thal we have any intu i tive 
knowledge of good and evil .  F1 1 1 1damenta l moral claims 
are not matters of  knowledge but expressions of attitude, 
decisions of principle, or declarations of in tPnthn. I Icnce 
the label noncognitiv ist. The intent of moral language is  
not s imply to descr ibe what is the case but to prescribe 
that something be done or to eval uate someth ing that is, 
has been,  or may he the case. 

Since not all n oncognit ivist  views arc the same, different 
d ifficulties wi l l  apply to d i fferent views. If the noncogni
tivist is an emotiv ist  and contends that to be a moral ut
terance, an utterance must be atti tude-expressing and 
attitude-evoking, a question immediately arises about the 
logical statu s of this  claim. Presumably it must be anal ytic. 
(If it were empirical , it would not show what makes an 
utterance a moral utterance . )  The statement "Hi s att i tudes 
and emotional reactions are those of a segregation ist, but 
he knows segregation to he wrong" does not appear to be 
self-contradictory, and as chi ldren we are not taught any 
rule of language to the effect that an utterance must he 
attitude-expressing to be moral. \Ve know that there is  a 
close l ink between attitudes ("the passions") and moral ity, 
but this is perfectly compatible with a cogni ti\' i s t  meta
eth ic. How, then, do we know that moral utterances must 
be attitude-expressing? We are tempted to say th at moral 
di spute i s  at an end when , and only when, we attain 
agreement in atti tude; but this  does not appear aiways to 
be so. Two people may have the same attitudes concerning 
the white power structure vis-a-vis Harlem; they both, let 
us say, disapprove of the behavior of the city olncials, yet 
they sti l l  d isagree moral ly about the i ssue because they 
have d ifferent reasons for their di sapproval of the city 
official s .  And it i s  not the case that any consideration that 
leads the hearer to share the expressed atti �ude of the 
speaker wil l  ipso facto count, as the emotivists daim it 
wil l ,  as a moral ly  relevant reason for adopting that attitude. 
Emotional appeals and nonrational persuasion are irrele
vant in moral reasoning. \\'hat motivates one to act in  a 
certain way or to adopt a certain atti tude may or may not 
justify one in so acti ng, and what justifies one in doing it 
may or may not so motivate one to do it. 

Other noncognitivists, such as Hare, argue that moral 
utterances are much more l ike imperati\'es than expres
s ions of att i tu de. I t  i'- their primary logical function to tell 
us to do something, to guide our .1ctions ;  whether or not 
they actual ly succeed in persuad ing us or goading us into 
so acti ng, they still remain perfectly intel l igible moral 
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utterances. But there are also difficulties in  such an imper
ativist view. Imperativists claim that all moral utterances 
entail imperatives, but while "You ought to vote Socialist" 
functions very like an imperative and entails "Vote So
cial ist, "  no imperative is entailed by "He ought to have 
voted Socialist" or "He will come to appreciate that he 
ought to vote Socialist." Furthermore, the contradictories 
of moral utterances entailing imperatives do not them
seh·es entail imperatives, although surely the moral terms 
in both utterances have the same meaning. 

Besides, whether we liken moral utterances to impera
tives, resolutions, declarations of intention, or decisions of 
principle, it remains the case that the "ought" in the ante
cedent clause of conditional sentences does not have any 
of the above noncognitive functions. The "ought" in "If he 
ought to he told, he should be told now" has the same 
meaning as the "ought" in "He ought to be told," but the 
"conditional ought" clearly does not entail an imperative, 
declare an intention, or express a resolution. Thus, the 
"ought" in the latter sentence cannot have as an essential 
part of its meaning any such function. 

Lastly, any form of noncognitivism would in effect un
dermine the objectivity of moral judgments. (This should 
not be taken to mean that noncognitivists do not have 
mora! principles they are willing to stand by or that they 
advocate that everything be permitted. To take the remark 
in this way is to confuse metaethical claims with normative 
ethical ones.) We have seen that the minimal requirement 
for the objectivity of a judgment is that it can he interper
sonally validated; in the case of moral judgments, this 
means that an objective moral judgment is a judgment 
that every rational agent will accept if he reasons dis
interestedly, is apprised of the nonmoral facts, and takes 
the matter to heart. But if moral utterances are essentially 
resolutions to act in a certain way, declarations of inten
tion, expressions of attitude, or decisions of principle, it 
follows that moral utterances do not, given such a logical 
form, require such interpersonal agreement. A man may 
resolve or decide, even as a matter of principle, to do what 
no one else does or would resolve or decide to do after 
careful reflection, and yet there would be nothing logically 
inappropriate about his decision or resolution. 

MORAL REASONING 

Those philosophers who tried to bridge the "is/ought 
gap" were trying, although perhaps in a mistaken way, to 
do something that is very important. It is a fact of moral 
reasoning that certain facts are good reasons for moral 
judgments. Without at all committing oneself to ethical 
naturalism, and without denying the insight of the noncog
nitivists that one cannot demonstratively prove or induc
tively establish fundamental moral claims, it remains the 
case that we do conclude from "He is my father" that "He 
has a right to special consideration from me" or from "He 
promised to return" that "He is under an obligation to 
return." It is an obvious fact of moral discourse that we 
give reasons for moral claims, that these reasons are typi
cally statements of fact, and that sometimes we can con
clude that if a given factual statement, F, is true, then a 
certain moral conclusion, E, follows. 

It does not, however, follow from this that there is no 
logical gap between facts and norms. Such ethical conclu
sions hold only in virtue of certain canons of relevance; 
when these canons of relevance are explicitly stated, they 
will be found to invoke normative principles. Moreover, 
there must be some normative principles used in our judg
ments of relevance that will not be derived from, or even 
made in accordance with, other higher-order normative 
principles. 

Such neonaturalists as Philippa Foot and A. I. Melden 
are perfectly right in claiming that certain matters of fact 
constitute good and sometimes even conclusive reasons for 
acting in a certain way, given the assumption of the con
ceptual structures constitutive of our ordinary moral rea
soning. But in accepting these we accept a structure that 
has as constitutive elements certain normative principles, 
such as "Similar cases are to be treated similarly," "In 
deciding what is to be done, every person concerned has a 
right to equal consideration," and "There can be no arbi
trary inequalities." It is in virtue of certain very general 
but still normative principles that we can derive certain 
moral conclusions from certain factual premises and that 
certain factual statements become good reasons for certain 
moral conclusions. 

It is also crucial to see, as such philosophers as Stephen 
Toulmin, Kurt Baier, and Marcus Singer have stressed, that 

in morality, as in science, we have a limited but distinctive 
mode of reasoning with its own pragmatic point. If we are 
ever to understand the nature of moral reasoning, we must 
not simply fix our attention on the meaning of moral terms 
or expressions taken in isolation; we must seek to grasp the 
over-all point or rationale of the discourse in question. 
Subservient to the over-all purposes for which we have the 
discourse, each mode of discourse has its distinctive pro
cedures, and in accordance with these procedures we 
judge whether something is or is not good evidence for or 
a good reason for a certain claim. Without such ground 
mies we cannot correctly speak of the evidence or reasons 
for or against any contention. 
If we examine actual moral discourse when it is being 

conducted, we will come to see that there is a complicated 
network of procedural rules connected with morality that 
limit and partially specify what can count as good reasons 
for a moral claim. Furthermore, if we reflect on why we 
have a morality, any moral ity at all, moral discourse and 
moral action will be seen to have a point; and the proce
dural rules that help define morality will be found to be 
instr11mental to the continuance of this activity. 

Moral discourse is a form of practical discourse. Moral 
questions are fundamentally questions about what we are 
to do. The primary intent of moral utterances is not to 
assert that so and so is the case, but to advise, admonish, 
suggest, proclaim, or protest that so and so be done. Moral 
knowledge is knowledge about what to do or about what 
attitude to take toward what has been done, is being done, 
or is intended. In pointing out that moral judgments do 
not assert something to be the case and thus are not con
firmahle, Ayer and the emotivists in effect are showing 
that moral utterances are not theoretical statements about 
what is the case hut are bits of practical discourse 
about what to make the case. As we want and need to know 



what is the case, so we want and need to know what to do. 
I ndeed, we could not know what to do i f  we did not know 
something about what is the case-someth ing about how 
the world goes-but we also need to know what to do. 
There are no grounds for assu ming that questions about 
what we should <lo are more subjective than factual ques
tions or that moral language is  more untrustworthy than 
theoretical discourse. It is just d ifferent. In l ife we need 
both these activities and the diverse uses of language 
embedded in them. 

Many might concede that moral ity has its d ist inct ive 
procedural ru les and sti l l  object that this does not give it 
the required objectivity. I t  has been argued that while the 
procedural rules connected with the making of factual 
judgments are cross-cultural ly val id, the procedural ru les 
connected with moral discourse are purely conventional. 

Moral rules, such a conventional ist or metaeth ical rela
tivist will argue, are rationalizations of custom. Moral ity i s  
constituted by  certain social rules and  the actions and 
attitudes appropriate to those rules. Any attempt to ap
praise these rules as sou nd or unsound wil l  at best be 
question-begging. 

In challenging metaethical relativism, we must show 
how it  is possible to assert correctly and objectively that 
certain social practices e ither are or are not moral l y  
justifiable ;  and in a l ike manner we must show how it  i s  
possible t o  assert correctly that the whole moral order 
either does or does not have a rational claim to our assent. 

The metaethical relativist i s  i ndeed on solid ground 
when he poin ts out that moral ity is a rule-governed activity 
that guides conduct and molds and alters actions and atti
tudes. In determining the content and structure of a 
strange tribe's moral ity, we would have to d iscover the 
social practices to which that tribe was most deeply com
mitted and el icit the rules defining these social practices. 
We would have to know much more as well ,  but we would 
have to know at least that. 

Moral ity necessarily involves a cluster of practices. 
"Practices" here refers to social activities that contain a set 
of rules which specify rights and duties, perm issible and 
impermissible steps. The rules that so define a practice we 
may cal l procedural rules .  Games and ceremon ies are good 
examples of practices .  If in playing basebal l  I h it into 
center field , I cannot wonder if I real ly must go to first 
be�ore I go to second, but I can deliberate abou t whether 
to hold up at first or try for second. That a run ner must go 
to first before going to second is a rule of procedure which 
helps define the practice of basebal l .  Although not so 
strictly codi fied, moral behavior is  also a rule-governed 
activity, a complex cluster of practices with procedural 
rules that define those practices. 

Promising is one such practice. It involves publ ic rules 
of procedure, rul es that are readi ly taught. We can say that 
a person has made a promise only when he acts in accord
ance with certain  procedural ru les. If I have promised to 
meet a friend, it is not open to me to excuse my failure to 
meet him simply on the ground that I had s ubsequently 
thought i t  through and decided that sl ightly more good 
would be served by not meeting him. I can not offer that 
excuse and still act in accordance with the practice of 
promise-keepi ng, any more than I can have three strikes 
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and stil l  be at bat. We could, of course, deliberately  change 
the practice, but  given the practice and given the fact that I 
accept the practice, there are some th ings I must do. My 
failure to  do these things wou ld,  exceptional circumstances 
apart, show that I either did not real ly accept the pract ice 
or did not properly u nderstand it. There are, of course, 
legitimate excuses,  but the very rules of the practice itsel f 
specify what is to count as a legitimate excuse for not act
ing in  accordance with the practice. There arc, for exam
ple, cond itions that excuse ful fill ing a promise, hut they 
are bu ilt i nto the very practice of promise-keeping. 

If  my action fal ls  u nder an existing practice that I accept, 
and i f  my action does not also fal l under a con fl icting prac
tice that I also accept, then I have no moral alternative, 
whi le accept ing the practice, but to try to act in accordance 
with it. I n  a contrasting s ituation where confl icting prac
tices are i nvolved, I must see if there arc any principles 
which I accept that give some moral priority to one or 
another of the confl icting practices. Where there is such 
priority, I must acknowledge it and try to act i n  accordance 
with it. There are indeed moral questions that can not 
without strain and ambiguity be answered by subsumption 
under any procedural rule, but this docs not disconfirm the 
claim that there are practices which specify and l imit how 
we are to act while acting as moral agents. 

What has been said so far might he taken as giving aid 
and comfort to metaethical relativism, but so far only a 
very partial account of moral reasoning has been given. 
The justification of moral bel iefs docs not term inate in the 
statement of rules that partia l ly codify our social practices;  
we can reason about and ask for a justification of the prac
tices themselves . There is a whole battery of objective 
tests for evaluating social practices, and they are clearly 
recognizable as a part of our first-order moral discourse. 
Understanding what moral ity is i nvolves knowing how to 
use these procedures for apprai s ing social practices .  

Moral ity has developed in such a way that i t  is now 
correct to say that in moral i ty we are concerned with the 
reasoned pursuit of the interests of all rational agents. That 
is to say, from the moral point  of view, we are concerned 
with the most extensive welfare of al l  concerned. \Vhen, as 
with the Nazis or the segregationists, there is both an 
overriding of some individuals' rights and a pretension to 
moral rectitude, this oppression is accompanied by ration
al ization. The vict im<; are thought of in s11ch a way that 
they are not regarded as fu l ly human, that is, they are not 
rega:-ded as rational agents capable of the sensibil ities of 
moral agents. That even Nazi s and segregationists are 
committed to act in accordance with such a conception of 
moral ity is evidenced by the fact that they must deperson
al ize their vict ims in order to justify to themselves their 
treatment of them. From the moral point of view, we are 
concerned with the most extensive welfare of all persons 
concerned. In theory, such raci sts do not reject such a 
principle but through rational ization convince themselves 
that Jews or Negroes are not ful ly human. 

Terms such as "human welfare" and "wel l-being" are 
not so vague that certain states of affairs could not be said 
to be incompatible with them. Social practices that drasti
cal ly frustrate our need for sleep, food, sex, drink, or elim
ination;  or practices that pointlessly dimin ish self-esteem, 
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the appreciation of aud concern for others, creative em
ployment and divers ion; or practices that seek to destroy 
our tendencies to prize integrity, conscientiousness, 
knowledge, and the contemplation of  beautiful things are 
practices which must he said to be morally inferior to 
social practices which do not so frustrate us. This  is not to 
deny the obvious, namely that there are sharp disagree
ments over the val ue of some things and that there is even 
considerable disagreement about the moral priority of  
those very things we un iversally prize, approve of, or  ad
mire. But even with our less than exact conception of hu
man welfa re, wc can still show that there are many sets of 
social practices both imaginable and actual that intelligent 
and correctly informed people judge without equivocation 
to he morally inferior to comparable sets of  practices. As 
our knowledge of man develops and as our supersti
tio ns-part1cularly our rel igious superstitions-diminish, it 
is reasonable to expect that moral deliberation will enable 
us to achieve a greater understandi ng of and agreement 
about those attitudes and styles of behavior that are taken 
to be desirable or admirable. 

There is a further procedural rule to he considered. In a 
moral situation we cannot be concerned only with the 
maximum welfare; we must also he concerned with the 
welfare of everyone involved, Quite independently of 
what we judge human welfare to be, these distinctively 
human values must, from a moral point of view, be dis
tributed as equitably as possible to all the people involved. 
If I decide I have a right to do x, I must, if I am reasoning 
morally, be prepared to grant that others relevantly l ike me 
and s imilarly situated have a right to do x as well. As Mar
cus S inger has shown in  his General iza tion in Ethics 
( 196 I ), what count as "relevantly l ike me" and as "simi
larly situated" cannot be specified apart from a deter
minate context. Too much depends on who I am and what 
I am doing, but in determinate contexts there frequently 
are criteria for an objective determination of these matters. 

It is also a procedural rule of moral ity that the moral 
agent (as well as the moral critic) must, in making moral 
judgments, try to assume the viewpoint of an impartial but 
sympathetic observer. Ideally, moral judgments are made 
in  the light of full knowl edge and appreciation of the rele
vant facts; and they m ust he made in the light of the facts 
that the moral agent can he reasonably expected to have in  
his  possession when he makes the judgment. In  making 
moral judgments we must attempt to make impartial judg
ments in the light of the relevant facts, using the relevant 
consideration-making beliefs ;  but to gain the moral insight 
that mature morality requires, we should also, before ren
dering judgment, vividly imagine and emphatically re
hearse and review what we know. \Ve should strive to 
enter unreservedly into the feelings and attitudes of the 
persons involved in the ac:tion; we should seek to see the 
s ituation as they sec it. After this exercise in imaginatio n, 
we should then make our moral appraisals as impartial but 
understanding observers. The attempt to view the situation 
impartially i s  a minimum requirement for correct moral 
appra isal ,  hut matu re moral thinking requires sympathy 
a nd imagination as well. In utilizing these methods, we 
have additional checks on o ur mora l beliefs. Any ruau who 
will take the trouble to attend careful ly to moral di scourse 

will find procedures for its critical apprai sal and correction 
built into its very use. 

We have tried to show that while morality involves 
reasoning in accordance with certain practices, there re
main generally acknowledged ways of appraising these 
practices. This being so, metaethical relativi sm or subjec
tivism rannot be true. 

The metaethical relativist or subjectivi st may well claim 
by way of rebuttal that all these tests are conventional and 
that the rationality of the whole moral enterprise is spu
rious, Only our conditioned virtue-our psychological 
involvement with morality-blinds us to the fact that it is 
merely a matter of convention or arbitrary deci sion 
whether we accept the requirements of the moral order or 
become nonmoral rational egoists. 

Against the conventionalist claim one can point out that 
there are good Hobbesian reasons for rational and self
interested people to accept the moral point of view. A ra
tional egoist wil l  naturally desire the most extensive liberty 
compatible with his own self-interest, but he will  also see 
that thi s is  most ful ly achievable in a context of community 
life where the moral point of view prevails. Thus, in a 
quite nonmorali stic sense of "reasonable," it is reasonable 
for men, even self-interested men, to acknowledge that it 
is better for people to behave morally than amorally or 
immoral ly. 

It is not the case that there is no logical l imit to what 
could count as a val id moral judgment. If what we have 
claimed is correct, there are u nequivocal material proce
dural rules that help define morality. They l imit the scope 
of what counts as a moral judgment, and they have a ra
tional po int. Thus, under certain  conditions certain  moral 
judgments are objectively true and others are false. That is 
to say, there are certain moral truths that do not at all de
pend on the personal idiosyncrasies or cultural perspective 
of anyone but would be affirmed by any rational agent 
apprised of the relevant facts, If thi s is so, neither metaeth
ical relativism nor any form of subjectivism can be an 
adequate account of moral reasoning, Al though moral 
utterances express attitudes and have a moving appeal, 
moral reasoning remains a rule-governed activity with an 
objective rationale, 
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E UC K E N, R U D O L F  C H RI ST O P H  ( 1846-1926), Ger
man philosopher of life, was born in Aurich, East Friesland. 
He stud ied philology and phi losophy at the University of 
Gottingen; after attaining his doctoral degree, he taught 
several years at Frankfurt Gymnasium. In 187 1 he became 
professor of philosophy at the University of Basel, and in 
1874 at Jena, where he remained until his death. In 1 908 
he received the :\'obel prize in literature. 

Eucken was not a systematic philosopher. He began 
with life as man experiences it. Life inevitably tends to 
organize into "systems of life" that are organic or institu
tional. The function of philosophy is to make the meaning 
of each system explicit and, by explicating each, to raise 
the question, \\'hich is to be prefnrcd? But philosophy 
doPs not merely explicate; it also helps to transform exist
ing life �ystems. � ! en assess these explications practically, 
in terms of thP i r  fruitfulness for li fe or for a particular life 
,;ystem . Each ma1 1 chooses a life system, but he does not 

choose one simply for himself. Every act of such choosing 
inevitably involves other men. There is no escape for any 
man from this social involvement. 

Life is a process, an evolution; it cannot be contained 
within the boundaries of any philosophy or life system. 

The strains and stresses created when life breaks its estab
lished bc».mdaries raises the deep need for a new philoso
phy or new philosophies, and inevitably men develop 
them. Eucken believed that every significant new philoso
phy is more comprehensive and clearly defined than any 
past philosophy. 

The elaboration of new philosophies comes only through 
action (i.e. , activism), through man's relentless affirmation 
of life-an affirmation which recognizes both the good and 
evil inherent in life. No significant philosophy is ever 
purely intellectualistic, for life is more than an idea or a 
theory. At its best, life is creative energy bursting into 
expression and molding past and present experience into a 
higher, more spiritual unity and order. For Eucken, life is 
neither noological nor psychological nor cosmological; its 
basis and meaning are to be found in man. 

Life in man is self-conscious ; as such, it goes beyond the 
subjective individual to bind together all conscious beings. 

Through thi s transcendence, it becomes the "independent 
spiritual life," or man reaching through action toward the 
absolute truth, beauty, and goodness. This «independent 
spiritual life" is attained only as personality is developed, 
hut it is never a final achievement, since it is always a 
process that evolves as history. It is not rooted in the ex
ternal world but in the soul, and it manifests itself more 
and more completely as the soul becomes independent of 
this  world, self-willed yet subordinate to the ultimate 
trinity of truth, beauty, and goodness. These ultimates are 
not theoretical abstractions ; they are concrete human ex
periences that push man beyond cosmic nature to some
thing transcendentally spiritual. 

M an has his beginning in nature, but through his soul 
evolves beyond it. His soul raises questions such as 
«Why?" and «Whence?" and opposes nature at all points. 
His soul seeks to become timeless and above nature, even 
as it feels helpless in the grasp of nature. In spite of this 
feeling of helplessness, it continues to seek freedom-a 
freedom realized through the creation of a consistent phi
losophy that makes possible man's physical and spiritual 
survival. For Eucken, thought is not something intrinsic 
to itself but a means, or organ, of life itself. 

The need for a new philosophy , Eucken felt, arises from 
two social conditions-modem man's drive for a «broader, 
freer, cleaner life, a life of greater independence and 
spiritual spontaneity" and his drive for a "naturalistic 
culture . . .  which limits all its activity to the world 
around us" (Can We Still Be Christians?, p. 51). 
The first drive provides modern man with a basis for 

radically transforming classical Christianity. Man's new 
problems, created by science, transcend the theological 
and ritualistic solutions that Christianity offered for mil
lennium s. The eternal contribution of Christian ity is its 
religious affirmation of universal redemption. Rut redemp
tion must he combined with new elements of faith (science 
as the true complement of religion; religious democracy, or 
the political equality of all religions before man; complete 



separation of church and state) if Christian i ty is to help 
give birth to the new spiritual philosophy needed by man. 

Eucken was very crit ical of natural ism. A natural istic 
culture imposes false l imitations upon man's essential 
spiri tual i ty. The conception of a natural istic cu lture is a 
result of the impact of science upon man's l ife-an impact 
that is  essential ly  good, hut dangerous if it leads to the 
restriction of man's potential ities to the realm of nature 
only. I n  two works, Individual and Society ( 1923 ) and 
Socialism: An Analysis ( 1 921 ), Eucken clari fied the 
grou nds of his cri ticism of natural ism. The natural istic 
approach opens the door to i ndividual freedom , hut i t  is 
unable to guide man in the proper use of his freedom, 
since it lacks an overarching conception of unity. I t  fails to 
understand the necess ity of social cooperat ion and social 
cohesion. I ntel lectual istic ideal ism understands the ne
cessity for cooperat ion, cohesion, and u nity, hut fai l s  to 
understand the need for individual freedom. The only 
proper answer, Eucken bel ieved, is  spiritual au tonom y. 
Autonomy gives primacy to the whole of which the indi
vidual is a part, but it never reduces him to a state of u tter 
subordination to that whole. The individual realizes his 
own unique freedom through this whole. 

In Socialism: An Analysis Eucken also offers six criti
ci sms of social i sm:  i t  cannot give unity to the l ife process; 
i t  fails to understand man's need for an i nner life; it  makes 
the present the only signi ficant moment in man's l ife and 
thus cuts him off from the past and future; by reducing men 
to mathematical equal ity, it  fails to appreciate genuine 
cultural and spiri tual differences among men;  espousing 
no higher faith than natural ism, i t  reduces social l ife to a 
struggle of man against man; and by considering man in 
purely economic terms, i t  stunts and aborts his  true nature. 

Eucken i l lustrated the attainment of freedom in term s of 
science and the peaceful society. In science the primary 
objective is to give man control over nature, but th i s  task 
can be accompl i shed only when scientists cooperate by 
working together. Science, in  other words, is essentially 
social,  but i t  accompli shes i ts task through the freedom to 
investigate that is given to scientists. The peaceful society, 
although not yet attained, plainly depends upon human 
cooperation, upon no man rai sing his hand against another. 

However, spiri tual autonom y is not possible in a natu
ral istic culture. I t  rests upon a faith that goes beyond natu
ral i sm-the spiritu al belief that man can produce a better 
and a freer world for all of humanity. Such a belief cannot 
find support in external circumstances alone. It requires 
the presence in each man of an inner l i fe, a l ife constantly 
struggling to attain the good. 
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Lucy JudgP Gibson as Can We Still Be Christians? London, 1 9 1 1 .  
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Erkennen und Leben. Leipzig, H J J 2. Translated by \\'. Tudor 
Jones as Knowledge a nd Life. London, W i 3. 

Sozialismus und seine Lehensgestalt,mg. Leipzig, l !J20. Trans
lated by Joseph McCabe as Socialism: An Analysis. London, I Y2 l .  

Lehenserirmenmgen. Leipzig, 1!)2 1 .  Translat1•d hy J os<'ph �lc
Cabe as Rudolf Eucken: llis Life, Work and Travels. London, 
192 1 .  

The Individual and Society. Translated by \\'. R V Brade, 
London , ID23. 

Works on Eucken 

G ibson, W. R B, Rudolf Eucken's Philosophy of Life. London, 
1 907. 

Jones, W. T. , An lnterpretatio11 of Rudolf Eucken's Philosophy. 
Lon don, W l 2. 

HUBIN Curns KY 

E U S E  B I U S  (26,5 - 3.'39 or 340), church h i s torian aml Chris
tian apologi st, was bishop of Caesarea ( l 'alesti ue) early 
in the fourth century. He is best known for his e 11 th1 1 si
astic su pport of the emperor Constantine and for h is  
pioneering llistoria Ecclesiastica, intended to show how 
the ch urch expanded but always remained the same be
cause of its leaders' fidel ity to tradition. Though Eu sebius 
was essential ly a historian rather than a phi losopher, he 
did produce one work of significance for the h i story of 
phi losophy. Th is is his  Praeparatio Evangelica ("Prepara
tion for the Gospel"), probably written between 3 1 2  and 
3 18. It consists of 15  books, perhaps because Porphyry's 
treatise, Kata Christianon ("Against the Christians"), con
tained the same number. E usebius claimed that his trea
tise went beyond earl ier works of controversy or exeges is;  
the novelty seem s to have lain in  the method of c1uoting 
passages in  which philosophers contradict one another, 
although he obviously found materials for this technique 
in  som e of his  pagan sources. 

The Praeparatio may be outlined thus :  the earliest cos
mogony ( I .  7 - 8); the earl iest theology ( I .  H); Phoenician 
theology (I. 10) ;  Egyptian theology ( I I .  I ) ; Greek mythol
ogy ( 1 1 .  2 -8);  Greek "physical" theology ( I I I .  1 - 1 7) ;  
Greek oracles ( IV -VI ), lead ing on to  the doctrines of 
Greek phi losophers on fate, free will ,  and foreknowledge 
(VI) ;  H ebrew doctrines (VI I  - IX); the chronological prior
ity of Hebrew learning to Greek (X); the agreements and 
di sagreements of Greek philosophy with the' Hebrew 
oracles (XI -Xll l ) ; and the inconsi stency of Greek philoso
phy, cu lminating with a transcription of part of the treatise 
"On the Doctrines of Phi losophers" ascribed to Plutarch 
(XIV -XV). 

The sources u sed by Eusebius  reflect the predominantly 
Platonic character of the books assem bled in church librar
ies,  especial ly  at Caesarea, by Origen and others. Euse
bius made extensive use of Plato and Phi lo, but not of 
Ari stotle. His other sources i 1 1clude the textbooks by Arius 
Didymus and Pseudo- Plutarch, as well as works by eclec
tic Platonists of the second Christian cenhuy (Atticus, 
Numenius,  Plutarch, Severus) and a few of their contem
poraries (the Peripatetic Aristocles, the Epicurean Dioge
nianus, the Cynic Oenomaus). From the th i rd century he 
used the treat ise "On Fate" by Alexander of Aphrodis ias, 
the school text of Plotinus (earl ier than that found in Por
phyry's edition ), several works by Porphyry ("On Ab
stinence," "Letter to Anebo," "Against the Christian s," 
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"Philological Lectures," "On the Philosophy to Be De
rived from Oracles," "On the Soul Against Boethus,"  "On 
Statues"), and a fragment by a Christian Neoplaton ist 
named Amelius. 

H i s  bas ic  viewpoint is that of a Chri stian ecclesiastic and 
a historian ;  he has considerable sympathy for his favorite 
philosophers (especially Plato), but he is not really at 
home with them. Indeed, in his later work, Theoplumia 
("On the Theoplrnny"), written after 337, his attitude to
ward philosophy is markedly hostile. 

In later times the Praeparatio was used as a mine of 
philosophical quotations by such Chri stian apologists as 

Theocloret and Cyril of Alexanclria (Cyril often looked up 
Eusebius'  sources and provided slightly different quota
tions). It woulcl appear that this is its principal value. 

Works by Eusebius 
The best Greek texts are in Die griechische11 christlichen 

Schriftsteller der ersten drei]ahrhunderte, published by the Berl in  
Academy from 1902 on,  although the first volume needs to be 
re-<'dit<>d (see F. Winkelmann, Die Textbezeugung der Vita Con
stantini des Eusebius vo11 Caesarea, Berl in,  HJ62) .  Translations 
include 1 -1 .  J. Lawlor and J.  Oulton, Eusebius: The Ecclesiastical 
llistor!J and the Martyrs of Palestine, 2 vols.  (London, 1 928), 
vah1ahlc> commentary; \V. J .  Ferrar, The Proof of the Gospel 
(Demonstratio Evangelica), 2 vols. (London, 1920); and E. I I .  
Gifford. Eusebii Pamphili Evangelicae Praeparationis Libri XV, 
4 vols. in 5 (Oxford, 1903). 

Works on Eusebius 
Full bibliography in J. Quasten, Patrology (Utrecht, 1 960) ,  

\'ol. 1 1 1 ,  pp. 309 - 345 (on the Praeparatio, pp. 329 - 33 1 ) .  Later titles 
i nclude D. S. \Vallace-Hadri ll, Eusebius of Caesarea (London, 
1960) and J. Siri nell i ,  Les Vues historiques d'Eusebe de Cesaree 
(Dakar, Senegal, 1961 ). On early use of Eusebius' works see Pierre 
Cani\'et, Histoire d'une e11 treprise d'apologetique {JU v• siecle 
(Paris, W58) ;  H M. Grant, "Greek Literature in the Treatise De 
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ROBERT M .  GRANT 

E V I L ,  TH E P RO B L E M  O F .  The problem of evil con
cerns the contradiction, or apparent contradiction, be
tween the reality of evil on the one hand, and religious 
beliefs in the goodness and power of God or of the Ulti
mate on the other. In a very general classification, the 
religions of the world have offered three main types of 
solution: ( I )  There is the moni sm of the Vedanta teachings 
of H induism, accord ing to which the phenomenal world, 
with all its evils, is maya, or illusion. A confused echo of 
this doctrine is heard in  contemporary \Vestern Christian 
Science, which affirms that "evil is but an illusion, and it 
has no real bas i s. Evil is a false belief " (�lary Baker Eddy, 
Science and Health, auth. eel., Boston, 1934, p. 480:23,24). 
Cons idered as a n·s ponse to the problem of evil as stated 
above, thi s  view is defective in that it redescrihes the prob
lem but cloes not attempt to solve it, for it leaves unex
pla ined the evil of our sufferi ng from the compuls ive 
illusion of evil. (2) There is the dualism exemplified most 
dramatically in  ancient Zoroastriani sm, with its opposed 
good and evil d eities, Ah1 1ra \lazdah and Angra �la inyu. A 
much less extreme duali sm was propounded by Plato 
(Timaeus .'30A and -l8A) and is found in various forms in the 
finite dt• ity doctrines of such modern \\'estern philosophers 

as J. S. Mill (expounded in "Attributes," Three Essays in 
Religion, London, 1874) and Eclgar Brightman (A Philoso
phy of Religion, New York, 1940, Chs. 8-10). (3) There is 
the distinctive combination of mon i sm ancl dualism, or of an 
ethical dualism set within an ultimate metaphysical mon
ism ( in the form of monotheism) that has been developed 
within Christianity and that represents the main contribu
tion of \Vestern thought to the subject. 

Since the terms of the problem of evil vary with the 
character of the religious beliefs which give rise to it, a 
separate study is required for each of the great religious 
systems. In the present article, however, the problem will 
be treated only in the context of the Christian tradition. 

Christianity (like Judaism and Islam) is committecl to a 
monotheistic doctrine of God as absolute in goodness and 
power and as the creator of the un iverse ex nihilo. The 
challenge of the fact of evil to this faith has accordingly 
been formulated as a dilemma: If God is all-powerful, he 
must be able to prevent evil. If he is all-good, he must 
want to prevent evil. But evil exists. Therefore, God is 
either not all-powerful or not all-good. A theoclicy (from 
theos, god, and dike, justice) is accordingly an attempt to 
reconcile the unlimited goodness of an all-powerful God 
with the real ity of evil. 

The kinds of evil distinguished in the literature of the
odicy are ( I )  the evil originated by human beings (and 
angels), that is, moral evil or sin ;  (2) the physical sensation 
of pain and the mental anguish of sufferi ng, which may be 
caused either by s in  or by (3) natmal evil, that is, disease, 
tornado, earthquake, and so forth; and (4) the finitude, 
contingency, and hence imperfection of all created things 
which some have called metaphysical evil. The last two 
topics will be treated in the course of discussing the others 
in response to the questions: "\Vhy has an infinitely pow
erful and good God permitted moral evil in  his universe?" 
and "Why has an infin itely powerful and good God per
mitted pain and suffering in his un iverse?" 

THE PROB LEM OF MORAL E V I L  

The traditional Augustinian theodicy. The problem of 
evil was a li felong preoccupation of Augustine (354 -430), 
and the main lines of thought which he established have 
been followecl by the majority of subsequent Christian 
thinkers. Before his conversion to Christianity, Augustine 
was attracted by Manichaeism, a powerful contemporary 
religious movement with Eastern and Gnostic roots, which 
affirmed an ultimate dualism of good and evil in the forms 
of light, or spirit, and darkness, or matter. In turning from 
thi s doctrine to Chri stianity, Augustine rejected a final 
d uali sm in favor of belief in a good God as the sole ulti
mate reality, and rejected the Man ichaean disparagement 
of matter in favor of an acceptance of the material world as 
reflecting the goodness of its creator. 

But if the sole ultimate power is unambiguously good, 
what is evil and whence does it come? I n  answer to this 
question, Augustine develops two interlocking lines of 
thought, presenting the privative and the aesthetic con
ceptions of evil. 

Evil as priva tion. Augustine counters the \lanichaean 
conception of evil as an independent reality and power 



coeternal with good by his analys i s  of ev il (derived from 
Plotinus, Entteads, I, Eighth Tractate) as the privation, 
corruption, or pervers ion of someth ing good. Evi l ,  he 
taught, has no independent existence, but is a lways para
si tic upon good, which alone has substantival being. 
"Nothing evil exists in itself, but only as an evil aspect of 
some actual entity" (Enchiridion, Ch. 4). Thus, everything 
that God has created is good, and the phenomenon of evil 
occurs only when beings which are intrins ical ly  good 
(though mutable) become cormpted and spoi led. 

Augustine expresses the same thought from another 
perspect ive when he equates being with goodness. God, as 
the highest, richest, and most intensely real being, is the 
supreme good, and everything that he has brought into 
existence is ipso facto good. For this reason the corruption 
which we cal l  evil can never be complete; for if a thing 
becomes so vitiated in nature that i t  ceases to exist, the 
evil wh ich is paras itic upon it m ust al so cease to exi st. 
Hence, there can be no wholly evil being. 

How does th is  spoil ing of God's i nitia l ly good creation 
come about? Augustine's answer i s  that evil has entered 
into the universe through the culpable volitions of free 
creatures , angel s and men. Their s in consi sted, not in  
choosing positive evil (for there is  no positive evil to 
choose), but in  turn ing away from the higher good, namely 
God, to a l ower good. "For when the will  abandons what is 
above itsel f, and turns to what is lower, it becomes evil
not because that is evil  to which it turns, but because the 
turning itsel f is  wicked" (City of God, XII ,  6). Augustine 
holds that natural evi ls ,  such as disease, are divinely or
dained consequences of the primeval fall of man, and thus 
traces all evi l s  either direc:t ly or i ndirectly  to a wicked 
misuse of creaturely freedom :  "There are two k inds of evi l ,  
s in  and the penalty for s in"  (Against Fortunatus, 15). 

When we ask what caused man to fal l ,  Augustine's an
swer is  his doctrine of deficient causation. There is no 
efficient, or positive, cause of evi l  wi l l ing. Rather, evi l 
wil l i ng is itself a negation or deficiency, and to seek for its 
cause "is as if one sought to see darkness, or hear si l ence" 
(City of God, XI I ,  7). Perhaps the best way to i nterpret this  
obscure teaching is as an assertion of the i nexpl icabil ity, 
in principle, of free vol it ions; for "what cause of wi l l i ng 
can there be which i s  prior to wi l l i ng?" (Free Will, I I I ,  
xvii ,  49). Augustine is  saying that the origin o f  moral evi l 
li es hidden with in  the m ystery of human and angelic free
d011 1 .  The freely  acting will  i s  an originating cause, and its 
operations are not expl icable in terms of other prior causes. 

Aesthetic conception of evil. The other main theme in  
Augustine i s  the aesthetic conception of  evi l ,  which is also 
derived from Plotinus (Enneads, I I I ,  2, 1 7) .  According to 
this view, what appears to be evi l ,  when seen in  isolation or 
in a too l imited context, is  a necessary element in a u niverse 
which, viewed as a totality, is  wholly good. From the view
point of God, who sees timelessly and as a whole the en
tire movi ng panorama of created h istory,  the u niverse is 
good: "To thee there is no such thing as evi l ,  and even in  
thy  whol e creation, taken as  a whole, there is  not" 
(Confessions, VII ,  1 3). 

The presu pposition of th is aesthetic view is the ancient 
conception, deriving from Plato (Timaeus, 41 B - C), which 
Arthur Lovejoy has cal l ed the pri nciple of plenitude (The 
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Grea t Chain of Beiug, Cambridge, 7'1ass. , ) <)36). Accord ing 
to this principle, a un iverse in which all the varied poten
tial i ties of being arc real ized and which contains as many 
different kinds of entity as are possible (l ower as well as  
higher, lesser as wel l  as greater), is a better universe-one 
which more adequately expresses the infin ite creativ ity of 
God-than would a un iverse which contains only the 
highest type of created bei ngs. There is thus an immense 
hierarchy of forms of created exi stence, and each creatme, 
in i ts own proper place in the scheme of nature, is  good 
and glorifies its Maker. Those that are lower in the scale of 
being are not on that account evi l ;  they are just d ifferent 
goods, contributin g  in their di fferent ways to the perfection 
of the universe. Again ,  th ings that are transitory by nature, 
appearing and then perishing within the ever-changing pat
tern of natu re's beauty, contribu te, even hy their death, to 
the perfection of the created order. As a very minor sub
theme within this aesthetic conception, Augustine some
times also uses the notion of evil as providing a contrast by 
which good shines the more brightl y. 

As an appl ication of the principle of plenitude, Augustine 
holds that the u niverse must contain mutable and cor
ruptible creatures , compounded of being and nonbeing. I t  
is better that the universe should incl ude free beings who 
may, and do, fall than that it shou ld omit them. Thus, 
A ugustine brings even moral evi l within the scope of his 
aesthetic conception. In  doing so,  he employs the fu rther 
principle (later invoked by Ansel m ,  in his atonement 
theory) that as long as sin is  exactly balanced by just pun
ishment, it does not upset the moral harmony of the un i
verse. "Since there is happiness for those who do not s in ,  
the u niverse is  perfect; and i t  is no less perfect because 
there is mi sery for s inners . . . .  So, whatever a soul may 
choose, ever beautiful  and wel l-ordered in all its parts 
is the universe whose Maker and Governor is Cod " (Free 
Will, I I I ,  9, 26 - 27). 

Influence of the Augustinian analyses. Both of these 
main  Augustin ian themes reappear in  the thought of 
Thomas Aquinas in  the th irteenth century (St ,mma Theo
logica, I, 47 -49). 

Luther and Calvin, the Reformers of the s ixteenth cen
tury, were not in terested in developing a general theodicy, 
although they fol lowed Augustine in his doctrine that all 
the evi ls  of human l ife flow ult imately from the culpable 
fall of man. 

Leibniz, in his THodicee ( 1 7 10), employed the two 
Augu st inian themes, the privative and aesthetic concep
tions. in the course of h is  argument that this is  the best of 
al l possible worlds (or, more strictly, the best of al l possi
ble u niverses, for he uses "world" in its most comprehen
sive sense)-a n otion pointedly satirized in Voltaire 's 
Candide ( 1 759). I t  is  the best, not because it  contains no 
evi l , but because any other possible un iverse wou ld con
tain more evil .  The etern,11 poss ibil it ies of exi stence are 
individually present to the Divine M ind which, l i ke an 
i nfallible calcu lating machine, surveys all pos sible combi
nations and selects the best, to which it then gives exi st
ence. 

Summary and criticism of the Augustinian theodicy. 
The trad itional Augusti nian theodicy in respect to moral 
evil asserts that Cod created man with no s in  in h im and set 
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him in a world dt!void of evi l. But man wi l lfully misused 
his God-given freedom and fell into sin. Some men will be 
redeemed by God's grace, and others will be condemned 
to eternal punishment. In all this, God's goodness and 
justice alike are manifested. 

Thi s traditional theodicy has been criticized for i ts ac
counts of the origin and of the final disposition of moral 
evil. 

The origin of moral evil. It is urged that the notion of 
finitely perfect beings willfully falling into sin is self-con
tradictory and unintelligible (cf. Friedrich Schleiermacher, 
Der christliche Glau be, 2d ed., Berlin, 1 830 - 1 83 1 ,  par. 
72). A truly perfect being, though free to sin, would in fact 
never do so. To attribute the origin of evil to the willful 
crime of a perfect being i s  thus to assert the sheer contra
diction that evil has created itself ex nihilo. 

There appears, further, to be a di sharmony between this 
theodicy and Augustine's doctrine of predestination, which 
in effect sets the origin of moral evil within the purpose 
and responsibility of God. Augustine's doctrine (City of 
God, XI, 1 1  and 13, and XI I ,  9) refers to the fall of the 
angels. Calvin (Jnstitutes, I I I ,  23, 7 and 8,) has a parallel 
doctrine referring to the fall of man. 

The assumption of the traditional theodicy that i t  is 
logical ly impossible for God to have created men such that 
they would always freely make right moral choices has 
recently been attacked under the name of "the free will 
defense." Defining a free action as one which flows from 
the nature of the agent, without external compulsion, re
cent writers have claimed that, without logical contradic
tion, God might initially have given men a nature which 
would always freely express itself in right actions. (See 
J .  L. l\lackie, "God and Omnipotence," Mind, Apri l, 1 955, 
and Antony Flew, "Divine Omnipotence and H uman 
Freedom," New Essays in Philosophical Theology, 1955. 
For an important critical comment on these two articles, 
see Ninian Smart, "Omnipotence, Evil and Supermen," 
Philosophy, Apri l,  196 1 ,  and repl ies in the same journal 
by Flew, January, 1962, and l\fackie, April, 1962.) Three 
of the questions involved in thi s debate are : ( I )  In deny
ing that we do what we do because we are what we are, 
and that therefore we might have been made so that we 
would always freely act rightly, can we avoid equating free 
behavior with merely random behavior? (2) Is there any 
important difference between a good will which has been 
created ready-made as such, and one which has become 
steadfastly good as the outcome of a history of moral 
endeavor and struggle? (3) I f  God's primary purpose for 
men is to evoke in them a free and uncompel led love and 
trust in relation to himself, would thi s purpose be frnstrated 
by hi s creating men so that they cannot do other than 
make this response? 

The final disposition of moral evil. The cri ticism of the 
eschatological aspect of the trad itional Augustinian (and 
also, on this  point, the Calvini st) theodicy has been ex
pressed as a dilemma. I f  God desires to save all his human 
creatures, but is unable to do so, he is l imited in power. If, 
on tlw otlwr hand, he does not desi re the salvation of all, 
but has created some for damnation, he is l im ited in good
ness. I n  either case, the doctrine of eternal damnation 
!>tancls a-; an obstacle in the way of Christian theodicy. 

The Irenaean type of theodicy. Prior to Augu<;tine and 
the development of his theology by the Latin fathers of 
the Chri stian church, a significantly different conception 
of the fall of man was prevalent among many of the Greek
speaking fathers , chief among them lrenaeus (c. 1 20- 202). 
Whereas Augustine held that before his fall, Adam was in a 
state of original righteousness, and that his first sin was the 
inexp1icable turning of a wholly good being toward evil, 
I renaeus and others regarded the pre-Fall Adam as more 
like a child than a mature, responsible adult. According to 
this earlier conception, Adam stood at the beginning of 
a long process of development. He had been created as a 
personal be ing in the " image" of God, but had yet to be 
brought into the finite "likeness" of God. His  fall i s  seen, 
not as di sastrously transforming and totally ruining man's 
situation, but rather as delaying and complicating his ad
vance from the "image" to the "l ikeness" of his Maker. 
Thus, man is viewed as neither having fallen from so great 
a height of original righteousness, nor to so profound a 
depth of �otal depravity, as in the Augustinian and Calvin
ist theologies; rather, he fell in the early stages of his 
spiritual development and now needs greater help than he 
otherwise would have required. (The contrast between the 
Latin and Greek doctrines of the Fall i s  most fully 
presented in N. P. Wi l l iams, The Ideas of the Fall and of 
Original Sin. London, 1927.) 

In much of the British theology from the mid-nineteenth 
to the mid-twentieth century, which has been influenced 
by Schleiermacher's discussion of evil, this earl ier, less 
dramatic conception of the Fall has been carried fu rther. 
The Fall is regarded as a vi rtually inevitable incident in 
man's development as a chi ld of God. If man is to enter 
into a genuinely personal relationship with his :\faker, he 
must first experience some degree of freedom and auton
omy. For only a relatively independent being can enter 
into a relationship of love and trust with his Creator, and 
man's fall is seen as a fall into thi s independence. It is thus 
analogous to the phase of di sobedience which s ignals a 
young child's assertion of his own individuality in relation 
to his parents. 

This l ine of thought may be carried further on the basis 
of the awareness in much modem theology that the "Fal l" 
does not refer to a historical or prehistorical , but rather a 
mythological event. That is to say, man has never actually 
exi sted in a state of pre-Fall perfection. The Fall story is  
an analysi s  of man's present condition of estrangement 
from God, but not an account of how he came to be in this 
condition. Using our knowledge of the early state of man
kind, we may say that man, as he emerged from the lower 
fonns of l ife, was endowed with only dim and rudimentary 
conceptions of his l\t aker. He exi sted at an epistemic dis
tance from God, which allowed him to respond to modes of 
divine revelation that do not coerce the human mind but 
which preserve man's relative autonomy. :\fan's exi stence 
at this epi stemic distance from God constitutes his fallen 
estate, and from this flows the moral and spiritual cleavage 
and estrangement which is traditionally called "original 
s in." In this type of theodicy, God bears the ulti�ate re
sponsibility for (in other words, is the necessary and know
ing cause of) man's exi stence as a fallen creature, al though, 
on his own level, man remains individual ly responsible for 



his personal choices and actions. Further, though the 
significance of this cannot be pursued here, the God who 
has thus created man as imperfect but perfectible has also 
entered in to human life, in Christ, to bring about man's 
redemption. 

THE PROBLEM OF PAIN AND SUFFERING 

Human pain and suffering. Some instances of suf
fering-for example, those caused by war, injustice, and 
the many forms of "man's inhuman ity to man"-arc trace
able to human wrongdoing, and thus fall within the prob
lem of m oral evil .  But other sources of pain, such as disease, 
earthquake, flood, drought, and storm , are built in to 
the structure of the world itself. Surely, it  is urged, they 
make it incredible that the world should  have been de
signed by a Creator who is both perfect) y good and in
fin itely powerful .  The thei st's reply is that thi s  reasoning 
presupposes that God's purpose in  making the world must 
have been to produce a hedonic paradise for man to in
habit. (This is  the assumption, for exampl e, of David 
Hume in his Dialogues concerning Natural Religion, XI . )  
I t  i s  assumed by the critic of  Christian theodicy that the 
Creator's problem was analogous to that of a human being 
who is  making a cage for a pet animal. He  will naturally 
make it as safe and agreeable as he can, and any remaining 
sources of danger or discomfort are evidences of either his  
want of care or want of means. But the Christian concep
tion of the divine purpose in creation differs from the one 
which is presumed in such a criticism. According to the 
Augustin ian and Calvinist theologies, nature was created 
free from defect, and its present peri l s  and hardships are 
punishments which man has brought upon himself. Accord
ing to the lrenaean type of Christian theodicy, the pur
pose of the world is to be a place of "soul-making," an 
environment in which the higher potential ities of human 
personality may develop. To this end, it is cl aimed, nature 
is  an autonomous system operating by its own laws, which 
men must learn to obey. If God had created a worl d in 
which natural law were continuously adjusted for the 
avoidance of al l pain,  the more heroic human virtues 
would never be evoked. Indeed, a great part of our present 
moral language would be meaningless. There would  be no 
such thing as "do ing harm ," for no one would be able  to 
suffer any kind of injury; there would be no such thing as 
"doing good," for there would be no needs,  deficiencies or 
occasions for improvement; there would be no such thing 
as a cri me or a benefaction, an act of generosity or of 
meanness, of kindness or unkindness; and there would be 
no situations to which such qualities as courage, fortitude, 
l oyalty, h onesty, and the caring and protective aspects of 
love wou ld  be appropriate responses. There would thus  be 
no occasions for moral choice. Such a world would be 
i l l -designed to evoke many of the human traits which we 
val ue m ost highly. Indeed, it would seem that the "rough 
edges" of the world-its chal lenges, dangers , tasks, diffi
cu lties, and possibi l i ties of real failure and loss-constitute 
a necessary element in an environment which is to cal l 
forth man's finer qual ities. 

But m ight not men have been created by God al ready 
possessed of these virtues? Th is is  one of the points of 
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contemporary debate. On the one side it is argued that, iu 
pri nciple,  there arc no l imitation s to an omnipotent God's 
capacity to create bei ngs endowed with speci fic personal 
characteristics. On the other side i t  is argued that a virtue 
wh ich has been formed as a resu l t  of making rea l decision s 
in real s i tuations of moral choice is of greater value than the 
analogous virtu e created by d ivine fiat, and that it is rea
sonable to suppose that the Creator is not content to build 
in to men the merel y  ready-made and unearned qualities. 

H owever, the d iscern ible connection between the more 
heroic human virtues and the kind of world in which we 
l i ve remains a very general one. It does not by a1 1y meam: 
amount to a one-to-one correspondence between each item 
of evil in hu man experience and some moral gain accru ing 
to those who undergo it. Fu rther, it  appears that evil has 
crushed the h uman spirit as often as it has developed it, 
and that men have col lapsed before l ife's d1al le1 1ges and 
opportu nities as often as they have ri sen triumphantly to 
meet them. Accordingl y, this type of theodicy demands 
completion in an eschatology. It points toward the eternal 
happiness of h uman beings in society with one another 
and in communion with Cod, which is symbol i zed by the 
"Kingdom of Heaven"; and its fu l ler claim is  that the final 
fu l fil lment  of God's purpose for h i s  creatures in his heav
enl y kingdom constitutes a good so great and enduring that 
i t  justi fies all the pains which have been experienced in 
order to reach it. (At this  point, again,  thcodicy excludes the 
notion of eternal torment, for such torment could never 
serve any good end beyond itself, and would thus consti
tute preci sely the kind of unredeemed evil which would 
make a theodicy impossible.) 

A fundamental objection which i s  rai sed against this 
appeal to eschatol ogy is  that t�1ere is a contradiction be
tween justifying a first-order evi l ,  such as danger, as being 
required for the second-order good of courage , and then 
justifyi ng the process by which courage is  produced out 
of evil by reference to a future heavenly state in which, 
presumably, there wil l  no longer be any dangers, and hence 
no need to have developed the virtue of courage in the first 
place. M ore general ly, if heaven is  free from "rough 
edges," how will  virtues, so dearly bought in thi s  world,  
survive within it? 

Possibly the difficulty might be met in terms of heavenly 
anal ogues of earthly  virtues, created by the development 
of the latter but no longer requiring the s ituation s which 
evoked them;  or i 1 ,  terms of the transmutation of a particu
lar virtue (courage, for example) into an aspect of faith in 
God. H owever, Christian theology has not developed any 
definitive answer to this question. 

Animal pain. Thus far th is article has been concerned 
with evi l as it directl y affects mankind in the forms of s in,  
pain, and suffering. There is also,  however, the baffiing 
problem of animal pain beneath the human level. 
Throughout the animal kingdom, one species devours 
another, and painful accidents and l ingering di seases dis
ab le and then kil l .  How is this spectacle of "nature, red in 
tooth and claw" to be reconciled with the rel igious bel ief 
in an om nipotent and perfect Creator? 

Certain solutions of the problem have been proposed. It 
is  claimed tha t the lower animals l ive whol ly  in the pres
ent moment and lack the high-level capacities of mem-
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ory, anticipation, and conscience which give rise to the 
human experience of suffering as di stinct from the experi
ence of physical pain ;  that the pain mechanism is a neces
sary warning device i n  bodily organi sms that move about 
within a materi al environment; and th'.lt an animal 's l ife, 
even though violently tenninated, is predominantly active 
and pleasurable. 

Solutions of a more speculative nature have been sought 
in t\vo main directions. From the viewpoint of the Augus
tinian type of theodicy, it has been suggested that the 
premundane fall of Satan has had cosmic  consequences, 
perverting the entire evolutionary process to a savage 
struggle for existence (see for example, C. S. Lewis,  The 
Problem of Pain, pp. 122-124). The criticisms which have 
been made of the Augustinian account of the origin of evil 
apply al so to this extension of it. 

From another point of view, which adopts a theme of 
Eastern thought, it has been suggested that there may be a 
continuous reincarnation of souls through the levels of 
animal existence up to self-consciousness in human life. 
Thus, the pain of the animals i s  not wasted, but is  part of a 
long constructive process (see Nels Ferre, Evil and the 
Chris tian Faith, pp. 62-65). The aspect of this  suggestion 
which is most readi ly open to criti cism is its entirely spec
ulative and unverifiable character. 
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JO HN HICK 

E V O L UTI O N . See DARWINISM; EMERG ENT EVOLUTION
ISM. 

E X I STE N C E .  Philosophical discussion of the notion of 
existence, or being, has centered on two main problems 
which have n ot always been very clearly distinguished. 
First, there is  the problem of what we are to say about the 
existence of fictitious objects, s uch as centaurs, dragons, 
and Pegasus ;  second, there is the problem of what we are 
to say about the exi stence of abstract objects, such as qual
ities, relations, and numbers. Both problems have tempted 
philosophers to say that there are inferior sorts of exi stence 
as well as the ordinary straightforward sort, and they 
therefore often suggest that we use the word "being" to 
cover both k inds but restrict "existence" to "being" of the 
common, non fictitious ,  n onabstract sort. (Sometimes the 
term "real ity" is proposed for "existence" or for "being. " )  
The problems of  fiction and abstraction are different, how
ever, for there are both real and fictitious abstraction s. For 
exampl e, the integer between two and four is real , but the 
integer between two and three is fictitiou s. On the other 
hand, there are both concrete and abstract fictions ;  for 
exampl e, the winged horse of Bel lerophon and the in teger 
between two and three. Accordingly, ph i losophers have 
often deal t with the two problems in quite different ways 
and perhaps ought to do so. 

\Vhil e these are the two main problems, there are others, 
for example, that of what we are to say of the being of 
objects which have not yet begun ,  or have now ceased, to 
ex ist. The history of thi s  subject, moreover, has been tan
gled with theological i ssues, to which it will be necessary 
to refer at certain points. Most of what fol lows will concen
tTctte on the question of fictitious existence, with some 
con sideration of past and future existence and with a final 
section on the being sometimes ascribed to abstractions. 
(For rather different questions concern ing existence, see 
ESSENCE AND EXISTENCE; EXISTENTIALISM. ) 

FICTI ONS 

Ancient and medieval. I t  i s  clear from Aristotle's earl iest 
worh that there was current among the Greeks a sophism to 
the effect that whatever is thought of mmt exist in order to 
be thought of. Countering this ,  Ari stotle distinguished be
tween "to be A" (for instance, to be thought of) and "to be" 
without qualification. He made the same remark about the 
"being A" of that which has "cea�ed to be"; for in stance, 
from "Homer 1s a poet" it does not fol low that "Homer is. " 
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Some such di sti nction seems necessary, since among the 
A's that one can he is "dead" or "no longc>r exi stent. " The 
Aristote l ian view is not s i mple, however, for el sewhere 
he suggested that propositi ons equivalent to "Socrates is 
ill" and "Socrates is wc> I I "  imply the plai n "Socralc>s i s" ;  
"neither is true if Socrates does not ex is t  at  a l l ."  

The various facets of the Ari stotelian pos ition were re
produced by the Scholastics. They disti nguished, for 
example,  between est .s·ectmdi adiect i ("is" addPd as a 
second element in  a simple sentence, as in  "Socrates is") ,  
and est tertii adiecti (" i s"  added as a th i rd elc>ment, as in  
"Socrates i s  i l l ") ,  a d isti nction made by Ari stotle in  sub
stantial ly the same terms; they also had the nrle that from 
"being A" we may infer plai n "bei ng." But the Scholastics 
questioned and q ualified this ru le with the other Ari sto
telian examples in mind; from Chimaera est opirwhilis, 
"The ch imera can be thought of," the plaiu Chimaera est 
does not follow, nor does Caesar est follow from Caesar est 
mortuus. Some predicates, they said ,  presuppose esse 
simpliciter, and some do not. (Chimaera itself, incidental ly,  
they put in  the fi rst class ,  and were thereby led to say that 
even "The chimera is the chimera" is false-the ch imera, 
since it "isn't," isn 't anything, even the ch imera. ) In this 
connection they sometimes distinguished between "objec
tive" and "formal" being; ' 'objective" not havi ng its 
modern sense but rather the opposite-for a thing to exist 
"objectively" it  su fficed that it be an object of thought; 
"formal" being was, as i t  were , serious bei ng. 

Anselm's Ontological Ai·gument for the existence of God 
hinged on this notion of "objective" being, which he called 
existence in the mi nd. The Psalmist's fool who says in his 
heart that God does not exist must in that very act be think
ing of God, so that God exists in his mi nd. B ut by definition 
God is that than which nothing greater can be thought of 
(if this defini tion is objected to, we can simply say, "Never 
mind-that than which nothing greater can be thought of, 
whether you give this the name "God" or not, can be 
thought of, and therefore exi sts in the mind even of one who 
denies its exi stence anywhere else"). And t0 exist outside 
the mind as wel l as in it is  a greater thing than to exist 
in  the mind only ;  we can also think of a being that does 
th is ,  so if it exists in the mind on ly, the maximu m cogitabile 
isn't the maximum cogitabile at all; it  is therefore self
contradictory to deny real exis tence to that than which 
nothing greater can be thought of. "Greater" in th i s  argu
ment means, in part better, so it is no answer to say that 
of some things it might be better for them not to exist. If 
God is by defi ni tion everything that a being ought to be, 
then such a being ought to be, among other things, real ;  
and to think of him as not being real is  therefore to think 
of him as not bei ng all  that he ought, and thm is not to be 
real ly thinking of God. The thought of an unreal God is 
in ternal ly incoherent, so if God can be thought of at al l  (and 
the man who thinks he doPsn't exist does th ink  of h im) ,  
he must ,  if we are to be consi stent, be thought of as  real. 
But it is clear that this type of argument, if val id,  has other 
than theological appl ications; as Anselm'� opponent 
Gauni lo pointed out, there would be a similar contradiction 
in ascribing merely mental exister,ce to the greatest (and 
best) conceivable isl and. 

The notion of "weak" form s of being en tered into an-
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other medieval theory, that of the "ampliation," or wid
ening, of the "supposition," or reference, of certain terms 
in  certain contexts. If we say "Some men are running," it is 
understood that we mean some men now existing; but if 
we say "Some men were running" or "Some men will be 
running,"  it will be enough to verify the former i f  some 
formerly existing men were running, and the latter if some 
men who will then exist will be running; and if we say 
"Some men are thought of as running," it will do if some 
merely thought-of men (Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, 
say) are thought of as running. The pool of objects on 
which we may draw to verify our statements may in some 
cases extend to objects whose being is comparatively 
shadowy yet is substantial enough for them to be genuine 
subjects of affirmative discourse. 

It is noteworthy, however, that at least one medieval 
thinker, Thomas Aquinas, quite firmly refused to avail 
himself of the notion of substandard existence at a point 
where it might have been thought to be helpful: in dealing 
with objections to the doctrine of creation out of nothing. 
Creation out of nothing, Aquinas insisted, is not creation 
out of a peculiarly tenuous material ; to be created out of 
nothing is simply not to be created out of anything, and 
God himself is "created out of nothing" in this sense. But 
to be created (as God of course is not), yet not created out 
of a1,ything, is to be given existence; and to what is exist
ence given if there is literally nothing there to give it to? 

To give existence to nothing, surely, is just not to give 
existence to anything, and thus not to create at all. That 
there already are "creatables" whose capacity to exist in 
the full sense is made actuai in their creation is explicitly 
denied; the only power involved is that of God to create, 
and creating is denied to be a genuine action on an object. 
All that Thomas could say positively is that the receiver of 
existence starts to be simultaneously with the giving of 
that existence-Deus simul dans esse, producit id quod 
esse recipit: et sic non oportet quod agat ex aliquo prae
existenti (De Potentia Dei, Q.2, A. l). Leibniz' later talk of 
God as conferring actual existence upon a selected few of 
an infinite number of possibilia, each with its own eter
nally  complete individuality, seems much less perceptive. 

Creating out of possibilia is not creation out of nothing at 
all. 

Eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The rejection of 
halfway points between existence and nonexistence which 
characterized Aqui nas' treatment of creation found wider 
applications in the works of the eighteenth-century phi
losopher Thomas Reid. I n  discussing "conception," Reid 
distinguished thi s  "operation of the mind" from others by 
the fact that whereas "the powers of sensation, of percep
tion, of memory, and of consciousness [introspection] are 
all employed solely about objects that do exist, or have 
existed . . .  conception is often employed about objects 
that neither do, nor did, nor will exist" (Essays on the 
Intellectual Power of Man, Essay I\'). It is important, he 
said, to "distinguish between that act or operation of the 
mind, which we call conceiving an object, and the object 
that we conceive. " The fonner always exists; the latter 
need not. The notion that it must has led some philoso
phers to interpose between the act and the object an entity 
called an idea, which is the "immediate" object of concep-

tion and exists even when the "remote" object does not. 
According to Reid's view, there are no such entities, and 
"having an idea of" is just a circumlocution for "conceiv
ing." 

The philosopher says, I cannot conceive a centaur 
without having an idea of it in my mind . . . .  He 
surely does not mean that I cannot conceive it without 
conceiving it. This would make me no wiser. What 
then is this idea? Is it an animal, half horse and half 
man? No. Then I am certain it is not the thing I con
ceive . . . .  This one object which I conceive is not 
the image of an animal-it is an animal. I know what it 
is to conceive an image of an animal, and what it is to 
conceive an animal ; and I can distinguish the one of 
these from the other without any danger of mis
take. ( Ibid . )  

Not only is  there no reason to believe in the existence 
of "ideas" (apart from the sheer "prejudice" that all acts of 
the mind must have existent objects); postulating them 
does not help, and only gives rise to an infinite regress. 

In every work of design, the work must be conceived 
before it is executed-that is, before it exists. If a 
model, consisting of ideas, must exist in the mind, as 
the object of this conception, that model is a work of 
design no less than the other, of which it is the model; 
and therefore, as a work of design, it must have been 
conceived before it existed. ( Ibid .) 

The point that the idea or copy theory just doesn't help 
seems unanswerable. But Reid's own position has serious 
difficulties. Every act of conception, he said, "must have 
an object; for he that conceives must conceive something"; 
thus, to conceive nothing-not to conceive anything-is 
not to conceive at all. But i f  what is conceived-for exam
ple, a centaur-does not exist in any sense, is this not 
simply conceiving without any second term? The object of 
conception in all cases is something, as Reid claimed; i t  
would therefore seem that "somethings" ("beings," "ob
jects," in a wide sense) are divisible into two sorts, ones 
with existence over and above their mere objecthood, and 
ones without. Reid said as much when he spoke of  a man 
as acquiring sufficient judgment to "distinguish things that 
really exist from things that are only conceived. " Reid was 
trying to slip this statement past as if it were not the theory 
of weak and strong modes of "being." But if it is not, what 
is i t?  He said that men six feet tall and fllen sixty feet tall 
are both "things," even if he said it under his breath. The 
theo1y of weak and strong being is not easily avoidable, 
and in the present century it was stated in  these terms in 
Bertrand Russell's early work and in Reid's terms by Alex
ius Meinong. 

There is a rather different strand in postmedieval phi
losophy, starting perhaps with Pierre Gassendi. Replying 
to the Cartesian version of Anselm's Ontological Argu
ment, Gassendi said that existence is not a "perfection," 
not because it is sometimes an undesirable property but 
because it is not a property at all; it is, rather, a prerequi
site for the possession of any properties. In itself this looks 
like merely accepting one side of Aristotle's dilemma and 
ignoring the other (must a thing exist in order to possess 



the property of being thought of?). Later writers, however, 
took the thought fur ther. David Hu me, in particular, held 
that existence is a nu gatory notion. "When after the simple 
conception of any thing we wou ld conceive i t  as existent, 
we in reality make no addition or alteration on our first 
idea" (Treatise of Hu man Nature, Book I, Part 3, Sec. 7 
and note). The notion of an exi stent God, man, or centaur 
is simply the notion of a God, a man, or a centaur. The 
common view of judgment as "the separating or un iting of 
different ideas" is therefore mi staken;  the judgment that 
God exists, for exam ple, involves only one idea, that of 
God. The real difference i s  not that between a God and an 
existent God hut that between conceiving God's existence 
(which is the same as conceiving God) and believing in his  
existence; this is  a difference in our mode of thought, not 
in what is thought of. Kant made the same point in h is  
treatment of the Ontological Argument; exi stence, he said, 
i s  not a genu ine predicate, and the conception of a hundred 
real dollars has no more "content" than that of a hun
dred merely possible dollars . 

Hume's denial that the object of judgment i s  necessari ly 
complex was taken further by Franz Brentano. Since the 
time of Ari stotle, logicians had divided propositions or 
judgments into simple "exi stential " assertions and denials, 
of the forms "X is" and "X is  not,'· and "predicative" 
ones, of the forms "X is Y" and "X is not Y," and had tended, 
when assimi lating the two, to treat exi stential assertions as 
a special case of predicative ones-"X is" amounts to "X is  
existent" or  "X is  a being. " Brentano reversed th is, treating 
the difference between the two types as merely a difference 
in the complexity of what is  asserted or denied to be
"X is Y" amounts to "XY is" and "X i s  not Y" to "XY 
is not" (for instance, "Horses don' t  fly" amounts to 
"Flying horses do not exist"). He avoided the infinite 
regress that wou ld appear if "XY is" was further trans
formed into "Exi stent XY i s ,"  and "XY is not" into "Exi st
ent XY is not" by denying, with Hume, that existence is a 
feature of the object of thought. "X is" and "XY is" simply 
express the mind's acceptance of the concept X or XY, as 
opposed to the mere entertainment of it, and "X is  not" 
and "XY i s  not" sim ilarly express the mind's rejection of 
"X" and "XY. " 

An obvious objection to the theories of Hume, Kant, and 
Brentano is  that they are concerned not with the notion of 
exi stence but with that of bel ieving in someth ing's exi st
ence, and the accou nt given of this latter-that to believe 
that what i s  before the mind exi sts i s  simply to accept this 
object-is such that the notion of the object's exi stence 
apart from our belief di sappears. I t  is l ike the account of 
"believing X to be good" that reduces i t  to " l ik ing X" ;  the 
notion of X's being good, outside of its being believed to be 
so, vanishes. However i t  may he with beliefs about good
ness, bel iefs about the exi stence of things are surely true 
or fal se; and they are true only if the things in question exist 
in fact. Brentano's answer was to define what really exists 
as the object of right affirmative judgment, but this seems 
to reverse the matter-the judgmen t that X exists is a 
right one if and only if X does exist (see CORRESPONDENCE 
THEORY OF TRUTH). 

However, the treatment of predicative judgments as 
complex exi stent ial ones can easily he di sentangled from 
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Brentano's subjectivism; and i t  is also fou nd in  writers, 
notabl y  John Venn,  whose in terests were less in metaphys
ico-psychological questions than in dPvelopi ng formal 
logic by algebraic means. If we arc to d,> th i s ,  it is 1 1atura l  
to  write "No X is a Y" as  "XY = 0" and to rea d  th i s  as 
"XY's are nonexistent ." S imi l arly "Some X i s a )' " becomes 
"XY ¥- 0"; "Some X i s not a Y," "X}' r" 0" (writing "}'" for 
what is not a Y; that i s ,  "non-Y"); and "Every X is a }'," 
"X}' = 0," or "X's that arc not Y are norwxiste1 1t. " Tl i i s ,  as 
Brentano and Venn observed, has the odd conscq1 1e1H'I ' of 
making both un iversal forms true of what does not exis t, for 
if there are no X's at al l ,  there are none that are )' and none 
that are not Y, so that "No X is a Y" is t rue in the sense of 
"X}"s are nonexi stent" and "Every X i s a Y" i s  true in the 
sense of "X's that are not Y are nonexistent ."  This i s  some
times expressed as the dictum that the null (or empty) class 
is i ncluded in every class ;  the class of centaurs , for exam
ple, is incl uded in that of tables because, since there arc 
no centaurs at al l ,  there arc no centaurs that aren't tables. 

Thi s  leads to divergences from the scholastic ru le that 
affirmative pred ications imply the exi stence of their sub
ject while negative predications do not ;  and the late n ine
teenth-century discussions of this problem of the "existen
tial import" of the Aristotel ian predicative forms were very 
elegantl y summed up by J .  N .  Keynes in his Studies a nd 
Exercises in Formal Logic. The scholastic rule, it should he 
noted, was subject to qual ification in the l ight of  the doc
tri ne of "ampl iation" already mentioned; "All centaurs are 
said to be mu sical ,"  for example, was not falsi fied by there 
being no real centaurs because in th is  context the refer
ence of "centaur" was extended to centaurs merely spoken 
of. A nineteenth-century cou nterpart of this doctrine was 
the theory of the "universe of discourse. " "Exi stence," 
according to this theory, always means membership in 
some collection of objects taken as real for the pu rposes of 
the discussion, and thi s  might be either the actual u n iverse 
or, for instance , the world of Homeric mythology. Taken 
seriou sly, th is would '>eem to be a variant of the theory of 
weak and strong modes of being. 

Brentano's account of predicative judgments as complex 
exi stential ones i s  reversed in Alexander Rai n's theory that 
all in tell igible assertions of exi stence have complex sub
jects and therefore can be restated in the predicative form. 
For example, "when we say tlwre exists a conspiracy for a 
particu lar purpose, we mean that at the present time a body 
of men have formed themselves into a society for a par
ticu lar object" (Logic, Book I, Ch. 3, Sec. 2:3), and in 
general, "XY 's exist" = "Some X's arc Y's ." I n  the prt>sent 
century this view was enlarged upon hy J ohn Anderson. 
According to Anderson , statements are meaningful (and 
thu s true or false) only i f  all terms occu rring in them are 
real ; that is ,  only if they have objects answering to them. 
This  means, in view of the Bain - Anderson analysis of 
assertions of exis tence , that these terms must  be implicitly 
complex and that the statements in which they occur must 
presuppose other statements i n  which th is  implicit com
plexity is made manifest; these in turn presuppose others, 
and so on without end. "All X's are Y's" (for in stance, "All 
albinos are short-sighted") is meaningful only if there arc 
X's and Y's (albinos and short-s ighted individuals) , and this 
condition i s  itself mean ingfu l only if "X'' and "}"' arc 
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implicitly complex-if an X, for example, is an AB (an 
albino is an animal with white hai r and pinkish eyes), rn 
that "X's exist" means "Some A's are B's" ("Some animal s 
with white hai r have pinkish eyes") ;  and s imi larly for 
these statements in thei r turn. 

The apparent predicate "exists" di sappears from thi s  
system, without any subjectivi sm (the plain "X's exist," or 
at al l  events "XY's exist," has been given a meani ng, and 
not just "A judges that XY's exist"). But the system com
pletely wrecks such simple rules of construction as  the one 
that if "X" and "Y" can both figure as terms in a mean ing
fu l  sentence, so can "XY" ("what is at once an X and a Y"). 

Russell 's theory of descriptions. The most extensive 
and fruitful di scussions of  exi stence in the present century 
have been those in i tiated by Russell ,  in works written after 
his abandonment of the theory of weak and strong m odes 
of being. On the meaning of "al l"  and "some" Russell 
stands squarely in the tradition of  Venn;  he reads "Some 
X's are Y's" as "XY's exist" and "All X's are Y's" as "X 's 
that are not Y's do not exist"; but he also ins i sts, in the 
tradi tion of Kant, that "exists" is not a genuine predicate. 
For Russe l l  the fundamental form of prediction is the 
s ingular or "atomic" proposit ion, "x cps," where "x" is a 
proper name of an individual  and "cps" i s  a genuine predi
cate or verb. "Lions exist" and "Tame lions exist" (or 
"Some l ions are tame") are respect ively analyzed as "For 
some individual x, x i s a l ion " and "For some individual x, 
x is a l ion and i s  tame"; the predicates are "is a l ion" and 
"is a l ion and is tame"- "exi st" has disappeared into the 
prefix, or "quanti fier," "For some indi vidual x . . . .  " To 
predicate "exists" of an individual directly named i s  
meaningless; bu t  Russell makes a sharp distinction be
tween genuine, or "logical ly proper," names and spurious 
ones. A genuine proper name (Russell u sual ly takes the 
demonstrative "this" as an example) contributes n othing to 
the mean ing of a sentence except the identification of 
some individual as its subject; in J ohn Stuart M i l l 's term i
nology, i t  "denotes" but does not "con note." Anything it 
tel ls us about the individual , if  it  i s  being used as a genu
ine proper name, is  no part of  what is  being said; and if  
there i s  no individual that i t  identi fies, then noth ing i s  
being said at a l l .  A s ingular, o r  "definite," description of  
the form "the so-and-so," or  a grammatical proper name 
with the sense of such a description (such as "Scott" u sed 
to m ean "the author of Waverley"), i s  quite a d ifferent 
matter. \\'hen analyzed, "the so-and-so," like "some so
an<l-so" and "every so-and-so," disappears into a complex 
of predicates and quantifying prefixes ;  for example, "The 
present king of France is bald" amounts to "For exactl y  
one individual x ,  x i s now k i n g  o f  France, and fo r  a n y  x ,  i f  x 
is now king of France, x i s  bald ." "The so-and-so exists," 
un l i ke  "Thi s  exists ," has a perfectly clear meaning;  it 
means "For exactly one individual x, x is a so-and-so." 

Thi s  apparatus yields a neat solution to the Ari stotel ian 
problem of when "X is Y" entai l s  "X i !; ' '  and when it does 
not. \\'hen "X" is a genuine proper name, in Hussel l 's 
view, the q uestion docs not ari se ("X is" bei ng simply 
mea1 1 i 1 1gl<' s s ) .  But when i t  i s  a ddini te description or has 
the � , .ml "  of a defi n i te descri ption, and the predicate is 
complex, it i� oft<·1 1  pos sible to read "X is Y" in d i fferent 

ways ; and whether it entai l s  "X is" wi l l  depend on how it 
is read. For example, "The present king of France is not 
bald" may assert that someone is the present king of 
France but is not bald, which does entai l that someone is 
the present king of France-that the present king of 
France exists; but if it means only that it is not the case 
that someone is the present king of France and i s  bald, 
then it does not entai l either that there is or that there 
is  not a unique present king of France. S imi larly, "The 
present king of France is bel ieved to be bald" may be read 
as asserting that someone is the present king of France and 
i t  is bel ieved of this person that he is bald, and this does 
entail the exi stence of the present king of France; or it 
m ight merely mean that it  is believed that someone is the 
present king of France and is bald,  and th i s  cou ld be true 
even if there were in fact no present k ing of France. \Vhere 
the whole means something of the form "Someone is the 
present king of France and . . . .  " (the complexity, if any, 
coming after the "and"), the description "the present king 
of France" is  said to have primary occurrence; where a 
whole sentence of thi s  form is preceded by or embedded 
in s ome qual i fying context, the occurrence of the descrip
t ion is said to be secondary. Only primary occurrences of 
descri ptions entai l that there rea l ly  is  something answeri ng 
to them ; that is ,  that the thing described exists. Russel l ,  
incidental ly, agrees with Buridan that "The chimera is  the 
ch imera" entai l s  "The chimera exi sts" and thus i s  false, 
although where "x" represents a genuine proper name, 
"x is ( identical with) x" is always true.  

The Russel l ian apparatus removes the necessity for 
postulating weak and strong modes of being, at least where 
defini te descriptions are involved. We do not need to sup
pose, when we imagine the Hydra, that there i s  a H ydra 
that we imagine, even in a weakened sense of "i s," or 
that there is some real thing that we imagine to be the 
Hydra. Two prefixes, " I  imagine that" and "For exactly 
one individual x," are involved here; and which governs 
wh ich greatly affects the interpretation. "I imagi ne that for 
exactl y  one individual x, x is a Hydra" makes one asser
tion, and "For exactly one individual x, I imagi ne that x is 
a Hydra" makes quite another; and neither assert ion en
tai l s  that for exactly one individual x, x is a Hydra. The 
second form, indeed, asserts a relation between me and a 
certain real individual (the one which I imagine to be the 
Hydra); but the first form does not assert any relation be
tween me and any individual whatever, real or imagi
nary-it just asserts that I imagi ne that thne is  such a thing 
as the H ydra. These forms are sufficient to descri be what 
might be going on;  there is no need whatever to suppose 
that if I imagi ne that there is  a real individual of  such and 
such a sort, then there real ly must be an "imaginary indi
vidual" of whom I imagine these things; that i s ,  there i s  no 
need whatever to twist  the first form arou nd to " For exactly 
one imaginary individual x, I i magine that x is the Hydra," 
or to talk about "imaginary individuals "  at al l .  There is ,  
indeed, a merely imagi 11 ed state of affairs involved, so that 
one might say that thi s  solution merely removes the prob
lem one step further. But  the existence of states of affairs is 
part of a di fferent problem, that of the exis tence of ab
stract rathn than fictitiom objects, and i s ,  perhaps , soluble. 



Russel l 's  ins i stence that "exists" has no sense in wh ich 
i t  can be a ge1 1uine pred icate- that is, in wh ich i t  can attach 
directly to a genu ine proper name- seems a l i ttle arbitrary 
and not at all essential to his pos ition as a whole. As G. E. 
Moore has pointed out, all that foll ows from this pos ition is 
that a sentence l i ke "This exists" is bound to be true ;  and 
one l ike "Th is does not exist" is bound to he fal se, i f  it 
says anyth ing at all (for i f  "Th is exists" were fa lse, "th is" 
would not be picking out any object, and noth ing would be 
bei ng said). Russell's own formal system docs in fact con-
tain pred icates-for i nstance, " ___ is identical with it-
self"-which have just th i s  property, and he uses such 
predicates to define the class of individuals, or "things," 
that is ,  the "universal"  class. He himself, moreover, reads 
the proposi tion "For some x, x is in the universal class" 
(which fol lows from "For some x, x i s  identical with i t
self') as "At least one individual ex ists," and he considers 
it a defect of Principia Mathematica that this proposition is  
provab le i n  i t. Such a propos it ion is  scarcely  avoidable in  a 
system which has symbol s for logical ly proper names; and 
i ts derivation is not, as some might fear, a revival of the 
Ontological Argument. " I t  is necessary that there should 
be something" does not mean or entai l "There is some
thing that ' i s '  necessari ly," any more than "There is bound 
to be someone who wins" entails "There is someone who 
is  bound to win ."  Nor can the Ontological Argument ari se 
i n  its original form even if exi stence is a predicate, for it is 
blocked by the i l legi timacy of the passage from "I am im
agin ing that God really is" to "There is  an imaginary God 
(a being in the mind) of whom I imagine th i s . "  

Nevertheless, there i s  a genuine problem about contin
gent and necessary being in thi s  context. One of Moore's 
arguments for the meaningfulness of "Th is ex ists" i s  that it  
must have some meaning because "Th i s  might not have 
exi sted" often does have meaning and in general is true. 
The suggestion is that "Thi s  might not have existed" is 
analyzable as "It might have been the case that ( i t  i s  not 
the case that (this exists) ) ," and this  cou ld have no mean
ing if i ts innermost component did not. The odd thing, 
however, is that when it is thus analyzed, the statement 
does not appear to be true. " I t  i s  not the case that th is  
exists" is  just  "This does not exist," but u nder what cir
cumstances might this have been true, if "th is"  i s  being 
used as a genuine proper name? Under none at all , it 
would seem, according to Moore 's own argu ment above. 
Some of Russel l 's fo llowers-Wi ttgenstein in the Tractatus 
and F.  P. Ramsey- have argued that in fact the only possi
ble states of affairs al ternative to the actual one are ones in 
wh ich the objects that in fact exist have properties and 
relations different from those wh ich they in fact have. This 
is to make all  i ndividuals what the Scholastics thought God 
was,  "necessary bei ngs. " However, the formulation "This  
need not have existed," read as " I t  i s  not  the case that ( i t  i s  
necessary that (this exists) )," does not  seem open to these 
di fficu lt ies ,  si nce its veri fication does not require that there 
be states of affairs i n  which we cou ld truly say of the 
object in question "Th is does not exist"; i t  is enough i f  
there are states of  affairs in which nothing can be  said of  the 
object in question at al l  (for then not al l  states of affairs 
will be ones in  which we can say of it "This exists," that is ,  
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"Th i s  exists" wil l  not he a necessary trut h). This solut ion 
makes a d i st i nction hetwc�en "poss ibly not" and "not nec
essari ly ," which in most logical systems arc equ ivalent; 
however, i t  is possible to develop systems of modal logic 
in  wh ich they are not equivalent. 

Ru ssel l ' s d ist inctions also th row some l ight on Aquinas' 
problems about creation ou t of noth ing. Thu s, I ' .  T. Ccach 
clai ms that "God has created a man out of someth ing" 
amounts to " For some x (Cod has brought i t  about that (x i s  
a man) )"; bu t  in the  case of  creation ou t  of noth ing we 
have only "Cod has brought it about that ( for some x (x is a 
man) ) ."  In the first form, where "For some x" govern s 
"God has brought i t  about that," what is sa id is that there 
is an already existing object on which Cod has so acted as 
to make it a man; in the second form, where "Cod has 
brought it about that" governs "for some x," it is not said 
that there is someth ing that Cod makes into c1 man, but 
only that he brings to pass the state of affairs expressed by 
"Something is a man . "  But  it  is only the creation of some
thing under a certai n  description ("a man") that could be 
construed in this latter way; the creation of individuals as 
such out of nothing (as opposed to their creation out of, 
say, "possible individuals") sti l l  seems imposs ible, si nce 
they have no identity until they arc "there," and a d ivine 
"Let there be this  man" would be senseless before that 
time. 

AB STRACTIONS 

Tu rn ing from the supposed existence of fictitious objects 
to that of abstract ones, it will be useful to make some 
prel iminary grammatical d istinctions. Besides the proper 
names of individuals, most languages contain common 
nouns, adjectives, and verbs which apply to various indi
viduals without actually naming any of them, and abstract 
nouns  wh ich seem to name the qual i ties, re lations,  states, 
and actions of individuals as if they were themse lves indi
viduals of a tenuous sort. We may say that a verb "cps" 
applies to an individual x i f  in fact x cps, that an adjective 
"A" appl ies to x i f  in fact x i s  A, and that a common noun 
"C" appl ies to x if in fact x is a C. Current logic tends to 
treat the verb form of a predicate as fundamental and ad
jectives and common nouns as always implicit ly function
ing as parts of verbal phrases l ike "is A" or "is a C." \\'here 
common nouns ap1 1ear as grammatical subjects, as in "All 
men are l iars ,"  and adjectives as di rectly qualifying nouns, 
a:; in "All white men are l iars ," a l i ttle twi sti ng wi l l  usually 
set the word in the basi c  verb context ("Whatever is-a-man 
is-a-l iar," "Whatever is-a-man and is-white is-a-l iar"). As 
verbs do not even look l i ke names of objects, there an 
no very serious probl ems. 

Abstract nouns, however, do look l ike names of objects, 
and so do common nouns  in certa in  rather special uses, as 
in  " Man is the noblest of animals" and ' ' l\ l an is a species . "  
The objects which they appear to  name are sometimes 
called universals ;  here they shal l be cal led abstract objects 
or abstract ions. Nu merals also appear to name abstract 
objects-numbers-and noun clau ses l ike "that Caesar 
conquered Gaul" and equivalent phrases l ike "Caesar's 
conquest of Gaul" al so seem to name abstract objects-
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s tates of affairs or ( in  one use of the term) "proposi tions ."  
Other apparent names fr<>qucntly used in recent times are 
phrases of the form " the class of so-and-so's." 

Some of these l inguistic suggestions were taken very 
seriously by Plato and others have been taken seriously by 
other writers, and it i s  now common to describe as P laton
ism the view that abstract objects "exist" in a perfectly 
l iteral sense as part of the "furniture of the universe" 
alongside tables and chairs. If the Platonist admits that 
their being has something pecul iar about it, and perhaps 
cal l s  it subsisting rather than existing, he wi l l  nevertheless 
say that there is  a single being which both subsisting and 
existing objects possess. The opposed Aristotelian trad ition 
i s  to say that there i s  no s ingle being which is common to 
objects of al l  different categories (things, qualit ies, rela
tions, etc.), and that they are not just di fferen t  sorts of 
beings but rather that they "are" in different but re lated 
("analogous") senses of "are." In the fundamental sense of 
"are," only substances or things real ly "are"; qual ities "are" 
also, but only in a secondary sense-their real i ty consi sts 
s imply in  their qual ifying real things ;  the real ity of relations 
cons ists s imi larly in their relating real things, and so on. 
On the Ari stotelian view, one might say there are weaker 
and stronger senses of "be" but no sense so weak as to 
co\'er, unambiguously, the subjects of all the others. The 
view that there is no necessity to attribute existence in 
any sense to anything but concrete individuals is  general ly 
cal led nomi nal ism (after the medieval view that "univer
sals" are no more than empty names). 

� lost abstract nouns have verbs, adjectives, or common 
nouns related to them in  meaning, and the nom inal i st 's 
problem could be described as that of paraphrasing state
ments ostensibly about abstract objects in such a way that 
the abstract nouns d isappear into the corresponding verbs 
or ail ied forms. Often this can be done quite eas i ly. "Cae
sar is a member of the class of men" and "Caesar has the 
attribute of manhood," or "Manhood characterizes Cae
sar," seem no more than pompous ways of saying that 
Caesar is human (or human and male). S imi larly, "The 
class of men is included in the class of mortal s "  and "Man
hood is  always accompanied by mortal i ty" seem to mean 
simply that whatever is human is mortal. But other cases 
are trickier-"Red is  a color," for example. This means 
more than "\\'hatever is  red is colored"; we may presume 
that all red things, and only red things, occupy a certain set 
of regions of space (or of space - time),  so that i t  i s  true that 
whate\'er occupies these regions is  colored (just as all red 
things arc colored) but not that the occupation of those 
regions is  a color-it  is not a color but a location. "Being 
red is a way of being colored" is more l ike i t ,  but "being 
red" and "way of being colored " are as nounl ike in  form 
(the one a name of one thin g  and the other a common noun 
applying to many) as "red" and "color" themselves. If we 
write "being red" as "redd ing" and "being colored" as 
"colori ng," we can perhaps say that " ___ ing is a way 
of ___ ing" bu ilds a sentence out of two verbs just as 
"\\'hatever ___ s, ___ s" does and that th<> suffix "-ing" 
doPs not form n•al names but is an mscparable part of 
complexes l ike "___jng is a way of ___ ing." But some 
might say that rather than be driven to ad hoc solut ions 

such as th is  last, it is better to admit  the exi stence of ab
stractions and be done with it. 

In comparatively recent his tory both Platonism and 
nominal i sm have run into difficulties of a rather technical 
sort. (For some of these, including special problems about 
the exi stence of classes and numbers , see RUSSELL, BER
TRAND Ai\THUR WILLIAM). 
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A. N .  PRIOR 

EXISTE N C E  A N D  E S S E N C E. See ESSENCE AND 
EXISTENCE. 

E X I STENTI A L I S M  is not easi ly definabl e. I ts protago
nists have traced it back to Pascal , to St. Augustine, even to 
Socrates. It has been al leged in our time to be the doctrine 
of writers as various as M iguel de Unamuno and Norman 
Mailer. At first sight, characteri stics of the doctrine are 
almost as various. That two writers both claim to be ex
istential ists does not seem to entail their agreement on any 
one cardinal point. Consequently, to define existentialism 
by means of a set of philosophical formulas could be very 
misleading. Any formula sufficiently broad to embrace all 
the major existentialist tendencies would necessarily be so 
general and so vague as to be vacuous ,  for if  we refer to a 
common emphasis upon , for example, the concreteness of 
individual human exi stence, we shal l discover that in the 
case of different phi losophers thi s  emphas is  is placed in 
contexts so dissimilar that i t  i s  put to quite different and 
incompatibl e uses. H ow then is  exi stential ism to be 
defined? 

EXISTENTIALIST THEMES 

Existentia l i sm may perhaps be considered most fruitful
l y  as a historical movement in which connections of de
pendence and influence can be traced from one writer to 
another. Thus, even if two writers who are both rightly 
cal led exi stential ist differ enormously in  doctrine, th ey can 
be placed in the same fami ly  tree. But this only  throws the 
question of definition one stage back. How do we select 
our phi losophical pedigrees? The answer must be in terms 
of a number of recurrent themes that are in fact independ
ent of one another but have , as a matter of philosophical 
hi story, been associated in a variety of patterns. The key 
themes are the individual and systems; i ntentionality ;  
being and absurdity; the nature and signi ficance of choice; 
the role of extreme experiences ; and the nature of commu
nication. 

The individual and systems. S�ren Kierkegaard chose 
for his own epitaph the words "that individual. "  The con
cept of the individual for Kierkegaard was contrasted both 
with the concept of philosoph ical system and with the 
concepts of the stereotype and the mass. Between these 
contrasts there is  a connection. A ph ilosophical system was 
for Kierkegaard an attempt to understand individual exist
ence within a conceptual scheme of a kind that would 
exhibit a l ogical l y  necessary connection between every 
individual part and the conceptual scheme of the whol e 
universe. People in the mass, or those who l ive out a 
stereotyped rol e, are people who understand themselves 
in terms of some concept or concepts they happen to em-
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body. In  both cases the individual is secondary to the 
concept it embodies. In fact , however, what exists comes 
first; concepts arc necessari ly  inadequate attem pts to grasp 
individual ex istence, which always evades complete con
ceptual ization. One of the di fficu lties in understanding 
what Kierkegaard and his later followers have meant by 
assertions of this  kind is that none of their deta i led argu
ments appear to entail their conclu sion. Consider two of 
these arguments. 

The first is a revival of Kant's argument against the so
cal led Ontol ogical Proof. Like Kant, Kierkegaard argued 
that exi stence is not a property and that no concept of a 
given object enta i l s  the exi stence of that object. Al so, Kier
kegaard ant icipated some modern writers in arguing that 
action and choice can be understood only if viewed from 
the standpoint of the agent rather than from that of the 
spectator. What is puzzl ing, however, is that Kierkegaard 
assumed that the notion of phi losoph ical system 1s inextri
cably hound up with the viewpoint of the spectator and the 
refusal to admit that existence is  not a property. In conse
quence, he concluded that justice can be done to the na
ture of the indiv idual only if phi losoph ical system building 
is condemned. The explanation for this particular l ine of 
thinking is  that Kierkegaard equated the construction of 
phi losoph ical systems with Hegel ianism, and he inter
preted Hegelianism as a form of rationalist metaphysics. I t  
is  noteworthy that some kind of metaphysical rational i sm 
is almost always the background for existential ism. I n  
cou ntries where empirici sm has a long hi story exi stential
ism does not seem to flourish, even in the form of a reac
t ion to the prevai l ing moods of thought. 

Thus, it is perhaps instructive to regard existentialists as 
di sappointed rat ional ists. When they announce that real ity 
cannot be comprehended within a conceptual system or, 
more part icularly, that individual exi stence cannot be so 
comprehended, they identify the role of a conceptual sys
tem with the notion of an al l-embracing set of necessary 
truths derived by deduction from some axiomatic starting 
point. It may seem, therefore, that exi stential ists are some
times doing no more than reformulating tl •e  empiricist 
protest agai nst rational ism (namely, that no matter of fact 
can be expressed as a necessary truth) in an unnecessary 
and misleadingly dramatic way. The drama, however, has 
at least one independent source. 

The nineteenth century witnessed a series of very di
verse protests agains� the notion that the universe i s  a total 
system , whether one presided over by a Creator God or a 
purdy rat ional one developing in an evol utionary progress 
toward higher and higher goals. That the uni verse does not 
make sense, that there are no rational patterns di�cern ible 
in it, is a theme central ,  for example, to Dostoyevsky's 
Notes From the Underground ( 1864). Dostoyevsky is often 
cited as a forerunner of existential ism precisely because in 
h is  dis i l lus ionment with rat ional i st humanism he stressed 
the unpredictable  character of the universe and because 
his individual s appear face to face with pure conti ngency. 
Any establ ished connection between things may break 
down at any mi nute. Order is a decept ive mask that the 
universe, especial ly  the social universe, wears. The indi
vidual thus  confronts the universe with no rat ional scheme 
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by means of which he ean hope to master it. Reason will 
only lead him to formulate generalizations that will, if he 
relies upon them, let him down. 

Existentialism sometimes gives expression to this kind 
of view of the limitations of reason. But it is not thereby 
necessarily committed to irrationalism. At least some ex
istentialist philosophers have been prepared to argue the 
ease for the limits of reason on rational grounds-indeed, 
on grounds that are partly Kantian. Moreoever, when ex
istentialist philosophers speak of the limits of reason they 
are usually careful to explain that they wish in no way to 
trespass upon the territory of the natural sciences or of 
mathematics. Karl Jaspers goes so far as to aeeept posi
tivism as a valid aeeount of the sciences, illegitimate only 
when it aspires to give an account of reasoning as such. 
l\loreover, Jaspers would claim that the areas with which 
existentialism concerns itself are not outside the compe
tence of reason but only demand that reason be understood 
in new and less restrictive ways. 

The claims, therefore, that the individual cannot be 
comprehended within a rational system and that the uni
verse which the individual confronts is absurd turn out to 
have a less striking content than might at first sight have 
appeared. What has led to their exaggeration is perhaps in 
part an association with two other philosophical traditions, 
phenomenology and the kind of philosophy that treats 
ontology as a central philosophical discipline. Each of 
these provides existentialism with characteristic themes, 
which will be considered below. 

Intentionality. With the exception of Kierkegaard, ex
istentialist philosophers often make use of a conceptual 
scheme derived from the phenomenologists Franz Bren
tano and Edmund Husserl and, through them, from Des
cartes. In attempting to answer sueh questions as \Vhat is 
belief ?, What is an emotion?, and What is an aet of will? 
phenomenologists wished to combat the associationist 
psychology that aspired to explain beliefs and emotions in 
purely naturalistic terms. In contrast, phenomenology 
emphasized that belief is always belief that . . .  and anger 
is always anger about . . . .  The object of belief or of 
emotion is not an object or a state of affairs in the external 
world. I may believe what is false or be angry about what 
did not in fact happen. So the object of belief or emotion is 
internal to the belief or emotion. It is, in the language of 
phenomenology, an intentional objeet. 

Brentano concentrated on the isolated individual only in 
order to describe aeeurately the central features of be
lieving, feeling, willing, and so on. Husserl treated the 
individual's consciousness of his own aets as having a 
primary role not unlike that which Descartes gave it. 
Among post-Husserl existentialists, notably Sartre, the 
doctrine of intentionality is used to underline a fundamen
tal difference between my knowledge of myself and my 
knowledge of others. Other people, so it is asserted, are 
viewed not as they are but as intentional objects of my 
perceptions, my beliefs, my emotions. But to myself I can 
never be such an object, nor am I in fact an objeet, and if 
they regard me as such their view of me is necessarily 
falsified. The obvious criticism of this is to say that the 
word "object" has been used as a pun. To say that my 
beliefs have intentional objects is to say neither that they 

are necessarily false nor that my beliefs about other people 
commit me to viewing them as things rather than people. 
But no existentialist writer is in fact making so simple a 
mistake. There is always some additional premise to the 
argument whieh provides a basis for the existentialist 
claim that to make others the object of my perceptions or 
beliefs i� to view them as other than they are. In the writ
ings of Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, for example, 
specific theses about the character of love and hate play an 
important role. 

What is elear, however, is that although the doctrine of 
intentionality need not be understood in an existentialist 
way, this doctrine does add a dimension to the existential
ist concept of the individual. Only through the notion of 
intentionality could the themes in Kierkegaard (which 
were partly an inheritance from the individualism of 
Protestantism and partly a reaction against Hegel) have 
become in Heidegger part of a theory of knowledge and of 
a metaphysics. 

Being and absurdity. Existentialists, believing as they 
do that reality always evades adequate conceptualization, 
are especially apt to treat "Being" as a name, the name, in 
fact, of the realm which we vainly aspire to comprehend. 
"What the philosophers say about Reality," wrote Kier
kegaard, "is often as disappointing as a sign you see in a 
shop window which reads: Pressing Done Here. If you 
brought your clothes to be pressed, you would be fooled; 
for only the sign is for sale" (Either/Or, 1 843). 

In Kierkegaard we get little or no systematic treatment of 
this kind of theme. In some of his successors, however, 
we find a systematic ontology, which owes more to the 
influence of scholastic metaphysics and of rationalism than 
it does to Kierkegaard. Heidegger took up Leibniz' ques
tion, Why are there the things that there are rather than 
nothing? For Leibniz this question could be answered 
only by producing the Cosmological Argument for the 
existence of God. For Heidegger the question itself is 
misleading, because the posing of it relies upon an inade
quate analysis of the notions of being and of nothing. Hei
degger treats "Being" and "Nothing" as if they were 
both names, sometimes the names of powers, sometimes 
the names of realms. It is not that he is entirely unaware of 
the logical difficulties encountered i'1 so doing. But he treats 
sueh difficulties as evidence of the exceptionally elusive 
character of Being and Nothing rather than as a sign of 
his own mistakes. He also accepts the faet that scientific 
thought never uses such concepts or langL'age, but this he 
treats as a testimony to the inadequacy of science as a 
method for understanding reality and to the need for poetry 
and philosophy. He distinguishes Being (Sein) from beings 
(die Seiende) and from modes of being. At times his writing 
is reminiscent of scholastic ontology, but it is more often 
aphoristic and oracular. 
In Sartre, too, there is an implicit relation to metaphysi

cal rationalism of the kind mentioned above. The thesis 
that existence is absurd, which is especially important in 
French existentialism, turns out to be a denial of the prin
ciple of sufficient reason. There is no ultimate explanation 
of why things arc as they are and not otherwise. \Vhat is 
curious here is that on the one hand the fact that this is so 
is seen as a flaw in the nature of things. It belongs to what 



Heidegger calls  their "fal lenness";  the experience of it 
arouse� in us anxiety and perplex ity. Yet on the other hand 
that it i s  so is the guarantee of human freedom. Both Ger
man and French exi stential ists distinguish sharply be
tween the bei ngs that exist for themselves (pour-soi) ,  
which have consciousness and freedom, and the bei ngs 
that ex ist in themse lves (en-soi), which are s imply things . 
Now, for exi stential ism al l  the im portant possibil ities of 
human l ife are bound up with the fact of human freedom, 
so that to lament the absurdity of existence is  in a way odd. 
But what this lament does reflect is  the amb iguous attitude 
of existential i sts to human freedom. 

Freedom and choice. If any single thesis could be said 
to constitute the doctrine of existential ism , it wou ld be that 
the possibil ity of choice is the central fact of human nature. 
Even the thesis that existence precedes essence often 
means no more than that men do not have fixed natures 
that l imit or determine their choices, but rather it is their  
choices that bring whatever nature they have into being. 
As existential i sts develop th is  thesis,  they are involved in 
at least three separate contentions. 

The first is that choice is ubiqu itous. Al l  my actions 
imply cho ices. Even when I do not choose expl icitly, as I 
may not do in the majority of cases, my action bears wit
ness to an impl icit choice. The second contention is that 
although in many of my actions my choices are governed 
by criteria, the criteria which I employ are themselves 
chosen, and there are no rational grounds for such choices .  
The th ird is  that no causal explanation of  my actions can be 
given. 

The first thesis is given varying interpretations. For 
K ierkegaard a person's  actions will always form part of a 
coherent way of l ife :  the aesthetic, in which pleasure is 
pursued, or the ethical, in  which pri nciples are treated as 
binding, or the religious, in wh ich God is  obeyed. Be
tween these one must choose, and it is in this sense that 
behind any action there l ies a choice. For Sartre i t  some
times appears as if each separate action expresses an indi
vidual choice. Even if I do not choose, I have chosen not 
to choose. 

The second thesis is  fundamental to exi stentialism. B ut 
it is plausible to hold that I am free to choose the criteria 
by which I discriminate true from false beliefs only if thi s  
contention is restricted to  the field of  morals and rel igions. 
Kierkegaard sometimes, although not always, allowed for 
th is  restriction. 

The third thesis, which seems to be logical ly independ
ent of the others, i s  often treated by ex i stentialist writers as 
though it were entailed by the first two. This is less sur
prising when it is recognized that one of the impulses 
beh ind existential ism seems to be a di ssatisfaction with 
the kind of nineteenth-century material ism which held 
that if human actions can be causally explained, then deter
m in ism is true in a sense that excludes the possibil ity of 
human agents' being responsible and free. However, in
stead of denying that causal explanation entai l s  this  kind of 
determi nism, the exi stential ist takes the unnecessary step 
of denying the probabi l ity of causal explanations of human 
action. 

Anxiety, dread, and death. Kierkegaard argued that in 
certain  psychologically defined moments truths about 
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human natu re arc grasped. One such mome11t would be 
when we real ize that we do not just fear specific objects 
but experie11ce a general ized dread. Of what? Of noth ing 
in particular. What is th i s  noth ing, th i s  void we confront? 
Kierkegaard interpreted it in terms of original sin. 1 l cidcg
ger secs it as an ontological constituent of the un iverse. 
Sartre sees it as a confrontation with the fact of freedom , of 
our unmade future. 

The variety of interpretations suggests that perhaps 
different experiences are hcing discussed or that the ratio 
of interpretation to experience may he too high. But stress 
on the extreme and the exceptional experience i s  commoa 
to all existential ism. Everyday experience, by contrast, is 
thought of as a conventional ized, predigested aid to com
placency, conformity ,  and self-deception. Heidegger gives 
a very special place to the continuous awareness of one's 
own future death ; Jaspers lays a more general ized stress on 
a range of si tuations in which the frag i l ity of 011r existence 
is brought home to u s. 

The form of communication. Since the exi stentia list 
writer acknowledges the sovereignty of individual choice 
and the importance of the concrete si tuation, he cannot 
address himself to his audience in the manner of tradition
al philosophy, for ex hypothesi the reader has to make his  
own choices in  the l ight of  h i s  own experiences. Argument 
will be powerless unless the reader chooses to agree with 
the author's premises. As a matter of fact, exi stential ist 
writi ngs do commonly argue with the reader. But Kier
kegaard, for example, was usually careful to frame h i s  
arguments in a hypothetical way: " I f  you choose this start
ing point, then that logically follows . . . .  " He was also in 
the habit of writing d ifferent works under different pseu
donyms, so that what the re:ider was confronted with 
would  be a continuing debate between rival standpoints 
rather than a s ingle argued case. 

Later existentialist writers have developed in two 
differing ways. All the major ex istential ist phi losophers 
have written systematic treatises. But they have also made 
large contnbutions to imaginative l i terature, and the con
tent of existential i st philosophy makes it clear that dra
matic d ialogue, whether in  plays or in the novel ,  i s  proba
bly a form of expression more consistent with the author's 
intentions than deductive argument would be. 

Such, then, are the shared themes of ex istential ism. But  
at this po int one ought also to stress, even if briefly, the 
large differences that are compatible with the thematic 
resemblances between indiv idual authors. 

EXISTENTIALIST A UTHORS 

Since the major existentialist phi losophers are all treated 
in separate articles, what is delineated here is their inter
connections insofar as they influence one another and 
above all the way in  which the same themes recur in qu ite 
different social and philosophical contexts. 

S�ren Aabye Kierkegaard e laborated all his fundamental 
doctrines in order to expound and to defend what he took 
to be true Christian ity. The philosophers upon whom he 
drew were H egel (though only to attack), Kant, Aristotle 
(purely as understood through the writings of Friedrich 
Trendelenburg), and the Platonic Socrates. In contrasting 
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philosophy from Plato to Hegel with authentic Chri st ian
ity, K ierkegaard emphasized the concepts of the ind ivid
ual , of choice, of dread, and of paradox. He  thus  originated 
all the fundamental themes of existentialism. 

These themes have been put to a quite new use by Karl 
Jaspers, who is concerned with criticizing positivism 
rather than Hegel ianism. He  has undertaken this with a 
view to defending a general ized spirituality that Christian
ity shares with other rel igions, rather than to defending 
speci fical ly  Christian doctrines. Where Kierkegaard spoke 
of paradox, Jaspers speaks of contradictions, and in this he 
i s  influenced as much by Nietzsche as by Kierkegaard. 

M artin Heidegger, too, has felt the influence of 
Nietzsche. But St. Augustine and Husserl have also been 
important for his  synthes i s  of existential ism and phenome
nology. As a result  of this synthesis Heidegger has out
l ined a systematic ontology which ,  as such, stands at the 
opposite pole to Kierkegaard 's enterprise. H eidegger's 
world is one from which God is absent (in this ,  too, he 
contrasts with Kierkegaard), but he has denied that he i s  
therefore an atheist. Th is has  no doubt made it easier for 
theologians to uti l i ze his  writings but makes it al l  the more 
surpris ing that his key concepts should have been so eas i ly  
integrated into yet another existential ist system, that of  
Jean-Paul Sartre. 

In Sartre the concept of choice, wh ich for Kierkegaard 
was a decision between fundamental l y  different ways of 
life, has become a ub iquitous presence beh ind every hu
man action, and the being of people, which Heidegger has 
distingu i shed from the being of things in terms of the 
relationship of consciousness in  its various modes to the 
world, i s  now defined essential l y  in terms of such choices. 

Sartre brings together other threads from the earlier 
h istory of existential ism.  He  employs psychological anal
yses s imilar to Kierkegaard's analysis of dread but sets 
them out in terms borrowed from phenomenology. These 
analyses are carried through for their own sake in Sartre's 
ph i losoph ical writings but are put to work in h i s  novels 
and plays . They are employed, too, in the novels of S i
mone de Beauvoir, whose moral and pol itical writings al so 
use the Sartrian concept of choice. 

Of paral lel psychological interest are the novels of Al
bert Camus, but the atheism that for Sartre is a conse
quence of his  views of human nature and the world was 
basic in the thought of Camus.  Human l ife is represented 
in the myth of S isyphus, who was doomed eternal ly to rol l  
u p  a h i l l  a vast stone that would always fa l l  back just a s  h e  
was about to reach the top . The dignity o f  l i fe  derives from 
mankind's continual perseverance in projects for which the 
universe affords no foothold or encouragement. 

Gabriel Marcel is l inked to Sartre and Camus by h is  
critique of their athei sm. He  i s  an exi stential ist  in his  
stress on key experiences and on the impossibi l i ty of ade
quately conceptualizing the important features of human 
l ife. But the features upon which he lays stress are those of 
hope and relationship,  and his philosophy derives from 
Boyce's personal ideal ism and even from F. 1 1 .  B radley, 
rather than from any existential i st predecessors. 

The range of views expressed by existential ist writers 
has made it al l too easy for the most multi farious authors to 
cla im the title and for the most widespread ancestry to be 

found for existential i sm. Someone l ike Unamuno, whose 
book on the tragic sense of l ife belongs to the same cl imate 
as Kierkegaard and Dostoyevsky, cou ld scarcely  for that 
reason be cal led an existentia l i st, but those in fluenced by 
him in  Spain today m ight well make use of the term. Kari 
Heim, the German writer on the philosophy of physics, has 
defined e�istential ism so widely that almost everything not 
strictly in the area of science becomes the subject matter of 
existential ism. Such examples cou ld be multipl ied indefi
nitely . Therefore, it  seems wise now to consider the 
diffused infl uence of existentialism in the fields of theol
ogy, pol itics, and psychoanalysis .  

EXISTENTIALIST THEOLOGIANS 

There i s  a variety of theological systems which in some 
way are in debt to existential ism. The multipl icity of con
clusions which theological writers have drawn from ex
istential ist premises is perhaps testi mony both to the 
ambiguity of those prem ises and to an underlying fai lure to 
analyze adequately some of the basic concepts involved. 

Barth. The earl iest theological developments are to 
be found in  Kierkegaard's thought, not surprisingly, s ince 
he was a theologian in h is own right. When Karl Barth repu
diated the optim i stic l iberal theologies of pre- 1 9 14 Protes
tanti sm, he did so in a commentary on the Epistle to the 
Romans (Der Romerbrief, 1919), which draws quite as 
heavi ly  on Kierkegaard and Dostoyevsky as i t  does on St. 
Paul .  From Kierkegaard, Barth took the view that God is 
total l y  other than man. Finite reason cannot hope to grasp 
or comprehend infin ite deity. From both Dostoyevsky and 
Kierkegaard, Barth inherited the thesis that nature and 
human life are enigmatic, that noth ing in the world is 
rel iable. 

Barth used these doctrines in two ways. I n  one direction 
he repudiated al l attempts to find a rat ional foundation for 
Christian ity, whether in the rational theology of Roman Ca
thol icism or in the philosophical ideal i sm of nineteenth
century Protestantism. In another he used his arguments 
to revivify the orthodox Protestant theory of the Reforma
tion period. It is worth noting that al though Barth 
repudiates the possibil ity of any rational ground for reve
lation , he has, l i ke Kierkegaard, used phi losoph ical argu
ment when it su ited his  purposes. 

Tillich. Paul Til l ich, un l ike Barth, used exi stential ist 
material s  in constructing a system that has analogies with 
Heidegger's but, in contrast with Heidegger's, reaches 
theistic conclusions. As with Heidegger, the terms "Being" 
and ";\Jot-being" or "Nothing" played a key role in his  
thought. God i s  Bei ng-itself, but  in Til l ich's interpreta
tion this characterization of God has a quite different sense 
from that which the same form of words wou ld hear in 
medieval theology. For according to Til lich we discover 
" Being-itself" through self-affirmation; we di scover that 
what we cal l  "God" or "Being-i tse l f" represents our ulti
mate concern with overcoming doubt and anxiety in the 
face of nothingness. The message of theology is that we 
can overcome the meaninglessness  of contemporary exist
ence by taking up certain types of atti tudes to that mean
inglessness. It is pertinent to ask whether Til l ich was 
trying to provide Chri stian conclusions with a new set of 



exi stential ist premises from which they may val idly he 
derived or was tryi ng to provide those Christian conclu
sions with a new sense, wh ich enabled him to repeat some 
of the tradit ional forms of language but gave them a quite 
unorthodox meaning. Support for the latter altc>mative can 
be derived from the fact that Til l ich was qu ite content to 
admit that the God of trad itional theism does not exi st. 
What remains unclear is whether the word "God" is an 
appropriate name for the concept of Being- i tself as it 
fi1--,rures in Ti l l ich's thought. 

Bultmann. Rudolf Bultmann, by contrast with Til l ich, is 
avowedly concerned with reconstructing Christian ity. 
Bultmann is a hi storical critic of the New Testament who 
bel ieves that in the New Testament a genu inely existenti
al ist message i s  distorted by being presented in terms of a 
prescientific cosmology. Th is cosmology, Gnostic in origin, 
is  a myth from which the kernel of the gospel must be 
extracted. The Gnostic cosmology pictures a three-tiered 
u niverse with human l ife on the earth occupying a place 
midway between the divine realm above and the powers 
of darkness below. The message concealed is that men are 
poised between the possibil ity of an "authentic" (Heideg
ger's term) human existence, in which the individual faces 
up to the l imits of human exi stence and especial ly  his own 
death, and the possibil ity of inauthentic existence, in 
which the individual retreats from death and Angst and 
Sorge and so becomes their victim. The charge made 
against Bul tmann by orthodox theologians is that he turns 
Jesus Christ into a mere precursor of Heidegger. Bult
mann's reply is that his interpretation of the gospel is stil l 
distinctively Christian because of his  insistence that the 
decision in which man chooses between authentic and 
inauthentic exi stence is  one that the rational man does not 
have the power to make for h imsel f. But here either Bult
mann i s  bringing in a supernatural ism which he otherwise 
di sowns or he means simply that the choice of authentic 
existence is an action of which no account can be given in 
tem1s of the life of "rational man," of inauthentic exist
ence. But to suppose that the traditional C hristian asser
tion of the need for grace and the necessity of Chri st's work 
is even a di sgu ised version of the Heideggerian account 
of the choice of authenticity seems h ighly implausible. 

Two of Bultmann's fol lowers , Wilhelm Kamiah and S. :'\ .  
Ogden, have argued that there i s  a deep inconsistency 
hetween Bultmann's Heideggerian themes and his  Chris
t ian interpretations. Kamiah has argued that not only bel ief 
in the hi storical Jesus but also belief in a God who inter
venes in h i story is inconsistent with Heidegger and draws 
atheistic conclusions. Ogden, who remains a Chri stian , 
bel ieves that the role of the hi storical Jesus must be Jes� 
important than either Bultmann or traditional orthodoxy 
suggests if justice is to be done to existential ism. It is no
table that for al l the writers of this kind, existential ism is  
above al l  else a characterization of the human condition as 
such, sharing much of the general ity and the theoretical 
character of the Hegelian doctrines which Kierkegaard 
condemned. 

Bultmann's references to God always appear to be ex
ternal to his central concerns. \\'hen his critics ask him 
how he justifies bel ief in and speech about God, he tends 
to reply in traditional Christian terms that have l i ttl e to do 
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with existent ial ism. This perhaps provides some 
confirmation of the view that existential ism is in fact a 
theol ogical ly  neutral doctrine. I ts neutrality derives from 
its stress on u ltimate commitment and tlw unjustifiable 
character of any part icular eommitment. I f  the only 
justi fication for any  bel ief is ,  in the last analysis ,  that I 
have chosen to bel ieve, then the same justification is  
equal ly availabl e for all beliefs, whether theistic or atheis
tic. But in sofar as existent ial ism i s  a doctrine about human 
nature, its themes are very close to those of tracl it ional 
theology, and i t  is therefore not surpris ing,  qu ite apart 
from any impu lses originating from Kierkegaard 's special 
concerns, that most existentialist philosophers have taken 
up wel l -defined pos itions in relat ion to theology. 

An exi stentialist ,·ocahu lary is  often used hy theological 
writers who are not in any strong sense existent ial i sts. So 
the Russ ian Orthodox thinker N ikolai Berdyaev and some> 

Cathol ic theologians, in their discussions of anxil ty,  guilt, 
and man's re lation to God, have used existen tial is t  con
cepts. But these uses reflect the fashionable character of 
exi stential i sm rather than any of its phi losoph ica l  char
acteristics. 

EXISTENTIALISM AND POLITICS 

As in theology so also in pol i tics existential ism appears 
to be compatible with al most every possible stand point. 
Kierkegaard was a rigicl con servative who viewed with 
approval the monarchical repression of the popular move
ments of 1848; Jaspers is a l iberal ; Heidegger was for a 
short time a Nazi;  and Sartre was over a long period a 
Communist party fel low traveler. However, at least three 
systematic pol itical themes can be di scerned in existen
tial i sm. 

The first is a fonn of rel igious humanism designed to 
counteract what is bel ieved to be an unsat isfactory value 
system at the basis  of modem society. Both J aspers and 
Marcel mai ntain that the growth in technology and bu
reaucracy is creating in Europe a cu lt of mediocrity, con
form ism, and loss of individual i ty, with the inner l ife of the 
i ndividual sacrificed to external fom1s. Heidegger, too, 
sees the individual as threatened by impersonality. But 
although Jaspers and .M arcel plead for a greater recogni
tion of transcendent and rel igious values in general ,  nei
ther has a specific program of social reform to 0ffer. 

Second, the exi stential ist stress on commitment and 
irr:itional i ty of cho ice has sometimes been used in support 
of i rrational is tic extremism. The most notorious but not the 
only example is Heidegger's brief excursion into pol i tics. 
Needless to say, advocates of .:\'azism tend to ignore the 
exi stential ist stress on the importance of the individual. 

Commonly, exi stential ism may be associated with com
munism, and this is largely due to the influence of Sartre. 
H owever, Sartre has occup ied more than one posit ion. His  
prewar writings contain scarcely any reference to  pol itics. 
During the war and immediately after, his pol itical 
aims-those of a radical democrat-were expressed in 
terms that seem largely independent of his existential i sm. 
At that time, in his anal ysis of pol i tical activity he found 
himself at odds with orthodox �Iarx i sm because �larxi sm 
offered causal explanations of behavior that Sartre wanted 
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to explain in terms of choices and purposes. But in his later 
writings he has accepted a �l arxist framework for both 
pol itical theory and pol it ical practice and has presented 
exi stentialism as merely a corrective to a too rigid and too 
detem1inist ic �tarxi sm. Yet h i s  account of pol itical l i fe is ,  
in fact, st i l l  far more psychological than any a �tarxist 
wou ld give. 

EXISTENTIALISM AND PSYCHOANALYTIC TOPICS 

There are several points at ,vhich existential ism touches 
on psychiatric themes. Karl Jaspers originall y  practiced as 
a psychiatrist, and in Allgemeine Psychiatrie ( 19 13) he 
cri ticized ordinary scienti fic psychology and the psycho
therapy based upon i t. He did so on the ground that what he 
regards as the pos itivistic approach of conventional psy
chotherapy is  unnecessari ly  and mis leadingly determ in
i stic. I t  treats the actual outcome of the patient's l i fe as the 
inevitable  outcome. Jaspers concedes that scientific exam
ination will not reveal the fact of human freedom of choice. 
The personality availabl e for empirica l  scrutiny is s imply 
what it i s, but the assumption that there i s  nothing to per
sonal ity but what empirical scrutiny wi l l  reveal is ground
less and arbitrary. Behind the empirical sel f there i s ,  in 
Jaspers' view, a true self of wh ich we are made aware 
in what Jaspers cal l s  "boundary-s ituations"-that is ,  in 
si tuations of an extreme kind where we confront despair, 
gui lt, anxiety, and death. In these moments of awareness 
we real ize our own responsibil ity for what we are, and the 
rea l ity of freedom of choice is thrust upon us .  

The name "existential psychiatry" has been taken, how
ever, by another tradition of thought, which derives from 
Heidegger and whose most important exponent is  Ludwig 
Binswanger. Binswanger, who cal l s  his  system of analysis 
Daseinsanalyse, criticizes two of Freud's central concepts. 
Freud saw the neurotic symptom of the adult  as caused by 
a past traumatic event, the memory of wh ich has been 
repressed into the unconscious, from where it exerts its 
causal power upon present behavior. According to B i n
s wanger, however, the neurotic symptom is to be ex
plained not in terms of the content of the patient's uncon
scious but in term s of h i s  mode of consciousness, and the 
key concept i nvolved in the explanation is not that of cau
sal ity hut that of meaning. When an adult reacts to a s itua
tion neurotica lly it i s  because his consciousness confers 
upon that s ituation a meaning he does not recogn ize as 
deriving from the nature of his  own consciousness. Cer
tainly, past traumatic events are relevant. But they are 
relevant precisely because in them a l ike mean ing  was 
g iven to a l ike s i tuation. Attention is thus focused upon the 
pat ient's whole mode of consciousness, the way in which 
he approaches, attends to, and comprehends the world. 
The explanation of behavior l ies in the present, in the 
mode of conscio1 1sncss,  not in the past or in the uncon
scious.  

B inswangcr's understanding of the different possible 
modes of consciousness is  derived directly from Heideg
ger. He speaks of "Being- in-the-world" and its modes and 
of the contribution of exi stentia l i st philosophy to psych i
atry a� consi�t ing in  the a priori analysis of all possible 
modes of "Bei ng-in-the-world." He very largely discounts 

the biological determ ination of human behavior, al though 
he allows it a minor role. But he tends to ins ist on inter
preting behavior, even at the biological leve l ,  in terms of I -
the meaning it has for the agent. 

Th is  emphas is is  rei terated by Sartre, who uses the 
doctrine of intentionality to criti cize all causal theories of 
emotiof\ and behavior. Sartre attacks both the James
Lange theory of the emotions and the Freudian theory 
of the unconscious because he holds that they cannot 
a llow for the intentional ( in  the Husserl ian sense) and 
purposive aspects of emotion and behavior. It has already 
been suggested that it  i s  unclear why Sartre bel ieves that if 
emotions ,  for example, must be understood in terms of 
their intentional object and aim, they cannot al so be ex
p l icable i n  causal terms. Like Binswanger, Sartre approves 
of much in Freudian techn ique, and in his  writings on 
Baudelaire and F laubert he has emphasized the formative 
experiences of early childhood. Perhaps his most extensive 
treatment of these themes is h i s  book on Jean Genet (Saint 
Genet: Comedien et martyre, 1952). 

Both Sartre's earlier and his later writings have been 
uti l i zed by R. D. Laing in the study of schizophrenia (The 
Divided Self). Sartre's account of experienci ng another 
person as a free agent for whom one exists only as an ob
ject and by whom one is reduced to the status of an object 
( in  L'Etre et le neant, I I I ,  1943) is used by Laing to throw 
l ight on case histories of the kind where the decis ive ac
tions of another person have resulted in a loss of identity 
on the part of the patient. Lai ng's work does, in fact, 
strongly suggest that Sartre has sometimes offered us not, 
as he purports to do, a description of what is bas ic to hu
man consciousness as such but a description of certain 
abnormal types of consciousness, to which we are al l 
sometimes prone but which become dominant in mental 
i l l ness. However, Laing himself does not make this criti
cism of Sartre and has used in  the study of normal family 
l i fe some of the concepts that Sartre elaborates in the Cri
tique de la raison dialectique ( 1960). 

CRITICISM AND EXPLANATION 

The suggestion that existential ism is  a form of disap
pointed rational ism has already been made. I t  may now be 
extended to the charge that existentia l ism's  dissati sfaction 
with the concepts of trad itional rational i st metaphysics has 
been insufficiently radical. If  the thesis that the universe is 
absurd is simply a denial that the univt rse has a Leib
n izian sufficient reason, then it rel ies as much as Leibniz 
did on the adequacy of the concept of a sufficient reason. 
When the exi stentialist could profitably have questioned 
the very terms with which the rational i st characteri zed the 
world ,  he has all too often s imply taken over the rationalist 
scheme of concepts and denied what the rational i st af
fi rmed. �toreover, he has mi staken his  own denials for a 
posit ive characterization of the nature of things. 

I t  has also been suggested that the existential ist often 
makes the same logical points against rational ism that the 
empirici st did but i nvests them with more drama. Perhaps 
the explanation of this is that the discovery that there are 
no sufficient reasons or u l timate justifications, of the kind 
offered by rational i st metaphys ics and all ied types of the-



• ology, is not private to ex istential ist phi losophers. Ques-
l tions of ul timate justification remain uni�p�rta�t and 

unexamined by most people so long as social l i fe 1s  rela
tively stable and social confl ict is not d i srnptive. When, 
however, the conventional supports of civil ized l ife are 
withdrawn, as they have been too often in Europe since 
1914, ordinary people are forced to ask questions about 

I justification that normally do not arise for them. The lone
liness and self-questioning of a Kierkegaard become far 
more common. Moreover, people find that their normal re-

l 
sponses are put in question; deception and self-deception 

• become press ing topics. What were publ icly approved 
acts with establ i shed uti l itarian justifications become sig-

[ 

nals into a darkness where there are no answering l ights. 
It is  a commonplace that i t  is people l iv ing in  lonel iness 

and doubt who provide the characters for existential i st 
novels, but it i s  less remarked that the existentiali st's con
ceptual psychology rests equal ly upon examples drawn 
from extreme situations. How, indeed , could  it be other-

[ wise for those who assert that it is only in extreme situa-

1
,1· tions, in what Jaspers cal l s  boundary situations, that au

thentic human nature is revealed? But existential i st writers 
remain open to the criticism that they treat the exceptional 
as the typical . Indeed, because the contrast between the 
exceptional and the typical has been obliterated , the force 
of the notion of the boundary s i tuation tends to be lost. 

When existential ists come to construct their own sys
tems, the most obvious criticism they are subject to is that 
they are insensitive to the syntactic and semantic proper
ties of the language they employ. So Kierkegaard spoke of 
a dread of nothing in particular as though this  i mplied that 
such dread had an object whose name was "Nothing." So 
H eidegger hypostatizes Being and Nothing as substantial 
entities. So Jaspers d iscards the trad itional framework for 
metaphysics but writes of "the transcendent" as though 
this were an expression whose meaning raised few 
difficulties. A. J .  Ayer has accused Sartre of a systematic 
misuse, in his ontology, of the verb "to be." 

Ayer has suggested that when a philosophical criticism 
of existential i sm has been carried through it is  not im
proper to ask for a sociological explanation of i ts use and 
vogue. He h imself has pointed to the fact that German 
existential ism followed on the defeat of 1918 ,  whereas 
French existentialism is a sequel to 1940. B ut, in fact, 
Sartre took up all h is  main exi stential ist positions before 
1939 . And the purely phil osophical ancestry of later ex is
tential ism must be allowed for. 

This is not to say that we should look for an account of 
exi stentialism only in terms of phi losophical antecedents. 
I t  would be more i l luminating to see existential ism as the 
fu sion of a certain kind of dramatization of social experi
ence with the desi re to resolve certain unsolved ph i lo
sophical problems. The unsolved problems are those of 
trad itional epistemology and metaphysics. In  the period 
between Descartes and Bacon, on the one hand, and Kant 
and H egel , on the other, certain philosophical problems 
were posed but not solved. With in  the framework of as
sumptions in which they were posed they cou ld  not, in 
fact, have been solved . Foremost among these assumptions 
is that the whole of knowledge has to be reconstructed out 
of the epistemological resources of the singl e ,  isolated 
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knowing subject. A l so, there is the search for fi rst princi
ples,  based either u pon an indubitable, because lol..{ical l y  
undeniable, proposition o r  upon a n  incorrigible set of 
reports of immediate experience. There is the treatment of 
the first principles as axioms and their employment as a 
basi s  for a deductive model within which al l  human 
knowledge is to be set forth. There i s  the invocat ion of 
God or Nature to bridge the gulfs too great for argument on 
its o wn.  

Hegel abandoned al l  these assumptions ,  as \\'i t tgensteiu 
did later on. But where Wittgenstein placed <-pi stemolog
ical probl em s in the context of an understanding of lan
guage as a social phenomenon l i ege) placed them, in the 
end, in the context of a metaphys ical system. Those who 
rejected his system retreated to the epi stemological as
sumptions of th e earl ier period, but with this d i fference : 
after Hume and Kant they could no longer bel ieve in 
guaranteed first principles. So Kierkegaard's  choice be
tween the ethical and the aesthetic reproduces the Kantian 
choice betwee n  duty and indination but lacks its rational 
bas is. More general ly, Kierkegaard's individual resembles 
the Cartesian ego without the cogito. Sartre inherited from 
phenomenology an expl icit Cartesian i sm.  In Sartre the 
individual as the knowing subject is the isolated Cartes ian 
ego; the individual as a moral being is a Kantian man for 
whom rational first principles have been replaced by cri tc
rionless choices. Neither God nor Nature is at hand to 
render the universe rational and meaningful ,  and there is 
no background of socia l ly  establi shed and recogn ized 
criteria in either knowledge or morals .  The individual of 
existential ism is Descartes's true heir. 

According to M arxist critics, especially Georg Lukacs, 
the debased individualism of the e;:i stentialist is a symp
tom of the malaise of the bourgeois intel lectual .  Bourgeois 
man can no longer find his values incarnated in the social 
l i fe that surrounds h im;  therefore, he makes a fetish of his 
own i nner experience and tries by the fiat of his own 
choice to l egitimate the values that in public l ife no longer 
appear to have validity. Thi s  theory of Luka.cs's has two 
central weaknesses: it appears to suggest a correlation 
between holding ex istentialist views i n  philosophy and 
having certain highly speci fic pol i tical and social attitudes, 
and it ass imilates all ex istential ism to one rather restricted 
model. The suggested correlation is not warranted by the 
evidence, and the preceding discussion points to the dan
gers of as simi lating di1terent exi stential isms too closel y to 
one another. 

A more relevant criticism might be phrased as fol lows. 
Certain philosophical attitudes are embedded in  the matrix 
of ex istential ism; in general , ex i stential i sm embodies a 
distru st of metaphysical rational ism. Insofar as exi stential
ist philosophers elaborate conceptual analyses in such 
fields as ethics and the philosophy of m ind, their  work can 
be understood and assessed in the same way ,1s the wo1 k of 
analytical philosophers. Paradoxical ly ,  however, when 
they go beyond conceptual analysis it is u sual ly  not only to 
stress the inevitabil i ty of choice or the importance of dread 
but also to construct systems of the kind that exi stentiali sts 
origina l ly  protested against. The outcome of these systems 
on the whole lends further weight to the protests. 

Final ly, the doctrine of choice itsel f stands in need of 
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closer scruti ny than existential ist ph ilosophers have given 
it. Th is doctrine depends on the relationsh ip between 
choice and criteria for judging between true and false and 
right and wrong. In existential ist wri tings this relationship 
remains, on the whole, unscrutinized. 

(See also ALIENATION; BEI:-;'G; DEATH; ESSENCE AND 
EXISTEXCE; EXISTENTIA L PSYCHOANALYSIS; "�IY DEATH"; 
NIHI LIS:\t; and '.\JOTHIJS'C. See Exi stential ism in Index for 
articles on existentialist figures .) 
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ALASDAIR �1ACINTYRE 

E X I S T E � T I A L  PSY C H OA N ALYSIS is a trend in 
p,;ycholog) aud psych iatry best understood as a reaction 
aga1mt th 1 · t heorC'l ical and ph ilosophical presuppositions 

of the psychologies based on natural science 111 general 
and of Freudian psychology in  particular. The phenome
nol ogy of Edmund Husserl and the existential ism of Mar
tin Heidegger, Jean- Paul Sartre, and M artin Buber, rather 
than the mechanistic world view of natural science, are 
seen by existential psychoanalysts as providing the proper 
phi lqsoph ical and methodol ogical route to a more com
plete understanding of man. I n  its  original form, therefore, 
exi stential ist psychoanal ysis was not a countermovement to 
Freudian psychoanalysis ,  unlike Jungian or Adlerian psy
choanalysis ,  for example. I ts critici sm always focused on 
the phi losophical theory of man implicit in Freud's work, 
and it offered itself as a philosoph ical complement to 
Freud. The main burden of its criticism is that a ful l  un
derstanding of the patient's experience and world is 
impeded if the patient i s  approached on terms derived 
from the hypotheses of natural science rather than on his I 
own specifical l y  human terms. 

The pioneer of exi stential psychoanalysis, Ludwig Bin
swanger, sought to describe the experiential world of his 
patients with the help of the conceptual scheme of Hei
degger's ontology of man's being. However, his work 
contained few major differences from Freud in  therapeutic 
technique. I ndeed, another existential analyst, �l edard 
Boss, has claimed that exi stential analysis "enables psy
chotherapi sts to understand the meaning of Freud's recom
mendations for psychoanalytic treatment better than does 
his own theory" (Psychoanalysis and Daseinsanalysis, 
p. 237). The impl icat ion is ,  of course, that a fuller under
standing of the patient wil l  result in more efficacious 
treatment, but that the methods of treatment will not differ 
fundamentally from Freud's. The result is to separate 
Freud 's deal ings with his patients from the mechani stic 
scient ific constructs by which he sought to explain psychic 
functioning. 

However, those persons in the United States who call 
themselves or who are cal led existential psychoanalysts 
are a very heterogeneous group. Perhaps the most 
significant change in the United S tates is that existential 
psychoanalysis i s  seen by many practitioners as a substi tute 
for Freudian psychoanalysis .  The phenomenological 
method of describing and hence understanding the pa
t ient 's world is looked upon a� itself a therapeutic meas
ure, something far from the minds of the movement's orig
inators. Certain notions of Sartre or Buber concerning the 
exi stential encounter between human beings are taken as 
replat.:ements for the classical analyst - patient relationship. 
On thi s  point, Binswanger had simply argued that the full 
human meaning of the doctor - patient relationsh ip be 
realized in therapy; he did not seek to eliminate the clas
s ical relationship. The result of these changes has been 
that almost any therapy that departs from the general Frend
ian mold is cal led existentialist-particularly those which 
place emphas is on unusual therapeutic intervention and 
those which reject the scientific element in psychoanalys is, 
for good and bad reasons. I t  is therefore essential to under
stand the phi losophical core of the original movement. 

The subject - object spl it. The shortcomings attributed to 
psychoanal ys is  emanate from the scientific tradition in 
which psychology has sought to place itsel f. Natural 
science s ince (;a) ileo can be understood as a mode of 
approaching the world in which one aspect of the phe-



nomcnal world ,  the aspect of pure corporeal ity, is given 
the privileged pos ition of bas ic substance, of pr imitive, 
irreducible fact . The notion of pure corporeal ity as the 
real ity to which al l  phenomena arc to be reduced is the 
concomitant of a dictate that the perce iver remove h imse lf  
as much as poss ible from the world in  the attempt to gain 
knowledge of that which is perce ived . The roots of this 
dictate lie in  the phil osophy of Descartes , which isolates 
the realm of consciousness from that of the body and the 
perceived world.  Thus,  the concept of pure corporeal i ty is 
the product of a methodological d ictate : Keep the sel f out 
of its worl d as it investigates its world. 

This famous Cartesian sunderin g  of the world into two 
i solated regions,  res cogitans (the thinking substance, the 
world of consciou sness, purpose, telos, wi l l ,  qual ity) and 
res extensa ( the world of pure extended matter, 
undifferentiated, quantitative), has been attacked by phe
nomenologi sts and existential i sts as the most d isastrous 
event in four centuries of Western thought. Nevertheless, 
this subject - object split had the immeasurable  val ue of 
discip l in ing a new kind of human self-awareness, in the air 
since the Renaissance: man's awareness of his  sel f
sufficiency and his urge to master nature, or the universe, 
which had revealed itself as a radical other. The split fur
thered man's al ienation from his world, but at the same 
time it gave h im,  in the methods and the objective attitude 
of natural science, the means to bridge the separation in 
action if not in phi losophical comprehension. 

But psychology, the most recent child of thi s  attitude, is  
in a strained position. On the one hand i t  seeks to be ob
jective, to take its place as one of the natural sciences 
along with biology, physics, and chemi stry. On the other 
hand it seeks to study that which science since Descartes 
and Galileo has demanded be ruled out of the field of 
i nvestigation-the sou l ,  psyche, consciousness. Psychol ogy 
is thus faced with the apparently self-contradictory task of 
i nvestigating consciousness as part of the realm of the res 
extensa, although the res extensa is that which exists inde
pendently of consciousness. To investigate consciousness 
scienti fical ly ,  psychology must el iminate from conscious
ness its essential element. Freud's doctrine of the uncon
scious can be conceived of as an attempt to overcome th is  
contradiction  by viewing the essence of consciousness as 
that which l i es in the real m of res extensa. H is success i s  
due to  the fact that h is  scientific psychology, un l ike others , 
does not red uce the experienced meanings i n  the field of 
consciou sness to a leve l below the level of meaning. In  
Freudian psychology, meanings are reduced not  to 
phys iology or to objectively perceptible spatiotemporal 
processes, hut to another k ind of mean ing,  instinctual 
meaning. 

All explanation involves the red uction of that wh ich i s  
explained t o  someth ing taken a s  more basic. Th e ever
present danger is that that to which the phenomena are re
duced may become so al ien to the phenomena that there i s  
no  returning  to  them without circu larl y invoking previous 
knowledge. Freudian psychoanal ysis seems to avoid this 
danger by focusing on a basic real ity, instinctual meaning, 
which is  not total ly alien to the phenomena to be ex
plained .  

Intentional ity. Existential phi l osophy denies the sub
ject - object spl it  that defines the whole att i tude of natural 
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science. The mind, consciousness ,  is not a strange and 
unpreceden ted th i 11g whose· workings are somewhat more 
puzzl ing than those of its neighboring objects, ti re things of 
this world. Nor is it, as Descartes held,  a d i stan t  s1wctator, 
al ien and sufficient u nto itsel f, moving I ike a ghost 011 the 
earth .  For existential ph i losophy, tire proh l <'m of how the 
1 1 1 i 1 1d reaches over lo the c,bjecl is a p,;eudo problem that 
results from t lw gratu i tous and (·rroneous presuppos it ion 
that consciousness can be understood independent ly, apart 
from that which i t  intends or is conscious of. '.\1 ind,  or 
con sciou sness, is to be de fined as s imply this intent ional
ity, this reference-to. Con sciousness is not view<'cl as 
something that intends an object; consciousness is the 
intention. 

Existentia l is t - phenomenological psychology maintains, 
therefore, that the phenomena with \Vhicl 1  psychoana l ysis 
is concerned are intentional acts, conscious phenomena, 
not the nonintcn tional , nonrcfcrrint?; phenomePa of the 
world of objects. Whereas other psychologies, in emulating 
science, stripped consciousness of that very quality which 
consti tutes its essence, namely intentional ity, the mini
mum level of reduction in psychoana l ysis i s  an inkntional 
act-i nstinct, a psychic act that intends pleasure. 

H owever, the impl ic:ations  of the definit ion of con
scious ness as intentiona l i ty mi l i tate against the psyc:hoa11-
a l ytic notion of the unconscious. If consciousness is al ways 
consciousness of something, then what appears to con
sciousness is a l l  of consciou sness ; there cannot, by 
definition, be an intentior,al act be low the level of con
sciousness. To speak of "unconsciou s" acts is therefore a 
contradiction if the intentional ity of these acts i s  to be 
preserved. I f  intentionality i s  not to be preserved, there is  
no contradiction;  but then,  of course, psychoanalysis 
would s l ip below the acceptable ievel of reduction. Thus 
Freud, according to exi stential philosophy, did not avoid 
the contradiction of placing the res cogi tans in the res 
extensa, however bri l l iantly and extensively he refined his 
defini tions of in stinctual meaning. 

Being-in-the-world. The issue of intentional ity springs 
directly from the work of H usserl , the founder of phe
nomenol ogy. H u sserl , as a pure phenomenolog1s t ,  d id  not 
seek to di scover anything abou t the natural world. He was 
concerned purel y and simply with ascertaining the es
sence of phenomena as they appear to consciou sness. The 
question whether these phenomena correspond to the 
natural and real worlrl he left to the explanatory discipl ines 
of phi losophy and science Relation s to the real human self 
he }eft to psychol ogy. H is student Heidegger, howe\'er, 
was in terested in that oldest of philosophical questions, 
the nature of Being. For Heidegger, the essential structure 
of huma n being turns out to be an extension of the con
cept of intentional i ty. J ust as consciousness is de fined as 
con sciousness-of, human being is  characteri zed by Hei
degger as be ing- in-the-world. The hyphens are del iberate: 
they represent an effort to undercut the subject - object 
split .  Just as consciousness is not a separate entity that sub
sequent ly relates to objects, so man is not a separate being 
who then encounters his world. Rather, he is  essent ia l ly  
in-the-world, he i s  his disclosure of  world. 

One essential that differentiates this basical ly human 
mode of being from that of the objectively known vvorld is ,  
for Heidegger, the element of possibil ity. The essence of 
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man is always h i s  possibil it i es, which he "has" in a more 
indusivc sense than the way an object has propert ies. An 
account of the factual content of an object can never ex
press the essence of man, because that essence has yet to 
be his  being as his o,vn. Human time and space differ from 
"objec.:tive" time and space in that they are essential ly  
related to  man's determination of  himself and his  world. 
The essence of man, for Heidegger, i s  his appropriation of 
h is  essence, h i s  making it his own. Thus the categories that 
describe human being are not qual ities, but matrices 
,vithin which qual i ti es are to be appropriated. 

We have noted how psychoanalysis seeks to place the 
res cogitans, or intentional ity, i nto the res extensa, or 
sphere of pure corporeali ty. E xi stential ists object to the 
way in which psychoanalytic theory attempts to give man 
an essence in the way that an object has an essence. For 
psychoanalysis in stinct, or l ibido, const itutes a residue that 
is  taken a priori as the irreducible l imit of investigation. 
.:\ I an has instinct as an object has its essence. It i s  not to 
the credit of psychoanalys i s  that this inst inct is an inten
tional i ty of a sort ; the existentialists maintain that the whole 
notion of intentional ity i s  perverted when one particular 
class of intentional acts i s  singled out a priori as the basis 
of all classes. The mean ing of psychic  acts, intentions, i s  to 
be arrived at on their own terms,  phenomenologica l ly; they 
are not to be given meaning, as are the objects of natural 
science. S ince, for the exi stential ists, human exi stence 
precedes essence, the task of an exi stential psychoanalysi s  
must be ,  in Sartre's words, to  uncover in each individual 
"a veritable i rreducible; that is, an irreducible which 
would not be presented as the postulate of the psychol
ogist and the result of his refusal or his incapacity to go 
further. . . .  This  demand . . .  is based on the refusal to 
consider man as capable of being analyzed and reduced to 
original givens, to determined desires (or 'drives'), sup
ported by the subject as properties [are] by an object"  
(Being and Nothingness, pp. 560 -561 ) .  The task of  exis
tent ial psychoanalys is i s  to apprehend the essence of each 
individual 's l i fe and worl d. If exi stence precedes essence, 
the analyst m ust apprehend the matrix within which es
sence is yet to he determined in each individual .  Sartre 
cal ls  this matrix the origi nal choice or original project ; 
Binswanger cal ls  it the transcendental category that i s  the 
i ndividual's mode of being-in-the-world .  

Thus the cri t ique of  Freudian theory offered by exi sten
tial psychoanalysis d iffers from that of the various revi
sioni sts in that it questions the theoretical root of all major 
movements in contemporary psychology: the assumption 
that the study of man can be whol ly  a natural science, that 
the notion of homo natura (man as a creature of nature) 
most fu l ly expresses the essence of human being. The 
practical impl ications for psychiatry involve, among other 
th ings, wresting the concepts of mental health and i l lness 
away from analogies with purely somatic medici ne, and 
thereby redefining the over-a l l  goal of any psychotherapy. 
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JACOB NEEDLEMAN 

E X P E R I E N C E .  As the plain man un derstands this term, 
it means no more than famil iarity with some matter of 
practical concern, based on repeated past acquaintance or 
performance. The experienced doctor or soldier knows his  
trade, not  by the book merely, but  by l ong practice under a 
variety of ci rcumstances. The older ph ilosophical meaning 
of the word differs but l i ttle from th is ,  denoting as it does 
the capacity to do something, learned in the habit of doing 
it and guided rather by rule-of-thumb precept than by 
theoretical understanding (cf. the wel l -known passage in 
Ari stotle, Posterior Analytics I I ,  19) .  I t  i s  in this fashion
by retention of individual memories and their gradual 
hardening into principle-that the craftsman acqu ires h is  
sk i l l ,  the scientist h is  knowledge, and the practical man his  
wi sdom. But  (save in  the last case, perhaps) it represents at 
best only a stage on the way to real understanding in terms 
of universals and is thus by most ancient wri ters despised 
as a makeshift and uncerta in form of knowledge. The mere 
empiric cuts, and continues to cut, a poor figure even into 
the modern period, though by that time associated, rather 
(as in Bacon),  with the trial-and-error experimenter in 
a lchemy or med icine who endeavors by persi stence alone 
to fi lch Nature's secrets from her without first gaining 
ins ight into her laws. The preference for rational certa inty 



over mere empirical  general izat ion is in fact endemic 
among philosophers and can be seen not merely in  avowed 
rationa li sts (s uch as Descartes), but also, for example, in 
those whose uneasiness over the principle of induction has 
led them to seek ways of val idati ng it as the major premise 
for a quasi-deductive treatment of science. 

The experience from wh ich the empiric draws his con
jectures is, of course, the homel y  and su bstantial experi
ence of a world of public objects, which forms for all sane 
and unreflect ive persons the basis of ordinary l ife. I t  has 
been regularly insisted, however, since the earl icst times, 
that experience in  this sense is nothing ultimate: the al
leged paradoxes of motion and change and the more fa
miliar facts of perceptual error and i l l  us ion are enough (it 
is thought) to show that it cannot be straightforwardly 
identified with the rea l .  Hence, in addition to the rejection 
of habit-learn i ng as a road to kn owledge, there arises that 
further prejudice against the del iverances of the senses 
and in favor of necessary reasoning  from first principles, of 
which the Parmen idean distinction between the "ways" of 
truth and op inion is an early and famous example. 

The "given." The uncertainty of sense experience leads, 
by this route, to a further important conclusion. S i nce 
perceptual i l lus ion and mistake seem essentially to be the 
fault of the observer, he must himself contribute some
thing to his experience by way of inference, interpretation, 
or construction . Experience must, in  part at least, be the 
work of the mind. For a l l  that, the individual certainly 
does not create or invent his experience and in certa in 
respects i s  powerless to alter it a t  wi l l ,  it seems,  therefore, 
equal ly undeniable that some part of it is s imply "given " 
and i s  on ly thereafter subject to adulteration by its recipi
ent. This given is general ly  referred to as the object of 
"bare" or " i mmediate" experience, in contrast to the more 
"solid" or developed experience of which it is held to be 
an essential ingred ient. The legitimacy of the contrast is 
seldom , indeed, disputed, for though immediate experi
ence has often been denounced as a myth, the usual mo
tive for doing so has been to stigmatize it as a mere ab
straction got by analysis and not something that cou ld 
occur, psychological ly, by itself. All experience, on this 
view, involves interpretation , and it  i s  thus senseless to 
suppose any unvarnished, direct acquaintance with the 
given. But since it wou ld be equally senseless to suppose 
an interpretation with noth i ng to interpret, it is common l y  
admitted that an "epi stemic" given must nonetheless be 
present in experience, though impossible to v iew inde
pendently, s ince th is would ipso facto be to construe it in 
some fashion under the auspices of thought. 

For writers who accept either a psychological or an 
epistemic given, a number of problems arise. What does it 
consist of? What marks or features does it exh ibit? H ow is 
it related to the everyday experience built upon it? And 
how, once the latter has been derived, is it possible to 
proceed from thence to the real ities which presumably 
underl ie, occasion, and explain the whole? The l ast is 
es'>entially a metaphysical quest ion ,  but the remainder (to 
which we here con fine ourselves) are staple topics of epis
temological di spute. 

As to the content of immediate experience, there are 
characteristic differences of opinion. At one extreme l ie the 
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theories of direct rea l i sm,  whose claim is that material 
objects arc immed iately given, so that no real di ff<'wnce 
arises between naked and clothed <�x 1wri<·nce, sensation 
and perception , or for that matter appea rance and wal i ty; 
apart from perceptual error there i s  thus no "problem of 
knowledge" at a l l .  At  the opposite pole arc the theories of 
Wi l l iam James and F. I I . B radley, for whom immediate 
experience presents only an undi fferentiated mass of frcl
ing or sensation in which nothing is d iscrirn inat<•d or re
lated and in wh ich < ·vcn the contrast hetw<'c n subject and 
object has not begun to appear. Of this "hloomiug, l > 1 1 1.z i 1 1 g  
confus ion"  ( in  James's well - known phrase), it is obviou s 
that nothing can he said , even to dist inguish its modes. Ex 
hypothesi, i t  i s  merely the residue left after e l imination of 
a l l  processes involving association, memory, ju c lgrn<'nt ,  
thought, and language; i t  i s  free from error because i t  says 
nothing; but as such, however indispensable, it has l i tt le to 
contribute to knowledge. 

Writers in the empiricist trad ition, less anxious to make 
knowledge the sole work of the mind, have been corre
spondingly averse to such un structured vers ions of the 
experiential given , though the argument from i l lus ion has 
equal ly  deterred the majority from claiming direct ac
quaintance with a world of things. For most of them the 
given includes at least s i mple sense-qual ities of color, 
taste, sound, etc. , together with organic sensations, feel 
ings, and images, i t  be ing general ly  assu med that these 
are presented individually and even as "atomic" cognit ive 
un its ( impressions,  ideas, sense data, etc.) to a conscious
ness disti nct from themselves . Beyond this, however, there 
is l ittle agreement. Some have asserted, while others have 
denied, that spatial, temporal,  causa l ,  or other relat ions arc 
given in this  fashion. Some have been prepared to admit 
associative or sign mater:ai as part of the given ; others 
have not. Visual impressions, for example, have been held 
(most notabl y by Berkeley) to be in itia l ly two-dimensional ;  
but in other writers (for example, H.  H.  Price) the claim is  
that they are presented i n, or as having, depth. Images, 
memory impressions, and feel i ngs have all b,�en ascribed 
to the given, but again it is di sputed as to wht>ther all im
ages be l ong in this category or only those of s imple qual i
ties (as with impressions of sen se). There is s imi lar  con
tention as to whether the "pastness" of the memory image 
is intrin s ic to it or imputed on the strength of some other 
feature, and whether, in genera l ,  the "inner" and "outer" 
character of fee lings 111d images, on the one hand, and 
sense impressions on the other, are marks of the data them
selves , or a construction im posed upon them. 

Criteria of "givenness." The foregoing differences and 
others l ike them are not, as they seem, due to want of 
regard for the fact s, nor wou ld closer attent ion suffice to 
dispel them . They arise from a failure in agreement as to 
the formal characteri stics of "givenness" itself, and hence 
as to the criteria for its identi fication. What are thesP cri
teria? The commonest an swers seem to be that the g iven is 
private; that it is adventit iou s (in Descartes's sense ) ;  that it 
i s  s imple, as i nvol ving no element of thought or inference; 
and that it is incorrigible. Too often these tests are also 
assumed to coincide in yielding the same result  or to be 
su fficient rather than necessary conditions for givenness. 
Many of the historic uncertainties surrounding the de-
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scription of the given would appear to have arisen in this 
way. 

Privacy, for example, is inconsistent with simplicity, 
inasmuch as every variety of thought and feeling, imagery, 
or sensory seeming is necessarily private, however obvious 
it may be that it belongs to a soph isticated rather than a 
primith·e lt>\·el of consciousness. Ach-entitiousness, as a 
criterion, would similarly include within the given all 
phenomena not under the subject's voluntary control, 
including the appearance and causal behavior of objects, 
but excluding some part of his thoughts and feelings
though how much it seems impossible to say. In both cases 
the given seems too generously defined to serve as a foun
dation for knowledge. If the given is limited to experience 
uncontaminated by "inference," the difficulty is to know 
what counts as such and hence where analysis is to stop. 
Even the lowliest amoeba can react to sensory cues and so 
"transcend the given," but who is to say if it thinks or not? 

The psychological given, on this showing, may well be 
accounted a myth. The epistemological arguments, how
ever, are harder to put aside. Their main support has been 
the belief that the data they point to represent the only 
foundations for knowledge that could be called certain or 
incorrigible. The judgments of perceptual experience, 
concerning the existence, properties , and relations of ob
jects, are all (it is said) subject to error, and so open to 
correction. But reports of what seems merely, of the pres
ence of sense qualities to consciousness, make no such 
claim about real existence and so run no risk of mistake. 
The "sense datum" theories popular from moo onward, 
like their eighteenth-century predecessors, attempted to 
erect on this basis a theory of knowledge more stable and 
concrete than that underwritten by the necessary truths of 
rationalism. Their vogue has declined, however, and that 
for two reasons. On the one hand it has been argued that 
no sense datum statement, however guarded, can fail (if it 
says anything at all) to make some conceptual commitment 
that might later call for retraction; and on the other, that a 
great many factual statements are quite as certain as those 
they are alleged to depend on. Given a sufficiently 
straightforward case of perceptual contact with an object, 
there is no ground for treating it as a judgment based on 
the "evidence" of sense data, since it is beyond the power 
of any future evidence to enforce its withdrawal. It is as 
certain as anything could be, and nothing is gained, there
fore, hy an appeal to supposedly more primiti\·e certainties 
to provide it with support. 

Ordinary experience. The above argument is not be
yond question, but it illustrates the difficulties not merely 
of characterizing the sensory given but even of securing 
agreement as to its existence. It is more profitable, per
haps, to turn for a moment to those writers who, having 
accepted a given of some sort from the outset, have occu
pied themselves with the second stage of the problem, 
namely, the manner in which this given is elaborated into 
the fullness of ordinary experience. Ilere the issue lies 
chiefly between those who maintain (with Locke, and still 
more, with Condillac) that the concepts employed in the 
construct ion of dev<>loped experience are themselves 
derin·d (by abstraction, association, composition, or in
ductiou ) from imm e< liate experience, and those who argue 

(as do all rationalists) that this elaboration depends on 
principles contributed by the mind a priori, and not first 
learned from experience itself. The rationalist does not 
thereby deny the fact of immediate experience any more 
than does the empiricist. His claim, rather, is that this 
experience does not make itself intelligible by any natural 
process and that it is only the logical activity of the mind 
that b�ings order and coherence into the result. 

The most celebrated statement of this position is doubt
less that of Kant, for whom the "manifold" of sensory in
tuition, though spatiotemporally ordered insofar as it is 
presented at all, is unified into a world of empirical objects 
only insofar as it is brought under the a priori rules, or 
categories, of the understanding. Experience in the full 
sense is thus a synthesis, part given and part made, though 
in some of Kant's idealist successors the creative aspect is 
so far emphasized at the expense of the given as to tend 
toward that extreme of rationalism in which the world of 
experience is construed as an exclusively mental product, 
with no element of "brute fact" in it at all. For the modern 
"logical empi ricist" the position is, in effect, reversed, his 
typical doctrine being (as already noticed) that the content 
of all empirical propositions can be reduced without re
mainder to "protocols" recording actual or possible frag
ments of immediate experience. But the attempt to recon
stitute ordinary experience out of a mixture of sense data 
and formal logic, though long and ably sustained, has met 
in the end with little more success than the search for 
certainty that led to the introduction of these data in the 
first place. Recent work on the subject has shown signs of 
impatience with this starting point and seeks to discredit it 
by attacking the whole distinction between sensation and 
perception-the two-level theory of experience-and the 
argument from illusion on which that distinction so largely 
depends. Whether this  rejection of the traditional premises 
of the problem offers any hope of solving (or dissolving) it 
is a question that time alone can answer. If experience 
teaches anything, it is that success is unlikely; but then, 
even in philosophy (or so philosophy tells us), experience 
is not always or necessarily a reliable guide. 
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E: XP L A NAT I O N. See EXPLANATION IN SCIENCE;  FUNC
TIONALISM IN SOCIOLOGY; I-I ISTOHICAL EXPLANATION; 
HOLISM AND INDIVIDUALISM IN HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCI
ENCE; LA \VS AND TIIEOIUES ;  N EWTONIAN MECHANICS AND 
MECHANICAL EXPLANATION; REASONS AND CAUSES ; WIIY. 

E X PLANATION IN S C I E N C E .  The aim of scientific 
research is not only to di scover and describe events and 
phenomena in  the world but al so, and more importantly, to 
explain and u nderstand why these events and phenomena 
occur as they do. Why did the Tacoma Narrows B ridge 
collapse i n  HJ.t0 ?  Why do the planets move in e l l iptical 
orbi ts? Why are protons stable and neutrons unstable? The 
fact that the sci entist is primari ly and predomi nantly con
cerned with explana tion was aptly observed by Ari stotle: 
"i\len do not think they know a thing ti l l  they have 
grasped the 'why' of it. " 

What, then,  is the logical structure of explanation? I s  
there a single pattern to all  explanations,  or are there logi
cal ly distinct types of explanation. each appropriate to 
some particu lar area of science? What are the conditions of 
adequacy for explanations? How is  explanation related to 
such other scientific procedures as prediction and con
firmation? These are some of the logical and methodolog
ical questions that cal l  for philosophical analysis .  

Probably the first systematic attempt by a ph i losopher to 
raise and answer these questions was made by Joh n  Stuart 
M ill in his A System of Logic, where he proposed and 
elaborated a model of explanati on. This model , now gen
eral ly known as "the deductive model ," has been refined 
extensivel y i n  the twentieth centu ry by such phi losophers 
as Richard B rai thwaite, Carl Hempel, Ernest Nagel, and 
Karl Popper. The most detai led statement and defense of 
the deductive model is presented in a paper by Hempel 
and Pau l  Oppenheim, "Studies in  the Logic of Explana
tion." Th is study has sti mu lated most of the recent di scus
sions on the concept of explanation. 

COVERING-LAW THEORY OF EXPLANATION 

The orthodox view of explanation as represented by 
these ph i losophers also recognizes, with varying degrees 
of emphasi s ,  "the probabi l i stic model ."  The two models 
wi l l  be cal led "the covering-law model s of explanation"; 
the thesis that explanations in science are anal yzable in  
terms of  these two models wi l l  be cal led "the covering-law 
theory of explanation." 

The deductive model. Why did the wal l s  of a room 
painted in white blacken? A possible explanation of thi s  
phenomenon i s  that (C 1 ) the pai nt contained lead carbon
ate, (C

2
) sulfur was contai ned in the gas used for l ighting in 

the room, and (L) l ead carbonate combines with sulfur to 
form lead su l fide, which is black. I n  logical form, the ex
planation is  a deductive argument whose premises are the 
s ingular statements C I and C2 , describing antecedent 
conditions, and the general law of nature L, and whose 
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conclus ion is the statement of the phenomenon to be ex
plained , the assertion to the effect that the pai nt covering 
the wal ls  of the> room hlackenecl. 

The fundamental idea in the covering-law aualysis of 
explanation is the view that the occu rreuce of au Pvent 
is explained when it i s  subsumed under or covered by a law 
of nature, i .e . ,  when it is shown to have occu rrccl in acc<>r· 
dance with some general regularity of 1 1atllH'. Thus, tlw 
logical form of an explanation can he exhibited as follows: 

E 

The explarwns 

Tlw explarw ndurn 

The explamms consists of two sets of premises : ( I )  a !.(•t 
of s ingular statements, C

1
, • • • , Cn , descril i i ng relevant 

i nitial conditions, and (2) a sPt of general bl \vs ,  L 1 , • • • , Lm . 
The explanandum statement (briefly, the explanandurn) ,  
E, which describes the phenomenon to be explained ,  i s  
logical ly  deduced from the explanaus. The phenomenon 
to he explained i s  cal led the explanandmn event. The deri
vation of E from the C's and L's may involve principles of 
higher mathematics as well as the usual ru les of logic. 
Thi s, in  essence, is the deductive model. 

According to the covering-law theory, every explana
tion must invoke some general law of nature, and this 
leads to the fol lowing logical requircmeut for deductive 
explanations :  The exp lanandum, E, must be a logical con
sequence of the C's and the L's, but not of the C's alone. 
This condition, however, does not excl ude obviously non
explanatory arguments, such as the fol lowing: (L) All 
copper conducts el ectrici ty. (C) The Tacoma :'\arrows 
Bridge col lapsed, or the Tacoma N arrows Bridge is non
conducting copper. Therefore, (E) the Tacoma Narrows 
Bridge col lapsed. A precise characterization of the logica l 
relation between the explanans and the explanandum is 
not an easy problem;  various proposals have been made for 
explanations in  languages with simple formal structure, 
but the general probl em is  sti l l  open. 

A deductive explanation i s  sometimes cal led "a cau sal 
explanation," and in this case the conditions referred to by 
the singular prem i ses, C's, of the explanans may jointly be 
called a cause of the explanandum event. There are, how
ever, deductive explanations in whicl i some of the in i tial 
conditions occu r l ater than the explanandurn,  and in these 
cases it wou ld  not be proper to cal l  the former a cause of 
the latter. Such an  explanation can result when a law of 
"variational" form, such a<; Fermat's principle that the 
path of a l i ght ray between two points i s  such as to min i 
mize or  max imize the time requi red in i t s  passage, i s  used 
i n  the explanans. As an explanation of why a l i ght ray 
passed through a point P, we may say that the l ight ray 
originated at po int P1 at ti me t, and was absorbed at P2 at t

2
, 

and that its passage through P at t, where t
1 

< t < t
2

, was 
requ ired by Fermat's principle. 

There are other cases fo r which our intu ition does not 
seem to provide a clear guide, as when the macro-property 
of a substance (for  example, the fragil ity of a piece of glass) 
is explained on the basis of the substance's micro-proper
ties (for example, the mol ecular structure of the glass). The 
di fficu lty here is that the cowlitions referred to by the 
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singular premises are not earlier than the explanandum, 
whereas it is normally taken as a truism that cause pre
ct'clcs effect. Such an explanation can perhaps be called a 
causal explanation, but it is not dear that the initial condi
tions can be called a cause of the explanandum. 

A deductive explanation of an individual event requires 
in its explanans laws of universal form, which affirm, in 
simple cases, that every event of kind F is followed in
variably by an event of kind G. Universal laws, however, 
are rare except in physical science, and even here statisti
cal laws are countenanced among the basic laws of nature. 

Thus, if statistical laws are to function as explanatory laws, 
a model of explanation other than the deductive model 
must be recognized. 

The probabilistic model. A simple statistical law has 
the following form: "The statistical probability (roughly, the 
long-run relative frequency) of the occurrence of an event 
of kind G under the conditions of kind F is r" (briefly, 
p(G,F) = r) where O ;§i r ;§i 1 .  The statistical probability of 
throwing a 6 with a given die may be approximately 1/s; the 
statistical probability of a birth in a given population being 
the birth of a male may be approximately 0.492, and so on. 
When the value, r, of statistical probability is close to l ,  
such a law can be used to explain why an event of kind G 
occurred on the basis of the additional information that an 
event of kind F occurred. This simple probabilistic expla
nation has the following form : 

b is an F (briefly, Fb ) 
p(G,F) = r  

b is a G (briefly, Gb ) 

where b is some individual case. Thus, the emergence of a 
muon-neutrino pair might be explained by pointing out 
that a pion decayed and that an overwhelming percentage 
(roughly 99.986 per cent) of pion decays resu It in the 
creation of muon - neutrino pairs. 

The explanans of a probabilistic explanation does not 
logically imply the explanandum: the former only gives a 
more or less high degree of inductive support or confir
mation to the latter. Thus, the tru th of the explanans is 
compatible with the falsehood of the explanandum. In this 
sense, the explanatory connection effected by a probabilis
tic explanation may be said to be weaker than that effected 
by a deductive explanation. This fact has led some philoso
phers to deny the explanatory efficacy of probabilistic ex
planations; it has led others to claim that probabilistic 
explanations, although acceptable as temporary stop-gap 
measures, are eventually to be replaced by fully deductive 
ones as our knowledge of relevant causal factors grows. 
Both of these views, however, must be reconsidered in 
the light of the fact that some basic laws of science as 
we now know them arc essential ly statistical, it is a piece 
of philosophical speculation that these laws will some day 
be superseded by universal ones. 

Suppose that we have a probabilistic explanation of the 
phenomenon as given by Cb in accordance with the simple 
-,c.:hema cited earlier. It may be that the object b satisfies 
another sd of conditions, F*, such that p(non-G,F*) is 
very high, in which cas<' a probabilistic argurnt'nt can he 
c-on-,trnd<·d whos<> pr<'mises confer a high degree of prob-

ability upon the conclusion non-Cb . For instance, we might 
explain J ones's recovery from a surgical operation by 
pointing out that (1)  the operation was the removal of his 
appendix and (2) the recovery rate from operations of this 
kind is very high. However, we also find that ( l  ' )  Jones is 90 
years of age and (2' )  the recovery rate of patients over 
90 from an internal surgical operation is very low. In this 
case, the original explanation of J ones's recovery is no 
longer acceptable : on the basis of our total knowledge 
concerning the situation there is a strong ground for expect
ing that J ones would not recover. A probabilistic explana
tion, therefore, must meet the following requirement 
of total evidence (as pointed out by Carl Hempel in "De
ductive-Nomological vs. Statistical Explanation"): the 
explanans must include all the available information that 
is inductively relevant to the explanandum, i.e., all the 
available evidence that affects the probability of the ex
planandum. This requirement is automatically satisfied by 
deductive explanations. 

Explanation of laws. A simple example of explanation of 
a law is the following: Any solid whose density is less than 
that of the fluid in which it is placed floats in the fluid. The 
density of ice is less than that of water. Therefore, ice 
floats in water. The law that ice floats in water is explained 
by deduction from two other laws. The three laws in this 
explanation share the characteristic that the concepts con
tained in them refer to broadly observable features of the 
world; that is, the terms occurring in them are exclusively 
"observational terms." As a result, the laws are amenable 
to inductive confirmation by observation of their instances. 
Laws of this sort are called "inductive generalizations" or 
"experimental laws." A theoretically more fruitful kind of 
explanation is obtained when experimental laws are ex
plained by deduction from theoretical laws or principles. 

Theoretical laws, unlike experimental laws, contain tern1s 
that ostensibly refer to unobservable entities and prop
erties, such as electrons, genes, and the unconscious. Con
sequently, these laws cannot be confirmed directly by 
observation; their confirmation i'> indirect-they are con
firmed by confirmation of the experimental laws deduced 
from them. Further, theoretical laws and principles are not 
isolated statements but often form organized systems of 
interconnected laws with comprehensive explanatory and 
predictive power. Science in its advanced theoretical stage 
has as its primary objective a comprehensive integration 
and systematization of diverse experi111ental laws within 
a simple and powerful system of theoretical laws. 

For example, the Newtonian system of physics is a 
theoretical system of this kind. Such diverse regularities as 
the behavior of freely falling objects near the surface of the 
earth, the motion of the planets as given by Kepler's laws, 
the correlation between the ocean tides and the phases of 
the moon, and the behavior of bodies in collision can all be 
explained by deduction from the theoretical principles of 
the Newtonian system in conjunction with specific factual 
information. When such deductive explanation is effected, 
we often speak of "reduction of laws"; we say that Kepler's 
laws are reduced to Newtonian physics and thereby ex
plained. 

One important variety of theoretical explanation is 
"micro-red11ction," whereby the macro-properties of an ob-



ject are explained hy reference to i ts  micro-properties,  i .e . ,  
the properties and relationships of i t s  constituent parts .  Tb<'  
Boyle- Charles law, which relates the macroscopic prop
erties-temperature, pressure, a11d volume-of gases, is 
explained on the basis  of certain theoretical postulates 
concerning the behavior of the molecules of gases (the 
kinetic theory of gases) ;  the electrical properties of a sub
stance may be explained in terms of the atomic  structure of 
the substance. Certain biological phenomena arc explained 
by reference to the i nternal physicochemical processes 
of organi sms .  Further, some phenomena characteristic of 
social groups are held to he explainable in terms of th e 
behavior patterns  of the individual members of the group. 
Some thinkers hold that the u l timate goal of science i s  the 
micro-reduction of al l  the separate domains of  science to a 
single theory, presumably a physical theory of elementary 
particles .  \Vhether this goal is ever to be achieved is a 
matter of speculation, but micro- reduction has u ndeniably 
been a powerful  explanatory procedure in science, with an 
impressive l ist  of accompl ishments. 

Symmetry of explanation and prediction_ One impor
tant coroll ary of the covering-law theory is the thesis that 
explanation and prediction share identical l ogical struc
tures. That a covering-law explanation cou l d  have been 
used to predict the explanandum event if  its premises had 
been known before the occurrence of the event is a simple 
consequence of the fact that the explanation is  an argu
ment in logical form . I f  the premises are known, there 
is a sufficient warran t, e i ther deductive or inductive, for 
the assert ion of the explanandum as a pred iction. I n  fact, 
the symmetry in this sense goes deeper: a more sweeping 
symmetry can be asserted between explanations and pro
jective arguments in general , whether predictive or retro
dictive. If E is an explanatory argument explaining an 
event e, then E can be used to predict e before the occur
rence of e, to retrodict e after it, and to infer the occurrence 
of e s imultaneous ly  with it . Recall the explanation of the 
blackening of the wal l as given earl ier. Th i s  explanatory 
ar�u ment can be used to retrodict that the wal l of the room 
blackened at some time in the past, provided we have the 
i nformation that the i ni tial conditions of the argument 
were fulfi l l ed at the t ime (i .e . , gas contain ing su l fur was 
being used in the room, etc. ). It can be used to predict the 
same phenomenon, provided we have the information that 
the initial conditions are being fu l fil led or wi l l  he fulfi l l ed. 
It  can be u sed to infer that the phenomenon i s  now taki ng 
place, provided we have the information that the condi
t ions are now being ful fi l led. For the actual use of an ex
planation as a projection, its premises may have to be 
ascertai ned by independent predictive or retrodictive 
arguments, which may be practical ly impossible,  bu t this 
does not detract from the general i ty of the thesis .  

The thes i s  can be exten<lerl to explanations of laws:  a 
deductive explanation of a law cou ld  be used to justi fy the 
"prediction," or the posit ing of the law, if the laws used i n  
the explanans were known independently o f  t h e  law being 
explained. 

I s  every projective argument potenti al l y  explanatory? 
The purpose of a projective argument is merely to justify 
or warrant a projection,  an<l therefore any deductively or 
inducti vely sound argument can he used as a projective 
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argument. Thus,  reference to general laws is  not es sential ; 
a val id projection ca11 he based on "accidental ge1 1<'ra l iza
tio1 1s" of l imi ted scope or stati st ical data with no explana
tory efficacy. The fa i l ure of  a complete symmet ry is e lm• to 
the fact that grounds  for warranted assc·rt io1 1  arc not m•ces
sari ly  grounds for explanat ion. 

Epistemic conditions. An argu ment conformi ng to the 
l ogical requ i rements of either of the two models  may he 
cal led a poten t ia l ly expla1 1atory argument, hut not neces
sari l y  an explanatio11 .  There are certain nonformal cond i 
t ions  to  he broadly  termed "epistc•mic C 'ouditions," whose 
sat isfaction is essential .  The requirement of total , �vide1 1cc· 
is one such condi t ion .  There are others . 

Truth and confirmation. The explanation of the plw
nomenon of combustion as provided by tlw phlogi sto11 
theory qual ifies  as a potentiall y explanatory argu ment hut 
fai l s  as an explanation, because tlw laws invoked in  its 
explanans, i . e . ,  the phlogiston hypotheses, arc fal se. t-. 1orc 
general ly , statements  constituting the cxplanans of a tfl l l' 
or correct explanation must  he true. Further, one cannot 
explain a nonex i stent event or fact, for exampl e,  why th(• 
orbit of the earth is perfectly ci rcular. Taking th i s  into 
considerat ion for probabi l istic explanations, the requi re
ment of truth can be put thus :  Every statement in an ex
planation must be true. 

The guarantee of truth, however, is difficult  to atta in ,  and 
the acceptabil ity of an explanation must be assessed on 
the bas is of the degree to which the exp lanans as a whole 
is supported by factual evidence. This requirement of 
factual confirmation excludes theological or metaphysical 
explanations of empirical phenomena; whatever the intrin
sic val ue and i nterest of these explanations may be, they 
surely cannot be regarded as scienti fic explanations.  

Ex post facto explanation. Some philosophers requ i re 
that the explanatory premises be adequately supported by 
evidence other than the explanandum i tself. Th e intent of 
th is requirement is to excl ude the so-cal led ex post facto 
explanations ,  some of whose explanatory premises are 
establ ished on the basis  of knowledge that the cxplanan
dum event has occurred. 

Th is  requ irement, however, would be too res trict i \'e. 
When a request fo r an explanation i s  ma<le- "Why P ?"-the 
trnth of P i s known or at least presumed to be known; thus ,  
P i s  part of our  total evidence , and there is no  reason to 
exclude P from our �vidence base in ascertainin� suitable 
in itial conditions and laws that wou ld con stitute an expla
nans for P. When an ex post facto explanation is unsati sfac
tory, the reason is often simply that the premises intro
duced ex post facto are not adequately confirmed, their 
only credential being that they wou ld expla in  the expla
nandum if  they were true. There are other poss ib i l i ties, 
however. The explanandurn statement, when taken to
gether with some known law or stati stical regularity, may 
deductively imply or strongly confi rm the desired state
ments of in i tial conditions, and i n  this case we can legiti
mately  use these as part of an explanans for the given 
explanandu111 .  

Suppose we want to explain, on the basis of the t-.l en
del ian laws of hered ity, the phenotypical features of a 
given generation of pea plants. I n  provid ing such an ex
planation, i t  is essential to have information concerning 
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the allelic stnr<:ture of the genes of the parent generation. 
It is not, however, generally possible to obtain such infor
mation merely on the basis of the phenotypical features 
of the parent generation. Rut in suitable circumstances 
the �lendelian laws enable us to infer this information 
011 the basis of the phenotypical features of both the parent 
and the given generations. In this case our knowledge of 
the cxplanandum event (i.e., the phenotypical features 
of the given generation) is used essentially for ascertaining 
the desired initial condition (i.e., the allelic structure of the 
genes of the parent generation). 

Familiarity and explanation. Some influential think
ers have maintained that to explain is to reduce the unfa
miliar to the familiar. Need for an explanation typically 
arises when a "surprising" or "unexpected" phenomenon 
is observed, and an explanation of such a phenomenon is 
held to consist in eliminating this element of surprise. This 
conception of explanation leads to the requirement that the 
explanans he more "familiar" than the explanandum. Two 
interpretations of this condition are possible: ( 1 )  the ex
planans must he psychologically more familiar than the 
explanandum; and (2) the explanans must itself be ex
plained . Under neither interpretation is the condition ac
ceptable. Under the first, i t  quickly leads to a psychological 
re lativization of the concept of explanation. Under the sec
ond, it commits us to a vicious explanatory regress; in any 
scientific theory there are certain basic principles that have 
the status of axioms or postulates, and these cannot be 
explained within the system. If we require that everything 
be explained, we explain nothing. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE COVE RING-LAW THEORY 

Is the covering-law theory too wide? Consider the fol
lowing argument conforming to the deductive model : All 
copper expands when heated. This piece of copper did not 
expand. Therefore, it was not heated. Is this an explanation 
of why the piece of copper was not heated? Our intuitive 
answer would he in the negative. Notice that examples of 
this kind can he generated systematically. One would be 
ill-advised to attempt to exclude this apparently nonexplan
atory argument by invoking the condition that the initial 
conditions not be lat<'r than the explanandum. For this 
would exclude too much: it would rule out, for example, 
the explanation based on Fermat's principle given above. 

The covering-law theorist might argue that the example 
cited is explanatory, perhaps not in the ordinary sense, but 
in the sense that it systematizes separate events under a 
lawful pattern and hence increases our scientific under
standing of the situation. l i e  might also argue that the 
concept of explanation as explicated by the covering-law 
theory is a "rational reconstmction" and cannot be ex
pected to conform to our ordinary notion of explanation at 
every point. 

Are laws invariably invoked in explanations? There arc 
three main objections to the requirement that an explana
tion include general laws essentially in its explanans. (I) It 
may lw arg11('d that la\vs and theoretical principles should 
lw <:onstrned not as pn•mis<'s of an explanatory argument, 
but ra th< · r  as rules of inference hy means of which the 
explanand11 rn i-. deduced from the explanans. The re-

quirement of a law, however, can be restated to suit this 
instrumentalist view of scientific laws and theories-for 
example, by stating that the derivation of the explanandum 
from the explanans must make essential use of some "physi
cal (or material) principle of inference." (2) Some philoso
phers have argued that laws as such are not part of an 
explana'tion, though they may be invoked as "a justifying 
ground" for an explanation. This objection is largely verbal. 
The covering-law theorist may require that all explanations 
be justified by appeal to known or adequately confirmed 
laws. Moreover, the objection is seen to have absurd conse
quences when applied to explanations of laws, for these 
explanations contain only laws in their explanantia. (3) It is 
claimed by some that laws need not be involved at all in 
explanations, either as premises, as inferential rules, or as 
justifying grounds. When we explain why a person con
tracted measles hy pointing out that he was in the com
pany of another person with measles, there is no law that 
can he invoked to effect the required deductive or proba
bilistic connection. (This kind of example, incidentally, is 
often used as an argument against the thesis of symmetry 
between explanation and prediction. It is supposed to 
exemplify a situation where an explanation is possible hut 
a corresponding prediction is not.) It is also pointed out 
that sometimes an explanation consists of a redescription 
of the phenomenon to be explained. We might explain 
certain lines on a photographic plate by saying that they 
are paths of electrons; we are explaining what they are, 
and this involves a redescription of the phenomenon but 
no laws. 

The covering-law theorist answers these objections by 
pointing out that the measles case can be construed as 
either ( 1 )  a weak probabilistic explanation, or (2) an incom
plete explanation that is perhaps deductive in intent but 
fails to specify all the relevant initial conditions and gen
eral laws. As for the second case, it will be said that much 
more than a redescription of the phenomenon is involved 
in the alleged explanation. The given redescription is 
explanatory only because certain laws and initial condi
tions are tacitly presupposed, including those concerning 
the mechanism of a cloud chamber, the law that electrons 
are ionizing emissions, the law that ionized particles in a 
gas serve as condensation nuclei of water vapor, and the 
law that a rapid expansion of a gas containing water vapor 
results in the fonnation of water droplets on condensation 
nuclei. 

Acceptability of the deducibili ty requirement. When the 
laws of planetary motion as given by Kepler are deduced 
from Newtonian physics, certain simplifying assumptions 
must he made-for example, that the planets move in 
central force fields. But these assumptions arc not strictly 
true. Planets do not move in central force fields because of 
the mutual interactions of the planets themselves. I Ience, if 
all the relevant initial conditions are taken into account, 
what can he ded uced from Ncwto11's laws is a set of laws 
slightly different from Kepler's original laws. Does this 
show that the requirement of deducibility is incorrect? The 
answer is in the negative. Kepler's laws, as originally stated 
hy him, are, strictly speaking, false, and false laws can
not be explained. The deduction from Newtonian phys
ics gives us, not an explanation of Kepler's laws, hut an 



explanation of laws of planetary motion very similar to 
Kepler's. When we speak of an explanation of Kepler's 
laws, our assertion must be understood in th is  sense. 

Are the two covering-law models adequate? Al though 
granting the adequacy of the covering-law analysis for 
explanations in the physical sciences, some critics have 
argued that the analysis is not adequate for certain types of 
explanation to be fou nd in other branches of science. For 
instance, teleological explanation and fu nctional analysis 
in the biological and social sciences are held not to con
form to the covering-law model s. It is also argued that his
tory and some areas of psychology deal with actions of 
rational agents, and that these actions cannot be explained 
by subsumption under general laws-they are explained by 
reasons, not causes. There are two avenues open to the 
covering-law theori st in meeting these points. He may try, 
first, to fit these explanations to the covering-law pat
terns and, second, if there are any that resist  such reduc
tion, to exclude them as pseudo explanations. There is 
an obvious methodological advantage in having a unitary 
concept of explanation val id for al l branches of science. 
However, th is by itself does not, of course, guarantee that 
such a unitary concept of explanation can be found. 
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E X PR E S S I V E  M E A N I N G. Sec EMOTIVE MEANING. 

E X T E N S I ON.  See MATTER; PRIMARY AND SECONDAHY 

QUALITIES; SPACE. 

E X T E RN A L  RE LATI O N S .  See RELATIO:-.l'S, INTER

NAL AND EXTERNAL. 

E X T RE M A L  P R I N C I P L E S .  In physics the laws of 
motion and change assume one of two forms : a differential 
form, in which a given process is described as it unfolds, or 
an integral form, in which the detai ls arc inferred from the 
properties of the complete process. The differential form is 
usual ly expressed in a differential equation, but however it 
is expressed, it provides a m eans for fol lowing a process 
from one moment in time to another moment infinitesi
mal ly removed from the first, and thence to the next 
moment, u nti l the motion as a whole has been described. 
Because this form of law gives a suhsequcrt state in  
terms of  an  immediately preceding state, i t  ic; often dis
cussed in terms of efficient cause (cause and �ffect). The 
integral form is  usual ly expressed in an integral equation,  
describing in  detail the properties of the entire process. 
Becau se th is fom1 gives each particular intermediate state 
in terms of th e total process, there is an appearance of 
teleology (final cause), each detail being detennined by 
the grand pattern. 

In fact, the quantitative description of motion and 
change is  the same regardless of the type of la,\ used to 
make calcu lations. A l though the form of law actual ly used 
in any given instance depends on mathematical conven
ience and on the preferences of the person doing the work, 
the numerical resul ts obtained in that in stance are al ways 
the same. In this sense, all expressions of the laws of mo
tion are equivalent. 

An extremal princ ipl e is  a particular kind of integral law 
of motion-one wh ich sets apart the process actual ly  taking 
place from all other processes that might have taken place 
(had the laws of motion been different) by ass igning the 
actual motion some "extreme," or "stationary," value. By 
this is  meant a maximum or minimum val ue (or, possibly, 
simply an unchanging intermediate val ue) relati,·e to other 
adjacent values of the property under cons ideration. (Ex-
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amples will lw given later.) The extremal principle itself 
does not distingu ish between maxima, minima, and un
changing intermediate values; any one of the three is a 
possible actual motion. H istorically, it was first thought 
that extremal principles pick out minima; hence the word 
"least" in the title of many of the early principles (Princi
ple of Least Time, Principle of Least Action). It was soon 
realized that the actual values p icked out by the principles 
are extreme values rather than minimum values. 

Historical de-velopment. Over the centuries a great 
many different extremal principles have been enunciated. 
The first one recorded is that given by Hero of Alexandria, 
who wrote that l ight "strives to move over the shortest 
possible distance" and who showed that the correct laws of 
propagation and reflcctiou of light follow from this princi
ple. In the fifteenth century Leonardo da Vinci noted that a 
body falling freely in a straight line takes the shortest path 
possible. At that time it was generally accepted that nature 
always acts through the shortest path poss ible. In the sev
enteenth century Pierre de Fermat announced his Prin
ciple of Least Time for light: Light travels from one point 
to another in such a way that the time taken is a minimum. 
He was able to derive from this principle the correct laws 
for the propagation, reflection, and refraction of light. 

Frorn the middle of the eighteenth century on, extremal 
principles increasingly came to occupy the attention of 
physicists. In the 1740s Pierre de Maupertuis formulated 
his Principle of Least Action:  "When a change takes place 
in nature, the quantity of action required to effect the 
change is the least possible." Exactly what Maupertuis 
meant by "action" was not quite clear; he felt that it must 
depend on mass, velocity, and distance traversed, and he 
took it to be their product. Leonhard Euler took up Mau
pertuis' s less than precise formulation and turned the 
Principle of Least Action into an unambiguous, mathe
matically clear law, capable of yielding exact information 
on the motion of bod ies. In fact, Euler was one of the key 
figures instrumental in developing the calculus of varia
tions, that branch of calculus  which treats extremal prob
lems and provides methods for their solution. Subse
quently, J oseph Lagrange extended the principle to 
complex systems containing many interacting particles. 
Lagrange also introduced another extremal principle, the 
"Principle of Stationary Vis Viva [Kinetic Energy]," a 
,·ariant of the Principle of Least Action. 

These extremal principl es had bu i l t  into them the as
sumption that the paths being compared (relative to which 
the actual path was an extremum) were all paths on which 
the system had constant total energy. This restriction in 
troduct:>d an extraneous clement, energy, into the consid
erations. In the early nineteenth century Sir Will iam 
Howan Hamilton introduced an "Action Principle" ("Ham
ilton's  Principle") in which the energy restriction was 
dropped, and the only requi rement was that all paths 
!wing compared he traversed in the same length of time. 
( Even thP timt:> element was removed in a later reformula
t i01 1 of the Action Pnnciple by Karl J acobi.) The Action 
PnnL iple has proved to he the most useful of all extremal 
principle-., and it has !wen adapted to meet the needs of all 
wvi-. 1on-. of phy-; ical tlwory : as they were developed , clec
trodynam 1c.:-. , relativity, quantum theory, c1nantum mechan-

ics, and quantum field theory were all formulated in terms 
of an Action Principle sim ilar in form and conception to 
the one introduced by Hamilton. 

Metaphysical implications. Superficially, extremal prin
cipl es seem to imply a grand teleological plan for physical 
systems. It appears that we are being told that a system 
undergoing change picks out, from all processes, that 
particular process for which the action (or some other 
property) is a minimum (or extremum);  and that to enable 
the process to take pl ace, the choice must be made at the 
outset, in fu ll knowledge of all that will happen in the 
future. Such apparently prior knowledge of the entire 
process obviously can he taken to have all sorts of philo
soph ical and theological impl ications. M aupertuis thought 
he had found in th is a strong additional proof of the exi st
ence of God, whose perfection requires simplicity and a 
minimum expend iture of effort. Euler saw in his principle 
a verification of the idea that all processes in nature must 
obey certain maximum or minimum laws. Much has been 
written on the simplicity, grandeur, and purposefulness 
supposedly mirrored in one or another extremal principle. 

In fact, there is neither more nor less of the metaphysical 
in th is realm of physics than in any other. Some people 
have felt that the simpl icity and elegance of extremal prin
ciples as general laws governing change in the universe 
lends support and plausibil ity to the idea of a pervad ing 
cosmic order or of a grand cosmic Orderer, even if i t  does 
not prove their exi stence. To such people it appears that 
universal design, if it exists, almost demands expression in 
principles having exceptional brevity and unity. But there 
is no reason to single out extremal principles in this con
text. The laws of motion and change as expressed in 
differential form are just as elegant and simple; and indeed 
any formulation of basic laws governing the behavior of 
the physical world must appear simple and elegant by 
virtue of the fact that these laws must encompass in a brief 
statement an endless variety of phenomena. 

Extremal principles are simply another precise formula
tion of the laws of motion, from which exact numerical 
consequences can be derived. That systems conform to 
these principles need imply no purposeful action;  to say 
that a particle moves in a circle need not imply that it 
decided at the outset to choose from among all poss ible 
paths the one that is most perfect. There is no question 
that the philosophical outlook of physicists affects their 
attitude toward these principles and largely determines 
their interest in using such principles a 1 1d creating new 
ones of the same type. However, this  is true of all princi
ples- extremal, di fferential, or others-and should not be 
co11strued to contradict the ever-present aim of physics to 
provide quantitative explanations of natural phenomena. 
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FA CTS.  See ANALYSIS, PHILOSOPHICAL; CORRESPON
DENCE THEORY OF TRUTH; PROPOSITIONS, JUDGMENTS, 
SENTENCES, AND STATEMENTS. 

F A I T H .  In d iscourse concerning rel igion, "fa ith" has two 
rather d ifferent mean ings. As a trusting and con fident 
attitude toward God, faith (fiducia) may be compared with 
trust in one's fel low human beings. As a cogn it ive act 
or state whereby men are said to know God or to have 
knowledge about h im.  faith (fides) may be compared with 
our perceptual awareness of our material en vironment or 
our knowledge of the exi stence of other persons. Th is  
article wi l l  deal with the notion of  fai th as putatively 
cogn itive, as thi s  has operated in \Vestern rel igious 
thought. 

FAITH IN C LASSIC CATHOLIC A N D  
PROTESTANT THOUGHT 

Aquinas. The key thinker for the discussion of faith in 
Roman Cathol icism i s  Thomas Aquinas, who wrote on the 
nature of faith in his Summa Theologica. Aquinas' main 
points may be summarized as fol lows:  

( I )  Faith is bel ief in revealed truths. Ul timately the 
object of fai th is God himself, who i s  not, however, known 
by the human mind in  h is  divine simpl icity but on ly  d i s
cursively and by mean s of propositions. These revealed 
truths are authori tatively presented in the creeds. Thus,  to 
have fai th means to bel ieve the articles of faith sum
marized in  the credal affirmations of the church. 

(2) In  its degree of certainty, fai th stands between 
knowledge (scientia) and opin ion .  I t  ranks below knowl
edge, for al though the objective cause of faith-divine 
truth-is in i tsel f more certain than the product of any 
human reasoning, yet faith's grasp of its object-si nce it 
lacks cogent  demonstration-is  less certain  than rational 
knowledge. On the other hand, faith ranks above opinion, 
for while opinion i s  accompan ied by doubt and by fear that 
the opposite opin ion may be true, faith i s  firm and free 
from al l  such hesitations. 

(3) The objects of faith on the one hand, and of s igh t  and 
demonstration on the other, are different: "the object of 
knowledge [scientia] is something seen, whereas the 
object of faith lfides] i s  the unseen ."  There can thus be no 
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faith concerning matters which are objects of rational 
knowledge, for knowledge excludes fa ith .  

However, some tru ths may he objeets of fa ith to one 
person and of knowledge to another. In particu lar, some of 
the prel iminary articl es of fa ith-such as the existern:e, 
un ity, and incorporeal i ty of Cod-are capable of being 
phi losophical ly demonstrated and are revealed as ohjeets 
of faith only for the sake of those many who are unable to 
fol low the path of abstract reason ing. Those matters which 
are of faith absolutely are above reason-incapable of 
being arrived at by human rea�;oning, however expert. 

Aquinas'  account of the relation between faith and rea
son is ,  accord ingly, that they apprehend different sets of 
tru ths, the truths of fai th being above reason. However, 
this statement must  be qual i fied by adding that then• i s  an 
area in which faith and reason overlap, si nce the bas ic 
theological proposi tions-those of natural theology-are 
held to be both demonstrable and revealed. 

(4 ) Faith is "an act of the intel lect assenting to divine 
truth at the command of the wi l l  moved hy the grace of 
God . "  That i s  to say, whereas in knowledge the intel lect is  
moved to assent by the object itself, known either directly 
or by demonstrative reasoning, in faith the intel lect is 
moved to assent "through an act of cho ice, whereby it 
turns vol untari ly  to one side rather than to the other. " 
Faith does not, however, represent  an arbitrary or unmoti
vated decision. I t  i s  a response, under the i n fluence of 
divine grace, to ce, tain external evidences, paiticularly 
miracles. As such, i t  is sufficiently determined by the evi
dence to be rational and yet sufficiently undetermined and 
free to be meritorious. 

Modern Catholicism. The doctrine of faith in modern 
Catholicism is essential ly Thom ist, al though a fu l l er apol
ogetic context is developed than was necessary in the 
medieval period. Faith is defined by the first \'atican 
Counci l ( 1 870) as "a supernatural virtue, by which , guided 
and aided by divine grace, we hold as true what God has 
revealed, not because we have perceived its i ntrinsic truth 
by our reason but beca1 1 se of  the authority of God who can 
neither deceive nor be deceived" (Co11stitu tio11 011 Faith, 
Ch. 3). Such a defin ition provokes a query, for fai th, char
acterized as bel ief in various truths on div ine authority 
presupposes a knowl edge both that God exi sts and that he 
has revealed the propos it ions in question. How is this 
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prior information gained? The question is answered by the 
doctrine of the preambula fidei. The preambles to faith 
consist in the acceptance of God's existence, established by 
philosophical proofs, and of the validity of the Biblical 
revelation and the authority of the Catholic church as the 
divinely appointed guardian of revelation. These latter are 
authenticated by a variety of visible signs, such as mira
cles, fulfillments of prophecy, holy lives, and the growth 
and durability of the church. The believer's appreciation of 
the \veight of this evidence is not an exercise of faith but of 
reason: "The use of reason precedes faith and must lead us 
to it" (Denzinger, Enchiridion No. 1626, cf No. 16.5 1 ). 

Thus, the whole structure of belief rests originally upon 
the historical evidences of miracles and other manifesta
tions of divine activity which do not establish the articles 
of faith themselves, but rather the fact that the omniscient 
God has revealed these articles. Although it is denied by 
Catholic apologists, the comment of John Locke in his 
Essay Concerning Human Understanding would still seem 
pertinent: "Though faith be founded on the testimony of 
God (who cannot lie) revealing any proposition to us, yet 
we cannot have an assurance of the truth of its being a 
divine revelation greater than our own [rationally ac
quired] knowledge; since the whole strength of the cer
tainty depends upon our knowledge that God revealed it. " 

It should be noted that in some of the more recent Cath
olic discussions, such as that by Eugene Joly in the article 
"Faith" in the Twentieth Century Encyclopedia of 
Catholicism (Paris, 1956), there is a tendency to move 
beyond a narrowly propositional conception of faith and to 
be hospitable to the idea of an encounter with God medi
ated through man's religious experience. 

Protestantism. For Martin Luther ( 1483-1546), the 
chief moving spirit of the Reformation, faith was not pri
marily belief in the church's dogmas but rather a whole
hearted trust in the divine grace and love revealed in Jesus 
Christ. Thus, Luther considered faith as primarily fiducia 
rather than jides. Indirectly it included all the fundamental 
Christian beliefs , but Luther's main emphasis was upon 
faith as a total reliance upon God's omnipotent goodness. 
He was not concerned with the logically prior question of 
our knowledge that God exists. In this he was at one with 
the Biblical writers, who were so vividly conscious of the 
reality and presence of God that their writings take his 
existence for granted. In the Bible, as in the thought of 
Luther, faith is not the belief that God exists, that he is 
three in one, and so on, but is an attitude of trust and 
self-commitment to him. In a distinction that Luther him
self drew, it is not belief that but belief in. 

John Calvin ( 1509 - 1564), the fi rst and greatest systema
tizer of Reformed theology, gave greater prominence to the 
cognit ive aspect of Christian faith, defining it in the Insti
tu tes as "a firm and certain knowledge of God's benevo
lence toward us, founded upon the truth of the freely given 
promise in Christ, both revealed to our minds and sealed 
upon our hearts through the Holy Spirit." That to which 
faith responds is the Bible as the inspired Word of God: 
"there is a permanent relationship," Calvin says, "between 
faith and the Word." Thus, in Reformed theology accept
ance of the authority of Scripture replaces the preambula 
fidei of Thomism. 

The philosophical question raised by this conception of 
faith is similar to that raised by the Roman Catholic con
ception: what is the nature of our knowledge that the God 
whom we are invited to trust in fact exists, and that he has 
inspired the writings which he is alleged to have inspired? 

Two subsequent Protestant contributions to some extent 
address themselves to this question. In the early nine
teenth century Jakob Friedrich Fries, influenced by Fried
rich Heinrich Jacobi in the previous century, described 
faith as A hnung (or Ahndung), by which he meant an un
conceptualized feeling, hunch, or presentiment as to the 
reality of the supernatural. Friedrich Schleiermacher also 
regarded faith as a kind of feeling (Gefiihl), a sense of 
absolute dependence upon a higher reality. In a different 
vein altogether S�ren Kierkegaard, the father of modern 
existentialism,  emphasized the objective uncertainty of the 
religious realm, which can be entered only by a leap of 
faith. He stressed the tremendous risk involved, like being 
"out upon the deep, over seventy thousand fathoms of 
water. " 

MODERN THEORIES O F  FAITH 

The Thomist doctrine contains most of the elements 
which have, in varying proportions, characterized subse
quent theories of faith. The Thomist analysis treats faith as 
(a) a form of propositional belief but as (b) belief which 
rests upon weaker evidence than scientific knowledge, and 
(c) regards it as requiring an act of will. 

Voluntarist theories. Nearly all subsequent epistemo
logical discussions of faith assume that it is a cognitive 
attitude directed toward religious propositions. Wide
spread in modern discussions is the rationalist definition of 
faith as (to quote a typical formulation) "very firm belief, 
either unsupported or insufficiently supported by evi
dence" (C. J .  Ducasse, A Philosophical Scrutiny of Reli
gion, New York, 1953, p. 74). Some such definition as this 
is used by a large number of religious philosophers as well 
as by many of those who reject religious belief. 

How, from the believer's point of view, is the evidential 
gap supposed to be filled? Here the voluntarist theme, first 
stressed by Aquinas, reappears. 

Pascal. In the famous Wager pass::.ge in his Pensees (No. 
233) Blaise Pascal ( 1623-1662) recommends a purely 
voluntarist route to religious belief, assuming that reason 
can find no grounds on which to determine whether there 
is a God. One must decide to believe or to disbelieve; and 
regarding the decision as a wager, it is prudent to decide to 
believe.One will then gain eternal life and felicity if God 
indeed exists and will lose nothing if he does not; whereas 
if one decides to disbelieve, one will gain nothing if he 
does not exist but will forfeit eternal life if he does. 

William James. The idea briefly adumbrated by Pascal 
appears in an elaborated form in William James's well
known essay "The Will to Believe" ( 1895). He points out 
that there are cases in which we may come into contact 
with some aspect of reality only by acting, prior to any 
adequate evidence, as if it existed; in these instances our 
faith helps to bring its object into being. For example, in 
the realm of personal relationships faith in an individual's 
good will or honesty may on occasions elicit these quali-



ties when otherwise they wou ld have been wanting, Pre
cursive faith of this kind is justi fied by its subsequent 
verification rather than by prior evidence. 

James then proceeds to con sider rel igious faith. H ere we 
have what is for many people a l iv i ng, momentous, and
James emphas izes-a forced opt ion, for to refuse to say 
"Yes" to the claim of rel i gion is in effect to say "No" to it. 
It is to mis s the good that follows from bel ieving the rel i
gious gospel,  if it  be true, as deci sively as if one had posi
tively rejected it. Therefore we have the right to choose for 
ourselves between the ri sk of fal l ing into error by adopting 
a faith which may turn out to be fal se, and the risk of miss
ing our highest good by fail ing to adopt a faith which may 
turn out to be true. 

Furthermore, James adds, the Judaeo-Christian religious 
hypothesis refers speci fical ly to a personal God;  an d in our 
deal i ngs with a cosmic Thou , as with our fel low humans, a 
ventu re of faith on our part may be necessary if we are to 
establ ish any positive relationship. To respond as a person 
to an other person involves showing a certain trustfulness 
and wil l ingness to "give the benefit of the doubt" and 
thereby anticipate proof and veri fication. It may be that 
God can or will di sclose h imself only to one who shows 
such an ini tial faith and is wil l ing to ventu re in  tru st be
yond what has been establ ished by scientific proof or 
phi losoph ical demonstration. In other words,  it  is  possible 
that in order to gain the rel igiou s knowledge upon which 
our personal good depends, we must give rein to our 
"passional " desire to bel ieve. Hence, James concl udes, we 
cannot reasonably be required to adopt a methodology 
which would prohibit us from finding this good : for "a ru le 
of thin king which would absolutely preven t me from ac
knowledging certain kinds of tru th if those kinds of truth 
were real ly  there, would be an irrational rule. " 

James's argument has been critici zed at a number of 
points, ch ief amon g them being the following :  

( I )  His bas ic assumption is  that there are no grou nds of 
either reason or evidence wh ich might lead one to accept 
or reject the "rel igious hypothesis. " There is nothing to 
make it signi ficantly more probable ei ther that there is or 
that there is  not a God; and in such a situation , says James, 
we are entitled to follow our desires. But  many, both 
theists and athei sts, c: laim that there are substan tial argu
ments or evidences for (or against) the existence of God, 
and that we ought to attend to these rather than to our 
personal pred ilections. Fu rthermore, whatever conclusion 
we arrive at should be held only with the degree of con
viction that is warranted by the evidence. 

(2) The "precursive faith" which helps to create that in 
wh ich i t  bel ieves, although a genu ine phenomenon, is 
i rrelevant to bel ief in the exi stence of God or in the reality 
of eternal values;  for if these exist, they exist independ
ently of man's belief or lack of bel ief in them. In the social 
situations which James cites, our wi l l ingness to trust 
someone in advance of proof of his  trustworthiness may 
help to make him trustworthy hut does not bring him into 
exi stence, and faith in the exi stence of a divine creator of 
the universe cannot bring such a being into exi stence. 

(3) James's argument ought not to he appl ied only to our 
current l ive option s, s ince "l ive option" is  a psychological 
category having no necessary relation to the truth or falsity 
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of hypotheses. \Ve ought to heed equally every monwnto1 1s 
and forced opt ion. However, we cannot act upon them all ,  
s ince they demand i 1 1compatible responses. \\'e shall  act, 
then , only upon that which we should most like to he true. 
So stated, the "right to believe" argument stands n•vealed 
as an invitation to wi shfu l thinki1 1g. 

(4 ) From the side of rel igion, an unfavorali l < ·  compariso11 
is made between the kind of faith rec.:omrne1 1 c lul by 
James and that al ready possessed hy the rel igious be
l iever. James presumes a complete absence of grouuds for 
belief and, in this situation, he proposes a prudent gamh l<·. 
I lowevcr, the re li gious believer-as we meet h im,  for ex
ample, in  the pages of the Bible-is eonvi nc<·d t l 1at lw is 
aware of God acti ng toward him in  and through the events 
of the world around him, so that at all times lie is having to 
c lo with God and God with h im .  l l is concern is  to draw 
others into this direct awareness of Cod, rather than to 
induce them to make James's gamble. 

Tennant. F. H. Tennant ( 1 866 - HJ,58) has pro vided the 
fu l lest recent vol untarist apologetic for theistic faith. F,1ith 
in gen eral ,  according to Tennant, is the conative el ement 
in the acquis ition of knowledge. In every advance from 
sense data to the perception of an ordered world or from 
the projection of a scienti fic hypothesis to its observational 
verificati on ,  as in every successful  voyage of di scovery or 
in the invention of some new k ind of machinery, there 
must be not only an act of theori zing or of in sight but also a 
su stained effort of wil l  which carries the operation through 
to completion. In both of these respects rel igious cogn ition 
shares a com mon structure with knowledge in the sciences 
an d in personal life. First, there is the creation of a hy
pothesis :  Scien tific hypotheses satisfy the i 1 1dination to 
explain the structu re and order of the un iverse by qua11ti
tative laws, while theo!ogieal and ethical hypotheses sat
isfy the incl ination toward teleological explanation. Sec
ond, there is the volitional investment, the ventu re of faith, 
which may eventually be rewarded with a dividend of 
veri fied knowledge. The faith venture in secu lar contexts 
is conti nuous in kind with that of the rel igious prophets 
an d apostles. Thus,  faith is the indispensable volitional 
component within the process of acqu iring knowledge, 
and it plays a bas ical ly similar rol e in both rel igion and 
nonrel igious l i fe. 

However, the kinds of veri fication that are possible in 
science and religion are importantly different, although 
Tennant wavers b..:tween stress ing their simi larity and 
their diss imilarity. Scien tific veri fication consi sts in ob
serving that prediction s deduced from a hypothesis are 
fu lfil led in the experimenter's observations. Hel igious 
veri ficat ion, on the other hand, consists in the valuable 
effects of faith in the l i fe of the bel iever-in strengthening 
him as a moral agent and in his attainment of heroic l ife. 
Thus, while scienti fic veri fication leads to objective cer
tainty, or at least to a high degree of objective probabi lity, 
rel igious veri fication leads only to subjective certitu de. 
"Nevertheless," Tennant adds, "veri fication such as rel i
gion cla imed for its faith will satisfy most men . "  

I t  is notLworthy that the basic features of the classic 
Thomist analysis of faith reappear, although in a very 
different setting, in  Tennant's theory : ( 1 )  Faith, as accept
ance of the rel igious hypothesis, is propositional. (2) Faith 
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is of the same cogni ti-ve order as scien tific knowledge hut 
is based upon a lower degree of evidence. (3) Faith is not 
concerned wi th the material world i tself, which is an ob
ject of knowledge, but with its teleological meaning. 
(4 ) Faith is disti nguished by the conative element within 
it from ordinary belief and knowledge. Whereas the act of 
will can, in Thomism, appeal for rational justification to 
such external evidences as miracles and fulfilled prophe
cies, in Tennant's philosophy it appeals to a comprehen
sive teleological argument for the existence of God. 
This propositional and voluntarist tradi tion, which has so 

largely dominated the scene since the time of Aquinas, has 
been cri ticized on the following grounds : (a) Actual reli
gious faith is not, from the believer's point of view, anal
ogous to a scientific hypothesis but with a weaker 
verification. It is a direct awareness of God, with its own 
assurance which is not dependent  upon philosophical 
argument. (b) As (putatively) a direct awareness of God, 
faith is not primarily a form of propositional belief; rather, 
it is a form of religious experience. Theological beliefs 
naturally grow out of it but are not themselves the primary 
objects or content of faith. 

Faith and freedom. A very important connection has 
long been recognized oetween faith and what may be 
called the cognit ive freedom of the human mind in its 
relatio1 1  to God. The first writer to note this connection was 
the second-century Christian wri ter Irenaeus, who said, 
"And not merely in works, but also in faith, has God pre
served the will of man free and under his own control" 
(Adversus Haereses, IV, 37, 5). The them e is continued in 
Augustine and in Aquinas' view that faith is a sufficiently 
free act to be meritorious. Pascal stated that God's self
revelation in the Incarnation took a deliberately veiled form, 
so that no one could be compelled to find God in Jesus 
Christ, and yet so that all who were willing to find God 
there might do so: " . . .  willing to appear openly to those 
who seek him with all their heart s, and to be hidden from 
those who flee from him with all their hearts, he so regu
lates the knowledge of himself that he has given signs of 
himself, visible to those who seek him, and not to those 
who seek him not" (Pensees, No. 430). Kierkegaard also 
spoke of the divine incognito in the Incarnation. The same 
theme is continued by the twentieth-century Protestant 
theologian Emil Brunner and by many other writers. 
The basic thought behind this emphasi s, at any rate in 

the modern writers, is that God, having created man as 
personal, always acts toward him in ways which respect 
and preserve man's freedom and responsibility. For this 
reason God does not reveal himself to man in his unveiled 
glory, for in a direct, unmediated awareness of infinite 
perfection man's frail moral autonomy would be destroyed. 

Therefore, the divine presence is always mediated through 
the events and circumstances of a world which God has 
created to be a relatively independent sphere of i nterac
tion with his human creaturc�s. �t an's personal autonomy is 
protected by the fact that he can become conscious of 
Cod's act ivity toward him only hy an uncompelled re
spcm,e of fai th. Thus, men ar< > not only free to obey or 
d i solwy Cod,  th<>y also have the prior and more fo nda-
11wntal freedom to be conscious of God or to refrain from 
being conscious of him. The human mind d i splays a natu-

ral tendency to interpret its experience religiously, but this 
tendency acts only as an inclination which can be resisted 
and inhibited. M an is thus cognitively free in relation to 
God. Fai th is the correlate of freedom and is related to 
cognition as free will is to conation. 

Faith as interpretation. Closely related to this emphasis 
upon man's cogni tive freedom is a contemporary theory 
which reP;ards faith as the interpretative element in reli
gious experience-that which constitutes it as religious 
experience in distinction from any nonreligious experi
encing of the same field of data. Here "interpretation" 
does not mean intellectual interpretation or theory con
struction,  but something more akin to the interpretative 
processes which take place in sense perception. From the 
point of view of epistemology, faith is thus analogous to 
the phenomenon of "seeing as," which was brought to the 
attention of philosophers by Ludwig Wittgenstein in his 
Philosophical Investigations (I I,  xi). We may look at a 
puzzle picture, seeing it now as a meaningless disarray of 
lines and now as the outline of, say, a human face. This is 
an i nstance of purely visual interpretation. But the concept 
of "seeing as" can be expanded into that of "experiencing 
as," referring to the way in which a situation apprehended 
through our sensory apparatus as a whole is experienced as 
having some particular kind of significance; that is, as 
rendering appropriate some particular dispositional re
sponse on our part. To cite religious examples, when the 

Old Testament prophets experienced the events of contem
porary Israelite history as mediating the presence and 
activity of God and as speaking a divine imperative to 
them, they were undergoing a religious mode of "experi
encing as." Again, the apostles whose witness constitutes 
the message of the New Testament saw, but were not 
compelled to see, Jesus as the Chri st. I ndeed, it is always 
true of the reli gious mode of "experiencing as" that the 
data in question are in themselves ambiguous and capable 
of being responded to either religiously or naturalistically. 
More strictly, the two types of interpretation are not alter
natives on the same level but are different orders of signif
icance found in the same field of data. The religious sig
nificance of events includes and transcends their natural 
significance. Those events which the prophets saw as acts 
of God can also be seen as having proximate natural or 
human causes; and the person of Christ, seen by Christian 
faith as divine, is depicted in the New Testament as being 
at the same time genuinely human.  From a theological 
point of view, thi s systematic ambiguity, which is the 
precondition of faith, serves to protect ma11's freedom and 
autonomy as a finite personal bei ng in relation to the 
infinite God. 
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JOHN HICK 

FA L L A C I E S . A fal lacy, in the strict sense, is an invalid 
form of argument. Thus fal lacy, or unsoundn ess in reason
ing, is d i s tinguished from s imple fals i ty in that a s ingle 
statement or belief may he false, hut what is fallacious is 
the transition from a set of premises to a conclusion .  How-
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ever, th is  disti nction is often s l 1 1 rre< l  over; and we call other 
kin<ls of mistakes or con fus ion that are more or l< >s s  clos<·ly 
relat e<l to faults i n  reason i 1 1g fal lacies ,  in an extended 
sense. I ndeed, we somet imes give the t i t le of " fal lacy" to 
what is l i t t le more than a particular type of fal se bel ief. At 
the same time, we 1 1 sually count as fallaci< >s only those 
inval id forms of  argu ment, or n·lated k inds of error, t l 1at 
are plaus ible and into which people frequently and <>a�i ly 
fall .  Fal lacy i s  d i lfer<>nt  from sophi stry, which is t l ie del ib
erate use of 1 1nso11 n<l reasoning or of rdat< >d errors. A 
fallacy used with in ten t to <lcc< > ive or to win a 1 1  arg11 111e 1 1 t  
unfai rly ,  to  carry convict ion without ju sti ficat ion,  or to  
defeat proper d i scussion becomes a sophis t ic  d,�vicc. 

This article will  s urv<!Y and class i fy the main kinds of 
fallacies,  expla in ing and i l lustrating many that have lwcn 
traditionally rccogn ize<l and 1 1 amcd, and noting <·special ly 
th ose that arc of part icular impo rtance in ph ilosophy; and 
it wi l l  touch on the conditions in wh ich fallacies fl ourish 
and the means by which they may be avoi<le<l or detected. 

In  classifying fal lacies,  we shall take first fallacies in the 
strict sense, forms of argu ment in wh ich the concl usion 
does not follow from the premise or prem i ses. These are 
<livided into formal fallacies, errors in the formal reason ing 
itself, and informal fal lacies ,  in which the reasoner e i ther 
argues inval idly without us ing any precise logical form or 
goes wrong in putt ing a thought or an ordinary language 
statement into logical form or in translat ing back from 
logical form into thought or ordinary language. ( I t  is a 
consequence of thi s  divi sion that i f  anyone commits an 
informal fallacy, there would he a formal fallacy some
where in the argument that wou ld lie obtai ned if h is  in
tended prem i ses ,  conclusion,  an<l in tcrm e<l iate steps were 
put correctly and consi stently into some logical form ; but it 
is  u seful to d i st inguish informal fallacies in order to indi
cate how the mi stakes have occurred . )  

Next we shall take fallacies i n  nondeductive reason ing 
and in observation. We ca1 1not speak accmately of fal lacies 
in th i s  case,  s i nce we no longer have strictly valid argu
ments with which to contrast them ; but i11 a looser way we 
can contrast good procedu res and pattern s of reasoning 
that confirm hypotheses with ones that fail to confirm or 
are l i kely to produce errors .  

Th ird ,  we shall examine fallacies in discourse. Such 
fau lts as incon si stency ,  circu larity, prejudice,  irrelevance, 
and unfair  interrogation-which include some of the 
best-known fallacie s-are not mistakes in reason ing from 
premises,  or evidence, to a conclusion hut are to be con
demned on some other ground. Philosoph ical fal lacies do 
not constitute a special group apart from those already 
mentioned, but som e of these have been s ingled out  for 
special notice. 

FALLACIES  IN THE STRICT SENSE 

Formal fal lacies. Formal fallacies may be arranged by 
reference to the logical systems, or parts of a logical sys
tem, whose val id argument forms they mimic or di stort. 

Hypothetical and disjunct ive reasoning. Hypothet ical 
and d i sjunctive reasoning is systt'mati zed by the calculus 
of propositions .  The p, q ,  and oth er terms in the forms 
given below stand for variables that range over complete 
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statements or propcsitions, and the phrases "If . . . then" 
and "E ither . . .  or" stand ei ther for the corresponding 
truth operators or for any operators that, with respect to the 
arguments into which they enter, obey substantially the 
same calculus. The following fallacies are common in 
reasoning of this kind. 

Asserting the consequent: If p then q, and q, therefore p. 
Denying the antecedeut: If p then q, and not p, therefore 

not q. 
Converting a conditional: If p then q, therefore if q then 

p. For example, " I f  this equation holds, so does that one; 
therefore, if that equation holds, so does this one." 

Negating antecedent and consequeut: If p then q, there
fore if not p then not q. For example, "If the nations dis
arm, there will be peace; so if the nations do not disarm, 
there will not be peace. " 

These invalid forms of argument are plausible partly 
because they are distortions of valid forms. The first two 
are distortions of modus ponens (If p then q, and p, there
fore q) and modus tollens (If p then q, and not q, therefore 
not p). Similarly, the third and fourth both mimic the valid 
form transpos ition (If p then q, therefore if not q then not 
p). However, concrete arguments of these invalid form s 
may also be explained as informal fallacies due to ambi
guity (discussed under "Ambiguous Words and Phrases" 
bel0w). An expression that actually asserts only a proposi
tion of the fom1 "If p then q" may be wrongly taken as 
asserting "q if and only if p," and if each of the condition
als above were replaced by the corresponding bicondition
al, each fallacy would become a valid fonn of argument. 

It i s  also easy to fall into these fallacies when one is  
working in a field in which corresponding statements of 
the forms "If p then q" and "If q then p" are frequently 
both true or both false. This is the case in certain areas of 
mathematics, and indeed this fact is used in the procedure 
for di scovering proofs that is sometimes called geometrical 
analysis. We assume the truth of what we wish to prove, 
and work out its consequences ; if among these we find 
something that is  already known or that can be proved 
independently, we try to construct a proof by retracing the 
previous steps. \\'e assume that p, we deduce in a series of 
steps that q, we prove independently that q, and hence, 
reversing the previous deduction, that p. However, this 
final proof will be valid only if each of the steps in the 
analysis  is reversible. Geometrical analys i s  i s  a useful 
heuristic procedure because thi s i s  often the case, but thi s  
ut ility in  many geometric arguments may tempt us  to  as
sume, wrongly, that such steps are always reversible and 
that wherever we have establi shed "If p then q," we are 
enti tled to infer, from this  alone, "If q then JJ." 

Another common fallacy is that of asserting an alterna
tive: Either p or q, and p, therefore not q. This is  a distor
tion of the disjunctive syllogism (Either p or q, and not p, 
therefore q). I l owever, concrete examples may also be 
explained as due to the ambiguity of disjunctive expres
sions, for if "E ither p or q" were replaced by the strong 
di sjunct ion " E ither p or q hut not both," thi s  would be a 
valid form of argument. 

There are also fallaci<>s that are distortions of De l\1or
gan's mies .  Thus, ":\ot both p and q" is equivalent to 
"Eithc·r not p or not q," hut we may invalidly infer from it 

"Both not p and not q"; and from "Either not p or not q" 
we may invalidly infer "Not either p or q." 

Use of arguments. If a conclusion follows validly from a 
premise or set of premises, we can use this  fact correctly in 
either of two ways. Given that the premises are true, we 
can infer that the conclus ion is  true; or, given that the 
conclus ion is false, we can infer that at least one of the 
prem ises is  false. However, these correct inferences may 
he replaced by the following fallaciou s  ones : 

(I) The conclus ion is true; therefore the premise i s  true 
(or therefore all the premises are true). 

(2) The premise (or at least one of the premises )  is false; 
therefore the conclusion is false. 
The first of these can contribute to confusion between 

the confirmation of a hypothesis  and a proof of it ;  for when 
a hypothesis i s  confirmed, a conclusion drawn from it as a 
premise is found to be true, and the fallacy would make us 
infer from this that the hypothesis i s  itself true. 

(3) The conclusion is false; therefore all the premises 
are false. 

\Ve might take as a variant of the above inference a 
fallacy noted by Ari stotle and inappropriately named non 
causa pro causa. In this variant, an assumption is  rejected 
because an argument in which it i s  u sed as a prem ise leads 
validly to a false or self-contradictory conclusion. This 
unsatisfactory conclus ion is not due to this assumption, 
however, and would have followed from the other prem
ises used without this assumption. In practice, one may 
slip into such an improper reductio ad absurdum (or ad 

fa/sum) either through not noticing that other premises 
besides the assumption are used, or through too easily 
taking them to be correct. 

There are also fallacious ways of us ing the fact that an 
argument i s  invalid, such as: 

(4 ) The argument from this premise (or these premises) 
to that conclus ion is invalid; therefore the conclus ion is 
false. 

Examples of the first and fourth fallacies in the use of 
argument can also be explained in another way. The cor
rect inference in each case i s  that the conclusion is not 
supported by the proposed argument, and we may confuse 
"not supported" with "false." Indeed, where the conclu
s ion is the subject of controversy and we have previously 
had both arguments tending to show that it is true and 
arguments tending to show that it is false, the demolition 
of a supporting argument will shift the balance between 
the oppos ing views and will leave our reasons for denying 
this conclusion relatively stronger than they were before. 

Traditional logic. The simple conversion of an A-propo
sit ion (or universal affirmative) is a common fallacy having 
the form "all P are Q, therefore all Q are P. " For example, 
having agreed that whatever is conceivable is logically 
possible, we are liable to infer from this that anything that 
is logically possible is conceivable. An equivalent error is  
the negating of terms in an A-proposit ion, that is, arguing 
from "All P are Q" to "All not-P are not-Q": "Whatever i s  
conceivable is logically possible; therefore, anything that 
is not conceivable is not logically possible." 

A s imilar fallacy is the conversion of an O-proposition : 
"Some P are not Q, therefore some Q are not P. " An exam
ple is "Some states with parliamentary government are not 



democratic; it follows that there are genuinely democratic 
states which lack parl iamentary government. " 

We can give a complete l i st of the possible formal fal la
cies in the trad itional syl logism and sorites because the 
following set of four ru les (011t-' of them in two parts) is 
such that every argu ment that has the form of a syl logism 
or a sorites1 is val id i f  it obeys all these rules and is inval id 
if it breaks any of them. 

Rule I. Not more than one premise may be negative. 
Rule I I .  If  one premise is negative, the conclusion must 

be negat ive, and vice versa. 
Rule I I I .  Each middle term must he distribu ted at l east 

once. 
Rule IV. I f  a term is di stributed in the conclusion, it 

must be di stributed in the premise in which i t  occurs. 
I n  interpreting these rules, we take the subjects of un i

versal propos itions and the predicates of negative propo
sitions to be distribu ted, and the subjects of particular 
propositions and the predicates of affirmative proposi t ions 
to be not distributed. 

There are, then , the fol lowing possible formal fal lacies : 
Two negative premises. 
Negative conclusion with no negative prem ise. 
Negative premise with no negative concl usion .  
Undistributed middle. A middle term is not  distribu ted 

in either of the premises it is meant to connect. 
Illicit major. The major term , the predicate of the con

clusion, is di stributed in the conclusion but not in its prem
ise. 

Illicit minor. The minor term, the su bject of the conclu
sion, is distributed in the conclusion but not in  its premise. 

Fal lacies of the last three kinds are the most common 
and important. The argument "Al l  machines work in ac
cordance with causal laws , and all human bei ngs work in  
accordance with causal laws; therefore a l l  human beings 
are machines" commits the fal l acy of undistri buted middle 
because the midd le term , "things that work causally," is 
undistributed in each of the premises as the predicate of 
an affirmative proposition. Th is fal lacy is more plau sible if 
the reason ing is expressed hypothetical ly:  "Machines are 
causal ly determined, so if human beings were cau sal ly 
determi ned, they wou ld be mere machines. " 

The fal lacy becomes yet more plausible  if the argument 
is extended to form a sorites : "Machines are cau sal ly de
termined, and they are not moral ly responsible for what 
they do; therefore, if human beings were causal ly deter
mined, they would be no more morally responsible than 
mach ines are. " The syl l ogism "All matters of taste are 
subjective, and no moral judgments are matters of taste ; 
therefore no moral judgm ents are subjective" contains the 
fal lacy of i l l icit major, for the term "subjective" is  dis
tributed in the concl usion but not in its premise. The fal 
lacy is not obvious here, and it is sti l l  less  obvious in the 
sorites "M atters of taste are subject ive, bu t we do not dis
pute about matters of taste; since we do di spute about 
moral judgments, they cannot be subjective ." However, 
the fal lacy may be eas i ly seen in an argument of the same 
form on another subject, such as "A ll birds are egg- layers; 
no insects are birds; therefore no in sects are egg-layers . "  
Similarly, the argument "All Victorian Gothic buildings 
have nonfunctional features, and they are all ugly; there-
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fore all bui ld ings with nonfu nctional features an� ugly" b 
au example of the fallacy of i l l icit minor, for the term 
"bui ldings with nonfunctional features" is d i stri lmted in 
the conclusion but not i11 i ts prc•misc .  

There are fall acies that consist i 1 1 the m i shandl ing of 
complex (conjunctive and disju nct ive) t<'r 1 1 1 s .  Th ese in
c lude dis tortions of tlH' De !\J organ rules for te rms ,  corre
spoml ing to fa l lacies noted above. Thus, it is fa l laciou-; to 
argne from "No policy wil l  both defend frc·c>do111 al l ( )  in
sure peace" ( l'eDI, which is eq uiva lent by obversio1 1  to 
PaDJ) to "Every policy I ,oth fai l s  to defend freedom and 
fails to insure peace ·" (PaDI). 

Two traditional ly recogn ized fallacies are t l 1e fallacy of 
the accident and the c:011verse fallacy of the acc:ide11 t ,  
which is also cal l ed the fal lacy a dic:to sec:,rndum quid ad 
dictum simplicitl'r. The latter consi sts in going i 1 1val idly 
from a qual ified s tatement to an unqual i fied one-for exam 
ple, in argu ing from "I t  is al ways wrong to take another 
person's property without his permission" to " I t  i s  al ways 
wrong to take another person's propl•rty. " ( I t  is s imi larl y 
fallaciou s to go from a statement qual ified in 011e way to a 
l ike statement qual ified in another way; both these errors, 
when they occur in moral reasoning, amou nt  to neglect of 
the princi ple that circumstances alter cases. ) Considered 
formal ly, the converse fallacy of the accident consi sts in 
invalidly dropping a conjoined term, in argu ing from "A l l  
PQ are R" to "Al l  P are R." I t  i s  al ways fallacious to drop a 
conju nct from a di stributed term, and we might therefore 
extend the tradit ional name to cover al l cases of this sort. 
But what, then, is the fal lacy of which this is the converse? 
Adding a conjunct to a di stributed term is general ly val id, 
but it is always a fallacy to add a conjunct to an undistrib
uted term-for example, to argue from "Some snakes are 
poisonous" to "Some snakes native to Madagascar are 
poi sonous" -and we may give th is fa l lacy the traditio11al 
name of the fal l acy of the accident. However, supposed 
examples of this are often really examples of the converse 
fallacy. 

Parallel with the fal lacies of dropping a C<Jnjunct from a 
di stributed term and adding a conju nct to an u ndistribu ted 
term are the fal lacies of dropping a disjunct from an u ndis
tributed term (All P are Q or R, therefore all P are Q) and 
adding a disjunct to a di stributed tenn (No P arc Q, there
fore no P are Q or R). 

Relational arguments. \Ve may recognize certain argu
ments involving re'. 1tions as be ing val id on account of 
some formal feature of these relation s, such as symmetry or 
transitivity. There wil l  then he a kind of fal lacy that con
si sts in treating a certain relation as if it had some formal 
featu re that it does not have. Thus, it is fal lacious to argue 
"Even an experienced doctor may be unabl e to dist inguish 
diphtheria at an early stage from tons i l l i t i s ,  or tons i l l it is 
from an ulcerated throat; even an experienced doctor, 
therefore, may be unable to distingu i sh diphtheria at an 
early stage from an ulcerated throat," becau se the relation 
"is indistingu ishable from " i s  not transitive. Th is inval id 
argument is plausible because this 11ontransi tive relation 
can be confl: sed with the transitive one "is exactl y l ike ."  

Multiple and nonextensional operators. In multiply 
quantified statements, the order of l\vo successive 1 1n ivn
sal quantifiers can be changed. Thus,  "Every man is al-
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w.1� s sdti,h 
. .  \ ,,·hich ,, e L'an s�·mholi zt' as TT 11 1 lltS11 1t

.. Ft1r en·r, man. for t•n·r�· time. that man is selfish at that 
t ime" " )  is equi , alent  to · ·_-\ t every time all men are selfish" 
l l t l l 1 11 :S 111 f ). S im ilarly . .. Someone at some t ime is  selfoh" "  
� 111� tS 111 t) i s  equi ,·aleut to "There i s  a t ime at  ,,·hich 

somt'Ollt' is selfish· ·  , � t� m S mt) .  Ho,,·e,·er. ' "E ,·ery man is 
:-l)metimes selfi sh" (TT111� tS111 t )  i s  not equi ,·alent to · ·some
times e, er� man i s  selfi sh " '  ,� tll 111S 111 t-"There is a t ime 
sul"h th,1t e,·er� man is  �elfish at that  t ime" ' ) ;  the latter 
impli t•s the former but not , · ice ,·ers,1. It is. therefore, a 
fa) iaL·, to change the order of sm-cessi  ,·e quant i fier:-- from 
uni, t•rs.d-part icubr to particula r - uni,  ersal. .-\ ristotle 
\\ Lmld h.1n.• heen guilty of this follac�· if he had argued 
di rt•dly from ' "E,·er,· act i,·ity aims  at some good · ·  to ' "There 
is a gL1od at which e,· ery adi,·ity a ims ."  

There are sim ibrl� im alid \\"ay� of changing the  order of 
sun·essi, ·e oper.1 tors one or both of which are not 
quant i fiers . . .  It i �  certa in  that someone will win 

.. 
l which 

m:1y be symbolized a� \ �x\\ "x) does not imply "There is 
someone who i �  eertain to win .. \�x\1\\). although the 
im al id inference from the first to the second is facilitated 
b�- the fad that · ·someone is sure to ,,· in ·· is ambiguous 
between the two. Berkeley's  central argument (in Sect ion 
23 of the Pri 11ciplcs of ll11 111a 11 1'.1w 1clcd{.:c and in the fi rst 
of the Thrct· Dialogues) contains an example of this fallacy. 
H e  sho\\"ed . correctly. that a statement which we can for
mulate .1s follows is neces:--.uil, fabe :  "There is something 
which someone truly belie, es not to be thought of'· 
, 'i. 111� 111B mSTx \. Hm,·en.·r. he thoud1t he had demonstr.1ted 
the necessary fi.1ls i t , · of the di fferent s tatem ent "S omeone 
truh helien•s that there i s  someth ing \\"hieh is not thought 
of' � 111 B 11 1�x.YTx\ He1lele� argued i m·alidly from the 
denial of  the former statement to the denial of the latter. 
.md so to the Cl))H'lusion that it is absurd to maintain that 
m .1terial objects e,ist unconeei,·ell 

\\ "e should recogni zt•. then.  a fallacy of rcarra 11gi11g 
opuaftirs. Indeed. we could bring under this heading 
m .m� fall.icious forms of a rgu ment .  Thu s .  the fallacies due 
tL) di � tortions of De \ ! organ's  rules noted abO\·e cons is t  in 
rt',· ersing the order of negation ,rn<l conjunction . or of 
d i sjunction and negation. The in,·alid .ngument from "You 
.ne not obliged to res ign' "  to ' ""\011 are obl iged not to re
sign · · re, erses the order of the deontic oper.1tor and nega
t ion. the falbciom "logical" proof of determinism. " :\ ee-

ess .nil� e i tht'r ,·l1u will go or �-ou ""ill sta,·. so either you 
,, ill !!O nece, s.nil�- or you will s t.1y neces s.nily ." re,·erse, 
the order of the nwdal operator ,md d i sjundiLrn. and ,o on.  

� ,1me oper.1tL1rs set up none,tensional contt'\.t s .  conte,ts 
in which ten11 s Ln pwposi tion� that are exten s ionally 
t>qu1 , .1le11t  L\lllll l1t be , .1li dl, substituted for one another. 
\\ 'lwrc,1� " " \ I r,. _h111e, ,lwt tlw nun in  her  bedn1t1m:· tt)
!!t'tht r ,, 1th the fad th.1t the m.m in her hedfl1t)m wa, lier 
hu,h,m1.L eu t.u b " " \ I r, J ones slwt her husb:md.' '  " \ ! rs 
h1Jit'' mlt'n t 1 ou.dl� slwt the man in  her bedroom·· does not 
, 1 1· 1 1 1 .nh ent .1d ' " \ [ rs _h1nes  intt'nt)l)n,dl�- �hot her hu:-
h.rnd .. -\nd e, en i f  · · ,,· · 1 ,  I L1gi c.1lh equi, .1lent to ' "q ."  
· " r  1 th ht,l1t· ,  e ,  th.1 t  p" d,)e, 1wt ent.ul ' "� mith belie, es  
t i  .1 t  / · lt 1 ,  ,t ill , 1  m.1ttt' r ,1 f d i sputt' ho,, �ul.'11 co nte,ts 
, I  ! l,t' t·,pl.1 1 1 l t'll .md d.1�-.1 ned . .  lIHI wh.1t \..inds of 
, 1  1 1 - t t · t  >1 ,Ht , .d id 1n e.11.'!1 �l1rt of l.'l111 te,t. ho,,·e, er. we 

can recognize. as a further type of fallacy, e:ctensio11al 
s11bst i t 11 t io 11 i11 1 1011e:cte11sio11al co11 te:cts. 

Informal fallacies. \ l any infom1al fallacies are due to 
ambiguit� or ,·agueness of expressions used to make �tate
ments .  If the tem1s used are ,·ague or ambiguous. the 
e,press ions in \\"hich they are used \\"ill be corresponding
ly ,·a"t:ue or ambiguous. Howe,·er, the whole expression 
may be n1gue or am biguous e,·en if the tenns are not, 
principall�· becau:-e a sen tence fonn may be indetem1inate 
as to the logil"al fonn it represents. \\ "e may, therefore. 
dis t ingui sh  fallacies that arise from the ambigu i ty or 
,·agueness of expres sions in representing logical fom1 from 
those that arise from other sorts of ambiguity or ,·agueness. 
.-\mbiguity or ,·agueness is not in ibelf a fallac�-. but it may 
lead to fallacy. For example. someone may move invalidly 
from one assertion to another, hut not notice that he has 
made any mo,·e at all because he uses the same ambiguous 
expression for hi s premise and for his conclusion. Or he 
m ay use an ambiguous e:-.pression to assert a premise. and 
thus infer a conclusion that would follow from one pos�i
hle sen�e of that e,pression but does not folio\\" from the 
sense he i ntends to as sert. Or. ha,·ing validly inferred a 
certain conclusion,  he may assert a d ifferent conclusion, 
using an express ion ambiguous between the ,·alidly de
ri,·ed conclusion and the one asserted. 

fodetem1 i 11acy of e:cpressio11s . . -\ sentence such as "\len 
are un\\"i�e" may he ambigu ous bet\\"t't'n ".-\ I I  men are 
unwise'" and "Some men are unwise .

. . 
It :-uffers from sup

pressed quan t i fication. S imilarly. if someone says "Cour
age and \\"isdom go together" (or "al\\"ays go together," or 
"are constantly conjoined"). is he sa�· ing that all the coum
geous are wise. that all the ,,·ise are eour.1geous. or both of 
these? Some philosophical tenn i nology is ambiguous in  
just this way. lf we say that one thing i s  a criterion of  an
other. do ,,·e mean that it i� a necessary criteri on. a 
su fficient one. or both? Such indetem1inaey may facilitate 
an in, alid mo,·e from one meaning to the other, and in  
actual cases \\"e may he  unable to decide \\"hether an ar
guer has committed the fonnal fallacy of simply com·erting 
an .-\-propo:-it ion or the informal fallacy of goin!! from one 
sense to the other of an ambiguous expres sion . 

Conditional e,pressions are often similarly indetenni
nate.  "You ,,·ill ,ucceed i f  you make an effort" may say 
what it \\"Ould be liter,1lly taken as sa�·ing llll :J s\. but with a 
d ifferent emphasis or in a d ifferent conte,t it may mean 
"You will succeed onl� if ,·ou make an pffort" lS :J 111 ) .  or 
perhaps the conjunction of these t\\"o \S = 111 ). Di sjuncth·e 
expressions .  while the, are common!� used to e,press a 
weal-. disjunct ion .  c.rn be ,1mbiguous bet,, een weak and 
,trong d i sjunction. but logician:- h,l\'e themseh-es often 
fallen into a fall.icy in supposing that whene,·er two dis
joined terms are mutu.1ll�- e,clusi, e. either nece,�.uily or as 
a m.1tter of fact. the d i s_iundion is i t self a s trong exclusi,·e) 
d i s junction. The tru th is that \\"hen the d i s ioined tenn s  are 
kn�)wn to e,clude one another. it m.ie, no pract ical 
d i tforence whether the disjunct ion it:self i:- \\·ea\.. or � trong. 

The name of the fallacy of dicisio11 has been gi, en. by 
some modern writers.  tl1 ,lttt'mpts to .ugue from the prem
ist' that something is trne of -.ome whole. or of ,ome das:
con�idered collecti,  ely . to the conclusion that the s,1me is 



true of the parts of that whole, or of the dass considered 
distributively (that i s ,  of each of its members); and the 
name of the fallacy of co mposit ion has been given to argn
rnents in the reverse direction. Either of these fal lacies 
may be covered by an ambiguity of the word "al l "  be
tween its col lective and its di stributive sense. This  ambi
guity of "al l "  leads 1 1 s  to commit the fal lacy of d iv i sion 
when we argue, for example, from the fat:t that al l  the 
citizens are strong enough to resist a tyrant (meaning that 
the cit izen body considered as a whole has sufficient 
strength to do th is )  to the conclusion that all the cit izens 
are strong enough to resist a tyrant (mean ing  that every 
citizen, con sidered ind ividual ly, has sufficient st rength to 
do this). \Ve are in  this case arguing  from the statement 
made by a sentence in which "al l ' '  is used collect ively to 
the statement made by the same sentence when "al l "  i s  
used di stributively. \\'e are committing the fal lacy o f  com
position when we argue from the prem ise that every man 
can decide how he wil l  act to the condusion that the hu
man race can decide how it wi l l  act (for example, with 
regard to the rate of increase of population or the choice 
between war and peace). I n  this case we move from the 
distribut ive to the col l ective sense of "al l "  in "All men can 
decide on their actions ."  This, or a similar fal lacy, is com
mitted whenever we assume, without adequate reason , 
that we can speak about groups in the same ways in wh ich 
we can speak about their members, that we can speak of a 
nation having a wi l l  or i nterests ,  or of a society having 
problems. Of course ,  it may be possible to  do  this; there 
may be predicates appl icable ( in  the same sense) to a 
group and to its members, but th i s  cannot be assumed 
without evidence. It may also be possible to introduce a 
different but useful sense i n  which a pred icate normal ly  
appl ied to  i ndividuals may be appl ied to a group;  but if  so, 
the new sense must be explained. 

H owever, what Ari stotl e cal led the fallacies of divis ion 
and composition are d ifferent from these. He was speaking 
about changing the ways in which words are combined, for 
example, from "John is abl e-to-write wh i le  he is not writ
ing" to "John is able to write-while-he-is-not-wri t ing." In 
all such cases there is an ambigu ity that conceals a fa l lacy 
of rearrangi ng operators (the former example may be sym
bol ized as ltKM\Va tMVat-"At some t ime both it is pos
sible that John is writ ing at that t ime and John is not writ
ing at that t ime"-and the latter as MltK\VatNWat-"It  is 
poss ible that at some time both John is  wri t ing at that t ime 
and J ohn i s  not writ ing at that t ime") .  The ambigu ity of 
"All the men pushed , but could not move the stone" i s  
real ly of th i s  sort; the first clause i s  symbol ized in one 
sense as !tfl mPmt- "There is a time such that every man 
pushed at that time"-and in another sense as ITmltPmt
"For every man, there is a t ime such that the man pu shed 
at that time ." There need not be any question of ascribing 
the act ivity of pushing to a total ity of men. In ei tlwr case 
there are only indiv idual pushings; hut the statement in 
on e sense says that these were sim ultaneous and in the 
other sense it does not. This contrast might also be re
ferred to as a d isti nction between col lective and d i stribu
tive senses. There are, therefore, at l east two dist inct pairs 
of fallacies that have heen cal l ed fa l lacies of composit ion 
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and div is ion,  hut if we speak about col lective a11d d i stri lrn
tive senses we tend to mn the two pairs tog<"lhcr. 

Ordi nary language seems to lend itse lf  to ambigu i t ies 
about operator order. Docs "You can fool all of the people 
some of the time" mean that there are t imes  at wh ich the 
whole populace can he d<'ceived (l t.\fl l 111 /Jmt-11 s i 1 1 g  .\I 
for " I t  i s  poss ible that" and Dmt for "that man b deceived 
at that t ime")? Or that every person is occasional ly foolahle 
(Ilm!tMDmt)?  Does "You can fool some of the people all 
of the time" mean that some people are capal il<• of  l iC ' i 1 1g 
permanently d<•ce ived (!mMiltDmt) ,  or that at evny t ime 
it is possible to fool some people (I I tlm.\lDmt or 
lltM!.mDmt, these two be ing perhaps NJ11 ivalent)r 

However, in  all the cases considered here, and in some 
of those to be con sidered in the next suhscction, i t  may he 
questioned whether we should say s imply that the fa l lacy 
is due to ambiguity or vagueness. We may fai l  to dbt in 
guish two kinds (or forms) of s i tuations because we me the 
same expression to describe them, but it  cou ld also lie that 
we use the same expression because we commonly foil to 
d ist inguish the two things. Informal fal lacies,  as consid
ered here, are d ue to confus ion as much as to ambiguity. 
\Ve can conven iently explain them in terms of the ambi
guity of various expressions, but we should not assume 
that the l inguistic fact of ambiguity (or vagueness) i s  the 
sole or the primary cause of these errors. 

Ambiguous words and phrases. Ambiguity is extrem ely 
com mon, hut it i s  l ikely to lead to fa l lacy only in  cases in 
which the different meanings of a word or phrnse are close 
enough to he confused. One fal lacy that can then ari se is 
that of the a m b iguous m iddle, that is, an argument may 
appear to have the form of a syllogism, hut the express ion 
we take as stand ing for a middl e tum may h,l\"e d i fferent 
mean ings in the two premises. For example,  an authority 
on theology is more l ikely than other people to he right 
about theology, and a learned divi ne is an anthority on 
theology. Does it fol low that a learned divine has a hetter 
than ordinary chance of being right ahou t theology? i\ot i f  
the phrase "an authority on  theology" means in the second 
premise an authority on the body of theologic«l assertions 
hut in  the first premise means an authority on that which 
theological assertions are about. I n  such cases there is 
real h· no term common to the two premi ses, an d therefore 
ther; is no genu ine syl logism. There are also sim i lar fal la
cies in which an expression is u sed in different senses in a 
premise and in the condus ion .  Ambiguity often gi\"es rise 
to th�se fal lacies when the mean ing of a word i �  fixed by 
its context, and the two different contexts gi\·e the word 
two d ifferent meanings. A l l  these are in stances of equ ivo
cation. 

Som e  words are systematical l y  ambiguous in  a trouble
some w,l\'. An observation may be either what is  obser\"ed 
or the ol;serving of i t ;  a perception may be either a per
ceidng or what is perceived. There are s imilar indetermi 
nacies about "experience," "sensat ion," and "bel i ef. " 
Sut:h ambiguit ies constantly create d ifficult ies  in epi ste
mology, the ph i losophy of science,  and phi losophical 
psychology. 

There are also form s of speech that tempt us to confuse 
what we can say about word s with what we can say about 
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the corresponding things. A cause necessarily produces an 
effect, hut only in the sen se that i t  would not be called a 
cause if it did not. S imilarly, murder is necessarily wrong, 
but not in the sense that there is a necessary connection or 
a rationally discoverable link between the kind of act 
called murder and its  being wrong. 

Sometimes when words are not ordinarily ambiguous, 
we perversely make them so; for example, by giving a 
word, in addition to its ordinary mean ing, another meaning 
that is borrowed from a cognate word or a similarly formed 
word. If John Stuart l\1ill confused "is desirable" (mean ing 
"ought t� be desi red") with "can be desired," deriving thi s  
second sense from the use of "is visible" to  mean "can be 
seen" and "is audible" to mean "can be heard," he was 
making a mistake of this kind. S imilar results are produced 
by an idiosyncratic use of language. It is hard to keep to a 
sense specially assigned to a word, and ,ve are always 
liable to sli p  back into some more conventional use. When 
a psychologist has redefined "learning" in relation to some 
special procedure by which "learning" ean be measured, 
he or his readers may thi nk that what he then discovers is  
true also about learning in i ts  ordinary, much broader 
sense. 

Such unwarranted generalization, considered formally, 
exemplifies the fallacy a dicto secundum quid; in practice, 
however, it is aided by various ambiguities and con fusions. 

Thus, the words "class" and "set" may be confined to 
finite collections or may embrace in fin ite ones as well. 
We are liable to argue from the fact that something holds 
for all finite classes or sets to the conclusion that i t  holds for 
all classes or sets, including infin i te ones, partly because the 
words are ambiguous, partly because we fail to notice that 
the wider concept is a different one, and partly because we 
generalize from specimen cases and choose specimens that 
are more easily visualized but are not fully representative. 

As we have noted, errors may arise not only from ambi
guity as such but also from the confusing of things that, 
although similar or related, are differen t. A classic example 
of this, of great importance in philosophical discussion, is 
the confusing of separation with distinction. Thus the 
distinction between analytic and synthetic statements may 
be attacked, fallaciously, on the ground that actual state
ments are difficult to assign, without reservations, to one 
category or the other. Con fusion here is due partly to failure 
to see what sorts of things are being distinguished-not 
verbal fom1s, not sentences, but ways of using sentences 
to make statements. 

\\'hen this obscuri ty is removed, however, we may still 
have to defend the di stinction against the critic who says 
that because of indeterminacies in the use of component 
words, every concrete use of a sentence in order to make a 
statem ent lies somewhere between bei ng analytic and 
being synthetic. Even if this cri tic were right, thi s would 
i n  no way count against the dist inction. Indeed, such a 
status makes it particularly im portant to draw the distinc
tion, i n  order to expose the common fallacy of argui ng from 
a statement in which ,vends are so u sed as to make the 
�tatement analytically true to a synthetic statement made 
by the same words in a different sense (as might he done 
with the statem <>11t "A change in the moral code means 
social dis integration "). 

This con fusion can also be used in the opposite way. It 
may be argued that because two things can be distin
guished, they must be separate-for example, to argue that 
si nce we can distinguish a motive from a cause, things that 
have causes cannot have motives, or that a person's having 
a certain motive can not be a cause of his action. 

FALLACIES IN NONDEDUCTIVE REASONING 
AND IN OBSERVATION 

Outside the sphere of deductive reason ing, we can speak 
of fallacies only in an extended sen se. For example, we 
can contrast genuine confinnation of hypotheses with 
something that is mistaken for i t, probable arguments that 
give some support to their conclusions with ones that do 
not, and, in general, techniques and procedures that tend 
to give correct results with ones that tend to produce error. 
However, it would be pointless and misleading to call a 
piece of inductive reason ing, say, fallacious merely be
cause its conclusion turned out to be false. 

Induction and confirmation. We may note two falla
cies about induction or confirmation : the mistaking of con
firmation for proof, and the demanding of proof where 
no more than con firmation is possible. There are also falla
cies in induction and con firmation. \\1here scientific or 
common-sense reason ing follows the lines of one of the 
eliminative methods of induction (see MILL'S METHODS 

OF INDUCTION), failure to observe the requirements of that 
method will count as a fallacy. Thus, in reasoning along 
the l ines of the method of agreement, it will be a fallacy to 
conclude that there is a causal relation between the phe
nomenon P and a certain feature A, merely because occur
rences of P are repeatedly found to be accompanied or 
preceded by occurrences of A, without trying to discover 
other possibly relevant features common to these occur
rences of P or, what amounts to the same thing, without 
trying to find occurrences of P that are as relevantly di
verse as possible and then seeing whether A is present in 
them all. Thus, it i s  fallacious to conclude that William is 
allergic to strawberries from the evidence that his allergic 
symptoms have repeatedly appeared after he has eaten 
strawberries, if William has eaten strawberries only in one 
particular house, at a particular sort of gathering, and so on. 

S imilarly, in reason ing along the lines of the method of 
difference, it will be a fallacy to conclude that A is even an 
indispensable part of a sufficient condition for P from a 
comparison of a case in which P and A are both present 
and a case where they are both absent, without checking 
that the two cases are otherwise relevantly alike, that no 
likely-to-be-relevan t feature except A differentiates the 
case in which P occurs from the one in which it does not. 

In other words, i t  is fallacious to use a control case that 
differs from the experimental case in some unwanted re
spect. Thus, i t  is fallacious to infer that J ohn 's having re
covered more rapidly than James is due to a drug that was 
given only to John, if John was also told that he was having 
a new treatment and the doctors and nurses all took special 
care of John because they were i nterested in the experi
ment. There can be correspondi ngly unsound experimen
tal procedures, and corresponding errors in reason ing, in 
applications of the method of concomitant variation. 



Post hoc ergo propter hoc is trad i tional ly l i s ted as a 
fal lacy; but much respectable inductive reason ing wou ld 
fall u nder thi s  heading, and it is not to be condemned 
because i t  is not deductively val id. \Ve argue, reasonably, 
that the one l i kely-to-be-relevant change causes the result 

: that fol lows. We are, in effect, taking the "before" s i tuation 
as the control case and the "after" situation as the experi

, mental case. This is a fal lacy only if we ignore other l ikely
to-be-relevant changes. 

All such mis takes can be summed up as consist ing in 
failures to test the hypothesis in question-that A is ( in 
some sense) the cau se of P- that is , in fa il ure to look for 
what, if the hypothesis were false, would he most I ikely to 
reveal its fals i ty. If  A i s  not the cause of P, we are most 
l i kely to reveal this by finding cases of P so diverse that A 
is not present in them al l ,  or a control case so l ike the 
experimental case that P occurs in both, or occurs in nei
ther, in spite of A's being present in one and absent from 
the other. 

Another inductive fal lacy is to take a hypothesis as being 
confirmed by observations to which it is irrelevant, when 
without this hypothesis our other knowledge and beliefs 
would explain what i s  observed equal ly wel l .  Further, 
since it is a basic principl e of inductive reasoning that 
alternative hypotheses should be considered, and that to 
confirm one hypothesis we must  eliminate its rival s or 
show them to be improbable,  it  is a fal lacy to take a hy
pothesis as being confirmed by observations that are 
equal ly wel l con firmed by an intrinsical ly more probable 
alternative hypothesis-for example,  to take the M ichel
son - r..f orley experiment as con firming the theory of rela
tivity without el im inati ng the FitzGeral d - Lorentz con
traction and the emission hypothesis of the velocity of 
l ight. 

We may add a fal lacy of saving hypotheses. I t  is certainly 
a faul t  for a thinker to be so attached to a hypothesis that 
he notices only evidence that agrees with i t  and ignores or 
denies unfavorable evidence. Popular superstit ions of al l 
kinds are protected by th is  fal lacy, but it i s  al so common 
among sci enti sts, h istorians, and ph ilosophers. It may also 
be a mi stake, when one finds evidence that is prima facie 
unfavorabl e, to introduce suppl ementary ad hoc hypoth
eses in order to protect the original one from fal sification. 
Carried to an extreme,  thi s procedure constitutes a l i n
gui!>�ic change that makes the origi nal hypothes is  analyti
cal ly true, and i t  can generate the fal lacy described above 
of oscillati ng between an analytic and a synthetic use 
of the same expression. In less extreme cases, how can 
we systematical ly  mark off this error from the respectable 
procedure of interpreting new observations in the l ight of  
an establ ished theory? Perhaps in two ways : fi rst, in  the 
respectable procedure, we are working with a hypothesis  
that i s  al ready wel l  confirmed, but it is a fal lacy to "save" a 
hypothesis for which there is no strong independent sup
port; and second, even if the original hypothesis was well 
confirmed, it may be appropriate to consider, after it has 
been "saved" by addit ional hypotheses (after the new 
ob�ervations have been interpreted in the I i ght of the 
original hypothesi s) or has been modified and qual ified in 
various ways, whether some alternative hypothes is  wou ld 
account better for the whole body of evidence. 
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Analogy. Al l  arguments from analogy arc fal laeious in 
the sense that they are not deduetively val id .  Howc·vc·r, we 
often want fu rther to di stingu ish weak analogies from 
strong ones and to suggest that a weak analogy is com
pletely fal lacious hut that a strong analogy l 1as at least 
some force. In an analogy we compare two th ings, A ancl B ;  
we  find some resemblances, say X, Y ,  Z,  between them ; 
and then we argue that since A has some fu rther feature P, 
it is l ike ly  that B also has this feature. \Ve are i11di 1 1cd to 
say that if the points of resemblance X, Y, Z arc• few or 
trivial, the analogy is weak or far-fetched lmt that it  is a 
strong analogy if there arc many important points of res<'m
blance. An alternative way of looking at the di !-.ti nctio11 is 
that to use this analogy is  implicitly to fra me and then use 
the hypothesis that all things that have the features X, Y, Z 
also have the feature P. The analogy wil l  he weak if we 
al ready have evidence that fal si fies this hypothesis or 
makes it implausible, hut it wi l l  be strong if we have no 
such evidence and what we know about A somehow con
stitutes good induetive evidence for a connection between 
X, Y, Z, and P. 

Classification. Faults in  classification can in several 
ways give ri se to fal lacies  in either the strict or the ex
tended sense. If things are classi fied under head ings where 
they simply do not belong, the classification impl icit ly 
asserts fal se propositions which may h e  used as prem ises 
in arguments that, even if formal ly  val id, wi l l  therefore 
give no real support to their ::onclusions. I f  a class i fication 
is  based on unim portant resemblances ,  this may give ri se 
to weak analogies and to the fram ing of unli kely hypoth
eses, and inductive reasoning that uses such a class ifi
cation-in the methods of agreement and di fference, for 
example-will give an appearanc:e of support to conclu
sions that are not real ly supported by the evidence as a 
whole.  Agai n, if the divis ion of a class into subclasses i s  
not exhaustive, i t  may be wrongly taken to he so,  and th is  
wi l l  provide a fal se premise for a disjunctive argument. 
Thus, if we divide trees into conifers and deciduous trees, 
we may infer that s ince eucalypts are not conifers , they are 
deciduous. Simi larly, a d ivision that is not exc!us ive may 
be wrongly taken to be so; the same divis ion of the class 
"trees" may l ead us to infer that larches, being conifers, 
are not deciduous. 

Two important fal lacies concerned with classification 
arise from the attempt to draw sharp di stinctions where the 
facts show a continuous (or near continuous) gradation. I s  a 
man bald if he has one hair on his  head ? or two ? '.)r three? 
And so on. J ust what degree of mental di sorder is  to count 
as insanity? One fal lacy consists in ass im ilating every 
in termediate case to one or the other of the extremes and is 
exem pl i fied in the black-and-white thinking that divides 
people into normal individual s and lunatics or states  into 
peace-loving nations and wam10ngers. The contrary, and 
more subtle ,  fal lacy consists in arguing that because there 
is no break in the gradations, there is no di stinction even 
between the extremes-concl uding, for example, that we 
are al l insane-as if the probl em about when a man is bald 
showed that there is no difference between a man \vith a 
compl etel y smooth scalp and one with a full head of hai r. 

Statistics_ We can deal here only with some elementary 
mistakes in statistical reason ing. One of these con s ists in 
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paying attention to simple frequencies or proportions 
rather than to correlations. I f  a h igh proportion of atheists 
are honest, this in itsel f does not indicate any sort of causal 
connection between atheism and honesty; the first th ing to 
d i scover is whether the proportion of honest people is 
higher among atheists than among nonathei sts. S im i larly, 
the frequency of persons who have both mathematical 
abi l i ty and artistic talent may he smal l in the population as 
a whole; but if only one person in ten has mathematical 
abi l i ty and only one in ten has arti stic tal ent, then only one 
in  a hundred would  have both, even if  there were no natu
ral opposition between these gifts. Before we conclude 
that these abi l i ties tend to occur separately, we must find 
whether arti stic talent  is more or less common among the 
mathematical ly abl e  than among the rest of the population. 

Another common statistical fal lacy consists in  directly 
inferring a causal connection from a positive correlation : 
given a positive correlation between cigarette smoking and 
lung cancer, it i s  a further question whether this i s  to be 
explained by a causal connection between them. An asso
ciated fal lacy of confusion, wh ich is becoming more com
mon, is  s imply not to talk about causation but to use the 
word "correlation" as if  it meant causal connection, for 
example, to infer predictions and practical recommenda
tions directly from correlation statements. Another fallacy 
is  the neglect of the requ irements of s ign i ficance. Essen
tial ly, this consi sts in  taking as causal ly  informative, or as 
representative of a s imi lar correlation in a larger popula
tion, a correlation within a sample that could equally well 
be explained as a chance result .  Thi s  is, therefore, an in
stance of the neglect of  alternative hypotheses. 

Even when there i s  good stat istical evidence for a causal 
connection between two features A and B, it i s  a mistake to 
conclude immediately that one, say A, is the cause of the 
other without having considered and excluded the poss ibil
i t ies that B may tend to produce A, that A and B may 
be joint effects of some other cause, and that there may be 
causati on in more than one direction. For exampl e, a posi
tive correlation between poverty and i l l  health m ight be 
due to the fact that poverty causes ill health, to the fact that 
i l l  health dimini shes earn ing capacity and wastes re
sources, to the fact that stup idity, idleness,  or drunkenness 
tends to produce both poverty and i l l  heal th, or to a com
bination of more than one of these causal tendencies .  

Probabi l ity. Fal lacies in reasoning about probabi l ity 
arise mai n ly  from fai lure to attend to the fact that a proba
bil ity is relative to certain evidence and changes as the 
evidence changes. The best-known i s  the gambler's fal
lacy. For example,  s ince it is unl i kely that a penny wil l  fal l  
heads up five times in  a row, the gambler reasons, when i t  
has fal len heads four t imes,  that i t  i s  unl i kely to fal l  heads 
at the next throw. But al though the probabi l i ty of five 
heads ,  relative to the knowledge� that an unbiased penny i s  
tossPd in  a random manner five  times , i s  1 /32, the proba
bi l i ty of this result ,  relative to the conjunction of th i s  
knowledge with the knowledge that i t  has fal l en heads on 
the fin,t four  throws ,  i s  1 /2. 

Observation. I t  i s  questionable whether we shou ld 
fol low \I il l and -;peak of fal lacies of observation. �tany of 
t lw i tPm'> '>O d<' seribed cons ist of errors in reason ing rather 
than in ob,nvat ion, and so fal l  under other head i ngs. We 
may, how, ·ver, note tlw fol lowing princi ples. 

First, there are errors of nonobservation, which may be 
due to deficiency of one's senses or sense apparatus, to 
carel essness, or to the tendency to see only  what we want 
to see. Th is  may include the nonobservation that is one 
way of saving hypotheses. 

S econd, any of the above-mentioned causes may equal ly 
produce misobservation. 

Third ,  i t  i s  impossible to separate, and difficu l t  even to 
dist inguish ,  observation from i nterpretation : we al ways 
have some conceptual framework , some expectations that 
determine  how we shal l observe what we observe. For 
example, we expect an object that looks l ike an adult  hu
man being to be between five and s ix  feet tal l ,  and we 
therefore tend to see any such object as being at a distance 
that would agree with thi s. The actual material to which 
our prior concepts are applied may not conform to them, 
however, and then we may make wrong judgments 
through using these concepts. Al so, if we do not real ize 
how observation and interpretat ion are mixed together, we 
may give the authority of an observed fact to a judgment 
that real ly  rests on our preconceptions. 

Fourth , our perceptual m echanisms automatical ly allow 
for factors which have been constant or to wh ich it i s  in
convenient to attend, and errors arise when allowances are 
made for what is no longer there ;  for example, the i l lus ion 
that the land is  mov ing when we first go ashore after be
coming used to the rol l i ng of a ship. 

Fifth, we may in  perception con fuse relations, say of 
comparison, with intrinsic qual ities. Th is  explains the 
i l lusions of contrast. For example, if  after having had one's 
left hand in  cold  water and one's right hand in  hot water, 
one puts both hands into lukewarm water, the lukewarm 
water feels hot to the left hand and cold  to the right hand 
because  it real l y  is  hotter than the left hand (or than what 
it has just been feel ing) and colder than the right hand (or 
than what it has just been feel ing). 

S ixth, we may mis locate what we observe. In particular, 
we have a tendency to project and to treat as objective, as 
belonging to some external state of affairs, the feel ing that 
the state of affairs arouses in us (the pathetic fallacy) or to 
mi stake connect ions with in our thoughts for connections 
between the corresponding objects. There is  no room here 
for a full discussion of perceptual ; J i usion and observat ion
al error, but it  seems that many variet ies of these can be 
explained by reference to one or more of these principles. 

FALLAC IES IN DISCOU RSE 

Inconsistency. A position or a system of thought cannot 
he sound if  i t  contains i ncompatible statements or bel iefs, 
and it is one of the commonest objections to what an oppo
nent says that he is tryi ng to have it both ways. Inconsist
ency has many possible sources, but one that is of special 
importance in phi losophy is the case in which a thinker, in  
order to  solve one problem or  deal with a part icular 
di fficulty, deniel> or qual ifies a principle he has previously 
adopted, al though in other contexts he adheres to the prin
ciple aud uses it wi thout qual i fication . 

Inconsi stency is a formal feature and can be formally 
checked, although it may also be concealed by the use of 
d i fferent express ions  with a s ingle meani ng. I t  i s  not the 
same as inval id ity, however; indeed, any argument with 



incompatible (or self-contra<l ictory) premises will  lw for
ma lly val id .  I t  is particu lar ly important to detect incons ist
t>ncics in a set of premises, for an argument with incon
sistent prem ises, even though valid, gives no support to its 
concl usion; and us ing one is  not a sat i sfac.:tory way of es
tabl ishing anyth ing or of convincing an audience. 

On the other hand , it is a formal fa l lacy to suppose that 
because your opponent has tried to have it both ways, he 
cannot have it either way-that every part of an inconsist
ent pos it ion must be false. 

"Petitio principii." An argument that begs the question, 
that uses the concl usion as one of the prem ises,  i s  a lways 
formal ly valid.  A conclusion cannot fa il to fol low from a set 
of premises that includes it. This is also a fallacy only in 
the extended sen se that such an argument gives no support 
to its conclus ion. One kind of petitio principii consists in 
arguing in a c ircle, when one propos ition is defended by 
reference to another, and the second is defended by refer
ence to the first. For example, we may argue that a certain 
hi storian is tru stworthy because he gives a balanced ac
count of some epi sode, but also rely on that h istorian's 
account in order to decide what actually occurred in th is 
episode, and hence to decide what would be a balanced 
account of i t .  

The larger and more complex a circle of argument is, the 
harder it is to detect the fal lacy. One result of c ircularity is 
that the propositions that have been proved from one an
other appear to have been conclu sively establ ished , al
though no empirical evidence has been gi ven for either of 
them. This can create an i l lus ion that there are synthetic 
propositions which have no need of empirical support. 
Thi s  may be combined with a fal lacy of confus ion, of fail 
ing to d ist inguish the coherence or con sequential character 
of a system from its truth-a confusion that has developed 
into the coherence theory of truth and that is  s t il l  encour
aged by some eccentric uses of the word "true" or of such 
a phrase as "true within the system. "  

Circularity i s  common in  moral reason ing,  and here, too, 
it may make us think that moral concl usions can be ration
ally establ i shed without rel iance on observations,  in tui
t ions ,  choices ,  or decis ion s. The exposure of s uch circularity 
compels us to give a more adequate account both of how 
moral j udgments are to be supported and of how they are 
to be interpreted. 

A priori fallacies. Under the heading of a priori fal lacies 
Mill l i sted a number of natural prejudices, including the 
popular superst i t ion that words have a magical power and 
such ph ilosoph ical dogmas as that what is true of our ideas 
of things m u st be true of the things them selves; that 
differences in nature must correspond to our received 
( l inguist ic)  d istinctions ;  that whatever i s, is rational l y  
explicabl e; that there is n o  act ion a t  a di stance; that every 
phenomenon has a s ingle cause; and that effects must  
resemble their causes. These are al l  errors, but  we can go 
further and recogn ize a gen eral apriori st fa l lacy, which 
con sists in  trying to base knowledge of fundamental syn
thetic truths on anything other than empirical evi<lence. 
These exam ples i l lu strate how once we start looking for 
a priori truths, we are led to try to disti l l  them from language 
or from our ideas (giv ing each of these an authority to 
which it is not entitled ) ,  or to confuse continu ity with 
intel l igibi l i ty and necess ity, or to dign ify with the title of 
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a priori truths what arc no mtm· thau swPepiug gelleral iza
tions from the s implest and most fam il iar observat ions .  

More genera l ly  s t i l l ,  we ean recogn ize a fallacy of pn·j
udice ,  which consi sts in bel ieving without evid<· uce, in  
adopt ing or  adhering to  views on any subject withou t a r ry 
releva nt reason. I t  is worth noting that adopt ing a method 
of argument (other than a ded 1 1ct iv<'ly val id  form) i s  tanta
mou nt to adopt ing  an asscrt iou .  For example,  regularly to 
judge the rightness of actions by their u t i l i ty is ta 1 1 tamo1 1 1 1 t  
to adopt ing  the principle that whatever maximizes ut i l ity i s  
righ t ;  and, aga in ,  regularly to argue that becau se a state
ment cannot he verified, i t  is mean ingless, is tal l tamo1 1n t  to 
adopt ing a veri fiabi l i ty theory of mean ing. Th is  is a partic
ularly easy way of com mi tting the fa l lacy of pn·j 1 1d iee. 

"lgnoratio elenchi." The fallacy of ig,wra l io ele11clt i 
cons ists in miss ing  the point, in argu ing for someth ing 
other than what i s  to he proved. l lo\'. evcr, we can speak iu 
this way only i f  the context somehow dekrmincs  what is  to 
he proved. In  the first place, the context may be a d i scus
sion between A and B, and B will commit  this fa llacy i f  he 
claims to be replying to what A has said hut fa i l s  to come 
to grips with A's argument- for example,  i f  he trie� to 
disprove some proposition that A has not asserted either as 
a premise or as a conclus ion. B is also guilty of th is  fa l lacy 
if he bl untly denies something that A has claimed to prove 
but does nothing to rebut  A's proof. Al ternatively, it may 
be a thin ker's general position or some long l i ne  of argu
ment that makes it imperative for him to establish some 
point, and makes him guilty of irrelevance if he  establ ishes 
someth ing else in stead. 

There are a number of common and i mportant type� of 
i rrelevance in discussion. If the question is  whether a 
certain view is true or false, it is i rrelevant to argue that 
adopting th is view wil l be beneficial or pernicious.  Thus, a 
body of rel igious doctrine may be irrelevantly defen ded on 
the ground that it makes people happier or better behave d. 
S imilarly, the ori gin of a bel ief is in general i rrel evant  to 
the question of its truth; but if the fact that a bel ief i s  
widely held has been used as  evidence of  i t -;  tru th, then 
this reason ing may be relevan tly reb utted by showing that 
the bel ief has come to be held for reasons or from causes 
that are indepen dent of its truth. The truth of the bel ief 
and the account of i ts  or igin are in this case alternati\·e 
explanatory hypotheses. That a view is held by certa in 
people i s  also in g1 1eral irrelevant to its tru th ,  so that 
appeals to authority are usually examples of ignoratio 
elenchi. Cases in wh ich the authority appealed to can be 
indepen dently shown to be an authority in the sPn se of 
being l i kely to be well-i nformed about the point  at issue 
are except ions. I rrelevancy shades into prej udice; we ma�· 
readily accept the doctrines of "our party" and reject those 
of "the enemy ."  In this, there may also be present a fal lacy 
of con fusion , in that we treat factual be l iefs as if they were 
items of another category-principles to which we can 
adhere or subscribe, or •.vhich we ca n reject, by c hoice. 

Another form of irrelevance is the tu quoque, or "two 
wrongs" tecl in ique.  If some act ion or view of one's own is  
critici zed, one may reply by attack ing some action or  \ · iew 
of one's crit i c  that is equal ly  hard to defend. The argu me11-
tum ad hominem i s  s imi lar-we reject what someone says 
on the i rrelevant ground that he i s  in no pos ition to say it .  
However, an argumentum ad hominem may quite properly 
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point to an inconsi stency, and may val idly establ ish the 
l imited concl us ion that this man cannot consistently hold 
this view-a conclusion that may be of special interest in a 
moral d i scussion, where the problem may wel l  be that of 
finding a pol icy which is both coherent and acceptabl e. 

Related fal lacies of irrelevance have been named argu
mentum ad verecundiam (appeal to authority or to feelings 
of reverence or respect), argumentum ad personam (ap
peal to personal interest), and argumentum ad populum 
(appeal to popu lar prejud ice). Sometimes an argumentum 
ad ignorantiam or ad auditores is grouped with these, but 
these names seem to refer not to any speci fic fallacy but 
to the use of any unsound argument wh ich i s  l ikely to 
deceive the actual audience. 

Fallacies of interrogation. There are two forms of the 
fallacy of many questions. In one, two or more questions 
are asked together, and a single answer is demanded to all  
of them. This is fallacious in that i t  unfairly  prevents the 
person asked from giving different answers to the different 
questions. In the second form , the question asked has a 
presupposition which the answerer may wish to deny but 
which he would be accepting if he gave anything that 
would  count as an answer. Thus, an answer of either "Yes" 
or "No" to the question "Have you left the party?" would 
be an admission of  having been a party member, and any 
answer to the question "Why does such-and-such hap
pen?" presupposes that such-and-such does happen. There 
is no fal l acy, however, in merely asking a question that has 
a presupposition; the fal lacy l ies in demanding an answer 
in the narrow sense, in not permitting or in di scouraging a 
reply that denies the presupposit ion. Again , it i s  an in
stance of the fal lacy of prejudice to ask a question that has 
a presupposition without first investigating whether that 
presupposition i s  correct. 

Fallacies in explanation and definition. Just as a ci rcu
lar argument fai ls  to give support, so a circular explanat ion 
fails to explain. There are concealed circu lari ties of expla
nation ; for example, some mental performance is explai ned 
by reference to a faculty, but further inquiry shows either 
that to say that this faculty exists i s  onl y  to say that such 
performances occur or that, al though more may be meant, 
there is, apart from such performances, no evidence for the 
existence of the facul ty. Words l ike "tendency," "power," 
"disposition," and "capacity" lend themselves to circular
ities of this sort. 

S imi larly, a circular definition, in which the tenn to be 
defined recurs within the dcfiniens, fai ls  in its task. If it  i s  
intended as  a stipulative definition, it fai l s  to  assign a 
meaning; and if it i s  intended as a reportive definition, it  
fai ls  to inform anyone of the mean ing with which the word 
is used . 

Stipulative definitions can create ambiguity when we 
assign one meani ng to a word but also retain another 
meani ng. This amounts to an assertion that the two mean
ings go together, disgu ised as the innocent procedure of 
stipulation. Persuasive defin ition is an i nstance of thi s  in 
which tlw retained meaning is an emotive one. 

I t  is a fal lacy, i n  the extended sense, to use words with
out meaning. But it i s  not a fal lacy not to have defined 
one's l ! -nrn, , provided that they have a meaning that i s  
known t o  tlw aud ience and is precise enough for the pur-

pose in hand. On the contrary, since it i s  impossible to 
define all  one's terms ,  it is a fal lacy in di scourse to demand 
that in al l terms should be defined; a demand for definition 
can be a sophist ic device for preventing the discussion of 
substantive issues. 

PHI LOSOPHICAL FALLACIES 

The naturalistic fallacy. What G. E. M oore cal led the 
naturalistic fallacy is the i dentifyi ng of goodness with any 
natural characteristic, such as pl easantness or being the 
object of desi re. If there is a di stinct property, goodness, it 
will of course be an error to identify i t  with any other fea
ture, even if the two are coextensive, and this  would be an 
example of the refusal to distinguish what we cannot sepa
rate; however, it must first be shown that there i s  such a 
property as Moore's goodness. Alternatively, if it is a 
question of how the word "good" i s  commonly used, then 
it would be an error to say that it i s  used to convey some 
natural descri ption. However, if  the natural ist is not trying 
to report the ordinary use, but is saying that this ordinary 
use is somehow unsati sfactory (and also that there i s  no 
such property as the one of which M oore speaks)  and is 
therefore proposing a di fferent use, where is h i s  mi stake? 
It  is true that i f  he redefines "good" as the name of some 
natural characteristic, but sti l l  also uses the word in its 
ordinary evaluative or prescriptive sense, he will be slip
ping into a fallacy of ambiguity; but a consi stent ethical 
natural ist  may be committing no fal lacy at al l .  

Arguing from "is" to ''ought." An error exposed by  
Hume, but sti ll frequently committed, i s  that of  argu ing 
from premises that contain on ly descriptive terms, and no 
copula except "is," to a conclusion that contai ns an 
"ought. " This  is a fallacy in the strict sense; arguments of 
this  sort cannot be val id,  but they are often made plausible 
by the ambiguous use of such words as "reasonable," 
"fitting," "authority," "desi rable," "beneficial ,"  "coura
geous," "temperate," "just," "right," and "good" itsel f, any 
one of which may be used fi rst in a purel y descriptive 
sense and then interpreted in a sense that is partly de
scri ptive and part ly  prescriptive. A currently popular ver
s ion of this fallacy combines it with one or more of the 
a priori fallacies. S ince our concept of, say, courage or our 
ordinary use of the word "courage" combines a certain 
natural description with a certain prescription or evalua
tion, it is concluded that behavior that conforms to thi s  
natural description mus t  be  recommended or valued in just 
th is way; that is, the m ove from "is" to "ought" is  covered 
by an appeal to the supposed authority of our language or 
our ideas. 

Confusing relations with thi ngs or qualities. A group of 
philosophical errors that is l ess well known than the two 
just mentioned but at least as widespread and harmful 
consists in identifying a qual ity with a relation, in treating 
a relation as if it were an intrinsic qual ity of one of its 
terms,  or in constructi ng fictitious entities out of relational 
situations. Presented l inguistical ly, th is  means that a term 
is treated as standing both for a thing or a qual i ty and for a 
relation, and this, l ike other ambiguit ies, can make syn
thetic connections appear necessary. Thus, an idea or a 
sense datum is supposed to be an object of which someone 



can he aware and to have this relation-someone's being 
aware of it-as part of i ts  natu re. Th is conflat ion generates 
a supposed matter of fact about whid1 one can have infal 
l ible knowledge and thus gives rise to the pseudo prohlem 
of bridging the gap between this di rect and infal l ible 
knowledge and ordinary fal l ible knowledge of objects that 
do not have being known built into their  natures. S imi lar
ly, minds (or consciousness) have heen treated as things 
that have as part of their nature the relation of being aware 
of someth i ng, and this generates difficulties i n  ph i losoph i
cal psychology. Also, errors which the natural i stic fal lacy 
was meant to cover are better dealt with in th is  category. 
Goodness may he both treated as an in trin sic qual ity (nat
ural or nonnatural ) of, say, states of affairs and ident i fied 
with or taken as l ogically including the relat ion of being 
pursued, aimed at, or  recommended ; indeed, it seems that 
it is just such a conflation of featu res that makes a qual ity 
nonnatural. Sim ilarl y, beauty may be both treated as an 
intrinsic qual ity and identi fied with or taken as logically 
including su(;h relat ions as pleasing or being admired. 

Category mistakes. Philosophers now carefu lly distin
gu ish different u ses of language, different "language 
games"; the contrasting error is to confuse different ways 
of using words, to treat a term that belongs to one category 
as if it belonged to another. H owever, the concept of a use 
of language is itself ambiguous .  In distingu i sh ing uses, 
we may be not ing differences that l ie  within language, 
differences in the relations between words and things, 
differences in  the th i ngs to which our express ions apply ;  
and i t  w i l l  be a mistake to  confuse one kind of  di stinction 
with another. There is also a tendency to think that, at least 
in  ph i losophy, we cannot employ this distinction between 
words and things ; th is  view is supported by a variant of 
Berkeley's fal lacy: since we cannot talk about someth ing 
except by u sing words in relation to it , it is supposed that 
we cannot talk about th ings as they are, apart from rela
tions to words. 

AVOIDANCE AND DETECTION OF FA LLACIES 

Popular discu ssions of  fal lacies rightly lay great stress on 
the psychol ogical or emotional aspect of fal laciou s argu
ments. Under the influence of violent passions,  th inking 
becomes more purely associative and less consequential ,  
a1,d we are more than usual ly ready not only to employ 
arguments , however unsound, that appear to support 
whatever cause we espouse but also to extend our favor to 
anyth ing linked, however loosely, with what we already 
l ike, respect, or admire, and to extend our hosti l ity to any
th ing l inked with what we already dis l ike ,  despise, or fear. 
Ridicu le can also be used to brush as ide rel evant consid
erat ions and to condemn a person or a view without a 
hearing. A l l  sorts of attachments, pas s ions, and emotional 
prejudices can foster fal lacies, and one of th e chief means 
for th e avoidance or detection of fallacies is to consider a 
probl em cal mly. 

Precise formal statement often helps in the detection not 
only of fal lacies in the strict sense but also of inconsis
tency, circu larity, and i rrelevance. H owever, s i nce it is too 
laborious a task to state all our reasonings formal ly, we can 
use th i s  device only when we already have reason to sus-
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pcct a falla(;y. Also, i n  cases involving equivocat ion or a 
category mi stake, there is a danger that inacn1ratc formu
lation will conceal the fa llacy ins tead of exposiug i t .  

As Richard Whately remarked , " . . .  a very long ,l iscus
s ion is one of the most cffc(;t ive vei l s  of Fal lacy;  . . .  a 
Fal la(;y wh ich when stated barely . . .  wou ld not de(;cive 
a ch ild, may deceive hal f th<' world if dilu ted in a quarto 
vol ume" (Elements of Logic, p. I.'5 1 ) . Consequently, an 
important weapon against fal lat:y is (;011densatio11 ,  cxt rad
ing the substance of an argument from a rnass of verbiage. 
But this device too has its dangers; it may prod uce over
simpl ification, that i s ,  the fal laey a dicto secrmdu m qu id, of 
dropping relevant 4ual i fications. \Vhen we sus pect a fal 
lacy, our aim must be to dist:ov<'f exact ly what the argu
ment is; and in general the way to do this i s  fi rst to p ick out 
its main outl i nes and then to take into account auy rel ,�vant 
subtleties or qua l ifications. 
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FAR.AB!, A L-, more fu l ly Abi'i-Nasr ;\Juhammad al 
Farabi (c. 873 - 950), known in Latin as Alfarabius or Aven
nasar, was one of the greatest  !\lus l im philosophers. He 
was widely known as "the �econd master," Aristotle being 
the first, and ibn-Khaldtm rates him above Avicenna 
and Averroes. He was of Turkish origin, and his  name 
indicates that he came from the di strict of Farah, on the 
middle Jaxartes River (now Syr Darya). 

One of al-Farabi' s teachers was the Nestorian Ch ristian 
Yuhanna ibn-Haylan, who was noted as a logician; it is 
uncertain whether al-Fiirabi studied with him in Merv 
( Persia) or Harran (Syria) or Baghdad. His principal teacher 
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was Abii-Bishr f..tatta ihn-Yi"inus, the most prominent 
member of the school of Christian Aristotelians in Baghda<l. 
H ere al-Farab1 studied not merely the various branches of 
philosophy, but also physics, mathematics, astronomy, and 
music, even becoming a skilled musical performer. He  
spent the last few years of  his life at the court of  the ruler 
Sayf-ad-Dawla at Aleppo. He did not seem to have had any 
regu lar occupation by which to earn a livelihood and lived 
frugally, even ascetically, often in solitude. 

AI-Farabt's philosophy is based on the teachings of Plato 
and Aristotle as they were interpreted in the school of 
Baghdad in the tenth century. Like all writers in Arabic he 
assumed there were no essential differences between the 
two, but he preferred the metaphysics of Aristotle, as 
interpreted by Neoplatonists. Plato, however, he regarded 
as superior in practical matters, and he wrote commentar
ies on the Republic and the Laws. What is often regarded 
as his major work is reminiscent of these books; it has the 
clumsy title "On the Principles of the Views of the Inhab
itants of the Excellent State ," often shortened in practice 
to "Der M usterstaat," or "The Ideal City" (al-madina al
fadila). The first third of this work sets out al-Farabi's 
metaphysical system, the second third his psychology 
(largely A ristotelian), and the concluding third his views 
on the ideal state and various imperfect states. 

To those familiar with the intellectual environment in 
which al-Farabi lived, it is immediately apparent that he 
wrote in such a way as to commend his views to as many 
different groups of people as possible. It has been alleged 
that he supported the Shi'ite sect of I slam, and certainly 
his last patron Sayf-ad-Dawla was a Shi'ite; features of his 
"ideal city," such as the dependence of all on the head, 
resemble Shi'ite conceptions. Yet it is also clear that he 
wrote in such a way as not to offend the Sunnite majority; 
for example, by avoiding such a technical Shi'ite term as 
"imam." Indeed, his view of the relation of philosophy and 
religion led him to attach positive value to the religions, 
although he regarded them as inferior to philosophy. Phi
losophy was the supreme exercise of human reason and 
therefore the primary requirement of an ideal city. By it, 
man came to know the one ultimate truth about the uni
verse. To this ultimate philosophical truth the symbolic 
representations of it found in the several religions stand in 
varying degrees of proximity and remoteness. AI-Farabi 
paid particular attention, of course, to the forms of the 
main Islamic states of his time and developed his concep
tion of the ideal city in such a way that the actual states he 
knew were within measurahle distance of the ideal. 

His metaphysics, similarly, resembles that implicit in 
the ()ur'an ( Koran) and Islamic theology. God is the One or 
the First from whom all existence proceeds ; and in this 
sense he accepts the Islamic doctrine that God is the crea
tor of the world, although he also holds the heretical view 
that the world is eternal. In the relation of existent things 
to Cod there is a hierarchical order. Similarly in the ideal 
city tlH're is a hea<l ( ra' zs) who is the source· of all authority 
and \\"ho as signs men to their appropriate grades. This 
head is also desc.:rihed as commanding but not obeying; all 
the intermediate grades obey those ahove and command 
those helow, and the lowest grade only obeys. 

Interest has h cen shown, cspeeially in recent times, in 

al-Farah1 's theory of prophecy; that is, in particular, how it 
was possible for Muhammad to receive the Qur'an from 
God. Philosophic knowledge, the highest of all, he regarded 
as coming to the passive intellect of the philosopher 
from the Active Intellect, an existent below God in rank. 
Prophetic revelations also come from the Active I ntellect 
but are teceived by the imagination of the prophet. In this 
al-Farabi was able to accept the Qur'an as coming from 
God and yet to place philosophy above it. 
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F A R A D A Y ,  M I C H A E L  ( 179 1 - 1867), British chemist 
and physicist, came from a poor family and had no formal 
schooling beyond the elementary level. While a bookbind
er's apprentice, he became interested in chemistry and 
electricity. Faraday took notes on a series of lectures given 
by Sir Humphry Davy, the leading British chemist, 
presented them to Davy, and soon afterward, at the age of 
2 1, was appointed laboratory assistant to Davy at the Royal 
Institution (London). He became director of the laboratory 
in 1825 and Fullerian professor of chemistry at the institu
tion in 1833. His early scientific work in chemistry in
cluded the discovery of several new compounds and the 
liquefaction of chlorine and other gases . In 183 1 ,  Faraday 
discovered electromagnetic induction, or the creation of 
electric currents in a conductor hy changing currents or 
moving magnets in the vicinity; this phenomenon is the 
basis of the electrical generator. This was followed by a 
series of investigations demonstrating with greater cer
tainty than had been previously achieved the identity of 
the nature of the electricity generated by friction, voltaic 
cells, electromagnetic induction, and other means. Exten
sive experiments in electrochemistry led Faraday to the 
enunciation of his laws of elec:trolytic decomposition in 
1833. The source of the power of the voltaic pile, or bat
tery, was the object of his subsef1uent research. He inves
tigated the electrical properties of insulators, or dielectrics, 
in 1837. In 1845 he discovered that the plane of polariza-



tion of l ight was rotated on passing through a tran sparent 
diamagnetic: substance in the direction of external ly  ap
pl ied l ines of magnetic force. At the same t ime he began 
his investigation of diamagnetism. In his last years he 
suffered from loss of memory, and he ceased his researches 
in 1855. I l e  was a member of a small Christian sect, 
the Sandemanians , and was noted for his gentleness of 
character. 

Faraday is general ly regarded as one of the greatest of a l l  
experimental scienti sts. The truth of th is ,  adequately at
tested to i n  the three-thousand-odd paragraphs of the 
Experimental Researches in Electricity, should not he al
lowed to obscure the fert i l ity of his imagination and 
conceptual izing powers and the guiding role of theoretical 
principles in sustaining his persis tent research .  His most 
important contribution to physics is p robably the concept 
of li nes of force, which was the beginn ing of the devel op
ment of field theory. The accepted approach to electrody
namical phenom ena at the time was to express the forces 
between charges mathematical ly as direct act ions at a 
distance, an  approach which was to prove unfru itful .  Fara
day was not tra ined in the mathematics necessary for this 
tradition. I n  order to represent the act ion of electromagnetic 
i nduction, he envi saged the space surrou nding magnets 
to be fi l led with l ines of magnetic force representing 
everywhere the direct ion of the force which wou ld be 
experienced by a magnetic pole i ntroduced from outside i n  
the manner o f  the l i nes  formed b y  iron fi l i ngs sprinkled o n  
a paper resti ng on a magnet. The l i nes o f  magnetic force 
have not only direction but also sense-that i s ,  a north 
magnetic pole is pushed one way along them, and a south 
pole is  pushed in the opposite sense; fu rthermore, thei r 
concentration near a given point represents the intensity of 
the magnetic force at that point. Each such l i ne form s a 
closed loop, beginning or ending nowhere, but i n  the case 
of a magnet passing through its substance from one pole to 
the other. I n  these terms the law of electromagnetic in
duction may be expressed: "The quantity of electricity 
thrown i nto a current i s  directly as the amount of curves 
intersected" (Experimental Researches in Electricity). I n  
James Clerk Maxwel l ' s famous words :  

Faraday, in  h is  mind's eye, saw l ines  of  force travers
i ng all space where the mathematicians  saw centres of 
force attract i ng at a distance : Faraday saw a medium 
where they saw nothing but  di stance : Faraday sought 
the seat of the phenomena in  real actions going on in 
the medi um, they were satisfied that they had found i t  
in  a power of action at  a distance impressed on the 
electric flu ids.  (Preface to the fi rst ed ition of the 
Trea tise on Electricity and Magnetism) 

I n  most of Faraday's re searches the concept of l ines of 
force was used merely as a "representative a id" and was 
not meant to incl ude "any idea of the nature of the physi
cal cause of the phenomena." Th i s  cautiousness was a 
mark of Faraday's methods ;  i n  the choice of terminology to 
describe new phenomena, for example, he carefu l ly  at
tempted to avoid suggesti ng anything more than they 
warranted. However, at times Faraday allowed himself to 
speculate, and in 18.52 he considered "the possible and 
probable physical existence of such l ines" ("On the Phys-
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ical Lines of t-.fagnetic Force"). On the basis of arguments 
which can he characterized only as suggestive (such a s  that 
the magnetic l ines are curved) he hypothesi zed that mag
netic l ines of force have physical existence and contrasted 
this with gravitat ion ,  where there was no evidence that the 
l i nes of force are anything hut abstract arid ideal. I 1 1  a charm
i ng tal k published in 1846 ("Tlw11gl i ts  on Hay-v ibrations") 
Faraday speculated that the atoms of matter m ight he 
s imply point centers of force, as Boscovich had su ggested 
in  the eighteenth century, or, in Faraday's tc ·rn1s, po ints 
from which l ines of force spread into space. The exten sion 
of the atom may he identified with the extent  of these 
l i nes, so that each atom would occupy all space and atoms 
would be mutually penetrable. Light might consist of 
vibrations in these l i nes,  possibly obviating the need for 
an  ethereal medium for its propagation ; on the other hand,  
he suggested el sewhere that  the l i nes might rep resent a 
condit ion of the ether, "for it is not at all  1 1n l ikcly that, i f  
there be an  ether, it should have other uses than s imply 
the conveyance of radiat ions ." 

Faraday's geometric-intuit ive representation was in par
ticu lar rejected by the Continental electrodynamici sts,  au<l 
i n  1 846 Wilhelm Weber developed a theory offorccs act ing 
d i rectly at a di stance between charges which incl uded 
the phenomena of electromagnetic ind uction. The va
l idi ty of the l i nes of force concept was vindicatPd by the 
theoretical researches of Will iam Thomson and particular
ly of James Clerk Maxwd l ,  who regarded h is  task to be 
putting Faraday's ideas into mathematical notation .  It was 
with this motive that Maxwel l  developed his e lectromag
netic field theory, which, rei nterpreted in ciuantum terms, 
remains  the accepted theory of electromagnetic action and 
which was the prototype of al l the field theories that dom
inate physics today. Maxwel l's earl y representation of the 
l i nes of magnetic force as vo1tcxes in the ether spinning 
about these l i nes as axes was in  part suggested by Fara
day's di scovery of the magnetic rotat ion of the plane of 
polarization of l ight. The exi stence of this magnetic effect 
upon l ight had con fi rmed others in their spc�culations that 
l ight was some sort of propagated electromagnetic phe
nomenon, and the rotation of the plane of polarization 
suggested to Thomson and Maxwe l l  that magnetism was in 
some way a rotatory effect, or, in contemporary termi nol
ogy, the magnetic field is a pseudovector field . 

Faraday was one among many who gave adumbrations of 
the general ized pri nciple of con servation of energy, the 
clear expression of which is credited to J u l iu s  �layer, 
James Joule, and Herman n  von Helmholtz. His convic
tions regarding the interconvertibi l ity of forces led him, 
from Hans Christian Oersted's generation of magnetism by 
an electric current, to seek that generation of a current 
from magneti sm which he found. In a lecture of 183-1 , 
Faraday spoke explicitly of this mutual converti b i l ity,  but 
he did not proceed further to specify how he conce ived of 
the "forces" or "powers" which might be conserved or to 
discover quanti tative relations. I n  connection with his  
investigations i n  1840 of the source of the action of the 
voltaic pi le  he ci ted this principle ag.1 inst  the contact 
theory, according to which the mere contact of two meta l s  
was the  source of  the current so  that there wou ld  he  a 
"creat ion of power" out of noth i ng, and in favor of the 
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chemical theory, which found the source in the chemical 
actions occurring in the pile. 
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ARTHUR E. WOODRUFF 

F A R I A S  B RITO ,  RA I M UN D O  DE ( 1862-19 1 7), 
was the philosophic forerunner of Brazilian modern ism. 
A profound sense of crisis underlies the work of Farias 
Brito. Individual existence is a precarious struggle against 
despair and death, and social order is threatened by moral 
disintegration and anarchy. Knowledge of man's role in his 
world is necessary to confront this crisis. Intellectual pur
suit of the truth is the primary ethical obligation. Lacking 
certainty, man establishes a relative morality through con
viction, involving both philosophy and religion. Metaphys
ics attempts to embrace the truth theoretically through 
formulation of world views; rel igion embraces the truth 
pract ical ly through acceptance and appropriation of a 
given world view. This free acceptance of common con
victions creates community, informing and giving thrust to 
the total culture of which it serves as a focus. The theoret
ical task is a permanent activity of the human spirit; the 
practical task, a permanent necessity. Convinced that mod
ern phi losophy was not adequate to its task, largely be
cause of its predominantly skeptical mood grounded in 
phenomenalism, Farias Brito hoped to establish a new 
dogmatism capable of providing convictions that could 
give both courage for withstanding suffering and despair 
and the bases for re-establishing social order and direction. 

There was a transition in his thought from an early attempt 
to provide grounds for a naturalistic religion, inspired by 
German monism, to the articulation of his phi losophy of 
spirit, influenced by French spiritualism. The naturalism is 
expressed in an incomplete series of volumes entitled A 
finalidade do mundo ( 1 895- 1 905). The new series, Fi
losofia do espirito ( 19 1 2- 1 9 14), was initiated after Farias 
Brito had moved to Rio de Janeiro in 1909 to accept the 
chair i n  logic at Colegio Pedro I I . 

The spirit ,  "a live principle of action, capable of 
mod ifying . . .  the order of nature; . . .  of dominat ing 
itself; . . . of exercising dominion over things" is the 
"foundation of all reality and the basis of all experience." 
Psychological data are therefore ind ispensable to the 
metaphysician . Physiological psychology deals solely with 
the physical base of sp iri t ;  psychology proper ought to be 
concerned with subject ive psychic phenomena. I ts method 
is i ntrospr�ctive, d i rect in trospect ion supplemented by 
indirect introspect ion, a study of the manifestations of 

consciousness through which men achieve expression and 
communication. "Transcendent psychology" is the method 
employed for utilizing psychological data in metaphysics. 
From the felt fact of human existence, it is possible to rise 
to the level of transcendence, seeking knowledge concern
ing essence. The introspective operation of the individual 
consciousness reveals two facets of experience-con
sciousness itself and that which is presented to conscious
ness; both constitute existential reality. Through abstrac
tion and analysis of each, pure consciousness is seen to 
have priority. Understanding man as essentially conscious 
spirit, the method of "transcendent psychology," leads to 
the postulation of divine spirit. 
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FRED GILLETTE STURM 

F AS C I S M ,  the ideology of the movement which, under 
the leadership of Benito Mussolini, seized power in Italy 
in 1922 and held power until the Allied invasion of Italy in 
World War I I . Mussolini was a socialist until 19 15, and 
fascism is a paradoxical but potent mixture of extreme 
socialist, or syndicalist, notions with a Hegelian or idealist 
theory of the state. 

An attempt to provide fascism with a fully articulated 
theory was made by an Italian Neo-Hegelian philosopher 
of some distinction, Giovanni Gentile, who was converted 
to fascism after Mussolini's coup. But as a former liberal 
and collaborator of Benedetto Croce, Gentile was opposed 
by the anti -intellectual wing of the Fascist party, and his 
draft for a man ifesto of fascist ideology was rewritten by 
�lussolini himself and published in 1932 in the Enciclo
pedia italiana as La dottrina del fascismo. However, no 
adequate conception of fascism could be derived from 
these theoretical sources alone; the actual behavior of the 
Italian fascists during  their twenty years of power must 
also be taken into account. 

The word "fascism" is often used, especially by left
wing writers, not only for the Ital ian doctrine but also for 
the similar, if more fanatic, national socialism of Hitler and 
for the altogether less coherent ideologies of Franco, 
Peron, Antonescu, and other such dictators. But however 
justifiable the wider and looser use of the word, the 
present article is confined to the system and ideology 
which called itself Fascismo and which flourished in Italy 
under Mussol ini. 

Gentile in his two books Che cosa e il fascismo ( 1925) 
and Origini e dottrina del fascismo ( 1 929) stressed, as one 
might expect, the Hegelian elements in fascism. He 
argued that fascism was essentially idealistic and spiritual. 
\Vhercas l iberalism, socialism, democracy, and the other 
progressive movements of the nineteenth century had 
asserted the rights of man, the selfish claims of the indi
vidua l, fascism sought, i nstead, to uphold the moral integ
rity and higher col lective purpose of the nation. And 



whereas liberal ism saw the state simply as an institutio11 
created to protect men's rights, fascism looked on the state 
as an organ ic entity which embodied in itself all the no
blest spiritual real ity of the people as a whole. Fascism 
opposed the laissez-faire econom ics of capita l i sm and the 
bourgeois ethos which went with it . But fascism equal ly 
opposed socialism, which preached class war and trade 
unionism and thus served only to d ivide the nation. Fas
cism cou ld tolerate no organized sectional groups wh ich 
stood outside the state, for such groups pres sed the sup
posed interests of some against the true interests of all .  
Hence, in place of trade un ions, employers '  federations,  
and similar organ izations, fasci sm set u p  corporations 
which were designed to integrate the in terests of particu l ar 
trades, industries , profess ions, and the l i ke into the wider 
harmony of the state . 

Fascism, said Genti le, understood a l l  the defects of 
bourgeoi s capital ism which had led to the ri se of social i sm,  
but fascism revolu tionized society in  such a way that the 
social ist cri tique was no longer rel evant. For fascism re
placed the o ld, competitive, hedonistic ethos of liberal ism 
with an aus tere, stern, rigorous patriotic morality i n  which 
"the heroic values of service, sacri fice, indeed death itself 
were once more respected." Fasci sm did not deny liberty, 
but the liberty it upheld was not the right of each man to 
do what he pleased but "the liberty of a whole people 
freely accepting the rule  of a state which they had inte
riori sed, and made the gu iding principle of all their con
duct." 

Fascism was proud of i ts comprehensive nature, of its 
totalitarian scope. For fasci sm, Gentile argued, was not just 
a method of government; i t  was a phi losophy which per
meated the whole wil l ,  thought, and feel ing of the nation. 
"The authority of the state ," Gentile wrote, "is absolute. I t  
does not compromise, i t  does not bargai n,  i t  does not sur
render any portion of its field to other moral or religious 
principles which may in terfere with the individual con
science. But, on the other hand the state becomes a reality 
only i n  the consciousness of individual s ." The state was 
"an idea made actual." 

When M ussol ini revised Gentile's draft for his La dot
trina del fascismo, he retained most of the Neo-Hegel ian 
ideal istic tal k about the ideal nature of the state, but he 
had more to say about fasci sm's debts to the more extreme 
and fanatic elements of the nineteenth-century left wing. 
Mussol in i  named Georges Sorel ,  Charles Peguy, and Hu
bert Lagardelle as "sources of the river of Fascism." From 
these theorists, especial ly  from Sorel ,  Mussolini derived 
the idea that "action is more important than thought" ; by 
"action" he meant, as Sorel meant, violence. The extrem
ists of the anarch ist movement in the nineteenth century 
were obsessed by what they called la propagande par le 
fait ("propaganda by deed") ;  this "deed" tended to take 
the form of und iscrimi nati ng acts of revolutionary vi
olence, such as throwing bombs into crowded cafes .  The 
exhi laration of this pol icy soon bl inded several of i ts cham
pions to the end they were supposed to be pursuing
overthrowing the state- so that anarch ism produced a 
movement of revolutionary di scipl inarianism which Mus
sol ini  recogn ized as the source of his own inspiration. 

Fasci sm was thus a movement which not only accepted, 
but also rejoiced in, violence . It had no patience with 
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parl iamentary or democratic methods of changing society. 
Indeed, Mus sol ini  bel ieved that the violent seizme of 
power, such as h i s  own movement accomplished whl'n it 
marched on Home i 1 1  1 922, was a necessary part of the 
moral rejuvenation of the nation ; it was needed in order to 
create that "epic state of mind" (a plum,(• of Sorel 's )  whid1 
fascism priz2d so l i ighly. Th us rejoici ng in violcuce, fas
cism was , as Mussolini  explai ned, hosti le  to all for1 1 1 :; of 
pacifism, un iversa l ism, all ( I  di sarmament. Fascism fran kly 
acknowled ged that " war alo1 1e keys up al l  l 1 1 1ma11 energies 
to their maximum tension, and sets a seal of nobi l i ty on 
those persons who have the courage to l ight and die ." Tl) ( ' 
fasci st state would have nothing to do witl1 "univl'rsal 
embraces"; it " looked its 1wighhour proudly i 1 1  tlw fac< · ,  
always armed, a lways vigilant, always ready to defend its 
integrity." Schemes sud1 as that of tlw League of Natious 
were anathema to fast: ism. 

With some reason Mussol in i  also claimed that fascism 
derived hi storically from the nat ional i stic movement of the 
ni neteenth century. National ism, he ins isted, owed noth
ing to the left. The German nation was not 1 1 1 1 i licd by l ib
erals but by a man of iron, Bismarck. The nation of I taly, 
too, had been created by such men as Garibaldi ,  a man of 
revolutionary violence; the first great prophet of Ita l ian 
unity was M achiavel l i ,  the archenemy of l iberal, pac i fist  
scruples. Mussol in i  had the highest regard for the author of 
The Prince. Machiavell i 's des ire to rekindle in  modern 
Italy all the mi l i tary virtues and mil itary glory of ancient 
Rome was also Mussolini 's ambition, but l\l ussol in i's ver
sion of M ach iavell i 's  dream was a muc:h more vu lgar one, 
and his achievements wou ld have struck l\1achiavell i  as 
tawdry, shabby, and corrupt. 

Mussolini argued that i t  was the Ital ian state that had 
created the I tal ian nation. I ndeed, it was the state, as the 
expression of a universal ethical wi l l ,  which created the 
ri ght to national existence and independence. l\l ussolini  
rejected the racism which was so central a feature of Nazi 
teaching in Germany. "The people," he wrote, " i s  not a 
race, but a people historical ly perpetuati ng itself; a multi 
tude united by an idea." I t  must  be recorded in favor of 
fascism that it  never taught race hatred,  and even when 
Mussol ini  entered the war on H itler's s ide and introduced 
an ti-Semitic l egislation to please his a l ly, the Italian fas
cists were far from zealous in the enfon..:ement of the laws 
against Jews. 

Indeed, Musso l in i ' . glori fication of war and violence had 
never more than a l imited success ,vith the Italian people. 
Accustomed to rhetoric and appreciative of any kind of 
display, the Ital ians accepted the showier s ide of fasci sm 
more readily than the "austere, heroic way of  l i fe" which i t  
demanded. S low to conquer the backward Ethiopians in  
Mussol ini 's colonialis t war against Abyssi nia in 1935, the 
average I talian conscript soldier was even less eager to 
meet the All ied forces i n  World \Var I I .  Likewi-;e, despite 
the cruelty of Mussol in i 's henchmen to his numerou� 
poli tical pri soners, there was never in  I taly anything ap
proaching the genocide which was faithf1 1 1 ly enacted by 
H itler's folio vers in Germany; even at its worst Fasci sm 
never robbed the Italians of their humanity. 

Mussol ini  earned a reputation, even a mong critica l 
foreign observers, for the "efficiency" of his admin istra
t ion ;  he was popularl y suppo·, ed abroad "to have made the 
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Italian trains nm on time." This  achievement was largely 
mythical, for economic growth was minimal, but M ussolini 
was able, by forbidding strikes and subordinating indus
tries to his state corporations, to prevent any of the more 
eas i ly discernible manifestations of economic disorder. In 
anv case his rule was never a mere personal dictatorship. 
H� huilt up a powerful party with an elaborate hierarchy of 
command which served him much as the Soviet Commu
nist party served Stalin. Fascism was in a very real sense 
the dictatorsh ip  of a party, and the effectiveness of the 
party organization in a country by no means notable for 
good organization was one secret of fascism's twenty years 
of success. 
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F A T HE R S  O F  T H E  C H UR C H .  See PATRISTIC PHI
LOSOPHY. 

F E C H N E R ,  GUSTAV T H E O D OR (180 1 - 1887), Ger
man philosopher, founder of psychophysics, and pioneer in  
experimental psychology. He was born in Gross-Saerchen, 
Prussia, and studied medicine at the U n iversity of Leipzig, 
where he passed his examinations at the age of 2 1. His 
interests, however, led him into physics, and by 1 830 he 
had published over 40 papers in this field. He also wrote a 
number of poems and satirical works under the pseudo
nym of " Dr. "l ises," which he also used for some of his 
later metaphysical speculations. A paper on the quantita
tive measurement of electrical currents ( 183 1 )  led to his 
appointment as professor of physics at Leipzig. Fechner's 
incipient interest in psychology is shown in papers of 1 838 
and 1 h40 on the perception of complementary colors and 
on subjective afterimages. His experiments on afterimages, 
however, had tragic consequences. As a result of gazing at 
the sun he sustai ned an eye injury, and his subsequent 
hlindness led to a serious emotional crisis. Fechner re
s igned his professorship in 1839 and virtually retired from 
the world. 

A seemingly miraculous recovery, three years later, 
�timulated Fechner's interest in philosophy, particularly in 
regard to the question of the soul and the possihility of 
refuting material i stic metaphysics. I n  a work entitled 
Sa ri na oder das Seelenlehen der Pfla nzeri ("Nanna, or the 

Soul-Life of Plants," Leipzig, 1848) he defended the idea 
that even plants have a mental life. This book is indicative 
of the panpsychistic bent of Fechner's thought, which was 
the major cause of the direction taken by his further work. 

Psychophysics. ln 1848 Fechner returned to the Uni
versity of Leipzig as professor of philosophy. His desire to 
substan,tiate empirically the metaphysical thesis that mind 
and matter are simply alternative ways of construing one 
and the same reality was the main moti vation for his 
pioneering work in experimental psychology. His Ele
mente der Psychophysik (Leipzig, 1860) was intended to be 
an outline of an exact science of the functional relations 
between bodily and mental phenomena, with a view to 
showing that one and the same phenomenon could be 
characterized in two ways. Fechner divided his new sci
ence of psychophysics into two disciplines: inner psycho
physics, which studies the relation between sensation and 
nerve excitation; and outer psychophysics, to which Fech
ner's own experimental work was devoted and which 
studies the relation between sensation and physical stimu
lus. Psychophysics became one of the dominant fields 
within experimental psychology. 

Fechner's work on the relation between physical stimuli 
and sensations led to a mathematical formulation that he 
called the law of intensity, which states that the intensity of 
a sensation increases as the logarithm of the stimulus, that 
is, by diminishing increments. When Fechner realized 
that his principle corresponded to the findings of E. H.  
Weber ( 1795 - 1878), he called it "Weber's Law," a name 
now reserved for the vaguer statement that a barely no
ticeable difference in stimulus has a constant ratio to the 
stimulus. Fechner's studies in psychophysics included a 
number of classical experiments on the perception of 
weight, visual brightness, and distance. 

Panpsychism. Fechner's psychological studies were• 
meant to confirm his theory of panpsychism. He main
tained that the whole universe is spiritual in character, the 
phenomenal world of physics being merely the external 
manifestation of this spiritual reality. That which to itself 
is psychical is to others physical. In his A tomenlehre he 
argued that physics requires us to regard atoms only as 
centers of force or energy, as Leibniz had argued; it is not 
necessary to suppose them to be material or extended. 
These atoms are only the simplest elements in a spiritual 
hierarchy leading up to God. Each level of this hierarchy 
includes all those levels beneath it, so that God contains 
the totality of spirits. Consciousness is an essential feature 
of all that exists, hut this assertion does not mean, as Leib
niz had supposed, that every physical entity or phenome
non has its own soul. Only certain systems, namely, or
ganic wholes, give evidence of possessing souls, and those 
bodies which do not are only the constituents of besouled 
bodies. The evidences of soul are the systematic coher
ence and confonnity to law exhibited in the behavior of 
organic wholes. Fechner regarded the earth, "our mother," 
as such an organic besouled whole. The stars and the 
physical universe as a whole are also bodies of this kind. 
God is the soul of the universe ;  He is to the system of nature 
as that system is to itself 

To regard the whole material universe as i nwardly alive 
and conscious is to take what Fechner called the "daylight 
view" (Tagesansicht). To regard it as inert matter, lacking 
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in any teleol ogical signi ficance, is to take what he cal led 
the "night view" (Nachtausicht). Fechner ardently advo
cated the dayl ight view and hoped that it could he sup
ported inductively by means of h is  psychophysical experi
ments. But he also argued for the dayl i ght view on 
pragmatic grounds, offering the sort of arguments that 
Will iam James later found highly congenial .  Fechner 
urged that any hypothes i s  whic h  cannot be positively 
proved but which does not contrad ict scientific findings he 
accepted if it  makes us happy. The ant imaterial i st ic day
l ight view i s  such a hypothesis .  Fechner also defended his 
theory by means of analogical arguments.  \Vh en certain 

r qual ities are found to be present in several types of ob
jects, we are ju stified in assuming hypothetical ly  that these 
objects share other, undetected quali t ies. Ent ities which 
exh ibit the sort of order that our own bodies do may there
fore be assumed to be al ive and inwardly spiri tual as we 
are. 

Immortality. Fechner's argument for immortal ity is 
based on the observat ion that many individual experiences 
which are forgotten or unnot iced may later be recalled in to 
consciousness. If the soul as a whole is treated on the 
analogy of its i ndividual experiences, then, since these do 
not van ish u tterly but often return in the form of memory,  
the soul  i tself  may l ikewi se continue to ex ist in Cod's 
memory. M ind and body are not paral lel aspects of some 
third substance, as in Spinoza; they are identical . The 
pers istence of mind is therefore no more d ifficult to enter
tain than the persi stence of the material u niverse itself, 
which is only the ou tward man ifestation of an a l l - inclus ive 
soul .  

Aesthetics. Between 1865 and 1 876 Fechner turned h i s  
attention t o  aesthetics. He publ ished a paper on  the golden 
section , the supposedly ideal proportion, and several pa
pers on the controversy over two H olbein paintings of the 
Madonna. These two paint ings, one in Dresden, the other 
in Darmstadt, were the subject of serious debate among art 
critics and aestheticians. Fechner hoped to settl e the 
question of their relative excellence by means of a public 
preference poll  when the paint ings were exhibited to
gether. 

The desire to put aesthetics on an empirical , scientific 
footing and to bring philosophical speculation into some 
sort of accord with experimental science is shown further 
in Fechner's Vorschule der Aesthetik ("Propaedentic to 
Aesthetic," Leipzig, 1876), a work of considerable 
significance for the hi story of experimental aesthetics. I n  
the preface t o  this  work Fechner stated that previous 
aestheticians such as Schel l ing and Hegel had theori zed 
"downward" from u niversal }Jrinciples to particu lars. 
Fechner proposed to reverse this procedure, to build aes
thetic theory "from below," on a foundation of empirical 
evidence. The word "beauty," he maintained ,  denotes the 
approximate subject matter of aesthetics. It is a word 
appl icable to everything that has the property of arousing 
pleasure directly and immediately. (Pleasure aroused by 
thoughts of the consequences of an object is nonaesthetic.) 
Onr experiences of aesthetic pleasure are simple, unanalyz
able psychic atoms. The aim of an experimental aesthetics 
is to discover the ohjects that produce such atoms,  that is ,  
the causal laws connecting aesthetic experiences with the 
characteristics of outer objects. 

Fechner, Gustav Theodor 1 85 

Experimental methods. Fechner s 1 1gg1•sted thwe ('X
perimental methods for carrying out this program:  the 
method of selection or choice, the method of prod1 1ct io11 or 
construction , and the method of meas uring com111011 ob
jects. The first of these methods is i l lrn,t rnted by F1·c lmer's 
experiments with rectangl es. T('n rcetangles of varying 
dimensions but equal areas were spread at random on a 
table. The subject was asked to make a selection, rnnk1 11g 
the rectangles in the order of his aesthetic pleasure and 
d i spleasure. A record was kept of his responses, with al
lowance bei ng m.ide for variation in hesitation of response. 
Fechner's resul ts seemed to support the hypothesis that 
there exist certain  rat ios of length to width that possess 
speci fic aesthetic val ue. Most of the people tested tended 
to reject as u npleasant both the square or n('arl y square 
and the extrcm(' ly elongated figures, with the largest mnn
ber of favorable responses going to the rectangle whosP 
proportions were 34 :2 I .  Fechner took this as empirical 
con firmation of the special aesthetic status of the golden 
sect ion. 

In the second of Fechner's methods ,  the subject was 
confronted, for example, with four vert ical l in es of various 
lengths and asked to place a clot over each l i ne at the di s
tance that seemed to him most aesthetical ly pleasing. The 
results were that the average di stance was proportional to 
the lengt h of the l i ne. This experiment was referred to as 
the "inquiry into the letter 'i . ' " Fechner's third experi
mental method i nvolved measuring such objects as hooks, 
visi t ing cards, etc. ,  and here too he found the ratio of the 
golden section in a large percentage of cases. 

Laws of psychological aesthetics. A number of psycho
logical laws formulated by Fechner are relevant to aes
thetic experience. H is principle of aesthetic threshold 
states that a stimulus  musi. acqu ire a certain intens ity be
fore it can produce pleasure or pain. The effect wil l  then 
i ncrease gradual ly until i t  reaches a maximum point, 
whereupon it will  decrease to the point of indi fference. In 
the case of pleasure but not in that of pain, the effect may, 
after the max imum is reached, change to its opposite. Aes
thetic reinforcement refers to the fact that several condi
tions of pleasure may, when combined, produce a total 
sat isfaction greater than the sum of these conditions taken 
separatel y, for example, melody and harmony in mu sic, 
meaning and rhythm in poetry. The principle  of "u n iform 
connection within the man ifold" states that we prefer 
objects which are bot'. , un ified and complex over objects 
which are homogeneous or excessively d iverse. The prin
ciple of "absence of contradiction" claims that harmony 
and truth are aesthetical ly preferable to di sagreement, 
contrad iction, or error. Vagueness and ambigu ity are 
aesthetical ly displeasing, as the pri nciple of "clarity" an
nounces. The recol lection of an event portrayed in some 
aesthetic object may bring pleasure or di spleasure, de
pending on whether the event reminds us of someth ing 
pleasant or unpleasant :  the principle of "aesthetic associa
tion ."  The principle of "minimum effort" states that plea
sure i s  derived from the smal lest possible expenditure of 
energy re lative., to a given end in view and not simpl y from 
the minimum expenditure of energy as such. 

Conclusion. These "laws of the mind" i l lu strate the 
spirit of Fechner's philosoph izing. He was one of the most 
versatile thinkers of the nineteenth century, laboring to 
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sl'i l' 1 1 t i o1 1 s ly  rn l i 1 1g  h i s  wa r-ravaged diocese,  carn i 11 g  a 
rcp1 1 ta t io 1 1  for  s:1 1 l( ' l i ty ,  and p u rs 1 1 i 1 1 g  a re l e 1 1 t less ,  and 
1 1 l t i 1 1 1 a t c l y  s 1 1 1'l'cssf1 1 I ,  st rngi;:le ai;:a i 1 1 st .J a 1 1 sc1 1 i s1 1 1  in  h i gh 
pl a(_'l'S. 

Tlio 1 1i;:h hl' owcd 1 1 1 1 1l·h of h i s  earl y success to Bossuet ,  
whom l ie  l iad al fi rst ad11 1 i red , Ft'� 1 1e lo1 1  was  l ,y tempera-
1 1 1 c 1 1 t  so d i ffcrc11t t ha t  a s 1 1 hs1 •q 1 H' 11 I  l > real'h was i 1 1evitahle. 
I I I  h i s  a t t i t 1 1d1 ·  t o  t l w  thl 'all'r Ft'• 1 1 l' lo 1 1  had a breadt h  mid 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1a 1 1 i t y  of  01 1 t l ook t hat l 1 •d him to praise Haci 1 1e  and even 
l\ l ol i t'· 11 • .  who had becn 1 1 1crci h•ssly at tacked by Boss1 1 l'l 
( /,ct t l'C 11 / 'Awclh11 ic, 17 I •I). F{•nclon had hl' < ' l l  deeply 
i 1 1 1 l 1 1 1· 1 11 ·1·d l >y Cn·< 'k <· 1 1 l tmc,  and 1 1 1 1 1ch of l i i s t h i n k i ng 
born the mark of l ' la to.  I l e  l'01 1 1b i 1 1 1'd sen s i t i v i ty  and idc
a l i s1 1 1  w i t h  a s t rong Vl'i 1 1  of pral' l iea l i ty ,  l m t  hl' echoed 
nei ther  the a 1 1 t l writa r i :1 1 1 i s m  nor the moral gri11 1 1 1ess  of 
Boss 1 1 l' l .  

1 1 1 ph i l osophy Ft'·nl' lon  was �•1 1 t l 1 1 1 s i a st ic  ra t lH•r than 
o r i i;: i 1 1 a l .  1 1 1 l (i87 l i e  1 1 1 1 de rtook f o r  Bossuet a IUJ11 t a t io11 du 
sr1sth1ll' de la 1111 t 11 rl' l'i de la gl'<kc agains t  l\ 1a l cbra1 1d1e, 
l m t  h c  soon 1• spo1 1 sl' I I  a form of Cmt 1•s i : 1 1 1 i s1 1 1-IH'sl H'Pl'l'
Sl' l l t l'd in l i i s  '/'rnit 11 de / 'cxisi<'I IC<' de Vieu ( 1 7 1 2 and 
1 7 1 8 )- tlwt  c:1 1 1H• vcry dosl' to l\1al l'bra 1 1die's  pos i t ion.  
Ft'• 1 1c lo1 1  a l so  \\'role Ll'i i l'l'S s 1 1r  dil'1'rs s11jcts de 111ei<1 pl,y
si11u<' cl di' l'cligio11 ( 1 7 1 8). 

l l i s l'arl y  Trn it1:  de /'cd11ca t io11  des jillcs ( I G87) is l 1 1 1 -
1 1 1 a 1 1l' a 1 1d s1 ' 1 1 s i h l l' ,  a rg1 1 i 1 1g  t ha t  to 1 1c)!;l ect the ed ucat ion of 
OIH' hal f o f  thc 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1  l':Jl'l' ('an only ha vl' advers<• effect s  
01 1  t h l' o ther. Ba s i 1 1 g  h i s  sy stl'm fi rmly 0 1 1  C:hr is t ia11  lcal'h
i 1 1i;:, hi' emphasized t l l < '  1 1el'd for a 111oral <'d 1 1cat io1 1  de
r i v i 1 1 i;:  from l o\'l' of v ir t 1 1c ,  ra thl' r  than  from fl'ar o f  p1 1 1 1 i sh-
1 1w1 1 t .  1 1 1 add i t ion to J::<'nl'l'a l l i t eracy a1 1 1l doc u t i on,  
F<� 1 1clo1 1  ad voca t ed t lw tc:wh i 11 i;:  of s 1 1ch pral' l i <·al matt ers 
as  s 1 1 t lkil' 1 1 t  k 1 1owledi;:e of la w to c11 : i l , l e  ,,·011H·11 to prot cl'l 
thl' i r  1 1 1 1 1 1·h - a lm sl'd i n ll'rcs ts .  

Ft'• 1 l l ' lo1 1 's pr i 1 1l' i ple of d1'vl' lopi 1 1i;:  ra ther than repress i 1 1i;:  
d1al':l(' l l'r app<•ms i n  Tdc1111H/U<'. wr i t ten for h is  pupi l  about 
l (i! l -1 11 1H I sc 1 1 1 i o l l il' i :1 l l y  1·01Hl em11ed on p 1 1h l i l': 1 t io 1 1  ( WD!)) .  



The transpa rent  vei l of l l omeric legend does noth ing  to 
conceal the au thor's detestat ion of royal abso lu t i sm i n  its 
contem porary manifestat ions .  \Vars of aggression fou ght in 
the name of national prest ige, terri torial aggrandizement 
and extravagant l uxu ry at cou rt arc c:on<l crnnc<l , not only 
for the mi sery they cau se for impoveri shed subjects, lrnt 
a l so as ev i l s  in  themselves. For Fenelon a good king is one 
whose people enjoy prosperity based on industry and 
commerce and who accepts the duty of ensuring not only 
the ir material hut al so, through h i s  example, their moral 
welfare. Fenelon 's fu ndamen tal pol i t ical ax iom was that 
kings and their  policies are subject to and judged l,y the 
moral law, as embod ied in  Chr ist ian teaching,  and that the 
true interests of a state can never confl ict with this law. 
S im ilar vi ews occur  in the Dialogues des marts. I lad i t  not 
been for the premature death of the due <le Bou rgogne 
(17 1 2) ,  Fen elon's teach ing, so contrary to Lou i s  XI V's 
practice, might well have become official pol i cy. 

Works by Fenelon 

Oeui;res completes, J. Gossel in,  ed. , IO vols . Pari s, I H4H - I H52. 
Numerous editions of separate works. 

Works on Fenelon 

Adam, A., /Jistoire de la littera ture fra nr,:aise au XVII• siecle, 
Vol. V, Ch. 5. Pari s, H.J.56. Excellent chapter on Fenelon. 

B remond, H., Apologie pour Fenelon .  Paris, 1910.  
Carcassonne, E . ,  Fenelon, l'homme et l 'oetmre. Paris, HJ46. 
Gore, Jeannc-L., L'Itineraire de Fenelon. Pari s ,  l�-57. 
Hazard, P. ,  La Crise de la coriscient!e europeenne, 2d ed. Paris ,  

IH6 I .  Translated by J .  L .  �lay as  The European Mind. London, 
1953; Harmondsworth (paperback), 1964 . 

A. ] .  KRAI LSHEJMER 

F E RG U S O N ,  A D A M  ( 1 723 - I IH6),  Scot t i sh  h i storian 
and ph i losopher of the school of Thomas Reid and the 
phil osophy of common sense. Ferguson was born at Lo
gierai t ,  Perthsh ire, and educated at Perth Grammar School, 
St. Andrews Un iversity, and Div in i ty Hal l ,  Ed inburgh . 
Ordai ned in 174.5, he served unti l  17.54 as chaplain to  the 
42nd Regi ment ( the Rlac:k Watch ) and saw act ive service in 
Flanders. In  17.59 Fergu'ion became professor of natu ral 
phi losophy at Edinburgh and , in 1764 , profes sor of pneu
mat ics and moral phi losophy, holding the latter post for 
over twenty years. He then accepted a nomi nal appoint
ment as professor of mathematics which enabled him to 
lead a semiprivate l i terary l i fe in Edinburgh un t i l  1796. 
Thereafter he moved to Nei<lpath near Peebles,  where he 
l ived for four years before ret ir ing to St. Andrews. In good 
health almost to the last, Ferguson <l ied in h i s  93rd year 
and was buried in the grounds of the old cathedral .  

Social history. Ferguson is  remembered today for his  
Essay on the History of Civil Society ( I  767) rather than for 
h i s  contri butions to moral phi losophy or Roman h i story; he 
was what we should now cal l an intel lectual hi storian ,  
tracing the  gradual r i se  of  the  human m ind from harhari sm 
to pol i t ical and social refinement .  Regarded in th i s  way, 
h is  l ife's work reveal s a un i ty based on h i s  conviction that 
the interrelat ion of man and society is of p rime impor
tance. Debates between Reid, Dugald Stewart , H ume, 
Adam Smith ,  Lord Kames, and Ferguson h imself reveal 
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Scott i sh ph i losophy, in general , to he i 1n portar1t '>O< - iol ogi 
cal ly. Fergu son 's thought was part of a gnwral <• igl i teenth
cent11 ry movement ,  s t imulated l,y the Freil( 1 1 ,  IJ 1 1 i l t  u pori 
Engl ish em pi rical t rad i t iom, all( l  IH,., t i l ,� to Carte.,ia 1 1  
spec:11 lat io1 1 .  The rno<,t d1arac:teri '>t ic tend ency of t l 1 i '>  
mov,·rn erit was i rup1 i ry i ri to th , ·  nat u w  and origi n o f  <,oc-1 !'ly 
as the hul,  arou nd which pl 1 i 10.,opl iy r<·volv,: <, .  Fngu<,01 1  i'> 
sornct i rrws con sidered t lw fat l ier  of 111od i-r1 1  '>Y'>lnriatic 
soc iology, all( l  a l t l io 1 1 g l 1  IH· l 1 i rn.,elf wa., <,0011 forgot tn1 
amidst the ant iempi rical react ions of 1 1 ,·gel iari d i .,cip J ,  . ., ,  
t he  i rdl ucrice of  the  ph i losophical gro u p  to  wli id1 I i , : h,:
longed was attested to hy sucl 1  n inet1 :entl1-u: 1 1 tury pol i t ical 
th i nkers as  Comte, �t i l l , a 1 1d .\f arx. Like l 1 i s  c:0 1 1 te 1 1 1 porar
ies ,  l 1owever, Ferguson l,el i ,:ve<l that <,oc: i ,·ty was ap
proaching a state of perfection and that s11c l 1  a <,late cou ld 
he mai nta ined ,  so that, i n  gen,:ral ,  h i s  ph i losophy had l i tt l , ·  
t o  offer his succes .,ors. i\cv,�rthel, :ss, h i s  d i scuss ion s of 
pol it ics, econom ics,  h i .,tory, aesthetics, l i tc:rat11re, and 
ethnology were a synthes is  of t l ie thougl1t of his t im e: .  1 1 ,· 
emphasized the role  of ol,servation and treated h i s  <, 1 1 ) ,ject 
phenomenological ly,  not eval uatively. 

Anothn est imate of Fergu son i s  l, :ss fl atteri n g. I l e  
offered n o  d is t i nct soc:iologic:al method o r  any quan t i tat ive 
or stat i stical approach ; at no poi n t  <l id lie try to analyze 
society's psychology; imtead he proposed a psychological 
in terpretat ion of a dynam ic:  proces s .  It mus t  lw admi tted 
that he was essen t ial ly a h i storian , or h i storical sociologi.,t ,  
who attempted few general i za t ions and in  no way antici
pated the n ineteenth-centu ry view of social evolut iori as a 
part of cosm ic: or un iversal evolut ion .  Ferguson 's ph i l oso
phy of social deve lopment looked hack to the early six
teen th  century, and his role of polyhistor tota l ly  involved 
h im in the speculative fashions of Augustan Ed i nburgh. 
The movement of wh ich he  c1n<l his con temporaries 
brought up the rear guard was a posi t ive, factual ,  and in 
tel lectual en deavor, based on  the  methodol ogy of  sc ien t i fic 
di scovery and treat ing human affairs on mechan i s t ic: as
sumptions,  practical ly in  the manner of physics. 

The interdependence of a l l  human inst i tut ions and all  
functions of society was the center of Ferguson's ph i loso
phy; he sa id ,  "Social appetite in  human soul s is the great 
spring and source of moral actions ."  In th i s  he diverged 
from Hobbes and Hume, who fou nded morals in ut i l i ty, 
from Adam S mith's theory of sympathy, and from the moral 
sense of Shafteshury and H u tcheson ; bu t he <l id try to 
reconcile all three system '> of morals and to i T1corporate 
them into his own pri m:iple of perfect ion ("the desire of 
something better than rs poss<'ss i-<l at pre'>ent"), which, 
con t rol led by man 's fu nctional intel l i gence, governs stand
ards of conduct . 

Ethics and pol itics . .Ferguson \ <loctnnc of eth ic:'> ,  al
though not or ig inal ,  i s  a noteworthy attempt to estah l i 'ih a 
comprehen s ive system based on a perfect ion i s t  p rinciple 
of moral approl,ation. The sancti on.,  of th i s fundamental  
law of moral i ty are of two kinds :  those which need to he 
enforced and those wh ich may he left to operate on the 
free wil l  of the agent .  The fi rst arc the subject of jur i spru
dence, the laws of pea<. e  and war; the second relate to the 
duties of rnari , founded on natu ral law. In his treatment of 
pol it ics ,  Ferguson u pheld the l iberal spiri t  and opposed 
despot i sm.  H i s  egal i tarian views, s t imulated hy .\f ontes-
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quieu, were modi fied after h is early enthusiasm for the 
French Revolution had waned. In Principles of Moral and 
Political Science ( I  W2), he admitted that certain inequal i
ties protested against by the advocates of "liberty" and a 
rankless society were after all necessary. Like Montes
quieu, Ferguson ascribed to cl imate and situation a great 
influence on the li terature, commerce, and pol icy of na
tions. H i s  moral system was a Stoic one, and his ideal iza
tion of the Roman warrior spiri t  marks his emphasis on the 
role of confl ict in social life ,  a factor which, although per
ceptible in earl ier pol itical theories such as those of M a
chiavel l i  and Hobbes, was not stressed before Ferguson. 

Principal Works by Ferguson 
A Sermon Preached in the Ersh Language. London, 1746. 
The Morality of Stage Plays Seriously Considered. London, 

1757. 
History of the Proceedings in the Case of Margaret commonly 

called Peg, only lawful Sister to Jolm Bull, Esq. London, 176 1. 
A nalysis of Pneumatics and Moral Philosophy. London, 1761. 
"On the Principle of Moral Estimation : a D iscourse between 

David Hume, Robert Clerk and Adam Smith," E. C. Mossner, ed. 
Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 2 1 ,  No. 2 ( 1 960), 222- 232. An 
unpublished manuscript by Ferguson, written probably i n  1 76 1 .  

An  Essay cm the History of Civil Society. Edinburgh, 1767. 
Institutes of Moral Philosophy. Edinburgh, 1769. 
Remarks 011 a pamphlet lately published by Dr. Price, entitled 

Obserwtions 011 the Nature of Civil Liberty. London, 1776. 
History of the Progress and Formation of the Roman Republic. 

London, I 783. 
Principles of Moral and Political Science. Edinburgh, 1 792. 
Minutes of the Life and Character of Joseph Black. London, 

1801. 

W arks on Ferguson 
Chastaing, Maxime, "Reid, la philosophie du sens commun et le 

probleme de la connaissance d'autrui." Revue philosophique de la 
France et de l'etranger, Vol. 144 ( 1954), 352 -399. Exam ines the 
distinctive qual ities of Scottish philosophy. 

Cousin, \'ictor, Cours d'histoire de la philosophie morale au 
dix-huitirme siecle. Paris, 1839 - 1 840. Contains an exhaustive 
appreciation of Ferguson's political philosophy. 

Graham, I I .  C., Scottish Men of Letters in the Eighteenth Cen
tury. London, 190 1 .  Devotes part of a chapter to Ferguson's l iter
ary life. 

Lehmann, \\'. C., Adam Ferguso11 and the Beginnings of Modem 
Sociology. l\ew York, 1930. Contains a selective bibliography. 

�lossner, E. C., The Life of David Hume. Edinburgh and Lon
don, 19.55. Gives a general account of the period. 

Small, J ., Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. 1864 . 
\'ol. 23, Ch. 3. A biographical memoir by the then l ibrarian of the 
university. 

A. M. KINGHORN 

FERRARA, F RANC IS SY L VESTER O F .  See SYL

VESTEH OF FERRARA, FRANCIS. 

FERRI, LUIGI ( 1826 - 189.5), I tal ian epistemologist and 
historian of ph ilosophy, was horn in Bologna. l ie  studied 
at Paris and was professor of the history of ph ilosophy at 
Florence and at Rome. A sel f-styled disciple of Terenzio 
:\lamiani ,  Ferri contributed to :\lam iani's journal , La 
filosofia delle scuole italiana, and continued editing the 
journal, under the title Ric ista italiana di filosofia, from 
the death of �tamian i in I 88.5 unt i l  his own death in Rome 
in I WJ.5. 

Ferri 's phi losophizing moved \'V ith in the framework of 

I tal ian ontologism, which saw in man the capacity for a 
d irect and "intuitive" relationship with the Absolute 
(Being or God), hut his interest focused principally on the 
psychological conditions in wh ich this relationship takes 
shape. His  investigations, therefore, had as their object 
man's interior experience, the "inner (or intimate) sense" 
of which Maine de Biran spoke. To the latter Ferri owed 
his  basic• inspirations. Reproving associationist psychology 
for reducing the spirit, or self, to an associative mecha
nism that takes no account of the activity of consciousness, 
Ferri tried to bring to l ight the function of th is activity. He 
saw this activity as a kind of force or energy that "by making 
itself i ts own object, determines i ts modes according to 
rules proper to itself, proposes goal s,  directs and oversees 
its own work, and frees i tself finally from the influence of 
sensation and emotive impress ions so as to find truth with 
the intellect and to reproduce in  i tself, with ideas and the 
evidence of experience, the world of phenomena." 

Ferri used the term dynamism to refer to the conception 
that the substance of both the physical and the spiritual 
worlds is energy and that in both of these worlds energy is 
regulated by the same laws of conservation. Thus there is a 
"permanence in the quantity, qual ity, and relationships 
of the spiritual world" just as there is a permanence in the 
amount of matter and energy. Ferri also held that only 
the energy regulating the spiri tual world is known or im
mediately given to man in  the act of consciousness ;  the ac
tions of energy operating in the external world are known to 
man only indirectly, i .e. ,  by the effects they have upon this 
act through sense perception. The unity of the universal 
energy is ,  however, the sole theme of metaphysics. 

Works by Ferri 
Essai sur l'histoire de la philosophie en Italie au dix-neuvieme 

siecle, 2 vols. Paris, 1869. Traces the development of Italian phi
losophy from the sensationalism of the eighteenth century to the 
ontologism or idealism of the nineteenth, represented by Rosmini, 
Cioberti, and Mamiani. 

La psicologia di Pietro Pomponazzi. Rome, 1877. Contains a pre
viously unpublished commentary by Pomponazzi on Aristotle's 
De A nima. 

La Psychologie de l'association depuis Hobbes jusqu'a nos 
jours, histoire et critique. Paris, 1883. 

In the Atti dell'Academia dei Lincei, of which Ferri was a mem
ber: A na lisi de[ concetto di sostanza e sue relazione con i concetti 
di essenza, di causa, e di forza; contrihuto al dinamismo filosofico 
( 1 885); Il fe,wmeno sensibile e la percezio11e esteriore ossia i fon
damenti del realismo ( 1 886); Dell'idea del vero e sue relazio11e con 
l'idea dell 'essere ( 1 887); Dell'idea dell'essere ( 1 888). 

Works on Ferri 
Barzellotti, C., "Luigi Ferri." Nuova Antologia ( 1 895). 
Gentile, C . ,  Le origini della filosofia co11temporanea in Italia, 

Vol. 1, pp. 2 1 5 -233. Messina, 1917. 
NICOLA ABBAGNANO 

Translated by Nino Langiulli 

FER RIER , JAMES FREDERICK ( 1808- 1 864), Scot
tish metaphysician, was born in Edinburgh into a wealthy 
family of lawyers. After studying at the universities of 
Edinburgh an<l Oxford, he spent some months in Ger
many. I l e  settl ed in Edinburgh in 1 832 as an advocate, 
becoming active in the intell ectual circle of S ir Wil l iam 



Hamilton, which induded Thomas De ()uineey and 
"Christopher North" of Blackwooc1's Magazine. U nder this  
stimulus Ferrier contribu ted to Blackwood's between 1838 
and 1843 the 1 1  l ong artides that fil I most of the second 
volume of his Lectures and Remains (2 vols . ,  Edinburgh 
and London , 1 866). In 1 845 he was appoi nted profes sor of 
moral philosophy and pol i tical economy at the U11ivers ity 
of St. Andrews. Ferrier i ssued a drastically revised version 
of his ph ilosophy in the Institu tes of Metaphysic (Ed in
burgh and London,  18,54 ; 2d ed. , 1 856). The Institu tes was 
to some extent affected by Ferrier's commitments in the 
pol itical and ecclesiastical struggles that then divided 
Scotland. This social in fluence i s  sti l l  more marked in the 
pamphlet defending h is position, Scot tish Philosophy, the 
Old and the New (Edinburgh, 1856). Meanwh i le ,  Ferrier 
elaborated,  u ntil incapacitated in 186 1 ,  on an impress ive 
series of lectures on Creek philosophy, posthumously 
publ i shed as Volume I of Lectures and Remains. 

The first seven Blackwood's articles constitute a unitary 
work on the philosophy of consciousness.  Its starting point 
i s  a cri tique of  Thomas Brown's doctrine that it  i s  wrong to 
regard states of mind,  such as emotions,  as objects of con
sciousness. Brown argued that to speak of being con scious 
of feeling angry is th e sam e thing as to speak of feeling 
angry. Ferrier poin ted out that there i s  a marked difference 
between speaking of someone as boi l ing with rage and 
speaking of h im as being conscious of the boi l ing rage 
with in  him. I n  th e latter case, i nstead of looking outward at 
the i njustice and brooding on the affront, he looks inward 
at the consequent irritation in h i s  heart and ceases to 
brood. 

Thus far Ferrier was merely making an i ntel l igent use of 
the doctrine of the inverse variation of feel ing and knowl
edge proposed by h i s  friend Sir Will iam Hamil ton. But as 
Sir Wil l iam noted with approval, Ferrier then went beyond 
the customary l imits of British ph ilosophy by asking what 
is involved in the sh ift from unself-conscious anger to 
self-conscious anger. Th i s  self-knowledge does not arise 
straightforwardly out of ordinary experience. The use of 
the first personal pronoun ,  which i s  the mark of self
knowledge in th e proper sense, is something that cannot 
be learned from th e experience of other peopl e and their 
talk in the sam e imitative way as the u se of a word l ike 
"table" can.  The indubitabil ity of sel f-knowledge arises 
just because i t  is not based on observation in the sam e way 
that our knowledge of mountains  is .  Therefore, Ferrier 
concluded, th ere is something anomalous about the foun
dations of self-knowledge. What i s  it? 

In  his four Blackwood' s articles on the subject of sense 
perception,  contributed between 184 1 and 1 843, Ferrier 
gave his problem a definite form by l imiting it. To gain  
l ight on the nature of  self-knowledge he  looked into the 
foundations of the ordinary di stinction between :1ct of 
sense and object of sense. Ferrier's discu ssion is bri ll iantly 
original. Th e key to th e d ifficu lty i s  that as long as we view 
each sense field in isolation, no proper distinction can be 
drawn between the act and the object of sense. Within the 
visual field alone vision does not stand out as empirically 
separable from the colors seen ; within th e tactual field the 
effort of feel ing presents i tself as indist ingu i shable from 
the sol ids fel t. But when the sense fields are viewed in  
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correlation with one another, sec>ing s<>parates itself from 
the colors �een as being connected with someth ing tangi
ble but not vi s ib le :  tlw c •ye. S imilarly, f< ·c l ing disting1 1 i shes 
itself from sol idity by being vested in a11 organ of to1 1el i 
revealed by vision rather than by to 1 1ch .  Ferrier thus 
argued that the key to sel l -experience i s  th<· 1wc1 1 l iar <·xpe
ri c ·ncl' of appropriat ing 011e's own body in tlH' sense of cor
relat ing one's own sense organs.  Th is  is rcmi r i isc<·nt of 
M erleau- Ponty and Sartre. Like them, Ferrier developed 
the theme of human freedom, first by reference to the 
contrast between refl ective experience and prere flective ex
p<>ri<·nce, then by reference� to the con trast betwe<' 1 1  tl ie 
experience of one's own body and the <�x 11erienc<! of for
eign bodies. 

Ferrier was stimulated by Schel l ing ancl H egel , hut 
there is  a d i stinctive original ity to his position in  his at
tempt to give l ife and definiteness to their ideas hy view
ing them in term s of the problems of philosophy posed by 
Ham ilton and Thomas Brown. As De Quincey said, Fer
rier' s philosophy is "German philosophy refracted through 
a Scotti sh medium . "  

Ferrier's highly original early e fforts have been overshad• 
owed for posterity by the respectable academic cm1tribu
tions of his later l i fe. In  his Institu tes of Metaphysic he 
moved from a "phenomenological" standpoint, i nherited 
from Reid by way of Hamilton and Victor Cous in ,  to a 
narrowly a priori point of view which, distinguishing 
sharply between necessary and contingent truth, would 
restrict ph ilosophy to nece-;sary truth. As a result, the In
stitu tes of Metaphysic omits the analysis of self-knowledge 
and the experience of one's own body that distinguishes 
the Blackwood's articles, confining itself to wel l-worn 
doctrines that can be expounded in an a priori way, such as 
the Cartesian cogito and a verifiabil ity pri nciple not u nlike 
that of modern positivism. But Ferrier's later work should 
not be u nderestimated. I t  contains remarkably i l lum i nating 
discu ssions of the relations of universals and particu lars 
(rather l ike that in Mansel), which is carried further in the 
Lect ures on Greek Philosophy. In th is work there is also an 
extremely impressive analysis of the experience of change 
and movem ent that in  one way anticipates Bergson and in 
another way looks back to Hegel . 

Ferrier's later work was very i nfluential in the late nine
teenth century in the Engli sh- speakil l g  world and to some 
extent in France. In particular, the Institu tes of Metaphys
ic provided Shadwortl, Hodgson with his starting point 
and most of his leading ideas. Ferrier's early work, unfor
tunatdy, escaped notice in  the nineteenth century, but a 
re-evaluation of i t  has begun.  

Works by Ferrier 
Ferrier's works arP collec:ted in the three-volume Philosophical 

Works (Edinburgh, 1 875). 

Works on Ferrier 
Arthur Thomson's article "The Phi losophy of J. F. Ferrier," in 

Philosophy, \'ol. 39 ( 1964 ), 46 -o2, re-evaluates Ferrier's early 
work. There is a short biography by E. S. Haldane, James Freder
ick Ferrier (Edinburgh, I 8D4 ). See also The Democratic Intellect, 
by G. E. Davie (Edinburgh, l9o l ). 
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F E U E R B A C H ,  L U D W I G  A N D R E A S  ( 1804 - 1872), 
Gennan philosopher, theologian, and moralist, was born in 
Landshut, Bavaria. He studied theology at Heidelberg and 
Berlin and then, in  1825, under the influence of Hegel, 
transferred to the faculty of philosophy. He received his 
doctorate in 1828 at Erlangen, where he remained to teach 
as docent until 1832. In 1830 he published anonymously at 
Nuremberg a work-Gedanken iiber Tod und Unsterblich
keit- that created a minor scandal by interpreting Chris
tianity as an egoistic and inhumane religion . When his 
authorship of this book became known, he was dismissed 
from the faculty. In 1836 he retired to Bruckberg, where he 
l ived on a modest pension from the Bavarian government, 
income from his writings, and revenue provided by his 
wife's interest in a pottery factory. 

Between 1836 and 1843 he collaborated with Arnold 
Ruge on Ruge's Hallische]ahrbiicher fur deutsche Wissen
schaft und Kunst, in which many of Feuerbach's most 
important early writings on rel igion and philosophy first 
appeared. He broke with Ruge when the latter began 
collaboration with Karl Marx on the Deu tsch-franzosische 
Jahrbiicher, although he contributed to the one issue of 
that journal. He reappeared briefly in academic life in 
1848 - 1849, lecturing to audiences of intellectuals and 
workers at Heidelberg at the request of students, for whom 
he had become a symbol of liberal thought. 

With the failure of the Frankfurt Assembly and the de
feat of liberalism in Germany, Feuerbach retired once 
more to Bruckberg, where he devoted himself to the study 
of the natural sciences, the composition of a monumental 
Theogonie (Leipzig, 1857), and a voluminous correspond
ence with friends and admirers all over Europe. In 1860 
his wife's pottery factory failed, and Feuerbach removed his 
family to Nuremberg, where he was forced to live off 
the generosity of his friends. In 1867 he suffered the first of 
a number of strokes that finally killed him. 

Works. Feuerbach's m ost important works-"Zur Kritik 
der Hegelschen Philosophic" (in the Hallische]ahrbi.icher ,  
1839), Das Wesen des Chr istentums (Leipzig, 1841; trans
lated by M. Evans [George Eliot], London, 1854), 
Grundsiitze der Philosophie der Zukunft (Zurich and Win
terthur, 1843), and Das Wesen der Religion (Leipzig, 
1846)-were produced in his early years. They were meant 
to expose the contradictions in Hegelian philosophy, to 
establish the "illusionistic" character of all religious belief, 
and to plead for a "new philosophy," based on anthropol
ogy and physiology, that would provide the foundation of 
a naturalistic -humanistic ethic. His criticism of Hegelian
ism served as the point of departure for the so-called left 
Hegelians, of whom Marx and Engels were the most im
portant representatives. 

Criticism of Hegelianism. Feuerbach's critique of Ile
gelian ism proceeded not from sympathy for "obtuse ma
terialism," under which term he grouped Newtonian 
sc:icnee, em piric:i sm, and positivism alike, but rather from 
his diseovery of eontradietions in Hegel's own system.  The 
resolution of these contradic:tions would, he believed, allow 
the establishment of a "new philosophy," which, while 
remaining thoroughly materialistic, would accommodate 
those insights into the operations of human consciousness 

that constituted Hegelianism's definitive contribution to 
human self-knowledge. 

Feuerbach viewed Hegelianism as the culmination 
of modem rationalism, and he believed that "the secret of 
Hegel," as of all rationalism, lay in an essentially religious 
spirit concealed beneath an apparent denial of all tran
scendence. This hidden religious element accounted for 
the degradation of the material world, of man, and of the 
senses that was characteristic of Hegel's metaphysics, 
ethics, and epistemology, respectively. In Hegel's thought, 
however, the means were provided for finally transcending 
all of the religious residues in m odern philosophy. For 
Hegel's attempt to sustain simultaneously the primacy of 
intellect and the necessity of reason's realizing itself in 
matter results in the negation of the Hegelian system itself 
in the interest of a materialistic metaphysics, a humanistic 
ethics, and a sensible (sinnliche) epistemology, the bases of 1 the "philosophy of the future. " 

Development of modern philosophy. F euerbach be
lived that modern philosophy had followed a pattern of 
development set by theology. The attempt of theology to 
establish the relationship between the sensible attributes 
of God and the extrasensible sphere in which he exists 
necessarily led to pantheism, which makes matter an at
tribute of God or defines God (as did Spinoza) as "extend
ed essence" and thus ends by deifying matter itself. In I 
fact, pantheism is "theological atheism," the discovery by 
theology that matter is the sole reality, and hence it fore
shadows the ultimate self-dissolution of religion. 

Empiricism had already discovered that matter was the 
sole real ity, but only in a practical, not in a theoretical, 
sense, for in making "mere" matter the sole reality it was 
unable to deal with the data of human consciousness. 
Rationalism, however, of which idealism was the neces
sary outcome, underwent a secularized development from 
theism as a divinization of spirit to pantheism as the �elf
dissolution of spirit. Idealism was nothing but an attempt 
to salvage God by vesting full epistemic authority in con
sciousness, intellect, or reason at the expense of the 
senses. Yet because it was overtly secularist, rationalism 
had to account for the world discovered by the senses. It 
could do this only by affirming, as Kant did, an absolute 
hiatus between the world of intellect, to which it ascribed 
all truth, and the world of sense, to which it granted real
ity. Hegel tried to close this gap between truth and reality, 
but he could do so only by extending the Cartesian divini
zation of Reason to the world as a whole. The result was a 
transition from Kantian "rational theism, theism rational
ized" to Hegelian "pantheistic idealism ." 

Reason in Hegel. In affirming the rationality of the real 
and the reality of the rational, Hegel, according to Feuer
hach, elevated reason to the status of "absolute essence. " 
Then, to account for the existence of the spatiotemporal 
world, he had to hold simultaneously that matter is the 
negation of thought and that thought can only "realize 
itself' by becoming matter. To Feuerbach this showed that 
on Hegel's own terms "thought presupposes, without 
being aware of it, that truth is reality, sensibility inde
pendent of thought. " On the one hand Hegel viewed sen
sibility as "an attribute of the idea," whereas on the other 



rie maintained that it is "an attribute without which 
thought has no truth"; that is ,  he had to hold that it is "at 
:me and the same time central and marginal, essence and 
accident. " 

According to Feuerbach, ideal ism knew implicitly that 
"truth, real i ty, and 'iensibi l i ty are identical," but i t  sup
pressed this truth in order to subord inate the sens ible 
world to an absolute being endowed with the attributes of 
the human ego, that is, with consciousness and reason. 
Th is led idealism to assert that the thinking of the absolute 
being is real, whereas that of the finite sensible being, 
man, is not. According to Hegel, human reason is noth ing 
but the self-revelation of the absolute being to itself. Thus, 
Feuerbach exclaimed, Hegel "al ienates and expropriates 
from man his typical essence and activity!"  

Primacy of human consciousness. Feuerbach's own 
"new philosphy" began with the axiom "Only a sensible 
being is a real, true being," standing the Hegelian position 
on its feet so that its truth cou ld be seen aright. "The true 
relation of thought to being is only this," he wrote in the 

. Vorliiufige Thesen: "being is the subject, thought the pred
icate. Thought is a product of being, not being of 
thought. . . .  The es sence of being as bei ng is the essence 
of natu re. "  The consciousness dei fied by Hegel, like the 
reason deified by Descartes and Kant and the Matter deified 

1 1 by Spinoza, "is our ego, our intel lect, our essence : and th is 
God is no God in i tself, but only the appearance of ourselves 
to ourselves." H ence, the lasting contribution of idealism to 
phi losophy is its analysis, u nder the aspect of an examina
tion of the absolute being, of the operations of human con
sciou sness, the real ity of which is denied by simple 
empiricism. H egel ianism , l ike all  metaphysics, i s  noth ing 
but "esoteric psychology. " 

Materialism and idealism. Unlike conventional materi
alism the new phi losophy granted ontological and episte
mological statu s to consciousness and intel lect, and unlike 
idealism it accorded reality to matter. But i t  deified neither 
matter nor consciousness. For according to Feuerbach, it is 
wrong to say, with the materialist, that "man is di stingu i shed 
from the brute only by consciou sness"; i n  fact, " in  a being 
which awakes to consciou sness, there takes place a qual i ta
tive change, a differentiation of the entire nature. " Yet th is 
"qual itative change" in no way justifies the ideal ist conten
tion that man is  consciou sness alone, "for as man belongs to 
the essence of Nature,- in opposition to common material
ism; so Nature belongs to the es sence of man,- i n  opposi
t ion to subjecti ve ideal ism." 

Man. Every attempt to specify the es sence of man by 
deriving his  material from his spiritual nature, or vice versa, 
is therefore mi staken, in Feuerbach's view. The task of ph i
losophy is to encou nter man in his situation, as that part of 
nature endowed with consciousness which seeks to realize 
i ts own pecu l iar essence through specific kinds of relation
ships wi th the rest of nature and with other mem hers of its 
species. Feuerbach's phi losophy assumed only that "I am a 
real, sensibl e essence : the body is constituted of m y  es
senc:e; indeed the body in its totali ty is my ego, my exi st
ence itself."  It recognized that man's essence reveal s itself 
qu intes sentially in the impulse toward union with other 
men : "The essence of man is contained only in commu nity, 
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in the u ni ty of man with man-a unity whic:h however is 
founded only on the real i ty of the differenc:es between I and 
thou ."  To c:omprehend human action and thought one must 
take ac:cou nt of man's capac:i ty to transcend the l imi ted 
re sponses of the lower animals to their environment. 

Phi losoph y, properly studied, then, is "the compl ete, 
coherent, and absolu te resolution of theology into anthro
pology . . . .  " It takes man as the c:u lmination of the natu
ral process and defi nes him as "universal esscnc:e" and 
then concentrates on the study of the total i ty of his re
sponses to the rest of the world. Among these responses 
will be found the passions, espec:ially the emotion of love, 
the impulse toward "union" with the "other" that is pe
c:u l iar to man. The capacity to create com munities of shared 
emotive c:ontents is the secret of man and therefore the 
secret of all thought and action; for what men are real ly 
seeking in every imagined absolute is nothing b:1 t the 
"unity of I and thou. " 

Religion. All  of this is assumed in Feuerbach's studies of 
rel igion and l ies at the base of his "unmasking" of Christian 
beliefs in Das \Vesen des Christentums, his most c:elebrated 
work. 

Feu erbach regarded rel igion as one of the fonns of hu
man thought and action by which man raised h imself above 
the animal. Beginn ing with the assumption of D. F. Strau ss 
that rel igion, myth, ritual ,  and dogma tell us more about the 
inner l i ves of ind ividual men than about their presumed 
object of worship, Feu erbach �ried to detennine the purely 
hu man s ignificance of all  mythological thought. He pro
fessed to be a uniformitarian in religious matters-that is ,  
he denied that past rel igious experiences differ from those 
that can be observed in the present-thus anticipating the 
approach to rel igious experience of both James and Freud. 
Like them , he claimed to be rigidly empirical in  method. 
" I  found my ideas on materials which can be appropriated 
throu gh the senses," he ,vrote in the 1843 preface to Das 
\Vesen des Christentums; "I do not generate the object 
from the thought. but the thought from the object; and I 
hold that alone to be a proper object which has ao existenc:e 
beyond one's brain . . . .  I am nothing but a natural philoso
pher in the domain of the mind." 

His  s tudy led him to conclude that rel igion is a form of 
the projective spi rit in  man, the means by which man "pro
jects his being into objectivity, and then again makes 
himself an object to th i'- projected image of himseif thus 
converted into a subject; he thinks of h imself not as an 
object to himself but as an object of an object, of another 
being than him self. "  Thu s, religion i s  "the dream of the 
human mind"; properly understood, it is a dream of human, 
not divine, development: "it is and ean be nothing else 
than the consciousness which man has of his own-not 
finite and l imi ted- but infinite nature." \tan, then, unl ike 
the animal, i s  self-transcending, and rel igion is one of 
man's means of objec:tifying his own essenc:e in ideal terms, 
of spinning out vis ions of what he might be. For example, 
the Chri s t ian idea of the I ncarnation is  nothing bu t a re
flection of the dream of man to become God and the real iza
tion that th is can be ach ieved only throt1gh a transcendent 
love of one's fel low man. 

Religious feel ings thus depend on an alienation of man 
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from himself. Religion generates belief in an objective 
"other" in which all of man's best qual it ies are vested, his 
worst qual ities being designated as the true human es
sence. Philosophy must therefore "destroy an il lusion" 
that deprives man of the power of a free I ife as well as a 
genuine sense of truth and virtue, "for even love, in itself 
the deepest, truest  emotion, becomes by means of rel i 
giousness merely ostensible, i l lusory, s ince religious love 
gives itself to man only for God's sake, so that it is given 
only in appearance to man, but in real ity to God." In short, 
for Feuerbach religion is the uncontrolled and uncon
scious exercise of a human faculty that with the aid of the 
sciences of anthropology, physiology, and psychology can 
be controlled, raised to consciousness, and turned toward 
the attainment of genuine health, well -being, and commu
nity here on earth. For "the consciousness of God is noth
ing but the consciousness of the species." 

Influence. Feuerbach was l ittle concerned with pol itical 
polemics, for which M arx and Engel s vehemently cri t i 
cized him, but his  work served as  an inspiration for those 
who were trying to work out a real istic program of reform 
in Germany during the middle decades of the century. 
Many of his dicta became dogmata for the radical move
ment, as for example the 1850 statement: "The doctrine of 
foods i s  of great ethical and political signi ficance. Food 
becomes blood, blood becomes heart and brain, thoughts 
and mind-stuff. Human fare is the foundation of human 
culture and thought. Would you improve a nation? Give it, 
instead of declamations against sin, better food. Man is 
what he eats" (quoted in Hoffding, History of Modern 
Philosophy, London, 1900, Vol. II, p. 28 1). But his main 
concern remained the mystery of the transformation of 
"human fare" into human thought. This mystery was the 
basis of his natural istic humanism, which M arx and Engels 
regarded as merely a vestige of the old ideal ism. According 
to Marx's "Theses on Feuerbach," Feuerbach resolved 
"the essence of religion into the essence of man," and Marx 
protested that "the essence of man is no abstraction inher
ent in each separate individual. In its real ity it is the en
semble of social relations." The judgment was basical ly 
correct. Feuerbach, though he resolved Hegel iani sm into 
psychology, made of consciousness itself a mystery, if not a 
miracle. 

By 1850 Feuerbach's star had already set. The future of 
materialism in Germany lay with mechanists such as 
B uchner on the one hand and with M arx on the other. 
Engel s  was right in saying, "With one blow, [ Feuerbach] 
pulverized the contradiction [of ideal ism] and without 
circumlocutions . . . placed material ism on the throne 
again . . . .  " But he was al so right in noting that Feuerbach 
"stopped halfway; the lower half of him was material ist, 
the upper half ideal i st . . . .  " Feuerbach's "destruction" of 
Hegel i ani sm was less important than the way he carried it 
out, since this destruct ion was the sport of almost every 
s ignificant thinker in the Germany of hi s day. But because 
he generated materialism out of Hegel himself, Feuerbach 
provided the means by which German thought could be
come "sci entific" while  st ill indulging its overriding in
terest in historical processes. Thus, his work inspired both 
.\1arx and Engels, but it also laid the foundation for that 
phenomenological anthropology that has made him a 

source of information and insights for such modern philos
ophers as Heidegger, Sartre, and Karl Barth. 
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HAYDEN V. WHITE 

F I C HT E ,  J O H A NN GOTTLI E B  ( 1 762 - 18 14), Ger
man phi losopher and exponent of ethical ideal ism, was 
born in Rammenau, Lusat ia, and died in Berl in. The son of 
a ribbon-maker, he was the eldest of a large family of chil
dren. As a child he herded geese. However, he gave very 
early promise of a remarkably retenti\ e mind, and a fortu
nate incident gave him a chance for an educat ion. A Baron 
von Mi lt i tz had arrived in Rammenau one Sunday too late 
for the sermon, but someone suggested to him that l i ttle 
Fichte could "re-preach" it to him verbatim. The chi ld did 
this  so well that M ilti tz decided to adopt him and send him 
to school. After several years of private instruction at the 
home of a pastor, the hoy was sent to the school of Pforta. 
His  first years there were trying, on account of harsh dis
cipline and unsat isfactory personal relations, but later he 
gained the good will  of hi s teachers and schoolmates, 
graduated with distinction in 1 780, and proceeded to the 
University of J ena, and from there to the universities of 
Wi ttenberg and Leipzig. Baron von M il t i tz had died, inad
equately providing for the young man's education, and 



eventual ly Fichte was thrown upon his own resources. 
Thus began a career clouded by serious econom ic priva
tion, with intervals of academic and l i terary success, fi rst at 
Jena and later in Berl in. 

Influences on Fichte. Fichte had always had a strong 
moral and religious turn of mind, and at Jena he had regis
tered as a student of theology, but his free and critical 
approach to all ideas increasingly directed him toward 
philosophy. Of the three thinkers who had the greatest 
influence upon his mental development (namely, Less ing, 
Spinoza, and Kant), the th ird proved decisive. Lessing's 
championship of untrammeled freedom of thought and of 
an education and social culture of tolerance inspired 
Fichte's mental attitude and plan of action. Even more 
influential in Fichte's development was Lessing's stress on 
the supreme importance of creative spiritual endeavor. 
The study of Lessing led Fichte to Spinoza, whose pan
theism made a lasting impression upon his own systematic 
philosophical development. But by far the most vital 
influence upon Fichte resulted from his somewhat later 
study of Kant, especial ly of Kant's moral phi losophy. 

"Critique of All Revelation." At the conclusion of h is  
universi ty studies Fichte experienced financial d ifficu lties 
and some downright indigence, from which he got tempo
rary rel ief in 1788 by secu ring employment as a tu tor in  
the home of a rich hotelkeeper in Zurich. Beyond provid
ing him with temporary self-su pport, his years in Zurich 
expanded h i s  social contacts. He became inti mate with the 
leading pastor, Johann Kaspar Lavater, with whom he 
shared moral and religious ideal s and an enthusiasm for 
the poetry of Klopstock. Lavater introduced him to the 
family of I nspector Rahn, whose dau ghter J ohanna imme
diately inspired Fichte's love. But no academic post was in 
sight, and his  plans to edit a journal were no more promis
ing than his other l iterary projects. 

While his personal prospects were disheartening to him 
and to his  hopes of marrying Johanna, the direction of his  
lifework as a thinker reached a decisive turn at this  time 
with a stu dy of Kant, and particu l arly of the Critique of 
Practical Reason ( 1 788). With great anticipation, Fichte 
journeyed to Konigsberg to meet Kant and to learn further 
from him,  but the aged philosopher proved at first di sap
pointingly unresponsive. Fichte resolved to gain Kant's 
interest with a sample of his own philosoph ical work ; by 
summoning intense concentration he wrote h i s  Critique of 
All Revelation (Versuch einer Kritik aller Offenbarung, 
Konigsberg, 1792) and inscribed it to "The Philosopher. " 
In this work Fichte appl ied Kant's ethical principle of 
respect for duty, wh ich he had adopted as central to his  
own moral philosophy, to the interpretation of religion. 
Fichte maintained that revealed religion expressed the 
recognition in ourselves of an imperative spiritual princi
ple not derived from our empirical natu re but sovere ign in 
our l ives. This is  the tru e supernatu ral revealed in our 
natu res, the divine authority of the moral law; the practical 
acknowledgment of it in our obedience to God's will 
strengthens our moral resolution and is  exalted in  divine 
worship. 

Professorship at Jena. When Kant had read Fichte's 
manu script, he received the young disciple m ost gracious
ly and expressed an interest in the publ ication of the new 
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work. Through some mischance that has never been ex
plai ned, Fichte's  Critique appeared anonymously, hut this 
mi shap actually proved the turning point in his earPer. The 
reading public mistook the work for a fourth Cri t ique by 
Kant, and it gained immed iate wide reception. Kant 
disavowed authorship, but wrote very favorably of the 
young author. Goethe's newly arouwd interest in  Fichte 
was shared by his  fel low counci lors at the court of Weimar, 
and, as there was a vacancy on the phi losophical facu lty of 
Weimar's Un iversity of J ena, in I 7!)4 the 32-year-old 
Fichte received and accepted a cal l  to a profcssors l t ip. 
Meanwhi le ,  during the previons October he and Johanna 
Hahn had married. 

Thus began the second period in Fichte's l ife. From the 
outset he found a hearty welcome from the u niversity 
community. The poet Friedrich Schi l ler, professor of his
tory, proved a friendly col league. Fichte's lectures were 
highly successfu l ;  in two semesters, his  classes grew from 
attendance by a bare score to some two hundred, so tl tat he 
needed the largest available classroom. i i  is letters of the 
period reflect great satisfaction and bright hopes for the 
fu tu re. But this early success was brief; before long, it was 
shaken by growing resi stance from students, col leagues, 
and clerics. In their judgment, Fichte was too rigorous in 
his moral demands and too radical in his polit ical and 
religious ideas. H is  censu res ali enated di sorderly students 
and lax professors. H i s  sodopoli tical ideas-expressed 
during the last decade of the century, the decade of the 
French Revolution-alarmed the conservative monarch
ists. In his Zurich years he had already responded vig
orou sly to the spirit of republ ican ism with whieh nmlti
tudes of German youths and many of their elders later 
hailed the col lapse of the French monarchy. He had 
endeavored to justify and defend the true principles and 
motives of the revolution against its detractors in term s 
which had impressed many of his  readers as being sub
versively democratic. Now in Jena he was reported as 
having declared from his professorial chair  that ki ngs and 
pri nces wou ld cease to ex ist within twenty or thirty years. 

Atheismusstreit. Fichte 's rel ig ious vie,vs were equal ly 
di stu rbing to traditional orthodoxy. In his Critique of All 
Revelation he had explored the basis  of rel igion in the 
imperative supremacy of the moral law. This eth ical con
ception of rel igion led him to a rei nterpretation of the idea 
of God. Belief in God, he held, is  essential ly a recognition 
of the fu ndamental and sovereign moral dynam ic in reality. 
The expos ition of these i deas in Fichte's lectures and 
writi ngs arou sed �evere opposition. His  ambigu ity regard
ing a personal deity and his  apparently pantheistic leanings 
did not shock Goethe, who had for years carried Spi
noza's Ethics in his  pocket; but in the judgment of many 
Lutheran theologians, the Jena professor was headed for 
atheism. While he was admonishing students against their 
unseemly revels and duels ,  his own teachings were appar
ently mi sleading many sons of godly families into paths of 
infidel ity. Instead of goi ng to church they attended his 
Sunday lectu res. Eccl esiastic and civic officials pressed 
first for a restriction and then for a tennination of Fichte's 
activities in Jena. He stood his ground, unyielding both on 
principle and by temperament, rejecting the eharge of 
atheism and refu sing to alter his course of teaching and the 
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publicat ion of his ideas. The conflict could not be resolved 
and in 1799 Fichte was forced to leave the un iversity. 
Some of the students supported him actively, but their 
appeals  in his behalf were unavail i ng. His friends, among 
them Goethe, whi le  admiring his personal integrity and his 
intellectual mastery ,  deplored his  unbending rigor. (For a 
more detai led account of Fichte's career and conflicts at 
the University of J ena, see ATHEISMUSSTREIT.) 

Fichte's remaining years. I t  was now the period of 
Germany's struggle of resi stance to Napoleon's spreading 
power. In Fichte's career, these years of professional in
security were a l so years of the most resolute devotion to 
his chosen purposes, both in the systematic development 
of his phi losophy and in  his popular and eloquent appeal s  
t o  the German nation to sustain and reaffirm itself i n  its 
cultural and spi ritual vitali ty. During a temporary resi
dence in Berl in  he was at first welcomed by the circ le of 
romantics typified by Friedrich Schlegel ,  but he cou ld not 
accept their emotional ism. He demanded of himself and 
others stern mora l  commitment. 

Eventually Fichte undertook a second important, though 
brief, academic career. After two short term s of lecturing at 
the univers ities of Erlangen and Konigsberg and offers 
from Russian Kharkov and Bavarian Landshut, he was 
appointed in 1810 as dean of the philosophical facul ty at 
the newly establ i shed Un iversity of Berl in .  The fol lowing 
year he was chosen as rector, but he  found the admini stra
tive duties of his  office uncongenial .  More particu larly, in 
Berl in,  as at Jena, he showed more rigor than academic 
statesmanship in deal ing with problems of student disci
pline. He resigned his office as rector and returned to his  
classroom and public lectures. During the fateful years 
1812  and 1813,  both he and h i s  wife joined in the nat ional 
struggle again st Napoleon. Johanna, who was serving as a 
war nurse, fel l  i l l  with typhus, from which she recovered; 
Fichte, hO\vever, caught the disease and died from it. 

ETHICAL FOUNDATIONS 

Fichte's phi losophy reflected his  personal character, and 
vice versa; indeed, their interplay determined his career. 
"The kind of phi losophy which one adopts," he wrote, 
"depends upon the sort of man one is ;  for a philosophical 
system is not a l ifeless piece of furn iture that one m ight 
take or discard . . .  but it is animated by the soul of the 
man who has it" (Werke, Vol. I, p. 434). In Fichte's own case, 
the basic motives of his systematic phi losophy were the 
actual dynamics of his personal experience, both in his  
theoretical activity and in his practical conduct. His  career 
and the resulting cri s is  at Jena  were chapters in his phi
losophy as well as in  his biography. Even before he had 
fonnulated his systematic: theses of ethical aspi ration and 
commitment, his own spirit was possessed by a demand for 
an august ideal. He  had found this ideal in Kant's ethics of 
duty, and Fichte himself might have been cal led a l i ving 
exemplar of the categorical imperative. His phi losophy had 
a metaphysical bas is ,  but its motivation could not have 
issued from formal ly attested principles, but only from 
inexpugnable convictions of the upright wil l .  To Fichte, 
the Kantian primacy of practical reason was decis ive in 
metaphysics as well as in eth ics. I le told :-.1 me. de Stael, 

"Grasp my metaphysics , Madame; you wi l l  then under
stand my ethics . " H e  might have explained that his ethics 
was integral to his  view of u ltimate reality and expressed 
the fundamental tenor of h i s  ideal ism. Both the character
istic worth of h i s  phi losophy and certain of its l im itat ions 
are due to thi s  imperative direction. 

METAPHYSICS AND THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE 

In Fichte's judgment, the primary truth of ideal istic 
phi losophy is that i t  recognizes the primacy of s piritual 
activity and i ts signi ficance. A l l  other ph ilosophies are 
varieties of what he cal led dogmatism ; they begin with 
substances-material or mental-with varied contents, 
from the investigation of which they expect to attain 
knowledge of the fu ndamental nature of reality. But basic 
unity and nature and meaning cannot be comprehended in 
this derivative way. The u nity is itself the immediately 
real ,  and it requires in itial recognition. Thus, the pre-emi
nent truth of ideal ism is that i t  begins with the ideal activ
ity itself. As Goethe's Faust expressed it, "In the beginning 
was the Act." 

Fichte designated the theory of knowl edge and meta
physics together as the science of knowledge (Wissen
schaftslehre). His  first works on this subject, Uber den 
Begriff der Wissenschaftslehre and Grundlage der gesam
ten Wissenschaftslehre, were written in 1794, during his 
Jena period, and published the same year in  Leipzig. 
These works were revised and developed in  a number of 
other versions with various titles, some of which were 
publi shed posthumous ly. The later versions were more 
idealistic than the earl ier ones. One volume was translated 
by A. E. Kroeger as The Science of Knowledge (Phi ladel
phia, 1868, and London, 1889). 

Fichte's three fundamental principles. The ethical tone 
of Fichte's ideal ism found expression in his fundamental 
view that real ity is ideal activity, underived, and prior to 
any specific or definabl e thing, substance, or process. The 
primary real ity of self-exi stence is in i ts ideal self
affirmation. As Fichte formulated it, "The Ego posits it
self. "  This is a sort of metaphysical version of the l ogical 
law of identity: "A is A." The real ly  and basica l l y  existent 
Ego is the Ego in its self-affirming activity. The absolute 
and infinite activity evokes and sets for itself a field in 
which i t  i s  to act. I n  Fichte's terms ,  "The Ego posits a 
non-ego. " This second positing in no way nul l ifies the 
basic and absolute self-affirmation of the Ego, but it in
vol ves  further differentiation within both the Ego and the 
non-ego, in the absolute ideal activity, and in  its field of 
operation. In thus setting or positing a range for its activity, 
the Ego has in fact l imited itself. We now have the condi
tions for definite knowledge, but already we have an op
position-in-relation of the knower and the known , a sub
ject - object dualism. Out of the fundamental metaphysical 
"oppositing" expressed by the second principle, the 
specific l im itations and di stinctions of our world, the world 
that we know, have made their appearance. The conditions 
of fin itude and definition have emerged out of the 
u ndefinable ult imate self-activity of the infin ite E go. 
Therefore Fichte formulated his  third principle :  "The 
Ego posits a l imited ego in opposition to a l imited non-ego." 



Moral activity and the limitations of cognitive experi
ence. The subjective "lim ited ego" of F ichte's third prin
ciple is  the subject of empirical knowledge. It is always 
l imited by the objective non-ego of its cognitive experi
ence. The l imi tation is a condition of its more definite 
manifestation, hut it is a lso a "spl itting" (Spaltung), a 
schism in the metaphysical un ity of the infin ite Ego. We 

l have come home, empi rical ly, but we have come to a di
vided house. For cogn ition cannot weld  this cleavage of 
subject and object and achieve a mean ingful u nity. The 
object (Gegenstand) is also a resistant (Widenstand). Only 
in moral activity can we see the way to a true synthesis. A 
moral act spans the subject - object dual i sm. The endeavor 
to achieve justice is an objective event; i t  is a striving to 
overcome that to which we object, namely, injustice; and 
in its active expression it is the subject's self-revelation 
and self-affirmation. In  every moral action spirit molds 
nature as it resists nature, and nature is  aroused to manifest 
spirit; the two are radical ly, that is, at root, one. 

Metaphysical voluntarism. The activistic and dynamic 
voluntarism of the doctrine is evident in the first principle, 
which expresses the essential real ity of the E go, its primal 
self-existence as manifested in its self-affirmation.  Fichte 
has been criticized for his second principle because of his  
inadequate recognition of the objective metaphysical fac
tor, Nature, which in his  view is but the Ego's evoked field 
of operation. But the second principle reaffirms the ethical 
point of view of Fichte's ideal istic metaphysics. The pos
iting of the non-ego is a step in the self-affirmation of the 
Ego, in its essential l y  moral-ideal ful fil lment. It must be 
remembered that Fichte's bel ief in God was bel ief in an 
ethical world order, a conviction of a moral dynamic of 
reality, essential ly spiri tual in character, which posits an 
objective range of its self-manifestation. In his  third prin
ciple, Fichte's quandary of a seeming self-splitt ing or 
schism of the Ego only serves to re-emphasize the ethical 
tenor of his metaphysics. Viewed cognitively, the basic uni
ty of the primal Ego is apparently undone in the subject
object dual ism,  and the l imited non-ego of our knowing 
consciousness no l onger manifests its primal archetype. 
But here again, in our m oral activity the ideal unity is 
reaffirmed. Fichte traced reality in a voluntari stic meta
physics, from the primal sel f-affirmation of the absolute 
Ego to the subject- object integration ach ieved by the 
moral wil l .  My wil l ,  in its striving and in its u nending 
pursui t  of the ideal,  expresses both its own l im ited charac
ter, as an empirical ego, and also, in activity according to 
duty, its essential oneness with the infinite Ego. Thi s  
communion and union, Fichte's fundamental ideal , was 
expressed in the successive versions of the Wissensclwfts
lehre with a growing rel i gious emphasis .  The conclusion 
of the Wissenschaftslehre of 1 8 IO  declared that our real ,  
real ized l ife is  not in the bl ind drive of our empi rical im
pulses but in the higher self-insight and self-commitment to 
the godl y  life. Likewise Fichte wrote in  Die Anweisung 
zum seligen Leben, oder auch die Religionslehre, "Divin i ty 
itself enters again into thee, in its first and original form, as 
l ife, as thine own l ife that thou shouldst live and wi l t  l ive." 

MORAL PHI LOSOPHY 

The ethical ideal ism of Fichte's theory of knowledge 
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and metaphysics found more speci fic expn�ssio11 in his  
moral phi losophy, notably in such works as The Science of 
Ethics as Based on the Science of Knowledge (Das System 
der S ittenlehre nach den Principien der Wissensclwfts
lehre, J ena and Le ipzig, 1 7!:18 ; English translation l,y A. E. 
Kroeger, 2d eel . ,  London, 1U07). �fora! a<.:tivity, in his 
view, is the free, purely dutiful commitment of the will in 
ideal devotion. The conviction of duty is a chal lenge to any 
mere wants or empirical cond itious. The dutiful wil l  i s  the 
wil l  of our true self, pursuing in 1 1nremitti1 1g endeavor an 
expanding goal . In the recognition of any cou rse of action 
as my duty, I am also expressing a more fu l ly real ized 
recognition of myself. I should never disavow the f u l fi l l 
ment of my duty as being lwyond my abi l i ty. The trnc moral 
reflection is quite the oppm, itc; it takes the form "If I ought, 
I can. "  

Freedom and duty. Man's true vocation i s  t o  achieve in 
ever ful ler freedom an ever more loyal devotion to his 
spiritual ideal s. Freedom and loyalty al ike are 1 1nic 1ue  and 
personal. The duty to which I am devoted is my duty; the 
endeavor to recogn ize and fulfi l l  it  is my tmc being and 
career. This insight and commitment constitute my con
science, my own self-recognition and my self-expression. 
The categorical imperative in Fichte's ethics is formulated 
expl icitly in terms of conscientious activity: "Act always in 
accordance with your best convi<.:tion of your duty; or a<.:t 
according to your conscience." As I thus forthrightly play 
my role in the drama of real i ty, I also reach towards godl i
ness. True rel igion is the consummation of moral piety: in 
our aspiration towards the divine, the Divine itself is ac
tively man ifest in us .  

The nature of evil. To this view of the moral l i fe as  free, 
dutiful endeavor, Fichte contrasted the actual defective
ness of the empirical self. Evil essential ly consists in the 
laxity or dis loyalty of the moral wil l .  Any placidity or rou
tine self-contented stagnation is a den ial of ou r moral ca
reer. Any easygoing or cowardly compromise with our 
bounden duty is a betrayal of our quest. These two evi l s  
are in corrupt kinship:  laxity and laziness lead to coward
ice, and from these two basic vices issues the th ird, fal se
ness. Fichte's eth ics made no concession to the least de
parture from unqual ified veracity : "I positivel y owe every 
man absolute frankness and truthfulness. " Any plea that a 
true answer in many cases may have undesirable conse
quences is a surrender of right principle to expediency and 
seeming advantage, and such a surrender is never in any 
circumstance justi fied. 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY 

Fichte's moral phi losophy em phasi zed the self-ach ieve
ment of the dutiful wil l ,  in utter devotion to ideal ends. 
But Fichte also viewed this unique career of each person 
as involved and participating in a social institutional mi
l ieu. In the system of actual human conduct one's duties 
are not merely one's own : they imply acknowledgment of 
others and of their rights. The purposes and projects of my 
career cannot be reali zed in a social vacuum; they affect 
others and others' claims and rights. These claims and 
rights, and my relation to them, are not only personal ; they 
affect objective natural conditior, s in which ethics involves 
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economics. Moral respect for my neighbor precludes vio
lation of what belongs to him, that is ,  h i s  property rights. 

In this ethics of social-economic values, Fichte seems to 
have been balancing two purposes. One of them was 
to safeguard the personal moral wi l l  from being engrossed 
and engulfed in cramping material enterprises. That was 
the ascetic note in h i s  moral i ty: the admonition to hearken, 
in any circum stances , to the sti l l  s111al l voice of conscience, 
and to observe dutifu l  i ntegri ty in  self-expression. His  
other purpose was to  secure for the indiv idual, as  wel l as 
for the society and the nation, the external condit ions of 
sat isfactory self-reliant operation. With this purpose, 
Fichte advocated, in "The Closed Commercial State" (Der 
geschlossene Handelsstaat, Tubingen, 1800) economic 
autarchv the closed commerical state. A nation should 
balanc: 'i ts economic supply and demand within its own 
social economy. To prevent any di sturbance of that bal
ance hy unregu lated imports and exports ,  al l foreign trade 
shou ld  be directed by the government. By avoiding both 
surpluses and scarcity, and using the labor of al l to provide 
for the needs of al l ,  the s tate can wipe out unemployment 
and poverty and assure to each cit izen the conditions for 
humane ful fi l lment. 

PH ILOSOPHY OF H I STORY 

Fichte's ethical i deal ism also found expression in  his  
philosophy of h i story. His  l ectures, The Characteristics of 
the Present Age ( Die Griindziige des gegenwiirtigen Zeit
alters, Berl in ,  1806; English translation by W. Smith, 
London, 1844), traced the hi storical struggle between 
instinctive pressures and ideal purposes , and contemplated 
the progressive, though arduou s ,  increasing i nfluence of 
reason over instinct. He dist inguished five epochs of these 
contending hi storical processes: first, unreflective quasi
reasonable conduct; second, authori tarian imposit ion, by a 
minority, of laws to control the behavior of the masses; 
third ,  the upsurge of lawless i n stinct defying the restrain t  
of  laws; fourth ,  the gradual recognit ion and adoption of 
rational pol icies in an age of enl ightenment;  and final l y, 
the fu l l  noontide of spiri tual humane ful fi l l 111ent of society. 
In this hi storical purview Fichte contemplated his own 
epoch : was it an age of res istance to authority without the 
freedom of sel f-control based on sovereign rational princi
ples, or did i t  perhaps manifest the h igher stage of rational 
ful fi l lment? His judgment d iffered , depending upon h i s  
exposition of  the  decis ive marks of  historical progress: the 
subjection of appeti tes and impul ses to laws and princi
ples, and the dynamic conviction of imperative ideal goal s. 
Thus, in  h i s  Addresses to the German Nation (Reden an 
die deutsche Nation, Berl in,  1 808 ; Engl ish trans lation by 
R. F. J ones and G. H .  Turnbul l ,  Ch icago, 1922), which 
advocated the cult ivation of philanthropic devotion as the 
guid ing aim of national un ivers ity education, he declared 
that the moral ideal , a lways sovereign, i s  never actual ized 
in any historical period: it "never is ,  hut eternal l y  ought to 
be. " Fichte was not concerned with the historical fortunes 
of <;<Kial proj<�cts or in stitutions ,  hut rather with their moral 
worth. \\'hat matters is not whether I succeed, hut whether 
I deservP to prevai l ,  whether the encl to which I bend my 
duty rea l ly  merits my loyal devotion. 

FICHTE'S IN FLUENCE AND AN EVALUATION 
While Fich te's influence upon the course of philosophi

cal thought cannot be compared with that of Kant and 
Hegel , the ethical emphasis of h i s  ideal ism, as expressed 
especial ly  in h i s  popular works, aroused active respome in 
Germany during the cris is  of Napoleon's invasions, and 
al so l ..\ter during the unrest of the mid-century. His  moral 
philosophy of l i fe made a deep impression on Thomas 
Carlyle and guided the motivation of the latter's gospel of 
work, notably i n  Sartor Resartus. The dist inctive merit, but 
also some of the shortcomings of Fich te's phi losophy, may 
be ascribed to his moral rigori sm. His inflexible commit
ment to h i s  sovereign principle enabl ed him thoroughly to 
explore and el icit the significance of a prevai l ingly ethical 
interpretation of real ity. But that interpretation did not do 
justice to the modern scientific view of nature. Fichte's 
ethical idealism was as one-sided as the material i sm which 
he opposed. The philosophical demand for a rational cor
relation of causal mechanism and the realm of values re
qu ired a d ifferent cosmic outlook. 
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RADOSLAV A. TSANOFF 

F I C I N O ,  M A R S I L IO  ( 1 433 - 1499), founder of the 
Florentine Academy, was horn the eldest son of a physi
cian in  Figline, near Florence. I l e  studied the humani ties, 
philosophy, and medicine in Florence but apparently did 
not obta in an academic degree. About 1456 he began to 
study Creek. In 1 462 he received from Cosimo de' Medici 



a house in Careggi, near Florence, and several Greek 
manu scripts;  this i s  regarded as the date the Platonic 
Academy of Florence was founded. Having earl ier taken 
m inor orders, Ficino was ordained in 1 473 ; he held several 
ecclesiastic benefices and became a canon of Florence 
Cathedral in 1487. After the expl u s ion of the Medicis from 
Florence in 1 494 , Ficino, who had been closely associated 
with several generations of the family ,  apparently ret ired 
to the country. He was honored after his  death i 1 1  a funeral 
orat ion del ivered by a chancellor of the republic of Flor
ence. 

Ficino became interested in Platon ist philosophy at an 
early age, presu mably through studying Augu stine. H is 
earl iest extant writings also show famil iarity with Ari stotle 
and his commentators and with Lucretius .  Among Ficino's 
Latin  translations from the Greek, the first that attained a 
wide circulation was his  vers ion ( 1463) of the works attrib
uted to Hermes Trismegi stu s. Ficino's translation of Plato, 
the first complete rendering of all his d ialogues in any 
Western language, was begun in 1463, probably compl eted 
in 1469, subsequently revi sed ,  and fi rst printed i n  1484 . 
His  influential commentary on Plato's Symposium was 
written in 1469; the other Platonic commentaries, some of 
them extensive, belong to different periods of Ficino's l ife. 
The translation of and commentary on Plot inus  was begun 
in  1484 and printed in 1492. Translations of Porphyry, 
Iambl ichus ,  Proclus ,  and other philosophers appeared in 
1497. Ficino's chief philosophical work, Theologica Pla
tonica de Immortalitate Animarum ("Platonic Theology
On the I mmortal ity of the Sou l s") was written between 
1469 and 1 474 and was printed in 1482. A side from this  
work and h i s  commentaries, the most important sou rce for 
F icino's philosophy is h i s  letters, which he began to col
lect around 1473 and finally publ i shed in 1495. I mportant 
al so are h i s  apologetic treatise De Christiana Religione 
( 1 474 ) and his  work on medicine and astrology, De Vita 
Libri Tres ( 1489), which is often wrongly referred to as De 
Vita Triplici. 

Ficino's work as a translator of and commentator on 
Plato and the Neoplatonists, and his avowed i ntention of 
reviving Platonism, led many older historians to treat h i s  
doctrine merely as  a repetition of  ancient N eoplatonism. 
M ore recently, however, a closer study of h is  known and 
unpubl ished works has shown that in restating the doc
tr:nes of Plato and his ancient followers, Ficino showed a 
good deal of original i ty. I n  addition, his  writings show 
the influence of medieval and Byzantine Platonism, early 
I tal ian hu manism, and also the tradit ion of scholastic Aris
totelianism,  which had a strong impact upon his termi
nology and method. He was familiar with Dante and other 
Italian poets and wrote or rewrote several of h i s  own works 
in the Tuscan vernacu lar. 

Ficino was the fou nder and for many years the head and 
guiding spirit of the Platonic Academy of Florence, which 
has remained famous as a symbol and i nstitutional center 
of Renaissance Platonism. The academy was not a fi rmly 
establ ished institution in the manner of later academies 
bu t a rather loosely organized spiritual commu nity of 
friends. We hear of i nformal discu ssions between the older 
members of the circle and of philosoph ical banquets cele
brated on Plato's bi rthday. There were recital s of edifying 
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orations before a small  audien<:P, private read i11gs of Plato 
an<l other texts given by one or a few yo11 1 1ger d i sc ip les ,  
and publ ic lectu rc•s on Plato and Plotin11s delivered in a 
church or aud itorium.  Dist inguished visi tors from other 
Italian cities and abroad cal led upon Ficino or participated 
in the meet ings,  and Ficino's corresponcle11c·e serv(•d as a 
vehicle both for mai ntaining contact with t i re rncrr r lwrs of 
the academy and for arousing the inte rest of strangers in 
the academy's activit ies .  The catalogul" of I r i s  pupi ls ,  
which he gives in  one of his lettc-rs , and the l i st of the 
persons with whom he was in corresporrcl ence, whom he 
mentions ,  or who owned the manuscripts and printed 
editions of h i s  writ ings are ample evidence of the wide 
influence he exerted during his l i fetime. 

Ficino's writings present a highly complex system of 
ideas , embroidered with s imi les ,  a l legories ,  and lengthy 
quotations from his  favorite au thors. \\le ca11 nw,1tiorr but a 
few of his more important and in fl uential  doctrines. 

Hierarchy. In  his description of the un iverse, Ficiuo 
took from Neoplatonic and medieval sources the com:ep
tion of a great h ierarchy in which each being occupies its 
place and has its degree of perfection, beginning with Cod 
at the top and descend ing through the orders of the angels 
and souls, the celestial and elementary spheres, the var
ious species of animals, plants, and minerals ,  down to 
qual ityless prime matter. I n  spite of Ficino's indebtedness 
to earl ier schemes, i t  appears on closer exa mi nation that 
his hierarchy differs in si�n ificant detai l s  from those of his 
predecessors. I t  i s  arranged i n  a fi nal scheme of five bask 
substances : Cod, the angelic mind, the rational sou l ,  qual
ity, and body. This scheme comes fairly close to that of 
Plotinus  but differs from it in various ways. Above all ,  
qual ity did not constitute a separate level of being for Plo
tinu s, who instead assigned separate places to the sensi tive 
and vegetative facu l ties of the sou l .  It can be shown that 
Fici no in tentionally revised the Plotinian scheme, partly to 
make it more symmetrical and partly to ass ign the privi
leged place in i ts cen ter to the human sou l ,  thus giving a 
kind of metaphysical setting and sanction to the doctrine of 
the dignity of man, which he had inherited from his  hu
manist predecessors. The soul i s  tru ly the mean of al l 
things created by Cod, Ficino tel l s  us. It is in the middle 
between higher and lower beings, sharing some of its 
attributes with the former and some with the latter. 

Ficino was not sa•i sfied with a s tatic hicrarch) in which 
each degree merely stands bes ide the others and in  
which the relationship of  degrees consists on ly  in a con
t inuou s gradation of attribute!.. He was also convinced that 
the un iverse must have a dynamic unity and that its various 
parts and degrees are held together by active forces and 
affi nities. For this  reason, he revi\·ed the :'\eoplatonic 
doctrine of the world soul and made astrology part of a 
natural system of mutual influences. S ince thought for 
Ficino has an active influence upon its objects, since love 
i s  an active force that binds al l  things together (as in 
Plato's Symposium), and s ince the human soul extends its 
thought and love to all things, from the h ighest to the low
est, in Ficino's writing the sou l becomes once more and in 
a new sense the center of the u niverse. The soul is the 
greatest of all miracl es in nature because i t  combines all 
things, it is the center of .i l l  things, and possesses the 
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forces of all things. Therefore the soul may rightly be 
called the center of nature, the middle term of all things, 
the bond and juncture of the universe. 

Contemplation. Ficino's cosmology, which was very 
influential during the sixteenth century, offers some points 
of intrinsic interest; however, it constitutes only one side 
of his thought. The other and even more profound compo
nent is his analysis, based on direct inner experience, of 
the spiritual or contemplative life, and analysis that links 
him with some of the medieval mystics and, again, with 
Neoplatonism. In the face of ordinary daily experiences, 
the mind finds itself in a state of continuous unrest and 
dissatisfaction, but it is capable of turning away from the 
body and the external world and of concentrating upon its 
own inner substance. Thus purifying itself of things exter
nal, the soul enters the contemplative life and attains a 
higher knowledge, discovering the incorporeal world that 
is closed to it while it is engaged in ordinary experience 
and in the troubles of the external life. Ficino interpreted 
this contemplative life as a gradual ascent of the soul to
ward always higher degrees of truth and being, an ascent 
that finally culminates in the immediate knowledge and 
vision of God. This knowledge of God represents the ulti
mate goal of human life and existence-in it alone the 
unrest of our mind is satisfied-and all other modes and 
degrees of human life and knowledge m ust be understood 
as more or less direct and conscious preparations for this 
end. In accordance with Plotinus, Ficino was convinced 
that this highest experience could be attained during the 
present life, at least by a few privileged persons and for a 
short while, although he never explicitly claimed to have 
attained this state himself. 

In  describing the various states and the ultimate goal of 
inner experience, Ficino used a twofold terminology, and 
in this he was influenced by St. Augustine and by the 
medieval philosophers. The ascent of the soul toward God 
is accomplished with the help of two wings, the intellect 
and the will; accordingly, the knowledge of God is accom
panied and paralleled on each level by the love of God; 
and the ultimate vision, by an act of enjoyment. Ficino also 
considered the question of whether intellect and knowl
edge or will and love are more important in this process, 
and although he seemed to come to different conclusions 
in different parts of his writings, in general he leaned 
toward the superiority of will and love over intellect and 
knowledge. Yet the question was not so important for him 
as might be expected, since he regarded the knowledge of 
God and the love of God as merely two different aspects or 
interpretations of the same basic experience-namely, the 
contemplative ascent of the soul toward its ultimate goal. 

This experience and the manner in which it is inter
preted hold the key to both Ficino' s metaphysics and his 
ethics. It is the inner ascent of contemplation, through 
which the reality of incorporeal things-of the ideas and of 
God himself-is discovered and verified. Since this inner 
ascent constitutes the basic task of human existence, Fi
cino was not interested in specific moral precepts or in 
casuistry, but only in the general identification of the hu
man good and man's moral excellence with the inner life. 
1 1  is whole moral doctrine, as expressed in his letters, may 

be said to be a reduction of all specific moral rules to a 
praise of the contemplative life. He who has attained this 
life is exempt from the blows of fortune; and, animated by 
his inner certainty and insight, he will know and do the 
right thing under any given circumstance. 

Intimately related to the doctrine of the contemplative 
life are two other theories of Ficino's, both of great histor
ical importance: his theory of the immortality of the soul 
and his theory of Platonic love. 

Immortality. Ficino's main work, Theologia Platonica 
de lmmortalitate Animarum, consists for the most part of a 
series of arguments in support of the soul's immortality. It 
appears from a famous passage twice repeated in Ficino's 
writings that, in direct contrast with the teachings of the 
Aristotelian philosophers of his time, he considered this 
doctrine the central tenet of his Platonism. It is true that 
the immortality of the soul had been defended by Plato 
and Plotinus, by Augustine and many other Christian 
writers, and that Ficino borrowed many specific arguments 
from them. It may also be granted that Averroes' doctrine 
of the unity of the intellect in all men, which had been 
widely discussed and often accepted by Aristotelian phi
losophers from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century, 
made a defense of individual immortality imperative. In 
addition, the humanists had attached great importance to 
the individual human being, his experiences, and his 
opinions; and the belief in personal immortality was, as it 
were, a metaphysical counterpart of this individualism and 
an extension of it into another dimension. 

Yet it seems evident that for Ficino the doctrine of im
mortality was a necessary complement and consequence of 
his interpretation of human existence and of the goal of 
human life. If it is our basic task to ascend, through a series 
of degrees, to the immediate vision and enjoyment of God, 
we must postulate that this ultimate goal will be attained, 
not merely by a few persons and for a short while but by a 
great number of human beings and forever. Otherwise, 
man's effort to attain this ultimate end would be in vain, 
and the very end for which he had been destined would 
remain without fulfillment. Thus, man would be unhappier 
than the animals, which do attain their natural ends, and 
this would be inconsistent with the dignity of the place 
man occupies in the universe. M01 eover, if a natural end 
corresponding to a natural desire implanted in all men 
could not be attained, this would contradict the perfection 
of the order of nature and the wisdom of God, who created 
that order. In his "Platonic Theology," and in other parts 
of his writings, Ficino never tired of repeating these and 
similar arguments. It seems obvious that they reflect the 
real intent and motivation of his thought, for his whole 
interpretation of human life as a contemplative ascent 
toward God would lose its meaning unless this ascent 
were to find its permanent fulfillment in the eternal after
life of the immortal soul. This alone would explain why 
the doctrine of immortality assumed such a central place 
for him. All other arguments are merely auxiliary to this 
central one. 

Ficino's doctrine of immortality, and his arguments for 
it, made a profound impression on many thinkers of the 
sixteenth century; and it may very well be due to his indi-



rect infl uence that the immortality of the soul was formally 
pronounced a dogma of the Catholic church  at the Lateran 
Council of 1 5 1 2. 

Theory of love. Of equal h istorical importance, although 
different in character, is Ficino's doctrine of human love. 
In this doctrine, as in many of his others, Ficino combi ned 
elements from several d ifferent sources and traditions. He 
took over and reinterpreted Plato's theory of  love as  ex
pressed in the Symposium and Phaedrus, and combined it 
with other ancient theories of friendship that were known 
to him primari ly through Aristotle and Cicero ; he also tried 
to identify it with the Christian love (caritas) praised by St. 
Pau l. He even added some touches from the trad ition of 
medieval courtly love as it was known to him through 
Guido Cavalcanti, Dante, and other early Tuscan poets. 
Th is doctrine of love, which exercised a tremendous 
influence during the sixteenth century, and for wh ich 
Ficino hi mself coined the terms "Platonic love" and "So
cratic love," was fi rst expressed by h im in h i s  commentary 
on Plato's Symposium and further developed in many of 
his  letters and other writings. The term "Platon ic love" 
means love as described by Plato, according to Fici no's 
interpretation; more frequently, he spoke of it as divine 
love. The basic point is that he regarded love for another 
human being as merely a preparation, more or less con
scious, for the love of God, which con stitu tes the real goal 
and true content of human desire and which is turned 
toward person s and things by virtue of the reflected spl en
dor of divine goodness and beauty that may appear in 
them. Ficino insisted that true love or friendship is always 
mutual. A genuine relationship between two peopl e is a 
communion founded on what i s  essential in man, that is ,  
i t  i s  based in each of them on his  original love for God. 
There can never be only two friends; there must al ways be 
three-two human beings and one God. God alone is the 
indi ssol uble bond and perpetual guardian of any true 
friendship for a true lover loves the other person solel y for 
the sake of God. True love and friendship between several 
persons i s  derived from the love of the individual for God; 
it is  thus reduced to the basic phenomenon of the inner 
ascent, which constitutes the core of Ficino's phi losophy. 

It  appears from Ficino's letters that he con sidered true 
friendship  in th i s  sense to be the bond that united the 
members of his academy with each other and with h im
self, their common master, and that he liked to think of the 
academy not merely as a school but as a community of 
friends. 

This conception of Platonic love was to exercise a strong 
influence on Italian and European literature throughout 
the sixteenth century. Many l yric poets spoke of their love 
in terms that reflected the in ffuence of Ficino, as well as 
that of the old Tuscan poets and Petrarch ; and there was a 
l arge body of treatises and lectures on love tlut derived 
much of their inspiration, directly or indirectly, from Fi
cino's commentary on the Symposium. I n  this l iterature 
the concept of Platonic  love was separated from the phi lo
sophical context in which it had originated w ith Ficino, 
and so it became more and more diluted and trivial . For 
this  reason, the notion of Platon ic love has acquired a 
sl ightly ridiculous connotation for the modern reader. 
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Yet we should try to recapture its original meaning, re
memberi ng that the true mean ing of an i,lea is best under
stood in the context of the thought in which it originate,} 
and which, in a sense, made i ts formulation necessary. If  
we trace Platonic love hack to its origin in  Ficino-back to 
the context of an individual's love of Cod-it may stil l 
seem a strange and remote concept, hut we shall at least 
understand that i t  had a serious content and that it was 
related to the central ideas of his phi losophy. 

A further aspect of Ficino's thought tl1at requires mention 
is  his conception of rel igion and of its re lationsh ip to phi
losophy. Ficino was a priest and a canon of Flor<>nce C2-
thedral ; he had ·an adequate knowlcdg<' of Christian tll('ol
ogy; and he even wrote an apologetic treat ise on the 
C hristian religion as well as several other theological 
works. There is not the slightest doubt that he iutended to 
he 01thodox, although some of his doctri nes may seem to 
have dubious im plications and although he was in dangn 
of an ecclesiastical condem nation for the views 011 astrol
ogy and magic expressed in  his work De Vita ( 148!J). l i e 
in sisted on h is  Christian faith and submitted to the judg
ment of the church. He was even willing to abandon the 
opinions of his  favori te Platonist phi losophers when they 
seemed to contradict Christian doctri ne. Thus, we are not 
surpri sed to find that he regarded Christianity as the most 
perfect of aH religions. At the same time, he saw some 
merit in the variety of religions and insisted that any re li
gion, however primitive ,  is related indirectly to the one 
true God. In his  implicit tolerance toward other religions, 
Ficino came very close to a concept of natu ral rel igion, a 
pos ition that made him a foreru nner of H nhert of Cher
bu ry, the deists, and other advocates of a universal reli
gion. Divine worsh ip, he said, is  almost as natural for men 
as neighing is  for horses or barking is  for dogs. A com mon 
religion of al l nations, having one God for its object, is 
natural to the human species. This rel igion, which is again 
based on man's primary knowledge and love of God, is not 
shared by the animals but is peculiar to man, a part of his  
dign ity and exceHence and a compensation for the many 
defects and weaknesses of his nature. 

As to the relation between religion and phi losophy, 
Ficino was convinced that true rel igion (that is, Chri stian
ity) and true philosophy (that is, Platon ism) are in basic 
hannony with each other; and he was inclined to treat 
them as si sters instead of trying to make one subservient to 
the other. H e  bek·ved that it is  the task of Platonic reason 
to con fim1 and support Christian faith and authority, and 
1'.e even con sidered it his own mission, assigned to him by 
divine providence, to revive true philosophy for the 
benefit of true religion. He believed that those who wiH 
not be guided by faith alone can be guided toward truth 
only through reason and the most perfect phi losophy. 

In  the l ight of this relationship, the continuity of the 
Platonic tradition assumed a new significance for Ficino. 
Since this tradition was thought by him to go back to 
H ermes and Zoroaster, whose apocryphal writi ngs Ficino 
treated as venerable \Vitnesses of early pagan theology and 
philosoph > , he considered the tradition to be as old as the 
religious tradition of the Hebrews. Thus, the rel igious 
trad ition of the H ebrews and Christians, and the philo-
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sophical tradition of the Hermetics and Platonists, seemed 
to run a parallel course in human history from the early 
beginnings through antiquity and the Middle Ages down 
to the modem period. It is in accordance with this view of 
Ficino's that Augustinus Steuchus, a Catholic theologian of 
the sixteenth century, wrote his De Philosophia Perenni 
("On the Perennial Philosophy," 1542). 

Influence. Ficino's influence was considerable, both 
during his lifetime and for a long time afterward. As a 
metaphysician in the proper sense of the word, Ficino 
added an element to Florentine cu lture that had been 
largely absent from it before and left a new imprint on that 
culture that was to last for several generations. Among his 
associates and pupil s we find Cristofaro Landi no, author of 
the Camaldulensian Disputations and of an influential 
commentary on Dante's Commedia, and Lorenzo de' 
Medici, famous not only as a statesman but also as one 
of the best Italian poets of his century. Whereas Pico del la 
Mirandola developed an independent position, another 
pupil, Francesco da Diacceto, carried the Platonic tradi
tion of Ficino into the first decades of the sixteenth cen
tury; and later in that century, Platonic philosophy was 
cultivated both at the new Florentine Academy of 1540 
and at the University of Pisa. This Platonist climate of 
opinion in Florence and Pisa accounts for some of the 
opinions and preconceptions of Galileo. In the rest of Italy, 
poets and prose writers drew on Ficino's theory of love, 
and theologians and philosophers upon his doctrine of 
immortal ity as well as some of his other ideas. His 
influence appears in the works of such leading philoso
phers as Patrizi and Bruno; even thinkers who opposed his 
views, such as Pomponazzi, were impressed with his 
learning and acumen. 

During his lifetime, Ficino's influence was already 
growing, through his  correspondence and through the 
circulation of his writings, in most European countries. His 
admirers included Reuchlin and Colet, Gaguin and Le
fevre d'Etaples. During the sixteenth century his writings 
were reprinted, collected, read, and quoted all over Eu
rope. His medical and astrological treatises were especial
ly popular in Gennany. In France, he was repeatedly 
quoted and plagiarized by Symphorien Champier, and 
admired in the circles of Queen M arguerite of Navarre and 
of the Ple·iade. There, some of his writings and his Latin 
translations of Plato were translated into French. Elements 
of his Platonism appear in Bovillus and Postel, and not so 
m uch in Peter Ramus as in his mortal enemy Jacques 
Charpentier. Even in Descartes there are strong elements 
of Platonism. Outside of France, Erasmus, Thomas More, 
Sebastian Fox �lorcillo, Paracelsus, Cornelius Agrippa, 
and finally Kepler exemplify the importance of Platonism 
in sixteenth-century thought, an i mportance that is closely 
linked with the writings, translations, and commentaries of 
Ficino. 

In the seventeenth century, after Gal i lco and Descartes , 
the speculative cosmology of the Renaissance was no 
longer possible within the fram ework of a natural science 
based on experiments and mathematical formulas. The 
influence of Platonism persi sted, however, in the meta
physics and epi stemology of Spinoza and Leibniz, �t ale
hranche and Berkeley; and it gained a new life in the 

school of Cambridge Platonists. And, since the authority of 
Plato himself remained a powerful force with many think
ers, we find even in Kant and Goethe several theories 
associated with the name and prestige of Plato (and Ploti
nus) that actual ly belong to his Florentine translator and 
commentator. Coleridge wrote in his autobiography that 
as a you\h he read Plato and Plotinus, together with the 
commentaries and the Theologia Platonica of the illus
trious Florentine. It was only in the nineteenth century 
that Ficino lost even this anonymous or pseudonymous 
influence, after a new school of philological and historical 
criticism had begun to make a rigorous distinction be
tween the genuine thought of Plato and that of his succes
sors and commentators in late antiquity and during the 
Renaissance. On the basis of this distinction, it has become 
possible again to understand Ficino's thought  in its own 
right-to appreciate its indebtedness to sources other than 
Plato, its close connection with the thought and scholar
ship, art and literature of its time, and its own peculiar 
style and originality. 
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PAUL 0SKAR KIUSTELLER 

.F I DE I S M  is the view that tru th in  rel igion is u l t imately 
based on faith rather than on reasoning or evidence. This 
cla im has been presented in  many forms hy theologians 
from St. Paul to contemporary neo-orthodox, antirational ist 
writers, usual ly as a way of as serting  that the fundamental 
tenets of rel igion cannot be establ ished by proofs or by 
empirical evidence but must be accepted on faith. Some 
forms of fideism denigrate or deny the val ue of  reason and 
science, and these amou nt to a kind of i rrational ism, as 
indicated in Hume's i ronic statement at the end of his 
essay "Of M iracl es": 

[The] Christian Religion not only  was at fi rst attended 
with miracles, but even to this day cannot be bel ieved 
by any reasonable person without them. Mere reason 
is not sufficient to convince us of its veracity; and who
ever is moved by Faith to assent to it, is consciou s of a 
continued miracle in his own person,  which subverts 
al l the principles of his understanding, and gives h im a 
determination to believe what is most contrarv to 
custom and experience. (Essay Concerning Hu'man 
Understanding, L. A .  Selby-Bigge, ed., Oxford, 195 1 ,  
p .  13 1 )  

Extreme fideism. Extreme fidei sts l i ke J .  C. Hamann 
and S�ren Kierkegaard have praised Hume's formulation 
as a proper characterization of re l igious orthodoxy. 

Start ing with St. Paul 's contention that the central doc
trine of Chri stianity was nonsens ical by Greek philosoph
ical standards and with Tertu l l ian's announcement credo 
quia absurdum (I believe that which is absurd), there have 
been theologians who have ins isted that rel igious truths 
are contrary to those which might be supported or justified 
by reasonable evidence and that rational activities are not 
proper means to arrive at such tru ths. Some have insi sted 
that there are suprarational or extrarational ways, such as 
mystical or revelatory experiences that provide the 
"knowledge" of fundamental truths .  Such writers have 
tended to ignore rational arguments or standards, and 
often, as St. J ohn of the Cross did, they have o ffered means 
by which one cou ld train oneself to escape the confines of 
rational ity in order to intensify rel igious experience and 
bel ief. 

Others have tried to show the inabil ity of reason to es
tabl ish any fundamental or absol utely certain truth. U su
al ly  employing skeptical arguments, they have contended 
that u l t imate principles are open to question or rational 
standards, and also that these standards can themselves be 
questioned. In view of this,  they have contended, basic 
tru ths are to be accepted on faith. M ontaigne, Pierre Char
ron, and other so-cal led Chri stian skeptics set forth thi s  
form of  fidei sm. 

Others, l ike Pierre Bayle, Kierkegaard, Fel icite Robert 
de Lamennais and L. I .  Shestov, went further and asserted 
that rel igiou s truths were of such a nature that they were 
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contrary to  the  kinds of  assert ions that were probable, 
plausible, or even possible on rational or reasonable stand
ards and tha t such truths could therefore he bel ie ved or 
accepted only on fa ith. Bayle ins isted tha t re l igiou s teuds 
were not  on ly  above a nd beyond reason hut  also were in 
opposition to i t  and that the strougest faith wa s that which 
den ied the truths based 011 rn1tural l ight  a[l {l em braced 
those most iucornprehensibl e to or con trary to rea�rn1 .  
( For a discussion of  the nalur<' of Bay lc's sk<'ptici sm aud 
fidei sm,  sec BAYLE, PIERRE.) Kierkegaard fi rst accepl<·d 
the type of skepticism developed by Bayle and 11 umc 
about rat ional knowledge and then ins isted tha t the funda
mental tenet of Christianity, the Incarnation, is not ()nly 
contrary to rational evidence hut is even a sel f-c:ou tradicti011 
on rational standards :  "No knowl edge can have for i ts 
object the absurd ity that the eternal i s  tl ie historical " 
(Philosophical Fragments, or A Fragment of Ph ilosophy, 
p. 50). Kierkegaard held Hamarm's view that l l ume had 
summed up the nature of rel igious bel ief-tha t it  real ly  is 
contrary to reason, custom, and experieuce. For Kier
kegaard the very absurdity of the Christian claim makes it 
worthy of bel ief, and it is onl y by total commitment, or 
"the leap into faith," that it can he accepted .  There can be 
no reasons for the leap, no justi fication for it. I n  the words 
of Bayle's opponent, Pierre Jurieu (also an i rrational ist), a l l  
the believer can say is, "I bel ieve i t  because I want to 
bel ieve it ." 

In the twentieth century, among the fideists who have 
advanced Kierkegaard's view, one of the most strik ing is 
the Russian Orthodox theologian Shestov, wh o has i 11 sisted 
that the rejection of al l rational standards is a part of t rue 
bel ief. In a commentary on Dostoyevsky he contended that 
the refusal to accept that 2 + 2 = 4 and the abil ity to believe 
that 2 + 2 = 5 are inti mate ly connected with attaining rel i
gious tru th. 

Moderate fideism. In contrast to irrationalist or antira
tional ist fideism, a more moderate kind has developed, 
especial ly within the Christian Augustinian trad ition. 
Rather than insisting that all u l timate certitude rests on faith 
in  contrast to reason, this tradit ion has ad mitted that 
faith precedes reason in establ ishing certain fu ndamental 
truths but that reason and evidence can play some role 
both in the search for these truths and in the explanation 
and comprehension of them. The Augustinian slogan, 
credo ut in telligam (I bel ieve in order to know), places the 
primary emphasis  on f · i th. H owever, as Augustine's phi lo
sophical dialogues show, the recognition of the basic 
fideistic element may be (and perhaps must be) preceded 
by a rational search for truth. Once rational inquiry has 
revealed the need to accept some fundamental principles 
or beliefs on faith, then it may be poss ible to show that 
these commitments are reasonable, probabl e, or plausible.  
Purported proofs of the exi stence of God, metaphysical 
systems i nterpreting what is accepted on faith, and hi -;tor
i cal and psychological evidences about the natu re of rel i
gion and its effects on bel ievers can all be offered as ra
tional explanations or even justifications of what has 
already been ,wcepted on faith. 

Pascal 's presentation in the Pensces i l l u strates thi s  form 
of fideism. He forcefu l ly  argued that the natural capacit ies 
of man are inadequate to lead him to any complete ly cer-
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tain truth. A man can show that it is unreasonable or un
wise to be an atheist but not that it is reasonable to be a 
theist. Once one has real ized the human predicament
man's fundamental need for ultimate truths and his inabil
ity to find them-then one is ready to hear God and to 
accept his revealed Word on faith alone. Once one has 
faith, one can see the force of the apologetic and psycho
logical evidence for the truth of the Christian religion. 
Such evidence might then constitute "good reasons" for 
believing what one has already accepted fideistically. 

Fideism in philosophy. A nonreligious analogue of  
moderate fideism appears in  various skeptical philosophi
cal views, such as those of Hume, Russell, and Santayana. 
Hume's contention that it is belief that "peoples the 
world," and that everybody lives within his own private 
belief system, could be considered as a kind of fideism. 
The ultimate presuppositions by which we live cannot be 
justi fied by reason or evidence and are accepted not on 
religious faith but (to use Santayana's term) on "animal 
faith." Russell, in his Human Knowledge, insisted (on the 
basis of Hume's arguments) that the fundamental assump
tions of science cannot be justi fied but must be accepted 
on faith. However, even if one has the mystical skeptical 
experience Santayana described, of seeing all in doubt, it 
is still rational investigation that led Hume and his suc
cessors to the recognition of the belief factor involved in 
rational activities. Having discovered this, Hume then 
showed that one can study the causes of beliefs and that 
beliefs can be explained even though they can never be 
justi fied; working from the basis of a set of "reasonable" 
beliefs, one can evaluate other beliefs in terms of psycho
logical factors. The philosophical tradition emanating from 
Hume, then, can be considered as a kind of fideism, shar
ing some of the charac-teristics of the moderate fideism of  
the Augustinian tradition. 

Contemporary developments. At present irrationali stic 
fideism, especially of the Kierkegaarclian variety, is ex
tremely popular, especially among Protestant theologians 
(partly in reaction to liberal, rationalistic theological tend
encies of the nineteenth century). Many theologians have 
been concerned with man's apparent inability to find any 
ultimate answers through science, secular political move
ments, and so forth, and his need to base his ultimate com
mitment on faith alone. The existentialist stress on the 
fundamental absurdity of man's world is part of this move
ment. The official Catholic position from the time of the 
Council of Trent to the present remains opposed to the 
central fideistic thesis, that ultimate beliefs can be estab
lished not by reason or evidence but only by faith. How
ever, in a world in which so many optimistic, "reasonable," 
scientifica0y supported views have been undermined by 
the cataclysmic events of the twentieth century, fideism 
may provide one of the main avenues to some kind of signif
icant belief for the present age. William James's analysis, 
in his "Will to Believe," of the psychological need for 
commitment and belief despite the lack of evidence may 
represent much of the present mood. The religious fideists, 
however, find James's own faith too tepid, and they seem 
to be moving more and more to the irrational ist fideism of 
Kierkegaard, Dostoyevsky, and Shestov. 
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RICHARD H. POPKIN 

F I E L D  T H E O R I ES. See ACTION AT A DISTANCE AND 
FIELD THEORY. 

F I L M E R , R O B E RT (c. 1 588 - 1653), English political 
writer and theorist of the divine right of kings, early expos
itor of the patriarchal account of the state and of society. 
He was a country gentleman of the county of Kent but also 
belonged to the intellectual society of London and had 
some connection with the Court. He was an associate of 
prominent lawyers and historians, such as John Selden and 
Sir Henry Spelman, of the orthodox clergy, and of the 
Jacobean poets and literati too, including George Herbert 
and possibly John Donne. His absolutist views on political 
matters may have been acquired while he was at Trinity 
College, Cambridge, or at the Inns of Court and were 
developed well before the outbreak of the Civil War be
tween the king and Parliament in 1642. I n  this he resem
bles Thomas Hobbes, his contemporarv, but Filmer wrote 
his works for circulation in manuscript among his London 
acquaintances and the manor houses of Kent rather than for 
publication in print. Although his family was engaged on 
the side of the king in the struggle with Parliament in the 
1 640s and although he himself suffered considerable losses, 
Sir Robert never actually fought with the royalist forces 
and even pleaded neutrality, which has since been looked 
upon as inconsistency in the conduct of an extreme de
fender of royalist claims. His neutrality did not prevent hi s 
being sent to prison for a time. 

Filmn's importance in the hi story of thought rests al
most enti rely on the fact that J ohn Locke's work on political 
theory, the famous Two Treatises of Government, was di-



rected against him, though it was not published unti l  1 689, 
nearly forty years after Filmer's death . (Sec LOCKE, JOHN, 
section on pol itical thought. ) It has only recently been 
shown how extensive was Locke's preoccupation with 
Fi lmer, in the second of h is  treatises as well as i n  the first. 
But the social theorists of the present day are also interested 
in Filmer's thinking as an expression of traditional patri
archal attitudes toward authority and social structure. The 
relationship between Locke and Fil mer has become the 
classic example of a rational ist - critical pol it ical system 
(the Lockian) confronting an ideological - determi nist out
l ook (the Filmer view). 

I t  has not been possible, however, to see in  Filmer 
si mply a "codifier of u nconscious prejudice," as he has 
been called. He was remarkably enlightened in some of 
his views, especially as to witchcraft, and wrote with sur 
prising urbanity rather as a critical reviewer of  the political 
works current in his time than as the solemn expositor of 
outraged orthodoxy. Those of his works which he hi mself 
had printed, mainly reviews of  Aristotle, M ilton, Grotius, 
and Hobbes, are brief and pointed, and it i s ,  perhaps, 
significant that he refused to publish the only concerted ex
position of his political theory, the famous Patriarcha; or 
the Natural Power of Kings (London, 1680), from which 
all the others derive. He may have thought his political 
theory too extreme in i ts earl ier, positive form. 

Patriarcha, which was composed for the gentry of Kent 
in  the 1630s , asserts that every individual is absolutely 
bound to obey the political authority establ ished in his 
country because that authority enjoys by divine decree the 
powers originally conferred on Adam at the creation over 
his wife, his children, and their  descendants eternally. 
From this view of the Old Testament i t  follows that males 
are always superior to females, the elder to the younger, 
and that all humans are natural ly-physiologically-related 
to each other. Society is a family, descended from one 
s ingle male individual. All men are born, and always re
main,  unfree and unequal, and consent is i rrelevant to 
political association. Poli tical society is also un iversal, for 
there are no h umans who are not descended from Adam. A 
prepol i tical state of nature makes no sense at al l ,  nor does 
any idea of a contract to replace such a condition by polit
ical society. Property as well as pol itical power is distrib
uted according to God's patriarchal decrees and belongs 
absolutel y to the person who i nheri ts i t  or to whom i t  has 
been given. 

These social and poli tical doctrines are original only in 
the sense that Filmer combi ned together many positions 
held by his predecessors, notab ly those of the French legal 
theori st Jean Bodin, those of the bi shops of the Anglican 
church, and especially those of i ts  royal head , King James I .  
These views are acceptable only to a naively fundamen
tal ist believer in the Christi:in scriptures, and Locke had 
no difficulty in  demolishing all the "glib nonsense," as he 
called it, about the ki ngship of Adam and its descent to the 
Stuart ki ngs, to the usurper Ol iver Cromwel l ,  to any man 
or group lucky enough to seize power. Nevertheless, there 
was rather more to Fi lmer's "rope of sand" than Locke 
wished to admit, and in Filmer's shrewd remarks about the 
his torical absurdities of a state of nature and in his very 
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acute analys i s  of majority rnle h<'  ra ised di llicu lt ics which 
Locke never sati s factori ly ov,·rcamc.  

Fi lmer demanded to know how an assembly convened 
for the purpose of making a u n iversal contract could cvcr 
proceed to a valid vote of everyone with the right to vote. 
There would be bound to lw absentees, and when it  came 
to original multitudes voting to set up a gover1 1 1 1 1ent, tlu� 
rights of some i ndividuals would inevitably he overru n. 
What about servants, women, children, and the s ick? Lock<' 
blandly responded by dogmatica l l y asserti ng that in "one 
Body Pol itick the Majority have the Hight to act and con
clude the rest" (Second Treatise, !),5) .  Filmc:r's doctrine of 
property seems to have impelled Locke into the formu lation 
of the labor theory of value,  with all its , · 1 1ormous cons e
q11C'nces in social thinking. 

Fi lmer's doctrines by no means disappeared with tl 1e 
Glorious Revo lution of 1688 and the victory 0f Lockian 
rational ism. I l is arguments were pers uasivc:ly restated by 
Jonathan Boucher in championship of the Tories at tlw 
American Hevolution, and again by G,·org<· Fitzhugh in 
defense of the South in  the 1850s . Fi lmer rema ins the most 
valuable l i terary source for tradi tional European pre in
dustrial patriarchal political attitudes. 
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PETER LASLETT 

F I N N I S H  PH I L O S O P H Y .  See SCANDINAVIAN PHILOS
OPHY. 

F I S C H E R ,  K UNO ( 1824 - 1907), German phi losoplwr 
and historian of  philosophy, was horn at Sandewalde in 
Si lesia. He studied philology at Leipzig and theology and 
philosophy at Halle. In 18,50 Fi scher was appointed Pri
va tdozent in phi losophy at the Univers i ty of l leidel berg, 
but his pantheistic views caused his di smissal three years 
later. In 1856 he quali fied as Privatdozent  at the U n iver
s i ty of Berl in ,  and in the same year he was invi ted to J ena 
as professor of philosophy. I n  1872. he returned to Heidel
berg, where he taught with great success until J 903. 

Fischer's major work is his Geschich te der neueren 
Philosoph ie ( 1852 - 1877). This widely reprin ted history of 
modern ph ilosophy O\ved its success in large part to Fi sch
er's splendid gift for exposition. Endowed with a remarka
ble capacity for sympathetic u nderstanding, Fi scher was 
able  to reproduce the great philosophical systems in a 
l i terary form of exemplary bri ll iance and clarity, as wel l as 
to unravel their bas ic themes and subtlest ramifications 
and to i l lum inate and reconstruct them systematically. At 
the same time, he sought to p lace th�se systems in their 
larger cultural and historical context and thus to under
stand the hi storical Jeve lopment of philosophy as the 
progressive sel f-knO\vledge of the human mind. 

Fischer was tilt' au thor of the:' first large German mono
graph on Kant ,  Kan ts Leben und die Grundlagen seine 
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Lehre (� lannheim, 1 860), and it is from Fischer that Neo
Kantianism received its decisive impulse. 

Apart from Kant, Hegel was the chief object of his inter
est. In its equating of logic and metaphysics, Fischer's 
System der Logik und Metaphysik oder Wissenschaftslehre 
(S tuttgart, 1852) exhibited the strong influence of Hegel. 

In this work an attempt was also made to bring Hegel's 
principle of dialectical development into harmony with 
modern evolutionism in the sense of a teleological ideal
ism. Fischer held that the dialectical development ran 
from Being through Essence to purpose. The system of 
logical and, at the same time, metaphysical categories that 
he outlined culminated in the idea of finality, which guar
anteed a purposeful development that goes beyond the 
merely given. In the second edition (Stuttgart, 1865), 
Fischer attempted to mediate between Kant and Hegel 
and to do justice not only to Hegelianism but also to Kant
ianism and empiricism. 

Schopenhauer also influenced Fischer. ln the study Das 
Verhiiltnis zwischen Willen u nd Verstand im Menschen 
(Heidelberg, 1896), Fi scher distingu ished between the 
will that is guided by knowledge and the unconscious 
volition that precedes all knowledge and conscious behav
ior. He also claimed that just as the essence of nature is 
"force," so the essence of man is  "will" and the essence of 
the body is the manifestation of volition. 

Fischer was also an extremely productive literary 
aesthetician. His conception of art is to be found in his 
early publication Diotima: Die Idee des Schonert ("Dio
tima: The Idea of the Beautiful," Pforzheim, 1849). In this 
work Fischer defined the aesthetic attitude as one of 
"playing," characterized by a concentration and uniting of 
all our faculties. He devoted later works to the origin and 
development of humor and to the classical poetry of 
Shakespeare, Lessing, Goethe, and Schiller. 

Additional Works by Fischer 
Fischer's chief work is the Geschichte der neueren Philosophie 

(S tuttgart, Mannheim,  and Heidelberg, 18.52- 1877). Originally 
publ ished in six volumes (on Descartes, Spino..:a, Leibniz, Kant, 
Fichte, and Schel l ing), it was later extended to ten vol umes, with a 
second volume on Kant, one on Schopenhauer ( 1 893), and one on 
Hegel ( 190 1 ) ; and it also included Fisher's early work on Francis 
Bacon and his school (Leipzig, 1856). Other writings include 
Kleine Schriften, 8 vols. (Heidelberg, 1888 - 1898 ), which contains 
Uber den Witz ("On Humor"), Uber die menschliche Freiheit ("On 
H uman Freedom"), Das Verhaltnis zwischen Willen und Verstand 
("The Relationship Between Will  and Understanding"), and other 
essays. See also Philosophische Schriften (" Philosophical Writ
ings"), 6 vols. (H eidel berg, 1 89 1 - 1892; 6th ed., 1 908 - 1909). 

English translations of Fischer's works include the fol lowing: 
J. Oxenford, Francis Bacon (London, 1 857); J . P. Mahaffy, A Com
ml'ntary on Kant's "Critick of the Pure Reason" (London and 
Dubl in, 1 866) ;  F. Schmidt, Benedict Spinoza (Edinburgh, 1882); 
J. P. Cordy, Descartes and His School (New York, 1 887); W. S. 
Hough, A Critique of Kant (London, 1 888). 
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For l i terature on Fischer, see l i ngo Falkenheim, Kuna Ffacher 

tmd die literarhistorischl' Methode (Berl in, 18D2); Wilhelm Win
delhand, Kuno Fischer I I leidel herg, 1 907), a memorial address; 
and Em�t Hoffmann, Ku no Fischer (H eidelberg, 1924). 

FHANZ AUSTEDA 
Translated by Alhert E. 13/umherg 

F I S K E ,  J O H N  ( 1842-1901), American philosopher, ad
vocate of evolutionary theory, was born in Hartford, Conn., 
and baptized Edmund Fisk Green; he changed his name 
to John Fisk shortly after his mother remarried in 1855 
(the "e" was added in 1860). He grew up in Middle
town and attended the Congregational church, but he 
became tl issatisfied with orthodox Christianity and found 
himself drawn to the philosophical and theological impli
cations of modern science. He early declared himself an 
"infidel," meaning by the word "non-Christian" rather 
than atheist. While he was a student at Harvard, he was 
punished by the college faculty for reading Auguste 
Comte in church. 

Fiske's main philosophical work, Outlines of Cosmic 
Philosophy, developed from lectures given at Harvard in 
1869 and 1871 ,  and was completed in London during 1873 
and 1874 . In it he acknowledged himself a disciple and 
expositor of the philosophy of Herbert Spencer, the im
portance of which, he believed, would in time be seen to 
surpass that of Isaac Newton. This judgment did not ap
pear extravagant to Fiske, since Spencer's law of evolution 
was "the first generalization concerning the concrete uni
verse as a whole." According to Fiske's formulation of this 
law, "The integration of matter and concomitant dissipa
tion of motion, which primarily constitutes Evolution, is 
attended by a continuous change from indefinite, incoher
ent homogeneity to definite, coherent heterogeneity of 
structure and function, through successive differentiations 
and integrations." He illustrated the law's operation at 
great length with examples drawn from organic processes, 
the nebular origin of the solar system, comparative philol
ogy, and the development of civilization. 

Fiske maintained that at some time in the past, human 
evolution had reached a stage in which man's brain alone 
continued to evolve; ultimately, a level was achieved at 
which the individual's brain continued to develop after his 
birth. This process, which necessitated a period of pro
longed infancy accompanied by the evolution of strong 
parental affection, provided the physical setting for the 
evolution of the resulting family into clans and society; for 
the origin of morality in the altruism demanded by family 
care; and for cultural progress, through the enhanced 
receptivity of yet developing minds. Prolonged infancy 
was the cornerstone of an evolutionary explanation of 
civilization; indeed, Fiske believed that this theory was 
his most important contribution to philosophy. 

Fiske aimed to show the unity of all knowledge, the 
inevit:1bil ity of progress, and the ultimate harmony of 
science and religion. He appealed to the law of evolution 
to accomplish the first two aims and to "Berkeleian ideal
ism" to accomplish the third. All knowledge is "relative" in  
the sense that i t  consists only of  classifying and discov
ering regularities among phenomena. What underlies and 
creates our experience or phenomena Fiske calls the " Un
knowable," "Deity," and "Absolute Power." This "Deity" 
is the only proper concern of religion, while the regulari
ties discoverable among the phenomena in which Deity 
manifests itself are the scientist's laws of nature. Thus 
Fiske's "cosmic theism" reconciles religion and science. 
Heligious dogmas which i ntrude upon the scientist's world 
of phenomena are vestiges of primitive, anthropomorphic 



stages of rel igious development. M iracles must therefore 
he rejected, and the doctrine of s pecial creation must give 
way to Darwin's theory of natural selection. Pantheism, 
which according to Fiske identifies Deity with the phe
nomenal world, is  rejected, s ince Fi ske's Deity i s  an "un
conditioned exi stence" wh ich i s  "someth ing more than the 
universe. "  He rejects Comte's Hel igion of Human ity as a 
mere conceit. Material ism is rejected because it is at least 
conceivable that matter is reducible to mind or feel ing, hut  
inconceivabl e that feel ing shou ld  evolve from matter; thus,  
the view tha t  Deity is  "Spirit" is  plansihle. 

The major difference between Fiske and Spencer is 
Fiske's greater emphasis on the religious implications of 
evolu tionary philosophy. Whereas Spencer was guarded , 
Fiske was unambiguous in cal l i ng what lay behind the 
phenomenal world "Spirit," and he took pains  to prove 
that it  was a plausible object of earnest rel igious contem
plation. A further difference between the two thinkers is 
that Fiske, unlike Spencer, brought evolution ary philoso
phy to the defense of social con servati sm, in the bel ief that 
inevitable progress obviated the need for radical social and 
rel igious change. 

Fiske greatly enjoyed l iving in Cambridge, Massachu
setts, and as late as 1878 he retained the hope of gain ing a 
permanent position at H arvard in either the departm ent of 
history or of phi losophy. He  declined job offers from other 
universities, but at H arvard he could obtain only tempo
rary positions as a lecturer and as ass istant l ibrarian of the 
col lege. Earl y in l i fe Fiske sought to make a l iving from his 
writing. Later he was al ways short of money and tried to 
make ends m eet by going on the lecture circu it; however, 
he achieved gen uine popu larity both as a writer and lec
turer only in the last decade of his  l ife. 

Throughout his l ife Fiske retained an earnest rel igious 
attitude, wh ich he expressed in h is  later popular lectures 
in terms which were more and more concil iatory toward 
New England Protestantism. Thus "The Un seen World" 
( 1876), the title essay of his first col lection of essays, mere
ly urged that science could not refute the immortal ity of 
the soul and that "a simple act of trust" in immortal ity was 
not unreasonabl e. In "The Destiny of Man" ( 1884 ) ,  an
other titl e es say, Fi ske said that the human soul was not 
merely the end product, but the goal of the great evolu
tionary process contrived by Cod. Final ly, in Through 
Na ture to God ( 1 899), Fiske argued, in reply to T. I I .  Hux
l ey's Romanes lectu re "Evolution and Ethics" ( 1893), that 
nature is not moral ly indifferent bu t,  on the contrary, that 
evolution "exists pur

.
ely for the sake of moral ends. " He  

also argued that science offered confinnation of  the exi st
ence of Cod and of immortal ity. 

After 1887 Fiske wrote nearly twenty volumes on Amer
ican hi story. He was never an original philosopher, but 
through his  clear writing and well-phrased publ ic l ectures 
he helped to advance American religious l iberal ism. H e  
was a competent popu larizer of Darwin's theory o f  evolu
tion at a time when most rel igious writers were attacking 
evolution with fren zy. 

B ibl iogra phy 
Fiske's more phi losophical works i nclude Outlines of Cosmic 

Philosophy; Based on the Doctrine of Evolu tion, with Criticisms 
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on the Positive Ph ilo.wr,hy, 2 vol s. ( Boston, 1 874 ) ,  The U11 .w'1'11 
World, a11d other Essays (Boston, 1 870); Varrci ,dsm, a11 <l other 
Essays (London an<l New York, 1 87!) ); Tlw Destiny uf Ma11 Vieri, l'd 
in the Ligh t of llis Origi11 ( Boston, 1 884 ) ;  1''.xrnrsio11 s of an Et){)lu
tiortist (Boston, 1884 ); The Idea of Gud as Af],!cted hy .\lodn11 
Kno wledge (Boston, 1 885); A Cer1 t rtry of Scie111 ·1,, a11d other t:.s.rnys 
(Boston, 18!19);  an<l Tlmmgh Nat rtre to God ( Boston, l8!J!J) .  J osi.1h  
Hoyc:c examines Fiske's phi losophy i n  the i ntroduction to t lw l 1102 
edi tion of Cosmic Philosoph y. Mi lton Bc:nnan's Jult11 Fiske, The 
Evolrt tiori of a Pormlarizer (Cambridge, \lass . , Wf-i l )  i ncludes a11 
extensive bibl iography. 

ANDHEW 0LDENQ!JIST 

F L O R E N S K Y ,  PA U L  A L E X A N D R O V I C H ,  Hnss ia 1 1  
theologian, phi losopher, a 1 1d sci<'n l i st, and a lc •ad i 1 1g  
figure in  the  development of  the twentil' t l i -cen t 1 1 ry Russian 
religious phil osophy inspired by Vladimir Solovyov. 
Florensky was born in 1 882, raised in  Tbi l i s i, Ceorgia, and 
recc· ived h is early education there hl'fore enteri ng ;\foscow 
University. At the university he worked primari ly in rnatl ie
matics but a lso studied phi losophy und<'f S. N. Tmlwtskoy 
and L. M.  Lopatin. After his graduation in 1 804, h<" clicl ad
vanced work in phi losophy and the hi story of re l igion at th < ' 
Moscow Theological Academy, and subsequently joined the 
staff as a lecturer. In 1908 he was named professor of 
philosophy at the academy, and in m l  I he was ordained a 
priest in the Russian Orthodox church. During the H ussian 
Revolution he was exiled to Hussian Turkestan,  hut in 
1919  he was allowed to return to Moscow, where he as
sumed important positions in  scientific research and ad
ministration for the Soviet government, chiefly in the fields 
of physics and e lectrical engineering. Florensky persi st
ently rejected Soviet demands that he renounce holy 
orders , and he was impri soned several times. Finally, in 
the mid- 1930s, he was exi led to Siberia. Nothing certain is 
known of his subsequent fate, but he is thought to have 
died in Siberia in the 1940s. 

Renowned as a un iversal gen ius whose gifts extended to 
poetry, painting, and music, as wel l as phi losophy and 
science, Floren sky first gained fame in HJ 14 through the 
publ ication of his chief phi losoph ical work, Stolp i Utver
zhdeniye Istiny ("The Pil lar and Ground of the Truth"). 
An exi stential critique of rational ism in theology, the work 
bui lds on Solovyov' s concept of "pan-unity" (vseyedinstvo) 
in metaphysics and gives theological efaborat ion to Solov
yov's "sophiology. " It is credited with inaugurating a new 
period in Russian reLgious thought through its influence 
on such thinkers as Sergey Bulgakov and Nicholas Lossky. 

Fbrensky maintained that truth is  a l iving whole which 
transcends the logical laws of thought. Heason loses itsel f 
in antinomies when attempting to fathom this whole; hut 
through direct religious experience, one can perce ive the 
integral tru th and can reconcile, superrational ly, such 
con tradictions as those between Divine L1 nity and Trinity,  
free wi l l  and predestination, univer-.al salvation and eter
nal damnation. Thus, theology must take its departure from 
spiritual experience. Floren sky emphasized the myst ical 
and personal character of cogn ition ,  and gave much atten
tion to occul t  phenomena. 

Florensky's view of cogn ition was rooted in the meta
physics of pan-un ity, according to which al l created beings 
are consubstantial with one another. In cognit ion the 
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knower escapes from his isolation and, contravening the 
logical law of identity, he achieves identity with his 
"other"-the known. Denying the doctrine  of representa
tive perception, Florensky held that the perception of an 
object involves the direct unification of perceiver and 
object. Cognition is  intrinsically connected with love, the 
end of which is, according to Florensky, "that two should 
become one." Love is a manifestation of the consubstan
tiality of created beings, and in the self-centeredness or 
separateness which represents a failure of love, l ies error, 
ignorance, sin, and metaphysical dissolution. 

Following Solovyov, Florensky maintained that the 
metaphysical unity of created beings i s  rooted in "Sophia," 
the principle of Divine Wisdom; Sophia thus represents a 
kind of mystical, integrating substratum of the cosmos. The 
focus of the Divine prototypes in  accordance with which 
the cosmos is created, Sophia is a "fourth hypostasis" in 
the Divine nature. According to Florensky, Sophia has 
many aspects and thus can be interpreted in  many ways
as the "ideal substance" of the created world, as the 
Church, as the �1other of God, and so on. 

In addition to his major work Florensky publ ished 
essays on idealism and on the philosophy of A. S. Kho
myakov. He also published a volume of poetry, and nu
merous books and monographs in mathematics, physics, 
and art. 

Principal Works by Florensky 

"Obshchechelovecheskiye Korni Idealizma" ("The Universally 
Human Roots of Ideali sm"). Bogoslovsky Vestnik, No. 2 and No. 3 
( H l09), 284 -297, 409-423. 

Stolp i Utverzhdeniye lstiny. Moscow, 19 14. 
"Smysl Ideal izma" ("The Meani ng of Idealism"), in Sbornik 

Statey 1, Pamyat' Stoletiya Imperatorskoy Moskovskoy Dukhovnoy 
Akademii ("Collected Articles Commemorating the Centenary of 
the Imperial �loscow Theological Academy"). Sergiyev Posad, 
1915. 

"Alexey Stephanovich Khom yakov." Bogoslovsky Vestnik 
( July- August, 19 15), 5 1 6 - 581 . 

Works on Florensky 

Florovsky, George, Puti Russkovo Bogosloviya ("Paths of Rus
sian Theology"). Paris ,  1937. 

Lossky, N. 0., History of Russian Philosophy. New York, 195 1 .  
Zenkovsky, \'. \'. , Istoriya Russkoy Filoso.fii, 2 vols. Paris, 

1948- 1950. Translated by G. L. Kl ine as A History of Russian 
Philosophy, 2 vols. New York and London, 1953. 

}AMES P. SCANLAN 

F L O R E NTINE A C A D E M Y, or Platonic Academy of 
Florence, is the name usually appl ied to the circle of 
philosophers and other scholars who gathered around 
�larsilio Ficino, under the auspices of the Medici, in  
Careggi, near Florence, between 1 462 and 1 494. These 
sc:holars were engaged in the study and discussion of the 
works of Plato and his  fol lowers and of Platonic philoso
phy. The name "academy" was adopted i n  memory of 
Plato. There is no direct link between this Platonic Acad
emy and other academies active in Florence at a later date. 

Ac:wrding to Ficino, the academy was founded by Co
simo de' �ledici because his enthusiasm for Plato had 
been aroused by the ledures of Cemistus Pletho at the 
tim e  of the Council of Florence ( 1438). In 1 462 Cosimo 

placed a villa in Careggi at the disposal of Ficino, the 
promising young son of h is  physician, and lent him several 
Greek manuscripts of Plato and other ancient philoso
phers, assigning him the task of studying, translating, �nd 
interpreting these writings. Th is  event may be con sidered 
the founding of the Florentine  Academy. Unl ike most later 
academi es, Ficino's Platonic Academy had no formal 
organization, charter, or fixed membership, and its activi
ties must be inferred from contemporary sources, mainly 
the letters and other works of Ficino and his associates. 

The ch ief products of the academy are the numerous 
writi ngs of Ficino and h is  associates. Whether the public 
lectures given by Ficino on Plato, Plotinus, and S t. Paul 
were considered part of the work of the academy we do 
not know. Its activities probably included some regular 
readings of the Platonic texts and some lectures about 
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them, and surely Ficino gave individual in struction to 
some of his pupi ls. On many occasions he addressed 
edifying sermonlike speeches to his  gathered friends and 
pupils, and this  fact, along with a few others, suggests a 
l ink between the academy and some of the lay rel igious 
associations of the same period. The most famous events of 
the academy are the banquets celebrated on Plato's reputed 
birthday, November 7, in 1468 and in 1473, and per
haps in  other years. The banquet of 1468 provided the 
setting for Ficino's comm entary on Plato's Symposium. I 
The academy also held discussions on phi losophical and 1 
other subjects on numerous occasions, and it was custom
ary for learned or otherwise distingui shed visitors to 
Florence to attend some of the meetings. The study in  
which Ficino talked to  his  pupils contained a painting that 
represented the globe, with the crying H eraclitus and the 
laugh ing Democritus on either side. The often repeated 
story that Ficino kept an ever-burning lamp before a bust 
of Plato must be rejected as a legend. 

There is no philosophical doctrine  common to the Flor
entine Academy distinct from that of Ficino, but the 
thought of all its members was influenced to a greater or 
lesser degree by his teachings. The circle included such 
philosophers as Giovanni Pico della Mirandola and Fran
cesco Cattani da Diacceto, and such philosophically in
clined scholars and poets as Cristofaro Landino, Lorenzo 
de' M edici, Angelo Poliziano, and Girolamo Benivieni, to 
mention only some of the better-known members whose 
writing showed the impact of the academy. The meetings 
of the academy became famous during its own time, and 
i ts intellectual influence, through its vi sitors and through 
Ficino's correspondence, spread to the rest of Italy and 
Europe. Thus, in spite of its informal and fluctuating 
character, the academy became, and has remained in 
hi story and tradition, the most tangible center of Renais
sance Platoni sm. (For the nature of its teachings, see 
FICINO, MARSILIO.)  

There is a close link between Ficino's philosophical 
doctrine and the structure of the academy as he conceived 
it. Following the model of the ancient philosophical 
schools, Ficino considered the academy as a community of 
friends, and his philosophy included an elaborate theory 
of friendship which he identified with Platonic love. The 
members of the academy were, he felt, l inked with each 
other and with their master through a "divine" friendship 



that was based on their common concern with the contem
plative life and with the spi ritual ascent toward the 
knowledge and enjoyment of God. 

The goal of the academy was philosophical and, in a 
broader sense, spiri tual and cultural rather than pol itical. 
Although Ficino and the academy were closely ident ified 
with four generations of Medici rulers, it cannot be proved 
that he was their pol itical tool or that his personal and 
scholarly attachments were l im ited to th eir parti sans. None
theless, although Ficino l ived until 1499 and remained 
active as a scholar throughout his  later years , we hear next 
to nothing of the activities of the academy after 1494, the 
year in which the Medici were expel led from Florence, 
Pol iziano and Pico died, and Ficino's publ i shed corre
spondence stopped. There is no direct evidence that the 
meetings of the academ y were discontinued , but it is easy 
to understand that the il lness and old age of its leader, the 
death of some of its most prominent members, and the 
pol i tical and rel igious climate that prevailed in Florence 
after 1494 must have put an end to the academy or at least 
reduced its activities to a strictly private character. 
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F L U D D ,  R O B E RT ( 1 574 - 1 637), or Flud, also known as 
Robertus de Fluctibus, was an Engl i sh physician , author, 
and occultist. The son of Sir Thomas Fludd, paymaster to 
Queen El izabeth 's forces in France and the Low Coun
tries, Fludd was born at M ilgate H ouse, B earsted, Kent. At 
the age of seventeen he en tered St. J ohn's Coll ege, Oxford,  
then a center of high Angl ican ism. After taki ng hi s M. A. 
degree in  1598, Fludd spent some years abroad, studying 
medicine. On returning to Oxford, he entered Christ 
Church. He took th e degrees of M . B .  and M . D .  in l fi0.5 ,  
but  had con siderable di fficu l ty obtaining from the Col lege 
of Physicians the right to prac:tice medicine, which was not 
granted unti l  ln06 . It was al leged that he had spoken with 
con cempt of Galen.  Nevertheless, he was admitted as a 
fel low of the Col lege of Physicians in 1609. 

As a London doctor Fludd prospered ; he was able  to 
provide him self with an amanuensis ,  to whom he dictated 
his numerous treati ses. H i s  fi rst book, Apologia Compen
diaria Fraternita tem de Rosea Cruce ( 1 6 1 6), was a defense 
of the ideas of the "Fraternity of th e Rosy Cross." Abou t 
the origins and character of the Rosicrucian Fraternity 
there i s  considerable di spute. Al though allegedl y intro
duced into Europe in the fifteenth century, Ros icrucian 
ideas, in fact, derive from two anonym ous ly publ ished 
tracts written by the Lutheran theologian Johann Valentin 
Andrea in the early seventeenth century.  These, for 
motives wh ich are somewhat obscure, purported to be of 
fifteenth-century origin. \Vhether even in th e seventeenth 
century, there actual ly was a Rosicrucian Society as de
scribed by Andrea remai ns  a matter of dispute. But these 
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tracts provided a common poi nt of refcr<>nCP fo r li ke
minded occultists .  

It is impossible to take Fludd serionsly as a philosopher; 
however, he did give expression to a system of ideas which 
was very in fluen tial in  the seventeenth centu ry. This can 
most succinctly be described as an attempt to uphol d al l 1�
gorical in terpretation of the Bible ,  aud t!te establ ished 
pseudo sciences-astrology, chi romancy, ak:hemy, and 
sym pathetic magic-against the sci1·nti fic spirit . 

Fludd attacked sc:ienti fic inqu iry mainly in its C reek 
form, as represen ted in Aristotl e  and CalPn, hut ce rtai nly 
with an eye on what was happening arou nd him. I f i s point 
of departure was St. Pau l 's attack upon ph i losophers who 
try to discover the tru th by their own efforts rather than by 
the interpretation of what God has chosen to reveal. 
Fludd's criticism of science can be summed up in the 
famil iar phrase :  "What is  true i sn't  new; what is n<�w isn't 
true." H e  argued that so far as science has any truth i 1 1  it, it 
teaches doctrines which carefu l  interpretat ion wi l l  reveal 
in Genesis (Like H enry M ore, Fludd was great ly 
influenced by cabal istic writings). For the most part, how
ever, the teach ings of science have to be rejected . Fludd 
attacked Ari stotl e's meteorological writings, for example,  
becau se Ari stotle gives a natural istic account of lightn ing 
and thunder; whereas l ightning, according to Fludd, "is a 
fire bu rn ing from the face and presence of Jehovah . "  

Yet, strangel y enough, there i s  a good deal o f  contempo
rary seience incorporated ir.to Fludd's work. H i s  contem 
poraries,  he complained, demanded "ocu lar demonstra
tions" of divine truths and he u sed the thermometer-the 
invention of which is sometimes ascribed to hi m-and 
the lodestone for that pu rpose. Like many of his fel low 
occultists ,  Fludd had a passion for diagrams, and some of 
his optical diagrams remained in physics textbooks up to 
the present centu ry. 

H i s  general approach, however, is cosmogonical ,  in the 
manner of the mythmaker, rather than cosmological , in 
the manner of the scienti st. H i s  ideas are mo<,t fu l ly  pre
sented in Utriusque Cosmi, Maioris Scilicet et Alinoris, Me
taphysica, Physica atque Technica llistoria (An Account, 
M etaphysical ,  Physical ,  and Tech nical , of Both Worlds, 
Greater and Lesser"), which was published as a series of 
volumes from l n l 7  to 162 1 ,  and was even then left  unfin
i shed. Fludd makes great play with the general concepts of 
l ight (heat) and darkness (cold)- hence his interest in 
optics; rarefaction and condensation-hence the thermom
eter; sympathy and antipathy- hence th e lodes•one. His  
theory can be described in this way: in the beginning Cod 
created a void by withdrawing in to himself (contraction), 
and th e void appeared as darkness because God is l i ght. Ex
panding again as l ight into the void, Cod created a l l  the 
substances of th e world. Thus, the \Vorld we l ive  in is 
ru led partly by l ight (God) and partly by darkness (the 
kingdom of the devi l ). S ince everything is of th e same 
nature-that is, a mixture of l ight and darkness-th ere are 
secret sympath ies and secret antipathies everywhere, 
marked by signs which the adept can di scover with God's 
help. The practice of medicine depends entire ly on un
derstanding these forces, as do the practices of ch i romancy 
and astrology. 

Fludd's worh were publi shed in Latin,  and circu lated 
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on the Continent, where they attracted a considerable 
amount of attention. I n  1 623 Marin Mersenne attacked 
Fludd as an "evil magician"; and when Fludd replied, 
Gasscndi, at r.. terscnne's request, cri ticized his occultism 
at length. Fludd also engaged in controversy with Kepler, 
who had criticized Fludd in the appendix to h is  Harmonice 
Mundi ( 1619). 
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JOHN PASSMORE 

F ON S E C A ,  PETER (1528- 1 599), Neo-Scholastic Aris
totelian philosopher, was born at Proenr;a-a-Nova, Portugal, 
and died at Lisbon. H e  entered the Society of Jesus at the 
age of 20, completed philosophical and theological studies 
in that order, and spent most of his life as a professor of 
philosophy at Coimbra, where he was the leader of a group 
of scholars who produced a famous series of textbooks 
(Cursus Conimbricensis). Fonseca has been called the 
Aristotle of Portugal. His Institutionum Dialecticarum 
("Eight Books on Logic," Lisbon, 1 564), was widely used 
as a texbook throughout Europe, and in 1 625 it was in its 
34th printing. Basically an interpreter of the ph i losophy of 
Aristotle, Fonseca corrected the Aristotelian text then in 
use, using Greek manuscripts , and started the process of 
improving the Renaissance Latin versions. His logic is the 
traditional syllogistic which continued to he taught in 
Europe until J. S. !\f i l l  and the nineteenth-century mathe
maticians broadened the scope of the subject. As a student 
Fonseca had, of course, been taught a modified form of 
Thomism, but he showed a great deal of independence on 
specific questions. In theory of knowledge he maintained 
that a singular th ing is directly known by the human intel
lect (contrary to Aquinas), and he seems to have felt (with 
the later Ockhamists) that the theory of intelligible species 
as intellectual dete rminants of the process of conceptuali
zation is useless .  Fonseca placed great emphasis on the 
unity of the fo rmal concept of hPing ( in fluencing Francisco 
S11itrez) and taught that this concept is univocal and not 
analogical in its ref<' rcnce to individual realities. However, 
he approximated the Thomistic real distinction of essence 
and exisl<'nce hy treating essence as an ultimate intrins ic 
mode of the nature of a thing and exi stence as a contingent 

addition to this nature. H e  is, then, partly responsible for 
the introduction of the terminology of modes into earl y 
modern metaphysics. Fonseca abandoned Thomism in 
denying that matter is pure potency and in rejecting 
quantified matter as the principle of individuation in 
bodies. H e  explained individuation as due to a positive 
differe'hce (differentia) added to the essence of a thing, a 
theory reminiscent of Duns Scotus. 

W arks by Fonseca 

Commentariorum in Libros Metaphysicorum Tomi IV ("Com
mentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics"). Vols. I and 1 1 ,  Rome, 
1577 - 1589; Vol. l l l ,  E vora, 1604; Vol. IV, Lyons, 1612. 

lsagoge Philosophica ("Introduction to Philosophy"). Lisbon, 
1591 .  

W arks on Fonseca 

Giacon, C., La seconda scolastica. M ilan, 1946. Vol. 11, pp. 
3 1 - 66. 

Nedelhofen, M . ,  Die Logik des Petrus Fonseca. Bonn, 19 16. 

VERNON J .  BOURKE 

F O NTE N E L L E ,  B E RN A R D  L E  B O V I E R  DE 
( 1657 - 1 757), French author, forerunner of the Enl ighten
ment, was born in Rouen and died in Paris, having lived 
one month short of a century. Schooled by the Jesuits, 
he also studied law, but soon abandoned the career of ad
vocate to fol low in the literary footsteps of h i s  uncl es, 
Pierre and Thomas Corneille. Neither then nor later was 
he to distinguish himsel f as a poet or dramatist but, in 
1683, with the appearance of the Dialogues des Marts 
(Dialogues of the Dead), he achieved immediate success as 
a man of letters. The witty paradoxes and sparkl ing con
versations in these imaginary dialogues of illustrious and 
notorious figures of the past confirmed the reputation of 
their 26-year-old author as a seventeenth-century be/
esprit ;  more important, they revealed him as a s ingularly 
independent thinker, skeptical of traditional values and, as 
such, a potential enemy of seventeenth-century orthodoxy. 
J udging his l iterary fame finnly establ ished, Fontenelle 
turned to the study of mathematics, physics, and astronomy 
and published Entretiens sur la pluralite des mondes 
(Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds, 1686), a bril
liantl y successful popul arization of the Copernican system 
which, until that time, had achieved very limited accept
ance. 

The fol lowing year his Histoire des Oracles, ingeniously 
adapted from the ponderous Latin of van Dale, appeared 
anonymously. Ostens ibly an exposure of imposture and 
charlatanism in religious practices of pagan antiquity, the 
work was soon recognized for what it real ly was: a bold 
attack on credulity and superstition in all ages. Equally 
daring was De l'Origine des fables ("The Origin of Fa
bles"), composed hy Fontenelle before 1680, but fear of 
persecution invited prudence, and it was not published 
until 1 724. One of thP first modern studies in the field of 
comparative rel igio11, it based early man's belief in the 
supernatural on his ignorance of natural phenomena. But it 
was obviou s that the criticism was intended to apply 
equ ally as well to Christianity and other revealed reli
gions. 



The quarrel over the relative l iterary merits of the An
cients and l\foderns had been raging for some years when,  
in 1688, Fontenel le entered the fray with h i s  Digression 
sur les Anciens et Les Modernes. His  thesis  was that s ince 
the question al so included the problem of man's progress ,  
the recent accumulation, organization, and d issemination 
of  scienti fic knowledge proved the superiority of the Mod
erns.  Becau se of h i s  position in the di spute, entry in to the 
French Academy was denied h im on four occasions;  and 
he was not el ected a member unt i l  1 69 1 .  

I n  1697 Fontenel l e  was elected to the Academy of  
Sci ence, and two years later he became its secretary. H i s  
clarity and  intell igence, the cool impartial i ty of  his  judg
ment, h i s  wide range of sci entific knowledge, and h i s  g ift 
for expression made Fontenel le ideal ly su ited for the post, 
and he came to be cons idered as spokesman for his fel low 
academicians .  He  contribu ted a great deal to the wide
spread popu lari zation of  the scientific sp irit at home and 
abroad with his remarkable series of £loges for departed 
academy members, written over a period of forty years.  
These essays provided an impressive, constantly renewed 
picture of accompl i shments in science on various fron ts, 
written with the same lucidity and ease of expression that 
marked a l l  of Fontenel le 's  seriou s wri t ing. They were 
admirabl y  complemented by the Histoire de l'Academie 
royale des sciences which alone, with i ts masterful  preface 
and original vi ews, wou ld have assured Fontenel le 's  repu 
tation throughout eighteenth-century Europe as one of the 
great hi storians of the phi losophy of science. 

In  the field of mathematics, Fontenel le  was particu larly 
interested in the differential calcu lus  of  Newton and Leib
niz and the analytical geometry of Rene Descartes.  One of 
hi s own mathematical treatises is the Preface des elements 
de la geometrie de l'infini ( "El ements of Infin i tes imal 
Calcu lus ," 1 727) . The last book he wrote was also scientific 
in nature. Enti tl ed Theorie des tourbillons cartesiens 
("The Theory of Cartesian Vortices," 1752), it showed h im 
to  be a d i sciple of  Descartes i n  physics, i f  not  i n  meta
physics. 

Concerning Descartes, Fontenel le said that he should be 
held in esteem at all t imes hut followed only now and 
then. Nevertheless ,  Fontenel le can be considered a Car
tesian i n  two respects . First, h is  own skepticism was close
ly  bou nd up with Descartes '  principl e of methodical 
doubt. Second, as a stout bel i ever in  the purely mechan ical 
philosophy of nature, he found the Cartesian theory of 
vortices far closer to real ity than Newton's laws of attrac
tion, according to which it was necessary to hold that some 
invis ible,  seemingly supernatural force operated acros s  
vast stretches of space. 

Among a number of audaciously conceived, anonymou s 
works on religion and metaphysics ascribed to Fontenel le  
i s  the Traite de la  liberte, which appeared i n  1745 together 
with four  other pamphlets u nder the titl e of Nouvelles 
Libertes de 71enser. The work , a few copies  of wh ich es
caped pol ice seizure,  purports to reconci l e  divine fore
knowledge with human free wi l l ,  but ,  in fact ,  casts doubt 01 1  
the existence of e i ther. 

Immed iately fol lowing F'ontenel l e's death in January 
1 757, the general opinion of his  accompl i shments was 
summed up by Frederic-M elchior Grim m :  "The philo-
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sophic spir it, today so much in evidence, owes its begin -
1 1 i ngs to 1\1 . de Fontenelle" (Currespondance lit thaire, 
February I ,  1 757). 

Although there were seriou s lapses in Fontenel le 's  
knowl edge and, hc11ce, in his scient i fic judgn1<· 1 1t, h is  
works nevertheless served as  the !> ingle most  important 
bond between the phi losoph ico-scient i fic n•vol utiorr  in 
progress d ur ing his l i fe and the philosopl1e movement just  
getting under way.  I l e  was one of the great forcrn1 1 ncrs of 
the French Enl ightenment, and no small  part of h i s  success 
i n  this role lay in the fact that he exploited , as had never 
been clone before, a technique for the popu larizat ion of 
science that was st i l l  to have its e ffects some two centu ries 
later. 

Principal Works by Fontenelle 

Oeuvres, C.-8 .  Depping, ed ., 3 vol s. Paris, 1 8 1 8. 
En tretiens sur la pluralitl: des mondes; Digression s,u le.,· A 11-

cie11s et les Modemes, Hobert Shac:kleton, < 'd. Oxford, nl55. 

Works on Fontenelle 

Carre, J .-R . ,  La Philosophie de Fonte11elle ou le sourire de la 
raison. Paris, 1932 . .  

Cosentini ,  J ohn \V . ,  Fontenelle's Art of Dialogue. New York , 
1953. 

Maigron, Lou is, Fontenelle, l'homme, l'oeur_;re, /'influence. 
Paris, 1 906. 

l\larsak , Leonard M . ,  "rlernard de Fontenelle, The I dea of 
Science in the French Enlightenment. " Transactions of the 
A merica n Philosophical Society, New Series, Vol .  49, Part 7 
( 1959), 64. 

OTIS FELLOWS 

F O R C E .  In the most general sense, force denotes the 
faculty of act ion or the power to overcome a resi stance. In 
the physical sciences i t  i s  that entity which changes, or 
tends to change, the state of rest or of motion of a body. 
Consequently, i t  may also be defined as the cau se of mo
tion, or more precisely-assuming the val id i ty of the prin
ciple of inertia, according to which u nacceleratccl motion 
and rest are dynamical ly  and camal ly equivalent and cor
respond merely  to different choices of the reference sys
tems-as the cause of accel eration. 

The metric un it of force in science is the dyne, which is 
the force necessar" in order to give a m?.ss of one gram an 
acceleration (i ncrease of velocity) of  one centimeter per 
s�cond in each second. The British unit of force is  the 
poundal, which is the force necessary to give a mass of one 
pou nd an acceleration of one foot per second each second. 
The practical unit is the gram force, that is, the force which 
the earth exerts on one gram of mass at sea level and -1.5° 

latitude; it equals 980.616  dynes. Another common un i t  i s  
the newton, which i s  the force necessary in order to give a 
mass of one ki logram an acceleration of one meter per 
second each �econd, and is  therefore equ ivalent to 105 

dynes_ 
Apart fr0m being used in a figurat i \'e sense, such as 

"force of habit," "pol ice force," or "econom ic forces," the 
word "force," especial ly in the natu ral phil osophy of the 
e ighteenth and nineteenth centur ies  an<l in the earl y writ
ings on the principle of cvn servation of energy (R �l ayer, 
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II. von I l l'lmholtz) signified action and energy. This 
homonymic use caused considerable confusion at the time. 

Originally taken as an analogy to human will power, 
muscular effort, and spiritual influence, the concept early 
became projected into inanimate objects and played an 
important role in ancient thaumaturgy, occultism, and 
medieval sorcery. 

Concept of force in ancient philosophy. The early 
Greek hylozoism of the l\lilesian school (Thales, Anaxi
mander, Anaximenes) conceived nature as a living, ani
mated, and self-moving being, and consequently did not 
sec a problem in the origin of motion. The concept of force 
gained prominence only with Heraclitus' doctrine of op
posing tensions, according to which force is a primary 
constituent of physical reality and a regulative element in 
the universe. In Empedocles' philosophy of love (pliilia) 
and strife (11eikos), forces, although still conceived in anal
ogy to human affections, became efficient causes of change 
and motion. In spite of the fact that Plato's natural philoso
phy relegates the principle of motion ultimately to the 
existence of a world soul and corresponds in this respect to 
early hylozoism rather than to the dynamistic teachings of 
Empedocles and Anaxagoras, the term dynamis, signifying 
not only transitive activity hut also passive susceptibility 
or receptibility, plays an important role in his doctrine. 
Although Aristotle, in his conception of nature as "phys is," 
still recognized the Platonic notion of force as some
thing inherent in matter, in De Caelo he also approached 
the fomrnlation of a more mechanical conception of 
force as a physical emanation from one suhstance to 
another: through push and pull, bodies affect each other 
and generate motion in extraneous objects. This Aristotelian 
notion of emanating kinematic effects, although restricted 
to contiguous modes of ac.:tion, is the first instance of the 
modern dynamical conception of force. In his Physics 
Aristotle subjected this cause of compulsory motion to a 
quantitative investigation : a force A which moves a mobile 
B through a distance D during the time T could move half 
the mobile (½B) through twice the distance (2D) during the 
same time (T), or could move half the mobile (½B)  through 
the distance D during half the time (½T), and so forth. 
In modern terminology Aristotle's dynamical law of 
motion may he stated as follows: the velocity of a mobile is 
proportional to the ratio of the m otive force and the resist
ance of the medium. Nowhere did Aristotle employ units 
in which these quantities WNe to he measured. Although 
it is fairly obvious that forces were practically measured 
in terms of weight (the early use of the balance is an 
evidence of this), Aristotle's conception of weight as a 
manifestation of natural motion and not as a cause of com
pulsol")' motion precluded, on theoretical grounds, the 
possibility of using the units of weight as units of force. 
Since, according to Aristotle, contiguity between the motor 
and the mobile was an indispensable prerequisite for the 
occurn•ncP of dynamical action, force as an action at a 
distance had no place in his conceptual scheme. I lence, an 
explanation of planPtary motion rPquired the assumption 
of an exll·rnal agent or astral intelligence as a "motor" 
attached to tlw star, unll·ss the star was thought to he en
dowPd with a life of its own. 

\\'ith Posidoniu�' invt•stigations at Gades of the connec-

tion between the tides and the movements of the sun and 
the moon and his doctrine of a universal tension, the con
cept of force was generalized as something able to pervade 
all space. Stoic philosophy thus abandoned the Aristotelian 
restriction of an immediate linkage between the mover and 
the mov�d, and conceived force as a mutual correspond
ence of action between objects, even when the objects 
were separated in space. In fact, the Stoics were probably 
the first to formulate the idea of a field of forces and to 
regard the universe as a vast system ruled by the interac
tion of forces. 

Medieval philosophy. Arabian and Christian medieval 
philosophy, in general, adhered to the Aristotelian concep
tion of force. The exceptions were mostly inspired by 
Neoplatonic ideas. Thus, in al-Kindi's treatise On the 
Tides (Fi-l-madd wal-jazr), his notion of force is wholly 
Aristotelian except that he holds that force can be propa
gated by mea ns of optical rays, a theory conducive to as
trological exploitation. Roger Bacon's conception of forces 
as "species" -isolated entities, detached from their subject 
and spreading through space in accordance with specific 
laws of propagation-showed similar features. 

The Aristotelian law of motion, already criticized by John 
Philoponus in the sixth century A.D. and by Avempace in the 
twelfth century, was shown by Thomas Bradwardine in 
the middle of the fourteenth century to contradict experi
ence in the case of equality between the m otive force and 
the resistance, so that the ratio is one hut the velocity zero. 
Bradwardine consequently modified the law, claiming that 
the velocity, in modern terms, depends on the logarithm of 
the ratio between motive force and resistance. 

I n  the fourteenth century the Stoic conception of a field 
of forces was also revived, probably independently of the 
ancient school. In his Quaestiones Super Libris Quattuor 
de Caelo et Mundo ("Questions on the Four Books of the 
Heaven and the Earth") J ohn Buridan postulates a celes
tial force which permeates all space and exerts its 
influence on physical bodies, in contrast to the Peripatetic 
dictum, Causa agens est simul cum suo effectu proximo et 
immediato. However, the revolutions of celestial bodies, 
according to Buridan, are not the result of a constant 
activity of special intelligences, but rather of an original 
rotational impetus communicated to these bodies by the 
Creator at the beginning of time. 

Kepler. A decisive stage in the development of the 
concept of force was reached in Johannes Kepler's search 
for a quantitative determination of dynamic activity. In his 
early writings, such as the Mysterium Cosmographicum 
( 1596), Kepler still refers to force as a soul animating the 
celestial bodies. His correspondence, however, and partic
ularly his letters addressed to David Fabricius, show 
clearly that his use of the term anima ("soul") in his writ
ings was merely a metaphor to express the immateriality of 
the principle that governs the mutual movements of celes
tial bodies. In I 605 Kepler was already convinced that the 
force of attraction could be subjected to a mathematical 
formalism. In the third part of his Astronomia Nova ( 1609), 
Kepler discusses the causes of planetary motion and insists 
for the first time on a mathematical definition of force, 
even if it is not a push or pull. " For we see that these mo
tions take place in space and time and this virtue emanates 



and diffuses through the space of the universe, which are 
all mathematical conceptions. From this it fol lows that this 
virtue is subject also to other mathematical necessit ies ." 
Having discovered that the planets move in their orbits 
with velocities that vary with the distance from the sun, 
Kepler inquired into the phys ical cause of this mathemati
cal relation and was thu s led to assume the exi stence of a 
regulative force whose magnitude decreases with the 

, distance. H owever, attraction was not yet seen as a radial 
force, but rather as a tangential drag, and Kepler, under the 
influence of Will iam Gilbert's De Mag11ete ( 1 600), sug
gested an analogy with magneti sm. But in  spite of th is ,  Kep
ler's conception of a gravitational force of attraction is a 
typical example of the fac.:t that the exi stence of forces i s ,  
and has to be,  inferred from the phenomenological aspec.:ts 
of regulari ties in  the variations of motion. I t  also exem
plifies the fact that the postulation of forces as causes of 
motions and their kinematic variations is a methodologic:al 
process which finds i ts phi losophical justification in the 
reduction of numerous cases of functional dependence to 
one single agency. Kepler's procedure thus became the 
prototype for the introduction of forces in the various 
branches of physics : gravitational , elastic, electromagnetic, 
nuclear forces, and so forth .  

Newton. Newton's  conception of force can be traced to 
two original ly disparate classes of mechanical or dynamical 
phenomena which, however, final ly  found their logical 
uni fication in his Principia ( 1687), through its very 
definitions of force and mass. Documentary evidence 
seems to show that his  earl iest conception of force origi
nated from the s tudy of impact phenomena. Thus New
ton's "Waste B ook 1664 " (Ms. Add. 4004, Portsmouth 
Collection, U niversi ty Library, Cambridge, England) starts 
with a definition of the quantity of motion of a body as the 
product of i ts "quanti ty" (mass) and its velocity, and con
tinues : "Hence it appeares how & why amongst bodys 
moved some require a more potent or efficacious cause 
others a Jesse to hinder or helpe their velocity. And ye 
power of thi s  cau se is usually cal led force. And as this 
cause useth or applyeth its power or force to hinder or  
change ye perseverance of  bodys in  theire state, i t  i s  said 
to l ndeavour to change their perseverance."  ln another 
document (Ms . Add. 3965, Portsmouth Collection), force i s  
implicitly defined b y  the statement: "The alteration of 
motion is ever proportional to ye force by wch it is al
tered." Considering the exact text of Newton's Second Law 
of Motion in the Principia, "The change of m otion is pro
portional to the motive force impressed," one is led to the 
c.:onclusion that "force" in these statements denotes more 
or less what we mean today by "impulse" (which, in  fact, 
is equal to the change of momentum). Newton's original 
conception of force was consequently that of a thrust, a 
kic.:k, or a push, as exhibited in col l is ion phenomena, 
which at that time were the subject of extensive studies by 
Gal i leo, Marcu s Marci, J ohn Wall i s ,  and Ch ristian H u y
gens. On the other hand, in his search for a derivation 
of the phenomenological aspects of planetary motions from 
the hypothesis of an inverse-square law, Newton needed the 
time rate of change of momentum as the primitive no
tion, and thus identified the change of momentum with 
its rate of change for astronomical appl ication s. Later com-
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mentators, therefore, interpreted Newton as stating that 
force is measured by the product of mass and acceleratio1 1 ,  
a p roduct which for constant mass <'quals the t ime rate of 
change of mome11tu111 . Thus,  al though not rigorou sly im
peccab le, Newton's definit ion of force led to a un i fied 
treatment of terrestrial and celestial mechan ics, a11d th <' 
notion of force became a fondamP11tal concept of physics. 
vVhereas Newton's First Law of Motion or Law of l nt' rtia, 
accord ing to which every body, unaffected by a force, 
persists in a state of rest or of uniform motion, may be 
regarded as a qualitative definition of force (namely, as 
change of state of motion), the Second Law quantified the 
concept and provided a mean ing for the notio11 of mass. 
The Newtonian characterization of force is compl eted with 
the Th ird Law, which states ,  in essence, that < 'Very force 
manifests itself invariably in a cl11al aspect : i t  has a mir
ror- image twin. For it claims that if A ac.:ts on B ,  tht,n /3 acts 
on A with equal magnitude in the opposite direction . or in 
other words,  to every action there is always oppost'd an 
equal reaction. Forces, consequently, arise only as the 
result of a combined interaction of at least two enti t ies.  In  
a universe composed of  only  one body, no forces are con
ceivable. 

Having thus explored the quantitative aspects of force, 
and of gravitational force in particular, Newton does not 
specify the metaphysical nature of force ; as far as physical 
science is concerned, force is an ultimately i rreducible 
notion. Newton 's contri bution may thus he regarded as the 
culmination of a conceptual development in a search for a 
quantitative determination of an otherwise obscure and 
indiscernible, yet necessary, notion-a development 
whose philosoph ical neces sity had already been s tressed 
by Bacon, Hobbes, and even by Descartes. 

The scientific legitimacy of a force such as gravitation, 
which could act at a distance without the intermediacy of 
an intervening medium, was earl y cal led into question. 
Newton himself, particularly in his Opticks ( 1 704 ), referred 
to certain speculations, primari l y  to the notion of an ether, 
in order to reduce suc.:h action s at a distance to contiguou s 
effects compatible with the corpu scular-k inetic theory 
prevalent at that and later times. Yet, in spite of early 
opposition (as voiced particu larly by Leibniz, who rejected 
action at a distance as a scholastic obscu re qual i ty), the 
notion of force as conceived by Newton became the basic 
concept of class ical theoretical mechan ics. Pierre de 
Laplace, in his Mecanique celeste ( 1 799 - 1805) con sidered 
the reduction of all mechanical phenomena to forces acting 
at a distance as the u l timate objective of the physical 
sciences, and J oseph Lou is Lagrange's Meca 11ique a11a
lytique ( 1788 ), the highl ight of clas sical mechanics , was 
written in the same spiri t. The mechanics of action at a 
di stance gained further support through its successful 
appl icat ions by Laplace, S imeon Denis Poisson, and 
Wilhelm Weber in the class ical theories of electric i ty and 
magnetism. Even capi l lary phenomena-contact phenom
ena par excellence-were treated by Laplace and Karl 
Gauss as s ubject to act io11s at a distance. 

Criticisms of action at a distance. The great mathem::i.ti
cal success of these theories ,Jf force as an action at a 
distance did not suppress doubts as to the philosoph ical 
legiti macy of such concept iou-;, and alternative mechanis-
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tic or kinetic-corpuscular theories, especially for gravit:t
tion, were proposed in great number. One of the earliest 
attempts in this direction, George Louis Lesage's theory of 
"ultramundane particles" ( 1747), was typical of similar 
hypotheses which gained great popularity in the nine
teenth century. Particles were assumed to move in all 
directions through space and to be rebounded by macro
scopic bodies; the resulting screening effects were sup
posed to produce the mutual "attractions" of "gravitating" 
bodies. The main criticism of the Newtonian conception of 
force from the philosophical point of view, however, was 
directed against the hypostatization of force as a metaphys
ical entity of an autonomous ontological status. Berkeley, 
in his De Motu ("On M otion," 1721 )  opposed this ap
proach and viewed the notion of force as a convenient 
auxi liary fict ion with which to work; for the notion had the 
same status in science as the concept of epicycle has in 
astronomy. Terms like force, gravity, and attraction, he 
admitted, are convenient for purposes of reasoning or 
computation; for an understanding of the nature of motion 
itself, however, Berkeley regards them as wholly irrelevant. 

They should not lead us to the fallacy that they could 
throw any light on the real efficient causes of motion, for 
the only objective of physical science is the establishment 
of the regularities and uniformities of natural phenomena; 
to account for particular phenomena means "reducing 
them under, and shewing their conformity to, such general 
rules" (Siris, 1744). Hume, Pierre de M aupertuis, and 
especially the early proponents of modern positivism 
(Gustav Kirchhoff, Heinrich Hertz, Ernst Mach) followed 
Berkeley in asserting that force is merely a construct in the 
conceptual scheme of physics and that it should not be 
confounded with metaphysical causality. M ost radical in 
this respect was Mach's antimetaphysical attitude, in ac
cordance with which he tried to divest mechanics of all 
conceptions of cause and force and to adopt a purely func
tional point of view. Following Kirchhoff's Lectures on 
Mechanics (Vorlesungen iiber Meckanik, 1874 - 1876), 
Mach, in his Science of Mechanics (Die Mechanik in ihrer 
Entwicklung, historisch-kritisch dargestellt, 1883), identi
fied force with the product of mass and acceleration and 
thus reduced it to a purely mathematical expression 
relating certain measurements of space and time. 

But even after this process of purification and divest
ment of all causal or teleological implications, the concept 
of force was not eliminated from the conceptual scheme of 
physics. Its methodological justification lies in the fact that 
it enables us to discuss the general laws of motion irre
spective of the particular physical situation with which 
these motions are associated. In contemporary physics the 
concept plays somewhat the same role as does the middle 
term in the traditional syllogism; it is a methodological 
intermediate in tenns of which we can study the kinemat
ical behavior of a physical body independent of the par
ticular configuration in which it is found. 

Psychological origins of the concept of force. The 
advancement of the cri t ical att itude toward the concC'pt of 
force, ini t iated hy Berkdey an<l Hume and culminat ing in 
the logical and metaphysical point of view held by Kirch
hoff and \ lach, hrought i n  its wake a study of the psy
chological origin of the not ion. The first to deal at length 
with this problem was Thomas Heid, Hume's immediate 

successor and founder of the Scottish school. He derived 
the concept of force from the consciousness we have of the 
operations of our own mind, and especially from the con
sciousness of our voluntary exertions in producing effects. 
Reid concluded that if we were not conscious of such 
exertions, we would not have formed any conception of 
force ' and consequently would not have projected this I 
notion into nature and the changes in it which we observe. 
Kant's younger contemporary, Maine de Biran, whose 
personalistic philosophy has many points in common with 
Reid's empirical intuitionalism, considered our own will as 
the source of the notion of force; in his view, the resistance 
to muscular effort felt in the case of voluntary activi ty 
makes us aware that certain actions are not involuntary 
acts, but the results of our ego as a source of force. From 1 
the twofold nature of the ego as an individual source of I 
action and as inseparably united to a resisting organism, 
we aquire the universal and necessary notion of force. 
While the Berkeley- Hume criticism led almost to the 
exclusion of the concept of force from science and natural 
philosophy, at the same time it supplied to the more psy
chologically and physiologically oriented philosophy im
portant arguments to oppose such elimination. For it was 
claimed that the concept of force stands in the same rela
tion to the sensation of muscular effort as the concept of 
motion to visual perception, and science without the con
cept of motion is inconceivable. Moreover, if one kind of 
sensation is to be preferred to the others, it should certain
ly be muscular sensation, the nearest to the psychological 4 

experience of volition. Even William James, who, in "The 
Feeling of Effort," in Collected Essays and Reviews 
( 1920), rejected the so-called feeling of innervation and 
opposed the view that the resistance to our muscular effort 
is the only sense that brings us into close contact with 
reality, contended that reality reveals itself in the form of a 
force like the force of effort which we exert ourselves. The 
concept of force, according to James, thus remains "one of 
those universal ideas which belong of necessity to the 
intellectual furniture of every human mind." 
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FOUC H E R, S IM O N  ( 1644 - 1696), one of the foremost 
critics of Cartesian philosophy, was born in Dijon, France, 
where, after taking orders , he was made honorary canon of 
the Sainte Chapel le. He took a bachelor's degree in theol
ogy at the Sorbonne and spent his adult l i fe as a chaplain 
in Pari s, where he died. His  publ ished works include a 
long poem showing the compatibi l i ty of Greek and Chris
tian morals, an experimental work on hygrometry, and 
three major dissertations concerning the valu e  of Aca
demic skeptici sm in the search for truth. H e  was the first 
to publ ish critici sms of both Malebranche's occasional ism 
and Leibniz' monadi sm,  and it is for these critiques that he 
is best known. 

Academic method. Foucher considered himself the 
reviver of Academic phi losophy, by which he m eant So
cratic ignorance combined with the reasonable doubt of 
Philo of Larissa and Antiochus of Ascalon,  who said that 
they knew some things and were ignorant of others; he 
considered thi s  the middle way between dogmati sm and 
Pyrrhonism.  The primary maxim of his  Academic philoso
phy is  to recognize only verite evident as a ru l e  of tru th . 
The Academic laws are ( 1 )  to proceed only by demonstra
tions in philosophy; (2) to avoid unanswerable questions; 
(3) to adm it when one does not know; (4)  to distinguish 
what one knows from what one does not know; and (5) al
ways to seek after knowledge. There are three i mportant 
axioms:  ( 1 )  true knowledge cannot come from sense expe
rience; (2) opinion is not knowledge ; and (3) words must  
presuppose concepts. Foucher said the goal of  philosophy 
is  to find a criterion of truth with which to avoid error in 
judgment. The cri terion can be used to obtain knowledge of 
the essence of things and also to put this knowledge 
into a necessary order. However, Foucher built no system; 
h is  talents were pri mari ly critical. His m ethod was that of 
the traditional skeptic; he assumed the suppositions of the 
system under analysis and then reasoned to what he con
sidered were contradictory conclusions. 

Criticisms of Malebranche and Cartesianism. Foucher 
claimed that Descartes, to h i s  credit, took his ru l es of 
method from the Academics but that it was a major mistake 
on Descartes's part to assert that clear and disti nct ideas 
represent things external to us .  Foucher professed that he  
cou ld not  understand how we could have knowledge of 
the external world if no such knowledge came through the 
senses. He further insisted that Descartes's cla i m  that the 
knowledge of properties of extension comes only through 
the reason, and not the senses, was unintel l igible. Beyond 
thi s ,  Foucher made four basic critici sms of Cartesianism.  

Fi rst, Foucher argued that if mind and matter differ in  
essence , th is al lows no  possibi l ity of  essential l ikeness 
between the two substances,  which is necessary for causal 
interaction. Therefore, Cartesian m i nd and matter cannot 
interact. 
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Second, interact ion between m i nd and matter obviou sly 
takes place, yet th is  interaction cannot be accou nted for by 
Cartesian principles.  Consequently, the Cartesians cannot 
know the true essences of mind and matter. The principle 
that l i keness is  necessary between cau se and effect i s  
self-evident, Foucher said, so mind and matter cannot be 
essential ly different. 

The th ird critici sm concerns the ontological  s imi larity 
between sensations and ideas, both of which were said by 
the Cartesians to be modi fications of the mind. Both also 
are caused by the interaction of the m ind with material 
things. However, ideas are said to represent objects exter
nal to the m i nd,  whereas sensations do not. Foucher 
argued that if  ideas arc mental modi fications representa
tive of the material th ings that cause them, then why can
not sensations,  wh ich are also modi fications of the mind, 
represent the material th ings that cause thern? Or con
versely, if  sensations cannot represent material things, 
then how can ideas do so? Th is objection of Foucher's 
seems to be based on the Cartesian dictum that the cause 
of an idea m ust have at least as much formal or eminent 
real ity as the idea has objective real ity. l ie bel ieved this 
m eant that it was necessary for there to be a I ikeness be
tween the formal or eminent real ity of the material thing 
and the objective real ity of its idea. Because of th is l i ke
ness, the material thing cou ld cause the idea to resemble it 
and, hence, to represent it. S ince sensations are caused by 
the same objects that cause ideas, why would sensations 
not also be like their causes, and hence representative of 
them ?  

Fourth , i f  mind and matter are substances that di ffer in 
essence, then there can be no similarity or resemblance 
between them or their respective modifications. And, 
Foucher claimed, it i s  obvious that i f  there i s  no resem
blance, there can be no representation. U nextended ideas 
cannot represent extended material things or material 
modi fications because ideas are m ental modifications that 
can in no way resemble material things or material 
modi fications . Hence, Cartesian ontology precl udes an 
intel l igible epi stemology. 

Such Cartesians as Jacques Rohau lt, Pierre-Sylvain 
Regi s, Robert Desgabets, Lou is de La Forge, and Antoine 
Le Grand denied that ontological l i keness or resemblance 
is necessary for an idea to represent its object. Foucher 
persisted in  asking, for an explication of th is  nonresembl ing 
representation that i s  as intell igible as the notion that 
representation depends on resemblance, but he received 
l i ttle more in reply than that God assures it. Foucher was 
himself a faithful Christian, but he insisted against the 
Cartesians and Malebranche that declarations of faith in 
God's power and wisdom cannot be used as principles in 
philosophy. 

Foucher took Malebranche, as we l l  as Descartes, to be 
saying that both sensations and ideas are modi fications of 
the sou l ,  which i s  a substance differing in  essence from 
body. M alebranche denied that his  ideas were mental 
modi fications, but Foucher suggested that Malebranchian 
ideas external to the mind would be as difficul t  to know as 
are material objects external to the mind. Despite Male
branche's derision and the fact that Foucher cou ld never 
see h im  as anyth ing but a Cartesian, Foucher's criticisms 
touch a vital point in Mal ebranche's system as wel l as in 
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the systems of nonoccasionalist Cartesians. The epistemo
logical failure of Cartesianism stems from the inability of 
Cartesians to give an explication of how ideas represent ma
terial things that is compatible with their dualistic ontology. 

Correspondence with Leibniz. In a correspondence 
noteworthy for the clearness with which each philosopher 
stated his views, Leibniz agreed with Foucher that Aca
demic principles are useful and that once in a lifetime a 
philosopher should follow his suppositions to their ground. 
But Foucher insisted that philosophy is primarily the ex
amination and establishment of first principles, whereas 
Leibniz contended that very few philosophers are needed 
for this task; the important work is to follow out conse
quences . Foucher agreed that mathematics and hypothet
ical systems based on propositions of identity allow the 
deduction of internal truths, but he was concerned with 
the relation of these conceptual systems to the external 
world. Before a deductive natural philosophy is possible, it 
must be determined that the physical world is truly repre
sented by our concepts and axioms. 

Extracts from the correspondence appeared in the Jour
nal des s9avans from 1692 to 1696. In these, Leibniz first 
placed his new system before the public and Foucher gave 
it its first published critique. Foucher saw Leibniz' new 
system as little more than pre-established Malebranchian 
occasionalism, and he asked why God should go to such 
trouble to make it appear that mind and body interact if 
they really do not. Leibniz objected to occasionalism on 
the grounds that God should not continually be involved in 
making adjustments ; Foucher argued that pre-established 
harmony, with all adjustments made at once, is no better. 
He said that Leibniz, like Malebranche, retains matter that 
is useless in his system because everyone experiences the 
interaction between mind and body. The task is to explain 
how interaction does take place, not merely how it seems 
to take place and how we can talk as though it does. 

Foucher approved of Leibniz' denial of the Cartesian 
contention that extension is the essence of matter, and the 
closest he came to outlining a positive system of his own 
was in his suggestion to Leibniz that interaction between 
body and mind can be explained if it is assumed that their 
essences are similar. But he was not assured that any first 
principles apply to the world, and therefore he criticized 
Leibniz for building a system on uncertain foundations. 
Foucher's closing words are a reiteration that, after all, the 
infallible mark of truth has not yet been discovered. 

Simon Foucher is important in the history of modern 
philosophy as a skeptic who originated epistemological 
criticisms that are fatal to the Cartesian way of ideas. Leib
niz considered him a valued critic. His arguments against 
the distinction between ideas and sensations were utilized 
to destroy the Lockean distinction between primary and 
secondary qualities by Bayle (Dictionnaire, "Pyrrhon," 
Remark B), Berkeley (Principles 8 - 15; Three Dia logues 1), 
and Hume (Treatise I, IV, ii). 
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RICHARD A. WATSON 

F OUIL L E E ,  A L F R E D  ( 1838 - 1912), French philoso
pher and sociologist, was a prolific writer, especially on 
political, social, and historical subjects . He was a lecturer 
in lycees at Douai and M ontpellier, at the University of 
Bordeaux, and finally, from 1 872 to 1 875, at the Ecole 
Normale in Paris. When he had to retire because of ill 
health, he devoted his time to his writings. Through most 
of his varied output there ran a common thread. This was a 
concern to reconcile the values of traditio11ally metaphys
ical or spiritualistic philosophy-above all, liberty and free 
will-with the deterministic and antimetaphysical findings 
of contemporary work in the natural sciences, a concern, 
that is, to reconcile philosophical idealism with scientific 
naturalism. Fouillee, who was not closely identified with 
any formal school of thought, thus represented a further 
step in the direction indicated before him by some of the 
later disciples of the spiritualistic school of Victor Cousin, 
such as Paul Janet and Etie nne Vachcrot, who aimed at 
absorbing or coming to terms with, rather than combating, 
the rising power of natural science and scientific philoso
phy. 

Fouillc'·e's outstanding and most original contribution to 
this enterprise was the idea that thought could lead to 



action, which he embodied in his  concept of idee-furce, 
or "thought force ."  This concept contains  in itsel f the 
essence of Foui l lce 's consciously eclectic, concil iatory 
method and aim, for it borrows the notion of "force" from 
contemporary phys ical science and appl ies it to mental 
states, to consciou sness .  Force, defined as a tendency to 
act ion , becomes a un iversal fact of consciousness;  con
versely, every idea is  a force which has a potential for 
real izing itself in action. Tlrn s ideas, whether or not they 
are themselves caused, are causes; and s ince ideas are 
mental phenomena, mind is an efficient cause of phys ical 
act ion. The idees-forces are interm ediaries between the 
private exi stence of consciousn ess and the objective 
exi stence of things. They enabled Fou i l lee to preserve 
spiri tual val ues within  the conditions imposed by natu ral 
science by developing what has been cal l ed a "pos itive 
metaphysics," that is ,  a metaphysics within the l imits of the 
physical ly  conceivable .  Thus he undertook to refute the 
central tenet of materia l ism that mind or consciousness i s  
merely a n  epiphenomenon. Speci fical ly tak ing u p  the 
crucial concept of l iberty, Fou i l lee argued that the con
sciousness of l iberty amounts to the exi stence of l iberty, 
since it gives ri se to ideas formulated in terms of freedom of 
choice and s ince these ideas can in fact exert an effect on 
the outside  world .  

Fou i l lee's system i s  based primari ly  on psychological 
analysis ,  resembl ing, again,  the spiri tual i sm of the school 
of Cou si n .  This orientation was indicated by Foui l lee 
himsel f when in h is  last work he labeled h i s  phil osophy 
"voluntari stic ideal ism . "  The will is  the most immediate 
real i ty of consciou sness,  although not sharply separated 
from the intel l igence or reason; ideas in Fou i l lee seem 
scarcel y d i stinguishable from intentions. Yet ,  s ince he was 
attempting a comprehen sive philosophical synthesis ,  
Fouil l ee also constructed ontological categories on his 
psychological foundations.  Causat ion,  for in stance, was 
establ i shed as an objective real i ty because it is one of the 
conditions necessary for the exercise of will ,  for the 
efficacy of the idees-forces. I n  l ike man ner he developed 
an ethics with a strong social orientation. Consciousness ,  
he  taught, i s  aware not only of its own exis tence but of the 
con sciousness of others (in th is connection he suggested 
the emendation of Descartes' famous dictum to read "Co
gito ergo sumus").  Al tru i sm is a necessity, s ince i solation is 
i mpossibl e ;  moral choice is explained in terms  of the at
tractive or repul s ive power of idees-Jorces in the form of 
ideal s ;  and eth ical conduct i s  defined in terms of social 
beneficence. 

It i s  doubtful whether a system l i ke Fouil lee's, devel
oped from a defensive posture,  cou ld  ever prove general ly  
acceptable. The  concept of  idees-forces i s  suggestive and 
useful as a tool of p sychological analysis ,  but dubious if 
el evated to the status of ontological real ity. It is u l t imately 
a merely verbal concept or device, seek ing to bridge the 
gap between internal or mental processes and physical 
actions by, as it were, i n sert ing a hyphen between them. 
But it wi l l  not bear the weight it i s  meant to  carry, and as a 
result ,  the system as a whol e remains  merely suspended 
between id eal ism and natural i sm.  Though he struck a 
responsive chord and was widely read in h is  day, Fou i l lee 
had, in the end, few i f  any important followers. 
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F O U R I E R , F RA N (: 0 1 S  M A R I E  C H A R L E S  ( 1 772 -

1837), French social critic, utopian socialist, and eccentric. 
Charles Fouri er was born into a merchant family in Besan
<_;on. Except during the French Revolut ion,  Fourier led a 
quiet and isolated l i fe as a minor busi ness employee and 
bachelor in  Pari s ,  Lyons ,  Rouen ,  and e lsewhere in France, 
with occasion al trips abr.oad. Shortly after the turn of the 
n ineteenth century, Fouri er began to develop h i s  doctrine,  
publish ing his  first major work, Theorie des quatres 
mouvements et des destinees generales, in 1808. He con
tinued throughout h i s  l i fe to elaborate and propagate h i s  
views wi th  a s ingle-minded devotion, acqu ired some 
fol lowers, and was able to dedicate his last years entirely 
to his self-appointed task.  

After a superficial class ical secondary education in a 
Jesuit school in Besal1(;on ,  Fourier was entirely se lf-taught. 
H i s  reading was confined largely to contemporary peri
odical s and often apparently to bi ts of articles or merely to 
headl ine s. H i s  views reflect many ideas of the Enl ighten
ment and of the early n ineteenth centu ry, with strong 
Rousseaui stic and physiocratic strains. 

Fourier bel ieved that, because the world had been 
created by a benevolent deity and yet wal l owed in  misery, 
men had obviously fai led to carry out the d iv ine  plan. The 
plan was discovered by Fourier, and i t  had to be translated 
into pract ice. Hap...iiness wou ld  then replace mi sery, unity 
would replace d ivi si on, Ham10ny would replace Civi l iza
tion. The transformation woul d  occur through the release 
of man 's th irteen passions ,  insti l l ed by God but repressed 
in Civi l ization : the five senses; the four "group," or soc ial , 
passions of ambition, fri endship, love, and fami ly  feel ing;  
the three "series ," or di stributive, passions,  that i s ,  the 
"cabal i st ," or passion for intrigue, the µaµillo11e ("but
terfly"), or passion for divtrs ification, and the "composite," 
or passion for combin ing pleasures; and, final ly ,  the 
pas sion for harmony, which synthesizes all the others. 
With the pass ions released, exi stence wou i d  become 
i ntense jo)' , and a l ifetime wou ld 'ieern but a moment. 

To accompl ish the release of the passions, humanity 
woul d  have to be organ ized in to phalanxes of about eight
een hundred men, women , and chi ldren. In each phalanx 
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different characters and inclinations would be scientif
ically combined in a complex and fi nely graded system of 
groups and series so that each person could give full 
expression, in his work and in his other activities, to all his 
passions, tastes, and capacities, and avoid everything that 
did not suit him. The economies accomplished by commu
nal work and living and by finding the right place for every 
talent, and the enormous enthusiasms and energies mo
bilized by the new order, would make phalanxes extreme
ly successful economically as well as in terms of human 
happiness. Indeed, a single trial phalanx would prove its 
absolute superiority within a few weeks or, at the most, 
months and, through imitation, abolish Civilization in a 
year or two. l\toreover, the savages and barbarians who had 
stubbornly resisted Civilization would eagerly join Har
mony. The result would be one world of happy phalanxes, 
linked vaguely by a hierarchy of monarchs and more 
effectively by temporary industrial armies for special tasks 
and similar touring bands of poets, actors, and musicians. 
Fourier's life became a constant search for the means to 
establish a trial phalanx, and his political, social, and other 
preferences were all subordinated to this one great pur
pose. Fourier believed his main enemies to be the philo
sophes of all sorts, with their "400,000 false volumes." 

Fourier's ideas for transforming society were linked to 
peculiar views on man's past and to strange cosmological 
beliefs and "analogical" m ethods (Fourier argued "by 
analogy" in dealing with all elements of the cosmos). Be
cause the world was one, the coming of Harmony would 
lead to new, beneficial creations on earth and would re
sult in the appearance of new satellites, in the regaining 
of health by our planet, and in more distant desirable cos
mic repercussions. At the moment, however, earth re
mained deplorably behind other planets, and Fourier 
hoped that sufficiently powerful telescopes would enable 
men to observe the system of Harmony as practiced by the 
Solarians or the inhabitants of Jupiter. Fantastic details of 
many kinds abound in Fourier's writings, and the very 
form of the writings is frequently bizarre. 

In addition to giving rise to Fourierist communal exper
iments and anticipating cooperatives, Fourier has exer
cised a broad general influence as social critic, early so
cialist, and man of many insights, especially psychological 
ones. Fourier's criticism, appreciated by Marx and Engels 
among others, is notable for its fundamental character, its 
incisiveness, its richness, and its lack of compromise or 
nuance. It ranges from magnificent denunciations of ex
ploitation and sham in family, society, church, and state, 
through striking discussions of fraudulent business prac
tices (in particular of fraud in com merce, Fourier's bete 
noire), and of the appalling conditions of the masses, to a 
listing of dozens of different kinds of cuckoldry. Fourier was 
a moralist and believed that Harmony would establish truth 
as well as happiness among men, for truth rather than de
ception and hypocrisy would then become the profitable 
and accepted way of life. 

Fourier's socialism is sui generis; he would have re
tained some private property, and he regarded inequality 
and discord as necessary for the construction of graded 
si�ries and groups aud the exercise of all passions. l i e  
stressed gastrosophy (the science of cuisine), opera, and 

horticulture rather than large-s.cale agriculture or industry. 
Far from desiring to mold man to a social purpose, he 
essayed to create a society where every individual whim 
would be satisfied. But Fourier did define man in social 
terms (the natural unit for lions, he said, is the couple, and 
for man, a phalanx, for only in a phalanx could man truly 
be man):,. and he charted an extremely complicated and 
interdependent socialist society, in which men own prop
erty, work, and live  in common, in their specially built 
phalansteries, one for each phalanx. 

This vision, together with his criticism of the existing 
system and many of his specific doctrines, places Fourier 
as one of the most inspired preachers and prophets of 
modern socialism. Fourier's remarkable psychological 
insights, such as his championing of brief sessions and 
variety in work, his quickness to see oppression no matter 
how veiled, and his at times penetrating concern with 
different character formations and problems, link him, for 
instance, to modern pedagogy, the emancipation of 
women, and personnel management. Fourier can also be 
described as a brilliant  exponent of the idea of alienation 
or as a premature theoretician of the afHuent society. Espe
cially notable are his emphasis on the repression of 
passions as the source of all evil, as well as the foundation 
of Civilization, and his vision of that insane world of re
pressed passions. 

Works by Fourier 
Fourier's Oeuvres completes, 6 vols. (Paris, 184 1-1845) consists 

of his three major works, Theorie des quatre mouvements et des 
destinees generales, 2 vols. (Lyons, 1808); Tluforie de l'unite uni
verselle (Paris, 1822), originally known as Traite de l' association 
domestique-agricole; and Le Nouveau Monde industriel et socie
taire ( Besan�on, 1829). Fourier also published La Fausse Industrie 
morcelee, repugnante, mensongere, et l'antidote: l'industrie natu
relle, combinee, attrayante, veridique, donnant quadruple produit, 
2 vols. (Paris, 1835- 1836), and numerous booklets and articles. 
There are also quantities of archival material, the bulk of which, 
including 98 cahiers in manuscript, is in the Archives Nationales 
in Paris. (See Emil Poulat's indispensable descriptive work, 
Les Cahiers manuscrits de Fourier, Paris, 1957.) 

Works on Fourier 
The standard work on Fourier remains Hubert Bourgin, Fourier, 

Contribution a l'etude du socialisme fran�ais (Paris, 1905). A very 
rich and up-to-date bibliography with listings in original languages 
can be found in a recent Soviet study of Fourier by I. I. Zilberfarb, 
Sotsialnaia Filosofiia Sharlia Fure i Ee Mesto v Istorii Sotsialist
icheskoi Mysli Pervoi Poloviny XIX Veka (Moscow, 1964). For an 
excellent brief treatment in English see Frank E. Manuel, The 
Prophets of Paris (Cambridge, Mass., 1962). 

NICHOLAS V. RIASANOVSKY 

FRANCK,  SEB ASTIAN,  also known as Franck von 
Word ( 1499-1542) ,  was an outstanding figure among the 
spiritualists of the Reformation. His basic spiritualist con
cept of the conflict in each human being and in the world 
between the Inner Word ( Son of God; eternal, invisible 
Christ), which is ultimate reality, and the outer word (law, 
flesh,  selfishness), which is only appearance, shadow or 
phantom, was developed in all his philosophical, theolog
ical, historical, and cosmographical works. Franck was 
horn in Donauwocrth, Germany, and died in Basel. After 
studying at the University of lngolstadt, Franck entered 



the Dominican Bethlehem College in He idelberg in  1 5 1 8. 
As a pri est he o fficiated in the d iocese of A11gslrnrg. I l e  
turned to  the Lutheran faith about 1 526 and  became 
Lutheran pastor in Buchenbach near Ansbach and then in 
Gustenfelden near Niirnberg. Franck res igned his pas-

I 
toratc i n  1 528 or early 1 529 to become an independent 
writer and lived in  Ni irnberg until 1 52!) or early I .530. 

Niirnherg, a cultural center, offered ample l i terary re
sources and personal contacts , especially with Theophras
tus Paracelsus and the many fo l lowers of I lans Denck. 
Among Denck's followers were Albrecht Diirer's famous 
pupi ls the brothers Hans Sebald arnl Barthel Beham, 
whose si ster Ottil ie became Franck's wife. When Franck 
left Niirnberg, three of his controvers ial books were al
ready written. Two of them were free translations from 
Latin into German (with many of his own unorthodox 
ideas i njected) of Andreas Althamer's Diallage ( 1528),  a 
Lutheran attack against Anabaptism, and of an unknown 
author's Chronica und besclireibung der Tiirkey mit yhrem 
begriff (Niirnberg, 1530), in which hi� ideas on the invisi
ble church were already outli ned. The first book wholly 
his own, Von dem grewlichen laster der trunckenheyt 
( 1528), is a n otable contribution to the l i terature on alco
holism. 

From Niirnberg he moved to Strassburg, where he had 
occasion to m eet Johann Buenderl in ,  Caspar Schwenck
feld, Melchior H ofmann,  Jacob Ziegler, Michael Servetus, 
Johann Campanus, and, again, Paracelsus. There he wrote 
a universal history, extending from the creation of the 
world to the reign of Emperor Charles V and of Pope Clem
ent VI I ,  entitled Chronica, Zeytbuch und geschycht 
bibel (Strassburg, 153 1 ) , famous for its numerous pene
trating spirituali stic comments on many eccles iasti cal and 
secular personalities and events. Its chronicle of heretics 
included Erasmus of Rotterdam as a Roman heretic. Be
cause of this and his adverse remarks about Charles V, 
Franck was arrested and banned from Strassburg in 153 1 .  

After l iv ing in  Essl i ngen, Franck settled i n  U lm a s  a 
printer and wrote most of his  books there. H i s  spiri tual i stic 
interpretation of the Scriptures can be found in  his Para
do:w ducenta octoginta . . . ( U lm,  1534), Die guldin 
Arch . . .  (Augsburg, 1 538), and Das verbiitschiert mit 
sieben Siegeln verschlossen Buch (Basel,  1539). Die vier 
Kronbiichlein ( Ulm,  1534) contai ns Erasmus'  Das theur und 
kunstlich Buochlein Morie Encomion, das ist, ein Lob 
der Thorhait and Cornel ius  Agrippa's Von der Heylosigkeit 
Eitelkeit und ungewisslieit aller Menschlichen Kunst u nd 
Weissheit (both of wh ich he freely translated from the 
original Lat in texts), Vom Baum des Wissens Guts and 
Boss . . .  , i n  which he tries to prove that awareness of 
good and evil can impair one's goodness, and Encomion, 
ein Lob des Thorechten Gottliclien Wurts . . . .  H i s  Welt
buch, Spiegel un bildtniss des gantzen Erdbodens . . . 
(Tiihi ngen , 1 534 ), a cosmography with one of the first 
German descriptions of America and with one chapter 
dealing with the different religious movements of his time, 
which ini tiated sys tematic compari son of rel igion on 
Reformation soi l ,  became one of his most popu lar books. 
l l i s  Germaniae Chronicon (Augsburg, 1538) has been used 
as an important source for hi storical research. In his Das 
Krieg biichlein des Friedens . . .  ( 1539) Franck tried to 
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prove that war not only contradicts Christ's teach ing 
lmt is  a l so  "a devi l i sh,  inhuman thi ng, an abhorrent 
plague . . .  an op<'n door for all vic<'s aud s ius  and de
struction of land, soul ,  body and honor . . . .  " l'vl ost of 
these works mad<' Franck the defendant in a trial hl'fore 
the city council that was instigated by Mart in Frecht, main 
preacher in  the cathedral of Ulm, Phi l ipp t\lelanchthon , 
Marti n Butzer, and Landgrave Ph i l ip  of l l csse. I t  re su lted 
in h i s  expu lsion from Ulm. 

Franck, his  wife ,  and their  s ix  chi ldre11 went to Basel in 
Ju ly 1539. There, after the death of his wifo, lw married 
Barbara Beck of Strassburg. l l is famous col lection, with his 
interpretation , of Sprichworter . . .  ( Frankfurt, 1 54 1 )  was 
partially republ ished by G. E. Lessing. The last years of 
his l ife were devoted, mostly lo his  Latin paraplirase of the 
Deutsche Theologie, which was never publ ished, and to 
several posth umously publi shed tractates (Van het Ryke 
Christi, Gouda, 1 6  I 1 ;  Een S tichtelijck Tractaet van de 
Werelt des Duyvels Rijck, Gouda, 1 6 18 ;  Sancturum Com
munio, Gouda, 1 6 18) ,  all of which survive only in the 
Dutch trans lations. They prove that dual i sm of Goel and 
world fully dominated his  thoughts before his  death. 

Franck's world view is primari ly  panentheistic, with 
heterogeneous  elements drawn from Lutheranism, medie
val mystici sm,  Neoplatonism,  Renaissance speculation,  
humanism, Anabaptisrn ,  and rational ism, with ample ci ta
tion of the Church Fathers and non-Christian ph iloso
phers. This  comprehensive syncretism makes Franck an 
al most unique figure in the Reformation era and therefore 
a major figure in  the history of ideas. As a rel igious phi los
opher he will be remembered for his radical spiritual istic 
tendency to replace exterior authori ty with inner i l lumina
tion by God's spirit .  The deep spiritual meaning of the 
Bible (outer word)-which is al legorical ,  not hi storical but 
typological, full of contradictions and merely testi monial to 
the eternal truth-can be comprehended only by those 
who have al ready accepted the Inner Word: " Unless we 
l isten to the word of God within ourselves, we can make 
nothing of Scripture . . .  for everything can be decked 
and defended with texts" (Das verb1itschiert mit sieben 
Siegeln versclilossen Buch). In the l i ght of his spiritualism 
none of the churches and sects, with their outgrown exter
nal discipl i nes, dogmas, sacraments, ceremonies, and 
festival s can be the true church. The true church is his 
ecclesia spiritualis, where only inward enl ightenment is  
sufficient; it  i s  the uni ·1ersal invis ible church of the spirit, 
to which even those non-Christians who without k nowl
edge of the incarnate Word have accepted the I nner Word 
can belong: "l love any man whom I can help and I cal l  him 
brother, whether he be Jew or Samaritan . . . I cannot 
belong to any separate sect . . .  " ( ibid. ) . 

As a hi storian Franck placed the Reformation in  the 
stream of hi storical  development and thus re lath·ized it. 
He is credited with recognizing the hi storic force that 
externali zes the spiritual ("The world must have a papacy 
even if it has to steal it .") . He also observed the typical 
recurrent rise and fall of k ingdoms and peoples, and by 
recogn izing this change of fortune as God's punishment for 
disobedience of h i s  I nner Word, Franck saw history as 
i nteraction between God and the world, as the struggle 
between the spirit and the forces which res ist it. 
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As one of the most ardent advocates of religious liberty 
in the sixteenth century, Franck insisted on toleration not 
only among the indiv idual members of the different 
churches and sects in Christendom but also toward Jews, 
:\luslims, heathens, and even heretics, since all men, 
created by God, descended from Adam, and accessible to 
the lloly Spirit, are equal. 

Luther, Phi lip :\1elanchthon, and :\1artin Butzer were 
especially aware of the danger of Franck's unorthodox 
thoughts to the new Protestant position. Luther called him 
"the devil 's most cherished slanderous mouth." The con
vention of Protestant theologians at Schmalkalden in 1540 
issued a resolution of condemnation of both Franck and 
Schwenckfeld, which the latter called a (Protestant) papal 
bull. 

Franck's extraordinarily well written books had a great 
influence on German prose s tyle. They were widely read 
in German, Dutch, Swiss, and even English editions until 
the end of the seventeenth century. There exist at least ten 
editions of his Chronica and as many of his Sprichworter. 
His \Veltbuch went through at least six editions, as d id his 
Vier Kronbiichlein or parts of it. 

\Vhile Franck's specific traceable influence was re
stricted in Germany to Valentin Weigel and Gottfried 
Arnold, and in Basel to Sebastian Castellio, his spirit and 
ideas found ardent followers in Holland (Dirk Volkerts 
Coonhert, Menno Simons, David Joris, and the Franckists 
or Sebastian ists). Although he had strong roots in the late 
i\l iddle Ages, much of Franck's thought carried the seed of 
what was to become important in modern thinking. \Vil
helm Dilthey rightly tes tifies that "the ideas of Franck flow 
toward modern times in a hundred streamlets." 
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Sechslumdertdreyzehn Gebot und Verbot der Juden. Ulm, 1537. 
Des Grossen Nothelffers und Weltheilige11 Sant Celts oder S. 

Pfennings lobgesang . . . .  Ulm, 1537. 
Was gesagt sei: Der Glaub tuts alles: Und warwnb im die Recht
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JACQUES J .  WHITFIELD 

F R A N K ,  E R I C H  ( 1883-1949) studied philology and 
classics at the universities of Vienna, Freiburg, and Berlin. 
In 1907 he turned to phi losophy, which he studied in 
Heidelberg under Heinrich Rickert and Wilhelm \Vindel
band. His philosophical career in Gemrnny was brief but 
distinguished. In 1923 he became professor at Heidelberg, 
and five years later he was appointed Heidegger's succes
sor in :-.t arburg. Three years after his dismissal from Mar
burg in 1936, he came to Harvard on a research fellowship 
and made America his second home. Almost all of Frank's 
works reflect his double interest in philosophy and history 
and his efforts to combine historical knowledge and philo-
sophical thought: Plato und die sogennanten Pytlwgoreer 
(H alle, 1923); Aristotle's Testimony 011 Pythagoras and the 
Pythagoreans, edi ted by Emma J .  Edelstein (scheduled for 
publication in 1966); \Vissen, Woller., Glauben ("Knowl
edge, Wi ll, Relief"), a collection of English and German 
historical and speculative essays, ed ited with an apprecia
tion by Ludwig Edelstein (Zurich, 1955), of which the 
ti tle essay represents Frank's most original contribution to 
philosophy; Philosophical Understanding and Religious 
Truth (;-.:ew York, 1945). 



As a student, Frank fel t  dissati sfied with current at
tempts to model ph ilosophy on science and to eliminate 
the traditional questions of metaphysics, ontology, and 
rel igion. Nor was he long satis fied with the post- Kantian 
idealism which was offered as an al ternative and which for 
a time attracted him. When in HH4 he discovered Kier
kegaard, at that time almost unknown i n  philosophical 
circles, he thought he had found the beginn ing of a new 
and fru itful approach to the problem of the subject - object 
dialectic. He shared h is discovery with Karl Jaspers, and 
five years later, with the publ ication of Frank's essay 
Wissen, Wollen, Glauben and Jaspers' Psychologie der 
Weltanschau imgen the foundations of German ex istential
ism were laid. The major theme of Frank's essay is that the 
unity of the subject in self-consciou sness is achieved not in 
the act of knowing or in the act of will ing, but only in the 
act of faith. This knowledge of the sel f is logical ly unprov
abl e but is also incontrovertible. The act of faith is nei
ther blind bel ief nor a "will to believe," but arises out of 
the immediate awareness both of oneself as free and of a 
transcendence of oneself. Faith is thu s both the condition 
and the result  of the subject's freedom, and al l theoretical 
and practical activity has its source in th is  freedom. Frank 
believed he had fou nd in the act of faith the un ity of the 
subject which Kant sought but cou ld not find in the act of 
judging. 

Later Frank came to question the subjective diret:tion in 
wh ich existential ist philosophy was developing. In h is 
review of Jaspers' Philosophie ( 1933 ) he not only criticized 
what he called the "atheistischer Nihi l ismus" (atheistic 
n ihi l ism) of Heidegger, but he also pointed out the 
insufficiency of J aspers' existential ontology (the Chiffre), 
which, he claimed, bears no analogical relation to Being. 
Existential ism, he argued, has not succeeded in  combining 
existential concerns with metaphysical objectivity. The 
freedom of the subject is not threatened by h i s  encounter 
with the objective. Indeed, that freedom which does not 
express, historical l y  and analogical l y, a truth concern ing 
objective Being, is  an empty, irrational freedom.  

In  Philosophical Understanding and Religious Truth, 
which grew out of the Flexn er lectu res he gave at Bryn 
Mawr in 1943, Frank considered the question of analogical 
terms through which alone, in h is  view, philosophy cou ld 
adequately express the subjective, existential experience 
of objective real ity. All phil osoph ical truth , he argued, is 
analogical in that it  recounts, in and for each historical 
period, the relation of man to Being. Philosoph ical anal ogy 
is possible only because there is an objective reality to 
which ou r thinking bears a relation. Just as in Knowledge, 
Will, Belief Fran k argued that the freedom of the subject 
always presupposes a transcendence of it, so he no� main
tained that philosophical thought presupposes an object 
beyond itself which is its content and its substance. Thus,  
philosophy shares with rel igion th e belief that there i s  an 
objective real ity to be known ; and the task of philosophy 
is, in  part, the rational elucidation of rel igious truths. H ow
ever, philosophy must not take the place of the revealed 
mystery of rel igion .  In every historical period ph i losoph i
cal truths have a different starting point and find a different 
expression , but their content-Being- is eternal. Philo
soph ical anal ogy is possible only because th ere is Being; 
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and Being becomes part of our thinking on l y  iu analogy. 
The purpose of philosophy is  to present in rational terms 
the ex istential dialectic of the subjective and the objective, 
the temporal and the eternal. 
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EVA GOSSMAN 

F R A N K ,  S I M O N  L Y U D V I G O V I C H  ( 1877 - 1950), 
Russian philosopher and rel igious th inker, was trained in  
law at  M oscow U niversity ( 1894 - 1898) and in economics 
and philosophy at the un iversities of Berl in and M unich 
( 1899 - 1902). As a student in Moscow he was a member of 
a Marxist group headed by P. B. Struve; his first published 
work was a critique of Marx's theory of value ( 1900). Be
tween 1902 and 1905 (during which years he moved back 
and forth between Moscow and Germany) he was a prin
cipal contributor to Stmve's jou rnal Osvohozhdeniye 
("Liberation"), published in Stuttgart. 

Frank joined a number of other young ex-Marx ist intel
lectuals-among them Struve, Nikolai Berdyaev, and 
Sergey Bulgakov-in publishing th ree important sym
posium volumes:  Problemy Idealizma ("Problems of Ide
alism," Moscow, 1903); Vekhi ("S ignposts," Moscow, 
1909); and lz Glubiny ("De Profundis," Moscow, 19 1 8) .  
This last work was printed but  because of  Soviet cen sor
ship was never released. 

In  1906 Frank settled in St. Petersburg; in 19 12  he 
joined the Russian Orthodox chu rch and began to teach 
phi losophy at St. Petersburg Un iversity. I n  19 15  (at St. 
Petersburg) he publ ished, and in 1916 defended, h is mas
ter's thesis,  Predmet Znaniya ("The Object of Knowl
edge"); in 1917 he publi shed his  doctoral dissertation , 
Dusha Cheloveka: Opyt Vvedeniya v Filosofskuyu Psi
khologiyu ("Man's S'."lu l :  An Introductory Essay in Philo
sophical Psychology," Moscow), but was unable to defend 
it because of pol itical events. From 19 17 to li:}21  Frank 
was professor of ph ilosophy and dean of the newly organ
ized facu l ty of h istory and ph ilosophy at Saratov Univer
sity. In 192 1 he was named professor of ph ilosophy at 
M oscow University. He was among the group of non
Marxist intel lectuals expelled from the Soviet Un ion in the 
summer of 1922. He sett led in Berl in, where he gave uni
versity lectures ( in German) on Russian l iterature and 
culture. In 1937, forced to leave Germany, he moved to 
France. In 1945 he moved to London , where he died. 

From Solovyov-and ul t imately from Plotinus- Frank 
took his central doctrine of pos itive "total-un ity" (vseye
dinstvo). His  epistemological in tuitivism was close to that 
of his  older colleague Nicholas Lossky. His  characteri stic 
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emphasis on the "rnetalogical unity" of the real, and its 
transcendence of the Aristotelian laws of thought, was 
drawn mainly from Nicholas of Cusa. Frank always 
identified himself as a Platonist. 

Although Frank's thought exhibits many Hegelian 
strands, and although he regularly used terms like moment 
(das Moment) in Hegel's special sense (as "dialectical 
phase" or "component of a totality"), he employed one 
crucial pair of terms in a very un-H egelian way. To the 
absoluteness of realnost (reality) he opposed the relativity 
of deistvitelnost, not "actuality" in the sense of Hegel's 
\Virklichkeit (the common meaning of deistvitelnost in 
Russian philosophy) but the merely empirical or factual. 
Frank distingui shed between conceptualizable and ob
jectifiable "factuali ty"  and the nonconceptualizable, meta
logical "dual-unity" (dvuyedinstvo) of "reality." The real 
is fully related and concrete; the factual is isolated and 
abstract: " Being is a total-unity, in which everything par
ticular exists and is conceivable only in its relation to 
something else . . .  " (Nepostizhimoye, p. 51). We appre
hend reality as a "mono-dual" coincidence of opposites, as 
both "distinct from all particular determinate contents" of 
knowledge and as "containing and permeating" every 
such content (Realnost i Chelovek, pp. 93 -94). The real is 
both "transdefinite" and "transfinite";  and in both respects 
it eludes conceptualization. "Everything finite," Frank 
declared, "is given against a background of infinity . . . .  
The knowable world is surrounded on all sides by the dark 
abyss of the unfathomable" (Nepostizhimoye, pp. 29, 35). 

Frank agreed with Descartes that, although the term 
"finite" is prior and positive in meaning, and the term 
"infinite" is derived from it by negation, "it is precisely 
the infinite as the 'fullness of all' that is given as primary 
and positive, while the concept of finitude is formed by 
negation of that fullness" (Realnost i Chelovek, p. 57). 

Forms, or "ideal elements," are determinate aspects of 
factuality. The totality of such determinations is grounded 
in what Frank, following Solovyov, called the primordial 
unity or total-unity of the real. Although reality is unfathom
able, it is not hidden ;  rather, it is "entirely evident, be
ing mysterious only in the sense that it is inexplicable, 
irreducible to anything else, and inaccessible to logically 
analytic thought. It is what Goethe called ein offenes Ge
heimnis" (ibid., p. 78). "Objective factuality" is something 
alienated and abstract, a "rationalized, i.e., logically crys
tallized, part of reality." Like a nut's shell, it forms a "hard 
and relatively distinct outer layer, produced by the inner 
saps and energies of a living organi sm" (ibid., pp. 106 ff.). 

Reality in its wholeness is graspable only in the integral 
intu ition of "living knowledge" (zhivoye Zttaniye), of 
which conceptual knowledge is only a derivative product 
or superstructure : "All particular knowledge is partial 
knowledge of a whole." 

The 'T' of the Cartesian cogito is a "reality in which 
subject and object coincide-a "self-revealing" and "self
transparent being-for-itself," accessible to "living knowl
edge." Sounding rather like H eidegger, whose general 
position he repudiated, Frank wrote, "\Ve are conscious of 
ourst'lves only as a self-revelation of [being] in us" 
(Sepostizhimoye, p. 93). He also offered a more emphatic 
version of Heidegger's doctrine of Mitsein: "No finished T 

exists prior to the encounter with the 'thou.' . . .  It is in 
this encounter . . .  that the T in a genuine sense first 
comes into being" (ibid. , pp. 148, 154). Frank also sug
gested H eidegger's category of impersonal "itness" (das 
Man) : "The 'we' appears in the form of an 'it' . . .  which 
constitutes the basis and first source of objective 
being . . .  " (ibid., p. 1 77). Although there can be no 'T' 
apart ftom its relation to a "thou," "every T has a special 
root of its own, lying in secret depths inaccessible to oth
ers" and "the most essential part of me remains solitary 
and inexpressible.'' The more one is aware of oneself as a 
person, the more one withdraws into "metaphysical soli
tude," for "we are wholly open only to ourselves and to 
God" (Realnost i Chelovek, pp. 127, 129). 

In religious-and especially mystical-experience, "I 
encounter God as a 'thou' for me, only in . . . that ulti- 1 
mate and essentially solitary stratum of my T in which I 
am . . .  inaccessible to everyone except myself-and God 
(as Kierkegaard rightly insisted). I encounter God in the 
utter solitude in which I encounter death" (ibid. , pp. 2 15 f.). 

Like Solovyov, Frank generalized the notion of "God
manhood" (Solovyov's term was Bogochelovechestvo; 
Frank's somewhat more abstract term, Bogochelovechnost) 
beyond its Christian context. Its primary reference is not to 
the Incarnation, but to the basic ontological category of 
"divine -human reality." In  Frank's words, "The dual
unity of Godmanhood is logically prior to the conceptions 
of both God and man" (ibid., p. 249). 
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GEORGE L. KLINE 

F R A N K L I N ,  B E NJ A M I N  ( 1 706- 1 790), United States 
statesman, scientist, and author. Franklin was born in 



Hoston , where he attended school for less than a year. I l e  
learned the printer's trade, and a t  I 7 h e  ran away to Ph ila
delphia. After two years in England ( 1724 - 1 726) he re
turned to Pennsylvania, where, prospering in his trade, he 
began publ ishing The Pennsylvania Gazette in 1 729 and 
Poor Richard's Almanack in  1732. He had a lready formed 
a tradesman 's self-improvement clnh, the Junto, and soon 
began civic and educational promotions, including the 
founding of the American Phi losophical Society. 

Frankl in  retired from business in 1 748, turned to 
science , and in 1 75 1  publ ished Experiments a nd Observa
tions 011 Electricity. The same year he entered the Penn
sylvania Assembly, where he was a leader in  opposing the 
influence of Proprietor Thomas Penn and in advocating 
colonial un ion. I n  1 757, as agent for the assembly, he went 
to England, where, except for 18 months, he l ived unt i l  
1775, enjoying Engl ish society and the fri endship of 
Hume, Lord Karnes, Richard Price, and other British phi
losophers. At first he worked loyally for the expan sion of 
the British Empire and sought to exchange proprietary for 
royal government in Penn sylvania, but after I 765 he be
came the leadi ng colonial spokesman in resisting British 
measures in North America. Although he opposed every 
act of oppression, he sought unti l  the very end to reconcile 
differences; but in 1775 he retu rned home, signed the 
Declaration of Independence, and worked for a un ited war 
effort. In 1 776 he went to France, where he signed the 
French All iance ( 1778), secured loans and suppl ies for the 
Revolutionary War, and helped negotiate the Treaty of 
Paris ( 1783). 

He  was l ionized by Voltaire , M adame H elveti us, Con
dorcet, La Rochefoucauld d'Envil le,  and other philo
sophes, and returned home in 1785. He served for three 
years as president of the Pen nsylvania Executive Cou nci l ,  
attended the  Constitutional Convention of  1 787, sought 
the abol ition of slavery, and worked on his Autobiography 
in the five years preceding his death. 

Frankl in 's  greatest popular fame is  as a moral ist. The 
aphori sms of Poor Richard and the exampl e of his Auto
biography have served as a ph ilosophy of l ife for mil l ions.  
In these two works Frankl in sought deliberately to set 
down the rules of conduct that wou ld  enable anyone, how
ever humbly born , to prosper and l ive more meaningfully. 
The emphas is  was unashamedly on the mundane virtues : 
thrift, hard work, dil igence, prudence, moderat ion, hon
esty, and shrewdness. For this,  Franklin has been de
nounced by D. H. Lawrence and others as a "snuff-colored 
man" who impoverished l i fe by "fencing it in"  with a 
sti fli ng, despiritualizing morality. In fact, Franklin knew 
the precepts of Poor Richard were but a partial philosophy; 
in his own career and in his other writings he showed 
abundantly how fu l l  and imagi native human l i fe can be. 

Like many dei sts of his day, Franklin bel ieved "in one 
God, Creator of the Universe, that he governs it by his  
Providence . . .  [and] that the sou l of Man i s  immorta l"  
( l etter to Ezra Sti les, March 9, 1790). 

As a sci entist, Franklin formulated important and 
influential laws concern ing the nature of el ectricity. By 
proving that i ightning is an electrical di scharge, he placed 
electricity beside heat, l ight ,  and gravity as one of the 
primordial forces in the universe and hypothesized a new 
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dimension o r  quality possessed i n  some measure h y  a l l  
matter. Characteristical ly, Franklin turned read i ly  from 
electrical theory to a useful invention, the l ightn iug rod. 
His  scienti fic atti tude is summarized in the statement "Let 
the experiment he made," and in the observation that 
e lectrical experiments would "help to make a vai n  man 
humble." 

As a public phi losopher, Frank l in assumed that the 
traditional personal values have polit ical re levance. I le 
shared the Aristotel ian belief that government exists for 
the sake of the good l i fe and that its powers can be used to 
that end. A good cit izen,  guided hy the virtues Frankl in  
encouraged in  Poor Richard's Almaruu:k and in h i s  Auto
biography, would  undertakt' civic improvement and par
ticipate disinterestedly in government. I n  an expanding 
country fil led with opportun i ty, Frankl in saw individ ual 
init iat ive as the essential engine of progress, but he did not 
hesitate to seek whatever seemed required for tl:e publ ic 
good through government. His confidence in the virtue of 
the citizens of the Uni ted States caused him to favor gov
ernment by consent, but he was not a s imple democrat 
who believed majority wil l  should be omn ipotent. l i e 
accepted democracy because he thought it wou ld yield 
good government ;  if it did not, he readi ly rejected it. 

Franklin thought freedom's dynamism wou ld cause its 
spread around the world, and therefore that the United 
States, as a leading free nation, wou ld he influential with
out being predatory. At the same time he understood the 
anarchic character of international relations and counseled 
the nation to maintain its strength, protect its national 
in terest, and act to mainta in  a balance between France and 
Great Britain.  H i s  essential faith was that, from tradesmen's 
juntos to the cou rt of Versail les, good men working together 
cou ld improve the condition of mankind. 
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F R E E D O M .  In the history of phi losophical and social 
thought "freedom" has a speci fic use as a moral and a 
social concept-to refe1 either to circumstances which 
arise in the re lations of man to man or to specific condi
tions of social l i fe. Even when so restricted, important 
d ifferences of usage are possible, and most of the pol i tical 
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or philosophical argument about the meaning or the nature 
of freedom is concerned with the legitimacy or conven
ience of particular applications of the term. 

Absence of constraint or coercion. It is best to start 
from a conception of freedom that has been central in the 
tradition of European individualism and liberalism. Ac
cording to this conception, freedom refers primarily to a 
condition characterized by the absence of coercion or 
constraint imposed by another person; a man is said to be 
free to the extent that he can choose his own goals or 
course of conduct, can choose between alternatives avail
able to him, and is not compelled to act as he would not 
himself choose to act, or prevented from acting as he 
would otherwise choose to act, hy the will of another man, 
of the state, or of any other authority. Freedom in the sense 
of not being coerced or constrained by another is some
times called negative freedom (or "freedom from"); it 
refers to an area of conduct within which each man 
chooses his own course and is protected from compulsion 
or restraint. J. S. Mill's essay On Liberty is perhaps the 
best-known expression in English of this individualistic 
and liberal conception of freedom. 

Some writers take the view that the absence of coercion 
is the sufficient and necessary condition for defining free
dom; so long as a man acts of his own volition and is not 
coerced in what he does, he is free. Other writers wish to 
widen the concept in one or both of two ways. They argue 
that natural conditions, and not only the will or the power 
of other men, impose obstructions and restraints on our 
capacity to choose between alternatives and that therefore 
the growth of knowledge or anything else that increases 
our capacity to employ natural conditions for the achieve
ment of our purposes ipso facto enlarges our freedom. 

They also sometimes argue that whether or not it is the 
will of other men or natural obstacles that are considered 
as limiting or constraining our actions, we cannot truly he 
said to be free to choose some preferred alternative unless 
we have the means or the power to achieve it, and thus the 
absence of means or power to do X is equivalent to ab
sence of freedom to do it. For those who take this view the 
necessary conditions for the existence of freedom would 
he (a) the absence of human coercion or restraint prevent
ing one from choosing alternatives he would wish to 
choose; (b) the absence of natural conditions preventing 
one from achieving a chosen objective; (c) the possession 
of the means or the power to achieve the objective one 
chooses of one's own volition. Many of the assertions fre
quently made about liberty in recent political thought 
assume that posses sion of the means or power to realize 
preferred objectives is part of what it means to be free. For 
example, the contention that men who suffer from poverty 
or have a low level of education cannot really be free, or 
that they cannot be as free as the well-to-do and the well 
educated, relics on the assumption that "to he free to do 
X" includes within its meaning "to he able," "to have the 
means," and "to have the power" to do X. 

\\'hat are the objections to thus connecting "being free 
to" with "having the capacity or the power to"? ·It can he 
said that, at least in many cases, equating freedom with 
possession of power will involve a distortion of ord inary 
languag<>. If I ask, "Am I free to walk into the Pentagon?" 

the question will be clearly understood; but if I ask, "Am I 
free to walk across the Atlantic Ocean?" the appropriate 
answer will be "You are free to, if you can." This suggests 
the main argument: The linking of "being free to" with 
"having the capacity or power" deprives the word "free" 
of its essential and unequivocal function, which is to refer 
to a situation or state of affain in which a man's choice of 
how he acts is not deliberately forced or restrained by 
another man. As de Jouvenel points out, if we say that to 
be free to achieve chosen ends requires the possession of 
the power and the social means necessary for their 
achievement, then the problem of freedom coincides with 
(or becomes confused with) the quite different problem of 
how satisfactions are to be maximized. It may be true to 
say that the poor man is as free to spend his holidays in . 
Monte Carlo as the rich man is, and true also to say that he , 
cannot afford to do so. These two statements, it is argued, 
refer to two tlistinct states of affairs, and nothing is gained 
by amalgamating them. 

Meaning of "coercion." Even if we confine ourselves to 
saying that a man is free insofar as his action is not coerced 
by another, it is evident that the concept of coercion itself 
requires some consideration. An important point may be 
made by examining Bertrand Russell's often-quoted sen
tence: "Freedom in general may be defined as the absence 
of obstacles to the realization of desires. " This hardly goes 
far enough. Let us imagine an authoritarian society in I' 
which rulers have for years been so successful in con
trolling and manipulating what members of the community 
read and what views they encounter, and in which the 
educators have been able so subtly and skillfully to mold 
the minds and dispositions of the very young, that almost 
all citizens naturally desire what their rulers desire them 
to desire, without its ever occurring to them that there are 
alternatives to what they are accustomed to or that their 
freedom to choose has been in any way circumscribed. 

They are not conscious of any obstructions to the satisfac
tion of desire and, indeed, no obstructions may exist to the 
satisfaction of any desires they experience. This is a limit
ing case, but it points to conditions which exist more or 
less in all societies. We would scarcely concede that the 
members of such a society enjoyed any or much freedom. 

The society described may be one in which coercion in the 
usual sense does not occur and has in fact become unnec
essary. 

Two important points follow from this. First, if absence 
of coercion is a necessary condition of hei ng free, coercion 
must be understood as including not only the direct 
forms-commands or prohibitions backed by sanctions or 
superior power-but also the many indirect forms-mold
ing and manipulation or, more generally, forms of control 
which are indirect because they involve control by certain 
persons of the conditions that determine or affect the al
ternatives available to others. This is an important exten
sion of the notion of coercion. Second, if liberty means the 
right of individual choice between alternatives, then this 
right in turn implies that the alternatives can he known by 
those who arc to choose; that individuals have the oppor
tunity to understand the character of available alternatives 
and can make a deliberate or informed choice. The free
dom that members of a society enjoy will be connected, 



therefore, with the extent to which competing opm10ns, 
objectives, modes of behavior, ways of l iving, and so on 
are, so to speak, on d isplay; on how freely  they can he 
recommended, criticized and examined; and thus on the 
ease with which men can make a deliberate choice he-
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tween them. 
For th is reason, s ince l iteracy or education enlarges the 

capacity or faculty of choice and decision, it is an impor
tant precondition of the existence of freedom : knowledge 
extends the capacity for acting freely. Similarly, not only 
suppression but also distortion and misrepresentation, any 

• kind of dishonest propaganda which gains its effect from 
privi leged control over sources of publ icity, may restrict 
the freedom of others ; insofar as i t  succeeds in concealing 
or misrepresenting the character of certa in  of the available 
alternatives, i t  will tend to restrict or manipulate the range 
of choice no less effectively than direct coercion or con
straint may; and thus it wil l  also tend to l imit  the exercise 
of freedom in a particular society. It is  not su fficient to 
consider only the presence or absence of coercion in  the 
more l iteral and di rect sense. Freedom in its positive as
pect is the activity or process of choosing for oneself and 
acting on one's own initiative, and choice can be manipu
lated as readi ly  as it can be coerced. 

Does it follow from this that the extent of freedom is  
related to  the number of  available alternatives, in that the 
more alternatives there are for choice, the freer a man i s ?  
Clearly there can be  no simple or direct relationship be
tween the range of available al ternatives and the extent of 
freedom. However numerous the al ternatives between 
which a man may choose, he will not admit h imself to be 
free if the one al ternative that he would most prefer is the 
one which is excluded. In a society that forbids the 
preaching of Catholic doctrine and the practice of Catholic 
forms of worship, Cathol ics will not concede that they are 
free just because they are still free to be either Angl icans, 
Methodists, or Buddhists. In certain circumstances the 
extent of the range of available alternatives may be rele
vant to a judgment of the extent of freedom ; but in general 
we can talk profitably about both the existence and the 
extent of freedom in a particular society only by tak ing into 
account the individual and social interests, the capacities, 
the modes of behavior, and the ways of l iving on behalf of 
which freedom is  claimed. 

Kinds of freedom. When men speak of their being free 
or claim freedom for themselves, they are referring not 
only to the absence of coercion and restraint imposed by 
others (freedom from) but also to that on behalf of which 
freedom is being claimed (what they are claiming freedom 
for). This is  another sense in which we can speak about a 
positive aspect of freedom. In  poli tical and social discus
sion a claim to  freedom is almost invariably (albeit usually 
implicitly) a claim to a particular l iberty, a claim to free
dom for or in the exercise of some particular interest or 
form of activity. Al though Russell says that freedom is  the 
absence of obstacles to the satisfaction of desire, probably 
no serious philosoph ical or social thinker has defended 
freedom in the sense of absence of obstacles to the sati s
faction of any desire ;  what has been defended, and what 
freedom has been identified with , is the absence of obsta
cles to the exercise and satisfaction of specific interests and 
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forms o f  activity wh ich are accepted a s  possessing especial 
moral and social s ignificance. 

Thus, freedom in the abstract is a class compri sing many 
species-freedom of thought and speech, freedom of as so
ciation, freedom of assembly, freedom of worship, freedom 
of movement, freedom in the u se� or di sposal of 0 1 1e's  prop
erty, freedom in the choice of one's employer or occupa
tion, and so on. In every case there is, of course, a refer
ence to the absence of coercion or interference and to an 
area within which one can choose or act on one's own 
initiative;  not to an abstract or indeterminate possibi l ity of 
choos ing hut instead to a speci fic sphere of i 1 1dividual or 
social activity with in  which the right to make one's own 
choices and decisions, to fol low one's own cou rse, is re
garded as be i 11g of particular importance in the moral l i fe 
of the individual. This seems to be one way in  wh ich pos
i tive notions of freedom (as contrasted with the more ab
stract idea of bare immunity from coercion or interference 
by others) have emerged, namely, in the attempt to iden
tify (and thus to identify with freedom) those speci fic 
spheres of h uman activity withi n  which what Mi l l  cal l s  
individual ity, the right and capacity fo r  individual choice 
and in i tiative, real ly matter. 

Some of the particular freedoms which have been much 
emphasized in recent times (freedom from want and free
dom from fear are i mportant examples) seem at first s ight 
to refer neither to the absence of coercion nor to any 
specific interest or form of activity for which freedom is 
being claimed. It might appear that what is being cla imed 
is, rather, the institution of pol itical and economic arrange
ments by means of wh ich men may be made immune from 
feelings and circumstances which they find to be evi l .  I f  
th i s  i s  a l l  that is  meant, then th is  i s  to  employ freedom in a 
sense different from the one we have been discussing; this 
is shown by the fact that freedom from want and fear cou ld  
conceivably be  attained by  the setting up of  pol i tical  and 
social arrangements under wh ich the ampl i tude of choice 
within important spheres of activity would be drastically 
restricted and under which there might be a considerable 
measure of coercion and constraint; in other words, free
dom from want and freedom from fear might well be com
patible with a very authoritarian regime, just as in contem
porary China freedom from flies is said to have been 
ach ieved by very authoritarian methods. Thus,  if "freedom 
from want" and "freedom from fear" are taken simply in  
that way, the freedom involved is  logical ly and socially 
disti nct from that which has so far been taken as being 
centrai and fundamental in the tradition of l iberal thinking. 
However, this may be to interpret these two freedoms 
superficially. For a more sympathetic interpretation we 
must return to what has been said about manipulation. 

Freedom and power. In modern societies manipulation 
in various forms i s  at least as important as the processes we 
normally identify as coercive. 1t is wei l  known that, within 
a society, a group of men may enjoy such control over 
property or the means of production, or o\'er an education
al system or the media of commu nicat ion, that they are 
able to determine within a fairly narrow range the alterna
tives between which their fellow citi zens can choose. I t  is 
not only true that l ess privi leged men often lack the means 
or the power to attain their preferred al ternative hut also 
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that others can exploit their lack of power in order to pre
vent them from attain ing what they would wish to attain ;  
sometimes the less powerful can even b e  prevented from 
knowing what a lternatives there are and from knowing that 
some of them might be capable  or worthy of being pur
sued. It i s  thi s  argument which can justify notions l i ke 
"freedom from want" or "freedom from economic insecur
ity" and which l inks them with what has been taken to be 
the central sense of freedom, the absence of constraint. 
Even though we refuse to conclude that the mere absence 
of the means or the power to attain a preferred a lternative 
goal is  equivalent to not being free to pursue it, it i s  a 
different s ituation when means and power are contro l led 
and manipulated by others in order to secure compliance 
with their demands. Thus, if  "want" and " insecurity" 
describe a condition in which there i s  unequal control over 
the means and conditions of choice and action , in conse
quence of wh ich some men can manipulate the range of 
choice avai lable to others, then freedom from want and 
i nsecurity belongs with freedom from coercion;  in that case, 
freedom from want and insecurity i s  the condition of the 
abi l i ty to act on one's own in itiative, which i s  the positive 
s ide of l iberty. 

There is ,  then, this connection between freedom and 
power: When there is confl ict between individuals  and 
groups for possession or control of scarce means and con
di tions of action, control over means is a condition of the 
avai labi l i ty of alternatives ,  and hence of choice and free
dom. It fol lows, therefore, that when men have unequal 
power, this wi l l  often mean that they wi l l  also be un
equal with res pect to the freedom they enjoy-not merely 
in the sense that the man who i s  better off has the means to 
choose more widely and l ive more abundantly than his  
poorer brother (although this i s  a l so true) but in the m ore 
relevant sense that the more powerful man can restrict the 
range of choice and the freedom of the less powerful in 
order to satisfy his own interests more ful ly. Obviously thi s  
relation between i nequal i ty o f  power and inequality of 
freedom provides one of the connections that exist be
tween l iberty and democracy. I f  we define democracy as 
being a form of political organization in which a l l  adult 
members of the community share in  making decisions 
about the common arrangements of the society ( including 
those decisions about the use and distribution of the re
sources which affect the choices of acting available to 
men), then the right to participate in the making of these 
decis ions is a l iberty that wil l  affect (or at least may very 
substantial ly  affect) the range and character of the a lterna
tives that are avai lable in very important areas of social and 
private l ife. 

Political participation. Thus, we may say that pol i tical 
participation, or  sharing in the process of government, wil l 
enter into the mean ing of "l iberty" in society in at least 
two di fferent ways. First, pol itical activity and participa
tion in government is an interest and mode of activity to 
which many men attach great importance, and thus the 
exi stence of the right and opportunity to engage in this 
form of activity is  one of the l iberties that some men cher
ish h ighly. Second , it is in addition a l iberty that forms part 
of a wider structure of l ibert ies because the extent to 
which this l iberty is accorded and exerci sed wil l  usually 
also affect the extent to which l iberty i s  available in other 

areas of social l ife. This is not to say, of course, that the 
more democratic a society i s  (the less men are restrained or 
restricted in their participation in  the activity of govern
ment), the more freedom there will be in other areas of 
social l ife;  it is possible for democracies to be exception
ally coercive, restrictive, or intolerant in certain areas of 
l iving, and, apart from th i s, i t  i s  al so true that expansion of 
particular l iberties (or of l iberty in particular areas) often 
entai ls  the curtail ment of others. The point is ,  rather, that 
pol itical l iberty in the sense s pecified forms part of a more 
complex system of l iberties in any devel oped society; both 
logical ly and causally, pol itical l iberty is connected with 
the l iberties that are establ i shed in other spheres of indi
vidual activity. 

Freedom and choice. We have seen that l iberty has its 
negative and its positive sides-"negative" referring to the 
absence of obstructions, interference, coercion, or ind irect 
contro l ;  "positive," to the processes of choosing and acting 
on one's own initiative, and more concretely and less for
mally to the genera l  types of human interests or forms of 
activity for the expression and exercise of which l iberty is 
claimed. Some writers, concentrating particularly on the 
positive aspect, have been inclined to assert that a man is 
being free only  when he is actually choosing, exercising 
initiative, and acting deliberately  or responsibly. M il l ,  in 
what he says in  On Liberty about "individual i ty," "indi
vidual spontaneity," the "despotism of custom," and related 
matters, comes very close to asserting this ,  al though he 
never quite does so. The same kind of view is hinted at in  
Graham Wallas' "Freedom is the capacity for continuous 
ini tiative," but it would be d ifficult to accept this as a gen
eral position. For the devotee of a rel igious faith, the rel i
gious freedom he claims and bel ieves himself to enjoy may 
be no more than the freedom to practice unmolested a 
form of worshi p  he has inherited and which he has never 
felt the faintest temptation to question ;  in  such a case i t  i s  
a fiction to  speak of  a process of choice. The same can be 
said of the man who is content to follow narrowly, uncriti-
cally, and unadventurous ly  the establ ished customs and 
conventions of his society. Even though there may be a 
sense in wh ich we can intel l igibly talk of such men as 
being s laves to customs, habits , or orthodoxies, i t  wou ld 
st i l l  be straining the point to maintain that they are not 
free. 

On the other hand, the man who has been so molded 
and manipulated that he always wants what his  ruler or 
superior wants him to want is scarcely free. This case 
suggests that freedom will exist only where there exists the 
possibility of choice, and the poss ibi l i ty of choice in turn 
impl ies not only the absence of direct coercion and com
pu ls ion but al so that the avai labili ty and the characteristics 
of a l ternatives must be capable  of being known. Thus, 
whatever the s i tuation of any particular individual may be, 
it  is most likely that there wil l  be a large measure of indi
vidual freedom within a society when there exists what 
Mi l l  calls a variety of cond itions-where a wide variety of 
beliefs are in fact expressed and where there is a consid
era blc d ivers ity of tastes and pursuits, customs and codes 
of conduct, ways and styles of l iving. And, because of the 
connection between inequality of power and inequal i ty 
with respect to the enjoyment of freedom, a society in 
which power i s  widely distributed is  a lso l ikely to be the 



one characterized by the exi stence of wide poss ibi l i ties for 
choice and indivi dual initiative. 
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P. H. PARTRIDGE 

F R E E T H I N K E RS .  See DEISM. 

FRE G E ,  G OTT L O B  ( 1848- 1925), German mathema
tician and phi losopher and the founder of modern mathe
matical logic. H i s  entire professional career was spent in 
the mathematics department of the University of Jena. Half  
of Frege's published work belongs to philosophy rather 
than to mathematics , and even in mathematics he did very 
l i ttl e  work outs ide logic. His  phi losophical work, too, was 
severely restricted in scope, being con fined to phi losophi
cal logic and the phi losophy of mathematics. 

Frege's work in phi losophical l ogic probably represents 
his greatest contribution to phi losophy. H i s introduction of 
the quanti fier-variable notation for express ing  general i ty 
caused the sharp break between modern logic and the 
ol der logical tradition, to which George Boole and his 
fol lowers sti l l  belonged. There is no such clean divis ion in 
the philosophy of mathematics-unless one makes the 
criterion of distinction the use of mathematical logic as a 
tool .  Sti l l ,  i t  is not unreasonable to characterize Frege as 
the first of the modern philosophers of mathematics. 

When, in the first  quarter of the twentieth century, 
mathematical logic began to develop, few were aware of 
how much credit was due Frege for having initiated it. 
Al though his founding of modem mathematical logic 
makes him a major figure in the history of mathematics and 
of phi losophy, his first publication on the subject, Be
griffsschrift ( 1879), met with general incomprehension, 
and his  fundamental ideas were propagated chiefly in  the 
works of other wri ters, often with no acknowledgment of 
their source. 

H i s  work in philosophy was as l i tt le known and ap
preciated as his work in mathematical logic. Apart from 
those whose philosoph ical work was confined to the phi
losophy of mathematics , three great figures-Edmund 
Husserl , Bertrand Russe l l ,  and Ludwig Wittgenstein
studied Frege and were influenced by h im,  but the general 
philosophical pub l ic was largely unaware of him. At 
present there is in tense interest in his work among phi los-
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ophers in Britain and the United States, an interest that is 
a lmost whol ly  d i rected toward his philosophical logic. 
This concentrat ion is entirely natural. All of Freg<''s idc�as 
in mathematical logic have ei ther been explo ited or red is
covered-i n  ei ther case, absorbed and made common 
currency. His work in the phi losophy of mathematics, 
though sti l l  interesting, is in  a fundanwntal n·s pcet ar
chaic. Partly becau se of d iscoveries made si nce his  t ime 
with mathematical logic, the instrnment of research he 
invented, questions he did not even pose now appear 
crucial .  In particular, the meaning of 4uanti ficat ion over 
an infin ite domain and the val idi ty of two-valued logic 
for s tatements involving such quanti fication nevc>r ap
peared to him as prob lematic, al though these later be
came the central problems of mathematical phi losophy. 
Nor did he raise the question of the relation between the 
notions of truth and provabi l i ty for a mathematical state
ment. For Frege the foundations of a mathematical theory 
compri sed the elucidation and justification of i ts ax ioms ; 
the rest wou ld  take care of itself. It is perhaps a measure of 
how l i tt le advance has been made hy phi losoph ical logic, 
in contrast to the phi losophy of mathematics , that Frege's 
ideas on this subject appear as fresh as any contemporary 
writing and as much concerned with questions that now 
seem relevant. 

In a history of phi losophy Frege wou ld  have to be 
classi fied as a member of the reali s t  revolt agai nst l le
gel ian ideal i sm,  a revolt  which occurred some three dec
ades earl ier in Germany than in Britain ,  and as a realist he 
can now be recognized as having been considerabl y  more 
sophisticated than Alexi us Meinong or the early G. E. 
Moore or Russe l l .  But such a classi fication,  though correct, 
wou ld  be very mis leading. Frege !aunched a strong attack 
on what he cal led "psychologism" (see PsYCHOLOGISM) 
-the thes i s  that an account of the mean ings of words 
must be given in terms of the mental processes which they 
arouse in speaker  or hearer or which are involved in ac
qu iring a grasp of their sense (or the stronger thesis that 
these mental processes are what we are referring to when 
we use the words) .  Th is psychologistic outlook was at least 
as deeply embedded in Bri tish empiricism as in post
Kantian i deal i sm,  but apart from his assau l t  upon psychol
ogism, Frege barely troubled to attack ideal ism at all ; he 
simply passed it by. 

What enabled Frege to bypass ideal ism was that featu re 
of his phi losoph icai approach in which his modernity 
pri nci pal ly  consists. I t  is evident that some branches of 
philosophy are logical ly prior to others ; questions which 
are the subject matter of the prior branch have to be an
swered before any advance can be made in  the subord i 
nate one. Thus, metaphys ics is prior to  natural th eology 
and phi losophy of mind to eth ics. Philosophers have 
d iffered, however, in what they take to be the starting 
point of phi losophy, th e branch that is prior to all ethers . 
Perhaps the most far-reach ing aspect of Descartes 's revo
lution in phi losophy was to give thi s  place to the theory of 
knowl edge, wh ich had ne\·er occupied it before. 

From the t ime of Descartes unt i l  \·ery recently the first 
question for ph i losophy was what we can know and how 
we can justify our claim to this knowledge, and the fu nda
mental ph i losophical problem was how far skepticism can 
be refuted and how far it must be admitted. Frege was the 
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first philosopher after Descartes totally to reject this per
spective, and in this respect he looked beyond Descartes 
to Aristotle and the Scholastics. For Frege, as for them, 
logic was the beginning of philosophy; if we do not get 
logic right, we shall get nothing else right. Epistemology, 
on the other hand, is not prior to any other branch of phi
losophy; we can get on with philosophy of mathematics, 
philosophy of science, metaphysics, or whatever interests 
us without first having undertaken any epistemological 
inquiry at all. It is this shift of perspective, more than 
anything else, which constitutes the principal contrast 
between contemporary philosophy and its forebears, and 
from this point of view Frege was the first modern philos
opher. The change of perspective was not yet to be found 
in Frege's junior, Russell; the first work after Frege's to dis
play it was Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-philosophicus. 
It is for thi s reason that Frege, for all the narrowness of his 
i nterests, is of such significance for present-day philosophy. 

DEVELOPM E NT O F  FREGE'S THOUGHT 

Frege's career fell into five clearly demarcated periods. 
The first covered the publication of Begriffsschrift and 
some brief articles written in explanation of it. Begriffs
schrift presented for the first time a modern logical sys
tem, with negation, implication, the universal quantifier, 
and identity as primitive: it is a formulation of classical 
second-order predicate calculus whose first-order frag
ment constitutes a complete formalization of first-order 
logic (and, indeed, whose sentential fragment constitutes 
the first complete formalization, in the modern manner, of 
classical sentential logic). The notation differs from what is 
now customary, the differences, in principle, being the 
exploitation of the two-dimensional character of the printed 
page (with antecedent and consequent of a conditional 
written on separate lines) and the absence of (defined) 
symbols for alternation, conjunction, and the existential 
quantifier. The work also contains the famous definition 
of the "ancestral" of a relation as the method for transform
ing an inductive definition into an explicit one by the use of 
second-level quantification; another version of this defini
tion was later given independently by Richard Dedekind. 
Frege's primary object in devisi ng this logical system was 
to achieve the ideal of that rigor to which all nineteenth
century mathematics had been tending: if proofs were 
completely formalized, then no appeal to intuition would 
be required in assessing the correctness of a proof, and 
hence there would at last be certainty that proofs were 
cogent and rested only on the assumptions explicitly stated. 

The second stage of Frege's career ended with the pub
lication of his masterpiece, Die Grundlagen der Arithmetik 
( 1884). After Begriffsschrift his first intention was to apply 
his program to the most fundamental of mathematical 
theories, the theory of numbers. For this it would be nec
essary first to present arithmetic as an axiomatic theory, 
which had not yet been done. But in attempting to isolate 
the necessary primitive notions and fundamental laws of 
ari thmetic, Frege thought he discovered that it was unnec
essary to ascribe to that tlwory any irr<'dncible notions 
peculiar to it or to assume any axioms special to it: all 
arithmetical notions conld he defined in terms of notions 
requ ired for logic in general, and all arithmetical laws 

could be proved from principles likewise required. This 
was the famous logicist thesis subsequently espoused, in a 
weakened form, by Russell (see MATHEMATICS, FOUNDA
TIONS OF).  It should be noted that Frege at no time held 
this thesis for the whole of mathematics. He applied it to 
analysis  (the theory of real numbers) as well as to elemen
tary arithmetic, but throughout his career he held a Kant
ian view of geometry as resting on synthetic a priori truths 
not reducible to logic. 

In order to provide a preliminary account of his view of 
arithmetic Frege wrote Grundlagen. It is in this book that 
he appeared for the first time, and to best advantage, as a 
philosopher and not merely as a logician. After an intro
ductory announcement of his program the book contains a 
long, destructive attack on the views of his predecessors 
and contemporaries on two questions: What are numbers? 
What is the nature of arithmetical truth? T}le attack is 
brilli antly successful: the views Frege criticized are totally 
annihilated. He then outlined his own method of defining 
the basic notions of arithmetic in purely logical terms and 
proving the basic laws of arithmetic from purely logical 
principles. This account was deliberately formulated with
out the use of symbolism (other than letters for variables). 
The work is fascinating even for those quite uninterested 
in the philosophy of mathematics, since in the course of it 
many ideas are presented which are of significance for the 
whole of philosophy. 

The third period of Frege's career extended to the pub
lication, in 1903, of the second volume of his great, but 
uncompleted, work, Die Grundgesetze der Arithmetik. 
After the publication of Grundlagen, Frege became aware 
of certain deficiencies in the philosophical logic underly
ing that work and set out to remedy them in a series of 
articles. In these he gradually developed a highly articula
ted system of philosophical logic, comparable in coherence 
and complexity, though not in scope, to some of the great 
metaphysical systems of the past. This system contains 
much that is absent from Grundlagen, above all the dis
tinction between sense and reference that is his most cele
brated contribution to philosophy. Although nothing in 
Grundlagen is recanted, the spirit of Frege's writing is 
very different. The freshness and insight of the purely 
philosophical sections of Grundlagen are replaced by a 
doctrinaire approach: several of the tenets of his later 
system are advanced solely as derivable from other doc
trines contained in the system (and being implausible in 
themselves, they serve only to weakeu the credibility of 
tho'>e other doctrines), whereas in Grundlagen nothing is 
asserted save on the basis of intrinsic acceptability. More
over, if there is no demonstrable incompatibility, there 
definitely is severe tension between certain of the later 
doctrines and some of the most important philosophical 
theses of Grundlagen. 

Simultaneously with the construction of this edifice of 
philosophical doctrine Frege was at work writing Grund
gesetze, in which the program sketched in Grundlagen was 
to he carried out in detail with the use of symbols, with 
proofs set out as derivations within a formal system. The 
first volume was published in 1893. The formal system 
differs from that of Begriffsschrift in possessing more rules 
of inference (and correspondingly fewer axioms) in order 
to shorten the formal proofs; for all that, it is tedious to 



follow them through .  A more important difference is that 
the system embodies a theory of classes-namely, the 
naive set theory within which Russel l  first d iscovered 
Frege's contradiction. Apart from divergences due to an 
unrestrained use of clas ses, the development fol lows with 
remarkable faithfulness that outlined in Grundlagen. The 
long informal prolegomenon to the book represents the 
most precise of all Frege' s statements of the system of 
phi losophical logic developed in  this third period. 

Because of the lack of attention paid  to the first volume 
of Grundgesetze, delayed publication of the second unti l  
1 903. The second vol ume completes the development, as 
far as Frege was concerned with carrying it, of the theory 
of cardinal numbers (he never treated ordinals) and com
mences a construction of the theory of real numbers, which 
he preferred to develop without passing through the inter
mediate stage of a theory of rationals. The formal develop
ment is preceded by a long critical study of the theories of 
other mathem aticians concern ing real numbers , evidently 
intended to do for analys i s  what the first part of Grund
lagen does for number theory . But though it scores a num
ber of hits, the tone becomes carping and the wit  ponder
ous. The formal treatment is carried far enough to present 
a theory which anticipates the theory of ordered groups, 
but it breaks off before "real number" has been defined. 
Frege obviously meant to complete it in a thi rd volume; 
however, whi le  the second volume was i n  press he re
ceived a letter from Russell informing h im of the discovery 
of the contradiction. Frege hasti ly devi sed a weakening of 
his naive comprehension axiom, which blocked the 
straightforward derivation of the Russell paradox, and 
i nserted i t  into an appendix. After Frege's death Stanislaw 
Lesniewski proved that even the modified axiom yielded a 
contradiction. There is no reason to suppose Frege knew 
that i t  did so, but he must have asked h imself whether the 
proofs still went through under the weakened ax iom and 
discovered that the crucial theorem about the infinity of 
the series of natural numbers could no longer be proved. 

The years 1904 - 1917  were totally uncreative;  Frege's 
only publ ications were polemical, and he probably spent 
these years in  a condition of depression. The third volume 
of Grundgesetze remained unwritten. I n  19 18  he began 
(for the sixth time) to write a book on phi losoph ical logic, 
of which the first three chapters were publ ished as articles ; 
thev contain some new ideas and have some of the fresh
ness of style of his best writing. H owever, in  1 923 he be
came convi nced that the whol e project of founding 
arithmetic on logic was in error and that the theory of 
classes constituted the nub of the error: set theory was an 
intellectual aberration which had led him and others astray. 
Since mathematics sti l l  needed to be unified,  geometry 
would have to be taken as the fundamental mathemati
cal theory and analysis and even number theory derived 
from it; all mathematical truth was thus synthetic a priori . 
Frege began some work expounding this new philosophy 
of mathematics, but he was unable to carry it far and pub
l ished none of it. 

WAS FREGE A LINGUISTIC PHI LOSOPHER? 

Many of the phi losoph ical problems which Frege posed 
were, or easi ly could be, expressed by asking after the 
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sense of some range of express ions or  sentences, thu s :  
\Vhat d o  number words mean? \\That i s  the analysis of 
statements of nu mber (s tatements answering the q uestion 
"How many?")? What is the logical status of ari thmetical 
theorems? How are we to explain statements of identity? 
What is the function of the negation s ign ? But though i t  may 
be signi ficant to d ivide phi losophers into those whose ques
tions can be framed i n  this way and those whose questions 
cannot, the former category comprises too many ( includ
ing Plato and Aristotle) for membership in it to he the 
cri terion for being a l inguistic philosopher. Frege's  cele
brated distinction between sense ( S inn) and reference 
(Bedeutung) has overshadowed a dist inction he made 
between sense and "coloring" (Fiirbung). The sense is that 
part of the mean ing of an expression which is re levant to 
the determination of the truth-value of a sentence in which 
the expression may occur; the coloring i s  that part of i ts 
meaning which is not (for i nstance, that which d istingu ishes 
"chap" from "guy" and from "man") .  Frege made this 
dist inction only as a pre l iminary to an exclusive concen
tration on the senses of words, co loring being, in h i s  view, 
ph ilosophically unimportant. In this he stands opposed to 
much modern l i nguistic phi losophy, both of the J. L. Aus
tin and of the Wittgenstein schools .  For these ph i losophers 
our utterances,  even when grammatical ly  they constitute 
statements, can serve many purposes bes ides the expres
s ion of assert ions with determinate truth-conditions ,  and 
the neglect of this  fact has caused phi losophers fatal ly to 
misconstrue many concepts. 

Within the ph i losophy of mathematics it  was necessary 
for Frege to give a number of analyses of particular mathe
matical notions, but elsewhere he was more concerned 
with giving a general account of the structure of language, 
and therewith a general theory of meani ng, than with 
explain ing the senses of particu lar words. His  develop
ment of the quanti fier- variable notation determi ned h is  
orientation toward the phi losophy of language. The subtle 
and e laborate theories of the scholastic logicians had fai led 
to give a coherent account of a fu ndamental feature of 
l anguage-the expression of generality-and s ince the 
Renais sance, logicians had simply given up the problem as 
too hard, at least as far as sentences involving mul tiple 
generali ty were concerned, while maintaining the fiction 
that the problem did not exist. When Frege solved this 
h i therto intractable problem, he did so not by analyzing 
the devices employed in natural language for the ex
pression of general i ty but by inventing a total l y  d istinct 
method of expressing it ,  operating on a mechanism that 
was easi ly  explained and governed by rules of inference 
that cou ld  be simply formulated. This discovery of a new 
method i mplanted in Frege a permanent distrust of natural 
language, certain features of which he was ready to dismiss 
as merely incoherent. This  attitude of Frege's is st i l l  not 
always fully grasped-for instance, his thesis that a sen
tence containing what he cal led a "proper name" (a s ingu
lar term, in a sense that i ncludes definite descriptions) 
which lacked a reference was itself devoid of truth-value. 
This s tands opposed to Russe l l's theory of descriptions, 
but i t  was not in tended by Frege as a theory in the same 
sense. On the contrary, the poss ibi l i ty of forming a proper 
name without a reference and a sentence without a truth
value represented for h im a basic defect of natural Ian-
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guage that ought to be remedied in any properly con
structed language, such as that of his formal system. Th is 
was not a mere aesthetic preference, or a matter of conven
ience, as i s  often claimed; Frege real ly meant that no co
herent account (what we would call a semantic account) 
could be given of a language containing well-formed sen
tences which were neither true nor false. In constructing a 
phi losophy of language we need not be shackled by the 
inadequate i nstrument with which we are forced to make 
do in everyday discourse; we can construct a more perfect 
instrument and base our account upon that. 

PHILOSOPHICAL LOGIC OF "GRUNDLAGEN" 

Meaning and linguistic practice. Frege based his  in
vestigation of the theory of numbers on three fundamental 
theses, which are plainly enunciated in  Grundlagen. The 
first is  the rejection of psychologism. The mental images 
which a word may arouse in the mind of speaker or hearer 
are i rrelevant to its meaning, which consists, rather, in the 
part played by the word in determining the truth-conditions 
of sentences in  which it occurs . Thi s  i s  the first clear state
ment in the h istory of phi losophy of a basic principle 
which must underlie any adequate theory of meani ng. The 
vague conception, common, for i nstance, to both the Brit
ish empiricists and Aristotle, whereby a word represents 
an " idea," and a phrase or sentence accordingly represents 
a complex of ideas , i s  s imply too crude to serve even as a 
start ing point; it virtuall y  forces us to adopt the conception 
whereby the meaning of a word is  embodied in a mental 
image. No progress can be made unti l  we take the step, 
first taken by Frege, of seeing the meaning of a word as 
connected with our actual practice in the employment of 
l anguage; Frege's severance of mental images from m ean
ing is thus the first move in  the d irection of Wittgenstein's 
dictum that "the meaning i s  the use." But whereas the 
weakness of \Vittgenstein's  d ictum l ies in  its extreme gen
erality, the conception of l i ngui st ic practice employed by 
Frege in  Grundlagen i s  excessively schematic: for him 
everything was a matter of the utterance of sentences with 
determi nate truth-conditions. 

Words and sentences. The above pri nciple is  closely 
connected to the second one which dominates Grundlagen 
-namely, that " i t  is only in the context of a sentence that a 
word has meaning." This dictum,  repeatedly emphasized 
in Grundlagen, was endorsed by Wi ttgenstein both i n  the 
Tractatus and in the Philosophical Inves tigations, but i t  
never occurs again in Frege's works , for a reason discussed 
below. I t  is inaccurate to interpret the dictum, with W. V. 
Qui ne, as advanci ng the view that "the sentence is the unit 
of mean ing." Frege nowhere suggested the absurd idea 
that a language is conceivable in which the thoughts 
expressed by sentences l i ke "The earth is round," 
",5 + 1 7  = 22," and even "There are fewer saucers than 
cups in the cupboard" could be conveyed by a s ingle, 
noncomplcx s ign ,  and he expressly said that the sense of a 
wntence is bui l t  up out of the senses of i ts constituent 
words-that is, that not only do we in  fact atta in an under
standing of the sentenc<' by our understand ing of the 
words which make i t  up, but this sense is i ntrins ical ly  
complex. Rath er, Frc·gc was a iming at  what \Vittgenstcin  

expressed by saying that on ly  by the utterance of  a sen
tence, and not of any smal ler l ingu istic unit, do we suc
ceed in "making a move i n  the language-game," do we 
perform a l inguistic act; Frege's dictum conveys that the 
meaning of a word consists wholly i n  the contribution it 
makes to precise determinat ion of what particular l inguis
tic act JiJ1ay be effected by the utterance of each sentence 
in which the word may occur. 

If we do not observe this principle, Frege said, we shall 
commit the fal lacy of "asking after the meaning of a word 
i n  isolation ," and except i n  the few cases where the word 
stands for some concrete object, the attempt to concentrate 
on the meani ng of a word without adverting to the kind of 
sentence which contains it wil l  lead us to fix on some 
mental image as its meaning. What we ought to be doing 
i nstead is characterizing the truth-conditions of the most 
general form of sentence in which the word occurs. S ince 
such a characterization relates to com plete sentences, 
there is no reason why i t  need proceed via an expl icit 
definition of the word in question. When Grund lagen is 
read in its natural sense, without the importation of views 
stated only in Frege's subsequent writings, it is plain that 
he regarded h i s  principle that words have meani ng only in 
the context of sentences as justifying contextual definition 
and took this to be one of its most i mportant consequences. 

Concept and object. Frege's th ird basic principle is the 
distinction between concept and object and between con
cepts of second and of first order. The d istinction cannot 
be appreciated until Frege's rather definite conception of 
an object is grasped. This notion is correlative with that of 
what Frege cal led a proper name, by which he meant what 
is  more general ly cal led a s ingu lar term. There is no im
plication, for Frege, that a proper name should be logically 
simp le, and thus what Russell distinguished as definite 
descriptions Frege included in  the general category of 
proper names. This category of expressions assumed a 
pecul iar importance for Frege because of the analysis of 
the structure of sentences which for h im underlay the 
quantifier- variable notat ion for express ing generality. I n  
order to explain the sense of sentences contain ing 
quantifiers it is necessary to give the most general charac
terization poss ible of the sort of expression to which a 
quanti fier can be attached. Th is can be done either (as 
Frege did) by regarding a quantifier as capable of being 
attached only to a one-place predicate (so as to form a 
complete sentence) or by allowing, more general ly, that it 
can be attached to an (n + 1 )-place pre,Jicate to form an 
n-place predicate. In  either case i t  i s  necessary to explain 
the relevant notion of a predicate, and i t  i s  essential that 
this notion cover logically complex expressions. The sim
plest way to do this i s  to explain a one-place predicate as 
something which results when one or more occurrences of 
some one s ingular term (proper name) are removed from a 
sentence; an n-place predicate i s  explained s imilarly. (This 
method removes the necessity for introducing operations 
that have the effects of permuting and identifying variables 
and at the same time allows any device used in sentence 
formation also to contribute to the formation of complex 
predicates without the need for special explanation.) The 
variables bound by the quantifier attached to such a pred
icate wil l  then fi l l  the gaps in that predicate so that a 



complete sentence is formed ( in the case of an (n + I )
place predicate the relevant gaps are fi l led so that an 
n-place predicate i s  formed) ;  at the same time it must be 
explained that the predicate is also regarded as occurring 
in any sentence that results when all  those gaps are fi l led 
by one and the same arbitrary proper name. 

Proper names. Frege's notion of a one-place predicate, 
and a two-place relational expression, is explained in terms 
of the prior notion of a proper name; hence, what we rec
ognize as constitutin g  a predicate wi l l  depend upon what 
we recogn ize as constitut ing a proper name. An object is, 
as has been stated, the objective correlate of a proper 
name : it is that which we use a proper name to talk about. 
No other general characterization of an object ,  save via the 
l i nguistic notion of a proper name, is possible. Frege gave 
no completely precise rules for determining whether or 
not an expression is to be regarded as a proper name, but 
he said enough to make it clear that the criteria are to be 
what we may loosely describe as formal; that is, they con
cern the most general features of the logical functions of the 
expression . Hence, objects, which are what proper names 
stand for, may be of the most varied types-human bei ngs, 
heavenly bodies, points in space, proofs of a theorem, and 
directions, for instance. In Three Philosophers, Peter 
Geach has written that in cal l ing numerals proper names 
Frege was not stretching the notion of a proper name; the 
term is justified if  we accept his view that numbers are 
objects. This is the wrong way round: we cannot first de
termine from what we know of an entity that i t  is an object 
and then accordingly confer on a term for it the status of a 
proper name; we have to see whether the term behaves 
l ike a proper name in order to decide whether it stands for 
an object. If Geach means to hint that Frege' s  thesis that 
numbers are objects shows, not the comprehensiveness of 
his notion of an object ,  but rather the singularity of his 
conception of numbers, the suggestion is tendentious; the 
ordinary notion of an object, apart from being far vaguer 
than Frege's ,  is surely much less inclusive. In Grundlagen, 
Frege not only stated general ly  that he wished to counte
nance abstract as well as concrete objects but also devoted a 
whole section to the consideration of a large range of ab
stract objects, among which are directions and shapes, and 
his whole theory of classes was founded on the propos ition 
that classes are objects .  Against  this background the thesis 
tLat numbers are objects does not appear in  the least bi
zarre; what, if  anything, is  to be questioned is the legiti
macy of so extensive a category of "objects."  

Identity. Often in his  writings Frege made use of  rather 
superficial grammatical tests for whether an expression is a 
proper name. He thus did not adequately protect himself 
from the gibe that he would be forced to adm it such ob
jects as the whereabouts of the prime minister or the man
ner in which General Eisenhower putts. In Grundlagen he 
did, however, introduce a line of thought which if pursued 
would extricate him from this absurdity : he said that there 
has to be associated with every object-and therefore with 
every expression for an object-a "criterion of identity," a 
criterion for "recogn izing the object as the same again." 
This does not entai l ,  Frege ins isted, that there is no single 
absolute relation of identity or that the expression " the 
same" is equivocal , assuming different senses in different 
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contex ts . Rather, in stipulating the cri terion of identity 
associated with a proper name, or a range of proper name<; , 
we are taking the general sense of "the same" as giVl·n and 
are carryi ng out an essential part of the st i pu lation of tlw 
sense of that proper name (or of the proper names of tl 1at 
range). This doct rine reappeared in the Invest iga t ions as 
a cornerstone of Wittgenstein 's  whole later phi lo-,ophy. 

Frege never adequately elucidated this notion of a crite
rion of identity, and if we attempt to do so, we are at once 
forced to distinguish between two cases. One case is that 
pri ncipally considered in the Investigat ions, of the sort of 
object wh ich can be the target of an ostcnsion- that is, the 
sort wh ich is capable of being referred to by a use of the 
demonstrative "this ."  Here a question of the form " I s  this 
the same as that?" (or " . . .  as the one which . . .  ?") is 
genuinely ambiguous, the answer depending on the reply 
to the counterquestion "This what?" This counc:erquest ion 
is su fficiently answered by a criterion of identity, which 
may in  this case be thought of as the criterion for the truth 
of an affirmative answer to the original question- that i s ,  of 
an identity statement involving only demonstratives. (Be
cause of his almost total neglect of such expressions as 
demonstratives, Frege nowhere exp lained the notion of a 
criterion of identity in  anyth ing  l i ke th is manner.) The case 
with which Frege was concerned in Grundlagen, however, 
is  that of objects which in general cannot be the targets of 
any osten sion, objects which are referred to by complex 
names of such forms as · ' the direction of the l ine a" and 
"the shape of the figure B."  Such names are formed by 
means of an operator l ike "the di rection of . . .  " or "the 
shape of . . .  ," where i t  would not be possible for  anyone 
to conceive of the range of ob.iects in question wi thout 
understanding the sense of the relevant operator. (Thus, 
such an operator is quite different from one l ike "the wife 
of . . . .  ") In  th is  case the criterion for identifying the 
di rection of the l i ne a with the direction of the l ine b i s to 
be given as a condition that some already understood rela
tion should obtain between the l ines a and b, to give this 
criterion is part, at l east, of what is required in introducin g  
the operator "the direction o f  . . . .  " 

Bound variables and the domain of objects. Such sub
stantival phrases as " the whereabouts of the prime mi ni s
ter" are to be excluded from the category of proper names, 
which stand for objects, on such grounds as that there is  no 
criterion of identity associated with them. It is also clearly 
essential to Frege's conception of an object that al though 
for an entity to be an object it  is a sufficient condition that 
the entity be a possible target of an ostension, with a cor
responding cri terion of i denti ty, this is not a necessary 
condi tion.  We may well wonder how there cou ld be actual 
philosophical e rror in Frege's constructi ng so wide a logi
cal category as that of his objects . True, there may be many 
significant logical distinctions to be made with in  that ,·ast 
category-a fact already recognized in his acknowl edg
ment of a disti nction between those which are concrete 
and those which are not-but by first picki ng out the su
percategory he did not impede such further distinction.  
The answer l ies in Frege's understanding of bound indi
vidual variables .  Unlike modern logician s ,  Frege did not 
regard an interpretation of a formula of first-order predicate 
logic as invol ving a special i.tipulation of the range of the 
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variables; rather, he saw these as in a l l  contexts ranging 
over the domain of al l  objects-that is, of a l l  entities which 
could  be the bearers of proper names. But the paradoxes of 
set theory reveal that it is imposs ible coherently to inter
pret bound variables as ranging s imultaneously over all 
objects which could be compri sed within a domain over 
which bound variables could coherently be interpreted as 
ranging. The importance of Frege's assignment of any one 
given range of entities (numbers, for instance) to the cate
gory of objects l ies less in the consequent treatment of 
express ions for them as proper names (s ingular terms) than 
in the inclusion of those enti tjes in the one domain over 
which h i s  individual variables are then taken as ranging. 
This is especially important when terms for those entities 
are formed, as is the case with numbers and classes, by 
means of an operator which attaches not to the name of an 
object of another kind but to a predicate. For Frege all 
terms for (cardinal) numbers are ultimately formed (per
haps via definitions) by means of the operator "the number 
of x's such that . . . x . . . ," where the gaps in this 
expression are to be fi l led by predicates, not n ames.  If 
numbers are objects , then the predicate in question may 
legit imately be taken as applying to numbers. Indeed, it  is 
by this means that Frege was able to give a proof, appar
ently from purely logical ass umptions, of the existence of 
infini tely many distinct numbers, and therefore it is pre
cisely at this  point  that h i s  reduction of n umber theory to 
logic col lapses, s ince, of course, pure logic cannot guaran
tee the existence of a domain of objects over which an 
operator having the properties demanded of the operator 
" the number of . . .  " can be defined. There is no way to 
save Frege's system from incoherence, because, after al l ,  it 
was within it that the contradiction arose; what is impor
tant is to locate the incoherence precisely. It arises not out 
of his notion of an object as such but rather out of his con
ception of the totali ty of objects . 

Universals. Frege's distinction between objects and 
concepts cuts clean across the traditional method of pos ing 
the probl em of universals .  Traditional ly a particular i s  that 
which can only be named (in order to have something 
predicated of i t), whereas a universal can either be pred
icated of a particular or have some higher-level universal 
predicated of it; the dispute concerns whether, and in what 
sense, un iversals are "real ." From this standpoint, there
fore, the universal, redness ,  is denoted by the word "red" 
equal ly when it is used as an adjective, as in "The carpet i s  
red," and as a noun, as in  "Red i s  a primary color." (This  
perspective is to  be found even in  so recent a work as  P .  F .  
Strawson's Ind ividuals.) For Frege such an approach was 
erroneous from the outset. The word "red" used as a noun 
is a proper name and must stand for an object; a predicate 
l ike " . . .  is red," on the other hand,  is an express ion of 
such a tota l ly  different kind that we cannot s uppose it to be 
correlated with an entity of the same sort at all .  (Admitted
ly, Frege nowhere cited colors as examples of objects, but 
the noun "red" acts as a singu lar term just as the noun 
"two" does, and the operator "the color of . . .  " is analo
gous  to "the shape of . . . .  ") Just as objects can in general 
he characterized only as the objective correlates of proper 
names,  -;o "concept" can be exp lai ned only as applying to 
that which corresponds, in reali ty, to (one-place) pred-

icates and "relation" to that wh ich corresponds to (two
place) relational expressions. Because predicates and 
proper names fulfi l l  totally different l i ngui stic roles, the 
entities wh ich correspond to them must be equal l y  
diss imi lar. 

I t  might be asked why i t  is not enough to regard as 
different , the relations in which these two types of ex
press ion stand to their nonl inguistic counterparts without 
supposing the second terms of the relations to be different 
also. Frege did indeed hold that the relation of a proper 
name to an object was different from,  though analogous to, 
the relation of a predicate to a concept. However, the fact 
i s  that in  general it is not appropriate to suppose that 
something having the characteristics an object must pos
sess corresponds in any way to an arbi trary predicate. In 
view of thi s  the example of the word "red" is misleading, 
in that there is a definite criterion of identity for colors and 
a range of properties which only colors can have and of 
relations in  which only colors can stand; the abstract nouns 
which can be formed from s uch predicates as " . . .  i s  
s limy" or " ,  . .  is shiny" -not to  speak of  the awkward 
abstract substantival phrases formed from complex predi
cates-have no such cri terion of identity associated with 
them and no special range of predicates attachable to 
them, and hence they cannot seriously be considered as 
standing for objects . 

Predicates. Notoriously, the traditional approach to the 
problem of universals repeated ly stumbled over the rela
tion which obtains between an entity and a universal truly 
predicated of it (an d  to an even greater extent over the 
ternary relation between two entities and a relational uni
versal truly said to subsist between them). If the predicate, 
as well as the subject, is thought of as referring to an object 
which is capable  of being denoted by a s ingular term, then 
i t  is difficult to see how by merely referring to two objects 
in turn we can succeed in saying something true or false. 
For Frege there was no corresponding difficulty. It i s  
characteristic of a concept that what alone can stand for it 
is an expression with gaps which yields a sentence when 
the gaps are fil led by a proper name (for the predicate was 
formed by removing some occurrences of a proper name 
from a sentence). So the concept must be thought  of as 
having a corresponding k ind of incompleteness; if it did 
not, there would be no reason why it should not be de
noted by some proper name. Frege's theory of predicates as 
referring to concepts is not intended, l ike the traditional 
theory of universals, as an explanation of what predication 
is; rather, it is by already understanding how predicates 
are used that we come to grasp what sort of entity they 
stand for. In fact, for the understan ding of sentences not 
containing quantifiers we do not need the general notion 
of a predicate at all, and hence we do not need the general 
notion of a concept. For instance, to understand (know the 
truth-conditions for) the sentence "John is dark, and John 
is handsome" we have indeed to understand the simple 
predicates " . . .  is dark" and " . . .  is handsome," but we 
need have no idea of the possibi l i ty of seeing the sentence 
as obtainable by complet ing the predicate " . . .  is dark, 
and . . .  is handsome" with the name "John." The i ncom
pleteness of a predicate does not res ide merely in the fact 
that i t  is to he regarded not as directly  constructed out of 



its constituent parts hut as formed from a sentence which 
has been so constructed by removing an expression from 
it; more particularly, it res ides in  the fact that it is not, in  
general, a separate piece of  the sentence but  i s ,  rather, a 
feature of the way in  which the sentence is constructed. 
The above complex predicate , for example, occu rs also in  
the sentence "Charl ie is  dark, and Charl ie i s  handsome" 
but not in "John is dark, and Charl ie is handsome ," though 
there is no pa rt of the first two sentences which docs not 
also occur in the th ird. A predicate is thus something 
which l iterally cannot be exhibited separately. The de
scription of the concept for which the predicate stands as 
likewise incomplete regi sters the fact that only an expres
sion which has just this ki nd of incompleteness can be 
regarded as standing for a concept. The concept is an en
tity whose being is to be true of some objects and false of 
others (or, as Frege said, to have some objects fal l ing un
der i t  and others not), and i t  could not be conceived in any 
other way. 

Higher-order incomplete expressions. Frege did not deny 
that something can be predicated of a concept; that it 
can be so predicated is a result of the fact thrtt a sentence can 
be formed from a predicate otherwise than by fi l l ing the 
predicate's argument place with a proper name-that is, by 
attaching a quanti fier to it-but a predication about a con
cept takes an altogether different form from a predication 
about an object. This is because in order for the predicate 
to continue to be a predicate, and thus still to refer to the 
concept, it must retain i ts incomplete character; that is why 
the quanti fier carries with it bound variables for insertion 
into the argument place of the predicate. A sentence l ike 
"Some people are both dark and handsome" says some
thing about the concept for which the predicate " . . .  is 
dark, and . . .  i s  handsome" stands, but in accordance 
with the totally different nature of concepts and objects, it 
says about that concept a completel y different sort of thing 
from anything which could meaningful ly  be said about an 
object. We thus arrive at the notion of a concept of second 
order; this is what is referred to by a new kind of incom
plete expression- namely, one which is obtained from a 
sentence by omitt ing one or more occurrences of a (first
order) predicate (here some care is  needed in specifying 
when such a predicate is said to "occur in" a sentence) .  I n  
fact, we have a whole hierarchy:  second-order concepts 
under wh ich first-order concepts fall ,  second-order con
cepts under which first-order relations fal l ,  second-order 
relations between first-order concepts, etc. Just  as the 
recognition of the general category of first-order concepts 
was needed only to explain operators (such as quantifiers) 
which were to be attached to expressions for them, so the 
recognition of some types of second-order concept is  really 
necessary only when we want to in troduce operators (such 
as higher-order quantifiers) attachable to expressions for 
them. Frege has no reservations about the use of such 
h igher-level quantification. Given his insistence that con
cepts and relations are distinguished from objects by their 
mcompleteness and are distingu ished among themselves 
by the kinds of incompleteness they have, his notational 
rule that signs or variables for concepts and relations 
should never appear without their accompanying argument 
places (with the sole exception of the bound variabl e that 
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i s  adjoined to the quantifier) is a natural requirement. I f  
that wqui remcnt is observed, then i t  heeomes l i teral ly 
impossible to i nfringe his prohibition on saying abont an 
object what it makes sense to say only about a concept or 
conversely, or on saying about a fi rst-order concept what 
can meaningfully be said only about a second-order one. 
S ince an expression for a concept is incomplete , the at
tempt to use it to fil l  the gap in another predicate , so as to 
say about that concept what the second predicate can I>< · 
used to say about an object, yields not a sentence hut an 
expression that still has a gap in i t, and the attempt to fi l l  
the gap in an expression for a second-order concept with a 
proper name leaves us with a hound variable  which cannot 
be insNted anywhere. 

FREGE'S LATER P H I LOSOPHY 

"Sinn" and "Bedeutung." The two most striking addi
tions that Frege made to the philosop h ical logic of Gru11d
lagen greatly add to its coherence; indeed, it is difficu l t  to 
set out the doctrine of Grundlagen without appeal ing to 
these amplificatio ns. The first is the distinction between 
Sinn (sense) and Bedeutung. The standard translation of 
the German word Bedeutung is "meaning," but Frege's 
use of it is conventionally rendered as "reference" (with 
"s tand for" as the cognate verb). The rendering has this 
much justification, that it is  certainly incorrect to say (as is 
occas ional ly  said) that Frege's distinction is between two 
ingredients in the meaning of an expression (as his dis
tinction between sense and coloring is) . Hather, if "mean
ing" is taken as the mechanism or rule determining the 
use of an expression, then Frege's "sense" is  (the main) 
part of an express ion's meaning, whereas his Bedeutung 
is not part of i t  at al l but is what is meant by the expression 
in  an altogether different use of the word "mean." From 
here on "mean ing" wil l  be used only as the translation of 
Frege's Bedeutung and "mean " as that of bedeuten; any 
awkwardness in this use of the English words is matched 
by Frege's use of the German ones. In place of "meaning" 
in the sense of what is known when an expression is under
stood (Frege h imself had no word for this) "signi ficance" 
wil l  be used; s ignificance thus includes, but is not ex
hausted by, sense. The "meaning" of a name, in Frege's 
use, is i ts bearer, that which we use the name to talk 
about. He insisted that two proper names may have 
different senses but the same meaning: the same object 
is the bearer of both names, although the cri terion for 
identifying an object as the bearer of the one name dif
fers from that for identifying it as the bearer of the 
other. This is  evident for complex proper names, and 
Frege held it to be tru e also for proper names in the strict 
sense-that is, those which are logical ly simple. Only by 
acknowledging that names with the same meaning may 
have different senses is it possible to understand how an 
identity statement may be true and yet informati,·e. Armed 
with this distinction, Frege was able to clarify his notion of 
a concept: he used "concept" to apply not to the sense of a 
predicate but to the entity which the predicate means. 

Frege hardly  ever bothered to argue for the existence of 
anything that is meant by an incomplete expression such 
as a predicate, and in this his instinct was correct: the 
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ques tion whether there are any such entities in reality i s  a 
misconceived one. Frege intended the notion of a concept 
to be understood in such a way that the existence of con
cepts which are the meanings of predicates is general ly as 
unproblematic as the exis tence of objects which are the 
meani ngs of proper names generally is (or at least as un
problematic as is the legitimacy of quantifying over con
cepts, which i s  clearly involved i n  stating that there i s  
something which a predicate means-admittedly, for 
Quine though not for Frege, a severe qual ification), and in 
his unpubl ished writi ngs he succeeded, after a struggle, in 
expressing the doctrine in  such a way as to make this clear. 
What is problematic is the role played by meanings in the 
determination of the truth-values of sentences, and this 
depends on what, exactly, we take the senses of proper 
names, predicates, etc. to be. I t  has often been observed 
that on this matter Frege was remarkably s i lent. A natural 
picture would be the fol lowing: To know the sense of a 
proper name is to know the criterion for identifying any 
given object as the meaning of that name; to know the sense 
of a predicate is to know the criterion for deciding whether 
it i s  true of an arbitrary object. Thus,  in determining the 
truth-value of a s imple subject- predicate sentence we 
would proceed by finding the object wh ich the name 
meant and then deciding whether or not the predicate was 
true of it .  This would need modification for those objects 
which cannot be given by means of an ostension; perhaps 
in such cases we could think of an object as given by 
means of a term from some special class (for example, 
Arabic numerals in  the case of natural numbers) .  I t  i s  
evident that this  picture i s  too crude t o  b e  plausible: we 
could hardly hold that the sense of the name "Cleopatra," 
for ins tance, consists in a criterion for i dentifying an arbi
trary human being as Cleopatra. In any case, Frege's 
Cru ndlagen thesis that names have meani ng only in the 
context of sentences appears to go against this as being the 
interpretation of the notion of sense he intended, for th is 
thesis surely entai l s  that the sense of a name may be given 
by means of a rule for determining the truth-conditions of a 
sen tence contain ing it otherwise than v ia  the identi fication 
of an object as the meaning of the name. But insofar as this 
picture approx imates the correct one there is a lack of 
analogy between the ascription of meaning to proper 
names and to predicates, for we can attach very l i tt le 
significance to the notion of identifying a concept as the 
mean ing of a predicate, and hence we can hardly view the 
process of deciding the truth-value of a sentence formed 
by attaching a quantifier to a predicate as consist ing of first 
finding the relevant concept and then determining 
whether or not the quantifier was true of it .  (On the other 
hand, in  order that s uch sentences should have definite 
truth-val ues we have to know which concept the predicate 
means ,  and if we do not suppose that our language con
tains a name for every object, this involves more than just 
knowi ng the truth-conditions of al l sentences formed by 
putting a name in  the argument place of the predicate.) 

The meaning of a complex name depends only on the 
mean ing, not on the sense, of i ts consti tuent parts , and 
the truth-value of a sentence only on the meani ng, not 
on the sense, of the words in i t. The many apparent counter
example'> to th is latter principle Frege dealt with by saying 

that in such contexts the words do not have their ordinary 
meanings but mean what are ordinarily their senses. This 
is not a mere dodge: what is true of an object must remain 
true however the object is referred to. Thus, when the 
truth-val ue of a sentence al ters when one name of an ob
ject is substituted for another, i t  cannot be that object 
which i,t; being talked about, and hence, if "meaning" is  
defined as above, i t  cannot be that object which the names 
mean in  that sentence. I f, now, we do not remember that 
the meaning of an express ion (in Frege's use) is not any 
part of i ts s ign ificance, we shall lose the notion of sense 
altogether, for sense was distinguished from coloring as 
that part of the significance of an expression which alone i s  
relevant t o  the truth-conditions o f  sentences containing the 
express ion.  The difference in  sense between two names 
which mean the same object i s  a difference in  the criteria 
for recogn izing that object as the meaning. But Frege's 
whole point in ins isting that names have sense as well 
as meaning was just that the sense of a name could not 
cons ist merely in its m ean ing the object which it does 
mean ; there must also be some particular way in which we 
recognize the object as the mean ing. For expressions 
which cannot be defined, or explained verbal ly  in  any way, 
Frege did not say what he regarded the conveying of their 
sense as consisting in, but when we give a definition we 
do not have to s tate separately what the sense of the 
expression is-we state only its mean ing, even though i t  i s  
sense which determines meaning, not the converse. We 
can give different, though equivalent, defin itions ;  although 
these ass ign the same meaning, they confer distinct senses, 
just because they are different. Difference in sense cons ists 
in  the different ways i n  wh ich the meaning i s  assigned. 
The Tractatus' distinction between saying and showing 
might have been useful to Frege here: when we define a 
word, what we say is what its meaning i s ,  and by the way 
i n  which we say this we show what its sense is .  

Assertion. The second main ingredient of Frege's phil
osophical logic that does not appear in Crundlagen is the 
theory of the fo rce carried by an utterance, which was 
already s ketched in Begriffsschrift. If it i s  to our l inguistic 
practice that we must look in giv ing an account of the 
senses of our words, and if this account turns on the 
truth-conditions of the sentences we u tter, then we must 
be able to give a general description of the connection 
between the truth-conditions of an arbitrary sentence and 
what we effect by uttering that sentence. When we make 
an assertion we are not merely uttering a sentence with 
determinate truth-conditions understood by the hearer, 
and hence with a particular truth-value; that, after all, we 
would do if the sentence expressed only part of what we 
were asserting-for instance, i f  i t  were the antecedent of a 
conditional . We are also, rightly or wrongly, saying that the 
sentence is true. Th is  act ivity of asserting that the thought 
we are expressing is true is  sui generis: it i s  not a further 
determ ination of the truth-conditions of the sentence, 
which remain unchanged whether we are asserting it to be 
true or not, but rather something which we do with a sen
tence whose truth -conditions have already been fixed. This 
is  not the only thing we can do with a sentence: we can 
use it in giv ing a defin ition, in asking a question (of the 
kind requiring the answer "Yes" or "No"), or in the course 



of tel l ing a story. (Other uses can easi ly be thought of, but 
the ones l isted arc those actual ly admitted by Frege. )  I t  is 
only in  the case of questions that the use being made of 
the sentence actual ly  affects the form the sentence takes i n  
natural language. We distinguish the other cases b y  the 
context; in particular, the l inguistic form of a sentence 
being used, on i ts own, to make an assertion is indistin
guishable from that of the same sentence occurring as a 
subordinate clause. But whether it is expressed or not, 
here is a th ird feature of an utterance which needs to be 
understood if  communication is  to succeed, something 
which, l ike sense and coloring, is ordinari ly  cou nted as 
part of the signi ficance of the utterance. Frege cal led this 
the "force" of an utterance. In a language that i s  to express 
everything we wish to convey, we need some special s igns 
for this element; in his symbolic language Frege employed 
two special signs to convey the force, one for assertion and 
one for definition. These signs may be attached only to 
complete sentences ; there is no room for an assert ion sign 
within a subordinate clause, such as the antecedent of a 
conditional, s ince such a clause serves to determine only 
partial ly  the truth-conditions of the whole sen tence. 

S uch a doctrine, whether ultimately tenable or not, 
provides a first reply to those who have criticized, for ex
ample, Frege's account of number words on the ground 
that he explained them on ly  as  they occur in  "statements." 
The truth is  that Frege's account does not relate in any 
special way to the use of n umber words in  sentences used 
to make assertions;  his concern is to explain the truth
conditions of sentences containing them and hence to ex
plain their use in any utterance whose force can be de
scribed in terms of the truth-conditions of some sentence. 
(On the other hand, since Frege, surpris ingly, said of im
peratives that unlike interrogatives, they do not differ from 
the corresponding assertoric sentences only by the ir force 
or by their sense, he left u nexplai ned the use of number 
words in imperatives.) 

Meaning of a sentence. The two supplementations of 
the Grundlagen doctrines are in complete conformity with 
the original doctrines and make them more coherent; it 
was quite different with the rest of the theoretical structure 
erected by Frege in h is  third period. The crucial step was 
the identification of a sentence's truth-value with its mean
ing. Frege argued, convincingly, that the meaning of a 
sentence cannot be considered the thought which the 
sentence expresses (and thus not the proposition, as Rus
sell or Moore would use the term), which is ,  rather, its 
sense, for the meaning of the whole cannot alter so long as 
the meanings of its parts remain constant,  whereas the 
thought expressed can alter. But Frege gave no direct 
argument for ascribing a meaning to a sentence, and such 
an ascription proves to have very implausible conse
quences. Admittedly, the most immediate consequence is  
a striking elegance ancl economy. Sentences are evidently 
complete expressions, and hence truth-values are objects ; 
sentences thus become a particular kind of complex proper 
name . Now, besides concepts and relations ,  Frege also 
admitted functions, as incomplete entities which are the 
meani ngs of functional expressions. But if sentences are 
proper names, then concepts and relations are only func
tions of a special kind (of one and two arguments respec-
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tively)-those, namely,  whose value is always a truth
valuc. This idea is incorporatc<l into the formalism of 
Grundgesetze and confers on i t  a notab le smoothness ;  at 
the same time, it is of value i n  explain ing Frege' s  notion of 
the incompleteness of concepts , for the incom pleteness of 
a function is something we can grasp more easi ly. But  if an 
expres s ion, say "Ruritania," has no mean ing, then a com
plex name of which i t  is part, say "the capital of Hur i tania," 
has no meaning either; if a sentence's meaning is its 
truth-value, a sentence containing a name without mean
ing will have no truth-value. This already sunders the 
notion of falsity from that of not being correct ly  assertih lc :  
if  someone seriously asserts , "Queen Elizabeth J ' s  hus
band was Dutch," h is  assertion is clearly incorrect, al
though according  to Frege he is saying nothing fal se. (Note 
that Frege did not deny that such a sentence has a sense. )  
Moreover, not only i s  such a sentence nei ther true nor 
false;  if that were al l ,  we cou l d  ascribe to i t  a th ird truth
value and devise for a language contain ing such sC:'ntences 
a three-valued logic preserving as much of the class ical 
logic as is feasible.  But  for Frege these sentences lack any 
truth-value, and th is means that any complex sentences of 
which they are consti tuents must also lack truth-value. The 
mere fact that we could treat such sentences as having a 
third truth-value and could stipulate plausible truth tables 
for the sentential operators in the three-valued system is 
enough to show that a sentence does not stand to its 
truth-value in the same relation as a name does to its 
bearer. But given Frege's assumption that once a name 
without meaning gets i nto a sentence anywhere it i nfects 
the whole sentence and deprives it of truth-value, he was 
consistent in drawing the otherwise baseless conclusion 
that there can be no coherent acco�nt of a language contain
ing sentences which are neither true nor false, and hence 
none of a language containing terms without meani ng. 

From this one false step most of the more extraordinary 
doctrines of Frege's later period follow; those that do not 
follow are connected. S ince from the admission of terms 
without meaning, incoherence resu lts, every functional 
expression from which complex proper names can he 
formed must mean a fu nction which is defined for every 
object as argument: we must admit something to be the 
capital of the moon and something else to be thE square of 
the sun. By the same token, every predicate must also be 
defined for every argument: if we are go ing to i n troduce 
the predicate " . . .  1s prime," we must do so in s uch a \Vay 
as to provide a truth-value for a sentence l ike "_lul ius Cae
sar is prime." In harmony with this is Frege's later animus 
against any form of conditional, stepwise, or contextual 
defi ni tion. The opposition to contextual definition wars 
against the Grundlagen thesis that it is only in the context 
of sentences thc!t words have meaning, which, in Grund
lagen, is used to justify contextual defini tion; indeed, this  
thesis, never reiterated though never repudiated, has no 
place in  Frege 's later philosophy, since it accords a dis
tinctive posit ion to sentences which he was no longer 
prepared to recognize . There is  a trace of it left in Gru nd
gesetze, where he in effect advanced the thesis that names 
do not have to be given a mean ing save in context-the 
context, namely, of more complex names in w·hich they 
occur. This amounts to saying that we can bestow a mean-
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ing on some names by bestowing one on other names ; no 
general principle is provided by which we can judge 
which names are to have a meaning directly stipu lated for 
them. I nsofar as this doctrine can be justified, it is in virtue 
of the special role  of sentences .  If we can succeed in spec
ifying the truth-conditions of the sentences of a language 
without  assigning a meaning to some of the terms in them, 
all will sti l l  be in order because it is the sentences, not any 
briefer expressions, which we use to perform those lin
guistic acts-in particular, those acts of assertion-which 
it is the purpose of the language to make us capable of 
effecting. 

A RITHMETIC 

Frege held that the true statements of what he called 
"arithmetic" (the theories of natural and of real numbers) 
are analytic, by which he meant that they are logical ly 
deducible  from purely logical laws with the help of 
definitions of the arithmetical notions (thus,  he tacitly 
assumed every true arithmetical statement to be provable). 
This in i tself entails not that arithmetic involves no primi 
tive notions not reducible to extra-arithmetical ones but 
only that it would be unnecessary to appeal to the under
standing of any such primitive notions in order to establish 
the truth of arithmetical statements . Yet in fact Frege held 
that this is so and that al l  arithmetical notions are definable 
in tenns of purely logical ones. 

Comparison of cardinality. Frege held that the natural 
numbers constitute the finite members of the total ity of 
cardinal numbers, which are those numbers that answer 
questions of the form " How many objects of such-and-such 
a kind are there?" He rightly maintained that the central 
notion for the conception of cardinal number is expressed 
by "just  as many as" (as the central notion for the concep
tion of length is expressed by "just as long as"). That is, 
the notion "just  as many" is prior to the notion involved in 
giving any particul ar answer to the question " How many?" 
in that ( 1) we can tel l  that there are just as many things of 
one kind as there are of another without  knowing how 
many of each kind there are (for instance, if on a table each 
plate has just one knife on it and each knife is on just one 
plate, we know that there are just as many knives as plates 
on the table), and (2) any answer to a question of the form, 
"How many F's are there?" amounts to saying "J ust as 
many as there are things of some standard kind" (for in
stance, to count up the F's and find that there are six of 
them is to establish that there are just as many F's as num
erals from " I" to "6"). Frege' s logical definition of "just as 
many," anticipated one year earlier by Georg Cantor, 
is that there arc just as many F's as G's if and only if there 
is some one-to-one relation R which correlates the F's with 
the G's. It is thus a notion which involves second-level 
quantification, over relations. "R is one-to-one" means, in 
turn, that for all objects x, y, and z, if xRy and xRz, then y is 
the same as z, and also if yRx and zRx, then again y is the 
same as z; "R correlates the F's with the G's" means that 
for every object x, if x is F, then for some y, xRy and y is G, 
and likewise for every y, if y is G, then for some x, xRy and 
X i� F. 

This definition has long been canonical.  There are only 

two questions that can be raised concerning it (which there 
is no space here to discuss). First, in view of what is now 
known (but was not known to Frege) about the incomplet
ability of the theory of second-order quantification, should 
we regard the notion '"just as many" as being not absolute 
but relative to a selection of a particular domain for rela
tion variables? Second, can we be sure that whenever 
there are, intuitively, just as many F's as G's,  there actually 
is a relation which correlates them one to one, or should 
we explain "just as many" as meaning that there could be 
such a correlation? (And if so, can the relevant sense of 
"could" be specified without circularity? Here we might 
regard applications of the axiom of choice to yield proofs of 
cardinal equivalence as s uch a specification: we show by 
means of it that even when there is no actual correlation, 1 
this is not due to there not being enough objects of the 1 
given kind.) 

Definition of an operator class. In arithmetic we need 
not only a vocabul ary for comparing sets of objects in re
spect of cardinality but also one for referring to cardi
nal numbers, since here the expressions we use for cardinal 
numbers play the logical role of singu lar terms (for exam
ple, in " 19 is prime," where " 19" is grammatical ly a noun, 
not an adjective as in "There are 19 books on the table"). 
Frege thought that al l  numerical terms were to be ana
lyzed by means of the operator "the number of F's" 
(henceforth cal led the numerical operator) and that this 
obviated the need for a special explanation of the adjecti
val uses, since "There are 1 9  books on the table" is equiv
alent to "The number of books on the table = 19" and 
every sentence containing " 19" as a number adjective 
can be converted into one with the form "There are just 
19 . . .  " or with a constituent of that form. (Note that for 
Frege the equals sign always denotes the relation of iden
tity, to be read "is the same [object] as" or, simply, "is.") 
The problem thus becomes one of defining the numerical 
operator. An obvious condition is that a statement of the 
form 

"The number of F's = the number of G 's" 

shal l  be equivalent to 

"There are just as many F's as G 's ." 

I n  Grundlagen, Frege asked whether an outright stipu
lation of this equivalence cou ld serve as a partial definition 
of the numerical operator, to be supplemented by explana
tious of other contexts in which numerical terms could 
occur. (As has been observed, at the time of writing Grund
lagen, Frege had not yet developed h i s  later opposition to 
contextual and to piecemeal definition; in fact, he even 
advanced a general defense of it.) Frege compared the 
introduction of the numerical operator with the introduc
tion of any of a large range of other operators, s uch as "the 
direction of a," "the shape of A," and so on; thus, we can 
define "the direction of a" contextually, beginning with a 
stipulation that "the direction of a = the direction of b" is 
to mean "a is paral lel to b." Frege did not spel l  out the 
range of operators he had in mind, but analysis of his text 
shows that they must satisfy two conditions : ( 1) if "O" is 



such an operator, then an identity statement of the form 
"Oa = Ob" is to be equivalent to a statement of the 
form "aRb" where "R " stands for some particular equ iva
lence relation (one which is reflexive, symmetrical, and tran
sitive), and (2) there should he no intu itive demand that 
terms formed by means of the operator he taken as stand
ing for objects cus tomarily denoted by terms of any other 
form (for instance, we do not normally requi re a di rection 
to be identi fied with an object that is  something other than 
a direction). Frege here evidently regarded it as unimpor
tant that the numerical operator di ffers from the other 
examples in being attached to a predicative expression 
(such as "planets in the solar system") rather than to an
other term (such as a term stand ing for a l ine). 

Frege eventually rejected the possibi l ity of a contextual 
definition for such terms, on the ground that i t  would be 
powerless to determine the truth-value (presumably false) 
of i5tatements of identity which involve on ly one term 
formed by means of the operator to be defi ned-such sen
tences as "J ul ius Caesar is the number of p lanets" and 
"England is the direction of the earth's  axis ." But it would 
be straightforward to provide by direct sti pulation for the 
falsity of such sentences. The serious difficu lty, which 
Frege did not expressly acknowledge, relates to the fact, 
noted earl ier, that "the number of F's," unl ike "the direc
tion of a," is an operator of second level .  If we can el imi
nate terms of the form "the direction of a," then we can 
also eliminate quantification over directions, by reducing 
"For some direction d, . . .  d . . .  " to " For some line 
a, . . .  the di rection of a . . . .  " In  the same way we can 
reduce " For some number n, . . .  n . . .  " to "For some 
concept F, . . .  the number of F's . . .  ," but this forms 
part of a genuine trans lation of statements involving the 
notion of number into those which do .not involve this 
notion only if the domain of objects required for interpret
ing the statement after translation does not include num
bers (and so the concept variable "F" is not taken as rang
ing over concepts under which numbers fall) .  In particular, 
we shou ld have to prohibit the formation of terms of the 
form "the number of A's" whenever "A" was a predicative 
expression i tself contai ning the numerical operator. With
out such restrictions the proposed manner of introducing 
the numerical operator would not provide us  with a means 
of eliminating i t  and hence could count not as a definition 
of the operator but only as an axiom governing i t  (which 
wou ld be insufficient for Frege's program of demonstrating 
that arithmetical truths are analytic according to his 
definition of "analytic"). But with such restrictions Frege's 
proof of the infinity of the number series would break 
down. 

Frege' s way out of the difficulty which he professed to 
find in the proposed contextual definition of any such 
operator was to give an expl icit defi nition by means of the 
notion of clas ses. Where "Oa = Ob" is required to be 
equivalent to "aRb," "Oa" wil l  be defined as "the class of 
objects x such that aRx"; l ikewise, "the number of F's" 
wi l l  be defined as "the class of concepts G such that there 
are just as many F's as G's ." Thus ,  cardinal numbers are to 
be classes of concepts. (The notion of a class of concepts is 
unusual , but in Grundlagen, Frege was �crupulous about 
reducing his  employment of the notion of class to a mini-
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mum. I n  Crundgesetze no such care was taken, and in 
place of the operator "the nu mber of F's ,"  Frcge dc· fi rn·d 
an operator attaching to si ngu lar tPrms and mea1 1 i 1 1g in tui 
tively "the number of  members of  a ,"  this being defined as 
"the class of classes x such that there are just as many 
members of x as there are members of a" ;  "a" need not 
here be taken to stand for a clas s . )  

This technique has s ince become known, rather u nhap
pily, as definition by abs traction. I t  is not at all clear that it 
gets Frege out of the di fficu lty he bel ieved h imself to be 
in, for in order to use the technique to demonstrate that 
J u l ius Caesar is not the number of planets, we have to 
know that J ul ius  Caesar is not a class of concepts , and the 
question arises how we know this .  In Grundlagen, Frege 
did not make explicit the requi red assu mptions concerning 
classes. In Grundgesetze, however, the axiom governi ng 
classes is of exactly the same general form as th� rejected 
contextual definition of the numerical operator ( that is ,  
"The class of F's = the class of G's if  and only if  a l l  and 
only those objects which are F are G"),  and Frege ex
pressly denied that this axiom by itself determines the 
truth-value of statements of the form "a is  the class of F 's," 
where "a" i s  a term formed wi thout the use of the class 
operator. He proposed an additional stipulation that would 
accompl ish thi s ,  but if  an additional stipulation would 
serve the purpose for the class operator, a s imi lar one 
would do the same for the numerical operator, without the 
need for explici tly defi ning the latter in terms of classes. 

Definition of natural numbers. Frege defined the num
ber O as the number of objects not identical with them
selves and the relational expression "n is an immediate 
successor of m" as "For some concept F and some object a, 
a is an F, n is the number of F's, and m is the number of 
objects other than a wh ich are F" (this expresses the rela
tion "n = m + l," so that every transfin ite cardinal is  its 
own immediate successor). He  applied to this relation his 
definition, given in Begriffsschrift, of the ancestral of a 
relation, so as to yield a relation S*(n,m) expressed by "n 
fal l s  under every concept F such that m is an F and such 
that for every j and k, if k is an immediate successor of j 
and j is an F, then k is an F "  (if m i s  a finite cardinal, then 
S*(n,m) holds if and only if n is a finite cardinal ;?:m). 
Frege then defi ned "n is a natural number" as ' 'S*(n,O). " 
H e  thus held, as did Russell ,  that the principle of mathe
matical induction-h.r from being a special principle of 
inference pecul iar to the theory of natural numbers , whose 
validity is to be apprehended by mathematical intuition
is part of the definition of "nah1ral number"; the natural 
numbers are to be defi ned as just those objects for which 
mathematical induction is val id. 

Frege, in effect, succeeded in deriving, on the basis of 
these definitions,  al l  the propos itions that have subse
quently become known as the Peano axioms for the natural 
numbers .  The crucial theorem is the one guaranteeing the 
infin ity of the number series, which states that every natu
ral number has an immediate successor. To prove this ,  on 
his definitions,  Frege had to show that for every natural 
number n there exists a concept F such that the number of 
F's is an immediate successor of n. For each given n this 
condition is sati sfied by the concept "natural number �n," 
which Frege was able to exprc>ss by "S*( n, m) ." 
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Mathematics and logic. It is often maintained that 
Frege' s attempt to demonstrate that ari thmetical truths are 
analytic by reducing them to truths of logic fai l s  because of 
his use of the notion of class, which i s  said to be a mathe
matical rather than a logical notion and also, in view of the 
paradoxes, a problematic one. So far as Frege's treatment 
of the theory of real numbers is concerned, this is not 
unreasonable, since it requires a fairly heavy use of the 
notion of class to advance from the theory of natural num
bers to that of real numbers, but as  a diagnosis of the fai l 
ure of  Frege's program for  the theory of  natural numbers, i t  
i s  very superficial. Only the weakest conceivable assump
tions concerning classes are required for the construction 
of the theory of natural numbers expounded in Grundlagen 
to  succeed, and it seems absurd to  appeal to  the paradoxes 
in order to bring these assumptions into question. Indeed, 
it is doubtful  that even these assumptions can be reckoned 
to belong to the laws of logic, but it does not appear that 
the proper way to inquire into this question is by asking 
whether the notion of class is a logical or a mathematical 
one. Rather, the assumption that certain class terms can be 
formed and treated as having a ref ere nee is an exi stential 
assumption and can hardly be grounded on logic alone. 
The minimal assumption Frege needed in Gru ndlagen 
i s  that there i s  a mapping by which each concept F i s  
mapped onto a class of  concepts containing jus t  those 
concepts G such that there are just as many F's as G's. 
\Vhen classes are taken, as Frege took them, to be ob
jects-that is,  to be in the domain over which the concepts 
in question are defined-this is tantamount to the assump
tion that there are at least denumerably many objects .  
From this point of  view it does not much matter whether 
the numerical operator is taken as primitive or as defined 
in terms of classes : the exi stential assumption is the same. 
Now, admittedly, if numbers (or classes) are taken to be 
objects,  then it is reasonable to assert that there are 
infinitely many objects ( far more reasonable than Russel l 's  
"axiom of infinity," which asserts that there are infinitely 
many ind ividuals-objects that are neither classes nor 
numbers-and is probably not even true). B ut then the 
recognition of the truth of the statement that there are 
infinitely many objects cannot be held to precede a grasp 
of the notion of number, which is required for the under
standing of the domain over which the individual variables 
are taken as ranging. 

It might be claimed in defense of Frege that s ince he did 
not take the numerical operator as primitive but defined it 
in terms of class ,  the understanding of his notion of object 
presupposes a grasp not of the notion of number as such 
but only of that of class, so that the acknowledgment of 
principles from \vhich the exi stence of infinitely many ob
jects can be derived may be prior to the grasp of any spe
cifical ly ar ithmetical notions. Howe\'er, the only classes 
whose existence is  required by Grundlagen are equivalence 
classes of objects or concepts under some equivalence rela
tion. To anyone who does not already possess the notion 
of classPs (which Fregc explained is rio t  to be identi
fi{'(I with that of aggregates or wholes mad<:> up of parts) 
thl're -.e<'rns to lw no more cogent manner of making 
th<' conc<·pt ion of such equivalence classes intuitively 
clear than hy reference to the kind of operators which 

Frege defined in terms of equ ivalence classes in his pro
cedure of definition by abstraction. That is ,  the equation of 
the direction of the l ine a with the class of l ines paral lel to 
a may be taken more plausibly as informing someone 
famil iar with the concept of a direction what sort of thing 
an equivalence class is to be taken to be than as tell ing 
someo1'e famil iar with the idea of an equivalence class 
what sort of thing a direction is. From this point of view 
definition by abstraction s imply gives the general form of a 
method of concept formation with which we are extremely 
famil iar, both in everyday discourse and in mathematics, 
that method by which we pass from an expression "R"  for 
an equivalence relation between objects of a given kind to 
an operator "O" which forms terms denoting objects of a 
new kind, where for any objects a and b of the old kind, 
Oa = Ob if and only if aRb. Frege succeeded in pointing to 
an analogy between transitions of this kind and the transi 
tion from us ing the notion "just a s  many as" t o  speaking of 
num bcrs as objects, effected by the introduction of the 
operator "the number of F's." What he overlooked i s  that 
if, as he wanted (and as he needed i f  he was to be able to 
prove the infinity of the number series), the "new" ob
jects-in this  case, numbers-are to be taken as already 
belonging to the original domain of objects, then their 
introduction depends upon an existential assumption 
about the s ize of the original domain, and that the unre
stricted introduction of such operators, attaching to predi
cative expressions, wou ld lead to contradiction, as in fact it 
led Frege. In any case, from this point of view the 
definition of cardinal numbers as equivalence classes of 
concepts ( under the equivalence relation "just as many 
as") is not exactly a reduction of the notion of number to 
some other, independently given notion, since the notion 
of an equivalence class has itself to be explained by refer
ence to the same sort of transition as that which we make 
when we pass from us ing the notion expressed by "just as 
many . . .  as . . .  " to the conception of the cardinal num
bers as objects. 

At two points in his construction-in defining "just 
as many as" and in defining "n i s  a natural number" -
Frege had to employ higher-level quantification. Although 
there is an important difference between the logic of 
quantification over objects and that of quantification over 
concepts and relations, it is implausible to make this 
di fference the boundary between logic and mathematics. 
Frege was able to demonstrate that certain principles 
which we should acknowledge as belonging to logic re
qui re higher-level quantification for their expression. H i s  
demonstration of the analyticity of  arithmetical truths 
breaks down at the point where he needed to prove, from 
purely logical principles, the existence of infinitely many 
natural numbers . We may accordingly divide arithmetical 
truths into those for whose statement or proof we need to 
invoke the infinity of the number series and those for 
whose statement or proof we do not (the exact d ividing 
line wil l  vary according to the particular way we choose to 
frame our definitions of arithmetical notions). Frege's 
claim to have shown that arithmetical statements are ana
lytic is to be upheld only for statements for which we do 
not need to in\'oke the infinity of the number series . Thus, 
even though Frege himself displayed no uncertainty about 



the mean ing of quantification over infinite total ities, his 
work reveal s very clearly why this became one of tlw prin
cipal preoccupations of later philosophers of mathematics. 
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FRENCH P H I LOSOP H ICA L L ITERA TURE. See 
CLA.'\/DESTINE PHILOSOPIUCAL LITERATURE IN FRANCE; 
ENCYCLOPEDIE. 

FRENC H P H I LOSOPH Y. French philosophy proper, 
as distinguished from earlier philosophy written in what i s  
new modern France, may b e  said to begin i n  the sixteenth 
century. For that is the period in which the practice arose 
of writing philosophy in the vernacular rather than in Latin 
and in which there began to develop a point of view that 
did not derive from Scholasticism. The use of Latin did 
not, of course, die out in lay circles until two hundred 
years later, but the mere possibility of expressing seriou s 
thought in a language that was not sanctified by tradition 
and sonorous with theological overtones gave to philoso
phy new direction s  that in turn suggested new problems. 
This innovation ran parallel to the rise of the new nations. 
And nowhere was there a greater awareness of what was 
going on political ly than in France. By the end of the 
sixteenth century the frontiers of France were al most what 
they are today, and though power was not so central ized as 
it was to be under Louis X IV, the struggle for centraliza
tion was under way and its outcome fairly certain. 

A philosophy of opposition. The sixteenth century in 
France was also the century of the \Vars of Religion. Few 
civil wars have ever been more brutal and destructive. The 
Lutheran Reformation had demonstrated that the authority 
of the church could be not only chal lenged but over
thrown. This was both an ideological and a political vic
tory. But whereas the Lutherans in the Germanies cou ld 
count on protection from the princes, the Calvinists in 
France had only their own resources to rely on. Their main 
resource was stubborn resistance. But it was backed up by 
literature in the form of theological and philosophical 
debates. One must therefore think of French philosophy in 
this period as determined not only by its inner logical 
structure but also by a revolutionary temper. It was 
definitely a philosophy of opposition, and that character 
remained true of philosophy in France well into the twen
tieth century. In the early days we find opposition to 
ecclesiastical authority, to Scholastic authority, and to the 
authority of a traditional method of thinking. In the seven
teenth century we find opposition to Aristotle and opposi
tion to attacks on Aristotle. In the Encyclopedists we find 
opposition to the church an<l to absolute monarchy, and in 
Rousseau and his followers opposition to the rationalists. 
�lany, in fact most, of the philosophers who have survived 
\Vere not members of the teaching profession. Montaign e, 
Descartes, Voltaire, Housseau, Maine de Biran, Cournot, 
Auguste Comte held no university posts. It was not until the 
university s ystem was organized under Victor Cousin that 
eminent ph i losophers were also professors. And when 
that happened,  a strong opposition was fom1ed against them 
by men like Taine and Hemm. 

Breadth of interest. Though the assignment of causes to 
hi storical events is always precarious,  it may he surmised 
that one of the effects of this situation has been the breadth 
of Ff<'nch philosoph ical interests. Political, social, pedagog
ical, aud aesthetic problems have been living issues 
among FrPnch philosophers. Whc>reas in G reat Britain the 
philosophers in the main narrowed their field to the limits 

of epistemology and seldom ventured farther abroad than 
ethics and political philosophy, a man like Descartes could 
become an authority in mathematics and physics as well as 
in technical philosophy; a Voltaire could write plays and 
poems and novelettes, as well as a philosophical dictionary 
and a treatise on Newton; Rousseau became as famous for 
La Ncmvelle Heloi'se as for his Contrat social. Ravaisson 
could figure in a history of archaeology, just as Sartre could 
figure in a history of the drama. 

Philosophy and the schools. Whatever the cause may be, 
a tradition has developed in France of searching out the 
underlying philosophical problems in matters of daily life. 
The French child for some generations has begun his 
philosophical initiation in the lycee. His very training in 
rhetoric is also a training in logic, for he is dril led in the 
preparation of outl ines from his earliest years. When 
presenting his lessons in elementary arithmetic, he pro
pounds h i s  reasoning process rather than merely his re
su lts. He is thus accustomed to the analysi s  of his own 
thoughts as well as those of others, and if his insistence on 
the uncovering of les principes is sometimes annoying to 
foreigners, it must be granted that it has given his writing a 
kind of clarity both in meaning and in structure which is 
unique. 

Breakdown of traditional thought. Until the French 
Revolution education was in the hands of the church. But 
this educational monopoly had a weakness :  it indoctrinated 
its pupil s in a technique of th inking that had been ef
fectively challenged by Ital ian and English scientists and 
could not be applied to the most pressing problems of the 
times. Though the syl logistic method was excel lent for 
testing one's reasoning, its plausibility rested on the plau
sibility of its premises ; and the great question that was 
disturbing the keener minds of the French Renaissance 
was precisely how fruitful the traditional premises were. 
By the middle of the sixteenth century the New World had 
been discovered and partly explored. The past had been 
unearthed. The Copernican system was replacing that of 
Ptolemy. Printing had been invented. The story has been 
told too often to need repeating; but it is hardly likely that 
any inquisi tive youngster of that time would have been 
satisfied with a set of syl logisms drawn from St. Thomas 
Aquinas when he wanted to know what was on the other 
side of the ocean or why, if the earth was round, the waters 
did not rurr off it. Whatever the explanation of this 
effervescence of curiosity, it appeared in country after 
country. In France its most influential result was a wave of 
skepticism about received opinions. 

S IXTEENTH-CENTURY SKEPTICISM 

In Renaissance France, as in Italy and England, philoso
phers began by examining the grounds of authority. In  
matters of  religion the authority was revelation, a s  found in 
the Bible and supported by the Fathers and tradition. I t  
was official doctrine that this was a body o f  truth based 
upon supernatural sources and therefore never to be ques
tioned. In scientific matters the authority was usually Aris
totle and his commentators, supplemented by Plato's 
Timaeus. The metaphor of matter and form, the theory of 
the four elements, the dogma of natural positions and the 



finite universe, explanation of teleology-all had been ques
tioned, yet never successfu l l y. But the sixteenth century 
was the centu ry of Luther, Cal vin, Erasmu s,  Melancthon, 
Theodore Beza, and Lefevre d'f:tapl es, and no one cou ld 
any longer entertain the bel ief that the message of ei ther 
revelation or of science was clear. Textual criticism indi
cated problem s in the interpretation of Scripture itself; the 

· Fathers disagreed, as did the commentators. The doctrines 
of Ari stotle were variou sly expounded, and trad ition was 
seen to he a growing process with accretion s ,  the sanctity 
of which was far from certain. Th is  is not the place to ex
amine all the disputes that arose over the mean ing of any 
of these sources of information, but it  can at least he 
pointed out that when a man is conscious of a confl ict of 
authorities, he wi l l ,  if a philosopher, try to settle i t  in a 
rational manner or give up the job as hopeless. 

Rabelais. Whatever else a skeptic may doubt, he wi l l  
never doubt h i s  critical method. I f  he doubts the efficacy of 
reason, he may substitute for it something which he wil l  
call nature or  common sense or  tradition or  experience or 
intuition, or some similar term. This is inevitable if he is to 
avoid the sel f-defeating position of denying the truth of 
any assertion whatsoever. Regardless of that, no skeptic on 
record ever denied that some knowl edge was possible, and 
in general , skepticism has been based on a set of ideas or a 
choice of premises which are held as certain. Thus Rabe
lais ( 1494?- 1553), who ridiculed monastici sm, marriage, 
current education, and pedantry in Gargantua ( 1534 ), nev
ertheless held to the fundamental rightness of human 
nature when uncorrupted by institutional ism. His Abbaye 
de Thel eme with its famous motto, Fais-ce que vouldras, 
in spite of i ts fantastic detai l s ,  preaches the need of self
knowledge and self-command and lays down freedom as 
its foundation. The value and the possibil ity of these are 
never doubted. One must not read a consi stent and theoret
ical structure into the buffoonery of Rabelai s, for h i s  book 
is, as Montaigne put it ,  simplement plaisant. But it would 
not have been plaisant had there not gl owed through the 
caricatures a spirit of hedoni sm which was itsel f a protest 
against pretentiousness and authoritarian ism. The book 
was the assertion of man's native abil i ty to know his own 
ends and to di scover his own val ues. Th is abil ity, however, 
was constantl y threatened by the pedants and the chats 
fourres ("stuffed shirts"). 

De Brues. Another vein of skepticism appeared in  the 
work of Guy de Brues (fl. 1 554 - 1562) , Les Dialogues . . .  
contre les nouveaux academiciens ( 1 st ed., 1 557). The 
spokesman for skepticism in  this work based his argument 
largely on the diversity of opinions, which ought not 
to ari se if  there were a certain basis for knowl edge. He 
substituted for reason a power which he cal led nature. 
The term, wh ich has served a large number of different 
purposes, here meant the uninstructed sentiments of 
an individual ; and though the author deprecated the 
use of nature as a standard, neverthel ess he presented 
the arguments in i ts favor so clearly that a reader is  l i kely 
to be persuaded by them. The skeptic of this type never 
asks what human nature would be if it were not educated 
either in the schoolroom or through association with other 
human beings. On the contrary, he takes it for granted that 
we possess a kind of insight into moral and other values 
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which can be, and  usual ly  i s ,  perverted by  education. But 
he never hesitates to util ize the same type of argument as 
that which would he used by an authori tarian. B rucs was 
not himself a skeptic and his hook had very l i tt le influence. 
It is of some hi storical value,  however, in showing that 
skepticism had a certai n vogue i 1 1  inte l l ectual circles of 
that period. Moreover, it  was in Montaigne's l ibrary, and 
its in fluence on him,  if any, must have been in a direction 
antithetical to that which its author intended. 

Sanches. Usual l y  the skeptics of this period in France 
doubted the efficacy of reason in order to put faith in place 
of reason. But this was not the purpose of such a man as 
Francisco Sanches (c. 1 55 1 - 1623), who taught at Tou
louse. His Tracta tus de Multum Nohili et Prima Universali 
Scientis Quod Nihil Scitu r ( J 58 1 )  appeared just a year after 
the first edition of M ontaigne's Essays. Sanches'  underly
ing purpose was to show that s ince noth ing can be known 
by the trad itional methods, a new method must be devel
oped. This method was to he based on the indubitable 
facts of i nner experience. He failed to develop this 
method, however, and his book ended without resolving 
the questions i t  raised. Yet he too, while deprecating the 
use of reason , did so in a rational manner and seems to 
have had no doubts either about the val idity of h i s  criti· 
cisms or the results of introspection. 

This type of skepticism arose from the observation that 
philosophers fail to agree. The concl usion was drawn that 
if, they had as sound a method as that of the mathema
ticians or natural scientists, agreement would be possible. 
But the difficu lty of finding a correct and fruitful method 
was so great that some phi losophers threw up thei r hands 
in  despair, and the nescience of a man l ike Sanches 
seemed better than the extravagances of fifteenth-century 
Scholasticism. The revolt against the schools  was as pro
nounced as it had been i n  I taly and was beginning to be in  
E ngland. The solution of  Sanches was a retreat into sel f
knowledge. That was also the solution of Montaigne. 

Montaigne. M ichel de Montaigne ( 1533 - 1592) went 
further than his  contemporary. He doubted not only the 
util ity of formal reasoning but al so, in some of h is  moods, 
that of authority. To these he added doubts about the val ue 
of civil ization itself and was thus one of the most potent 
i nfluences in modern times toward cu ltural primitivism. 
His  skepticism regarding reason appears in  his  insi stence· 
that he was engaged "nly in a self-portrait, he ,vas de
scribing an individual , neither classifying types of human 
nature nor deducing any concl usions from sel f-evident 
premises. He was wi l l ing to go along with custom as far as 
faith and morals were concerned, for that was easier than 
protest; he had, moreover, l ived through the Wars of Reli
gion and felt that l i tt le good had been accompl ished by 
stri fe. Nevertheless, two of his theses became scandal s in 
the succeeding century-that of natural theology, as it 
appeared in the "Apology for Raimond Sebond" (Essays, 
I I ,  12) ,  and that of cultural primi t ivi sm in his essay "On 
the Cannibals" (I ,  3 1 ). The "Apology" was an exposition 
and defense of the cosmological argument for the exi stence 
of God. I t  was not Montaigne's intention to maintain that 
this argument could supplant fai th in ei ther revelat ion or 
tradition. On the contrary, it was simply add itional support 
for one's faith. I f  one of his readns were to say that reason 
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alone would suffice for religious belief, Montaigne was 
prepared to reply that even the beasts could reason. In
deed, he went further in this direction than was required, 
for he assigned to the animals not only the power of rati
ocination but also morals superior to those of men. Here he 
was bound to come into conflict with the church; for it was 
an essential part of the Catholic tradition that men alone 
had souls, that they were not animals but a special kind of 
creature, and that they alone could reason. But the lesson 
that !\lontaigne drew from his observations was that humil
ity and submission to God are the sole appropriate atti
tudes of man. The desire for knowl edge comes from pride 
and it was pride that led to the Fal l of Man in the Garden 
of Eden. 

Just as the beasts are our superiors in intell igence and 
morals, so are the savages. Montaigne's point was that 
Christian virtue does not depend on erudition but on sim
plicity of soul and intuitive insight. The savages of whom 
he was writing were American Indians. They were, he was 
informed, inhabitants of well-policed states and lived in 
accordance with perfect religious precepts. And yet they 
had not received the Gospels. They simply obeyed the law 
of nature and knew nothing of commerce, letters, science, 
law, slavery, wealth, agriculture, metal lurgy, or vinicul
ture They had no conception of mendacity, treason, dissim
ulation, avarice, envy, bel ittlement, or pardon and hence 
had no words for them. Their regimen was simpl icity it
self, and they could do without any of the luxuries which 
European man demanded. This idyllic life, which is of 
course purely legendary, M ontaigne admitted, was tem
pered with warfare and cannibal ism. But, as he said, he 
had seen similar things in the recent civil wars. The ad
mission of these defects in an otherwise perfect existence 
was used to show that the savages are no worse than their 
European contemporaries. In short, the example of the 
savages proved that nature is as good a teacher as reason. 

Charron. Praise of the animals and savages for their 
innate wisdom is sometimes merely a paradox without 
serious intention, but sometimes, as a satire on humanity, 
it takes on greater importance. The anti-intellectualism of 
!\lontaigne was organized into something resembling a 
system by his disciple, Pierre Charron ( 154 I -I 603 ), whose 
De la Sagesse went into 32 editions before 1664. This work 
clarified the sign i ficance of Montaigne's Essays, making 
the point that if one attacked reason, it was in order to 
justify faith. Doubt in defense of bel ief thus became a 
mode of philosophizing that could be used by profoundly 
religious people as well as by scoffers. And the scoffers 
could always maintain for their own protection that their 
anti-intellectualism was prorel igious. This has seemed to 
some historians to have been the strategy of the seven
teenth-century thinker, Pierre Bayle. However, there is no 
cause to bel ieve that Charron' s contrast between wisdom 
(sagesse) and reason was anything but sincere. It was anal
ogous to Pascal 's distinction between reason and the heart, 
and no one would doubt the sincerity of Pascal . 

Pious skepticism. A thread of pious skcptic.:isrn ran 
through French philosophy from the time of Charron at 
least to the early nineteenth century, when Bautain's 
fideisme was condcmn<'d by Pope Gregory XVI. At that time 
the posit ion of the church was declared to he that reason 

is sufficient to prove the existence of God and that faith 
is posterior to revelation;  in short, a nonbel iever can
not be asked to accept the tenets of the church without 
rational proof. In the twentieth century a tendency analo
gous to pious skepticism appeared in the writings of hoth 
Bergson and the Christian existential ists. In these thinkers 
reason,was shown to be either irrelevant to vital concerns 
(Bergson) or incapable of exploring individual existents 
(Gabriel Marcel). 

Pious skepticism appeared in defense of deism as well 
as of traditional Catholicism. In Rousseau's "Profession of 
Faith of the Savoyard Vicar" (Emile, Book IV), it is said 
that reason in the form of science wil l disprove the exist
ence of God, the immortality of the soul, and freedom of 
the will, but that feeling (sentiment) will restore them all. 
Hence one could be a skeptic and yet believe, on no evi
dence other than that of some non rational power within us, 
called by various names. 

One group of writers, frequently called libertines, de
veloped a more radical skepticism. The best known of 
these men is probably La Mathe Le Vayer ( 1588-1672), 
whose ideas may be summed up in his own sentence, 
"The more knowledge, the more grief' (Qui addit scien
tiam addit atque dolorem). Common sense, he maintained, 
would do all that is needed in the way of religious and 
moral instruction, and there is nothing more presumptuous 
than seeking the "inner purposes" of the Creator. But this 
tendency easily became generalized into the condemna
tion of all knowledge, for it was soon seen that once a 
pronouncement of the heart, the spirit, or the feelings was 
put into words, it would be subjected to exactly the same 
kind of rational investigation as any other pronouncement. 

The anti-intel lectualistic tradition continued well into 
modern times. In the foll owers of Rousseau, in the tradi
tional ists-who maintained that tradition is in itself evi
dence of truth-and in Bergson's theory of intuition we 
find continued defenses of a nonrational source of truth. 
And in Andre Gide's acte gratuit the very absurdity of the 
act, the complete absence of conscious motivation, gives 
value to what is done. Similarly in surrealism and its de
rivat ives the fact that the artist is supposed to be totally 
unaware of what he is making confers upon his work of art 
a deeper meaning than it would have if he had deliberate
ly and rational ly  planned it. 

THE RETURN TO RATIONALISM 

In 1 6 17 appeared the Banquet des sages and in 1 624 the 
Doctrine curieuse de beaux-esprits de ce temps, both by 
the Jesuit Pere Franc;ois Garasse ( 1585- 1631 ). These 
works were violent attacks on Charron and his school •for 
what Garasse believed to l ie their central thesis, that man 
need rely on nothing more than nature for all wisdom and 
guidance. The attack was as unjust as it was violent, but its 
author saw the danger to ecclesiastical authority in any 
doctrine that located the source of truth within the indi
vidual. To him, the enemy was maintaining that something 
identified with nature sufficed to direct men in both their 
thinking and their pract ice, and this led to pantheism, 
sensual ity, and hedonism, all equal ly  accursed. It was true 
that Montaigne and his followers did urge men to fol low 



nature, but the advice involved rejecting the d isputes and 
hai rsplitting of the pedants rather than the teach ings of 
religion. Nevertheless, since there had been a long stand
ing opposition between Natu re, on the one hand, and Cod 
or the Supernatural, on the other, there were grounds for 
feeling that to follow nature was to turn away from Cod. 
Natural theology, the discovery of Cod's purposes in na
ture, had long been recogn ized as a legitimate enterpri se, 
but it was never held by authority to be su fficient. I t  might 
lead to dei sm, but not to Chri stianity. 

Descartes. Hence any attempt to reinstate reason was 
welcome. And it was one role of Hene Descartes 
(1596 - 1650) to show that even if one doubted everythin g  
that could possibly b e  doubted , stil l  reason wou ld reassert 
its rights in that very process and re-establ i sh the existence 
of Cod and the authority of his d ivine commandments. 
Descartes's famous method of universal doubt was not so 
integral as he thought. He never doubted the necessity of 
an agent for all  acts, of the ancient causal principle that 
there must be a similarity between causes and their effects, 
nor the efficacy of what had been cal led the natural l ight. 
His rational ism consi sted in deduci ng from a few elemen
tary principles, some of which were never made expl icit, a 
whole system of metaphysics. H is ideal, in his own terms, 
was first to establish a tech nique which wou ld lead to 
absolute certainty. But the technique it,elf was based upon 
a metaphysics which he never attempted to justify, proba
bly because it was itself the metaphysics of common sen se 
or the natural l ight. At the risk of doing him an injustice, 
one might say that he assumed without question that ideas 
are atomistic; that when an idea i s  logically primitive, it 
corresponds to a fact that i s  elementary; and that the uni
verse i s  of such a nature that i ts entire character can be 
inferred logical ly from a few elementary propositions. But 
more striking to his readers than al l  th i s  was the obvious 
fact that by assuming the method of his antagon ists, he 
showed that it would lead to results anti thetical to thei rs. 

Descartes's assumptions would have been accepted by 
any of his contemporaries, and they were instru mental in  
molding subsequent French philosophy and in rai s ing new 
problems which seventeenth-century rationali sts debated 
for at least two generations after Descartes's death . For 
example, the causal postu late implied that if two th ings 
said to be related as cause and effect have no di scoverable  
identity between them, one cannot be  the cause of  the 
other. Descartes himself used thi s  to prove that Cod him
self must be the cause of the idea which we have of him. 

Occasionalism. On the other hand there was one appar
ently causal situation in wh ich no common identity cou ld 
be found. I t  seemed that a purely material being, an air  
wave, for in stance, was the cau se of sensation, which, 
however, Descartes had demonstrated to be immaterial .  
There was nothing shared by an air wave and a sou nd, 
noth ing in common-to use Descartes's language-be
tween extended and thinking substance. How then cou ld 
an air wave cause a sen sation ? And in reverse order, how 
cou ld a volition cause the movement of a muscle? Ceraud 
de Cordemoy ( 1 620 - 1684), N icolas de Malebranche ( 1638 -
1715) ,  and the occas ionalists in general decided that 
causation was i tself a mystery. To the occa� ional ist the ap
parent interaction betwee n minds and bodies was only 
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apparent, not rea l ;  Cod produces the sensation on the oc
cas ion of a bod ily impetus and the motion on the occasion of 
a vo lition. Cordemoy, in fact, ma inta ined that though we 
could observe the contact between two bodies in co l l ision, 
we could not observe the ca usative power which was trans
ferred from one to the other. By extension this co uld be 
asserted of al l  cases of cau sation. I ts impl ications led Spi
noza, for in stance, to redefine Cartesia n substance and 
make mental ity and material ity two of the infinit( '  a ttri
butes of Cod, rather than two substa nces. They could not 
interact, but whatever happened in one wou ld be found in 
another form in the other. Thus the influence of Cartesian
ism went well beyond the frontiers of Frnnce, arnl it was 
not until the work of John Locke had made itself felt on 
the Continent that French philosophers gave u p  the Car
tesian method. 

Cartesianism in art and literature. Cartesiamsm, l i ke 
Freudian ism, Bergsonism, Marx i sm,  and exi stential ism, 
was a movement which extended well beyond the li mits 
of technical phi losophy. I t  was not so much the method of 
doubt that was accepted by the seventeenth century in 
general, but rather the insistence upon analysis ,  on seek
ing clear and distinct ideas, the use of what came to be 
known as the geometrical method. We find the effect of 
thi s  in the aesthetic practices of both the painters and 
the poets. It requ ires no careful ly trained eye to see in tlie 
paintings of such a man as N icolas Poussin the simple 
geometrical grids upon which they were constructed, and 
there is scarcely a play of Racine in  wh ich the main char
acters do not analyze their states of mind and deliver their  
analyses to  the audience in  beauti fully balanced alexan
drines. Though Bossuet's Art poetique owes as much to 
Horace as to Descartes, yet i t  fits in with the Cartesian 
principles as if it had been directly drawn out of them. The 
catalogu ing of the emotions, which became a standard 
practice of the French drama and novel , derives obviously 
from Descartes's Treatise on the Passions, which in turn 
goes back at least to the Peripatetics. And the notion of 
con sistency of character, which also had its ancient ana
logues , became not only a l i terary device but an eth ical 
norm . It was not until Marcel Proust became widely read, 
after World War I ,  that th is notion was abandoned by writ
ers of fiction. But by then variou s forms of an ti-intellectu
alism had become predominant in nonacademic ci rcles in 
France. 

THE ANTI-CARTE SIANS 

Though Cartesian ism and the geometrical method were 
the dominant forces in seventeenth and early eighteenth
century France, there were powerful forces opposing them 
as well . The opposition to Cartes ian ism came from both 
religious and secu lar writers. 

Pascal. On the rel igiom side the most important attack 
came from B lai se Pascal ( 1623 - 1662). Pascal saw clearly 
that a Cod who simply started the world's motions and 
then stepped back to observe results was hardly one who 
wou ld bring much support to a suffering and s inful hu
man ity. One might with reason say that Pascal made a 
di stinction between the metaphysical First Principle
Ari stotle's Un moved Mover-ar,d the Cod of the Bible .  Or, 
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as he himself said, "God of Abraham, God of I saac, God of 
Jacob, not of the philosophers and scholars." The exi stence 
of the former might he a necessity of reason, hut the latter 
was known hy something higher than reason, the heart. 
The heart's cognitive power had to he recognized if God 
was to be accessible to all men, the s imple as well as the 
learned. The number of the latter is always much smaller 
than th,1t of the former, and it w,1s inconceivable to Pascal 
that Cod would he available only to the elite. In  this he 
was following a tradition that went back at least to Tertul
li,m. 

Along with thC' distinction between reason and the heart 
went ,mother, equally famous, between the esprit de geo
metrie and the esprit de finesse . I t  would he futile to attempt 
an analysis of what the esprit de finesse consisted in, hut 
certain of its traits can he set down without much fear 
of error. First, it is an apprehension of particulars, not 
the power of abstracting general characteristics. Second, it 
is an apprehension of existents, not of possibles .  Third, it  is 
more important than reasoning, for it gives us insight into 
nature or reality, whereas the universals of the reason are 
constmcted by ,1rt. And fourth, it alone can d i scover first 
principles of religious and moral relevance. When one 
thinks of these traits as a whole, one sees in them ,1 
weapon against the kind of program into which Cartesian
ism had evolved. Science is lowered in rank; its systema
tizations become a falsification of reality; it tends to he 
antireligious and to substitute theology or metaphysics for 
the religious experience. As is  too well known to requi re 
much comment here, Pascal's thoughts have no order; 
their order has been given to them hy their various editors. 
They me the expression of a series of insights which came 
to him at various moments of his life. That there is no 
logical passage from one to the other would not have been 
a fo1 1lt in his eyes. Their importance as a literary source lies 
in the extraordinary series of maxims, thoughts, observa
tions, ,md reAec.:tions, which have come from French au
thc>rs since the seventeenth century. One has only to think 
of L1 Hochefoucauld, La Bru yere, Vauvenargues, Cham
fort, and Joubert, to say nothing of their imitators, to real
ize the vogue of thi s  fonn of writing. I ts effectiveness 
comes from the flash of insight which produces it and the 
flash of authenticity it produces. 

Huet. An attack on Cartesianism from within the clergy 
came from P ierre Daniel Huet ( 1 630- 172 1 ), bishop of 
Avranches. l lis disagreement with Descmtes arose first 
over the principle of methodical douht. I le argued that if 
the truth of a proposition is doubted, the truth of its con
trad ictory is ass< > rted. Thus, if I doubt the existence of an 
external world, I am asserting that m1 external world does 
not exi st. One cannot doubt both the truth of a proposition 
and that of its contradictory ,lt the same time. But to be
lieve in the falsity of a proposi tion is not to doubt. Des
cartes m ight have escaped this attack hy pointing out that 
one' can suspend judgment and in that sense doubt ,l given 
proposition without committing cmcsp)f  to the truth of any 
other proposition, even its contradictory. I le was, however, 
mon· v1 1lnerahle to I l11et' s second argument: there is no 
,elf- evidence ill tlw belief that thinking requ i res  a suhjc'ct, 
an c·go to do tlw thinking. \Vhen l )pscmtl's ill his famous 
cogito as�nted that he was intuitively aware of himself i11 

the ac.:t of doubting, Huet challenged him on the ground 
that the distinction between agent and act is not given in 
the consciousness of the act. Huet did not deny that the 
distinction is valid, but merely contended that it does r.ot 
ari se in the process of thinking. 

The yery word "thinking," he said, has a threefold 
sense. It may mean the thinking mind, or the subject mat
ter of a thinking mind, or the relation between a thinking 
mind and its subject matter. The point of this distinction 
was that since Descartes used the term in all these senses 
without differentiating among them, he could argue that 
there was an external world in the subject matter of 
thought without having recourse to God as its Creator. 
l luet insisted, moreover, that there are two separate men
tal acts involved in thinking and in the awareness that one 
is thinking, whereas Descartes believed them to be iden
tical. "I think" and "thinking" are two separate ideas, says 
Huet, not one, and when one asserts that one is aware of 
thinking, one is relying on more than simple awareness, 
here and now, of a process of thought. 

But H uet's more radical disagreement with Descartes 
lay in his assertion that there are some beliefs which we 
hold with absolute certainty and of which we can have no 
rational knowledge. These are the truths of religion. They 
also are no more empirical than they are rational, and 
when they are judged hy either experience or reason, they 
fall to the ground. Since Descartes himself had said that he 
would never sustain a thesis that contradicted the truths 
taught by the church, Huet had the upper hand in this 
skirmish. 

Gassendi. The most influential of the French anti-Car
tesians w,1s Pierre Gassendi ( 1592 - 165.5).  He too was 
an antirationalist, but his attacks on reason arose from 
several sources :  hi s profound dislike of having recourse 
to pagan philosophers (though he did revive the atom
ism of Epicurus); his belief that things hiwe both an "in
ner" and an "outer" nature; his argument that the syl
logism was always a petitio principii; and his assumption 
that the inner natures of things were inevitably unknowa
ble. Ag,1inst the cogito he maintained that the natural light 
would suffice to prove one's own existence. Against the 
dualism of the two substances, mind and body, he argued 
that the mind or soul could be envisioned as simply a sort 
of sublimated spirit. Sublimated spirits exist in space. And 
for that matter Descartes himself had used the animal 
spirits to move the muscles. Against the doctrine that the 
beasts are simply machines with no feel ings whatsoever, 
he argued that since they have org,ms like our own, there 
is no more reason to deny them the feelings appropriate to 
such organs than there is in our own case. 

But there w,1s also a constructive side to Gassendi's 
philosophy. Assuming that the end of philosophy is hum,m 
happiness, which in his opinion consists in trnnquillity ,md 
lack of pain, he found ,l basis for such ,l posi tion in Epicu
rPanism. I le elaborated m1 epistemology that distinguished 
three kinds of knowledge, to e,1ch of which corresponded a 
kind of truth. Truth might be found in immediate experi
ences, in reasoning, and in judgments of value. The first is 
always obtained when WP arc confronted with sensory data 
,md make simple assertions ,1hout what we observe. The 
second occurs when we interpret these data or when we 



draw out of them concl us ions impl icit in them. The third i s  
based exclus ively on  the hedonistic principle that the 
greater pleasure should a lways he preferred to the lesser. 
But he al so maintained that reason alone wou ld  te l l  u s  
what pl easu res arc great and what smal l ,  fo r few are un
mixed with pain.  

Cassendi's Epicureanism did not stop with hedon ism.  
I le also revived the theory of atom ism. H i s u niverse is  
composed of conglomerates of atoms of a certa in  magni
tude, shape, sol idity, and weight. The notion that sol idi ty 
was a matter of degree allowed him to concl ude that some 
material objects could have their atoms so widely sepa
rated as to be what in modern term i nology would he cal l ed 
gaseou s. I t  was in this way that spirits cou ld  he both ma
terial and apparentl y nonspatial . The effect of Cassend i's 
atom ism, however, was not profou nd. It was only his he
donism and empiricism that survived. 

Moliere and La Fontaine. As there arc echoes of Car
tesianism i n  Raci ne, so there are echoes of Gassendi in 
Moliere. The satire agai nst phil osophy that is found in Les 
Femmes savantes i s  not a repetition of anything i n  Gassendi 
but is certain ly  directed against the notion that body and 
soul are utterl y separate. Simi l arl y, the ins i stence to the 
point of absurdity upon preci sion of statem ent, as wel l as 
the suggestion of the absol ute evi l of the erotic pa ssions, 
cou ld  be sati res either on Cartesianism or on Jan seni sm. 
(The two cou ld  be easi l y  confused in the last decades of the 
seventeenth centu ry.) lf Mol iere is not eas i l y  to be cal led a 
d isciple of Gassendi ,  the same cannot be said of La Fon
taine, who in h i s  Discours a Mme de la Sabliere and the 
fabl e of Les Souris et le  chathuant cl early attacked some of 
the Cartesian theses. 

THE "PHI LOSOPHES" 

The last years of Lou is  XIV saw a return to traditional 
piety, whi le  the reign of his successor, the regent, and of 
the regent's ward, Lou i s  XV, saw a retu rn to l icentious
ness. Jansenism was dead and what was produced by men 
who could be cal led philosophers was of no lasting impor
tance. The contrast between the state of affairs in England 
and in France turned the minds of French thinkers toward 
the land which they bel ieved to be freer, happier, and 
better governed than their own, and men began to write 
abc•1t matters of more practical importance than the possi
b i l ity of knowledge, the test of tnrth ,  the conA i <:t between 
faith and reason, or the control of the passions.  It i s  at this 
time that two new i nterests appeared , an interest in the 
fou ndations and structure of government and an i nterest in 
col l ecting information. Though at various times in the 
M iddle Ages the question of soverei gnty had been ra ised , 
along with the "regi men of princes," the sou rce of royal 
power, and the duty of subjects, and though such questions 
had been discu ssed by Machiavel l i  as wel l as  by M arsi l i u s  
o f  Padua before h i m ,  the investigation was re latively new 
in  France. I t  might be said to have been init iated in the 
sixteenth century by Jean Bodin ( 15.30 - 1 .'596 ), hut it 
reached a ki nd of popularity in the work of M ontesqu ieu. 

Bodin. Bodin had been in England during the reign of 
El izabeth, but whether his  experiences there had given 
him any new ideas about government is not certa in .  At any 
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ra te his De la Re1mblique ( 1 577) is  a defense of monarcl 1y 
based on the metaphor of paternal i sm,  and his main con
tribution to pol it ical phi l osophy seems to have bee11 his 
frank assert ion that sovereignty comes not from Cod hut 
out of the requirements of social l i fe. Society as Bodin 
conce ived i t  was a conste l l ation of fami l ies in each of 
which the father had absol ute pow<"r; and dearly su<'h a 
col l ection of autonomous princel ings cou ld not continue to 
ex ist withou t some "super-prince" to control th<' rn .  Less 
interesting systematica l l y  hut more interesting hi storical l y  
was Bodi n ' s  correlation o f  k inds o f  governments w i t h  k ind-; 
of cl imates, for i t  was an attempt at  l east to fi nd some 
observable cau se for observab le  d i fferences in  a homogene
ous group of ind ividual s. This attempt anticipated a move
ment which was making itsel f fe l t  in phi l osophy as wel l a s  
i n  science and wh ich reappeared i n  the writings of the 
much m ore influ ential M ontesqu ieu . 

Bayle. The tendency to ground phi losophy in observa
ble facts and to su hje<:t al l problems to rational scrutiny is 
also fou nd in Pierre Bayl e ( 1 647 - 1 706). Bayl e's Diction
naire historique et critique was by its very natu re a com
pi lation nf information, but it  was information which had 
been pas sed through the s ieve of critic ism, regardless of its 
sou rce. Bayl e had no more respect for au thority and tradi
tion than he had for irresponsib le goss ip ,  and thanks to h i s  
h igh l y  developed cri tical sense  and h i s  vast erud i tion he  
was abl e to  present to  the publ ic a mass of information upon 
which the new phi l osophy could be bu i l t. H i s skeptical 
spirit  was such that his readers were freed from the compu l
s ion to accept tradition when it  could not stand the sam e 
tests as new di scoveries i n  seienee . Bayle was one of the 
great l iberating forces of the eighteenth century. 

Montesquieu. But the fi rst fru its of the l iberation were 
fou nd in the writings of Charles de Secondat, baron de 
M ontesqu ieu ( 1 689 - 1755). H i s  Lettres persanes ( 1 72 1 )  
showed a n  author capabl e o f  l ooking at hi s o w n  civi l i zation 
from an objective point of view, without prejudice either 
for or against it. This was cl early the attitude needed for 
pol itical philosophy and had been previous ly exempli fied 
i n  the two major works of �tachiavel l i .  One of the effects of 
the Lettres persanes was the clari fication of cul tural 
differences, with the consequent suggestion that the hu
man race i s  far from being al l of a piece in spite of their 
common descent from Adam and Eve. I t  made l i ttle sense 
in  the eighteenth centn ry to write a un iversal hi story in the 
manner of St. Augustine or Bossuet, for expl oration had 
shown Europeans that there were races of men who were 
so vastl y different from their Eu ropean contemporaries that 
they might just  as well have been of radical l y  d ifferent 
descent. These people were, moreover, we l l  governed , 
moral , high ly  civi l ized at times, at others l ivi ng a l ife " in  
accordance with nature," and a l l  th i s  in  spite of the ob
vious fact, control l ed by observations made on the spot, of 
their having been cut off from Bibi ical knowledge from 
extremel y remote ti mes .  I t  is not beyond the hou nds of 
probabi l ity that the spread of colon ial ism had some 
influence in making an appreciation of such peoples es
sential for the sake both of efficient government and of 
trade. 

� l ontesquieu 's Esprit des Lois (I 74S) was of greater 
importance than the Lettres penanes in that it concentrated 
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its attention upon government and did not wander over 
social customs and manners. The laws whose spirit M on
tesquieu was describing varied, he maintained, with cus
toms, climate, religion, and commerce; and there seemed 
to be no intention on its author's part to search for a single 
law which would describe all governments or the inner 
nature of government in general. There are certain laws, 
the laws of nature, in terms of which one can predict how a 
people will be governed, but these laws prescribe the 
variables of which governmental systems are the functions. 
All men feel themselves to he weak in the face of natural 
forces, desire mates, food, and social life. But in every 
situation the ability to combat the forces of nature varies 
and the kind of available food, the virility of men, and the 
type of social organization will inevitably vary too. Varia
tion in such matters is ultimately a function of climate, but 
one will also fi nd variations in religion, laws, administra
tive traditions, and manners. Climate is the one factor 
which is given in a state of nature. 

�l ontesquieu knew that government is artificial, not 
natural, and the government which he most admired was 
that of England. For in the separation of powers, as he saw 
it, there are sufficient checks and balances to permit the 
subjects to be as free as is humanly possible. 

The emphasis on freedom was what marked off Mon
tesquieu's work from its rivals, such as they were. It was 
freedom in the sense of liberation, not in the naked sense 
of liberty. And it is not unfair to say that the two features of 
society from which men most wanted to be liberated were 
the church and the absolute monarchy. To bring this about 
required education. And here men like Bayle and the 
Encyclopedists were of the greatest help. They all seemed 
agreed that once these shackles were removed from human 
behavior, all would know how to employ their freedom 
profitably. 

The "Encyclopedie." The group of thinkers usually 
called the philosoplzes disagreed among themselves on a 
variety of subjects, but they agreed on the general princi
ple of the educational value of philosophy, a term which in 
the eighteenth century still denoted the sciences. Les 
lumieres were to be made the common property of all 
society, and the spread of true information was presumably 
to aid in the pursuit of happiness. This program was 
strengthened by the actual experience of relatively free 
inquiry in religion and above all by the technological 
innovations that science had made possible. The influence 
of Bacon is obvious. 

This movement reached its climax in the Encyclopedie 
of Diderot and d'Alembert. The work began to appear in 
175 1 ,  three years after the publication of M ontesquieu's 
"Spirit of the Laws." One of i ts main theses was the es sen
tial interdependence of the arts and sciences, which en
tailed the assumption that the distinction between the 
liberal and the manual arts was trivial. I n  its "Preliminary 
Discourse," written by cl'Alembert, the source of all 
knowledge is assigned to sensation. SC'nsation not only 
tells us what is real and what unreal, but also what is good 
and what had. H ut, as had been pointed out by Cassendi, 
raw sensations must he organized and their effects must be 
i1 1d11ced from tlil'rn by a reasoning procc>ss. The ultimate· 
p11rpo,;c of knowll'dge is self-preservation, which can be 

achieved only through a thoroughly empirical approach to 
our problems and, what is equally important, by the coop
eration of our fellows. This thesis runs through the Ency
clopedic, though-as is inevitable in a work written by so 
many hands-its emphasis varies. 

S elf-preservation depends not only on bodily health but 
also on , the steady improvement of technology. On the 
other hand, its attainment is the aim of all knowledge, 
even of that which seems most remote from practical ends, 
for though some sciences, such as mathematics, do not 
seem to cater to utility, yet the satisfaction of curiosity is 
itself a great pleasure and in producing that, mathematics 
may be thought of as practical. Who, moreover, knows 
when the most abstract thought might stimulate a useful 
discovery? 

Philosophy and science. This practical point of view was 
common to all the philosophes. They might be atheists like 
Holbach, or deists like Voltaire. They might be materi
alists like l a  Mettrie or sensationalists like Condillac. But 
they never seemed to disagree about the basic purpose of 
thinking. They anticipated the naturalism of the nine
teenth and twentieth centuries in basing all philosophy on 
natural science. And it was this, rather than the details of 
their various theories, that alienated them from some 
of their contemporaries. 

Freedom of inquiry. If the program of the philosophes 
was to be fulfilled, it was clear that education had to be 
taken out of the hands of ecclesiastics and that governmen
tal censorship of books must cease. In the France of the 
eighteenth century the functions of church and state were 
so closely intertwined that if one were to be changed, the 
other would change too. The plzilosophes were not anti
monarchical; their admiration for England convinced them 
that monarchy and freedom could live in peace together. 
Their polemics were fundamentally aimed at the church as 
an educational institution and as the propagandist of be
liefs which were contradicted by science. Even when the 
French Revolution broke out, there was no intention of 
deposing the king, to say nothing of setting up a republic. 
That came later. 

But the notion of freedom expanded until in the nine
teenth century there emerged a doctrine of philosophical 
anarchy. 

RETURN TO ANTI- INTELLECTUA LISM 

Rousseau. A major intimation of tlie self-destroying 
dialectic of philosophical anarchy appeared in the work 
of Jean-Jacques Rousseau ( 1 7 12-1778). His Contrat so
cial ( 1 762) opened with the ringing statement that man is 
born free but is everywhere in chains. The purpose of the 
work , therefore, was to discover a way of regaining man's 
natural freedom. But one is astonished to find out before 
the encl of the work that the government of the common ego 
(le moi commun) is just as absolute as that of a king, for 
though we all participate in it, the participation is of a 
metaphysical kind. The individual substitutes for his in
stincts his sense of justice. At this point Housseau argued 
dialectically that if a will is general, it must he the common 
property of all capable of willing. The general will takes 
on all the prerogatives of Machiavelli's prince or Hobbes's 



king, for it cannot do wrong. It determines what is right 
and what is wrong. Thus, when man has regained his free
dom, it is to be absorbed in a spirit larger than his own. 

Though Hou sseau started out as a member of the phi lo
sophical circle of the French En l ightenment, he became 
its worst enemy. I le agreed with the philosophes in their  at
tacks on authori ty, but he sharply d isagreed with their 
theory of knowledge. To h im science was antithcistic b} 
its very nature aml an instru ment of despair. The clearest 
expression of his epistemological pos ition is in the fourth 
book of Emile, "The Profess icrn of Fa ith of the Savoyard 
Vicar. " Here Rousseau stated that if one fol lows the path 
of the scientists,  one wi l l  end up hy denying the exi stence 
of God, the freedom of the wi l l , and the immortal ity of the 
sou l .  But belief in these three principles i s  essential to 
l iving a good l i fe; for if there is no God , if we are deter
mined by material causes in al l that we do, or if this ter
restrial l ife is all we possess, then we might just as wel l 
throw in the sponge and eat, drink, and be merry. But such 
a hedonistic regimen was repuls ive to Rousseau. Brought 
up as a Calvinist in Geneva, he could not believe that man 
was merely a beast, an animated mach ine. Hence he had 
to find some justification for his belief wh ich would be 
neither "scientific" nor ecclesiast ical. The source of knowl
edge must lie within the i ndividual , and i t  must be pos
sessed by all men, not merely by the learned. 

The source turned out to be sentiment , a faculty s imilar 
to Pascal 's heart, the inner l ight, or common sense. Regard
less of what the scienti sts m ight say, one feels the exi stence 
of God as one feel s one's own exi stence. One needs no 
argument to prove that one exists ;  one knows i t  immedi
ately. So too, one knows without demonstration that God 
exi sts. Yet Rousseau also attempted to prove that God ex
isted as the first cause of motion, a proof that goes hack at 
least to St. Thomas Aqu inas. And he also argued to some 
of God's characteri stics; for instance, the fact that there 
is order and harmony in  the u niverse shows that God is a 
cosmic intel l i gence, a cosmic power, and a cosmic wil l .  
Rousseau added to these the character of goodness. But 
then, as if ashamed of his  concessions to rational ism, he 
ins isted that al l these gave him no clear idea of God 's 
nature, that he was sati sfied to perceive God in his works, 
to feel God with in  h imself, and to see God al l about him. 
That was su fficient. 

Rationalism and sentimentalism. One does not look for 
great preci sion of statement in Rousseau. But his style con
vinced some of his readers that rational i sm woul d  not be 
able to prove what they desired to bel ieve and that the 
only al ternative to rational ism was what was later to be 
cal led sentimental i sm. In any event, after Rou sseau French 
philosophy spl it  into two camps, that of the rational ists and 
that of the sentimenta l i sts. The next generation labeled the 
two camps the Vol taireans and the Rousseau ists .  The labels 
were not accurate, for among the former were men who 
were far from agree i ng with everyth ing that Vol ta i re stood 
for, such as his defense of conscience and h i s  anticlerical-
1sm, and among the latter were some whose hearts told 
them things which their master's heart had overlooked. At 
the end of the century the target of the discussion shifted. 
For after th e French Revol ution the main question was 
whether the source of truth lay with in  the individual or 
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in  the group. Wh i l e  t lw tracl it ional ists, Josc·pli de· \fai stre 
and the vicomte de Bona ld ,  cou ld  properly he cal led ra
tional i sts, they maintained that the reason on wh ich t lwy 
rel ied was not that of any one mn11 hut that of society as 
expressed in trad it ion. The sentimental ists argued analo
gously that i t  was the feel ing of the group, not that of t l ie 
ind ividual ,  which counted. Thus Chateau briand ( I  768 -
1848), Pierre S imon Bal lanche ( 1 776 - 1847), and even 
the Ahhc'- Bautain ( 1 786 - 1 867), supported hy men l ike 
Pierre Paul Royer-Col lard ( I 76.'3 - I 84.S ), Theodore J ou ffroy 
( 1786- 1842), and Victor Cousin ( I ?D2 - 18G?) turned to
ward the conception of a col l ective mind for a solution to 
their  problems. This retu rn to the ancient Stoic principle 
of the consensus gent i 1m1 raised more problems than it 
could solve, and its course was abandoned soon after the 
turn of the century. 

Sensationalism. Meanwhi le a group of more technical 
phi losophers had begun to write. U nder the infl uence of 
Cond i l lac an i nvestigation was hegun into the operations 
of the mind. Etien ne Bonnot de Cond i l lac ( 1 7 1 .5- 1 780) 
had maintained that everyth ing the sou l knows comes to i t  
from sensation. Sensations are l i ke  th e tesserae of  a mosaic 
and are bui l t  up into patterns of various sorts according to 
definite laws. We are l imited in our knowledge by whnt 
such groups of sensory material can tel l us; hut Condil lac, 
of course, cl aimed to know-though he did not say on what 
evidence-just what kind of information they could give 
him. Thus,  whatever ide,,s we may have can he analyzed 
i nto the sensory components from which they arose. 

There seem, therefore, to be in our facul ties two sorts of 
things: passively received sen sations and the active pmver 
of composing, judging, and analyzing them. S ince Condi l 
lac's major emphasis was on the pass ive s ide of knowl 
edge, his successors were moved toward explai ning how 
we become active. Thi s  problem was tackled by the ideo
logues- Pierre-] ean Georges Caban is ( 17.57 - 1808) and 
Destutt de Tracy ( 1 7.54 - 18.'36)-and developed further by 
Pierre Laromigu iere ( 17.56 - 1837). But i t  was Maine de 
Biran who explored the problem most carefu l ly  and whose 
work gave ri se to a new development in French phi loso
phy of the ni neteenth century. 

SPI RITUALISM 

Maine de Biran. In  his early work Maine de Biran 
( 1766 - 1824 ) had noticed that we are aware of the external 
worl d  by the resistance wh ich it makes to our muscular 
effort. The fact that we can exert pressure upon th i ngs was 
to h im evidence that there i s  someth i ng within the human 
soul that is not merely an effect of the external world upon 
it. Th is  obviou sly was what had always been cal led the 
wi l l .  B ut he also perceived that the traits of our will are 
projected in to the external world in the phenomena of 
mobi l i ty, in which we bel ieve that a cause effectuates a 
change in thi ngs. We can not actual ly perceivt> causal 
efficacy-here Maine de Biran harked back,  though uncon
sciously, to Cordemoy ,md Mal ehranche-hut in our own 
vol i tional efficacy we have im mediare knowledge of it. The 
primordial cogn itive experience i s ,  in fact, our intu i tion of 
our own activity, not our awareness of received sensory 
data. Maine de Biran's preoccupat ion with this pecul iar 
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experience led him to attempt to derive the categories of 
existence from it. The mind by intuition finds itsel f to be a 
substance, a cause or force, a unity, and to be self-identical 
through time. It uses these characters as categories and 
interprets everything that it knows in these terms. Thus 
the concept that we have of a "thing" is that of something 
which is substantial, acting upon other things, unified, and 
inherently unchanging, that is, unchanging in its inner 
nature. 

This conception led Maine de Biran to sever his con
nection with the ideologues. For if there is such a faculty 
as the will, known only through intuition, and if the will is 
the ego itself, then as a purely active force it must be free 
and insusceptible to analysis. It becomes an ineffable 
being, since it is an indiv idual, and its nature can be fully 
explored only by the act of mystical union, which gives 
us our first idea of its existence. But as one proceeds on 
this path, one discovers a progression in human experi
ence from the initial stage at which one is conscious only 
of the external world, to a stage at which one withdraws 
from the external world in order to observe and judge it, 
and final ly to a stage where both the external and the in
ternal worlds disappear and one exists for God alone. Effort 
disappears in this third stage and one is lost in God, the 
cosmic wil l. 

Ravaisson. The voluntarism-or spiritual ism as it was 
called in France-of Maine de Biran was developed by 
Felix Ravaisson-Moll ien (1813 - 1900). Reverting to the 
problem of habit, which Maine de Biran had examined in 
his earliest publ ished work, Ravaisson argued that habit is 
pecul iar, since it can determine the future regardless of the 
number of choices open to us. This is obviously not true of 
mechanical causation. In classical physics there is repeti
tion, of course, but the mere fact that a billiard bal l has on 
several occasions rol led downhil l  is not the reason why it 
continues to roll downhill. Habit in human affairs, how
ever, can determine what a man will do even when that 
which it determines is undesirable or inappropriate. This 
pecul iarity of animate beings led Ravaisson to make a 
sharp distinction between the world of space, in which 
there are no true individuals but onl y coll ections of homo
geneous things, and the world of heterogeneous individu
al s, in which there is life and growth. In the former reign 
the laws of necessity; in the latter there is spontaneity, or 
what he called "nature. " Things in the world of space can 
be thoroughly understood "from without" and can be 
adequately described in the theorems of physics. In the 
world of individuals there is action upon the world of 
physics, action which modifies it and does so spontane
ously. The two worlds, which are cut off from each other 
conceptual ly, are in real i ty connected when vitality ap
pears, for l ife cannot exi st without a material world, though 
as l ife develops, it becomes (or can become) less and less 
dependent upon that world. The tree of l ife exhibits a 
steady alienation from matter in the sense that as we mount 
its branches, we find more and more spontaneity and 
complexity. 

Ravai sson added to thi s a d i stinction between the non
temporal world of matter and the temporal world of life, 
\vl i ich shows a "defin ite and continuous duration," terms 
that Bergson was to employ i n  the next period. Because 

of this second differentia the material world is known 
through the categories of diversity and quantity, whereas 
the vital world has a kind of unity which we discover in 
our own nature. This is not the unity of an arithmetical 
sum, but is sui generis and is called "organic." \Ve are not, 
then, entirely free from the material world, but we always 
make an• effort to escape its l imitations. This effort, said 
Ravaisson, was the discovery of Maine de Biran. 

Bergson. Ravaisson provided future philosophers with a 
new start. Instead of beginning with sensations caused in 
us by material forces, he followed the lead of Maine de 
Biran and began with our internal life. This clue was pur
sued by Ravaisson's most distinguished discipl e, Henri 
Bergson (1859 - 194 1). 

For Bergson the onl y true knowledge we have is that of 
immediate experience. But experience is always of our 
inner life, since sensory data as observed are subjective. 
We conclude to their objective sources by inference. The 
one trait corr.man to al l immediate experience is its dura
tion, in his own language the duree reelle. The flow of 
consciousness, in which nothing is cut off from anything 
else, in which the past is retained to grow into the future, 
is the essential part of our being. But since it is unique, it 
cannot be conceptualized, and the only way to know it is to 
identify oneself with it. In any given individual 's case this 
is no problem. The probl em arises when we attempt to 
know someone else. Then we have to cease conceptualizing 
and to l ive the l ives of those whom we would understand. 
But this is true of al l that lives. Concepts are useful, he 
maintained, for understanding the material, spatial, analyz
able world. Intuition alone can penetrate into the vital, 
the qualitative, the temporal. The great error of philoso
phers has been to treat the latter with tools which are 
suitable only for the treatment of the former. 

The outcome of Bergson's philosophy is the conception 
that the two realms that are given to us, the mechanical 
and the vital , are not walled off from each other by an im
penetrable barrier but melt into each other by degrees. 
Thus, space turns out to be arrested time, matter becomes 
the effect of habit, concepts are dead intuitions. He gener
alizes the push of l ife with his concept of elan vital, which 
is common to all that is animate, whether vegetable or 
animal. Within each type of life there is a swing from leth
argy to activity, from rigid patterns to creativity, from 
dogged persistence in the road of tradition to lyrical ex
perimentation. Though Bergson never denied that the 
intellect was able by itself to handle the problems of 
science, he always insisted that it was incapable of deal ing 
satisfactorily with those of l ife, whether they arise in the 
fields of morals, art, or religion. In these fields intuition 
alone is sovereign. Hence it is fair  to say that Bergson's 
anti-intel lectualism was only partial. The sciences which 
deal with matter and space must be intel lectual istic; it is 
only those d i scipl ines which have the vital as their subject 
matter that are the domain of intuition. 

PHI LOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 

No account of  French philosophy would be complete if 
it omitted the philosophy of science. As early as Descartes 
one finds an attempt to discover the rules which guide 



scientific inquiry, and the "geometrical method" was itsel f 
a phi losophy of science in germ. It was certainly Des
cartes's bcl ief that al l science cou ld be deduced from a few 
simple principles, and we find that method surviving as 
late as 1 750 in the works of the German philosopher 
Christian Wolff. But  even in Wolff s day the Encyclopedie 
turned from Descartes to Bacon and Locke, taking from 
Bacon the thesis that all science is essential ly a tool for 
increasing human wel fare and from Locke the thesis of 
sensory empiricism. By the end of the century the ideo
logues had developed a substitu te for logic in the analysis 
of ideas, while retain i ng the practical interests of the 
Encyclopedists. 

Comte. By 1822 Auguste Comte (1 798 - 1857), fol lowing 
Saint-S imon, had developed his "law of the three stages," 
according to which i t  was possible to understand the tech
nique of thinking employed by our i ntellectual ancestors 
and also to predict the future. As far as this part of Comte's 
philosophy was concerned, civil ization was determ ined by 
the way men thought. All thinking passed from a condition 
in which events were explained in anthropomorphic tenns 
to a final condition in which positivistic descriptions of phe
nomena wou ld suffice. But each stage was al so homogene
ous in that the technique of thinking was paral leled by 
methods of production, of rel igion, of art, and of govern
ment. Comte also maintained that all knowledge tended 
toward mathematics in its progress and that, consequently, 
when the positivi stic period would be fulfi lled in the future, 
engineers would replace priests and mathematicians would 
replace philosophers. 

Later positivists. The most celebrated direct disciple 
of Comte was Emile Littre ( 1 80 1 - 1881 ) ,  compiler of the 
famous Dictionnaire de la langue fra n9aise. But Littre 
confined his  positivism to the methodological theses. Pierre 
Lafitte ( 1823 - 1903), however, retained his faith even in 
Comte's more fantastic rel igious and pol itical doctrines 
and was more influential than Littre in spreading the re
ligion which Comte cal led "humanism." Th is cul t  spread 
well  beyond the borders of France in to Great Britain and 
even Brazil ,  but seems to have few if any l ogical roots in 
positivism more strictly defined. There are traces of 
Comte's influence in H ippol yte Taine (1828 - 1893) and 
Ernest Renan ( 1823 - 1892), but not strong enough to mark 
them as members of the school . 

In the case of Lucien Levy-Bruh) ( 1857 - 1939) the in
fluence of Comte i s  more evident. It induced Levy-Bruh) 
to try to found a science of ethics on perceptual data, the 
manners and customs of human beings, rather than on un
observable ideals. Th is same tendency appeared in his  
studies of prim itive mentality. Thus,  for Levy- Bruh) ethics 
became "social physics" and ethnology in part a study 
of the theological stage of human th inking. I t  is fair to say 
that the religious and social ideas of Comte died out i n  
France and that what remained alive was posi tivism a s  a 
technique of investigation. 

Cournot and Boutroux. Though Comte became the 
leader of a school , the work done in the philosophy of sci
ence by men who did not ally them selves with him was in 
many ways more important than that of his  disciples. 
Among these other ph ilosophers of science was Antoine 
Augustin Cournot (1801 - 1877). His Essai sur Les fonde-
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ments de nos connaissa nces ( 1 85 1 )  and Considera tions sur 
la murche des idees et  des evenements cla ns Les temps mo
demes ( 1872) emphasized the d<•pendenee of phi losophy 
upon the natural scienees and upon the mathematical 
method but departed from the principles of positivism hy 
proposing a clear defense of chance as a real exi stent. 
Cournot never denied that al l events were caused , hut he 
maintained that cau sal series were independent ol <me 
another and that, consequently, their interactions as series 
could not be foretold. They could he predicted only on the 
bas is  of the calculus of probabil ities. Chance therefore is 
not simply human ignorance hut an essent ial part of the 
universe . He was far from be lieving that all events are 
the effects of chance, hut that chance must he seen to he a 
true cause of certain events which he was able to de fine .  1 1  is 
views on chance had a greater infl uence on economics than 
in philosophy, though the works of Emile Boutroux ( 184.5 -
1 92 1 )  reflect his  probabi l ism; and it is l ikely that Bergson's 
clan vital with i ts inherent indeterminism was, if  not the 
child, at least the grandchild of Cournot. 

Bernard. Meanwhile there came from a scientific con
temporary of Cournot, Claude Bernard ( 1 8 13 - 1 878), a 
work which not on ly influenced scienti sts and philoso
phers but also novel ists. Bernard was a physiologist and 
physician, and in his famous Introduction to Experimental 
Medicine ( 1 865 ) he asserted a doctrine that emphasized 
the role of hypotheses in science as the corrective of simple 
positivi stic observation. According to th is theory, the col
lection of perceptual data i s  of no value whatsoever un less 
it i s  made with a view to answering questions previou sly 
put to experience by the scienti st. The formulation of the 
proper questions depends on the creative imagination of 
the questioner. Experimentatio11 is always carried on 
with the purpose of answering such questions and is never 
self-substantiated or self- ini tiated. It was this work of Ber
nard's that gave Emile Zola the idea of the experimental 
novel , an idea which became the program of the natural istic 
school of noveli sts .  For just as the scientist put questions to 
nature and through his experiments found the answers, so 
the novel ist imagined situations in which his characters 
would be placed and sought their reactions through the 
spectacles of science. 

Poincare. In a similar vein the mathematician Henri 
Poincare ( 1854 - 19 12) emphasized the role of the imagina
tion in the formulation of hypotheses. The sciences follow 
certain conventions, which are the creation of the hu
man mind. Poincare, l i ke Bernard, presente:l a strong 
cri ticism of that side of positivism which maintained that 
perceptual data were the stuff of science. From such data 
nothing of scientific value cou ld emerge without the organ
izing methods of the scientist. These methods are the 
scienti st's contributions to the so-cal led facts. Poi ncare 
never set cl ear lim its to the use of conventions nor gave a 
definition of the kind of util ity which conventions might 
have, but his strong assertion of the part played by the 
imagination of the scientist impressed philosophers of 
science not only in France but al so in the Anglo-Saxon 
countries. 

Milhaud. The name of Gaston l\1 ilhaud (1858 - 1918)  
should not be om itted even in a brief sketch of the phi los
ophy of science. M ilhaud' s Essai sur les conditions et les 
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limites de la certitude logique ( 1894) was outstanding a s  a 
critique of positivism and a defense of the subjective status 
of science. Scientific concepts, he held, were enclosed 
within the lim its of the human mind's contributions. The 
human equation can never be subtracted from knowledge, 
and even our basic ideas have a fictional charae_:ter. Th is 
suffices to prevent absolute certainty in any sense other 
than logical consistency. The similarity to the views of 
Poincare is obvious. 

Meyerson. In more recent times the work of Emile 
� leyerson ( 1859- 1933) has attracted wide attention. 
For � leyerson the history of the sciences showed a persist
ent technique of explanation, which could be reduced to 
finding an identity between cause and effect. This identity 
is never complete, for certain qualitative differences are al
ways observable 111 the effect wh ich were not present in 
the cause. These differences constitute an irrational ele
ment. But in order to establish the identity that is sought, 
they are discounted either as trivial or as mere "appear
ance." Genu ine identity is conceived by science as that 
which is measurable, and the one m easurable entity dis
coverable in both cause and effect is mass. \Vhen, therefore, 
an equivalence of mass is established, an explanation is 
said to be complete. In a series of erudite volumes M eyer
son was able  to illustrate his thesis on a historical basi s. 
The first of these books, Identite et realite (1908), contained 
the nucleus of his theory and exemplified his method. 

Brunschvicg. One of the assumptions of M eyerson was 
that the essential forms of thought are to be found in the 
history of thought. It is these which he called the historical 
a priori. A similar assumption appeared in the philosophy 
of Leon Brunschvicg (1869- 1 944). In his early work La 
Modalite du jugement ( 1897) he envisioned knowledge as 
constituting a realm of its own in which the object and 
the subject are integrated into a unity. It is therefore the 
purpose of philosophy to raise all knowl edge to self
consciousness, and th is  is done by a thorough study of the 
technique of thinking as exemplified not only in the sci
ences but also in the arts. For truth to Brunschvicg was 
intelligibility, and that is rather a trait of knowledge than 
of things. In sdence one makes the world of things intelli
gible by transforming it into a set of harmonious concepts. 

The tendency to find the nature of the mind in our ways 
of thinking is characteristic of the French philosophers of 
science. They usually admit that these intellectual meth
ods are modi fied in h i story, but they seek behind the 
varieties of method a common unity. Thus Brunschvicg in 
L'Idealisme contemporain ( 1905) granted that there is a 
movement of thought in the history of the sciences which 
"gives to thought an increasing approximation to reality." 
But this increase is due to the inner dialogue which the 
mind has with itself, operating through the perception of 
contradictions and our efforts to adjust our concepts to 
crude experience. Brnnschvicg insisted that experience 
cannot he divorced from human beings, for experience is 
always human experience, modified to be sure by the 
techniques of observation and reasoning upon which we 
are operating. l l is philosophy thus is neither a pme intel
lectualism or idealism nor a pure empiricism. It is empiri
cal in that it grants to the objedive world the power of 
presenting us with probl ems to be solved, and it is intel-

lectualistic in that the sol ution is always found by and 
determined by the human intellect and its needs. 

EXISTENTIALISM 

Exi stentialism entered France through the work of both 
Si,;Sren Kierkegaard and Edmund H usserl. It is best known 
in the w�itings of Jean-Paul Sartre, though Gabriel Marcel 
and Maurice M erleau- Ponty should not be overlooked. 
Sartre flatly denied the distinction between inner and 
outer natures,  a distinction which had obtained in philoso
phy for centuries. All is equally appearance and appear
ances have nothing "behind" them. But all appearances 
appear to a human being who exists in time and, hence, is 
himself in a constant state of change. A man selects out of 
all possible appearances those which for one reason or 
another are of interest to him. But our awareness or expe
rience of an appearance is itself our consciousness. There 
is, then, no consciousness apart from such. Consciousness is 
not something added to experience or possessive of ex
perience. 

\Ve are, then, minds confronted with external appear
ances. But we are also able to expect certain appearances 
to be experiene_:ed. \Vhen such expectations are not 
fulfilled, we assert nonbeing. Nonbeing in this sense con
ditions our judgments. The "nothing" (le neant) is the 
failure of our expectations. But since we are conscious 
both of individual existences and of their failure to appear 
when our expectations are frustrated, it is existence and 
not essence which presents the human being with his 
problems. E ssences are made by man; they do not exist in 
nature. H ence when we look for the exemplification of an 
essence and fail to come upon it, we can be filled with 
anguish and hatred and a sense of frustration. And s ince 
we start with doubt, in a quasi-Cartesian manner, there is 
more chance of frustration's being the rule  than the excep
tion. The thesis that experience is the source of problems 
rather than the answer to them is a point of view shared by 
all existential ists. But the interpretation of the situations 
given by a man like Gabriel Marcel differs radically from 
that of Sartre. To Marcel the situation is identical with that 
of the religious man who cannot find his answers by ob
servation but m ust make a decis ion by fiat. 

The outcome of Sartre's existential ism rests as much upon 
his theory of the temporality of consciousness as upon the 
"priority of existence." For as we proceed in and through 
time, we are creating ourselves by negl"lting our past to 
make our present and negating our present to create our 
future. Thus Sartre demanded that a person make choices, 
choices which, to be sure, may fail but which depend for 
their goals upon him alone. These choices, since they are 
direc:ted toward individual, local ized, and dated historical 
occurrences, cannot be determined logically. We thus 
exert our freedom, a freedom which is a logical surd and 
may end in di saster. Yet the price of not making a choice 
is to fall into the condition of an inert mass of matter. The 
similarity of this point of view to that of Bergson is as dear 
as its derivation from Husserl. It might even be thought of 
as the dramatic culmination of French philosophy since 
Montaigne. For it has within it many themes which had 
been anticipated: the theme of self-scrutiny, of universal 



doubt, of dialectical analysis, of the reality of chance, of 
phenomenalistic empiricism, and of temporal ism. Each of 
these themes can be traced back to a French predecessor. 

(See also CAROLINGIAN RENAISSANCE; CAHTESIANISM; 
CHARTRES, SCHOOL OF; CLANDESTINE PIII LOSOPI I ICAL 
LITEHATURE IN FRANCE; ENCYCLOPEDIE; ENLIGHTEN
MENT; EXISTENTIALISM ; and POSITIVISM. See French Phi
losophy in Index for articles on French, Swiss, and Belgian 
phi losophers . )  
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GEORGE BOAS 

• FRE U D ,  S I GM UN D  ( 1856- 1939), the founder of psy
choanalysis, was born in Freiberg, Moravia (now Czecho
slovakia). When he was three years old his family moved to 
Vienna, and in 1873 Freud entered the Universi ty of Vi
enna, where he studied medicine. He special ized in 
neurology an d contributed to the field valuable laboratory 
researches, which were publ ished in 1885 and 1886. He 
also published several clin ical studies.  Under the influ
ence of J .  M .  Charcot, with whom he studied in Pari s in 
1885, and of Josef Breuer, an older col league and friend 
in Vienna, Freud turned his attention to the psychological 
aspects of neurology. 

Charcot had been the first to recogn ize hysteria as a 
distinctive d isorder, and Breuer, in treating a hysterical 
patient, had di scovered that w!ten she talked about the 
earliest occurrence of her symptoms they began to disap
pear. Charcot used hypnoti sm not only to treat his  pat ients 
but also to demonstrate how hysterical symptoms could be 
produced. Although neither Breuer nor Freud ever doubted 
that nervous disorders had a neurological basis  and a 
neurophysiological explanation, they became interested in  
treating patients by di scovering sources of  hysterical symp
toms in the patients' ideas and in  changing those ideas by 
talk. The cathars is  that such patients achieved is class ical ly 
described in their joint Studies in Hysteria ( 1 895). 

Breuer, however, could not follow Freud in the empha-
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s i s  that he was com i ng to place on tlw sexual origin aud 
content of ne1uos<'S .  I t  was tlwreforc• left to Freud alone 
to pursue in the years up  to WOO the questions of t l i < '  
trau matic origi n  of  ucuroses, of t lw sexual conll'n t  of t l l ( " 
l ibido, and- through h i s  own self-analysis from 18!)7 
onward-of tlw method of the discovery and treatment of 
neuroses. 

Freud had marriPd Mart ha Bernays in 1 886, and tlrey 
had s ix  chi l dren. (Anna Freud, the youngest child, became 
a distingu ished psychoanalyst . )  Freud's abi lity to endure 
both the lone liness to which his origiuality condenmed 
him and the confl icts in  which i t  involved h im certa in ly 
owed much to the extraord inary stabil ity and happiness of  
h is  family l i fe.  

Late in 1 890 The Interpretation of Dreams was pub
l ished, but it was not until the next decade that Freud 
achieved recognition both i n  Vienna and abroad. The first 
I nternational Psycho-analytical Congress, held at Salzburg 
in 1908, marks the point at which psychoanalysis became 
not only a theory and a therapy but also a movement. The 
publ ication of a series of theoretical essays in 1915  and of 
the Introductory Lectures in Psycho-analysis in  1 9 1 6  
mark the point at which Freud gave the fullest express ion 
to the theoretical i nterests already manifest in 1805. 

In 1 9 1 1  Alfred Adler separated himself from Freud, in  
19 12  so d id  Wi lhelm Stekel, in 1914  Carl J ung, and in  1 924 
Otto Rank. But it would be wrong to suppose that either in 
the psychoanalytic movement or in Freud's own thought a 
static and monolithic orthodoxy was being maintained in 
the face of heresy and schi sm. Freud made important 
theoretical innovations in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 
The Ego and the Id, and Group Psychology and Analysis 
of the Ego in the years immediately fol lowing World War 
I. By no mean s were all of these accepted by his col
leagues and collaborators, but sustained di sagreement was 
not necessari ly i ncompatible with conti nued friendship 
and collaboration.  Freud's relationship with the Swiss 
pastor Oskar Pfister was a supreme example of this .  

The later years of Freud's l ife were marked contrastingly 
by widespread international recogn ition of his greatness 
and by exile in London after Austria was occupied by the 
Nazis ;  his four  aged sisters, who could not leave, were al l 
murdered by the Nazi s. At his death he left unfini shed a 
new short theoretical statement, An Outline of Psychoanal
ysis. His remarkable vigor persi sted almost up to the last 
days of his  l ife. 

Basic ideas. Of the doctrines Freud developed in the 
years up to 1915, there is first the recogn ition and descrip
tion of recurrent features of abnormal adult behavior, hys
terical, obses sional, and depres sive ; what was new in 
Freud was not merely his description of these traits but the 
form of descriptio:1 that he employed. I nstead of treating 
the behavior in  question as s imply pointless and meaning
less, so that the only task for the psychiatric inquirer is  to 
seek for antecedent physio logical conditions producing the 
neurotic behavior, Freud treated neurotic behavior as a 
form of human act ion of which it is appropriate to ask for 
the point and purpose. That is ,  Freud treated neu rotic 
behavior as bei ng goal directed. Until  the purposes of the 
neurotic are understood, his behavior will necessari ly be 
misdescribed. \-Vhen we understand these purposes we 
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discover that i n  adult neurotic behavior there are elements 
of a re-enactment of childhood episodes, and even when 
the adult behavior is not a re-enactment of specific episodes, 
the neurotic symptoms can be understood as the expres 
sion of essentially childish fears and anxieties. But in 
characterizing neurosis in this way we point to the second 
main feature of Freud's doctrines, the view that the early 
life of children has been misconstrued and misunderstood. 

Freud's discovery of in fantile sexuality was in part an 
enlargement of the concept of sexuality, as well as a factual 
discovery about small children. Anal and oral pleasure 
become intell igibly related to genital pleasure in Freud's 
scheme of development, where different zones of the body 
are at different stages focuses for sexual attention. At the 
same time the child's instinctual reaching after satisfaction 
is continual ly checked and redirected in encounters with 
the parents and the social environment generally. Child 
development is thus not a smooth and uncontradictory 
evolution hut a more or less successful movement through 
a series of conflicts, in which not only actual events but 
also the child's own phantasies play key roles. Freud's 
discovery of the importance of childhood phantasy was a 
product of his first refinements upon an initial picture of 
the causation of a neurotic symptom. According to his 
picture of the development of neurotic symptoms, a child
hood trauma brought about repression of the memory of 
the traumatic event laden with painful emotion, and a 
difficult situation in adult life reawakened the now uncon
scious complex of memory and emotion. Questions con
cerning the traumas suffered by his patients seemed to 
reveal that Viennese girls were extraordinarily often se
duced in very early childhood by older male relatives; 
doubt about the actual occurrence of these seductions was 
soon replaced by certainty that it was descriptions of 
childhood phantasy that were being offered. It is the sex
ual content of such descriptions that is one of the clues to 
the character of childhood. Consequently, when Freud 
characterized the key Oedipal situation as one i n  which 
the child's wish is to kill his father and marry his mother, 
he was not merely offering a vivid metaphor, for it is under 
some such description that the wish must be envisaged if 
the later expressions of the guilt and anxiety aroused by it 
are to be intelligible. 

It is of course impossible to describe either Freud's 
characterizations of adult traits or his scheme of child 
development without making clear that the core of Freud
ian theory lies in h i s  view of the relation hetween these 
two. Freud was first of all committed to the view that there 
is an empirical correlation between the occurrence of 
certain types of event in early childhood and the exhibi
tion of certain traits in adult life. Thus, an obsessional 
character that manifests itself in overscrupulosity or mis
erliness or an intense concern with cleanliness or tidiness 
is in Freud's view correlated with certain anal experiences 
and more particularly with a certain kind of toilet training. 

These alleged empirical observations require explana
tion. The key concepts in the Freudian theory include 
thosf' of repress ion, of sublimation, and of the unconscious 
itself. \\'hat is repressed is what is too painful for con
sciousness to continue to hold in view; the human organ
ism, which 11 aturally seeks pleasure, i s  continually forced 

to adapt to external social and physical reality. Drives 
which cannot find an outlet are consequently rechanneled; 
this is called sublimation. Not all that is unconscious is 
repressed, for the unconscious has its own dynamic pat
terns, and both repressions and sublimations take place in 
accordance with laws of transformation that are native to 
the unconscious. The unconscious is thus a theoretical 
entity,' in principle unobservable, without which the con
nections between early childhood and adult life would 
remain unintelligible. Freud's early association of repres
sion with peculiarly traumatic events in the life of the 
deeply neurotic person was replaced by a picture of nor
mal human development in which repression plays an 
indispensable role. In repressing what is felt as a threat to 
the personality, the ego defends itself against disruption. 

The concept of defense, of the ego resorting to strategies, 
became increasingly important in Freud's thought. 

He elaborated a scheme in which the ego's fundamental 
task is to reconcile the instinctual, biologically given de
mands of the id, the socially desired internalization of 
parental control that constitutes the superego, and the 
demands of reality itself. The price that the ego must pay 
for its defense agains t  the pain of external reality, the 
conflicts within, or both, may of course be too high : either 
modes of behavior that are essentially neurotic and which 
disable the ego in its relations with reality or even a psy
chotic withdrawal from reality. The mature ego denies the 
demands of neither id nor superego but translates them 
into terms in which the admission of these demands is no 
longer destructive. To reach this stage is at one level 
the task of every child who grows up; at another level it 
is the task of psychoanalytic therapy. 

Psychoanalysis as therapy. The technique of psy
choanalysis is to enable the patient  to become aware of 
motives hitherto unconscious. The method used is that of 
free association. The analyst from time to time offers the 
patient interpretations of what the patient  says or does. 

The aim is to enable the patient to recover lost memories 
in which his unconscious motives are rooted and by so 
doing to return to the point at which conflict or weakness 
became embedded in his character in such a way as to 
produce the inabil i ties and the neuroses of later life. This 
is not easy-it is necessarily a prolonged process-because 
there are no unconscious motives or wishes for which the 
patient  does not possess a strong unconscious desire that 
the motives remain unconscious. The analyst therefore has 
to help the patient to encounter, understand, and over
come his own resistances. 

It is a great mistake to suppose that what is involved in 
the awareness of unconscious motives and in the recovery 
of hitherto repressed memories of forgotten incidents and 
phantasies that analysis provides is simply an intellectual 
apprehension. The painful emotions and scenes have to be 
revisited in feeling as well as in thought, and in the whole 
process there is a strong element of regression. It is be
cause of this that the patient may first have to get worse in 
order that later on he may get better. Freud originally laid 
some s tore by acquiring independent evidence to confirm 
the patient's memory claims ;  however, as he became per
suaded of the importance of phantasy as well as of actual 
incidents, he ceased to attach importance to this. Finally 



he concluded that the key to the process l ies in what he 
called transference ;  the patient transfers to the aualyst and 
projects onto the analyst attitudes and emotions wh ich 
were originally directed in chi ldhood at the parental 
figures . Indeed, it is from the nature of the transference 
that the analyst gets some of his most important clues 
about the patient; a successful transference is a cond ition 
of a successful  analysis .  

Dreams, culture, and religion. The claim that psy
choanalytic theory is a theory of normal, as well as of ab
normal, behavior and development entails and is partly 
founded upon a claim to be able to explain the character of 
many pervasive elements in human life.  Freud's treat
ments of dreams, culture,  and religion particu larly i l lumi
nate the natu re of these claims . The narration of dreams is 
important in analysis because in the dream the manifest 
content, what the dream is apparently about, is an expres
sion in symbol ic form of a latent content, an unconscious 
wish or motive. The u nconscious wis h is too s trong for its 
expression to be altogether denied, but its di rect expres
sion encoun ters censorship in the form of the internal ized 
prohibitions and repressions wh ich demand that the wish 
take on a symbolic form if it is to be acknowledged at al l .  
The dream is thus an attempt at a su rrogate wish 
fulfi l lment. The sexual character of our bas ic wishes
which we cannot acknowl edge to ourselves because of the 
prohibitions of adult culture-and above all the incestuous 
character of our des i res result  in a prol iferation of sexual 
symbolism in our dreams. 

This theme of a tens ion between the inst inctual sexual 
drives and the demands of cu lture was basic to Freud's 
whole worl d  view. The worl d of cultural ach ievement is 
won only by denying to the insti ncts the direct 
grat i fications which they seek and by us ing the energy so 
released in subl imated forms for the tasks of art and 
science. The myth that Freud bel ieved in abandoning all 
inhibition and constraint on instinctual drives is  at the 
opposite pole from the truth .  Freud was at times in  danger 
of treating art as a substitute for more elemental 
gratificatio ns ;  the artist has converted his withdrawal into 
the satis factions of phantasy into a new way of encountering 
real ity by giving to his phantasies the form of pai nting, 
poetry, or sculptu re only, so Freud seemed to say, becau se 
initially the artist could not secure more direct 
gratifications .  However, especially in his later writi ngs , 
Fre ud saw cultural activity as having an i ndependent 
value for the ego. 

Freud regarded religion differently. It too is the product 
of wish fulfi l l ment. In its mo notheistic forms it replaces 
the fallible father of reality by projecting onto the heavens 
an omnipotent and infall ible father. By this means the 
status of a ch ild can be retained into adu lt l ife.  But this is 
to say that rel igion perpetuates i nfantile behavior patterns, 
notably in relation to guilt and forgiveness. The falsity of 
rel igious beliefs is not, of cours e, entai led by their being 
the product of wish fu l fil lment. Freud believed in their 
falsity on independent ground s .  But he thought of rel igion 
as a particularly damaging species of il lusion, precisely 
because it mili tates against the scientific effort to distin
guish between what real ity in  fact is an d what we want it  
to be. 
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Conceptual innovation. By speaking of unconscious 
motives and u nconscious desires Freud co mpel led us to 
clarify the concepts of mot ive and desire i n  more than one 
way. To describe a piece of behavior as the outcome of an 
unconsciou s mot ive is in itially to redcscrihe the behavior 
so that we understand it as goal-directed action and not 
as mere physical movement. But in ascribing a motive to 
the behavior are we merely redescribing and rcclas._ify
ing t i re behavior or a re we also asserting a connedion be
tween it and a hidden cause, the unconsciou s  motive, iden
tifiable somehow independentl y of the behavior? I low do 
unconsciou s motives stand in re lation to our ordinary dis
t inctions between motives , reasons, and causes?  Freud 
himself wrote of unconscious motives as of a kind of cau se, 
and philosoph ica l critics have been perhaps too hasty in 
supposing that h e  m ust he mistaken. For s ince it i s  clear 
that there may well be a criterion for ide ntifying tlw pws
ence of  an unconscious motive, a cri terion indep1;ndcnt of 
the behavior that the motive is i nvoked to expla in ,  the 
presence or absence of a motive may indeed fu nction 
as  a cau sal factor. That i s ,  at one and the same t ime the 
motive may be seen as a reason guiding the age nt's be
havior and the presence of the motive as a cau se of that 
behavior, and this without any logical incon gru ity. 

Further, there is  the question of how Freud could speak 
intell igibly of m otives and wishes which ex hypothesi are 
unconscious . Here it is important neither to overrate nor to 
underrate the ex tent of his innovations. On the one hand 
there is a well establis hed pre- Freudian usage whereby it 
is recognized that others may see at work in an agent's 
behavi or motives of which he himself is unconscious :  
ambitio n, jealous y ,  and the like. On the other hand , others 
are able to construe the behavior becau se it, so to s peak, 
wears its meaning on i ts face; this is palpably tru e of the 
kind of obsessional or hysterical behavior to which Freud 
ascribed unconsciou s motives. For an unconscious motive 
is not merely a motive of which the agent happens to be 
unaware, as he may be unaware of the worki ngs of his 
respiratory or digestive sys tem. An u nconscious motive is  
one that the agent refuses to acknowledge or one that he 
finds intol erable to acknowledge; that is ,  i t  i s  a motive 
which the age nt has a motive for not recognizi ng. Thus,  
there are always two u nconscio us motives at  work to
gether, not just one. Moreover, the consequent behavior is 
not such that others would recognize, except in the l ight 
of psychoanalytic therry. Freud brought within the range of 
behavior to which motives are ascribed a whole group 
of types of behavior hitherto thought to be expl icable at 
best only in neurophysiological terms .  Not that the truth of 
psychoanal ytic explanations is logical ly incompatible with 
the truth of neurophysiological ex planations; Freud always 
believed that a physiological and biochemical basis for his  
discoveries must  exist. 

Ethics. I t  is co mmonly assumed that the logical di !-tinc
tion between reasons an d causes guarantees moral beliefs 
agai nst their being in any way discredited by genetic ac
cou nts of how they come to he held. But the Freudian 
explanation of the imperatives iss ued by the su perego as 
the internalization of the parental commands and the 
Freudian contras t between the essentially immature mo
rality which cons ists in the appeal to such imperat ives and 
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the mature moral ity of the ego ideal in which the agent 
looks for justi fication of his moral be l iefs in terms of cer
tain goal s  and desires provide a framework within which 
certain moral bel iefs no longer appear plausible. For if it is 
true that the k ind of morality which makes the contrast 
between duty and des ire as sharp as possible is in fact a 
moral i ty in  which the appeal to duty is an appeal to uncon
scious desire, and indeed unconscious desire of an infan
t i le and authoritarian kind, then the claims of that kind of 
moral ity can no longer be convincing. The categorical 
imperative announces itself not as the claim of a law 
grasped by pure practical reason but as the ghost of the 
voice heard not on Sinai but in the nursery. 

� loreover, if the grasp of this fact depends, as Freud 
clai med, on the discovery of the roots of the agent's mo
ral i ty in the agent's chi ldhood, then the value of self
knowledge takes i ts old Socratic place-fi rst  place-in the 
scheme of the val ues. Freud is sometimes presented as a 
crude moral hedonist. It is ,  however, in transcending the 
pleasure principle in the name of the claims of real ity, of 
truthful ness, that the core of the Freudian eth ic  l ies. Part 
of what we learn from Freud moral ly  is the extent to which 
the possession of reasonableness and of truthfulness are 
necessary preconditions for the true possession of any 
other virtues at al l .  

Psychoanalysis and determinism. Freud's discovery of 
the causation both of neurotic symptoms and of normal 
character traits fatal ly  weakened any attempt to maintain 
that human behavior was essential ly exempt from explana
tion in causal terms or that the l ine between responsible 
rational behavior and nonresponsible i rrational behavior 
could  he drawn in terms of the appl icabi l i ty of the notion 
of cause. Later attempts to show that human actions cannot 
be caused (as, for example, that by A. I. Melden in Free 
Action, London, 1 96 1 )  have had to ignore not only the fact 
of but even the logical possibi l i ty of psychoanalytic expla
nations of action in terms of predisposing childhood 
causes. Yet the interest of Freud's discoveries for tradi
tional discussions of determinism and free-wi l l  is much 
greater than just this. 

If we try to defi ne responsibi l ity and freedom in  terms of 
the absence of coercion and constraint, or if we try to in
troduce the concept of "knowing what one is doing" as 
part of the anal ysis of "free act ion," then rel evant ques
tions are raised by psychoanalysis .  I f  my present behavior 
is the ine\' itable result of my early upbringing ,  does that 
upbringing function as a constraint? Or if I am unconscious 
of what moves me to do what I do, do I know what I am 
doing? It is in structive at this point to note that one crite
rion by means of \'vhich the psychoanalyst i denti fies be
havior as irrational and unconsciously motivated i s  the 
degree of the agent's inabil ity ei ther to bring rat ional crit
ici sm to bear on h i s  own actions or to respond to rational 
crit icism of them. The extreme case is that of compu l sive 
behavior of a trivial and arb itrary sort. This criterion ena
bles us to understand that the famil iar l ine between 
responsible and nonresponsible behavior is best drawn in 
terms of a dist inction between conduct which the agent 
cau and conduct which he cannot contro l .  It is not because 
ID)  behavior is cau sed that I am not responsible for i t ;  it is 
because and insofar as the causes of its being what i t  i s  arc 

outside my control by any ordinary means. For it i s  only 
certain kinds of causes which render behavior unalterable 
by the agent. 

Psychoanalysis is in practice an attempt to extend the 
area of rational control and therefore of responsibi l i ty. The 
contribution it makes at the theoretical l evel is that of 
assi sting in  showi ng that the indefin ite extension of causal 
discove"ries in the realm of human behavior in no way of 
itself necessari l y  narrows the l imits within wh ich we as
s ign human responsibil ity. 

Verifiability. Are Freud's doctrines in fact true? Here 
we must dist inguish three separate issues. First and most 
eas i ly ,  it  is clear that Freud brought to l ight and described 
a huge variety of h i therto unrecognized types of behavior. 
Whatever we bel ieve about h is  explanations, s ince Freud 
psychology has had a new subject matter to explain. But 
when we come to the tasks of theory and explanation, 
there arise two possible criticisms of Freud which must be 
taken very seriously. The first i s  that in fact a great deal of 
Freudian theory remains untested and that where there is 
experi mental or cl in ical evidence on particular points 
Freud is sometimes clearly m istaken (for example, Freud's 
clai m that girls feel penis  envy). It would  of course be 
curious if it were not so. 

More interest ing are the large-scale  differences in theory 
between Freud and some other analysts, such as \Vi lhelm 
Reich. Reich's clai m that what Freud presented as the 
unconscious is in fact a secondary formation , a deformation 
of a basical ly  social and nonaggressive human nature, puts 
into sharp rel ief the need to state both doctrines so that the 
i ssue between them becomes settleable  by means of exper
imental and cl i nical attempts at falsification. And at this 
poi nt one must confront the suggest ion that psychoanalytic 
theory is in principle unfal sifiable, untestable,  and there
fore empirical ly vacuous (see PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORIES, 
LOGICAL STATUS OF). The refutation of this claim rests 
essential l y  on the fact that Freudian theory does entai l a 
wide range of predictions about human behavior in a vari
ety of conditions. Bruno Bettelheim's revisions of Freud, 
for example, begins from the observations that in concen
tration camps men under extreme stress do not behave 
in the ways that a Freudian would have predicted. Thus, in 
large and small ways the conti nual transformation of Freud
ian theory is not so much one ot its defects as one of its 
virtues. Nor is this transformation anything other than what 
Freud himself expected. (See UNCONSCIOUS, PSYCHOANA
LYTIC THEORIES OF THE. )  
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A LASDAIH MACINTYRE 

FRIES ,  J A K O B  F R I E D R I C H  ( 1 773 - 1843), German 
critical philosopher, was horn in  Barby, Saxony. An 
avowed fo l lower and claborator of Kant 's  phi losophy, Fries 
emphasized the analytical , descriptive, and methodolog
ical aspects of the critical philosophy as against  the con
structive and speculative ideal ism of such contemporaries 
as K. L. Reinhold, Fichte, Schel l i ng, and Hegel .  He re
ceived h is  secondary and col l ege education at the Mora
vian Academy i n  Niesky. From his Pieti stic Moravian 
background Fries preserved a conviction of the importance 
of "pure feel ing" as a manifestat ion of "the in finite in the 
fini te. " At Niesky he was given a thorough grounding in  
mathematics and in  the  natural sciences. There he was al so 
introduced to a vers ion of Kant's phi losophy based on 
Reinhold's, which he early sought to correct and supple
ment by secretly reading in Kant's own writings. In 179.5 
he went to Leipzig, where he studied under the phi loso
pher-physician Ernst Plattner. The i nfluence of Plattner 
and of F. H .  Jacobi accounts for Fries's emphasis on the 
concept of self-observation. From 1 797 on, Fries continued 
his studies i n  mathematics and physics at Jena, where he 
al so attended Fichte's l ectures .. " I  l i stened to Fichte, took 
notes, then rushed home and wrote rebuttal s ," he later 
recal led. These critical notes were i ncorporated into h is  
polemical writings. As  early as  1 798, i n  the arti cle "Uher 
das Verhaltniss der empiri schen Psychologie zur Meta
physik" ("On the Relation of Empi rical Psychology to 
Metaphysics," in Erhard Schmids Psychologische Maga
zin, Vol. 3), he argued that the task of phi losophy is es
sential ly descriptive rather than speculative. 

Fol lowi ng his studies at Jena, Fries served as a private 
tutor in Switzerland, then returned to Jena as a docent in 
180 1 ,  submitti ng a habi l i tation thesis  on intel l ectual i ntui 
tion. The polemical tract Reinhold, Fichte tmd Schelling 
(Leipzig, 1803) establ i shed h is  reputation as a cri t ic of the 
romantic orthodoxy in German phi losophy. From Jena he 
was cal l ed to a profes sorship in  phi losophy and mathe
matics at H eidelberg. That year he publi shed Wissen, 
Glaube u11d Al1 11dung ("Knowing, Faith and Presage," 
Jena, 1 805 ), a popular exposition of his doctrine of a three
fold approach to real ity. This was fol lowed, during the year 
1896 - 1897, hy his chief work, the three-volume Neue 
Kritik der Vernunft ("New Critique of Reason," H eidel
berg, 1807; 2d ed. ,  Nette oder anthropologische Kritik der 
Vernunft, Heidel berg, 1828 - 1 83 1 ) , in which he attem pted 
to correct and restate the Kantian critique of speculative 
and practical reason as a program of psychological self
observation or "anthropology." 

Progressive political views. A decis ive shift in Fries 's  
care�r occurred i n  1 8 16 ,  when he retu rned to Jena to a 
professorsh ip  in theoretical philosophy. Under the tolerant 
and l iberal regime of Duke Karl August, he  publ i shed h is  
Ethik (Heidelberg, 1 8 1 8 ), a work in  which he stressed the 
ideal of individual l iberty and political equal ity as a con-
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sequence of the Kan tian doc.:trine of the digni ty proper to a 
human being. I n  pamph l<'ls and ledures and at student 
ga therings during th i s  period, Fries argu ed for corn;titu
tional aud representative government,  extol led the pol iti
cal wisdom of the "peopl e," opposed the conservati sm of 
student secret societ ies ,  and advoc.:atcd C er11 1a1 1  
un ification .  Thi s  activity, cl imaxed by h i s  participation i 1 1  
the Wartburg Festival of October 1 8 , 1 8 1 7-a demon stra
tion hy student l iberals  that included a ceremonial burning 
of "react ionary" books-inevitably incu rred the wrath of 
the Austrian and Pru ssian governments. I t  a lso el icited 
scornfu l  comments from the poli t ical ly more orthodox 
H egel , who in his Philosophy of Hight (translated by J . M .  
Knox, Oxford, 1 942) downgraded Fries a s  " a  ringleader of 
those hosts of superficiality, of these self-styled 'ph i loso
phers,"' and attacked his Wartburg speech as "the qu int
essence of shal low th inking . . .  a broth of 'heart , friend
sh ip,  and inspiration . ' " Hy 1 8 19 the con servat ive 
opposition had prevailed upon Karl Augu st, and Fries was 
su spended from h i s  position at Jena. He  had earl ier lost 
hope that he would he offered the chair of philosophy at 
Berl in ,  which in 1 8 1 8  went to Hege l. 

Although Fries was eventually a l lowed to re sume teach
ing at Jena (he tau ght science from 1824 and phi losophy 
from 1 825 on) and held this post until his death, the 1 8 H l  
su spension was the final tu rn in h i s  estrangement and 
i solation from the in tell ectual cu rrents of the period . From 
then on, supported by a smeill fol l owing, he devoted his 
l ife to studies of mathematics , physics,  and psychology, to 
systematization of h i s  metaphysics and ethics, and to a 
rewri ting of the h istory of philosophy on the theme of 
"progres s  in scienti fic development. " To thi s  period be
long Die mathematische Naturphiiosophie (Heidelberg, 
1 822); System der Metaphysik (Heidelberg, 1824 ); Hand
buch der psychischen Anthropologie (2 vols . ,  Jena, 1 820 
and 1 82 1 ) ;  and Die Geschichte der Philosophie (2 vol s . ,  
H al le ,  1 837 - 1 840). 

Approaches to reality. Fri es fol l owed Kant in the 
over-al l  archi tecton ic  of his phi lo sophy and i n  specific 
doctrines. Correspondi ng to Kant's three Critiques, he 
d i stingu i shed three approaches or attitudes toward real
ity-knowing, faith,  and presage, or presentiment (Ahn
dung). We know things only as appearances to a pecu l iarly 
human sensibil ity and understanding. But we have faith in  
the  real ity of  a world of  real moral agents u nder etprnal 
moral laws. Our u nderstanding is  aware of thi s  world only 
negatively, as a l i m itation of the empirical world, through 
the Ideas of Reaso11. Finally,  through presage or presenti
ment, a pure and dis interested feel ing akin to th e experi
ence of the beautiful and the subl ime,  \Ve are given the 
assurance that the world of appearances and the real world 
are not two worlds hut one, and that the form er is  a mani
festat ion of the latter-a finite projection of the in finite into 
the finite. 

Types of knowledge. With in  the sphere of knowi ng, 
Fries dist inguished two levels :  original or immediate 
knowl edge, and reflective or mediate knowledge. Th e 
types of mediate knowledge are given in the Kan tian form s 
of judgment: analytic, synthetic a posteriori , and synthetic 
a priori . We must also dist i ngu i sh three types of immediate 
knowl edge. An empirical i ntuition is a di rect aware-
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ncss of the sensory given; a pure intuition is a direct 
awareness of space and time as empty containers of sensible 
entities; and an immediate metaphysical cognition is the di
rect but nonintuitive awareness of principles involving the 
categories of the understanding (for example, the principle 
of causality or the principle of the permanence of sub
stance). No attempt to reduce cognitions of the second and 
third types to cognitions of the first type can ever succeed. 
Space and time are the forms of our empirical intuitions; 
the categories are the forms of human understanding. Fries 
thus shared with Kant the critical solution of the problem 
of a priori knowledge. He also shared with Kant the rejec
tion of both the empiricist and the intellectual intuitionist 
solutions of the problem. 

Metaphysical knowledge. Fries departed from Kant, 
however, in his interpretation of the basis for the critical 
solution in the case of a priori metaphysical knowledge. 
Fries found inconsistency and circularity in Kant's attempt 
to validate categories and to "prove" the principles of the 
understanding by referring them to "the possibility of 
experience. " If these are indeed principles, no proof could 
be required and none would be sufficient. Kant suc
cumbed, in Fries's judgment, to the ancient rationalist 
prejudice that everything can be proved and that all truths 
can be reduced to a single principle-in Kant's case, the 
concept of possible experience. All that is possible, Fries 
objected, is to display the status of certain cognitions as 
a priori and necessary. "I do not prove," he explained, 
"that all substance is permanent; rather I point to the 
fact that the principle of the permanence of substance lies 
in every finite mind" (Neue oder anthropologische Kritik 
der Vernunft,  2d ed., Vol. I). In Kant's language, only a 
"metaphysical deduction" (the answer to the question, 
"What is the case?") is possible. 

Discovery of metaphysical principles. The regression to 
metaphysical principles is not an easy task, for unlike em
pirical and pure intuitions, which are clear and readily 
available to consciousness, metaphysical principles lie 
"concealed and obscure" in the depths of human reason. 
Fries described this regression as a process of self-obser
vation or "psychic anthropology," and likened it to exper
imental physics insofar as the latter aims to discover the 
general law involved in specific physical phenomena. 
Kant, accordingly, misunderstood the function of critical 
philosophy and the status of the judgments that constitute 
it, for whereas the truths that critical philosophy aims to 
uncover are nonempirical and necessary, the critique itself 
is empirical and fallible. Fries admired the long "subjec
tive" deductions of the categories in the first edition of 
Kant's Critique of Pure Reason but was skeptical of the 
short "objective" deductions of the second edition. 

Proof. A complete theory of proof must, therefore, dis
tinguish three kinds: ( I )  demonstration, or the reduction of 
a "reflective" or "mediate" congition to an intuition (pure 
or empirical); (2) proof, or the reduction of one mediate 
cognition to another; and (3) deduction, or a regressive 
analysis that traces a given cognition to its ground in im
med iate metaphysical knowledge. Just as in the case of 
dnnorn,tration, i n  \vhich no question can arise concerning 
the valid ity of the intuitions themselves, so too, in the case 
of deduction, no question can possibly arise as to the va-

lidity of our immediate metaphysical knowledge. A de
duction is, of course, something fallible; closer scrutiny 
may later reveal a disparity between a given cognition and 
its supposed ground. But the same danger exists for dem
onstration-in this case minimally. 

Truth. Truth is a matter of correspondence between 
thouAht and object, hut the object is not something tran• 
scendent; it is simply an immediate cognition. Truth is a 
relation between two levels of cognition. With regard to 
immediate knowledge itself we must accept the principle 
of "Reason's self-reliance" (Selbstvertrauen der Vernunft), 
that is, that we possess such knowledge and that it is in
trinsically valid. 

Fries's "psychologism." Fries's restatement of the 
Kantian deduction has often been attacked as psycholo
gism. If psychologism is understood as the attempt to find 
the validity of human beliefs in their psychological causes 
and in the laws of association, the charge is unfair. Fries 
was not a proponent of psychologism in that sense: for 
him, the validity of immediate knowledge lay in its logical 
character, universality, and necessity, not in its causal 
origins. Indeed, Fries wrote critically against such contem
porary advocates of psychologism as Friedrich Eduard 
Beneke, with whom he was sometimes mistakenly com
pared. On the other hand, he did seem to suggest that 
logical character can be gathered from mere psychological 
observation of our mental processes. And in this connec
tion he has been justly criticized for confusing a mental act 
with its logical content. Certainly the process that Fries 
described as "anthropology" would be more accurately 
described today as "logical " or "phenomenological" anal
ysis. Fries was perhaps misled by the analogy between a 
logical regress to presuppositions in philosophy and the 
heuristic regress (induction) to general hypotheses and 
theories in physics. 

Science and mathematics. In the fields of mathematics, 
physics, and psychology, Fries's thought was highly origi
nal and expertly worked out. He had a clear conception of 
a philosophy of mathematics and physics as an independ
ent discipline, and anticipated the modern distinction 
between a theory and a metatheory. In his theory of nature 
he attacked Kant's concessions to teleology and argued for 
a thoroughgoing mechanism that would also encompass 
the biological sciences. His psychological investigations 
extended into the study of pathological phenomena. He 
took note of the distinction between inherited and ac
quired, as well as between continuous and periodic, men
tal disorders and argued for the physiological basis of 
mental illness-concepts that were by no means as current 
in Fries's time as they are in ours and that were unfortu
nately ignored by the psychiatric practitioners of his day. 

Fries's influence. Fries was succeeded at Jena by his 
pupil E. F. Apelt, who published a masterly textbook of 
Friesian metaphysics and in 1 847 established the journal 
Abhandlungen der Fr ies 'schen Schule, which served for 
two years as a forum for critical, scientifically oriented 
philosophy. There was a revival of interest in Fries and in 
his approach to Kant in the years preceding and immedi
ately following World War I, centering about Leonard 

Nelson at Cottingen, who shared Fries's scientific outlook 
and reacted to the idealist Neo-Kantian orthodoxy in the 



German un iversities of his  t ime m uch as Fries had reacted 
to Fichte, Schel l i ng, and H egel The theologian Rudol f 
Otto, an early associate of :--:el son, developed Fries 's  con
cept of "presage" in h i s  i n fl uential book Das lleilige (The 
Idea of the Holy, Gotha, 1 9 1 7). I n  1804 :--.:cl son ei,tabl ished 
a new series of the Ahhandlungen der Fries'schen Schute 
of which six vol umes appeared before publ ication was 
discontinued in 1937. :--.:ational Socia l i sm proved itse lf  as 
in im ical to :--:elson's school as \1 ettern ich 's pol i tical reac
tion had been to Fries 's. In H.158 J ul ius  Kraft, a student of 
Nelson's, founded the phi l osoph ical journal Ratio as a 
continuation of the Ahhandlungen. 

Although Fries 's  influence was and remains l imi ted, part 
of the interest that h is  phi losophy holds for the modem 
reader l ies in  its anal ogues with, and anticipation s of, 
posi tions and problems that have been central in twen
ti eth-century thought, especial ly  in England and the 
Un ited S tates. There is, fi rst, an obviou<; but qu ite unex
plored analogy between Fri es's psychological method and 
Husserl 's phenomenology. :,..toreover, the view that meta
phys ical principles can only be exh ibited as s uch hut not 
proved has been variously defended hy R G. Col l ingwood 
and hy representatives of the Oxford school of l inguistic 
anal ysis. There are al so apparent counterparts of Fries 's 
"self-rel iance of Reason" in G. E .  \foore's appeal to com
mon sense, in the positivists '  appeal to a l evel of incorrigi
bl e knowledge, and in Wittgenstein's famous dictum that 
"the propositions of our ordinary l anguage are in perfect 
order. " I ndeed, the question of the status of the proposi
t ions employed by the crit ical or analyt ical philosopher, 
which was fi rst raised by Fries, has come under much 
discussion in recent years, under the heading "the prob
lem of ana)y..,i s . "  
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ALEXA:-.DER P. 0. \ IOURELATOS 

FROE B E L , F R I E D R I C H  ( 1 782 - 1852), German ph i
losopher of education, was horn at Oberweissbach in 
Thuringia. He s tudied forestry and related fields at the 
University of Jena, came in contact with Johann Hei nrich 
Pestalozzi in 1808, and participated as a vol unteer in the 
war of l iberat ion agai nst ;\apoleon. In 1 8 1 6  he established 
a schoo l ,  which soon was moved from G riesheim to Kei l -
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hau,  and in 1�37 he founded his  fi r'>t k i nd,:rgarten at 
Blankenburg in Th uri ngia, wh ich becamf:' the model of 
many s imi lar i nstitutiom. However, these imt i tu tioni,  had 
to he cl osed in Pru ss ia  in 18,'5 1  becaui,e the government, a<, 
wel l as the cl ergy, smpec:ted Frod,el of li beral pol itic:al 
and rel igious l eanings. The prohibition l a�ted for ten 
years, but afterward the kindergarten movement '>pread 
rapidly throughout the European cou ntries. 

Frochel 's whole educational theory and prac:t ice was 
determ ined by his  conviction of the u l t imate oneness of 
l i fe ,  of natu re and spirit. Accord ing to h im it is  the dei,tiny 
of al l th ings to unfold their divine essence and to reveal 
God in thei r transient being. 

As Froehel 's autobiography shows, he  was, as a ch i ld,  
deeply troubled by the contrast between "spiri t" and "the 
flesh" in the Chri st ian supernahual ism and moral ist ic 
dual ism of his father, a pastor, until he di scovered t�w per
vasive beauty of nature and the mystery of '>ex l ife: in 
the whole creation. His convic:tion about the inner unity 
of the cosmos was confirmed by his  scientific: s tudies ,  his  
reading of the Zend-Avesta, and his  acquaintanc:e with 
Fri edrich Schel l ing's phi l osophy of iden tity. 

In  conformi ty with his metaphysics,  Froebe) conceived 
of education as a continuation of the world 's unceasing 
evol ution on the level of consciousness,  with the chi ld's 
play bei ng the first s ign of l i fe's urge toward purposeful 
act ivi ty. Th us ,  he wrote in The Education of Man l pp. l 
ff. ) , "Education cons i s ts in leading man, as a thin king, 
i ntel l i gent being, growing into i,elf-consciou�ness,  to a 
pure,  unsul l ied, conscious and free representation of the 
inner law of divine uni ty, and in  teach i ng him means 
thereto. " Out of respect for the "i nner law of un i ty" or for 
l i fe as an "unbroken whole in  al l its operations and phe
nomena" (The Education of Man, p. 2.'38), the educator 
should organize the instructional process in suc:h a way 
that the order of the subjects to be taught supports th e 
l earner's inner development, whi le  the whole program of 
studies should help the student to real ize thE reflection 
of the unity of l i fe in the unity of knowledge. 

Froebe l 's educat ional pri nci ples may be summarized as 
fol l ows :  

( I )  That the  development of nature reveal ,; i tself i n  the 
developm ent of the individual mind shou ld  be demon
strated in  the teach ing of science, the human i ties ,  and 
rel igion.  

(2) Education should be structured to harmonize with 
the natural inner developm ent of the pupi l .  

( .'3) Education shou ld unfold the who le man in each per
son. Rel igion should be taught in  order to cult ivate the 
emotions,  nature should he �tudied because i t  i s  the se lf
revelation of God, and mathematics should be appreciated 
as the symbol of u n iversal order. Lan guage , too , con nects 
man with the order and rhyth m of thir,gs and should there
fore take its part in education. 

(4 ) The arts should be taught, for art is a general human 
talent and conducive to the harmon ious unfolding of a 
person 's inner l i [e. 

The central theme in Froehel 's educational work is most 
evident in The Educat ion of .\1 an,  which presents a un ique 
attempt to provide an ontol ogic:al explanation of tht 
process of human l earn ing. 
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Historical ly, Froebe) must be understood as being in the 
tradition of John Comenius ,  Rousseau , and Pestalozzi. H i s  
ideas have been critici zed for many and sometimes con
tradictory reasons :  for thei r pantheistic natural ism, their 
romantici sm, their indivi dual ism and neglect of discipline, 
their sentimental ity and their one-sided emphasi s  on early 
childhood. But there can be no doubt that the work with 
which his name is mainly connected, the kindergarten , has 
been an inestimable blessing to mankind, and many of h i s  
psychological insights, l ike those of Pesta lozzi , have been 
increasingly confirm ed by modem psychology. 
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ROBERT ULICH 

F U N C T I O N A L  E X P LANA T I O N S  I N  B I O LOGY.  
S ee BIOLOGY and TELEOLOGY. 

F U N C T I O NA L I S M  I N  S O C I O LOGY.  In sociology 
and social anthropology the term "functional analysis" i s  
used not  on ly  i n  the  mathematical sense, where a function 
expresses a correspondence between two variables such 
that for every value of the one there are one or more de
terminate values of the other, and the second, or depend
ent, variable is ,  in a less technical use of the term, said to 
be a function of the fi rst. Sociologists, of course, l i ke al l  
scientists, are interested in  establ i shing such dependen
cies. The term "functional analys i s "  in their work also has 
a special connotation analogous to the use of the notion of 
"function" in describing biological systems or such arti
facts as are self-organizing systems-for example, a heat 
engine with a thermostat. Such a system can be considered 
as a unitary whole;  it is d ifferentiated into elements, and 
the function of the elements can be said to be the part they 
play in maintaining the system in a pers isting state or {in 
the case of art ifacts) in maintaining the efficiency of the 
system for the purpose for which i t  has been set up. There 
are, however, differences between the use of the notion in 
sociology and the use as appl ied to biological and art ificial 
systems, and these have become more apparent as sociolo
gi sts have worked with and reflected on "functional meth
ods ."  The differences hinge on the questions of whether a 
society should he taken to he a single integrated system or 
whether i t  may he so d ivers ified that what i s  "functional " 
for one part may not be so for others, and whether the only 
"end" to which an clement of a social system should be 
shown to contribute i s  the maintenance of the system as a 
whole in i ts  environment .  

Function and cultural facts. Funct ional notions were 
used hy the pioneers of modern social anthropology and 
sociology, �:mi le· Dur kheim and W. Hobertson Smith.  The 
term "functional ism," however, was firs t  put forward as 
tlw name of a special method and approach hy Bronislaw 

�1al inowski in the article "Anthropology" in  the Encyclo
paedia Britannica ( 13th ed. ,  supp. I ) .  The article reads as 
something of a manifesto, i n  which functionalism is said 
to be "the right method" in social anthropology. Func
tional analysis is said to be "explanation of . . .  facts . . .  
by the part they play within the integral system of cul
ture, hy the manner in which they are related to each other 
within the system, and by the manner in which this system 
is related to the phys ical surroundings . . . .  The function
al view . . .  insi sts therefore upon the principle that in 
every type of civil i sation, every custom, material object, 
idea and bel ief fulfils  some vital function, has some task to 
accompl ish, represents an indispensable part within a 
working whole" (Ibid., pp. 132 - 133). Thus, the function of 
magic is said to consist  i n  its being "a remedy for specific 
maladjustments and mental conflicts, which culture 
creates in allowing man to transcend his biological equip
ment" ( Ibid., p. 136), and myth is said to perform an 
"indisper.sable function" in strengthening the traditions 
on which a cultural l ife depends. 

These claims for the "functional method" were both 
vague and grandiose. Later exponents and critics of a 
functional method in  the social sciences have been con
cerned to state more prec isely what it does and what it 
does not clai m to assert. (See especially �lerton , 1957, and 
Nagel ,  1 956. ) � talinowski's account left the notion of the 
"needs" to which a function was said to be related 
insufficiently clear; his use of the word "indispensable" 
left it uncertain whether the "needs" themselves were 
indispensable to the society in question or whether the 
particular cul tural i tem held to be the means of sati sfying 
them was indispensable in the sense of not admitting of a 
substitute. 

�talinowski's statement of the method was also far more 
than a recommendation to anthropologists to look for func
tion s; it was a dogmatic assertion that "an object . . .  ap
pears as ' inessential , '  'arbitrary,' 'devoid  of function' only 
as long as we do not understand the function of that de
tailed feature or object" (Ibid., pp. 1 38- 1 39). I t  also im
pl ied that every cultural item was necessary to the working 
of the social system as a whole. Of cou rse, if the social 
system is defined as the total complex of all its cultural 
items ,  this becomes tautological. � tal inowski  avoided this 
by speaking of "vital needs" that the elements in the sys• 
tern are held to fulfi l l .  But the notion of "needs," inter
preted biologically and psychologically, is so extremely 
general that i t  is not shown why they can be fu l fil led only 
by particular cultural arrangements. 

Function and social structure. The next leading an
thropologist to use and also to write about "functional 
methods" was A. R. Radcl iffe-Brown. (See especially his  
Structure and Function in Pr imitive Socie ty.) Radcl iffe
Brown worked with an even more "organic" notion of a 
society than did �tal inowski, since the latter held that prac
tices in a society should be seen as functional for the bio
logical and psychological n eeds of i ts members, while 
Hadcl iffe-Brown was interested in seeing the function of a 
particu lar social usage as the contribution it makes to the 
total social life, which is unified as a social system. Rad
cliffe-Brown regarded a social system as a set of intercon
nected features  of social l ife, while he defined a social 
structure as "an arrangement of persons in institutional ly 



control led and defined relations . "  Th is definition appears 
insufficiently abstract: "social structure" surely should not 
be used to refer to persons in relationships, hut to the 
distingu ishable pattern of recurrent sets of re lationships 
described by social rol es. But  Radcliffe- Brown's account  
helped to  l ink the notion of  fu nction wi th  that of structure ;  
that i s ,  the uses studied were not  those of separate cul tural 
items, hut of pers istent forms of social relations, such as 
those shown in marriage arrangements. 

The l inking of function with structure helps to 
strengthen the bio logical, organic analogy behind this way 
of thinking. Thus, Radcl iffe-Brown spoke of a social system 
as though i t  were a uni tary whole in which every part is 
internal ly related to every other, and where i t  is possible 
to speak, by analogy with a biological organism,  of the 
structure as serving a "total l ife." Fol lowing this anal
ogy, the use so served is  seen as the survival of the total 
society as an on-going concern. This way of looking on 
a society was no doubt made more plausible by the fact that 
the societies so studied were small -scale prim i tive ones, 
where the society might seem to he a whol e of integrated 
parts that, it was thought, could be exhaustively enumer
ated. I t  becomes much less plausible when appl ied to 
larger, more flexible societies compris ing a number of 
subgroups that often are hosti le to one another. This may 
also explain why it appeared that the "function" served 
was the survival of the society in its tr.1ditional given form 
and why, therefore, functional theory has been held to 
support a conservative ideology. 

The context of a function. That functional theory need 
not be con servative was shown by Merton,  who defined its 
central orientation as "the practice of interpreting data by 
establ ishing their consequences for larger structures in 
which they are i mpl icated." Merton pointed out that al
though the notion of function is related to that of some end 
or need served, this end may not be the perpetuation of 
the existing social system. Subgroups may have radical 
interests served by certain social practices that would thus 
be functional within the context of those interests. Hence, 
i t  is not meaningful to speak of a cultural element or insti
tutional practice simply as "functional . "  I t  must be shown 
to be functional in  some specific context and in  some 
specific respect; that is, i t  m ust have designated conse
quences for designated properties of designated units ,  but 
these units need not be "the <;ociety as a whol e." How
ever, the notion does presuppose some complex context i n  
which i t  i s  possible to show how certain elements have 
certain consequences contributing to the complex being 
maintained in  a certain state or to the furthering of some 
interest to which one "function" is  related. That an ele
ment has such a function relative to such a context or in
terest can be stated as a matter of descriptive fact, and it 
need have no ethical impl ication to the effect that the 
interest i tself (or the function) is thereby commended. Still 
less need i t  imply that persons or groups in  a society are of 
consequence only because of such alleged functions. 

Explanations and descriptions. How far can the d i rec
tion of attention to consequences be a form not only of de
scri ption bu t also of explanation? Malinowski spoke of 
such functional analyses as "explanations," though he also 
remarked that explanation , to the scienti fic thinker, i s  
nothing b u t  the most adequate description o f  a complex 
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fact (A Scientific Theory of Culture, New York,  l <J44 , p. 
1 1 7). Whether or not this is a sat isfactory vi< �w of scieuti fic 
explanat ion,  there remains the question of whether a func
tional analysis i s  the most adequate description of a com
plex fact tou t court, or rather a description of the effects of 
certain clements in the complex on certain other clements; 
that is ,  a partial description from the point of view of a 
particu lar interes t. M erton indeed used the word "in
terpretat ion," which is  presumably weaker than ", ·xpla
nation," and he spoke throughout his work of "functional 
analyses. " 

A functional analysis wou ld be an explanation only if the 
answer to the question "\Vhat i s  the effect of x in  context a, 
b, c?" could also be seen as an answer to the qu estion 
"Why does x occu r?" or "Why docs x have the character i t  
has?" I t  could be so put i f  the effect of x i s  the in tended 
effect of an intentional action (the effect of my turning the 
key is  to unlock the door, and the reason I turn the key is to 
unlock the door); that is, if  the explanation is  expl icitly 
teleological,  so that it i s  said that x occurs in order t o  pro
duce the effect y. 

The interest of sociologists is, however, largely d i rected 
to detecting the unintended and unanticipated conse
quences of act ions (what Merton called their "latent" as 
distinct from their "manifest" function s). In such cases, 
can an effect y be cited as an explanation, or partial expla
nation, answering the question "Why does x occur?" Can 
fu nctional statements in contexts where conscious purpose 
is presumably absent be looked on as explanations? Jona
than Cohen has defined a functional explanation as one in 
which the fact to be explained-for exampl e, the heating of 
the heart-is a necessary condition for that which is c i ted 
as explaining it-for exc1mple, "to circu late the blood" 
("Teleological Explanation," PAS,  Vol. 5 1  ( 1950 - 19.5 1 ) , 
pp. 2.55 -292; cf D. M .  Emmet, Funct ion, Purpose and 
Powers, pp. 48 ff. ) 

Thi s  definition describes the form of a functional state
ment, but does it show that it is a d ifferent kind of expla
nation from a causal one? Nagel claimed that the factual 
content of such fu nctional statements can be exhaustivel y 
translated into causal te rms (Logic Without Metaphysics, 
pp. 250 -25 1 ) ; for example, "the beating of the heart is a 
necessary condition for maintaining the circu lation of the 
blood ."  S imi larly Kingsley Davis ,  in "The Myth of Func
tional Analysis as a Snecial M ethod in Sociology ,i nd An
thropology," maintained that such statements simply assert 
that certain phenomena have certain  consequences. To 
direct attention to conse<1uences, especial ly unintended 
but interconnected consequences, is, he held, the di sti nc
tive approach of sociologists. "Functional " analysis  i s  
therefore not  a special method in sociology, but ju st so
ciological method ; and the name "functional ism," as 
supposedly that of  a special movement or school , had 
better be dropped. 

From this i t  would appear that functional statements can 
he explanations where they can be interpreted tel eologi
ca lly in terms of purpose; that is, where to say an element 
in a system has a function is to say that i t  is as i t  i s  because 
it has been so des igned with reference to a purpose for 
which the system has been set up. Where this reference to 
purpose cannot he made, functional statements would he a 
form of causal statement i n  which the interest is d irected 
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not to the cause of a phenomenon itself, but to its effects 
considered as causes within a wider context. However, the 
reference to a wider context and the need for this to be a 
context within wh ich some systematic interconnections 
can be shown dist ingui sh such statements from those 
presenting unil inear sequences of cause and effect. 

Self-regulating system. Functional statements are also 
particu larly appropriate in those systematic contexts in 
wh ich "return effects" on the cause itself can be shown ; that 
is, where some of its consequences react back on it, so 
that the consequences can be invoked to explain, in part at 
any rate, why i t  i s  as it  is .  Thus ,  Nagel held that functional 
statements are most appropriately used in describing 
self-maintaining or sel f-regulating systems. H is formula
tion for such systems can be briefly summarized as fol lows : 
Let S be a system and E its environment, and let S be 
functional , self-maintaining, or direct ively organ ized with 
respect to a trait (property, state, process), G. Let S un
dergo a series of alterations terminating in G. Let there 
then be some fairly extensive class of changes either in E 
or in certain parts of S. Then, unless S contains some 
mechanism that produces effects compensating for these 
changes , S will cease to exhibit G or the tendency to ac
quire G. 

The system S must be specified to show how its parts are 
causal ly relevant to the s tate G, and if the "function" of a 
part in maintaining G against changes is to be cited as a 
cause of the state of S, the return effects of th i s  part on 
other parts of S must be specified. The in stantaneous val
ues of the state coordinates must be independent at any 
given time, although the values of one set at one time will 
not be independent of those of another set at another given 
t ime (that is, the values in one set will change according to 
previous changes in another set). Nagel held that the rela
tions between the elements in a functional system need to 
be thus precisel y specified, and that very few "functional 
analyses" in sociology satisfy these requiremen ts. 

Latent and manifest functions. Neverthel ess, sociolo
gists may be said to produce analyses in which they seek to 
approximate this model even if they do not entirely satisfy 
it . This is true particularly where the data s tudied are 
shown to have consequences in some larger context, and 
the consequences are return effects upon the data them
selves, so that there i s  a mutual reinforcement. For in
stance, �talinowski claimed that the "function" of myths 
was to strengthen the tradit ions that help to maintain a 
social way of l ife. Th i s  may not have been the original 
reason for the creation of the myth (whatever this may 
have been, i t  was said by M al inowsk i to he sociological ly 
unimportant). But it may be the case that the fact that the 
myth now performs this perhaps original ly unintended 
funct ion strengthens people's interest in the myth and its 
hold upon them, and so serves to perpetuate it. Perhaps in 
some cases what was a "latent" function of some activity, 
such as recounting a myth , can thus be made the "mani
fest" fu nction, the expl icit purpose of the activity, without 
di sturbing the disposition of its practit ioners to go on 
do ing it. But in some cases this may not he true. \Vhen , for 
instance, �la l inowski said that "the funct ion of rel igion is 
to relieve anx iety," or others ( such as  Hadcl iffe-Brown) 
said that the function of rel igious ritual is to strengthen the 

will to maintain the common values on which the society 
depends, it is at l east open to question whether the adher
ents of a rel igion would  be abl e to go on pract icing it if 
they came to look on these functions as the "real reason" 
for doing so. Th us in some cases the change of a latent into 
a man ifest function will be self-frustrating. 

Certain conclusions can be drawn . First, i t  is m isleading 
to speak of the function of a practice, belief, or institution 
tout court. I t  may have a function in relation to a certain 
interest in a certain context, and th is i tsel f may be a dis
function in relation to other interests. Thus,  the fact that 
rel igion can sometimes rel ieve anxiety m ight be a disad
vantage in contexts where interest lay in rel igion as a chal
lenge to complacency. 

Further, if such statements of "function " are to do more 
than merely describe consequences, it should be possible 
to show that the alleged funct ion al so reinforces the prac
tice of the activity. But this must not be taken to imply that 
th i s  is the sole or "real" reason for the practice. Thus,  it 
may wel l be that, because of the complexity of human 
motivation, rel igious practices sometimes (not necessarily 
or al ways) rel ieve anxieties or promote loyalty to common 
values; if  so, th i s  can strengthen inducements to perform 
them. 

The fact that activities performed with one interest in 
view can have unanticipated consequences in sati sfying 
other interests can add to the survival value of these activ
ities. Thus, Max Weber's well-known view that there was a 
nexus between the Calvinistic eth ic and the pursu i t  of 
capitalist enterprise should not be taken to imply that "the 
function" of Calvinist ic rel igion was to promote money
making (or vice versa), still less that the pursuit  of the 
former was a hypocritical cloak for the latter. Rather, 
Weber's view impl ies that a particular kind of moral out
look, stressing dil igence, thrift, and abstinence, was appro
priate to the furtherance of capital ist enterprise, so that two 
independent and strong human interests, the rel igious and 
the economic, reinforced each other and thus helped to 
establ ish a way of l ife with considerable survival value. ( I t  

i s  worth noticing that th is  particular nexus could probably 
become establ i shed only under social and environmental 
conditions where there were opportunities for the entre
preneur who could save capital. 3ut this is not to interpret 
these probably necessary conditions as s ufficient conditions 
for explain ing the Calvinistic way of l ife. ) 

A functional approach in sociology can therefore be 
taken not as the assumpt ion that ever) cultural item has a 
function , but as a directive to watch for "funct ions," par
ticularly in the unintended consequences of a form of 
social act ion, above all for those functions that react back 
on the form of social action itself, so as to produce a mu
tually reinforcing nexus. But the analogy with biological or 
with self-organizing systems must not he pressed too far, 
since beh ind forms of social activity are persons or groups 
capable of entertaining a variety of values and interests. 
Funct ional statements in sociology, even if they are not 
themselves teleological, carry an indirect teleological 
implication in that if someth ing is said to have a funct ion, 
it has one in relation to some value, interest, or purpose 
held by some person or group within the society (though 
not necessarily by the sociologist himself, who may s imply 



be reporting the fa<:t that some form of act ivity promotes 
this value). \Vhere no value is  stated, the presumption 
tends to be that what is served is the preservation of the 
society as an on-going concern. That it is desirable to pre
serve the soeiety (though not necessarily just in its ex i sting 
form ) is  taken for granted by almost everyone. Thus, when 
something is said to have a "function" in maintaining the 
society, although the point is  not always recogn ized, one 
ingredient in the eomplex notion of function is a value 
judgment. 
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GA L E N  ( 129 -c. 199), Greek physician and writer, was a 
native of Pergamum. He  i s  wel l  known in medical h istory, 
in which he occupies a virtual l y  unique pre-eminence 
among its writers; but philosophy's debt to h im is not 
commonly acknowledged. Whi le  h i s  was not a first-rate 
phi losophic  m ind, Galen was an ardent champion of ph i
losophy and did much to promote it in his own time, as did 
his writings in subsequent centuries. 

Galen's father N ikon was an architect and a trained 
mathematician who wished to give his son a sound phi lo
sophical education. Accordingly, after having personal ly  
instructed h im i n  the rudiments of  mathematics , he sent 
him at the age of 14 to attend the lectures of the four major 
schools of philosophy (Platonic, Peripatetic, Stoic, Epicu
rean). Even at this early age Galen must have been an 
extremely conscientious student of philosophy, for he drew 
up outlines of Stoic logic for his own use. He chose a med
ical  career at the age of 16, and went to study at Smyrna 
(where he heard the P latonist Albinus) and final ly at Alex
andria, where he completed his education. About 16 1  he 
sought his fortune in Rome, where he healed the Peripa
tetic phi losopher Eudemus and gained a reputation that 
brought h im to the attention of Emperor Marcus Aurelius. 
While in Rome, Galen gave public demonstrations of 
anatomy. A plague drove h im back to his  native city, but 
Marcus Aurel ius cal l ed Galen to accompany him on the 
campaign against the Germans. Galen managed instead to 
assume the supervi sion of the emperor's son in  Rome, and 
he put the time to good use by writ ing h i s  major works. He  
died in  Rome a t  the  age of  70. 

Gal en was an immensely prol i fic writer; many of h i s  
works ,  of  course, are strictly medical , but  even these fre
quently contain remarks about scienti fic method or philos
ophy that make them a storehouse of information on H el
l enistic phi losophy. They give us  a picture of an alert, 
receptive Greek mind of the second century, selecting 
what he finds valuable in the ph ilosophy of classical and 
Hel lenistic times. Galen's judgments were, on the whole, 
remarkabl y  sound. He held "the ancients" in great respect 
and admired the theory of sci ence he found in Aristotle 
and Theophrastus. This, however, did not prevent him 
from subscribing with even greater enthusiasm to the 
ethics and anthropology of Plato, whose views on the na
ture of man he expounded, along with those of H ippoc-
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rates, i n  a treatise, Peri ton llippokratous kai Platonos 
Dogmaton ("On the Doctri nes of H ippocrates and Plato"), 
which has not yet received the attention i t  deserves from 
scholars. 

From the point of view of professional education, Galen 
was a passionate advocate of careful training in phi losoph
ical analysis and logical method for wou Id-be medical 
men. He constantly exhorted his readers and stu dents to 
greater exertions on behalf of l earning and mathematical 
studies. Di l igent practice is demanded, so he maintained, 
of anyone who wishes to become proficient in the heal ing 
art, or in  any other discipl ine. 

Galen's doctrine of scientific demonstration was at l east 
part ly an attempt to salvage human knowledge from the 
corrosive acids of skepticism. For example, his short trea
tise, "On the Best Teaching," is directed against the con
temporary skeptic teacher Favorinus, who taught h is  pu
p i l s  to argue on either s ide of any point. Galen held that it 
was absurd of Favorinus to leave his pupils free to judge 
for themselves while destroying all confidence in the 
starting points of human knowledge. "For if there is noth
ing evident to the i ntel l ect or worthy of credence in itself, 
al l judgment (krisis) is wrecked," he remarked. The most 
effective teaching is based upon the teacher's seeing in
tel lectual things more clearly than others do. 

This  concern for scientific demonstration establishes 
Galen as a leading theorist of science in antiqui ty. Ari stot
le's Posterior Analy+;cs was a calm,  dispassionate attempt 
to incorporate the results of his researches in logic into a 
picture of scientific knowledge, and his concern to put the 
syl logism to work may have unduly preoccupied Ari stot le 
i n  h i s  exam ination of science. Galen was under no such 
commitment: instead, while recogn izing the occasional 
usefulness of syllogistic reasoning, he insi sted upon the 
superiori ty of what he cal led the l inear proof (grammikc 
apodeixis) of geometry. The possibi l i ty of such proof alone, 
he tell s  us ,  kept him from lapsing into a total skeptical 
uncertainty cau sed by the welter of phi losophical doc
trines to which he had been exposed. Having ach ieved 
with con siderable effort a pattern of tru ly scientific proof, 
Galen had no patience with s l ipshod reasoning in  medi
cine. 

So concerned was he with the subject that he devoted to 
it a l ong treatise, Peri Apodeixeos ("On Demonstration ") ,  
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unfortunately lost som etime after the sixth century. In thi s  
work he  argued that all scientific knowledge must begin 
with what clearly appears to the senses or with what is 
evident to the mind. What Galen says about the basis of 
science is much more forcefu l than anything to be found in 
Aristotle's Posterior Analytics, where the matter of s ense 
perception is rather casually treated. Probably the main 
inspiration for Galen's line of thought was Theophrastus, 
Aristotle 's immediate successor, hut Stoic elements may 
have entered in as wt->1 1 .  At any rate, the result is an aston
ishingly modern doctrine of logical empiricism, differing 
from more recent versions mainly in his taking the axioms 
of science to be self-evident rather than hypothetical. Even 
his teleology, while it sometimes runs away with him, is 
more often employed by Galen in the service of strictly 
controlled scienti fic explanation. He never tires of admir
ing the structure an<l purposiveness of the human body, 
but thi s is an attitude shared by many who have investi
gated human anatomy and physiology. 

Galen also wrote in the field of moral philosophy and was 
especially interested in those aspects of psychology that 
have a bearing upon ethics. He adopted an essentially 
Platon ic view of the soul, recogn izing the three parts dis
tinguished in the Republic. But, unlike Plato, Galen mar
shalc<l evidence from animal and child psychology to 
support his view that the native endowment of humans is 
set at birth and can be modified by education only within 
limits. Against Chrysippus the Stoic, Galen held that our 
characters are to be assigned to the irrational rather than to 
the rational soul. Small children and an imals, in whom 
reason is not yet highly developed, display strongly indi
vidual characteristics that, in the case of children, carry 
through into adult life. This does not absolve adults from 
the responsibility they bear for their moral traits: these 
may, and must, he shaped by training and education. By 
nature some people are good; others, bad, and still others, 
somewhere in between. Galen argued that the in-between 
class can be corrupted or improved by association with 
others. While none of this is strikingly original, Galen's 
treatment of moral themes bears the stamp of an acute 
observer oriented toward facts, an attitude so rare in moral 
philosophizing as to merit notice. 

We arc indebted to Galen for the preservation of many 
fragments of the pre-Socratic and Hellen istic philosophers 
and also, incidentally, for some most interesting observa
tions upon the then obscure sects of J ews and Christians. 

Historically, Galen 's influence on the progress of medi
cal science and philosophy was predominantly beneficial. 
His pleas to follow no sect blindly, but to think and look 
for oneself, did not fall upon deaf ears. It is no accident 
that Galen 's influence reached its all-time high during the 
Renaissance, when his manifesto of philosophical inde
pendence was badly needed-and was heard . For hi s 
contributions we can easily forgive Galen his combative
ness and long-windedness. \Vere it not for the combined 
effect of these two faults, we would not possess nearly so 
much infonnation as we do on ll cllcnistic philosophy and 
science. 
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GA LILEO G A L I LE I  ( 1564- 1642), Italian astronomer 
and physicist, was born at Pisa. Although he created no 
systematic philosophy, his  in fluence on the trend of mod
ern philosophical thought is very marked. To it may be 
traced the definitive separation of physical science from 
philosophy, the abandonment of authority as a criterion of 
scienti fic truth, the distinction between objective and 
subjective qualities in observable phenomena, and the 
introduction (or reintroduction )  of empirical and skeptical 
elements into philosophical investigations. The seven
teenth-century revival of atomism and the removal of 
occult qua) ities from the concept of causation owed much 
to Galileo. His writings marked the beginning of an anti
metaphysical movement in philosophy, exemplified in 
later times by Positivism and operationalism, and they 
remained relatively free from such concealed ontological 
assumptions as are to be found in some ostensibly nonmet
aphysical systems; for example, in philosophical empiri
cism, mechanism, and phenomenalism. The events of 
Galileo's personal life involved him in an active struggle 
for freedom of thought, and this in turn underlay those 
scientific and philosophical convictions for which he 
became a symbol to his contempor.uies and followers. 

After a meager, conventional preparatory education, 
Galileo was enrolled in the school of medicine at the Uni
versity of Pisa in 1581. His interests turned to mathematics 
about 1583, and he left the universit} in 1585 without 
having received a degree. For a time he continued his 
studies alone, giving lessons at Siena and Florence, and in 
1589 secured the chair of mathematics at Pi sa. His early 
investigations in physics, particularly mechanics, set him 
in sharp opposition to the views prevailing among profes
sors of philosophy, who, as followers of Aristotle, looked 
with disfavor upon the introduction of mathematics into 
physics. In 159 1 Galileo left Pisa to become professor of 
mathematics at the University of Padua. Here he contin
ued his mechan ical researches, undertook the manufacture 
of mathematical in struments for sale, and composed sev
eral useful treatises that were circulated in manuscript 
among hi s pupils and friends. 

I n  1604 he disclosed, in a letter to Fra Paolo Sarpi, the 
mathematical law of freely falling bod ies. He had made 



substantial progress toward a rational mechan ics when, in 
1609, his attention was diverted from those studies hy the 
invention of the telescope in Hol land. Gal i leo promptly 
dupl icated and improved the device, producing an in stru
ment suitable for astronomical observation, and early in 
1610 he publi shed Sidereus Nuncius ("The Starry Messen
ger"), in which he described the mou ntainous character of 
the moon, the exi stence of countless previously unob
served stars, and the di scovery of four satel l i tes of Jupi
ter. These discoveries provoked widespread controversy 
among phi losophers and astronomers. Shortly after "The 
Starry Messenger" was published, Gal i leo resigned his post 
and returned to Florence as chief mathematician and phi
losopher to Cosimo I I  de' Medici ,  grand duke of Tuscany. 
Late in  16 10, he detected the curious appearance of Satu rn 
(although he could not account for it) and the phases of 
Venu s, and shortly thereafter he noted the phenomenon of 
sunspots. 

Strong philosophical opposition was arou sed by his 
publication in 1612 of Discourse on Bodies in Water, in 
which he ridiculed the Ari stotelian theory of the elements, 
advocated observat ion and experiment as the chief criteria 
of physical truth, and gave some support to the views of 
Democri tus. Publication in 1613  of his Letters on Sunspots 
arou sed theological opposition by its open support of the 
Copernican theory, which appeared to contrad ict the B ible 
by asserting the motion of the earth and the stabi l i ty of the 
sun. Toward the end of that year certain philosophers and 
priests, in the presence of members of the ru l ing family, 
attacked Gali leo and Copernicanism on rel i gious grounds. 
Gal ileo replied in a iong letter addressed to his former 
pupil Benedetto Castell i ,  who had defended him in his 
absence. In  this letter Gal i leo contended that Bibl ical 
passages had no authority in scienti fic controvers ies, and 
that the language of the Bible shou ld instead be inter
preted in the l ight of man 's knowledge of natu ral phenom
ena, gained through reason and observation. 

Early in 16 15,  Gal i leo was violently attacked from the 
pulpit in Florence, and a copy of his earl ier letter, together 
with a denu nciation of the Galileists, was sent to the In
quis i tion at Rome. Rumors spread that the Cathol ic church 
wou ld soon official ly condemn the Copernican theory and 
si lence Gal i leo. He countered by greatly expand ing the 
arguments of his previous  letter to Castel l i ,  and widely 
ci rcu lated the new version in manuscript copies ostensibly 
addressed to Grand Duchess Christina, the mother of Cos
imo de' M edici . At the end of the same year Galileo went 
personal ly to Rome in an attempt to stem the anti-Coper
nican tide. In th is he was u nsuccessful ,  for the church 
official ly moved to condemn the views of the motion of the 
earth and stability of the sun as contrary to the Scriptures. 
Gal i l eo was instructed not to hold or defend these views, 
but no action was taken agai nst his person or his  previous
ly published books. 

After a period of silence, Gali leo entered into a polemic 
with a Jesuit professor at Rome over the nature of comets, 
and in 1 623 he publ i shed The Assayer (Jl saggiatore), 
ridicul ing the Aristotelian phi losophy and expounding his 
methodological ideas. This book was dedicated to th e new 
pope, Urban VIII ,  who as cardinal had been very friendly 
toward Gal i leo. In  1624 , Gal i l eo visited Rome and ob
tained permission to write on the Copernican and Ptole-
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maic systems, provided that the treatment was impartial. 
The composition of his next book, Dialogu e Concern ing 
the Two Chief World S ystems, occupied Gal i leo intermit
ten t ly for several years. After great di fficulty in gettrng a 
l icense to publ i sh it, he brought it out at Florence in 1632. 
Five months later the printer was ordered to i ssue no mon! 
copies, and Gali leo was summonc!d to Home to face the 
I nqu isit ion. Despite remonstrances of the Tuscan ambas
sador and of Grand Duke Ferdinand I I ,  he was eventually 
compel led to appear and stand trial. I n  June 1 633 the hook 
was condemned, and Gal i l c�o was sen tenced to I ife impris
onment. He was, however, permitted to res ide first at 
S iena with the archbishop, his fric�nd and former pupi l ,  
and then under house arrest a t  h i s  own vi l la near Florence. 
There he managed to compose and smuggle out his most 
matu re work, a treatise on physics known as Two New 
Sciences, which was pri nted in Hol land in 1638. Gal i leo 
died four years later. 

PHI LOSOP H I CAL ROOTS 

The conditions of Gali leo's educat ion and career led to 
his intimate fam i l iarity with the works of Aristotle. There 
i s  l ittle evidence, however, that he ever preferred to read 
the works of any particu lar phi losopher. His  personal l i 
brary was scanty, and his  correspondence i s  devoid of 
philosophical references or discussions. In  polemic works 
he refers often to Ari!'totle, usual ly  with dis favor. His  
occasional references to  Democritu s, Socrates ,  Plato, and 
Seneca are more favorable but superficial, and appear to ex
press general anti-Ari stotel ianism rather than a l legiance to 
any other phi losopher. Near contemporaries such as Giro
lamo Cardano and Bernardino 'Telesio were dismissed by 
Gal i leo with the remark that he had read but l i ttle of their 
work. Although there is extant a Latin treatise in Gal i leo's 
handwriting that contains references to scores of ancient 
and medieval phi losophers, th is  dates from his student days 
( 1584) and is not demonstrably original or representative of 
h is  own views. 

It i s  evident that during most of his l i fe Gal i leo's favorite 
reading was l iterary rather than philosophical . He is said to 
have known Ariosto by heart; he lectured on Dante, anno
tated Tasso, delighted in the rustic dialect \vritings of 
Ruzzante (Ange lo Boelco), and frequently cited Homer, 
Vergi l ,  Pulci,  and other poets in h is  works. Nowhere in his 
writings i s  there an overt expression of al legiance to any 
of his philosophical predecessors. However, the question of 
Gali leo's true metaphysical position has been much de
bated in recent decades. His  emphasis on the mathe
matical element in physics has induced many exce l lent 
scholars, led by A lexandre Koyre, to classify him unequivo
cal ly as a Platonist. On the other hand, Gal i leo's insi stence 
on the power of observation to refute any reasoned con
clu sion has caused others, notably Ludovico Geymonat, to 
res ist this conclu sion and even to stress a strong Aristotel ian 
element in Gal i leo's own work. In opposition to both these 
views, Edward Strong has questioned the propriety of 
read ing any metaphys ical position into Gal i leo's work ancl 
em phasizes his evident preoccupation with methodolog
ical considerations, to the exclu sion of dogmatic philoso
phy. Final ly, A l istair Crombie has apt ly remarked that it is 
precisely the absence of systematic philosophy in Gal i l eo 
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that has made it possible for adherents of nearly every 
philosophical school to find some support for their views 
in hi s works. 

Galileo's anti-Aristotelianism makes its first appearance 
in his early studies of motion. In order to defend a theory of 
motion (later abandoned) founded on Archimedean con
ceptions, he was obliged to demolish several prevailing 
Ari stotelian assertions: that the speed of free fall is pro
portional to the weight of the falling body and inversely 
proportional to the density of the medium; that the motion 
of projectiles depends on some action of the medium; and 
that motion is impossible in the void. Galileo's attack on 
Aristotle widened with his adoption of the Copernican 
astronomy and his abandonment of the distinction be
tween elemental and celestial matter, so essential to Aris
totle's world view. In the end he questioned the reliabil ity 
of Aristotelian logic and asserted that rigorous demonstra
tion was to be found only in mathematics. Thus, it may be 
argued that Aristotle's physical errors led Galileo to dis
trust logical deduction as a basis for physics, and his 
famous dictum that "the book of nature is written in math
ematical characters, without a knowledge of which men 
cannot understand it" probably represents a methodolog
ical canon rather than a metaphysical position. 

Galileo's opposition to Aristotle was also to some degree 
a literary pose rather than a true philosophical position. In 
later years he often declared himself a better Aristotelian 
than his contemporary Peripatetic adversaries, and in the 
opening sections of the Dialogue he made extensive use of 
Aristotelian arguments to secure assent to essential points 
in the Copern ican theory. Perhaps the chief signi ficance of 
Galileo's anti-Aristotelianism is its intimate relation to his 
consistent rejection of authority of any kind in matters of 
science. His unwillingness to accept any intermediary 
between himself and nature was the motivation of his bold 
warning to the church against the utilization of scriptural 
authority in scientific disputes. In short, Ari stotle was not 
so much the philosophical opponent as the historical sym
bol in Galileo's unremitting battle against authority as a 
criterion of truth. 

Separation of physics from philosophy. Until Galileo's 
time, physical science (includi ng theoretical astronomy) 
was regarded as a proper part of philosophy and was 
so taught in the universities. Aristotle's principles of mo
tion supplied the axioms, and the science was purely 
deductive. Several of Galileo's predecessors had ques
tioned those principles as being in apparent contradiction 
with experience; Galileo continued these attacks and 
undertook experimental investigations of the actual phe
nomena of motion. In  this way he came upon some new 
results and sought principles from which both the old and 
new phenomena might be deductively establi shed. If he 
was not entirely successful in this quest, that was not a mat
ter of deep concern to him. Descartes later crit icized Gali
leo sharply for his invest igation of physical effects without 
a prior knowledge of their causes, and Cartesian physics 
was made an integral part of Descartes's systematic philoso
phy. In the end, however, the example of Galileo, and not 
that of Descartes, was followed by sciC'nti sts. Physics be
came first a distinct branch (the "natural philosophy" of 
:-..:ewton) and ultimately a separate discipline from philos-

ophy. The philosophical effects of this separation have been 
enormous. The emphasis on physics that prevailed in phi
losophy at Galileo's time has vanished; in its place, the 
theory of knowledge has risen to pre-eminence in modern 
philosophy, where from time to time it has threatened to 
subordinate or even to expel metaphysics. It is very doubt
ful that tliis would have come about without the separation 
of physical researches from philosophical investigations, 
in which separation Galileo was the pioneer. 
Nor was Gali leo content merely to remove terrestrial 

physical phenomena from the realm of speculative philos
ophy. Telescopic observation suggested to him a direct 
analogy between terrestrial and celestial matter, a con
ception that was antagonistic to Aristotle's entire scheme. 

The mountainous chararacter of the moon's surface refuted 
the axiom of perfect sphericity of celestial bodies; the 
appearance and disappearance of sunspots destroyed the 
axiom of celestial immutability and perfection. Galileo did 
not hesitate to attribute terrestrial qualities to all celestial 
bodies, thus laying the basis for physical astronomy, even 
though this had grave religious implications and chal
lenged the traditional cosmological and cosmogonical 
assumptions of the Peripatetics, who dominated the philo
sophical thought of the time. 

A BANDONM ENT O F  A UTHORITY 

The age into which Galileo was born was one in which 
the power of authority was uppermost in every sphere of 
activity-political, religious, and philosophical. It was 
therefore virtually impossible to attack that power in one 
sphere without disturbing it in others. To Galileo it was 
clear that in matters of scientific investigation, authority as 
such could not be allowed any weight; observation, exper
iment, and reason alone could establish physical truth. 
Accordingly, he disputed the right of philosophers and 
theologians to exercise control over scientific investiga
tions or even scientific theories. Confronted with almost 
overwhelming opposition in this dispute, he was com
pelled to adopt, if not to formulate systematically, an alter
native criterion of truth that might have some hope of 
acceptance. In so doing he avoided the error of such phi
losophers as Teles io and Bacon, who in effect had called 
for rel iance solely upon sensory evidence, for Galileo was 
well aware of the possibility of illusion or of misinterpre
tation. It appeared to Galileo that mathematics alone had 
the kind of certainty that could be compktely trusted, and 
he took the position that only to the extent to which men 
can detect mathematical regularities in phenomena can 
they be certain they have reached the truth in physical 
matters : "Without mathematics, one wanders about in a 
dark labyrinth." This dictum of Galileo's is often taken 
today as the express ion of a fundamentally Platonic view
point, but there is no evidence that Galileo believed in a 
world of Platonic forms as distinguished from that of 
events. l i e appears to have been concerned with relation
ships rather than essences, and it is in this sense that his 
mathematical conception of the world is to be taken. He  
expressly stated that the fa ilure of a physicist t o  describe 
the real world was not the fault either of that world or of 
mathematics, but was merely a result of the limited com-



petence of the physicist, analogous to the shortcomings of 
a merchant or an accountant who had fai led to take i nto 
account the weights of the conta iners in computing the 
value of his merchandise. Gali leo held that al though we 
must be sati s fied with l imi ted objectives, we may achieve 
complete certa i nty with regard to them. 

Gal i leo's battle for free inquiry, i ndependent of the 
interference of authori ty, was, in his own time, doomed to 
defeat. Nevertheless, the practicabil ity of his al ternative 
criterion of truth gained him a substantial number of fol
lowers whose intell igent appl ication of his suggestion s was 
eventual ly ben eficial not on ly to physical science, but to 
philosophy as wel l .  The systematic search for solutions to 
physical problems with in  pre-establ ished l im its of inquiry, 
under the rule that the demands of sense data, reason , and 
mathematical in terpretation must be simu l tan eou sly sat
i sfied, led to the development of a body of dependabl e 
knowledge of the physical world that philosophers cou ld 
no l onger ignore in their specu lations about underlying 
real ity. At the same time, this complex criterion of physi
cal truth gave rise to a more seriou s examination of episte
mological problems that had been relatively neglected in 
previous ages of untrammeled speculative philosophy. 
"We must deal with the real world, and not one on paper," 
Gal i leo proclaimed in his Dialogue. 

I t  should be noted that Galileo did n ot extend his  de
mands beyond the domain of physical science. In order to 
reconcile h is  scientific position with his  acceptance of 
rel igious authori ty, he distinguished sharply between the 
two uses of language, or even the two languages, of faith 
and science. This position was expounded at l ength in h is  
Letter to Christina ( 16 15, publ ished 1636). Wherever 
natural phenomena are involved, the language of the Bible 
is to be interpreted by the findings of science, while the 
exposition of supernatural texts is to be l eft to theologians. 
This concept of dual ity of language was given an i nterest
ing exten sion in  his Two New Sciences; the purely mathe
matical sections are written in Latin,  while the physical 
and more general sections are in  I tal ian. I t  is reasonable to 
assume that Gal ileo's attitude toward the difficu l t  question 
of why mathematical relations prevail in p hysics, and 
indeed toward metaphysical questions in general , was 
similar to h is  expressed opin ion with regard to supernat
ural assertions of any kind:  that they were outside the 
domain of science. 

OBJECTIVE A N D  SUBJECTIVE QUA LITIES 

I t  is wel l known that Gal i leo clearly set forth the dis
tinction, later made into a fundamental principle by the 
phil osophical empiricists, between primary and secondary 
qual ities. In accordance with his conception that only 
mathematics afforded complete certainty, he believed that 
to the fundamental particles of matter one m ust attribute 
si ze, shape, number, and rate of motion; but that one i s  
under n o  compuls ion t o  invest them with color, sound, 
odor, and the l ike. Thi s separation of subjective qual ities 
from those capabl e of mathematical treatment was a 
decisive step in  the removal of man from his  traditionally 
central place in the entire scheme of things. I t  i s  also note
worthy that Gal i leo showed no interest whatever in pur-
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suing an analysis of subjective (or secondary) qual it ies;  
he did not (as did Ari stotle and Descartes) compose books 
on the mind,  the spirit, or man in general . Thus, Ca l i l eo's 
treatment of this fu ndamental principle of empirici sm 
is by no means indicative that he subscribed to an empiri
cist phi losophy in  the technical sense. H i s disti nction 
of objective - subjective was simply an integral part of 
his separation of physics from philosophy; and if  it  had any 
metaphysical impl ications, they were lost to Cal i leo. The 
source of inspiration for thi s  fundamental notion was cer
tain ly  Greek atomism; but if any classifiable system of 
philosophy is to be found in Gal il eo's own wri tings, it is 
that of naive real ism-a recurrent theme in phys ical 
science and the philosophy of science from Gal ileo's time 
through the nineteenth century. 

H ighly important philosophically in Gal i leo's physical 
investigations was h is  ins istence on the doctrine of relativ
ity of motion. On the one hand, this removed the earth 
from its pri vileged position in astronomy, and in this re
gard was l i ttle more than an extension of the Copern ican 
revolution. On the other hand, it  began a new revolu
tionary movement in which the investigation of natural 
laws as mathematical relationships was to replace tradi
tional inquiries i nto the natures or essences of physical 
entities. Thus, the way was opened to a coherent science 
of dynamics, while the accepted world view based on the 
doctr ine of "natural places" was rendered untenable. 

SKEPTIC ISM AND THE SC I E NTIFIC METH O D  

I t  i s  worth not ing briefly that Gal i leo introduced (or 
rather reintroduced) into Western philosophy certain  tra
ditions of skepticism which had lapsed durin g  the reign of 
authority. He often said that it  was easier for him to deter
mine that something was false than to di scover the truth of 
any matter, and he openly contended that i t  was less 
shameful to be ignorant than to argue on the wrong side. 
He was accustomed to advise his pupils free ly and candid
ly to confess " I  do  not know" rather than to offer merely 
verbal explanations. Thus,  among his follower<; it became 
once more respectable for a philosopher to acknowl edge 
ignorance. The effects of this were very noticeable in the 
activities of his disciples and in the Galil ean school they 
created. Establ ishment of the first great experimental 
scientific society, the Academy of the Cimento, with its 
motto of "Test and te:.� agai n ," would scarcely have been 
possible before Gali l eo. It was his habit to stress the 
infini�e amount that must remain unknown , no matter how 
deeply one might penetrate into any subject of i nquiry. 

Methodological views. Gal ileo's philosophical impor
tance is n owhere cl earer than in h is  contributions to the 
method of scienti fic investi gation. H i s  suggestions and 
his example in thi s  field laid the basis  for procedures in 
physical science that have enriched epi stemology as 
much as science itself. Yet Gal i l eo's conceptions of scien
t ific method, like his other phi l osophic views, make their 
appearance in  his books on ly impl icitly and incidentally to 
other con siderations. They are first apparent in his polemic 
work on floating bodies ( 16 12), in which experiments are 
designed for and appl ied to the refutation of verbal expla
nations and arguments. Thi s book marked a defin ite epoch 
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in the phi losophy of science, inasmuch as it is perhaps 
the first systematic exposition of physical experiments 
specifically designed to refute a philosophical pos ition. In 
classical form, it presents the Peripatetic theory and Gali
leo's countertheory, with a set of experimental tests to 
show the falsity of the former and the truth of the latter. 
Although methodological considerations are not discussed 
in the abstract, the work is a model of the "experimental 
philosophy" carried on by the school of Galileo. 

The work on sunspots publ ished in the following year is 
also rich in methodological material; here Galileo de
stroyed the arguments of his anonymous J esuit adversary 
by establ ishing the analogy of terrestrial phenomena to 
solar phenomena and by applying mathematical reasoning 
to the problem of the location of the spots. In this instance 
the use of experiment was precluded by inaccessibil i ty of 
the phenomena, but observational data were correctly 
applied in its stead. It thus constituted a methodological 
continuation of the book on floating bodies,  although the 
points at issue were in this case strictly scientific and not 
philosoph ical,  at least in modem terms. Particularly note
worthy are certain semantic cri tiques di rected against 
arguments based upon purely verbal deductions made by 
Galileo's adversary in this  controversy. 

Because of the prohibition against discussion of Coper
nicanism, ten years elapsed before the publication of Gal i 
leo's next acknowledged work, The Assayer, which 
differed markedly from his earlier works. Ostensibly a 
polemic over the nature of comets, it was in real ity a de
tailed critique of the then prevailing treatment of astro
nomical phenomena. Instead of adopting a specific theory 
of comets , Galileo undertook to refute his opponent by 
showing that all his arguments depended upon assump
tions that could not be demonstrated or upon confusions of 
a linguistic character. It is probable that he was motivated 
at l east in part by a desire to place in the hands of his read
ers a method by which they might themselves arrive at 
conclusions that he had been forbidden to advocate. 
Among the principal themes of thi s work are the proper 
and improper use of observation and experiment, the dis
tinction between primary and secondary qualities, the 
necessity for clarification of language in dealing with 
physical concepts, and the infinite scope of natural phe
nomena. 

In his i l l-fated Dialogue of 1632, Galileo developed the 
last-named theme at length. It was his view that physical 
truths are boundless in number but perfectly consistent; 
that human knowledge at any time can comprise but a 
finite part of this infinite whole; that sense experience, 
indispensable though it is to a knowledge of the world, can 
he deceptive or misleading in any given instance. Thus, 
the concept of physical science as essentially a process of 
successive approximations i s  a lready implicit in the teach
ings of Galileo. At each stage of inquiry, sense experience 
must he combined with reasoning and with mathematics to 
afford a sound basis  of deduction. Galileo noted that the 
method u sed in proof is rarely the same as that u sed in 
making a d iscovery, and held that unless the proof is math
ematical, it lacks absolute certainty. 

The Two New Sciences of 1638, Galileo's chief con
tribution to phys ics, was of less direct philosophical 

i mportance. Its indi rect importance lies in the fact that 
i t  definitively established physics as a di stinct discipl ine 
on the basis  of its own methods of investigation, methods 
that have persisted virtually unchanged. Of particular 
i mportance to later philosophical developments were the 
introduction in this  work of the concept of one-to-one 
correspondence in the analysis of the arithmetical infinite 
and Gal i leo's suggestions relating to the roles of physical 
and mathematical indivisibles in the explanation of observ
able phenomena. 

In conclusion, it should be observed that a profound 
difference existed between the methods by which Galileo 
and his contemporary, Johannes Kepler, applied mathemat
ical reasoning to physical science, particularly to astron
omy. Kepler's thought was pervaded by the conviction 
that numerical relationships determined the structure of 
the universe in the sense of Pythagorean mystici sm. Ac
cordingly, he attempted, repeatedly to deduce that struc
ture from a priori numerical hypotheses. As a result, he 
was early led into fantastic speculations from which he was 
sometimes able to extricate himself only after years of 
labor. Galileo, on the other hand, regarded mathematics as 
an indispensable practical tool and as the definitive test in 
the quest for physical certainty; but he was not inclined to 
fol low wherever mathematical deduction might lead. His  
errors, unlike Kepler's, are usually to be found in attempts 
to create mathematical proofs for physical laws of which he 
had previously made certain, in the desire to achieve the 
unique degree of certainty that he ascribed to mathemati
cal demonstration. 
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G A L L ARATE M O V E M E NT. The name "Gal larate 
movement" appl ies to an organ ization cal led the Centro di 
Studi Fi losofici fra Professori Univers i tari , establ ished in 
1945 at Gallarate, I ta ly, as well as to the basic phi losophical 
orientation of its members and to the enterprises under
taken to advance its ideas. The leading original members 
of the movement were Fel ice Battagl ia  (Bologna), Carlo 
Giacon ( Padua), Augusto Guzzo (Turin) ,  t,.L F. Sciacca 
(Genoa), and Luigi Stefan ini (Padua). Among adherents 
in other countries are Romano Guardini and Helmut  Ki.ihn 
in Germany, Jean Wahl and Regis Jo l ivet in France, Adol fo 
Munoz Alonso in Spain, arid A. Robert Caponigri in the 
United States. 

The Gal larate movement accepts the basic Christian 
affirmation, but no schema of propositions a l leged ly  de
duced from it. The philosophy of the movement is  that of a 
Christian who is phi losophizing from his own existential 
position. The movement is committed to no phi losophical 
position, but encourages a dialogue among al l points of 
view. The participants in th i s  dialogue have tended to 
think along two l ines of speculation: the restoration of 
transcendence as the cardinal principle of phi losophy and 
the restoration of val ue to i ts ontologica l ,  as wel l  as to i ts 
operative, status.  According to thi<; analysis,  the principle 
that has control led modern thought has been immanence, 
which inevitably leads to various forms of positivism, ethi
cal relativism, and problematicism. The movement does not 
reject these aspects of mc,dern thought, but accepts and 
bui l ds upon them. I t  i s  claimed that the direct experience 
of i mmane nce leads directly to the need for a metaphys ical 
affirmation of the Abso l ute, in order to restore rational i ty 
to being and existence as well as an ontological l y  grounded 
realm of objective val ue effective in action and in history. 
Phi losophi cal reconstruction is thus seen, not as a dogmatic 
imposi tion upon the modern phi losophical s i tuation, but 
as a response to the needs of modern thought itself. The 
Christian affirmation i s  taken as being among the immedi
ate contemporary data from which phi losophy must take 
its poin t  of departure. 

The Gallarate movement sponsors annual congresses, 
among the most important of which have been the in itial 
conference of 1945 on contemporary Christian phi losophy, 
that of 1947 on Maurice Blonde! and the point  of departure 
for phi losophy, and that of 1956 on the problem of val ue .  
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The movement also edits and publ i shes works of phi losoph
ical scholarsh ip,  among the most important of which are 
the Bibliografica filosofica italiana (4 vols . ,  19.50 - H }.%), 
the Enciclopedia filosofica (4 vo ls . ,  Venice and Home,  
1 9.56 - 1960), and col lections of texts of ph i losopl 1 i ca l  
classics. 
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A. ROHEHT CAPONIGHI 

G A L L U P P I ,  P A S Q U A L E  ( 1 770 - 1846), I tal ian episte
mologist and moral phi losopher, was born in Tropea, 
Calabria. He began the study of law in Naples but  soon 
switched to theo logy and philosophy. At fi rst Gal luppi  was 
strongly influenced by Christian Wolff. I n  1 800 he began 
to read Condi l lac and Locke, and his fi rst pub l i shed work, 
Sull'analisi e sulla sintesi ("On Analysis and Synthesis ," 
Naples,  1807), was an attack on sensationalism. From 1807 
unt i l  1 8 15 Galluppi stud ied Kant. Although he was strong
l y  attracted by Kantianism, he final ly rejected it as "skep
ticism," and, through an examination of Descartes and 
Locke, he arrived at a pos ition strongly resemb ling  that of 
the Scott ish common-sense school as it had been inter
preted by the French eclectics. 

The publication in 1819  of the first volume of his Saggio 
filosofico sulla critica della conoscenza (" Phi losoph ical Es
say on the Critique of Knowledge," 6 vols . ,  Naples , 1 8 1 9 -
1823) brought Gal luppi widespread recogn ition. Between 
1820 and 1827 he published his best-known works :  the 
Elementi di filosofia (4 vols . ,  �lessina, 1 820- 1827), in 
which he expounded his theories, and the Letterefilosofiche 
sulle vicende dell a filosofia relativamente ai principi delle 
conoscenze u ma ne da Cartesio sino a Kant inclusiva mente 
("Phi losophical Letters on the Events in Phi losophy Con
cern ing the Princi ples of Human Knowledge From Des
cartes to Kant I nclusive," Naples,  1838), a remarkable 
h istory of human thought. In  Octol_1er 183 1 Gal lupp i  was 
named professor of nh i losophy at the Universi t) of Naples .  
He corresponded with Victor Cousin ,  whose Fragments 
philosophiques he trans lated into I talian (2 v0l s . ,  :'\aples, 
183 1 - 1832), and in 1838 he was named foreign corre
spondent of the Academic des Sciences Morales et Pol i 
tiques . 

Gal luppi held that the only method of philosophy is 
analysis ,  a regressive movement in which reflective 
thought goes back over its own development. The starting 
point is con sciousness :  the exi stence of the conscious ego 
is "an original experimental trn th" and an immediate in
tuition . The conscious  ego con sists in the immediate ap
prehens ion wh ich the existing ego has of i tself. This 
apprehension s imul taneously produces apprehension of the 
object (which i s  sensation) and apprehension of the sub
ject that perceives the object (which i s  feel ing). Gal luppi ex
pres sed th i s  originating act in the form u la " I fee l  (sento) a 
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me which senses (sente) something" outs ide of me. Con
sciousness, in other words, i s  the awareness that the ego 
has of itself and of a separate, independently ex ist ing real
i ty .  On the basi s  of this indisputable testimony of con
sciousness Gal luppi proclaimed the real ity of both the ego 
and things, in opposition to Berkeley's ideal ism and 
Hume's analyses. 

Using the same procedure, and by means of the evi
dence provided by internal consciousness, Gal luppi found 
in the ego the universal ideas which had been denied by 
the empiricists : these ideas are proved by inner experi
ence, which affirms the existence of God and, by revealing 
that the conscious ego can only be the effect of a divine 
intel l igent cause, invariable  and absolute, al so attests the 
validity of causal relations.  True knowl edge, knowledge 
which is adequate to real ity, cons ists in  rearranging, by a 
real synthesis ,  the objective unities of beings just as they 
are. The exi stence of God, proved in the same way that 
Descartes did, by means of consciousness ("I think, there
fore I am ; therefore God exi sts"), proves that the self
evident relationships are valid. (This  last argument differs 
from the Cartesian pri nciple of divine truth.) 

Gal luppi adhered to the same theory in  moral philoso
phy. In  moral phi losophy also i t  i s  the testimony of con
sciousness that tel l s  us we are free and that makes us  feel 
the necess ity of moral good and thus the presence of a 
natural moral law: our duty is affirmed to us by our inner
most sense. 

Additional Works by Galluppi 
Lezioni di logica e metafisica. 4 vols. Naples, 1832 - 1834. 
Filosofia della volonta. 4 vols .  Naples, 1 832 - 1840. 
Considerazioni filosofiche sull'idealismo trascendentale e sul 

razionalismo assoluto. Naples, 184 1 . A paper presented at the 
Institut  de France in 1 84 1 .  

Lettere filosofiche. Augusto Guzzo, ed., 2 d  ed. Florence, 1925. 
Contains an ample bibliography. 
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list of manuscripts and editions. 
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EUGENIO GARIN 
Translated by Rober t M. Connolly 

G A M E S ,  T H E O RY O F .  See DECISION THEORY. 

G A R R I G O U - LA G R A N G E ,  R E G I N A L D  M A R I E  
( 1 877- 1 964 ), notably influenced the revival of Thomism 
i n  some E uropean and American phi losophical circles. 
H e  was born Gontran-�1arie Garrigou-Lagrange at Auch, 
France. His first university stud ies were in the faculty 
of medicine at the U niversity of Bordeaux. After two years, 
however, he chose to embrace the priesthood and on May 

20, 1 900, made h is  profession as a Dominican, receiving 
the name Reginald Marie. 

I n  addition to the regul ar course of philosophy as a 
Domin ican, he pursued graduate studies at the Sorbonne, 
where he had the opportunity to attend the lectures of 
Henri Bergson. In 1909 Garrigou-Lagrange entered into 
what pro\!ed to be a long career as professor at the interna
tional university of philosophical and theological studies 
in  Rom e, n ow cal led the Universitas Studiorum Pontificia 
S .  Thomae Aqu inat i s  in Urbe. He remained in thi s position 
until 1959. Al though his courses were primari ly in the 
theological faculty, it is s ign ificant that throughout his  
teaching life he lectured each week on the metaphysics of 
Thomas Aquinas. Garrigou-Lagrange was al so a founding 
member of the Academia Ponti ficia Academia Romanae S. 
Thomae Aquinati s .  

An  accurate v iew of the philosophical thought of  Garri
gou-Lagrange must take into account  the fact that he was 
not s imply a philosopher; h i s  professional labors as well as 
his  writings are preponderantly theological .  H owever, 
because h i s  concern was with the teachings of Thomas 
Aquinas, h i s  work has a philosophical import on two 
counts. Fi rst of al l ,  the Thomistic theological synthesis  i s  
characterized by its employment of the speculative re
sources of human intel l igence. In this concentration on 
theology, then, Garrigou-Lagrange necessari ly devoted 
him self to the exposition of the basic Thomistic philosoph
ical positions. Second, from the beginning of his career 
Garrigou-Lagrange was faced with a challenge to the rele
vance and the val id ity of Thomism , or indeed of any 
metempirical assertions of the human mind. I t  i s  to this 
challenge that his  purely phi losophical labors and writings 
are principal l y  addressed. 

H i s  first book, Le Sens commun, la philosophie de l'etre 
et les formules dogmatiques, is a rejoinder to the position 
taken by Edouard Le Roy in  a series of articles (Revue de 
metaphysique et morale, 1899 - 190 1) .  Le Roy al leged al l 
express ions of truth by the human mind to be total ly  rela
tive, mutable, and cond itioned. Human thought is simply 
the expression of de facto acceptations, s ign i ficant accord
ing to that natural and subjective orientation of the human 
mind which for Le Roy is the sens commun. Against this 
Bergsonian usage, Garrigou-Lagrange used the term sens 
commun to designate the commonly assumed character of 
the human mind, namely ,  its extramental orientation to
ward objectively existent and intel l igible real ity. H e  set 
h imself the task of vindicating this real ism, of defending 
the objective val id ity and transcendental range of human 
thought. 

The basic themes of his  posi tion are read ily discernible. 
The human intel l igence has "being" as its connatural 
object. In its attainment  of being the human mind surpass
es sense knowledge, goes beyond mere phenomena. The 
first principles of human reason-identity, contradiction, 
cau sal ity, and final ity-are not mere subjective thought 
patterns; they are grounded in  being. The human evalua
tion of the data of experience in vi rtue of such principles, 
then, has an ontological val idity; the human mind i s  capa
bl e of assertions concerning the real that are objectively 
tru e and absolute. Because in its attainment of being the 



mind goes beyond mere phenomena, the principles of 
philosophical inqu iry have a transcendental valid ity. Man 
is able, cons equentl y, to achieve true judgments, not only 
about the entitative structure of experienced real ity, but 
also about the nonexperienccd but necessar i ly affirmed 
primary cause of the beings of experience. The connatu
ral ly real istic orientation of human intel l igence, therefore, 
provides the capacity for objectively val id metaphysical 
evaluations of real i ty and even for a true natural theology. 

Garrigou-Lagrange maintained that Aquinas presented a 
philosophy of being that was an effectively enunciated and 
developed expression of the natural metaphys ical orienta
tion of human intel l igence in which the sens commun 
has its scientifical ly  articulated real ization. Garrigou
Lagrange's principal philosophical contribution, then, 
was a forcefu l and cl ear exposi tion of the basic Thomistic 
insights. In his writings there i s  a clear and honest con
frontation of Thomistic real ism with both nominalist 
empiricism and Kantian subjectivism. 

An evaluation of the work of Garrigou-Lagrange must 
place i t  in  relation to the so-cal led Neo-Scholastic move
ment. Since his career began wel l  after the early attempts 
to reassert Thomism, his writings are free of the alien 
influences present in the work of the restoration 's 
pioneers. His  chief concern, the bas ic cri tical problem of 
the val idity of human intel l igence, is a central issue in al l 
Neo-Scholastic philosophy. I n  the l ight of subsequ ent 
developments among Neo-Scholastic philosophers , and 
even among Thomists , concerning the critical problem, the 
approach of Garrigou-Lagrange may be designated as 
somewhat simplified. He strove to set forth di rectly the 
positive statements of a philosophy of being  against a 
philosophy of becoming, to manifest the human mind as a 
facul ty of tru th, not an amasser or coordinator of data. Later 
Thomists have sought by more reflective methods to show 
how being manifests itsel f in the very process of cognition 
as the evidential justi fication of human knowledge. Their  
efforts are a refinement of the task to which the efforts of 
Garrigou-Lagrange were directed. His work, then, was a 
necessary stage in a vital development. Because of his 
dedication to the thought of Aqu inas, he di rected that 
development to a more fruitful use of Thomas' under
standing of the problems of being and intel l igence. 

Works by Garrigou-Lagrange 
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Le Sens commun, la philosophie de l'ctre et les formules dog
matiques. Pari s, 1909 ; 4th ed. ,  Paris, 1936. 

Dieu, son existence et sa nature. Paris, 1915 ;  6th ed . ,  Pari s, 
1950. Vol s. 1 and l l  translated by Dom Bede Rose as God, His 
Existence and His Nature, a Thomistic Solution of Certain Ag
nostic Antinomies. St. Louis ,  1934 . 

Le Realisme du principe de finalite. Paris, 1932. 
La Synthese Thomiste, Paris, 1946. Translated by Dom Patrick 

Cummins as Reality, a Synthesis uf Thomistic Thought. St. Lou is ,  
1950. 

ARTICLES 

Angelicum, Vol . 14 ( 1937), 5 -37. A complete bibl iography of 
Garrigou-Lagrange's numerous articles through 1937. 

Bulletin Tlwmiste. For the discussion of the critical problem 
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among Thornists duri ng the height of Garrigou- Lagrange's cart•er, 
see the following: Vol. 3 ( W32), 4.5 I ff; Vol. 4 ( l  935), 400 ff. , Vol. ,5 
( 1 938), 365 ff. ; Vol .  6 ( I H40- 1 942), 236 ff. 

THOMAS C. O'BRI EN, 0 . P. 

G A RV E ,  C H R I S T I A N  ( 1 742 - 1 798), Cerman "popu lar 
philosopher," was born in Bres la11 .  After studying at  
Frankfurt an der Oder, H alle,  and Leipzig, he became 
extraordinary professor of philosophy at Leipzig in I 770, 
but in 1772 he resigned on account of i l l  health and moved 
to Breslau. In 1 779 Frederick I I  ca l l ed him to Cbarlotten
burg, where he remained unt i l  h is  death . 

Garve's interests were mainly in practical moral ity and 
empirical psychol ogy. He sought usefu l knowledge and 
was averse to abstract speculation. l i e  drew inspiration 
from La Rochefoucauld and Helvet ius,  and especial ly  from 
the British moral is ts . His  translations of Adam Ferguson, 
Edmund Burke, Alexander Gerard ,  Adam Sm ith, and other 
British authors were important in popularizing British 
moral philosophy and aesthetics in Germany. He al so 
translated and commented on the moral and pol i tical 
works of Aristotl e and Cicero. 

I n  his own writings Garve stud ied the individual char
acteristics and inclinations of different men, and their 
interrelation in society. He  explained their differences by 
a difference in the degree of clarity and vividness of the 
ideas they possessed. I nterest-the partic ipation of an in
dividual in the fee l ings, ideas, and actions of another
was a central notion in his psychology. I t  was derived 
from the "benevol ence" and "sympathy" then current in 
British thought. In Garve's works psychol ogy, sociology, 
and ethics were interwoven. H i s  goal was that of a social 
psychologist, moral ist, and educator. Kant drew from 
Garve some elements of h is  moral and rel igious phi loso
phy. 

Works by Garve 

Uber die Verbindung der Moral mit der Politik. Breslau, 1788. 
Uber verschiedene Gegenstiinde aus der Moral, Literatur und 

dem gesellschaftlichen Leben, 5 vols .  Breslau, 1 792. 
Vermischte Aufsiitze, 2 vols. Breslau, 1 796 - 1 800. 
()her Gesellschaft imd Einsamkeit, 2 vols. Breslau, 1797 - 1800. 
Ubersicht der vornehmsten Principien der Sittenlehre. Breslau , 

1798. 
Einige Betrachtungen uber die allgemeinen Grundsiitze der 

Sit tenlehre. Breslau , 179R. 
Sammlung einiger Abhandlungen, 2 vols .  Breslau , 1802. 

Works on Garve 

l\tanso, S. J .  C. ,  Chr. Garve in seinem schriftstellerischen Char
akter. Breslau, 1 799. 

M i.iller, P., Christian Carves Moralphilosophie und seine Stel
lungnahme zu Kants Ethik. Erlangen, 1905. 

Schelle, G. G . ,  Briefe uber Carves Schriften imd Philosophie. 
Leipzig, 1 800. 

Stem, A . ,  Ueber die Bezielumgen Christian Carves zu Kant. 
Leipzig, 1884. 

GIORGIO TONELLI 

G A S S E N D I ,  P I E RRE ( 1592 - 1 655), French skeptical 
and Epicurean philosopher, was born at Charnptercier, a 
Proven9al vi l lage. He studied at Digne and at Aix and was 
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appointed professor of rhetoric at Digne at the age of 2 1. In 
1614 he received a doctorate in theology at Avignon and 
was ordained a priest in 16 16. From 1617 to 1623, as pro
fessor of philosophy at Aix, he developed a critique of 
Aristotel ianism that formed the basis of his first published 
work, Exercitationes Paradoxicae Adversus Aristoteleos 
(Grenoble, 1624). This work was intended to be followed 
by six more parts, of which only the second part, published 
posthumously, was written. lt contains both a massive 
attack on Aristotle's thought and portions of Gassendi' s 
"mitigated skepticism. " 

After a year in Digne, during which he performed var
ious ecclesiastical duties, Gassendi visited Paris for a brief 
period in 1625 and became friendly with such avant-garde 
thinkers as La Mathe Le \'ayer and l\1arin M ersenne. He 
continued the astronomical researches that he had begun 
in Provence, and, with the mathematician Claude l\ ly
dorge, observed a lunar eclipse. (Gassendi's careful astro
nomical records from 1618 to 1655 were published after 
his death. ) Gassendi returned to Paris in 1628, remained 
there until August 1629, and then spent nine months in 
Flanders and Holland, where he met many leading scien
tists and scholars. He spent the next years partly in Paris 
and partly in Provence, publishing scientific works on 
astronomy and physics and presenting skeptical attacks on 
Herbert of Cherbury and the Rosicrucian Robert Fludd. 
He undertook an intensive study of Epicurean atomism, a 
subject in which he had been interested for some time. 

The results of this study were to form a basic part of his 
later writings. 

ln 1634, Gassendi was elected provost of the Cathedral 
of Digne. ln 164 1 he was sent to the assembly of the 
French clergy in Paris and during this visit taught philoso
phy to the young l\ loliere. Gassendi was appointed to the 
chair of mathematics at the Royal College (now the Col
lege de France), in 1645, but because of ill health he was 
away from his post from 1648 to 1653. He fell ill in 1654 
and died the following year. 

Except for his early attacks on Aristotelianism, Fludd's 
Rosicrucianism, and Herbert of Cherbury, Gassendi's 
philosophical works date from the 1640s onward. ln 164 1 ,  
at the request of l\Iersenne, Gassendi wrote his objections 
to Descartes's Medita tions ("Fifth Set of Objections"). 

Descartes's testy answer led Gassendi to expand his criti
cism into the bulky Disquisitio Metaphysica, finished in 
1642 and published in Amsterdam in 1644. He published 
three works on Epicurus and his philosophy between 1647 
and 1 649-De Vita et  MorilJUs Epicuri (Lyons, 1647), Ani
madversiones in Decimum Libri Diogenis Laer tii, qui es t 
de Vita, Mor ibus Placi tisque Epicuri (Lyons, 1649), and 
Syntagma Philosophiae Epicuri, cum Refu tatio11 ibus Dog
matum, Quae Co11tra Fidem Chris tianu m ah eo Asser ta 
Sunt  (Lyons, 1649). His most important philosophical 
writings appeared only posthumously, in the 1G58 edition 
of his complete works. His over-all treatment of philosoph
ical problems appears in Syntagma Philosophicum (Op
era, \"ols. I and I I) and in the second part of his first work, 
the f�xercitationes, which presents his "constmctive skep
t icism." 

"Exercitationes." Cassendi's thought developed from a 
fai rly thoroughgoing skepticism, strongly influenced by 

Sextus Empiricus, Montaigne, Pierre Charron, and Fran
cisco Sanchez, to what he called a via media between 
skepticism and dogmatism. The via media involved both a 
fundamental epistemological skepticism and a hypothet
ical form of Epicurean atomism that was modified to 
eliminate those aspects of Epicurus' thought that 
conflic.:(ed with Christian doctrine. In the first part of the 
Exercitationes, Gassendi, following in the tradition of 
Francesco Patrizi and Petrus Ramus, tried to show all of 
the erroneous or dubious aspects of Aristotelianism. The 
second part set forth an attack upon all those who claimed 
to have discovered necessary and indubitable knowledge 
of the real nature of things. Our knowledge of the world, 
Gassendi insisted, comes only from sensory experience. 
\Ve are unable to arrive at absolutely true first principles 
and real or essential definitions, since inductions from 
experience can never yield certain universal propositions. 
No matter how much data is gathered, a negative instance 
may still turn up in the future. Even if we somehow man
aged to discover some genuine definitions and first princi
ples, no further scientific knowledge about nature could be 
gained by employing syllogistic reasoning, since, as the 
Greek Pyrrhonists had shown, the truth of the premises of 
a syllogism depends upon antecedent knowledge that the 
conclusion is true. Either the conclusion is part of the 
evidence for the premises or the syllogism establishes 
nothing, since it is not known whether the premises are 
true. 

I n  the concluding section, Gassendi launched his 
strongest attack upon the possibility of gaining necessary 
knowledge about the world. Using the arguments of the 
ancient skeptics, he tried to show that all that we can know 
is how things appear, not how they really are in them
selves. \Ve can know that honey seems sweet, but we 
cannot find out if it really is sweet. On the basis of appear
ances, we cannot tell what the real nature of things must 
be that produces such effects on us. Sense experience 
varies too much to provide any means for determining 
what reality is like on the basis of what is perceived. We 
lack any means of reasoning from experience to what has 
caused it. \Ve are not even able to establish any criterion of 
true knowledge. Hence, we can only conclude that nothing 
can be known about reality. However, in this early work, 
Gassendi insisted that we can develop useful sciences 
about appearances. As long as we restrict our conclusions 
to the world of experience, we will neither come in 
conflict with divine truth, nor accept am· dubious dogmatic 
thPory about unperceived reality. Such theories, whether 
metaphysical or mathematical, are presumptuous conjec
tures that have no value whatsoever. 

Objections to Descartes. ln his middle period, Gassendi 
challenged those who claimed to have discovered some 
means of knowing the real nature of things. He employed 
various skeptical arguments against Renaissance natural
ists and against such leading "new philosophers" as Her
bert of Cherhury and Descartes. Gassendi's two letters 
against Herbert's De Veritate (in which the latter claimed 
to have refuted skepticism) used arguments about diversity 
of experience and disagreements among men to counter 
Herbert's common notions and common consent theory. In 
tlw "Fifth Set of Objections" and the Disquisitio Meta-



physica, Gassendi turned skeptical argumentat ion against 
Cartcsian ism. He  tried to show that Descartes's method of 
doubt i l lu strated what the skeptics had claimed for centu
ries. Then Gassendi  chal lenged Descartes's positive dog
matic conclusions. Gassendi contended that the vaunted 
Cartesian criterion of true knowl edge (that of clarity and 
distinctness) was useless, since people often think that 
they clearly and dist inctly perce ive something and then 
turn out to be wrong. Hence, in  order to employ this crite
rion, another cri terion wou ld he needed to detenn ine 
when something real ly is clear and distinct and does not 
merely appear to be so.  In add ition , another criterion 
would be n ecessary in order to employ this second crite
rion, and so forth. The cu lmination of Gassendi's attack, 
which Descartes called the objection of objections, was his 
posing the possibil i ty that al l  knowledge, even if it were 
clear and distinct, might not be about anything outside of 
our minds. I f  this could be the case, then all the knowl
edge purported to be found by Descartes might be imagi
nary or fictitious. Descartes saw thi s  suggestion as a funda
mental chal lenge to his  system and as a den ial of the 
possibil ity of gaining knowledge about any real ity other 
than our own thoughts. (H i s reply con si sted in refusing to 
take the objection seriously, since if one did, "it follows 
that there is nothing that we can in any way comprehend, 
conceive or imagi ne, that should be accepted as true, that 
is to say that we have to shut  the door completely on rea
son, and be content to be monkeys, or parrots, and no 
longer men ";  Descartes, Oeuvres, C. Adam s and P. Tan
nery, eds . ,  Vol .  IXA, p. 2 1 2. ) 

Mitigated skepticism. I n  h is  later writings , Gassendi 
attempted to develop a mitigated skepticism that wou ld 
show how we could possess worthwhile knowledge about 
the worl d of appearances and how a science of this world 
could be developed, using Epicurean atomism as a hypo
thetical model . 

The ful l  presentation of this  view appears i n  the Syn
tagma Philosophicum. This work begins with what Epicu
rus had cal l ed canonics, the philosophy of logic and the 
theory of knowledge. After summarizing the Pyrrhonian 
view, Gassendi set forth his compromise theory. He asked 
whether there is any absol utely certain cri terion for distin
guishing truth from falsehood . Some matters are obvious at 
certain times, such as that "it is day. " Everybody, in
cluding the skeptics, accepts what is  obv ious, evident, or 
apparent. Difficulties only ari se in regard to those things 
that the Pyrrhonists had classified as "nonevident"-that 
is, those matters that are concealed from us. Some of these 
are absolutely nonevident and c:in never be known under 
any conditions. Gassendi gave the classical Pyrrhonian 
example-namely, whether the n umber of stars is  odd or 
even. Other matters are naturally nonevident; we cannot 
perceive them. However, we are able to know about them 
by means of signs. The example that Gassendi used is  that 
of the existence of pores in the <;kin,  which we are able to 
infer from perce iving sweat. Final ly ,  some things are tem
porari ly nonevident: they can be perceived, but sometimes 
they are not perceived because of temporary conditions. 

The ancient skeptics admi tted that temporari ly nonevi
dent things could he known through "suggestive 
signs"-events that are regularly conjoined with others, so 
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that i f  one is observed, then w e  think of the other. Smoke 
is a suggestive sign of a fire even if the latter is temporarily 
not seen. The Pyrrhonists regarded knowledge of the 
nonevident through suggestive signs as important and 
valuable in ordinary l ife. The disagreement between skep
tics and dogmatists is  about wh ether there are any s igns by 
which we can gain knowledge about natural ly nonevident 
matters. The skeptics doubt that we can know more about 
things than how they appear to us.  The dogmatists contend 
that knowledge of natural ly nonevident matters can he 
attained through "indicative sign s"-signs that reveal 
things beyond all possible experience. 

The dogmatists ,  Cassendi claimed , exaggerated the 
power of the hu man mind,  since things- in-themselves, or 
the real natures of thi ngs, arc actually concealed from us .  
The skeptics, however, overemphasized the harriers to 
knowledge. S ince it is obviou s that someth ing exi sts and 
that some things both can be and are known , there is  no 
need for complete dou bt. \Ve know appearances, and we 
also know some things about naturally nonevident objects 
by means of a kind of indicative sign. Through our senses, 
we become aware of apparent signs, which our reason is 
able to interpret. In this way we find out about  11nper
ceivabl e objects. Even though our senses arc sometimes in 
error, th is  situation can he corrected by careful reason ing. 
Our reasoning and our knowledge about naturally nonevi
dent things can be tested experientially, by sec>ing if the 
predictions that result can be verified. The skeptical ob
jections about our reason ing can be ignored, s ince there 
are certain principles of reasoning that no one questions 
and that are su fficiently evident to employ as means of 
drawing in ferences. 

Atomism. Gassendi did not claim we could discover the 
real nature of objects by experien tial reasoning. Rather, he 
claimed that we could find scientific explanations of the 
causes of our experience- laws or reasons explain ing, for 
example, why honey seems sweet to us,  why objects ap
pear to have certain colors, or why our experiences vary 
accord ing to conditions in us and in the outside world. Th is  
kind of knowl edge, which is more exten sive than the skep
tics admitted and far less exten sive than the knowledge 
that the dogmati sts claimed to possess, results from a most 
careful exami nation of appearances and a most cautious 
rational evaluation of the data derived from them. This 
eval uation is not bas�d on knowing the real nature of 
th ings, but on a consideration of the condition s that would 
make our experience both possible and intell igible. For 
Gassendi,  the best explanatory system was atomism, which 
can account for the sense qual ities we experience and can 
prov ide a model for the known data about the observable 
world. 

Gassendi's atomism, derived from a study of the classical 
Epicurean texts, was not advanced as a metaphysical 
theory about the true nature of things. The atom ic \vorld is  
inferred from experienced ind icative signs. I t  i s  con firmed 
by verifying predictions about atomic effects in the observ
able world. Gassendi l i mited his descriptions of the 
characteristics of atoms to sensory qual ities found in expe
rience. Rather than conceivi ng of them as mathematical 
objects, he portrayed them as having various shapes. Gas
sendi rejected the conception of the unseen world as being 
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composed of pure mathematical forms as another danger
ou s and unnecessary metaphysical theory, a kind of Pla
toni s m  or Pythagoreanism. 

Gassendi avoided those points on which atomism 
conflicts with Christian doctrine. By el iminating any meta
physical features of the theory and presenting i t  as a hypo
thetical explanation for the observable worl d, Gassendi 
could claim that his vers ion of E picureanism was compat
ible with a universe that is  d ivinely created and run. Fur
ther, he maintained that atomic explanations did not ex
tend to the human soul and that he accepted on faith the 
doctrine of the immortal ity of the soul .  He  ins isted that his 
Christ ian Epicureanism in  no way denied or cast doubt on 
any articles of Catholici sm and led to no heretical conclu
sions. 

Influence and significance. Gassendi '  s mitigated s kep
ticism and l imited Epicurean ism was one of the major and 
most influential theories of the scientific and phil osophical 
revolutions of the seventeenth centu ry. Gassendism rivaled 
Cartes ianism as a new alternative to Scholasticism and 
as a way of interpreti ng the findings of the scientists. 
When the Jesuits were demanding the suppress ion of 
Descartes ' s  views, some of them insi s ted that Gassendi's 
philosophy was much to be preferred. Locke was in
fluenced to some degree by the empirical aspect of Gas
sendi' s thought. Gassen di '  s separation of science from 
metaphysics and his presentation of atomism as a hypothe
sis or model for explaining the phenomenal world had a 
great and lasting impact on the development of modern 
scient ific theory. In many ways, his thought is closer to 
twentieth-century conceptions of the scienti fic outlook 
than that of almost any other seventeenth-century thinker. 

On the negative side, al though Gassendi h imself made 
some important contributions in the areas of astronomy 
and physiology, neither he  nor his followers were able to 
use the atomic theory to produce major scienti fic results .  
This  was part ly because of the state of scien tific research 
during this period, and partly because of Gassendi 's ex
treme caution and his studious rel iance on trad ition and 
ordinary experience. Gassendi lacked the daring of the 
great innovators of the time. He  was also too i mmersed in 
classical humanism to present his views wi thout enormous 
citations,  endless references,  and inordinate detai l .  As a 
resu l t, none of h i s  works (with the exception of h i s  shorter 
answers to Descartes) are sti l l  read, and he was n eglected 
in favor of later empiricists and skeptics. Thus, Gassend i '  s 
ideas survived more in the presentations of others than in  
h i s  own works ,  and h i s  later philosophical and scientific 
i nfluence resulted chiefly from second-hand versions of 
his thought by Bayle, Locke, Voltaire, and others. 

Religion. A major problem in  interpreting Gassendi 's  
contribution i s  that of assessing h i s  intentions and actual 
bel iefs. He has been seen both as the founder of modern 
material ism and a leading skeptic and l ibertine, and as a 
serious Chri stian tryi ng to find a via media between his  
fai th and the new science. I l e  was not  a metaphysical 
material i st ,  nor was he a skeptic in the sense of doubting 
that anyth ing can be known, but he was a skeptic about 
whether human beings cou ld gain  any necessary and cer
tai n  k11owlcdge about real ity. Gassendi was a priest all of 
his l ife. He was friendly with the most orthodox and the 

most unorthodox figures of his  time. He was al ways careful 
to state his  views so that they did not confl ict with those of 
his church. He may have seen, as few others of his  time 
did,  the importance of the values of h i s  religious traditi on, 
of the classical heritage, and of the new science, and at the 
same time ful ly  appreciated what the skeptics had shown 
about :nan's fal l ible nature. Un l ike Mon taigne, Charron, 
and La M athe Le Vayer (all of whom he admired), he did 
not wish to destroy the fruits of human efforts along with 
man's presumptuous and dubious claims.  !\fore l ike San
chez, he wanted to find a constructive resolution to the 
skeptical cri s is  of the Renaissance, but not in the form of 
the new dogmatisms of Herbert of Cherbury or Descartes. 
Living within a major religious tradition, he tried to show 
that by discarding Aristotel ianism and by accepting the 
wi sdom of the skeptics along with certain elements of 
Epicureanism, faith and the new scientific discoveries 
could coexist. He apparently lacked the fervent need to 
harmonize these worlds, as Kepler did, or to preserve the 
rel igious one at all costs, as Pascal did, but he offered a 
way of l iving si multaneously in both of them. In so doing, 
he developed an interpretation of science and human 
knowledge that came cl oser to certain dominant modern 
views than any interpretation that was achieved by any of 
h i s  contemporaries. 
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RICHARD H. POPKIN 

GA UNI  LO was an el eventh-century Benedictine monk of 
Marmoutier, who attacked Anselm's Ontological Proof for 
the existence of God shortly after its appearance in the 
Proslogion. Anselm had undertaken to show that the fool of 
the Psalms, who says in his heart that there is no God, i s  
tru ly a fool s ince his denial contrad icts itself. Gauni lo's 
reply was entitl ed Pro Insipiente ("In Behal f of the Fool"). 

Gauni lo  urged a variety of objections to Anselm; they 
turn, however, mainly on one central point, which may be 
put-however l ittle  in Gauni lo 's terms-as fol lows : in no 
case does the sense of a concept imply that it  has a refer
ence; in no case does the sense of a concept imply that 
there is an exi stent to which it is applicable. Gauni lo 
supports this  by an argument from analogy. Al l  sorts of 
objects exist in the u nderstanding. Nevertheless, they are 
understood to be unreal , and, further, their (hypothetical) 
excell ence has no bearing on the question of whether they 
real l y  exist. For example, the Islands of the Blessed , which 
are conceived to be the most excel lent of lands, are not 
thereby concei ved to exist. Anselm's argument is invalid 
because it contains an i l l icit transition from the conceptual 
order to the real order. 

Gaunil o's argument fou nd favor with St. Thomas Aqu i
nas (Summa Theologica, Q. I I . ,  Art. I . ,  Rep ly  Obj. 2) and 
fer that reason continues in some quarters to be urged as 
an objection to Ansel m.  Yet it  is d ifficult to understand 
why, for it is not an argument but, as Ansel m pointed out 
in his reply  to Gauni lo ,  a mere petitio. One cannot assume 
that no concept implies its own applicabi l ity in order to 
refute a proof that there is  one concept that does. Nor can 
an argument from analogy be used to refu te a proof whose 
conclus ion impl ies that the terms in question are not anal 
ogous. The concept of that than which a greater cannot be 
conceived , Anselm thought, differs from ord inary concepts 
precisely because i t  can not be conceived not to exist. 
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G A Y ,  J O H N  ( 1 6f)D - 1 74.5) ,  Engl i sh moral phi losopher, 
was a fel low of S idney Sussex College, Cambridge, and 
later vicar of Wilshampstead ,  Bedfordshire. His short 
"Dissertat ion Concerning the Fu ndamenta l J >ri 1 1ciple of 
Virtue or Moral ity" was first publi shed as a prdaee to 
Edmund Law's translation of Wil l iam King's Latin Essay 
on the Origin of Evil ( 1 73 1 ). (Law was bi shop of Carl i s ! <' 
and King was archbishop of Dubl in . )  The "Dissertation" is 
one of the seminal works in the hi story of Engl i sh  ut i l i
tarian ism. I n  the eighteenth century its influence may he 
found i n  the works of the theological uti l i tarians, Abraham 
Tucker (The Light of Na ture Pursued, 7 vol s . ,  1 768 - 1 778) 
and Will iam Paley (Principles of Moral a nd Poli tical Plti
losophy, I 785). David Hartley sa id  that Gay's assertion of 
the importance of psychological association in huma11 
nature was the origin of his Observa tions on Man ( 1 74\J ). 

Gay hoped to eradicate con fusion in moral phi losophy 
and to harmonize the competing theories about the crite
rion of virtue. In his survey of candidates for the cri terion 
of virtue, Gay noticed acting agreeably to nature ; acti ng 
agreeably to reason; conformity to the fitness of things; con
formity with truth; promoting the common good ; and 
conformity to the wi l l  of God. In oppos ition to the claim 
that a criterion of virtue can be stated, Gay noticed the 
protagonists of the moral sense who claim that our judg
ments of virtue and vice are but the instinctive determi na
tions of a moral sense. Gay set himsel f the task of showing 
that all of the above-mentioned criteria of virtue are com
patible and not incons istent with our having a mora l  sense. 

Gay insisted upon the difference between a definit ion 
and a criterion, claiming that one must know what a thing 
is before one can measure it. Therefore, he first defined 
virtue as conformity to a ru le of l i fe.  He expanded on the 
concept of "ru le  of l ife" by saying that it is a ru le directing 
the actions of al l  rational creatures with respect to each 
other's happiness and that the ru le  must be understood to 
be obligatory for everyone in all cases. 

Gay next turned to the question, What is i t  that can 
obl ige everyone in al l cases to fol low a rule  of l ife ? He 
argued that a ful l  and complete obl igation can only  arise 
from the authority of God, because only God can in  all 
cases make a man happy or miserable. Gay the11 said that 
the criterion of virtue is the wi l l  of God. But what ru le of 
l ife does God will that we fol low? Attending to God's 
nature, we find him supremely happy. From God's good
ness we infer that he has designed men to be happy and 
that he has wi l led the means to human happiness. There
fore , a person should al ways behave so as to be a means to 
the happiness of mankind. Arguing from the wi l l  of God, 
Gay thus arrived at a criterion of virtue once removed. 

The above accou nt covers what might be cal led the first 
part of Gay's system. In it he found the clues for harmo
nizing the several criteria of virtue he had col lected from 
earl ier wri ters . He found conformity to the wi l l  of God to 
be the fundamental criterion of virtue, but the other cri
teria are necessary to expl icate this one. Thu s the criterion 
of the will of God with respect to virtue is whatever pro
motes the happiness of mankind or the common good. Gay 
defined things which are fitting and agreeable to nature as 
those th ings or actions wh ich may be used to bring about 
the happiness of mankind. He complained about earl ier 
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..,.Titers who left the phrases "fitness of things "  or "agree
ableness to nature" empty of meaning by not seeing that 
they must be used in relation to some end, namely, the 
happiness of mankind. 

To account for agreeableness to rea son as a criterion of 
\;rtue, Gay included under his notion of reason not only 
reason-that is ,  the foreseeing of the inconveniences of 
certain things and actions by contemplating their na
tures-but al so experience, or the perceh;ng of these in
conveniences when they happen. Reason in this extended 
sense i s  the criterion of the fi tness and unfitness of things 
and actions, as they contribute to human happiness. 
Gay added that when reason conforms to things as they 
rea lly are,  we say that we ha\·e the "reason" of th ings, or 
the "truth" of things. Thus, he fit in conformity with truth 
as yet another criterion of virtue. But while he succeeded 
in fitting all these criteria into an account of \;rtue, he also 
warned that some are more remote criteria than others. 

Gay brought the moral sense into his account of \;rtue 
by denying that it is innate, or that it operates instinctively. 
.\fen must acquire the moral sense, notably by learning to 
be pleased by those actions which promote human happi
ness and to be displeased by those which do the contrary. 
Gay allowed that once it is learned, the operation of the 
moral sense may be habitual. H e  also al lowed that much of 
mankind may l earn what \;rtue i s  by example and obser
\·ation, without being able to reason out their judgments .  

Gay also explained why a person may be vi rtuous. Cu
riously enough, he made l ittle of man's obligation to obey 
the \dl l  of God. Rather he appealed to the universality of 
man's inclination to seek pleasure and to avoid pain; and 
he equated a person's happiness with his being pleased. 
There are two motives, then, for \;rtuous behavior. First, 
when I see that my own happiness depends on the happi
ness of others, I \i.; 1 1  seek to promote their happiness in 
the hope that they wil l  in tum promote mine. Second, 
since e steem and merit are associated with virtue, I may 
behave virtuously in order to enjoy the pleasure of being 
esteemed . S imilarly, I will esteem those who promote my 
happiness, in  order to encouraze them. 
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EL.!-.!ER SPR-\GCE 

G E H L E > ,  A R > 0 L D ,  German social psychologist, was 
born in 190--1 in Leipzig. In 19-3--1 he succeeded his teacher, 
Hans Driesch, as professor of ph ilosophy at the L'niversity 
of Leipzig_ He went to hOnigsberg in 1938 and from 19--10 
to lY--1 4 was at the l'nivers i ty of \·ienna. In 19--1� he be
came professor of sociology and psychology at the Hoch
sc.hule for \"erwaltungswissenschaften at Speyer. Since 
1 8'32 he has been at the Technische Hochschule in Aachen. 

Cehlen, a l eading representative of the movement 
�nown as philosoph ical anthropology, seeks to reinterpret 
the c.onc.epts of mind and intell igence in biological and 
<o( Jolog1cal terms.  H i s  edectic: thought has partial 

affinities with the pragmatism of G. H . .\ iead and F. C. S .  
Schill er, with the integrationalism of Rudolf von Ihering, 
.\laurice Hauriou , and Carl Schmitt, and ..,.;th the cul tural 
criticism of Oswald Spengler, Hans Freyer, and .\lartin 
H eidegger. At the same time, he rejects ontology and 
metaphy� ics. He rejects the traditional dual isms of soul 
and body, mind and matter, theory and practice. He em
phasizes the predominant role of coll ecti\·e, or institution
al ,  values as against those of indh;duals .  He discards ra
tionalism and regards present-day ci\"ili zation as one of 
late-period decline. 

�lethod and task of philosophy. Gehl en rejects the 
experimental methods of the natural sciences as l eading to 
material ism and rejects the "understanding" approach of 
the advocates of the Geis tes u.;issenschaften, because it 
employs contemporary intellectual standards in the analy
s i s  of heterogeneous situations.  The method of philosophy, 
Gehlen claims, is the intuitive or phenomenological 
method that he himself uses to interpret the s ii:;nificance of 
sociocultural institutions. Accord ing to Gehlen the task of 
philosophy differs from that of science. Disregarding the 
factual inferences of the sciences as irrelevant, philoso
phers should "unravel" ( f reilegen) the realities that are 
their proper concern. These realities, or "categories," are 
the basic qual ities of man and of institutions that remain 
intact after the fullest cultural , social, and historical anal
yses. Gehlen conceh·es of such a study of reality as em
pirical and thus ends ages no complete system of categories .  

�Ian's nature and power. Gehlen defines man as an 
"acting, anticipatory, nondetermined, self-delimiting 
being-a product of culture." Like other philosophical 
anthropologists, Gehlen dews man, compared with other 
animal s, as a vulnerable, deficient being, lacking the pow
erful instincts and natural weapons of survival of other 
animals . .\Ian's fabled power of thought is an artificial 
substitute for his weak instincts. He is  reduced to depend
ence on technical means for his survival. For survival and 
to liberate himself from anxiety he has had to develop tool s 
and techniques including language, myth, and ma�!ic, and 
has had to create a common, habitual, and stabl e cultural 
en\;ronmenL 

This cultural endronment i s  perpetuated in institutions, 
the historically e\·oh·ed realities of state, family, law, 
economy, and so forth. To be "legitimate" an institution 
need not be useful but must be derived from man's na
ture as expressed in the cu ltic, nonutilitarian experiences 
of ecstasy, trance, and ascetici sm. Institutions are com
prehensive and abstract structures that, through their 
principle of order, impart autonomy to the individuals 
participating in the col lecti\·e entente secrete. The utility of 
social and cultural institutions is a secondary by-product 
of their deve lopment Gehlen contrasts unreflecth·e, sponta
neous, se lf-sacrificing action, which he describes as noble 
, i;omehm und edel), with self-interested and utilitarian 
action ( including its subl imated forms in art, philosophy, 
and li terature , which he desii;nates as base (gemein). 

Theory of truth. Like certain pragmati sts, Gehlen 
stresses action as the determinant of valid thoughL \\"hile 
defining truth in term s of inner coherence and correspond
ence with facts , Gehlen also distinzuishes another aspect 
of truth, which he calls "inner truth ."  "Essential ly irra-



tional, non-scientific and not directly controllable experi
ence has its truth: that is certainty. And it has its form of 
act ing: non-experimental action based on tradition, in
stinct, habit and conviction" (Der Mensch, p. 330). These 
il logical, ethical certainties are val id without rational or 
experimental justification-as a matter of mere "apposite
ness" or inner sanity. Rational knowledge (\Vissenschaft) 
cannot take over the function of the idees directrices of 
society that are the product of Urpha ntasie, the divinity 
and energy of the an imal component of man. 

Pessimism. Gehlen's analysis of the present age is  unre
l ievedly somber. Our times, accord ing to Gehlen, are 
marked both by the dissolution of institutions and a shift in 
individual and social consciousness from irrational cer
tainty to an anarchic intel lectualization. Th is  change takes 
place against a historical background in wh ich organic 
agrarian society is giving way to organized industrial soci
ety. The cu l tural rupture transforms social organisms into 
"colonies of parasites" riddled with subjectivism, mecha
nization, a turn toward abstract and mathematical methods 
in art and science (desensualization), and experimental 
thinking. Rising l iving standards, far from representing 
progress, create new urges for l im itless satisfactions. Such 
changes lead away from ethical obligation deriving from 
man's nature to goal-di rected efficiency deriving from 
man's method. These changes entail making the spiri tual 
sphere pol itical and robbing the pol itical sphere of its 
rel igious aura. Since science i s  esoteric, the mass of the 
people are condemned to be primitive. The ecl ipse of the 
nation-state and the trend toward supranational organiza
tion and peace will  leave a legacy of unresolved conflicts 
that may lead to a complete loss of individual freedom. 
Only two very unl ikely circumstances could reverse the 
trend: an unexpected return to legitimate, nonrational 
values that are not amenable to conscious volition or the 
rise of a creative personal i ty to provide a new kind of in
stitutional leadership. 

According to Gehlen, the philosopher's task in such a 
world situation is to point to signs of decl ine and to em
phasize the "legitimate" elements in  national heritages as 
expressed in the institutions of state, church, and law. 
Although present-day society is  increasingly alienated 
from these heritages, they alone represent society's legiti
mate "reality ."  Real ity has therefore to be sought in  the 
arc::1aic forms of the past. 
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G E I S TE S W I S S E N S C H A FTEN.  The term Geisteswis
senschaften was coined in  Germany in the m iddle of the 
nineteenth century to translate John Stuart M i l l 's phrase 
"the moral sciences ." The Engl ish phrase is ra rely used 
now, and a modern equivalent is not easy to find. The 
range of discipl ines covered by the term is, however, qu i te 
clear; it includes history, philology, economics, sociology, 
social anthropology, comparative juri sprudence, compara
tive rel igion, and, at least in part , psychology. M ore re
cently established subjects such as criminology, semantics, 
and communication theory can be classed with these. Thi s  
l i st i s  wider than that covered b y  such terms a s  "the hu
manities" or "the social sciences"; therefore the transla
tion "the human studies" is gaining ground, although i t  is 
by no means universal ly accepted. Term inology apart, the 
grouping is not particularly startl ing-subjects are grouped 
in a simi lar way in Engl i sh and American univers ities. 

The German tradition. The German term Geisteswis
senschaften is rooted in a particular tradition of thought 
and carries phil osophical and methodological impl ications 
that raise substantial issues. Wissenschaft (scientia, 
science) covers every kind of disciplined research that 
aims at knowledge; i t  is subdivided into two branches, 
Geisteswissenschaften and Naturwissenschaften (the phys
ical sciences, or s imply the sciences). The human studies 
are therefore thought of as sciences; and the notion that 
they are not sciences and can only become scientific by 
model ing themselves on the physical sciences is not sug
gested by the German name as it is by the Engl ish .  

Geist. It is d i fficult to translate the term Geist and im
possible to indicate succinctl y in  English re lationships 
between words that are obviou s in German. A tradition of 
spiritual ity ,  inwardness, and cu ltural refinement- in con
trast to the more pragmatic and down-to-earth approach of 
the Engl i sh-speaking world- is  reflected in the Cernrnn 
idiomatic usages. They identify the sp iritual with the in
tel lectual and cultural, and no tramlation can render this 
complex meaning. Der Heilige Geist i s  translated as "the 
Holy Ghost"; der Geist der Zeit as "the spirit of the age"; 
Geistesgeschichte" a� "the hi�tory of idea� "; "geistreich" 
means "witty in a refined sort of way ."  In some context<; 
Geist means "mind," but die geistige Welt cannot be 
translated as "the world of mind" because the English 
phrase i s  med to refer to the psychological processes 
within individuals, their fantasies, their fears ; the German 
is more aptly translated as "the cultural world. " The Geis
teswissenschaften are, as wa<; �uggested above, be�t de
scribed as the human stud ies. To call them the <;h1dies of 
the mind wou ld �eem ab�urd: even cal l ing them the cul
tural studies would be a l i tt le odd, s ince they include such 
disciplines as economics. The tramparent connection 
between the Geisteswisse11schafte11 and the geistige Welt 
that is the product of the operation of Geist cannot be 
shown in Engl i sh .  

The notion of Geist acqu ired add itional meaning as  a 
key term in the works of Hegt:c! and other ideal ist  philoso-
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phers, who treated the realm of Geist not only as an autono
mous sphere hut as fundamental reality. The supporters of 
Geisteswisse11sclrafte11 were influenced hy this tradition ;  
hut \\'ilhclm Dilthey, who introduced tlw term, and his 
disciples transformed tire concept of Geist from a meta
physical to an empirical concept employed in classifying 
certain d:,ta and serving other methodological needs. 

According to this view the phenomena of Geist, com
prising such entities as languages, games ,  poems, reli
gions, and institutions,  constitute one class of objects of 
knowledge, the other two hcing physical objects and men
tal processes. A poem, a pen, and a pain are different types 
of things, each belonging to one of the three classes ; they 
do not exist side hy side like three chairs in a room. Each 
of the classes of phenomena presents itself in a different 
way, and they are complexly related to each other. When I 
see a tahle I perceive a physical object, hut my seeing is a 
mental process ;  at the same time the concept "table" hy 
which I classify what I sec belongs to the sphere of Geist. 

The ontological and epistemological status of these 
spheres is a matter of metaphysics,  and different philoso
phers have interpreted it diffNcntly. I Icrc we arc con
cerned only with the m ethodological value of the distinc
tion. \Ve want to say, for example, that a particular poem 
is a good illustration of the Elizabethan sonnet, that it is 
popular, or that it has influenced Smith. Clearly there are 
physical manifestation s-marks on paper or sounds in the 
air-by means of which the poem is convcyc\d; and clearly 
the poem has been created hy a particular mental process 
and mental processes are involved in its appreciation. 
Without these physical manifestations and mental events 
there would he no poem. Yet, to speak of the sonnet in 
terms of these physical and mental entities would, if it 
were possible at all, he infinitely tedious. It is, therefore, 
methodologically co11venient to refer to it as an independ
ent entity, an objectification of mind (Objektivation des 
Geis tes) that forms part of the' sphere of objective mind 
(der objekt ive Geist) . The nearest English equivalent to 
the term "objective mind" is "culture" as used in mod<'rn 
cultmal anthropology. 

The products of human activity arc the objectifications of 
GP.isl; the human consciousrH'SS that creates the products 
is Geist itself. \Ve speak of Geist, and not merely of mental 
processes, because tlH' thoughts of individua ls  arc embed
ded in and dependent on a superindivid ual sphere of 
language, logic, aud tradition. Cats and dogs share with 
man the possession of mental processes;  hut they do not 
have G<•ist because they do not think and ad in tNrn s of 
gen<'ral ideas. The presence of Geist- the capacity to use 
symbols to create language , and to communicate-makes 
tradition, hi story, religion ,  law, and art possible and is the 
eharadc•ristic and pcrvasin• feat11re of  all human life. 
Therefor<· the Ccistcstc issc11sclwft<?11 , which deal with the 
mauifc• stations of Geis t, have the life of mankind as their 
co11 1 1 1 1011 s 1 1hjc•ct matter. 

Tlw human world consists of inm111 1erahlc individuals 
who l 1av<• < · 1 1tered upon vario1 1s  relations to em:h other and 
forn1ed dilf,·n·nt groups and associations, and also of tlH' 
products of tli< ' i r  activ ity. Beeause this world is permeated 
Ii) tlio11ght, ill1 1rn inat, ·d hy intcrpr<'lations and valuations, 
and orga1 1 1zed in f <> r1 1 1s of p1 1rposes,  it is nH'a11i1 1gful. To 

grasp systematically the various meanings embodied in it 
is the specific task of the human studies. 

This definition of the natnre and task of the human stud
ies cuts across some traditional subject boundaries. Insofar 
as psychology explains human behavior in terms of valua
tions, social goals, and the use of language, it is a human 
study; 6' 1t insofar as it deals purely with physiologically 
based processes it is a physical science. 

DI LTH E Y'S  THEORY 

Rickert and Dilthey. The chief architect of  the theory 
that the Geisteswissenschaften can be significantly distin
guished from the physical sciences was Wilhelm Dilthey. 
I l is theory was further elaborated and systematized by his 
disciples Erich Hothacker, Eduard Spranger, and Theodor 
Litt. The classification of disciplines attempted by H ein
rich Hickert, who systematically developed suggestions 
made hy W;Jhclm Windclhand; also made significant con
tributions to the clarification of the subject. Hickert's ap
proach was based on different theoretical assumptions and 
appeared to result in a rival theory, but even though 
differences of emphasis and terminology remain, the final 
conclusions of Rickert and Dilthey converge. 

Rickert insisted that method, not subject, should he the 
basis of a significant classification of disciplines. There
fore, he distinguished the monothetic (or generalizing) 
from the ideographic (or individualizing) sciences. The 
monothetic sciences are the systematic sciences that aim at 
the establishment of general laws; the ideographic 
sciences-the historical studies-are concerned with the 
discovery and exploration of individual facts. This distinc
tion cuts across that between physical and human disci
plines (astronomers may deal with the history of the solar 
syskm ; psychologists may aim at generalizations). H ow
ever, Hickert argued that the study of individual sequences 
in the physical sciences ultimately suhservcs the estab
lishment of general laws and that therefore these sciences 
are by and large monothetic, whereas human studies are 
largely ideographic because the understanding of individ
ual phenomena remains one of their intrin sic goals. Ac
cording to Hickert, facts are selected for study in the ideo
graphic sciences in term s of tlwir relevance to cultural 
values and in the monothctie sciences in terms of their 
relevance to the laws to he established. Not everything 
that happens is a historical fact-only what affects an ex
isting value structu re. For example, in a society that con
siders Christianity of supreme importance a damaging 
attack on that religion would constitute a relevant fact. 

Hickert supplemented his classification hy method with 
classification hy subject matter and so distinguished the 
physical sciences from the Kult11rwissensclwfte11, or cul
tural scienecs. I l e  ehose the term K11/turwissc11schafter1 in 
preference to Geistesw isse11sclwfte11 because he believed 
that the latter misleadingly suggested a concern with psy
chological processes. Dilthcy's use of Geisteswisse11-
sclwft <'11 in his earl ier ,vritings is open to this interpreta
tion ,  hut in h is  mature works G<?isteswisse11sclwfte11 mean s 
precisely what Hickert, and Ernst Cassirer after hi m, called 
K11/t11 rw isse11sclwft <•11 . 

Dilthc'y arrived at his position hy a route different from 



Rickert's. Di lthey cons idered a class ificat ion of discipl i nes 
by subject matter more fundamental than one hy methods. 
The common subject matter of the physical sciences is the 
phys ical world; the subject matter of the Geis teswissen
schaften is the human world pervaded by Geist-by 
thoughts, val uations, and purposes object i fied in lan
guages, be l iefs, and in stitutions. The discipl ines deal ing 
with man are mean ingful ly related to each other, and even 
when they can he d i fferentiated into the hi storical and the 
systematic, as  they were by Hickert, t hey supplement each 
other. (For example, economic h i story provides the empir
ical evidence for economics, and econom ics provides the 
laws by m eans of which the connection between individ
ual events can be grasped . )  Dilthey, therefore, considered 
i t  more appropriate to use Rickert's classification to snbdi
vide the two main classes,  the Geisteswissensclwften and 
the Naturwissenschaften. 

Understanding through expressions. Dilthey, l ike  
Rickert ,  bel ieved in a profou nd methodological difference 
between the Geisteswissenschaften and the physical 
sciences. What distinguished h is  position from Rickert's 
was his conviction that this difference is imposed on the 
Geisteswissenschaften by the nature of their subject mat
ter. The manifestations of Geist can only be grasped by a 
distinctive cogn itive process which Di l they cal led "un
derstanding" (Das Verstehe11 ) . This concept came to play a 
crucial part in the work of Di l they's disciples and in that of 
emi nent practition ers of the Geisteswissenschaften who 
cannot be described as di sciples,  such as Max Weber. I t  i s ,  
therefore, important to  con sider Di l they's comprehensive 
and systematic account of h i s  theory of understanding. 

Understanding is a perfectly famil iar process. We un
derstand a l etter or a traffic signal and,  through them, ei
ther what a person i s  thinking or the traffic rul e  that is to 
govern our behavior at a particular road junction. There 
seems to be nothing very difficul t  here, nothing mystical ; 
no flash of intuitio11 is involved. \Ve are merely confronted 
with one type of cogni t ive process that has some distinc· 
tive features. 

All understanding i s  based on the observation of a spe
cial class of physical manifestations that Di l they cal l ed 
Ausdruck ("expression") .  Di l they also used Erlebnisaus
druck and ,  as a wider term , Lebensiiusserung (the fi ner 
dist inctions between these terms cannot be  eas i ly  repro
d:.:ced in English). Expressions can he defi ned aS- objects 
or events that, apart from possessing phys ical characteri s
tics, express  or refer to some m ental content. Express ions 
as a class (and Di l th ey painstakingly snbdivided them) 
embrace facial expressions, gestures, words,  works of art, 
actions, and the p roducts of deliberate act ions,  such as 
factories or un iversi t ies .  (Obviously a university is not only 
an expres s ion , in the sense in which thumbi ng one's nose 
is; but i t  is an expression in sofar as social and cultural 
purposes arc expressed in its make-up.)  Used in thi s  sense, 
expressions represent the whole range of the empirically 
given subject matter of the Geisteswissenschafte11 and can 
serve to define  these studies. 

Certain other conditions have also to be fu l fi l led if un
derstanding of expressions is to take place. We must he 
famil iar with what it is  to have an intention, to he in pain ,  
to  fee l ,  to th ink, and so  on  (as i n  fact we  are, becau se we 
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share a common human nature ). \Vi thout th is  famil iarity 
thcre cou ld he n o  commun ication and no language wou ld 
he mean i ngfu l to us .  Before Wt' can even kuow that some
thing is a word we must fi rst recognize the inte 1 1 tion to 
convey some meaning that l ies behind the word.  \\'< > must 
a lso know the ru les a1 1d conventions that govern the use of 
many-though not, perhaps,  al l-express ions. The context 
in which an expression stands is also relevant. TII(' mean
ing of a word is determined or colored by th<! sentence in 
which i t  occurs; that of an action ,  by the situation to which 
i t  i s  a re spon se. The extent of understanding depends 
upon how wel l these cond itions are ful fi l led.  Tlw more 
fam il iar we are with the basic features of hu man con
sciousness and the better we know the context and the 
cultural background of rules and convent ions,  the more 
complete our u nderstanding can be. 

There are, obviously, d ifferent forms of understandi ng; 
to understand a person is not the same as to understand a 
code of law. The approach wi l l  vary with the nature of the 
expressions given. Other methods of thought and research 
wi l l  inevitably be involved , although these cannot he 
easily disentangled from the process of understanding. An 
investigation may start with the el iciti ng, col lecting, and 
class ifying of responses,  say to a questionnai re. Thi s corre
sponds to procedures in the physical sciences; however, 
this empirical material i s  not somethi ng merel y perceived, 
like shapes under a microscope, hut consists of answers 
that have to be understood. The further process of  investi
gation, such as the framing of hypotheses, a ims to deepen 
that original understanding. 

In  con formity with this theory of understanding, the 
Geisteswissenschafte11 treat the human world in term s of 
mean ingful entities (express ions)  such as actions,  val ua
tions, beli efs ,  and tradi tions ,  and this treatment represents 
a coherent and distinctive conception of the natu re and 
tasks of the human studies. 

Positivist criticisms. In fluential though Di l they's theory 
of u nderstanding has proved, it is  far from uncontrovers ial .  
There is a r ival theory, usually described .is posit ivism, 
which denies that the di stinction between the human 
studies and the physical sciences is more fundamental 
than that between any two scientific discipl ines ,  such as 
physics and biology. Positivi sts bel ieve that i ns tead of 
ins i sting on the uniqueness of the human studies we 
should concentrate --.n those features of man that can be 
treated by the methods so spectacu larly succes sful  in the 
physical sciences. Only by adopting a behaviori stic or 
near-behavioristic approach, hy e l iminating su bjectivity, 
by control led observation , and by achieving preci sion 
through quantification can the human studies become 
scienti fic and take their place in a un ified ed ifice of 
science. These bel iefs deserve res pect, al though there is at 
present some justification for the suspicion that the choice 
of problems  su itable  for such treatment leads to the neg
lect of complex and important issues and that a behavior
is tic approach denies itself a valuab le smuce of knowledge 
by reject ing introspection. There may be room for both the 
positivistic approach and the "understanding" approach; 
ultimately each has to justify itself pragmatical ly by the 
l ight it can throw on human affai rs. \\'ithout deciding be
tween these t wo approaches ,  we can clear up some of the 
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misunderstandings that have colored the attacks made by 
positivists on the theory of understanding. Th is  may al so 
serve to clarify some aspects of the theory: 

Richard van Mises (in Positivism) and C. A. Lundberg 
( in Foundations of Sociology), for example, have argued 
that u nderstanding is not a distinctive method but the 
common goal of all methods. They have failed to ap
preciate that understanding is u sed by Dilthey and his  
school as a technical term referring to a special type of 
comprehension, namely that of the content of express ions. 
I t  seems perfectly plausible to disti nguish the process of 
understanding a poem-grasping the thoughts or feelings 
expressed in it-from that of comprehending the relation 
between phys ical th ings-say the effect of water on sugar. 

The trouble taken by Ernest Nagel (in The Structure of 
Science), van M i ses (in Positivism), and Carl G. H empel 
(in "The Function of General Laws in H istory") to demon
strate that the human studies use the same procedures as 
the physical sciences al so resulted from a misunderstand
i ng. Their arguments appear to be marshaled as an attack 
on the theory of understandi ng. Yet when Di l they insi sted 
that u nderstanding was an indispensable method in the 
human studies he did not imply that it was the only method 
or that it took the place of classification, general ization, 
the forming and testi ng of hypotheses, and other methods 
of the physical sciences. 

Even when the distinctive role of u nderstanding i s  
acknowledged i t  i s  often treated as something mysterious, 
a knack of having h unches, or a form of intu ition. Lund
berg spoke of it as a "mysterious method," H empel 
conceded that i t  m ight serve as a "heuristic device." Even 
writers opposed to positivism have found it obscure. Tal
cott Parsons ,  in The Structure of Social Action, cal led it 
"thi s  somewhat d ifficult  concept" (p. 484 ) and H. S tuart 
Hugh es described it as "the most difficult intel lectual 
problem" (Consciousness and Society, p. 187). Th is  reac
tion is probably produced by the l i terature on the subject 
(vast and only partly translated) rather than by the concept 
itself. Attention to obvious examples of understanding
understanding a poem, or why a person is sad-should 
dispel much of th i s  air of mystery. 

E X PONENTS OF THE G E I STESWISSENSCHAFTEN 

The divi s ion of the realm of knowledge into the physical 
sciences and the Geisteswissenschaften is not merely a 
matter of class i fication. Acceptance commits us  to a way of 
looking at the human world and to the u se of certain meth
ods of investigation. Some of the philosophers who forged 
the concept or helped to clari fy it appl ied their point of 
view to actual research in the Geisteswissenschaf ten. 
Dilthey engaged in extensive biographical and hi storical 
research and Cassirer explored such subjects as myth, 
language, magic, and the evol ution of rel igions. Max 
Scheler, though first and foremost a phi losopher, contrib
uted to the development of the sociology of knowl edge. 

Werner Sombart ,  Max \Veber, Ferdinand T6nnies, Ernst 
Troel tsch, Eduard Spranger, and others have appl ied the 
method of understanding to economics, sociology, anthro
pology, and psychology. The influence of their work on 

contemporary research is so exten sive that an account of i t  
wou ld amount to a survey of modern social science. Even 
among thinkers who are not direct or indirect disciples, the 
chal lenge of these ideas has produced modifications in 
theory and method. 

A brief reference to the influential work of Max Weber 
may highlight the way in which a philosophic theory can 
prompt the development of methodological tools. Weber's 
assumption that social actions were the ult imate units of 
analysis for the sociologist and his defin ition of action as 
"that type of human conduct . . .  to which a meaning is 
assigned by the acting person or persons" (in his Wissen
schaftslehre) are characteri stic of an approach that s tands 
in sharp contrast to behaviorism. He concluded that the 
"pattern ings and regulari ties of human conduct differ from 
al l other patterns in one important respect; they alone may 
be "understandingly" interpreted. To promote this under
s tanding he u sed the concept of " ideal types. "  These are 
theoretical constructions of rationally coherent patterns of 
ideas or actions in which the connections between the 
elements are understandable. Actual bodies of bel iefs 
(often inconsi stent and confused) an empirical ly given 
human behavior (often i rrational ) can then be understood 
by considering how they diverge from these ideal patterns .  

By th i s  method he analyzed systems of  rel igious ideas 
that provided an intel l igible purpose for action (in The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, for exam
ple). H i s  concept of rationally purposive (zweckrational) 
conduct is al so an ideal type. He defined it as "completely 
centered upon means subjectively viewed as adequate for 
the attainment of ends subjectively conceived to be unam
biguous" (Wissenschaftslehre ). 

The extens ive and fruitful influence of Weber's methods 
on modern sociology underl ines the continuing impor
tance of the philosoph ic theories beh ind the concept of the 
Geisteswissenschaften. 
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H. P.  RICKMAN 

G E N E RA L  W I L L ,  T H E .  The general wil l  is the name 
given to a set of related concepts in pol itical philosophy 
which have as their model the attribution to the col lectiv
ity of a faculty of wil l ing, corresponding to the will  in the 
individual. This way of thinking makes it appropriate to 
discuss the possibil ity of a real personal ity in a society or a 
state, something which does the will ing. It suggests a 
distinction not only between the general and the individ
ual will but also between the general (col lective, unitary) 
will  and the united wills (pooled individual wil ls)  of sets 
of persons within the col lectivity, often cal led the "will 
of al l ." I t  has prompted som e writers to claim that the 
general will , which is general not only in its origins but 
also in its ends, is the "real wil l ," and that of individuals or 
groups of individuals only an "apparent will ." I t  presents 
the problem of po li tical and social obedience as a cho ice 
between the requ irements of the general wi l l ,  which is by 
definition d irected toward social and ethical ends, and the 
individual wil l ,  which need not be so di rected. 

History. The simple model of a wil l belonging to the 
collectivity has understandable attract ions for the under
standing of pol itical inst itutions as well as for the analysis 
of pol itical ethics. From the time ofJean-Jacques Rousseau 
and h is  treatise Du Contrat  social ( 1 762), the classic for
mulation of the general wi l l ,  unti l  the decl ine of the ideal 
ist ph ilosophical tradition in the early twentieth century, 
the general will occu pied an important and sometimes a 
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predominating position i n  discussions of the individual,  
the state, and society. The democratic process, wh ich was 
developing and spread i ng from nat ion lo nation all this 
t ime, was looked upon as the search for the express ion of 
the general will t hrough the el ectoral machinery and 
through the other devices which i nsti tu ted a11d maintained 
government hy consent. The argu ment usually proceeded 
as if it could and must  be shown that in obeying the col
lectivi ty, a man was obeying h imself-himself under an
other identity. 

The general will was used to attack despotic and i rre
sponsible rule hy compel l ing it lo submi t  lo radical c1ues
tioning of its bas is  and objectives . Nevertheless, t he theo
rists of the general wil l  were cri t ical of individual ism, and 
the whole ideal ist phi losophical position was hosti le to the 
notion of the collectivity as the result  of a specified and 
l imited agreement between independent persons such as 
was presumed by those who had developed the idea of the 
social contract (see SOCIAL CONTRACT). Some ideal ists 
went so far as to claim that the individual h imself, as well 
as the individual wi l l ,  was apparent rather than real. "All  
sound theory and good practice are founded on the fai th 
that the com m on self or moral person of society is more 
real than the apparent individual," wrote B ernard Bosan
quet in 1899. I t  was found in pract ice that the general will 
arguments about consent and responsibil ity needed nei
ther representation, nor constitutional ism of any kind, nor 
even the ru le of the people in any factual sense. Once the 
general will cou ld  be shown to be embodied in the ru le of a 
traditional monarchy or of a particular elite or party, even in 
the ru le of a dictator of the kind so lamentably common 
in the twentieth centu ry, the moral issue of obedience and 
the right of resistance seemed to have been disposed of. 

For this and other reasons the concepts associated with 
the general wi l l  have come to occupy a curious position in 
contem porary political thinking. Idealism, as expounded 
by Rou sseau , by Hegel , by Kant, and by such E nglish 
thinkers as T. H .  Green and Bosanquet, has ceased to be 
persuasive, and the general will has come to be regarded 
as embodying the impl ications of ideal ism for polit ical l ife, 
very unfortunate implications indeed, s ince they have oc
casionally ended in fascism and other forms of total itarian
ism. On the other hand, po li tical scientists go or. try ing to 
develop methods which wi l l  make governments as respon
sive as possible to the expressed will  of the people. In fact, 
the new and Hourb;1ing study of political and el ectoral 
sociology (psephology in England) makes not?ble use of 
the general will  concept. "Voting," it is said, "is not a de
vice whereby each individual expresses his personal inter
est, but rather whereby each individual gives h i s  opinion 
of the general wi l l ."  

At  the same t ime,  the theory of games has begun to be 
appl ied to these problems. Mathematical studies have 
vindicated the possibil ity of unanimity concern ing social 
ends, if only under very narrow and specific conditions, 
and the drive to act upon this unan imity has been cal led the 
general will . It has been shown that the distinction be
tween the general wi l l  and the wil l  of all does correspond 
to an objective possibi l i ty in pol i t ical l ife. Housseau' s 
notorious claim that in being requ i red to pursue the gen-
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eral will ,  men are only being "forced to be free" can be 
given a plausible meaning; a game has even been devised 
which just ifies his prohibition of pol i tical parties as con
trary to the general wil l .  It is interesting to see that these 
studies combine the contractual model with the model of 
the general will .  

Analysis. In  view of the revival of the concept of the 
general will ,  it is important that the concept be separated 
as far as possible from its unfortunate h is torical associa
tions and from the misleading impl ications of the word 
"will " and the language of wi l l .  Recent philosophers are 
disposed to dispense altogether with the wi l l  as a facu lty of 
the personal i ty and with the view that a decision is an act 
of obedience to that facu lty (see especial ly the work of 
Gi lbert Ryle) .  M oreover, the general wil l  is understanda
bly regarded as representative of metaphysics and meta
phys ical argument in political theory, which makes its 
status equivocal to many contemporary phi losophers, es
pecially the logical analysts. At l east some of these diffi
cul ties can be cl eared up by drawing certain distinctions. 

First, the general will can be either l i teral or hypothet
ical, either , descriptive or normative. If  it is literal, if  a 
society or a s tate really has a wil l  of its own, then it i s  
important to  understand the nature and functions of  that 
wil l, and it even makes sense to look for a body which 
does the wil l ing, a real personal ity in the s tate or in soci
ety. Norms, rights, and duties may also be derived from 
such a l iteral ly existent general wil l ,  although it does not 
necessarily fol low that there is no other source of n orms .  
If, o n  t h e  other hand, the general will  i s  hypothetical only, 
if i t  is a decision on  the part of the theorist to discuss  state 
and society as if some general wil l  existed, then no wil ling 
body comes into question; -and the disadvantages of the 
language of will may also be circumvented . The metaphor 
may be adopted both because i t  has descriptive advantages 
and because it seems to be the proper way of approaching 
the problems of obedience, rights, and duties, but the one 
reason does not entail the other. Social scientists and po
l i tical theorists seem often to overlook these di stinctions. 
They argue as if the existence of a l i teral or hypothetical 
consensus, and hence of a wil l ,  in a political body must 
imply a particular system of allegiance and duty or as if  the 
usefulness of the metaphor of will in the discussion of 
ethics must  imply the existence of a wil l ing body. Some 
even talk as if the absence of proof of a literal wi l l  dis
posed of i ts metaphorical poss ibi l ities .  

Second, the general will  need not, in  any of i ts senses, be 
thought of as absolute or total-as based, for example, on a 
consensus which covers al l the issues a s tate or society 
may be faced with or as providing the one and only correct 
way of analyzing every possible problem of pol itical obli
gation. 

These distinctions and l imitations nevertheless cannot 
be said to overcome the objections to the general will as a 
"metaphysical" entity .  I ts function in pol i tical analysis has 
been ,  and i s ,  to relate long-term, ful ly  informed decisions 
an<l policies framed for the benefit of every affected indi
vidual with short-term, often ignorant decisiom made by 
individuals or groups for the i r  own benefit. Therefore, the 
concept can belong only to a world of the kind Kant de-

scribed as a "kingdom of ends." We must not be surprised 
to find,  then, that the objectives demonstrated by the wel
fare economist as beneficial to everyone in short term and 
with restricted information may seem to, or in fact do, 
damage the interests of certain individuals (talk ing in 
Kantian terms) .  In his view such a kingdom, where every
one treats everyone as an end in himself, is to be cal led "in 
our term'inology a society with a satisfactory social welfare 
function" (K. J. Arrow). 

Rousseau made none of these distinctions and imposed 
no l imitations on the general wil l ;  to him it was total and 
absolu te. He assumed that there was an objective consen
sus, covering every conceivable  decision, to be found in a 
properly constituted pol itical society and that this was 
what made it a state. For that reason i t  seemed to Rousseau 
impossible that any large-scale s tate could be rightfully 
constituted. I t  has been urged against him and against all 
s ubsequent exponents of the absolute general will that the 
doctrine can have only a tangential relevance to the life of 
the nation-state proper because, l ike so many of the con
cepts used to discuss it, the general will depends on face 
to face relationships (see Laslett' s essay). Nevertheless, 
Rousseau went on to insist that only when the general wi l l  
was embodied in the col lectivity could citizens l ive in 
accordance with their consciences and recognize that in  
obeying the state, they were not restricting but  enlarging 
their freedom. His champions in our  own day have re
peatedly claimed that his general wi l l  can be arrived at 
only after the most exhaustive discussion and criticism and 
cannot be cal led total itarian. 

Reinterpretations. I t  is perhaps doubtfu l  that Rousseau 
was the first  to clothe the consistent aims and pol icy of 
constituted states with these characteristics, since the 
model of wil l ing was not u ncommonly used in the vast 
l iterature which thinkers in the natural-law tradition con
secrated to the discussion of pol itical association. In the 
contractual system of the most rigorous of them, Thomas 
H obbes, the wil l  of the sovereign, "or to speak more rev
erently, of that mortal god," seems sometimes to approach 
what Rousseau might have expected of h i s  institutional
ized general wi l l .  

Rousseau's successors were, on the other hand, entirely 
unable to accept any sort of contractual model for pol i tical 
analysis;  historians of thought look upon the general wil l  
as appearing in Kant as the categorical imperative and in 
Hegel as the progressive emanation of that reason in  which 
the individual wi l l  is u niversalized by thf' state. Neither of 
these entities could conceivably have appeared out of 
mere agreement between individuals .  

The s uccess ive reinterpretations of the general will i n  
the direction of  representative government by  subsequent 
thinkers, especial ly by the Engl ish idealists, have to a 
large extent  lost their interest for the contemporary politi
cal thinker. T. H. Green looked upon natural rights as a 
delusion and upon the law as " the expression of general 
wil l  in favour of the rules which maintain rights," but he 
did not bel ieve in  the sovereignty of the general wi l l  in the 
sense of a coercive force. Bosanquet's extremist exposi tion 
of general will principles, with its strange claims about 
reafity and unreal ity, was discredited before twentieth-



century total itarianism ever became formidable (see the 
book by I I obhousc). Nevertheless,  various receusions of 
general wi l l  principles of a mod i fied absolutist character 
survived into the midd le decades of the twentieth century, 
and the works of t\ lary Parker Fol lett, A. D. Lindsay, and 
Ernest Barker represc>nt the progressive refinement of the 
o lder views so as to accommodate and safeguard the prin
ciples and machinery of representative government. It was 
the pol i tical experience of the H)40s , together with th e 
effects of loi;ical atomism and analytic phi losophy on the 
ideal ist tra<!ition, which joined forces with pol it ical soci
ology to give rise to the position summari ly  described 
above. 
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PETER LASLETT 

GENOVE S I ,  ANTON I O  ( 1 7 13 - 1769) ,  Ital ian philoso
pher and econom ist. Genovesi (the name was origi nal ly 
Genovese) was born i n  Cast igl ione, Sal erno. After study
ing l i terature and rhetoric and then phil osophy, he at
tended the lectures of the aged Giambattista Vico. I n  1 74 1  
he began to teach metaphysics at the U niversity of Naples 
as extraordi nary professor. ln  1 743 he publ ished the first 
volume of h is  Eleme11ta Metaphysicae Mathema ticum i11 
Modum Adornata (5 vol s . ,  Napl es , 1743 - 1745), for which 
he was accused of rational i sm and atheism. In 1 745 he 
began to teach ethics. In that year he publ ished his Ele
menta Artis Logico-criticae and an important historical 
introduction to the Neapol itan edition of Pieter van Mus
schenhroek's Elementa Physicae. In  the same year his 
U11iversac Christianae Theologiae Eleme11ta was accused 
of heterodoxy; it was not publ ished unti l  after h i s  death 
(Venice, l 771 ). Di scouraged , Genovesi turned to other, 
less ph ilosophical studies. He was offered the new chair of 
civi l  economy (economics), the first in Europe, by the 
Un iversity of Naples and began his l ectures in 1754 (Delle 
lezio11i di commercio ossia di econorn ia civile, Naples, 
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176.5 - 1767). The problem s of practical phi losophy wh ich 
occupied his final years are d iscussed in 1Jiceosi 11a o sia 
filosofia de/ giusto e dell'rmesto (2 vol s . ,  Naples , l 766 -
1777). 

In Genovesi 's  judgment, modern philosophy began 
when Francis B acon and Cal i leo freed Europe from ab
stract and steri l e  inquiry. "Dialectics and metaphysics," 
he proclaimed , "are the Don ()n ixote of the Hepu l,l tc of 
Letters ."  Accord ing to him , it i s  imposs ib le to know true 
real ity,  substance ,  that which "underl ies" the phenomena 
that we can observe. ( I l e  asked, "Who l i fts the skirt of na
ture to see that which inrapxH [under l ies ) ?") A lthough 
his  thought had some similarities to Berkeley's ideal i sm 
and Leibn iz' monadism, as t ime went on his in terest 
turned from logic and metaphysics and was ori 1 · 1 1ted 
toward the moral discip l ines ,  particu larly toward econom
ics, which he considered as affect ing "our present comfort 
and tranquil ity." I le sought to detem1 ine  in a rat ional 
system "the primary, simple, and un iversal laws" of eco
nomics. He arranged in a s imi lar framework tlw Discorso 
sopra ii vero fine de/le lettere e de/le scienze (Naples, 
1753), in which he argued against a l l  inquiries "that re
main excl usively i n  the shadow of the school , and never 
transgress into the acqu isition of something u seful for 
mankind." 

Works by Genovesi 

Opere scelte. M ilan, 1 824. 
Illuministi italiani, Vol . V, R iformatori 1w7wleta11i, Frant'o 

Venturi, ed. Naples and M i lan, W62. Pp. 1 - 330. Contains an 
im portant introduction and bibl iography on Genoves i 's in fluent'e 
in I taly. 

Autobiografia, lettere e altri scritti, Cennaro Savarese, ed. 1\1 i
lan, 1 962. 

Works on Genovesi 

Gentile, Giovanni ,  Storia della filosofia italiana, Vol. I, Dal 
Genovesi al Galluppi, 2d ed. Milan, 1 930. Pp. 1 - 23 

Garin ,  Eugenio, La filosofia italiana. l\l ilan, 1947. Vol . 1 1 ,  pp. 
392 -402. 

Villari, Lucio, II pensiero economico di Antonio Genovesi. 
Florence, 1959. Contains an excellent bibl iography. 

EUG ENIO GARIN 

G E N T I L E ,  G I O V A N N I ,  was one of the major figures  
in  the resurgence of Hegelian idealism in Italy at  the 
beginn ing of the twentieth centu ry .  I l i s "actual ideal ism," 
or "actual ism," represents the subjective extreme of the 
ideal ist tradition in  that the present activity of reflective 
awareness (/'atto de/ pensiero, pensiero pe11sante) i s  re
garded as the absolute foundation on wh ich all ehe de
pends. The act of thinking is the "pure act " that creates 
the world of human experience. 

Life and works. Gentile was born on May 30, 187.5, at 
Castelvetrano in Sicily. He began his university educcition 
as a student of Ital ian l iterature under Ales sandro 
d 'Ancona at Pisa in 1893 , but was quickly drawn into the 
study of philosophy by Donato J aJa, a pupil of the N ea
pol i tan Hegel ian,  Bertrando Spaventa. Of the two main 
thread� that ru n through al l of Gentile's work, one-his 
concern with the theory and practice of education-is 
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rooted directly in his own temperament and his strongly 
felt vocation as a teacher; but the other-his almost chau
vinistic interest in the Italian ph ilosophical tradition and 
its relation to the general European tradition-reflects the 
life-long influence of Spaventa on his mind. His degree 
thesis, Rosmini e Gioberti (Pisa, 1 898), in which he em
phasized points of contact and agreement between the 
native Catholic thinkers and the German Idealists, was 
meant to illustrate Spaventa's thesis regarding "the circu
lation of European philosophy. " 

His second book was a critical examination of Marx (La 
filosofia di Marx, Pisa, 1899) from an orthodox Hegelian 
standpoint. While writing it, Gentile became acquainted 
with Benedetto Croce, who was similarly occupied at the 
time. Thus began a friendly alliance that lasted more than 
twenty years. Gentile was the younger by nine years, but it 
seems clear that in these early formative years it was he 
who influenced the development of Croce's philosophy 
rather than vice versa, as most of their contemporaries 
assumed. Gentile was always more of a Hegelian than 
Croce ever became, and was more exclusively interested 
in the traditional problems of philosophy. 

In 1900 Gentile wrote his important essay "The Concept 
of Education" ("II concetto scienti fico della pedagogia") 
and began his long campaign for the reform of the Italian 
sch0ol system. He became Priva tdocent at Naples in 1903 
and professor of the history of philosophy at Palermo in 
1906. But the "reform of the Hegelian dialectic" and the 
"method of immanence" that led to actual ideal ism (in a 
paper of 19 12) were worked out amid controversies with 
�lodernists and polemics for religious instruction in ele
mentary schools; and Gentile's philosophy was first fully 
expounded in the two-volume work Sommario di pedago
gia come scie11za filosofica ("Summary of Educational 
Theory," 2 vols., Bari, 19 13-19 14). 

In 19 14 Gentile succeeded to Jaja 's chair at Pisa, where 
he wrote the one book through which he is internationally 
known, Teoria generale della spirito come atto puro ("The 
General Theory of the Spirit as Pure Act," Pisa, 19 16). In  
19 17 he moved to the University of  Rome; and the first 
volume of his Sistema di logica come teoria del conoscere 
("System of Logic as Theory of Knowing," Pisa, 19 17), the 
most systematic statement of his view, appeared. The sec
ond volume followed at Bari in 1923. 

ln  1922 Gentile became minister of education in Musso
l ini's first Cabinet, and in this capacity he reformed and 
reorganized the whole Italian school system. After his 
resignation in l 924 he became the first president of the 

National Fascist Institute of Culture; he remained for the 
rest of his life the most prominent publicist of the regime 
and the self-styled "philosopher of fascism." Gentile con
tinued until his death to lecture at Rome, but in the fascist 
period his only important philosophical work was the 
Filosofia dell' arte (�l ilan, 1931). l ie was directing editor of 
the E11ciclopedia italiana from its inception in 1925 to its 
completion in HJ37. After the fall of �lussolini in W-13, 
Gentile went into retirement and wrote a short but impor
tant book 011 the genesis and structure of society which 
was published only after his death (Genesi e struttura 
della societa, Florence, 1 946). Subsequently persuaded to 
return to public life as a supporter of the Fascist Social 

Republic set up by the Germans, Gentile was assassinated 
by Italian communist partisans at Florence on April 15, 
1944. 

Conception of philosophy. Gentile justifies his "theory of 
the spirit as pure act" in two ways. First, he strives to show 
that it is the logical outcome of the whole movement of 
Western philosophical thought since Descartes; and, sec
ond, that the "method of pure immanence," when we arrive 
at it, provides an adequate and coherent way of explicating 
our actual experience. It is impossible to give more than 
the briefest indication of the line of his historical argu
ment, although it bulks very large in most of his systematic 
works. 

In any case, the significance of his theory emerges more 
clearly through an examination of his analysis of actual 
experience. The claim that actual idealism is the logical 
outcome of the main tradition of modern philosophy is 
interesting chiefly because it throws light on Gentile's 
conception of the essential problem of philosophy and the 
conditions for its solution. Philosophy for him, as for 
Fichte, was Wissenschaftslehre, the science of knowledge, 
the science that, without presupposing anything itself, 
provides an a priori ground for the presuppositions actual-
ly made in other sciences. Descartes's method of universal 
doubt can quite naturally be viewed as the first approach to 
this problem, and Berkeley's doctrine that esse est percipi 
is a vital step toward its solution. However, the genesis 
of actual idealism begins with Kant; and although Gentile 
arrived at his view through the progressive elaboration 
of a "reform of the Hegelian dialectic" that had been in
itiated by Spaventa, he remains fundamentally a Kantian in 1 

his determination to confine philosophical speculation to 
the task of exhibiting the logical structure of actual experi
ence. He is at one with Kant and Fichte in his resolute 
rejection of any .. dogmatic metaphysics" that posits or 
presupposes a reality transcending actual consciousness. 

Theory of self-constitution. There is a temptation to 
say at once that it is a mistake to conceive of the task of 
philosophy in this way, as the exhibition of the logical 1 
structure of actual experience, and that the ideal of a "phi
losophy without presuppositions" is a chimera. The most 
primitive postulate of ordinary common sense is that a 
physical world exists prior to and independent of our con
sciousness of it. However, Gentile's theory is not meant to 
be taken as a denial of this assumption, but as a thesis 
about logical priority. The temporal pre-existence of the 
object of awareness is itself something that we take our
selves to be aware of, and in this sense the common-sense 
assumption is a product of our attempt to organize our 
experience in thought. Actual idealism must properly be 
judged as a theory about this process of rational organiza
tion or "concrete logic. " 

The most primitive level of the process for which we have 
ordinary words is sensation. \Ve normally distinguish the 
objective cause of a sensation from the subjective feeling 
(pleasant or unpleasant) that it arouses in us. According to 
Gentile, this is a mistake. The sensation as a whole is our 
act of self-awareness, and the pleasure or pain is an aspect 
of this whole, not a reaction of the self to an object. He 
agrees emphatically that there cannot he any actual con
sciousness without the distinction of the subject of the 



awareness from the object of which it is aware. But lw 
holds that since what has to be understood i s  the integral 
unity of the sel f, i t  is a mi stake to l ook for the cau se of 
experience within the content of experience. At the ideal 
l imit, pure sensation can be thought of as an encounter 
with something absol utely other than the se lf; but i t  can 
al so be thought of as a spontaneous activity of  self-affir
mation. Genti le does in fact employ "sensation" in both 
ways. Spontaneous self-affirmation is in his view the ideal 
aim of the artist, and loss of sel f in the contemplation of  
an absolute object i s  the typical concern of rel igious 
experience. But actual experience is al ways a synthesis,  so 
that pure art and pure rel igion are nowhere to be found; 
and the actual understanding of any type of arti st ic or  
rel igious experience wi l l  i nvolve restoring the suppressed 
aspects of the synthesis, that i s  to say, discovering the 
phi losophy beh ind it . 

Actual sensation is a process of self-constitution (autoc
tfri) in which the subject preserves its own past and relates 
it to present sensation. Language is abstractly the instru
ment and concretely the form through which th is  is done. 
I t  is neither the clothing nor the vehicl e, hu t the embodi
ment of our thought. But we are able  to th ink of it  ab
stractly, as an inheritance shared by all who are abl e to use 
it, because the thought embodied in i t  has universal im
port. Thus the sel f that comes to consciousness when we 
express our thoughts in language is a spiri tual universe, a 
system of mean ings in which all other th inking beings can 
share. Thi s  is the absolute subject of experience, the tran
scendental Ego whose being (like the God of Aristotle and 
St. Thomas) is "pure act. "  The abstract form that Kant 
cal led the "transcendental unity of apperception" is given 
concrete existence, or brought to l ife, so to speak, in Gen
tile's conception of the "pure act" of  "sel f-founding." My 
reflective awareness i s  on  the one hand exactl y what i s  
essential to  my existence as  an  independent personal ity;  
but on the other hand, so far as I achieve reflective aware
ness, I enter the world of thought in wh ich noth ing be
longs, or can belong, to me personally. When I claim to 
th ink something, I must be able to communicate my 
thought; I must he able to show others the path by which I 
arrived at it so that, in sofar as they can fol low in my foot
steps, they can share it . Reflective awareness is already 
communication , for my own thought is a dialogue within 
mysel f. The obvious fact that man is a social animal and 
t�at the pecul iarl y human institution of language is a col
laborative production has its absol ute or phi losoph ical 
ground in the fact that the founding of the sel f is the 
founding of a transcendental society. 

When we understand the fundamental concept of sel f
constitution in th is way, Gentile's thesi s  about the unity of 
thought and action, which was the chief bone of contention 
between him and Croce, fal l s  natural ly  into place and is 
easily understood. There appears to be a contrast between 
thought and action because in cogn it ive thi uking we pre
suppose the reality we are concerned about ,  whereas ou r 
action is directed toward the creation of some object. How
ever, all th inking and act ing is in reality part of the 
same activity of self-conquest in which nothing is a/Jso
lutely presupposed theoretically, and some things must be 
accepted (or presupposed) practically, if there is to be a 
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l i ne between the  sel f and the 1 1ot-se l f, the conquering 
subject and the nature or world that i s  to he conquered: 
" . . .  the spiri tual act is never a se l f-creat ion that must he 
cou templated and watched over afterward; i t  is al ways 
s imu l taneously a se l f-creation that is se lf-awar<'ness and 
vice versa" (Opere I ,  84). The establ i shment of tru th is  the 
self-estahl ishmeut of the transcendental Ego; and the 
establ ishment of  the Ego is the estahl ishnwnt of an ideal 
comm unity that Genti le, l i ke I l egel , cal l s  "the State." 

The S tate is  on the one side that complex of social insti
tutions, cul tural trad itions, aud eth ical values that appears 
to the individual as the actual fabric of his own moral per
sonal ity; ou the other side i t  is all the ideals that have st i l l  
to he striven for and achieved in  the actual world in  which 
he l ives. Genti le often in sists on this latter Mazzi nian side 
of his doctrine, but in practice he tended to subordinate i t  
to  his conservat ive H egelian fai th  in  the rat ional i ty of the 
actual social structure. In his  fasci st apologi�s it  often 
seems as if whatever is done in the name of the existing 
State must be patiently, even joyfu l ly ,  accepted and en
du red as a condi tion for any further advauce-an atti tude 
that i s  more reminiscent of  I l obbes than of Mazzi ni .  There 
can he no quest ion that th is  att i tude is false to the spirit of  
his  doctrine. 

Gentile's logic and the forms of value. The unity of 
theory and practice means that in Genti le ' s  work 
"l ogic"-the concrete logic of the sel f-concept-becomes 
inseparable i f  not indi stingu ishable from ethics, and phi
losophy itself is seen as the critical sel f-awareness of  actual 
pol i tical l i fe.  H i s  major theoretical problem was to show 
how the nonpol itical values of human experience cou ld be 
integrated into his view. This problem came to Gent i le  in 
the form that Hegel gave i t  when he made art and rel igion 
the moments of the final triad of the Absol ute Idea, subor
dinate only to philosophy itself. Gentile solved it hy 
regarding art and re l igion as the moments of his own Abso
lute, the act of thought. Thus art and rel igion, i n stead of 
being ultimate, become primitive; they are the essential 
moments of  al l experience. They have their joint  origin, as 
has been shown, in the opposite aspects of  the sensation or 
"self-feel ing" in which consciousness originates. As  dis
tinct modes of experience they are attempts to achieve the 
impossible by aesthetical l y  recapturing or mystical ly 
l osing onesel f in  that ideal point  of origin. 

Thus the seeming independence of aesthet ic and re l i 
g ious values ari ses from the one-sided consciousness of the 
arti st or worshi per. In real i ty the self-wil led artis t  i s  dedi
cated to the production of an object of un iversal value and 
s igni ficance; art is not just the rel ease of feel ing,  but the 
disciplined expression of it . And the procla iming of the 
gl ory of God or the doing of his will i s  the work of a hu
man voice or the task of a human hand. The "private" 
world of the artist and the "other" world of the bel iever 
get their meau ing an d fulfi l l  their function in the actual 
society of the transcendental Ego. When we view the 
artist's work, we must strive to comprehend the ideal to 
which he has devoted his ski l l ;  and when we seek to in
terpret a rel igi ous  doctrine, we must express its mean ing 
for human ity and in terms of our own actual l i ves. I t  thus 
becomes the task of the critic to interpret the work of art or 
the rel igiou s doctrine phi losophical ly .  Genti le wrote a 
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number o f  books ,,nd essays-mainly but not exclusively 
about literary artists-in which he endeavored to do ju st 
this; and on the religiou s side he maintained that his 
"humanistie conception of the world" was a philosophical 
expression of the Christian revelation. 

I n  the concrete logic of the act of thought, the moment of 
spontaneous  self-expression is prior to the consciousness 
of the object, which necessarily appears as a limit upon the 
self. Hence, in the progress ive development of conscious
ness, which is the subject of Gentile's philosophy of 
education, an aesthetie phase of  free, spontaneom play is 
succeeded by a religiom phase that it is the main task of the 
elementary school to establish and govern. On this basis a 
properly philosophical conception of the world, a sense of 
the autonomous moral responsibility of the self-conscious 
citizen, should then be built up in secondary education. 

Abstract logic. It should by now be elear that actual ide
alism ean be interpreted as primarily a theory about the 
logical structure of our experience of values. But this 
theory does contain within it a theory about the ordinary 
logic of factual propositions. Formal logic, whether mathe
matical or conceptual, is the logic of presupposition, the 
logic of "nature," the abstract logic of any object that any 
actual conerete consciousness may assume as its content. 
Gentile thought of this logo astratto as being essentially 
static and unchanging. Spinoza's system was for him the 
perfect philosophical expression and reductio ad absurdum 
of it; and his o wn conception of  natural seienee was strictly 
Kantian. "Nature" was for him an a priori eoneept with a 
fixed logical structure, not an idea that evolves in the 
dialectic of aetual researeh. But this is only a reflection 
of his own personal baekground and interests. The "idea of 
nature" has a history, and a full develo pment of the the
ory of mind as pure act would seem to require that the 
history of science be incorporated as an essential aspect or 
complement of the history of theoretieal philosophy. 

Gentile's own use of the category of the logo astratto in 
the sphere of practical philosophy was quite fluid and 
dialectical. In ethics, for example, it appears as the nature 
that we must conquer and subdue, hu t it appears also as 
the abstract law to which we must submit. \Vhen we re
member that the transcendental Ego it self, the logo con
creto, is both the organic unity of all prior achievement 
and the ideal of a perfect harmony still to be achieved, this 
becomes quite easy to understand. The concrete self-con
cept has its abstract content under each aspect-there is 
sinful nature and there is the law in virtue of which we are 
aware of it as sinful; the act of self-constitution is the reso
lution of the conflict that produced the two opposed ab
stractions. 

Negative values. Finally, Gentile hold s that error, pain, 
and sin are in some sense "unreal." This doctrine follows 
logically from the fact that they belo ng to the category of the 
logo astrat to. They are things that we are eonseious of, 
and they have already heen overcome or surpassed in the 
very consciousness of them. It is quite easy to exhibit, as a 
mere matll 'r  of logic, how "tru th" is the concrete category 
of which "nror" is only the abstract content. For to he 
ad11ally aware that some proposition is or  may be an error 
is  to hold that a p roposition about that proposit ion is 
tnw - namely, the · proposi tion that i t  is or may he an error. 

In the ca,;e of s in, something more than a logical rcla-

tionship of propositions is involved. If I say, "I am a sin
ner," I am setting myself up as a supposedly ju st judge of 
my own conduct; but I do not thereby cease to be a sinner. 
Rather, the question is posed of how a single self is to be 
constituted out of this divided consciousness. This is the 
key to the only defensible interpretation of Gentile's  doe
trine, which then asserts that when I truly say, "I am a 
sinner/' I must be on the road to redemption and that the 
test of whether I do actually think I am a sinner is my 
consciousness of repentance. 

Gentile's view that "pleasure" is the eoncrete and 
"pain" or "grief' the abstract category is more diffieult to 
interpret. If I am consciou s  of  being in pain, I have cer
tainly "overcome" the pain; i.e . ,  isolated it and objectified 
it as a fact. But  to argue that becau se of this it is not really I 
who am in pain is sheer sophistry. It is certainly true that 
the eonsciousness of pain is a eomplex activity (including, 
for example, the active seeking of a remedy or a distrae
tion), while the pain in itself is an abstract element. But 
pain is "uureal" only in the sense in which art and religion 
are unreal. That is to say, there eannot be a pure pain-con
seiousness, for this is just the point at which conseiousness 
disappears. 

Gentile's influence. Actual Idealism was the dominant 
philosophy in Italian state schools and universities 
throughout the last twenty years of Gentile's life. In this 
period his students, like Hegel's, split into two main par
ties. There was first the "right," led by Armando Carlini, 
who emphasized the Christian origin and Augustinian 
eharacter of much of Gentile's thought, and identified the 
transeendental Ego with the God of Catholie theology. 
After Gentile's death this group joined with the religious 
existentialists to form the contemporary movement known 
as Christian Spiritualism. 

On the other side, a group of younger disciples, led by 
Ugo Spirito, formed the Gentilian "left," which from the 
first devoted itself to social problem s  and provided much 
of the economic and political theory of the fascist eorporate 
state. Sinee World \Var II this group has been aligned with 
the political left and has shown some affinities with ortho
dox Marxism. But in the current work of both groups it 
is the m ystical spirit of Gentile's philosophy rather than 
the logical structure that has survived. Outside of Italy, 
Gentile's influenee ean be seen most notably in the work 
of R. G. Collingwood. 
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H. S. I IARH1S 

GEOM ETRY is thought to have had its origi n in the 
practical work of surveying land. According to H erodotus, 
the Egyptians became ski l l ed at surveying because the 
flooding waters of the :\'ile annually inundated thei r fert i le  
lands, obl i teratin� the boundary markers of thei r fields; 
thus, each yf:ar thei r harpenodapts ("rope tiers") had to lay 
out the boc1ndaries anew. The Greeks saw what the Egyp
tians cou ld do, and they must have learned from them a 
number of useful laws about l ines, angles, and figures
laws which the Egyptians had presumably arrived at by 
empirical general izat ion. To this knowledge the Greeks 
gave the name of geometry, that is, earth meas urement. 
The more laws of geometry one knows, however, the more 
awkward it becomes to continue using empirical general i 
zation as the mean s of learn ing addi tional laws;  deduction 
of further laws from those already known is a more rel iable 
and more efficient method. The Greeks took the decis ive 
step of embracing deduction as their method of di scov
ering new laws, and finding i t  a delightful method, they 
began to construct deductive proofs even of geometrical 
proposi tions that were not doubtful .  Tradit ion ascribes to 
Pythagoras the further ach ievement of havi ng made the 
study of geometry a theoretical science. Th i s  achievem ent 
involved i ntroducing systematic order in to th e subject by 
selecting a few parti cular laws as basic and attempt ing to 
deduce from them all  other known laws ; it also i nvolved 
introducing more abstract geometrical conceptions ,  such as 
the notion of l ines being without wi dth and the notion that 
a l ine can be tangent to a ci rcl e, thus having but one point 
in common with it .  The Greeks prized this theoretical 
study of geometry for i ts own sake, not merely for i ts usefu l  
applications;  Pythagoras and, after h im ,  Plato exalted the 
intel lectual importance of geometry because in i ts abstract 
timeless purity it seemed to them to have a close kinship 
with metaphysics and rel i gion .  

E U C L I DEAN GEO.\IETRY 

About 300 B.C. Eucl id wrote The Elements, in which he 
drew together and presented systematical ly all the geo
mdrical knowledge then available. This great book rai sed 
the Greek science of geometry to a new level , and it also 
became one of the rnost influential class ics in the l iterature 
of Western thought. Through ancient t imes,  through the 
medieval era, and in the modern period up i n to the nine
teenth century, Eucl id's Elements served both as the text
book of geometry and as the paradigm of ri gorous scienti fic 
thinking. 

Eucl id's procedure in The Element.s was to develop 
geometry in a systematic deductive fashion : he employed 
five unproved principles about l i nes, angles, and figures, 
which he cal led postulates ; from them, with the aid of 
axioms and definitions ,  he deduced a large number of 
further proposi tions (theorems). Eucl id  postulated the 
fol l owing: 

( 1 ) A straight l ine can be drawn from any point to any 
other point. 
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(2)  Any straight l i ne can be extended continuously in a 
straight l i ne. 

(3) Given any point and any d i stance, a circle can be 
drawn with that po int as its center and that d i stance a'> it.<, 
rad ius .  

(4)  A l l  right angles are equal to  one another. 
(5) I f  a straight l ine  crosses two other '>trai ght l ines <,o 

that the sum of the two in terior angles on one side of it is 
les<, than two right angles, then the two straight l i nes ,  if 
extended far enough, cross on that same side. 

Besides the postulates ,  Eucl id stated five other un
proved principles \\,'h ich are cal led ax ioms (or common 
notions), such as, "Things wh ich are equal to the same 
thi ng are also equal to each other." The main di fference 
between the po<,tulates and the ax ioms seem s to be that 
the postulates deal speci fical ly  with the subject matter of 
geometry ( l ines ,  angles, and figures), whereas the axioms 
have to do with the more general notion of equality of 
magni tude-a notion that is used in almost every subject. 
�l odern mathematicians and logicians do not genera l ly  
make any such d i sti nction between axioms and postulates;  
the term s "ax iom" and "postulate" are now used in ter
changeably. 

I t  was also a cardinal poi nt of Eucl id's  method to try to 
define each geometrical tenn that he used. Below are some 
of his defin i tion s ,  n umbered accord ing  to thei r order in 
The Elements: 

( I )  A point is  that which has no part. 
(2) A line is b readthless length. 
(4) A s traight line is a line which l ies even ly  wi th the 

poi nts on i tself. 
( I4J A figure i s  that which is contained by any boundary 

or boundaries. 
(23) Parallel s traight l i nes are straight l ines which, being 

in the same plane and bei ng produced i ndefin itel y  in both 
d i rections, do not meet one another in either direct ion .  

From the postu lates, together with the axiom s  and 
defini tions ,  Euclid aimed to deduce al l his other geo
metrical propos i tions ,  fi rst those of plane geometry and 
then those of sol i d  geometry. In The Elements the propo
sit ions proved are of two kinds .  Some are un iversal laws; 
for in stance, Proposi tion 47 of Book I says "In right-angled 
tri angles the square on the '>ide subtending the ri ght angle 
is equal to the squares on the s ides contain ing the right 
angle." But many  others are expressed as tasks to be per
fonned ; thus, Propos�'.: ion I of Book I is "On a given fin i te 
strai ght l ine  to construct an equilateral trian gle." A method 
for performing the tas k by means of strai ghtedge and com
passes is worked out in a wa� that makes it  pos s ible to 
prove that fol lov,: ing the method wi l l  accompl i sh the ta<,k 
(here is involved the notion of cons truction, wh ich later 
became central in Kant's phi losophy of mathematics) .  

Modem criticism. For more than two thousand years 
Euclid'., Elements survived ,.d i  challenge'> and stood as a 
suprem e mathematical achievement, the ri gor of i ts proof� 
being admired as perfect. Duri ng the n ineteenth c:entur� , 
however, mathematicians' s tandards of ri gor ro'>e sharply, 
and it came to be real ized that E ucl id\ work, admirable 
though i t  i s ,  does contain logical gaps. There are places in  
Eucl id's proofs where h i �  �tated d.�'>umptions are not 
su fficient to make his conclusions follov. b� fonnal deduc
tion alone, as he had intended them to do. The assump-
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tions needed to close these gaps are not more trivial in 
content or less worthy of being explicitly stated than are 
the postulates that Euclid did state. 

Another respect in which Euclid's system falls short of 
modern standards of rigor is with regard to definitions. 
Although he recognized the need for distinguishing clearly 
between theorems that are proved in the system and pos
tulates that are unproved, Euclid did not see that strict 
rigor also demands a clear distinction between terms that 
are defined within the system and terms that are not. Eu
clid attempted to define all the geometrical terms he used; 
nevertheless, his definitions arc not all alike. Some of them 
(such as 1 ,  2, and 4) are vague elucidations in which terms 
that occur in his postulates and theorems are partially 
explained by means of other terms that do not. These 
definitions are never made use of by Euclid in his proofs . 
But many other definitions (such as 23) explicitly relate 
some terms of his system to others also occurring in the 
system, and these definitions are used in proofs. \Ve may 
think of the terms introduced by the former sort of 
definitions as being Euclid's primitive terms. Unfortunate
ly, however, in some cases (such as 14) it is not clear which 
kind of definition is being offered, and this makes the 
structure of the system somewhat obscure. 

From a more modern point of view, there are two basic 
decisions to be made, and made clear, in drawing up a 
system like this. First, with regard to terms, some geo
metrical terms must be chosen to serve as primitive, and 
all the other geometrical terms occurring in theorems must 
be definable in terms of these. Second, thinking of the 
totality of laws that can be expressed by using our primi
tive and our defined terms, we must select a limited list of 
these laws to serve as our unproved assumptions, on the 
basis of which our theorems are to be proved. 

How much leeway is it legitimate to allow in the choice 
of primitive terms, of definitions, and of postulates? Con
temporary thought holds that considerable leeway may be 
permitted here. There may well be alternative choices of 
primitive terms, of definitions, and of postulates that will 
lead to differing yet equally legitimate formulations of the 
same subject matter. Thus, in the modern axiomatization of 
Euclidean geometry devised by David Hilbert, the six 
primiti\'e terms are "point," "line," "plane," "incident," 
"between," and "congruent." I n  a different axiomatization 
worked out by Oswald Veblen a little later, only the terms 
"point," "between," and "congruent" are used, and his set 
of axioms is different from Hilbert's. Still different is the 
axiomatization by E. V. Huntington, who used only the 
terms "sphere" and "includes" as primitive and whose 
axioms had to be different too. All these axiomatizations 
are different, yet all are formulations of the same subject 
matter, since in all of them the same Euclidean theorems 
can ultimately be proved. From a modern point of view, all 
these axiomatizations are perfectly legitimate, although 
progrf'ssi\'ely more economical in regard to their basic sets 
of terms. 

TH E TRAD I T I ONAL V I E W  O F  
G E O:\I ETR I C A L  KNOWLEDGE 

Euclid\ motives in  axiomatizing geometry must have 
included the pure mathematical desire to exhibit logical 

connections between geometrical laws, for some of the 
theorems he proves are no more doubtful than are his 
postulates. But surely he also felt that his procedure had 
value in making clearer and more certain our whole grasp 
of geometrical truth: for Euclid must have regarded his 
postulates as truths about lines, angles, and figures; there
fore, th"orems deduced from them will also have to be 
acknowledged as true. Now, when some further postulates 
are added to fill the gaps mentioned above, Euclid's the
orems can indeed be made to follow strictly by formal 
logic from his postulates. This does explain how the the
orems are known to be true-provided the postulates are 
known to be true. But how, if at all, do we know that the 
postulates are true? 

From ancient times until the nineteenth century, there 
was a large measure of agreement among philosophers 
about this. They regarded Euclid's postulates as true and 
as knowable with the utmost clarity and certainty. They 
felt that these laws are known to be absolutely universal 
and strictly true, in a manner incompatible with their 
being empirical generalizations; hence, they regarded 
them as a priori and necessary. Moreover, most traditional 
philosophers would have thought that Euclid's postulates 
are synthetic rather than analytic statements; that is, these 
postulates are not knowable merely through knowledge of 
the laws of formal logic and of definitions but must be 
known by some other means. How can we possess knowl
edge attained neither through sense experience nor 
through formal logic and definitions? The usual traditional 
answer was that it is through some kind of rational insight 
that this synthetic a priori knowledge is attained. Plato 
suggested that we see with the eye of reason into an eter
nal realm of Forms; Kant held that in knowing geometry 
the mind is apprehending a priori the structure of its own 
faculty of sensibility. 

The view that the postulates of Euclidean geometry are 
true is the least venturesome component of this traditional 
position. I n  maintaining that they are true, traditional 
philosophers would have meant to hold that these postu
lates are true when the geometrical terms occurring in 
them are understood in ordinary fashion. But what is it to 
understand geometrical terms in ordinary fashion? Let us 
focus our attention on the terms "line" and "straight," for 
these are key terms in the sense that once their meanings 
are characterized it becomes comparatively easy to ascribe 
related meanings to the other geometrical terms, such as 
"point" and "figure." 

The terms "line" and "straight." The term "line" is 
thought of as meaning any continuous pathway through 
space or any protracted boundary between one area and 
another. Even if all actual boundaries and pathways have 
breadth, we can understand what it means to speak of 
breadthless boundaries, such as the boundary between 
northern and southern hemispheres, for to speak of a 
breadthless boundary is to speak of the limit which actual 
markings of the boundary approach as surveying and 
marking techniques become more and more refined. 

\Vhat is ordinarily meant, however, by saying of a line 
segment that it is straight? There is a noteworthy ambiv
alence in our ordinary notion, for we have various different 
criteria of straightness. One way of telling whether a line is 
straight is to sight along it, as the carpenter docs; here the 



i c lea is that for a l ine to he straight i s  for it to he the path of 
a ray of l igh t (of course the medium through which the 
l ight travels must be of uniform refractive i ndex). Another 
idea is that of the Egyptian "rope tiers," that for a l ine to 
be straight is  for it to be the path along wh ich a stretched 
cord tencls to lie as its tens ion is increased without l imit .  
Still another  idea is that for a l i ne to be straight is for it  to 
be the case that however the line is divided i nto overlap
ping subsegments, each of them will be a path between its 
endpoints along which a correctly handled measuring rod 
need be laid clown the fewest times (of course, if tempera
ture variations are present, a correction must he made to 
take account of thermal expansion of the rod). The criteria 
of straightness mentioned so far are akin in a way to be 
noted later. There are other cri teria, however, that form a 
separate group. Thus, another way of te l l i ng  whether a l ine 
segment is straight i s  to investigate whether there is any 
other l ine segment with the same end points and as short a 
length as the given segment; if there is no such other seg
ment, then the given segment is straight. This  notion of 
length may be thought of as operationally defi ned by ref
erence to correct procedures with measuring rods,  but with 
the proviso here that every influence that dis torts rods 
must be corrected for. St i l l  another way of te l l ing whether 
a l ine segment is  straight is to see whether, when a circle 
is drawn through one end point  with the other end point as 
center, the ratio between the length of the circumference 
of the circle and the length of the l ine segment is twice 7T. 
Here again length can be understood as being determi ned 
by such procedures as the use of measuring rods, but with 
the proviso that all distorting influences must be corrected 
for. 

In differing ci rcumstances, different ones of these criteria 
would be practical to employ, but each of these criteria (and 
there are others, too) expresses an aspect of how we use 
the term "straight" i n  i ts  ordinary sense. Someone may 
object, "Surely one of these criteria must express the es
sence of what 's traight' ordinarily means; s urely  there must 
be one correct definition." However, a s ingle unambiv
alent definit ion has not been needed, for in all ordinary 
experience the various criteria of straightness march to
gether: a l ine that is straight according to any one of these 
cri teria proves to be straight according to all of them. All 
these various cri teria of straightness go together to consti
tute our ordinary notion of what "straight" means . 

When the terms " l ine" and "straight" are understood in  
this ord inary fashion, wi th  other geometrical terms being 
understood in normal associated ways , what i s  the status of 
Eucl id's postulates ? The reasonable view i n  Euclid's t ime 
and in  Newton's time was that these postulates are strictly 
true, for experience afforded no ground whatever for 
doubting them. 

NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOM ETRY 

Euclid's fifth postu late is more i ntricate to state and less 
ea�y to comprehend than are the other four. Through the 
centuries a number of different commentators on Eucl id,  
including Greeks, Arabs, and moderns, feel ing that the 
fifth postulate was less self-evident than the others, at
tempted to devise ways of proving it as a theorem , so that 
it would no longer have to be regarded as a postulate. 
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Their efforts always fa i led to  be  sati sfactory; in  , ·ach ca�e,  
either the supposed proof contained some •  outright logical 
fal lacy or else it covertly assumed some geometrical law 
just as intricate as Eucl id's fifth postu late itself. 

I l owcver, such attempts d id  succc<>cl in showing that 
there arc various other geometrical laws capable of doi1 1g 
the same logical job of yic� lding theorems that Eucl id's fi fth 
postulate does. One is the law that from a point  not on a 
given l ine, one and only one l ine can be drawn para l le l to 
the given l ine (this law, cal led Playfai r's postulate, was 
substituted for E uclid's fifth postu late in a widely used 
eighteenth-century version of Eucl idean geometry; for this 
reason E uclid's fi fth postulate itself is sometimes mis lead
ingly referred to as "the parallel postulate"). The law that 
the sum of the angles of a triangle equals two right angles 
could also do the job of Euclid's fifth postulate, as cou ld 
the law that given any three points not on a straight l i ne,  
there is just one circle that pas ses through them. Any one 
of these laws cou ld  replace Eucl id's  fifth postu late without 
altering the array of theorems ulti mately provable,  but 
none is s ignificantly s impler than Eucl id's postulate. 

Lobachevskian and Riemannian geometries. It was not 
unt i l  the ni neteenth century that mathematicians came to 
understand the logical s i tuation and to real ize that E uclid's 
fifth postulate is independent of his othNs, so that there 
can be formally cons istent systems of geometry that sub
st itute for Euclid's fifth postulate someth ing contrary to it. 
N. I .  Lobachevsky and Farkas Bolyai independently pub
l ished the first  accounts of non-Eucl idean geometry. In 
Lobachevs kian geometry (Bolyai 's is the same), through a 
point not on a given l ine, more than one l ine can a lways be 
drawn parallel to the given l i ne. The sum of the angles of a 
triangle is always less than two right angles ,  the amount by 
which it is less being proportional to the area of the trian
gle; triangles of d ifferent s izes can never be s im ilar. The 
ratio of the ci rcumference of a circle to its diam eter is 
always greater than 7T, the amount by which i t  is greater 
increas i ng with the area of the circle. As in Euclidean 
geometry, a straight l i ne can always be extended farther 
and farther without l imit ;  so, l i ke E ucl idean space , the 
space envisaged by Lobachevs kian geometry is i nfin ite i n  
extent. 

Later in  the n i neteenth century G.  F. B .  Riemann de
veloped another type of non-Euclidean geometry,  in which 
both E uclid's fifth pr.stulate and the assumption that a 
straight l ine can be extended to any des ired length are 
denied (the latter as sumption is suggested by E uclid's 
second postulate but not strictly impl ied by it). In Rie
mannian geometry there is a max imum length to which any 
straight l ine can be extended; thus, the envisaged space is 
fin ite. In this geometry, through a point not on a given 
straight l ine,  no s traight l ine can be drawn paral lel to the 
given l i ne. Through two given points more than one 
straight l ine can always be drawn. The sum of the angles of 
a triangle is  always greater than two right angles, the ex
cess bei ng proportional to the area of the triangle. The 
ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter a lways 
is less than 7T and decreases as the area of the circle 
increases.  

The development of Lobachevskian and Riemannian 
geometries came as a shock. It had been supposed that 
there is only one true geometry, ,vhose laws are necessar-
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ily Euclidean, But if Euclid's postulates and theorems are 
all necessarily true, then it would seem that any non
Euclidean geometry mmt conta in some postulates and the
orems that are necessarily false; this might he thought to 
mean that the non-Euclidean systems must be inconsist
ent. Yet their opponents were never able to show that 
either Lobachevsky's or R iemann's geometry violates 
formal consi stency hy yielding a pair of theorems one of 
which is the negation of the other, Later it was established 
that both Lobachevskian and Riemmanian geometries have 
Euclidean models; that is, there are ways of interpreting 
the terms of a non-Euclidean geometry so that all its laws 
become laws of Euclidean geometry. A partial example of 
s uch a model is provided if we consider the surface of a 
sphere and if we interpret Riemann's term "straight line" 
to mean "great circle"; then every two such straight lines 
intersect, the sum of the angles of a triangle constructed of 
such lines will exceed two right angles, and so on, Here 
we have a model of the two-dimens ional part of Rieman
nian geometry, that is, a way of interpreting part of the 
laws of Riemmanian geometry so that they turn into Eu
clidean laws, In more intricate ways the whole of R ieman
nian geometry can be given a Eucl idean model, as can the 
whole of Lobachevskian geometry, This establishes that 
both Lobachevskian and Riemmanian geometries must be 
formally consistent if Euclidean geometry is so; that is ,  
neither type of non-Euclidean geometry can have a the
orem whose negation is also a theorem unles:, Euclidean 
geometry also does so, Since no one questions the formal 
consi stency of Euclidean geometry, we may safely regard 
these three forms of geometry as formally consistent. 

.MODERN VIEWS OF GEOMETRICAL KNOWLEDGE 

Granting that both Euclidean and non-Eucl idean types 
of geometry are formally consi stent, does this mean that 
these geometries all are somehow equally true? To be 
sure, there are standpoints from which they may be re
garded as equally true, For instance, it is possible to think 
of Euclidean geometry as saying merely that if the Euclid
ean postulates hold, then the Euclidean theorems hold, 
and of Lobachevs kian geometry as saying merely that if 
the Lobachevskian postulates hold, then the Loba
che\·skian theorems must hold, From this standpoint al l  
geometries are equally true, for each merely expresses true 
assertions about the logical deducibility of theorems from 
postulates. From another standpoint the various geome
tries should be regarded as abstract uninterpreted systems 
in wh ich no meaning has been ass igned to the primitive 
terms and in wh ich, there fore, no question of the truth of 
postulates or theorems can arise, Then the only proper 
questions in geometry pertain to the formal deducibility of 
uninterpreted theorems from uninterpreted axioms, Th is  
view makes any geometry as  true as  any other, in the de
generate sense that truth is irre)c,vant to them all. 

Eithrr of these ways of viewing geometrics accords well 
enough with the practice of pure mathematicians, who con
cern thcm�el\'C•s only with such logical relations ,  These 
mathematicians n<' < 'd not attach any speci fic meanings to 
geometrical tc·rm\ and need not ask whether the postulates 
and theorems with wh ich they deal are in any sense true 
de<;criptions of space as it actually is. Indeed, rn far as pur<' 

mathematics is concerned, geometry may be regarded 
merely as the study of certain kinds of abstract order; there 
is no need to think of it as connected, except historically, 
with the study of the space of the world. Although this 
approach is mathematically legitimate, it omits the ques
tion that is philosophically most challenging, namely, 
which set of postulates is true, that is, true when the geo
metrical terms in them are understood in thei r  normal 
ways , 

Each non-Euclidean geometry must be presumed to be 
formally consistent, and therefore there must be ways of 
interpreting its terms so that its postulates all become 
truths . But these ways of interpreting its terms may all be 
remote from the ordinary meanings of the terms. Thus, the 
rise of non-Euclidean geometries as formally consistent 
systems worthy of mathematical study by no means suffices 
to refute the view that Euclidean geometry is the one 
geometry that is true of actual space, 

Geometry and relativity theory. The most serious chal
lenge to the traditional view of Euclidean geometry as the 
one true description of space is provided by Einstein's 
theory of relativity, According to Einstein's theory, which 
must now be regarded as well established, we have to 
make some predictions that differ surprisingly from those 
of classical physics, Suppose a closed three-sided figure is 
laid out, its s ides being determined by light rays , or by 
paths along which measuring rods need be laid down the 
fewest times, or by paths along which stretched cords tend 
to lie, According to the theory of relativity, we must pre
dict that in the presence of a gravitational fi eld the sum of 
the angles of this figure will be greater than two right 
angles. \Ve must also predict that between any two sepa
rate points there will, in the presence of gravitational 
fields, be more than one path along which light rays can 
travel, more than one path divisible into overlapping sub
segments along each of which a measuring rod need be 
laid down a minimum number of times to get from end 
point to end point, and so forth , However, it is only where 
the distances involved are astronomical that these dif
ferences between what Newtonian physics predicts and 
what the theory of relativity predicts become large enough 
to be detectable, The Newtonian theory remains accurate 
enough for ordinary terrestrial phenomena, 

How shall these findings be described? We must not 
say that these fi ndings show that straight lines bend or 
that triangles have curved sides, for these would be self
contradictory descriptions. �1any philo'>,lphers of science 
would describe these as the findings that the sum of the 
angles of a triangle is greater than two right angles and that 
between any two separate points there is more than one 
straight line. They would choose these descriptions be
cause of their  belief that any path which is the path of a 
light ray, which is a path divisible into subsegments along 
each of which a measuring rod need be laid down a mini
mum number of times, and which is the path along which 
a taut cord would tend to lie, must necessarily be a straight 
line. They would regard this as central to the meaning of 
the term "straight," That is, the criteria of straightness 
belonging to the first group mentioned above are regarded 
by them as the important ones,  the ones that govern the 
term. I lcnce, they would say that the theory of relativity 
proves space to he Hiemannian rather than Euclidean in its 



general form. E instein himself is the outstand ing repre
sentat ive of this viewpoint, which he expressed in more 
general ized form in his often quoted dictum, "As far as the 
laws of mathematics refer to real ity, they arc not certa in ;  
and as  far as  they are certa in ,  they do not  refer to  reality." 
In  utter ing this dictum he was surely th inking prima ri ly o f  
geometry and was express ing h i s  view that any specific 
assignment of plausible meanings to the terms of a geome
try must make the laws of that geometry empi rical hy
potheses about the behavior of measuring rods ,  l ight rays ,  
and taut cords .  

However, that is not  the on ly  poss ible view of the mat-
ter. An al ternative description would involve saying that 
what Einstein's theory shows is that gravitation bends li ght 
rays and shrinks rods and cords. Th is means that in a grav
itational field the path of a l ight ray or the path laid out by 
means of a rod or cord can fail to be a straight l i ne and that 
a closed three-sided figure laid out by such means need 
not be a triangle. I t  was al ready known that l ight rays do 
not travel straight through media of varying refractive 
i ndex and that measuring rods expand and contract with 
varying temperature ; according to this view what the 
theory of relativity shows is just that gravitational fields, 
too, can affect the paths of l ight rays and the lengths of rods 
and cords. In spi te of the distort ing influence of gravita
tion, l ight rays and measuring rods can sti l l  be used to lay 
out straight l ines-but when they are so used an appropri
ate correction must be i ntroduced to take account of the 
distort ion . U nderlying this viewpoint is the supposition 
that the criteria belonging to the second group mentioned 
earlier are the ones that are of central importance to the 
straightness of a l ine. Those who adopt this viewpoint feel 
that for a l i ne to be straight is for there to be no other path 
as short between its end poi nts, and they understand the 
notion of length in a way that preserves Eucl idean laws . 
Viewed in this way, the findings of re lativity theory do 
nothing to refute Euclidean geometry. I ndeed, no findings 
of physics could do so, for the criteria that are regarded as 
fundamental to the meaning of "straight" are so under
stood as to expres s Euclidean laws . When we understand 
geometrical terms in this spirit, all the sentences of Eu
cl idean geometry become necessary statements knowable 
a priori, rather than empirical statements knowable only 
through experience. 

Here someone may object, "The laws of Eucl idean 
geometry cannot all be necessarily  true, for some of them 
have consi stent contraries in non-Eucl idean geometry ." 
This objection fails to distinguish adequatel y  between a 
geometrical sentence and the various statements that it can 
express when its terms are understood in various ways. To 
be sure, non-Eucl idean geometries are cons is tent, in the 
sense that there are ways of interpreting their sentences so 
as to make them true; and Euclid's fifth postu late does 
have its contraries in the other geometries. But the objection 
neglects the fact that if  we adopt a specific i nterpretation 
of the geometrical terms that makes all the sentences 
of Euclidean geometry i nto true statements , then any non
Eucl idean geometry must have some of its sentences made 
i nto false statements by that in terpretat ion; and if we adopt 
an interpretation of the geometrical terms that makes all 
the sentences of Euclidean geometry into necessari ly  true 
statements, then any non-E uclidean geometry must have 
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some of i ts  statements made into necessa ri ly fah,c state
ments by that interpretat ion .  

However, even though the postulates and theorems of 
E uclidean geometry are necessari ly true accord ing to the 
way of understanding their terms that we have been con
s idering, there is no need to regard our knowledge of them 
as resul t ing from some queer kind of synthetic a priori in 
s ight .  The knowledge here involved can best  lw regarded 
as based on an understanding of the intended senses of 
the terms:  The proposition that the sum of the angles of a 
triangle must  equal two right angles reflects our deter
m ination not to call anything a triangle un less it has this 
character. 

Misunderstandings about this s i tuat ion often arise be
cause people have the impress ion that if the laws of some 
non-Euclidean geometry are trne (as Einstein  held), thcu 
the laws of Eucl idean geometry cannot in  any sense all be 
true. They have the impres sion that Euclidean and non
Euclidean geometries are total ly incompatible with one 
another and so cannot both be correct. As has already been 
i ndicated, this is not so. People who have this impression 
fail to real ize that the laws of a geometry are capable of 
truth or fals i ty only when their terms are understood in 
particular ways , and that each cons istent geometry admits 
of some interpretations of its terms under wh ich all its laws 
are true and of other interpretations of its terms under 
which not all its laws are true .  If we want to avo id  being 
mis led, we should say that when the term "straight l i ne" is  
interpreted as meaning the path of a ray of l ight through a 
medium of un iform refractive i ndex, and when the other 
geometrical terms are i nterpreted in normal associated 
ways , then the laws of Euclidean geometry are not all true, 
but the laws of a form of Riemannian geometry are true. 
We should add that when geometrical terms are given any 
sort of interpretation that builds the Eucl i dean postu lates 
i nto their very meaning, then of course all the Euclidean 
laws are necessari ly  true u nder that interpretation, and 
each non-Euclidean geometry u nder that i nterpretation 
contains some necessarily  false propos it ions.  

The choice between Euclid and Riemann. Two different 
viewpoints have now been cons i dered from which the 
findings of the theory of relativity can be differently de
scribed. Which of these two viewpoints is  more correct? 
Should the laws of Eucl i dean geometry be regarded as 
empirical hypotheses about l ight rays and measuri ng rods, 
hypotheses that have now been refuted ? Or should they be 
regarded as necessary conceptual truths that hold s imply 
by virtue of the meanings of geometrical terms?  To ask this 
quest ion amounts to asking whether it is the first group or 
the second group of criteria of straightness that more tru ly 
embodies the normal meaning of "straight." 

The best answer seems to be that nei ther group of cri
teria is more central than the other to the normal meaning 
of "straight." The cri teria of both groups belong to its  
meaning, and its mean i ng is therefore ambivalent i n  this 
noteworthy way. Prior to Ei nstein's theory of re lati\·ity 
there was no need for the ambivalence to be resolved, for 
the criteria of the two groups were behe\·ed alway� to 
march together. Now we see that they diverge, and, if we 
wish to speak clearly, we must make a decis ion to allow 
one group of criteria rather than the other to govern ou r 
use of the term . Neither way of speaking wou ld appear to 
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be more correct than the other; each way of speaking 
seems to grow out of real tendencies genuinely present in 
the past usage of the term. The decision will ha,·e to be an 
arbitrary choice about how we shall henceforth use the 
term "straight." 

Sometimes the notion of simplicity is invoked at this 
point, and it is said that by giving up Euclidean geometry in 
fa,·or of Riemannian, a simpler over-all theory of geometry
cu m-ph�·sics is attained, and this is offered as a strong 
reason for so doing. To this it must be replied that the kind 
of simplicity inrnlved here is not the kind of simplicity 
that is relevant to truth. It is not simplicity in the sense in 
which we might say that since the hypothesis that smoking 
exacerbates heart ailments is the simplest explanation of 
the known data correlating smoking with deaths from heart 
disease, therefore the hypothesis is probably true. Instead, 
it is simplicity of the kind relevant to convenience, the 
kind of simplicity that is inrnlved when we say that the 
metric system is simpler than are English measures. 

The choice between Euclidean and Riemannian geome
tries is a matter of two different descriptive schemes, each 
of which is capable of describing the scientific facts. Any 
hypothesis, prediction, or explanation that can be expressed 
in one of these descriptive schemes can be expressed just 
as accurately in the other; to this extent the situation is like 
that of Fahrenheit and centigrade descriptions of tempera
ture or that of Cartesian and polar coordinates. If some 
people decide to take the fi rst group of criteria of '> traight
ness as central, the) will say that the laws of Euclidean 
geometry are empirical hypotheses and have been re
futed. If others decide to take the second group of cri
teria as central, they can say that the laws of Euclidean 
geometry are necessary truths immune to any refutation 
from physics. Each way of speaking will have its respec
ti,·e com·eniences and inconveniences, but  both are legit
imate ways of speaking, both are equally rooted in ordinary 
language. 

The conception being advocated here is akin to the 
"conventionalism" in geometry espoused by Poincare. He 
fully recognized the mathematical legitimacy of non
Euclidean geometries, yet he held that discoveries in 
physics cannot dictate to us what form of geometry we 
must accept for describing the world. He held that if we 
retain Euclidean geometry, we do so "by convention," by 
a free decision-a decision to which we can adhere if we 
wish, come what may in physics. Poincare's own prefer
ence was for retaining Euclidean geometry, because it is 
mathematically simpler than any non-Euclidean geometry, 
and he felt that science would  retain it. However, Poin
care, writing before Einstein's general theory of relativity, 
naturally was not in a position to appreciate the conven
ience and attracti,·eness that Riemannian geometry would 
come to possess as a way of describing spatial phenomena 
in terms of that thc>Of) . 
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STEPHEX F. BARKER 

GE R B E RT O F  A U R I L LA C ,  educational reformer and 
pope (Silvester II) of the eleventh century, was born 
in Auvergne about 938 , became a monk of St. Gerard 
d'Aurillac, and was educated there and in Catalonia. He 
later visited Rome, where Pope John XIII (965-972) in
troduced him to Emperor Otto I. Gerbert shortly left Otto's 
court to sh1dy at Rheims, where he later became master of 
the schools. His fame led Otto I I  to make him abbot of 
Bobbio about 980, but in 983 Gerbert returned to Rheims, 
where he engaged in political and antipapal controversies. 
In 99 1 he became archbishop, and after many vicissitudes 
he was transferred to Ravenna in 998. His old friend and 
patron Otto III  secured his election as Pope Silvester II in 
999; as pope he established the church in Hungary and 
strongly asserted papal claims. He  died in 1003. 

Despite the intrigues and restlessness of his later public 
life, Gerbert was-and was recognized as-the most 
learned, versatile, and influential master of his age. 
Rheims during his fi rst stay (c. 966-980) became a princi
pal center of the educational revival that was beginning to 
inspire the cathedral schools of France and that from them 
passed to the universities. Fulbert, founder of the school of 
Chartres, was Gerbert's pupil. 

Gerbert's greatest achievement was to give new life to 
the skeleton of the ancient trivium and quadriviu m. In 
rheotric he restored the careful study of Terence and \'er
gil ,  the satirists Horace and Persius, Lucan, and the 
critics Seneca and Quintilian; in dialectic, which he re
established as the goal of a literary educat;on, he developed 
what was to become the classical syllabus of the Isagoge of 
Porphyry, the Categories and De Interpreta tione of Aristot
le, the Topics of Cicero, and the whole dialectical corpus 
of Boethius. He rescued the quadrivium from its bookish 
decadence and injected a real, practical orientation. In 
mathematics, his forte, Gerbert re,·ived the ancient Greek 
trad i tion and replaced clumsy Roman numerals with the 
Indian numeral!-. I through 9; he produced a simplified 
abacus, with instructions for its use ; and he wrote at length 
on methods of multiplication and divis ion. In astronomy 
he taught by means of a sphere showing the movements of 
the planets. 

It is uncertain how much these innovations were the 
resu lt  of his early experiences in Spain and his contacts 



there with Arabic science and thought. Save for a short 
disputation on human reason, in which he showed au 
attraction toward the Platonic Ideas, he wrote no phi lo
sophical work. His only authentic scientific writings are 
mathematica l .  His letters, some of which contain discus
sions of mathematics, i l l nstratc his pol i t ical activity and 
the events of his age . In his l ater l ife  he had l i ttle inAuencc 
0n the intel lectual and spiritual l i fe of his age. His earl ier 
work as a teacher, however, marked an epoch. 
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DAVID KNOWLES 

G E R M A N  P H I L O S O PH Y .  Al though the earl iest per
son mentioned in the h istories of phi losophy who i s  
known to have been born in  what i s  now Germany was St. 
Ambrose (340 -397), the beginnings of German philosophy 
must be placed l ong after him. The ninth century saw the 
introduction of phi losophy into Germanic l ands through 
Charlemagne's establ ishment of school s ;  the thirteenth 
century first saw Gennans as Germans begi n to take an 
independent (al though sti l l  minor) role  in ph i losophical 
work. 

THE B EGINNINGS, 800 - 1200 

The school s establ i shed by Alcu i n  under Charl emagne's 
sponsorship had a pol it ical task-to provide civi l  admin is
trators-and in comparison with the earl ier monastic 
school s, they had a humani stic character. Hrabanu s  Mau
rus (776/784 -856), a pupil of Alcuin and the first pre
ceptor of the school in Ful da, establ ished the trivium 
quadrivium curricu lum and prepared textbooks for the 
school s; and he participated in what was , so far as i s  
known , the first phi losophical controversy on  German soil .  
The subject was Augustine's doctrine of predesti nation, 
and his opponent was the monk Gottschal k (Gotescalc, 
808 -867). The successor to Hrabanus in Ful da ,  Candidus 
(8.  822), i s  credited with the first ph i losophical proof of the 
exi stence of God to have been invented in  the M iddl e  
Ages, the "proof' that a hierarchy o f  perfections must have 
a h ighest member. 

Decline of education. The divis ion of the Carol ingian 
Empire in 843 separated the more advanced western l ands 
from the more primitive eastern marches; and the ed uca-
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tional reforms insti tuted b y  1 1  ra lmnus  and coutinucd, at 
l east intermitten tly, hy h is  successors were not so success
fu l as were l ike reforms made earl ier hy Alcuin in the 
\Vest. Perhaps the l ong period of Lati nate in fl u Pnce in 
what is now France and Belgium had had a sl owl y civi l iz
ing effect and provided a better bas is for the later, sti l  I 
Lat in educational reforms. \Vhatever the reasous,  tlw 
schools  in Fulda and St. Emmeram, the best in Cennany, 
cut a poor figu re in comparison with those at Paris and 
Tours. By the eleventh century even knowl edge of Latin 
had decl ined so far that Notker Labeo (d).50 - 1022) trans
lated Boeth ius,  M art ian us Capel la, and some Ari stotl e into 
German for h i s  students, who wou ld  not otherwise have 
been able to read them. Notkcr had to create a Cnman 
philosophical vocabulary al most out of nothing, and he did 
so with great ski l l ;  but because he had no immediate fol 
l owers, a s imi lar creation had to be accomplis hed again in 
the fourteen th century by Mei ster Eckhart. So great was 
the decl ine of l earning that hy the twelfth century a l l  the 
monks at St. Emmcram are said to have been i l l iterate, and 
German monastic l ife was hardly susceptibl e to the 
Clun iac reforms that had been so successfu l  in France. 
Hence, Germany was largely left out of the early develop
ments of Scholasticism, and the few Germans who desired 
an educati on had to go to other countries for everything 
beyond the most elementary study. The most notable of 
these gifts of Germany to France was Hugh of St .  Victor 
(c. 1096 - 1 14 1 ), whose work has seemed to some to antici
pate the later mixture of natural  empiricism and supernat
ural mystici sm sometimes thought to characterize the most 
representative German philosophers. 

Intellectual climate. Since the few German philoso
phers there were, were studying i n  Paris or I taly, the 
chu rch and schools in Germany rejected the l i ttl e ph i loso
phy they were exposed to. Wandering dial ectic ians from 
Italy, cal l ed peripatetici , performed rhetorical feats in  
public that remind one of  those of  the Sophists i n  Athens 
and Rome; and they sowed doubts in sens itive minds 
about dogmas of the church. But the peripatetici succeeded 
only in bringi ng contempt upon the dialectical art and 
hence upon phi l osophy;  and in the minds of the few in 
whom they did plant doubts, out of which phi lo soph ical 
examination might have grown ,  the doubts were eradicated 
through an effort to return to the simplicity of primitive 
Christian ity, a morbid sense of s in ,  hatred of the in tel l ect, 
and ignorant piety. Otl oh of St. Emmeram ( 1 010 - c. 1070) 
described h i s  own wrest l i ng with in tel l ectual temptation 
in one of the first spiritual autobiographies written by a 
German; s imi l arly Manegold of Lautenbach (c. 1060 -
1 103), who showed himsel f a good dialectician in the 
investiture di spute between Pope Gregory VII  and Em
peror Henry IV, at one time was as anti phi losophical as 
Otloh (see J. A. Endres , "Die Dial ektiker und i hre Geg
ner," Philosophisches Jahrbuch, Vol . 19, 1 906, 20 - 33). 

Thus it was that in the larger issues of the t ime, which 
concerned the relative i mportance of faith and reason, 
German thinkers were of negligible importance, in spite of 
the fact that the pol it ical anal ogue of this ph i losophical 
is sue-the respective claims of empire and papacy-wa!'> 
fought out in Germany itself. The main l i ne of the polit ical 
con flict ru ns through German h istory; but the main l i ne i n  
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the history of philosophy runs through France, where the 
questions were debated on a high level by Anselm 
( 1033 - l 109) and Abelard ( 1 079 - 1 142), who were able to 
reconcile faith and reason and to make the latter serve the 
former. The full development of Scholasticism in Germany 
did not take place until the time of Albertus r-.tagnus, over 
a century after the Concordat of Worms in 1 122 had set
tled, at least for a t ime, the pol itical issues that paralleled 
this intel lectual issue. 

F I R ST P E R I O D  OF A R I STOTE L I A N I S M ,  110 0 - 1 300  

When philosophy d id  come to  l ife in  Germany, i t  was 
under two in fluences : the pol itical and clerical forces 
locked in the continuing investiture con fl ict between the 
papacy and the empire, and the i ntroduction of hitherto 
unknown writings of Aristotle. 

Otto of Freising. The political-clerical and Aristotelian 
influences met first in  one man, Otto of Freising 
(c. 1 1 14 - 1 158), an uncle of Frederick I I  and probably a 
pupil of Hugh of St .  Victor. Otto's conception of h istory 
was based largely on St. Augustine's philosophy, wh ich 
gave form to his own hi storical works. In these works Ger
man national consciousness and Hohenstaufen pride were 
put ir>to a phil osophical framework that shows the style of 
a man of the world, not a monk. As a churchman, Otto 
assigned a superior status to the church, but he thought of 
the empire as having the d ivine miss ion of protecting the 
church; and therefore he feared that if the papacy 
triumphed over the empire, the church would be left de
fenseless. Deeply pessimistic, he saw the end of the world 
coming if the pope triumphed. 

Introduction of the "Organon." Otto of Freis ing was the 
first and the chief philosophical spokesman for the Ghib
ell ine conception of the state later defended by Dante. 
However, his principal contribution to philosophy lay in 
his making known the whole of Aristotle's Organon. He 
introduced into Germany the logica nova, l ogic based on 
the whole Organon i nstead of on only the parts that Boe
thius and Notker had trans lated. (Otto erroneously  bel ieved, 
however, that the translations he used were by Boethius . )  
�lanuscript copies of Aristotle that he obtained i n  I taly 
were widely distributed in  Germany, and they provided 
the basis for Albertus Magnus' knowledge of Aristotle, 
which at that time was unmatched in Europe. These trans
lations did not immediatel y provide the shock fel t  when the 
differences between Plato and Ari stotl e became evident 
in  the thirteenth century. Otto h imself thought of Plato 
as "the philosopher" of the pair, and of Aristotle only as a 
logician and a fel l ow student, with Plato, of Socrates. 

Controversy oYer Aristotle. The s ituation changed mark
edly in the thirteenth century, as trans lations of Aristotle's 
works other than the Orga 11on became available from Spain  
and Aristotle's Arabic commentators became known in  
Europe. The physical works were the first to  be widel y used 
because they fil led a real vacuum i n  knowledge; the meta
physical and ethical works ,  on the other hand, confl icted 
with wel l -establ i shed Platon ic and Augustin ian doctrines. 
Efforts to forbid and, when they fai l ed, to restrict the study 
of Ari -;totle were repeated ly made during the earl y part of 

the century; they were probably less successful in Germany 
than in Paris. Arnold of Saxony had composed a commen
tary on Aristotle's Physics by 1230, only twenty years after 
the study of this book had been banned in Pari s .  Albertus 
Magnus (Albert of Bol l s tedt, 1 193 - 1280) used all of Aris
totle's writings on nature and made considerable progress 
in distin�uishing between genuine Aristotelian and Neo
platonic doctrines. H is last journey to Pari s,  in 1277, was 
made in order to protest against the condemnation there of 
Averroism in sofar as th i s  condemnation seemed also to 
threaten the kind of Ari stotelian ism propounded by Albert 
and his  recently deceased pupi l ,  Thomas Aquinas. He was 
not able to prevent the condemnation, but by that time 
Dominican Aristotel ian ism already dominated philosophi
cal thought in  Germany. 

Philosophy and theology. The controversy among Al
bert, the A verroists, and the bishop of Paris was compl i
cated by many circumstances that had l i ttle to do with 
philosophical issues and that may very well have been the 
real source of the bitterness of the d ispute. The philosoph
ical issue itself, however, was clear: Were Aristot le's writ
ings authoritative in phi losophy just as they stood, or were 
they to be corrected in the l ight of the h igher truth of reve
lation? The Averroists upheld the fonner alternative, and 
to avoid open confl ict they maintained (at least according 
to their opponents) the doctrine of double truth. Albert and 
Thomas Aquinas upheld the latter alternative: the concep
tion of philosophy as being only the h ighest natural 
knowledge and anci l lary to theology. This use of Aristotle 
was not condemned i n  1277, no doubt largel y through 
Albert's efforts to dist inguish the two conceptions ;  and 
although Averroism continued in  Paris despite the ban, the 
Albert ine or Thomistic conception of the relation of phi
l osophy to theology was maintained in Germany. 

Thus, the effect of Albert's work in Germany was to 
maintain the scholastic h ierarchy of philosophy and theol
ogy and to delay their separation or opposition, wh ich had 
been effected in Paris by the Averroists. In th i s  respect 
once again Germany appears to have lagged beh ind the 
developments to the west. German Domi nicans tended to 
fol low Albert's Ari stotelianism with its mixture of Neopla
tonism rather than the purer Aristotel ianism of Thomas 
Aquinas, and they were often called Albertists rather than 
Thomists. The most important of the Albertists were Die
trich of Freiberg ( 1250 -?13 1 0),  noted for his researches 
in optics and his  explanation of the rainbow; U l rich of 
Strassburg (d. 1 277/1278); Hugh of Stra�sburg (Hugo Ri
pel in ,  fl. 1 300); and Berthold of Mossbu 1 g  (fl. 1 3 18). M ore 
Thomistic were John of Lichtenberg (Joann i s  Picardi de 
Lucidomonte, fl. 1 303 - 13 13), Heinrich of Lubeck 
(fl. 1325), Heinrich of Corkum ( 1 386 - 1431) ,  N icolas of 
Strassburg (the first inquis itor of r-. lei ster Eckhart in 1326), 
Gerhard and J ohann Sterngasse (fl .  13 10 ), and Thomas of 
Strassburg (d. 1357). 

REACT I O N S  A GA I N S T  SC H O L A S T I C  
A R I STOTE L I A N I S M ,  1300 - c .  1 5 5 1  

The adjustment o f  the claims o f  ph ilosophy and theology 
as achieved hy Albertus �lagnus was too del icate to stand 



the theological and pol itical storms of the fourteenth cen
tury. Gregory VI I 's reform of the church had produced an 
extreme bureaucratism, u l tramontanism, and formal ism 
that left the rel igious needs of the people largely unsat
isfied, thus  opening the way to schism, anticle rical ism, 
heresy, and norisacramental forms of rel igious l i fe. These 
movements were also favored by the development of free 
towns, wh ich gave an opportun ity for cultural develop
ments not otherwise avai lable in the continuing struggle 
between the imperial and spiritual powers. Within the 
framework of Scholasticism there arose the Franciscan 
teach ings of Duns Scotus against the Domin ican teachings 
of Albert and Thomas Aquinas ; but Duns Scotu s died 
shortly after coming to teach at Cologne, and his thought 
was far less influential in Germany than that of Aquinas. 

The influence of the nominal ism of Duns Scotu s'  fel low 
Franciscan, \Vi ll iam of Ockham, however, was fatefu l for 
the entire hi story of German thought. And in opposition to 
the whole enterprise of Scholasticism (whether Franciscan 
or Dominican) there stood the mystics, the natural phi los
ophers, and the humani sts. N ominal ism,  mystici sm, natu
ral ism (and occultism), and human i sm contributed in their 
own ways and times to dismantl ing the medieval balance 
of faith and reason by a division of labor and purpose be
tween theology and philosophy. As a result of these four 
countermovements, diverse and antithetical as they were, 
theology was ban ished to, or took refu ge in ,  the recesses of 
faith and mystery, and ph ilosophy was,  for the first time, 
free to fol low its own cou rse withou t  constant and humble 
adju stment to the requ irements of theology. How, and how 
l i ttle, this freedom was used by each of these anti scholastic 
movements of the fourteenth to the si xteenth centuries 
will be briefly traced. 

Mysticism. Fou rteenth-centu ry mysticism was not en
tirely new, nor was it directly related to the Protestant 
movement of the sixteenth centu ry. J ohannes Eckhart 
( 1 260 -c. 1327) fol lowed in an already old tradition and was 
a faithful son of the church who, apparently, renounced 
what the church found heretical in his teaching. H owever, 
he inspired a rel igious l i fe that was not easil y accommo
dated to the establ i shed institu tions of the church , and thi s  
was what was both new and portentous in  his l i fe and 
teaching. M ystici sm among medieval philosophers was 
usual ly  Neoplatonic in origin; but the mysticism among 
female orders (Frauenmystik) of Germany (as in Mechthi ld 
of Magdeburg [ 1 2 12 - 1282]) was,  on the other hand, not 
philosophical at al l .  Both kinds of mysticism contributed to 
Eckhart's thou ght, the latter especial l y  and in a pecul iar 
way. Eckhart was a trained scholastic philosopher who did 
not indulge in the erotic Frauenmystik but spoke the lan
guage of Platonism;  but-and this is the pecu l iari ty-he 
spoke th i s  Neoplatonic language to phi losophical ly un
trained women (particu larly to the women who were mem
bers of the semimonastic order of the Beguines, in  which 
there was a trad ition of mystici sm). One of the ch ief duties 
of the Dominicans was the instruction of the Beguines, 
which explains the homely German of Eckhart's sermons 
and much of the form his preaching took. Eckhart de
eroticized and Platonized the traditions and l ore of Frauen
mystik, and there was a fruitful meeting of Neoplaton ism 
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and Scholastici �m in his work. The Scholasticism showed 
in the degree of precis ion he achieved in polemics with 
his  accusers ; and 28 of his theses that suggested pantheism 
and antinomianism were condemned. 

This cond emnation made the rest of fourteenth-centu ry 
German mysticism of l ittle importance to the h i story of 
ph i losophy. J ohann Tauler ( 1 300 - 1 36 1 )  and lfr inrich 
Suso (or Sense, 1 300 - c. 1 3G5) were not courageou s or 
original phil osophers l ike Eckhart. Avoiding speculations 
of the kind that brought about Eckhart's condem nation, 
they exerted a chiefly practical influence in the establ ish
ment of lay houses and schools in the Rhineland that were 
unu sual l y  independent of eccles iastical authority. 

Jan van Ruysbroeck ( 1 293 - 1 38 1 )  in Brabant, the un
known author (Thomas of Kempen?) of  the lmitatio 
Christi, and the unknown author of the Tlieologica Ger
manica showed an independence from and even opposi 
t ion to Scholastici sm;  from them came the devotio mo
derna, a movement emphasizi ng personal devotion that had 
its later Protestant counterpart in the Pietistic rejection of 
Protestant scholasticism in the seventeenth century. In 
their  school at  Deventer, the Brethren of the Common Life 
educated N icolas of Cu sa, Erasmu s, and other phil oso
phers and theologians of the following centuries .  

Cusanus. Nicolas of Cusa ( 140 1 - l 4G4 ) cannot be 
classi fied onl y as a mystic, for he markedly represented 
almost every contemporary movement away from Scholas
ticism. He has been claimed as a protohumanist  and a 
natural philosopher; as the first Renais sance philosopher 
north of the Alps  and as the final medieval thin ker of im
portance. He does not fit into any one of the various types 
to the exclusion of the others. But as a philosopher Cu
sanus was closer to Eckhart than to any other figure in  
Germany, and h i s  interest in mathematics and astronomy 
and his concern with ecclesiastical polity (he was perhaps 
the first real ecumenist in the history of the church ) were 
brought into a quite remarkable synthesis with h i s  mysti
cism. "Learned ignorance" was his path to mystical union 
and contemplation, and the kind of ignorance he pro
pou nded was reached through a study of mathematical 
paradoxes and scientific puzzles. Nature was itself thereby 
spirituali zed, al most dei fied, and not cast off from God as a 
mere symbol or emanation. Cusanus is thus often con sid
ered by Germans of a l ike turn of mind (members of the 
school of Schell ing, for example) to be the first genuinely 
German philosopher. While his contributions to astronomy 
have no doubt been exaggerated, he did influ ence Gior
dano B runo and a long l ine of thinkers who have wanted to 
use the knowl edge of natu re for metaphysical and theolog
ical purposes. 

Nominalism. The interconnection of the fate of ph ilo
sophical ideas with pol i tical and social events i s  shown 
more vividly in the h i story of Gennan nominal i sm than in 
almost any other chapter in the h i story of philosophy. ln 
1329 Wil l iam of  Ockham, the English Franciscan studying 
in Pari s ,  escaped from Avignon, where he was being held 
for trial on charges of heresy, and took refuge with the 
excommunicated Emperor Ludwig 11 in Pisa and then in 
Mu nich. Like M arsi l ius of Padua, who was also at the cou rt 
of Ludwig, Ockham engaged in the defense of the emperor 
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against Pope .J ohn XXl l ;  he formulated a pol itical theory 
defending the rights of the emperor and challenged papa l 
authority in pol it ical matters ; as a founder of the concil iar 
theory (to which Nicolas of Cusa at one time adhered), he 
proclaimed the supreme authority of the Bible, tradition, 
and revelation as i nterpreted by church counci ls  and 
claimed the right of councils even to remove a pope. 

General influence of Ockhamism. The principal center 
of learning in Germany-the Dominican school in Co
logne-was loyal to the papacy, and Ockham, being con
nected with the Court ins tead of with a school ,  seems to 
have had l i ttle or no direct personal influence on German 
phi losophical thought. However, his in fluence in Paris was 
great, part ly because of certa in harmonies between his 
nominalist teach ing and Averroi sm; one consequence of 
both was to make theol ogy depend exclus ively upon reve
lation and thus to make philosophy free from subservience 
to theology. Combined with Ockham 's voluntari sm, his  
nominal ism made the wi l l  of Cod so inscrutabl e that  even 
natural theology was onl y probabi l i stic. Ockham himself, 
as a theologian, found faith quite sufficient in theological 
matters; he was no skeptic. As a consequence, phi loso
phy's connection with theology was loosened, and philos
ophy could go its own way. 

"Its own way," of course, then meant "the way of Aristot
le," not the way of Bacon or Descartes three centuries 
later, for at that time Aristotle gave the only large- scale 
nonrel igious picture of the world. H ence, nominal i st ic 
Scholasticism, freed from narrow devotion to theological 
matters but not from the equally heavy hand of Aristotel ian 
authoritarian ism (except in the persons of a few outstand
ing men, none of them Germans), became the theory op
posed by theologians (as well as humanists) for logomachy, 
logic-chopping, had Lat in,  and trivial ity. Nominalism did 
make some contribution to the study of nature, hut this 
grew more out of either an intel l igent reading of or a criti
cism of Ari stotle than out of a l i vely empiricism. 

A combination of Aristotle and theology had proved 
,·ictorious in the thirteenth century, and the separation of 
them by the Averroi sts and nominal i sts was the first step 
toward the replacement of Ari stotel ianism by other ph ilos
oph ies in the centuries ahead. What has here been de
scribed was a widespread phenomenon in the fourteenth 
century ,  not peculiar to- indeed not even prom inent in
Cermany, although i ts  ramifications were fel t  there. 

Nominalism in German u niversities. The Great Schism 
of 1 378 put the Germans in  Pari s i n  a very difficult pos i
tion, s ince France accepted Clement \' I I  as pope and 
Germany sided with l1 rhan \' l .  If they remained in  Pari s ,  
they could not expect pol itical preferment in  Germany, so 
a gC'neral exodus from Paris commenced. Such nominal i s t  
teachers as  :\la rs i l ius of l nghen (c. 1330 - 13D6) and J ohn 
Buric lan (cl c. 11.58) had already been driven out of Paris ,  
and now German students (among whom there were natu
ral ly  many nominal ists )  also had to lea,·e. Some went to 
th<· C niversity of Prague, the first German un ivers ity 
( fo1 1 nd<'d in 1 :3-17 in opposit ion to papal wishes) ; others 
\\ eut to \ " ienna (fou nded 1 :36.5 ) ,  Heidelberg (founded 
11H.S ) , and E rfurt (founded 1 1H2),  all establi shed as bul
warks again,t the French iuflucncc , and to Cologue, where 
th<' civi l  au thorities had converted the Domi nican school 

into a studium generale about 1388. :\ 1arsil ius of lnghen 
became the first rector of Heidelberg; Albert of Saxony 
("Albertus Parvus," 1316 - 1390), a pupil of Buridan and 
one of the founders of the impetus theory in mechanics, 
became rector at Vienna (he had been rector in Pari s). He 
was fol lowed by Heinrich of Hainbuch ( 1 325 - 1397), who 
expound�d Ockham's conci l iar theory. 

In 1409 there was a sudden exodus of over a thousand 
German students and masters from Prague, in revolt 
against the university's favoring of Bohemians and of H us
s i te real i sm over the Ockhamism they had brought from 
Paris.  � 1any of them organized themselves into the Uni
vers ity of Leipzig, whi le  others strengthened the nomi
nalist parties in  Heidel berg, Erfurt, \ ' ienna, and Cologne. 

Germany was now ready to participate ful ly  in the intel
lectual , phil osophical , and theological life of Europe. I n  
each university (except Cologne and Prague) there was 
establ i shed the curriculum known as the via moderna (the 
study of the classical texts accord ing to the logic of Ock
ham, with its excessive attention to thei r logical analysi s ); 
i n  some there were two curricula, the via moderna and the 
via antiqua, with a separate faculty for each. (The via 
ant iqua was the study of the classical texts from the point 
of view repr esented by Thomas Aqu inas and, in some 
instances, Duns Scotus, in  which the realia and not the 
logical form was emphasized . )  In  all universit ies (with the 
two exceptions mentioned) the via moderna triumphed, 
but the battle went on with great bitterness, and from time 
to t ime the civil authority attempted to dictate the terms  of 
victory or the terms of peace. For example, under Alberti st 
infl uence the cia antiqua won in Cologne, but the civil 
authorit ies argued that the Council of Constance had, in 
condemning Hus, also condem ned his real i sm (the cia 
an tiqua); and therefore the university should forbid the 
teaching of cia an tiqua. The faculty repl i ed that it  was not 
the reali sts but \\'ycliffe who had led Hus into heresy and 
that the Council of Constance had not condemned real ism;  
the facu lty added that if they forbade the cia an tiqua, they 
would lose thei r students .  They won thei r point. 

Biel. Except for work in mechanics by �1ars i l ius of I ng
hen and Albert of Saxony, and in theology by Gabriel Biel 
( 1430 - 1495), the German Ockhamists cannot be regarded 
as philosophers of European standing, important thou gh 
they were as formers of German univers i ty l ife. Biel ,  often 
cal led (erroneously) the last of the Scholastics , had great 
influence on theology. It was the theology of his  fol lowers 
(known as Cabrielists) that Luther learned in Wittenberg 
and developed to its h i tter, anti-intel lectual end. The im
potence of human reason to penetrate the inner core of 
fa ith, taught by the excommunicated Ockham, thereby 
became one of the fundamental theses of Protestantism 
two centuries later. Thus, both mysticism (through the 
devotio modema) and nominal ism (cia m oderna) pointed 
toward Lutheran ism. 

Humanism. "Humanism" means many things in  the 
hi story of philosophy. "Carolingian humanism" was ob
viously something quite d ifferent from the later move
ments, but even the German and Ital ian humanisms of the 
Henai ssance are quite d ifferent phenomena. Cemrnn hu
manism, so far as the hi storian of ph i losophy is  concerned, 
was a reaction against Scholasticism under the ini tial 



influence of Ital ian Platon ism. But  whereas I tal ian human
ism turned to Greek sources for its primary inspiration, 
German humanism added to this an even deeper concern 
for the origins of Christian i ty. Where I tal ian humanism 
remained l i terary and ph i losophical, or at most abstractly 
theolog ical , German humanism became embroi led in 
theological - pol itical con trovers ies and prepared the way 
for the rejection of Cathol icism. 

Almost any general i zation about the German human ists, 
however, fai ls  to cover the rich divers ity of the versatile 
men who cal led themselves human ists. Some even had 
good things to say about Scholasticism and remained in the 
priesthood; others were friendly to  the scient ific s tudy of 
nature ; some were nationalistic patriots, while others were 
citizens of the world; some were Catholics and some were 
Lutherans. However, they were un i ted in their  oppos ition 
to the bad Lat in ,  the oversubtle logic, the pedagogical 
presumption, and the practical fruitlessness of the School
men as being inadequate to both the rel igious aud the 
secu lar needs of the time. Hence, if they were in un iversi
ties, they emphasized the studies in the l ower faculty as 
opposed to those of the higher faculties, preferring rhetoric 
to logic, m oral ph i losophy to metaphysics , and classical 
Latin to school Lat in .  ( Few of them, however, ventured to 
write in the vernacular, and thus they fai led to avail them
selves of their best weapon . )  Where the I tal ian humani sts 
cou ld appeal to the golden age of Rome and Athens, the 
German humani sts turned e i ther to  the values of primitive 
Christianity or to those values of barbarian Germany that 
had resisted the spread of Christianity; they mixed the 
gentleness of the devotio moderna with some of the fierc
est chauvin ism known to that centu ry. 

In the beginning, humanism was hardly more than a 
program for the reform of the universities through i mprov
ing the arts curriculum by adding the study of the profane 
classical writers. Secular circl es of humanists sprang up 
over Germany in the late fifteenth centu ry, just as circles of 
the Friends of God had appeared ou tside the ecclesiastical 
establ ishment in the fourteenth century. The rapid devel
opment of the arts faculty produced a situation in which 
many men who had completed their baccalau reate de
grees, but had not gone into the h igher facul ties, estab
l ished private Latin schools without any theological or 
scholastic connections. All this set the stage for the most 
effective (because most bitterly amusing) attack ever made 
on Scholasticism , the Letters of Obscure Men ( 1515 )  by the 
humanists Crotus Rubeanus and U l rich von Hutten. With 
the "return to the sources" emphasi zed by Erasmus of 
Rotterdam ( 1467 - 1536 ), Conrad Wimpfeling's hi story of 
Germany ( 1505), and the cabalistic studies of J ohann Reuch
lin ( 1455 - 1522), there was a convergence of humani st 
thought on oppos i tion to the state of the chu rch in Germany. 
Luther was no humani st, and most human ists did not em
brace Protestantism , but humani sm made the Reformation 
possible. 

For this reason the German humani sts deserve a place in 
the h i story of phil osophy that they did not earn by their 
eclectic, unoriginal , and uncritical concern with philo
soph ical issues. Their satires, lampoons, orations, and 
editions had a greater, though indirect, effect on German 
philosophy than any continuation of scholastic subtleties 
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could have had . H owever, if Nicolas of Cusa is not consid
ered a humanist, no great system or syntlwsis of "lruman
istic phi losophy" was ach ieved in Catholic Germany, and 
nowhere in Germany before the Enl ightc·nrnent. 

Natural philosophy and theosophy. In Europe i t  was 
not until the seventeenth century that natural scie nce 
ach ieved a degree of autonomy and d ignity that provided a 
basis for a phi losophy in opposition to that based on reve
lation or the works of Ari stot le. However, a devotiou to a 
tutelary natu re was poss i ble before scien tific knowledge of 
natu re was gained, so that a "nature mystici sm" developed 
long before there was any uatu ral science or natural ph i
losophy. When the latter replaced the former, i t  did so in 
the West, not in Germany; and the scientific revolution 
that determined the course of philosophy in France an<l 
England in the seventeenth century was not fel t  in Cer
many until the eighteenth. It i s ,  therefore, only wi th cau
tion that one can speak of science as playing a rol e in the 
German opposi t ion to the medieval synthesis of faith and 
reason. The few authentic German scientific students of 
nature-Witelo ( 1 230 - 1275), Copernicu s ( 1 473 - 1.54.'3), 
and Kepler ( 1 57 1 - 1630)-had l i ttle in fluence upon German 
philosophical thinking. The great and revolutionary impact 
of Copern icus'  work did not come until long after Scholas
ticism had lost its dominant posit ion, and it was first 
effective in I taly, France, and England-not in the land of 
its birth. 

The other s i xteenth-century adepts in  the study of na
ture, who neglected the mathematical methods that had 
been characteri stic of Witelo, Albert of Saxony, and Nico
las of Cusa, were so far from the main scientific move
ments of the fol lowing centuries that they have l i tt le or no 
role in the history of science. Neoplaton ic mysticism and 
occultism appeared in the work of Agrippa of Nettesheim 
( 1 486 - 1535), who later re nounced such specu lations for 
skepticism (De Incertitudine et Vanita te Scientiarum, 
1527) and earned himself a place in the early hi story of the 
Faust legend. M ore important was Theophrastus Bombas
tus of H ohenheim (or Paracelsus ,  1493 - 154 1 ), who used 
his alchemical knowl edge more for the improvement of 
medicine than for the tran smutation of elements . He was 
influenced by Neoplatonism and perhaps by Nicolas of 
Cusa in deve loping the analogy between man and the 
whole un iverse in order to replace the doctrine of the 
humors of the body with an alchemical theory of the bal
ance of elements in man and the world. Al though he bom
bas tical ly insisted on the authority of his own senses to 
understand nature and un doubtedly was ski l lful in  observ
ing health and d isease, his specu lations were as l i ttle con
trol led by fact as Agrippa's were ; and his philosophical 
influence was not on the modest and objective study of 
nature that might have led to science but on the natu re 
mysticism of Jakob Boehme and the natural phi losophy of 
Schell ing. 

All of the movements sketched above made some posi
t ive contribution to the breakdown of scholastic philoso
phy; all but the last contributed mightily to the breakdown 
of the church in Germany and to the establ ishment of 
Lutheranism. M ysticism and nominal ism passed into 
Protestant thought; humanism, although rejected by Lu
'
/

'elped p,epa,e his  way and was quickly ,dn stated by 
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:\ lelanchthon; but the phi losophical impact of science was 
not felt until a later age. 

THE RE FORMATION, 1515 - 1 680  

The Reformation was not  an event that belongs intrin si
cal ly to the hi story of philosophy; but s ince ph i losophizing 
never occurs in  a pol i tical , social, or rel igious vacuum, and 
great spiri tual changes do not occur in isolation from phil
osophical thought, i t  i s  not incorrect to refer to the "phi
losophy of the Reformation" as a distinct period and type 
in German philosophy. At first there was remarkably l i ttl e 
di stincti\'e of philosophy in  Lutheran circles,  so that one 
can hardly speak of a characteri stic Protestant philosophy. 
Howe\·er, two changes were to have important repercus
sions in ph i losophy: the establ ishment of new univers ities, 
and the special Lutheran and Calvi nist  teachings concern
ing the importance and digni ty of work (vocation, Beruf) 
that gave a rel igious cast and urgency to scholarship out
side the churches-in this respect continuing the antiec
clesiastical trend begun by the humani sts. 

Luther began with Biel's theology and moved backward 
through Ockham and the late medieval mystics ( including 
the author of the Theologica Germa11 ica, which he pub
l ished in Gem1an) to St. Augustine and finally to St. Paul ,  
bypassing or  denouncing the most important philosoph ical 
work of the period of high Scholastici sm, the exploitation 
of the philosophy of antiquity for the purposes of Christian 
theology. Luther was no ph i losopher, and his hatred of 
Ari stotl e and "that whore, reason " inhibited phi losoph iz
ing among most of his closest followers; this also had the 
effect of leaving  an empty place in Protestant thought that 
could be fil led with the most diverse phi losoph ies. After 
Luther, therefore, four movements of thought are di scern
ible in Germany: (a) Gnesio-Lutheranism, a rigorously 
dogmatic development in the predominantl y Lutheran 
states and univers i ties after the misnamed Formula of 
Concord ( 1577), which formula articulated dogma so rigid
ly that heresy-hunting replaced phi losophizing (reason was 
denounced as "one of the women on whom s i lence in 
church is enjoined"); (b) Counter Reformation Catholic 
philosophy, centered in  the Catholic states and universi
ties, especial ly in S i l esia, and mainly under the S panish 
influence of Suarez and �lo l ina, vigorously di sseminated 
by the J esuits ;  (c) Protestant mysticism;  and (d) Protestant 
sc:holastici sm, both Lutheran and Calvinist .  S ince Gnesio
Lutherani sm was antiphi losoph ical , and si nce in Counter 
Reformation Catholicism the Gem1ans  were mere 
beneficiari es of a Europe-wide mo\'ement, they wil l  not be 
d i scussed here. Protestant mysticism wi l l  be di scussed 
briefly and Protestant sc:holasticism in  some detai l .  

Protestant mysticism. Protestant mysticism was un
doubtedly influenced by Luther's l oosPning of the es tab
l i shed theol ogical structure, by humanism's  extrasacra
mental rel igious thought, by natural phi losophy and 
theology, and, perhaps most of all, by those in tense private 
rel igious feel ings that had provided a principal motive for 
the Rdonnat ion itself. Al though Luther translated thP 
Theologica Gnmanica, he later renounced it, and mysti
<.: i '>m (and in g<·neral private, noncommunal forms of rel i
giou ., l i ft · )  wa!> as v igorot J s ly  fought by the Lutherans as 
'> imi lar mo\'emPnt-; in Cathol icism had been fought two 

centuries earl ier. The most important Protestant mystics of 
this period were Sebastian Franck ( 1499 - 154.3), Valentin 
\Veigel ( 1533 - 1588), and Kaspar Schwenkfeld ( 1489 -
156 1 ). The most original Protestant mystic was Jakob 
B oehme ( 1575 - 1624), whose fantastic nature mysticism 
l ies in  the line of development from Eckhart and Nicolas 
of Cusa to Schel l i ng. Another later mystic was J ohannes 
Scheffler {or Angelus Si les ius ,  1624 - 1677), who became 
a Catholic:. 

Protestant scholastici sm. Protestant scholasticism was 
founded by Luther's most immediate di sciple, and Reuch
l in's  nephew, Phi l ipp Schwarzert (or :\ lelanchthon, 1497 -
1560). M elanchthon began his  career as a humanist and 
came to \\'ittenberg as professor of Greek; for a time 
he was influenced by Luther's hatred of Ari stotle but then 
recovered his independence (that is to say, his native de
pendence on Aristotle). H i s  mild and irenic di sposition 
and his humani stic education served him well in the task 
he assumed, that of establ i sh ing a Lutheran educational 
system based on humanistic learning,  and codifying Prot
estant doctrine for the purpose of unifying opposing rel i 
gious views.  By his efforts in the latter direction, however, 
l\lelanchthon opposed the victorious Gnesio-Lutherans ,  
and his  fol lowers, notably Georg Cal ixtus ( 1586 - 1 656), 
were accused of both crypto-Catholicism and crypto
Cal vini sm. Indeed, some did become Catholics, and many 
became Calvinists ;  but in the long run the ful l  fruit of 
:\lelanchthon's labors was found in Calvinism rather than 
in Lutheranism, where Gnesio-Lutheranism triumphed. 

The development of Protestant scholasticism from :\le
l anchthon' s humanism went through three stages. First, 
l\lelanchthon saw the need of an essential l y  Protestant 
educational system. He was one of the principal figures in 
the establ i shment of the Un iversity of Jena ( 1556) (some of 
the older universities became Protestant). The basis of 
Protestant education was Aristotel ian and humani stic; i t  
emphasized the logical , ethical , and psychological works of 
Aristotle rather than his  metaphysics. 

In  the second stage, thi s nonspecu lative humanistic 
education was met by a renewal of scholastici sm during 
the Counter Reformation, and the curriculum of the Jesuit 
school� and even some of their textbooks were adopted by 
the best Protestant school s. Hence, when metaphysics was 
re introduced, i t  was large ly Catholic (Suarezian ) metaphys
ics. (See Ernst Lewal ter, Spanisch-jesuitische und 
deutsch-lutherische .\/ etaphysik des J 'i. jahrl1 1mderts, 
Hamburg, 1935 ). But whereas the Suarezian influence on a 
largely uniform body of Catholic thought \\ as so strong and 
per\'asive that original Catholic philosoph izing in Ger
many almost ceased, Catholic scholasti ci sm represented 
only one step toward a genuine Ari stotel ian metaphysics 
among the Protestants, who were greatly influenced at thi s  
t ime by  the Ari stotel ian renai ssance in I taly of  Zabarel la, 
Piccol imini ,  and Scal iger. Commentaries on Ari stotle for 
use as uni\'ers i ty textbooks began to reappear (Daniel 
Cramer's was the first in 1594 ). 

Thi s  new enthusiasm for Aristotle was strongly cri ticized 
by .:'\ic:olaus Taurel lus (Oc:hslein, 1547 - 1606), who showed 
a new spirit in not only condemning the appeal to au
thority but also bei ng largely independent of Aristo
telian teachings. H i s  iconoclasm brought him into sym
pathetic relations with the fol lowers of Peter Hamus at a 



time when other Lutherans, led by J akob Schegk 
( 15 1 1 - 1587) and Phi l ip Scherb (d . 160.5 ), were attacking 
Hamism and attempt ing to keep it out of G ermany. I n  h i s  
theory of  knowledge (a  very moderate empiricism), h i s  
cosmology (a  determin istic theory that compared the uni 
verse to clockwork ), and his minimal theology (an attempt 
to cut the articles of faith to a bare minimu m), Tau rel lus  
was before his  time and, indeed, in advance of  the repre
sentatives of the th ird and last stage of Protestant scholas
tici sm. 

The third stage, that of autonomous metaphysics, was 
reached wlien scholastic metaphysics was developed in at 
l east putative independence of Aristotle. The principal 
writers in th is stage were Christoph Scheibler ( ]  589 - 1 653, 
cal led the Protestant Su{trez), Cornel ius  Martin i  
( 1568 - 162 1 ), Jakob Mart in i  ( 1570 - 1 649), Dan iel Stahl 
( 1 589 - 1 654 ), Georg Gutke ( 1 589 - 1634 ), and Abraham 
Carlov ( 161 7 - 1686). However healthy th is development 
seems in the narrow world of Lutheran scholasticism, 
these men were contemporaries of Bacon, H obbes , Des
cartes ,  and Spinoza, who were "modern " to a quite 
different degree. These Germans were un touched by the 
scientific and mathematical thought that gave a new di rec
tion to European phi losophy. In addition, the devastation 
of the Th irty Years ' War ( 1 6 1 8 - 1 648), from which Ger
many did not fu l ly  recover for another century, contributed 
to the backward condition of Germany during the greatest 
period of Engl ish,  French, and Dutch phi lo sophizing. 
Among the scholastics ,  only Erhard Weigel ( 1625- 1699) in 
Jena showed any appreciation of the decisive importance 
of mathematics and science for metaphysics. 

Calvinist philosophy. Contemporaneous with the above 
movements was the development of philosophy among the 
Calvinists. Al though Zwingl i 's human i sm was Platonic 
rather than Ari stotel ian , and Calvin's theology more Scotist 
than Ockhamist, it is di fficu lt to see any simple correlation 
of philosoph ical differences with genu ine theological 
points of d i fference ; the pri ncipal points of di fference 
between Cal vinist and Lutheran philosophy seem to 
reflect general and pervasive differences of Weltanschau
u ng rather than technical theological d ifferences. Calvin
ism was more sympathetic than Lutheranism to humani s
tic and thi s-worldly concerns ;  it appealed to the ri s ing 
middle classes of the towns in stead of to the conservative 
peasantry; i ts congregational organization gave i t  more 
fre"dom from di rect pol iticai control ; and it was fortunate 
in the enl ightenment of some of the Calv in is t  princes who 
were its protectors. 

The outs tanding philosophical di fferences between 
Lutheran ism and Calvi nism, therefore, lay in Calvinism's 
more vigorous humanism, its earl ier separation of theology 
from phi losophy, and its earl ier concern with purely phi lo
sophical issues,  especial l y  those of gnoseology (epistemol
ogy). Thus  Cal vin i sm reached i ts third stage sooner than 
Lutheran ism did, in the representative work of Clemens 
Timpl er ( 1568 - 1624). 

As  might be expected, Calv in i sm proved more open than 
Lutherani sm to the anti-Ari stotel ian teachi ngs of Peter 
Hamu s,  who had been a student of the Calvinist  Johan nes 
Sturm ( 1 507 - 1589) and was himself converted to Calvin
ism during his time in  the Palati 1 1ate. While Lutheran 
universitie s were condemning and forbidding Ramism 
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(Leipzig, 15�) 1 ;  l l elmstedt, I .5CJ7;  Wi ttenberg, I G03), tl ie 
leading teachers in t lH· Calvi 1 1 i s t  un iversi t i( · s- Hudolf  
Goeckel (Coclenius , 1.547- 1 628), Bartholomaus Kecker 
mann ( 1 57 1 - I Gm)), and J oha1 1 1 1  I le inrich Al sted 
( 1 588 - 1 638)-were Hamists or l'h i l ippo-Hamists (the 
latter, under the infl uence of Me lancl 1tl 1on , gav<! a more 
prominent place to A ri stotle). 

Although the Calvin i sts d evel oped epi stemologi(_'al 
in terests earl ier than the Lutheran s,  their principal work i 1 1  
philosophy lay in  the theory of  pol it ics, a fie ld  almost 
wholly negl ected by the Lutherans. Johannes Al thus ius 
( 1557 - 1 638) at  the Un iversity of Herborn taught natural 
law's independence of divine law, a doctri ne that did not 
appear in Lutheranism u nt i l  the work of Samuel von Pu f
endorf ( 1 632 - 1 694), whom the Calvi nists had to protect 
from Lutheran persecution. 

Reactions to Protestant scholasticism. Repeated ly  in 
the history of phi losophy the same types of reaction against 
scholastici sm occu r: mysticism, humanism, and naturalism. 
So i t  was at the end of the seventeenth century. ThC'rc was 
a revival of non sacerdotal and nonsacramental re l igious 
l ife and "practical mysticism" among the Pietists- Phi l ipp 
Spener ( 1 63.5 - 1 705 ) and August H erman n Francke 
( 1663 - 1727); a revolt against  scholastici sm in the name of 
practical , th is -worldly (courtly) education, as in Jacob 
Thomasius ( 1 622 - 1684 ) and h i s  son Christian ( 1655 -
1 728); and a turn to the study of nature. While the fi rst 
two were primari ly the work of Lutherans, the Calvin i sts 
were responsible for the third. 

German Calvin i sm was almost confi ned to the Hh ineland 
and the Netherlands in the s ixteenth century; during the 
Span ish war (c. 1570) German Calvin ism was strengthened 
by an influx of Calvin ists from the Low Countries into the 
Palatinate, where the Un iversity of Heidelberg became the 
stronghold of Calvinism until the Thirty Years' War, during 
which it became Cathol ic. After a short restoration of Cal
vinist  teaching following the Treaty of Westphal ia ( 1648), 
which gave inadequate guarantees to the Cal vinists, Lou is  
XIV made the Palatinate and its re-establ i shed univers i ty 
in Heidelberg again Cathol ic. Cal vinists i n  the Palatinate 
then returned to Hol land, while Huguenots from France 
sett led in Brandenburg, whose elector had become Calvin
i st. The exodus of German Calvin ists to Hol land brought 
them into con tact with Ca1iesian and other \Vestern 
influences ;  and German students (especial ly  from S i lesia 
and Saxony) went to Hol land as they had gone to Pari s 
cen turies before. Thus the Lutheran and Catholic repres
sion of Calvinists had the unexpected effect of exposing 
Germany to the new movements that Lou i s  XI\' unsuc
cessfully attempted to stamp out in France and opened a 
new chapter in the hi story of German phi losophy. (See 
Herbert Schoffier, Deutsches Geistesleben zwischen 
Reformation uncl Aufkliirung, Frankfurt, 1 956, on the 
important Dutch influences . )  

PENETRATION OF WESTERN IDEAS, 1650- 1700  

Scholasticism was largely unaffected by the develop
ments of sci ence and the problems the new scienti fic 
world view created for Aristotel ian metaphysics. The be
gi nni ngs of modern phi losophy, in contrast to scholasti
cism, were mark ed by the prerogatives accorded to epi s-
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temology over metaphysics; al though modern philosophy 
did n ot, in its earl iest phases, deny metaphysics , it did n ot, 
on the other hand, take the possibi l i ty of metaphysics for 
granted. \\'b i l e  German scholastici sm went almost unchal
lenged in the German univers i ties, such \Vestem nonaca
demics as Bacon, Descartes, and Hobbes were bringing 
the whole scholastic and metaphysical system under scru
t iny and attack. Calv inism was open to Ram ist teaching in 
Germany, but it was not until the di ssemination of Car
tesian teaching in the Low Countries that Germans were 
affected by Western concern with the impl ications of natu
ral science and mathematics for metaphysics. S i nce it was 
mostly German Cal vin ists who were in Hol l and, Cal vin i st 
teaching was the fi rst to be affected. By the l ast quarter of 
the seventeenth century, therefore, Cartesianism was 
bei ng taught in Cal vinist universit ies-by J ohann Chri s
toph Sturm ( 1 635 - 1 703) in. Altdorf; by Chri stophorous 
Wittich ( 1 625 - 1 687) and J ohann Clauberg ( 1 622 - 1 665), 
both of whom taught in Herborn and Duisberg; and by 
J ohannes Sperl ette ( 1 66 1 - 1 725), a Frenchman in Hal le, 
which had been establi shed as the Prussian university in 
1 694. Al l  these men taught a mixture of Cartesianism and 
scholasticism. Daniel S ennert ( 1572 - 1637) followed Gas
send i ,  and Sennert's pupil Joachi m  J ungius ( 1 587 - 1 657) 
developed the corpuscular philosophy sti l l  further; they 
were 1,ot scholastic, but because thei r kind of philosophy 
needed the sustenance of a community of scientific inter
est, which was lacking in Germany, their work had l i ttl e  
effect. 

The teachings of Spinoza were brought to Gemrnny by 
Friedrich Stosch ( 1646 - c. 1 704) and by Ehrenfried Wal
ther von Tschirnhaus ( 165 1 - 1 708), whose attempt to do 
philosophy more geometrico makes h i s  work a transition 
between Spinoza and Chri stian Wol ff. An effort to modify 
scholastic teaching by mathematical methods was made in 
J ena by Erhard Weigel ( 1625 - 1 699), who influenced 
Leibniz and Wol ff. 

Leibniz. The first great German thought to show the 
influence of Western ideas was, of course, the philosophy 
of Leibniz ( 1646 - 1 7 16). In  Leibniz al l the intel lectual 
currents of h i s  time except mystici sm and Pietism flowed 
together, and from him came the principal l ine of thought 
of the German Enl ightenment. H i s influence was felt in all 
the fields in wh ich he worked and in which he had been 
influenced by the scientific and philosophical thought of 
England, France, and I l ol land. But unlike his contempo
raries in these countries- Descartes, Spinoza, Locke, 
H obbes, i\ ewton-Leihni z  was al so deeply and positively 
influenced by scholasticism, and there was a strain of ac
t ive piety in him quite unlike anything found among the 
\Vestern philosophers , except Pascal and Malebranche. 
The work of Leibniz that was best known in his l ifetime 
was the Theodicee, hardly  the work of a revolutionary 
spokesman for a new age. H i s  solid scient ific work had no 
fol l owers in Germany, and his ph i losophy was destined to 
triumph in Germany only in the form of \Vol ff ' s pedantic 
scholastici sm. I l i s  indirect influence on learning, as an 
entrepreneur of ideas in learned journal s and academies 
and a s  a friend of those high in church and state, wns 
greater than his di rect contribution to the corpus of Ger
man phi losophy. In  fact, h is  direct infl uence was greater 

after his  death, fol l owing the publ ication of h i s  Nouveaux 
Essais ( I  765), than in his own l ifeti me. 

THE GERMAN ENLIGHTENMENT, 1700 - 1780 

Protestant scholasticism suffered a fate in the seventeenth 
century l ike that of Cathol ic scholasticism in the fifteenth 
because 1'oth failed to satisfy the rel igious, intel l ectual , 
and practical needs of thei r time. Both l ed,  by reaction ,  to 
nonsacramental and even anticlerical forms of rel igious 
l ife and to humani stic, this-worldly concern; both were 
helples s  against the advance of science and the improve
ments in technology made possible by science. H owever, 
Gemrnny was nearly a century behind the Western coun
tries in throwing off the yoke of scholastici sm, all its intel
lertual apparatus ,  and its educational and quasi-pol i tical 
ni�:i ifestations. When the Enl ightenment fi nal ly did dawn 
in Germany, it was marked by three differences from the 
corresponding movements in  France and England. First, 
it  was not ir.itiated or sustained by successful scientific 
work ;  second, it did not focus on needed pol itical reforms;  
third, i t  was immersed in an atmosphere of  rel igiosity. 

In regard to the lack of scientific work, Newtonianism, 
the most characteri stic scientific thought of the century, 
was l i ttle known until the middle of the century. I n  addi
tion, Germany was i solated from the science of the future 
both by the absence of worthy fol lowers of Leibniz and by 
the reputation of Leibniz himself. Second, the profusion 
of smal l German states neither permitted nor inspi red high 
pol itical thought or earnest pol i tical criticism in the uni
versities ; also,  the princel ings did not need to employ men 
of imagination and intel lect (as was the case especial ly  in 
England). There was n o  original and fundamental pol itical 
thinking until France shocked Germany with her Revolu
tion; before then there had been some ineffective propa
ganda but philosophical ly  l ittl e  more than innocuous rep
etitions of Grotius , Pufendorf, and Althusius;  a shocked 
horror at Hobbes ; pass ive acceptance of absoluti sm; and a 
pious hope that absolutism would be enl ightened and 
beneficent. As to the thi rd characteristic of the German 
Enlightenment, just as German humanism was rel igious, so 
al so  was the German Enl ightenment. German thinkers 
were, by French and English standards, timid in their 
rel igious thought, and none went tJ the extremes of, say, 
Voltai re. There were perhaps two reasons for this. 

One was that Germany, unl ike France, had a great variety 
of rel igious forms, with Cal vinism, Lutheranism, and 
Cathol ici sm existing s ide by side. One could reject the 
rel igion of his youth wi thout having, as in France, to be
come radical ly  antirel igious; one could always move to a 
neighboring state or university. I t  was no accident that the 
center of the German Enl ightenment lay in those parts of 
Germany (Saxony, S i lesia, Brandenburg, and Prussia) 
where the various confessions had learned of necess i ty to 
tolerate each other. 

The otlwr reason was that the Enl i ghtenment was coeval 
with a rel igious revival and was, so to speak, the secular 
mm of Pictism. Pietism as  a rel igious doctrine and En
l ightenment as a cultural \Vcltansclwuung have much in  
common : a recourse to the healthy understanding of 
the common man, a commitment to the dignity of one's 



profession outside the church, and a concern with the 
Bilduug-a certain dignified passivity in the face of 
oppres sion-of the popu lace. Pictists and En l ighten ers 
were not al ways congen ial ,  however. Their relations were 
marred by d isgraceful conH icts (such as those of A 1 1g1 1 s t  
Francke and Christian Thomas ius and of Stre igel and 
Wolff), and Pietists  did not share the En l ighteners '  opti
mism about secular educat ion. The pervas ive effect of Lu
theran ism was to keep the German Enl ightenment from 
reach ing the radica l and explosive stages of  the French 
Enl ightenment ,  and much of the later German reaction 
against the Enl ightenment in general was a reaction agai nst 
what were regarded as the excesses of the French En
l ightenment. 

Thomasius. The German Enl ightenment had i ts princi
pal sources in two men , Chri stian Thomasius  and Christian 
Wolff. Thomas ius  is chiefly remembered as the first uni
versity professor to declare h i s  independence of scholastic 
education by announcing h i s  lectures in Gem1an. l n  1688 
he founded the first l earned journal to be publi shed in 
German. In 1 690 he moved to the Ritterl iche Akademie in 
Halle, which was rai sed to the status of a u n ivers i ty by 
Frederick 1 of Pruss ia as a school for h i s  civil  service. 
Thomasius  was in every respect a forerunner of the "popu
lar philosophy" of the mid-eighteen th century, exc<>pt that 
for a while he was a fervent Pieti st unt i l  he was cured of 
"enthusiasm" by read ing Locke. 

Followers of Thomasius. Thomasius was not an original 
phi losopher, but he was a spokesman for a new period in 
German thought. Education was to be for the man of the 
world, the hounete lwmme. In stead of fighting heresies, 
Thomasius fought the persecutors of witchcraft :  he fought 
skepticism not by epistemological criticism but  by appeal 
to "healthy human reason." H i s  teaching, keeping i ts  
eclecticism but going more deeply into phi losophical 
i ssues (in defending itself from Wolffian subtl eties), was 
continued by Johan n Franz Buddeus (or B udde, 
1667 - 1729), Joach im Lan ge ( 1670 - 1744 ), and Nikolau 
Hieron ymous Gundling ( 1 67 1 - 1729) in Hal le;  by Budde 
and his son-in- law Johann Georg Walch ( 1 693 - 1775) in 
Jena; and by Andreas Rudiger ( 1673 - 173 1 )  and J ohan n 
Burkhard M encke ( 1 674 - 1732) in Leipzig. But  the fu l l  
fruition of  Thomasius' thought was not achieved unti l  the 
development of "popular philosophy" in the middle of the 
ei�hteenth century; the first half belonged to  the Wol ffian s. 

Wolff. Christian Wolff ( 1 679 - 1754 ) was ,  l i ke Thomasius ,  
eclectic rather than original ; but he was fortunate in  hav
ing Leibniz as h i s  archetype. Wolff's career had four peri
ods. From 1703 to 17 1 0  he worked primari ly  as a mathe
matician ; and although he was not a creative mathema
tician,  h i s  clearly written works reformed German 
mathematics in struct ion. From 1 7 10 to 1723 he  taught 
phi losophy in Hal le and wrote his principal German 
works. Driven from Hal l e  in 1723 through a Pietistic cabal, 
he took refuge in the Calvin i st Un ivers i ty of Marburg, 
where he repeated h i s  basic phi losophical wri t ing in Latin . 
In 17 40 he  was recal led to Hal le  by Frederick the Great 
and con t inued h is  Lat in  writings, mostly on natural law; 
but h is  influence was spent by then. 

Wolff's dead ly style and his  unmatched prol ixity make i t  
difficul t  t o  u nderstand h i s  immense popu larity. H i s  writ ing 
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combines the worst features of schola s t ic  pcdautry aud a 
specious mathematical form; but he m u st be pra i sed,  as 
Kant d id ,  fo r his  thoroughness (Grii 11dlid1keit) ,  and lw 
must be regarded as the principal coiner of the Ccrman 
ph i losophical vocalrnlary. Wol ff 's ph i losophy is  a h i ghly 
systematized form of Leibnizianism I t  con tains a much 
more restricted vers ion of the doctri ne of pre-establ i shcd 
harmony but a much less restricted appeal to the pri uciplc 
of contrad iction i n  Wolff 's attempts at a priori proofs ,  in 
excruciati ng deta i l ,  of al l  sorts of propos itions, i ncl 1 1d i 1 1g  
the true ,  the fal se ,  and the trivial .  Yet  Wolff was ohvio1 1s ly 
mot ivated by an immense in tel lectual good wi l l  and a rea l  
pedagogical pass ion ; he  was Germany's archetypal school
master, and he deserves the name praeceptor Germa11iae 
just as much as H rabanus Maurus or Me lanchthon . 

Wolff's influence. Before Wol ff  was recal led to H al le ,  his  
i nHuence in Germany was very extensive. 1 l i s pup i l  Ceorg 
Bernhard B i l finger ( I  603 - I 750) coined the epithet "the 
Leibn i z - Wol ffian phi losophy," to the disp leasure of both 
Leibniz and Wolff; Johann Christoph Cottsched ( 1700 -
1766) wrote a popu lar presentation of Wolff's system 
that became the most widely used phi losophy textbook 
during the second quarter of the centmy; G. F.  M eier 
( 1 7 1 8 - 1 777) and Alexander Gott l ieb Baumgarten ( 1 7 1 4 -
1 762) extended Wolff's system to include aesthetics, 
which thus  appeared for the first time as  a d i st inct philo
soph ical d i scipl ine;  M artin Knutzen ( 1 7 13 - 1 75 1 )  was 
Kant's teacher; and J ohan,1 August Eberhard ( 1 739 - 1 809) 
fought Kant on Wolffian grounds unt i l  the end of the cen
tury. Joachim Georg Darjes ( 1 7 14 - 1 79 1 ) ,  one of the most 
infl uential teachers in German y at the t ime,  taught Wolffi
anism at Jena, although he rejected some part s of it. Wolff's 
Latin works brought h im the approval of the Jesui ts,  and 
they were used in Jesuit  schools in Germany even in the 
n ineteenth century. Al though Wolff ret urn ed to Halle in 
personal tri umph, he was not abl e to sustain h i s  great 
i ntel l ectual influence in his old age, and he died almost 
ignored. 

The Berlin  Academy. Toward the middle of the eight
eenth century the inte l lectual climate of northern Ger
many underwen t a marked change that was large ly attrib
utable to the tolerance, en l ightenment,  and personal 
example of Frederick the Great ( 17 1 2 - 1786), "the phi los
opher of Sans Souci . "  In 1750 Frederick re-establi shed 
Leibn iz' academy in Berl i n ,  an act that had manifold 
effects on German intel l ectual l ife. It attracted phi losophi
cal ly-minded scient i sts  from other cou ntries to Berl in
Leonhard Euler ( 1 707 - 1 783) from Switzerland ;  Johann 
Heinrich Lambert ( 1728 - 1 777) from Alsace; and Pierre de 
Maupertu i s  ( 1 698 - 1759) from France-thereby bringing 
German philosophy i nto fruitfu l  contact with science for 
the first t ime since Leibniz. The academy had a divis ion ,  
un ique a t  that t ime, for speculative ph i losophy; and its 
whole spirit was opposed to the dominance of any single 
dogmatic system , favoring world ly  rather than systematic 
and rigorous phil osophy-Samuel Formey (I 7 1 1 - 1 797), a 
\Volffian and the permanent secretary, nevertheless  wrote 
a "popular"-style work enti t led La Belle Wolfie1me. 
Through its membersh ip and its prizes to nonmembers , 
the academy favored the publ icat ion of eclectic, crit ical , 
and h i storical books and papers hearing on the inte l lectual 
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i ssut>s of the times. Because of  the  many French thinkers 
in Berlin and Potsdam-including Jul ien Offroy de La 
.\lettrie ( 1 709 - 1 75 1 )-and also because of a certain simi
larity in the intellectual climate, Berlin at the time was 
called Pari s on the Spree. 

l lowe\·er, with the exception of Gotthold Ephraim 
Lessing ( 1 729-178 1 ), who preferred English literary mod
els to French ones, and the speculative metaphysics of the 
previous century (Spinoza's and Leibniz' in particular) to 
the rather jejune mixtures of eudaemonism, impiety, and 
free thinking that were common in Berlin, Germany pro
duced no thinker or writer to be compared with any of a 
half-dozen French contemporaries. 

Gottingen. Another new center of Enlightenment 
thought was the University of Gottingen, established in 
l 737 by George 1 1, king of England and elector of Hano
ver. This university, with a function comparable to that of 
Halle in the previous century, was open to English 
influences that to some extent counterbalanced the French 
influence in Berlin, and many translations of Engli sh ph i
losophers came from the Gottingen circle. Because it was 
conceived as both a research and teaching institution, 
Gottingen has often been called the first modern univer
sity. In systematic philosophy, however, it carried no great 
weight; only Johann Georg Feder ( 1 740 - 182 1 ), a critic of 
Kant and a widely respected publicist, and the physicist 
Georg Christoph Lichtenberg ( 1 742 - 1799), known for his 
aphorisms, need be mentioned. 

Popular philosophy. A third factor contributing to the 
change in intellectual climate, closely related to and in 
part including the French influences at Berl in and the 
English influences at Gottingen, was the universal accept
ance of the Wolffian and Thomasian ideals of popular edu
cation and enlightenment in contrast to ecclesiastic and 
courtly education. As in other countries, this was a period 
of newspapers and "moral weeklies," of popular didactic 
poetry, of sentimental and empirical psychology, of the 
influence of Rousseau and the English novelists, of educa
tional reform-Johann Bernard Basedow (c. 1724-1790) 
and J ohann Heinrich Pestalozzi ( 1 746-1827)-and of such 
societies as the Illuminati and the Freemasons. 

Decline of orthodox religion. A final factor in the 
change in the intellectual climate was the decl ine of the 
Pietism and orthodoxy of the early part of the century, in 
part occasioned by French free thought and English deism 
and in part by earnest historical and philosophical criti
cism in Germany by such writers as Hermann Samuel Rei
marus ( 1694-1 768), Johann Salomo Semler ( 1 725-179 1 ), 
and Lessing. 

Common characteristics. It would not be possible to 
categorize many philosophers, as some historians have 
done, as representing only one aspect of the German En
lightenment to the exclusion of the others. Few of them 
were sufficiently systematic to he definitely one kind of 
thinker and not another; "eclectics" represents a miscel
laneous classification that cannot be neatly divided into 
,c hooh and movements. To varying degrees all the think
er-; of the period , including Frederick the Great, .\ loses 
\ l e1 1deh•rnhn ! 1 7:29 - 1 786), Ernst Platner ( 1 744- 1 8 18 ), 
aud e \ !:·n Euler can he called popular philosophers ; there 

is no need to reserve this as a term of opprobrium for only 
the most superficial of them. All of these men represented 
and spread the individual i stic, bourgeoi s, intellectualistic, 
optimistic doctrines that were characteristic of the English, 
French, and German Enlightenments. Gennan thinkers 
were, on the whole, much more cautious in their social and 
religious ,.criticism than the French philosophes were, and 
they lacked the commitment to science that one finds in 
Diderot. But however much they differed among them
selves in the selections· they made from other people's 
ideas, and however much the synthesis and style showed 
the character of the indiv idual thinker, they were united in 
holding to the Bildungsideal that has stereotyped our 
conceptions of the eighteenth century. 

KANT, 1724- 1804 

The death of Lessing and the publication of the Critique 
of Pure Reasrm occurred in the same year, 1 781 .  The con
junction of these two events was significant, for Lessing had 
been one of the most typical and also the wisest and deep
est of the Enlightenment thinkers, and Immanuel Kant was 
to put almost every fundamental concept of the Enlighten
ment into jeopardy. Although Kant's essay "What Is En
lightenment?" was the best propaganda for the whole move
ment and its most forthright manifesto, Kant was also, in  
.\lendel ssohn's words, "the all-destroyer. " He denied the 
theory of a unitary source of knowledge (against both ra
tional i sts and empiri cists), the possibility of speculative 
metaphysics and theology (against both the theologians 
and their opponents), the materialistic interpretation of 
l iving nature, and a simple theodicy of inanimate nature. 
He rejected the optimistic illusion of an automatic and un
ending progress in history. He condemned utilitariani sm 
and eudaemonism in ethics but at the same time refused to 
admit any rel igious foundation of ethics to take the place 
of eudaemonism. In the philosophy of art he destroyed the 
Gottschedian notion of rule-governed craftsmanship as 
sufficient without genius to produce a work of art, yet he 
heaped contempt on the pretensions of unschooled genius 
as a way of life. In politics he despised the theory of en
lightened despotism and was a partisan of the French and 
American revolutions, unshocked by their violence; he 
spoke with a compassion, rare in the German Enlighten
ment, of "respect for the common man" while rejecting the 
theory of "sound human sense"; and he remained, at least 
in his personal ethos, a Pietist. From \\\1lff Kant got his 
ideal of Griindlichkeit; and publication of Leibniz' Nou
veaux Essais gave him access to a level of rationalism that 
his predecessors had not known. The acute criti cisms of 
Wolff by Christian August Crusius ( 1 7 1 .5 - 1 775), Kant's 
"recollection of Hume," and his near enthusiasm for 
Rousseau gave his whole thought a dialectical tension lack
ing in the \\'olffians and the popular philosophers in Berlin 
and Gottingen. 

Critics of Kant. A great philosopher has a polarizing 
effect on the intellectual world; he forces others to become 
critics, or epigoni, or creative explorers of the new hori
zons he has seen. So it was at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Kant had critics who supported the metaphysics 



and popu lar philosophy he attacked: Feder in Cottinge1 1 ,  
Christian Garve ( 1742 - 1 798), Eberhard, and Platner, to  
name only the most im portant. 

There was a much more signi ficant group of critics who 
rejected Kantianism because of its intel lectual ism and ra
tiona l ism. These philosophers were critics of the Enl ight
enment in general and saw Kant as cont inuing the inade
quate Enl ightenment conceptions of man, Cod, and nature. 
They anticipated the ideas that were important after Kant, 
whereas the first group defended an already lost cause. The 
most important men in th is second group were J ohann 
Gottfried Herder ( 1 744 - 1803), Friedrich Heinrich J acobi 
( 1 743 - 18 1 9),  and .I ohann Georg Hamann ( 1 730 - 1 788). No 
doubt the rejection of rigorous intellectual discip l ine 
among these thinkers (for which Kant chided his former 
pupil Herder) can be attributed to some of the same factors 
tha t, in literature, led to a rejection of class ical restraint  and 
rule-governed art among the wri ters of the Sturm und 
Drang. Th is anti-Kantian movement, obvious in Herder, 
was undoubtedly one of the influences that favored the 
romantic m ovement in li terature toward the end of the 
century. 

The philosophers of feeling of the n i neteenth century, 
such as Franz von Baader ( 1 765 - 184 1 )  and, to some ex
tent, Friedrich Schleiermacher ( 1 768 - 1834)-the fom1er a 
Cathol ic and the latter a Protestant-present a I ike rejec
tion of Kant's intel lectualism. Jean Paul Richter 
( 1 763 - 1825) was directl y in fluenced by Jacobi but re
mained closer to Kant than Jacobi and the others were. 
Although differing among themselves, they were all com
mitted to a doctrine of the superiority of some kind of 
direct insight-feeling, intuition, faith ,  Ahnung (presenti
ment)-over the Kantian analytic and critical transcenden
tal method; and thus they thought they were justified in 
claiming knowledge where Kant had denied it was possi
ble. 

Although he was not a philosopher of feel i ng, another 
critic of Kant who anticipated later thought, and was not an 
apologist for the earl ier popular and metaphysical systems, 
was the Gc:ittingen philosopher Gottlob Ernst Schulze 
( 1761 - 1833), whose criticism of Kant seemed to arise from 
the skepticism he discerned to be implicit in Kantianisrn .  
Schulze's work was not in the spirit of  the times,  neither 
hai l ing Kant as a savior nor seeing him as only a rel ic of 
Enl ightenment; and its ful l  value was not recognized until 
much later. 

Disciples of Kant. The faithful disciples of Kant, writing 
in the journals,  teaching his doctrines in various univers i
ties, making outl ines and textbooks based on his writings 
and lectures, editing anthologies of his works, and con
ducting salons in Berl in  (where Kantianism was the topic 
of l ivel y tal k )  included Marcus Herz ( 1747 - 1803), Jo
hannes Schultz ( 1 739 - 180,5), Karl C. E. Schmid ( I  76 1 -
1812), Gottl ieb Benjamin J asche ( 1762 - 1842) ,  Wilhelm 
Traugott Krug ( 1 770 - 1 842), J .  G. K. C. Kiesewetter ( 1 766 -
18 19), Georg Samuel Albert Mel l in  ( 1 755 - 1 82.5), Christian 
Jacob Kraus ( 1 753 - 1 807), Johann Heinr ich Tieftrunk 
( 1 759 - 1 837), and Lazarus Bendavid ( 1 764 - 1 825). They 
earned prai se-some from Kant, all from later wri ters and 
students-for their work in making Kant's difficult teach-
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ings more widely known and intel l igi l i le than they would 
have been if seen only through the eyes of his critics. 

"Semi-Kantians." Final ly ,  there were the "w1 1 1 i-Kant
ia11s," who were forced by difficu l t ies i n  Kant's position to 
criticize, reconstruct, and ult i mately to some t•xtcnt to 
transcend it. Kant 's views on many important matters were 
either unclear (as on the relation of phenome 1 1a to things
in-themsclves), i nadequately worked out (as on the rel a 
tion of various me ntal "faculties" to one another), or, in the 
eyes of many of his fol lowers, clearly  wrong (as on the 
relation between formal a nd transcendental logic, between 
moral law and sent imeut, and between moral ity and re l i 
gion ). Depending upon the intnests of the semi-Kautian, 
one or the other of these problems became decis ive, and 
the sol ution proposed for it forced changes and adju st
ments in the res t  of the system, so that what sometimes 
began as a reconst ruct ion of Kant ended as the const rnc
tion of a somewhat new, hut sti l l  Kantian ,  philosopl 1 y. l\f en 
who went through such a procedu re were Friedrich 
Schil ler ( 1 759 - 1 805 ); Karl Leonhard Heinhold ( 1 7,58 -
1823 ); Jakob Friedrich Fries ( 1 77.'3 - l 843 ), through whom 
J ena became a principal center of Kantian ism; Fried
rich Eduard Beneke (] 798 - 1 854 ) ;  Jakob Sigi smund Beck 
( 1 761 - 1840); Salomon Maimon ( 1 752 - 1 800); Fried
rich Bouterwek ( I  765 - 1 828); and Christoph Bard i i i  
( 176 1 - 1808). Thi s  group anticipated many later develop
ments of Kantianism in Germany-ideal istic Kan tianism 
(Maimon and Beck), real istic Kantianism (Hei nhold),  and 
psychological Kantianism (Fries). Fries 's  philosophy was 
so comprehensive that he may wel l deserve a place among 
the great system bu ilders instead of among the semi
Kantians; but pol i tical persecution delayed his ach ieving 
much influence in  the universit ies ,  and the later develop
ments in n ineteenth-century German philosophy were not 
influenced in any marked degree by his thought. 

THE GREAT SYSTEMS,  1790 - 1830 

Both the semi-Kantians and the specu lat ive ideali sts of 
the period from about 1790 to 1830 began with Kant, and 
both went beyond him.  However, the ideal ists went so far 
beyond him that it  is barely justi fiable to call them Kant
ians at all. Kant denounced the first of them , Fichte, but 
he was general ly friendly with the sem i-Kantians he knew; 
and on ly Schopenhauer among the truly independent 
phi losophers was careful to remind his readers how much 
he and they owed to Kant. 

There i s  much in  Kantian philosophy that is  remin iscent 
of the Faust legend as interpreted by Goethe, and Kant has 
appeared to some h i storians as a tragic figure who repeat
edly drew boundaries he could not cross and left empty 
spaces he could r.ot fi l l  because he found that the human 
mind was not capable of doing either. Whi le the semi-Kant
ians were troubl ed by inconsi stencies or fal lacious ,ugu
ments in the Kant ian corpu s, the specu lative ideal ists were 
impatient with the whole conception of a m ind that con
stan tly rem inded itself :lf its l imits and the dangers of 
speculation. The specu lative philosophers have been 
cal led fanatics for total ity (Ganzlzeitsfanatiker) for to their 
Faustian yearnings for the infin ite in  contrast to Kant's 
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"bathos of experience," which seemed to them as obsolete 
as anything else left over from the days of Frederick the 
Great-Hegel contemptuously said that for Kant experi
ence meant "a snuff box here, and a candlestick there." 
Thus, there were two factors in the philosophical move

ments of this period, a set of technical phi losophical prob
lems left unsolved by Kant and a new cultural climate in 
which Kantian objectivity and matter-of-fact thinking was 
no longer in the spirit of the times. 

Search for a metaphysics. The strictly phi losophical 
problem, recognized equally by the semi-Kantians and the 
speculative idealists, was to develop a metaphysics that 
would replace the rationalist metaphysics Kant had de
stroyed and that would be the ti;anscendental philosophical 
system to which Kant had only written prolegomena, foun
dations, Anfangsgri.inde. (Hence it was young Fichte's 
claim that he was the systematic Kantian, not Kant himself.) 
Such a metaphysics entailed at least the following: (1) de
nial that there is a substantial, unknown, and unknowable 
thing-in-itself; (2) denial of the sharp demarcation between 
faith and knowledge; (3) denial of sharp divisions between 
the various "faculties" (between understanding and reason, 
thinking and sensing, intellectual intuition and sensuous 
intuition, imagination and understanding) and an effort to 
replace them with concepts from a more "organic" 
psychology; (4) complete exclusion, so far as possible, of 
the individualist psychological structuring of experience 
and its replacement with a much vaguer transcendental 
apparatus (by Fichte) or by structures of objective (not 
psychological) Geist ("spirit, mind") as developed in his
tory (by Hegel); (5) denial of the intellectual frameworks of 
classical logic, mathematics, and Newtonian science as 
being fixed, given, Procrustean beds to which philosophy 
had to be fitted; (6) denial of the validity of universal, and 
hence empty, moral laws conceived abstractly, apart from 
historical, social, and even idiosyncratic personal contexts; 
and (7) denial of abstract formalism in the theory of art, the 
isolation of aesthetic from other values, and the restriction 
of genius to the creation of works of fine art. While many of 
these seem to be internal philosophical problems of the 
kind that would concern any student of Kant even today, it 
is readily seen that all of them, with the possible exception 
of the first, have ramifications throughout the intellectual 
life of the early nineteenth century. 

Widening the scope of philosophy. The general, rather 
than technically philosophical, factors in the intellectual 
life of the post-Kantian period were perhaps of even more 
importance, but they are harder to define. The word "ro
manticism," because of its ambiguity, signifies most of the 
important factors in German cultural life of that time. Ro
manticism had a pervasive effect on philosophy that was 
hy no means adequately manifested in the individual 
philosophers, such as Friedrich Schlegel (I 772-1 829) and 
:\'oval is ( 1 772- 1801 ), who are classed in the "romantic 
school." Romanticism-a cult of feeling, a love of antiq
uity, a nurturing of idiosyncratic individuality, a satisfac
tion with ambiguity, a warm feeling of brotherhood, a 
contempt for bourgeois virtue but a love of bourgeois 
maidens, \Vanderlust but a longing for hearth and home, a 
patriotism based on quixotism, and traditions created for 
the oc.:cas ion-thi-. conflation of ideas alone cannot sustain 

an integral philosophy, but its emotional richness can 
widen philosophers' horizons. Even more than in the time 
of Wolff, philosophical meditation and contemplation and 
argumentation became omnipresent, and it was perhaps 
during this period that the Germans got the reputation of 
being a "philosophical" people; they could philosophize 
about <1nything, and their Ganzheitsfanatismus immeasur
ably broadened the scope of technical, professional philo
sophical concern. There came into philosophy a concern 
with folk art, the Middle Ages, mythology, the Orient, 
music, mysticism, and all manner of things the Enlighten
ment had either ignored or rationalized; history and philol
ogy became sciences without losing their philosophical 
moorings; comparative studies of various cultures were 
carried on, empirically and systematically. Hence, when 
Hegel spoke of the Phenomenology of Mind as his "voyage 
of discovery," he was not using the words "phenome
nology" and "mind" in a sense that Kant would have un
derstood, and his whole conception of his task as a 
philosopher was not unlike that of Faust: to know, and 
hence to be, all things, and not to let them utterly pass away 
but to save them up in some eternal vision of process. 

Opposition to Western ideals. The enrichment of the 
fund of experience for which the philosopher was to pro
vide a phenomenology and a metaphysics was, however, 
restricted by an opposing force that grew out of the French 
Revolution. Goethe was the best representative of the 
synoptic goal of thought and art, but the ideals of eight
eenth-century cosmopolitanism did as much as Greece 
and Italy to keep him from being (or at least remaining) a 
romantic (hence also his indifference to the Wars of Lib
eration). But the romanticists, being in full revolt against 
Enlightenment, naturally reacted against what was re
garded as the final outcome of Enlightenment, the French 
Revolution and Napoleon. The apparently unlikely confu
sion of Napoleon with the ideals of the Enlightenment led 
them to a confusion of Germanism with ideals opposed to 
the Enlightenment. This confusion was present throughout 
the period of Gennan idealism and was definitely fostered 
by the idealists; this is why German idealism is looked 
upon by many Germans as the climax of the cultural life of 
their country but with dismay by many critics of Germany. 
It was then, when Germany almost for the first time acted 
as a political unity against the West, that Germany also set 
itself against Western (Enlightenment) thought. (See Hajo 
Holborn, "Der deutsche Idealismus in sozialgeschicht
licher Beleuchtung," in Historische Zritschrif t, Vol. 1 74,  
1952, 359-384). 

Meister Eckhart and Jakob Boehme, or at best Spinoza, 
replaced Descartes and Locke as philosophical mentors; 
Adam M uller ( 1779-1 829) put Burke ahead of both Hume 
and Adam Smith as a social philosopher; the Middle Ages 
(and even German antiquity, in the person of the Teutonic 
warrior Arminius) were re-evaluated and placed above the 
Age of Reason. Fichte's Closed Commercial State could 
not have Schiller' s  "Ode to J oy," with its glorification of 
universal brotherhood, as an anthem. Schelling's Natur
philosophie, which stood in no fruitful relation to the natu
ral sciences; K. C. F. Krause's almost incomprehensible 
pantheism; Schleiermacher's emotional and romantic 
religiosity; Jacobi's and Franz von Baader's philosophy of 



faith; Schopenhauer's pessimism and anti - i ntellectual ism; 
Hegel 's l'russianism and panlogism; and, a l i ttle later, 
Richard Wagner's sophisticated primitivism-all these 
were results of a philosophical and emotional movement 
that escaped not merely from Kantian reserve in epistemol
ogy and metaphysics but also from the ideals of the Age of 
Reason. 

The great idealists. If there is  such a thing as a "Ger
man national phi losophy," a philosophy clea rly d i stinct 
from and proudly independent of the philosoph ical tradi
tions of other nations, so persuasive that it i n fl uences al
most al l phases of the cultural l ife-in a word , if there is a 
philosophy that expresses the "German sou l"  and puts into 
a comprehensive metaphysics the "German experi
ence" -then it is the philosophy of German ideal ism, by 
which i s  meant primari ly the philosophy of Hegel , Schel
l ing, and Fichte. The philosophies of Schlei errnacher (al
though his most important work was not in metaphysics), 
Schopenhau er (although his influence came later), and 
Krause (on strictly metaphysical grou nds) could be in
cluded, al though none of these men ever had the popu lar 
influence of the great triumvirate. When critics of or apolo
gi sts for Germany say "German phi losophy," thi s is the 
philosophy they mean. It is by reading into earl i er centu
ries some of the characteri stic doctrines of these men that 
such earl ier philosophers as Eckhart, Cusanus ,  Boehme, 
and Paracelsus have been identified as echt deutsch l ong 
before there was a Germany; and when h istorians com
plain about the low state of philosophy in the middle of 
the nineteenth century, they mean the low state of German 
ideal ism at that time. 

Later idealists. It shou ld not be denied that the great 
ideal ists had much in common, both in their  speci fic meta
phys ical teaching and in their Welta nschauung. On the 
basic ideal ist  point they were at one: The empi rical world 
for al l of them was the appearance of the real world; the 
real world was not to be reached by plodding empiricism 
and cold reason but by mystical experience or intu ition or 
Vem unft or dialectic; the real world was spi ri tual in na
ture, not material, and supported man's  highest cultural 
aspirations in  moral s and rel igion (and ,  for some of the 
thinkers, in art and pol itics) . Into this formula can be put 
the variabl es for each of the early nineteenth-centu ry ide
al i sts; when this is  done, most of the viable poss ibil it ies for 
ideal ism have been exhausted. As a result, German ideal
ists since that time have seemed to repeat the teachings of 
the ideal ists of the romantic period and either to fall into 
patterns establi shed at that time (even though no di rect 
influence of even detai led similarities can be establ ished 
in every instance) or to be edectic (with a l i ttl e taken from 
al l ). 

Immanuel Hermann Fichte ( 1 786 - 1879), Hermann 
Ul rici (1806 - 1 884 ), and Chri stian Hemrnnn Weisse 
(180 1 - 1 866 ) were theistic ideal ists opposed to Hegel ' s  
"pantheism" ;  Custav Theodor Fechner (180 ] - 1887) was a 
panpsych ist whose vi ews much resembled some aspects of 
Schel ling's Naturphilosophie; Rudolph Herman n Lotze 
(1817 - 188 1 )  and Wilhelm \Vundt ( 1 832 - 1 920) cam e to 
philosophy through the natural sciences (biology and 
psychology, respectively) and were concerned with the 
relation of phenomenal to noumcnal reality, the 
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mind - body relation, and the mechan ism - t1•l t·ology con 
troversy; with l lans Drit•sch ( 1 867 - l \).t I )  they fought 
materialism by showing the teleological impl ications of the 
best natural science of their  day. Except for h is  pess imism,  
which was uncharacteri stic of most ideal ism, Eduard von 
Hartmann ( 1 842 - H l06), who fu rther developed the volun
tarism of Schopenhauer, was another typical figure among 
t l,e epigoni of the great ideal is ts at the beginning ot the 
twentieth century. 

In  their oppos ition to material ism and to the ohviou-; 
extravagance of Naturpliilosophie as practic<'d by I l eg1•l 
and Schel l i ng, the later ideal ists were undou btedly aided 
by the development of Ari stotel ian studi<'s in Berl in under 
Adolf Trcndelenhurg (1802 - 1 872), who also directly 
in fluenced h is pupil Hudolf Eucken ( 1 846 - 1 H2fi). 
Eucken's philosophy had more kinship with Fichte's than 
with Hegel 's ;  and with the exception of the metaphysical 
ideal i sts of the Neo-Kantian schools (see I I . Le\·y, Die 
Ilegelrenaissance in der deutschen Ph ilosoph ic, Berl in ,  
1827) ,  the most important d irect in fluence that Heg<'I had 
on Gennan philosophy was not on the professional meta
phys ical ideal ists. 

DISSOLUTION OF THE GREAT SYNTHE S I S , 
1830 -THE PRESENT 

The recent history of any discipl ine i s  not l ikely to show 
the sharp contours of its more remote hi story. A hi story of 
German ph il osophy su ffers especial ly from this lack of 
perspective, si nce there can be no dou bt that the number 
and variety of sign i ficant figures in i ts hi story has increased 
since 1800 and that, with the poss ible exception of 
N ietzsche, no single phi losopher has given, in the manner 
of a Leibn iz, a Kant, or a Hegel, a vantage point from 
which a uniquely signi ficant path can he d i scerned. This 
section, then, must deal with a var iety of equally 
s ignificant but very divergent directions in German phi
losophy. Besides the conti nuing l ine of ideali sts , there 
have been the "young Hegel ians," material isms and pos i 
t iv isms,  Neo-Kantian ism, various forms of real i sm , the 
philosophy of l ife and cu lture (including Nietzsche),  and 
the phi losophy of the Geisteswissenschaften. 

Right and Left Hegelians. Hegel was or.e of the great 
in tel lectual jugglers in the hi story of phi losophy. The 
nu mber of theses, anti theses, and syntheses he co1 1 ld  keep 
suspended in  the air was unmatched by any other philoso
pher: "The tru th," he sa id, ' ' is thu s the bacchana1 ian revel , 
where not a member is sober; and because every member 
no sooner becomes detached than he col lapses, the revel is 
also a state of transparent, unbroken ca lm" (Phenomenol
ogy of Mind, Preface). But  members did become detached , 
and they did l ive their independent l ives. Hegel's most 
im portant di sciples went beyond and agai nst h im,  and 
agai nst each other. 

Right Hegelians. The most im portant i ssue in the inter
pretation of l i ege! at the t ime of h i s  death ( 183 1 )  was that 
of the relation of h is  concept ion of philosop,hy to h i s  con
ception of religion. The H ight Hegel ians held that H egel 
taught the identity of the truth of rel igion and the truth of 
ph i losophy; hence, his ph i losophy as a whole had to be 
interpreted supernatural istical ly,  transcendental ly, and 
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thei stically. No philosopher of the fi rst rank held this view, 
but it triumphed in the German universities, which were 
strongholds of political conservatism and religious ortho
doxy. The strict identification of Hegelianism with ideo
logical forces opposed to social and political reform was no 
doubt responsible for the low esteem in which Hegel was 
held especially after the Revolution of 1848. Hight He
gel ians did, however, distinguish themselves through 
continuing the master's work in the history of philosophy. 
�luch of the most important work in th is  field was done by 
Johann Eduard Erdmann (1805-1892), Karl Rosenkrantz 
(I 805 - 1879 ), Karl von Prantl (1820 - 1888 ), and Kuno 
Fischer ( 1 824 - 1907). 

Left Hegelians. The Young Hegelians or Left Hegel ians 
are much more important in the history of the nineteenth 
century and in contemporary philosophy. Their interpreta
tion, or rather their  use, of Hegel, although important for 
future philosophy prevented them for the tim e  being from 
exercising a direct influence by keeping important univer
sity posts closed to them; indeed, Karl Marx (18 18-1883), 
Heinrich Heine ( 1797 - 1856), and Arnold Ruge ( 1802-
1880) had to live in exile. 

The Left H egelians rejected the orthodox theistic inter
pretation of Hegel, but for the m ost part they accepted the 
dialectic features of Hegel's thought while rejecting the 
idealistic. Doing so also meant transcending Hegelian 
philosophy as such , rejecting the Hegelian claim that phi
losophy, and a fortiori Hegelian philosophy, represented a 
final stage i n  dialectic. Thus it came about that the most 
important work of the Left Hegelians was not in ph iloso
phy proper, or at least not in a philosophy aiming at under
standing the world, but in a ph ilosophy whose task it was 
to change the world. lt was obvious that religious ob
stacles had to be surmounted before this change could 
occur, and this was the work attempted by David Friedrich 
Strauss (1808-1874) and Ludwig Feuerbach (1804- 1872) 
in their historical and psychological studies of rel igion. 
Anarchism was the natural consequence of the solipsistic 
teachings of �lax Stimer ( 1806- 1856). While Feuerbach 
tended naturally in the direction of metaphysical materi
alism, he did not go so far as the metaphysical materialists, 
who worked solely from science without any Hegelian 
inspiration, or as far as Marx and Friedrich Engels 
(1820-1 895), who in their dialectical material ism "stood 
Hegel on his head." 

The work of �larx and Engels best il lustrates the point 
that the important influence of the Left Hegelians was on 
social and political l ife, not on academic philosophy. All 
the philosophers mentioned (with the exception of Strauss) 
were committed to social and political reform, and Ferdi
nand Lassal le (182.5 - 1864), the founder of the Social Dem
ocratic party in Germany, was a H egelian. There is some
thing paradoxical about H egelianism being archly 
conservati ve and at the same time the source of most of the 
revolutionary movements of the nineteenth century; it is a 
paradox H egel might have enjoyed working out had he 
l ived to see i t .  But it  i s  not di fficult to resolve: Any philos
ophy taken statically becomes conservative, even if the 
philosophy itself is a ph ilo sophy of change; hut no ph ilos
ophy of the nineteenth century before :'\ictzsche' s was 
more I leraditcan, dynamic, or evolutionary than Hegel's. 

Thus the dialectic, not the idealism, inspi red social criti
cism and change. It remains, of course, a difficult question 
whether Hegel's peculiar dialectic depends upon his 
ideal istic logic, and whether dialectics of the sort attempted 
by Engels and Marx have anything in common with Hegel's 
except the name. 

Recent Marxism. Since the division of Germany, dialec
tical m�terialism has been the outstanding philosophical 
movement in the eastern portion. M uch reinterpretation of 
the history of German philosophy has been undertaken in 
order to revive the memory of almost forgotten German 
materialists or naturalists of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries and to emphasize the social and economic, as 
well as the political, motives of many of its leading figures. 
Georg Lukacs is the leader in this revisionism. 

Metaphysical materialism. ln contrast to dialectical 
materialism, metaphysical materialism did not come from 
the internal tensions of Hegelianism but arose (as materi
al ism often does) in reaction to philosophy itself-as if 
philosophy necessarily meant speculative idealism,  
a priori methods, and the like. Although Feuerbach and 
Engels became metaphysical materialists, the main impe
tus toward materialism came from such natural scientists as 
Robert M ayer (18 14- 1 878) or from men trained in the 
natural sciences-Jacob M oleschott ( 1822 - 1893), Ludwig 
Buchner ( 1824-1899), Karl Vogt ( 18 1 7  - 1895), and Hein
rich Czolbe (18 19-1873). Although they did not call them
selves materialists, two significant natural scientists with 
a speculative drive, Ernst H aeckel ( 1834- 1919) and Wil
helm Ostwald ( 1853- 1932), belong in this group. 

The widespread popularity of the writings of all these 
men was undoubtedly caused by the spread (for which 
some of them deserve the credit) of Darwinian ideas 
among the general public and by the respect for science 
and technology that was one of the new features of Ger
man life after the rapid industrial revolution. Certainly the 
traditional idealism oriented around the humanistic stud
ies now had a rival in scientific materialism that it had 
lacked previously in German philosophy. 

Positivisms and the philosophy of the physical 
sciences. One effective response to the new anti-ideal istic 
and anti religious philosophy was found by professional 
philosophers in the revival of the critical concern with 
epistemological problems in the manner of Kant and Be
neke; the word Erkerintnistheorie was invented during the 
mid-nineteenth century. The movement of thought sym
bolized by this new word clipped the m�taphysical wings 
of science by a critical examination of its methods, suppo
sitions, and limits; and it helped the sciences do their 
proper job by providing them with a rigorous methodology 
and-perhaps inadvertently-the modicum of metaphysics 
they needed. For the fi rst time since Kant and Leibniz, 
there was sophisticated and sympathetic understanding of 
the problems of the actual sciences, a real philosophy of 
science instead of speculative philosophies of nature. 

Hermann von Helmholtz ( 182 1  -1894), the most impor
tant scientist in Germany, found that his scienti fic studies 
of vision had important implications for scientific theoriz
ing about the world; for example,  in the development of 
possible applications of non-Eucl idean geometries and of 
the theory of perception as a system of signs. From Helm-



holtz, who thought his psychological work pointed in Kant
ian d irections, came one of the incentives for the NPo
Kantian movement. Friedri<.:h Al bert Lange ( 1828 - 187.5) 
studied the hi story of material ism and pointed out its psy
chologi<.:al and, in  some sense, its ideal istic presu pposi
tions ;  and studies by I l ermann Cohen ( 1842 - 19 18 )  of  the 
fou ndations of the integral calculus also pointed to the ne
cessity of a "return to Kant." Later contributors to the 
epistemology of the exa<.:t s<.:ien<.:es were Han s Vaihinger 
( 18.52 - 1933), whose fictional ism showed some resem
blance to American pragmatism, and Ernst Cassirer ( 1874 -
1845), whose work in the phi l osophy of science had marked 
resemblan<.:es to later l ogical pos itivism. 

Positivisms. Ernst Laas ( 1 8.37 - 1885) gave the most 
systematic presentation of pos it ivism, but without the 
Kantian predi lections of Helmholtz and Lange. R ichard 
Avenarius ( 1 843 - 1896) developed h i s  theory of "empi rio
criticism ," which had much in common with the sensa
tional istic positivism of Ernst Mach ( 1838 - 191 6), who 
directly influenced the development of the logical posi
tivism of M oritz Sch l i ck ( 1882 - 1936) and h i s  pupi ls  and 
col l eagu es. Views somewhat simi lar to those of Avenarius 
were presented by Theodor Ziehen (1862 - 1950), Wi lhelm 
Schuppe ( 1836 - 19 13), and Johannes Rehmke ( 1848 -
1930). Eugen Duhring ( 1 833 - 1 92 1 )  related pos itivism to 
social reform and was himsel f attacked by Enge l s. 

Realisms. At the risk of considerable oversimplification,  
German real i sm s ince Kant has been either Cartesian 
(asserting the exi stence of th ings-in-themselves as sub
stances), Ari stotel ian (asserting the natu rali stic teleological 
featu res of cogn ition and other mental processes), or Pla
tonic (asserting the intrins ic subsi stence [Ansichsein] of 
ideal entities ,  such as meani ngs and values). Cartesian 
real ism, implicit i n  Kant, was emphasized by some of the 
semi-Kantians ,  most systematical ly by Johann Friedrich 
Herbart (1 776 - 184 1 ); among the Neo-Kantians the same 
view was developed by Aloi s Riehl  ( 1 844 - 1 924), and 
against the Neo-Kantian s it  was propounded by Oswald 
Kul pe ( 1862 - HJ 15).  

Aristotelian realism. Ari stotel ian real i sm was strength
ened by the h i storical work of Adolf  Trendelenburg in 
Berl in,  and Neo-Thomist real ism was maintained by such 
orthodox Cathol ic phi lo sophers as Josef Kleutgen ( 1 8 1 1 -
1883) and Josef Geyser ( 1 869 - 1948). I n  non-Cathol ic  
ci::cles the Ari stotelian tel eological theories became as
sociated with such "philosophies of l i fe" as those of 
Rudol f Eucken and Hans Driesch, who may equal ly  be 
claimed by the ideal ist school s. 

Platonic realism and the rejection of psychologism. 
What has here been cal l ed Platonic real i sm for l ack of a 
more accurate name was fonnulated by the Bohemian 
Cathol ic Bernard Bol zano ( 1781 - 1848). Bol zano, whose 
metaphysics of spiritual substances resembled those of 
Leibniz and Herbart, is most important in the hi story of 
ph i losophy for h i s  abortive effort to free logic from de
penden<.:e on or confusion with psychology. He made logic 
the study of judgments and concepts an sich; that is, with
out regard to whether they are thought or not. In this, 
Bolzano was far in advance of his time; and most German 
logic continued to he a mixture of logical and psychologi
cal ,  theoretical and practical notions-the work of Chri s-
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toph S igwart ( 1 830 - 1904 ) was typical . \\'hen Edmund 
H usserl ( 18.5D - W38) tu rned, about ) <JOO , agai nst h i s  own 
earl ier psychologi stic work in logi<.: and mathemati<:s , he 
formu lated a theory that resembl ed Bolzano's in many 
respects and also showed the profound cffe<.:ts of the teac-h
ings of another Cathol ic ph i losopl acr, Franz Bn·ntano 
( 1838 - H) I 7), on the relat ions between logic and psyc-hol
ogy. Somewhat s im i lar real isms and antipsychologisms 
were found in the works of Alexius von \ 1e i 11ong 
( 1 853 - 1920), Chri stian von Ehrenfels ( 18.59 - HJ32), and 
Carl Stumpf ( 184 8 - 1936). 

Phenomenology and existentialism. II usserl's own phi
losophizing began as an attempt to give a presupposit iou
less descriptio11 of the essential stru<:ture of cognitiv<• 
consciou sness,  w i thout any specific  metaphysical <:ome
quences, but it later tended more and more in the di rec
tion of transcendental ideal i sm,  and many who fol lowed 
h i s  conception of the proper phenomenologi<.:al method 
either cont inued to reje<.:t metaphysi<.:s or maintai ned 
metaphysical positions di fferent from his and from each 
other's, although most of them were real i stic in various 
sen ses. M ax Scheler ( 1 874 - 1D28 ) and Ni<.:0lai Hartmann 
(1 882 - 1950) remained P laton ic.: real ists in value tlwory; 
H artman n 's real istic ontology was perhaps the last great 
systematic metaphysical synthesis accompl ished in Ger
many. 

I nfluenced, at l east at fi rst, by Hussl'rl were I\lartin 
H eidegger and,  in h i s  work in psychotherapy, Karl Jaspers. 
A cl ose conn ecti on between phenomenology and existen
tial i sm was maintained in France, but in Germany the two 
movements, although both were i n fluenced by Husserl , 
became opposed to each other. H u sserl 's claim that phe
nomenology cou ld make phi losophy a "rigorous s<.:ience" 
was rejected by both Jaspers and Heidegger, who were 
interested in ph i losophizing from an individual exi stential 
start ing point and did not aspire to the k ind of un iversal 
objectivity Husserl bel ieved could be achieved by "pre
suppositionless description" (see H erbert Spiegelberg, 
"Husserl 's Phenomenology and Exi stential i sm," Journal of 
Philosophy, Vol . 57, 1960, 62 -7 4 ). Jaspers never attained 
the infl uence with in  German phi losophy that He idegger 
ach ieved, Heidegger being without doubt the most influen
tial phi losopher in Germany from the 1920s almost to the 
present; there are many signs, however, that Heidegger's 
i nfluence is  now beg:nning to wane. 

Geisteswissenschaften and philosophy of culture. The 
rapid growth of the natural sciences in Germany was 
matched by perhaps the even more important develop
ment of the human studies (Geisteswisse11 schaftc11), espe
cial ly hi story and phi lology, as putatively rigorous d isci
p l ines. The practitioners of thPse scien<.:es, beginning with 
Herder, Wilhelm von Humboldt ( 1767 - 1 835), and Fried
rich Karl von Savigny ( 1 779 - 1 861 ), had been concerned 
with the methodology of h i story, language study, and 
jurisprudence; and the historians Heinri<.:h von Treits<.:hke 
( 1834 - 1896) and Leopold von Ranke ( 179.5 - 1 886 ) had 
deal t with (and created problems for) the cr i tical ph i loso
phy of hi story. The question of the proper and pecul iar 
methods of the social sci en<.:es was raised to a new l evel , 
however, when the method of the natural s<.:iences wa s 
brought to fu l l  cons<.:iousne�:, by the positivi sts and the 
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Neo-Kantians. The contrasting categories and methods of 
the natural and social sciences were among the principal 
interests of the Heidelberg Neo-Kantians-Wilhelm Win
<lelband (1848- 1915) was the most prominent-and by 
Georg Simmel (1 858- 19 18). The most important and 
influential thinker on these problems was Wilhelm Dilthey 
( 1833-191  I ). Folk psychology, class structure's infl uence 
on patterns of thought, social and economic concepts in 
relation to religion, the persistence and change of value 
systems, and the problems of historicism and historical 
objectivity and relativism were dealt with by Wilhelm 
Wundt (1832- 1920), Ernst Troeltsch ( 1865- 1923), M ax 
Weber (1 864- 1920), Max Scheler ( 1874- 1928), Eduard 
Spranger (1882- 1963), and Karl M annheim (1 893 - 1947). 
Toward the end of his life Ernst Cassirer turned his atten
tion from natural science and intellectual history to the 
philosophy of the social and moral sciences. 

Nietzsche. By philosophy of culture is meant the philo
sophical study of culture as it is manifested in history and 
social organization, not the study of the philosophical 
presuppositions of our study of culture itself. Obviously no 
sharp line of demarcation can be drawn between these two 
inquiries, although some philosophers are remembered 
chiefly for their contributions to one rather than the other. 
The outstanding philosopher of culture of the nineteenth 
century was undoubtedly Friedrich Nietzsche (1 844-
1900), whose teaching was a violent reaction against 
the commonly accepted ideal s of the latter part of the 
nineteenth century (liberalism, democracy, utilitarian
ism, and nationalism), built upon a voluntaristic philoso
phy in which val ues were seen as created by the heroic or 
sl avish human will distorted by various forms of social 
pressures. Nietzsche's philosophy is not easily categorized 
(a feature of which he would have been proud), and like 
other philosophers who have held opposing principles in a 
state of dialectical tension, he has been seen as holding 
quite diverse and incompatible views by almost all  later 
students of his work, among whom the most important and 
influential have been Karl Jaspers, Martin Heidegger, and 
Alfred B aumler, the last of whom represented Nietzsche as 
a proto-Nazi. 

Spengler and other nonacademic writers. The other 
important philosopher of cul ture was Oswald Spengler 
( 1880- 193fi), whose work enjoyed world-wide popularity 
during the period between 1 9 1 8  and 1939 but had little or 
no impact on professional philosophy except perhaps to 
strengthen the historicism and relativism that emerged 
from much of the work on the foundations and limits of the 
Geisteswissenschaften. In fact, philosophy of culture, as 
this term is understood here, has heen most effectively 
practiced by nonacademic writers with an especial ly ur
gent and messianic:, or equally urgent but practical, con
cern with pol itical and social problem s, such as Hermann 
von Keyserling ( 1 880- HH6), the poet Stefan George 
( 1 8118 - 1933 ), the statesman Walther Hathcnau ( 1 8fi7 -
1 922), and the proponents of racial and national socialist 
ideologies, including H ouston Stewart Chamherlain 
(18.5.'5-H J27), Arthur �loeller van den Bruck ( l 87fi- 1 925), 
Alfred Biiumler, and even Alfred Hoscnherg ( 1 893- I n46), 
whose work was earnestly and enthusiastically discussed 
by professional philosophers during the period of national 
socialism . 

Since the end of World War 11 ,  philosophy in West Ger
many has begun to be concerned with modern logic, the 
philosophy of language, and the methodology of science; 
and the great gap that separated it from Anglo-Saxon phi
losophy during the first half of the twentieth century now 
seems to be growing narrower. 

"GEN I US" OF GERMAN PH ILOSOPHY 

German philosophers since 1 800 have been deeply 
concerned to discover those features of German philoso
phy that distinguish it from that of other European nations. 
M ore than any other peopl e, Germans have not only done 
philosophy but have al so talked about doing philosophy; 
although they did not invent the word "metaphilosophy," 
metaphilosophy has been one of the principal interests of 
German philosophers at least since Fichte, and perhaps 
since \Vol ff. However, the concern with the nature of Ger
man philosophy has not been confined to Gem1ans. Phi
losophers of other countries have repeatedly discussed 
what it is that has made Germany "a nation of poets and 
philosophers," and many of them have found the explana
tion of what they do not like about German political life 
in the philosophical proclivities of the German mind. 

A great deal of dangerous  nonsense has been written on 
all sides of this question. A suitable selection of heroes or 
vil lains can be made to justify the claims that it lies in the 
"nature of the German soul" to develop philosophies that 
are mystical, idealistic, monistic, transcendental, nonem
pirical ,  absolutistic, intuitive, pantheistic, naturalistic, 
volkisch, etatistic, Protestant, or Faustian, among many 
others. Such efforts at summary, description, and evalua
tion of a long and compl icated philosophical tradition have 
been quite unconvincing in their results and have usually 
followed contemporary stereotypes and served as propa
ganda. But the very fact that German philosophers have 
put so much time and effort into the project of a national 
typology is of some importance, and an understanding of 
that fact may lead to an understanding of what is indeed 
peculiar to German philosophy. 

Cultural isolation. In any search for distinguishing 
characteristics , it is difficult to discern clearly the dif
ference between cause and effect, between the essential 
and the accidental. But perhaps the central reason for the 
large quantity of German metaphilosophy carried out along 
nationalistic lines lies in two closely related features of 
German life-Germany's relatively high degree of isola
tion from Western intellectual, and specifically philosoph
ical, movements throughout much of its history, examples 
of which have been given in abundance; and the fact that 
through most of German history the u niversities have been 
the most effective, and sometimes the only effective, all
German institutions, the only institutions that could, and 
from tim e to time did, speak for Germany. These two fac
tors together contributed to the form of German intellec
tual life as a whole, and especially of German philosophy. 

German philosophers before about l fi50 were cut off, or 
cut themselves off, from \Vestern in fluences. Part of this 
isolation can be attrihuted to Lutheran orthodoxy and 
political intolerance. Some of it was perhaps owing to the 
fact that the intellectual base for modern philosophy, 
which lay in mathematics and natural science, had not 
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been laid in Germany, so that German phi losophers simply 
had l ittle interest in, and no understanding of, the prob
lems that were tran sforming philosophy in France, l lo l
land, and England. Later nationalistic writers have imag
ined that the moral and philosophic gen ius  of Germany 
intentionally quarantined itself from the infection of ra
tionalism and empiricism (see, for example, Franz Biihm, 
Anticartes ianismus: Deutsche Philosophie im Widerstand, 
Leipzig, 1 938). Another name for such a Widerstand, of 
course, is "provincial ism," and many a German philoso
pher has expressed a contempt for the work of his non
German confreres that is equaled only by his  ignorance of 
their work. 

If one grants the bel ief in a un iquely German philoso
phy that is the creation of the German soul uninfected by 
foreign influences (except those that came from Greece), 
and yet finds that the actual variety of systems of phil oso
phy produced in Germany is at least as great as that in 
other cou ntries, one wou ld expect that diversities in phi
losophy wou ld be handled much more bitterly than in 
countries in which either philosophy is not taken so seri
ou sly or the individual philosopher does not presume to be 
the spokesman for the soul of the nation. This is indeed 
the case. On the one hand, at any time (wi th  the exception 
of parts of the century between 1830 and 1 930) there has 
been on e overwhelmingly representative system of phi
losophy-whether Wol ffianism ,  Kantian ism,  ideal ism, 
Neo-Kantiani sm, or Heideggerism-with other rival sys
tems neither enjoying the prestige nor gett ing the hearing 
of the dominant system. (Consider, for example, the sys
tematic and successful efforts to people the universities 
with Wol ffians in one century, with Hegel ians in the next. ) 
On the other hand, differences of phi losophic teach ing, 
even minor differences, have been magn ified and debated 
in the man ner of hai rspl itting theologians on whose inter
pretation of a text may hang the fate of manki nd. 

Role of the universities. The role of the un iversities in 
the h istory and shaping of German philosophy cannot be 
overemphasi zed. Whereas the strictly philosophical im
portance of Oxford, Cambridge, and even Paris has been 
comparatively smal l during much of thei r hi stories, Ger
man philosophy has been intimatel y related to German 
un iversity l i fe. The found ing of new un iversities (such as 
Leipzig in 1409, Halle in 1694 , Berl in in 1809) has often 
symbol ized important changes in the philosophical cli
mate. The variety of competing German phi losophies is, 
no doubt, partl y attributable to the large number of uni
versities (large compared to that of England, France, or 
Italy), in each of which the professor ordi narius was ex
pected (even in Wolffian and Hegel ian times) to p roduce 
his own multivolume system and to start his own school . 

Most German professors of philosophy have produced 
philosophies, and most philosophies in Germany have 
been produced by professors of philosophy. This has given 
German philosophy a pecu l iar form that appears in other 
modern national philosoph ical traditions only very late in 
their cou rse. The form is  general l y  didact ic, systematic, 
encyclopedic, prol ix, humorl ess, and not for the layman ; 
the philosophy grows out of, and is compressed back into, 
textbooks, encycloped ias, hi stories of philosophy, profes
sional journals, school manifestoes, proceedings of acad
emies and learned societies, debates between the d i sciples 
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of the great masters, and Festschriften on the mastc·rs' 
birthdays. Masters and disciples alike show symptoms of 
furor acrulemicus, and the epigoni feel a loyalty to a ph ilo
soph ical school (such as Marburg Neo-Kantian ism) that an 
Engl ishman might well feel for Cambridge hut hardly for 
Cambridge Platon ism. 

Phi losophy remained an important profes sional and 
professorial craft because of the persistence of the scholas
tic ideal s and praet ices well into the eighteenth century,  
long after Scholasticism had di sappeared from the major 
universities el sewhere. It became a Fach (discipl ine, or 
un iversity departme nt) in the modern sense early in the 
ni neteenth century, long before it did elsewhere, because 
practice of the Geisteswissensclwften in seminars and 
research groups was establ ished when the philosophical 
faculty, with its seminars in the Geisteswissensclwften, 
became the dominant educational faetor in Gen-.iany, with 
research regarded as one of its major funct ions. In  this 
great change to the modern concept ion of the u niversity, 
with its attendant professional i zation of disciplines (in
cluding philosophy), the Un iversity of Berl in  led the way. 
Thus, an almost u nbroken line of university philosophy 
connects Albertus Magnus  (in the S tudium generale in 
Cologne), M elanchthon (professor in Wittenberg and first 
professor, temporari ly ,  in J ena), Thomasius (first professor 
in Halle), and Fichte (first rector of Berl in) with the 
present-day members of the Allgemeine Gesel lschaft fur 
Phi losophie. Only Cusanus, Leibniz, Schopenhauer, and 
Nietzsche among the great phi losophers were not primari
ly known as professors. 

This complex set of facts serves to explain some of the 
pecu l iarit ies of German phi losophy rather more simply 
than theories of the Gennan "soul"  or race. While one 
cannot categorical ly deny that one people may have a more 
phi losophical turn of mind than another, and must grant 
t hat it has been commonly bel ieved-at least since 
1800-that Germans are un iquely endowed with good 
philosoph ical minds, the circum stances adduced here 
serve to explain, to some extent at least, the form and style 
of German philosophy. 

(See also ATHEISMUSSTREIT; GEISTESWISSENSCHAFTEN; 
GERMAN PHILOSOPHY AND NATIONAL SOCIALISM; H EGELI
ANISM; LOGICAL POSITIVISM; N EO-KAN°TIANISM; PANTHEIS
MUSSTREIT; PHENOMENOLOGY; and PHILOSOPHICAL AN
THROPOLOGY. See German Phi losophy in Jndex for articles 
on German, Austrian , and Swiss thinkers . )  
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LEWIS W HITE HECK 

G E RMAN P H I L O S O P H Y  A N D  NATI O N A L  SO

C I A L I S M .  The national social ist movement, horn in 
the turmoil that fol l owed the defeat of Germany in 1918 ,  
fi rst undermined and then overthrew the German Republic 
and won its ephemeral and di sastrous victories in the name 
of an ideol ogy. Its propagandists were aglow with the con
viction that they had to deliver a saving message-the 
gospel of a rebirth of German nationhood after a humi l iating 
defeat. From its very inception national social ism aimed at 
things greater than the formation of a poli tical party among 
other parties. It claimed to bring to the German people a 
new Weltanschauung. The pol itical measures it advocated 
were inspired by a com prehensive outlook on l i fe, ex
pressed in impassioned addresses and manifestos and em
braced with a fanatical faith. A revolution rather than a 
reform was intended. Not onl y pol itical procedures and 
institutions, but also the manner of l i fe and modes of think
ing, were to be reshaped from the bottom. This project of a 
radical reconstruction of German l i fe was dominated by a 
dazzl ing vis ion of the future, evoked in  the mind by the 
mystic slogan of the Third Reich. Under the sway of this  
ideological dream , al l pol itical real ities were overlaid with 
an ideological tinge. Even the leader of the movement, 
Adolf Hitl er, who was the object of a rapturous hero worship 
and the ultimate and uncontested authority in  al l matters of  
ideology, was l ooked u pon as  the embodiment not  on ly  of 
the German people and the Aryan master race but also of a 
principle-the Fiihrerprinzip-that was the antithesis of 
democratic cooperation. 

THE D OCTRINE OF NATIONAL SOC IALISM 

As a total i tarian mass movement inspired by an ideolog
ical fai th , national social ism fits into a pattern set by Marx
ism and foreshadowed to some extent by the French 
Revolution. But whereas Marxism was based on a doctrine 
that cal l ed for serious examination, even though it was 
erroneous both as a system of economics and as a philoso
phy of hi story, national social ism, far from developing a 
political theory, espoused an irrati onal creed and rejected 
theory as a guide to action . It had no doctri ne in the proper 
sense of the word. It was fundamental ly  hosti le  to philoso
phy, and the ideas of orthodoxy and heresy remai ned 
foreign to it. Whi l e  one can conceive of Marxism surviving 
al l  existing communist states, national social ism was bound 
to vanish when the National Social ists went down in defeat. 
A creed has to be composed of ideas. The ideas-few in  
number, and crude as  we l l  as  shal low-that formed the hard 
core of the national social ist creed had hardly  sufficient 
l ogical coherence to deserve the name of an ideology. Only 
the violent emotions out of which it grew and which it was 
designed to foster prevented it from appeari ng as the sorry 
patchwork which it in fact was. 

The official program of the National Social ist German 

Workers' party (NS DA P) was vaguP  and elu sive, and there 
never exi sted au authoritative document defining the basic 
concepts of the nat ional social ist messag<> . Yet a scru t iny of 
the Fiihrer's speeches reveals  a persi stent patt<'m of ideas 
that can be identified as the ideological nucleus of the 
movement. Accord ing to the I tal ian fasci st catech ism, the 
Duce i s  always right. S imilar ly, the political and ideologi
cal infa l l ib i l ity of H i tler was the fi rst maxim of 1 iational 
social i st l oyal ty. Hence, H it l er's own utt< >rances hold a 
unique rank as hi storical evidence for a canon of approved 
ideas. 

Aryanism. H it ler's thinking was fu ndamental ly  pervaded 
by a crude and unref lective natura l i sm,  occas ional ly 
vei led hy unctuous references to the Lord Cod or to "des
tiny." Life, for him, was a struggle for su per iori t y. The 
combatants on the historical stage were peoples and races 
rather than ind ividual s ;  and in this deadl y  struggle the 
stronger and better race wou ld prevail in the end, a l 
though the tragic possibi l ity that the superior race cou ld 
be outnumbered and overwhelmed by a conspiracy of the 
inferior rabble cou ld not be excluded. The chosen people  
were the Aryans and , in the first p lace, the Aryan e l i te
the German people. Awakened by its Fiihrer to a con
sciousness of i ts true miss ion, the Germanic master race 
would cast off the shackl es of foreign masters and al ien 
ideas to which it had been subservient, and establ ish the 
ru l e  of those who were born to ru l e . In this scheme the 
state itse l f  was subordinated to the race or people.  The 
dynamic qual ity of the people was embodied in the party, 
which in its tu rn was the m ovement transformed into an 
organization. The individual person derived h is  worth 
from his membership in the racial community of the Volk. 
In addition to the self-denying service that he owed to the 
nation, the individual was the transient vessel  of the 
preciou s Aryan bl ood, which antedated i ts incarnation in 
him and was destined to survive him. Compared with the 
real i ssue of hi story, the private interest of the ind ividual 
seemed of l i ttl e  account, and econom ic and indu strial l ife  
had to minister to  the state. 

Nihilism. Unl ike nineteenth-century national ism, this 
novel system of  thought owed its tremendous potency, in 
the fi rst place, not to the affim1ation of national superiority 
but to a grand negation. Hit ler addressed himsel f not to a 
peopl e triumphant and self-confident but to one smarting 
from its wounds and unable to come to terms with its re
cent past-the mi l i tary defeat, the col lapse of imperial 
rule ,  the enforced peace treaty of Versai l l es ,  the l i tt le 
understood and less l oved Weimar Republ ic. Whi le  
magnifying and  deepening the public consciousness of  
prevai l ing misery, he had to  provide a diagnos is before 
offering h is  saving prescription : he had to discover and to 
name the cause of the evi l-the enemy. The great adver
sary rather than the greatness of his  nation was Hitler's 
domi nant obsession. In his table of commandments hatred 
took precedence over love. The swastika became the sym
bol of a national i sm born of resentm ent, of a faith springing 
from despair. 

Anti-Semitism. The enemy was the Jew. On the one 
hand, this enemy was a concrete group of human beings 
defined by the ir descent, di scoverable by bureaucratic 
methods, and l iable to expu ls ion,  imprisonment, and, 
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eventually, extinction. Indirectly, this definition of the J ew 
furnished the only concrete conception of the Aryan avail
able: he was identified as a non-J ew. The J ew, on the other 
hand, became the avatar of evil. There were numerous 
hostile concepts that inspired the eloquence of the leader 
and that, taken together, formed the antithesis of the tri
umphant Reich: communism, capitalism, liberalism, de
mocracy, humanitarianism, Freemasonry, rationalism-to 
mention only some of the chief targets of abuse. But ulti
mately, all these inimical powers that plotted against the 
rightful victory of the Aryan race were nothing hut puppets 
mo\'ed about by the sinister master player-the wicked 
one himself-who artfully hid his odious J ewish face be
hind many masks. Anti-Semitism, far from being merely an 
ingredient, was the very substance of national socialism. 
National socialism-a dC'graded metaphysics involving a 
gnostic concept of evil-called for the concrete manifesta
tion of anti-Semitism in secret police and concentration 
camps. The murder of millions, effected by government 
action with the help of a modern extinction industry, was 
its logical outcome. 

Ilitler shrewdly avoided endorsing further ideas which, 
congenial though they appeared, would have given his 
program a more tangible content and a sharper outline 
than seemed politically desirable. Der Mythus des 20. 
Jahrhunderts ("The �tyth of the Twentieth Century"), an 
amateurish hook in which the party's chief ideologist, 
Alfred Rosenberg, tried to harness G erman mystics-espe
cially M eister Eckhart-to the war chariot of his nationalist 
myth , never received the official approval of the Fiihrer. In 
the years preceding the seizure of power, when the party 
needed substantial gifts from industrialists to halanee its 
budget, Hitler ehecked the importunity of zealous friends 
who remembered too vividly the socialist phraseology of 
the early propaganda. Likewise, he kept at arm's length 
the champions of Nordie paganism, the worshipers of 
\\'otan, who flocked around General Ludendorff and his 
wife M athilde, the high priestess of the cult. Otherwise, 
the Christian ehmches ,  whieh , though sorely vexed by a 
policy of subdued hostility, still managed to derive some 
comfort from the "positive Christianity" avowed by the 
party program, might have prematurely taken alarm. Unim
pressed by the ideologieal gifts offered him by a host of 
prophets and professors, Hitler guarded the amorphous
ness of his program as an invaluable political asset. By 
consistently using a language speeific on questions of 
prineiple and vague on partieular issues,  he suceeeded in 
channeling all the resentment, both private and national, 
scattered throughout the German fatherland into the 
mighty stream of the revolutionary movement. 

GERMAN PHILOSOPII ICAL TRA DITION 

'.'\ational socialism i s  a perversion of  philosophy rather 
than a ph ilosophy. Yet this perversion is not devoid of 
philosophical interest. The contributions that it received 
from philosophy-mostly though by no means exclusively 
from ( ; < 'rman philosophy- may conveniently he d iscussed 
under three h< 'adings. (I) Philosophy remov< 'd or weak
c·ned tlw harrin� that should have checked the rising tide. 
(2) Philosophy IH'lped to c-reate an intellc'ctual atmosphere 

favorable to the growth of national socialism. (3) Philoso
phy furnished an apology for the victorious movement and 
produced national socialist philosophies. To discuss the 
first contribution one must go back as far as German clas
sical idealism. 

Gennan thought, throughout the nineteenth century and 
down to our own time, has been dominated, even in its 
momen'l:s of rebellion, by an idealist philosophy-by Kant's 
critical idealism and its transformation into absolute ideal
ism through Fichte, Schelling, and H egel. Nietzsche sub
stituted "life" for the idealist key word Geist (mind or 
spirit). But even his great anti-idealist revolt was depend
ent on what he attacked. And the philosophy of life (Le
bensphilosophie), with its characteristic leaning toward 
historicism, that ruled supreme in German intellectual life 
during the HJ20s was a variety of H egelianism, modern
ized in the spirit of vitalism and relativism. 

The individual and the Absolute. The greatness of 
German idealism sprang from the zeal with which its ex
ponents tried to put the human mind in contact with the 
Absolute. It was animated by a metaphysical ardor, and its 
metaphysics verged on religion. But the idealist Absolute 
was conceived as a dynamic force, rather than as a sup
posedly more static concept of being in classical metaphys
ics . In order to effect contact with this transcendent real
ity, tmst in reason had to be stretched to the utmost. 
Reason was raised high above understanding-the lower 
faculty that has no other counters to play with but fixities 
and definite things. But this superrational reason ultimate
ly became irrational. Philosophy of life, the source of the 
antidemocratie and anti-\Vestern thought rampant in the 
H )20s, retained the metaphysical ardor of idealism and 
eombined it with faith in the irrational. Verntrnft ("rea
son") became a term of obloquy. In a similar manner, the 
concept of the human person in the idealist scheme of 
thought was dangerously poised between two diametri
cally opposed positions. Fichte endowed the ego with 
world-creating powers. At the same time, he demanded the 
annihilation of the individual-the empirical person-and 
dreamed of a "Republie of the Germans" in which every 
male, from his twentieth year to his death, had to be a 
soldier. 

The same dialectic was thought and lived through in the 
1 920s; the spokesmen of the German intelligentsia-indi
vidualists to the point of eecentrieity-at the same time 
yearned to he submerged in a communal order. The height 
to which idealist speeulation had risen in the early nine
teenth century-a danger of which Kierkegaard and other 
eontemporary critics were keenly aware-bade fair to 
ereate a metaphysical giddiness in the minds of its latter
day followers. There was too much uneertainty about the 
dividing line between the infinite mind and the finite one. 
In his Gestiirulnisse ( 1 854 ), with sardonie humor Heinrich 
H eine remembered his own past Ilegelianism as the 
blissful time when he believed he was God on earth 
(Werke, Leipzig, W IS,  pp. 1 74- 1 77). 

The idealist philosophers considered themselves the 
rightful heirs of the Protestant reformation. 13ut since their 
religious inspiration derived partly from Neoplatonism, 
partly from Jakob 13oehme, Louis Claude de Saint-�lartin, 
Emanuel Swedenborg, and other troubled sources rather 
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than from Luther or Calvin, they fa i led to instil l  fresh l ife 
into a languishing theology, in spite of Schleiermacher's 
heroic efforts. I ns tead, they carried on the critical work of 
the Enl ightenment they despi sed, and helped to found the 
invisible church of those educated Protestants who substi
tuted rel igious feel ing for rel igion and Chri stian humanism 
for Christian dogma, substitutions which later permitted 
Paul Till ich and other m odern theologians to celebrate 
Nietzsche as a great Protestant. Theirs was the rarefied 
faith that under Bismarck's chancel lorship was cherished 
by the majority of patriots as the "rel igion of onr fore hears" 
and that survived as a subtle aura among the antibo11rgeois 
nationa l i sts and social ists of the Weimar Republic. 

Freedom. The ideal ist  faith or philosophy, subl ime hut 
amorphous, revering as its founding fathers Herder, Kant, 
Goethe, and Schi l ler, together wi th Fichte, Schel l ing, 
Hegel , and Schopenhauer, grew and developed at some 
di stance from active l ife and the responsibi l i t ies of cit izen
ship. It idol ized Hellas and was obl ivious of Rome. Its 
cradle was the Protestant vicarage. I ts creators and its later 
adherents were the sons of the German th i rd estate (des 
Biirgertums) whose struggle for active and full participa
tion in the business of government ende<l in frustration. 
When finally, in October 1 9 18, parl iamentary government 
was granted, the democratic zeal had long evaporated, and 
national d isaster was close at hand. 

The remoteness of the ideal ists from the seats of pol i t ical 
responsibi l i ty did not, however, divert their attention from 
the pol it ical destiny of mankind.  The outbreak of the 
French Revolution fi l led them with enthusiasm for l iberty. 
But the subsequent reign of terror dis i l lusioned them, and 
in horror they turned their backs on active pol i tical l i fe. 
From then on, their philosophy of freedom suffered a two
fold deformation . On the one hand, i t  was l i fted above the 
sphere of hi storical real i ty: freedom for Hegel, though the 
ultimate goal of the h istorical process, was the freedom of 
the Geist rather than of the individual, and as such, it was 
identical with "in finite necessity" (Die Vernunft in der 
Geschichte, Phi losophische B ibliothek, Hamburg, 195,5, 
p.  63). On the other hand, freedom as an actualization within 
hi story, according to Hegel, exi sted only as the state. Be
tween these two poles, no room was left for eleutheria
the Greek conception of the l iberty of the citizen who, by 
definition, was both ruler and subject in one person. 

The state. The frui t  of the ideal i s t  philosophy of free
d:)ln was an idol ization of the state. "One must worship the 
state as a terrestrial divin i ty," according to H egel (Philoso
phie des Rechts, Sec. 272). In the name of tme l iberty, 
romantic philosophers lent their moral support to the Holy 
All iance by which Metternich tried to safeguard autocratic 
forms of monarchy in the face of a growing national ist and 
democratic: movement. Behind this bourgeois revolu
tionary wave the social i s t  movement, led by the advocates 
of the new class of industrial workers , pressed forward , 
al so armed with a poli tical phil osophy derived from Hegel. 
M arx, their prophet, succeeded in kindl ing from the em
bers of revolution smoldering under the weight of the 
Hegelian system a mighty fire. l\1 eanwhi le, under B i s
marck's German Empire, the church of the unchurchcd, 
cal led cul tural Protestantism, moved the altar closer to the 
throne while removing i t  farther from Calvary and the 

Sermon on the Mount. German intellectua l i sm abandoned 
i ts rl•vol utionary fervor to lapse in to pious or cyn ical 
respectabi l i ty under a thriving modern state with an anti
quated pol i tical and social order. 

The contact with the Absol ute hy means of eit lwr Kant's 
categorical imperative, the intcl lcctnal i ntui t ion of  the 
post-Kantian i deal ists, or the 11 egel ian dial ecti c was am
biguously related to practical and especial ly to pol itical 
l ife. It  might create an aloofness of mind that fastidiously 
eschewed the humdrum,  the dust,  and the pass ionate 
confu sion of everyday existence as wel l  as the responsi
bilit ies of commu nal l ife. But once these philosophers 
were forl'.ed to descend into the practil'.al world, citlwr hy 
inward or hy ou tward necessity, the sanw preoccu pation 
could result  in actions more single-minded, more uncom
promis ingly determined, and more rnthlcssly inh1 1ma11 
than any activity animated by less high-flown ideas. Ho
quairol in Jean Pau l 's Ti tan i s  al l  the more wicked for 
being the angel ic Albano's spi ri tual twin brother. !\t ore 
clearly than anyone el se, He inrich I le ine saw this ambi
gu ity and expressed i t  in words that have a prophetic ring. 
In 1 834 he wrote : 

[The German revolution] will not turn out mi lder or 
gentler for having been preceded by the Kantian cri
tique, Fichte's transcendental Ideal ism or even the 
Phi losophy of Nature. Thanks to these doctrines revo
lutionary forces have developed which only bicle their 
t ime to break out one <lay and to fi l l  the worlcl with 
d i smay and admiration. Kantians wil l  step forth who, 
casting aside holy fear in th is  our phenomenal world, 
wil l  dig up mercilessly, with sword and axe, the soil of 
European l i fe to eradicate the last remnants of the 
past. Armed Fichteans will strut  onto the scene whose 
fanaticism of will  can be restrained neither by fear nor 
by cons iderations of uti l i ty . . .  But more terrible 
than all would be the Natural Philosopher . . .  He 
will make a pact with the aboriginal forces of nature so 
as to conjure up the demon iacal power of ancient 
Germanic pantheism. In him that lust for battle wil l  
awaken wh ich we find in the ancient Germans, and 
which does not figh t  to destroy or to win but to fight 
(Zur Geschichte der Religion und Philosophie iri 
Deutsch/and, in Werke, Vol. VI I ,  pp. 350-35 1 ) .  

Dismissal of practical reason. In the deci s ive decades 
of the French Revolution the di sintegration of class ical 
metaphys ics reache� its completion with the fading away 
of the idea of practical reason from the minds of philoso
ph(:rs-a process in which German phi losophy took the 
lead. It was symptomatic that ethics, one of the trad itional 
d i scipl ines of ph i losophy, either dropped out of the sys
tematic scheme of absolute ideal ism al together, or was 
as signed (as by Hegel )  a subordi nate status with in a phi
l osophy of right. In Hegel,  moral i ty (;\foralitiit) figured 
only as the subjective moment of  the goo<l which, together 
with law (the abstract moment of the good ) had to be inte
grated into the concrete system of Sittlichkeit- that is, of 
the state which, in its turn, was considered an essential ly 
hi storical real i ty. Accord ing to this view, the u l timate 
judgment on right and wrong, good and evi l ,  rested with 
the state or, in the era of intel lectual maturity, with the 
philosophy of h i story that translated into human science 
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the mystery of divine providence and thus knew the pur
pose allotted at a given moment to a particular state. It is 
true that Hegel was not oblivious of the human conscience 
as a sanctuary that it would be an outrage to violate. But 
because of its subjective and formal character it was, he 
thought, continually on the verge of perversion into evil, 
and therefore the state could grant it no recognition (He
gel, op. c i t., Secs. 137 and 139). 

In post-Kantian idealism, the immediate relationship 
between speculative thought and the Absolute was 
reaffirmed, but the moral immediacy of the human agent 
suffered curtailment. Between the individual and the good 
as revealed by the voice of conscience two mediating 
authorities that tolerated neither argument nor resistance 
interposed themselves; they were the state as the social 
materialization of freedom and the demands of the histori
cal moment. Since the latter could be deciphered only in 
the light of a philosophy of history, for the man in doubt as 
to the course of action to take, everything depended on 
being privy to the counsels of history. Instead of asking 
"What is right?" he must ask "What is timely?" or, more 
grandiloquently, "What does world history at its present 
juncture expect me to do?" Such teaching, addressed to 
mankind in general, might seem preposterously at variance 
with man's actual perplexities. Yet the ideologies of the 
modern mass movements sought to supply a credible an
S\Ver to these perplexities in terms of such questions. They 
all taught the same sort of lesson : "Such is the route man
kind is fated to travel toward the terrestrial fulfillment of 
its hopes. Keep in step with history, and all will be well 
with you. " But by such exhortations the ideologies pointed 
in different di rections, and instead of uniting mankind, 
they split it into hostile parties animated with crusading 
zeal. Each ideology, without avowing it, denied the prac
tical reason. The question of right or wrong had forfeited 
its claim to priority. A sublime opportunism took the place 
of philosophical wisdom, and the adage of the ancient 
philosophers: "Live in conformity with nature " was re
placed with the modern maxim: "Live in conformity with 
history." 

The importance of German idealist philosophy as a 
formative element of German life can hardly be overrated. 

It was to color the thoughts and attitudes even of those 
who lacked the talent for abstract argument and sophisti
cated reflection. While it held great promise, it was at the 
same time fraught with grave dangers. It was better fitted 
for upli fting the mind than for securely balancing it. 
High-strung energy rather than poise seemed to be its 
natural effect on its votaries. It justly prided itself on the 
profundity and comprehensive boldness of its leading 
concepts. But these lofty ideas were afflicted with a peri
lous instability. The cult of a reason that towered infinitely 
above mere understanding paved the way for i rrational ism. 

The speculative flight that took the th inker to a realm far 
beyond the labor and sweat of communal l ife eventually 
sent him back to earth with a blueprint for radically re
model i ng life on earth. There was no more ardent cham
pion of freedom than the speculative ideali st. But since he 
bel ieved he d i scerned in human hi story the footpri nts of 
Cod in  hi s pa�sage through time, and in the state the di-

vine instrument for conferring on liberty a concrete form, 
his very concern for freedom could make him an advocate 
of unreserved submission. He believed in Christianity but 
he disbelieved Christ's teachings. His twentieth-century 
heirs put his beliefs to a test in the years of trial that foi
lowed World War I and found them unfit to ward off a 
suicidal error. 

THE E RROR OF THE SCR I B E S  

The suicidal error was committed b y  German intellec
tuals under the \Veimar Republic at the time when nation
al social ism, thanks to the master demagogue Hitler, de
veloped from an insignificant lower-middle-class group of 
disgruntled patriots into a mass movement of unparalleled 
intensity and ruthlessness. These intellectuals, because of 
their cultural fastidiousness, were constitutionally unable 
ever to become authentic national socialists and they de
spised a movement that reeked of vulgarity. Yet they be
lieved they could use national socialism and its tremen
dous might for their own purposes, which they judged to 
be akin to those pursued by national socialism. But in the 
end the movement used them for its own purposes. I n
stead of attaining positions of real in fluence, they only 
succeeded in conferring a sham intellectual respectability 
upon national socialism; and thereby they helped the mass 
of educated Germans to overcome the moral squeamishness 
that had long prevented them from donning the brown shirt 
of Hitler's storm troops. Some of the deceived deceivers 
paid for their mistake with their lives; others made up for 
it by joining one of the resistance groups; and others went 
into hiding and reappeared after 1945, trying as best they 
could to live down their ideological past. There were three 
distinct but converging movements among these intellec
tuals: the new conservatism, legal decisionism, and philo
sophical existentialism. 

New conservatism. The new conservatism, arising im
mediately after World War 1, took shape in the minds of a 
group of writers gathered around a rather modest figure, 
Arthur Moeller van den Bruck, author of a book that ap
peared in 1923 under the ominous title Das dritte Reich. 

Its message was particularly well received by the more 
intellectual war veterans, by the youth movement and by 
the younger generation in general. At first it was discussed 
and developed in small esoteric groups. After 1929 the 
conservative ideas won favor with a wider public, largely 
because of the brilliant periodical, Die Tnt, ably edited by 
Hans Zehrer. 

A number of well-known authors, among them Oswald 
Spengler, Ferdinand Fried, Edgar J .  Jung, G. F. J iinger, 
and Ernst Ji_inger, spread the gospel of a refined and highly 
sophisticated though impassioned nationalism. None of 
these writers could be described as a philosopher, but 
each was an imated by philosophical ambitions. To regard 
them as heirs of the idealist philosophers of the past would 
have seemed absurd to them. They were all disciples of 

Nietzsche and flaunted a violently anti-idealist realism that 
they liked to think of as heroic and that was keyed to the 
maxim : the harder on us  and the more repellent to our 
moral feelings and sanguine hopes, the more real. The 
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ideal ist philosophy of spirit had reached them chiefly  
through Schopenhauer's irrationalist vers ion or  in the 
modern garb of a philosoph y of l ife. From Dilthey and his  
school they had inherited a historical relativism that was 
oddly at variance with their mil itant fervor. 

Aesthetic vision of the state. Living and thinking at a 
considerable di stance from the actual problems of pol itical 
l ife, the new conservatives were animated by pol itical 
passion. The focu s of their th inking was the state-a state, 
however, that the ir  hopes projected into a fu ture envisaged 
as the apogee of a philosophical ly i nterpreted world his
tory. Theirs was the vision of the aesthete rather than of 
the pol itical ly  minded man. At the age of 19 Otto Braun, a 
German volu nteer who lost his l ife in World War I ,  had 
expressed a similar vis ion i n  a letter to his  parents : 

M y  inmost yearn ing, my purest, though most secret 
flame, my deepest faith and my highest hope-they 
are still the same as ever, and they all bear one name: 
the State. One day to build the state like a temple,  
rising up pure and strong, rest ing in i ts  own weight, 
severe and subl ime, but also serene l ike the gods and 
with bright hal l s  gl i stening in  the danci ng bri l l iance of 
the sun-this ,  at bottom, is the end and goal of my 
aspirations ( Deutsche Briefe des 20. Jahrhunderts, 
M unich, 1 962, p. 87). 

The same enthusiasm, with less purity, burned in the minds 
of the new conservatives. 

The conservative revolution. "Conservative revolution," 
the paradoxical watchword that best expressed the state of 
mind of the new conservative writers and propagandists, 
was probabl y coined by Thomas Mann and was given wide 
currency by the Au strian poet Hugo von H ofmannsthal , 
who used the term in an address to students of the U n i
vers ity of Mun ich in  1927. This i l l -matched pair of words 
was intended to voice, first, a longing that ran counter to 
the great m ovement of modern history-a nostalgia for 
discipl ine and subordination rather than for freedom , for 
command and obedience as the elements of a well-bal
anced order. By "conservative," no conservation of time
honored institutions was intended-l ittle was left for con
servation after the havoc wrought by war and revolution. 
I nstead, the new conservatives aimed at a restitution of 
those elements on which , in their opinion, the permanence 
of communal l ife itself was predicated. On the basis of th i s  
reinterpretation the qual ifying word "conservative" could 
be affixed to "revolution ," and insofar as these men had 
any contact with pol i tical actual ity, it  was through the 
latter term. As revolutionaries they scorned and hated the 
existi ng order of things, the Weimar Republic. Hence they 
applauded the destructive activities of the national social
i sts, and occasional ly  even those of the communists. 

Hatred of the West. The i ntellectual hosti l i ty against the 
Weimar Republic rai sed th i s  unfo1tunate state to the rank 
of a symbol. In the eyes of its enemies it was a debased 
copy of Western democracy; and Western democracy, 
together with capital i sm,  commercial ism, and i ndustrial
ism, was abhorred as a product of the disintegration of 
Western culture and, in fact, as a world in decl i ne and 
doomed to imminent self-destruction . During World War I ,  

Max Schcler had uti l ized Nietzsche's ferocious cri t icism of 
modern civi l i zation to build up a German myth, a cou nter
part to the an ti-German myth invented and publ iei ze<l at 
the same time by John Dewey aud George Santayana. 
Accord ing to Schcler's myth , Gemiany was destined to 
save the threatened values of the (keident. I t  would s t'l 
faith against skepticism, metaphys ics against science, the 
organic whole against atomism, life against mecha11 1sm, 
heroism against calculation, true community against com
mercialized society, a hierarch ical ly ordered people 
against the mass leveled down by egali tarianism. This 
philosophy, an unpalatable mixture of national arrogance, 
legitimate criticism of the foibles of the modern democra
cies, and bl indness to their unabated strength, was thor
oughly exploited by the postwar critics of the Weimar 
Republ ic. S imu ltaneou sl y other riches of dubiou s val ue 
were derived from various sources :  from Ferdinand Ton
nies, author of Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft ( 1 887), 
wh ich exalted genuine community at the expense of mere 
society; from J ul ius Langbehn,  author of Rembrandt als 
Erzieher ( 1890), apostle of a m ystic national ism and gener
al ly referred to as der Rembrandtdeutsche; from Paul de 
Lagarde, who exacerbated his  nationalist creed with a 
goodly dose of anti-Semiti sm; and finally from a contem
porary scholar, the Viennese soci ologist Othmar S pann, a 
bitter enemy of i ndividual i sm and inventor of a theory of 
"organic total ity" that formed the romantic German com
pan ion piece to the holism developed by the South African 
statesman Jan Christiaan Smuts. Further ideological ingre
dients were furni shed by a number of non-Gennan authors 
belonging to the antirevolutionary, Machiavell ian, and 
irrational i st tradition , such as Donoso-Cortes, Charles 
Maurras, Vi lfredo Pareto, and Arthur  Graf Gobineau. 

I n  spite of a certain affinity to the romantic political 
philosophers of the period of the German-Austrian Resto
ration, the men of the conservative revol ution had l ittle in 
common with the old conservatives and national i sts of the 
right-wing party that in 1932, with the help of Hinden burg 
and the cabinet of barons, vain ly tried to stem the Nazi 
brown flood. For these official representatives of wealth 
and tradition, with their l ingering nostalgia for the sh in ing 
armor of the Wilhelmine empire, the new conservatives 
had noth ing but scorn . They were as violentl y antibour
geois as they were anti l iberal .  They considered the ideas 
of class rule and class struggle antiquated, and a strong 
i ngredient of social isw went i nto the making of their na
tional ist views. Although the majority of them were anti
M arxist, Georges Sorel' s syndical ism, amalgamating the 
idea of pol itical myth with that of violence, appealed to 
their partial ity for revolutionary trucu le nce. ln one respect 
at least they stood on common ground with national so
cial ism : the polit ical distinction between right and left had 
become mean ingless to them, and their national ism had a 
tendency to shade off into national bolshevism. Ernst 
N iekisch , a former social democrat infl uenced by Moeller 
van den Bruck's ideas, founded the National Bolshevik 
Resistance Movement, whose emblem combined hammer 
and sickle with the Prussian eagle .  

There was an obvious lack of a constructive and prac
ticable conception in thi s  mixture of ideas, but the revolu-
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tionary conservatives made up for their lack of a positive 
ideology by mai ntain i11g a strong sense of being carried 
forward by the torrent of historical events. Suspended 
between the dread of an approaching cataclysm and the 
apocalyptic anticipation of a future grandeur beyond hope, 
they desperately sought to interpret their diagnostic ob
servations and their forebodings in terms of a prophetic 
philosophy of history. But as their attempts in thi s  direc
tion ended in failure, they made up for it by construct
ing a myth, an imaginative picture of a state of things to 
come, half forecast of a future development and half 
utopia. The embodiment of a paradoxical dream, the myth 
was a nightmare envisaged wistfully-u nbearably inhu
man and yet a challenge to the adventu rous  mind, a fiction 
designed to produce a reality. Of the numerous  mythmak
ing books written, two in particular caught the imagination 
of contemporary readers :  Oswald Spengler's Preusse11tum 
und Sozialismus (t-.lunich, 1920) and Ernst J iinger's Der 
A rbeiter, llerrschaft und Gestal t (1932). Spengler proph
esied the partnership and fusion of two traditions hitherto 
violently opposed to one another. The virtues of a high 
sense of duty, of obedience, and of self-abnegation, as 
cultivated by the Prussian kings and their armies, would 
be wedded to the equally militant discipline of the battal
ions of the socialist revolution to form the mighty body 
social of the postindividualist and postliberal era. In 
J iinger's vision of the future, the worker was the architect 
and master of the new state. But the heroic worker he 
portrayed bore even less resemblance to the real worker of 
the industrial age than S pengler's idealized Prussian to the 
actual Junker. The lineage of J i.inger' s  worker was tracea
ble in literature rather than in life-he was Nietzsche's 
superman reborn out of the spirit of ecstatic collectivism. 
These highly i ntelligent authors succeeded in intoxicating 
both themselves and others with their fantastic dreams. 
When they awoke, they stood aghast before the real future 
that had meanwhile taken shape in Hitler's Third Reich. 

Legal decisionism. Under the pretext of quelling a 
rebellion of the SA (storm troops) allegedly engineered by 
Colonel Rohm, Hitler ordered a massacre on June 30, 
1934. Among the victims was Edgar .I .  J ung, one of the 
hcst-known exponents of the new conservatism. This act of 
lawless savagery was hailed as a saving deed not only by 
the intimidated and demoralized Reichstag but also by an 
emi nent legal philosopher, Carl Schmitt, whose thinking 
ran closely parallel to that of J u ng and his friends. In an 
article entitled "The Leader Protects the Law" (in Posi
tionen und Begriffe, 1940, pp. 200 ff.), he maintained that the 
murder of a large number of men without indictment or 
process of law s ignified the creation of a new order of law 
a11d justice. But Schmitt was not an ordinary sycophant; he 
merely applied the principles of antiliberalism to a case 
that happened to involve another antiliberal. In fact, the 
astute jurist had thought through the antilibernl ideas 
much more thoroughly than the dilettantes of the conserv
ative revolution. Although he too was an admi rer of Sore l's 
invention, the political myth, he preferred for his own 
use a paradoxical but perfectly logical theory he called 
dec isionism . With its help he became Ilitler's legal 
ph ilosophical stirru p-holder. Schmitt accompanied with 

legal comments each phase of the turbulent develop
ment that led from the paralysis of parliamentary rule and 
the government by the president through emergency or
ders to Hitler's chancellorship and the triumph of the 
national socialist revolution, and at every juncture he was 
found on the winning side. 

What constitutes the legitimacy of a legal order? The 
ultimate source of legitimacy, Schmitt maintained, is in 
the act of decision. By this term he meant the fiat of the pas
s ionate will, life itself breaking through the crust of the 
repetitious routine of normal existence, the human re
sponse to an emergency, the extremus necessitatis casus. 
The maker of this creative deci sion was, of course, not the 
individual as such but the sovereign. In fact, Schmitt 
defined sovereignty by reference to the extreme situation. 
The sovereign , he wrote i n  1922, "is one who decides in 
an emergency" (Politische Theologie, 4 Kapitel zur Lehre 
van der Souveriinitii t, quoted from the 2d ed., M unich and 
Leipzig, 1934, p. 1 1  ). This decision is twofold: The sov
ereign decides both whether an emergency exists and 
what is to be done about it. The decision is not determined 
by an existing order, for the rules defining that order are 
annulled by the exceptional situation ;  but conversely, 
every order is based on a decision. In other words, deci
s ion is an extralegal act rendering possible a legal order
any legal order. From this Neo- Hobbesian point of view, 
article 48 of the German constitution of 19 19, which ex
plained the special powers granted to the president in an 
emergency and by means of which Hitler in 1933 trans
formed a parliamentary democracy into a totalitarian autoc
racy without formally repealing the constitution, appeared 
as fundamental. 

This decisionist theory was well fitted for conferring a 
semblance of legality upon the violent and even criminal 
policy Hitler was determined to pursue. The Fiihrer did 
even better than Professor Schmi tt's  philosophy foresaw; 
thanks to his superb demagogy he was able to create the 
emergency that in decisionist doctrine figured as an event 
on the order of an earthquake or volcanic eruption. After 
Hitler's seizure of power, Schmitt did his best to exploit 
the potentialities of theoretical decisionism and to adapt it 
to the new state of things. H is three constituents of sover
eignty-the norm, the decision, and the institutions (with 
the primacy belonging to decision)-he equated with the 
triad state-movement-people, thus effecting a rapproche
ment between hi s own language and that of the party. 
But no conceptual alchemy could transform the deci sionist 
into an authentic national socialist. Hi tler's true followers 
haJ to believe in "blood and soil" rather than in that 
tenuous and spiritual thing called decision. 

Philosophical existentialism. According to Carl 
Schmitt's doctrine, the extreme or exceptional case was 
more revealing than the normal case. This idea, universal
ized into a first principle, became the spring that actuated 
the Kierkegaard renaissance of the 1920s in Germany and 
produced the philosophical current known as existential
ism. The extremus necessitatis casus was conceived as the 
despair of the human person confronted with nothingness. 
The anguished awareness of this predicament might be
come the hour of th e birth of man's true freedom. Hy an 
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unpremed itated move, a "leap," he might recapture the 
lost contact with Being, thus miraculously winning the 
firm ground on which to bu i ld his life and an i nterpretation 
of the world. In a remarkable li ttle book, Die geistige Situ
ation der Zeit ( 193 1 ), Karl Jaspers dramatized the present 
hi storical si tuation by interpreting it in the l ight of the 
Kierkegaardian concepts of despair and cri sis .  The phys
iognomy of the age, he wrote, "is characterized by the 
unsheltered man . . . .  There is no god, is the clamor of the 
masses; and heuce man is worthless ,  slaughtered in large 
nu mhers, because he is nothing" (p. 130). The writer of 
these words was fil led with deep apprehension and horror 
at the approaching disaster, and he intended his hook as an 
eleventh-hour appeal to what was noblest in man. But in 
the confusion of these years the exi stentialist appeal 
seemed an ambiguous message. The miracu lous leap, the 
fruit of the existential crisis of despair, m ight land the 
patient anywhere. It might in itiate a process of spiritual 
recuperation and final ly  give birth to true selfhood, as 
Jaspers devoutly hoped. But it  might also complete the 
work of the evil charm that the false grandeur of national 
socialism cast upon the young-con fused , disheartened, 
repelled by the sordid spectacle of the disin tegrating re
public and yearning for the extraordinary experience and 
the heroic deed. In its essence existential ism had nothing 
to do with national social ism. But preach ing  the saving 
catastrophe was a dangerous thing at the moment when 
Hitler, the great beneficiary of catastrophes, was at the 
doorstep. 

P H I L OSOPH ERS OF THE TH I R D  RE I C H  

The moment Hi tler became chancellor o f  the Reich, 
German phi losophy l ost its pol it ical significance. From 
then on, the party, and in the l ast analysis Hit l er, deter
mined what was true and what was erroneous in pol itical 
thought. I ntel lectual l ife as a matter of public interest 
came to a standstill . But phi losophy as an academic study 
was allowed to continue in a status of pol it ical neutral i ty. 
There was too l i ttle time between the seizure of power i n  
1933 and the outbreak o f  war in  1939 for the national so
cial i sts to remake philosophy and to secure a monopoly on 
the dogma of the racial superiority of the Aryans.  

H owever, an attempt was made to integrate phil osophy 
into the pattern of national social ist thought. I ts outstand
ing document was "The Myth of the Twentieth Century" by 
Alfred Rosenberg, the chief ideologist of the party. Ac
cording to Rosenberg, soul is race viewed from with in ,  and 
it is  the racial soul that moves world history. Thanks to the 
Germanic race, the soul ach ie ved its final triumph in de
veloping the ideas of honor and freedom , and the true 
mystici sm,  that of Meister Eckhart, which is  Christian only 
in  name and appearance, must be understood as the exal
tation of the soul's freedom-the freedom even from God. 
But Rosenberg failed in spite of his elevated rank in the 
Nazi hierarchy. His sermons on the myth of blood embar
rassed Hitler, who, though he hated Christianity, wished 
to avoid an open confl ict with the Chri stian churches. His 
fellow Nazi leaders refused to take him seriously, and 
trained phi losophers saw him as the man of l i tt le l earning 

and less  intel l igence that he  actually was. Thus , the inva
sion of phi losophy by the party miscarried. 

The corresponding attempt of pl1 i l osophy to gain a foot
hold in Nazi sm was likewise frustrated. l'rofos sors of phi
losophy, l ike their col leagues in other fields, yielded to the 
temptation of adapting themselves and their  ideas to the 
victorious system. The antiliheral ism and antirational ism 
of the pre-H it ler years were sti l l  al ive in their minds and a 
great prize beckoned. Each aspired to he acclaimed the 
ph il osopher of the Third Heich . The temptation was 
greatest in the first years of the H i tler regime. Warn ing 
voices at that time were drowned by an oratory that cele
brated the rebirth  of the nation. Attun ing their minds to 
the public mood, learned newcomers to the Nazi camp sat 
down to fabricate philosoph ies worthy of the occasion.  The 
international l y  known periodical Logos was rebaptized 
Zeitschrift fur deutsche Kulturphilosopliie, and i ts new 
editor, Hermann Glockner, confessed in the opening issue 
that two souls ,  alas, dwe lled in his breast- the soul of a 
peasant and that of a sold ier. Another soldier-philosopher, 
H ans  Heyse, i mprovised a philosophy of h istory according 
to which the Third Reich achieved the long-delayed rec
onciliation of i dea and existence, at war with one another 
throughout the course of previous hi story. Alfred Baumler, 
appointed professor of pol itical pedagogy in the U nivers ity 
of Berl in  by the H itler government, went even fu rther in 
assert ing that phi losophy, in order to attain full concrete
ness, must substitute for the cold abstraction existence the 
l iving person of Adolf H itler. Kurt H i ldebrandt, inspi red 
by Stefan George's poetical conception of heroi sm, fur
ni shed a heroic portrait of Plato as the archenemy of de
mocracy. Erich Rothacker, a pupil of Dil they, improved 
upon his master's hi storicism by reinterpret ing it in the 
l ight of the concept of race. And E rnst Krieck, to concl ude 
this list, offered a philosophy of education for the new 
master race. 

The real national social ists, meanwhile ,  deeply di strust
ful of all intel lectual s and attending to more urgent busi
ness, had no time to l isten to this chorus. Long before 
catastrophe overtook the Hi tler Reich, the bankruptcy of 
the pseudo-phi losophical enterprise became evident and 
many of the recent converts turned renegade. A memoran
dum of April 3, 1944 , drawn up for Alfred Rosenberg by 
the staunchest national socialist among German academ ic 
phi losophers, A lfred Baumler, revealed a desperate s i tua
tion-aloofness on rhe part of the respectable scholars 
exi sted everywhere, while ambitious incomp,�tence was 
thriving under party protectorship. The game was up. The 
hope of bri nging together philosophy and the party had 
proved an i l lu sion. 

Unfortunately, one real philosopher had taken part in 
this game by putt ing his  existentialist ideas at the disposal 
of the masters of the day. Martin Heidegger, in an address 
he delivered as rector of the University of Freiburg, inter
preted the Hi tler state as the political actual ization of true 
phi losophy-that i s ,  "questioning, unsheltered firmness 
amidst the uncertainty of Being" (Die Selbstbehauptung 
der deutsche11 Universitiit, Bres lau, 1933 , p. 13) .  The pre
cariousness of Being, he affirm ed, forced upon the nation 
three forms of labor and strnggle :  l abor service, mil itary 
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service, and research service. This was a forceful but be
lated proclamation. The time for waxing eloquent over 
heroic fortitude in Nietzsche's style was gone. Naked 
brutality had won the day. The story of German philoso
phy and national socialism ended in an anticlimax. 
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HELMUT KUHN 

G E R S H ON,  L E V I  B E N.  See CERSONIDES. 

G E R S O N ,  J E A N D E  ( 1363- 1429), Frmch religious re
former and writer on mysticism, was born at G erson-les 
Barbey in Champagne. He  was educated at the Univer
sity of Paris and was soon well known both as a teacher 
of theology and as a preacher. In 1395 he was elected 
chancellor of the university. Gerson played an important 
part in the attempts to heal the Great Schism, culminating 
in the Council of Constance (14 14-14 18). His last years 
were spent in comparative obscurity at Lyons. 

Gerson's philosophical position was different from that 
of any of the main schools of his time. Although he had 
been brought up under the influence of nominali sm, he 
made liberal use of Platonist ideas derived from Pseudo
Dionysius and Bonaventure, and he appears to have been 



sympathetic to Thomism, which became popular again 
during his period as a reforming chancel lor at the univer
si ty. He made use of nominal istic criticisms of Scotist 
theologians, who employed an array of technical terminol
ogy in constructing theories about the divine nature and 
whom Gerson held chiefly responsible for the existing 
state of aridity in theology. Nevertheless, he was dissat
isfied with the divorce between revelation and metaphys
ical reasoning implied by nominalism. Thus, his ch ief 
concern was to provide the framework for a theology that 
would express personal piety and, at the same time, con
tain intel lectual checks upon that piety. Part of his origi
nality was that he lectured at Paris on the theory and 
practice of contemplation, instead of treating theology in a 
merely speculative fashion. Cerson's eclecticism was thus 
a consequence of his rel igious and reforming interests. 

In theology Gerson criticized Jan van Ruysbroeck for 
some of his language in the third part of The Spiritual 
Marriage, which seemed to imply that in the beati fic state 
the soul becomes essential ly united with the divine Being. 
Gerson regarded Ruysbroeck's way of express ing h imself 
as dangerous and unorthodox, s ince the transcendence of 
Cod requires that no finite being can be identi fied with 
him. John of Schoonhoven, from Ruysbroeck's monastery 
at Croenendaal, replied that Ruysbroeck had been mi sin
terpreted and that it was unsuitable to discuss mystical 
doctrines in the atmosphere of the school s. Th i s  led to a 
counterreply from Gerson,  because Schoonhoven's posi
tion was opposed to the rational e of the very reform s 
which Gerson was trying to effect, according to wh ich 
theology would be more than a merely academic disci
pl ine. 

Not surpris ingly, Cerson's most i mportant writings-for 
example, "The Mountain of Contemplation" and "Mystical 
Theology"-are centrally concerned with bringing practi
cal rel igion i nto the school s. According to Gerson, the 
highest aspects of the soul are the pure intell igence and 
the synderesis ,  or that which inclines the soul toward the 
good. The cognitive and affective aspects of the soul are 
closely related; thus, the knowledge of an object involves a 
feel ing toward it, and feeling involves an element of intel
lectual knowledge. This psychology provided a rationale 
for Cerson's strictures upon merely theoretical theology. 
His account of m ystical theology l ikewise incorporated the 
thesis that the intellect and the synderesis attain their 
respective perfections through mutual cooperation. 

Mystical theology, for Gerson, was not so much the 
study of mysticism as it was the way of contemplation 
itself. In the highest stage the soul attains union with Cod, 
hut this union i s  a union of love, in which the human will 
is in total conform ity with the divine wil l .  Gerson resisted 
those interpretations which implied that there was a sub
stantial identity with Cod or that the love uniting  the soul 
and Cod cou ld  be i dentified with the Holy Spirit. Thus, 
Gerson stated a view of mysticism that was sympathetic, 
practical , and orthodox; and for this reason he was widely 
influential in the fifteenth century. Moreover, his  other 
main concern, the heal ing of the Great Schism, expressed 
the nature of the reforms he wished to promote. He held 
that on the one hand, the external and institutional aspects 
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of rel igion must be in good order; but on the other hand, 
theology and rel igion must be l iberated from formal ism. 
Gerson had some influence on Luther. 
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N INIAN SMAHT 

G E R S O N I D E S ,  or Levi bcn Gershon ( 1288 - 1344), also 
known by his acronym, "RaLBaC," French Jewish philos
opher, B ibl ical exegete, mathematician, and astronomer, 
was born at Bagnols and died at Perpignan. l it> was the 
inventor of two astron omical ins truments, the J acob's s taff 
("baculus") and an i m proved camera obscura. Cersonides' 
l i terary contributions include Bibl ical commentaries of a 
philosophical  and moral tone, supercommentaries to Aver
roes' treati ses on Aris totle, and his phi losophical master
work, MilJ:iamot A donai ("Wars of the Lord"). Because of 
his knowledge of Averroes, Cersonides was exposed to a 
more authentic version of Aristotle than was available to 
his predecessors and was thus motivated to re-examine 
certain problems that he fel t  had previously been treated 
inadequately or incorrectly. These problems,  corre
sponding to the six sections of the "Wars," are ( I )  the 
nature and immortal i ty of the soul ,  (2) prophecy, (3) the na
ture of Cod's knowledge, (4) divine providence, (5) m ir
acles and the s tructure of the universe, and (6) the 
creation of the world.  Methodological ly, he recognized the 
authority of the four  roots of knowledge (as first formulated 
by Saadia Caon), namely,  reason, sensory perception, 
divine revelation, and rabbinic tradition, in that order of 
priority, although he seldom cited the last specifical ly .  

The work begi ns with a detailed analys is  of Ari stotle's 
doctrine of the soul according to the interpretati ons of 
Alexander of Aphrodis ias, Themistius, and Averroes. In 
agreement with Alexander, Cersonides maintained that the 
material or hylic intel lect is a capacity inherent in the 
sensitive soul .  Under the agency of the Active I ntel lect, 
the last of the separate intel l igences, the material intellect 
is transformed, through the acquis ition of ideas, into an 
actual or acquire d  intPllect. Opposing the nominalism of 
Alexander and Maimonides, Cersonides maintained the 
real ity of the ideational content of the acquired intel lect .  I t  
is  this  acquired intellect which survives independently 
after the death of the individual. 

Cersonides' account of the nature of Cod's knowledge is 
related to his theory of divi ne attributes. Maimonides' 
theory of homonymy, according to which attribu tes in 
general and the term "knowing" in part icular refer to en
tirely different concepts when appl ied to Cod and man, 
allowed Mai monides to main tain both Cod's absolute 
omniscience and man's free wi l l .  Reject ing this as absurd, 
Cersonides reaffirmed, in agreement with the M usl im 
phi losophers Avicenna and Averroes, that attr ibutes are to 
be treated as ambiguous terms, appl ied in a primary sense 
to Cod but in  a derivative sense to man. Furthermore, the 
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attributes imply no plurality in Goel' nature since they are 
subjects of discourse and not of essence, just as the terms 
"redness" and "color" imply no plurality in the concept 
"reel." 

Since God's knowledge is similar in nature to man's, he 
cannot know the contingent and consequently knows the 
particulars only insofar as they are ordered. This amounts 
to a virtual restriction of divine knowledge to the univer
sals. Since men are endowed with free will, this restriction 
normally precludes special providence for individuals. 
However, some individuals enjoy special providence; this 
consists in a knowledge, received from the Active Intel
lect, of stellar configurations that determine events on 
earth. Modern scholarship has not generally noted that this 
explanation of special providence for the intellectual elite 
was foreshadowed in one of the two discussions of the 
problem in t\ laimonides' Guide for the Perplexed (III.5 1). 

The communication of astrological information to the 
human intellect by the Active Intellect is known as proph
ecy. The prophet, to the extent of his ability, interprets 
the general information received, in the light of the partic
ular circumstances with which he is concerned, Gerson
iclcs' tendency to deny God's direct involvement in ter
restrial affairs is further illustrated by his theory that the 
capacity for miracles was implanted in nature so that mira
cles do not represent any specific divine concern. 

In his discussion of the origin of the world, Gersonides 
agreed with Maimonides that it was indeed created but, in 
opposition to him, maintained that ex nihilo nihil fit. 
Rather, he posited an absolutely formless matter (not eter
nal in time since time did not exist before the creation of 
the world) out of which the world was formed. Gerson ides 
found this dualism useful in ascribing the origin of evil  to 
matter. 
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FRANK TALMAGE 

GE STA LT TH E ORY.  The Gestalt movement in psy
chology began early in the twentieth century; its founders 
were the German psychologists Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang 
Kcihler, and Kurt Kaffka. A Gestalt is essentially an organ
ized who le whose parts belong together, as opposed to 
ll <'ing simply juxtaposed or randomly distributed. As 
Wertheimer put i t, "What happens to a part of the whole 
is dc·tcrminecl by intrinsic laws inherent in this whole." 
The Gestalt theorists believed this principle to he of wide 
applic:ation and to lie relevant to the psychology of per
c:eption in particn lar. 

History. As early as 1890 Christian von Ehrenfels had 
pointed out that to appreciate a melody we need to be 
aware not of single tones in isolation but of a succession of 
tones which combine in a particular way. If notes of the 
same pitch as those of the original melody are presented 
in a different temporal order, there will be a completely 
different effect, whereas the same melody played in a dif
ferent key is immediately recognizable, even though the 
notes are different in pitch from the original ones. The 
melody as a whole was said by von Ehrenfels to have a 
Gestaltqualitiit independent of the qualities of the sepa
rate notes. \Vertheimer, Kohler, and Koffka were con
cerned to apply the concept of Gestalt over a wide area 
and thus give a new direction to psychological research. 

A central feature in their view was the doctrine of iso
morphism, which asserts that our experiences have the 
same structure as the brain processes which underlie 
them. Thus, if the stimulus is a nearly complete circle 
which the subject sees as a complete circle, the doctrine of , 
isomorphism would assert that there must be some pattern 
in the brain that is isomorphic with the complete circle, as 
opposed to the incomplete one. The detailed neurological 
hypotheses which they put forward are of questionable 
value, but the general principle is still of interest, as is 
Kohler's demonstration that there are Gestalten in physical 
nature, for example, the soap bubble, whose spherical 
shape is the necessary result of the total forces in operation 
at any one ti me (see Kaffka, Principles of Gestalt Psychol
ogy, p. 14). 

The following are some typical examples of the Gestalt 
principle as applied to vision: Figure 1 appears as a cross; 
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if, however, we consider the effect on the retina of the 
eye of each of the dots in isolation, there is nothing to 
account for the way in which they are organized. Implicit in 
traditional thinking, according to Kohler and Kaffka, is the 
so-called "constancy hypothesis" -the hypothesis that 
stimulation of a particular point on the retina has a con
stant effect regardless of the total pattern of stimulation. 
Yet if the constancy hypothesis were true, it would he hard 
to explain the obvious recognizability of the "4" in Figure 
2a and its camouflage in Figure 2b, since the same retinal 
points are being stimulated in both cases . Similarly one 
cannot explain how a man who moves from twenty yards 



Figure 2a 
FROM " G ESTALT PSYCHOLOG Y ' ' BY WOL FGANG KOH L E R ,  P 1 9 3 .  BY PERMISS ION O F  L IVE  

R IGHT ,  P U B LI S H E R S ,  N Y  

Fig ure 2b 
FROM ' ' G ESTALT PSYCHOLOG Y ' '  BY WOLFGANG KOHLER,  P .  1 6 5  BY P E R M I S S I O N  O F  L I V E-

R IGHT ,  P U B L I S H E R S ,  N . Y  

away t o  ten yards away conti nues t o  look approxi mately 
the same size, s i nce the retinal st imulation must by the 
laws of optics be quite different. Indeed there are many 
characteristics of the perceived world (what Koffka terms 
the "behavioral," as opposed to the "geograph ical ," envi
ronment) which do not bear a one - one relationship to 
anything in the pattern of st imulation. Thus, in Fi gure 3 
we see the l i nes as four pairs,  but the "togetherness" of 
each pair has no direct counterpart in the system of sti m
uli ; and in Edgar Rubin's famous exam ple (Figure 4),  
whether we see the white as "figure" and the b lack as 

Figure 3 
FROM ' "G ESTALT PSYCHOLOG Y '  BY DAV ID  KATZ , P 2 6 .  BY P E Ft M I SS ION  OF M ET H U EN A N D  
C O M P A N Y ,  LTD , LON DON 
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Fig ure 4 
FROM EDGAR R U B I N AS R E P R O D U C E D  IN " G ESTALT PSYCHOLOGY DY DAV ID  KATZ,  , 47 BY  

PERMISS ION O F  M ET H U E N  C O M PANY,  LTD . ,  LONDON 

"ground" or vice versa, there is no direct counterpart to 
the "th ingli ke" character of the fi gure and the absence of 
this character in the ground.  

Thi s  thinglike character, the character of "product ivity," 
which occurs in some causal transactions, the character of 
"being mine," wh ich belongs to, say, my hand in  contrast 
to an object on which my hand is resti ng, the character of 
anger present in someone's face- these are some of the 
many features wh ich are present in the behavioral envi
ron ment, even though they are necessari ly absent from the 
world of physics because there is nothing in the stimulus 
s i tuation directly correspondi ng to them. On the Gestalt 
view what i s  al l-im portant is the way in wh ich the imme
diate, or "prox imal," stim uli  (for example, l ight waves or 
sound waves) combine in space and t ime;  when these 
combinations are of a certain ki nd, certain perceptual 
organ izations wi l l  ari se (for exam ple, two parts of a di
agram will  be seen as belonging together), and laws can be 
framed in terms of which such organ izations can be pre
dicted. Detai ls of thes" laws have been set out by David 
Katz; they include the law of proximity, which states that, 
other thi ngs being equal, in a total stimulus s ituation those 
e lem ents which are closest to each other ten d to form 
groups, and the law of closed forms, which states that, 
other thi ngs bein g equal, l ines which enclose a s urface 
tend to be seen as a unit .  

A law of a more general k ind is  that of Priignanz. As 
formulated by Koffka (op. cit . , p. l lO),  th is law s tates :  
" Psychological  organ isation w i l l  always b e  a s  'good' as the 
prevai l ing  co nditions allow. In  this defi nition the term 
'good' is undefi ned. It embraces such properties as regu
lari ty and symmetry, s implicity and others ." In other 
words, when the stimul i  are of a certai n kind, there are 
forces within the organ ism wh ich operate in the direction 
of maximum s implicity; hence, we tend to see "good" 
figures- squares and circles, for f'Xample-rather than less 
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regular ones. The word Priignanz is of course ultimately 
connected with the Latin impregnare. The suggestion 
here, however, is not that of something being fertilized or 
made pregnant but rather of something being stamped or 
pressed into a particular shape (compare the word priigen, 
which is used primarily to refer to the minting of coins). 
Certain types of configurations, one might say, are particu
larly impressive; they carry a certain stamp or they strike 
us in particular ways. 

Contrary to what has sometimes been said, the Gestalt 
psychologists did not dispute that past experience can 
influence perception; this is made plain by Katz in Gestalt 
Psychology (pp. 28-29). Their criticism was directed 
against the view of perception which invoked past experi
ence as a deus ex machina when observed results did not 
fit the constancy hypothesis. Thus a penny, unless its flat 
surface is directly in front of us, might be expected from 
the laws of optics to look elliptical. Since it does not, one 
can preserve the view that the "basic datum" is an ellipse 
by postulating a rapid process of inference based on past 
experience. On this view we infer that the penny is round 
because of our alleged previous experience of round pen
nies. According to the Gestalt psychologists, however, not 
only is there nothing in introspection to suggest such an 
inference ; they would also have questioned whether in 
fact it is particularly common in  ordinary life for pennies to 
have their flat surfaces directly in front of the observer-a 
condition which their opponents' theory seems to require. 
In contrast, their view was that when the proxi mal stimuli 
combine in a certain way a particular perceptual organi
zation is forced upon us; thus a circle is a "good" fi gure, 
and hence the "internal forces" will operate in the direc
tion of a circle rather than an ellipse. 

Interesting experimental studies include those of \Vert
heimer ("Experimentelle Studien i.iber das Sehen van 
Bewegung," in Zeitschrift fiir  Psychologie) on the percep
tion of movement, those of Kohler (The Mentality of Apes) 
on problem solving in apes, those of Wertheimer (Produc
tive Thinking) and Duncker ( "On Problem Solving") on 
problem solving in humans, that of Katz (The World of 
Colour) on the perception of color, that of Rubin (Synsople
vede Figurer) on the figure -ground distinction, those of 
Lewin (Principles of Topological Psychology), who has at
tempted to apply Gestalt principles to the study of social 
situations, and those of Michotte (La Perception de la causa
lite)-although he was not a member of the original group
on the conditions in which we receive an impression of 
causality. A recent interesting development is the attempt 
to relate figural goodness to the amount of information ( in 
the mathematical sense) needed to specify a particular pat
tern or figure (sec especially Attneavc, Applications of In
formation Theory to Psychology, p. 82). The problem of 
perceptual Gestaltcn has ari sen in an acute form in the 
programming of computers to carry out pattern recognition 
(see, for instance, Kirsch, "Computer Interpretation of 
Engli sh Text and Picture Patterns"). 

Science and common sense. The advance of science 
eontiuually brings in its train a challenge to our common
sense bPliefs about the world. At one time or another in 
tlw hi story of -;ciPntific thought it has been held , for exam
ple, that sense' pPrcPption is unreliable�, that the things 
around us an· not really colored, that the floor 011 which we 

walk is not really solid, and that no two events are eve er, 
exactly simultaneous. In contrast with many othe 
scienti fic systems, Gestalt theory involves the attempt tc 
call us away from such paradoxes back to common sense; i � 
invites us to consider the world as we in fact experience it 
not as we might expect to experience it in the light of tht. 
lates,l: scientific developments. 

It does not, of course, follow, that philosophical para
doxes can be disposed of simply by pointing out that expe
rience is in fact of such-and-such a kind. Thus, it is no 
argument against Locke's account of substance or Hume's 
account of causality to point out that the behavioral envi
ronment is found by experience to consist of things in 
causal interaction, any more than it is an argument against 
the distinction between primary and secondary qualities to 
point out that we are aware of greenness as being in the 
grass and not in our heads. Similarly, a philosopher who 
wishes to defend the sense-datum terminology cannot be \ 
refuted simply by an appeal to Rubin's claim that what we 
perceive is organized into figure and ground and is not just 
"a mosaic of sense data." As a corrective against those who 
mistake the point of philosophical arguments, it may be 
helpful on occasions to make explicit exactly what we are 
aware of at the common-sense level , but this does not 
prove the phi losophical arguments to be wrong. 
Despite the emphasis on naive judgment, however, the I Gestalt program does not involve an uncritical return to 

naive realism. Rather, its claim is that the gulf between 
what common sense tells us and what science tells us is 
not, after all, as great as might be supposed; the world of 
nature is gestaltet no less than are our experiences. More
over, although in some of their discussions Kohler and 
Kaffka speak in traditional terms about "the relation be
tween mind and matter," their views do not fit easily into 
the traditional categories of interactionism, epiphenome
nalism, and parallelism; indeed, like many modern philoso
phers, they are critical of a starting point which forces us to 
decide between theories couched in these terms. 

Positivism and behaviorism. The prevailing scientific 
attitude of the time, which Koffka called "positivism," was 
mistaken, on the Gestalt view, because it allowed no place 
for the categories of meaning and value. The important fact 
for psychology is that the behavioral environment is organ
ized-it is intelligible . Thus we are making sense out of a 
person's facial expression when we say that he is angry. 
Similarly, if a person listens to music, he is sometimes 
aware that a chord with the leading note (the seventh of 
the scale) at the top requires to be followed by the tonic 
chord of the original key; the cadence has its special 
meaning only if the second chord follows the first. This 
remains true even though such "rcquircdness," as Kohler 
terms it in The Place of Value in a World of Facts, can play 
no part in the world of physics. As physical science ad
vances we are enabled to make continually more refined 
statements about the geographical environment; but in so 
doing, on the Gestalt view, we are in danger of losing sight 
of facts-those of the behavioral environment-which for 
the psychologist are of special interest. Kaffka agreed that 
vitalism is "no solution but a mere re-naming of the prob
lem"; but by taking seriously the concept of Gestalt one can, 
he held, he anti-mechanistic without being obscurantist. 

ThPre is also an attack on the allegedly "scientific" 



creed of behaviorism, whose development was almost 
contemporary with that of Gestalt theory. The term "behav
iorism," as Kohler understands it, implies a denial that 
there can be "a science of direct experience ," either 
because there i s  no such th ing as direct experi ence or be
cause if it exists, it is not access ible to publ ic scrutiny. I n  
reply Kohler points out that n o  scientist can even begin to 
experiment u nless he starts from his own experienced 
world. He also points out that one has as l ittle or as much 
justification to he skeptical about the world of experience 
as one has to be skeptical about the world of physics ;  there 
is no good reason why the behaviori st should choose to 
ignore the world of experience while taking the world of 
physics on trust. 

Isomorphism. It is far from clear whether the doctri ne 
of isomorphism constitutes a radical ly new di scovery, as 
the Gestalt theorists supposed, or whether it is a some
what high-sounding way of asserting the obvious. M ost 
twentieth-century psychologi sts, if asked, woul d  doubtless 
express the hope that complete explanations of perception 
and learning will eventual ly be found in terms of brain 
processes. I f, therefore, the contribution of Gestalt theory 
is to be di sti nctive, clearly some more far-reaching claim 
must be involved. 

Koffka express ly pointed out that Gestalt theory does not 
stand or fal l  with the correctness of a particular theory 
about perceived movement. Accordi ng to Koffka i ts more 
general objective is to contribute to "the integration of 
value, l i fe, and mind . . . .  The Gestalt concept . . .  cuts 
across the divi s ion of realms of existence, being applicable 
in each of them." That is, there are Gestalten in  nature (for 
example, the soap bubble); there are Gestal ten in the 
l iving brain; and there are Gestal ten in our conscious 
experience. In trad itional di scussions about the relation 
between mind and body, according to Kohler, it was "tac
itly assumed that only microscopic events i n  the cortex 
can be the correlates of mental l ife."  In contrast, the doc
trine of isomorphism invi tes us ,  in Koffka's words , to 
"think of the physi ological processes not as molecu lar but 
as molar phenomena . . . .  If they are molar, their molar 
properties will be the same as those of the conscious 
processes wh ich they are supposed to underl ie." As has 
already been pointed out, th is is not just an answer within 
the context of traditional mind- body dual i sm;  it i s  an 
atter1pt to look at this whole family of problems afresh. 

The distinction between the geographical and behav
ioral environments gives ri se to difficulties of its own. One 
very reasonably  asks, in the fi rst place, what k ind of dual i ty 
is involved. Clearly, there are not two environments i n  the 
same sense that there are-or might be-two rooms in a 
country cottage. I f  a chi ld  specialist recommended a 
change of environment for a chi ld,  it would make no sense 
to reply "very wel l ;  we will  change him from the geograph
ical to the behavioral environment ." One is reminded i n  
this connection o f  Arthur Eddington's claim-which in  fact 
involves the same k ind of difficul ty-that he is writing 
simultaneous ly at two tables. Second, i f  we take the idea of 
two environments at its face value,  we are tempted to 
ascribe some kind of superior status or "real ity" to one or 
the other. It i s  the geographical environment, according to 
Koffka, whose contents are "real" :  "The pen with wh ich I 
am writing is a unit  i n  my behavioural envi ronment and so 
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is the real pen i n  the geograph ical " ( ital ics added). What is 
"real ," howevn, docs not apparently co incide with what is 
"given";  " . . .  every datum i s  a behaviou ral datu m ;  phys
ical rea l i ty is not a datum !mt a constructnm." The sugges
tion that each of us somehow "constrnets" a physical world 
out of his immed iate experiences implies a phcnomenal ist 
view wh ich in the l ast resort leads i rwvitahly to sol ips i ,:m.  
Clearly th is  was not  Koffka's intention, hut he gave no 
i ndication how such a conelns ion can he avoided. 

The important point, accord ing to Kohler and Koffka , is 
that the concept of Gestalt cuts across these two cl ifferent 
kinds of real ity. I n  the words of Kohler, "Any actual con
sciousness i s  in  every cas<' not only bl indly coupled to its 
correspond ing psychophysical  processes, but is akin to it 
in essential structural properties ." The di fficulty here is 
that anything can be regarded as "structural ly akin" to 
anything else, provided enough rules arc givcu.  Many 
maps are structural ly akin to landscapes in  that they in
volve the same geometrical shapes ; but if one is a l lowed 
sufficient rules for specifyi ng what represents what, a map 
of England (as we now cal l it) could function without any 
misrepresentation as a map of France. What Kohler needs 
to argue for is some relatively clear-cut and uncomplicated 
structural relationship.  Thus,  it  may well be that the shape 
of the areas stimu lated in the cortex has someth ing in 
common with the shape which we observe in an object, 
although it is hard to see how there can be any close par
al lel  in the case of color, since, when X is looking at a 
green object, Y does not find anything green in X's cortex . 
One must suppose that the use of the term "psychophysi
ca l" ( instead of "physical ' ' )  to describe processes in the 
brain is  intended to emphasize these relatively close 
structural s imi larities. 

Knowledge of other minds. In reply to the charge of 
sol ipsi sm, Kohler and Koffka could point out that they both 
discuss the problem of knowledge of other minds at some 
length. The main feature of phi losophical interest in these 
discussions is that structural s imi larit ies are poi nted out 
between behavior which is noticed by others and so-cal led 
"inner states ," which are di scriminated only by the person 
himself. A person's wincing may have precisely the same 
temporal propert ies as his twinges of pain,  and the sound 
of his rising voice may have the same movement proper
ties as his inner feel i ngs of ri s ing anger. Koffka po inted out 
that a character in a M'skey M ouse cartoon can quite wel l  
look exuberant or dejected; and if we can directly observe 
such Exuberance or dejection in these cases, there seems 
to be no reason why we should not direct ly observe it in 
our friends. S imi larly, Michotte has argued that vi sual 
ex periences of l ive movement are structural ly s imi lar to 
kinesthetic and other experiences that we have when we 
make an effort. These considerat ions are not, of course, 
sufficient to remove all pos sible skeptical doubts ; but they 
at least make clear the conditions in which we can 
justifiably say of a person that, for example, he is  angry, 
dc>jected ,  or maki n g  an effort. 

"Seeing" and inference. Koffka suggested that the word 
"see" should be used in a "purely phenomenol ogical" 
sense, that is , in such a way that the words which fol low 
are a s imple description of our experience. Thus, if we 
look at a table wh ich is partly c.-)vered by a book, we are 
not aware of any gap or hole in the table in the area where 
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the book is; and Koffka therefore wanted to say that what 
we see i s  a complete table. On his view it is necessary to 
describe our experience without being influenced by con
siderations of what we might expect to see on the basis of 
scientific knowledge-in this case, by our knowledge 
about the characteristics of the l ight waves striking the 
retina. 

In ordinary usage, when we say that we or someone else 
saw something, this is normally not just the report of a 
visual experience; there is also an impl icit claim to cor
rectness. If the person is in fact deceived, then one is 
wrong to use the word "saw," just as one would be wrong 
to say that a person has "proved" something if his argu
ment contains a fallacy. One might therefore express 
Koffka's difficulty by saying that, as our knowledge of 
physics increases ,  claims to correctness will force us fur
ther and further away from naive description. "Why, " he 
asked rhetorically, "are we so hopelessly stupid as to cal l 
the colour of our table-cloth on the candle-lit dinner table 
white, when Helmholtz told us that it was yellow?" Ac
cording to Koffka's proposed usage we actual ly see a white 
tablecloth, the evidence of the physicists notwithstanding. 

This "purely phenomenological " sense of "see," how
ever, is unnecessary. \Ve already possess the expression 
"seeing-as" for situations where we do not wish to make 
claims to correctness. On this usage, we see the tablecloth 
as white even though we might have expected to see it as 
yellow. Similarly, a person who is exposed to an ambigu
ous diagram may see it as two-dimensional, even though on 
another occasion he sees it as three-dimensional. Unless 
one is an extreme skeptic and asserts that claims to cor
rectness arc never appropriate when visual perception is 
involved, it is surely useful to have a terminology which 
enables us to make such claims on some occasions and to 
withhold them on others. 

�l oreover, Koffka's proposed usage, if adopted consist
ently, carries the paradoxical consequence that we can 
never be sure or unsure about what we s ee ,  nor can we be 
right or wrong. If we look more carefu l ly  at something, or 
if others give us a verbal description or point to a contour 
line, we may, of course, see something new; but we were 
still ne ither right nor wrong about what we saw before. 

There is the further paradoxical consequence that no two 
people can ever see the same thing. Kohler is apparently 
prepared to accept this, since he expressly tel ls us that no 
two scientific investigators ever see the same galvanom
eter. �loreover, if everything that we sec (in Koffka's 
sense) is, hy definition, part of the behavioral environ
ment, this has the effect of turning the behavioral en
vironment into a home for every erroneous perception 
which has been made. It is as bad as having to postulate 
fals <> facts to ensure that false propositions refer to some
thing. In general, the distinction between the geographical 
and behavioral environments involves many points of 
interest, bnt in philosophizing in this area, Koffka in par
ticular was not successful in avoiding paradox ical consc
qnerwcs. 

As  far as psychology i s  concern<>d, th<> work of the Ge
stalt theori-.t<. ha-. f pcJ lo the di scovery of a large nmnher of 
new fac-ts,  partic-nlarly in tlw splwrc of perception, and to a 

reinterpretation of facts which were already known. On the 
basis of the laws of structural organization, predictions can 
be made about what will be perceived when the proximal 
stimuli are of a particular kind, and these predictions nor
mally work. The neurological explanations are inadequate 
by present standards, but even in this area the Gestalt 
theorists have at least cal led attention to problems which 
requir� to be solved, and, in particular, they have taken 
seriously the chal lenge presented by our ability to per
ceive spatial and temporal relationships. 

On the broader theoretical issues, traditional ly  the prov
ince of philosophy, their main contribution has been to 
indicate the need for a change of emphasis. In the l ight of 
advancing scientific knowledge, it appeared to be the case 
that what we thought we were perceiving was not what we 
were really perceiving at all ("the grass is not really green," 
"the white tablecloth seen in candlelight is really yellow," 
and so on). For the Gestalt theori sts , however, as for some 
modern philosophers, such claims were paradoxical and 
confused. Whatever physics tel ls us ,  the starting point, on 
the Gestalt theorists' view, must necessarily be the world 
as perceived by common sense; this is the world to which 
organisms respond, and it is therefore of special importance 
for the psychologist; moreover, if we ourselves did not 
perceive it in certain ways, physics could not even begin. 
This is to say, in effect, that language descriptive of ordinary 
experience can never be reduced to the language of physics 
-a thesis which has been held in many forms but which 
has seldom been defended in such a sustained and syste
matic way. 
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T. R.  M ILES 

G E U L I N C X ,  A R N O L D  or Aernout ( 1 624 - 1 669), Flem
ish metaphys ician and morali st, was born in  Antwerp. He 
studied ph ilosophy an<l theology at Louvain and in  1646 
was made professor of ph ilosophy, a position he held for 
12 years. Although information about h is  l i fe at Louvain is 
l imi ted and his important works date from a later period, it 
appears that as a student he was influenced by the Car
tesian Guillaume Phil ippi, that in h i s  teach ing, as later, he 
attacked scholastic physics from a Cartesian poi nt of view, 
an<l that he was also attracted by the doctri nes of Cornelis 
Jansen. 

In 16.58, on charges that were not made pub l ic hut that 
may have been prompted by his  crit icisms of scholastici sm 
and accepted religious practices, he was deprived of h i s  
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professorship an<l l eft Louvain for  Le iden. At  the> same 
time, he renounced Roman Catholicism and became a 
Calvin i st .  Arriving in Leiden in d istressed circumstances, 
he was assi sted by the Cartesian Abraham van c ler H eyden 
(I l c idanu s) and set to work on a study of fevers, wh ich he 
presented for the doctorate in medicine. Despite his  pre
carious si tuation at first, Geu l incx succeeded in  publ ish ing 
treatises on logic and method (Logica Fundamen tis 
Suis . . .  Restitu ta, Le iden, 1662 , and Methodus /ni;e
niendi Argumenta, Le iden,  1 663) and the first part of his  
most accomplished work, the "Ethics" (De Virtute et  
Primis Ejus Proprietatibus, Leiden, 166.5). l i e was ap
pointed professor extraord i nary of phi losophy at the un i 
versity in  1665 and remai ned i n  Leiden until h i s  untimely 
death, in 1669. S ix  year s later the complete " Ethics" was 
publi shed, under the title fvwOi <THwTov, Sive . . .  Ethica 
(Leiden, 1 675). H i s " Physics," taken from manuscripts 
used in h is  classes, appeared in 1688 (Physica Vera, Lei
den); commentaries on Descartes's Principles of Ph iloso
phy in 1690 and 169 1  (Anno tata Praecurrentia, Annotata 
Majora, Dordrecht); an<l the very important " Metaphys
ics," published apparently from a student's copy, in 169 1  
(Metaphysica Vera et ad Mentem Peripateticam, Amster
dam). 

Occasionalism. Ceuli ncx is best known for his occasion
al ist theory of causation and his denial of the substantial i ty 
of particular created thi ngs. Followi ng Descartes 's order of 
procedure i n  his "M etaphys ics," he considered at the 
outset the possibil i ty and the l imits of doubt an<l found 
that our first knowledge i s  of the sel f as a thi nking th ing. 
Consideration of the various states of the self or m i nd led 
him to form ulate a principle, which he took to be sel f
evident though obscu red by prejud ices, that expresses a 
necessary condit ion impl icit i n  our conception of an action:  
that someth ing cannot be done unless there i s  knowledge 
of how it is done, or, as speci fical ly related to activities of 
the sel f, that a person does not do what he does not know 
how to <lo (impossibile est, ut  is faciat, qui nescit quomodo 
fiat; quad nescis quomodo fiat, id non facis). 

The pri nciple had far-reaching consequences in Geu
l i ncx' moral philosophy as well as in his metaphysics. 
Concern ing the self, he contended that actions i nvolving 
movements of the body can not in truth be attributed to the 
sel f and that the mind or soul i s  not, as it is often supposed 
to be, the true cau se of movements of the body. Not only 
are we u naware of changes in  the hrain, nerves, and mus
cles requis i te for, say, moving the arm , but even if we 
know of these changes from a study of physiology, our 
knowledge is based on ex post facto observation of se
quences of vo li tions and physiological happeni ngs, not on 
awareness of a supposed mental activity produci ng these 
movements. Though we have, Geulincx maintai ned, im
mediate knowledge and undnstanding of internal ac
tions-that is ,  of acts not involving bodily movements and 
consisting sol ely of changes in a state of mind-we are not 
in l ike manner cognizant of how movements are in itiated 
in the body or how external actions come about.  Accord
ingly the in fluence of the human mind is l im i ted to i ts own 
states, and the mind is not the master of-that is, the true 
cause of movements i n-the body. 

The principle was also invokPd against the assumption 
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that bodies, or corporeal things, are capable of acting, 
either on minds or on other corporeal things. It is assumed, 
for instance, that a fire acts on a man's body and, affecting 
sense organs, nerves, and brain, produces sensations of 
light and heat in his mind. It is also assumed that in cases 
of impact one body striking another sets the second body 
in motion. But how, Geulincx asked, can a body produce 
these effects?  To bring them about, according to his prin
ciple, it would have to know how. Yet admittedly a body is 
inanimate and, lacking consciousness, lacks the knowledge 
that on reflection we see is a necessary condition of acting. 
Bodies are res brutae. To suppose that they have the dis
tinctively spiritual characteristic of acting is a signal in
stance of confusion involving the self-contradictory notion 
of corporeal action or causation. Arguing against the possi
bility of genuine corporeal causation as such, Geulincx, 
like the occasionalists Geraud de Cordemoy and Nicolas 
r..talebranche, took it to be true a fortiori that bodies cannot 
act on minds. (There is no evidence that Geulincx was 
influenced by, or that he in tum influenced, the other 
occasionalists.) 

Though the human mind does not act on the body and 
bodies do not act on the mind or on other bodies, changes 
obviously do take place, and in these changes we discern 
patterns or constant conjunctions of events. According to 
Geulincx, the agent responsible for these changes is God, 
and the patterns we observe are due to laws that God 
enacts and in accordance with which he operates. Expli
cating his theory of supernatural causation in the case of 
volitions and bodily movements, Geulincx iterated two 
analogies, the second of which was the subject of an im
portant controversy among German historians in the nine
teenth century. ( 1) When a child wants his cradle to move, 
it often happens that the cradle moves, not as a result of his 
willing it, but because the mother or nurse in attendance 
wills that it move. (2) Two clocks that are synchronized 
sound the hour in unison, not because one influences the 
other, but because they are fashioned in such a way that 
they keep the same time. The second illustration has been 
cited to show that Geulincx, like Leibniz, conceived of a 
pre-established harmony between mind and body and that 
he was the unacknowledged source of Leibniz' famous 
analogy of concurrent clocks and, by implication, of Leib
niz' view of the relation between mind and body. Against 
this interpretation it can be argued convincingly (as was 
done by Eduard Zeller) that in Geulincx' view, God's 
actions, though in accordance with rules, are immediate or 
direct in the sense that there is nothing in m ind or body 
comparable to the internal natures which, according to 
Leibniz, account for their successive states and mediate 
the will of God and the course of events. It is not the case, 
however, that the actions of Geulincx' God are ad hoc or, 
as Leibniz accused the occasionalists, that Geulincx' God 
is a deus ex machina. The rules of his action are fixed, and 
he simply applies them, with no special volitions required, 
in particular circumstances. 

Substance. Geulincx' views about substance were 
roughly midway between Descartes's and Spinoza's. In the 
S ynopsis  of the .\fed itations, Descartes, drawing a distinc
t i on lwt\veen body taken generally (in ge11ere sumptum) 

and the human body, suggested that the former, like a 
person's mind, is a substance or pure substance (puram 
. . .  substantiam), whereas the latter, insofar as it is a 
particular body differing from other bodies, is not. Fol
lowing Descartes's lead, Geulincx contrasted body in it
self (corpus ipsum, corpus simpliciter dictum), which he 
identified with extension, and particular bodies, which he 
claim�d are modes of body (aliquid ipsius corporis simpli
citer dicti, modi corporis). Body in itself is simple, unique, 
individual, infinite, and indivisible. Particular bodies are 
limitations of, or abstractions from, body in itself. They are 
not, he explained, constituent parts ,  nor are they figments 
of the mind (entia ration is); rather, they are related to body 
in itself as the superficies, or surface, of a particular body is 
related to that particular body. In another analogy, as the 
country is not a collection of fields, orchards, and meadows 
hut the land on which these divisions are imposed, so  
corporeal nature is  not an aggregate of  particular bodies 
but the matter or extension common to them all and 
specified in various ways. The analogy also explains Geu
lincx' conception of mind. Like Spinoza (though inde
pendently), he held that individual minds are themselves 
not substances but modes of mind (modi mentis) or of 
infinite thinking substance, which he identified with God. 
We are, he said, both from God and in God (ex Deo et in 
Deo). To the extent to which we can transcend the di stort
ing forms of our limited understandings and see the eter
nal truths in ourselves as they are in the mind of God, we 
lose our status as limited beings and are one with God. 
Geulincx' reflections on problems about substance paral
leled Spinoza's. However, he preserved the Cartesian 
distinction between thinking substance and extended 
substance, or matter. 

Ethics. In the letter prefaced to the first part of his "Eth
ics ," Geulincx implied that his moral philosophy rounds 
out the system conceived by Descartes, who, though he 
proposed a provisional code of morality in the Discourse, 
did not bring this branch of the tree of knowledge to frui
tion. In Geulincx' view the subject matter of ethics is vir
tue, and virtue is located not in deeds but in a determina
tion of the will-that is, in love of right reason or, since 
reason as prescriptive comprises laws imposed by God, in 
devotion to divine law. Though virtue is one and simple, 
there are four aspects, and these cardinal virtues are dis
tinguished from and contrasted with the traditional cardi
nal virtues, which refer to actions or accomplishments, not 
to the locus of morality-namely, the condition of the will. 
( 1) Diligence is attention to the voice of reason. Its issue is 
wisdom and prudence in conduct. (2) Obedience involves 
compliance with the dictates of reason. Though we are free 
to will in conformity to divine law or not, in the end we 
cannot but do what God wills. By obeying his prescrip
tions we attain freedom in the highest degree: we will 
what we can do and do not will what we cannot do, and 
our volitions are effective. (3) Justice, also, is a determina
tion of the will : to will no more and no less than reason 
dictates. (4) Humility consists in knowledge, and denial, of 
self (co11temptio sui) in the love of reason and of God. 
Contrasted with the virtuous man is the egoist, whose end 
in life is happiness. He is the slave of his passions and the 



creature of c ircumstance, whereas the virtuous man, not 
seeking happiness and res igned to what happens to h im,  is 
in a position to attain it. 
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WILLIS DONEY 

G E Y � E R, J O S E P H ( 1869 - 1948), German critical real ist  
philosopher, was born i n  Erkelenz, in the Rhineland. 
He received a doctorate in phi losophy from the U nivers ity 
of Bonn in 1898. He became an extraordi nary professor 
at the Univers i ty of Munster in 1904 and a ful l  professor 
there in 19 1 1 .  In 1 9 1 7  Geyser was called to Freiburg, 
and i n  1924 he succeeded Clemens Baeumker, the dis 
tinguished h i storian of ancient and medieval phi losophy, 
at the U niversi ty of Mu nich . 

From his youth, Geyser opposed what he regarded as 
two bas ic  tendencies in recent ph i losophy, an i ntel lectu
alism strongly tinged with h istorical relat iv ism and an 
overl y abstract, idealistic Kantianism. He devoted h imself 
to recal l ing ph i losophy to the aski ng of questions that are 
largely independent of any temporary s i tuation and to the 
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answering of these questions i n  an objective, crit ical ly 
real i s t  manner. This  att itude, but not Geyser's attachment 
to Thomi stic trad it ion, was shared by the real ist  Oswald 
Kulpe and the phi losopher of nature Erich Beeher. Above 
all ,  Geyser was totally devoted to the philosophia pererrnis 
(Leibniz), and through it he re lated h imself to th<� older 
European i ntel lectual traditions. Philosophy, he strongly 
bel ieved, i s  not a constant new beginni ng. For Geyser, 
philosophy, i n  the words of the early M iddle Ages, i s  l i ke a 
dwarf perched on the shoulders of a great past in order to 
see farther. Class ical phi losophy, in the thought of Plato 
and Aris totle, was already approaching great truths, in 
s ights which have claims on the present as  part of a con
stantly self-renewing stream of thought, a stream which 
has both enriched and been en riched by the Christian 
world view. 

Geyser held that answers to philosophical qu estions 
must be based on direct contact with a real actuality, un
derstood in the Aristotel ian sense, as an entity independ
ent of consciousness, and not on the creative activi ty of an 
idealistic, theoret ical thought. Only thus can we stand on 
firm ground. Phi losophy is in  this view a kind of middle 
pos ition between the real ity of experience and the ideality 
of a creative reconstruction of the forms of existence. 
Geyser sensitively expounded this basic attitude in his 
short but deeply probing book, Eidologie oder Philosophie 
als Formerkenntnis ("Eidology, or Phi losophy as Knowl 
edge of  Form ," M unster, 192 1 ) . I n  this programmatic work, 
whose bas ic i deas were to guide Gey<;er's thought from 
then on, philosophy is presented as a progressive penetra
tion into the realm of pos sible es sences of being insofar as 
they offer themselves to experience. 

Geyser's i ncl usive Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Psycho
logie ("M unster, 1 908; 3d ed., 2 vols . ,  M unster, 1920) had 
already been written from this point of view, which 
also formed the bas is of Geyser's acute critique of Neo
Kantianism and Edmund H usserl 's phenomenology in 
Gru ndlegung der Logik und Erkenntnistheorie ("Founda
tions of Logic and Epistemology," Munster, 19 19)  and Auf 
dem Kampffeld der Logik ( "On the Battlefield of Logic," 
Freiburg, 1 926), as well as of his later expos ition of ontology 
and metaphysics. I n  al l  of these works we see Geyser as a 
relentless logician who was honest and strict with h imself 
and an epistemologist capable of cr it ical observations. 

We can now examine how Geyser deals with modern 
problems. Geyser's Psychologie combined phi losophical 
and modern empir ical psychology, for he found 1t impos
sible to separate phi losophy from psychology without 
damage to both discipl ines. Th is open attitude permitted 
him to develop a method for recording mental l i fe in all its 
unconscious , organic, and even ontological aspects.  Nev
ertheless,  Geyser fought against and tried to refute psy
chologism,  the claim that even logical phenomena depend 
on psychological structures of experience. He developed 
an unambiguous dist inction between actual psychological 
events and the l ogical, objective analysis of mean ing ( in  
the manner of H einrich Rickert) .  With equal intel lectual 
vigor he gave a firm basis to his logical objectiv ism bound 
to being and distinguis hed i t  from both epistemological 
i deal ism and the phenomenological theory of const i tution . 
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Objectivism meant for Geyser that logical laws are not 
only inner relations of thought but that they also have a 
real ontological character and that they stand the test of 
analys is .  According to Geyser, philosophy should therefore 
explain how man is capable of grasping the ideal logical 
order in real ity itself. Here we come face to face with 
ultimate realit ies, which reveal themselves to the human 
intellect only after suitable deductive rational preparation. 
Nevertheless,  Geyser attains a knowledge of essence akin 
to that of phenomenology. But one could say that his phe
nomenology is Aristotelian and real istic, and Geyser can 
be credited with showing a connection, through Bernhard 
Balzano, between the thought of Husserl and that of Aris
totle. Geyser's epistemology is logical ly rational and t ied 
to reality, and it stresses discursive, genetic methods. Only 
as a last resort could Geyser justify to his  intellectual con
sc ience an encounter with pure i mmediate insights. 

The same rational and empirical ly bound method i s  
evident i n  Geyser's views on causation, which provoked a 
many-sided controversy. These views are of particular 
relevance to contemporary discussions of the bases of 
natural science. The principle of universal causation, fur
ther seen as the law of causation, has always been cons id
ered to be the sol id foundation of any given truth which 
can be di scovered by analysis .  I n  this sense it was one of 
the most essential supports of one of the traditional proofs 
of the existence of God. It was assumed to be evident and 
analytica l ly  a priori provable that the contingent world 
must have a supercontingent cause in God. Geyser inves
tigated the distinctions between the ground of know ledge, 
the principle of contradiction, and the pri nciple of 
sufficient reason. In  Philosophia Perennis, Festgabe Joseph 
Geyser, Kurt Huber gives an exact summary of Geyser's 
cri tical investigations. In the same book Aloys Wenzel 
points out that Geyser was the first philosopher to further 
develop Schopenhauer's investigation of the principle of 
sufficient reason. Geyser showed further, in Das Prinzip 
vom zureichenden Grunde ("The Principle of Sufficient 
Reason," Rati sbon , 1 929) and Das Gesetz der Ursache 
("The Law of Cause," Freiburg, 1933), that only through 
experience can we discover the mean ing of causal ity. 
Everyth ing has its sufficient reason, including bei ng: 
"Everything that comes i nto being does so through a 
cause." Such a notion is original ly given to us in the men
tal experience of causation in  wi l l ing. The notion contains 
a synthetic feature, but it  nevertheless remains completely 
unconditional al though i t  i s  not given to intuition as an 
analytic law of thought. The questions of whether the 
principle of causation is a priori, and of how it is related to 
matters of experience, is  sign ificant for any possible further 
epi stemological and metaphys ical construction which is in 
accord with experience. Controversy with Thomistic phi
losophers resulted from this statement. 

Geyser's posi tion was also clearly expressed in h i s  
metaphys ics. He was committed to  an inductive metaphys
ics, not to a purely speculative metaphysics derived from 
intel lectual immediacy. He thus distinguished his  own 
thought from metaphysics as practiced by such Neo
Thomists as Gal lus � 1 .  Manser and Antonin-Dalmace 
Scrti l langes. 

� im i larly ,  when Geyser, l i ke Francisco Suarez, ascri bed 

a concrete, individual spiritual essence to human ex ist
ence, he did not do so primari ly in the Thomistic sense of 
a universal spiritual essence which achieves individual ity 
by being united with matter. ln the foreground of Geyser's 
thought is the empirically un ique real event. It i s  thus not 
surpris ing to learn that Geyser, although he recognized a 
rational metaphysical knowledge of God by analogy, crit i 
cal ly d�nied any intu i tive insight i nto God's existence. 
(Here he differentiated his thought from Max Scheler's 
ph i losophy of rel igion, which he criticized in Max Schelers 
Phiinomenologie der Religion, Freiburg, 1 929). It also 
shows why Geyser rejected any ontological proof of God, 
that is, any knowledge of God reached by even the concept 
of the most perfect being di scovered by an a priori en
counter with essence. Rather, he felt  that the exi stence of 
God i s  to be discovered a posteriori by an interpretation of 
the "un ited facts of experience." Geyser's thought found 
its completion in  a rational ly founded metaphysical 
know ledge of God. 

Geyser was one of the most inclusive systematic th inkers 
of modern times. Nicolai Hartmann, another great system
atizer, once said that he had learned more from Geyser's 
criticisms of his ontology than from those of any other 
contemporary . Few recent philosophers can cal l such a 
consistently thought-out and complete world view their 
own. Geyser's world view was developed within  and into 
an inner unity with his  Christian conviction; this firmness 
of attitude toward the world was also expressed in his 
whole steady personality, which endured the unhappy 
experience of his homeland during the last years of his l ife 
under the perspect ive of  hope. 

Additional Works by Geyser 
Uber Wahrheit und Evidenz. Munster, 1918 .  
Erkenntnistheorie. M unster, 1 922. 
Augustin tmd die phiinomenologische Religionsphilosophie der 

Gegenwart. Munster, 1 923. 
Einige Hauptprobleme der Metaphysik. Freiburg, 1 923. 
"Selbstdarstellung," in Hermann Schwarz, ed., Deutsche sys

tematische Philosophie, Vol. I I . Berlin, 1 934. 

Works on Geyser 
Baur, Ludwig, "Joseph Geyser als Metaphysiker," in F.-J. von 

Rintelen, ed. , Philosophia Perennis, Festgabe Joseph Geyser. 
Ratisbon, 1 930. Vol. I I, pp. 1 173 - 1 1 9G. 

Ettlinger, Max, "Joseph Geyser als Psychologe," ibid. Pp. 1 13 1 -
1 140. 

Gabel, Herbert, Theistische Metaphysik im Ausgleich von 
I deal is mus und Realism us bei Joseph Geyser. Freiburg, 1957. 

Huber, Kurt, "Geysers Stellung in Logik und Erkenntnistheo
rie," in F.-J . von Rintelen, ed., op. cit. Pp. 1 1 4 1 - 1 172. 

Ross I i ,  J ., Das Prinzip der Ursache und des Grundes bei Joseph 
Geyser. Fribourg, Switzerland, 1 940. 

Wenzel, Aloys, "Der Gestalt- und Ganzheitebegriff," in F.-J . 
von R intelen, ed., op. cit. Pp. 657-684. 

FRITZ-JOACHIM VON RINTELEN 
Translated by Tessa Byck 

G H A Z A L  I, A B U  I;I A M I D  M UH A M M A D  ( in Pers ian, 
"Ghazali," in  its Arabic form: "al-Ghazali''), Is lamic 
theologian known to medieval Scholastics as Algazel. 
Ghazali was born in 450 or 451 H .  (A.D. 1058 or 1059) in 
Ghazaleh, a vi l lage on the outskirts of  Tus, in  Khorasan, 
northeastern I ran. H i s  name is the same as that of h i s  bi rth-



place , which should be transcribed as Ghaziili, not as 
Ghazziili". I l e  died at Tf1s in 505 1 1 .  (A.D. I 1 1  J ). He was un
doubtedly one of the strongest spiritual personal ities of 
I s lam, one of those who strove most effect ively for the 
establ ishment of an "orthodox" Sufism that would trans
cend the legal istic and superficial religion of the doctors 
of the Law. Ghazali was well known to the medieval 
Scholastics through a Latin translation of an unfortunately 
truncated work, Maqa{id al-Faliisifa ("The I ntentions of 
Phi losophers"). As a res ult the true meaning of his work 
was completely misunderstood, and he was thought to 
be a philosopher, whereas in fact he was the most ardent 
critic of phi losophy. 

At the age of 36, Ghaziili experienced a profound crisis, 
provoked by the problem of intel lectual certitude. He 
abandoned his professors hip and his position as rector 
of Ni?iimiya University of Baghdad. During a period of ten 
years, clothed in  the characteristic wool garment of the 
Sufis and completely absorbed in spi ritual practices, he 
made sol itary pi lgrimages throughout the M uslim world, 
to Syria, Egypt, Mecca, and Medina.  What he conveyed 
in his doctrines cannot be separated from this pathetic 
experience. He solved the problem of knowledge and cert i
tude by affirming a degree of comprehension that left the 
heart no room for doubt, a comprehension that is the es
sential apprehension of things . The thinking soul becomes 
the focus of the universal Soul 's irrad iations, the mirror of 
intell igible forms received from the universal Soul .  This 
theme dom inates certain characteristic short treati ses (the 
Monqidh, or "Preservative From Error," the Risiilat al
Ladoniya, etc.) as well as the great synthesis entitled Ihyii' 
'Ulum ad-Din (" Revival of the Religious Sciences"). But 
this theme had already been treated, undoubtedly without 
his knowledge, by the Imams of Shi' ism, and it does not 
differ essent ially from the Ishriiq of Sohrawardi. This very 
theme led Sohrawardi to advance philosophy on a new 
bas is rather than destroy the efforts of philosophers as such. 

I t  is principally this aspect of Ghaziili's work, developed 
in his Talu"ifut al-Faliisifa ("Autodestruction of the Philoso
phers") that Westerners have been incl ined to emphas ize. 
An attempt has even been made to read into it a more in
cis ive and decisive critique or metaphysics than that of 
Kant. In fact, Ghaziili strove vehemently to destroy the 
demonstrative range that ph ilosophers, Avicennians as 
wel l as others, accorded to their arguments regarding the 
ete�nity of the world, the procession of the Intell igences, 
the existence of purely spiritual substances,  and the idea 
of spiri tual resurrection. I n  general Ghaziili strove to refute 
the idea of any causal ity, of any necessary con nection. Ac
cording to him all that can be experimental ly affirmed i s ,  for 
example, that combustion of cotton occurs a t  the moment of 
contact with fi re; it cannot be shown that combustion takes 
place because of the contact between cotton and fire. Nor 
can it be shown that there is any cause whatsoever. From 
this bursts forth the paradox of a thinker who professes the 
inabil ity of reason to attain certitude while maintaining 
the certitude of destroying, with massive doses of rational 
dialectic, the certitudes of the philosophers . Averroes 
clearly discerned this self-contradiction and repl ied to it 
with his celebrated Tahafut al-Tahafut ("AuJodestruction 
of the Autodcstruction"). 
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The same paradox is apparent in  Chaz:ili' s other polemi
cal works ;  in the "Cou rteous Hcfutation of the Divin ity of 
jPsm Christ According to the Gospel " ;  i 1 1  h i s  treatise in 
Persian against al l  sorts of "fr< >< · th inkers ," or heretical 
thinkers ( lba�11ya ) ;  and, fi nal ly,  in  the trea tise agai nst the 
I sma'il itcs (the Biitinites, or "esoterics"). The last tn•ati s<· 
was overly influenced by the fact that it had been com
miss ioned for pol i tical reasons by the 'Abbasid cal iph al
M ostazhir, and the savage dia lectic, dep loyed against  an 
esse ntially hermeneutic Shi' ite thought, rings false.  The 
lsmii'il ites met this attack in the twe l fth century with a 
monumental response (a work of the fi fth Yc-mcnitc Da'i, 
in 1 ,500 pages ), which unfortunately, is  sti l l  unedited. 

I n  any case, these polemical works had but a l i mited 
echo; Ghaziili' s influence made itself  felt  pri ncipal ly 
through the lh,ya . Without doubt this influence was, and 
remains, cons iderable in S unnite I s lam. In Shi'ite I s lam, 
notably in  I ran, i t  was another matter. First of al l, his effort 
did not respond to the same necess ity, s ince the teach ing 
of the Imams of Shi' ism had al ready opened the way to 
spiritual Islam. But his effort was not ignored in Shi' i sm,  
especially in the l spahan School. Mol,1sen Fay1. (died 
1091  H./A.D. 1680), one of the most ce lebrated pupils of 
Molla �adrii Shiriizi (died 1 0.50 H./A.D.  1640), even went so 
far as to rewrite the whole lh,ya with a Shi' ite interpretation. 
(Certain authors bel ieve with him, ass uming the a uthen
ticity of the book entitled Sirr al-'Alamayn, "Secret of the 
Two Universes," that Ghaziili would finally have ral l ied to 
Shi' ism.)  In any case, in I ran no one ever thought or heard 
it said, as in the West, that the Ghazal ian critique might 
have rendered impossible the continuation of phi losophy 
in I s lam and that I s lamic phi losophy was perhaps obliged 
to transport itself to Andalusia, where i ts last flames glowed 
with Ibn Biijja, Ibn-Tufayl ,  and Averroes. Avicennianism, 
for example, enriched and modi fied by diverse contribu
tions, continued to develop in  Shi"'ite Iran, not only during 
the Safavid epoch but also afterward, even to this clay. 

A�mad Ghazali. A}:imad Ghazali, brother of Abu f-:Iamid, 
died in Qazv in, I ran, in  520 H. (A.D. I 126). His existence 
should be noted here primarily because he is hardly known 
to Westerners. Second, he, too, was a strong personality; he 
exercised an influence on his  brother but, despite his fiery 
natu re, did not s ucceed in communicating to him the pas
s ion of "pure love" that was cons uming him. A}:imad 
Ghaziili occupies an important place among th<' Is lamic 
Platon ists, who elabucated the Pl atonic doctrine of lo\'e, 
as found in the Sym posium, from the ti me cf Diiwud 
lspahiini (died 297 H./A.D. 909) to the time of Ruzbehan 
Baqli Shiriizi (died 606 H./A.D. 1 209). Ahmad Chaziili's 
"Breviary of Love" (Sawlini� al-'Oshshdq, "The I ntui
tions of Those Faithful to Love") is  a jewel of Persian l i tera
ture; in his doctri ne, lover and beloved are transubstanti
ated into the un ity of the pure substance of love . 

B ibli ograp hy 
For works by Ghazalf, see Al-Ghazali's Tahafut al-Fa lasifah 

( Incoherence of the Philosophers), translated by S .  A. Kamali 
(Lahore, Pakistan, 1958); Al-Glwzali's lhyii' 'Uliim al-Din, Book 
XX, translated and annotated by L. Zolondek ( London. 1963); 
W. Montgomery Watt, The Faith and Practice of a l-Clwziili 
(London, 1951 ), which conta ins trans lations of the Monqidh 
under the title  "Deliverance From Error" and of "The Begi nning 
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of Guidance"; Ignaz Coldzi her, Streitschrift des Glwziili gege11 
die Bati11 ijja-Sekte ( Leiden, 1916; Ncudruck, 1956), an abbre
viated edition with introduction and summary of the work agai nst 
the I sma'il ites; and Hefutation exrelle 11te de la divi11ite de ]esus
Ch ri.�t d'apres les Et'angiles, a translation and comme ntary on the 
"Courteous Hcfutation,"  by H. Chicliac (Paris, 1939). See also 
Averroes' Talwfut al-Talwfut (The Incoherence of the Inco
herence), trans late-cl by Simon van den Bergh, 2 vols. (London, 
1 954), which iucorporatc>s most of Chazali's Tahafut al-Faliisifah. 

For works on Chazali, see H enry Corbin, Histoire de la phi
losophic islamique, Vol . I (Paris, 1964), pp. 25 1 - 26 1 ,  with a de
tai led bibliography on pp. 358 - 359. See pp. 278 - 283 for Ahmad 
Chazali. See also W. l\lontgomcry Watt, Islamic Philosophy and 
Theology, pp. 1 14 - 124, which includes bibl iography (Edinburgh, 
1962); this is Vol. I of Islamic Surveys. 

HENRY CORBIN 

G H O S E ,  A U R O B I N D O . See AUROBINDO CHOSE. 

G I B B O N ,  E D W A R D  (1737-1794), English historian 
and man of letters, was horn at Putney, Surrey, of a well
to-do family. Frail and constantly ill, the child owed the 
preservation of his life to an aunt, Miss Catherine Porten, 
who also acted as his teacher. After instruction by a series 
of tutors and much reading on his own, he entered Mag
dalen College, Oxford, at the age of 15, with, as he later 
confessed, "a stock of erudition which might have puzzled 
a doctor, and a degree of ignorance of which a schoolboy 
would have been ashamed." Fourteen months at college, 
"the most idle and unprofitable of my whole life," ended 
with self-conversion to Roman Catholicism. His irate 
father immediately packed him off to Lausanne, Switzer
land, under the care of Daniel Pavillard, a Calvinist minis
ter who soon led him back to Protestantism. Thereafter, he 
developed a decidedly skeptical bent. During his five 
years' stay in Switzerland, Gibbon learned French, Italian, 
and Greek, and read all the Latin classics. He also fell in 
love with Suzanne Curchod. When his father refused 
consent to their marriage, "I sighed as a lover, I obeyed as 
a son." Mlle. Curchod later married J acques Necker, dis
tinguished French financier and statesman, and became 
famous as a salonniere. Gibbon never married. 

Gibbon's first publication was Essai sur l'etude de la 
litterature ( 1 76 1 ). A later manuscript fragment of a "His
tory of the Swis'i Revolution," also in French, was shown 
to David Hume, who approved of the project but chided 
the author: "Why do you compose in French, and carry 
faggots into the wood?" Thereafter, Gibbon composed all 
his major works in English. For more than two years 
( 1 759 - 1762), Gibbon was a captain in the Hampshire 
mil itia, and a surprisingly good one. In 1 763, with the end 
of the Seven Years' \Var, he returned to the Continent, 
visiting Paris, Lausanne, and finally Rome. l i e records that 
it was on October J.5, 1764 , while musing amid the ruins of 
the Capitol, that the idea of writing about the decline and 
fall of the city-later extended to the empire-first oc
curred to him. 

Heturning to England in 1 76,5 , he became a man of let
ters and man about to\vn. In 1 77 4 he was elected to Dr. 
Johnson's Literary Club, where he became the intimate 
friend of Adam Smith. I n  the same year he obtained a seat 
in parl iament, where he earned the distinction of never 
mak ing a speech. He was, however, hard at work on his 

great history, the first quarto volume of The History of the 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, which appeared in 
1776. A letter of congratulation from the dying Hume 
"overpaid the labour of ten years," hut warned that a clam
or would arise. It <lid, and Gibbon responded three years 
later with a Vindication. The sixth and last volume of the 
history was published in 1788. At least fifty British replies 
and retutations were published before Gibbon's death, and 
literally hundreds have been published in many languages 
since. At his death, Gibbon left behind six drafts of an 
autobiography, which were pieced together and published 
in his Miscellaneous Works in two volumes by Lord 
Sheffield (London, 1 796). 

The history of the "Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Empire." Received as a masterpiece on first publication, 
Gibbon's history is still regarded as such, and has never 
been superseded. Certain misinterpretations of facts, to be 
sure, have been detected and many additional facts have 
come to light; some prejudices have been revealed and 
some misjudgments have become apparent, · ·but in the 
main things he is still our master, above and beyond 
'date' " -so acknowledged J. B. Bury in the modern stand
ard edition of the work. 

It is the famous fifteenth and sixteenth chapters of the 
first volume, however, that entitle Gibbon to an honored 
place in the history of philosophy. These are the two chap
ters that stirred up violent controversy in 1776, and they 
are still controversial. The problem that Gibbon set him
self was to explain the progress of primitive Christianity 
and its influence upon the ultimate fall of the Roman em
pire. Writing en philosophe, Gibbon comes to the con
clusion that the fall of Rome represents "the triumph of 
barbarism and religion. " He ironically dismisses the most 
commonly accepted causes of the triumph of Christianity, 
namely, the convincing historical evidence of the doctrine 
itself and the ruling providence of its great Author. He 
notes that through the course of time prejudice and passion 
have distorted and rendered ambiguous the meaning of the 
doctrine, while the providence of Deity remains inscruta
ble to man. The former cause, therefore, is unhistorical, 
while the latter is unphilosophical. Ruling out supernatu
ralism as a cause, Gibbon consequently confines himself in 
the fifteenth chapter to an analysis and discussion of the 
secondary causes of the rapid growth of the Christian 
church-causes which can be tested both by historical fact 
and by philosophical and psychological analysis. 

With cool detachment of philosophi"al and historical 
inquiry, he examines the early history of the church in the 
same spirit that he would examine any period of secular 
history in which no assertions of supernaturalism had been 
made. l ie discusses five secondary causes of the rise of 
Christianity: ( 1) The inflexible zeal of the Christians was 
inherited in part from the J ews, who alone had broken the 
religious harmony of the ancient world, which was based 
upon mutual toleration of all creeds, and had insisted that 
theirs was the one and only true religion. The Christians 
turned this defensive zeal into both the proselytizing of all 
ranks of people and the persecution of all varieties of idol
atry. (2) Belief in immortality, uncertain and disputed 
among the ancient philosophers and not to be found in the 
law of M oses, gradually began to be accepted by the Jews 



after their servitude to Egyptians and Babylon ians. Early 
Christians, contemptuous of their presen t exi stence and 
convinced of their immortal ity, believed in the near ap
proach of the end of the world ,  which was to be preceded 
by the Second Coming of Christ. At th is  time, bel ievers 
and unbelievers alike wou ld receive judgment-the form
er, eternal bl iss ;  the latter, eternal damnation. As for the 
tortures which awaited sinners and deluded ph ilosophers, 
Gibbon finds it proper "to draw a veil over the rest of th is 
infernal description." (3) The early history of the church is 
replete with claims to miracul ous  powers and to d ivine 
inspiration. Such forms of superstition and "enthu siasm" 
mad e constant progress, until they became part of church 
tradition. But it remains the scholarly duty of the historian 
to examine such claims and to reject all pretensions to 
inspiration that are unacceptabl e in the l ight of reason. I f  
the age of miracles once exi sted, all reasonable men , in 
contrast to the credu lous and the fanatical , agree that at 
some time it either sudden ly or gradually terminated. (4) 
The pure and austere morals of the early Christians were 
enhanced by two laudable human motives: repentance for 
past sins and the desire for perfection. Converted sinn ers 
became saints, disdainfu l ly rejecting the natural human 
propensities for pleasure and action in favor of the monk
ish virtues of humil ity, meekness, and patience. A state 
of cel ibacy came to be exal ted as the nearest approach 
to divine perfection, and sensual pleasure was inexor
ably replaced by spiritual pride. Passive obedience to 
civil authority led to a refusal to partake in any form of civil 
admini stration or mil i tary defense of the empi re, even 
when i t  became evident that such disregard of the publ ic 
welfare guaranteed the triumph of barbari sm. In sum, the 
moral s, and the errors, of the primi tive Chri stians were in 
real ity the excess of their vi rtues. (5) Though immune to 
both the busi ness and the pleasure of the world, the prim
itive Christians took keen interest in the government of the 
church, an enthu siasm which gave rise to much rel igious 
contention. At first, the bishops were regarded as the 
equal s of the people, but gradually took upon themselves 
arbitrary power, ultimately proclaiming themselves vice
regents of Christ. Thence arose the rigid distinction be
tween clergy and laity. The early communion of goods 
among the Christians was soon relaxed, and the cl ergy 
adopted the tithe from the original Jewish code. Further 
clerical control s included excommunication , which in
volv�d not only spiri tu al but also temporal puni shment. As 
to the actual numbers of Christians , nothing definite can 
be concl uded, the figures of the Fathers being at complete 
variance with those of the pagan historians, and neither 
providing accuracy. Seneca, the two Pl inys, Tacitus, Plu
tarch, Gal en, Epictetu s ,  Marcus Anton ius, great sages a l l ,  
have l ittle or  nothing to say about the "perfection" of 
Christianity. Alleged miracles for the benefit of the church 
passed un noticed. 

In the sixteenth chapter, Gibbon examines the question 
of the persecutions of the primi tive Christians by some of 
the Roman emperors. The blame, he indicates, rests 
chiefly upon the intol erant zeal of the Chri stians them
selves, which drove the emperors reluctan tl y toward per
secution. Even so, there were frequent peaceful intervals ,  
and the detailed accounts of the sufferi ngs of the "martyrs" 
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were large ly the inventions of later ecclesiastical writers .  
Gibbon estimates that no more than 2 ,000 Christians were 
executed during the period of the most vigorous p<• rs<>cu
tion, and suggests a compari son with the hundreds of 
thousands of Protestants executed during tlw relatively 
brief p<'Tiod of tlw Reformation, the latter figure far ex
ceed ing all martyrdoms over the course of many centuries 
of earl y Christian persecution.  

Gibbon's sources. Among the many influences upon 
Gibbon's method and philosophy, the fol lowi ng should be 
mentioned: first, Locke's common-sense approach to ph i
losophy and rel igion; second, the rational ism of the deists ; 
th ird ,  the philosophy of history presented in M ontes
quieu's treatise Considera tions sur /es causes de la gT<m
deur et de la decadence des Humains ( I  734 ); fourth ,  the 
philosophical skepticism of I l ume. From I l ume he also 
learned the necessity of investigating the cau ses of h i stori
cal events, and from H ume and Vol taire, the importance 
of cu ltural ,  socia l ,  and poli tical history. The Decline and 
Fall has gone through multitudi nous complete editions 
and condensation s, both in Engl i sh and in  translation, 
and will continue to be read, not only as a great h istory, 
hut also as a great piece of l i teratu re. 

Works by Gibbon 

Gibbon's works include the Autobiography, Dero S.  Saunders, 
ed. (Cleveland, 196 1 ), a more fa ithful version than Lord Sheffield's; 
The Decline and Fall, J .  B .  Bury, ed., 7 vols. (London, 1 896 - 1 900; 
2d ed., 1909 - 1 9 1 3), the modern standard edition. See also The 
Letters of Edward Gibbon, J .  E. Norton, ed. ,  3 vols. (London, l 956). 

Works on Gibbon 
For l i terature on Gibbon, see J. B. B lack, The Art of History: A 

Study of Four Great Historians of the Eighteenth  Century (London, 
1 926); Harold L. Bond, The Literary Art of Edward Gibbon (Ox
ford, 1960);  D. M. Low, Edward Gibbon: 1 737- 1 794 (London, 
19.37); Shelby T. Mc:Cloy, Gibbon's An tagonism to Christianity 
(Chapel H ill ,  N.C. ,  1933); J. E. Norton, A Bibliography of the 
Works of Edward Gibbon (Oxford, 1940); George Sarton, "The 
M issing Fat:tor in G ibbon's Concept of H istory," Harvard Library 
Bulletin, Vol. XI ( 1957), 277 -295. 

ERNEST CAMPBELL MOSSNER 

G I L B E RT O F  P O I T I E RS (Gi lbertus Porreta, Gilbert 
de la Porree), twelfth-century theologian and metaphysi
cian . He  was born at Poit iers about 1076 and rece ived h i s  
first school ing there. N-�xt he went to study under Bernard 
of Chartres, and later (but before 1 1 17) he devoted himself 
to theology under Anselm at Laon. He  seems to have suc
ceeded Bernard as chancel lor at Chartres between 1 126 and 
1 137 and, after a short period as a master in Pari s ,  was 
elevated in 1 142 to the bishopric of Poitiers. H e  died 
greatly esteemed in 1 154, although in the 1 140s he had 
been made to feel the hostility of other theologians, prin
cipal ly Bernard of Clairvaux, who brought him to trial to 
account for his  opinions  at Pari s in 1 147 and at Rheims in 
1 148. 

Gilbert wrote much and acquired great fame for his 
scriptural and Boeth ian commentaries .  The former were 
the fru it of h i s  years at Laon and included major exposi
tions of the Psalms and of the Epi stles of St. Pau l ,  as wel l 
as other B ibl ical commentaries which have, with greater or 
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lesser certainty, been ascribed to him. But the commen
taries upon Boethius' four opuscula sacra (and especially 
that upon the De Trinitate) proved controversial. Although 
Gilbert was never officially condemned for theological 
error, after his trial in 1 148 he appended a new preface to 
these commentaries professing his orthodoxy. In addition, 
the treatise De Discretio11e Animae, Spiritus et Mentis is 
now confidently ascribed to Gilbert. H ighly uncertain, 
however, is Gilbert's authorship of the Liber Sex Principi
orum. The six principia are the last six Aristotelian cate
gories (place, time, situation, habit, action, and passion), 
which the writer of this treatise considered to be accessory 
forms (formae assistentes) or extrinsic circumstances of a 
substance. The first four categories, on the other hand, are 
either substance itself or necessarily inherent forms of a 
substance. This work enjoyed great authority in the M id
dle Ages as a completion of Aristotle's own Categoriae. 

An understanding of Gilbert's authentic philosophical 
teaching must be based principally upon his Boethian 
commentaries and upon the literature inspired by h is  trial. 
Gilbert's doctrine of being and of the process of knowl
edge departs from a key distinction between substance and 
subsi stence. A substance is an actually existing individual 
being  which supports (substat) a number of accidents. 
Some beings, however-genera and species, for ex
ample-have no need of accidents and are more accu
rately described as subsistences than as substances. Forms 
or Ideas in themselves are subsistences and do not come 
into contact with matter. Only copies (exempla) descend 
into matter. The human mind arrives at the knowledge of 
the eternal Ideas by first "collecting" from concrete, indi
vidual things their substantial similarity, that i s, their 
created or "native" forms (formae nativae), to which Gil
bert attributed universality. By perceiving the similarity of 
forms within a group, the mind arrives at the concept of 
species and then, by the same process,  it arrives at the 
concept of genus. Finally, transcending all created forms, 
it attains the primary forms, which are in God. Thus, G il
bert inquired why concrete forms agree with one another, 
and he focused his attention upon the intellectus of the 
universal which is abstracted from singulars. He based his 
theory of knowledge u pon the Platonic doctrine of Ideas 
but also employed the Boethian-Ari stotelian doctrine of 
abstraction. 

The divine work of creation involved the production of 
forms, wh ich are images of the divin e  Ideas, and the 
uniting of these forms to matter. Gilbert described the 
created being as a compound of the id quod est ("what it 
is") and the id quo est ("that by which it is"). Socrates is a 
man (id quod est), but he is what he is by virtue of his 
humanity and corporeity (id quo est). The origin of this 
distinction is the grammatical rule that, in naturalibus, 
every name signifies both a substance and a quality. But 
whereas all created being is compound, the divine being i s  
absolutely simple. I n  God, essence (id quad est) and 
divinity (id quo est) coincide. Nonetheless, Gilbert applied 
the distinct ion to God, describing divinity as the form in 
Cod by which he is God. Gilbert's opponents, such as 
Bernard of Clairvaux, would not accept this separation of 
Cod and his  divinity; they maintained that divi nity is God, 
and not that by which he is. Gilbert's position was a 

difficult one to maintain, but he had no desire to compro
mise the divine simplicity or uni ty, and his  writings sup
port his claim that he had not established a real distinc
tion between God and his divinity. 

In a similar manner, Gilbert's application of logical and 
grammatical principles to the problem of the Incarnation of 
Christ aroused suspicions. Gilbert was reluctant to say that 
the dii,1ine nature became flesh, preferring to say that a 
person, Christ, took a human nature. Other logicians of the 
day were similarly concerned to test various traditional 
formulations of the divine Incarnation in the light of 
Boethian concepts. If Gilbert slipped in his analysis of the 
person and natures of Christ, he did not intend to deny 
Chri st's divinity or his humanity. 

Gilbert's school of di sciples survived as a strong force in 
the twelfth century and included John of Salisbury, Otto of 
Freising, Alan of Lille, Nicholas of Amiens, Radulphus  
Ardens, and John Beleth. I t  blended a t  times with the 
dialectical tradition stemming from Abelard, and, by its 
investigat;on of the character of essences, the school of 
Gilbert perhaps helped to prepare the way for the influx of 
Avicennian philosophy. 

Works by Gilbert 
Liber de Sex Principiis Gilberto Porretano Ascriptus has ap

peared in two modern editions: that by A. Heysse (M iinster
in-Westfalen, 1929) and that by D. van den Eynde (Miinster-in
Westfalen, 1953). Commentaries on Boethius may be found in 
J. P. M igne, ed., Patrologia Latina, Vol. 64 (Paris, 1847), cols. 
1255- 14 12. N. M. Haring has edited new editions of the com
mentaries on the De Trinita te and on the De Praedicatione, which 
are i n  J. R. O'Donnell,  ed., Nine Mediaeval Thinkers (Toronto, 
1 955); on the De 1-lebdomadibus, which is in Traditio, Vol. 9 
( 1953), 177 - 2 1 1 ;  and on the Contra Eutyclien et Nestorium, which 
is in Archives d'histoire doctrinale et litteraire du moyen age, Vol. 
2 1  ( 1 954) ,  24 1 - 357. Haring has also edited the De Discretione 
Animae, Mentis et Spiritus, which is in Mediaeval Studies, Vol. 22 
( 1960), 148 - 19 1 ,  and "A Christmas Sermon by Gilbert of Poi
tiers," in Mediaeval Studies, Vol. 23 ( 196 1 ), 126 - 135. Gilbert's 
Biblical commentaries are unprinted save for the prologue and 
commentary on Psalms 1 and 2, edited by M .  Fontana, in Logos, 
Vol. 13 ( 1930), 283 -301 .  

See also Commentarius Porretanus Anonymus in  Primam Epis
tolam ad Corinthios, edited by A. M. Landgraf, in Vol. 1 17 of the 
series Studi e testi (Vatican City, 1945), and E. Rathbone, Notae 
Super Ioha nnem Secundum Magistrum Gil[bertum], in Vol. 18 of 
the series Recherches de theologie ancienne et medievale (Lou
vain, 1951 ), pp. 205 -2 10. 

Works on Gilbert 
The following works contain i nformation on Gilbert: Etienne 

Gilson, History of Cliristian Philosophy in the Middle Ages (Lon
don, 1955), pp. 140 - 144; A. M .  Landgrat, "Untersuchungen zu 
den Eigenlehre Gilberts," in Zeitsclirift fiir katliolische Theologie, 
Vol. 54 ( 1930), 180-2 13; A. Forest, "Le Real isme de Gilbert de la 
Porree dans le commentaire du De 1-lebdomadibus," in Revue 
neo-scholastique de philosopliie, Vol. 36 ( 1934), 10 1 - 1 10; 
A. I layen, "Le Concile dP Heims et l'erreur theologique de Gil� 
bert," in Archives d'histoire cloctrinale et litteraire du moyen age, 
Vol. 10- 1 1  ( 1935 - 1936), 29 - 102 ;  M. I L  Vicaire, "Les Porretains 
et l'avicennisme avant 12 15," in Revue des sciences philosophiques 
et theologiques, Vol .  26 ( 1 937), 449 -482 ; M. E. Wi ll iams, The 
Teaching of Gilbert Porreta on the Trinity, Vol. 56 in the series 
Analecta Gregoricma (Home, 195 1 ); M. A. Schmidt, Gottheit und 
Trinitiit nach dem Kommentar des Gill,ert Porreta zu Boethius, De 
Trinitate (Basel, 1956);  S. Gammersbach, Gilbert t10n Poit iers und 
seine Prozesse im Urteil der Zeitgenossen (Colgone, 1959); and 
N. M. f l aring, "The Case of Gilbert," i 1 1  Mediaeval Studies, Vol. 13 



(195 1 ), 1 -40; "A Latin Dialogue on the Doctrine of Gilbert," in 
Mediaeval Studies, Vol. 15 ( 1 953), 243 -289; and "Sprachlogische 
und phi losophische Voraussetzungen zum Verstandnis <ler Christ
ologie Gilberts," in Scholastik, Vol. 32 ( 1957), 373 -3H8. 

DAVID LUSCOMBE 

G I L E S  O F  R O M E  (c. 1 247- 13 16), scholastic phi loso
pher whose real name was Aegidius Colonna Homanus, 
was born in Rome. Giles entered the Augustinian order of 
hermits in  1 265 and subsequently stud ied at the Un iver
s i ty of Paris ,  where from 1268 to 1272 he was probably the 
pupil of Thomas Aqui nas, who was then lecturing at the 
university as Dominican regent master. In 1277 the bishop 
of Paris made his  far-reaching condemnation of 219 theses, 
mainly of Aristotelian origin but also including a number 
of Thomist propos itions. Among these were Aquinas '  doc
trine that each being contains only one substantial form, as 
opposed to the traditional Augustinian bel ief in a plurality 
of forms. Gi les, a young scholar, joined in the ensuing 
controversy with the publ ication of a sharply worded de
fense of the Thomist view, the Liber Contra Gradus et 
Pluralitatem Formarum. He attacked the Augustinian 
doctrine as being contrary to both reason and faith. Upon 
his refusal of Bishop Tempier's demand for a retraction, 
Gi les left Pari s, perhaps for a cooling-off period, hut re
turned in 1285 to take the first Augustin ian chair in theol
ogy and to receive his l icense to teach. He remained a 
professor until 1292, when he was appointed prior general 
of his order. In  1295 Pope Boniface VI I I  appointed him 
archbishop of Bourges , in which office he remained until 
his death. In  1287 his teachings had become the official 
doctrine of the Augusti nian order, although neither of the 
other great Augustinian thinkers of the fourteenth century, 
Thomas of Strasbourg and Gregory of Rimini (each a gen
eral of the order) fol lowed his teach ings . 

Metaphysics. Giles's phi losophical pos ition sti l l  remains 
something of an enigma. The older view that he was 
strictly a di sciple of Thomas Aquinas has gradual ly been 
modi fied. While i t  is true that he reached substantial ly the 
same conclusions as Aquinas on two of the burning issues 
of the day, the unity of the substantial form and the dis
tinction between essence and existence, nei ther of these 
seems to have been from Thomist premises and, in the 
case of the second issue, the conclusion did not even lead 
to the same doctrine. In particu lar, Giles seems to have 
been influenced to a far greater degree than Aquinas by 
Neoplatonism, and especial ly  Proclus,  on whose Liber de 
Causis he commented i n  1280. This affini ty would explai n 
his own treatment of the relation of essence to exi stence. 
Aquinas had never made a real distinction between the 
two but had regarded them rather as a compos ition in  
which esse is the actuality of  essentia, which is  itself the 
source of a bei ng's actual i ty; or put another way, a being is 
what i t  is in virtue of the actuality (esse) that derives from 
its form (essentia ) .  For Gi les, on the other hand, esse and 
essentia were distinct things ( res) from the outset. He 
therefore treated as real what for Aquinas were abstrac
tions, an attitude confirmed in his Commentary on the 
Liher de Causis, where he thought in terms of a u niverse 
of intel l igible beings . To attain i ntel l igib le knowledge, it 
suffices for the image of an object to act directly  upon the 
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possible intel lect, which under the in fl twncc of the active 
intellect is able to conce ive it as an intell igible species. 
This led Giles to the characteristically P latonic conclus ion 
"that the same quiddity considered in th i ngs is particular, 
considered in the mind is un iversal ." 

Scientific contributions. Although knowledgt· of Cilcs's 
scienti fic outlook is even less comprehens ive tha1 1 that of 
his phi losophical system, his treatment, oftn1 Neoplato 1 1 ic, 
of time, movement, gravity, qua11ti ty, the i 1 1tens i fication 
and remission of forms,  and matter is known to us .  Gi l , ·s 
made his most original and important contribution to later 
scho lastic scientific discussion concerning the nahm• of 
quantity. He pos ited a twofold quantity (duplex qu antitas) 
that corresponds to the modern distinction between mass 
and volume. On the one hand, a body co11 tains a constant 
quantity of matter, which l imits its possibil i ties of d< "vel 
opment; for instance, a barleycorn cannot become a moun
tain .  On the other hand, the same quantity of mattN can 
u ndergo various changes in dimension, and according to 
its volume it wi l l  he denser or rarer in strncture-as with, 
say, water or air. Gi les took this disti 1 1etion to infer that 
mass and volume were thus two i ndependent quantities . 

Gi les also di stinguished sharply between form and 
matter in the structure of a material substance- the so
cal led problem of the mixtum. This raised the question of 
what happened to the forms of the four material ele
ments- fire, earth, air ,  and water- which composed any 
material substance when they were combined with form of 
that substance, for example, wood. Did they continue to 
exist separately, or were they absorbed into the substantial 
form? This was one of the earl iest scientific problems to 
exercise the Scholastics, and while Gi les based himself 
upon what Aquinas had already sa;d, he also went further. 
He accepted Aquinas' solution that the forms of the ma
terial elements, once i ncluded in a material substance, no 
longer remai ned formal l y  and actually in being hut, rather, 
virtual ly  as part of the qualities of the substance. To this ,  
however, he added the distinction between the material 
and formal qualities. The former (ex parte materiae) re
mained the same through all changes in the substance; the 
forms,  on the other hand, could not remain n umerical ly the 
same. Another aspect of Gi les's mixtum theory was of a 
hierarchy (ordo realis) among substantial forms, i n  which 
each higher form virtually contained the lower forms, the 
higher form bein g  able to do more perfectly whatever the 
lower form could do. 

Gi les was also the first among the high Sch::ilastics to 
state explicitly the problem of the increased speed of a 
fal l ing body, namely, that th is was not caused by the ap
proach of its desti nation but rather by the growing di stance 
from its starting point. Again ,  concern ing a fal l ing body in 
a vacuum, a problem which was to exercise successive 
generations of fourteenth-century thinkers, Gi les was the 
first to pose it d i rectly, taking a standpo int different from 
that of Aquinas. In his Commentary on Aristotle's Physics, 
Gi les posed other origi nal questions about movement: 
whether the sole cause of why movement took place i n  
time, and not mstantaneously, was resistance to the mover 
from the medium in which it moved , and whether in a 
vacuum movement itself would be composed of a s ucces
sion of instants which in thPmse lves did not constitute 
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time. To both Giles answered in the affirmative. Thus the 
dif

f
erence between movement in a medium and movement 

in a vacuum was that in the first case i t  was successive as 
opposed to instantaneous, owing to the resistance encoun
tered; in a vacuum, on the other hand, i t  was motus discre
tus in tempore discreto. There can be little doubt from 
what is already known of his scientific speculation l'hat 
Giles was the forerunner of the scientific inquiry so char
acteristic of the fourteenth century. 

Political philosophy. Giles had been tutor to the future 
Philip IV (the Fair) of France, to whom he  dedicated his 
De Regimine Principium. This work, stressing the Aristo
telian view of a ruler, was based upon the Ethics and Poli
tics. But with the outbreak of the struggle between Philip IV 
and Pope Boniface Vlll  in 1296, Giles took the pope's side. 
His De Potestate Ecclesiastica (probably written c. 1302) 
stated, in the most extreme form yet, the Augustinian 
view of society, in which the spiritual power is superior to 
the temporal and only the faithful can possess the just and 
righteous lordship derived from the universal lordship of 
the church. Lordship is a gift from God, and justice is 
submission to God through the church ; hence, sin deprives 
the sinner of all right of lordship. Giles h ere sowed the 
seeds of the doctrine of dominion and grace that was to be 
developed by Richard FitzRalph and then turned against 
the church by \Vyclyf. 

W arks by Giles 
COl\l!\IENTARIES ON ARISTOTLE 

Physics. Padua, 1483; Venice, 1492. 
Posterior A nalytics. Venice, 1488. 
De Anima. Venice, 1496. 
Prior Analytics. Venice, 1499. 
Expositio in Art em Veterem. Venice, 1507. 
Afetaphysics. Venice, 1 550. 

OTHER WORKS 

Quodlibeta. Venice, 1496. 
"De lntellectu Possibili" and "De Gradibus Fonnarum," in De 

Anima. Venice, 1 550. 
Super Authorem Libri de Causis Alfarabium.  Venice, 1550. 
Commen tary on the Sentences. Cordoba, 1707. 
De Potestate Ecclesiastica, R. Scholz, ed. Weimar, 1929. 
Aegidii Romani  Theorema ta de Esse et Essentia, Edgard Ho-

cedez, ed. Louvain, 1930. 
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GORDON LEFF 

G I L S O N ,  E T I E NNE H E N R I ,  French Neo-Thomist 
philosopher, was born in 1884 at Paris . His higher educa
tion was acquired at the University of Paris. In 1907 he 
received his  agrege and in 1913,  after several years of 
teaching, his doctorate ,  publishing both his minor and 
major theses, Index scolastico-cartesien and La Liberte 
chez Descartes et la theologie. The years 19 14- 1 9 16 saw 
Gilson serving France as an officer on the battlefield. Cap
tured at Verdun, he was a prisoner of war from 1916 to 
19 18. He  spent two years as professor of philosophy at the 
University of Strasbourg and in 192 1  became professor of 
the history of medieval philosophy at the Sorbonne, in 
which position he served until 1932, when he accepted the 
chair of the history of medieval philosophy at the College 
de France. Gilson cooperated with members of the Con
gregation of Priests of St. Basil of Toronto, at their invita
tion, to found, in 1 929, the I nstitute of Mediaeval Studies, 
in association with Saint Michael's College in the Univer
s ity of Toronto. He has been a professor and director of 
studies at the institute since its foundation. 

Numerous leading universities have conferred honorary 
degrees on Gilson, and many have invited him to deliver 
prominent lectureships , among them thf' Gifford lectures 
at the University of Aberdeen ( W30 - l!-J3 1 ), published as 
The Spirit of Medieval Philosophy; the William James 
lectures at Harvard ( 1 936-1937), since published as The 
Unity of Philosophical Experience; the Richard lectures at 
the Univers ity of Virginia ( 1 937) , published as Reason and 
Revelation in the Middle Ages; the l\fahlon Powell lectures 
at the University of Indiana ( 1 940), published as God and 
Philosophy; and the A. \V . .:\tellon lectures in the fine arts 
( 1955),  published as Painting and Reality. Gilson founded 
and directs the famous Etudes de philosophie medievale 
and the Archives d'histoire doctrinale et litteraire du 
moyen dge and is a director of Mediaeval Studies, the an
i mal public.:ation of the Ponti fical Institute of l\t ediaeval 
Studies. Among the many academics and societies of 



which he is n member is the select French Academy, to 
which he was elected in 1947. 

Philosophical position. Gilson's main thoughts may best 
be appreciated in company with two parts of h is  own in
tellectual h istory. ( 1 )  The great Jewish scholar Lucien 
Levy-Bruh! advised Gilson to study the relation between 
Descartes and Scholasticism. From thi s  research Gi lson 
lea rned, he te l l s us ,  to read St. Thomas Aqu inas and to 
recognize that the metaphys ical conclusions of Descartes 
made sense only in the context of Thomas ' metaphysics. 
(2) Further study of Thomas and other medieval thinkers 
from St. Augu stine through Ockham proved for G ilson that 
there was no common philosophy employed with in the 
theologies but, rather, there were different authentic phi
losophies. 

To do the choosing, demonstrating, and judging that he 
considers one of the proper tasks of phi losophy, Gi l son 
gradual ly developed his  personal phi losophical pos ition. 
The only philosopher, Gilson has maintained, who made 
him clearly real ize the ful l  metaphysical impl ications of 
the major problems was Thomas Aqu inas, a fact that in no 
way lessened Gil son's intel lectual freedom, for he al ways 
wanted to be free to agree with somebo<ly when he 
thought that what was said was right. For him what char
acterizes Thomism is the decision to locate the act of 
existence in the heart of the real as an act that can be 
grasped onl y by or in the es sence whose act it is, as an act, 
therefore, that has primacy not over and above being but 
within being. Thus, Thomi sm as an authentic existen tial
ism is opposed equal ly  to the " Thomistic" essential ists, 
who depos it a dead essence in the mind as a quiddity 
without preserving its contact with the act of being, and to 
such existential isms as those of Kierkegaard, H eidegger, 
Jaspers, and Sartre, which, although divergent from one 
another, commonly deal with existence only as an obje�t of 
a possible phenomenology of human exi stence and are 
phenomenologies still in search of ontologies. 

Gilson's personal commitment to the ex istential ism of 
Thomism is related to one of h is most central phi losophical 
doctrines-namely, the real ity and philosophical validity 
of what he terms Christian philosophy. In The Spirit of 
Medieval Philosophy and in many other books and art icles 
Gil son has demonstrated that the Christian rel igion and its 
theologies have had the capacity to produce metaphys ical 
conclusions and to transform philosophy itself. Several of 
its philosoph ical ideas the Greek philosophers never 
knew-for example,  the exi stence of a unique God, the 
infin ite, simpl e, suprem ely free Creator of the un iverse, as 
an all-powerful efficient cause, as well as the existence of 
man as a substantial composite of soul and body, free, 
made in God's image. Regarding the philosoph ical prob
lem of how a speculation can be rational and philosoph ical 
if it is connected with rel igious beliefs, hi story as such is 
incompetent to answer, but philosophy provides the an
swer. H istory shows that the al l iance of the two di stinct 
orders of thought has produced positive ph i losoph ical 
results. Although Gil son recogn izes, with Thomas and 
other medieval theologians, the distinction of philosophy 
and theology, he opposes their separat ion as practiced by 
Descartes and by numerous Neo-Scholastics from the 
sixteenth century to the present day, for whom philosophy 
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became no more than temporary anc l  successively di ffere1 1t  
a l l iances with any sort of currently fash ionable ph ilosoph
ical position that coul c l  he n ·conei led with revelation . 

As Gi lson sees it, in the med ieval theo logian s what 
could be philosophica l ly  demonstrated receiv<�d in theo
logical works the ful l  benefit of rational demonstrat ion. 
S uch philosophical  demonstrations were part of sacred 
doctrine and were also philosophy because they were 
reached by the h uman inte l l ect through i ts own light. In  
the case of  Thomas, who represents for Gi lson the l it·st in 
Christ ian ph i losophy, the philosophy is that of a theologian 
with the order of development requ ired for thcol ogieal 
ends; hence, one cannot release Thom istic ph ilosophy 
from its theological moorings without running the risk of 
not knowing its origin and end, of altering its nature, and 
even of not grasping its mean ing. Apart from the historical 
fact of the nonseparation of philosophy and theology, Gi l 
son is convinced that the very nature of phi losophy does 
not demand that the phi losophy of Thomas lw extracted 
from the world of faith and the infl uence of revelation. 
Philosophy has been and can be authentical ly  ph ilosophy 
and Christian at one and the same time, for the orientation 
of Christian philosophy-to knowledge about Cod and 
man -entai ls  no a priori excl usion of any area of phi lo
sophical research because nothing in the universe is irrel
evant to knowl edge about God and man. 

This central theme in Gi lson's  philosophy-the nature 
and val idity of Christian phil osophy-has exasperated 
so-called Thomists seeking to develop a Thom ism separate 
from theology; to rational ists it has seemed not to be phi
losophy at all .  G ilson tirelessly re-presents the hi storical 
ev idence and philosoph ical reasons to identify and justify 
Christian phi losophy as the use th3.t the Christian makes 
of philosophical reason when he associates religious faith 
and philosophical reflection. Rhetorical ly, Gi l son asks why 
those who profess the Chri stian faith and its doctrines 
should see them selves excluded from phi losophy s imply 
because they prefer to philosophize about what they be
l ieve. 

Other influential aspects of Gi l son's philosoph ical doc
trines concern education, social and pol itical philosophy, 
the philosophy of art , and the h istory of modern and con
temporary philosophy. In Painting aud Reality, Gi lson has 
interpreted the evolution of the art of painting, especial ly 
i ts  most recent phases, in the l ight of his  existential meta
physics. Because artis ,ic beauty is made, not found, Gi l 
son opposes mere im itation as artistic beauty; the function 
of an} work of art qua art is solely to cause in us the con
templative pleasure of enjoying it. In a masterfu l defen se 
Gi lson analyzes the history of art from Leonardo da Vinci 
to the present, demonstrates that representation is not of 
the essence of art, and argues for the legitimacy of abstrac
tion and the necessity to sacrifice al l elements of real ity 
that do not contribute to the plastic structure of a \\ Ork. 
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G I O  B E RT i ,  V I N C E N Z O  ( 1801-1852), Italian philos
opher, eccles iastical polemicist, and statesman. Gioberti 
was born in Turin. As a statesman he upheld federalism as 
the goal of the movement for Italian unity. Gioberti's Del 
primato morale e civile degli Italiani (Brussels, 1843) is 
one of the great documents of the Risorgi mento. His most 
famous polemical work is Il gesuita moderno (5 vols., 
Lausanne, 1846- 1847), attacking the allegedly reactionary 
influence of the Jesuits on church pol icy. Throughout his 
i ntensely active career, philosophy remained his dominant 
interest. A long polit ical exile ( 1833-1 845) provided the 
occasion for the composition of his most important philo
sophical works : Teorica de[ sovrannaturale (Brussels, 1 838), 
ltitroduzione allo studio dellafilosofia (Brussels, 1840), and 
Degli errori filosofici di Antonio Rosmini (Brussels, 184 1 ;  
2 d  enl. eel, 3 vols., 1843- 1844). 

"Protologia." In 184 1 and 1842 G ioberti gave a course 
of lectures (published as Cours de philosophie, M i lan, 
1947). The second part of these lectures, "Protologie ou 
science premiere," was the first sketch of a subject of which 
many of Gioberti's works can be considered fragmentary 
studies. The term protologia may derive from the title of a 
work by Ermenegi ldo Pini ( 1739- 1825) that was pub
l ished in 1803. Gioberti envisaged protologia as "the 
science of the creative act and of the ideal formula which 
expresses it completely." Its complement is deuterologia, 
the theory of the sciences constructed by reflection on the 
bas i s  of being as it is intuited. Protologia has three divi
sions : theology, logic, and cosmology, which includes 
psychology. The divis ion arises out of the three elements 
of the ideal formu la, "Being creates the existent." Protolo
gia escapes the subject-object dichotomy; it studies 
neither the subject nor the object hut the intelligible 
principle that relates the two. 

Ontologism. Because of his constant affirmation that 
being-in-its elf is constitutively present to the human 
intellect, Gioberti's philosophical position is generally 
c.lescribecl as ontologism. Being is present to the intel lect 
as thought, not as a sensible property of mind itself; that is,  
the being which is present to the mind is  not merely the 
being of the mind but being i tself. Gioberti rejected what 
he called sens ism, by which he meant the view that the 
being present to the human m ind is simply its own being 
apprehended by the senses. Gioberti asserted that the 
activ ity of tlw human mind "concreates" its object in 
conjunction with the presence of being. The being consti
tutively present to th< > h uman mind is  not merely possible 
being hut rl'al bei ng, and indeed the most real being. This  
hC' ing  is indeterminate, not in the sense that i t  lacks al l  
cl i \tinc-tion hut  in the sense that al l  di stinctions arc so 
r< 'latl'cl and fused that the human mind docs not immedi
ately �ucceecl in d iscerni ng them .  For this reason the 
original i 1 1t1 1 ition of being can make known the existent 
onl} in conjunction with �ensihle experience. Sensible 

experience makes the existent present, but the existent is 
known by virtue of being. The ex istent is not, however, a 
part, determination, or moment of being but a creation of 
being. Existents are present in be ing as elements of its 
creative possibility, not as its modes or qual ities (on this 
point Gioberti thought that he was in disagreement with 
Spinoza). The act of thought renders the existent present, 
and s"ince this  act is being and is act only insofar as it is 
being, it concreates the exi stent. The act of judgment, 
which is the pure form of knowledge, has a particu lar form 
for thus estab lishing any particu lar existent. Its ideal form, 
or "ideal formula," informs every judgment independently 
of its particular concern. This ideal formula, "Being 
creates the existent," is the presence of the pure form of the 
judgment in its pure possibility. 

Language. Ontologism shows that thought is a creative 
act. The object of thought comes into being through the 
operation of thought in the word. In this view G ioherti was 
strongly influenced by Giambattista Vico, and l ike Vico he I studied the problem of language as the general theory of 
the word. Language is  the specific manner in which the I 
concreative operation of thought and being is effected in 
the human matrix. The concreative act, to be actual and 
effective, must reflect the human condition-it must be 
psychologized, but not in the manner which G ioberti op
posed as "sensism." G ioberti advocated a transcendent 
psychologi sm in which the transcendental operation is the 
transaction of a concrete existent subject. Language is  
transcendental in that it  reflects the constitutive presence 
of be ing in accordance with the structure of the human 
mind while enabling the mind to transcend its own exist
ential l imi ts and achieve universal significance. In this 
process of transcendence the ideal formula is specified 
according to the form not only of the object but also of the 
subject. Language places knowledge beyond the sub
ject-object split. It reduces the being mentioned in the 
i deal formula to the effective principle of concrete science. 

The transcendental operation of language seems to be 
w idely distributed throughout the numerical range of 
human subjectivity. Gioberti suggested that it is a transac
tion of particu lar groups and ultimately of the nation. This 
view was important in Del primato morale e civile degli 
Italiani and was given an aristocratic cast in the claim that 
within the nation the transcendental operation is the work 
only of an elite. 

"Palingenesis." Language constitutes the first movement 
of the life of the spirit, a movement implicit in the ideal 
formula, "Being creates existence." It is thus at the focus 
of the genesis of existence and the real as object. The 
pure form of human thought moves from the immediate 
givenness of the existent to its ideal ground. In experience 
we encounter the end product of the movement expressed 
in the ideal formula. Thought must return the existent thus 
encountered to i ts ground in being. Its movement is  there
fore a palingenesis-a return of existence to being. 

Mimesis is the mode of existence of that which is en
countered in experience. It is a state, but not a radical or 
irremediable one, of ali enation. Methexis i s  the state of the 
thinking subject, the intelligence whose constitutive prin
ciple is the intelligible, that i s  being. Metlzexis is the l ink 
wh ich enc.ls the alienation between be ing and existence in 
pal i ngenesis. 



Giobcrti d id not mean by palingenesis a dissolution of 
the distinctions of exi stence into the indeterminacy of 
ideal bei ng. Bather, through paliugenesis the being of the 
existent qua existent (that is, in its distinctness) is ideally 
grounded in being. Thus ,  being itself needs the movement 
of mimesis down into the world in order that it may come 
into its own actuali ty, or d istinctness,  through methexis. 
Hence, being is not absolutely transcendc-nt. I t  reaches its 
actuali ty in the word and thus belongs inalienably to the 
region of cu lture and history. Giobcrti 's t heory of language 
thus contains in germ a theory of cu lture and hi story. Cu l
ture and cultures arc the hi storical forms of palingenesis. 

Theology, politics, and ethics. The palingenesis of 
being is the central operation of the spirit and determines 
the actual form of the world. The fact that this one- process 
can be studied from two points of view provided Gioberti 
with a bas is  for a correlative distinction and uni ty of the
ology and philosophy. Theology possesses a certain supe
riority deriving chiefly from its object, God. Supernatural 
theology does not, however, take possession of the inter
nal, or constitutive, word of God; it must make use of 
analogies drawn from phi losophy. Supernatural revelation 
makes use of the "natural revelation" of the word. Phi loso
phy is  therefore superior to theology in that it provides the 
interpretative categories of theology. 

Palingenesis takes on deontological status as the supreme 
norm of action.  In  this aspect it i s  the axiological principle 
of both the moral and the pol itical orders. In  both morals 
and politics, in  conscience and in law, the essential proc
ess is the return of existence to being. Similarly, Gio
berti held that the church is the hi storical and insti tutional 
form of the palingenesis of being under the dispensation of 
revelation. 

Gioberti 's thought is sti l l  influential in two of the l ead
ing strands of contemporary I talian thought, Genti lean 
actual ideal ism and Christian spi ri tual ism. 
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G I V E N ,  THE .  See BASIC STATEMENTS. 

G L A N V I  L L ,  J O S E  PH ( 1636 - 1680) was a skeptic, a 
prominent defender of the experimental research of the 
early Royal Society, a l iberal rational i stic Angl ican theolo
gian and preacher, and a staunch and influential believer 
in witchcraft. His philosophical views contain in embryo 
many of the major elements of later Bri tish empirical 
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thought. Glanvi l l  s tudied at Oxford from )(i:52 to I f-i:58, and 
su bsequently gai ned h is l i v ing as a relatively uns 1H:eessful 
preacher. l i e wrote many works (often tlw same work s i 1 1 
revi sed forms) and engaged in numerous con trov<·rs ics .  I l e  
was early in fluenced hy  l l enry �t ore, and adopted some of  
the  views of  the Cam bridge Platon i sts. I l e  was a l so  fr i < > 1 1 c l 
ly  with several of the lead ing figures in the Hoyal Society, 
especiall y Boyle ,  l l ookc, Bishop Sprat, and the Society's 
founder, Bi shop J ohn Wilk ins . As a re su lt of his prop
agandistic efforts in behalf  of the Society, Clanvi l l  was 
elected a member in 1 664 and made some minor scicntifi(' 
con tribu tions.  

Glanvil l  contended that his skepticism was intended to 
promote scientific endeavor by undermining con fidence in 
uncertain and unrel iable theories about knowl edge and 
natu re. Unwarranted dogmatism was the major enemy, 
once it had been overcome, by a demonstration of the 
l imits of human knowledge, Nature and God cou ld better 
be s tudied. Glanvill  began his critique of human knowl
edge by comparing man's state before Adam's Fall with 
present cond itions. Before the Fal l ,  man had "knowl edge 
of things in thei r true, immediate, necessary causes," 
through direct observation, in contrast to his present  state 
of ignorance, in which there are many problems ahout the 
sou l ,  the body, and natu re that he cannot solve. Our 
present knowledge, except for mathematics and theology, 
derives from our senses. But we are unfortunately  unable 
to perceive "the hidden things of Nature . . .  the first 
springs and wheeles that set the rest agoing" (Scepsis 
Scientifica, London,  1 88,5 ,  p. 1 5). Our senses are decep
tive, and are affected by our passions. H ence, al l  of our 
knowledge about the world is to some degree uncertai n .  

Glanvil l 's  skepticism is presented most forcefu l l y  in his 
analysi s of causal ity, in which he anticipates Hume in 
several respects. Perfect knowledge wou ld be causal 
knowl edge. But we cannot see causal connections; we onl y 
judge them from concomitanci es, and "to argu e from a 
concomitancy to a cau sal ity, i s  not infal l ibly conclusive" 
(Vanity of Dogmatizing, p. 190). To do so is to commit  the 
fallacy of post hoc, ergo propter hoc. Fu rther, the cau sal 
relation cannot be a deductive one, for if i t  were, we would 
be able to demonstrate that a contrary state of affairs is 
impossible, and that things cannot be otherwi se. However, 
we do not know enough about nature to tel l  what is real l y  
impossible. W e  onl y measure the universe by "Principles 
of our own , not Un iversal Nature." As a result, we confu se 
what is inconceivable to us with what is real ly imposs ible,  
though " 'tis not unl ikely, but what's impossible to al l  
Humanity may be possible in  the Metaphysicks and 
Physiologie of Angels" (Vanity of Dogmatizing, p. 19.5; 
Scepsis Scientifica, p. liO). Thus, neither necessary nor 
immediate kn owl edge of causes is possible. 

Having carried his skeptical analysis th i s  fa r, Glanvi l l  
ins i sts that he  i s  not try ing to  desh oy the poss ibi l i ty o f  
scientific knowledge. H is a im ,  he  contends, i s  t o  destroy 
unwarranted dogmatism by showing "that llncertainties 
are not Science ."  He then exam ines the degrees of certi
tude that may be possible, and slwws how these may 
provide the bas i s  for a usefu l and probabi l i stic science. 
Employing the di stinction between "infal l ible" and 
" indubitab le"  certainty which Bishop Wilkins had em
ployed in regard to rel igious knowledge, Glanvil l  contend., 
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that infall ible certainty would amount to an absol ute as
surance that things cannot be otherwise than we conceive 
them. Such certi tude cannot be attained, since our facul
ties "may ht> so contrived, as al ways to deceive us i n  the 
things we judge most certain and assured" ("Of Scepticism 
and Certai nty, " in Essays 011 Several Important Subjects in 
Philosophy and Religion, p. 50). Indubitable certitude 
exists when we have no reason to doubt, even though we 
may actually be wrong. This  l imited assurance is the basi s 
for accepting basic l ogical and metaphysical principles, as 
well as the crucial premise of al l  human inquiry, that our 

faculties are true. (Glanvil l  classes the bel ief in  this prem
ise, however, as an act of fai th . )  This  premise enables us 
to rely on our proof of God's exi stence, on our mathematical 
reasoning, on our senses when properly used, and on the 
uniform testimony of other dis interested persons. \Ve can 
then have indubitabl e (though not infall ible) knowledge in  
mathematics, theology, science, and hi story. The first two 
areas provide the most certain knowl edge, s ince they deal 
with immediately known ideas and truths, and logical 
inferences from them. Glanvi l l  cons iders mathematics to 
be consti tuted of unambiguous terms needing no sensory 
data, and rel igion of unchanging  revealed truths. Science 
requires sense information, and depends on the rel iabil ity 
of our data and our facul ties in given ci rcumstances; 
hence, it  i s  less certain than either mathematics or theol
ogy. H istory, involving other peopl e's  experiences, poses 
still more problems and doubts. The best we can do i s  to 
i nvestigate nature and ourselves patiently and tentatively, 
in  the manner of the Royal Society. Thi s  will  yield the 
most rel iable and useful information about the world that 
we are capabl e of obtain ing,  as evidenced by the tremen
dous ach ievements of modern science compared with 
those of the ancients. Glanvi l l  bel ieved that his favorite 
science, witchcraft, was also justi fied by this skeptical sci
entific method. First, he argued that l ike Hobbes, the 
anti-witch theori sts were wrong in contend ing that it was 
impossible for wi tches to exist. We cannot tell that any 
factual claim is impossible, s ince to do so would require a 
demonstration that things cannot be otherwise. We can 
only appeal to the empi rical evidence of testimony and 
observation, and such evidence, Glanvil l  ins isted, was 
more in keeping with the witch theory than with a denial 
of it. 

On the basis of his skepticism, empiricism, and his con
strnctive theory of types of certitude, Glanvil l  provided 
one of the fi rst rationales for the scientific work of the 
Royal Society. He espoused a view about the l imi tations of 
human knowledge and the bases for certi tude which was 
developed in the Angl ican theological trad ition of Wil l iam 
Chi l l ingworth and B i shop Wilkins,  and appl ied thi s to the 
"new science. " In so doing, he preceded Locke, Newton, 
and Hurne in suggesti ng some of the major features of  later 
empiricism and skepticism , though he probably did not 
influence any of them d i rectly. 
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RICHARD H. POPKIN 

G N OSTI CIS M (from the Greek gnosis, "knowledge") 
designates a broad variety of rel igious teachings that were 
rife in  the Hellenized Near East of the fi rst centuries A.D. 
and purported to offer knowledge of the otherwise hidden 
truth of total reality as the i ndispensable key to man's 
salvation. Most of the schools or sects in question were 
ostensibly Christian by the time our earliest witnesses, the 
Church Fathers, were fami l iar with them, and in conse
quence the whole movement was long regarded as essen-
tial ly an aberration from Christian doctrine. However, 
al though Gnosticism provided the first chapter in the his
tory of Christian heresies, the Christian veneer of the 
systems playing that rol e  is often thin  to the poi nt of trans
parency; and clearly non-Chri stian writi ngs have come to 
l ight that by all criteria of content must be classed as 
Gnostic as wel l .  The detai l s  of the l i terary evidence point 
to h ighly syncreti stic origins,  in which Jewish, Iranian, 
Babylonian, Egyptian , and other Oriental traditions were 
blended with one another and with Greek concepts in an 
extremely free manner. The results were as readi ly  made 
to represent an alleged esoteric truth of the Christian mes
sage as to constitute a superior (Mani) or even hosti le  
(Mandaeans) alternative to  it .  

Th is syncreti srn, pertain ing mai nly to the outer shell ,  
does not preclude- i n  fact it tends to mask-a highly 
original inner un i ty of thought di sti nct from al l  the dis
parate h i s torical elements employed in  its representation . 
Massive ly mythological though this representation usual ly 
is, the s ubstance thus expressed has philosophical s igni fi
cance as embodying a fundamental choice-the radical 
antithesis to the classica l  Greek choice-in the realms 
of universal theory and human practice at once. The 
powerful Gnostic impulse to elaborate its basic vision 
into grandly constructed, quasi -rational systems of thought 
where everything proceeds from an absolute beginning 
makes Gnosticism a landmark i n  the hi story of the specu
lative system as such ; and it i s  the identity of that basic 
vision that defines what is Gnostic and alone justifies the 



classing of systems of such considerable diversity under 
one heading. 

Gnostic teachers and schools. A number of gnostic 
teachers and writers are known by name (mainly those 
l i sted as hcresiarchs in  the patristic refutat ions) ,  hut much 
of the surv iving l i terature is anonymous or pseudepigra
phic, in keeping with the reve latory style in which it is 
cast. H istorical individuals whose thought is documented 
by either critical accounts or direct fragments of their 
works include the Samaritan S imon Magus and his spiri t
ual descendants Menander, Saturn i nus, Cerinthus, and 
Cerdan (first and second centuries) ;  the Alexandrians 
Carpocrates, Basi l ides and his son Is idore, and, foremost, 
Valentinus with his i l lustrious di sciples Ptolemaeus ,  He
racleon, Theodotus, and Marcus  (second century); the Pon
tian Marcion and the Syrian Bardesanes (second century) ; 
and the Persian-Babylonian Mani (th ird century). Major 
sects whose doctr ines are well documented but not 
identified by individual authors or fou nders are , in the 
Christian camp, the Barbeliotes, Seth ites, and Ophites (the 
last actual ly a cluster of sects) ;  in the He l lenistic -pagan 
camp, the Hermetic rel igion (perhaps merely a l iterature 
and not an actual sect); in the Semitic East, the anti
Christian Mandaeans. Towering over the known thinkers 
are Valentinus, l\1arcion,  and Man i ;  and Valentin ianism and 
Manichaeism respectively represent the cu l m inations of 
the two main alternative types of Gnostic specu lation . The 
last two are here considered merely for their  part in and 
exempl ification of the wider context (see MANI AND MANI
CHAEISM; V ALENTINUS AND V ALENTINIANISM). 

Sources. With the exception of that of the M andaeans, 
Gnostic l i terature was denied d irect tradition under the 
dominion of Christianity and I s lam after the ecl ipse of the 
Gnostic communities themselves. Thus,  unt i l  fairly re
cently, information was suppl ied almost solely by the abu n
dant indirect sources. These were,  in the mai n ,  the anti
heret ical works of the Church Fathers (Greek, Lat in ,  
and Syriac, from lrenaeus in the second century to Theo
dore bar Konai in the eighth century) with their d i l igent 
reports, summaries, and excerpts, and sti l l  later Is lamic 
histories and compendia. However, for some t ime an im
pressive series of manuscript discoveries has been adding 
vastly to our store of original texts : Coptic-Gnostic papy
rus codices from Egypt, belonging to the Chri stian branch 
of Gnosticism-the fi nd in 1 945 of a whole l ibrary at Nag 
Hammadi is revolutionizing the state of docu mentation 
i n  the area hitherto principal ly covered by the patri stic 
test imony- M anichaean fragments in  Persian , Turkish ,  
and Chinese from Turfan i n  central Asia and i n  Coptic 
from Egypt, and the sacred writ i ngs of the Mandaeans of 
Iraq. 

The Mandaeans are the one case of a G nostic commun ity 
surviving to the present with an unbroken written tradition 
of their volu minous Aramaic l i terature ; it  came to the at
tention of Western scholars in the nineteenth century,  after 
it had escaped that of the Church Fathers in antiquity 
(probab ly because of the Fathers' predominantly Greek 
orientation). In al l the other cases ,  the new origi nal 
sources generally bear out, while greatly enriching, the 
testimony of the older indi rect ev idence. The fo l lowing 
account, based on the entire ,  extremely varied material, i s  
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synoptic and selective, placi ng i ts emphases accord ing to a 
conceptio n of the whole as a system .  

GNOSTIC DUALISM 

A rad ical ly dual istic mood domi nates the Gnostic atti
tude and unites its widely d iversifi ed expn·s sions, wlwth<'r 
doctrinal, poetica l ,  or  ethical . The dualism is between man 
and world ,  and betwee11 the world and Goe l .  In eith < 'r  case,  
i t  i s  a dual ism of antithetical , not complementary, terms ;  
and it is basical ly one ;  that of  man and world mi rrors 011 
the p lane of experience the primord ial one of God and 
world and is, in Gnostic theory, deduced from it. The 
interpreter may hold conversely that the transcendent 
doctrine of a world- God opposition sprang from the im
manent experience of a disunion of man and world ,  that is ,  
i t  reflects a human condi tion of ali enation. In  tl 1e three
term confi guration,  man and God belong in essence to
gether against the world hut are in fact separated by the 
world, which in the Gnostic view is the al ienat ing, divis ive 
agency. 

The object of Gnostic speculation is to derive these basic 
polarit ies-the exist ing state of things-by way of genetic 
myths from the first things and through such genealogy to 
point the way to thei r  eventual reso lution. The myth, a 
conscious symbol ical construction, is thus pred ictive by 
being genetic, eschatological  by being exp lanatory. Ac
cordingly, the typical Gnostic system starts with a doctrine 
of divine transcendence in  its original puri ty ;  traces the 
genesis of the world from some primordial disruption of 
th is b lessed state , a loss of divine integrity that leads to the 
emergence of lower powers who become the makers and 
ru lers of this  world; then, as a crucial epi sode in  the 
drama, i t  recou nts the creation and early fate of man, in 
whom the fu rther  conflict becomes centered ; the final 
theme-i n  fact, the impl ied theme throughout- is man's 
salvation,  which i s  more than man's, since it involves the 
overcoming  and eventual dissolving  of the cosmic system 
and is thu s  the instrument of reintegration for the impaired 
godhead itself, the se lf-saving of God. 

God and the divine realm. The tran scendence of the 
supreme deity i s  stressed to the utmost degree in  a l l  
Gnostic theology. Topological ly, he is transmu ndane, 
dwel l ing in  his  own realm entirely outside the physical 
universe, at immeasu-1ble distance from man's terrestrial 
abode;  ontological ly ,  he is  acosmic, even anticosmic:  to 
this world and whatever belongs to it he is the essential ly 
"other" and "al i en" (Marcion),  the "al ien Life" (Man
daeans) ,  the "d epth" or "abyss" (Valentinians), even "the 
not-being" (Basi l ides) ;  epistemological ly, becau se of the 
transcendence and otherness 0f his  being, and because 
nature neither reveals nor even ind icates him,  he i s  natu
ral ly u nknown, i neffable, defying predication, surpassing 
comprehension, and strictly unknowable. Some posit ive 
attr ibutes and metaphors do apply to h im :  Light, Life ,  
Spirit, Father, the Good-but not Creator, Ruler, Judge. 
Significantly,  i ri some �ystems one of his secret names is 
Man. Mainly,  the di scourse about him must move in nega
tions, and historical ly Gnosticism is one of the fou ntain
heads of negative theology. 

However, the Abso lute is  not alone but i s  surrounded by 
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an aura of eternal, graded express ions of his infin itude, 
partial aspects of his perfection, hypostat ized into quasi
personal beings (aeons) with highly abstract names (mostly 
of mental properties) and togetlwr forming the hierarchy of 
the divine realm, the pleroma (Plenitude). The emanation 
of this inner manifold from the primal ground, a kind of 
self-differentiation of the Absolute, is sometimes described 
in terms of subtle spiritual dialectics, more often in rather 
natural istic (for instance, sexual) ,  terms. Among the tenu
ously mythological entities that thus arise  (such as Mind, 
Grace, \Vorel, Knowledge, Life) are two more concrete 
ones with defi nite roles in the further evolution of the 
transcendental drama: t,.fan as an eternal, divine, precos
mic principle (sometimes even identi fied with the First 
Being himself) and Wi sdom (Sophia), usually the last and 
youngest of the aeons. Extensive speculation about the 
diversity within the pleroma is the mark of advanced sys
tems, but some degree of mani fold on the upper reaches of 
being is requis ite for all Gnostic metaphysics because it 
provides the condition for divine fal l ibi l i ty on which the 
movement into creation and al ienation depends. 

Lower powers and the Creator. In  the genuine Gnostic 
systems the downward movement starts from an internal 
cri sis in the divine realm itself, whereas in those under 
lraP. ian influence it is occasioned by the action of dark 
forces from without, thus presupposing the very dual ism 
that the typical speculation lets evolve from the one mon
istic root. We shal l mainly fol low this latter, more preva
lent type, which is free from I ranian influence.  Here, the 
protagonist of cris is and fa!! is most often the female aeon 
Sophia (or such equivalents as Thought and Conception) 
who, from some overstepping of bounds-assertion of 
self-wil l ,  creative presumption, even excessive desire to 
know the unknowable Father-is drawn into a hi story of 
passion and error that leads her outs ide the bl essed ple
roma. (In another family of systems,  Primal M an assumes 
the role of the s inking part of divini ty.)  Although the upper 
powers immediately set about healing this breach in the 
divine order, the downward trend set in motion by the 
original lapse must take its course, and the counterplay of 
these two trends henceforth governs the process .  There 
ensues ,  in a development too complex and too various ly 
elaborated to recount here, a train of ever lower hypostases 
descended from the erring Sophia, episodical ly broken by 
certai n archetypal salvations. 

The Demiurge. Early in  the descending series-and 
marked with all the deforming effects of the Fall whose 
fruit  he is-appears the Demiurge, the monstrous and 
benighted archon (lord) of the nether powers . Th is  wide
spread Gnostic figure, tel l ing symbol of the Gnostic hos
ti l i ty toward the world, is clearly a polemical caricature of 
the Old Testament God, and the identity is made explicit 
by frequent transference to h im of well-known utterances 
and act ions of Goel from the Bibl ical text. Pride, i gnorance, 
and malevolence of the Creator are recurring themes in 
Gnostic talcs ,  as arc his humbling and outwitt ing by the 
higher powers bent on thwart ing his designs .  However, 
O\'er the whole range of Cnostic mythologizing the ar
chcm\ image varies, and there arc mi lder versions in 
which he i s  more misguided than evi l  and thus open to 
correct ion a1 1d n· rnorsc , evc·n to fi nal n·dcmption. He i s  
always a probl c •mat ical and never a venerabl e  figure. 

Finding h imself in  the void or chaos outside the ple
roma, possessed of the power inherited from his mother but 
ignorant of the divine worlds above him, he believes him
self to be the only God and engages in creations chiefly 
designed to sat isfy his ambition , vani ty, and lust for do
minion. Prominent among the host of lower powers that 
issue from him are six fu rther archons whom he instal ls in 
s ix successive heavens;  he occupies the seventh above 
them. Thus originate the cosmic order and its system of 
ru le, the un iverse of Babylonian astrology with its seven 
planetary spheres and the almighty planetary deities. An 
eighth region beyond them (corresponding to the sphere of 
the fixed stars) is occupied by the mother Sophia, still 
exi led from the pleroma, who has no part in the creation 
and government of the world but intervenes in both for the 
purposes of salvation. The Valentinian version, the sub
tlest of al l ,  depicts the Demiurge as trying vainly to imitate 
the perfect order of the aeons wi th his physical one, and 
their etern ity with the counterfeit substitute of time-thus 
adding to the parody of the Bibl ical Creator that of the 
Platon ic Demiurge. However, the chief instance of i l l icit 
and bungl ing i mi tation is  the creation of man. 

The remaining part of creation is the joint work of the 
seven archons .  Indeed, the early systems (such as that of 
S imon Magus) simply name the seven as the creators of the 
world;  and the pre-eminence of one of them, growi ng into 
a kind of monotheism of cosmic  (lower) divin i ty, seems to 
be characteri stic of the mature stage of Gnostic specula
tion. There, an episode, told with almost identical words in 
the cosmogonies of many different schools, rings in the 
next act in the drama of creation: the First Archon (the 
Demi urge), exulting in his works with the Scriptural proc
lamation "I am God and there is none other than I ," draws 
the retort from on high,  "Thou art mi staken ! Above thee is 
First Man." 

Creation of earthly man. Some such clivulgence of 
superior godhead (here meant as no more than a humbling 
of the Creator's pride, el sewhere serving some other pur
pose in the divine strategy), and especial ly the appearance 
of a divine form with it, inspire the archons with the auda
cious plan to equal the upper perfection in a work of their 
own-to create terrestrial man-an effect not foreseen in 
the divine move. Letti ng them say on thi s  occasion, 
"Come, let us make a man after the image we have seen," 
the Gnostics turned to account the puzzling plural of Gen
esi s 1 .26, and the result ing imago Dei character of created 
man, far from being a s traight metaphys i cal honor, assumes 
an nmbiguous, if  not s in i ster, meaning. The motive for the 
archons' resolve is either simple envy and ambition, or the 
more calculati ng one of entrapping divine substance in 
their lower world by the lure of a seemingly congenial 
receptacle that will become its most secure bond. The 
imitation, presumptuous and blundering, i s  nevertheless 
effect ive. Although the mere creature of the archons-the 
body and a natural soul compounded from their several 
psych ic powers-is not viable by itself, it  becomes so 
through the injection of a spiritual element from beyond. 

For this presence of transcendent spirit (pneuma) in 
psychophysical man-in itself a paradoxical, unnatural fact 
and the fulcrum of the whole soteriological drama- Gnos
tic specu lation offers various explanations, their chief 
di fference being whether the presence marks a success of 



the nether powers or a stratagem of the upper ones .  Ill the 
first alternative, the causality operative on the divine side 
admits in turn the several variations of being a vict im of 
violence (Mani), of deccptio11 ,  or of its own downward 
inclination (Po imandres ). In the other alternative (the 
Valcntinians), the divine seed is  secretly deposited in the 
creature of the unknowing Dcmiurge in  order to turn his 
work in to an unintended vehicle of salvation. However, 
this variant i s  no more optimistic than the first, s ince the 
soteriological stratagem merely makes the best of a bas ic 
evi l ,  of these divine portions' having become divorced 
from their source in the firs t  place. I n  any case,  the 
pneuma's innerworldly existence is a state of exile, the 
result of primeval divine tragedy; and its immersion in 
soul and body is the terminal form of that exi le. For the 
archons, on the other hand, the incorporation of this tran
scendent element into their system is a condition of the 
system's existence, and i ts retention therefore becomes to 
them a matter of survival-their work's and their own . 
Hence, they must resist at all cost the spirit's extrication 
from the cosmic involvement, which the upper powers 
seek for the regaining of divine wholeness. The means of 
this extrication is knowledge. 

History of man. The process of conveying the saving 
knowledge to the world-imprisoned hostage of Light be
gins with Adam himself and runs through the history of 
mankind in a constant counterplay with the archontic 
powers. Human history is thus eschatological from the 
beginn ing. In the l ight of th i s  scheme, the Scriptural ac
count of early man, especial ly the Paradise story, is boldly 
recast, with al l  value signs reversed. The most s ignificant 
of these reversals  concerns the serpent, which, as the first 
bringer of knowledge in defiance of the Creator's mandate 
of ignorance, becomes the general symbol of the acosmic 
spiritual principle that works for the awakeni ng of i ts cap
tive kin in the world. The revelatory l ine thus started, and 
continued through the generations, en ds in Christ (or may 
go beyond him to further revelations of the truth). Hence 
the cult of th e serpent in a major group of Gn ostic sects, 
the Ophites (from the Greek ophis, serpent). In the same 
spirit of reversal, Cain ,  Esau, and other rejected fi gures of 
the Old Testament became to certain sects (Cai ni tes ,  Car
pocratian s, Perates) bearers of the pneumat ic  heritage, 
forming a secret l ineage of gnos is and persecuted by the 
world god for this reason ; their opposites, such as Abel and 
Jacob, his favorites, represent the unenl ightened majority. 
Independently of the intention to scandal ize that is evi
dent here, the Gnostic scheme cal led for a prophetology in 
succession of the Adamitic revelation, for wh ich Iran ian 
tradition offered the idea of an eternal Messenger who 
moves through history in ever new incarnations-. These 
messengers were variously identified with names from the 
rel igious past; in the final consolidation by M ani we find 
them reduced to  four: Buddha, Zoroaster, J esus,  Mani .  The 
signi ficant omission of Moses from this l i st requires a com
ment on the anti-Judaism among the Gnostics .  

The this-worldly spirit of the H ebrew rel igion combined 
with historical ci rcumstance to make the Old Testament a 
prominent target of Gnostic di slike, to varying degrees. 
The extreme of host i l i ty,  even contempt, is found in Mar
cion, for whom this admittedly authentic revelation of the 
Creator and Lord of this world shares al l the blemishes of 
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its source : It i s  as opposed to the gospel of salvat ion as its 
divine author is  to the God that savc>s and as this world,  his 
work, is to the nonmn ndane realm beyond. Simon ,\1agns 
and others arc hardly less intransigent. A more qua l i fied 
view is taken by the Valenti u ians:  the law is at least partly 
prcfigurativc of the higher trnth, and the prophets, al
though mainly inspired by the Dcmiurgc, are sometimes 
(and unbeknown to him) used by his mother, Sophia, for her 
own messages,  which thus arc interspersed in the i nferior 
hulk. There are other shades of opinion,  hut reject io11 of 
the whole body of Hebrew Scriptnre, joiucd with i rrev
erent exegetical use,  is by far the ru le; aud on this is sue, 
and on the related one of the identity or non identity of th<' 
God of Moses with tlie Father of Jesus Christ, the main 
battle was fought between the church and the heretics. 

Cosmos and human nature. The material universe, the 
domain of th e archons,  is l ike a vast prison whose in ner
most dungeon is the earth,  the scene of man's l ife. Around 
and above it, the cosmic spheres arc ranged l ike concentric 
enclosing shells .  Their number is usually seven , with a 
surrounding eighth that does not belong to the archontic 
realm proper but is in termediate between the cosmos and 
the upper world of the pleroma. There was, however, a 
tendency to multiply structures and to make the scheme 
more and more extensive: Basil ides cou nted no fewer than 
365 heaven s. The rel igious s ignificance of this  cosmic 
architecture l ies in  the idea that everythi ng that intervenes 
between here and the beyon d serves to separate man from 
God, not merely by spatial distance but through active 
demonic force. Thus,  the vastness and multipl icity of the 
cosmic system express the degree to which man is re
moved from God. 

The spheres are the seats of the archons, whose ruling 
set of seven are the planetary gods of the Babylon ian pan
theon , now signi ficant ly  renamed with synonyms for the 
Hebrew God-another s ign of the l atter's degradation. The 
archons col lect ively rule the world that they (or their 
overlord) made, and each individually in his  sphere is  a 
warder of the cosmic prison.  Their tyrannical world ru le, 
cal led Fate (heimarmene), is physical ly  the law of nature, 
morally the law of ju stice, as exempl i fied in the Mosaic 
l aw,  which issued from the Demiurge or the angel s and, 
with its threat of retribution, aims at the en slavement of 
man as much as the first does with its force of necess i ty. As 
guardian of his sphere, each archon bars the passage to the 
sou ls  that seek to ascen d after death, in order to prevent 
their escape from the world and their return to G0d. 

Man ,  the main object of these vast dispositions, is  com
posed of flesh, soul, and spirit. Reduced to ult imate prin
ciples , his origin is twofold:  mu ndane and extramundane. 
Both the body and the soul are products of the cosmic 
powers, who shaped the body in the image of the divine 
Primal M an and an imated i t  with thei r  own psychical 
forces :  these are the appetites and pass ions of natural man, 
each stemming from and corresponding to one of the cos
mic spheres, and all together making up the astral soul of 
man, his psyche. Throngh his body and his soul man is a 
part of the world and is subjected t0 heimarmene. En
closed in  the soul i s  the spirit ,  or pneuma (also cal led the 
spark), a portion of the divine substance from beyond that 
has fallen into the world ;  the archons created man for the 
express purpose of keeping it capt ive here. Thus ,  as in 
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the macrocosm man is enclosed by the seven spheres ,  so in 
the human microcosm the pneuma is enclosed by the seven 
soul vestments originating from them. These psychical 
ern·elopments are considered impairments and fetters of 
the transmundane spirit, and its incarnation in the outer, 
material hod�- merely completes the complex imprison
ment. The resulting human constitution is, then, compara
ble to an onion with so many layers, on the model of the 
cosmos itself but \\·ith the order reversed; what is outer
most and uppermost in the cosmos is innermost in man, 
and the innermost or nethermost stratum of the cosmic 
order, the earth, is the outer bodi ly garment of man. Only 
the innermost or pneumatic man is the true man, and he is 
not of this world, as his original in the total order, the 
deity, is external to the cosmos as a whole. In its unre
deemed state the spirit, so far from its source and im 
mersed in sou i and flesh, is unconscious of itself, be
numbed, asleep, or intoxicated by the poison of the 
world-in brief, it is ignorant. Its awakening and liberation 
are effected through knowledge. 

Eschatology: salvation through gnosis. The nature of 
Gnostic dualism determines the general concept of salva
tion, and the stratifications of cosmos and man condition its 
details. Its basic premise is that the transcendent God is as 
aLen to this world as the pneumatic self is in the midst of it. 
The goal of Gnostic striving is the release of the inner man 
from the bonds of the world and his return to his native 
realm of light. The necessary condition for this is that he 
know about the transmundane God and about himself, that 
is, about his divine origin as well as his present situation, 
and hence, also about the nature of the world that deter
mines his situation. S uch knowledge is witheld from him 
by precisely the selfsame situation that requires it, for 
ignorance is the essence of mundane existence, just  as it 
was the principle of the world's coming into being. In 
particular, the transcendent God is unknown in the world 
and cannot be discovered from it; therefore, revelation is 
needed. The necessity for revelation is inherent in the 
innercosmic condition; and its occurrence alters this con
dition in i ts decisive respect, that of ignorance. Revelation, 
or the "call," is thus already a part of salvation. Its bringer 
is a messenger from the world of Light who penetrates the 
barriers of the spheres, ou twits the archons, awakens the 
spirit from its earthly  slumber, and imparts to it the saving 
knowledge from wi thout. The mission of this transcendent 
sa,·ior begins even before the creation of the world, since 
the fall of the di,·ine element preceded creation, and the 
archetypal redemption indeed takes place in the precosmic 
stage. It is the incompleteness of thi s  initial restoration, 
whether of Sophia or of \ lani's Primal � fan, that leads to 
the genesis of the world and the protraction of the saving 
process throughout its history. The fact that in the dis
charge of his task thC' eternal messenger must himself 
assume the lot of incarnation and cosmic exile, and the 
further fact that, at l<'ast in the Iranian variety of the myth, 
lw is in a SC'11se identical with those� he calls-the once lost 
parts of his di,·inc self-gi\'e rise to the moving idea of the 
" saved savior" ( sa luator sa lt:nndus). 

Tlw knowlcdgP rPH•aled hy the messengers, for short 
"knowlc•dge of Cod," comprises thl' whole content of the 
Cnostic myth, with C'\'<'rythi11g it has to teach about Cod, 

man, and world, including the history of the beginnings 
which alone offers the key to the secrets of existence; that 
is, the revelation contains the elements of a theoretical 
system. On the practical side, however, it is more particu
larly "knowledge of the way"-of the soul's way out of the 
world-comprising the sacramental and magical prepara
tions ,for its future ascent and the secret names and formu
las that force the passage through each sphere. Equipped 
with this gnosis, the soul after death travels upward, leav
ing behind at each sphere the psychical vestments con
tributed by that sphere; thus the spirit, stripped of all 
foreign accretions, reaches the God beyond the world and 
reunites with the divine s ubstance. (The most circumstan
tial description of this ascent is found in the "Poi
mandres," the first treatise of the Hermetic corpus.) On the 
s cale of the total divine drama, the individual ascent is part ' 
of the restoration of the deity's own wholeness, impaired I 
by the events of the beginning. Only through the loss 
suffered then did the deity become involved in the destiny 
of the world, and only to retrieve his own does he inter
vene, through his envoys, in cosmic history. With the com
pletion of this ingathering, the cosmos, deprived of its 
elements of light, wil l  come to an end. 

Moral ity. In this life the pneumatics, as the possessors of 
gnosis called themselves, are set apart from the mass of 
mankind. The immediate illumination that makes the 
individual sovereign in the sphere of knowledge (hence 
the great variety of Gnostic doctrines) also inspires supe
rior rules of conduct. Generally, the pneumatic morality is 
determined by hostility toward the world and contempt for 
all mundane ties. From this principle, however, two con
trary conclusions could be drawn, and both found their 
extreme partisans : the ascetic and the libertine. The as
cetic deduces from the possession of gnosis the obligation 
to avoid further contamination by the world and therefore 
to reduce the world's use to a minimum; the libertine 
derives from the same possession the privilege of unre
strained freedom. The libertine conclusion, more startling 
and more devious,  is argued thus :  The law, since it repre
sents the will of the Demiurge and is one form of his tyr
anny, does not obligate the pneuma, which is "saved in its 
nature" and can be neither sullied by actions (which in 
themselves are morally neutnl) nor frightened by the 
threat of archontic retribution which can affect only the 
body and the psyche). Thus the pneumatic, since he is free 
from the power of fate, is also free from the yoke of the 
moral law, and all things are permittt cl to him. This free
dom, however, is more than merely permissive; its practice 
is bidden by metaphysical interest. Through intentional 
violation of the demiurgical norm (for which the mytholog
ical vilification of the Demiurge prepares) the pneumatic 
thwarts the design of the archons and thus paradoxically 
contributes to the work of salvation. From the moti,·e of 
defiance it is then only one step further to the teaching of 
the Cainitcs and Carpocratians that there is a positive duty 
to perform every ki11cl of action, to leave no deed undone, 
no possibility of freedom unrealized, in order to render 
nature its clue and exhaust its powers ; only in this way can 
final release from the cycle of reincarnations be obtained. 
Gnostic lihertinism thus spans the whole scale from mere 
negative license to positive Faustian obligation-at which 



point it loses again some of the contrast to its ascetic alter
native. 

The latter alternative, too, betrays the common root in 
Gnosticism from which both opposites spring. Although 
more obvious in the liberti ne choice, the clement of 
defiance shows in the ascetic one as wel l ;  as much as it 
may serve puri fication or other perfection ist ends normal ly 
associated with asceticism, it often has the declared pur
pose of obstructing the cause of the Creator, even just to 
spite him, by refusing to use his works (a kind of metaphys
ical stri ke). This obstructive aspect is especial ly clear in 
the abstention from sexual intercourse and marriage when, 
as in Marcion and Mani, i ts purpose is  not to help replen
ish the world of the Demi urge and further disperse in it 
the captive l ight-thereby prolonging its exi le and making 
its ingathering more d ifficu lt. I ndeed, according to Mani, 
the reproductive scheme was i nstituted by the archons 
with preci sely th is end in view. Asceticism is thu s  a matter 
less of eth ics than of metaphysical alignment, and its com
mon ground with libertinism is  the determination not to 
play the Creator's game. The one repudiates allegiance to 
nature through abstention ; the other, through excess. Both 
are lives outs ide the mundane norm. Freedom by use and 
freedom by nonuse are thus alternative expressions of th e 
same acosmism. 

Acosmism. Acosmism, the real basis of the G nostic pos i 
tion, contains the seeds of  n ih i l i sm;  the very extremism of  
divine transcendence has nihi l is tic impl ications.  As  the 
totally other, alien, and unknown, the Gnostic God has 
more of the nihil than of the ens in his concept. For all 
purposes of man's relation to the real i ty that surrounds 
him, th is hidden God is a negative term; no law emanates 
from him-none for nature, and th us none for human ac
tion as a part of the natural order. His only relation to the 
world is the negative one of saving from the world.  Anti
nomianism fol lows natural ly ,  even if not i nevitably, from 
these premises. 

Two types of gnostic dualism. This article has kept 
main ly  to the Syrian- Egyptian stream of Gnostic specula
tion, to which the majority of systems, especially the 
Christian ones, belong. There is, however, another, I ranian 
l ine of specul ation that culminates i n  Mani .  

Both types, being Gnostic, were evolved to explain the 
same facts of a dis located metaphysical situation-both are 
dual istic concerning their common theme: the exi sti 1 1g rift 
between God and world ,  world and man, spirit and flesh.  
The Iranian type, i n  a Gnostic adaptation of Zoroastri an 
doctrine, starts from a d ualism of two opposed principles 
and then must explain how the original Darkness came to 
engulf  elements of the Light- it describes the world drama 
as a war with changing fortunes; and the divine fate, of 
which man's fate is a part and the world an unwil led by
product, is explained in terms of mixing and u nmixi ng, 
capti vity and l iberation . Here the knightly male figure of 
First Man, the warrior, assumes the role of the exposed 
and suffering part of divinity .  The Syrian speculation, with 
the female Sophia i n  that role, u ndertakes the more ambi
tious task of deriving dualism itsel f, and the ensuing pre
dicament of the divine in the system of creation ,  from the 
one and undivided source of bei ng. It does th i s  by means 
of a genealogy of personified divine states evolving from 
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one another that describes the progressive darkeni ng of 
the original Light i n  catc•gories of gu i l t, error ,  and fai l ure. 
This devol ution within the divine being ends  in the deca
dence of complete se lf-al ienation that is th is  world. Both 
dramas start with a disturbance in  the heights; in both, the 
exi stence of the world marks a discomfiture of the divine_• 
and a necessary, in itsp ) f  unc!Psirah lc, means of its ev<>n
tual restitution;  in both, the salvation of man is that of the 
deity itself. The di ffercnc<' l ies in whether th<· trag<'dy is 
forced upon the deity from without by the tre spas s of an 
i ndependent Darkness,  which thus has the first init iative 
(the deity itself being in  perfect tranquil l ity), or is moti
vated from with in  itself, with Darkness and Matter t lH' 
products of its pass ion,  which they hypostatize in external 
terms. To divine defeat and sacri fice in the first case corrc·
spond divine gu lt and error in the second ;  to compassion 
for the v ictimized Light, spiritual contempt for dcmiurgical 
b l indness ; to eventual divine l iberation, reformation 
through enl ightenment. 

The Manichaean and Valenti nian systems respectivt• ly 
exemplify the two types . The I ranian type, with its high
m inded story of battle ,  defeat, and recovery, lends itself to 
more concrete and gripping dramatization. I Iowever, only 
the subtler Syrian type, by accord i ng metaphysical status 
to knowledge and ignorance as modes of the divine l i fe 
and therefore as u niversal, cosmogonic categorie s ,  can do 
full justice to the redemptional claim made on behalf of 
knowledge in al l G nostic rel igion. Valenti nian speculation 
inferred that the human individual event of pneumatic 
knowledge reverses the precosmic universal event of di
vine ignorance and is i n  its redeeming effect of the same 
ontological order. Thus the actual ization of knowledge i n  
the person i s  a t  the same time a n  act i n  the general ground 
of being. 
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HANS JONAS 

G O B I N E A U, C OMTE J O S E PH A RT H UR D E  
( 1816 - 1882), French phi losopher, historian, noveli st, and 
diplomat. Gobi neau's diplomatic duties during the Second 
Em pire carried h im to Switzerland, Persia,  Greece, and 
Brazi l ,  where he  produced a number of hi storical and eth
nographic works of con siderable merit. He is best known 
for his Essai sur l'inegalite des races humaines (4 vols . ,  
Paris ,  1853 - 1855; Vol .  l translated i nto Engl ish by 
Adrian Coll ins as The Inequality of Human Races, Lon
don , 19 15). Th is  work i s  usual l y  considered an i mpor• 
tant contribution to nineteenth-century racist thought; 
but G obineau's racis m  was a by-product of his attempt 
to account for the decl ine of the European ari stocracy in 
terms of the more general problem of the decl ine and fall 
of civi l izations. 

Gobineau presented his work as an essay in positivistic 
social theory; in  the preface to the second edition ( 1884 ), 
he argued that H enry Thomas Buckl e and Charles Darwin 
had m erely proceeded along l ines origi nal ly marked out 
by himself. Superficially, then, Gobi neau 's work resem
bled those posit ivistic theori es of culture in wh ich his 
century abounded. However, it  differed from them i n  its 
categorical reject ion of the doctrine of "progress." H i s  
work was profoundly pess imi stic, and i n  the end Gobineau 
predicted the i nel uctable decay, not only of Western civi
l ization, but of th e whole  of humanity. Thus, Gobineau's 
racism differed from the later racism of the imperial ist 
period. H e  was neither a national ist nor a proponent of the 
idea of "the white man 's burden." H e  was rather an apolo
gist for a class that had come to feel that s i nce it no longer 
had a genui ne social role  to fi l l ,  soc ;ety i tself was no 
longer possible. 

Gobi neau held that the human speci es was origi nal ly 
divided i nto three races as a result of environmental con
ditioni ng. The Negro race is dom i nated by "desire" and 
the need to gratify desire, and hence is  the natural enemy 
of civi l ization. Driven by the need for sensual grati fication 
alone, the Negro lacks both speculative and technical 
capabi l i ty. The yel low race is the anti type of the Negroid, 
lacking i n  physical vigor but possessing a natural talent for 
tech nical accompl i sh ment that allows it  to create pseudo 
civi l i zations hut prohibits it  from developing any genuine 
science. The white race is  superior to the other two be
ca use it combines energy and intel l igence i n  just the right 
proportions. The white race has a genuine "love of l ife," 



but it is able to c.:ontrol and direc.:t that love to cu lturally 
creative ends. The whi te man is  a s peculative th inker, 
whic.:h all ows h im to create both a science of nature and a 
science of politics. This makes of the white man the natu
ral conqueror of the other two races. Whatever these other 
races have accompl i shed in the way of civi l izational 
growth they owe to the superaddition of white blood, 
Gobineau held. 

By the same token, however, racial intenn ixture results 
in the debi l i tation of the wh ite rac.:e. Unlike the Darwin
ists, who saw survival i tself as evidence of fitness, Gobi
neau held that in every racial mixture it i s  the weaker 
strain that predom inates. In the long run,  then, racial in
termixture must resul t  not so much in the elevation of 
inferior breeds as the mongrel ization of the entire species. 
Thus envisaged, the white race is  caught on the horns of a 
di lemma. I ts inherent excellence drives it forth to world 
conquest, but that very conquest leads to i ts decl ine. Go
bineau's theory of civi l ization, in short, was not so much 
an attempt to explain the facts of hi story as to justify his  
own overriding sense of senescens saeculum, a product of 
the breakdown of the social class to wh ich he belonged. 

Obviously, such a theory cou ld not serve as a rationali
zation for imperiali stic expansion, for if  Gobineau were 
right, it wou ld be better for the white race to cease ex
pand ing and seal i tself off from contact with all other races. 
But Gobineau was valuable to the reactionary groups of 
his time even though he opposed imperial ism, for he was 
an ardent enemy of liberalism. His  theory explicitly des
ignated the social egal i tarian ism of the rad icals  as an in
strument of further mongrel ization. The city of Pari s, 
where the races mixed in perfect equal i ty, proved his  
point, he wrote, because there "tradition is respected not 
at a l l ."  

As for national ism, Gobineau regarded this  phenomenon 
as another evidence of the breakdown of racial solidarity. 
He dreamed of an international ari stocracy of blood to 
which the purest elements of al l nations belong. H i s book 
La Renaissance (Paris, 1877; translated into English by 
P. V. Cohen as The Renaissance, New York, 19 13)  was in
tended to demonstrate that as l ong as the white race had 
retained its internationalist sense of caste and eschewed 
expansion and intermixture, it had remained creative and 
productive. Neither l ibertarian nor expansionist, the aris
tocracy of the Renai ssance, as represented by such figures 
as Cesare B orgia, Michelangelo,  and Raphael, was able to 
produce masterpieces of art and pol itics. The problem of 
race did not intrude itsel f into Gobineau's handl ing of the 
Renai ssance, because in La Renaissance he was deal ing 
with a preliberal, amoral , and creative example of the 
white race's power. But this book does contain an impl icit 
criticism of his own age,  dominated , in  h is opinion, by 
weak-wil led l iberals  and traditionless mongrels. 

Additional W arks by Gobineau 

Trois A 11s en Asie. Paris ,  1 859. 
Les Religions et les philosophies dans l'Asie centrale. Paris, 

186.5. 
1/istoire des Perses, 2 vols.  Pari s, 1868. 
Correspo11dance d'Alexis de Tocqueville et d'Artlwr de Gobi-

11ea11. Pari s, H),59. The correspondence is al so available in an 
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English translat ion by John Lukacs in  Alexis d1· Tocqucvil ll ' ,  The 
Eu rupe<m Hevolution & Currespu11de11ce with Gohi11eau (Carden 
City, N.Y., W59), edited hy Lu kacs. 

Works on Gobineau 

Comhris ,  Andree, La Philoso11hie des races de Gohi11eau .  Paris ,  
Hl37. 

Fal k, Heinhokl, Die weltansclwulicl,e Prublematik hei Gohi-
11eau .  Bnl in ,  W36. 

Ferguson, W. J . ,  He,wissance i11 1/istorical Thought. N1·w York, 
HJ48. On Gohineau as hi storian. 

La Nouvelle Revue Frmu,:aise, Vol. 42 ( February J !J:34 ). I ssue 
dedicated to Gobineau and his work. 

Schemann, Ludwig, Cohineau u11d die deu tsclie K11lt11r. Leip
zig, HHO; 7th ed . Leipzig, 1 !)34. 

Sell iere, Ernst, Le Comte de C:ohineau et l'arya11is 111e histo
rique. Paris, W0.'3. 

Streidl, H udolf, Gobi11eau i11 der fm11ziisiche11 Kritik. \'Vtirzburg, 
1 835. 

I IAYDEN V. WI IJTE 

G O B  L O T ,  E DM O N D  ( 1 858 - 1 93,5), French phi l osopher 
and logician. Gohlot was born at M amers. He studied 
under Jules Lachelier and Etienne Boutroux and succeed
ed Arthur H annequ in to the chair in the history of phi loso
phy and the sciences at the Universi ty of Lyons. In addi
tion to Vocabulaire philosuphique ( Paris ,  mo I ) , he wrote 
numerous articles, of which the most notable are un
doubtedly those he devoted to final ity ( 1 8H9 - 1 804 ), wh ich 
he conceived of somewhat in the Kantian manner as "com
plex fitness. " He also dealt with epi stem ology both in his 
doctoral thesis ,  Essai sur la classification des sciences 
(Pari s ,  1898), and later in Le Systeme des sciences (Paris, 
1 922); he treated moral and social questions in Justice et 
liberte (Pari s, 1904) and La Barriire et le niveau, etude 
sociologique sur la bourgeoisie fran9aise (Paris, 1925). 

Goblot's most striking work, however, was his Traite de 
logique (Pari s, 19 18), which quickly became the breviary 
on this subject for a whole generation of French students. 
This is logic understood in a broad sense and includes 
chapters on i nduction and i ts foundation, on teleological 
reasoning, on the scientific mind, and on val ue judgments 
(this was subsequently devel oped into a book, La Logique 
des jugements de valeur, Pari s, 1927). Fonnal logic itself is 
not at all formal ized in the book. 

The author stands aside from the developments in sym
bolic logic, and his work is  in many respects beh ind the 
times. It is  to be associated, rather, with that group of 
wri tings which, in the course of the nineteenth century, 
made apparent the inadequacies of tradi tional logic. I ts 
criticisms bear, among other things, on the excessive 
importance accorded by trad itional logic to the categorical 
syl logism, as against the hypothetical syl logism. The mo-;t 
original thesis consi sts in  a concept ion of deductive rea
soning that seeks to providP a solution for the classic 
problem which troubled Poincare especial ly :  How i s  it 
possible for a deduction to be rigorous and al so to be a 
frui tful add ition to our knowledge, at least in the case of 
the mathematical demonstration if not in the case of the 
syllogi sm? 

To demonstrate, repl ies Goblot, is to construct. In  order 
to demonstrate that a hypothes is  entails a certain conse
quence, one constructs the con sequence along with the 
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hypothesis. The operations of construction are not logical 
operations; they arc external operations that are executed 
purely mentally, and their result constitutes the object of a 
"logical statement" (co11statatio11 logi(fue). These con
structions, which display the creative activity of the mind, 
nevertheless have nothing of the arbitrary about them. 
What controls them is not the rules of logic, but the propo
sitions previously accepted. Each constructed tmth be
comes an instmment with which to construct others. 
I lcnce deduction is not doomed, as is said, to pass "from 
the general to the particular"; on the contrary, it often 
relies on a special privileged case, to which it reduces the 
general case. In this manner it enlarges our knowledge. 

Bibliography 
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Translated by Al/Jert E. Blumberg 

G O D ,  AR GUMENTS FOR THE EX ISTENCE O F .  
Se<' COMMON CONS ENT ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE 
OF Goo; COSMOLOGICAL AHGUMENT FOH THE EXISTENCE 
OF Goo; DEGHEES OF PEHFECTION, ARGUM ENT FOR TI I E  
EXISTENCE O F  Coo; l\1 0HAL AHGUMENTS FOR TI IE EXIS
TENCE OF Goo; ONTOLO<:JCAL ARGUMENT FOR TIIE 
EXISTENCE OF Goo; POPULAH A HGUMENTS FOR TH E EXI S
TEJ',;CE OF Goo; RELIGIOUS EXPEHIENCE, ARGUM ENT FOR 
Tl IE EXISTENCE OF Goo; TELEOLOGICAL A HG UM ENT FOR 
T I I E  EXISTENCE OF Goo. 

G OD ,  CONCEPTS O F .  It is very difficult-perha'ps 
impossible-to give a definition of God that will cover all 
usages of the word and of equivalent  words in other lan
guages. Even to define God generally as "a superhuman or 
supernatural being that controls the world" is inadequate. 
"Superhuman" is contradicted by the worship of clivinized 
Homan emperors, "supernatural" by Spinoza's equation of 
God with Nature, and "control" by the Epicurean denial 
that the gods hfluence the lives of men. Therefore, while 
the above definition satisfies a wicle range of usages, it is 
not universally applicable. 

Thi s  article will deal with five problems:  the transcend
ence and im manence of God, his relation to the world, 
his chief attributes, the extent to which he is "personal," 
and the ways by which he can he known. In discussing 
these problems it will IH' necessary to consult the data 
prov ided by both religion and philosophy. But purely 
religious data (in contrast with theological speculations 
based on them) will he mentioned only when they are 
rek•vant to philosophical understanding. 

Transcendence and immanence. In Judaism and Chris 
tianity, God is unquestionably transcendent. I le i s  "wholly 
othl'r" than th< '  world he made. In J udaism his transcend
ence was emphasiz< 'd hy,  among other things, the pro
hibition of idols, the explicit teaching of Isaiah 40. 12-26, 
tlw ,;acrc·d1 1 css of tll< ' Tc ·tragrammaton, and the specula
t ions of Ph ilo who, in a typical passage•, speaks of God 

Platonically as "the pure and unsull ied Mind of the uni
verse, transcending virtue, transcending knowledge, tran
scending the good itself." The New Testament, in 
confirming the Old Testament, repudiates the claims of 
Hellenistic gnosis by affirming that "no one has ever seen 
God" (John 1 . 1 8) and that all our knowledge of him is like 
a confused re flection in a mirror ( l  Cor. 13.12). Among 
later tJuistian thinkers this Biblical attitude was rein
forced partly by the influence of Neoplatonism and partly 
by the experience of the mystics (especially Dionysius the 
Psell(lo-Areopagitc). Hence, in the Summa Contra Gen
tiles (I, 1 4), Aquinas says that "the divine substance ex
ceeds by its immensity every form which our intellect 
attains," so that while we can know that God is (quad sit) 
we cannot know his essence or what he is (quid sit). In 
recent times divine transcPndence has been s tressed by 
Kierkegaard and Barth, as opposed to Hegelian attempts to 
obtain a rational and synoptic understanding of ultimate 
reality. From a phenomenological point of view, Rudolf 
Otto, in his Das lleilige (Marburg, 1917), defined the ob
ject of worshp as a mysterium tremendum et fascinans that 
is revealed to a suprarational faculty of the soul. 

Christian theologians claim that this transcendent God 
can be spoken of either negatively by the via negativa or 
via remotionis (the apophatic way) or positively (by the 
cataphatic way). According to the negative way, we deny 
qualities to God by the use of such adjectives as "incorpo
real" and "uncreated." Thus we come to know him by 
knowing what he is not. But we also speak positively of 
God (for example, by predicating goodness or wisdom of 
him).  Aquinas de11 ied that positive predicates are definable 
in terms of negative ones. l i e also denied that they simply 
point to God as an indeterminate cause of finite properties. 
In his view, they refer to God in a positive manner through 
an "analogy of proportionality." Thus goodness exists in 
God in a "supcrcminPnt" form, proportionate to h i s  
infinite mode of  being. Through this theory of analogical 
predication, Aquinas hoped to steer a middle course be
tween the anthropomorphism of univocal predication, on 
the one hand, and the agnosticism of equivocal predication 
on the other. 

According to the main tradition of Christian thought, 
God is also immanent. Augustine held that the light of 
God's presence in the human mind enables it to recognize 
Pternal truth. Aquinas, while rejecting the Augustinian 
theory of illuminat ion, affirmed God's omnipresence unam
biguously. "God is in all things, not indeed, as part of 
their essence, or as a quality, hut in  the manner that an 
efficient cause is present to that on which it acts. Bence 
God is in all things, and intimately" (Summa Tlieologica 
l a, 8, l ) . Similarly, the mystics affirm that the transcendent 
God is present (even when unrecognized) at the "ground" 
or "apex" of the soul. But some philosophers have 
identified God's substance either partly or wholly with the 
world. The clearest exponent of this  concept in \Vcstcrn 
thought is Spinoza, whose identification of God with Na
ture a paradigm of pantheism.  Such later philosophers as 
Edward Caire !  and Sir l lcmy J ones, who equated the 
Christian God with the l l egelian Absolute, approximated 
pantheism in varying degrees. Many modern thc·ologians, 
such as Barth and Bultmann, who have followed Kier-
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<egaard in rea ffirming God's transccnclcncc, have ei ther 
lcniecl or igno�ed his immanence. P,�'.1 !  '!'i l l icl� i s  a, ,1 1otahlc 
�xcept ion. While he spoke of God existentially as the 
ranscendent Object of our "ultimate concern," he also 
rie ld that we co uld not know God without "participating" 
n him. 

God and the world. The degree to which Goel i s  tran
,;cendent or immanent depends on the view that  i s  taken of  
his relation to  the world.  At  least five views are possible. 

God as final cause. God can be viewed as a fi nal, though 
not efficient, cause of the world. This view was held by 
Aristotle. According to him, God is the· world's "prime 
mover. " God "moves" the wor ld  in the sense that he 
educes form from its m aterial structure by inspiring it, 
through a series of subordinate movers or "i 1 1 tcl l igences," 
to love him as its end or goal. Yet Aristotle expressly de
nied a creation of the world ;  he considered matter to be 
ungenerated and eternal .  

World as emanation from God. The world may be re
garded as in some way an emantion from ,  or self-expression 
of, God. This view has taken three main forms. 

According to Plotinus, the One, or "first god," is beyon d 
all thought and bei ng. The One's s implicity would be 
violated if the world were a part of it .  I ts unchangeabi l i ty 
would be violated if  it  were to create the world by an act of 
wil l .  Therefore Plotinus propounded his theory of "ema
nation ." Mind, Soul ,  and the material world flow from the 
One (as rays flow from the sun) without impairing its self
sufficiency. 

According to Spinoza, the world is God (the only sub
stance) under his attributes of thought and extension. 
Everyth ing follows from his essence by a logical necessity. 
"Thi ngs could not have been produced by God in any 
other manner or order than that in which they were pro
duced. All things must have fol lowed of necessity from a 
given nature of God, and they were determined for exist
ence or action in  a certain way by the necessity of the 
divine nature" ( Ethics I ,  prop. 33). Critics of Spi noza have 
continually pointed out that on these premises it is very 
hard to account for, first, the individuality which human 
persons seem to have; second, their apparent freedom, 
which Spinoza elsewhere attem pts to analyze; and third, 
the fact of evi l ,  especial ly in  i ts  moral forms .  

The same type of  relation between God and the world 
was posited by Hegel. Unlike Ploti nus, he regarded God 
or the Absolute as in its essence a self-divers ifying u nity. 
Unl ike Spinoza, he conceived of God's  self-expression as a 
dynamic process that is di scoverab le in historical events. 
Hegel's thought i s  not free from ambiguity. H e  sometimes 
speaks of God as an independently exist ing entity . But his 
final and distinctive view is  that the Absolute S pirit does 
not exist apart from the human spirits in which it  is pro
gressively evolved. 

World as pre-existent matter set in order. The third way 
of relati ng God to the world was stated by Plato in h i s  
Timaeus. According to  this dialogue (29E - 30), God is 
bounded on the one hand by the world of Forms and on 
the other by pre-existent matter. H is task is  to im pose the 
Forms on matter, and so construct a rat ionally ordered 
whole. Being wholly good, and therefore free from jeal
ousy, he wished everything to be like himself. S i nce an 
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in tel l igent being i s  superior to au 1rn i 1 1 tdl ige1 1 t  one, and 
s i nce intel l igence cannot be present i11 anything that is 
devoid of sonl ,  "he pnt  intel l igcnc<' i 1 1  soul ,  and sou l in 
body, that he might be the creator of a work wh ich was hy 
nature best ."  (In the Republic 597, ! ' Jato impl i <' s that Cod 
creates the Forms, hut this was not his usual v iC'w.) 

Creation "ex nihilo. " I I I  contrast with a l l  the previous 
vi <'WS ,  Christ ian tlwists since Augustine havP hel d the 
doctrine of creation out of nothing. This p l i rase· is l l l <�an t  to 
exclude both the idea that the world is  a necessary emana
t ion from God's nature· and the idea that matter pre-ex i s ts 
his creat ive act. God brings the whole world into being by 
an ,mcletermined cho ice. I le docs not need the world to 
complete his  nature, for he is wholly self-suffi cient. l i e is 
not confronted with an alien N<'ccssity,  for he is t l ic 
efficient cause of all that i s .  

This  conception of the relation between the Creator and 
the creature can be elucidated through the contrast be
tween necessary and contingent bei ng. God exists neces
sari ly. In him essence and exi stence are iden tical. l i e is 
self-existent  in  a un ique and incomprehens ible way. Crea
tures, on the other hand, arc cont ingent. The ir essence, 
while pre-existing i deally in the mind of God, would not 
have achieved independent bei ng if he had not chosen to 
grant i t  by a free act of love. Tlwreforc, wh il e· they partici
pate in  him both hy nature and by grace, they never lose 
their created status. They can be deified (as the Greek 
fathers taught) with in  their finite l imi ts ,  but they cannot 
become divine in the sens<:' of shari ng God's asci ty. 

The full Chri stian doctrine does not res trict God's crea
tive act to an i nit ial mom ent in the cosmic process. All 
things owe their being continuous ly  to his power. l i e is a 
first cause i n  the order of exi stence, not of t ime, for he 
h imself is supratemporal .  H ence it is irrelevant to theology 
whether the world did or d id not have a temporal begin
ning.  Aquinas held that while such a beginning was re
vealed through Scripture, it  could not be rationally proved. 
All reason knows is that God is the eternal, ever-present, 
and creative source of anything that does (or can) ex ist. 
Creation and preservation are identical .  

However, while no creature exists from i tself (a se), 
every creature exists by i tself (per se) or in itself (in se). 
Created substances have a relative independence, or de
rived autonomy. These paradoxical expres sions are re
quired in order to affirm the truth that while creatme<; owe 
their being to God as the,r fi rst cause, they also act accord
ing to secondary causes that are appropriate to thf'ir na
tures . The distinction between these two types of cause is  
necessary for a true assessment of the relation between 
science and theology. Because fin ite things exist per se, 
their secondary causes are discoverable without the aid of 
fa ith. But  the discovery of secondary causes docs not, 
without a fu rther, nonscientific, act of inference or i n tui
t ion, either permit or proh ib i t  belief in a first cause, God. 

Yet God, as first cause, can suspend or transform second
ary causes in order to perform his  will .  \Vhen he docs so, 
his act ion is cal led a miracle. A miracle does not v iolate 
nature. I t  is a cast: of nature behav ing in an abnorma l way 
through a special act of the same creative power which i s  
a t  work in  the normal processes that can be subsumed 
under scientific laws . If the essence of fini te being is to be 
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dependent on God's will (and so to possess a potentia 
obedientialis in relation to it), miraculous acts are not less 
natural than nonmiraculous ones. But while the abnormal 
character of an event is empirically verifiable, its miracu
lous character as an act of God can be discerned by fai th 
alone. (�Iany theologians readily admit that at least some 
of Ilume's skeptical objections have considerable prima
facie force.) 

The relation between divine causality and the human 
will has been extensively discussed by theologians. The 
doctrine of predestination, in its rigid Augustinian form, 
would seem to be obviously incompatible with human 
freedom. Yet even those theologians who reject the doc
trine are obliged to face the problem of the manner in 
which God acts on men both by nature (through his gen
eral providence) and by grace (through the supernatural 
gift of the Holy Spirit). While various attempts have been 
made to separate divine and human action so that, for 
example, the human will is left wholly autonomous in  a 
strictly moral choice, many theologians (recently, D. M.  
Baillie and A.  M .  Farrer) affirm, on grounds of  Scripture 
and experience, that the divine and human wills act si
multaneously throughout the Christian life, but that the 
manner of their interaction is a paradox, or mystery, that 
cannot be unraveled by the intellect. 

God as final stage of cosmic process. Samuel Alexander 
held the eccentric view that God qua deity, so far from 
being the ground of the cosmic process, is (ideally) its final 
stage. The world evolves from space time through matter 
and life to mind. God exists wholly within the world, 
which is his "body," but he does not yet ex ist as deity (that 
is, as an infinite, transcendent, Being). l\foreover, he will 
never so exist. Deity, as a state of infinite perfection, is a 
goal to which the world (or God considered as the world) 
continually strives but which is unattainable. 

Some philosophers have combined two or more of these 
views. Thus A. '.'J. Whitehead, while rejecting the idea that 
God is the world's efficient cause, held, as did Aristotle, 
that he is a final cause who (like Plato's God) brings order 
into the world by ensuring the ingredience of eternal ob
jects (which, however, do not exist independently) in the 
realm of temporal flux. But Whitehead also shows his 
affinity with Alexander by asserting that it is as true to say 
that the world creates God as it is to say that God creates 
the world. 

The divine attributes. In most systems of religion and 
philosophy, God is endowed with characteristics that dis
tinguish h im from other forms of being. 

Infinity. The infinity of the Christian God was implied 
above in the accounts of his transcendence and creative 
power, and in most systc·ms, God's infi n ity makes h im free, 
in degree, if not in kind, from at least some human lim ita
tions. But he is not strictly infinite unless he is limitless 
throughout the whole range of his existence. He can be 
wholly limitless, however, only if he is self-existent and 
thereby self-su fficient. If (as l i ege) thought) God needs the 
world as the sphere of his se lf-development, or if (as Plato 
thought) he copic's an i1 1de1wndent realm of Forms, he is 
TJTO tanto lim ited . I-le is strictly infin ite only if his essence 
i s  identical with ex istence, as Aquinas held when he said 

that the most appropriate name for God is the one dis 
closed to Moses according to the Vulgate text of Exodus-I 
Qui Est ("He Who Is"). If God is thus infinite, he mus 
possess all properties in a mode that is free from ever• 
limitation. He must be one, simple, incorporeal, immuta 
ble, impassible, eternal, good, omniscient, and omnipo 
tent. 

U'nity. The Greek philosophers were apt to speak inter 
changeably of "god" and "the gods" (as may be seen, fo 1 
example, from Plato's Laws 900-905 and the Discourses o 
Epictetus 1,3, 1 ) .  But in Judaism the belief that Yahweh i 
the only God became an unquestioned axiom that wa 1 
inherited by Christians and defended by Aquinas on th, a 
grounds that if there were two gods, one would posses ' 1 
what the other lacked, so that neither would be absolute), 
perfect (Summa Theologica Ia, 1 I ,  3). Similarly, Muslim� 
hold as a primary article of faith that "there is no god bu 
God." But Christians differ from Jews and Muslims ii 
believing that the one God exists in a threefold form al ' 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. He is one substance (sub ' 
stantia, ousia) in three persons (personae, hypostaseis) . 

Simplicity. According to Christianity and Neoplatonism 
God is one also i n  the sense that he is absolutely s imple 
for the distinctions (such as those between essence an< 
ex istence, substance and accidents) which make a finit, 
being composite are inapplicable to him. Plotinus inter 
preted this simplicity as a bare, characterless, self- identity! 
But Aquinas held both that God actually possesses th, 
perfections we ascribe to him and that these coalesce in a1 
unimaginable unity. Each of God's attributes is objective): 
distinct, but each expresses h is whole being. 

lncorporeality. Those philosophers who regard th< 
world as an aspect of God or an unfolding of his essenc<1 
are obliged to think of him materially. Thus the Stoic 
identified him with nature's basic elements, air and fire 
S imilarly, Augustine learned from Manichaeism that G0< 
is a bright and very subtle substance. But the immaterialit:· 
of God has constantly been taught by Platonists and Chris 
tians on the ground that matter, being a principle of limi 
tation, is incompatible with h is perfection. 

Immutability. That God's nature cannot change (fo 
change implies imperfection) was affirmed by Plato am 
the Old Testament. It was reaffirmed by Christian theolo 
gians, especially Augustine. 

Impassibility. Impassibility is equivalent to immutabil 
ity, if it means that God cannot suffer change from ei the 
an external or an internal cause. But it has also been take1 
to mean that God cannot experience pain. \Vhile there i 
an apparent contradiction between this last meaning am 
Bibl ical descriptions of God's love, it has been maintainec 
by some theologians (but denied by others) that, althougl 
Christ experienced pain in his human nature, God canno 
experience it in himself, for, being wholly perfect, he i 
pure Joy. 

Eternity. In the B ible, God's eternity signifies an ever 
lasting, endless time. I n  later Christian thought (througl 
the influence of Platonism) it was understood as "time 
lessncss. " It is, in the famous definition of Boethius, inter 
minabilis vitae tota simul et perfecta possessio ("etcrna 
life possessed perfectly and simultaneously," De Consola 



ione Philosophiae V, vi). God, it is said, would not be 
>erfect unless he possessed his  whole being in a s imul ta-
1eous act. 

Goodness. The moral order has sometimes been in ter
>reted nontheis tical ly through such abstract ideas as Hita 
in I ndia), Tao (in China), and Dike ( in Greece). Tht> gods 
>f Graeco-Roman polythe ism were notoriously immoral. 
3ut in Christian thought, Plato 's affirmation that God is 
Nholly good (Republic 379) was combined with the He
Jraic vision of Yahweh's righteousness.  Hence Aquinas 
•�ons idered i t  to be ax iomatic that "God is sheer goodness, 
.vhereas other things are cred ited with the sort of good ness 
1ppropriate to their nat ures" (In Boethium de llebdomad
ibus 5). 

Omniscience. Omniscience is en tailed by infin i ty. But a 
,pecial problem is created by the view that Goel now 
knows future freely chosen human acts. Those who hold 
zhis view urge, first, that s ince God is t imeless it i s ,  s trictly 
<;peaking, incorrect to say that he "foreknows" events ,  and 
second, that even if we say this (speaking from our fini te 
standpoint), we need not as sume that a human act , because 
it is foreknown,  is predetermined-by either God or any 
other factor outside the agent's wi l l .  To say thal a human 
act can in principle be predicted is not to say that the agent 
has no control over it or is not real ly active and responsible 
for what he does ; this, at any rate, is a view of human ac
tion widely hel d by phi losophers at the present time. But 
other theists (notably James Ward and F.  R. Tennant) 
consider it contrad ictory to say that a free choice can be 
known in any sense unti l  i t  has been made. They affirm 
, that God is ignorant of future human choices and that his 
ignorance i s  a "self- l imi tation" he deliberately incurred in 
granting man free wi l l .  

Omnipotence. Omnipotence too is  entai led b y  i n fini ty. I t  
i s  important to note that i n  the Creeds, Pantocrator and 
omnipotens i mply that God i s  ruler of all things, rather 
than that he can do anything. He cannot act against either 
reason or moral i ty. But i t  is extremely difficult to explain 
the existence of evi l  in a world created by a God who is 
both infi ni tely powerful and infin itely good . Various ex
planations have been given. Thus, evil has been traced to 
the fall of a first man or World Soul. Again ,  it is said that 
God permits (even if  he does not inflict) un merited 
suffering as a means of purifying the sou} for eternal l i fe. 
But many theologians would endorse Friedrich Von 
H iigel ' .; frank admission that no explanation is fu l ly  sati s
fying. It i s  therefore not surpris ing that some philosophers 
(notab ly  J .  S .  Mi l l )  have tried to re l ieve God of apparent 
responsibility for evi l by supposing that he is fin ite both in  
knowledge and in power. (Chri stians bel ieve that God 
displays his omnipotence by overcoming evil through the 
ministry of Christ ;  but an exposition of thi s  bel ief woul d  
involve a study in  the doctrines o f  Incarnation and Atone
ment.) 

Personality. In the preceding sections i t  has been as
sumed that God is personal . The assumption is  justi fied by 
lhe fact that, while in the primitive stages of re l igion he 
has often been conceived subpersonal ly, philosophers ( in  
the West, a t  any rate) have nearly always described h is  
nature to  some extent hy analogy with the human self. 
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Thus,  accord ing to Plato, Aristot le ,  and Spinoza God has 
mental propert ies. Bu t two conditions m ust lw fu l fi l l <•d if 
God is to be fully personal .  First, it m ust lie poss ible to 
speak of him as lov ing, or caring for, mankind .  Secoud, it 
must  he poss ible to speak of him tru ly through images 
drawn from human l ife. The Aristotel ian and Spinozis tic 
concepts of h im fail  to med tlw fi rst of th c·sc • cond itions. 
While Aristotle's First M over contemplates himself, he 
does n ot have any knowledge of the world .  Therefore, l ike 
Spi noza's God, he cannot return the love that he rc<.:eives. 

The second condition is not un iversal ly fu lfi l l ed e ither. 
Some thin kers have attempted to mediate between phi los
ophy and re l igion by suggest ing that concrete i mages of 
God are inadequate attempts to grasp a Real ity that is 
suprapersonal . Thus Hegel held that Abso lute Spirit can 
be adequate ly known only by the specu lative in tel lect. 
Consequently, when he speaks of the Absolute as God he 
means by God (as Aristotle meant) self-th inking Thought. 
The personal God of theism is a prerational and imperfect 
representation (Vorstellung) of the Absolute. On the as
cending scale of truth, religion occupies an intermediate 
place between art and philosophy. 

This contrast between rel i gion and phi losophy becomes 
even more acute when the Absolute is equated with a 
suprarational Un ity. Here there is a striking paral lel  be
tween Indian monism and the thou ght of F. H .  Bradley. 
Some H indu scriptures (notably the Bhagavad-Gita) de
scribe God as a personal being, the Lord of the universe, 
whose "grace" (prasada) requires the "loving devotion" 
(bhakti) of his worshipers. The Gita is especial ly s ignifi
cant. Through the theophany in  the eleventh chapter, 
it declares that Kri shna ( the incarnate God, and friend 
of Arjuna) is  "more to be prized even than Brahman."  H ut 
Sankara, following the nondual i stic s train  in the Upan
ishads, held that the sole real ity is the impersonal Absolute 
( Brahman) with wh ich the soul is  numerical ly identical . 
Personal concepts of the Absolute belong to the sphere of 
i l lus ion (maya) . They are forms under which the One ap
pears to untutored minds .  Likewise F. H. Bradley held 
that s ince Reality is nonrelational, a personal God is "but 
an aspect, and that must mean but an appearance, of the 
Absolute" ( Appeara nce and Reality, Oxford, 1930, p. 397). 

Christians ,  however, are obl i ged by revelati<>n to iden
tify the Absolute with a God who is ful ly personal, both in 
himself and in his deal ings with mankind. Such primary 
i mages as Father, K ing, ,.ncl Friend mediate a knowl edge 
that can not be surpassed by abstract speculation. During 
this century the personal nature of rel igious convict ion has 
been s tressed in varying terms by such wri ters as Wi l l iam 
Temple, John Oman, John Bai l l ie, Karl Barth, Emi l  Brun
ner, Martin Buber, and the exi stential ists (especial ly S�ren 
Kierkegaard, Rudolf Bultman n,  and Gabriel :\farce)) .  Bu
ber's d isti nction between an "I-Thou" and an "I-It" rela
tionship and Kierkegaard's contrast between subjectivity 
and objectivity have been widely used to express the 
difference between a personal and an impersonal attitude 
to God. At the same time, many theologians are aware that 
an unqual i fied appl ication of personal categories to God 
res ults in anthropomorphism.  Divine personal ity ,vhol ly 
transcends its fin i te counterpart. I t  is un ique both because 
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of the fact that essence and existence are identical in it  and 
because of the mystery of its triune character. 

The knowledge of God. There are three main routes to 
God : reason, r<>velation, and rel igious experience. 

Both Plato and Aristotle claimed that reason can obtain a 
certa in knowledge of God's existence and nature. This 
claim has been endorsed by many Christian theologians. 
Thus, St. Augustine, writing from within the P latonic tra
dition, affirmed that the human intel lect by nature partici 
pates in  eternal Truth . Furthermore, many theologians 
have held that God's existence can be proved. These 
proofs may be divided between those which take the form 
of a priori reasoni ng from God's essence and those which 
take the form of a posteriori reason ing from fi nite experi
ence. The first type of proof is exempl ified chiefly by the 
Ontological Argument, which was first formulated by St. 
Anselm and restated by Descartes. I n  i ts Anselmic form i t  
runs  as  follows : the idea of  God i s  the idea of  that than 
which nothing greater can be conceived ; a being that ex
ists i s  greater than a being that docs not exist ;  therefore 
God exists .  I n  view of the criticisms to which this  proof has 
been subjected (especially by Aquinas and Kant), it i s  
widely considered to  be  invalid by  both theologians and 
philosophers today. The main a posteriori arguments re
ceived their  class ical formulation from Aqui nas. 

He  constructed five proofs based on the facts of motion, 
causali ty ,  contingency, relative perfection, and design. 
(The first, second, and third of these Five Ways are 
different forms of the Cosmological Argument-the argu
ment that the world in all its aspects shows its dependence 
on self-ex istent Being.) Kant rejected all proofs based on 
the use of the "speculative reason." But he maintained that 
the "practical reason" is  ob liged to postulate both God and 
immortal ity. S ince World War I, natural theology has been 
vigorously attacked, on the one hand by Karl Barth and, on 
the other, by those philosophers who deny the possibi l i ty of 
metaphys ics .  However, many twentieth-century phi loso
phers (chiefly Roman Catholic Thomists-but also others, 
such as the late A. E. Taylor) have held that the main 
a posteriori proofs can be presented cogently. 

Aquinas affinned that in  addition to a natural knowledge 
of God there is a supernatural knowledge revealed by 
Christ and received through faith . Thus, wh i le reason can 
infer that God is the Creator, it cannot discover that he is  
Three-in-One. Locke reproduced this dist inction i n  his  
Essay Concer ning Human Understanding ( Book 4 ,  Ch. 18). 
But in his Reasonableness of Christianity he paved the 
way for the deists ,  who held that the Gospel merely " repub
lishes" the basic truths of natural rel igion and moral ity. 
The supernatural character of revelatio1 1  was a!so denied 
later by those I l egelians who regarded Christ as the high
est instance of the Absolute 's universal presence in hu
manity. 

Hel igious philosophers from Plato onward have claim< 'd 
that it is poss ible to have a direct knowledge of d ivi i 1e 
real ity. Among Chri stian thinkers, some hold that this 
knowledge is  avai lable (evPn if in a confused form) to 
everyone ; others restrict it to the recipients of Bibl ical 
revelat ion .  Some regard it  as the h ighest activity of ordi
nary mental powers ; others ass ign it  to a special faculty of 

the soul. Some describe it intellectually as an insight or 
intuition ;  others stress its volitional character by cal l ing it I 
a confrontation or encounter. Apart from these differences, 
it  is necessary to distinguish between an experience that is 
mediated and one that is immediate. As many recent writ
ers have stressed (notably, Will iam Temple, John Oman, 
and H. D. Lewis) ,  rel igious experience is nonnally medi
ated through secular experiences, including those which 
are formulated in the premises of the a posteriori proofs. 
Thus, we become aware of God as eternal through the 
contingency of fin i te things and as holy through the de
mands of the moral law. (Even the divinity of Christ is 
experienced, in the fi rst place, through meditation on his 
human life and on the i mpact which it made on his disci
ples.)  But there is  also an immediate, purely spi ritual ex
perience that is cal led "mystical ."  Whi le Chri stian and 
non-Chri stian mystics often use the same terminology, the 
former (when they are orthodox) differ from many of the 
latter at two points. First, they affirm that God is transcend
ent as well as immanent. Second, and as a consequence, 
they clai m, not an absorption into the Godhead, but a 
union of love and wi l l  i n  which the distinction between 
the Creator and the creature is  permanently retained. 
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H . P. OWEN 

G O D E L ' S  T HE O R E M .  By Godel 's theorem the follow
ing statement is genera l ly  meant: 

In any fonnal system adequate for number theory there 
exi sts an undecidable fonnula-that i s, a formula that is not 
provable and whose negation is not provable. (This  state
ment is occasional ly referred to as Godel 's first theorem. )  

I t  i s  sometimes added that the undecidable formula is  
true. 

A corollary to the theorem is  that the consistency of a 
formal system adequate for number theory cannot he proved 
with in  the system. (Sometimes it is this  corollary that is 



referred to as Gi>del' s theorem; it is also referred to as 
Godel 's second theorem.) 

These statements are somewhat vaguely formulated 
generalizations of results publi shed in H )3 J  by Kurt Gi>del, 
then in  Vienna ("Uber formal unentschei<lbare Siitze der 
Principia Mathematica und verwandter Systeme I ," re
ceived for publ ication on November 17 ,  1 930; a summary 
of Godel 's resu l ts was presented in a communication to the 
Vienna Academy on October 23, 1930 : "Einige meta
mathemati sche Resu ltate iiber Entscheidungs<lefin i theit 
und Wi<lerspruchsfreiheit"). 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Axiomatization. Mathematician s long practiced mathe
matics before reflecting on its natu re, its methods, and its 
results; cri tical i nvestigation of the foundations of mathe
matics did not begin until  the second half of the n ine
teenth century. Perhaps the main single impulse behi nd 
this investigation came from the discovery of non-Eucl id
ean geometries, and for some time great efforts were 
exerted in revising and perfecting the foundations of 
geometry. These efforts culmi nated in David H ilbert's 
Grundlagen der Geometrie (Leipzig, 1899). Other funda
mental concepts that mathematicians had used for a long 
time in  a naive fash ion were critical ly analyzed. Richard 
Dedekind examined the notions of natural number and 
real number. Mathematicians were engaged in a broad 
process of axiomatization. 

Formalization. A trend from an altogether different 
direction began to shape the process of axiomati zation. 
Logic was entering its modern renais sance and by the end 
of the century had become so bold as to undertake the 
reconstruction of parts of mathematics (Gottlob Frege, 
Begriffsschrift, Halle, 1879). Axiomatization was beginning 
to give way to formali zation. 

In an axiomatized theory the mathematician starts from 
undefined notions and axioms about these notions. He  
then proves theorems. But  theorems and proofs are written 
in ordinary language (that is, the ordinary language of the 
mathematician , with its l imited vocabu lary and its stand
ardized phrases), and the means of proceeding from axioms 
to theorems i s  ordi nary logic, which permits the use of any 
argument that carries conviction (some of these arguments, 
such as mathematical induction, are speci fical ly  mathe
matical). 

In a formal i zed theory signs are introduced for proposi
t ions, predicates, relations, i ndividual s, l ogical connec
tives (such as negation, impl ication, and conjunction ), and 
quantifiers. Statements are transformed i nto formulas 
with in  a clearly delimited system. Formulas are i nferred 
from other formu las according to certain defin ite and 
explicit ru les, and the application of these mies requires 
nothing but the physical recogni tion of the shapes of signs ;  
meani ng i s  not invol ved. 

Formal systems. An important step toward formalization 
was A. N. Whitehead and Bertrand Russell's Principia 
Mathemat ica (3 vols . ,  Cambridge, 1 9 1 0 - 1 913),  although 
some haziness sti ll clung to certa in parts of their system. 
The notion of formal system, which had already been 
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introduced by Frege, final ly  found wide accep tance in the 
1920s. 

In such a system signs arc mani pulated accord ing  to 
ru les that i gnore the interp retations of the signs an<l simp ly 
deal  with marks written one after another. \Ve have wel l
formed formulas (that is, strings of marks sati sfying certain 
conditions as to the ir  shapes an<l occurrences) and proofs 
(that is, sequences of well-formed formulas also satisfyi1 1g 
certain perceptual conditions). 1 1  ilhert, in particu lar, 
ins i sted that mathematics reduces to an inventory of such 
formulas and proofs. These formulas an<l proofs, which are 
the subject of a new science, proof theory, or metamathe
matics, are studied by any method that carries intu i tive, 
perceptual conviction :  we recogni ze signs, we obta in  a 
certain formula from a given formula through a certain 
substitution, we use induction on the length of formulas, 
and so forth. Hilbert hoped that these methods, which he 
said were finitary, would yield consistency proofs of formal 
systems. 

Consistency. The problem of consistency became an 
explicit concern of mathematicians with the advent of 
non-Euclidean geometries. The axioms of Eucl idean geom
etry seemed, somehow, to he objectively true, and as the 
methods of deduction were expected to lead from true 
propositions to true propositions, every theorem was con
sidered true. S ince of two contradictory propositions one is 
false, no theorem could be the negation of another the
orem. 

But if axioms are no longer accepted as tru e, if a propo
sition and its negation can alternatively be taken as axioms, 
then theorems are no longer necessari ly  true, and there is  
no  guarantee that a deduction wil l  not lead to a contradic
tion. I n  fact, prior to the creation of r.on-Euclidean geome
try Gerolamo Saccheri ( 1 667 - 1 733) derived consequences 
from assumptions incompatible with Euclid's axiom of 
parallels in the hope of coming to a contradiction and thus 
obtaining an i ndirect proof of the axiom. He <lid not suc
ceed, but the problem of the consi stency of Lobachevskian 
geometry was not solved until 1 868 , by Eugenio Beltrami ,  
who showed that a certain Euclidean model sati sfies the 
Lobachevskian axioms and thus established that Loba
chevskian geometry is consi stent if Euclidean geometry is. 
This  type of proof i s  now known as a relative consistency 
proof. Since Beltrami 's, many relative con si stency proofs 
have been given. An important one is the consistency 
proof of Eucl idean geometry as axiomatized by H ilbert 
re lative to the real number system through the ir.troduc
tion of Cartesian coordinates. 

Frege was the first to stress the need of a consi stency 
proof for ari thmetic, in Die Grundlagen der Arithmetik 
( 1 884). According to Frege, we should ensure the consi st
ency of ari thmetic by exhibiting objects that could be 
regarded as forming the extension of the predicate "to be a 
natural number." Frege thought that he had found these 
objects in the domain of logic and that he had thus reduced 
arithmetic to logic. Numbers were identi fied with exten
sions of certain concepts. The number be longi ng to the 
concept F is the extension of the concept "to be equivalent 
to the concept F. " Frege 's attempt, which can be consid
ered a relative consi stency proof of arithmetic, was ru ined 
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when Hussell di scovered .1 contradiction in Frege's logic 
in 190 1 .  

In  a n  attempt t o  save Frege's enterprise, Hussel l i ntro
duced the theory of types, defining numbers as classes of 
equivalent classes. This definition yields a consistency 
proof of number theory relative to set theory. However, it 
is doubtful whether anything is gained. Sets themselves 
have to be defined. If they are taken naively, they arc at the 
mercy of a paradox. I f  they are characterized by an ax
iomatic theory, the probl ems of consi stency and categor
icity wil l  arise for that theory just as for arithmetic and wil l 
present difficulties of at least the same order (in fact, 
greater). 

Relative consi stency proofs have a l imit :  in the end there 
wil l  he one or several theories whose consistency cannot 
he proved hy s uch methods. For these theories we need a 
consi stency proof of a di fferent kind, an absolute consi st
ency proof. S uch a proof, li ke any proof, makes use of 
certain methods and tools, and i t  cannot be more trustwor
thy than the means on which it depends. Hence, in a 
sense, there is no absolu te proof; every proof rests on 
something previously establ ished or accepted. We can 
speak of a consistency proof as absolute, however, if, in 
contradist i nction to a relative consistency proof, i t  i s  not a 
mere translation into another system. The first attempt at 
an absolute consistency proof of arithmetic was perhaps 
the one presented by Hi lbert at the Heidelberg Interna
tional Congress of Mathematicians in 1904 ("Uber die 
Grundlagen der Logik und der Arithmetik"). It was a bare 
sketch , but it already contained the fundamental idea that 
recurred in H i lbert's subsequent attempts : to show, by 
mere considerations about signs, that a formula l ike 1 #- 1 i s  
not  derivable in the system. 

Consistency of arithmetic. The search for an absolute 
consi stency proof of arithmetic had become important 
because the consistency of other parts of mathematics 
(geometry and, with certain set-theoretic assumptions ,  the 
real number system) had been reduced to that of 
ari thmetic, whereas the consi stency of ari thmetic did not 
seem to be reducib le  to that of any other branch of mathe
matics ( if, as for very good reasons one might, one leaves 
out set theory). The search was a natural result of the emer
gence of the notion of a fonnal system, but the paradoxes 
di scovered at the turn of the century gave it an added 
urgency (directly, and also indirect ly by imposing the 
adoption of the notion of formal system). l n  the I920s, 
H i lbert and his disciples made great effort s to secure a 
consi stency proof of arithmetic. Hesults were publ i shed by 
Wilhelm Ackermann ( 1 924 ), John  von Neumann ( 1 927), 
and Jacques H erbrand ( 1 930 and 1 93 1 ). But these results 
fell short of the goal. The arguments used in the proofs 
could establ ish consistency only  if some restrictions were 
introduced in the axiom of mathematical induction. Con
s is tency was proved only for subsystems of ari thmetic. I t  
was at th is  point that G6del 's  paper was publi shed . 

P R O O F  O F  G O D E L ' S R E S U L TS 

To present Godel 's resul ts and appraise their sign ifi
cance, a sketch of his  proofs will now be given, not, how-

ever, for the system that he used, but for a simpl er system, 
obtained by embedding the axioms necessary for number 
theory in a predicate calculus of first order. 

The underlying l ogic is a predicate calcu lus  of first order 
with identity. Its primitive symbol s are ~ (negation), 
:, (condi tional ), ( (left parenthesi s ), ) (right parenthesis), 
, (comma), x, y, z, , ( lower stroke), and =. It has an indefinite 
supply, of individual variables-x, y, z, x, , y, , z, , x. , y. , 
z. , • · • - and no predicate variables. The primitive sym
bol s for number theory are O (zero), ' (prime, denotes the 
successor function ), + (addition sign), and · (mul tipl ication 
sign). The natural numbers, 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  · · · (and these are 
meant, from now on, when numbers are mentioned), are 
represented in the system by the numerals 0, O', O", O"', 
· · · The symbol O followed by k primes (th is  represents 
the number k in  the system) will be denoted by O<kl_ The 
axioms and rules of inference of the system are the custom
ary logical axioms and rules for a predicate calculus of first 
order with identity, together with the fol lowing number
theoretic axioms :  

(x)~(O=x'), 
(x)(y)(x' =y' => x=y), 

(x)(x + 0 = x), 
(x)(y)(x + y' = (x + y)'), 

(x)(x • 0 = 0), 
(x)(y )(x • y' = (x • y) + x). 

The principle of mathematical induction is represented 
in the system by the fol lowing axiom schema: 

A (0) => ( (x)(A (x) => A (x'))  => (x)A(x)), 

where A( x) stands for any wel l-formed formula of the sys
tem, and A(0) and A(x') me the results of the substitution 
of O and x' , respect ivel y, for x in A (x). The schema yields 
an axiom whenever A (x) i s  replaced by a wel l - formed for
mula of the system, and denumerably many axioms are thus 
obtained. 

The s ystem just presented wi ll be cal led S. The system S 
provides a sati sfactory formali zation of that part of number 
theory which does not make use of the notion of l imit. 

Consider, for example, a system A that contains the indi
vidual constants of S but i s  somehow very deficient in  its 
quantification theory. It may be that the formu la 

O + O' = O' + O  

is provable in A; in fact, i t  may be that for any k the formula 

is provable in A, while the formula 

(x)(O + x = x + O) 

is not. The system A would then he said to be w-incomplete. 
A s ystem of arithmetic in which the natural numbers are 
represented by individual constants is w-complete if i t  
contain s  no wel l -formed formula B(x) snch that B((}k l )  is 



provable  for every k whereas (x)B(x)  is not p rova ble. An 
w- incomplete system may even be such that while B (Q<k>) 
i s  provable for every k, not only is (x)B (x) not provable, 
but ~(x)B(x) is provable. Such a system wou ld he said to 
be w-inconsistcnt. A system of a ri thmetic that contains a 
representation of the natural numbers is said to be w-con
si stent if it contains no well-formed form ula B(x) such that 
B((Jikl) i s  provable  for every k and also ~(x)B (x) i s  provable. 
If a system is  w-consisten t, i t  is consi stent, hut the converse 
docs not hold, as wi l l  be shown later. 

The form ulas of system S are sequences of occurrences 
of the 14 primitive symbols. \Ve now assign a number to 
each of these formulas. To each occurrence of a primitive 
symbol in a formula we assign a number according to the 
following code: 

~ :::)  ( ) X y Z O ' + 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  12  1 3  1 4 .  

Thus, to a formula o f  S ,  say (x)(x = x), there wil l correspond 
a sequence of numbers : 

3, 6, 4, 3, 6, 10,  n ,  4.  

To this  sequence we ass ign one number, namely, 

23 • 36 • 54 • 73 • 1 1 6 • 1 3 10  • 1 76 • 194• 

This is the Godel number of the formula. 
More general ly,  the Godel number of a formula consist

ing of k occurrences of primitive symbols is 

where pk is the kth prime number and s 1 , s
2

, s3 , • • · ,  sk are 
the numbers assigned, in that order, to the occurrences of 
prim itive symbol s by the "dictionary" above. 

A number of remarks  can be made about the Godel num-
bers of formulas :  

( 1 )  Every formula has exactly one Godel number. 
(2) Different formulas have different Giidel numbers. 
(3) Given any formula, the method for obtaining its 

Godel number is  effective-that i s ,  a wel l-determined re
sult is arrived at through a finite number of wel l-determined 
steps. 

(1 )  Given any number, there is  an effective method for 
deciding whether or not the number is the Godel number 
of a formula and, if  it  is, for actual ly writ ing down the 
formula. 

Statem ents ( 1 )  to (4 ) hol d, as can read i ly be seen, becau se 
every number has a unique prime factorization, and given 
any number, its factorization can be effectively obtained. 

In the set of Godel numbers of formulas we distinguish 
the subset of Godel numbers of wel l-formed formulas and 
note that 

(5) Given any number, there is an effective method for 
deciding whether or not the number is the Godel number 
of a well -formed formula. 

We now define the Godel number of a sequence of for
mulas. If the formulas of the sequence have Gi>del  num-
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bers f. , J� ,f" · · · , fk· ' the Ciidel n11mber of the sequence is 

2'1 • 3h · ,5/3 • · • • • p,fk, 

where pk is the kth prime num ber. 
We observe the fo l lowing: 
(o) Every sc�quencc of formulas has exactly one C()( IP I  

number. 
(7) Different sequences of formulas (d iffering e i ther by 

formulas they conta in  or by the order in which these for
mulas occur) have different Giidcl num bPrs.  

(8) Given any sequence of form ulas, the method for 
obtaining its Giidel number is effective. 

(9) Given any number, there is an effective method for 
deciding whether or not the number is the Giidel number 
of a sequence of formulas and, if  i t  is, for actual ly  writing 
down the sequence. 

A proof in S is a sequence of wel l -formed formulas satis
fying certa in  conditions, and in the set of Giide l nu mbers 
of sequences of fonnulas we distinguish the subset of Godel 
numbers of proofs. We observe that 

( 1 0) Given any number, there i s  an effective method for 
deciding whether or not the number i s  the Giidel number 
of a proof. 

The reason for this wi l l  be apparent if one recalls what a 
proof in S is. 

( I t  may be that a number is the Godel nu mber ofa formula 
and the Giidel number of a sequence of formulas. There is  
no special reason to guard against this. The same typo
graphical word may oceur in Engl ish and in Hungarian, 
but this causes no confusion so long as we remember 
whether we are reading English or Hungarian. Note a lso 
that the Godel number of a form u!a is not the Godel num
ber of the sequence con sisting of just that formula. ) 

Consider now the predicate "u is a proof of v. " This pred
icate holds for two numbers u and v if and onl y if  u is the 
Godel number of a sequence of formulas that i s  a proof of 
the formula whose Godel number is v,  or, more briefly, 
form ula sequence number u is a proof of fonnula number 
v. The predicate is effectively decidable, in the sense that 
given any two numbers u and v, there is  an effective method 
for deciding whether or not the predicate holds of u and t: . 

Consider al so a function w = f(s,t), where w is th e Godel 
number of the formula we obtain by replacing in the 
formula whose Godel number is s each free oecurrence of 
the variable y by 01n. ltf y does not occur in formula number 
s, then clearl y w = s.) Th i s  function is  effectively calcu
labk: given numbers s and t, we write down formula num
ber s and the term 011), perform the substitution, and com
pute the Godel number of the formula thus obtained. 

With a predicate <l>(u,v) we associate a function cp(u,v), 
the characteristic function of the predicate, such that 
cp(u,v) = 0 if <l>(u ,v) holds, and cp(u,v) = 1 otherwise. The 
characteristic funetion of an effectively  decidable predicate 
is effectively calculable. Observe also that if two functions 
cp(u,v) and .J,(u ,v)  are effectively calculable,  so is  the com
pound function cp(u,.J,(u ,v)) :  from u and v the value of 
.J,(u,v) ,  say w, 1s found, then the val t ?e  of q,(u,w) i s  found. 

The term "effectively calcu lable," with regard to a func
tion, has been used until now in a fairly cl ear, but intuitive 
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and undefined, sense. There is a class of functions, the 
primitive recursive functions, that are effectively calcula
ble. (Their exact definition is irrelevant to the present dis
cussion. ) \\'e can also speak of primitive recursive pred i
cates: a predicate is primitive recursive if its characteri stic 
function is  primitive recursive. 

G odel proved two crucial points in his 193 1  paper: 
( 1 )  The predicate "u is a proof of v" and the function 

w =  f(s,t) are primitive recurs ive; so is the pred icate "u i s  
a proof of  f(t,t)" obtained hy substitution. 

(2) Primitive recursive functions are numeral wise repre
sentable in Godel's system (and would also be in our S) 
in  the following sense: if the function v = cp(s) is primi tive 
recursive, there is some well-formed formula A(x,y) of 
the sys tem such that A(O<v>,o<•>) is provable if v = cp(s) and 
~A (O<•\o<rl) is  provable if V ,;6 cp(s). 

Being primitive recursive, the predicate "u is a proof of 
f(t,t)" is numeralwise representable in S and is represented 
by a formula Q(x,y). Let i be the G6del number of the for
mula (x)~Q(x,y) and let G stand for the formula (x)~Q(x,0<0). 

Theorem 1, part 1. lf S is consistent, G is not prov
able  in S. 
First, observe that the Godel number of G is f(i , i), be

cause G was obtained when, in formula number i, we 
replaced y with O(i). lf G were provable, the predicate "u 
is ,t proof of formula number f( i,i)" would hold for some u, 
and hence Q(()<kl,()<il) would he provable in S for some k. 

By the mies of quanti fication theory, (3x)Q(x,0( i l )  \Vould be 
provable, and hence so would ~(x)~Q(x,O<i >) . But this last 
fonnula i s  ~G. Thus, G and ~G woul d  he provable, and 
S would  be inconsi stent. By contraposition, if S is consi st
en t, G is not provable. 

Theorem 1, part 2. lf S is w-consi stent, ~G is not 
provable in  S .  
S ince S is w-consi stcnt, i t  i s  consi stent; hence, by part 1 of 

Theorem 1 , G is not provable, and the predicate "u is a 
proof of f ( i;i)" does not hold for any u. Therefore, 
Q(O("),O(il) is di sprovable for every k, or ~Q((J("l ,O(i)) is prov
able for every k. If S is w-consistent, ~ (x)~Q(x,O(i)) is not 
provabl e; this last formula is nothing hut ~G. 

Therefore, we have obtained a well -fanned formula G 
of S such that neither G nor ~G is provable in S .  The for
mula G is undecidable in S ,  and S is said to be incomplete. 

By part 1 of Theorem 1, formula G, which is (x)~Q(x,O(i )), 
is not provable (if S i s consistent, which is assumed in what 
follows). But the fommlas ~Q(O(A:>,O(i)), for k = O, I ,  2, · · · ,  
are all provable. However, their general ization-namely, 
(x)~Q(x,OW)-is  not. H ence, S i s  w- incomplete, according 
to the definition of th is notion given above. \\'e note that 
the undecidable formula G is of the form (x)A(x) and that 
A(O), A(O' ), A(O"), · · · , A (()<k l) , · • • are provable for any J... 

Before we proceed let us review the argument. Thus far, 
we have a wel l- formed formula G;  its Gcidel number is 
f( i ,i) ,  where i is the Gridel number of another speci fic for
mula. \\"hen interpreted according to the metasystematic 
cod ing, G states that "formula number f(i , i )  is not prova
bl e," or, more vividly, "I am not provable. " 

Liar paradox. The analogy with the Liar paradox is obvi
ou s ,  hut there are important l imits to this analogy. lf by any 
one of a number of known devices we make a sentence state 
"I am not trne,"  we have a pa radox: the sentence implies 

its negation; the negation implies the sentence. (The solu
tion of th is  paradox will not be discussed here; it i s  gen
erally solved by the introduction of a distinction between 
language and metalanguage. ) But if we somehow make a 
sentence state "I am not provable," the paradox does not 
appear. Let g denote the sentence, and, insofar as the no
tion "provabl e" is concerned, assume merely that no false 
sentehce is  provable. If g were provable, it would be fal se, 
hence not provable; therefore, it is not provable (if P im
plies ~P, then ~P) and true (because of what it states). 
The negation of g, which states that g is  provable, is fal se, 
hence also not provable. \\'e skirt the paradox but never 
fall into it. The sentence g is unprovable and true; its nega
tion i s  unprovable and false. The only point that may cause 
some surpri se i s  that we have to introduce a distinction be
tween "true" and "provable. " If we refuse to do so, the 
paradox reappears. 

Richard paradox. As Godel noted in the introductory 
part of his 193 1 paper, h i s  argument is also related to the 

I Richard paradox. Let us briefly review this paradox, in a 
form adapted to the present purpose. Consider infinite 
sequences of O's and l 's .  Such a sequence may or may not 
be definabl e in a fin ite number of words. List the finitel y 
definable sequences in the lexicographical order of their 
definitions. A table is  obtained that is  infinite in two di
rections-for exampl e, 

1 0 () 
I 1 1 
0 1 () 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Now consider a sequence, to  be  cal led the antidiagonal 
sequence associated with the table, defined thus :  "The 
kth term of the antidiagonal sequence is to be O or 1 ac
cord ing as the kth term of the kth sequence in tabl e ( 1 )  is 
1 or O ." With our example of table ( 1 ), the antidiagonal 
sequence would be O O 1 . . .  . The antidiagonal se
quence has a finite definition, the sentence in quotation 
marks; hence, i t  should appear, at its lexicograph ical place, 
as a l ine in table ( 1 ). However, this sequence differs from 
any l ine of the table in at least one place: for any k, if the 
kth l ine has O as its kth term, the antidiagonal sequence has 
I as its kth term, and vice vers:i. Thi s  paradox, stated by 
Ju les Richard in 1905, has been the object of much dis
cuss ion. I t  shows, on the whole, that the notion "definable" 
lacks precision. By a suitable modification of Richard's 
argument it is  possible to exh ibit ,  in  piace of a not fi nitely 
definable sequence, an unprovable proposition and, at 
the same time, to avoid the paradox. 

Con sider the well-formed form ulas of our system S that 
contain exactly the free variable x. These formulas can be 
ordered, say lexicographically. Let Fi(x) be the ith such for
mula. \\'e define au and bii by 

if F1(0U>) is true, 
if F;(OU>) is  not true, 

if Fi(OUl) is provable, 
if FiOU> )  i s  not provable. 

Us ing these definitions , we obtain the following tables : 



lloo 00 1 llo2 

(2) ll lO a • •  a 1 2 

<l20 (l2 I ll22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

and 

(3) 

The general term of the antidiagonal sequence associated 
with table (2) is  1 - a

11
, and the general term of the anti

diagonal sequence associated with table (3 ) is 1 - b
1J

' Now, 
if the antidiagonal sequence associated with table (2) ap
peared in table (2), th ere would be a k such that 

(4) 

for every j; the existence of such a k would lead to 

(5) 

which expresses the Richard paradox. But the antidiagonal 
sequence associated w ith table (2) may very wel l appear 
in table (3 ) ;  that is, there may very well be a k such that 

(6) 

for every j. This is precisely Godel 's shift from "true" to 
"provabl e." The antidiagonal sequence is  l ocated not on 
a l ine of its own tabl e, wh ich would lea<l to the paradox, 
hut on a l ine of some other table. (That a k sati sfying 
(6) actually exists has to be proved, and a large part of 
Godel 's paper was devoted to the proof of ju st this state
ment, expressed in other terms. )  By substitution, (6) yields 

(7) 

If we assume that S is con sistent and sound, no nontruth 
is provable;  hence au � b

u
, and (7) yields akk = I and bkk = 0, 

that is, the existence of an unprovabl e tru e proposition. 
Truth of an undecidable formula. l n what sense is  for

mula G, wh ich was proved above to be undecidable in 
S, t:-ue? 

The system S has an arithmetic interpretation that fol lows 
the customary rules for interpretations of appl ied predicate 
calcu l i  of first order with identity. In particu lar, it is sound; 
that is ,  no provable form ula is  false under the interpre
tation. The rules are such that every closed wel l-formed 
formula takes the value true or the value false when certain 
values are assigned to its variables and constants. In the 
arithmetic interpretation, to an individual variable there 
corresponds a natural number, to the individual con stant 
0 the number 0, to x' the successor of the number corre
sponding to x, to x + y and x • y the sum and the product, 
respectively, of the nu mbers corresponding to x and y. 
The formulas ~Q(O<k >,010 ), with k = 0, l ,  2, · · · ,  are fa irly  
long when written out  in  ful l ,  and the statements of  arith
metic that are their interpretat ions are fairly complex. H ow-
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ever, since these formu las arc provable and the interpre
tation is sound, the value true is assigned to each of them. 
By the ru le of interpretation that governs the universal 
quantifier, (x)~Q(x,(J<O)  is true. Therefore, the undecidahlc 
formula G, when given its arithmetic interpretation, is a 
true statement o f  arithmetic, and ~G a false one. 

The formula G is  also true under tlw metasystcmatic 
coding: G is unprovable, and that is precisely what G states 
under that cod ing. The formula ~G, which under the cod
ing states that G is provabl e, is fal se. 

Consistency of arithmetic. Theorem l has an important 
consequence for the consistency of S. The cons i stency of 
an axiom system such as S can be expressed in a varidy of 
ways: 

( l )  There is no wel l-formed formula A such that both 
A and ~A are provable; or 

(2) There is at least one well-formed formula A that is  
not provable; or 

(3) (O = 0') is not provable. 
Let us select any one of these statements, the last one, 

for instance. It can he written:  "For every u, i t  i s  not the 
case that u is the Gfalel number of a proof of 23 • 3 1 1  • ,5 rn · 
7 1 1  • 1 1 12  • 134. "  Let "m" denote this last number. There 
is a well-formed form ula of S- namely, (x )~P(x ,<Jf m > )
whose interpretation by the metasystematic coding is the 
statement in quotation marks. (The form ula P(x,y) is the 
well-formed formula of S hy which the primitive recu rsive 
predicate "u is th e G i:idel number of a proof of formula 
number v" i s  nu meral wise represented in S. ) Let the for
mula ( x)~P( x,o <m >) he denoted by C. 

Theorem 2. If S is con sistent, C is not provable in S .  
The well-formed formula C ::J (x)~Q(x,OW ) states, with 

our coding, that if S is consistent, form ula G is not provabl e; 
hence, it expresses, in S,  part l of Theorem 1.  The proof 
of part 1 of Theorem l ,  which makes use of relatively sim
ple arguments ,  can be formal ized in S, and we have the 
result  that C ::J G  is provable in S .  If  C were provable, G 
would also he (by the rule of detachment), wh ich would 
contradict part 1 of Th eorem 1 .  H ence, if S is  consistent, 
C is not provable in S. 

In other words,  the consi stency of S is  not provable by 
arguments that can be formal ized in S. Theorem 2 gives 
to Giidel's results their full import. Theorem I ,  in its strict 
syntactic formulation-that there exi sts an undecidable 
formula-remains of l imited interest: even in the pure 
predicate calcu lu s  of iirst order there are undecidable for
mulas, namely, all satisfiable nonval id fonnula�, such as 
(3x)F(x) ::J (x)F(x). Theorem 1 acquires a new importance 
when its semantic aspect is cons idered, namely, when we 
recogn ize that the undecidable formula G is true (in the 
number-theoretic interpretation). The theorem then as
serts that there exi sts an unprovable true proposition of 
arithmetic. Th e importance of Theorem 1 comes also from 
the fact that the undecidable formula has a special structure; 
i t  is  of the form (x)F(x), wh ere F(x) is primitive recursive. 
It is the specific form of the undecidable formula of Theo
rem l that leads to the proof of Theorem 2. 

The proofs of Theorem s 1 and 2 have been sketched for 
the system S,  wh ich is  first-order arithmetic. Godel proved 
the analogues of these theorems for a much stronger system , 
P, which includes the theory of types. H ence, h i s  results 
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,ue much stronger than our Theorems I and 2. 1 1  owever, 
Giidel pro\'ed that in P (or even in P enlarged by an addi
tional w-consistent decidable class of axioms) there exists 
an undecidable formula of fi rst-order arithmetie. These 
powerful systems cannot decide all first-order arithmetic 
propositions. \lorem·er, the argum ents remain quite simi
lar, whether they are carried out in S or in P, and that is 
why S could lw used in order to make the presentation 
simpler. 

I N F LUENCE OF G O D E L'S RESULTS 

Decidability and effectiYeness. Codel's results provoked 
immediate interest when they were published, and they 
were promptly acceptell. The following years saw the 
appearance of a number of papers and works direetly con
neeted with these results. By dealing with an undecidable 
formula somewhat more complicated than the one con
sidered by Gi"idel . .J .  B. Rosser ("Extensions of Some Theo
rems of Gi"idel and Church") was able to replace the as
smnption of w-consistency made by Gc)del in the proof of 
his analogue of part 2 of Theorem 1 by that of mere eon
sistency. Once this modification has been made, parts 1 
and 2 of our Theorem 1 can be combined into the following 
statement : if S is consistent, neither G' nor ~G'  is provable 
in S (G'  being the analogue of Hosser's fonnula in our S). 
In the proof of (his analogue of our) Theorem 2, Godel had 
stated (and this is fairly clear) that the relati\'ely simple 
argument_,; used in the proof of (his analogue oO r,art 1 of 
Theorem I can be carried out in his formal system P and 
henee that (his analogue of) C ::J G is provable in P. In the 
second ,·olume of their Gru 11dlage11 der .\lathema tik ( 1 939), 
Hilbert and Bernays went through the painstaking details 
of the proof for two systems of arithmetie, z,.. and Z (our 
system S is equi\'alent to Z). In 193-t, Giidel ga\'e a series 
of lectures at Princeton on his theorems; the notes of these 
lectures, prepared for publication by S. C. Kleene and 
J. B. Rosser, present the most important result� of the 193 1  
paper in a more suceinct form. These notes also codify the 
notion of reeursive function (that is, general reeursive, as 
opposed to primiti,·e recursi\'e), whieh had been proposed 
by Herbrand in his Hl3 1  paper on the consistency of anth
metic and als::> in an unpublished, and presumably now 
lost, letter to Godel. His purpose was to gi\'e a definition of 
what is intuiti\'ely meant by an effecti\'ely computable furn.·
tion, but his presentation suffered from se\'eral defects. 
Godel, in the Prineeton lectures, ga\'e a complete and pre
cise fonn to Herbrand"s notion. 

The next few years saw a rapid development of the theory 
of these functions, and Kleene, hy means of them, was 
able to fonnulate undecidability results ("General He
cursi\'e Functions of �atural �umbers") of a somewhat 
different character from those of Godel. Closely related 
to C:odel's results is Alonzo Church's theorem ( H)36) that 
there exists no dec i sion procedure for dC'ciding whether 
or not a fonnula  of the pure predicate calculus of fir,t ord<.>r 
is pro\'able. In Hl17, .-\ Ian Turing published a long paper 
"On Comput.ihle :'\umbers, \\'ith an Application to the 

Entscheid11ngsprohlem ") that ga,·e the notion of fonnal 
._y ,tem ib full generality. Later, Alfred Tarski (Undecidable 
Theories ) presented a general theory of undecidability. 

Thus, Giidel' s paper gave a strong impetus to the study of 
questions of effectiveness and decidability and marked the 
beginning of a new period in the history of logie. It was as 
important for the new methods it introduced as for the 
results it presented. The arithmetization of metamathe
matics-that is, the representation of metamathematieal 
notions in the system S by means of G6del numbers
becan;e an everyday tool of the logician. 

Nonstandard models of arithmetic. The undecidability 
of the formulas G and ~G entails that the fonnal systems 
S' and S" that we obtain by adjoining G and ~G, respective
ly, to the axioms of S are consistent (on the assumption that 
S is consistent). By the eompleteness theorem of first
order logic, S' has a model, M' ,  and S" has a model, M". 
Both .\I' and M" are models of S, but they differ: G is true 
in M' ,  whereas it is false in M". Hence, these two models 
are not isomorphie. Thus, Theorem 1 leads to the eondu
sion that there exist nonstandard models of arithmetie, 
that is, models in which the domain of individuals eon
tains individuals other than 0, O',' O", · · · .  As early as 1922, 
Skolem had stated that sueh models might exist ("Einige 
Bemerkungen zur axiomatischen Begriindung der :\f engen
lehre," p. 224 ; see also Uber ei 11 ige Gru 11dlage11frage11 der 
,\lathematik, pp. 45 -47), and in HH1 he aetually exhibited 
a nonstandard model of arithmetic ( Uber die Unmoglich
ke it ei11er vollsti.i11dige11 Charakterisieru ng der Zahlen
reihe mi ttels ei nes e11dliche11 Axiomensystems). It ean now 
he seen that the existenee of sueh models is direetly eon
nected with the existence of propositions that are un
decidable in S. 

Consistency proofs of arithmetic. In 1936, Gerhard 
Gentzen published a eonsistency proof of arithmetic ("Die 
\\'iderspruchsfreiheit der reinen Zahlentheorie"; new, 
more readable version in "Neue Fassung des \Vider
spmehsfreiheitsbeweises for die reine Zahlentheorie"). 
The system that he considered is equivalent to our S, al
though fonnulated quite differently. Gentzen's method 
eonsists in transforming every proof in sueh a way that its 
last formula becomes a true numerical fonnula. He indi
cated the definite steps that must be taken to aecomplish 
that end, and the essential part of his demonstration is to 
show that the reduction is accomplished after a finite num
ber of steps. In order to show this, an ordinal is assigned to 
e\'ery proof and then use is made of tnmsfinite induction up 
to a certain denumerable ordinal, namely, the first ordinal 
that is greater than all the ordinals of the infinite sequence 
w, ww, www, • • • and was ealled 1:0 hy Cantor. Transfinite in
duetion up to an ordinal a is a method of proof that gen
eralizes mathematical induction : if for any ordinal /3 < a a 
propcrtr holds of {3 whene\'er it holds of e,·ery ordinal 
y < {3, then the property holds of all ordinals less than a. 

From Theorem 2 above we can infer that Gentzen's 
demonstration eannot be transcribed as a proof in S. In 
H l-t3, Gentzen presented a direct proof that the prineiple 
of transfinite induction up to 1:0 is not derivable in S, while 
tram finite induction up to any a <  1:0 is reducible to mathe
matical induetion (" Bewcisbarkeit and lTnbeweisbarkeit 
,·on Anfangsfallen der transfiniten Indu ktion in der reinen 
Zahlentheorie"); hence, in a sense, his proof uses the 
minimum means that go beyond S. Transfinite induction 
up to 1:0 invol\'es only a fragment of the denumerable ordi-



nal s, not the whole scale of Cantor's ordinals (where para
doxes may eventually appear); that fragment can, moreover, 
be introduced independently of Cantor's theory, by a 
process of "construction" that avoids the questionable 
parts of intuitive set theory. Whether one "sees" the ordi
nals up to e

0
, whether induction on these ord inals is more 

transparent than the original arithmetic axiom s and logical 
rules that it is called to justify-all that seems to be a sub
jective question. The fact remains that the consistency of 
first-order arithmetic cannot be proved by any weaker 
means. 

Other consi stency proofs of arithmetic were presented by 
Wilhel m Ackermann ( 1940), P. S. N ovikov ( 1943), Pau l 
Lorenzen ( 195 1 ), Ku rt Schutte (195 1 ;  1960), I. N. Khlodov
skii (written 1946 - 1948 , published 1959 ), E rik Stenius  
( 1 952), Gais i  Takeuti ( 1953; 1955), and Gode l ( 1 958) .  Some 
of these proofs use methods similar to that of Gentzen, 
some follow different l ines, but each of them at some point 
makes use of some argu ment that i s  not formalizable in S. 

Theorem 2 also throws l ight on a number of consi stency 
proofs of arithmetic that had been presented before the 
publ ication of Godel's paper. As was mentioned earl ier, 
the proofs of Ackermann, von Neumann, and Herbrand 
could not be carried out without the introduction of some 
restrictions on the axiom of mathematical induction. S ince 
all these proofs employ means that are formal izabl e in  S, 
Theorem 2 explains why they could not establ i sh the con
sistency of the full system of arithmetic. 

Systems with infinite proofs. As was noted above, S i s  
w-incompl ete; that i s, there i s  a wel l-formed formula
namel y, ~Q(x,0<il)- such that ~Q(O,O<O), ~Q(O' ,o<o), 
~Q(0",o<0) ,  • • • are provable in S, whereas ( x)~Q(x,om) is 
not. This is  certainly a departure from intuition. It means 
either that the universali zation of a proposit ion is unprov
able while each of its instances is provable or that the 
proposition holds of objects other than 0, O', O", • · · . (Th i s  
shows again the connection between Godel 's results and 
the existence of nonstandard mode ls of arithmetic.) To 
remedy the situation, one might propose adjoining to 
S the following rul e :  From A(O), A (O'), A (O"), · · ·, infer 
(x)A(x). Th is  rule ,  which we shall cal l  the rule of infin ite 
induction, was proposed by Hi lbert at the end of 1930, 
soon after the publ ication of the abstract of Godel 's paper. 
It differs from the other ru les of S (detachment, for exampl e)  
in that i t  contains infin itely many premi ses. These premises 
have to be establ i shed by some metasystematic argument; 
that is, "for every k, the formula A(Q(kJ) i s  provabl e" has to 
be establ i shed in the metasystem before we can infer 
"( x)A ( x) is provable in S." This means that the new system 
is not a formal system. (Schutte proposed cal l ing such sys
tems semiformal systems. ) We are thu s  led to consider 
systems in which certain kinds of in finite proofs are ad
mitted and to which Godel's theorem does not apply. S uch 
systems can be demonstrably w-complete and consistent. 

The question of infinite proofs had already been consid
ered by L. E. J .  Brouwer in  1927 ("Uber Definitions
bereiche von Funktionen," p. 64 , note 8) and by Ernst 
Zermelo in 1931  ("Uber Stufen der Quanti fikation und 
die Logik des Unendlichen"; see also "Grundlagen 
einer allgemeinen Theorie der mathemati schen Satz
systeme"). While Brouwer's motives were qu ite remote 
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from our present discussion, Zermclo wanted to avoid 
the consequences of the Li>wenhei m - S kolem theorem 
for set theory-that i s ,  l im itat ions that arc� inherent in 
formal s ystems and are not unrelated to those uncov
ered hy Godel . After the publ ication of Ci idel ' s  paper, 
Turing ("Systems of Logic Based on Ordinals") investi
gated logics that are not formal systems, and Rosser stud
ied the effect of adjoining the rnle of infin ite induc:tion to a 
formal system. J nfinite proofs were already suggested by 
the assignment of ordinal s to proofs in Gentzen's consist
ency proof, and in the 1 950s such infin ite proofs were 
investigated hy Lorenzen, Sch ii tte, and Ackermann. S ince 
prior to one appl ication of the rule of infinite induction the 
infini tely many premises have to be proved in a metasys
tem, a semiformal system can be regarded as an infinite 
sequence of fonnal systems,  each of which contains all the 
preceding ones (the sequence may have an ordinal greater 
than w). Hao Wang ("The Formal ization of Mathematics") 
proposed a similar overlapping of formal systems to escape 
some of the consequences of Codel 's theorem. 

Finitism. Godel' s analogue of our Theorem 2 marked 
the end of H i lbert's hopes of proving the consistency of 
arithmetic by means more restricted than those formalized 
in S. Hi lbert's original idea had been that once mathemat
ics was formalized, metamathematical investigations, such 
as those concern ing consistency, could be reduced to per
ceptual cons iderat ions about strings of signs. I n  its extreme 
form this program is  um eal izable. Consi stency, the ab
sence of contradiction, cannot be "seen." It has to be es
tabli shed by some argument- in fact , by an indirect argu
ment: from the assumption that the system contains a 
contradiction, some refutable conclusion must be drawn. 
The suppl y of finitary means was therefore left open some
how, and finitism had a fri nge of vagueness. Thus, al
though it was hoped that this fringe would remain well 
within S,  and although Godel's result  was undoubtedly 
unexpected from the finitist point of view, Bernays, H i l
bert 's collaborator ("Sur les Questions methodologiques 
actuelles de la theorie hi lbertienne de la demonstration" 
and "Zur Beurteilung der S ituation in der beweistheore
ti schen Forsch ung"), was able to claim with some reason 
that th is  result imposed an extension, rather than total 
reject ion, of H i lbert's conception, since fin itism was al
ready a compromise between the origi nal intention and 
the necessities uncovered by investigations of the 1920s. 
Godel himself stated in his 193 1 paper that his result did 
not contradict H ilbert's conception s ince there might exist 
a consistency proof of arithmetic that would be finitist and 
could not be expressed in the fonnalism of Godel 's system 
P. After Gentzen's proof, wh ich showed what speci fic 
means are necessary for a consi stency proof of arithmetic, 
Godel interpreted his own result as establ ishing that such 
a proof must involve more than perceptual (anschau liche) 
properties of concrete combinations of signs, that it re
qu ires abstract notions in which the meaning of these 
combinations of signs enters (see "Uber eine bisher noch 
nicht beniitzte E rweiteru ng des finiten Standpunktes"). 

Intuitionism. Godel 's  results can be regarded as having 
established that mathematics cannot be formalized in one 
formal system. Some hierarchy of systems is  necessary. 
Thi s  conclusion is ,  in a sense, a l im itation on the notion of 
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formal system. Hence, it brings support to that school in 
the foundations of mathematics which considers such a 
notion to be of minor significance-namely, the school of 
intuitioni sm. Although intuitionism would certainly not 
recognize Codel's proof as a meaningful part of intuition
istic mathematics, it regards the very existence of such a 
proof as one more argument showing that Hilbert's pro
gram of founding mathematics on a metamathematical 
consistency proof cannot be carried out. The increasing 
interest in intuiti onism has not, however, led to a general 
adoption of Brouwer's ideas. The construction of non
Godelian systems, although necessarily going beyond the 
notion of formal system, has retained much of the spirit 
and methods of the Hilbert school. The climate of the 
investigations into infinite proofs and semiformal systems 
remains much closer to that of the Hi lbert school than to 
that of intuitionism. The effect of Godel's theorem upon 
the foundations of mathematics has been not so much a 
direct adoption of intuitionistic ideas as a reinterpretation 
of some of these ideas in semiformalistic terms. 

EPISTEMOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

The publication of Godel's paper in 1931 marked an 
important point in the history of logic. The notion of formal 
system, introduced by Frege in 1879, had become by then 
the accepted standard of precision in the foundations of 
mathematics. It seemed to embody the Aristotel ian ideal of 
a perfect deduction from first principles. Godel" s results, 
by showing that mathematics cannot be completely and 
consistently formalized in one system, shattered this ideal. 

The bounds of mathematics cannot be those of one formal 
system. Since mathematics has often been regarded as the 
standard of rational knowledge that other sciences should 
strive to attain,  Godel's theorems seem to acquire 
signi ficance for the whole body of human knowledge; they 
certainly establish that the old ideal of a deductive system 
cannot be maintained. However, all sciences other than 
mathematics are so remote from a complete formalization 
that this conclusion remains of little consequence outside 
mathematics. 

Gcidel's results raise questions about the role of formali
zation and its relation to intuition: the undecidable propo
sition is, after all, decided, and by a fairly si mple argu
ment. The natural numbers, which cannot be uniquely 
determined by any formal system, are quite stable and 
unambiguous objects of our thought. Because of this dis
crepancy between intuition and formalization, Godel's 
results have been called on to buttress various solutions of 
epistemological problems. But what can actually be in
ferred from the discrepancy? 

A common argument nms as follows: \Ve obtain the 
natural numbers from O by repeatedly taking the successor: 
0, O', O", · · · .  This mode of generation seems completely 
transparent to our minds. \\'e are not in doubt about what 
is and what is not a natural number. \Ve can use the natural 
numbers for counting, and we are never going to confuse 
any natural number with some other mathematical object, 
such as a polynomial, or with some nonmathematical ob
ject, such as the Ei ffel Tow<'r. If formalization does not 
succeed in uniquely eharaderizing the natural numbers, 

there is something inherently wrong with it, since the 
unaided human mind succeeds in doing that. 

There are several flaws in this argument. The repeated 
iteration of the successor operation seems-and perhaps 
is-very clear to our minds, but it either is circular (to 
obtain any number, we take the successor of 0 a certain 
number of times) or rests upon hidden and rather complex 
set-theoretic assumptions ("finitely many times"). The 
intuitive characterization is so clear because, in fact, no 
definition at all has been given. A few numbers have been 
exhibited, and intuition is assisted by words like "repeat
edly" and "and so on " or by three dots. The procedure 
would be unobjectionable if we wanted to define finitely 
many numbers. For practical purposes of counting, num
bers up to some very large N would suffice. Such numbers 
could, of course, be completely characterized in a fairly 
simple formal system. H owever, we would still be far from 
the general notion of number. One could immediately 
raise the question of the existence of N + l .  But-what is 
more important-counting, even indefinitely continued 
counting, is not the only use to which we put numbers. We 
state propositions about all numbers and pass judgment on 
these general propositions. This requires the use of the 
principle of mathematical induction, which involves the 1 
notion of property or of set. These notions are such that as 
soon as they are brought in, the crystal l ine transparency of 
the number sequence vanishes. 

We can distinguish three levels of complexity in the 
notion of number. At the first level we simply consider the 
successor operation, applied once : from an object n we go 
to an object n', which is the unique successor of n and is 
different from n. This is fairly clear, but even here the 
question arises whether n' is different from any number 
smaller than n. At the second level the successor operation 
is repeated "finitely many times," and we either fall into 
circularity or hang on to an intuitive notion of finite set. At 
the third level we have to stipulate that the objects ob
tained from 0 by the repeated application of the successor 
operation are all the numbers. We are therefore not 
justi fied in claiming that intuition directly leads us to an 
understanding of natural numbers, and the situation is 
perhaps not so different from that in many other parts of 
mathematics. The intuition that an eighteenth-century 
mathematician had of a continuous curve was quite secure, 
and for any simple curve he could confidently tell whether 
the curve was continuous; however, general statements 
involving continuity could not be firmly establ ished until 
the e - S  definition of continuity was adopted. 

\Ve are led to similar conclusions if we consider the 
question of the truth of G odel 's undecidable proposition. 

This proposition is of the form (x)A(x), with decidable A(x). 
The truth of (x)A(x) in the customary arithmetic interpreta
tion is established by two arguments: ( 1 )  for each k, the 
formula A((J(k>) is provable in S, and hence true, because of 
the soundness of the interpretation ; and (2) from the truth 
of A(01k >) for each k we infer the tmth of ( x)A( x). These two 
arguments are not the product of some intuition transcend
ing all fonnalization. They can be formalized quite easi
ly-not in S, but in a metasystem that contains the pred
icate "true in S ."  This metasystem, if formali zed, will in 
turn contain an undecidable proposition, and we are led, 



as we saw above, to a sequ ence of formal systems, but this 
is very different from an intu ition that would immediately 
proffer us the truth of (x)A(x). I t  must be added that argu
ments ( 1 )  and (2) above yield the truth of (x)A(x) provided 
S is con sistent, and this assumption cannot be discharged 
by sheer intuition. 

The bearing of Godel 's results on epistemological prob
lems remains uncertain. No doubt these results and other 
"limitation" resu lts have reveal ed a new and somewhat 
unexpected situation in sofar as formal systems are con
cerned. But beyond these precise and almost techn ical 
concl usions, they do not bear an unambiguous philosoph
ical message. In particular, they should not be rashly 
called upon to establish the primacy of some act of intui
tion that would dispense with formalization. 
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] . VAN H EIJENOORT 

G O D F R E Y  O F  FONT A I N E S ,  scholastic philosopher 
and theologian, was a native of Fontaines-les- H ozemont in 
the pri ncipal i ty of Liege. He was born of a noble family 
about the mi ddl e of the th irteenth century, the exact date 
unknown. Abou t 1 270 he began stud ies at the U n iversity 
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of Pari s and became a magister regens in the facul ty of 
theology there in 1 285, having studied under Henry of 
Ghent and Gervais of :\It. St. El ias. I l i s  regency lasted 
until 1 297, and during this period he produced 14 of his 
Quodlibets, his most important works. There i s  evidence 
that he resumed teaching at Paris about 1303 or 1304, com
posing Quodlibet XV at this time. Canon of Liege, probably 
also of Pari s, and provost of Col ogne ( 1287 - 1298), Godfrey 
was chosen bi shop of Tournai in 1300 but renounced his  
rights when the election was contested. He i s  cited 
among the senior members of the Sorbonne until  1306 and 
probably died about that time. The obi tuary at the Sorbonne 
dates his death October 29, but does not give the year. 

Godfrey's doctrinal preferences general ly favor the 
positions of St. Thomas Aquinas, but he manifests a 
marked independence of judgment on certain points and 
sometimes works out the logic of Aquinas' principles to 
different conclusions. Some historians (M. De Wulf, 
E. Gi lson) see Godfrey as  an opponent of St. Thomas' dis
tinction between essence and exi stence in  finite being, 
and attribute Godfrey's stand to a hard-and-fast Ari stoteli
anism that refused to admit an act of the fom1. Others see 
Godfrey as opposing the real ism of Gi les of Rome rather 
than St. Thomas. Godfrey held that in the divine mind 
there is no proper idea of individual s di stinct from their 
species. On the hotly debated issue of the oneness or 
plural i ty of substantial forms in composite beings, Godfrey 
always remained hesitant. He would have favored the 
doctrine of the unicity of form were it not for the i'.tct that 
it  seemed to contradict theological truths. 

Godfrey showed particular acumen in his treatment of 
psychological problems. Under the influence of Averroes, 
probably through Siger of Brabant, he espoused an Aristo
tel ianism stricter than that of most of his contemporaries. 
Godfrey criticized and rejected the so-cal l ed Augustinian 
theory on the genesis of ideas, ins isting on the close de
pendence of human concepts on sense experience. He 
ins isted strongl y on the passive nature of the human in
te l lect-the abstractive function of the agent intel l ect does 
not consist in the production of any positive disposition in  
the  sensible image upon which it works, but in disregard
ing in a merely negative way the concrete particulari za
tions characteri stic of the image. This outlook is intimately 
connected with an Avicennan real ism of abstract essence, 
so that Godfrey held that the intel l ect does not produce 
intel l igibi l ity or universal i ty ei ther in things or in images, 
hut that the agent intel lect places the images under an 
i l lumination such that the quiddity or essence of the object 
can appear alone and act on the possible intel l ect and 
become k nown to us. 

In his explanation of human free wi l l  Godfrey adhered 
closely to the Thomistic doctrine, but he ins i sted more 
than St .  Thomas u pon the freedom of the intel lect as its 
fou ndat ion. Against the voluntari sm of Henry of Ghent, 
Codfrey stressed the formal influence of the intel lect upon 
the will to the point of making i t  an efficient cause, 
whereas St. Thomas, in  di fferent h i storical circumstances 
against the Averroists,  minimized the formal influence of 
the object upon the w i l l .  In other respects Codfrey did not 
break cleanly with the August in ian tradi t ion. For example, 
he made an interesting equ i valence of the actiye and pas-

s ive intellects with Augustine's "memory," the passive 
intel lect inasmuch as  it conserves species and i s  a habitus, 
the active intel lect inasmuch as it contributes to actual 
knowledge. 

Godfrey was a l ively controvers ial ist, combating at 
length the opinions of h i s  contemporaries, particularly 
Henry _of Ghent, Gi les of Rome, and James of Viterbo. Not 
only did he engage in an active dialogue with his  contem
poraries, but he also occupied himself with pressing prob
lems-moral ,  legal, social, and pol i tical -arising from dai ly 
l ife. Among his admirers can be l i sted John the Wise, 
Peter of Auvergne, and Gerard of Bologna; among his  
cri t ics , Bernard of Auvergne, Gonsalvus of Spain,  and John 
Duns Scotus. His influence was widespread and lasted 
wel l into the fourteenth century but waned thereafter. 
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ROBERT J. ARWAY, C . .1\1. 

G O D W I N ,  W I L L I A M  ( 1 756 - 1836), English poli tical 
phi losopher, nove l ist, and essayist, wa<; born at Wisbech, 
in Cambridgeshire, where his  father was a dissenting 
minister. He was educated at Hoxton, one of the dissent
ing col l eges that had been founded because of the refu sal 
of the establ i shed un ivers ities to admit  nonconformists, 
and h imself entered the ministry in  1778. By 1783, appar
ently as the result of reading Helvetius  and Holbach, he 
had l ost his faith , and instead took to l iterature as a means 
of l i velihood. M uch that he wrote at this time was hack 
work, including three novels, none of which have sur
vived. He d id ,  however, gain some reputation as a pol itical 
journal ist, contributing regularl y to such Whig publ ica
tions as The Pol itical llerald and The Ne w Annual Regis
ter. 

I n  1 79 I Godwin managed to free himself from hack work 



by persuading a publ isher to subsidize him while he set
tled down to a serious treatise on pol itical theory. The 
Enquiry concerning Political Justice (London,  1793) was 
the kind of book the intel lectual rad icals of the day had 
been waiting for, and Godwin soon became a celebrity. In  
this work, he  set down, with passionate s incerity and a 
complete absence of compromise, the radical bel iefs that 
were emerging from the French Revolution and the intel
lectual ferment that had preceded it. The book went 
through three editions (2d ed. ,  1796; 3d ed. ,  1 798). 

For a few years Godwin was happy and successful. H is 
novel Things as They Are; or, the Adventures of Caleb 
Williams (London, 1 794) was widely acclaimed as a mas
terpiece. In the same year, his Cursory Strictures on the 
charge delivered by Lord Chief justice Eyre to the Grand 
Jury (London ,  1 794 ) which protested against the committal 
on charges of treason of twelve leading radicals, may 
have been partly respons ible for the acquittal of three of 
the defendants and the dropping of the charges against the 
others. He also publ ished a volume of essays, The En
quirer (London, 1797). 

In 1797 Godwin married Mary Woll stonecraft, the author 
of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman. She died in the 
same year, a few days after the birth of their daughter 
Mary, who was to become the wife of Shelley. In 1 798 
Godwin wrote a memoir of his  wife (Memoirs of the Au
thor of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, London, 
1798), and in  the following year another novel, St. Leon 
(London, 1799). 

From then on his  fortunes decl ined. Radicalism came 
into disfavor, and Godwin was fiercely attacked, some
times by h is  former friends. One of these preached a ser
mon against him, to which he repl ied in Thoughts Occa
sioned by Dr. Parr's Spital Sermon (London, 1801) .  

In  the same year, 180 1 ,  he married a widow, M ary Jane 
Clairmont. H is second marriage was less happy than his 
first. Before long he was back at hack work, and the last 
years of his l i fe were spent in poverty. 

Though he continued writing until his death, many of 
his later books were potboilers. The most i mportant of 
these works (al l of wh ich ,  with one exception, were pub
l i shed in London) are his novels Fleetwood ( 1805), 
Mandeville (Edinburgh, 18 17) ,  Cloudesley ( 1830), and 
Deloraine ( 1833); his Life of Chaucer ( 1803); An Essay on 
Sepulchres ( 1809) ;  Of Popula tion ( 1 820), a reply to Mal 
thus; and Thoughts on  Man ( 1 82 1 ). H e  had expressed h is  
views on rel igion in a book which he cal led The Genius of 
Christianity Unveiled, but it was not publ ished until long 
after his  death, when it appeared under the tit le of Essa ys 
Never Before Published (Londm,, 1873). 

ANARCHISM 

Godwin's political theory is uncompromisingly anarch
ist. He was opposed to all kinds of coercion, incl uding 
punishment, part ly  because of his determinism. "The 
assassin," he said in Political Justice, "can no more help 
the murder he comm its than the knife in his  hand." Such a 
view might  be thought to lead to an authoritarianism based 
on the need to condition men rigidly so that their actions 
wil l not he antisocial . Godwin did indeed bel ieve that it is  
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society that molds men's characters and actions. H e  was 
one of the earl iest proponents of what is now called cul
tural determinism,  but he combined this view with a quite 
extreme l iberal ism and individualism. 

Types of society. Before Godwin, M ontesquieu (and 
indeed Plato) had al ready maintained that each type of 
government developed not only its own characteris t ic type 
of institution, but also its own characteristic attitudes and 
value judgments within the m inds of its citizens. Mon
tesqu ieu distinguished three main types of government, 
each with its own characteri stic "spirit": despotism , whose 
spirit is fem; monarchy (the aristocratic sem ifeudal type of 
society sti l l  current in most of eighteenth-century Europe), 
whose spirit is  honor; and the republ ic (which for l\1 ontes
quicu suggested S parta, oddly ideal ized in the eighteenth 
century, as much as the actual contemporary exampl e),  
whose spirit is virtue,  used not quite in its modern sense 
but rather to mean publ ic-spiri tedness. 

Where Godwin differed from the modern anthropologist 
and, to some extent at least, from Montesqu ieu , was that he 
saw all  three types of society as corrupting their citi
zens-even monarchy, with its ideal of honor, so much 
admired in Godwin's time. Honor demands that one shall 
do what is  fitting to one's rank ;  this was thought a sufficient 
motive to keep the wheel s of society turning and to insure 
decent and at t imes even nobl e behavior. Fal kland, in 
Caleb Williams, i s  a portrait of the Man of H onor. He  is  a 
thoroughly charming, accompl ished, and benevolent man, 
but at the moment of crisis he i s  prepared to commit m ur
der and further crime rather than see h is  good name d is
graced. The moral is clear enough : honor is  not enough to 
make men behave benevolently. Only benevolence wil l  do 
that. 

In some ways Godwin was more sympathetic to the re
publ ican ideal than to any other. Montesqu ieu's  Republic 
is  a state like S parta, in wh ich there is equal i ty, fru gal ity, 
and complete subm ission of the individual to the state. 
Godwin was strongly in favor of equality; he shared the 
republican objection to ostentation and luxury; and he 
agreed that it was the supreme duty of the individual to 
merge h is  own wel fare with that of his  neighbor. Nev
ertheless, Godwin rejected the republ ican ideal quite as 
decisively as the monarchic one- first, because it turns 
men's attention away from human beings toward a quite 
myth ical ent ity call ed the State, and second,  because it 
teaches men to merge their own judgment in that of the 
majority. 

Corrupting influence of governments. Behind these 
objections, there is  a quite general criticism wh ich would 
apply to any type of government. Godwin believed that 
social institutions corrupt because they create prejudice ; 
they prevent men from seeing things as they are. M en in 
society see themselves and one another through a mist of 
preconceived ideas-as members of this or that social 
class, as fel low countrymen or foreigners, but never as the 
unique individual s they real ly are. To some extent th is  is 
inevitable, in society or out of it: al l general izations, ac
cording to Godwin,  distort the particulars which are sub
sumed under them; and yet it is impossible to think at all 
without general izing. Nevertheless, to see things as they 
are, though difficult, is not impossible. However, it is  
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peculiarly difficult to see ourselves and our fellow men as 
they are unless we can get close enough to them to sympa
thize with them and to realize the true complexity of their 
moti\·es. 

Government perverts our judgment in three main ways. 
Fi rst, it creates artificial barriers between men, as the result 
of social inequality and of the insincerity which results 
from the perpetual effort to keep up with the Joneses. 

Second, it encourages us to do the right things for 
the wrong reasons. Patriotism and social prestige are both 
wrong reasons for treating other men benevolently. Pun
ishment, which leads men to keep the law from fear and 
not because they understand the reasons for keeping it, 
acts in the same way. The objection to doing the right 
thing for the wrong reason is that, since it results in the 
muddling of men's minds, they will become quite incapa
ble of adapting their actions intelligently to changed cir
cumstances; and consequently the things they do will not 
for long be the right ones. 
Third, government encourages us to acquiesce in the 

opinions of others, whether of the majority or some minor
ity of rulers. This means that we accept conclusions with
out really understanding the evidence upon which they 
are based. Consequently we are acting from prejudice, 
without any real understanding. Once again, this can only 
make us unfit to cope with a complex and changing world. 
"The history of mankind," Godwin said, "is little else than 
a record of crimes" (Political Justice, I, ii), crimes which 
are caused ultimately by man's inability to see thmgs as 
they are and to think clearly about them. 

The ideal society. For these reasons, Godwin rejected 
all three of .t\lontesquieu's forms of society. Godwin did 
not, however, merely want to put a fourth type of govern
ment in place of the other three. He believed not merely 
that all existing governments have corrupted society, but 
also that government as such is necessarily corrupting. 
In what kind of society, then, can one hope to escape 

prejudice? Obviously not in a large society, because every 
individual is unique, and one can avoid prejudice only by 
an intimate and sympathetic understanding of one's fel
lows. Indeed, it is rare enough to know even one person 
well enough not to misjudge him. In this connection, it is 
worth noticing that Godwin had an almost morbid obses
sion with friendship. In all his novels the central figure 
complains of being without a friend, and is cut off from the 
rest of his fellows-usually as the result of his own prej
udices. This loneliness is, for Godwin, the central tragedy 
of the human situation. 
The ideal community, then, must not be large and must 

not be highly organized. The citizen must never be a cog 
in a machine, unable to sec the significance of his every
day activities. There must be no class distinctions which 
prevent us from seeing individuals as individuals. And 
there must he no formal rules and regulations, because 
these are rules of thumb which demand the acquiescence 
of the individual in propositions he doesn't reallv under
stand .  For the same reason, there is to be no punishment. 
For C :odwin, the ideal soci t'ty is one in which individuals 
cooperate� without any kind of compulsion because they 
li ke and understand each other and wish each other well. 

The need for gradual change. Godwin's ideal society is 
usually criticized as absurdly unpractical and utopian. The 
truth is that he was not really a political reformer in the 
ordinary sense. He was not very interested in blueprints 
for a "brave new world"; he did not believe in political 
organizations, and he had no program. He was primarily a 
moralist concerned with analyzing the causes of prejudice; 
once we understand these, according to him, the cure may 
very well be left to look after itself. We need to have some 
vague idea of the direction in which we wish to move, but 
we need have no more than that, because change can be 
brought about only very slowly and gradually. Godwin 
insisted again and again upon the folly of violent change. 
We can do nothing here and now but try to make a few 
small breaches in the wall of prejudice. If enough people 
can be brought to see what is wrong with society, society 
will right itself-but only by slow and gradual changes that 
will take generations. There is no question of a political 
program; political organizations are themselves a cause of 
prejudice. We are not even to point the way to the new 
society by setting an example of a better way of life. It is 
by reasoning and discussion that we must break down 
existing prejudice. The immediate task is to destroy the 
current ideals of honor and virtue. These ideologies have 
been created by existing institutions. They can be de
stroyed without destroying these institutions, however, 
because though prejudice is strong, it cannot entirely blind 
men to the facts. When supported by existing institutions, 
opinion can only be changed slowly-but it can be 
changed, and as it changes, the institutions will gradually 
be transformed. 

M O RAL THEORY 

Society is to be transformed, then (even if only slowly 
and gradually), by means of a change in men's opinions
chief among them their opinions about what is desirable. 
But here a major difficulty presents itself. Even if men can 
be brought to see things as they are, how can their moral 
beliefs be changed thereby, since, as Hume had pointed 
out, it is impossible to derive any conclusion about what 
ought to be the case from knowledge about what is the 
case? Godwin knew of Hume's views and agreed with 
them, at least in part. In a certain sense, Godwin believed 
that virtue is knowledge; but he also insisted quite em
phatically that "moral reasoning is nothing but the awak
ening of certain feelings" (Political Justice). It is in order 
to reconcile these two positions that he introduced his 
concept of natural goodness. 

Godwin's utilitarianism. Godwin was a thoroughgoing 
utilitarian. For him, the right action is the one that makes 
for the greatest happiness of the greatest number. His 
utilitarianism, however, is unusual in two respects. First, it 
is not derived from egoism: the "greatest happiness" princi
ple is ultimate, and cannot be derived from self-interest. 
Second, Godwin was quite prepared to push utilitarianism 
to its logical conclusion and openly embrace the conse
quences which many critics have regarded as fatal to it. He 
repudiated as immoral any obligations which cannot be 
derived from the general obligation to promote the general 



happiness-such obl igations, for example, as promises and 
other contractual obl igations, or the domestic obl igation to 
prefer the happiness of one's friends and family to the 
greater happiness of others. He caused considerabl e  scan
dal by the passage in Politicaljustice in which he said that 
one ought to save Fenelon from a burning building rather 
than his chambermaid (supposing that the archbishop has 
more to contribute to the general happiness), even if  the 
chambermaid is one's own mother. 

Knowledge and virtue. For Godwin, then, our bel ief that 
X is desirable is true only when X is something that wil l  
make for the general happiness. S ince "moral reason ing is  
nothing but the awakening of certain feel ings," the vir
tuous man is the one who does desire whatever makes for 
the general happiness. How wil l seeing things as they are 
awaken th is  desire?  The fol lowing may serve as an exam
pl e: If someone says that it  is  a bad thing that mi l l ions of 
people in a distant part of the world are starving, I may 
very wel l agree, but the chances are that I won 't do any
thing about it. But now suppose that one of them comes 
and starves on my doorstep. Al most certainly I shall be 
moved to feed him. When I see a man starving before my 
eyes, the proposition "starvation ought to be rel ieved" 
takes on a new meaning for me. I can now see in detail 
precisely how and why starvation is  evil ;  I can see exactl y 
how the generalization appl ies to the particular instance. It 
is not a question of perfect knowledge being reinforced by 
emotion, s ince m y  knowl edge before was imperfect. When 
it becomes perfect, i t  necessarily brings the emotion with 
it . Thus, if I know in this sense that X is desirable, and if I 
not only accept th is  as a ru le of thumb but also ful ly  un
derstand the evidence on which i t  i s  based, then I cannot 
but desire it. 

The causes of imperfection. Because he held that men 
are "perfectible" and "natural ly good," Godwin has been 
accused of excessive optimism. He did not mean, however, 
that men are, or are l ikely to become, perfect. He was 
merely saying that imperfection has causes (usual ly  social 
causes) which may be removed. To talk about original s in 
is to give up the search for the causes of s in .  I t  is as i f  we 
were to say "di sease is a natural phenomenon" and turn 
our backs on medicine. In general, no doubt, wickedness, 
l ike disease, is  always with us ;  but any particular piece of 
wickedness, l ike any particular disease, has specific 
causes, and it may be possible to remove them. That the 
causes are far-reaching and difficult to remove, Godwin did 
not deny. He was even prepared to grant that there may be 
"someth ing in  the nature of  man incompatible with abso
lute perfection." Men can never ful ly u nderstand the prin
cipl e of universal benevolem.:e, simply because they 
cannot hope to know al l their fellows intimately. But this 
i s  an ideal toward which we can strive and which, even i f  it 
can never be reached, can always be brought a l i ttle closer. 

Rights. As a thoroughgoing util itarian, G odwin,  l ike 
Bentham, denied that there are any natural rights. The 
only right, which is also a duty, is  to do whatever makes for 
the general happiness. He would not concede the rights to 
l ife and l iberty. Nevertheless, the individual has one 
right- the right of private judgment. The reason for this is 
simply that, in the fi nal analysis ,  nothing will  be gained i f  
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men do not understand the reasons for acting as we wish 
them to act. When men see th i ngs as they arc, they wi l l  
quite freely and without any k ind of coercion do what 
makes for the general happiness. Any attempt to coerce 
them will h inder them from seei ng things as they are and 
wi l l  therefore do more harm than good. In this way, God
win was able  to reconcile 1 1 t i l i taria1 1 i sm with the utmost 
insistence on i ndividual freedom, and especial ly on free
dom of thought and opinion. 

The basis of Godwin's ethics. Godwin's basic beliefs 
may he summarized in three propositions-one about 
ethics, one about logic, and one about social psychology. 

The nature of v irtue. The eth ical proposition is that to he 
virtuous i s  to feel the right emotions. The right emotions 
are those that men feel when they see all the facts clearly. 
When we anal yze these emotions, we find that they are all 
consistent with the "greatest happiness" principle. 

In  the last analysis, statements about morals are expres
sions of feel ing. But this does not mean that we cannot 
reason about morals. There are good and had reasons for 
feel ing frightened or angry. Fear is appropriate in a situa
tion of danger. We do not doubt that if once we make a 
man see the fu l l  facts of the s ituation, the emotion of fear 
will come of its own accord. In  the same way, if we want 
men to feel the appropriate emotions of benevolence, pity, 
affection , and so on , we can do it by making them real ize 
the full facts about human beings. I t  i s  in this  sense that 
men are natural l y  good. 

Generalizations. The logical proposition is  that true 
knowledge is  of particulars and all general izations are, i f  
not false, a t  least seriously m isl eading. I t  is possible to  
know in  a sense that a si tuation is dangerous  without feel
ing the appropriate emotion. A man may ignore the danger 
out of bravado, but in that case we may say that he does 
not fully appreciate the danger. He knows, as a general i za
tion, that the s i tuation is dangerous, but he does not know 
the particulars which the general ization expresses-which 
is to say that he does not real ly  know the general i zation at 
al l .  

But we cannot, of  course, do without general izations. I t  
is  impossible to know every particular in  all its particular
i ty. Here, then, i s  an inescapable source of error. It is par
t icularly l ikely to mislead us in our judgments of human 
beings and of human actions, for every human being is 
unique. S ince we cannot know everyone intimately, we 
have to rely  on general izations, any one of which may be 
seriously misleading when appl ied to a given i ndividual . 
S uch general izations form ,  as it were, a distorting glass 
through which we look at the world. And, since virtue 
depends on feel ing the appropriate emotions toward other 
human beings, emotions which depend on a clear percep
tion of all particulars, the logical proposition is an ade
quate explanation of human frailty. It also explains what 
Godwin meant by prejudice. 

Political institutions influence beliefs. The proposition 
about social psychology is that the general izations men 
bel ieve depend on the poli tical i nstitutions under which 
they l ive. In practice, the particular di storting glasses we 
use are, so to speak, handed out to us by the governments 
u nder which we l ive. Our opinions about how human 
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beings actually behave are influenced by concepts derived 
from legal i nsti tutions, l ike "thief" or "murderer," or con
cepts derived from social institutions, l ike " lord" or "pau
per. " These stereotypes come between us and the actual 
human beings around us. Our opinions about how human 
beings ought to behave are distorted by concepts l i ke 
"honor" and "virtue," which stem directly from political 
insti tutions, as l\l ontesquieu had clearly demonstrated. 
This is what Godwin meant by the corrupting effect of 
government. 

Godwin's solution. Two main conclusions follow from 
these three basic bel iefs : fi rst, that if we want to improve 
human beings, we must help them to see things, and par
ticularly each other, as they are; and second, that this can 
he done by simplifying soci ety, by sweeping away socia l  
categories l ike rank and the l egal categories that depend 
on punishment, and by encouraging individual judgment 
so that men will no longer trust  to rules of thumb. 
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GOE DE L 'S THE O RE M .  See GODEL's THEOREM. 

GOETHE,  J O H A NN W O L F G A N G  V O N  ( 1749 -
1832), German poet, pantheist, noveli st, and scientist. He 
was born i n  Frankfurt am l\Iain and died in Weimar. 
Goethe's l i terary genius di sclosed itself early. He wrote 
numerous lyric poems, invariably inspired by love affai rs , 
while sti ll in h i s  teens. U niversity studies in Leipzig and 
Strasbourg were less important to his development than 
were his extracurricular i nterests : occul t  phi losophy, astrol
ogy, and re ligious mystici sm while in Leipzig; and his 
friendship with Herder at S trasbourg, a friendship which 
evoked Goethe's passion for Shakespeare, nature, and Ger
man folk poetry. The hi storical drama Gatz van Berlichin
gen, wri tten while Goethe was a law student in Strasbourg, 
marks the start of his Sturm und Drang ( "storm and 
<;tress") period. Die Leiden des jungen Werthers (The 
Sorrows of Young Werther, 1774 ), written to purge himself 
of the despai r engendered by his  love for Charlotte Buff, 
who married another man, marks the high point of this 
phase of Goethe's career. \Verther, translated into numerous 
languages, made Goethe famous throughout Europe. Other 
works belonging to thi s  period were the dramas Stella, 
Egmont, and the "Cretchen "  episodes of Faust. 

I n  1 77.5, at the invitation of Karl August, duke of Saxe-

Weimar, Goethe moved to the court at Weimar. Here, in 
addition to his  work as chief of state and h is  continued 
l i terary activity, Goethe's interest in  the sciences devel
oped. His official duties involved such diverse matters as 
horticulture, min ing, road inspection, and later the man
agement of the s tate theater. In \Veimar, Goethe's involve
ment with Frau Charfotte von Stein ,  an intel lectual lady of 
refined 'tastes in the arts, lasted for 1 2  years. Hi s  writings 
during those years i ncluded some of his greatest lyrics. It 
i s  said that Frau van Stein exerci sed a humanizing, moral 
influence on Goethe. 

Goethe's trip to Ita ly in 1786 was to h i s  own mind the 
climax of h i s  l ife. In  his thinking about art and l iterature, 
the class ical ideal of calm beauty replaced the representa
tion of tempestu ous emotion and rebell iousness charac
teri stic of the Sturm und Drang movement. lphigenie auf 
Tauris ( 1 787), a verse reworking of an earl ier play, and 
Torquato Tasso ( 1789) exemplify the new style. 

Return i ng to Weimar, Goethe took a new mistress ,  
Christiane Vulpius, who bore him a son in  1789 and whom 
he married in  1806. Many of Goethe's scientific  studies 
were publi shed in  thi s period : Versuch, die Metamorphose 
der Pfianzen zu erklii.ren (Essay on the Metamorphosis of 
Plants, 1790), Beitriige zur Optik ("Contributions to Op
tics," 179 1  and 1792). Earlier he had published his  di scov
ery that a part of the human jawbone is analogous  to the 
intermaxi l lary bone in apes ( 1784 ). Goethe returned to 
Italy in 1790 but did not find the excitement and inspira
tion of his earlier travels. In 1792 he accompan ied Karl 
August in a batt le again st the French revolutionaries. In 
1794 began Goethe's friendship-more l iterary and intel
lectual than personal-with Schil ler, which lasted unti l 
Schiller's death in  1805. Schi ller was a sympathetic cri tic 
and he encouraged Goethe's work on Faust. It has been 
thought that Schiller's Kantian background stimulated 
Goethe's interest in Kant, but Goethe was famil iar with 
Kant's writings even before 1794. 

While the pol itical and social tumult of the Napoleonic 
era dominated the minds of his contemporaries, Goethe 
calmly concentrated his attention on optics and plant mor
phology. Perhaps as a result of Goethe's indifference to the 
popular causes of nationalism and democracy, h is  reputa
tion decl ined somewhat, but the appearance of Faust (Part 
I) in 1808 and the psychological novel Die Wahlver
wandtschaften (Elective Affinities) in 1809 served to re
store his stature. Some of Goethe's subsequent works were 
Zur Farbenlehre ("Toward the Theory of Colors ," 1810), 
which contains an extended attack on Newton's theory of 
l igl-.t; Dichtung und Wahrheit (Poetry and Truth, 18 1 1 ,  
18 12, 18 14, and, posthumously, 1833), a series o f  autobio
graphical essays ; ltalienische Reise ( 18 16- 1817), the 
record of his Ital ian travels ;  Zur Morphologie ( 1817  - 1824) ;  
and the second part of  Faust, completed i n  183 1 ,  just be
fore h i s  death. Goethe was buried in Weimar beside 
Schi l ler. 

Philosophy. Although Goethe was not a systematic 
thinker and even asserted that phi losophy only ruined him 
for poetry, he was aware of the philosophical and scientific 
tendencies an<l controversies of his time; and whi le he 
admitted his lack of a "proper organ for philosophy," he 
<l id not hesitate to expres s  himself on numerous phi lo-



sophical and scientific questions. In addition to speci fic 
essays and pronouncements, his poems and n ovels were 
often vehicl es for expressing his intellectual convictions 
concerning God, man, and nature. 

Spinoza and Goethe. The influence of Spinoza on 
Goethe's over-all Weltanschauung was considerable, al
though the importance of Kant, Leibniz, and Schel l ing is 
also evident. Goethe first became slightly acquai nted with 
Spinoza's ph i losophy while in Strasbourg, but it was in 
1774 that h is  acquaintance with Friedrich Jacobi (who 
regarded Spinoza's views as the only rational ph i losophy) 
drew his full attention to Spinoza. Goethe's commitment to 
pantheism is often ci ted to show his agreement with Spi
noza. Yet when Goethe himself spoke of his  relation 
to Spinoza, he emphasized the ethical as much as the 
metaphysical doctrines of Spinoza and Spinoza's "all
harmonizing peace ," which contrasted with his own rest
lessness. Spinoza's rejection of final causes and his defense 
of determinism and of the view that praise, condemnation,  
and regret are attitudes reflecting an inadequate u nder
standing of inexorable natural processes were accepted by 
Goethe and given expression in Faust (especial ly  i n  the 
opening scene of Part I I ). Goethe said  that Spinoza's mathe
matical method was the opposite of his own poetic way of 
feeli ng and expressing, and that Spinoza's orderly treatment 
of moral questions made Goethe his  passionate disciple and 
convinced admirer. He defended Spinoza against the 
charge of atheism and claimed (without slavish regard for 
accuracy) that Spinoza was the most theistic and Chri stian 
of philosophers, since for him all exi stence is God and thus  
no proof of  God's exi stence i s  needed. 

The central thesis of Spinoza's system , Goethe thought, 
was that the universe contains and expresses a creative 
force which appears as a dual ity (Zweiheit) but is in fact a 
unity. God is not simply the cause but the indwel l ing spirit 
of the world, the al l -embracing actual ity. Goethe, however, 
questioned Spinoza's contention that reason can attai n an 
adequate knowledge of God - nature. We cannot compre
hend this infinite whol e, and when we attempt to do so, 
even in a l imi ted way, we must use imagination and i ntui
tion, not the method of mathematics. 

Leibniz and Goethe. While Goethe's view of nature was,  
l ike Spinoza's ,  deterministic and nonteleological , his  mys
tical feel ing for nature was more akin to Schel l ing, and he 
rese;nbled Leibniz in maintaining that everything  in na
ture is in some sense animate (Beseelt). The u niverse 
consists of an infinite number of unique be ings- Leib
nizian monads-each alive and harmonious with all others. 
The essence of these individuals is  activity and creativity. 
Goethe's knowledge of Leibniz was probably derived from 
Goethe's friend Johann Kaspar Lavater, the Swiss theolo
gian who l inked his theory of phrenology with the theory 
of Leibniz' monadology, and from Shaftesbury, whose 
presentation of Leibnizian optimism invol ved the belief, 
so congenial to Goethe, that nature's physical beauty ex
presses the divi ne hannony. 

Kant and Goethe. Goethe was i nclined to take from 
philosophers whatever elements or fragments fitted h i s  
intuitions and  feel i ngs. Thus, whi le he found Leibniz' 
confident optimism appeal i ng, he also praised Kant for 
destroying the popular optimistic teleology of common-
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sense phi losophers who with Phi l i stine wi sdom sought to 
demonstrate that everything in nature exists to sat isfy some 
human purpose. Goethe's enthusiasm for Kant was mai n ly 
based on Kant's Critique of Judgme11t. l i e  was pleased 
with Kant's claim that nature and art both resemble purpos
ive agents b ut pursue no external goal. l i e maintai ned 
also that art mediates between nature and freedom, s i ne;e it 
is produced by the arti st in conformity with principles that 
operate in nature as wel l .  

Goethe,  l ike many of Kant's contemporaries ( including 
Mendelssohn and Herder), had l i ttle understand i ng of the 
Critique of Pure Reason; and while he prai sed Kant's eth
ics, he rejected most of Kant's central clai ms. In particular, 
he denied the opposition of duty and i nclination, reason 
and sensual ity, and regarded Kant's Calv in i stic notion of a 
radical evil in human nature as a sad regression toward 
Christian orthodoxy. Goethe also took exception to Kant's 
view of knowledge. He insi sted that imagination (Phanta
sie) was an avenue to knowledge distinct from and s upple
mentary to Kant's faculties of reason, understanding, and 
sensibil ity. Furthermore, Goethe held, men are capable of 
intellectual intuitions ,  and with such nonsensuous insights 
they may hope to penetrate the heart of natu re. 

Scientific theories. Goethe thought h i s  scientific theo
ries were as important as his l iterary works. The concepts 
of primal phenomena (Urphiinomen) and primal polarity 
( Urpolaritiit) were central to his conception of the world 
and were the foundations for both his scientific studies and 
h i s  conception of man and existence. 

Primal phenomena. Nature 's secrets can only be under
stood by d iscovering, through i ntellectual i ntuitions ,  her 
ideal : ground phenomena. In  optics the primal phenome
non i s  the opposi tion or antipathy of l ight and darkness. 
This Urphiinomen (which in this instance is also an exam
ple of polarity) is the goal and l imit of a scientific investi
gation of light. In  mineralogy and geology the Urphiino
men is granite, which Goethe bel ieved to be the base of 
the earth 's crust. 

In the organic realm there are primal shapes and modes 
of development which nature repeatedl y  uses, l i ke a 
theme and variations in music. The same organ i s  trans
formed manifold ly  through metamorphosis .  In plants the 
leaf is the organ which is varied to form all the parts of the 
plant. The study of the basic formations, morphology 
(Gestalten) ,  would d isclose the secret principles according 
to  wh ich nature operates. Seekin g  the primal i mage or i dea 
by observing and comparing the metamorphosis of organ
isms ,  Goethe conjectured that a pri mal plant ( Urpfianze) , 
might be the basic model according to which al l plants are 
pattern ed. Th is theory has sometimes been cited to show 
Goethe as a forerunner of the theory of evolution, but it is 
not at all clear that he believed in the h istorical evolution 
of species from a common ancestor. The doctri ne of the 
Urpfianze i s  more Platonistic and, perhaps, mythical  than 
Darwinian ,  Darwi n 's reference to Goethe as a "path
maker" notwithstanding. 

Polarity. Goethe's di strust of mathematics and experi
mental in struments (such as pri sms) was ,  unfortunately, 
great. He believed that numbers and equations only di stort 
our vision of nature. Newton's physics was repel lent to 
him;  Newton's theory that wh ite l ight contained the spec-
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trum seemed to him absurd because light was an elemen
tal entity, an inscrutable attribute of the world that could 
not he analyzed. Goethe attempted to explain the origin of 
color phenomena out of an original polar opposition of 
light and dark. If light and dark are mixed directly, the 
result is gray; but a "murky medium" (such as a prism, 
according to Goethe) produces a cooperation of the polar 
opposites, and this cooperation produces colors. The activ
ity of the eye in color perception is explained by the rule 
that brightness i s  "demanded" when the eye encounters 
darkness. The perception of every color produces a "de
mand" for the complementary color. 

Goethe used extensively the idea of polarity, of attrac
tion and repulsion as basic cosmic forces. He explained the 
metamorphosis of plants in terms of the periodic alterna
tion of contraction and expansion. Contraction (systole) 
produces specific differentiation; expansion (diastole) pro
duces an "advance into the infinite." The importance of 
polarity is seen also in magnetism-another Urphiino
men-and in the activity of the heart, the rhythm of life, 
and in man's moral activity where the good is brought into 
play by its contrary, evil. Schelling had said that there is 
no life without opposites, and Kant had claimed attraction 
and repulsion to be the only essential forces of matter. 
Goethe adopted these principles in both his science and 
his art. The whole of existence is "an eternal parting and 
u niting." 

Striving. Polarity is one of the driving wheels of nature, 
and while Goethe's use of this idea may suggest a cyclical 
view of life and history, his concept of gradation (Steiger
ung) is that of a constantly striving ascent. This upward 
striving Goethe believed to be a universal characteristic of 
nature. It discloses itself in the "higher intention" of every 
heavenly body and in the variations of similar organisms 
developing from a basic form. What Goethe meant by this 
is not very clear, hut in Faust the idea is applied to man. 
Every man, said Goethe, innately feels an urge to strive 
upwards. This striving involves all his capacities, his crea
tivity in every sort of action and experience. Faust's insa
tiable love of life and hunger for new experience are ex
pressive of this natural longing. 

Religion. Goethe early rejected positive religion. With 
Spinoza, he came to regard creeds and dogmas as irrele
vant to the veneration of God-nature. Although Goethe 
was on friendly terms with many ardent Christians and 
although he even spoke at times of a providential God, he 
opposed the dogmatism of churches and theologians and 
regarded the idea of miracles as a "blasphemy against the 
great Cod and his revelation in nature." Since Goethe 
maintained that no set of concepts could be adequate to 
the u nfathomable infinity of the divine, it is not surpri sing 
that his pronouncements concerning Cod are somewhat 
ambiguous and inconsistent. \\ 'hile the remark on miracles 
�eems to imply a distinction between God and nature,  this 
is, of course, not C :octhe's usual position. 

( ;o<'the rejected asceticism and the tendency to devalue 
the physical in favor of a supernatural world. To Lavatc>r 
he wrote that h< ·  could find a thousand pages of various 
boob as lovely, usefu l,  and indispensable to mankind as 
the Cospels. l i e  claiml,d that he was unchristian rather 

than anti-Christian but declared the crucifix to he "the 
most repugnant thing under the sun." Although at one 
time he spoke of the Gospels as messages from God, he 
clearly did not intend this in the ordinary sense, since he 
held that God, being the inexorable order of nature, cannot 
have any personality or be in any sense outside the natural 
world.' Thus God does not cause or control the world in the 
way that theists have believed. "What sort of God would it 
be, who only pushed from without?" (Was wiir' ein Gott, 
der nur von aussen stiesse?, in Weltanschauliche Gedichte, 
1 8 15). The ambiguity (or richness) of Goethe's theology 1 

may be seen in what is perhaps his most famous remark on 
this topic: "We are pantheists when we study nature, poly
theists when we poetize, monotheists in our morality" 
(Wir sind naturforschend Pantheisten, dichtend Polytheis
ten, sittlich Monotheisten, in Maximen und Refiexionen, 
No. 807). 

Since every man is part of natu re and, hence, of the 
divine, he shares the basic impulses of all natural 
things-specifically, as already noted, the urge to develop 
upward and outward, the striving for an ideal. Action and 
striving are not only means to some static goal but are also 
ends in themselves. Since there is no goal for man apart 
from his life, man struggles, like Faust, with the fear of life 
(Lebensangst) and is tempted by care (Sorge). Some have 
argued that Goethe saw man's fu l fillment in activity itself, 
but perhaps it would be more accurate to say that there is 
no fulfillment-contentment means annihilation-so that 
man is destined to be dissatisfied, unfulfilled, no matter 
what he achieves. 
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GOGARTE N, F R I E D IU C H ,  German theologian, was 
born in 1 887 at Dortm und. After servi ng as a pastor i n  
Thuringia, i n  1 927 he  became professor of systematic 
theology at J ena and in  1 935 moved to the correspond ing 
chair at Gottingen. I le was early associated with the new 
dialectical theology and i ts revol t  against l iberal ism and 
idealism. Wi thin th is movement he stands nearer to Rudolf 
Bultman n than to Karl Barth,  but he has worked out a 
distinctive position of h i s  own. His  thought shows the 
influence of existential ist phi losophy, but he claims that it 
also continues the ins ights of Luther, on whom Gogarten i s  
a recogn ized authority. 

Gogarten bel ieves that Luther delivered Christian the
ology from the hold of metaphysics. This achievement was 
obscured in the period of Protestant orthodoxy following 
the Reformation, but i t  i s  now time to revive h i s  i ns ights, 
which can be restated in terms of current exi stential i s t  
phi losophy. According to Gogarten ,  the major C hristian 
doctrines were formulated under the dominatio n  of meta
physical categories , in an age when hi story was understood 
as a process that takes place with in  a stationary metaph ys
ical framework and when the course of history was sup
posed to be determi ned by metaphysical factors. Del iver
ance from metaphysics makes it possible to take history 
with a new seriousness. Man is responsible for history and 
creates it by his  deci s ions .  So far are we from having an 
obl igation to interpret h i s tory in the l ight of metaphysics 
that we must rather view metaphysical systems themselves 
as products of history. Christianity is not dependent on any 
metaphysical system but is rather the summons to a his
torical self-understanding, in which we accept responsi
bi l i ty for our own historical exi stence under the word of 
God, which addresses us  in Christ. 

These emphases, which Gogarten relates as much to the 
sola fide of Luther as to m odern existential i sm,  are devel
oped into a secular interpretation of the Christian gospel . 
The Christian faith bri ngs man to  maturity and strips the 
world of every mythical or numinous property. The world 
is deprived of its  religious power and i s  handed over to 
man as the son who has come of age, the heir to whom God 
has entrusted the creation. These views are related by 
Gogarten especially  to the teachi ng of S t. Paul in Galatians 
4.  1 - 1 1 . 
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jOIIN MACQUAHRIE 

G O L D E N  R U L E .  One early use of the word "gol den" 
in English is "most excel lent, i mportant ,  or precious ." 
With reference to ru les or precepts it was used to m ean "of 
inest imable val ue," and the expression "the golden ru le" 
was often speci fical ly used with reference to the p recept  
in Matthew: "Th erefore al l  th i ngs whatsoever ye  wou ld 
that men should do to you, do ye even so to them:  for thi s  
i s  the law and the prophets" (7. 12). Thus ,  the principle 
that has come to be known as the golden rule has been so 
cal led presumably because i t  has been regarded as being 
of i nestimable value or importance. This regard was not 
derived solel y from the fact that i t  was set fo rth in  the 
Sermon on the M ount. The golden rule has been widely 
accepted, in word if  not in deed,  by vast numbers of 
greatly differing peoples ;  it is a basic device of moral edu
cation ; and i t  can be found at the core of innumerable 
moral ,  rel igious, and social codes. So  far as can be deter
mi ned from ava i lable records, i t  was probably first formu
lated by Confuci us some five hundred years before 
Christ-"What you do not l i ke when done to yourself  do 
not do to others"-and the multitude of different formula
t ions testify to its widespread acceptance and in fluence. 

There i s  probably no principle which has been so wide
ly  accepted and remained so controvers ial .  Nonetheless, 
the golden ru le has been the subject of comparatively l ittle 
phi losophical discussion. l t  is usual ly mentioned, when i t  
i s  mentioned a t  al l ,  only in  passing, and i t  has generally 
received more attention in  theological and i nspirational 
l i terature. H owever, there are s igns  of i ncreasing phi lo
sophical i nterest in  i t. 

One of its commonest formulations today is " Do unto 
others as you would have them do unto you." lt is com
monly s upposed that there are s i gn ificant differences be
tween th i s ,  the positive formulation , and the negative 
formulation ,  "Do not do u nto others what you would  not 
have them do unto you," and that the positive formulation 
"marks a dis tinct advance" s ince i t  "prescribes positive 
services rather than mere abstinences" and "sets forth an 
ideal which i s  h i gher ?.nd therefore more difficult to real
ize." lt  can be argued, however, that this  is an error re
sult ing from faulty anal ysis and perhaps also from theolog
ical bias. ln connection with a specific action or object of 
desire, there is a considerable  difference between a posi
tive desire, a des i re to do i t  or have it done to  oneself, and 
a negative desire ,  a desire not to do it or not to have i t  
done to oneself. B u t  i n  the abstract, so  the argument runs, 
there i s  only a d ifference in fo1 mulation, and a want, wish, 
or desire formulated in negative terms can always be re
formulated i n  positive terms.  For example, there is no 
d ifference between not wanting others to l ie  to oneself and 
wanting them not to lie to onese lf, wanti ng them to tell 
one the truth and wanti ng them not to fail to tel l  one the 
truth. In general , "A wants x to happt'n" i s  equivalent to 
"A does not want x not to happen," and "A does not want x 
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to happen" is equivalent to "A wants x not to happen." 
Thus, according to this line of argument, every desire 
fonnulated negatively, which would come within the 
scope of the negative golden rule, can be reformulated 
positively and will then come within the scope of the 
positive golden rule. It would follow, then, that there is no 
logical or moral difference between the negative and posi
tive formulations, only a psychological or rhetorical one. 

On either account the negative formulation of the gold
en rule is to be distingui shed from the denial of the golden 
rule: "Do not do unto others as you would have them do 
unto you. " Ob\·iously, this is not a formulation of the 
golden rule at all but is, rather, its total rejection. The 
denial of the golden rule is usually supported by the claim 
that the golden rule presupposes a uniformity of human 
nature, in the sense of a uniformity of tastes, interests, 
needs, and desires, and the attendant claim that there is no 
such uniformity. One way of meeting this objection is to 
deny that the golden rule involves any such presupposi
tion. It has been argued that it is necessary to make a dis
tinction between the particular interpretation and the 
general interpretation of the golden rule. The particular 
interpretation implies that whatever in particular one 
would have others do to or for him, he should do to or for 
them. It is in the particular interpretation that, to take 
some of the standard objections, the golden rule "author
i zes the quarrelsome person who loves to be provoked, to 
go about provoking others, and the person who hates friend
liness and sympathy to be cold and unsympathetic in his 
dealings with others" (L. J. Russell). But these conse
quences, it has been claimed, do not follow from the gen
eral interpretation. On this interpretation what one has to 
consider is not what in particular one would have others 
do to or for oneself but, rather, the general ways in which 
one would have others act in their treatment of oneself. If 
one abstracts his general wi shes from his particular de
s ires, what one would have others do is to take account of 
his interests, needs, and desires, which may be quite 
different from theirs, and either satisfy them or not wilfully 
frustrate them. What the golden rule requires a person to 
do, then, is to take account of the wishes of others and 
accord them the respect and consideration he would want 
them to accord to his. In other words, what the golden rule 
requires of each of us is that we should treat others in 
accordance with the same principles or standards that we 
would have others apply in their treatment of us. Thus, the 
golden rule, if this  argument is sound, is compatible with 
differences in interests, needs, tastes, wishes, and desires 
and does not presuppose that human nature is uniform in 
the sense specified. 

Another principle which should he distinguished from 
the golden rule is what might be called its inversion: "Do 
unto others as they would have you do unto them." The 
inversion of the golden rule has received some support, 
and it has even been urged that it replace the golden rule 
as a guide to conduct, mainly as a consequence of the same 
sort of objection as the distinction just outlined is intended 
to eliminate. I t  has been claimed that the inversion of the 
golden mle has "the merit of stressing the need for an 
under�tand ing of other people as a basis of our behavior 

toward them" and does not presuppose any uniformity 
or identity of nature in the beings it is intended to gov
ern. 

One counterargument to this is that the implications of 
the inversion of the golden rule are more absurd than the 
alleged implications of the golden rule itself and that it is 
tantamount to a rule that would require everyone always to 
do wh�1tever anyone else wants him to do, a rule it is im
possible to follow in a world of conflicting interests. Once 
it is recognized, the argument runs, that the "uniformity of 
human nature," in the sense of an absolute identity of 
interests, needs, and desires, is not a presupposition of the 
golden rule, any temptation to substitute the inversion of 
the golden rule for the golden rule itself should disappear. 
For in its general interpretation the golden rule does re
quire us to take account of and accord respect to the 
differing needs,  interests, and desires of others, and it is 
just this that the inversion of the golden rule is intended to 
bring about. However, the question remains whether the 
inversion of the golden rule cannot be rescued from at 
least some of the more obvious objections to it by means of 
a distinction similar to that made between the particular 
and the general interpretation of the golden rule. 

In the course of time a number of anomalous interpreta
tions of the golden rule have found strong support. On the 
one hand, it has been said that the golden rule compre
hends all the requirements of morality in a single formula; 
on the other, it has been said that the golden rule is only a 
guide, that it is far from complete, that it requires rules, a 
sense of justice, or even a whole system of morality for its 
proper interpretation and application. Again, the golden 
rule has been said to be not only consistent with but ac
tually to comprehend all of utilitarianism; it has also been 
said to provide just that element, the requirement of jus
tice or fairness, that is alleged to be most lacking in a util
itarian theory. On this interpretation the golden rule is 
regarded as being the basis of justice, sometimes also the 
basis or equivalent of Kant's categorical imperative. Final
ly, it has been claimed that the golden rule is a perfect 
guide to conduct and that the only thing needed to make 
the world perfect is for everyone to follow it; at the same 
time it has been claimed that the golden rule leads to 
paradoxes and is misleading, false, or absurd. 

Each of the points and i ssues mentioned here is dis
cussed, more or less adequately, in one or more of the 
sources li sted in the Bibliography. But no one has yet dealt 
satisfactorily with the question of why this precept should 
have appeared in the codes and outluoks of so many di
ve.-se peoples and sages. The golden rule, in one version 
or another, has a prominent place in all the major religions 
and most minor ones; it has been enunciated by pagan 
philosophers both before and after Christ and hy Sophists 
( l socrates) and anti-Sophists (Aristotle). There are no de
tectable historical traces which could explain this, and the 
historical diffusion theory is worthless as an explanation 
here. The nearly universal acceptance of the golden rule 
and its promulgation by persons of considerable intelli
gence, though otherwise of divergent outlooks, would 
therefore seem to provide some evidence for the claim that 
it is a fundamental ethical truth. 
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MARCUS G. SINGER 

G O O D ,  T H E .  Fol lowing Aristotle , most phi losophers have 
distinguished between intrins ic goods and non intrinsic 
goods. An intrinsic good is something valuable in and 
of i tsel f; a nonintri nsic good is something valuable by 
vi rtue of i ts relationship to an intrinsic good. 

Nonintrinsic goods have been variously class ified. That 
which is val uab le as a means to the ach ievement of an 
intrinsic good is often cal led an instrumental good . If, for 
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in stance, health is considered an intri nsic good, then 
medicine and surgery wou ld he in strumental goods. 
Someth ing, such as a di ssonant chord in  a symphony, 
whose value depends upon being a part of a whole, is 
frequently cal led a contribu tory good. Final ly,  a n1 1 mlwr of 
philosophers who mai ntain that all intri ns ic goods must  be 
experiences of sentient beings employ the term inherent 
good,  introdu ced by C. I. Lewis ,  to refer to the objective or 
material features of whatever serves as a more or less 
immed iate condit ion of intrins ic good. If the pleasure 
experienced i n  contemplating a beautifu l l andscape is an 
intrinsic good, then the beautiful aspects o f  the landscape 
itse l f  are inherent goods. 

For the class ification of intrinsic goods there is no clear 
and standard vocabulary. The terms " u lt imate good" and 
summu m bonu m are often used for some allegedly  supe
rior intrins ic good, but these terms are ambiguous. Some
times they mean the highest in  a scale or h ierarchy of 
values . This was no doubt Aristotle's meaning when he 
spoke of inte l lectual contemplation as the ultimate good 
and also St. Thomas' when he si ngled out beatitude as the 
summum bonum. Often, however, the terms are used to 
denote some feature or characteristic common to al l  con
crete in stances of intrinsic good and without ·wh ich they 
would  not be intrinsic goods. When Aristotle referred to 
the exercise of one's native capacities or act ivi ty in accord
ance with nature as the ult imate good and when hedonists 
speak of pl easure as the ultimate good,  this second mean
i ng is no doubt intended. In what fol lows , we shall use the 
term "highest good" to refer to the pre-eminent good in a 
scale of values and the term "good-making characteristic" 
to refer to any feature by virtue of which a concrete intrin
sic good is said to be good. 

A catalogue of  the various good-making characteristics 
proposed by Western philosophers wou ld consist of a large 
number of d isparate items. Some (such as happiness and 
pleas ure) are predicated of more or less extended subjec
tive states. Others (such as the exercise o f  one's native 
capacities) are predicated of human behavior. St i l l  others 
(s uch as being desirable or being an object of in terest) are 
predicated of subjective experiences, human activities, 
and objective s ituations. M oreover, whereas some phi los
ophers maintain that there is a unique good-making char
acteristic common to al l  in stances of intrinsic good, others 
argue that that there exi sts a variety of distinct features by 
virtue of which concrete wholes may qual ify as instances 
of intrinsic good. 

Objectivism and subjectivism. Of what concrete whol es 
may goodness properly be predicated? The issues raised 
by this question have often been expressed in terms of an 
anti thesis between "objectivism" and "subjectivism." 
Neither of  these expressions has a single clearly defined 
mean ing. For present purposes , however, a subjectivist 
may be regarded as someone who holds that no human 
activity or objective state of affai rs is good unless it has a 
tendency to arouse a desi rable subjective state in sentient 
beings . A lternatively, a �ubjectivist may be defi ned as 
someone who holds that "goodness" is pri marily predica
ble of subjective states and only derivatively or secondari
ly predicable of other things. By an objectivist ,  on the 
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other hand, we shall mean som eone who holds that good
ness may properly be predicated of at least some human 
activities or objective states of affairs independently of any 
tendency they may have to arouse desirable subject ive 
states. 

Lewis '  distinction between intrinsic and inherent good 
presupposes subjectivism in the sense just defined, and it 
is probably safe to say that subjectivism is more common 
than objectivism both in the Western historical tradition 
and in popular contemporary thinking. The principal ex
ceptions are Plato, for whom apparently the transcendent 
Idea o f  the Good was the primary meaning of "good," and 
ethical deontologists, who argue for the goodness of cer
tain types of moral behavior regardless of their conse
quences for human well-being. Aristotle may also be an 
exception, but this is doubtful. He did define "good" as a 
kind of activity, but his definition was intended as an ex 
plicati on of the tem1 "happiness," which would ordinarily 
be taken to denote a subjective state. It is, therefore, rea
sonable to suppose that he valued activity in accord with 
human nature only because of its tendency to produce a 
subjective sense of well-being. This interpretation is all 
the more likely because our vocabulary for subjective 
states is so impoverished that we are often obliged to de
scr ibe them in terms of the physically observable condi 
tions accompanying them, thus blurring the distinction 
between intrinsic and inherent good. 

Although by definition all subjectivists hold that an 
activity or objective state of affairs is good only if it leads to 
some desirable subjective '>tate, no one appears to have 
maintained the converse of this proposition. The fact that 
something produces a desirable subjective state does not 
of itself justify our calling it  good. If, for instance, a dru g  
produces a m oderately euphoric state but a t  the same time 
severely damages health, either it woul d  not be classified 
as a good at all or else it  wou ld  be so class ified only with 
qualifications. 

All subjectivi sts agree that nothing is a proper object of  
choice unless there i s  reason to  believe that i ts desirable 
consequences outweigh its negative consequences, if i t  
has any. It  wou ld not, therefore, be correct to say that the 
subjectivist has no criterion other than personal feel ing for 
evaluating proposed goods. To determine whether a pro
posed inherent good has on the whole more des irable than 
undesirable subjective consequences requires empirical 
knowledge of the properties and causal effects of the al
leged inherent good. It is, however, true that decisions as 
to what subjective states qual i fy as intrinsically good are 
almost certainly cond itioned by such factors as personal 
temperament, education, cultural cond itioning, and hi s
torical circumstances. It is also true that any particular 
ass ignment of relative values to diverse subjective states i s  
difficult to  justi fy. I t  is, therefore, to  he expected that the 
class of inherent goods which the subjectivist may reason
ably pronounce to be un iversally and unqual ifiedly good 
will be small in number or even nonex istent. 

Good-making characteristics. Is there a s ingle property 
by virtue of which al l  intrins ic or inherent goods are good? 
Thii, question has often been answered affirmatively, but 
none• of dw affirmative answers has met with general favor. 
:\ r i ·, tntle and John Stuart � ! i ll both said that all i nherent 

goods must have the property of conducing to happiness 
and that only those things are inherently good which do 
conduce to happiness. Both of these authors recognized, 
however, that the term "happiness" is too vague to be of 
much use. M ost persons would agree that all inherent 
goods are productive of happiness-but only because each 
person gives the term "happiness"  a concrete meaning to 
his o�n liking. As soon as the several different concrete 
meani ngs are made explici t, general agreement vanishes. 
Besides, this answer to our question leaves untouched the 
problem of determining what specific inherent goods do in 
fact lead to happiness. S imilar remarks apply with regard 
to "the desirable" or "object of interest" as names of a 
unique good-making property. 

Aristotle explicated the concept of happiness, declaring , 
that it consisted in activity in  accordance with human na
ture. This formula was taken over by Thomas Aquinas and 
and i s  still espoused by most Catholic phi losophers. It 
also played a role in Stoicism and in the thinking of many 
natural-law theorists. It presupposes, however, an essence 
or nature common to all mem bers of the human s pecies that 
disposes each of us to der ive satisfaction from the exercise 
of certain innate desires, drives, or faculties. With the 
emergence of Darwinism, the collapse of the doctrine of 
fixed species, and the subsequent disrepute of the meta
physical doctrine of  essences, the formula has lost much of 
its attractiveness.  It has also suffered from a growing con
sciousness of the extent to which the ensemble of desires 
and di spositions constituting an individual human person
ality are shaped by individual temperament, cultu re, and 
historical circumstances. 

The utilitarians, following the lead of the class ical he
donists (especially the Epicureans), interpreted happiness 
as a life of many pleasures and few pains. For them the 
common feature of all concrete intrinsic goods is pleasure. 
It is generally felt, however, that pleasure cannot be com
mon to all intrinsically good experiences unless the term is 
given an unconventionally wide meaning. Many philoso
phers believe, for instance, that the satisfaction often ac
companying the performance of one's moral duty or the 
sense of achievement and self-esteem often accompanying 
creative work, though both intrinsic goods, ought not prop
erly to be called pleasures. Either, therefore, the hedoni sts 
use the term "pleasure" conventionally, in which case 
the doctrine is inadequate, or else they use it in a wide 
and unconventional fashion, in which case the hedoni st is 
proposing a near platitude of the same kind as that which 
consists in  saying that happiness i s  the only intrinsic good. 

G. E. Moore. The most interesting twentieth-century 
doctrine holding that a unique good-making characteristic 
ex ists was proposed by G. E. Moore. M oore distingui shes 
between what he terms "the good," by which he means 
concrete experiences that may be said to be instances of 
good, and "good" (used without article or other quali fier), 
by which he means a unique good-making property. The 
original i ty of his position consists in the affirmation of the 
nonnatural character of good. Good, he says, like yellow, is 
a si mple and indefi nable property; but, unlike yellow, its 
presence in any concrete experience must be determined 
by an act of intu ition rather than by ordinary introspection 
or the use of the physical senses. The best-known of his 



arguments for the existence of this unique, non natural , and 
indefinable good-making property is cal led the open
question argument. If, he argued, the term "good" denotes 
a natural property or any set of natural properties, then 
there ought to be an acceptable defi nition of "good" hav
ing the form "Good is X," where X i s  replaced by the name 
of a natural property or set of properties.  In fact, however, 
the argument continues, no definition of this form is satis 
factory. No matter what natural property or set of proper
ties one substitutes for X, one can always mean ingful ly 
ask : "But is  someth ing with these properties real ly good ?" 

Analytic philosophers. Most Anglo-American philoso-
' phers have been much influenced by Moore's views. This 

is especial ly  true of the so-cal led analytic philosophers. 
Few, however, have accepted Moore's concl usion. In 
general they contend that "good" cannot be defined in 
terms of any single natural property or set of natural prop
erties, not because it denotes a nonnatural property but 
rather because in different contexts it is used to refer to 
objects having different properties .  Put somewhat dif
ferently, good can not be defi ned because the traits or 
properties of things which justify our cal l ing them good are 
not the same on al l occasions of the term's use. The criteria 
by virtue of which we say that an association between 
human bein gs is good are not the same as those by virtue 
of which we declare that a work of art is good, nor is ei ther 
set of criteria used in these two contexts identical with the 
criteria used in determining whether a meal is  good. Good 
experiences have no common denominator. This view has 
been held by, among others , R. M .  Hare and Paul Ed
wards. 

Dewey. A lthough the analytic phi losophers arrived at 
their position by a different route than the pragmatists did, 
their position accords with that of the pragmatists on this 
point. For John Dewey, as for the contemporary analysts , 
the search for an ultimate good in the sense of a property 
common to al l good experiences is doomed to failure. 
Whereas, however, the analysts arrived at this conclus ion 
by reflecting upon l ingu istic usage, Dewey's conclusion fol 
lows from metaphysical considerations, especial ly  his  
views regarding the nature of human experience. Human 
nature, Dewey maintained, is h ighly plastic by virtue of its 
cultural and historical dimensions .  What, therefore, is  
desirable in one cul ture or h istorical context may wel l be 
undesirab le in another. The c0ncept of an ult imate good is 
not only mistaken but nefarious .  By implicitly denying the 
plasticity of human nature, it impedes both the enrichment 
of the individual human personal i ty and social progress .  

I n  his  reaction against the class ical tradition , Dewey 
even denied the val idity of the distinction between intrin
sic and non intrinsic goods. I t  appears that in denying the 
val idity of this distinction, however, he confounded the 
notion of intrinsic good defined simply as something de
sirable in and of itself with the notion of an ul timate good 
either in the sense of a un ique good-m aking characteristic 
or in the sense of a s ingle highest good common to all 
members of the human species .  It is true, as Ari stotle him
self poi nted out ,  that many things des irable in and of them
selves are al so des irab le for the sake of their conse
quences. Health is desirable both in  i tself and as a 
condition of a number of pleasurable experiences. It is also 
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true that many goods which are originally or primari ly 
in strumental come nonethe less to be valued f or tlH· i r  own 
sakes. This is i l lustrat<>d by tl w sati sfaction one may take in 
possess ing a large reserve of ready cash .  Even so, it would 
he sheer fol ly  to deny the soundess of the di sti nction be
tween a concrete i 1 1strumental good such as su rge_•ry and a 
concrete intrins ic good such as heal th. Evc >n if there were 
no purely in strumental or purely intrinsic goods ,  the dis
tinction would sti ll be conceptually sound. 

The highest good. The concept of the highest good or 
summum bonum has been most notably present among 
those philosophers, like Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas , 
who hold that human beings share a common nature or 
essence. For Aristotle, man was essential ly or by nature a 
rational animal, rational ity being the one s ign ificant trait 
dist inguishing him from the beasts. Consequently, man's 
highest good will consist in the exercise of his rational 
powers, or contemplation . For the Thomists, al l  men arc 
endowed by their creator with a natural tendency to seek 
beatitude. This tendency may l ie dormant or be perverted,  
but i t  cannot be erad icated. God, said Aquinas ,  draws us  
toward himself l i ke a magnet. To resist  this attraction is to 
pervert our nature. By al lowing ourselves to be drawn to 
God , we ful fi l l  o ur nature and experience the greatest 
satisfaction of which we are capable.  

The loss of con fide nce in the metaphys ical presupposi
tions underly ing these views has already been noted .  Even 
those who do not accept the idea of a supreme value for all 
human beings are , however, confronted with the problem 
of choice, which presupposes a relative ran king of values .  
It is  clear that men are incapable of  s imultaneously real iz
ing all of the goods they are capable of envi sagi ng. Unless ,  
therefore, one maintai ns that choices between incompati
ble goods are wholly arbitrary, the rejection of the classical 
notion of a summum bonum does not release the philoso
pher from the task of providing criteria in the l igh t of 
which choices or preferences may be evaluated, 

Bentham. The best-known effort to provide criteria for 
evaluating choices is that of the util itarian Jeremy Ben
tham. To evaluate the relative merits of proposed inherent 
goods, Bentham proposed a number of criteria, including 
such th ings as the intens ity and duration of the pl easures 
or pains which the alleged goods tend to produce and the 
number of persons capable of benefiting from them. The 
details of Bentham's "hedoni stic calcul us," as i t  is often 
cal led, have elicited considerab le criticism, but the prin
cipal objections can be unders tood without a knowl edge of 
these detai l s .  

One major objection is that Bentham's criteria are too 
mechan ical or quantitative. Pleasures ,  sati sfactions, goods, 
or whatever one chooses to cal l the possible objects of 
choice differ not only in quantity but also in qual i ty ;  and a 
rational preference necessarily involves an estimate of 
these qual itative differences. John Stuart 1'1 i l l  suggested 
that by Bentham's criteria alone a contented pig wou ld 
probably be better off than a discontented Socrates; but the 
intel l ectual sati sfactions available even to an otherwise 
unhappy Socrates are qualitati vely superior to the pig's 
pleas ures and must be taken in to account in any rational ly 
chosen scale of values .  Ph i losophers do not, of course, 
agree about which values are qual i tatively superior to 
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others ,  and n:-ry few have even attempted to provide a 
cri terion for determining when one value is qual i tatively 
superior to another. \ f i l l  proposed that the qual itatively  su
perior of two goods would be that actu al ly chosen by the 
person who had experience of both. This suggestion, how
e,·er, presupposes that men are more alike in their capacity 
to derive satisfact ion from simi lar concrete experiences 
than is probably the case. 

A second major objection to Bentham's ealcu lus is  that 
pleas ures are quantitatively incommensurable. There are 
standard techniques for determining degrees of tempera
ture, density of air press ure, relative weight of physieal 
objects, and so forth .  But there is no standard measure for 
degree or intensity of pleasures. Sometimes this objection 
is  offered only as a reminder of the practical difficulties in 
applying Bentham's criteria. At other t imes it i s  offered as 
an objection in princi ple, the idea being that the absence 
of a s tandard measure for intens ity of pleasure renders the 
concept empty. The rejoinder here is  that the concept of 
intensi ty of pleasure is widely accepted and often eas i ly  
appl ied.  I t  i s  difficult, for  instance, to  see on what grounds 
one could object to the judgment that the pleasure accom
panying sexual orgasm is ord inari ly  more in tense than the 
pleasure derived from slaking one's thirst. The absence of 
a clearly statable standard of measure may legitimately 
puzzle or disconcert us,  but it  would be unreasonable to 
hold judgments of the kind i l lustrated suspect for this 
reason alone. 
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ROBERT G. OLSON 

GOOD MAN , NELSON , dis tingu is hed American phi
losopher of science and language , was horn in l\1assachu
setts in } �)( )fi. Goodman received the Bache lor of Science 
degrc•c· from I l ar\'ard in 1928 and took his Ph .D .  in ph i los 
ophy thc·re in HJ-l l .  After an instrnctorship at Tufts Col lege 
1 1 945/ l !J. 16) ,  he was appoi nted associate professor at the 
l'n i \ C ·r� i ty of Pennsyl\'ania ( HJ.16- l !J,5 } )  and then profes
\0r ( } !J .'5 l - HJG4 ) .  S ince H J64 Coodman has been the l l arrv 
Amtryn \\'o lfson professor of philosophy at Brandeis Uni
\ 'c •r\ i ty .  

Goodman's del ineations of certain s trategic problems in 
epistemology, phi losophy of science and constructional 
methods, as well as the resul ts of his own inquiries, are 
fundamental in  the areas in  which he has worked. 
Specifical l y, these include theories of i nductive logic or 
confirmation, prob lems concerning the nature of causal or 
lawl i�e regularity, theories of the s tructural or logical 
s implicity of theories,  and constructions of l i nguistic sys
tems with in  which phi losoph ical problems may be solved, 
as wel l as theories of the adequacy or accuracy of such 
systems . Because of his ach ievements any further 
sign ificant contributions to these areas may be expected to 
rest, i n  some measure, upon h i s  work. 

In this brief compass no attempt wil l  be made either to 
give a comprehensi ve account of Goodman's ramified 
views or to rehearse i n  ful l  detail any one of his  major 
aeh ie,·ements . Instead, we wi l l  give an account of a few , 
aspects of h i s  major contributions i n  just sufficient detai l to 
make their general import intell igible and to show some
thing of their interconnections. 

Our order of presentation of topics is qu ite independent 
of their chronology i n  Goodman's ph i losophical develop
ment. We begin with those of h i s  important studies with 
wh ich there appears to be widest famil iarity. 

Inductive theory. One of Goodman's characterizat ions of 
the task of inductive theory is that i t  cons ists in  "formulat
ing rules that define the difference between val id  and 
i nval id i nductive i nferences." On this usage a set of rules 
for discri mi nating val id  acceptances or nonacceptances of 
hypotheses from those wh ich are i nval id constitutes an 
i nductive theory, or, alternatively, a theory of confirmation 
or a theory of projection. 

Goodman's contribution to the provi sion of such induc
tive canons has been threefold. First, he has provided an 
anal ysis of the character of phi losophical problems about 
induction. Second, he has furni shed a cri tique of the prob
lems sti l l  to be solved and of the vers ions of con firmation 
theory which have been at al l fu l ly elaborated (notably 
those of Carnap and H empel; see Fact, Fiction and Fore
cast, especial l y  pp. 24- 34, 48- 5 1 ,  and 68- 86, and also the 
published exchanges between Carnap and Goodman to 
which reference is made on p. 86). Third, he has made 
advances, explicitly in the form of a discussion of a theory 
of projection, toward the sol ution of some of the probl ems 
thus delineated. \Vherc induction is construed narrowly as 
inference about future eases on the basis of examined 
cases, projection i s ,  by contrast, i nfer<'nee about any unex
amined eases on the basis of examined ones . \Ve will con
s ider each of these three aspects of his contribution in 
turn. 

The "problem of induction. " Goodman argues that the 
so-cal led problem of i nduction, when i t  is construed as the 
problem of justifying induction, is one that may be "dis
solved" as soon as we see what is at i s sue. Moreover, this 
"dissolution" highl ights al l the more clearly the bona fide 
problem that he cal l s  the new riddle of i nduction. As he 
sees it the prob lem i s  not to justify i nduction hut to be able 
to di st ingu i s h  val id from invalid inductions. On Good
man's view the d i s solution of the old problem of induction, 
that is, of the prob lem of justifying induction, is accom
pl i shed when we come to understand that a genetic or 



descriptive account of our inductive behavior, s uch as the 
one that Hume almost brought off, furnishes the bas i s  of 
such a justification.  That this is a cogent view, he points 
out, can he seen when we raise the q uestion of justifying 
deduction. I low do we justify n deductive inference? By 
showing that it conforms to speci fic logical ru les of deduc
tion. By the same token, an inductive i nference can be 
justified by showing that it conforms to a speci fic ru le of 
induction. 

One may immediately ask, however, what justi fication 
we have for adopting a set of rnles of induction as val id .  Of 
course, the same question might be asked concerning a set 
of deductive ru les. The answer may be indicated by fur
nishing a parable. 

Consider the si tuation of an imagi nary phi losopher to 
whom we may give the name "Aristotle." Ari stotle has a 
keen interest in the area of deductive inference. In  th is 
area, he finds that although there is  already an establ ished 
practice among humans of  making deductive inferences 
and although there is already a practice of discrim i nating, 
among ostensible inferences of this type, those which are 
correct from those which are not, nevertheless no one has 
yet made expl icit or systematical ly codified the impl icit 
rules upon which such di scriminations appear to be based. 

Our imaginary phi losopher decides to undertake this 
task and eventual l y  comes forward with such a codi 
fication. Us ing  h i s  codification people are enabled to 
make expl icit their reasons for discriminating val i d  from 
invalid deductions by referring to the explicit rules which 
Aristotle has placed conveni�ntly at hand. Of course no 
one wou ld have paid any attention at al l to these rules i f  
they d i d  not, with fai r  accuracy, reflect estab l ished prac
tice-this is indeed what constitutes their val id i ty as a set 
of rules. In the course of many years , however, other phi 
losophers come forward to  point out  anomalies in Aris
totle's set of ru les .  They point out that in certain cases some 
of his rules yield unacceptable  inferences, and these phi
losophers suggest amendments which will remove the 
anomal ies. \Vhen the amendments are incorporated they, 
in turn, have the effect of modifying practice. As Goodman 
puts it: 

[Deductive] inferences are justified by their conform
ity to val id  general ru les ,  and . . .  general rules are 
justi fied by their  conformity to val id  inferences. But 
th is circle is a virtuous one. The point is that rules and 
particular inferences al ike are justifi ed by being 
brought into agreement with each other. A ru le  is 
amended if i t  yields an inference we are unwi l l ing to 
accept; an inference is rejected if it violates a rul e  we 
are unwil l ing to amend. The process of justi fication is 
the del icate one of making mutual adjustments be
tween ru les and accepted inferences . . . .  " (Fact, 
Fiction and Forecast, p. 67) 

If we return our attention to induction we see that an 
analogous situation obtains. Particular inductive inferences 
are justified by reference to rules of induction, and rn les of 
induction are justified by reference to particular practices 
of inducing. H ume was on the ri ght track in giving a de
scriptive account of inducti ve practice and in expl icating 
rules of causal inference which he held to be in  conformity 
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with th is practice . Those who have critici zed h i m  for t l i is  
have been wrong. 

We are thus q uits with th<' old problem of induction, but 
the new, very formidable "r iddle of induction" s t i l l  re
mains.  For although l l umc was right in turning to descrip
tion of actual practice, h is  descriptiou was insufficiently 
precise. He pointed out that observed regularities give rise 
to habits of expectation and that predictions based on such 
regu larities arc "norma l or val id ."  But the defect in 
H ume's accou nt, Goodman shows, l ies in  his  fa i lme to 
note "that some regularities do and some do not estab l ish 
such habits ;  that pred ictions based on some regularities 
are valid  whi le predictions based on other regu larities are 
not. . . .  To say that val id  pred ictions are those based on 
past regularities is thus qu ite pointless" (ibid., pp. 8 I - 82) ,  
Accordingly,  the new riddle of induction con sists in 
finding a set of ru les of inductive logic wh ich wi l l  do for us 
what Hume failed to do. Thus, the prob lem is not to justify 
i nduction but adequate ly to cod ify it .  An adequate 
codification wou ld presumably stand to inductive practice 
very much as the codi fication of deduction,  accompl ished 
by our mythical Aristotle, stood to deductive practice as 
described in our parable above. In particular, it wou ld  
presu mably cons ist of  a set of  rules the appeal to  which 
would serve to validate specific acceptances or rejections 
of scientific hypotheses or theories. 

Critique of confirmation theory. In "The Problem of 
Counterfactual Conditionals" (reprinted without major 
change as Chapter 1 of Fact, Fiction and Forecast) Good
man was abl e  to show that a solution to the problem of 
achi eving an adequate interpretation of counterfactuals is 
intimately connected with many of the other crucial ques
tions of the phi losophy of science and that such a solution 
cou ld be achieved only if various critical questions about 
the nature of scientific  laws and of confirmation theory 
could be answered. 

He shows, in particu lar, that the problem of furnishing 
adequate criteria for d i stinguish ing true from false coun
terfactual cond itionals has as a constituent the problem of 
adequatel y  defin ing "scientific law," that this  requires us 
to distingui sh  those hypotheses which are confirmed by 
their instances from those which are not, and that this ,  in 
turn, requires the fashioning of an adequate theory of 
confirmation. I t  is together the burden of the las t  part of 
"The Problem of Counterfactual Conditional s ," of two 
brief articles on confirmation theory and of several pas
sages in Chapter 3 of Fact, Fiction and Forecast  that extant 
confirmation theories are defective, for they provide no 
means (except such as vitiate the theories through ques
tion-begging stipu lations about what primitive pred icates 
may be compri sed in confirmable hypotheses) to distin
gu ish the hypotheses to which such theories may be ap
plied. Goodman, for example, points out that extant provi
s ions of criteria for what constitutes a confirming instance 
in such defective theories either have the consequence 
that "any statement wi l l  confirm any statement" ( ibid. , 
p. 8 1 )  or make question-begging assumptions , mentioned 
before, about the recognizabil i ty of "purely qualitative 
pred icates " which are held to be the only permi ssible ones 
that may occu r in (thus distinguishable) confirmable hy
potheses, He shows, in  short, that a desideratum of theories 
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of confirmation is a definition of "confirmable hypothesis. " 
I n  the final chapter of Fact, Fiction and Forecast he at
tempts to fill this nee<l through advances on the problem of 
defining "projectible" as a predicate of hypotheses. 

Theory of projection. In earlier discussions Goodman 
had shown that certain dispositional terms (other than 
"projectible") may be adequately defined by projecting 
them over the extensions of (that is, by defining them in 
terms of ) certain careful l y  specified nondispositional or 
manifest predicates. Such earlier successes provide im
portant paradigms. If on their model the meaning of the 
term "projectiblc" can be clarified, it will be feasible to 
decide to which hypotheses the term applies, and a crucial 
desideratum of heretofore defective theories of confirma
tion will have been taken care of. 

Inasmuch as the term "projectible" is itself a disposi
tional predicate we may expect that among the manifest 
predicates which will occur in any candidate dcfiniens will 
be the corresponding manifest predicate: "projected." 
However, defining "projectible" in terms of "projected" 
offers some very special difficulties which do not arise in 
the case of many dispositional predicates. The predicate 
"projectible" is like "desirable." It is not the case that 
every hypothesis which has been actually projected ought 
to havf' been or ought to be projected. (A hypothesis is 
characterized as having been actually projected if "it is 
adopted after some of its instances have been examined 
and determined to be true, and before the rest have been 
examined"; ibid. , p. 90). 

Goodman, perhaps unlike l\t i l l  in confronting "desira
ble" is explicitly aware of the trap, and although his task is 
thereby enormously complicated, he avoids falling into it. 
He proposes, eventually, an explication of "projectibility" 
that provides criteria for discriminating projectible hypoth
eses based on past projections and certain other charac
teristics of our actual linguistic habits. In particular, atten
tion to actual projections of hypotheses enables Goodman 
to explicate a relevant sense of projected predicate (a pred
icate occurring in an actually projected hypothesis). This, 
in turn, leads to his explication of a concept that becomes 
pivotal to his theory of projection: the concept of "en
trenchment" -more specifically, the concept "is a much 
better entrenched predicate than." 

One predicate, P, is said by Goodman to he much better 
entrenched than another predicate, Q, if P and all pred
icates coextensive with it have actually been projected 
much more often than Q and all predicates coextensive 
with it. Thus, consider the predicate "grue" (which applies 
to any blue thing and also to any nonblue thing which was 
examined before some gi\·en time, t, and found to be 
green). This "highly artificial" predicate, occurring in the 
h} pothcsis "The next emerald to he examined (after time t) 
will he grne" allows that hypothesis to he equally highly 
eddenccd with the more 1 1 s 1 1al "The next emerald to be 
exam ined (after time t) will be green." Hut hypotheses 
employing "grn�" (or any t<'rm applicable to exactly the 
things "grne" is applicable to) have, nevertheless, been 
much )pss frequently proj<'cted (for <'Xample, used in mak
ing predict ions) than hav<' hypodwses using "grc>en" (or 
au}  tc-rm applicable to exactly the things "green" is 
applicabl,· to). Thi, is part of tlH· basis upon which "green" 

is judged a much better-entrenched predicate than is 
"grue"; and Goodman's theory attempts to show how, 
although they are equally well evidenced, hypotheses 
containing much better-entrenched predicates are to be 
preferred to ones that contain much less wel l-entrenched 
predicates. Goodman points out that when we speak of the 
entrenchment of predicates we are really speaking of the en
trenchment of habits of classification. This is to say that 
talk of the entrenchment of predicates is, in effect, talk of 
the entrenchment of their extensions. And, a little later on, 
still referring to his elucidation of entrenchment, he says: 

Like Hume, we are appealing here to past recur
rences, but to recurrences in the explicit use of terms 
as well as to recurrent features of what is observed. 
Somewhat like Kant, we are saying that inductive 
validity depends not only upon what is presented but 
also upon how it is organized; but the organizat ion we 
point to is effected by the use of language and is not 
attributed to anything inevitable or immutable in the 
nature of human cognition. To speak very loosely, I 
might say that in answer to the question what distin
guishes those recurrent features of experience that 
underlie valid projections from those that do not, I am 
suggesting that the former are those features for which 
we have adopted predicates that we have habitually 
projected. (Ibid. , pp. 96-97) 

The import of these considerations is that what consti
tutes a valid projection, and consequently what comes to 
constitute a projectible hypothesis, is a result of how we 
have, as a matter of fact, come to classify. 

If Goodman's attempt to define "projectible" is success
ful, we have at hand the means of solving the problem of 
distinguishing confirmable from nonconfirmable hypothe
ses and thereby of surmounting a major obstacle in the 
way of providing a logic of induction. 
These results of Goodman's-both the critique of extant 

theories and the positive proposals put forward in 1955 
(ibid. )-are clearly still being digested by people in the 
field, if one may judge by the discussions of them that (ten 
years later) appear in print with increasing frequency. 

Theory of structural simplicity. An early version of 
Goodman's calculus of simplicity (later extensively 
modified) occurs in Part I, "On the Theory of Systems," of 
his first book , The Structure of Appearance. There the cal
culus is exclusively connected with considerations some
what more general than those involved in, for example, 
assessing the simplicity of scientific theories. I n  The 
Stn.:cture of Appearance interest in simplicity is interest in 
the simplicity of the primitive predicate basis of an!J con
structional system; that is, any constructed linguistic sys
tem or axiomatic s ystem which makes explicit what are the 
primitive (that is, the undefined) terms of the system. The 
main general problem which Goodman addresses is that of 
delineating criteria of adequacy for constructional systems 
gcn<'fally, rather than for scientific theories in particular. 
For the constructor of such systems this problem is often 
posed-in part, at least-as the problem of choice among 
alternative primitive predicate bases. In choosing a primi
tive basis such considerations as a11tcccdent clarity and 
"defining power" arc obviously to he taken into account, 



but Goodman shows that the simpl ici ty-the structural or 
logical simpl ici ty-of such bases, i s  also an at  least equally 
important considerat ion. 

In his later writ ings Oi l  the subject (particularly in  "The 
Test of Simplici ty" and Fact, Fiction and Forecast) Good
man also makes clear the relat ionship of measures of s im
plicity to the phi losophy of science. l i e  ma intains that 
s impl icity is a pri mary consideration gu id ing choices 

, among scienti fic theories or systems of hypotheses. It i s  a 
mistake to bel ieve that si mplicity becomes a factor only 
after we have first sought a true system and tlwn tu rn 
to matters of elegance. He maintains that, on the contrary, 
our concern with s impl icity is an inevitable concomitant 
of our concern with system. For, he points out, we achieve 
systematizat ion only to the extent that the basic vocabulary 
and principles we employ in deal ing with some subject 
matter come to be s implified. The important thing to note 
is that "when si mplicity of basis vanishes to zero-that i s ,  
when no term or  principle is deri ved from any of the oth
ers-system also vanishes to zero. Systematization is the 
same thing as s impl i fication of bas i s"  ("The Test of Sim
plicity," p. 1 064). 

Goodman finds the key to the problem of measuring the 
structural s implicity of predicate bases in a "meagre and 
negative" but highly plausible princip le :  "If every bas i s  
l ike a given one  can always be  replaced by  some bas i s  l ike 
a second, then the first is not more complex than the sec
ond" ( ibid., p. 1066) . The relation "always replaceable by" 
between predicate bases holds in cases where the replace
ment is  a matter of a purely routine procedure that can 
always he appl ied (presumably, for example,  in  case there 
is avai lable some decision procedure for determin ing re
placeabil ity). E mploy ing this key principle and som<> 
results i n  the theory of relations.  Goodman provides a 
means of effecting the requi s ite measures .  The calculus of 
simplicity i s  appl icable only to theories that have been at 
least sufficiently formal ized to enable di scrim ination of 
their  primiti ve predicates. Its appl icabi l ity (for example, as 
a factor in  assessing the acceptabi l ity of some scientific 
theory) i s  thus severely l imited for the present by the 
paucity of sci enti fic theories that have reached this  stage of 
formalization. On the other hand, this situation would be 
importantly alleviated i f  some means cou ld be found e i ther 
to bring more such theories to the requ isite stage of for
mal ization or to modify the calcu lus in such a way that 
useful appl ications of it may be made even to less fu lly 
formalized systems. 

For the time be ing, applications of the s i mpl icity mea
sures may, however, he made to constru ctional systems 
devi sed for purposc�s of phi losophical explication (for ex
ample, see Goodma n's own system in The Structure of 
Appearance). 

Constructional isrn. Whatever its importance for both 
phi losophy of science and constructional methods, fur
n i shing a way of measuring the s impl icity of bases of any 
constructed systems by no mcaus represents Coodman 's 
only contri bution to constructional methods. The first three 
chapters of The Structure of Appearance (for  example) 
provide also a di scussion of the prob lem of assess i ng the 
adequacy and the accuracy of definitional systems.  H ere an 
especially s ign ificant c l iscussion (for example, in Ch. 1 )  
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provid<'s both an i l lu 1 1 1 i 1 1 a t ing eri tique of eri teria which i 1 1 
the past have been add uced for assess ing such systems and 
a newly developed criterion,  extensional isomorphism, for 
assess i n g  the accuracy of s 11eh systems.  Th<' dc•velopm<' 1 1 t  
of this criterion throws ll< 'W li ght on the entire program of 
philosophical or logical analys i s .  

Although fu ll el ucidation of the critC 'rion i s  beyond the 
scope of the present article, some general ink l ing of its 
i mport may perhaps he conveyed by po in t ing out some of 
its di fferences from some of the eriteria which have lwen 
previously offered for the adequacy of philosophical ana
lyses. It has long been recogn ized that fo ll synonymy of 
analysand um (the concept or term being subjected to 
phi losoph ical analys i s )  a11d analysans ( th<' concept or t<'rm 
constituting the product of the analys i s )  is too strong a 
requirement. Aceord ingly, weaker criteria (for example, 
intensional identi ty or extensional identity of analysandum 
and analysans)  have been proposed. l 1 1  The Structure of 
Appearance Good man argues that evc·n the weakest of 
these-extensional identity- is too strong a requ i rernc•nt to 
place on tasks of analys i s ,  for none can totally fu l fi l l  such a 
cond it ion.  l i e  proposes instead a criterion which does not 
"square" an analysandum with i ts analysans in  any one
to-onc fashion hut rnther tests the whole system of con
cepts to which the analysandum belongs against the whole 
newly constructed system to which the analysans belongs. 
The meeti ng of speci fied and relat ively weak exte ns ional 
correspondences between two such systems is sufficient
and indeed is the most that can cogently be requi red-to 
warrant the accu racy of the analys i s .  

The discussions of new constructional methods in  the 
first chapter of The S tructure of Appearance and the pres
entation of a vers ion of the calcu lu.� of individuals which 
had been developed by 1 1 .  S. Leonard and Goodman ( in 
"The Calculus of Individuals and Its Uses") are weH sup
plemented by the speci fic appl ication of these and othC'r 
devices to a detai led cri t ique of Carnap's Der logische 
Aufluw der Welt ( i n  Ch. 5). An i mport.mt application i s  
also provided by the construction ( in  Chs .  6- 1 1 ) of his  
own sys tematic expl ication of phenomenal eoncepts or 
predicates. 

Phenornenalisrn and norninal isrn. Goodman's actual 
work upon, and his defenses of work upon, phenomenal i s 
t ic  systems lead many observers to conclude that he s ub
scrilws to phenomcnal i sm as a ph i losoph ical pos i t ion .  The 
fact is, however, that he has written in fu ll and explieit 
deta i l  nbout the relative uni mportance and the opacity of 
questions about the epi stemological priori ty of the phe
nomenal (and "rival , ' .  for example, physicalis t ic) systems, 
and there seems to be no good reason to doubt the si ncer
i ty of h i s  disavowals of that k ind of ph i losophical commit
ment. (See The Structure of A ppearance, Ch.  4 and passim, 
nnd "The Revi sion of Ph i losophy.") All of th is  is notwith
standing the fact that he has made contributions to tlrP 
solut ion of many very eomplc'x problems that are involvt>d 
in the eons truct ion of a phenorrwnal is t ic  system. 

I f  phenomenal i sm rP prcse rrts, for him, no particular 
phi losophical corrun itrncrrt , 11orni11alism, on the other 
hand , s 1 1 rely dews . H i s  major writ ings on this topic ( in  I r is 
and ()u ine's "Steps Toward a ConstnrctivP Nominal ism" 
and in his  The Structure of Appearance; Fact, Fiction and 
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Forecas t; and "A World o f  Individuals") obviously consti
tute a fundamental philosophical conviction. Although 
Goodm an's and Quine's nominali sm coincide importantly 
(for example, in their mutual rejection of classes, see 
"Step� Toward a Constructive Nominalism"-but note, 
howe,·er, that in later writings Quine appears no longer to 
embrace such \'iews) it should nevertheless be observed 
that their nominalistic positions are quite disparate. Thus, 
Quine apparently rejects, so to speak, classes on account of 
their being abstract entities ;  whereas Goodman rejects, so 
to speak, classes not on account of their being abstract en
tities (his system in Struc ture, indeed, refers to abstract 
entities categorematically) but rather on account of the i r  
being no11 i 11dividuals. I t  i s  the notion of  a nonindividual 
that Goodman finds unintelligible, and he is conscientious 
in  avoiding any philosoph ical or logical method which 
presupposes or extorts the claim that there exist any 
nonindividuals. The consequent austerity in bases chosen 
and logical tools available to him have had, in fact, fruitful 
result� in eliciti ng complex, ingenious, and far-reaching 
techniques or methods of constructional analys is .  

We ha\'e ind icated that there are differences between 
what might he called G-nominalism (Goodman's posi 
tion)-the view, o n  the one hand, that there are n o  nonin
dividuals-and the position that might be called Q-nomi
nal:sm-the view that there are no abstract entities, on the 
other. While it would, again, be beyond the scope of this 
article to give a detailed account of G-nominalism, it may 
yet be illuminating to remind the reader thai Goodman 
h imself has characterized his position as a sort of "super
extens ionali sm." The usual or classical extensionalist 
pos ition prohibited some otherwise indiscriminate multi
plication of entities by imposing a princ:iple to the effect 
that two entities (say, two classes) which have, so to speak, 
the same proximate comtituents are identical. G-nominal
i�m goes further; it  imposes the condition that any two 
things which have the same systematically ultimate con
stituents are identical. 

Thus, consider the systematic atoms (things not having 
anything else in the system as possible consituents) a, b, c, 
and d. Suppose in a (class ically) extensional system A we 
discriminated the classes of pairs {a,c} and { b,d },  and 
suppose in system B we discrim inated the classes {a,b} 
and { c,d} .  For classical extensionalism, systems A and B 
would not he identical; that is, the proximate comtitu
ents-the two classes of pairs-are di fferent, and hence the 
world's population on this account is increased by two 
more classes. The G-nominalist, ho\\"c\'er, has a stronger 
condition for divers ity. For him there are not, say, the 
eight di fferent entities consi sting of the four atoms and the 
four classes of pai rs of them. Hather, there are only fou r  
entities-the ulti mate atoms o f  the system themselves. The 
cogency of this view is argued with great vigor and clarity 
in "A \\'orld of Individuals." 

Work in progress. Goodman's current interest appears 
to he an analysis of representationali sm in a very broad 
<; c •me of this concept taken presystPmatically. Thus, the 
focus of h is  att<·ntion is not only upon representation as a 
phenorrn·non involving, for example, paintings in aestlwt
ic<; but also upon tlw n·pr<'scntational aspects or functions 
of maps, graphs, musical scores, and choreographic nota-

tions, and, in addition, theories and other descriptions. His 
deep and abiding interest in this topic is evidenced too as 
a recurrent thread in many of h i s  works, from very early 
ones to the present. The articles in which this concern is 
most obviously expressed are "On Likeness of !\leaning," 
"Sense and Certainty," "The Way the World Is," and 
"About." The concern is also dom inantly present in his 
J ohn Lt>cke lectures (given at Oxford in 1 962), soon to be 
publi shed. 
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RICHARD S. RUDNER 

G O R G I A S  O F  L E O NT I N I  in Sicily, Greek Sophist 
and rhetorician, was probably born before 480 B.C. and is 
known to have been alive in 398 B.C. He came to Athens 
on a diplomatic miss ion in 427 B.C. to seek help for his 
native city and subsequently traveled widely, giving pub
lic lectures and private instruction in many Greek cities, 
especially in Thessaly. Among his nurr erous pupils were 
Iso�rates and perhaps Thucydides. 

Whether Gorgias should be classed as a Sophist has 
been much d i scussed. In Plato's Gorgias he is described as 
a teacher of rhetoric, not as a Soph ist, and in Meno (95c) 
we are tolJ he refused to claim that he could teach virtue, 
as other Sophi sts claimed. On the other hand, Plato recog
n ized Gorgias, together with Prod icus and Hippias, as a 
professional educator of men (Apology 19E), and he cer
tainly taught the art of persuasion as a means to political 
success. Whatever was the preci se content of h is  teaching, 
he must in a general sense he regarded as belonging to the 
sophi stic movement. 

l l is writings compri �ed speeches, of which some speci-



mens survive, clearly exhibiting the distinctive an tithetic: 
style for which he was famous; a techn ical treatise or trea
tises on rhetoric; the treatise "On That Which I s  Not, or 
On Nature," of which two partially divergent summaries 
survive, one in Sextus Empiricus (Adversus Mathemat icos, 
VI I ,  65 -87) and one as the thi rd part of the pseudo-Aristo
telian treatise On Melissus, Xenoplwnes, Gorgias, usual ly 
referred to as MXC. Gorgias' claim to a place in the history 
of ph ilosophical thought rests primarily upon the as sess
ment of this last treat ise. But it is clear, quite apart from 
th is work, that he had a cons iderable interest in the physi
cal sciences-Plato attr ibutes to him an Empedoclean 
theory of perception by effluences and pores, thus imply
ing an external world existing i ndependently of our per
ceptions of it (Meno, 76c). The representation of Gorgias 
gazing at an astronom ical sphere on the tomb of I socrates 
is good evidence for his interests in that field, especially 
when we are also told that he held that the sun was a red
hot mass.  

The treatise On Nature was divided into three parts. The 
first maintained that nothing i s ;  the second, that even if i t  
is, it  cannot be comprehended by men ; and the third,  that 
even if it can be comprehended, it cannot be communi
cated to another person. Th i s  treatise has frequently been 
interpreted as involving a skeptical denial of all existence. 
It has al so often been treated simply as a parody or joke 
against ph ilosophers, or a purely rhetorical exercise. The 
detail and subtlety of the supporting arguments make it 
fai rly certain that i t  had some serious i ntellectual purpose 
other than parody, and, while there are indications that 
Gorgias did not wish to propound a n ih il ism that wou ld 
s imply seek to sweep away everything, there are consid
erable difficu lties in  deciding just what he did have in 
mind. According to one view, he meant to deny both the 
existence of E leatic Being and that of Not-Being, which 
the Eleatics themselves rejected. But it i s  fairly clear that 
in the two later parts of the treatise the interest centers on 
the statu s of objects of perception rather than on Being and 
Not-Being, and the version preserved in MXC suggests 
that this  was what he was concerned with in the first part 
as well. I n  this case the discussion would not be about 
Being and Not-Being but, rather, about the question of 
whether "being" can be attributed or denied to anything 
without resultant contradiction. Gorgias maintains that we 
cannot say of a thing either that it is or is not, without 
absurd results. If it is, it must, for example, be either one 
or many; and in  either case this implies, so Gorgias argues, 
that i t  also is not. If, on the other hand, it i s  not, this im
plies also that it i s .  We woul d  say that these conclusions 
rest only on confusions between different senses of the 
verb "to be," but Gorgias appears to have bel ieved in the 
conclusions he reached. It was probably no accident that 
his pupil Lycophron proposed to omit the verb "to he" in  
such sentences a s  "Socrates is white." 

In the second part we are inv ited to infer, from the fact 
that we can think about nonexistent animals, that thoughts 
do not involve the existence of things thought and thus 
that thoughts as such do not possess existence. From this it 
is inferred that if anything is, it cannot be thought. Th is 
opens a gu lf between th ings and thoughts about these 
th ings. In the third part, this gulf is found also to occur 
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between words and things and between the thoughts of 
two different people.  S ince external phenomena are dis
tinct both from the words desvr ib ing them ancl from 
thoughts about them, they cannot ei ther be thou ght (or 
known) or commu nicated by one person to anoth<>r .  This 
seems to be the general trend of the obscure and often 
textually co rrupt formulation of the arguments in the later 
part of the treat ise. Although much will always be contro
versial, it seems clear that the argu ments in the later part 
i nvolve the recognition of the independent status of phe
nomena in relation to people's thoughts about them . 

According to Plato, Gorgias regarded the art of rhetoric: 
as superior to all other arts. 1 lermann Diels propounded 
the theory that he began with an interest in phys ical 
science, became skeptical in the period represented by the 
treatise On Nature, and fi nal ly abandoned science for 
rhetoric regarded s imply as a part of the art of persuasion.  
There is no positive evidence for this sequence a nd no 
evidence that Gorgias ever lost i nterest in physical ques
tions. But the position in  the treatise does seem to be i ncon
s istent with the full Empedoclean doctri m' of effluences 
and pores, wh ich does not seem to have envi saged a funda
mental d ifference in nature between objects and thoughts 
about them; and to that extent Diels may have been right. 
The details of Gorgias' rhetorical theory were probably of 
great importance, but they can hard ly be recovered in the 
present state of the ev idence. 
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G. B. KERFERD 

G R A C I A N  Y M O R A L E S ,  B A LT A S A R  ( 1601 - 1658), 
Spanish Jesuit and author of several baroque, obscu re, 
laboriously pol ished books in which he expounded and 
i l lustrated conceptism, or metaphys ical wit. Conceptism 
(from concepto, thou[ht) is the quest for fi ne, bri l l iant, 
subtle thoughts expressed in antitheses , ambiguities,  new 
words, and elaborate conceits. 

G racian publ ished only one book under h is real name, 
El Comulga torio ( "Sanctuary Meditations for Priests and 
Frequent Commu nicants," 1655). A book of devotion, it 
enjoyed great success in  several languages until the nine
teenth century but is l ittle used today. All his other books 
were published u nder pseudonyms without the permiss ion 
of his superiors , for which offense he was discipl i ned be
cause their subjects were thought too worldly for a priest, 
especial ly at a time when the Society of Jesus was strug
gling against Jan senism. The first was El heroe ( 1 637), a 
portrait of a Christian political supem1an,  simi lar to scores 
of books printed in Europe in the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries in answer to Machiavel l i 's The Prince. 
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Governance, then in the hands of absoluti st rulers, was 
thought to be an art that could be taught in analytical 
character studies of tlw "exceptional man." Unfortunately, 
Graci{m 's model was Philip IV of Spain. However, in El 
politico ( 1 640) he took Ferdinand the Catholic  as a more 
plausible subject for an other panegyric on the Great Man. 
Such works fell from favor as government came to be con
ceived more democratically, but romanticism revived the 
cult of the hero, and Gracian 's books were annotated by 
Napoleon and admired by Nietzsche. 

In El discreto ( 1646) Gracian continued his portraits of 
perfect types, descending to the level of the man of the 
world to describe the perfect gentleman as seen by pro
vincial Spanish society. This book is remembered for its 
formula for the ideal life: first converse with the dead, then 
with the living, finally with oneself. In other words, first 
book learning, then travel and worldly experience, and 
last, meditation and preparation for death. From these 
three books, and others like them that remained unpub
lished, Gracian extracted an anthology of three hundred 
aphorisms, published as El Oraculo manual ( 1647), or Art 
of Worldly Wisdom. These wise sayings have enjoyed con
stant success. La Rochefoucauld echoed many of them in his 
Maximes, and Schopenhauer translated them into German. 

La agudeza y arte de ingenio ( 1642-1648) is a treatise 
on rhetoric  and aesthetics that codifies the taste of the 
baroque age with its thirst for conceits, subtlety, elo
quence, and artifice. Composed in a tortured hermetic 
style-the style Gracian praised as literary perfection-the 
book has never been translated into English. Literary 
hi storians consider it the beginning of the decadence of 
Spanish literature. 

Gracian then wrote a quite unexpected book, for which 
his uneventful, sheltered existence offers no explanation 
but on which his fame rests. After extolling heroism, king
liness, sar;oir-faire, and poetic beauty in the works so far 
mentioned, he composed El cri tic6n ( ]  651-1657), a bit
terly critical satire of the very society he had been explor
ing so complacently. It is a long philosophical novel, 
painstakingly allegorical and overadorned to the point of 
obscurity, that has been compared with the paintings of 
Bosch. A noble savage, Adrenio, is brought to Europe and 
shown all the inventions and refinements of civilization. 
Critilo, a man of the world, di rects an "experiment" that 
becomes an inventory of human knowledge at that date, 
reviewing most of the questions that then interested mor
alists, scholars, and statesmen. The idea, later used by 
Pascal and Voltaire, was not new; such didactic allegories 
were already known in Spain, perhaps because Indians 
really had been taken on "conducted tours" of civilization 
there. \\'hat was striking was the extent to which Gracian's 
characters came to pessimistic conclusions; their judg
ments on civi lization were uniformly unfavorable. Long 
before Housseau, Graci{m said that, although man was 
created pure in the state of nature and left God's hands 
perfect, ci vilization corrupted and debased him. Yet, he 
added, as man grows older, he can acquire wisdom to free 
himself from slavery to worldly illusions, to begin the hard 
apprenticeship of renunciation and preparation for death. 
Cracian's pessimism was redeemed by faith in salvation 

beyond l ife. The world is not wholly bad; it is a mixture of 
true and false values, of misleading images and authentic 
shadows of eternal life. Thi s  world is a profoundly am
biguous tragicomic farce, with a concealed sense that is to 
be sought in another world of eternal being. Thi s  combi
nation of extreme pessimism and a confident religious faith 
introduced a curious ambivalence into Gracia.n's view of 
the w'orld, notably of the things that he most admired: 
social success, worldly glory, and political power. Perhaps 
on only one subject was he utterly pessimistic-woman, 
whom he called "a Satanic creature, vile, inferior." 
Schopenhauer agreed with him here, but on other matters 
the German misrepresented the Spanish J esuit's pessi
mism by taking it out of its religious context. To be sure, 
some critics have argued that Gracian' s piety was pretense, 
designed to get his work past the Inquisition's censorship. 
Voltaire knew El critic6n, so resemblances to Candide 
might not be accidental; but Gracian's clearest philosoph
ical influence was over Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. 
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NEIL MclNNES 

G RA M S C I ,  A N TO N I O  ( 189 1 - 1937), Italian socialist 
born in Sardinia, founded the Italian Communist party in 
192 1. He turned from poli tical action to philosophical 
study when the Fascists jailed him in 1926 in order, said 
the public prosecutor, "to stop that brain working for 
twenty years." That brain, one ot the most gifted that com
munism has produced, could not be stopped even by the 
inhuman conditions of Mussolini's prisons :  Gramsci filled 
three thousand pages with writing on a vast range of philo
sophical and political subjects. His frail health under
mined by ill treatment, he died in Rome a week after his 
commuted tem1 ended. 

From the 32 prison notebooks, devoted editors have 
extracted "books" by grouping fragments on connected 
topics. In addition, L'ordine nuovo ( 1954) is a collection of 
articles from a socialist newspaper of that name, Let tera
tura e vita nazicmale ( 1950) contains book and drama re
views, and Lett ere dal carcere ( I  94 7) are his letters from 
jai l. The heroic conditions under which he worked, and his 
founding role in  Italian communism, may be responsible 
for overestimation of Gramsci's contribution to philosophy, 
but there is no doubt of his erudition and critical powers. 



His philosophical notes (they seldom attain essay length) 
go beyond defense of Marxist doctrine; they mean to be a 
refutation of the idealism of two eminent ex-Marx ists, 
Croce and Sorel. H is criticism of them is  seldom hosti le,  
and i n  fact impl ies a disparaging opinion o f  orthodox 
Marxist- Len inist thought. Gramsci's central thesis is that 
Marx's "material ist" overturning of H egel was not a 
once-for-all affair that left communism, in Engel s' phrase, 
the secure "heir of the class ica l German phi losophy. " I t  
had t o  be a cont inuing effort, t o  be repeated b y  each gen
eration. Better, i t  was a Vico-style cycle in which the same 
work of philosophical synthesi s  recurred at ever h igher 
levels. Gramsci saw that official Marxist thought in  his day 
was in  danger of relapsing into that vulgar material ism 
from which Marx's H egelian training had rescued social
ism a century before. Thu s, i t  needed a new blood transfu
sion from speculative phi losophy, a synthesi s  with Neo
Hege lian ideal ism, notably  with Croce and Gentile. 

This diagnosis entai led departure from the standard 
Marxist view on how phi losophy "culminated" in revolu
tionary action. The last of Marx's Theses on Feuerbach
"the phi losophers have only interpreted the world in var
ious ways; the point however is to change i t" -had been 
taken to mean that philosophy would be real ized in, and 
replaced by, revol utionary action. The postrevolutionary 
world would have no room for mere speculation, and phi
losophy would become the ideological branch of the ad
ministration. Gramsci repl ied that phi losophy could not be 
real ized in, and even less supplanted by, pol itical action. If 
the proletariat were to be "the heir of the classical German 
philosophy" (and if it were not, th e revolution would be a 
cultural failu re),  it would have to pursue some recogniza
bly ph ilosoph ical activity. Speci fically, it would be bound 
to go on reckoning with speculative ideal ism,  putting i t  
back o n  i t s  fe e t  a s  Marx d i d  wi th H egel and a s  Gramsci 
hoped to do with Croce. 

Any one phi losophy or system could indeed "culmi
nate," or be real ized. In fact, i f  it  were a s ignificant cultural 
product and not reverie, it  surely would be. Yet that real i
zation , the passage from speculation to action, from theory 
to practice, was not the "end" of philosophy foreseen by 
many Marxists. Rather, it  was the transposition of private 
thinking into historical l y  effective mass bel iefs and a new 
ethic. Thus, Gramsci's program was to synthesize Lenin 
and Croce, to  produce a reinvigorated Marxist phi losophy 
that could be translated into a mass faith " l ike the Protes
tant Reform or the French Enl ightenment." 

The victory of such a new ethic was the essence of revo
lution, wh ich meant above all "a moral and intellectual 
reform" and the "creation of a new integral cul ture. " In all  
this ,  Gramsci expl icitl y foll owed Sorel but, against him, he 
denied that a "revolution of ideas" could  do without pol i
t ics, as Lenin practices it. His defense of Leninism, and of 
pol itical organization generally,  was a genuine contribu
tion to pol i tical theory. Incidentally, it involved a fresh 
assessment of Machiavel l i .  Gramsci wanted to be "both 
Robespie rre and Kant," and i ndeed he succeeded in com
bining-at least on paper and in jail-the tough-mi nded 
political practical i ty of communism with a l iberal attach
ment to class ical education and philosophical culture. 
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NEIL MCINNES 

G R A Y ,  A S A  ( 1 8 1 0- 1888) was a leading American inter
preter of Darwin's theory of evolution. Born in Sanquoit, 
in  central New York, he became deeply interested in 
botany as a youth. Although he received a med ical degree 
from Fairfield M edical School in  1 83 1 , he decided to 
devote his  l ife to botanical studies, in which field he soon 
gained an international reputation. Harvard U n ivers ity 
appointed h im Fisher professor of natural h i story in  184 1 ,  
a post h e  held for over forty years. H is writings both popu
larized the subject of botany and advanced it scientifical ly. 
Through his  correspondence with Charles  Darwin in  1 856 
and 1857, Gray obtained a preview of the theory of evolu
tion by natural selection. When the Origin of Species was 
publi shed, Gray wrote one of the first reviews, in the 
American Journal of Science and Arts (March , 1 860). This  
review, with several other essays on evolution, was re
printed under the title Darwiniana ( 1876). 

Gray's attitude to Darwin's theory was open-minded but 
cautious. He regarded i t  as a plausible scientific h ypothe
sis, although far from conclusively proved. As an explana
tion of the diversification of species, i t  was markedly 
superior to the doctrine of special creation. However, it 
did not real l y  explain the origin of species because i t  failed 
to give a satisfactory account of the cause of variations. 
Gray thought that Darwin was often rash in drawing con
clusions that outran the evidence, as when he asserted that 
al l species must have descended from "four or five 
primordial fo rm s" and when he contended that man's men
tal powers must have had an evolutionary origin. This last 
contention "accumulates improbabil it ies beyond belief." 

Against those who said that the Darwin ian theory i m
pl ied atheism, Gray argued that "it is neither athe istical in 
statement nor in intent." The theory could be given a non
theistic in terpretation, but it could equally be given a 
theistic one. A central question was the presence or ab
sence of design in nature as a whole, and this  question was 
one for the natural theologian or the philosopher, not for 
the biologist. Gray h imself favored a theistic in terpreta
t ion, s ince the idea of a Designer of the un iverse " i s  most 
natural to the mind." It  was not even trne to say that Dar-
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win's theory was inechanistic. It assumed that adaptations 
produced by natural selection are useful to organisms, 
enabl ing them to achieve certain ends, and thi s  assump
tion clearly reintroduced purpose or teleology into natural 
history. "If purpose in  thi s  sense does not i tself imply 
design, i t  is certainly compatible with it and suggestive of 
it. " 

Gray's cool analysis of Darwinism coupled with his 
espousal of theism irked some of Darwin's m i l i tantly ag
nosti c  supporters, though not Darwin himself, who valued 
Gray as a friend and searching critic. 
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T. A. GOUDGE 

G R E A T M AN THE O R Y  O F  HISTO RY. Any general
ization that affirms the historical significance of outstand
ing human individuals can be termed a "great m an theory 
of history." The expression has been most frequently used 
in reference to comprehensive claims to the effect that 
great men are the key to the intel l igibil ity of history; it is 
al so applied, however, to generali zations that merely state 
how great men, as one factor among others , are h i s torical ly 
s ignificant. After a brief survey of developments in  great 
man theory, the fol lowing discuss ion wi l l  contain a de
scription of great man theories, emphas izing principa l  
characterist ics and variant types, and a critical analysis of  
some sources of  controversy regarding thi s  topic. 

Individuals figure prominently in most forms of early 
historical writing, and this characteri stic applies general ly 
to Western historiography until modern times. Even today, 
what has been cal led by E. H.  Carr the "Good Queen 
Bess" and "Bad King J ohn" view of h is tory has not lost 
publ ic favor, nor does i t  lack ph i losophical supporters. 
Prior to 1 800, no theoretical justification of this feature of 
historical practice had been attempted. Beginning in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, however, a cri tical 
awareness developed that drew attention to the hitherto 
tacit assumption that great men are of paramount historical 
significance. In the n ineteenth century we find the fi rst 
expl icitly formulated great man theories, notably those of 
Hegel and Carlyle .  Together with the ques tion as to the 
st.:ienti fic status of history, the great man theory emerged as 
one of the central issues of the day in Europe, E ngland, 
and America. Phi losophers, historians ,  and social scientists 
joi ned in the debate; Tol stoy's \Var and Peace and Hardy's 
The Dynasts were among the li terary repercussions. 

H istory, said Thomas Carlyle in  his influential lectures 
of 1840, is "the biography of great men." This conception 
appealed to those who contemplated with di smay the 

emergence of a powerful m iddle class threatening to infect 
politics, art, and moral s with mediocrity and those who 
charged that nose-counting social science was blind to the 
inspirational qual ity of great l eaders and to the mystery of 
creative genius.  Bu t  self-conscious national ism, together 
with a new historical awareness of cultural growth and 
continuity as social phenomena, tended to qual ify the 
role attributed to the great man. The s pectacle of revolu
tionary mobs, the imponderables of mass mi l i tary opera
tions,  and the ephemeral Napoleonic empire strengthened 
the conviction that history was really the work of countless 
human beings or of powerfu l  impersonal forces. In the 
latter half of the nineteenth century the most sensational 
attacks on the great man theory were carried out in the 
name of science by Herbert S pencer and Karl M arx, only 
to be met by vigorous reaffirmations of the heroic view in 
one form or other. These affirmations were crudel y ex
ploited in support of twentieth-century dictatorships but 
recent thought, on the whole, takes a dim view of sweep
ing historical general izations ,  including both comprehen
sive great man theories and categorical denials of the great 
man's significance. 

C HARACTERISTICS OF GREAT MAN THEORIES 

Valuations and practical considerations permeate dis
cussions pro and con of the historical significance of great 
men. The conscious endeavor toward a value-free social 
science (exemplified by Max Weber's theory of the charis
matic leader or C. Wright Mi l l s 's analysis of the "power 
el ite") and attempts (those of M annheim and Dewey, for 
instance) at forcing valuational assumptions into the open 
for empirical l y  grounded appraisal have only partial ly 
changed this s ituation. 

Ethical overtones of "great." The terms "great" and 
"outstanding" are frequently used eulogistically. 
Nietzsche's term "superman" (Ubermensch), has such a 
connotation. The praiseworth iness of greatness is apparent 
in Carlyle's and Hegel's identification of great men with 
heroes. For Carlyle, hero worship of the authentic hero is 
commendable  because heroes are sent by Providence to 
enl ighten, to lead, and to save us. In  Hegel ' s  views, 
"worl d-historical " individual s ,  individuals whose actions 
correspond to the requirements of a necessary stage in the 
history of the world, are properly cal led heroes because 
Reason, generative princip le  of world history, works 
through them and Reason is good; in doing what is neces
sary, they do what ought to be done. From a value-free 
standpoint, on the other hand, the judgment that Hitler 
was a great man would be al together independent of a 
moral apprai sal of his character or historical influence. 

Great men as moral exemplars. The traditional and still 
influential idea that the purpose of history i s  moral in
struction gives rise to a special form of the great man 
theory. From th is s tandpoint, to assert that great men are 
historical l y  s ignificant  is tantamount to asserting that it is 
beneficial for us to read about them- not that we thereby 
u nderstand history any better, but that we become better 
persons. If history is essential ly  a means of forming good 
character, then indeed great men are the substance of 
h istory. 



Freedom, moral responsibi l i ty, and historical i nevitabi l 
i ty are recurrent themes in discussions of the great man 
theory. The thesis of hi storical inevitabil ity is not incom
patible with some versions of the heroic view of history 
(for instance, that of Hegel and of some Marxist theori sts), 
in which the hero is said to achieve freedom of action in 
the sense that he is  able to do what he sets out to do, his 
objectives coinciding with historical necessity. Bu t  as 

. usually conceived, the heroes of h istory are a l iv iug refuta
tion of historical determinism. If great men determine 

, history by deliberate actions based on anticipated conse
quences, that suffices to del iver mankind from inexorable 

1 fate. Because the influence of these men is  so considera
ble, they are capable of achieving whatever they intend to 
do, whereas what the average agent intends to accomplish 
is distorted beyond recognition in the combined result of 
social behavior. Through exceptional persons, mankind 
has a measure of responsibil ity for and control over its 
hi storical destiny. 

Freedom and creativity. Bergson and Nietzsche, who 
represent, respectively, phi losophical vital ism and volun
tarism, view historical determinism as at best a useful 
scientific fiction. They emphasize the creative achieve
ments of exceptional men, the free spirits, who break with 
convention and orthodoxy, revealing new ways of l ife, new 
dimensions of human experience. The judgment that crea
tivity is intrinsical ly val uable is an integral part of their 
theories of history. In a s imilar vein, William James 
argued that even if social determinism is theoretically 
admissible as an approach to hi storical understanding, the 
individual 's opportunities for shaping his  destiny, however 

1 meager, are of primary importance to us as human beings , 
' so that the great man approach to history is more humanly 

appropriate. 
In the writi ngs of these philosophers, as in E merson's 

Representative Men, moral counsel is unmistakably con
joined with the positive evaluation of creativity:  we shou ld 
be as self-reliant, heroic, free, and creative as possible. 
The effect of this  advice (which contrasts with Carlyl e's 
advocacy of a deferential hero worship) is to bl u r  the dis
tinction between the great man and the not so great; the 
great man theory of history becomes an appeal for creative 
endeavor addressed to al l mankind. Some contemporary 
discussions, on the other hand, call particu lar attention to 
the pathological character of the fanatical leader and his  
worshipers, reflecting current concern with the poli tical 
and moral implications of dictatorship and the cul t of per
sonal ity. Historical inevitability, i t  has been argu ed, 
threatens neither freedom nor moral responsibil ity ; i t  is 
rather the heroic view of hi story that could vitiate the 
democratic principle of mutual responsibility for pol itical 
deci sions and actions. 

Great men as keys to historical intelligibil ity. Although 
the hi storical significance of great men has been stressed 
for the pu rpose of moral education and has also been 
cl osely connected with other ethical and political issues, 
most persons nevertheless consider a great man theory of 
hi story as fundamental ly a cognitive claim made with 
regard to a distincti vel y theoretical problem and most of 
the l iterature on the topic assumes that this problem can 
be treated separately. Pedagogical and moral issues and 
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insights aside, how is history intcl l igible?-that is the crux 
of the matter. Great man theories provide one answer. Are 
ou tstanding individual s ever, often, or al ways the key to 
historical knowledge? Constructive discussion of thi s 
problem requ ires an analysis of the confl icting views on 
this matter as wel l as an awareness of the assumptions 
underlying confl icting opinions. 

The problem of standards. A frequent stumbl ing block 
has been di sagreement as to the formal requirements and 
standards of verification apposite to a theory of hi story. In 
the judgment of the social scientist the very informality of 
the reflections of a B urckhardt on the subject of great men 
may di squalify the reflections as a theory, whereas a his
torian wou ld take such informal ity for granted . Social sci
entists argue even among themselves, however, as to the 
precise formal and evidential requ irements of a proper 
theory. 

The historian's objective. The objectives of historical 
inquiry constitu te another source of disagreement. Is the 
hi storian's objective a causal explanation or is it a charac 
terization of some aspect of an hi storical period or peo
ple- for example, i ts distinctive style, "mind," or "spirit"? 
I f  the historian's objective i s  causal explanation, then if 
great men are among the causal factors in history, they will 
be judged historical ly s ignificant. If the h istorian's objec
tive is characterization, and if great men are especial ly rep
resentative of what is to be characterized, they will l i kewise 
be judged hi storical ly significant. An analysis  of these two 
views of the great man theory of history, which may be 
cal led the cau sal and the representative theories, forms 
the substance of the remainder of this  article. 

TYPES OF GREAT MAN THEORIES 

I t  i s  said, on the one hand, that great men are the prin
cipal, or are among, the principal causes of h i story. On the 
other hand, it is  maintai ned that great men personify, typ
ify, "sum up," or represent h i storical movemen ts or peri
ods, the implication being that only by famil iari zing our
selves with these representative persons can we 
understand h istory. The two views are sometimes com
bined, as in Hegel 's idea that the hero "actual i zes his age," 
but the efficacy of the great man need not take the form of 
making others think ,  feel , and act as he does. The truth or 
fal sity of either the cau sal or the representative thesis  
wou ld  appear to be logical ly independent of the trnth or 
falsity of the other. I t  cannot be assumed that eithe, causal 
explanation or representativeness is uniquely appropriate 
as an objective of historical inquiry or that one is  subordi
nate to the other. 

Representative theory. Up to the present, no empirical 
hi storical theory abou t great men as representative indi
viduals has been carefu l ly worked out. What are found 
instead are statements by historians or observers of the 
historical scene to the effect that so-and-so was a distin
gu ished person and personified his times or social grou p 
and, together with these statements, some vagu e indication 
that this combination of circumstances i.; not su rprising. 

It wou ld be a precarious u ndertaking to attempt a pre
cise analysis of the impl icit meaning of such assertions. I t  
can plausibly be conjectured , however, that the h istorian, 
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if pressed, might explain that he did not mean to claim that 
there is a universal, lawlike correlation between being 
great and being representative, but that he had been call
ing attention to the applicabil ity of the great man theory. 
In the form referred to, the latter might be stated as fol
lows : It is often the case that the abilities, interests, accom
plishments, character traits, or style of life of individuals 
who emerge from anonymity in a society exemplify char
acteristics that, in less noteworthy form, are common to 
members of the group to which the exceptional individuals 
belong; therefore, it behooves the working historian to be 
on the lookout for this correlation. Thus, the so-called 
"theory" turns out to be a statement of occasional correla
tion functioning as a methodological principle. 

It would appear, however, that the emphasis on the great 
man as the key to the understanding of history derives in 
part not from a thesis about history as such, but from con
siderations linked to the attainment-and, perhaps, retain
ment-of historical knowledge. The assumption is that we 
can more readily, and perhaps more adequately, grasp and 
retain in mind the characteristic traits of the human past 
when these are made available to us as personified in 
outstanding individuals. From this angle one can under
stand why the historian might prefer focusing upon a vivid 
personality, a Leonardo da Vinci, for example, to 
p: esenting a statistically fabricated composite, precise but 
colorless, of the typical man of the late Italian Renaissance. 

Critics of the great-and-representative-man approach to 
historiography have argued plausibly that it leaves some
thing to be desired as a disclosure of the life of the bulk of 
mankind, for even if the great man is representative, even 
if through the historian's descriptive account of him we 
become familiar with the traits of the t imes and of society 
at large, we still do not know what form these traits as
sumed in the concrete experience of the multitudes of 
ordinary men. 

Causal theory. Theories of the causal type differ among 
them selves in their scope, in their concept of influence, 
and in their notion of the relevance to the theory of the 
origin of outstanding leader. 

Scope. Their scope may depend upon how history is 
conceived-whether it is  restricted, for instance, to politi
cal affairs, or embraces all that men have ever felt, thought, 
and done. Even when history is broadly conceived, a 
theory may be explicitly restricted to some particular area 
such as art history or the hi story of scientific discovery. 

Influence. Sometimes it is assumed that influence must 
manifest itself as original or pioneering achievement, but it 
can also be more broadly conceived so as to include even 
the accomplishment of destruction. A di stinction is some
times made between the great man as originator or creator 
and the great man as merely the executor or instrumental 
agency. '.\toreover, in some theories a particular manner of 
exert ing infllH'HC< ' seems to be an integral part of such 
theory. Carlyle emphasi zed the personal magnetism of the 
lwro. his ah i l i t} to arouse the hero-worshiping propensity 
of tl 1 c, ordinary man; and '.\lax \Veber likewise stressed 
tlw charismat ic quality mediating the effcc-t i\'encs s  of the 
lf'adf'r of I r 1 ( · 1 1 .  

Origin of outstanding individuals. H erbert Spencer and 
his followers argued against the great man theory that 

since outstanding persons are themselves social products, 
their influence reduces to an instance of social determin
ism.  William James countered that in historical theory the 
secondary question as to the origin of outstanding individ
ual abilities must be distingu ished from the primary ques
tion as to the historical influence of these persons, ju st as 
Darwin distingu ished between the origin of biological 
diffetences and the effects of these differences. 

THE MEANING OF "GREATNESS" 

Even though the concept of greatness has come to be 
regarded with the caution due any term so rich in extra
theoretical associations, it is worth remarking on its u se in 
great man theories of the causal type. Is greatness equiva
lent to being historically influential ? Many discussions I 
presuppose unu sual ability, virtuous character, and valua
ble achievement as defining characteri stics of the great 
man. Thus, assuming it to be a fact that Harry Truman, I 
presidenl: of the United States toward the end of World I 
War II, personally made a decis ion of "world-historical" I 
consequence when he directed that the atomic bomb be 
utilized against J apan, this fact alone would not warrant 
the judgment that Truman was a great man. It does not • 
suffice that he happened to dispose of certain constitution
al powers at that moment of hi story. It would have to be I 
shown besides that his influential decision resulted from I 
exceptional abilities and strength of character and that it 
was beneficial in its effects. 

But should all eulogistic connotations of greatness be 
scrupulously avoided? There seems to be no conclusive 
objection to a precisely formulated value criterion of great- , 
ness .  A value judgment implicit in the concept of greatness 
would, in principle, not compromise the objectivity of a 
theoretical inquiry into the influence of any or all of the 
class of human beings defined by the concept. What does 
seem important is that the definition permit the following 
to be differentiated: (a) the extent of the influence of an 1 

Attila or an Einstein described in nonevaluative terms, 
(b) whether this influence was beneficial or not, and 
(c) whether these men were of good character. 

ESTIMATING THE INFLUENCE O F  GREAT MEN 

At the center of  controversy over the causal theory has 
been the matter of estimating influence. The principal 
considerations in this  regard are the following. One may 
claim that a great man is only one of a set of conditions 1 

st-ch that in the absence of any one of the set the event 
would never have occurred. This would be to claim that 
the great man is one of several necessary causes of the 
occurrence of the historical event. On the other hand, one 
may claim that a great man is a sufficient cause of the 
occurrence of an event; that, given the presence of a 
great man, the event would have occurred no matter what 
the oth< >r circumstances might have been. In its most 
sweeping form, the g<:>nnalization contained in the great 
man theory utilizes this latter formula, claiming that a 
great man is the sufficit'nt condition of every historical 
event. But  even Carlyle did not consistently and unequivo
cally make this extreme claim.  



Criteria for estimating influence. Yet if it is held that 
for each historical event there is a set of necessary cau ses, 
what warrant is  there , as suming that the great man is  only 
one among the necessary causes, for emphasizing his  his
torical influence? Is he any more important, irreplaceable, 
fundamental , or influential than any of the other necessary 
causes? The only logical basis for a comparative j udgment 
in his favor is a criterion that more narrowly determ ines 
the objective of the speci fic inquiry. For example, a causal 
factor might he judged important if the inquiry is directed 
toward ascertaining which cau ses were subject to human 
control or which were unusual or novel by comparison 
with more stable or normal features of a si tuation. N o  one 
such criterion can be justified by appealing to the hi stori
cal process itself. In practice , hi storians and social scien
tists employ various criteria. Relative to one or another 
criterion of importance, the great man theory might find 
considerable empirical warrant; but unless there i s  unanim
ity as to criteria, there may be disagreement about the 
historical role of great men. Th is disagreement has noth ing 
to do with what caused what ; i t  stems from how causal 
factors are to be characterized and selected as pertinent to 
specific inquiries. Neither empirical evidence alone nor 
purely rational argum ents can resolve such di sagreements. 

Levels of analysis. Is it the case, however, that great 
men are usual ly  or always among the necessary causes of 
hi storical events? Whether they are jud�ed to be so or not 
may depend, again,  not onl y  upon the facts but also upon 
the specific way in which the problem of historical expla
nation is posed. For example, a cause that wou ld be judged 
necessary from a short-range point of view might be 
judged inconsequential from a long-range point of view. 
Indeed, it is frequentl y argued that the great man theory is 
myopic, that the influence of the great man dwindles pro
portionately as we extend our historical perspective. Al so, 
the term hi story can be used restrictivel y  to mean only a 
certain area of human experience (such as pol itical events), 
only one type of occurrence (such as developmental se
quences), or only one level of analysis (such as psycholog
ical ). Even a well-substantiated claim as to the decisive 
influence wielded by great writers, composers, or re l igious 
leaders in their  respective fields of cu l tural act ivity will 
not suffice to confirm the great man theory if it i s  presup
posed that hi story, properly speaking, consists of pol itical 
and economic events. Here, again,  different presupposi
tions vf inqu iry can give rise to disagreements about the 
significance of great men that cannot be settled by appeal
ing to the facts. The facts may warrant different conclu
sions depending on different presuppositions. For exam
ple, the Marxian definition of h istory in term s of class 
struggle logical ly requires a l evel of analysis  in respect to 
which no individual , however outstanding in abil ity, exer
cises a deci sive influence on events. But the supposition 
that thi s  is  the definition of hi story, that there is  onl y one 
proper level of analys is ,  only one criterion for comparing 
causes, has proved to be a source of embarrassment to 
Marxist theoreticians and has provoked critics into dog
matic counterassertions. 

Areas of agreement. I t  should  be emphasized that the 
kind of relativity of hi storical theories, including great man 
theories, disclosed in the preced ing analysis by no means 
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summari l y  di scredits those theories. B y  expl icit statement 
i t  should he poss ible to ach ieve mutual understanding of 
di fferen t- bu t  equa l ly  appropriate-defini tions of great
ness, criteria of cau sal compari son, l evels of analysis,  tem
poral perspectives, and conceptions of hi story. This i s  not 
to m inimize the difficulties of empirical invest igation, 
beginning with the formidable task of ascertaining in  par
ticular cases whether, from a certain point of view and 
l evel of anal ys is ,  a great man was among the necessary 
causes. Notwithstand ing these difficu lties, there is wide 
agreement among em pirical ly oriented inquirers that out
standing persons have sometimes been "important" nec
essary causes of pol itical and econom ic developnwnts, and 
even more confident judgments are expressed as to the 
"deci sive" influence of great artists, scientists, phi loso
phers, and others u pon developments in their own areas of 
competence. This unanimity attests not to the trnth of the 
great man theory but to exten sive de facto agreement on 
speci fic presuppositions of inquiry of the sort revealed by 
an analysis of disagreement. 
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ROBERT STOVER 

GR E E K  A C A D E M Y . Academeca was the name of a 
public park, equ ipped with a gymnasium and lecture facil
iti es ,  located about a mile northwest of the Dipylon Gate 
of ancient Athens. There, probably shortly after 387 B.C., 
Plato bought a house and estate and began to teach, so 
successfully that his school dominated the faciliti es of 
the area, was named after the park, and continued until 
Justinian 's closure of the pagan schools of philosophy in 
529. 

Classification. The main philosophical contributions of 
the Academy had been made hy the time of Antiochus' 
death (c. 68 u.c.); the different phases in this period were 
classified into Old Academy and New Academy or, by 
some ancients, as Old (Plato and his immediate succes
sors), � l iddle (marked by Arcesilaus in  the middle of the 
third centmy B.C.) and New (dominated by Carneades in  
the second century B.C.). To this were sometimes added a 
Fourth Academy (Philo of Larissa, head I 10/ 109 -80 B.C.) 
and a Fifth Academy (under his successor, Antiochus). 
Broadly speaking, the Old Academy was occupied with 
problems posed hy Plato, Middle and New with aspects of 
skepticism, and the Fifth with the eclecticism introduced 
hy Antiochus. The history of Middle Platonism and Neo
platonism is distinct from that of the Academy, which was, 
however, a notable Neoplatonic center under Proclus in 
the fifth century. 

Evidence. Plato is the only leading Academic whose 
published works have survived, and they are not primarily 
internal documents of the school; our knowledge of the 
doctrines of his successors and of the functioning of the 
Academy is tantalizingly limited to fragmentary references, 
opponents' criticisms, and later summaries. 

Organization. At first the organization may have been 
informal and fluid, with Plato's personality and interests 
fanning the center of gravity. At some point this fused into 
a nonfee-paying (fees were instituted by Speusippus), 
nonresidential corporate society, possibly in the form of a 
religious guild ( thiasos), joined in the common worship of 
the �I uses and in pursuit of truth at their shrine of learning 
(Mouseion) which Plato huilt 011 his estate. There were 
regular dining and other formal ceremonies. Plato ap
poi nted his successor; thereafter, the members elected 
their head, who held the origi nal estate for the society and 
who governed tmtil hi s death. 

Teaching. Apparently the teaching varied to some extent 
among the junior and senior members of the society. 
Plato' s  own writings ind icated that he had a practical aim 
in training young men and inspiring them with hi s politi
cal ideals, but he also suggested that the process required 
much t ime and stud} ; thus, wc find that the most impor
tant rrwmher-. r<'mained within th e school, researching 
and kachi1 1g, for years or for a lifetime (for instance, Aris
totle and Spt•u-.ippus). Practical political contributions of 

the Academy therefore came from senior members who 
were advising ru lers or drafting legal codes rather than from 
former students who had chosen political careers. See, for 
example, the details given by Plutarch in Moralia (1 126 
CD); however, the extent of Academic influence is in 
dispute (see E. Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechen II, 
420, n. I ). The Republic declares mathematics and dialec
tic tb be the fundamental studies, thereby placing the 
Academy in opposition both to the literary education of the 
rival school of Isocrates and to the training in techniques 
characteristic of some professional sophists. These subjects 
were chosen not only because their object was real Being, 
as Plato thought, but also because their method forced 
students into a Socratic self-learning and willingness to 
follow a communal discussion wherever the rational argu- , 
ment led. 1 

What is certain is that instruction did not consist in the 
propagation of orthodox doctrine. There is a hostility to the 
lecture system in Plato's dialogues, which, together with 
the notorious fai lure of his public lecture on the Good, I 
suggests that the main activity of the Old Academy lay in 
discussions and seminars (of which there is also some 
contemporary evidence in a comic fragment of Epicrates). 
Aristotle's mention of unwritten tenets and ascription to 
Plato of certain doctrines which do not appear in the dia
logues (such as the equation of Forms and Numbers, the 
principles of Unity and Indeterminate Duality, mathemat- I 
ical entities of intermediate status between Forms and 
phenomena) have led some scholars to posit an esoteric 
oral teaching of Plato's, and others to suggest that Plato did 
no oral teaching at all in the Academy. 

Both extremes, however, run counter to evidence. Aris
totle may be reflecting Plato's part in some exploratory 
debates with senior members, for while the young and 
inexperienced had to be nursed and stimulated along 
educational paths by Plato, it is clear that no consi deration 
of orthodoxy froze research. For such stimulation Plato 
posed problems, such as accounting for the movements of 
the planets, which produced a variety of answers in
cluding, according to Simplicius, Eudoxus' famous hy
pothesis of concentric heavenly spheres. \Ve have evi
dence of equally lively and uninhibited debate in the Old 
Academy on the theory of Forms, mathematical metaphys
ics, classification, soul, good, and pleasure. It was at this 
higher level that the Academy was most successful and 
influential; i n  the conflict of educational ideals for school
ing the young, the l iterary education of Isocrates and the 
rhetorical schools completely defeated in the elementary 
and state schools the philosophical, scientifically based 
Academy. However, the latter throughout its history pre
served the high ideals of a society dedicated to the dis
interested and independent inquiry after knowledge, ide
als that succeeding ages-from the Lyceum of Ari stotle to 
the present day-have recognized as models and standards 
for their own institutes of advanced study. 

OLD ACADEMY 

The head of the society naturally influenced all mem
bers, so the history of the Old Academy is largely an ac
count of Plato's pupils.  The most brilliant was Aristotle, a 



mem ber from his eighteenth year until Plato's death in 347 
B.C. ; his phi losophy stems from the Academy, where h is  
earl iest works were written.  There i s  some evidence that 
he was still bei ng considered fo r the headship at Speus ip
pus' death in 339 B.C. and that he final ly broke away to 
found his own school four years later. 

Mathematical research was particu larly distinguished in 
the Old Academy. Theaete tus of Athens, tragically ki l led 
in battle in 369 B.C., succeeded in general izing the theory 
of irrational s and in constrncting and circum scribing the 
five regular solids, thereby laying the fou ndations of Eu
clid's solid geometry in  Books 10  and 13. Stil l  more im
portant was E udoxus of Cn idus, who with his pupi ls joined 
forces with Plato (c. 367 B .C.) for a few years. Apart from 
the infl uential astronomical theory of concentric spheres, 
he is  credited with a general theory of proportion and a 
method of exhaustion fundamental to Greek geometry. He  
criticized Plato's theory of  Forms, arguing that Form,  to  be 
a cause, must be immanent in phenomena, as white is the 
cause of whiteness of that in which it i s  mixed. He appar
ently regarded Form as a kind of substance. This seems to 
have drawn reactions from Plato and Ari stotle. Eudoxus' 
championship of hedon ism likewise produced opposing 
arguments from Plato and Speusippus. Another astron
omer, Ph il ippus of Opus, is reported to have edi ted 
Plato's Laws and to have written its appendix, the Epi
nomis; whether written by him or by Plato, the latter is an 
important document of a stage in th e Academy at which 
mathematical astronomy advanced from a propaedeutic 
science to the central science of Being and theology. 

Heracl ides of Pontus (c. 390 -c. 3 1 0  B.c.) ,  temporary 
head of the Academy during Plato's third Sicilian journey, 
unsuccessful candidate in the election of 339 B.C., and 
later associated with the Lyceum, had a Pythagorean bias 
and was a prol ific, learned, and elegant writer on a wide 
variety of subjects rather than an original th in ker. He ap
pears to have responded to the problem of the planets' 
motion, but i t  remains  uncertain whether he partial ly an
ticipated Aristarch us'  heliocentric system and posited the 
rotation of the earth on its axis ,  as was thought. H e  posited 
an atomic theory of irregular units of mass but attacked the 
mechanical atomic theory of his day, holding that matter 
was subject to a divine teleology. 

Speusippus,  who succeeded his uncle Plato in 347 B.C. ,  
may well have been the senior member or even a founder 
of the society. He  and the th ird head, Xenocrates of Chal
cedon (c. 3% - 3 14 B.C. ,  head 339 -3 1 4  B.c.), anoth er pupil 
of Plato's from his earl iest years, were thought by Aristotle 
and others to be concerned with simi lar problems. Al
though neither was a great ph i losoph er, a study of frag
ments of their writings reveal s a development of trends 
apparent in Plato's later work, some positions between 
Plato and Ari stotle, and some foreshadowing of later Pla
toni sm. Both, but especial ly Speusippus,  were strongly 
influenced by the current Pythagorean fash ions in th e 
Academy. I n  the school debate over the division of Being 
into the three spheres of Forms, Mathematicals, and Phys
ical s, Speusippus replaced Plato's Forms with mathemati
cal entities and Xenocrates identified Forms and Math e
matical s. Both were preoccupied with the derivation of a 
hierarchy of substances from mathematical fi rst princi-
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ples-Speusippu s d i sjointedly, accord ing to Ari stot le ,  in 
that he abandoned the uniform intcrdependenc<> of the 
whole universe on one set  of first principles and assu med 
different pri nciples for different kinds of suhstanc:e i n  
series. Xcnocratcs posi ted the Platon ic Unity and I nd< >ter
minate Dyad (or conti n1 1um of opposites such as great and 
smal l ). Good, which was derivat ive for Spcu sippus 
(com ing at the end of becoming), was d isti nguished from 
both Unity and Being. Soul fell into the mathematical 
class i fication-as self-moving number for Xenocrates and 
seemingly as a form of cxt<>nsion for Speusippus, a theory 
of great importance for the later Stoic, Posidonius .  Another 
Pythagorean trait was tll<' strong theological interpretation 
of their  mathematical cosmology, also hierarchical in 
treatment, Xenocrates advocating the influential doctrine 
of daimones, animate beings between gods and men. l 11 

deal ing with the Academic problem of real defin ition by 
diaeresis (division) and class i fication, Spcus ippus suggested 
in an important work, l-lomoia ("Resc>mblances") ,  that 
de fin ition by division was impossible without knowing all 
exi sting things, the essential nature of any one concept 
being constituted solely in its relation of l ikeness and 
difference to every other concept. Xenocrates foreshad
owed Ari stotle by asserting the logical and ontological 
priority of species over genus.  In epistemology both con
ti nued the trend of allowing more cogn itive importance to 
perception; Xenocrates, who had a weakness for triad ic 
systematization , worked out spheres of the un iverse corre
sponding to cogniti ve powers :  the sphere wi thin the heav
ens as perceptible, that outside th e heavens as intell igible, 
the heavens themselves as a mixture of both and thus  
objects of  opi nion. Both men were prol ific writers on prac
tical ethics; they held that happiness can come into being 
from virtue alone but that virtue i s  not th e only good. 
Speusippus campai gned against pleasure as being contrary 
to both pain and good. 

The next head, Polemon of Athens (elected 3 14 B.c.) ,  
concentrated on conduct, elaborating Xenocratcs' concep
tion of happiness as l ife "in accordance with nature," a 
phrase which, especial ly th rough the Stoa, became the 
center of ethical debate. Polemon had more personal 
i nfl uence than phi l osophical original ity, but he is of some 
importance for the Academy of the first century B.C. H i s  
friend, Crantor o f  Soli in Cil icia (c. 335 - c. 275 B.c.) ,  wrote 
a famous work, Peri Per1thous ("On Grief"), a prototype of 
an ethical genre later popular, directed against the extreme 
views of the Stoics on pain and the affections. 

M I D D L E  AND NEW ACADEMIES 

Crantor's reaction to  the Stoa heralded a major chan ge in 
the school . U ntil Crates of Athens (elected head 270 B.c . ) ,  
the main topics of inquiry were Platonic question s and 
developments. The next head, Arcesi laus of Pitane 
(3 1 6 - 24 1  B.C.) ,  is reputed to have concentrated on an 
attack on the Stoie theory of knowledge. He was probably 
reacting not on ly to an ontology and epistemology inimical 
to the Platon ic tradition but even more to the dogmatic 
character of Stoicism,  which he countered by an exagger
ated form of Socratic skeptici sm : not only did he know, 
l ike Socrates, that he knew nothing, but he is  also said to 
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have doubted whether he could ever know that he knew 
the truth. H e  imitated Socrates in writing nothing and 
taught mainly in open debate, introducing to the school 
the system of arguing on both sides of a question. Nev
ertheless, he saw to it that Plato's works were studied ; and 
in the controversy with the Stoa, the Academy maintained 
that by «suspension of judgment" (epoche) they were not 
inhibited in their main philosophic tas k  of a contin ual 
search for truth, however unattainable, or from moral ac
tion, as a guide for which Arcesilaus recommended "the 
reasonable." The dialectical influence of Arcesilaus set the 
Academy firmly in the main stream of Greek skepticism, 
hut it was an age of formalization through controversy. 
Arcesilaus helped to produce Chrysippus, the great 
fortifier of Stoicism;  Chrysippus was in turn the whetstone 
of the most brilliant figure of the second century B.C. ,  
Carneades of Cyrene (2 14 - 129 B.C.), who systematized a 
comprehensive and devastating skeptical attack against the 
whole philosophy of the dogmatic schools. But while Car
neades had penetrating observation s on sense perception, 
probability, causation, fatalism, and anthropocentric the
ology, he seems, both in method and content, to have 
drifted some way from the original Socratic - Platonic tra
dition. 

Reaction began with Philo of Larissa (160/ 159 - 80 B.C., 
head from I I0/ 109), Cicero's teacher, who, while main
taining skepticism against Stoic epistemology, reclaimed 
his Platonic ancestry. It was completed with Philo's pupil 
and opponent, Antiochus of Ascalon (c. 130 -c. 68 B.C. ,  
head from c. 7D B.C.) ,  who came to think that the repre
sentatives of the New Academy had perverted the teaching 
of the Old Academy by maintaining that no truth could be 
grasped , thereby destroying any criterion of true and false 
and, in Antiochus'  opinion, inhibiting action through 
denial of certainty. Antiochus reinstated a dogmatism 
whereby a criterion of truth arising from but not contained 
in the senses was grasped by the mind as self-evident. His 
reinterpretation of Platonism was marked by an eclecti
cism in ethics which enabled him to propose that the Stoa 
and Peripatos had merely followed the lead of the Old 
Academy, differing from it in terms rather than in sub
stance. 

In fact, the theories of morals of the three schools were 
all naturalist, and Antiochus' distorted arguments were 
facilitated by certain shared areas of discussion, covered 
by Polemo and the early Peripatos and Stoa, based on "the 
th ings according to nature" (ta kata physin) to which hu
man beings had a natural affinity (oikeiosis). Doubtless 
there had been interchange of ideas, which was fostered 
even by the New Academy's insistence on arguing on both 
sides of the question, but Antioclrns blurred the quite 
different approaches of the schools to a common area of 
dispute. 

1 I is  thesis may have been further encouraged by the 
early "Platonic" works of Aristotle which were then popu
lar, and influenced by the Stoic Panaetius, who had ad
mirc�d Plato and who gave greater prominence in his 
teaching than had <>arlier Stoics to the "intermediate natu
ral things" (health , wealth, etc.), which , although the ma
terial of ethic-;, W(•n· held by Stoics to be in themselves of 
only relative vahH·  and morally neutral compared with the 

absolute value of the rational operation of virtue. Antio 
chus, however, maintained that the end of action, th< 
happy life (beata vita), although possible through virtut 
alone, was completed (beatissima) by bodily and externa 
goods. Thus  Antiochus shared a graded axiology with tht 
Old Academy and Peripatos ;  for him the difference be
tween virtue and other goods was one of degree, for thE 
Stoa' there was a difference of kind. In a manner similar tc 
some Stoic arguments, he held that the chief good was 
based on natural instincts for self-preservation and self
development, so that from the germ of virtues in the im
pulses of childhood man gradually attained knowledge of 
his own nature; but for Antiochus the perfection of human 
nature involved all parts of it, not only the highest, and also1 
man's relationship to others and to the community. 

This attempted dogmatic synthesis of the three great 
schools was of minor philosophical interest in itself, but of 
major importance for subsequent Greek thought. Apart 
from professional Academics, Antiochus profoundly j 
influenced the popular expositor Cicero, some Stoics with I 
doxographic interests like Arius Didymus, who taught at 
the court of Augustus, and Middle Platonists such as Albi
nus of Smyrna, whose lectures Galen attended in 15 1 / 152. I 
Albinus' markedly eclectic epitome of Platonism (the Di
daskalikos) still survives. Indeed, without the growth of 
syncretism initiated by Antiochus,  the fusion that created 
the final explosion of ancient thought in Neoplatonism 1 
would not have been possible. 

Throughout the long history of the Academy, the 
founder's works were studied and his birthday revered 
with celebrations. It i s  a remarkable tribute to his person
ality, philosophy, and educational ideals that through the 
very different phases of the school all mem hers considered 
themselves his true heirs, so that one man's ideas stimu
lated his pupils over nine hundred years without in any 
way rigidifying their thought. 
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I. G. KIDD 

GRE E K  D R A M A .  When Plato spoke of an ancient 
quarrel between poetry and philosophy, and when Aristotle 
said that poetry is more serious and m ore ph ilosophical 
than history, they were both thinking pri mari ly of epic and 
dramatic poetry, especial ly  of tragedy. The reason why the 
two great Greek philosophers paid so much attention to 
dramatic poetry is closely connected with the reasons why 
Greek tragedy continues to deserve the interest of philoso
phers today. An account of philosophical ideas in Greek 
drama can useful ly begin with some consideration of an
cient ph ilosophical ideas about Greek drama. 

Plato and Aristotle. It is wel l  known that Plato was 
hostile to what he regarded as the inflated pretensions of 
the poets as moral and rel igious teachers and to the arro
gant claims made on their behal f by rhapsodes and expos
itors. In numerous dialogues (notably in Apology, Ion, 
and Republic) he reiterated the complaint that poets lack 
the knowledge which, he bel ieved, can be achieved only 
by rigorous ph i l osophizing and which is necessary for the 
understanding of the human situation and the ordering of 
human l ife .  The poets pronounce on l i fe's problems with
out being able to "give an account" (Aoyov 5i5ovm) of 
themselves and their ideas. Plato might ironical ly al l ow 
that, l ike conventional statesmen, they have some divinely 
inspired gl impses of moral and pol itical truth, but he i n
sisted that they lack the true knowledge that is achieved 
by the philosopher after strenuous dialectical thought. 

Tragedy is essential ly a kind of rhetoric (Gorgias 5020), 
and Plato revi led it with all the passion that he displayed 
in his  attacks on forensic and pol itical oratory. A l l  these are 
the arts of mere persuasion,  and they are customari ly used 
to persuade men of what is fa l se. Plato expl icitly held that 
most orators, pol iticians, and poets are dishonest or igno
rant, or both, and even the most famous of them would be 
refu sed admi ssion to the ideal republ ic. 

One of Plato's most important grounds for despi sing 
l iterature was based on the theory of Forms. The poet 
deals in the concrete and particular; dialectic, l i ke its 
mathematical archetype, is concerned with the abstract 
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and universa l .  I t  fo l l ows that even an honest poet must 
inevitably fa i l  to achieve and convey knowledge and un
derstand ing, since he is operating at entirely th<-> wrong 
leve l .  I le presents images of images ;  he and h is  aud ience 
are at two removes from the world of real ity and tru th 
(Republic .597E). 

Aristotle, the phi losopher of the concrete particular sub
stance, with his keen interest in  the actual particular 
specimen, was more sympathetic to poetry and l i terature. 
Poetry is  philosophical because it portrays the nature of 
man in genera l  by presenting part icular ind ividual men in 
such a way that each portrait  throws l ight on other individ
ual s, just as the biologist studies the genus or the spceies 
by attending in  detail  to actual particu lar specimens. A 
chronicl e of "what Alcibiades did or suffered" tel ls us only 
about Alcibiades. Oedipus or Agamemnon i s  Man as well 
as a man. Ari stotle regarded the poets as contributors to 
thought, knowledge, and understanding, not as mere en
tertainers. 

The opposite views of Plato and Aristotle on the value of 
l iterature must not be a l lowed to hide the importance of a 
point on which they agreed . Plato's attack on poetry, l ike 
Aristotl e's more sympathetic treatment, presupposes that 
there is an overlapping of function between philosophy 
and l i terature. Plato thought that the poets gave wrong 
answers to the questions and problems that he dea l t  with 
in h i s  d ialogues, but the very form of his attack implies his 
recognition that the poets are also concerned with those 
questions and problems. The old battle between phi loso
phy and poetry could not take place at all unless the two 
parties shared at least a battleground. 

Th i s  point i s  confirmed, and i ts importance is under
l ined, by further knowledge of the history of ancient l i ter
ature and phi losophy. It was only in the time of Plato and 
Aristotle themselves that there began to appear any very 
clear di sti nctions between phi losophy, history, science, 
and imagi native l iterature. H omer had fu lfi l led all the 
functions that were later divided among hi storian s,  tragic 
and comic poets, phi losophers, theologians, moral i sts, and 
scientists. Parmenides and Empedocles were poets as wel l  
as phi losophers ;  they d id  not write both poetry and phi
losophy-their poetry was thei r phi losophy. Heraclitus 
wrote in prose but in  an oracular, l iterary manner. Hesiod 
is part of the hi story of philosophical and cosmological 
speculation as wel l as of the h i story of l i terature. Plato 
himself wrote phi losophy that is also l iterature and, in 
spite of his own strictures, imagi native and dram'ltic l i ter
ature.  

Modern views. M odern controversy about Greek tragedy 
has fol lowed simi lar l ines. Many scholars and critics have 
praised the Attic tragedians as rel igious and moral thinkers 
and prophets, thus accepting Plato's view of the nature of 
the aims and themes of the ancient plays whi l e  often 
strongl y di ssenting from his valuation of them. Others, by 
contrast, have denied that the tragedians either showed or 
meant to show any moral or rel igious depth or original ity, 
and have presented them as "mere" poets and playwright� 
whose purpose was purely l i terary and dramatic and who 
used trad iti onal mythological and rel igious material s imply 
because i t  was traditional . 

This dispute i s  mi sconceived and is based on a fal se 
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dichotomy. It not only ignores the artificiality of any at
tempt to draw a sharp distinction between literature and 
philosophy in Greek times hut also involves drawing a 
distinction between them that is too sharp to be faithful to 
the nature and function of literature and philosophy in any 
age, including our own. Both parties to the dispute share 
Plato's mistaken assumption that nothing can count as 
philosophical, religious, or moral thought unless it is ex
plicitly and formally general and systematic. Aristotle's  
recognition that fifth-century tragedy illuminated morality 
and religion by a dramatic presentation of particular events 
and characters needs to be extended to literature in gen
eral. The themes of Greek tragedy are the themes of litera
ture : ;\Ian, God, Nature, Chance, Freedom, Will, Fate, 
Necessity, and Good and Evil. l\lost, if not all, of these 
themes are also themes of great and permanent philosoph
ical interest, and philosophers should not despise the 
contributions of dramatists, poets, and novelists to our 
understanding of them. 

Tragedy. Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides had 
much in common: they all drew their characters and plots 
from a common stock of religious mythology and historical 
legend inherited from Homer, and they all used their plays 
as means of presenting the relations between men and 
gods. The stories of the Trojan War, of Agamemnon and 
the House of Tantalus, of Oedipus and the H ouse of Cad
mus recur in the works of all three. ( A "history play," such 
as The Persians of Aeschylus, is exceptional, although 
commentators have found historical and political allusions 
in many of the plays that are based on mythical themes.) 

Aeschylus and Sophocles were relatively orthodox in 
their treatment of the traditional themes. The Oresteia of 
Aeschylus presents, through the story of the working out of 
a family curse, a study of the conflict between man's efforts 
to choose and guide his own life and the almost irresistible 
weight of past events and external influences .  Agamemnon 
"puts on the yoke of necessity" when he chose to sacrifice 
his daughter Iphigeneia rather than to risk the ruin of the 
Greek expedition against Troy. In that phrase and in that 
incident Aeschylus combines an awareness  of the force of 
circumstance with a consciousness of the responsibility 
that a man hears for his own actions, however circum
scribed they are by what lies outside his control. The yoke 
is a yoke of necessity; but it is Agamemnon who puts it on. 
In the same trilogy Aeschylus portrays the growth of re
venge ("a kind of wild justice," as Bacon called it) into the 
cultivated plant of civil law. His Prometheus Bound is also 
concerned with conflict. The struggle between Prome
theus and Zeus is also the struggle between man's aspira
tion after knowledge and power and the forces of nature 
and environment represented by the gods. Men pay in 
suffering for every step in understanding. 

The Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles also shows the 
price that must be paid for knowledge and self-knowledge. 
The man who answered the riddle of the Sphinx finds, 
when he knows his own nature and his own circumstances, 
that not all knowledge is sweet, and blinds his eyes that 
have seen too much. And yet it was ignorance that led him 
to his tragic encl. I f  he had known more and had known it 
sooner, he would have done better and fared better. In the 

Antigone we find the "conflict of right with right" that led 
to Hegel's definition of tragedy; the legitimate claims of 
Creon the civil power, are set against Antigone's ardent 
loyait; to holy and unwritten laws. 

Euripides used the same stock of mythical material but 
in a different spirit. H e  was a friend of Anaxagoras and a 
student of the sophists and orators, whose influence is seen 
in his ;et debates and rhetorical speeches. The sophistry of 
Hippolytus ("my tongue it was that swore; my heart is not 
forsworn") and the atheism of Bellerophon are only two 
examples of the "free thought" of some of his characters 
that shocked Aristophanes and other conventional Athen
ians. It was debated, and is still debated, whether Euri
pides was himself an atheist or a modernistic theologian. 
To the modern reader of the plays the question is of mere
ly academic interest. In the Hippolytus and the Bacchae 
he vividly presents conflicts between Aphrodite and Ar
temis and between Dionysus and the forces of order and 
restraint. The impact of these conflicts on a modern reader 
is not much affected by questions about whether Euripides 
literally believed in the gods of the Greek pantheon or 
merely used them as personifications of forces in human 
nature that are as  familiar to us as they were to his original 
audience. 

In reading Greek tragedy, as in reading any work of 
imaginative literature, we must beware of attributing to the 
author the opinions and attitudes expressed by his charac
ters. The best Greek tragedies are as dialectical as the 
works of Plato. The issues they deal with are too complex 
and subtle to allow a neat answer to be given to them in 
the speeches of any one character. The dramatist presents 
and portrays; he does not argue and declaim. 

Comedy. Attic comedy is of little more than historical 
interest from the philosophical point of view. The Clouds 
of Aristophanes pillories and parodies a "Socrates" who is 
made to represent all that was new and disturbing in co11-
temporary Greek thought. Aristophanes shows here and in 
several other plays (especially in the parabasis, or address 
of the chorus to the audience on current topics) that he was 
a conservative who looked back to the golden days of Aes
ehyl us and the other "men of Marathon."  His satirical 
purpose could best be served by ignoring the great diver
sity in the movements of thought that he disliked: Pythag
orean and Orphic mysticism, natural speculation, sophis
tic attacks on conventional morality and religion, and the 
revolutionary theology of Euripides. 

Comedy, like tragedy, was religious in its origin, and 
Aristophanes, if read with caution, ca1, contribute to our 
kncwleclge of the history of Greek religious thought. But 
no comic writer can be trusted very far as a source of in
formation on philosophical or scientific thought, and in 
particular Aristophanes' account of Socrates needs more 
delicate handling than it has received from scholars preoc
cupied with the "Socratic question." What the Clouds does 
show is that philosophical speculation was of some interest 
to the general public in Athens, even if only as a butt of 
jokes and gibes. Socrates testifies in Plato's Apology that 
attacks hy comic poets helped to foster prejudice against 
him. 

The contest between Aeschylus and Euripides in the 
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Frogs of Aristophanes is one of the earl iest examples of 
l i terary criticism, and it preaches, as Plato did,  that the 
poet's function is to edify and instruct h is  audience. 
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RENFORD BAMBROUGH 

GRE E N, T H O M A S  H I L L  ( 1836 - 1 882), Engl i sh ide
alist philosopher, was born the fourth son of a Church of 
England clergyman at Birkin in Yorkshire. H i s  mother 
died when he was only a year old. Green received his  
early education from his father before going at  the age of 
14 to Rugby School ,  which had been reorganized on dis
tinctive l ines by Thomas Arnold a few ye:irs earl ier. The 
corporate s ide of l ife at Rugby had l ittle appeal for Green , 
but his  fellow scholars were already impressed by his 
seriousness and independence of mind. Academically, he 
was able but not outstanding. In  1 855 he entered Balliol 
College, Oxford, where he was an undergraduate for the 
next four years . Green was only a moderate classical 
scholar, but he got first-class honors when he took the final 
examinations in Literae Humaniores, preparation for which 
gave h im his fi rst serious work in philosophy. He was 
elected a fel low of Bal l iol in November 1860 but did not 
get a regular teaching post there for severa l  years. In 1863 
he refused an offer of the editorship of The Times of India, 
then being  started in Bombay; in 1864 he was an unsuc
cessful candidate for a ph ilosophy chair at the Un iversity 
of St. Andrews. I n  1865 and 1866 he served as assi stant to a 
Royal Commission investigating school education in E ng
land and Wales, working main ly  in and around B inning
ham. From 1866 onward he was heavi ly engaged at Bal l iol, 
where he became the first nonclerical tutor; by 1870, the 
year in which Benjamin  Jowett became master, much of 
the administration of the col lege had fallen on his shoul
ders . He conti nued to serve as a tutor until 1878, when he 
was elected Whyte's professor of moral ph ilosophy at the 
un iversity. 

By thi s  time Green had married Charlotte Symonds 
( 1871 ) and had published his first major philosophical 
work, the long critique of empiricism which constitutes the 
introduction to the edition of Hume's works which he 
produced with T. H. Grose. He had also begun to take an 
active part in social work and in local pol i tics . From 1 872 
on he was prominent in the temperance movement (one of 
his  brothers was a hopeless drun kard), and in 1876 he 
became a member of the Oxford town counci l ,  being the 
first  active teacher in the un iversity to hold such an office. 
He also played a major part in a movement to found a new 
high school in Oxford. Unfortunately, however, his heal th 
deteriorated sharply during these years , and matters were 
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not improved hy the added lecturing dut ies of the profes
sorsh ip, which Green undertook with characteristic thor
oughness, writing out his l ectures i 11 ful l .  I l e  had long 
plan ned a major work on moral phi losophy, hut h is  Prole
gomena to Ethics was sti l l  incomplete when he died in 
1882. It was publ i shed by A. C. Bradley the fo llowi ng year. 
Green's other ph i losophical and miscel laneous writings 
were collected in three volumes by H. L. Nett leship, who 
also wrote the long memoir prin ted in Volume I l l .  

Green has recently been described a s  the fi rst prof es
sional phi losopher in the modern sense; he was certain ly 
one of the fi rst specialized teachers of the subject in Ox
ford. But he exercised influence in many spheres outside 
phi losophy. H is work as a Bal l iol tutor did much to pro
duce a distinctive type of Oxford graduate, unknown in the 
mid-nineteenth century :  hard-working, intensely serious, 
aware to a surpris ing degree of social problems and real i
t ies .  In po litics llf' was important not only hecause of what 
he did to ease relations between "town and gown" in 
Oxford but also for his pronounced radical ism:  he was a 
strong supporter of Bright against  Palmerston and of the 
cause of the North in the American Civi l  War. His essay 
"Liberal Legislation and Freedom of Contract" ( 188 1 )  is 
important for i ts criticisms of pure lais sez-faire l iberalism 
and can be seen as anticipating the doctrine of the welfare 
state. Theologically, Green was not stri kingly original ,  hut 
the low value he set on dogma and hi storical tradition was 
certainly not without its effect. By in sist ing on the inde
pendent authority of phi losophy he may we l l  have per
suaded many intending ordinands to take up other careers . 
Although very different in his  ph ilosophical views and 
immediate disciples from his contemporary Henry 
Sidgwick, he made much the same contribution to the 
secularization of Oxford as Sidgwick made to the seculari
zation of Cambridge. 

Critique of "popular philosophy." A useful  point of 
entry into Green 's philosophical thought is to be found in  
h i s  earl y  essay " Popular Ph ilosophy in its Relation to 
Life," originally published in 1868. The "popular phi loso
phy" of the title was that professed by the advanced think
ers of the time, whom Green expl icitly compared with the 
ancient Sophis ts .  Like the Sophists they were s uperficially 
clear and rhetorical ly persuasi ve ;  again l ike them, they 
owed their apparent success to a refusal to examine their 
bas ic notions. Yet these notions, when applied in the con
crete, turned out tc be wholly inadequate; they cou ld  not 
successfully be brought to bear on l i fe, as understood in art 
or religion or moral practice .  ln " Popular .Phi losophy" 
Green set himself to demonstrate this conclusion only in 
the case of ethics, reviewing for th is  purpose the doctr ines 
of B utler, Hume, and Rousseau, but it was obvious that he 
had wider considerations in mind. When he spoke of the 
need for an "adequate theory," of which the phi losophy of 
Hegel might offer a foretaste, he was implying that the 
phi losophers he was considering were wrong not only in 
their ethical distinctions but also in their whole method 
and metaphysical outlook. Following Locke, they assumed 
that truth could be arrived at by simple introspection ;  they 
had no notion of the difference between image and con
cept and hence no tenable theory of thinking. The state-
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ment of their theories presupposed a continuing self
identical subject, hut the theories themselves had no room 
for any such thing. Nor, in practice, had they anything like 
an adequate grasp of the workings of the human mind, 
which they looked on as an isolated automaton mechani
ca l ly pursuing pleasure and seeking to avoid pain, instead 
of as an acti\'e agent whose interest and welfare were inti
mately bound up with those of others. 

The corrective to popular philosoph y, Green said at this 
stage, was to be found in "the deeper views of life which 
the contemplative poets originated" and in the notions of 
"e\'angelical re ligion," as well as in some of the better 
insights of Rousseau. It was not " 'within his own breast' " 
that Wordsworth had looked to "read what he was," but to 
"the open scroll of the world, of the world, however, as 
written within and without by a self-conscious and self
determining spirit" (Works, Vol. III, p. 1 19). Similarly, the 
evangelical insistence on the sense of sin showed the 
superficiality of the moral philosophy of the Enlighten
ment, which could represent vice as an object of regret or 
distaste but never as an object of abomination. M uch of 
Green's mature philosophy becomes intelligible if we bear 
these remarks in mind. He took neither poetry nor religion 
to be a substitute for philosophy, but nonetheless he felt 
deeply that both had important lessons to teach the phi
losopher. 

Critiques of Hume and naturalism. The more academic 
criticisms sketched in Green's early essay were elaborated 
in the introduction to his edition of Hume's works ( 1874). 
Green's view was that Hume was a major philosopher who 
had taken Locke's ill-thought-out assumptions to their 
logical conclusion and, in so doing, had revealed their 
absurdity. Hume's fi rst principle was that nothing is real 
save feeling; Green attacked this view with the argument 
that to say that something is real is to relate it to other 
things and that relations are not given in feeling but are 
the work of the mind. Hume's attempt to ground "philo
sophical" in "natural" relations, that is, in what is given to 
sense, was a failure. So was his theory of the self as a 
succession of perceptions, for relating clearly demands an 
unchanging subject that relates. The argument of this pas
sage was carried further in the fi rst book of the Prolegom
ena to Ethics, where Green claimed that not only our 
consciousness of nature but also nature itself presuppose 
an "eternal," self-identical, and self-differentiating subject 
which is the source not only of the connections in thought 
but also of its material. A halfway position, such as Kant 
had taken, was not intellectually defensible: the thing-in
itself and its empiricist counterpart, the sheerly given, 
remain unintel ligible on this type of view. 

G reen's object in metaphysics was plainly to state an 
alternative to materialism, which struck him as both insid
iously attractive and inte llectually preposterous. r-.t 11ch the 
same ambition informs his writings on ethics, in which 
field he again saw himself as developing an antinaturalist 
position. I n  his critique of moral sense theories, which 
forms part of his general criticism of 1 1  umc, he represented 
the supporters of those \·iews as one and all hedonists, on 
the ground that th< 'y made the passions the only spring of 
action and thought of r< 'ason as practically inert. Hence, 
his own first aim in th<' Prolegomena was to establish that 

human actions spring from motives and to show that mo
tives are not "natural phenomena." He defined a motive 
(Sec. 87) as "an idea of an end, which a self-conscious sub
ject presents to itself, and which it strives and tends to 
realise." The vital point here was the connection between 
motives and a continuing subject consciously pursuing 
good; human action, for Green, was entirely different from 
animal behavior, for although much of it had animal im
pulses as its basis, these impulses were transformed in 
being brought into consciousness and thought of in rela
tion to long-term aims. As for the good with which action is 
concerned, Green said (ibid., Sec. 92) that "anything con
ceived in such a way that the agent acts for the sake of it, 
must be conceived as his own good, though he may con
ceive it as his own good only on account of his interest in 
others, and in spite of any amount of suffering on his own 
part incidental in its attainment." But in practice he had 
little to say about the connection of good with the satisfac
tion of the agent: The moral ideal must be realized in 
persons, but one person's claims to moral self-expression 
were as good as those of another, and moral progress came 
about with the realization that more and more persons and 
types of person were entitled to have their claims consid
ered. Green made much use of the phrase "the common 
good" in speaking of the ultimate aim of moral action, but 
his alternative description of the end as the attainment of 
"human perfection" is in some ways more appropriate, 
provided it is added that he wanted to see human perfec
tion realized without distinction of persons. 

Political philosophy. In ethics Green had clearly 
learned a lot from Hegel, although his general outlook 
remained more Kantian than Hegelian-both in theory and 
in practice he must be counted as a liberal moralist. His 
political philosophy also is in the liberal tradition, despite 
its rejection of s uch elements of older liberal political 
theory as the doctrine of the contract. The state, according 
to Green, is the product of will, not of force, insofar as the 
system of rights and duties it operates rests on a moral as 
opposed to a merely natural basis. Green was as emphatic 
in his political as in his ethical theory that rights cannot be 
created out of nothing, in the way Hobbes and Spinoza 
supposed. But although he thus saw the state as, in a 
sense, a moral organism, Green had no inclination to en
dow it with positive moral autnority. The state might 
sometimes have to inhibit the freedom of particu lar men to 
enable others to be free at al) , but the end of political ac
tion could only be to put citizens in a position to lead the 
good life. The liberalism he favored wa thus in the end a 
neg'ltive liberalism, concerned with creating the minimum 
conditions in which people could exercise moral choice 
and, for the rest, leaving matters to their voluntary efforts. 

Compared with that of his younger contemporary F. H.  
Bradley, Green's literary style was flat and uninteresting. 
The moral earnestness which is apparent in so much of his 
writing also has had much to do with its neglect by more 
recent philosophers. But however earnest he was, he was 
at the least estimate an influential thinker; to describe him, 
as C. D. Broad did, as "thoroughly second-rate" is to forget 
the extent to which his articulation of problems is still 
accepted, for exam ple in political philosophy. Nor are his 
solutions entirely without interest, if only we can divest 



them of the stiff Victorian garments in which he chose to 
clothe them. 
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GREGORY O F  N A Z I A N Z U S  (329/330 -c. 390), poet, 
theologian , and bishop, was born at Arianzum in Cappado
cia. Although his parents were Chri stians, he enjoyed an 
excel lent  classical education at Caesarea in Palestine and 
at the u niversi ties of Alexandria and Athens. He was from 
his  earl iest years a close friend of the other two Cappado
cians, Gregory of Nyssa and Basil the Great. Baptized at 
about  the age of th irty, he was ordained by h is  father, the 
local bishop-apparently against his wil l-and immediate
ly fled. After h i s  peni tent return, Basil appointed him 
bishop of the isolated town of Sasima. H owever, Gregory 
refused to go and remained with his  father at Nazianzus, 
staying on after his father's death in 374. After a period of 
monastic l iving he was approved as bishop of Constanti no
ple under Emperor Theodosius ,  but distrust of h i s  own 
admini strative abil ity once again forced him to resign after 
a year. After a few years at Nazianzus, he final ly  reti red to 
his estate at Arianzum and devoted his last years to writ
ing; it was here, between 384 and 390, that he wrote his  
greatest poems. 

Adequate study of Gregory is  stil I hampered by the lack 
of a ful l  critical ed i tion of his works. The bulk i s  poetic 
(more than 1 6,000 l ines). There are al so 44 orations, in
cluding the important dogmatic ones (numbers 27 - 3 1 ,  
del ivered i n  380), and 244 authentic letters. 

Gregory Nazianzen is the most l i terate, self-conscious 
styl ist of the three Cappadocian Fathers, although perhaps 
not as profound as G regory of Nyssa nor so immersed in 
ecclesiastical affairs as Basil the Great. Although he once 
compared philosophy to "the plagues of Egypt," his poetry 
shows the wide influences of al l the Greek school s ,  and 
especial ly  of the Stoic- Cynic. In morals Gregory reflects a 
sharply critical view of contemporary worldl iness and 
sensual ity; and his  introspective poetry (especial ly the 
autobiographical "De Vita Sua") marks a new era in  
Christian self-awareness and i s  comparable to  Augustine's 
Confessions. H owever, the bulk of his  verse i s  coldly clas
sical and heavi ly  didactic. 

Gregory was ful ly  aware (see Oration 20. 17 )  of the role 
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of speculation in theology. He  contrilmted to Trin itarian 
theology hy clearly defining the relations and properties of 
the three Persons of the Tri nity. 1 1 1  Ch ri stology he i n s ist<>d 
on the two d i sti nct natures in Christ hound by a "u nion 
according to essence," copresent to each other hy "circum
incession" -a term later appl ied to the Persons of the 
Tri nity. In developing traditional dogma, Cregory's d is
cussion i s  sometimes sharper than ei tlu·r Basil 's or C regory 
of Nyssa's ,  al though he is vague on the doctrines of hell  and 
original sin. 
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H ERBERT MUSURILLO, S .J .  

G R E G O R Y  OF N Y S S A  (c. 330 - c. 394 ), Chri stian the
ologian and Father of the Eastern church, was born in  
Cappadocia. Resist ing the invi tation of h i s  brother, Basil 
the Great, to join his monastic community at Annesis, 
Gregory married and became a teacher of rhetoric. In 372 
Basi l ,  bi shop of Caesarea, had Gregory appo inted b i shop 
of Nyssa; but Gregory was deposed in  374 by a local synod 
dominated by the Emperor Valens and the Arian party. 
Restored to his see in 377, Gregory began to grow closer to 
Basi l 's monastic and theological ideals .  After Basi l ' s  death 
in 379, Gregory engaged more and more in writing and in  
the vigorous administration of  h i s  diocese; he  was an im
portant figure at the counci ls  convoked at  Constantinople 
in  381 ,  383, and, J ust before his death, in 394. An ardent 
defender of the orthodox Trini tarian doctrine of Nicaea 
against the Arians and semi-Arians ,  he was also popular in 
court circles at Constantinople.  Toward the end of his l ife, 
when his i n fl uence began to wane, he devoted h imself to 
the deepening of the trad i tional Christian heri tage of mys
tical theology· during this period, from about 390 until his  
death, he composed some of his  most profound works , the 
Commentary on the Song of Songs and the Life of Moses, 
which represent the culmination of the process i naugu
rated in his earl iest work, the Treatise on  Virginity (c. 370)°. 

Gregory's originality lay chiefly in the depth and mysti
cal aware11ess he brought to the problem of man's knowl
edge of  the Transcendent. Many of his  works, such as the 
Life of Moses, can be understood on three l evels :  � loses 
represents the l i fe of the true believer, the C hristian phi-
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losopher, and the mystic attempting to fi nd God in the 
un iverse. In his exposit ion of the Trin i ty and his discus
s ion of God's nature, Gregory penetrated deeper than any 
other Eastern Father. The core of his theology is the his
torical perfection of man through the restoration of the 
di,· ine image, regained by the A tonement and communi
cated through the Church. In  his doctrine of the Apoka
tastasis-thc res toration of all  men, even the damned, to 
the vision of God at the end of t ime-Gregory reveals his 
loyalty to  Origen as \\'ell as his own attempt to create a 
harmonious s truc ture of salvation history. Throughout his 
work we see the dc,·clopment of the doctrine of the spirit
ual or mys tical senses ( implying a direct intui tion of God's 
prcscncd and an analys is  of ecstasy that prepared the way 
for Dionrsius the Areopagite, l\faximus the Confessor, and 
later Byzant i ne mysticism. 

In  his epistemology Gregory is  derivatively Ncoplatonic, 
and his a l legorical exegesis reflects the anthropology of 
Origen and Philo of Alexandria as wel l  as the eclectic 
philosophy of Hel lenistic Asia Minor. But Gregory never 
sla,· ishly fol lowed any master, and scholars l i ke H. F. 
Chcrniss go too far when they suggest that Gregory's the
ology was merely a question of giving Christian names to 
Plato's doctrines. Hathcr, the oppos i te view of Jean Dani
elou .md others seems closer to  the truth :  Gregory' s  theol
ogy represents a subtle transformation of Neoplatonism in
to authentic Chris t ianity, whereby the intuitive vis ion and 
ethical ach ievement of the Chris tian mystic ( in D:l11 ielou 's 
terminology, epektasis) was the culmination of the pagan 
philosopher's quest. 
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H ERBERT MUSURILLO, S.J .  

G R EG O R Y  OF R I M I N I  (c .  1300 - 1 358), a member of 
the Augus tinian friars and one of the foremost thinkers of 
the fou rteenth century. He was horn in Italy and died in 
\'icnna, where he spent the last  18 months of h i s  l i fe as 
general of the Augustin ian order. A large part of his  active 
career was spent at Paris ,  where he studied from 1323 to 
I-129. After teach ing in I taly, he returned to Pari s i 1 1  134 1 
and remained there for ten years. During this second 
sojourn in Pari s he wrote his main work, a Commentary 011 

the Se11 tences. :--:one of the other wri tings ascribed to him, 
ranging from Bibl ical commentaries t o  a t reatise on the 
remiss ion and intens ification of forms ,  has survived. 

( ; regory' s system was a reassertion of St. Augustine's 
teachings in fou rteenth-cen tury tenns. I l e  shared the 
contemporary awareness of the radical contingency of the 
created order and the unbridgeable gulf between God and 
his creaturPs that it en tai led.  l i e  thereby fol lowed Ockham 
and his confreres in rigorous ly confining natu ral know!-

edge to what could be veri fied and in excluding theolog
ical truths and evidence for God's exi stence from rat ioci
nation. On the one hand, God was sovereignly free and 
man had no means of knowing what He  might do; on the 
other, t he knowledge access ible to man dealt only with 
contingencies and was ever l iabl e to be superseded if God 
so willed, In consequence, there was no guarantee that the 
world was not infini te or eternal or t hat there was only one 
world; and even if i ts  fin iteness was accepted, God could 
s t i l l  transform it. Gregory parted from the Ockhamists, 
however, in his refusal to allow this distinction between 
natural experience and G od's will to undermine the tradi
tional certain ties. Even if natural knowledge was confined 
to practical experience, there st i l l  remained an inner realm 
of knowledge that was the source of all necessary truths 
and nonsensory principles .  S imi larl y, although God was 
unconstrained and his  ways i nscrutable,  he st i l l  acted in  
accordance with h i s  perfections. 

Thus Grerory rebutted the Ockhamis t  assertions that 
God could  cause a man to s in ,  or m i slead h im,  or command 
a man to hate h im :  God's freedom could not violate his  
own nature as revealed i n  the Scriptures. Al though Greg
ory subscribed to the current distinction between God's 
ordained power (potentia ordinata) and his absolute 
power (potentia absoluta), by which he coul d  do anything 
without qual i fication, he never-unlike the Ockhamists
employed the latter to override dogma. Gregory accord
ingly adhered to t he accepted dogmatic tenets whether 
they concerned God's foreknowledge, man's fal len state, 
or the theological v irtues. Only in the case of the physical 
world did he acknowledge the poss ibi l ity, both on epi ste
mological and theological grounds, that the world could be 
o ther than it was : that it m ight be infinite or eternal . Greg
ory joined in the current reversion to the earl ier view that 
theology was sapien tia (wisdom) rather than scientia 
(scienti fic knowledge). It was d i stingu i shed by its inac
cessibi l i ty to the nonbel iever, and fa ith, far from being 
communicable, was the barrier that divided the Christ ian 
from the i nfidel. In thi s ,  as in other ways, Gregory shared 
in the changed outlook of the time, while remaining true 
to the tradition of St. August ine. 
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G R O S S E T E STE , RO B E RT (c. 1 168 - 1 253), was one 
of the most influential Englishmen of his <lay-in iti ator of 
the Engl ish scientific tradition, one of the first chancel lors 
of Oxford Universi ty, a famous teacher and commentator 
on the newly discovered works of Aristot le, an important 
translator from the Greek, frien<l to the men dicant orders, 
first lecturer to the Oxford Franciscans, and zealous bishop 
of England's largest diocese. However, his l ife is imper
fectly known and much of his work remains unpublished. 
He was born of humble parents in the county of Suffolk 
between 1 168 and 1 175 an<l by 1 190 had become magister 
in artibus at either Oxford or Paris. Sometime between 
1 190 and 1 1 98 he was a member of the household of 
Wil liam de Vere, bi shop of Hereford, and may have taught 
in the Hereford schools .  After the bishop's death in 1 198, 
Grosseteste was a member of the arts faculty at Oxford or 
poss ibly at Cambridge. He probably studied theology at 
Paris during the suspendium clericorum, 1209- 1214 .  At 
some t ime between 1214  and 1221  he became chancel lor 
of Oxford University. In 1229 he became the first lectu rer 
to the Oxford Franci scans, leaving this post only on his  
elevation to the see of Lincoln in 1235. He was bishop of 
Lincoln unt i l  h is  death 18 years later. 

Grosseteste l ived at a crucial period in intellectual his
tory : the scientific and phi losophical writings of the Mus
l ims were just  becoming known in Latin Europe and the 
works of the Hel lenistic writers and the recently red iscov
ered works of Ari stotle were being translated, dissemi
nated, and lectured upon . As teacher, commentator, and 
translator, he took an active part in this movement. Basi
cal ly Augustin ian in outlook and relying heavily on the 
standard authors, he was nevertheless deeply influenced 
by Musl im learn ing, especially Avicenna and the astron
omers, by the Jew Avicebr6n, an d by the newl y found 
Ari stotelian works. He never wrote a comprehensive 
phi losophical work or devised a system, but he developed 
many characteristic views that have had a profound 
influence on the later development of both phi losophy and 
science. The most important of his many phi losophical 
works are De Luce ("Light"), De Motu Corporali et Luce 
("Corporal Motion and Light"), Hexameron, and commen
taries on Ari stotle's Posterior Analytics and Physics. 

Light metaphysics. Basic to Grosseteste's view of the 
universe is  his metaphysics of l ight. He h eld that in  the 
beginning God created the first corporeal form ( lux) , which 
!lad the property of instantaneously mul tiplying itself  
infin itely in every direction, and simple matter, an unex
tended substance. The original point of l ight was joined to 
unextended matter (since matter and form never ex ist  
separately) and i n  its expansion drew matter out into spa
tial d imensions. The resulting universe was a sphere ex
tremely rare at the peri phery but dense an<l opaque near 
the center. It was fin ite because a simple s ubstance multi
plied an infinite number of times wou ld result in a fin ite 
quantity, and the matter of the periphery (the firmament) 
was completely actu al ized and capable of no further 
change. 

When this perfect first bo<ly, contain ing only first matter 
and first form, had been created, it diffused its reflected 
light (lumen) back to the center, where the lumen gathered 
together the mass exist ing below the first body, again rare-
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fying the outermost parts and making tl ie center more 
dense. The second spherf' was thus formed,  as were, by a 
s imi lar process ,  a l l  1 3  spheres ,  including the four e le
ments. On the outside of our un iverse, matter is cornplt>te
ly actualized and capab le of no further change, wh ile at the 
center the <lcgree of act ual ization is less and matter re
mains  susceptible of taking on a variety of forms. From first 
form (l ight) every subsequent form is  generated, both 
substantial and accidental , and every privation derives 
from the privation of l ight. 

S ince all things have in common first form and first 
matter, they are, in a sense, one. Hut each thing i 1 1c ludes a 
hierarchy of form su peradded to the original form of cor
poreity, making it the ind ividual thing it i s .  Most of Grosse
teste's other v iews were either derived from or imply his 
l ight metaphys ics. He cons idered l ight the cause of local 
motion, the means by which the soul operates on the body 
(he denied that the soul is the form or perf (:;ction of the 
body), and the principle of intell ig ibil ity in the created 
un iverse. 

Theories of knowledge. Grosseteste had two distinct 
theories of knowledge. The first, i n  the Augusti nian trad i
tion and strongly influenced by Avicenna, held that men 
may acquire k now ledge by virtue of the intel lect alone, 
without recourse to sense. The second held that certain 
knowledge may also be gained through sense perception. 
Although sense turns toward matter an d is  therefore unsta
ble, imperfect, and subject to imaginative embell i shments, 
i t  also follows reason , even though confusedly, and does 
not obscure the species it provides. Reason, which under
stands the pri nciples of nature in a s ingle manner, either 
corrects or completes whatever was lacking in the senses. 

Both these ways of knowing involve another of Grosse
teste's key concepts, the purgation of the mind. It i s  not 
unti l  the desires of one's mind (affectus mentis) are purged 
of error that the gaze of one's min<l (aspectus mentis) can 
be raised to the eternal and true and can overcome the 
delusions cau sed by corporeal phantasms. "Many men," 
Grosseteste said, "can prove by sure reasons that the In
tel l igences exist and that Go<l ex ists but they do not un
derstand the Divine E ssence or the non-corporeity of the 
Intel l igences . . . .  Aristotle and others, who firmly knew 
by discursive reasoning that eternity was simple but saw it 
under the phantasms of temporal extension, have affirmed 
many improper things such as the perpetu i ty of time and 
motion and conseq'. ten tly the eternity of the \vorld ."  In this 
quotation from the Commentary on the Physics, we see 
G,-osseteste at once as one of the foremost cri t ics of the 
dangers latent in the works of Ari stotle an<l yet also among 
the leaders in introduci ng Aristotle's natural phi losophy 
into western E urope. 

Infinity. One of Grossetes tt>'s most original and in
fluential teach ings concerns infinite aggregates. He 
believed that "one infi nite number can be related in any 
proportion, nu meral or non-numeral , to another infin ite 
number." To God, in fin ite numbers are finite, and he de
termines the pri mary cubit (and every other measu re) by a 
certain infinite number and a hal f-cubit by another infin ite 
number half ( to him) that of the cubit, and so on . But such 
a manner of measuring is  possible only to one to whom tlw 
infi nite is finite. Being fi nite, we must necessari l }  adopt a 
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different manner of measuring, that is ,  by commensurable 
magni tudes as accidents of matter. 

Scientific method. It is as a scientist an<l innovator in 
scientific method, howe\·er, that Grosseteste has attracted 
the in terest of the twentieth century. In his  most i mportant 
scienti fic writings he progressively developed a character
istic method of investigating nature that employed analysis 
(resolutio) and synthesis (compositio) in physical inquiries, 
fi rst breaking down a problem i nto its simplest parts, then 
framing a hypothesis that wou ld show how these elements 
are to be combined in order to produce the phenomenon 
under investigation. He also held that an experimental 
universal of provisional truth might be obtained by ob
serving that a given effect always resu lts from a particular 
cause, if one control led his observation by el iminating any 
other possible cause of the effect. 

In addi tion to this framework, Grosseteste used experi 
ments as an integral part of his i nvestigation: as aids in  
accomplishing h i s  analysis ,  a s  suggestions in framing his 
explanatory hypothesis ,  and most important, as tests of the 
truth or fals i ty of a hypothesis .  He also employed mathe
matics in his researches, holding that s ince l ight is  the 
cause of local motion and the means by which superior 
bodies act on inferior ones , and that s ince l ight behaves 
according to geometric rules, therefore all local motion can 
be described mathematical ly .  He denied, however, that 
mathematical entities have any objective being and in
s is ted that they are s imply abstractions from physical 
bodies and exi st only i n  the minds of mathematici,ms. 

Another of his basic principles was that of the subordi
nation of sciences. A superior science, he said,  may pro
vide the cause for which the inferior science provides the 
effect. In  the s tudy of heavenly bodies, for instance, the 
sciences of mathematics, astronomy, and physics are con
cerned. � lathematicians abstract magni tudes from motion 
and matter an<l demonstrate the accidents per se with 
respect to magnitudes. Physici sts, on the other hand, dem
onstrate the fi gured magni tudes in the �ense that they 
belong to physical bodies. Astronomers have much in 
common with physicists, but whereas they might both be 
studying the same body-for instance, the moon- the 
phys ici st demonstrates that the predicate belongs to the 
subject by nature,  while the astronomer does not care 
whether it belongs to it by nature or not. 

Gros seteste wrote four works on astronomy. His work De 
Sphaera ("On the S phere") is a theoretical treati se. The 
other three works are pri mari ly  concerned with reforming 
the J ulian calendar, which was nearly four days in  error at 
that time. Using the works of Ptolemy, al-Battan i ,  and Ibn 
Thebi t, he worked out a program for calendar reform 
v,:hich conti nued to find supporters until it was largely 
incorporated into the Gregorian reform of 1582. 

Grosseteste was in  many ways the hinge between the 
early and late �f iddle Ages. l i e  had at his d isposal the 
standard late Homan authors and the recently introduced 
Grec·k and Arabic sources. H i s  powerfu l ,  resourceful ,  and 
disc ipl ined mind ass imi lated and transformed this  ma
teria l .  l i e  l<·ft many loose < > nds and sometimes fo i led to 
think through his  pos itions;  and in his scient i fic works, 
de..,pit < ·  his methodological triumphs,  he was not a notable 
experimenter. Sti l l ,  so powerfu l  was his thought that he 

in fluenced an uninterrupted success ion of phi losophers 
and scienti sts throughout Europe for three hundred years 
after his  death. 
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GROTE,  J O H N  ( 1 8 1 3 - 1 866), Engli sh moral philosopher 
and epi stemologist, was born at Beckenham in Kent. He 
was a younger brother of George Grote, the hi storian. 
Grote studied classics at Cambridge and became a fel low 
of Trin i ty College in  1 837. He took orders ,n the Church of 
England and eventual ly  obtained a church l iving at Trump
ington, where he resided until his death. In  1 855 he 
succ:eded \Vi l l iam Whewell as Knightbridge professor of 
moral philosophy at Cambridge. For a number of years an 
informal group, sometimes cal led the Grote Club, met 
regularly with him for phil osophical discussion ; Henry 
S idgwick and John Venn were among its mem bers. 

Grote's writings were concerned primari ly  with ethics 
and theory of knowledge. He thought the former the more 
important study and intended the epistemological d iscus
s ions in his Exploratio Philosophica to serve as prolegom
ena to his moral theory. Throughout his work he cri ti
cized the claim that only sci ence or the "posit ive 
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standpoint" could give us  truth. Science treat s perception 
simply as the action of one body on another, and it inves
t igates the antecedents and concomitants of all thoughts 
and feelings indifferently. Hence it can give no adequate 
accou nt of truth or falsity in thou ght. Philosophy, which is 
the study of thou ght and feelings as we are directly aware 
of them from within,  can deal with truth and fals ity, but it 
cannot give causal explanations. Hence the positive and the 
philosophical standpoints can lead us to truths which sup
plement each other. Grote argued with considerable 
acuteness that confus ion of these standpoints was respon
sible for many of the difficulties of tradi tional theories of 
perception and knowledge, but he confessed himself un
clear as to how they were related. 

In ethics, Grote argued that util itarianism overlooked 
the fact that man is  essentially as active a creature as he is a 
sentient one. Concentrat ing only on human sentience, 
uti l i tarianism provides a theory of the good in feel ing, but 
since it says l itt le about right acting, it is  unable to give an 
adequate account of the right distribution of good. The 
attempt to construct a positive science of moral i ty is mis
guided and hopeless, since it omits the "ideal"  element, or 
conception of what ou ght to be, which is central to moral
ity. An ethical principle cannot be derived from facts alone, 
nor can it u sefully be made true by definition; hence a 
basic i ntui tion is required. There is ,  however, an important 
uti l i tarian element in moral ity, and that element provides a 
necessary check on possibly spu rious i ntu itions. Grote 
suggested that the old conflict between uti l i tarianism and 
intu itionism shou ld be seen as a confl ict between partial 
views of a whole tru th. 

Grote held that the philosophical standpoint was more 
fundamental than the scientific. He gave a number of rea
sons for this. Underlying them is the view that the attempt 
to come to a rational understanding of the world im
plies the belief that the world is already rational , which 
implies i n  turn the belief that it is the creat ion of a mind. But  
mind, Grote held, can be understood as such only from the 
philosophical standpoint. The attempt to act morally in the 
world presupposes, s imi larly, a bel ief that the world is 
moral ly ordered, and this implies a belief in a moral gov
ernor. Grote interpreted these beliefs the ist ical ly. H i s  
development of  them anticipated in  many ways the abso
lute ideal ism of the generation after him. He argued that 
al l truth is  systemat ical ly interconnected; that truth is 
ultimately to be u nderstood as coherence, rather than 
correspondence; and that the distinctions of perception 
and conception and of necessity and contingency are rela
t ive. In ethics he worked toward a view emphasizing 
self-development and man's duty in his stat ion. 

It has been said that Grote should be viewed as the first 
of the Cambridge analytic philosophers, and certainly his 
great respect for ordinary language and ordinary thou ght, 
his persistent attempts to find and remove logical confu
sions, his insistence on the importance of clarity, and his  
pursu it of i t  in  detailed and painstaking criticism have 
obviou s affinities with the work of that group.  There is ,  
however, l i ttle evidence to show that he had much direct 
influence on anyone, and his  writ ing, which is difficu l t  and 
prol ix, has been very l ittle studied despite its acu teness 
and considerable original ity. 
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G R OT I U S ,  H UGO ( 1 .583 - 1 645), or Hu ig de Groot, 
Dutch jurist and statesman, was born at Delft ,  of a di stin
guished Calvin ist family.  He entered the University of 
Leiden when he was 1 1 , graduating with great distinction 
at the age of 14. At 15 he served as a member of a Dutch 
mi ssion to France and obtained the degree of Doctor of 
Law at the U niversity of Orleans. ln 160 1  Grotius was 
asked for a legal opinion by the Dutch East India Com
pany in  an i nternat ional case, which appears to have 
spu rred the writing of his pamphlet in defense of freedom 
of the seas (Mare Liberum, 1609) and generally stimu lated 
his enduring interest in international law. In 1607 Grotius 
was appointed advocate general of the fisc of the provinces 
of Holland, Zeeland, and Friesland. In 1613  he became 
the pensionary for Rottudam and went to England as a 
member of a Dutch diplomatic mission. A bitter theolog
ical dispute, in which Grotius sided with the estates of 
H ol land against orthodox Calvinism (supported by Prince 
Maurice of Hol land) led to a special trial and the condem
nat ion of Grotius to l ife impri sonment. During his impris
onment he wrote the famou s pamphlet, De Veritate Reli
gionis Christianae (Leiden, 1627). ln 1621  Grotiu s  escaped 
from prison and fled to France, where he wrote his great 
work De Jure · Belli ac Pacis ( 1620 - 1625), dedicated to 
Loui s  XII I .  Grot ius later returned to Holland. From 1634 
to 1644 he was Swedish ambassador to France. He was 
recal led to Sweden in 1644 and died in Rostock on his way 
back from Sweden to Holland shortly after. 

Grotius' enduring influence upon legal science and, in  
particu lar, on the science of  international law may be 
attributed to quali ties somewhat comparable to those of 
John Locke. Both n1en formulated, articu lated, and system
at i zed, at a critical point in history, certain ideas and prin
ciples that suited the needs of a changing society. 

But whereas Locke articulated the rights of the individ
ual  in a rapidly expanding, acqu isi tive, and increasingly 
antiabsolutist society, Grot ius  understood that the i nterna
t ional society of burgeoning sovereign states had to find 
and abide by certain ru les of conduct in  war and peace, 
formal izing diplomatic relations and mutual respect for 
sovereignty. S ince modern international society is stil l 
dominated by the legal and pol it ical supremacy of the 
national state, Grotius '  class ical treat ise, De Jure Belli ac 
Pacis, is still an essential fou ndation for international law. 
The international order of the Middle Ages, based on the 
twin foundations of the ecclesia,;t ical authority of the 
Church of Rome and the pol itical authority of the emper-
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ors, had crumbled together with the social, economic, and 
spiritual C'onditions on which it was based. New kingdoms, 
dukedoms, principalities, and cities had emerged from the 
debris. Europe was torn by wars, big and small, motivated 
by religious, dynastic, political, and social conflicts. While 
Grotius wrote his principal work, the Thirty Years' War 
was raging in much of Europe, demonstrating the destruc
tive effects of the lawlessness of a society which had not 
yet developed new rules of intercourse appropriate to the 
emerging society of sovereign nations. There was no 
prospect of re-establishing the international authority 
exercised by popes and emperors. There was no hope of 
abolishing or outlawing war. But there was an urgent need 
to establish a new code of behavior, and, more than that, a 
need to humanize the conduct of war even within modest 
limits. To lay the foundations for such a development was 
a gigantic task, a task only for someone who could combine 
the qualities of philosopher, political scientist, jurist, 
humanist, and diplomat. That man was Hugo Grotius, a 
man of prodigious learning-theologian, philologist, his
torian, and poet, as well as jurist-who was also an active 
diplomat. 

All his various interests are reflected in his great treatise, 
a rambling work ranging over many fields of human 
knowledge, studded with quotations and references to 
innumerable scholars and sources. De Jure Belli ac Pacis 
established a partially legalized system of international 
relations by blending certain general principles of political 
and moral philosophy with state practice. It is ilt is cmnbi
nation that gives to Grotius' work the flexibility and dura
bility that enabled subsequent generations to make use of 
it by emphasizing the one or the other aspect. 

Natural law. Grotius was first a major exponent of the 
philosophy of natural law and of social contract. Second, 
he was an Aristotelian whose deepest and most abiding 
belief was in the power of reason and the rationality of 
man. Third, Grotius was a pragmatic diplomat who, 
through the observation and practice of diplomacy in a 
singularly disturbed and savage period, was fully aware of 
the practices of states in peace and war-and it was war 
that dominated both the life of the people and the thought 
of Grotius. I3ut fourth, Grotius was a humanist in the spirit 
and tradition of his master, Erasmus of Rotterdam, a man 
who abhorred the brutality and lawlessness of war and 
violence, and whose principal purpose, therefore, was not 
only to civilize the conduct of war but also to place certain 
limitations upon its legality. l ie  combined this last objec
tive with his belief in reason and in natural order in the 
formulation of Ins famous theory of the bellum iustum 
("the just war"). 

As a natural law philosopher, Grotius was much closer to 
the Stoics than to the Scholastics. Like tl1e former, he 
derived the postulates of natural law from principles of 
reason rather than of divine order. Such reason was founded 
in the human intellc>ct. ";\;atural law is so immutable that 
it cannot lw changed by Cod himself. " 

The natural law doctrine provided Grotius with the 
tll C'oretical foundation for certain overriding principles of 
ordn 11 1 the relations hetwc•c·n states. It also gave him faith 
i 1 1  the ratio11a l 1 ty of ma11 and in man's potent ialities for 
developing a lwttn socic -ty in aecorda1 1ce with the needs 
of social and intc·mational life . Crotius was, of course, well 

aware that there was in his time no law-giving authority 
superior to the will of the states. It was, therefore, neces
sary for him to find some principle that could bind the 
nations to a common standard of behavior. He found this 
principle in pacta sunt  servanda, the respect for promises 
given and treaties signed. In the absence of an internation
al sovereign authority, modem international lawyers, such 
as Dionisio Anzilotti and Hans Kelsen, have reaffirmed the 
same principle as the meta-legal foundation of internation
al law. 

Grotius formulated a large number of other principles of 
natural law that inevitably share the weakness of all natural 
law teachings-that is, the sublimation of certain political 
postulates into immutable principles of order. Among 
Grotius' rules of natural law were respect for other peo
ple's property and the restitution of gain made from it, the 
reparation of any damage caused by a person's (or nation's) 
fault, as well as certain elementary principles of punish
ment. The political coloration of natural law is more evi
dent in Grotius' postulate of the freedom of the seas. This 
postulate corresponded to the interests of the Netherlands 
as the world's leading maritime nation. It was opposed by 
the Englishman, John Selden (Afore C/ausum, London, 
1635), at a time when England was still struggling against 
stronger maritime nations. 

Social contract. The other pillar of Grotius' legal phi
losophy was the theory of social contract, which also led 
him to emphasize the supremacy of the compact as the 
highest binding principle of law. Unlike later theorists of 
social contract, Grotius considered the contract as an actual 
fact of human history. I n  his view, the constitution of each 
state had been preceded by a social contract, by means of 
which each people had chosen the form of government 
they considered most suitable for themselves. While each 
people had the right to choose their own form of govern
ment, they forfeited the right to control or punish the ruler, 
however bad his government, once they had transferred 
their right of government to him. Generally, Grotius, like 
Hobbes, reflected not only the need of a disturbed society 
for strong governmental authority, but also the essentially 
absolutist and predemocratic character of government of 
that period. In his own official and diplomatic career Gro
tius represented autocratic governments. 

International law. Aware of the insufficiency of natural 
law to supply more than ce1tain general guiding princi
ples, Grotius based the principal body of international law 
on ius volur1 tarium (the body of treaties and other engage
ments that form the hulk of internation-ll state practice). 
Although a realist, Grotius was not a cynic. He believed 
not only in the essential rationality of man and peoples, 
but also in the necessity of progress from war to peace, 
from international anarchy to international order. His prin
cipal contribution in this respect was his theory of the 
helium iustum. A major part of the second book of his 
treatise was devoted to the problems of the legality of war. 
For a war to be just, there must exist a legal cause for it. 
Essentially, there are only three types of just wars: those 
which arc conducted in defcns<' ,1gainst an actual or imme
diately threatening injury; those aimed at the recovery of 
what is legally due; and those inflicting punishment for a 
wrong done. Each of these categories allows for a great 
degree of latitude, especially in the absence of an impartial 



international jud icial authority that can decide between 
con flicting claims. Nevertheless, this emphasis on the 
need to justify war, and the l imitation of its justification to 
causes that even today would be regarded as essential ly 
defensive against wrongfu l injury, was a remarkable con
tribution to international order. It became obscured and 
forgotten during subsequent centuries of absolute national 
sovereignty, particularly during the n ineteenth century 
when the aggressive national state celebrated its greatest 
triumphs, in practice as in theory. In our own time, the 
League of Nations Covenant and the United Nation s 
Charter have attem pted once again to disti ngu ish between 
just and unjust wars. The futu re of mankind may wel l 
depend on the elaboration of an au thoritative method of 
finding rel iabl e and enforceable criteria for distingu ishing 
between wars of aggression an<l wars of defense and on the 
establ ishment of an impartial forum to decide on claims for 
the reparation of wrongs alleged to be inflicted by on e 
state on another. 

International law in our own day is stil l  essential ly 
based on state practice as recorded in custom, treaties, and 
other international agreements; but these practices al low 
for the evolution of international law, not so much in the 
terminology of natural law as in the similarly conceived 
evocation of "general principles of law recogn ized by 
civil ized nations ."  Some of these principles were appl ied, 
with dubious theoretical justi fication, in the Nuremberg 
and Tokyo trial s of German and Japanese war criminal s. 

Grotius' doctrines were inevitably a m ixture of reac
tionary and progressive principles. On the one hand he fel t  
compel led to  justify many barbarous practices of  war, 
subsequently condemned in modern rules of warfare (yet 
surpassed in cruelty by modern war). Again , Grotius con
curred with the great majority of legal and pol itical phi los
ophers in denying to the individual the right of resistance 
to an oppressive sovereign, although he affirmed the right 
of passive resistance of an ind ividual against unjust wars. 
On the other hand, Grotius anticipated by centuries some 
of the principles of the Nuremberg Charter by regarding as 
justi fied a war waged to prevent the maltreatment by a 
state of its own subjects. And Groti us'  concern with the 
ind ividual stands in noble contrast to subsequent absolut
ist pol itical theories. 

In working and thinking within the l im i tation s of h is  
time, Grot ius d id not  differ from an y other philosopher, 
juri st, or pol itical scientist. What is remarkable is  that, in 
the midst of a war that threatened to undermine the whole 
fabric of European society, he developed principles and 
standards that can still serve as the basic themes for the 
struggle for international order in our time. 
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WOLFCANC fHI EDMANN 

G U I  LT.  There are two main forms of  the idea of gu i lt
moral guilt  and legal or quasi-legal gu i l t. Origi nal ly these 
were not sharply di stinguished, but enl ightened thought 
requ ires that they should be. In ou tward substance the two 
often coincide. In comm itting a crime one is usual ly 
morally at fault, but the degree of one's gui l t  is  not l ikely 
to be the same in the two respects in such in stances. We 
may in any case be moral ly gui l ty and legal ly innocent
and vice versa. Few who con sult  this book have commit
ted a crime, but who is there who has never done anyth ing 
for wh ich he may be moral ly reproached ? Some of the 
most vicious things men do are wel l within the law. Nor 
would it be wise to legi slate against al l forms of moral 
evil-much of that would defeat the purpose of moral i ty. 
One may also b reak the law and incur no moral blame. 
This might be because of unavoidable ignorance (of the 
law or of some matter of fact), but we could be blameless 
even in committing a crime deliberately. That wou ld come 
about if  we broke the law on conscientious grounds. Some 
of the people we admire most (:-el igious or pol itical mar
tyrs, for example) have put re l igious or moral scruples 
before the claims of the law. They were not in all cases 
outwardly justi fied. The outward justification of resi stance 
to the law is greatest under oppressive government. The 
duty to conform is  very great where there are constitution
al means of seeking redress or reform. Upholding constitu
tional procedure is normal ly much more important than 
righting a particular wron g. Resistance (but not of course 
normal opposition ) is very extreme medicine in a democ
racy, and it is not always justified under tyranny. Persua
s ion is the best means of reform. But whether outwardly 
justi fied or not, a person is  free from moral blame (and 
perhaps worthy of much prai se) if he breaks the law in 
obedience to his own con science. 

l\loral guilt and determinism. Legal responsibil i ty 
means l iability to punishment, and legal guilt  thus  means 
that one has merited some puni shment. This may he 
understood in a retributi ve, reformative, or deterrent 
sen se. On the latter view, the commonest today where 
strictly legal or social issues are concerned, absolute 
freedom of choice is n ot presupposed. I t  is of course 
pointless to seek by punishment to deter someone who in 
no sense controls  what he does-or to make him an exam
ple for others. \Ve restrain the insane or the del irious. \\'e 
do not punbh them , and it is absurd to punish people for 
what they do  by accident. But puni shment is not made 
pointless when we act in character and wittingly do cer
tain  things even though, being the persons we are, we 
could not help doing them. 1 uni shment as deterrence is  
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consistent with determinism, for our conduct on other 
occasions-and the conduct of other persons-could be 
affected by punishment or the threat of it. But in moral 
matters punishment i s  a secondary issue. To be morally 
guilty is to have incurred moral disvalue or to be 
morally blameworthy. This may call for punishment or 
some other outward censure, but that is a further question. 

� l oral gu ilt is a more basic notion than punishability. It 
is a unique moral concept not to be merged in associated 
social and legal notions. Moral guilt presupposes freedom 
of a more radical kind than legal guilt and is hard to recon
cile with any form of determinism. The moral evil it in
volves must be distinguished sharply from nonmoral evils 
like sickness, pain, error, and stupidity. I am not to blame 
for being ill or for failing to win a race, compose a poem, 
or solve a mathematical problem. I am to blame for moral 
failure. I cannot help the former failures, provided I try, if 
it is my duty. But it is hard to see how there could be 
moral failure if there is any sense in which I could not 
help it. 

The assumption of absolute freedom. But how strictly 
are these last words to be understood in the case of moral 
guilt? Is absolute freedom presupposed? If it is, are we 
ever guilty in the strictly moral sense? Is there not some 
continuity of character and conduct? Plainly there is such 
a continui ty, and advocates of absolute freedom of choice 
as a moral requirement have therefore argued that moral 
praise or blame only apply on the occasions where there is 
a conflict between "duty and interest" -that is, between 
what we most want to do an<l what we think we ought to 
do. During much of one's life there is no such conflict, and 
we can therefore anticipate one another's actions with 
much confidence : we know what to expect of people we 
have come to know. But character and duty will sometimes 
draw apart. To that extent, it is maintained, nothing affects 
the outcome but the act of choice itself. If we fail to make 
the effort of will-an absolutely free one in this case-to 
overcome some weakness of character, and if we thus 
follow the line of least resistance rather than the call of 
duty, we incur moral guilt. The degree of the guilt de
pends not on the outward features of the situation and the 
magnitude of the ill we do, or at least not directly so, but 
on the effort of will that would have been required to do 
right. But it should be noted well that the more outwardly 
vicious an act may be, the less is the effort needed to resist 
a temptation to do it, for one can normally presuppose 
much natural resistance to the act in one's own character. 

The less the effort required, the more we are to blame for 
not making it ;  the greater the effort we do make, the 
greater our moral worth. 

It follows from this view that while we may, for practical 
and kindred purposes, censure misdeeds in their outward 
form, we need to be very chary of passing strictly moral 
judgments on other persons. If we have reason to believe 
(as is often the case) that someone has acted contrary to his 
moral eonvictions, we can impute to him some measure of 
blame, hut how mueh is much harder to assess than the 
outwardly objectionable features of a situation. It is also 
much hardn to assess the positive moral worth of another 
persou than to assess his moral guilt. For we know in the 
latter ease that the effort required was not forthcoming; in 

the former case it is harder to know how much to ascribe to 
natural good qualities of character, a benevolent or natu
rally plucky nature, and so on, and how much to free effort. 

Only the agent himself and God can know the full inner 
story. 

The feeling of guilt. We must, however, distinguish 
"guilt" in the strict moral meaning from the sense of guilt. 

The latter is the feeling that accompanies the conscious
ness of being guilty. It is appropriate that we should feel 
remorse for wrongdoing, the proper tone of the feeling 
being determined by its appropriateness to the situation of 
guilt. There are kindred feelings appropriate to the 
wrongdoing we encounter or suspect in others, feelings or 
attitudes of blame and indignation. The feelings we ac
tually have are not always appropriate to the situation, and 
there may thus be a sense of guilt out of all proportion to 
the facts of the case. Some people seem even to enjoy the 
sense of guilt and to cultivate it. Psychologists have helped 
us a great deal today to understand these deviations and 
that other curious aberration by which some people feel 
guilty for things they have not done at all. 

Psychological reasons. Some psychologists go further. 
They try to account for guilt entirely in terms of psychol
ogy. A com mon form of this attempt is that which ascribes 
guilt to an alleged "need for punishment. " This need 
comes about through punishment or some other disap
proval we suffer in infancy. Coming to expect punishment 
for certain acts, we feel distress when we wait for it with
out getting it over, and the strain and anxiety induced in 
this way is suppressed and operates subconsciously after
wards to produce the sense of guilt in mature experience. 

There is also the introjection into the "superego" of the 
relief experienced by those who punish us. These theories 
no doubt reflect states of mind which psychological inves
tigation uncovers, and the layman can appreciate much of 
them from common experience. But they seem nonethe
less to be mainly concerned with aberrations and an un
healthy assumption of guilt, or perverse ways of dealing 
with it. The core of guilt is an ethical one, which psychol
ogy does not explain away. 

Collective versus individual guilt. If guilt, in the proper 
sense, turns on deliberate wrongdoing, it seems that no 
one can be guilty for the act of another person-there can 
be no shared or collective or universal guilt. Guilt is in
curred by the free choice of the individual. But many have 
questioned this. Among them are some sociologists who 
misrepresent in this way the dependenct of the individual 
on society. But the main location of the idea of collective 
guilt is religion. Many forms of the doctrines of original sin 
and universal sin regard guilt as a pervasive state of man
kind as a whole. It is the guilt of "man," not of this or that 
person as a whole. Others qualify this and speak of original 
sin which does not include original guilt. Others hold that 
while there can be no "great sin" and "little sin," there is 
inequality of guilt. But it is hard to reconcile the notion of 
universal sin or guilt, in any form , with elementary ethical 
convictions. Such notions can also do great harm, both by 
leading to vietimization of the innocent-as in the treat
ment of J ews by the Nazis-and in undermining the sense 
of responsibility; for collective guilt is not the guilt of 
anyone in particular. 
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Sources of doctrines of collective guilt. Why then do 
such doctrines of collective gui l t  seem plausible? Mainly 
through rel igious confusions l ike the fol lowing. ( 1 )  The 
sense of rel igious unworthiness, the awe felt  in the pres
ence of God, is  mistaken for moral culpabil ity. (2) Certain 
forms of rel igiou s experience are apt to be overwhelming, 
and the strain is eased at times by incapsu lating the divine 
withi n the fin ite media or symbol s by which it is  known. 
This is the root of idolatry. The most grievous form of this 
is that by which the person himself becomes the idol-he 
aspires to make himself as God. But thi s distortion of rel i 
gious experience tends to be conflated, in the heat of pro
phetic experience, with the expressly moral wickedness of 
putting one's own wishes before the proper claims of oth
ers. This encourages the notion of an unavoidable state of 
sin and guilt. (3) Guilt  is what we seem most di sposed to 
suppress, and at the unconscious level the confusions 
noted are apt to be intensified. (4 ) Rel igious doctrines have 
often been based on first-order rel igiou s utterances taken 
out of their fu l l  context and apart from the experience 
which prompted them. The figurative character of such 
utterances is  also overlooked-for example, in interpreta
tions of the metaphors of "bondage" or of "sin warring in 
al l  my members. " (5)  Wrongdoing has a cumulative 
influence which affects the state and the situation of per
sons irrespective of their own guilty actions; it thus tends 
to drive men in on themselves and hinder healthy relations 
with other persons-and with God. Thi s  also, or the misrep
resentation of it, l ies behind mislead ing doctrines of 
col lective guilt. (6) The idea of universal guilt  has often 
been made the pretext for evad ing the chall enge of high 
ideal s professed by rel igious people. This seems especial
ly true of much Augustinian theology. (7) Rel igious confu
sions are deepened by confusions between the points of 
view of law-where the idea of corporated gu i l t  has some 
place-and the point of view of morality. 

Recent anthropology has thrown new l i ght on the origin 
of the idea of guilt. There was at first li ttle distinction 
between the points of view of law and of morality ,  both 
being merged i n  commu nal custom. Nor was heed ade
quately paid to whether the results of an act were those a 
person intended. The community was al so more the bearer 
of gu ilt than the individual , and harsh judgments were 
thus passed on the innocent and bitter feuds perpetuated. 
But we should not al low this  to determine for us how gu ilt 
must be understood in enl ightened thought. Ethical no
tions are not jeopardized by having lowly and doubtful 
origins. 

Religious thought today helps us to appreciate what is 
true and what i s  false in notions like col lective gu i l t. But 
much recent sociology and some recent ethics go further 
and chal lenge the ultimacy of the ideas of gu ilt and re
sponsibil ity. These are thought by some moralists and 
psychologi sts to be ideas we ought to have outgrown
"theological anachronisms. " A sound ethical theory and 
better understand ing of rel igion should correct these tend
encies. 
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G U Y A U ,  M A RI E  J E A N  ( 1854 - 1888), French moral 
and rel igious phil osopher, who in a short l ife produced 
several significant works that helped to reconcile posi
tivism and vital ism. Guyau was born in Laval,  France, hut 
because of ill health, l ived for a time in the French Sudan ; 
he died at Menton in France. 

In his phil osophical ly most s igni ficant work, Esqu isse 
d'u11e morale sans obliga tion ni sanction (Pari s ,  1 88.5), 
Guyau showed first that all previous attempts to find a 
basis  for moral ity were inadequate. He pointed out the 
infinite variabil ity of moral judgments and the fact that 
strong feel ings of obl igation can appl y to even apparently 
immoral acts, such ·•s the most irrational vendettas. He 
claimed that a purely formal, moral requirement cou ld 
hardly account for the feel ing of obl igation, which we 
experience not as a l ogical necessity but as a demand that 
may or may not be satisfied. Obl igation is  a sensed feel ing 
of resistance to desire; i t  i s  not, as i n  Kant's view, nonnatu
ral ly transm itted from some intel l igible and nontemporal 
realm. A person apprehends a duty as inseparable from a 
content and needs to bel ieve in the goodness not only of 
his intention, but of his ad itself. Thu s duty is  expressed 
through, and has its source in ,  empirical real ity. Cuyau 
made an interesting attempt to assimi late even Kantian 
formalism to a natural istic eth ics by po inting out that uni 
versality of the sort expressed in  Kant's categorical impera
tive produces a logical satisfaction based on a natural i1 1-

stinct for order. 
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C11ya11 look< 'd to life for the pri11ciple of morality, and 
hcca1 1S ( '  he fo11 11d this princ iple in "life at its most i11tPn
s i \'t ' and extens ive," his spring of al'tion has been com
pared to \!idzsdll ' ' s  Will to Power, though Cuyau's life 
force was creative am! altrnistic rather than self-centered 
and aggressive. I le s poke of fho11dite morale. Life seeks 
to ex pend itS < 'lf i11 neation : sexuality brings selflessness, 
whereas natural or l'nforcc_•d l'e i ihates tend to be self-cen
tered. Altruism thus has a11 instinctive basis ; and un
S< ' His lul<'ss is not se lf-dPn ial. 

The imp11lse to crcatio11 is the natural equivalent of the 
categoric.ii imperativt • ;  it prc•ccdes all philosophical rea
sm1 ing cm1cemi11g the natt11l' of the good. There is 110 
question of calculating what one 111 11st do; 011e  is impelled 
to al'l. l11verti 11g the a('cepted moral reasoning, Cuyau held 
that "I can, therefore I must." 

Eluci dating fu rther the notion of a vital moral impul se, 
he invok t ·d tll< ' th< 'ory of i<l<;es-furces of his stepfather, 
Alfred Fm1 illee, according to which the idea of a higher 
action is a force tending to realize that action. The man 
who does 1 1ot ad al·e_·onling to his "highest" thought is 
guilty of self-betrayal, is a living lie. This notion of unity of 
being and consistency of outward behavior with inner 
vision anticipated the more recent conception of authen
ticity, t!w antithes i s  of which-Sartre's "had faith"-cor
responds to Guyau's "falsehood i 1 1  action." Cu yau's view 
i 11volved, moreover, tlw same difficulty of being amoral 
a11d aesthetic rather tha11 ge11 1 1 i11ely ethical. 

Nl•vertlu ·les s ,  Guyau made every effort to link his vital 
drive to traditional moral values ;  he held that "by virtue of 
evolution" our satisfact ions broaden and become more 
impersonal and altruistic. This is particularly true of intel
lectual a1ul aesthetic pu rsuits, which aim at ('Ommunica
tion, al making insights and experiences more widely 
available. 

Heflection nms counter to the vital impulse. The prob
lem of morality is that of reconcil ing inhibiting conscious
ness with the principle of spontaneity. This is effected by a 
kind of snhlimation of the readiness to take purely physical 
risks .  which i s  a l 'ondition of survival in primitive n!an. 
Cuyau l'Xtollcd spcl'ulativc originality and moral pioneer-

ing as risques de la JJensee. As idees-forces, they lead on 
to action and may result in the ultimate expenditure of 
sclrsacrifice for an ideal. 

Aesthetics also is based on life. The beautiful is an 
expression of, and an addition to, our vitality; and art helps 
us to participate in universal life. 

Just as, for Guyau, moral and aesthetic feelings dis
pensed 'with transcendent principles, similarly, religion in 
Guyau's conception was freed from dogma and became a 
feeling of dependence on the universe, which is the source 
of life. Guyau was an agnostic. He rejected the doctrine of 
vicarious redemption in favor of that of man as his own 
savior, and he had no sympathy with the attempt to retain 
religion as a useful lie for the better policing of an other
wise immoral populace. The future, as Guyan saw it, has 
no plal'e for traditional religion, but only for a mankind 
that is autonomous in intellectual speculation, morality, 
and art. Yet all men will still be united by a social bond 
with each other and with all beings of the universe. 
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H A E C K E L , E RNST H E I N RI C H  ( 1834 - 1919) ,  Ger
man zoologist and monist philosopher. Haeckel was born in 
Potsdam. He  studied medicine and science at Wiirzburg, 
Berl in,  and Vienna with such authori ties as Johannes 
M uller, Rudolf Virchow, and R. A. Kol li ker. After prac
ticing medicine for a short time, he went to the Un iversity 
of J ena in 1862 to teach zoology. 

Haeckel was the first noted German biologist to grant 
enthusiastic acceptance to organ ic evolution, and Darwin 
gave him credit for propagating the theory of evolution in 
Germany. H i s views were the source of considerable con
troversy in biology, phi losophy, and rel igion. He battled 
with his col l eagues about their earl y hosti l i ty to Darwin's 
theory and thei r reluctance to i nclude man and his  con
sciousness in the evolutionary process. H i s  disl ike of the 
power of the church in social and pol itical matters and h is  
l iberal opposition to  Bi smarck and other political figures 
resulted in many controversies; his rejection of free wil l ,  
immortal ity, and the personality of God also antagon ized 
many. Haeckel 's ach ievements in zoology brought him 
academic offers from famous institutions, but he chose to 
remain at Jena, partly because of the academic freedom he 
found there. 

His interests were broad; he published travel works and 
i l lustrated some of his own scientific essays. He founded 
the Monistic League to propagate his  rel igious views. H e  
had considerable popular success in  science and was 
prom inent in the movement to enl ighten mankind about 
scienti fic developm ents. 

Scientific contributions. In biology Haeckel helped to 
publ icize and promulgate what he cal led the "biogenetic 
law" : "Ontogenesis is a brief and rapid recapitulation of 
phylogenesis, determined by the physiological fu nctions of 
heredity (generation) and adaptation (maintenance )" (The 
Riddle of the Universe, New York, 1900, p. 8 1 ). He was a 
pioneer in drawing up genealogical schemata of the rela
tionships between various orders of animals .  Many of his  
major groupings are sti l l  accepted, although the finer divi
sions have undergone much revision. He was convinced of 
the essential unity of organic and inorganic nature, and 
argued that the s implest protoplasmic substances arose 

from inorganic carbonates through spontaneous genera
tion. Individual primitive organisms, which Haeckel 
termed "moncra," were differentiated out of these proto
plasmic compounds. Haeckel bel ieved that to reject this 
kind of spontaneous generation was tantamount to accept
i ng a miraculous origin of l ife. 

H i s  theory of gastraea also received much attention. 
Haeckel argued that the entire animal world i s  made up of 
two groups : pri mitive unicel lular animal s ,  the protozoa, 
and multicellular animals with complex tissues, the meta
zoa. Haeckel bel ieved that all the metazoa evolved, in 
accord with h i s  biogenetic law, from one simple, long
extinct form, the gastraea. Although thi s  theory of evolution 
from gastraea is no longer accepted, i t  in fluenced em
bryological research for nearly half a centu ry. 

Doctrine of substance. Haeckel '  s conviction on the 
great importance of organic evolution led him into many 
other fields. H i s Die Weltriithsel (Bonn, 1899 ; English 
translation by Joseph McCabe, The Riddle of the Universe) 
became a best seller. The title derived from Emil  Du 
Bois-Reymond's 1880 address to the Berl in  Academy of 
Sciences on seven "world enigmas" (the nature of matter 
and force, the origin of motion, the origin of l i fe, the order 
in nature, the origin of simple sensation and conscious
ness, rational thought and speech , and freedom of the 
will) .  Haeckel bel ieved that his monistic outlook could 
resolve these problems, and others, leaving onP "compre
hensive riddl e," the problem of substance. He insi sted 
upon the essential unity of all substance, but a lso ins isted 
that the "real character" of substance was as l ittl e under
stood as in the days of Anaximander and Empedocles. 
l ndeed, it became "more mysterious and enigmatic" as 
more and more became known about its attributes and 
their evolu tionary forms. Haeckel was especial ly opposed 
to theo logical dual ism, but he also carefully dist inguished 
his view from both material istic and ideal istic monisms. 
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Haeckel construed materialism as hold ing that atoms are 
"dead," and are moved only by external forces. He main
tained instead that both matter and ether possess sensation 
and will in the lowest grade. They experience a dis l ike of 
strain, and struggle against it, and a l ik ing of "condensa
tion," for which they strive. Haeckel denied the exi stence 
of empty space and of action at a di stance. Those parts of 
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space not occupied with ponderable atoms are filled with 
ether; action is e ither the result of immediate contact or 
occurs through the mediation of ether. 

On the other hand, I Iacckel rejected any attempt to 
regard the world as immaterial or nonnatural. Infinitely 
extended matter and sensitive and thinking spirit, or en
ergy, are two fundamental attributes of the all-embracing 
universal substance. Every living cell has psychic proper
tie s, and multicellular organisms have as their psychic 
functions the totality of the psychic properties of their 
parts. Although Haeckel insisted that his view of substance 
was Spinoza-like rather than materialistic, many of his 
speci fie views are similar to those of nineteenth-century 
materialism. His  confidence that "consdousness, thought, 
and speculation" are "functions of the ganglionic cells of 
the cortex of the brain," his "hard" determinism, his 
mechanism, his complete rejection of the supernatural, and 
his enthus iasm for science all inclined his contemporari es 
to class ify him as a materialist. 

Haeckel, then, saw the world as an eternal evolution of 
substance, and man as part of that evolution. The "law 
of substance," a law of mechanical causality, established 
"the eternal persistence of matter and force, their unvary
ing constancy throughout the entire universe" (The Riddle 
of the Universe, p. 4) .  He regarded the laws of the conserva
tion of energy and the conservat ion of matter as insepara
ble and as parts of his law of substance. Haeckel referred 
to "great eternal i ron laws," and rejected all teleological 
views. The appearance of design in the world is a conse
quence of natural selection rather than of the action of a 
purposive agency. 

Although Haeckel often emphasized the tentative nature 
of scienti fic conclusions and the necessity for the 
modification and improvement of hypotheses, on some 
issues he assumed the finality of certain scienti fic proposi
tions, including many rejected today. He  made this as
sumption most frequently in his polemics against the 
philosophic and religious v iews that he regarded as 
incompatible with science. Haeckel did not generally 
cnnsider in detail the technical problems philosophers 
were debating, hut tended rather to attack or to defend the 
conclusions of technical philosophers on the basis of the 
scientific resulb of his day and extrapolations from them. 

Theory of knowledge. Despite his insi stence that much 
of philosophy was far too speculative and a prior i ,  Haeckel 
held that both empirici sm and rational i sm are necessary to 
develop satisfactory knowledge. Although he was hostil e  
to "pure metaphysics," h e  was also critieal of those who 
advocated a "pure empi ricism." The opposition between 
experimental science and philosophy must and can he 
overcome. 

Haeckel held that the thing-in- itself lying behind know
able phenomena is unknown. He suggested that we need 
not trouble about this situation ;  we have no means for 
investigating the thing-in-itself, and are not even certain i t  
exists. The only genuine knowledge i s  knowledge of na
tur<', and it consists of "presentations" (eomhinations of 
sense impre ssions in the knowing subject) corresponding 
to (•xternal th ings. Comparative and critical observation 
tells tJ<; that normally the impress ions received by the 
brain and sense organs from the outer world are the same 

for all rational people, and that normally the same presen
tations are formed. Those presentations are true which 
correspond to the knowable aspects of things, even though 
things-in-themselves" cannot be reached. 

Haeckel's views on knowledge were closely connected 
to biological findings. H e  argued that man's sense activity, 
which f�rms the beginning of al l knowledge, was slowly 
and gradually evolved from the other primates. The sense 
organs of all primates are structurally similar, and Haeckel 
insisted that these organs also function s imilarly, in a way 
describabl e by the same chemicophysical laws. The rod
shaped cells in the retina, the auditory cells in the ear, the 
olfactory cells in the nose, and the taste cells on the tongue 
were evolved from simple, undifferentiated cells of the 
skin. Invoking his biogenetic law, Haeckel concluded that 
man's higher sense organs were derived from the epider
mis  of lower animals. Our sense impress ions are associated 
in the cortex of the brain so that i solated elements are 
united into integrated wholes. Haeckel called these inte
grated presentations "faith in the broad sense," because 
they go beyond our sense impressions. In this  sense, 
science requires faith in the construction of both hypoth
eses and unifying theories. (In the main, Haeckel used 
"theory" to refer to hypotheses about a common cause for 
diverse phenomena. ) However, he rejected religious faith, 
which he termed "faith in the narrower sense. " He insi sted 
that religious belief always means a belief in mi racles 
and thus contradicts the "natural faith of reason." Even 
religious liberals, he contended, are forced into the ac
ceptance of superstition, and their faith i s  no less i rrational 
than the "crude spirit-faith of primitive fetichism." 

Psychology. Haeckel attempted a scientific account of 
the soul. He regarded it as a natural phenomenon, so that 
psychology was a natural science, a part of physiology. 
Psychology was the "foundation and the postulate" of all 
the sciences, since knowledge of nature is "part of the life 
of the soul." The great difficulty in establishing a natural
istic psychology is that such a science presupposes a thor
ough knowledge of the human organism, especially the 
brain. Haeckel deplored the lack of biological training of 
the psychologists of his time. H e  insi sted that psychic 
processes, l ike all others, are subject to the law of sub
stance, and held that the prevalence of mind - body du
alisms in psychology has led to a greater confusion of ideas 
there than in any other department of knowledge. Yet 
Haeckel did not insist on a nonintrospective psychology; 
he described the introspective method a.; "extremely valu
able and indi spensable." But it had to he supplemented by 
experimental methods. 

Haeckel regarded eonsciousness as the "central mystery 
of psychology," and the citadel of all mystieal and dualistic 
errors. He insisted that eonsciousness is a natural phenom
enon, dependent upon a material substratum. He suggested 
that consciousness can perhaps best he conceived as 
"internal perception" and can be compared to the action of 
a mi rror. The chief di fficulty in the way of a scientifie un
derstanding of consciousness is that the subject and the 
object of knowledge are one and the same; our only source 
of knowledge of consci ousness is consciousness itself. \Ve 
can therefore only know the consciousness of others by 
comparing it with our own. This works rather well when 



the comparison is made between normal people ,  but the 
analogy may break down badly when a comparison i s  
made between the normal and the abnormal ,  or between 
different evolutionary level s. I l owcver, the d i fference 
between the consciousness of man and of other an imal s is 
a difference of degree only,  not of k ind. Haeckel thought it 
probabl e that consciousness arises with the central ization 
of the nervous system, and that the lower classes of ani
mal s lack that facu lty. The province of unconscious psy
chic actions,  reflex action, for example, is more extensive 
than that of consciou s ones,  but the two areas are closely 
connected. 

The consciousness of man and of other mammals biologi
cal ly  close to man is changeable and i s  modi fied by both in
ternal and extern al causes. Consciousness i s  dependent up
on the normal development of certain organs and gradually 
develops in the ch ild as those organs develop. Despite Hae
ckel ' s use of a "facu )ties" terminology, his views on psy
chology are often s imi lar to those of recent functionalists .  

Attack on traditional religion. H aeckel's attack on 
supernatural rel igions had many facets. He unequ ivocal ly  
rejected revelation and theological faith. He  was  out
spoken in  combating the supersti tions associ ated with 
the world 's  great rel igions .  He scath ingly attacked the 
i n fl uence of the church as an in stitution in pol itics and 
education. I n deed, he frequently coupled these problems,  
holding that the German govern ment wou ld  not improve 
until  it was free from church influence and its cit izens  
received a better, more scientific, education. Haeckel even 
claimed that such questions as whether a monarchy is 
preferable to a republic and whether the constitution 
should be aristocratic or democratic are su bordinate to the 
"supreme question" :  Shall the government be secular or 
dominated by the cl ergy? Haeckel was no respecter of 
rel igious heroes, prom inent clerics, sacred myths, or wide
ly held dogma. He  tried to show that theological bel iefs 
are i ncompatible with scientific data, unreasonable,  or 
merel y dogmatic. 

Haeckel's admiration for the views of Spinoza and 
Goethe and his belief that mankind's ethical aspirations 
needed some support led him to advocate a mon istic rel i 
gion. "The eth ical craving of our emotion is sati sfied by 
mon i sm no  less than the logical demand for causal i ty on 
the part of reason ." He had great respect for the ethical 
values  of primit i ve Chri stianity, and felt that Chri stian ity 
had been so influential in the social and pol it ical move
ments of civil i zed hi story that "we must appeal as much as 
possible lo its exist ing in stitut ions in the establ ishment of 
our monist ic re l igion" (The Riddle of the Universe, p. 336). 
He maintained, therefore, that he sought a rational refor
mation, rather than a revolution, in rel igion. However, the 
extent of his cri t icisms of Ch ri stian ity appear to be revolu
tionary. 

Haeckel wanted to give rational support to the true,  the 
good, and the beautifu l ,  and he considered the relat ion of 
that tri n i ty to prevail ing Christ ian notions. Truth is to be 
found in the study of nature by means of critical observa
tion and reflection, and hence revelation must be rejec.:tecl. 
However, what "we cal l  virtue,  in our moni stic rel i gion 
coincides for the most pa1t with the Christian idea of vir
tue," especial ly  the Chri s tianity of the fi rst three centuries. 
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Charily, tolerat ion,  compassion , and assi stance aH' human 
istic as well as Christian precepts, and are to be empha
s ized in the monisl ic  re l igion. 

On the other hand,  l l aeckel maintained that early 
Chri stian ity preached the valuelessness of thi s-world ly 
th ings,  because this l i fe was merely a preparat ion for eln
ni ty. I l cnce the beaut i fu l  was of l i t t le consequence. 
I l aeckel was especial l y  i n terested in art forms in nature 
and believed that the microscope had newly arou sed our 
aesthetic sense .  

All  forms of theism are to be opposed. A panth e ism that 
identi fies God and substance is necessari ly "the world 
system of the modem scientis t ."  All  sci ent ists who th ink  
theis m  can be reconci led wi th  science are, in l l aPckel's 
view, either d i shonest ,  or confused, or vict ims of soph is try. 
If  atheism is construed as a den ial of the existence of a 
personal and cxtramundane god or gods ,  then I laeckcl 
agreed with Schopenhauer's remark that pantheism is only 
a pol i te form of  atheism. In short, l l aeckel 's crit icism of 
tradit ional rel ig ions was that their doctrines arc often in
tellectual ly  wrong; that they generate unrealistic hopes ;  
and that the social, politica l ,  and educational conse
quences of supernatural ism are malignant. Haeckel 's criti
c isms,  e specially of Roman Cathol ic ism, are often strongly 
worded. Thus he wrote that the obl igatory ce l i bacy of the 
cl ergy, auricular confes sion, and the sale of indulgences 
were designed for the purposes of strengthen ing the ru le  
of  the  church over the "credulous masses and making as  
much material profit  as  possible out  of them."  

Ethics and social views. In  ethics ,  Haeckel felt  that 
traditional theories often either emphasize altru i!>m too 
much (as in the case of many rel ig ious  views) or emphas ize 
egoism too much (hedon isms) .  He held that there shou ld 
be an "equal emphas is"  on self-love and love of one's 
neighbor. The "h ighest aim of al l  eth ics" is to re-establ ish 
a "natural equal ity" of egoism and altru i sm. A l ong with 
this should go an emphasi s  on the body as wel l as the sou l ;  
an emphas is o n  fa i r  treatment o f  animal s a s  we ll as hu
mans. Haeckel beli eved that a recognition of man's evolu
tion would inc.:line us to be more sympathetic to animals ,  
and that Ch ri stian attitudes easily lead to cruelty toward 
animals .  Haeckel regarded the family as the foundation of 
society and as a necessity for man as well as for the h igher 
social an imal s ,  whereas Christianity, he believed, tends to 
di sparage the family as a th i s-worldly phenomenon. 
Haeckel also opposed the tendency that he found in 
Christianity to make woman subordinate to man and to 
regard sexual i n tercourse as "unclean ." He  was especially 
hosti le to the hypocri sy he bel i eved i s  often found in the 
church toward sex.  

Haeckel was much interested in social reform, holding 
that progress is a law of nature. He  compared the rapid 
progress made in the natural sciences with the lack of prog
ress in government, the admi n ist ration of jusl ict , educa
tion, and socia l  and moral organization. He gave special 
attention lo ju stice. He bel ieved that students of juris
prudence need much more education in science than 
they u sual ly receive, and that their knowledge of human 
nature is  sadly deficient. Pol itic ians too make practical 
decis ions of great import with no scienti fic grounding in 
the appropriate areas. He also decried the many impedi-
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nll 'nts to free inqnir� , wlwtlwr the�· stl'm from politic.i i 
reaction or from tlwolo).!il'al sn perstition .  1 1 t ,  was hi).!hly 
optimistic .ihont the l'O I ISt'quem·t'S of an impron·d s�·s l l 'm 
of education . 

\ l .m,· of 1 1.wckd 's \'icws which c,rnsed ,·iolcnt disputes 
in the ilast are toda�· widely acceplt'd hy educated people. 
:\ l uch of the .rntagon ism toward him was Ct'ntl'red on his 
insistence that man i s  a part of 11;1hnt' aml in the t ',·olu
tion.ir� stream. .-\ltlwu).!h large portions of tlw scientific 
part of  I l aeckel' s world view han' since hccn rejected , 
much is still regarded as smmd. 1 1  is ,·ie\\·s on religion 
would still lw challenged h�· mam·, some, of course, fi nd 
them mihl. 
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into English as Fn·ccle1111 in Scit•1 1cc and Teaching. '.':t'w fork, 
IS79. 
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Cc11t11q1. Edinlmrgh, rno:3. Treats 11 ,lt'l'kd and his  l'Ollll'lll por.Hit'S 
in somt' dl'ta i l .  

l'nr,·, H B ,  I'rcst'llf l'hilosophiceil Tt•1 1Cl<'llt'it'.�. :\l•,,· York, 1\)12. 
Ch l'S a hril'f account of I L1l'ckd and his l'Ontl'mpornrit's and also 
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Schmidt, tll'inrich, Ernst llacckd. Lcl1t·11 11 11cl \\ ·akc. Berl in ,  
l !l�ti. 

HOLLO H .\'.'.DY 

II A. G E  H S T  HO :'\I , A X E L  (I SGS - WJ!1 ) ,  S\\'edish philoso
pht•r. w.1s the �on of an ortlw<lo, mini ster of the S\\'edish 
l.utlwran church and grew up in ,rn inten sel y rt' l igious 
.1tmosplwrt' \\ ' ith the inlt'ntion of following hi:-. fother's 
proft•ss ion.  in ) '-, ,\(1 lw lwg,m theolt))!ic,11 studit•s at l1ppsala 
t · 11n l'rs1t� . which was to remain his  ,H-;1demic home 
thn111d10ut 111 , lifl'. His in terest s, IHnn•,· t•r, were soon 
d i ,  crted from theolo).!�· to philosoph� From i .sq3 to W I  I 
hl' ,, .1, don•nt 1 ro111.d1l� . assi:-.t.mt proft> � sor), and from 
I 'I I I to 1 ' 1.1.1 professor, of "pr.1ctical philosoph�·" (philoso
pll\  nf nwr.11 , ,  l.1\\ . .  md religion). During h i s  student d,n·s 
thl' 1dl'.i l 1 ,tll 111ct .1pln sin �1f C I Bos�rom \\'as still i·n
ll11cnt1.d 1 1 1  l ' pp,.1l.1 . . 1lthough thi�  motle of thought was 
,0011 tu I ll' ,\\ cpl .1,, .1 , In .1 k ind of " co-1\.antianism. 
1 I .H!t•r,tru111 · , p1 1 l ilw.1t1011 ' .nm1ml tht• turn of t lw cC'ntun· 

mirror this situation .  l1ndcr the influence of Kant, he came 
to regard metapln·sics ;1s impossible ,md, going further than 
!-.:ant, rejected the hypothesis of the Di 11g a11 sich (cspc.•
ciall�· in J-.:.a11ts Etliik. Uppsala, W02). Like Kant, he con
sidered tlw pure Ego, the same in all individual minds, as 
sonwhow the principle of the reality gi\'en to us, as the 
source of the bws of logic, and also .is the source of certain 
synthetic �lropositions  a priori, such as th<.' principle of 
causalit�· - Cr.uhwlly the rnle played h y  this pm<.' Ego was 
taken O\'er, in his thought, by "the com·cpt of reality," 
\\'hich he treatt>d in Das Pri11:::.ip <fer \\ 'issl'11sclwft ("The 
Principle of Sci t•nce," Uppsala. WOS) and Bota11 istc11 och 
filosof<'II ("The Botanist and the Philosopher," Uppsala, 
1 9 1 0). 

Speculation about the concept of reality was to rell\ain a 
fundall\ental ingredient in his mature philosophy, but it 
gradually lost most of its original Kantian fla\'or. In 1 \)()\) 
l l ii_gerstri.im wrote his Socia/ tclco/ogi i 11wrxis111 c11 ("Social 
Teleolog�· in �larxism," llppsala). Although this study is a 
sh,ll'p critici:.m of the �l arxist philosophy of history, it 
seems e\'ident that he was in fluenced by, or at least in 
strong sympathy \\'ith, ce1tain other aspects of :\ larxism
its materialism and its dews on the functions of ideologies . 
I n  his lectures H ii._gerstrdm soon characterized his own 
outlook as "enlighte1wd matt•rialism. "  To gi,·c an adequate 
characterization of his philosophy in a few key words is  
difficult, for he himself n e,·er presentt•d his  \ 'iews in a 
systematic fashion. His man�· philosophical writings are 
mostly de\'oted to rather special question s, and much of 
their space is taken hy polemics again st authors with 
\\'hom he disagrees. Tlw influences that molded his 
thought \\'ere di\'erse and seemingly somewhat incompat
ible His final philosophical positions were.•, on the whole, 
as for to the left as possible of religion and of any philo
sophical system, such as that of 13ostri.)rn, that was akin to 
or g,\\'e support to religion. As his motto I liigerstrom once 
chose the Catonian paraphrase :  "Besides, I think that 
lll<.'taphysics ought to he destro�·ed." 

Crit ique of metaphysics. Like., so many antimetaphysi
cians. H iigerstri.lm \\'as prone to label any ,·iew opposed to 
his O\\'ll as metaphysical. The word "metaph�·sics" as he 
u sed it remains some\\'hat \'ague as to connotation as \\'ell 
as to denotation. I l l'  held, howe,·er, that all metaphysical 
doctrines suffer froll\ a common fundamental fault, that of 
(implicitly or explicitly) assumin).! that "reality itself is 
something real" (or "being is something that there is"). 
This assumption is as "absurd" as. for example, the as
sumption that triangularit�· is something triangular. H ager
stri..lt'\ thought it poss ible to pro,·e positiYely ( l }  that the 
spatiotemporal world of e,perience e,ists and (2) that 
nothing may exist outside this world. I n  his proof of ( I )  he  
m.ule 11se of  an "anal�·sis of  the concept of reality" and also 
of ideas reminiscent of Descartes's Cogito. To deduce (2) 
from ( I )  he inn1ked the principle that two entities can not 
exi st "outside e.ich other" e,cept as parts of a spatiotem
poral contt'xt. His materialistic coneeption of the world of 
experience does not exclude the existence of conscious
ness ,  but con sciousness, in his opinion, is a quality of 
certain material bodies (the psychophysical organisms). 

Crit ique of "subject ivism." In an act of con sciousness 
(;1wareness) \\'e ar<' al\\'a�·s conscious of something. If C is 
a consciousness of 0. then C and O are, according to 



H agerstriim , always two d i stinct en tities; and further, the 
fact that a consciou sness of O exi sts does not imply that 0 
is endowed with any special i ntrinsic qual ity (such as 
being "mental ," being a "perception," or being an "idea"). 
To overlook  this is , i n  his  opinion, the fundamental "sub
jectivist" mi stake, which he thinks he can trace in the 
majority of philosophical epi stemologies. This  mistake 
gives rise to a secondary "subjectivist" mi stake, the as
sumption that our knowledge about our own acts of con
sciousness is the immediate knowledge from which ou r 
knowledge of the external world must be derived. 

Theory of value. H agerstri-im 's fi rst work in val ue theory 
was "Krit i ska punkter i vardepsykol ogien" ("Critical 
Poi nts in Value Psychology," in Festskrift for E. 0. Bur
man, Uppsala, 19 10) ,  in which he raised objections to 
certain views of the Austrian school of value theory (Alex
ius Meinong, Christian von Ehrenfel s, and others). He 
rejected especial ly their distinction between valuating 
emotive experiences and value judgments as theoretical 
judgments about the occu rrence of such experiences. The 
value judgment, he claimed, i s  itself essential l y  emotive. By  
the t ime of h i s  inaugural lecture, publ i shed as Om Moral
iska Forestiillningars Sanning ("On the Truth of M oral 
Ideas," Uppsala, 19 1 1  ), H agerstrom had arrived at the 
"value-n ihi l ist ic" doctrine that was to remain one of the 
most characteristic traits of his  phi l osophic position. State
ments of value, such as "To l ie is bad," are neither true n or 
fal se:  they lack truth value. Of the many arguments by 
which he tried to corroborate this view, the fol lowing is  
typ ical : A statement i s  true (or fal se) if, and only if, the 
judgment (as a mental phenomenon) expressed by the 
statement is  true (or false) ;  a statem ent of val ue, however, 
does not express any genuine judgment, but an "associa
tion" between an "idea" (for in stance, the idea of l ying)  
an d an emotion. ln h is  work Till frliga n om den objektiva 
riittens begrepp ("On the Question of the N otion of Law," 
Uppsala, 191 7 ), he elaborated this view also with respect 
to deontic statements. A statement such as "I ought not to 
l ie," or "lt is my duty not to l i e,"  corresponds, not to a 
judgment with a truth value, but to an association between 
an "idea" and a "conative impulse. " In th is respect dean
tic statements are closely akin to imperatives. The persi st
ent i l lusion that value  statements and deontic statements 
have a truth value is  cau sed by the relat ive stabi l ity of the 
underl ying associations, which are bui l t  up and supported 
by the suggestive influence of a number of factors in the 
social system (such as early education by parents and 
teachers and the pressure of pu blic opin ion ). 

H agerstrom nourished the hope that the spreading of h i s  
value-nih i l i sm wou ld  contribute to  the  creation of  a more 
tolerant, more humane, and less vindictive m oral i ty. Since 
he believed that the task of the moral phi losopher is  to 
analyze the mental phenomena expressed by, for example, 
statements of val ue, and since he took emotions to be an 
essential constituent in such phenomena, he became 
deeply interested in the natu re of emotion.  In order to 
substantiate his value-n ihi l ism, he thought it i mportant to 
demon strate the subject ive character of emotions; being 
"subjective," emotion can not be a sou rce of knowledge
for in stance, knowledge of values. Li ke all mental phenom
ena, an emotive experience is either an act of being con
scious (aware) of someth ing or some combination of such 
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acts. \\'hat might commonly be cal led an emotive experi
ence, such as enjoying the prospect of goi 1 1g to the cinema, 
is a eombination of intPl lectual and purPly emotive ingredi
ents. The purely emotive experiences, sucl i  as a mer<' 
feel ing of pleasure, con sist in being conscious of a certain 
emotive qual i ty (here a pleasure quality). I n  his earl in 
publ ications, H agerstrom seems inclined to regard emo
tion as "subject ive" because emotive q1 1al it iPs are quali
ties of the Ego. Later he experimented with a variety of 
explanations. According to one,  emotion is "su bjecti ve" 
becau se the emotive qualities arc ex1wrienced without 
" local i zation. " H ere , 1 1 :igerstriim invokes his principle that 
local i zation in the spatiotemporal context i s  essent ial to 
real ity and objectivity, but the form of his argument re
mains somewhat vague. Accord ing to anotlwr of his some
what pu zzl ing explanations , emotion is "subjective" 
because the emotive qual i ties in here in th<' psychophysical 
organ ism that has the emotion, and not in "P.xtcrnal" ob
jects. 

ln some of his works he assumed a "project ion of emo
tive qual i ti es onto external objects ." When I look at a 
pain ting that pleases me, in his opinion, I project the 
qual i ty of pleasure experienced by myself onto the paint
ing:  I perceive the pai nting as pleasant, just as I perce ive it 
as square or as dark. On  th i s  view, the epistemological 
di sti nction that he wished to main tain between emotive 
qualities and, say, colors, becomes rather problematical .  
Some Swedish critics of his value  theory have taken this 
view as starting point for their  criticism-E inar Tegen,  
"The Basic Problem in the Theory of Value," in  Theoria, 
Vol . 10 ( 1944 ), 28 -52;  and Soren Hal lden, Emotive Propo
sitions (Stockholm, 1952). 

Legal philosophy. H agerstrom began his mature work in 
legal philosophy with a cri tici�m of a doctrine,  common 
in nineteenth-century "legal posi tivism" (Rechtspositiv
ismus), accordi n g  to which "positive law" (as opposed to 
"natural law," Naturrecht) is somehow the express ion of a 
will actual ly exist ing in society. H i s  essay "Ar gal lande ratt 
uttryck av vilja ?" (" Is  Positi ve Law an Expression of 
Wi l l ?") i n  Festkrift tilliignad Vita/is Norstrom (Goteborg, 
19 16)  and his  previously mentioned book On the Question 
of the Notion of Law are largely devoted to a painstaking 
crit icism of this  doctrine in i ts  many varieties. H agerstrom 
devoted much energy to the attempt to clarify the nature of 
posi t ive law and those factors in "the social machinery" 
that uphold the law. He maintained that our common view 
of l egal phenomena is bl urred by "magical ideas" that can 
be traced far back i n  his tory. In Der romische Obligatio11s
begriff im Lichte der allgemeinen romischen Rechtsan
schauung ("The Roman Notion of Obl igation in the Light of 
the General Roman View of Law," Vol. I ,  Uppsala, 1927; 
Vol . 1 1 ,  Uppsala, 194 1 ), he tri ed to demonstrate the magical 
element in ancient Roman law. He beli eved that such 
Roman concepts as ius, dom inium, and possessio are mag
ical ideas and that the old Roman l egal act s, such as man
cipatio and stipulatio are acts through which magical 
powers over things or persons are establ ished. 

Critical history of ideas. In h i s  lectures (some of which 
have been posthumously publi shed) l fagerstrom dis
cussed, with a wealth of learning, the h istory of rel igious, 
philosophical , poli tical , and legal ideas. The history of i deas 
appeared to him largely as the h i story of confusions and 
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errors flowing from certain inborn mechanisms of the 
human mind. To explain them he used to point especially 
to certain thought processes that, in his opinion, almost 
inevitably take place when the emotions and the projec
tion of emotive qualities interfere with intellectual opera
tions. 

Influence. In Sweden, and also in the neighboring Scan
dinavian countries, lliigcrstrom has exercised great in
fluence. With his pupil and colleague Adolf Phalen he 
became the founder of the so-called Uppsala school of 
philosophy, which flourished in the 1920s and 1930s and 
has had a lasting effect on the whole academic philosophi
cal atmosphere in Sweden. Common to the members 
of this school-most of whom disagreed with much of 
I I agerstri1m 's own phi losophy-wcre a distrust of metaphys
ical speculation and of epistemological subjectivism, a 
realistic (sometimes almost naively realistic) conception of 
the external world, an interest in the phenomenological 
analysis of mental acts and their contents, an emotive 
theory of value (of some kind or another), and an insistence 
on conceptual analysis as a central task of philosophy. 
Some of the original members of the Uppsala school be
came strongly influenced by the Cambridge school of  
analysis in England and by logical empiricism. Outside 
philosophy proper, Hagerstrom gave rise to a school of  
jurisprudence (\'ilhelm Lundstedt, Karl Olivecrona, Alf 
Ross). 
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A. WEDBERG 

H A L E V I ,  YE H U D A  (c. 1075-1 14 1 ), or  J udah ha-Levi, 
philosopher of Judaism, was born in Toledo, Spain. In his 
youth he received an excellent grounding in Biblical and 
rabbinic literature, as well as in the secular, particularly 
philosophic, disciplines.  Halevi early displayed a marked 
poetic gift, which culminated in a body of Hebrew poetry 
noted for its adaptation of Arabic poetic forms to the He
brew idiom and for its religious profundity. He practiced 
the profession of medicine for most of his life, residing in 
both Christian and Muslim Spain, a fact that may account 
for his excellent knowledge of Judaism's two descendant 
religions. His decision to leave for a perilous pilgrimage to 
Palestine was the result of his intense longing to see the 
Holy Land, a longing that is reflected in both his poetry 
and his philosophic work. Legend has it that he was killed 
in 1 14 1  by an Arab horseman as he kissed the soil of the 
Temple !\fount in Jerusalem, but there is no historic 
confirmation of this, since he cannot be traced beyond 
Egypt on his way to Palestine. 

Yehuda Halevi's philosophic work Kuzari :  The Book 
of Proof and Argument in Defense of the Despised Faith, 
written shortly before his departure for Palestine, uses as 
its framework the historically verified conversion to Ju
daism of the Khazar King Bulan 11 and most of his people 
about the year 740. This event had assumed almost leg
endary proportions by Yehuda Halevi's time, serving as a 
source of great religious satisfaction to the otherwise badly 
suppressed Jewish masses. In his work Yehuda Halevi 
reconstructed imaginatively the discussions that led to the 
king's conversion. At the beginning we are told that an 
angel has appeared to the king in his sleep and has in
formed him that the Creator was pleased with his inten
tions but not with his way of acting. In the hope of learn
ing a better way of life the king ca: Js  in representatives of 
Aristotelian philosophy, Christianity, and I slam, but they 
all fail to satisfy him. The king did not originally plan to 
call on a representative of J udaism,  judging this religion 
unworthy of serious consideration becaus,� of the misery of 
its adherents, but his dissatisfaction with the other presen
tations causes him to alter his decision and to call for a 
rabbi. The discussion with the rabbi constitutes the rest of 
the volume. 

The rabbi begins his presentation by asserting his belief 
in the God of Abraham, I saac, and Jacob, who led the 
Israelites out of Egypt and whose intervention in the his
tory of Israel has been continuous ever since. By begin
ning in this way, Yehuda Halcvi broke sharply with the 
tradition of Aristotelian rationalism that characterized the 
bulk of medieval J ewish philosophy. He was very much 
aware of the profound abyss separating the God of the 
philosophers, who is self-contained, unmoved, and non-



personal , from the personal and hi storic God of the B ihl<� . 
For this reason he dispensed entirely with traditional 
proofs for the existence of God, the usual prolegomena of 
medieval Ari stotel ianism-whether Jewish, Christian, or 
Musl im-to the defense of the fa ith. For Yehuda I lalevi it 
was h istory that was decis ive. The God who reveals him
self in  the hi story of Israel cou ld not have been reached by 
ph ilosophical specu lation but only by revelation. S imi lar
ly, Yehuda Halevi's interest in miracl es reflected his view 
of hi story as the realm in which revelation takes place. The 
superiority of Judai sm over its competitors follows, for 
Yehuda Halevi, from the public character of the S inaitic 
revelation upon which J udai sm is based. At S inai,  600,000 
men, women, and children were addressed by God, a mass 
revelation that no other rel igion can claim. This precludes 
the possibil ity of error or deception, a poss ibi lity that can
not be discou nted in those instances where the revelation 
is restricted to one or to a few. 

Yehuda Halevi's attitude to the knotty probl em of an
thropomorph ism al so reflected his anti-Aristotel ian orien
tation. Although he was not in sympathy with a l i teral 
interpretat ion of many of the terms appl ied to God by the 
Biblical authors, real izing that this  would lead to a human
ization of God even to the extent of attributing corporeal ity 
to him, Yehuda Halevi was not wil l ing to go the other 
extreme and strip God of all attributes, making it all but 
impossible to speak abou t him. There are events that can 
be experienced as proceeding from God directly. When 
Biblical authors, such as the prophets, appl ied a term l ike 
"mercifu l"  to God, they were referring to those actions of 
God that are experienced by man as merciful and as 
coming from God. Although the term "mercifu l"  is there
fore appl icable more to the effects of God's actions than to 
his essence, to the extent that his actions are his di scourse 
about God becomes possible. 

The rel igious particulari sm that i s  fundamental to B ibli
cal rel igion was no source of embarrassment to Yehuda 
Halevi .  The election of the people of Israel and of the land 
of Israel were fundamental concepts of his rel igious na
tionalism. This national ism was based on the divine elec
tion of a people and a land for the proclamation to all man
kind of those demands that God makes of all people, but 
for the special representation of which he has chosen one 
nation, whose suffering derives from its unfaithfulness to 
its mi ssion. These themes permeate Yehuda Halevi's po
etic works as much as they do his  ph ilosoph ical writings. 

Works by Y ehuda H alevi 

The Kuza ri is  Yehuda Halevi's major philosophical work. The 
German translation, Das Buch al-Chazari, by Hartwig H i rschfeld 
(Leipzig, 1887), contains both the Arabic text a nd the Hebrew 
translation by Yehuda ibn-Tibbon. H irschfeld also translated i t  
into Engl ish,  a s  Book of the Kuzari (New York, 1946), add ing an 
Introduct ion and notes. There i s  an abridged edition of H i rsch
fcld's Engl i sh translation, edited and with an Introduction by 
Isaac Heinemann, in Three Jewish Philosophers ( Philo, Saadva 
Gaon, and J ehuda l-IalPvi), edited by I L  Lewy, A. Altman, and 
I .  Heinemann (paperback, Cleveland and New York, 1 960). 

Works on Yehuda Halevi 

See David Dmck, Yehuda flalevy: His Life and Works, translated 
from the Yiddish by M. Z. R. Frank (New York, l ! J4 1 ) ;  Rudolf 
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Kayser, The Life a11d Time of Jehudalt llalevi, tra 1 1 slated from the 
German hy Frn1 1k Gaynor (New York, 194\J) ; I saac l l usik ,  llisl on1 
of Mediaeval Jewish l'h iloso71lty (New York, J CJ.58), pp. 1 50 - 1 81 ;  
and J 1 1 l i 1 1s  Guttmann, l'hilosophi<'S of J rulaism, trans la ted hy I)  W. 
S i lverman (New York, IH(i,! ), pp. 1 20 - 1 13. That Y<>huda l l alevi 
was inll 1 1c1 1cC'd by the I s lamic philosoplwr a l-Chazal i  ha� h(•t· 1 1  
proved by David �a11f11 1a1 1 1 1  i 1 1  Geschichl<' der A t t rilml <'nlehre i11 
der jiidischen Religions 71hilosophie de.� Mil le/alters I Cot ha, 1 877), 
pp. I H J - 140. See a l so .J .  Cu ttrnann, op. ci t . ,  p. -1 27, note 1 17, lor 
other references on the s 1 1 l ij1·<:t of al-Chaza l i 's i n ll1 1<>11e1 · .  

MICHAEL WYSCIIO CROO 

H A L L E R , A L B RE C H T  V O N  ( 1 708 - 1 777), Swiss med
ical scientist, pod, and journalist, also contri lmted to 
such varied subjects as botany, hi story, mathematics , phi
lo logy, theology, and philosophy. Haller was horn in Bern, 
Switzerland , and although he suffered from ill health as a 
chi ld,  he was an extraordinari ly  precociou s student. I n  
1 727 h e  completed medical training at Leiden under 
Boerhaave (whose Institutiones he later ed ited with elab
orate comm entaries) and then turned to writing poetry. H i s 
famous "Die A lpen" was original both in its feeling for 
the wild, subl ime aspects of nature and in its defense of 
primitivist values against the vices of overcivil ization. Of 
hardly less interest were such didactic philosophical 
poems as "Uber den Urspru ng des Ubels," "U ber Ver
nunft, Aberglau ben und Unglau ben," and "Uber d ie Ewig
keit ." H i s  love of nature al so inspired the patient re
searches into Swiss flora that were eventual ly  to result in 
his  botanical masterpiece Historia St irpium Indigenarium 
Helvetiae lnchoata ( I  768). 

Appointed in 1736 to the chai r of medicine, surgery, and 
botany at the University of Gottingen , Hal ler took time 
from his multifariou s academic and scienti fic activities to 
edit the month ly  journal Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 
to which he contributed innumerable articles on almost 
every branch of learning. Returning to Bern in 1 753, he 
served in several public posts while continuing his 
scienti fic and li terary pursu its. His monumental treatise on 
physiology, Elementa Physiologiae Corporis Humani 
( 1 757 - 1766 ), incl uded the fru its of a I ifetime of pioneering 
investigation. H i s principal work in anatomy was the 
Iconum Anatomicaru m ( 1 74 3 - 1 756). Hai ler's compi lation 
of a series of very usefu l critical bibl iographies embracing 
the fields of botany, anatomy, surgery, and practical medi
cine reflected the amazing breadth of his reading. Finally 
interesting h imse 1 f in pol itical problems, he composed 
three philosophical novel s- Usong ( 1 77 1 ), Alfred ( 1 773), 
and Fabius u nd Cato ( 1 774)-in which he expressed 
theoretical views on government rem in iscent of the Pla
tonic ideal of a republic ru led by a natural ari stocracy. 

Hailer's main contribution to the hi story of philosophy 
was perhaps an indirect one. His  di scoveries concerning 
the physiology of the central nervous  system, particu larly 
his epoch-making experimental clari fication of the irrita
bil ity principle, presented in De Partibus Corporis Humani 
Sentientibus et Irri tabilibus ( 1 752), aided the devei
opment of a materialistic and behavioristic psychology, 
especially by La Mettrie and Diderot. But his own phi lo
sophical opinions , derivi ng eclectical ly from Scholastici sm, 
Descartes ,  and Leibniz, reprcsentt'd mostly an at
tempt to forestall the "radical" conclusions prompted by 
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! t i .s sC'i< ' 1 1 l i ric t hought.  Agai nst natural i st ic and det < "nnin
is t i l '  asscrl io1 1s ,  I l all<·r dcf< 'ndcd the dual i s t ic doct ri ne of 
a 1 1  i r runat< "ria l ,  immortal soul in 1 1 1 a 1 1  a 1 1 < l  the frcc<lom of 
t l l < '  wi ll. Cor 1<_•ei v ing of tl i c  natu ral world in  profou ndly 
Jc l i ·ological l < • rms ,  he dung to preforrnation ism i r r  the 
Jl icory of  gc11cra t io 1 1 .  Of a markedly piou s tcmp!'ramcnt ,  
I lal l c · r  < 'V< · 1 1 t ual ly cam< '  i nto con fl ict wi th  variou s atti tudes 
l ypical of tl ic E r tl ighl< "nmcnt. Aga i nst  deism a nd incredul ity 
ii< ' argued for the a1 1 thc 1 1 t icity of revelat ion, the rea sou
ahlc ncss  of Clrri s t ia 1 1  dogma, and the i ndispen sabi l i ty of 
rel igion , rs  the ha s i s  of social moral i ty; for th i s  point of 
viPw S<'< '  I r i s  Briefe iiher die wich tigs ten Wahrheiten der 
O.fJ<'r r/wrnrrg ( 1 772). In this role lw emerged as a cri t ic  of 
s11e!t Frcr rC'h l)h i loso!)lies as Voltaire ,  La M cttric ,  M ontcs
q1 1 i c •u ,  a 1 1d  I l clv<'·t i t r s .  M oreover, I lal lcr was host i le toward 
Ho11ssea11  1 101 only for h is  cl<' i st ic and anti progcss ivc vi ews 
IHt l  more pa rt icu larly hccausc of the doctri ne of popular 
rnv<"rcignty in l h<' Social Contract, of which I tal ler offered 
a rc ·ft r tat ion i r r  Fa/Jira 11 1 1<I Cato. 

Works /J11 I/al/er 

SCIENTI FIC WOH KS 

01>cra Mi 11om E111c11<lala, ,1 vols. (L:u1smine, l 7<-i2 - 17<-i8), is the 
elmc·st th ing to a eol l c•ct < "d l 'ditio 1 1 ;  t hesl' vol1 111H•s conta in  various 
anatmn <·a l ,  physio logi< "a l ,  and nl< 'd ie:i l s t 1 1 dic· s .  

The c lass ic /)e I'a rt ilms Cor/Joris J/ 11 111(111i Se11 / i c•nt ilms el lrri
/(1/,i/ilms .ippc•an •d in l•:ngl ish as A Disscrlalio11 011 the Se11sihle 
a 11cl /rritahli· /'(l r/s of A11 i111als (Lo11clo1 1 ,  1 7.5.5) ;  a new edit ion with 
the same tit le  has ,1 1 1  i 1 1 t rod1 1clion l,y Oswci TPm kin (Bal timore, 
l ! J.1fl). TIH• rnost important v! 'rsion of t his work ,  howevc·r, is the 
Fr<'neh translat ion, /\fh11oir<•s .rnr la 11ature sensihle el irrita/Jle des 
/Jarl ies c/11 C'Or/Js 1111 i 11111/, ,j vol s. (La1 1s:111 1 1e, 17,5G - 17<-i0), which has 
extl'B Si\'c support ing materia l .  

I Ia l l c ·r 's great l' i J.d1t-vol 1 1 1 1 1c  work 011 phys iology, Eleme11 /a  
l'h 1r�iologi<11• Cor1>o ris l/11 111c1 1 1 i ,  has  never l)( 'ell t ranslated in to  
E nglish. An e:1rli<'r and 1 1 1 1H'h bric · fc r  treatis<! 0 1 1  physiology, how
c·wr, l'ri111"r. U,war I'h r1,\'io/ogr'ae ( 1747; 17.5 I ;  17<-i.5), has had 
�<'\T rnl  E1 1 glish l'd i t iom : /Jr. A /her/ 1/a ller's /'/,ysiolugy . . .  , 
2 rnls . ,  t r:1 1 1s latc ·d by S:1 1 1 1 1 1 1 · 1  l\ l i l i lis ( Lo11do1 1 ,  17!'>-1 ; 2d < ' cl. , 1772) ;  
Firs/ Li 111•s of J'liysio/ogr, . . .  , t r :msl atc ·d fro111 thP correct Latin 
l'dit ion prinll 'd 1 1 1 1d<'r t lw inspection of W. Cu l len (Edinburgh, 
1 71-i<i , Troy, N. Y. , 1801). 

OT I I EH WOH KS 

/lri<fr 11/wr c/iC' wic/1 t igslc11 \\'ahrhrile11 c/C'r Offe11IJC1n1 11g  ( Bern, 
1772) h:rs he< 'n  t rn mlat< 'd as LC'llers From Harem llal/er to I/is 
Daughta 011 t /11• Tm ths of t lw Chrisl icw I!rligio11 (Lor ul011 ,  1780). 

l !.rn11g has : 1pp!'an·d in two English versions,  Uso11g: t\ 11 Eastern 
Narrat ive, \\'ril l l'lt i11 C:C'mu111  (Lo11clo1 1 ,  1772 ) and Uscmg: A11 
Or/C'1 1 tal l lislor11 i 11 Four /loo k.� ( Londo 1 1 ,  177.1 ). A /free/ has been 
trans lated l,y F. StPinitz :rs Tire Moc/C'ra/C' /\101111rc/1y or l'ri11C i/Jles 
of tlw llrilisli Co11s t i l 11 / io11, /)escrilwcl i11 a Narral io<' of the Life 
(Ill(/ ,\ lcuims of Alfrrcl the' C : rc•at (Lo11do11 , 18,l!)) ,  

\t rs . 1 lowort h han s lat c ·d Tlw l'cwms of llaro11 /lallcr (London, 
l 7' J.I ). 

Works 011  I Jal/er 

l \ , ·, · 1 .  H 1 1d 1 1-:, · r  /Jer gros.,·c• 1/(ll/C'r, Sal' k i 11 gc• 1 1 ,  Cc·r111 : 1 1n·, HH7. 
l l ochdrn· t l 1 ·r .  \ J .1rgar< ' 1 1 • ,  '/'he Co11fli1· t lfrt w1•c•11 the /fr/igious 

11 111/ .'fr intl i/i,· \ ' ic•tn of 1/11 1/C'r. l .1 11niln ,  '.\lebr. , l ! l:32. 
l r,ay ,  ', t <'phan d ' , Allm•cht 1 Jo11 1/(11/n: 1-:i 111' S t 11dic• z1ir Gl'isles

gn, . /1 1 1  li t, · ,I, . , A ufkl11 n111g. I .<'ipzig, ! !no. 
) 1 · 1 1 1 1 � . I I  I• . .  1/(l//i·r (Ifs J'hilnso/lh. l \asc · l .  1!)02. 
..,, l t . 1 1 . 1 1 , t . , . J/(ll/1·rs 1 1 1 · 11 1• ,1 1111 /0111 isl'i1- 1>h r1.do/ogisc/1r llcf1111dr 

1111d 1l, r,· l1 1 ·11t w1· C : 11 / t ig/..l'it l l t -rn.  l !l;,H. 

T01 ll'l li, Ciorgio, l'oesia e pcnsicro in Alhrec/1 1 von llaller. 
T1 1r in,  I ta ly, I !Jfi l .  

AHAM VAHTANIAN 

H A M A N N ,  J O H A N N  GEORG ( 1 730 - 1 788 ), German 
Protestant th inker a nd cri tic of the Enl ightenment ,  was 
horn in Kiinigshcrg. In no  sense a professional phi loso
pher, and ,largely self-educated, he made h i s  l iv ing as a 
secretary-translator and later as a government warehou se 
rnanag<"r in Kiin igsberg. 

Writings. l l amann's origi nal i ty early caught  the eye of 
such diverse figures as  Goethe, I l egel ,  and Ki erkegaard, 
hut h i s  famous  "darkness"- h i s  opaque style-has dau nted 
all  but  the most pers i stent i nvestigators. Study of I lamann 
has long been domi nated by Hegel 's pictu re of him as an 
i rrat ional ist  and the parad igm of an i ndividual i st and also 
impeded by d i scou raging delays in the publ ication of 
complete edi t ions of h is  works and letters. Fol lowing 
World War I ,  l l amann's i n fl u ence on Kierkegaard began to 
he appreci ated,  hut only recently have scholars been able 
to expose enough of thei r subject so that the real di men
s ions  of h i s  thought cou ld he guessed. 

Meditations and occasional pieces. l l amann's s implest 
wri t i ngs were not in t <.'ndcd for pu bl ication. These cons ist 
of h i s  reflections followi ng fi nancial and sp i ri tual cri ses he 
u ndcrw<>nt  on a bus iness tri p i n  1 758-Bih/isc/ie Betrach
t rmgen ("Bibl ical M edi tat ions";  17,58), Gedanken ii.her 
meinen Lehenslauf ("Thoughts on the Course of M y  Li fe"; 
1 758 - 1 7,59), and Brocken (" Fragments";  1 758). The Sok
mtische Denkwiinligkeiten ("Socrat ic M emorab i l ia"; 1 759) 
was h i s  first public attack on the spir i t  of h i s  century. A 
med itat ion on Socrates and h i s  relation to Christ,  it adum
brates the central concern of I l amann's i ntel lectual career, 
the relat ion of phi losophy to Chri st iani ty. Hamann saw h i m
self as con t i n u ing the work of Luther, under the different 
cond it ions of a later age. Whereas for Luther the prohl ern 
had been the relation of fai th  to the "law," the establ i shed 
eccl es iastic:al and rel igiou s systems, the problem now con
cerned fa ith and phi losophy. 

!\ l ost of I l amann's wri t ings were short occasi onal pieces. 
Die Magi a rJs l\lorgc11/ande ("The Wise l\f <'n From the 
East"; 1 760), an essay on the symbolic mean ing of ei ght
eenth-ce ntury astronom ical observat ions,  ea rned h im the 
sohriqu<"t  of t he "Wi sc M a n  of the North . "  l l i s  reputation 
dur ing  h i s  l i fet i me was largely base d  on s uch collections of 
essays as t h<' Kre11zz iige des J>hilologen ("Crusades of the 
Ph i lologian";  1 762), which contai n s  the in flu ential "Aes
t h <.'til'a i n  Nue<'" ("Aesthetics i n  a Nutshrll") ,  and on some 
pol i t ical sat ires-Lettre nhJ/ogi<1 11e et provi11ciale ("Neolog
ical and l 'rovindal Letter"; 1 76 1 ), Lettre perd11e d'u n 
s<W r 'ag<' <Ill rum/ <I rm fi11ml<'ier de I'e-kim (" I ,ost Letter of a 
Savage of the North to a Financier at Pek ing"; 1 773), and 
Le K<•mu•s <Ill rum/ ("The Worm of the North";  1 774 ). The 
sarcasm and irony eharact eri s t ic  of I l amann's style are 
read i ly  apparent from som e of I r i s  t i tles. 

Phi losophy as critici sm. In what sense was I Iarnann a 
ph i losopher? L ike  August i ne ,  Anselm,  Aqu i nas, l'ascal, 
and K ierkegaard , l l amann is d i fficult  to class ify. I I  i s  rela
t ion to p h i losophy was arnhivalcnt and paradoxical .  I l i s 
thought moved between the tw in  figures of Socrates and 



the "l 'h i lologian ."  The figure of Socrates,  the phi losophi
cal hero of the E1 1 l ightcnmcnl, I l amann adopted for h i s  
own pu rposes, to tu rn the  sy11 1 bol of the  E11 l ighl l •rn1 1ent  
against i t sel f and to ca l l  for a ph i losophical confession of 
ignorance in place of philosophical prel l ·ns ions to knowl
edge. The term "Phi lologia1 1" was selected for its ambi
gu i ty, in that  it suggests both a "lov<•r of the word " a1 1d a 
"lover of reason ."  

L ike  Socrates, l l amann cons idered man to be the crm.: ia l  
problem. ( I  lama rm's famous s imi le  eomparc•s sel f-know! 
edge to a "descent into hel l ," suggest ing later exploration s, 
by existen tial ism a1 1d depth psychology, in to the  anxieties 
and subconscious turmoil  of the human psyche. ) Like 
Socrates, he cal l ed for and pract iced a cri t ical  and ques
t ion ing phi losophy; he especial ly app reciated the acid 
analyses of Hume's reason. l l i s  an swer to Kant's cri t i<.: i sm 
of metaphysics was a higher l evel of critici sm,  not "meta
physics" but "metacri t ic is rn . "  But  as the l 'h i lo logian , Ha
mann saw Socrates as a forerun ner and prophet (although 
an un witt ing  one) of the Christ and phi losophy as a disci
pline seen in i ts true l ight only in the context of Chri stian
i ty. 

Criticism of the Enlightenment. H amann's friends 
i ncl uded many of the l uminaries of the Ccrman En l ight
enment, but personal relationships did not deter him from 
mounting the most severe cri t icism. ( l i e  believed friend
ship was l i ke M ount  Etna, " fi re in  the bowels" but "snow 
on the head .") 

What were l l arnann 's objections to the phi losophy of 
the En l igh tenment? I l e  viewed as "ideal i stic van ity" the  
at tempts of lead ing En l ightenment thinkers to  base 
phi losophy upon undeniable rat ional truths (Moses M en
delssohn), to speak of "pure" reason (Kan t) ,  to d i scover a 
"natural rel igion" (the deists) ,  to pen etrate the mystery of 
man's  const i tut ion and isolate the or igin of man's  l ingu is
tic capacities (I J crdcr and others), and to separate the 
knowledge of God from its provenance in hi s torical reve
lation (Less i ng). Hamann val u ed H ume's skepticism but  
ins i sted that it i l lu strated not the  glory but the  lmn krn ptcy 
of reason. Skepticism is a parad igm of the ambigu ity of al l 
human powers-reason so conceived and direeted is self
destrueti ve. H u me, he fel t ,  performed a service for ph i los
ophy in demonstrat ing what happens when reason is con
ceived as purely analyt ical, stripped of its fu nct ions of 
comprehension and intuition and removed from its orien
tation in rel igion and i ts  fou ndations i n  h i storical experi 
ence. 

l l arnann's  object ions to Enl ightenment phi l osophy ca1 1  
be i l lu strated by  two sexual images he  employed (such 
images were characteristic of his style). The rat ional ism 
of the age was trying lo str ip tru th  of her dothes, or ,  to 
cha nge the figure,  was trying to d ivorce what Nature had 
joined together, to atta in  real ity by removing all excres
cences, such as tradit ion,  hi story, and experient ial  particu
lars. For l lamann truth appeared most authent ical ly as 
"enfleshed" and therefor<� em bod ied in a un i ty of reason, 
faith,  and scnsnal experience. 1 1  c was skeptical of abstrac
tions and saw language as the means by which the reason 
is confused as well as the mea n s  hy wh ich it expresses 
itsel f (the "seducer" as wel l as the "helpmeet" of man). l i e  
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i n sis ted 011 tlw wisdo1 1 1  and 1 1 · l ig io 1 1 s  depth i 1 1 l 1 < · 1 1 · 1 1 t  n 1  tlw 
na ive vernacu lar, in i1 1 1ag1 •ry, a1 1d i 1 1  myth .  A "l"oi 1 1 c ide1 1 c - 1 '  
of opposit , ·s" was to be 1 ·x 1wded in t l 1 I '  prl 'w1 1 t  worl d ,  
< ·v 1 · 1 1  wh ere t h e  opposites sec11H �d to lw t l l l '  1 1 1ost sn rpris 
i 1 1g and paradoxical- f11 •sh and spirit ,  ( ; IH I  a 1 1d 1 1 1 .1 1 1 ,  s1 · 1 1  
sual language and tra 1 1 sc<" 1H lc1 1 t  cor 1c1 ·pt 1 1a l i ty, h i story a 1 1d 
reason. The most rad il "a l  skcpt ic i s 1 1 1  c111 w<·a l s  a su rrepti 
lions credul i ty, aud the 1 1 1ost notor ions ag1 1ostici s 1 1 1  a cov 
ert rcl igio1 1 .  

Quarrels with other thinken;. I l amaun 's hel i 1 • f  that th1 ·  
E 1 1 l ightenment was sacri fici ng the co1 1erck1 1 css ,  h i storic 
i ty,  and ear t h i 1wss of rea l i ty to t lw para1 1 101 1 1 1 t  d 1 ! s i 11 ·  of 
rat ional ism to systematize in i t iat<'d his quarrel with such 
th i nkers as l l crd1·r, Mcnd1 · ls soh 1 1 ,  Kant, and J ,1 • s s i 1 1g  as 
well as  obscure lesser l ights. l'/, i/ologische J•� i 1 1fiille 11 11</ 
Zweifel 11 /Jer eine aka<le111i.w:he l'reissclirift (" l 'h i lologieal 
I deas and Do1 1bts Ahont a VVr i t i 1 1 g  Wh ich H1 ·cl ' i v1 ·d an 
Acad<"mic l 'riz<' " ;  1 772) attacks I l 1 · rder's pri ze- wi 1 1 1 1 i n g  
essay o n  t h e  ori g i n  o f  language ; Golgatlw uwl S, lwhli111 i 1 1 i  
( 1 78,t ) is a cri t ic i sm of Moses Mend1 · l ssoh 1 1 ' s  tlwory of 
"natu ral rel igion" a 1 1d  its relat ion to d 1 1 1 rd1  and slat < ! ;  
KONXOMPAX ( 1 77!J ) cor1 ta ins  a sat ir< '  o r 1  L1·ssi 1 1 g's d iel 1ot 
omy between the knowledge of Cod and the k 1 1 owledg<• 
of "accidents" of h istory. 

Criticism of Kant. l l a1nan 1 1 's evaluations of Kant's Cri
ti<1ue of Pure Heasou arc foun d  in his letters and in several 
essays, one of wh ich i s  cal led "M etacri t ik iiber den l 'm
ismum der V1·rn 1 1 nft" ("M l'laer i t ique of the  1 ' 1 1 ri s 1 1 1  of the 
Heason"; 1 784 ). The i ss •w between these thinkers is tlw 
extent  to which reason can be "prrre"  (that is, devoid of 
experience). I lamann objected not on ly to Kant's ovcrvalu
a t io 1 1  of formal knowledge bnt a lso to the hcl i 1 · f  that Kant 
demonstrated that in some respects reason can he separated 
from sense experience. 

Language. To I l amar l l l ,  demonstration of a separation 
between reason and sense experience is imposs ib le  lw
causc it  depends on language, or merrtal symbols, tlH' 
"pu rity" of which i s  ambiguous. Th i s  am bigu ity cannot he 
removed (and the  old l ' la to 1 1 ic  i deal of knowledge of fo r 1 1 1 s  
refmbished) by the double maneu ver of su rrenderi ng 
knowledge of rea l i ty i tself and locat ing the forms of space 
and time in the knowing ego, known to he em ptied of 
fa l l ible sense experience. The mark of suclr an "empti
ness" (absence of sense experienec) would he a synthet ic 
judgment a priori ,  and accord i ng to Ka nt this wou ld he 
based on the pure· form s of sens ible intu it ion.  1 l owever, lo 
I lama 1 1 1 1  these forms of i r 1 tn i t io 1 1 ,  which he took to he 
types of la nguage, can not be demonstrated �o be: pun• ,  
be�ause la 1 1g 1 1ag1• co11tai 1 1 s  tlw capacity to create what may 
he an i l l us ion.  "Not only does the ent ire capacity to t h i 1 1k 
rest npon language . . l i 1 1 t  language i s  a lso in the middle 
of t i re m isu 1 1derstandi 1 1g  o f  reason with itsel f . . . .  " Tlw 
forms of i 1 1 tn i t ion are not s imply passive cha11 1 1ds  for tlw 
con tent of cxp<" r ie1 1n, ,  b11t active forms of language (or of 
symbols) that have the power to dece ive· tlw 1 1 1 i 1 1 d and 
erc:ate the i l l usion that  they are a priori and r 1 ec1·s sary. 

l 1 1 the new picture of lw i 1 1g t l ra t  I l amarrn offered as a 1 1  
a l ternative to  h i s  age, n , an  is seen as a creatr r re o f  f l c · s l i  a 1 1d  
blood ("the 1 wa rl bc�a ls  bl'fore t lw l• ead thi 1 1 ks"),  h i �tory as  
a l iv ing  commun icat ion of  t lw meaning of  man 's exisl< " nce 
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("a continuing sign"), and the world as the "language" of 
God ("speech to the creature through the creation"). The 
metaphor of "language" points to the symbol ic nature of 
the world, which is not to be exhausted in its material 
significance, deified in a pantheism, or transcended by 
reason in a Platonic dualism. 

Influence. Scholarly interest in Hamann has focused 
upon his influence on the Sturm und Drang and romantic 
movements and on such figures as F. H. Jacobi, Schelling, 
Hegel, and Schleiermacher; upon his role as a forerunner 
of existential ism; upon his pioneering exploration of the 
nature of human sexuality (see his Versuch einer Sibylle 
iiber die Ehe ["Essay of a Sibyl on M arriage"; 1 775) and 
Schii rze von Feigenbliittem ("Skirts of Fig Leaves"; 
1777)); upon his influence on religious thought, such as 
the \lovement of Awakening (Erweckungsbewegung, a 
revival of intellectual pietism) and neo-orthodoxy; upon 
his contributions to a philosophy of language; and upon his 
reconception of reason as essentially historical. 
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W. M .  ALEXANDER 

ff A M E  L I N ,  OCT A V E  ( 1856-1907), French idealist 
philosopher, carried further the neocriticism of Charles 
Renouvier and Jules Lachelier. Renouvier had criticized 
the categories of Kant, maintaining that the category of 
relation really included all the others. He had also criti
ci zed the fact that Kant had not included personality in the 
categories, though he should have, since the will deter
mines thought no less than does speculative reason. 

Thought, according to Renouvier, manifests relation in two 
ways- in the relations of i ts elements to each other, and in 
the relatiou of judgment to consciousness. The latter rela
tion i s  always unique because consciousness displays its 
�pontancity in the synthesis of the objects which it posits. 

l l amelin started from a similar position ; in fact, he always 
declared himself a disciple of Hcnouvier. However, 
Henouvier had taken account of contingency and discon
tinuity, and for him the pursui t  of truth involved a recur
rent dilemma, in which a free choice or wager was 
present<�d to the seeker. Hamelin, 011 the other hand, was 
much more i1 1 transign1tly rationalistic, and in this he 
was in fl1wnc('d hy Lachelin. A priori thinking pervaded 

Hamelin's system, and he envisaged a reality made entire
ly transparent and intelligible by a process of rational 
deduction. "Knowledge will no longer be seen as the 
invasion of the subject by al ien elements, but as a putting 
into action by the subject of his potentialities." 

Such an idealistic system requires some principle that 
accounts for change yet allows change to remain compati
ble with the necessi ty of rational deduction. In Hamelin's 
system this principle is  correlation, and following Hegel, 
Hamelin pictured a dialectical evolution of reality through 
the synthesis of complementary opposites. This movement 
is from abstract elements toward the constitution of con
crete reality-toward the constitution, indeed, of conscious 
personality-and not, as in Hegel, toward the indefinite 
pursuit of an Absolute. Hamelin's philosophy was a highly 
ingenious, if perhaps unsuccessful attempt to do away with 
the dilemma that dogged nineteenth-century French phi
losophy, the dilemma of a necessary realm of thought and a 
contingent domain of occurrences. Hamelin brought con
tingency, freedom, and personal consciousness within his 
dialectical system, making them the necessary outcome of 
incomplete, abstract categories that invoke them. They 
make their appearance, moreover, as the product of the 
dialectical process and as the coming to fruition of a hith
erto inchoate reality. 

Hamelin deduced the categories, or elements of repre
sentation, according to this dialectical principle. Relation 
is the synthesis of being and non being, as that which con
sists in interdependence. The antithesis of relation is what 
is essentially independent, number. Number and relation 
are synthesized in time. Space stands in antithesis to time, 
since its parts, though separate, are also simultaneous and 
reversible. The space-time antithesis is transcended in 
motion, still a quantitative concept, which finds its opposite 
in what is unaffected by it, quality. Motion and quality are 
synthesized in modification (altera tion), which is the 
movement of quality. Modification is contrasted with a 
kind of resistance to change that tends to perpetuate the 
initial state, and this is speci fication, or the notion of class 
or species. Out of the interaction of modi fication and 
specification comes causality, or change brought about in 
beings through their sharing the world with other beings. 

Opposed to causality is a principle of persistence within 
the self, which is finality. The ultimate synthesis is in 
independence and self-sufficiency, which is expressed as 
free becoming and is  an active system, or conscious self. 
The characteristic of Hamelin' s philosophy is its strictly 

a priori derivation of the concrete and individual con
sciomness from general and abstract elements. There is a 
kind of dynamism of incomplete abstraction working to
ward its own fulfillment and speci fication as successive 
logical demands are met. The element of contingency, 
which is inescapable in reality, finds its way into the sys
tem in  the freedom of the individual consciousness : "What 
provides the explanation of consciousness is the need to 
choose." 

Hamelin proceeded as far as anvone could in the ideal
istic direction. His no longer f,;shionable metaphysical 
deduction of the world through a series of necessary rela
tions has met with some cri ticism from more recent French 
philosophers, whose tendency has been rather to sec mean-



ingful experiences as involvi ng a compromise between a 
world of brute facts, which is prereflective, and a mind that 
almost necessari ly orders them, albeit according to its own 
requ irements and in the l ight of its own tasks. 
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COLIN SMITH 

H A M I LTON,  W I L L I AM ( 1788 - 1856) , Scottish ph i l 
osopher and logician. Hami l ton was born in  Glasgow 
and was educated at Glasgow, at Edinbu rgh, and at Bal l iol 
Col lege, Oxford, where he took his B .A.  in 18 1 1 . After 
leaving Oxford he studied law and in 18 1 3  was admitted to 
the Scottish bar. He was appointed professor of civil his
tory at the Un iversity of Edinburgh in 1 82 1  and was e lected 
to the chair of l ogic and metaphysics in 1836. Hamilton, 
a man of stupendou s erudition,  was strongly influenced by 
Thomas Reid and Immanuel Kant. 

Psychology. Hami lton divided "mental m odi fications, 
or phenomena" into three classes-the phenomena of 
knowledge or cognition ; the phenomena of feel ing, of 
pleasure and pain ;  and the phenomena of will or des ire, 
the exertive or connative powers. Knowledge, feel ing, and 
wi l l  or desire cannot ex i st independently of one another. 
Every state of mind is a combination of all three, although 
proportions may vary. We can conceive of a being who 
knows some one thing or another but i s  total ly  devoid of 
feel ing, desire, and vol i tion; or of a being capabl e  of 
knowledge and feeling onl y ;  but not of a being having the 
capacity for pleasure and pain and the capacity to wi l l ,  but 
lacking the faculty of knowledge. 

Mental phenomena are included under the phenomenon 
of consciousness. When one knows , he knows or is con
scious that he knows; when one feels, he knows or is 
conscious that he feel s ;  and when one desires, he knows or 
is  conscious that he desires. Consciousness is  not some
thing in addition to knowledge, feeling, and desire, but the 
general condition of their exi stence. I t  is a relation be
tween a knowing (or conscious, or intell igent) subject and 
an object of knowledge, in th i s  case a modi fication of the 
mind. Al though Hamilton sometimes denied the possibil
i ty of unconscious mental states ,  at other times he argued 
that "the mind exerts energies, and is  the subject of modi
fications, of neither of wh ich it is conscious" (Lectures 
on Metaphysics, Lecture 1 8). 

Perception. In perception, according to Hamilton, we 
have an immediate or presentative rather than a mediate or 
representative knowledge of the object. In presentative 
cognition a thing is  known in i tself rather than via some
thing other than itse lf. When I see a cat I come to know the 
animal in itself as contrasted with, for exampl e, m y  
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knowledge of a past even t ,  which is acquired through 
testimonia l s  and other means disti nct from the eve11 t  thus 
cognized. I may have representative knowledge of t lw 
past, the• future, and the  mere ly possible, as  in  imagination. 
I m mediate presentativc knowledge is of tha t which exists 
here and now. Perception i s  the facu lty presentative of the 
phenomena of the nonego (matter), and self-vonsciousness 
is  the faculty presentative of the phe11011 1ena of t l i e ego 
(mind). A thing is known in itse lf  only if it he known as 
actual ly  exist ing in its when (now) and its where (here). 
Perception has for its objects the primary qual i t ies of hod 
ies. Knowl edge of secondary qualities is never immediate, 
in  that all we can know of them is that some un known 
external cause is responsible for the "present affections of 
the consciou s subject. " Thus Hami l ton agreed with 
Thomas Reid that we have a "di rect n otion" of primary 
qualities but onl y relative notions of the secondary qual i
ties of things. 

In perception we are intuitively aware of the dual ity of 
ego and nonego. This is an immediate, primi tive datum of 
consciousness, to whose exi stence the natural real ist (or 
natural duali st-both terms were used by Hamil ton to 
designate holders of views l ike his own) is impl icitly com
mitted. Perception is  not inference. We <lo not first become 
aware of some mode of consciousness and then infer from 
th is  awareness the present existence of a physical object as 
cau se of that modification. Nor are we aware of an inner 
representation or referent from which we concl ude the 
exi stence of an object referred to or represented. Hepre
sentative theories of perception presu ppose what on their 
own terms could not be the case. In order to know that A 
refers to or represents or i s  a sign of B, it must be possible to 
gain knowledge of the exi stence and nature of B indepen
dentl y of our knowledge of the existence and nature of A. 

Relativity of knowledge. Granting that our senses in
fom1 u s  of the exi stence and the natu re of physical objects, 
just what information do they provide us with ? Hami l ton 
held that ou r knowledge of mind and of matter is relative 
and conditioned and that "of existence absolutely and in  
itself, we know nothing" (Lectures on Metaphysics, Lec
tu re 8). Our knowledge of the ego as wel l as of the nonego 
is purely phenomenal . The self is known to us only via the 
phenomena of the immediate introspective awareness of 
the flow of experience. In external perception we come to 
know about phys ical objects only as they appear to us  
through the senses A physical object as known i s  that 
which appears to us as extended, solid, divisible, figured, 
col•Jred, hot or cold. Thus ,  "matter" or "body" is  a name for 
a certain set of appearances or phenomena, but these must 
be regarded as appearances of something. This someth ing, 
however, is inconceivable apart from its phenomena, abso
lu tely and in i tsel f, out of relation to a knower. By virtue of 
a "law of thought" we are compel led to think of something 
absol ute, unknown, and unknowable as the subject, sub
stance, or substratum of the relative, the phenomenal , the 
known. The same reasoning applies to mind. 

That a thing or a qual i ty of a thing is  known in  itsel f does 
not mean that it i s  known in its "absolute existence" out of 
re lation to the knower, for this is impossible. Hamil ton 
meant, presumably, onl y that it is not known through a 
process of inference from signs or representation s. Al l  
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knowledge is relative in that in order to be known a thing 
must he related to the knower, the relation being precisely 
that of the knower to the known. But this i s  trivial . Hamil
ton pointed out that the way a thing appears to us in  per
ception is relative in another sense- it is a function not 
only of the objective qual it ies of the thing, but of the 
medium and the sense organs as wel l . \Vhen I perceive a 
book, the phenomena or appearances of the external object 
are a resul tant of the contribut ions of the book, of the in
tervening medium, and of the sense organs. Consequently 
my knowledge of the hook i s  modi fied through certain  
intermediate agencies and  must be relative. Bu t ,  a s  !\t i l l  

pointed out in An Examination, this conclusion does not 
fol low; rather than entai l ing the relativity of al l knowledge 
of physical objects, the considerations adduced show at 
most that that part of the knowledge that is not contributed 
by the book itself is  relative. 

Philosophy of the conditioned. To think of a thing is 
necessari ly to think of it  as a thing of a certain sort, to clas
s ify it, to subsume it under a concept. Thought imposes 
conditions on i ts  object. Therefore the condition ed is the 
only possible object of knowledge. The absolute, the non
relative, the u nconditioned is inconceivable;  all we can 
know is that it i s ,  not what it is. Al though many things are 
inconceivabl e  to us, nonetheless we know that some of 
them must be true. Hamilton claimed that, given the prin
ciples of contrad iction and excl uded m iddle, all actual 
thought l i es between two extremes, each of which is  in
conceivable. The extremes represent that which is  abso
lute or unconditioned. One of these absolutes we know 
must be true because they are mutually contradictory; but 
since both are inconceivable we cannot know which 
is true. "The Conditioned i s  the mean between two 
extremes-two unconditionates, exclusive of each other 
neither of which can be conceived as possible,  but of 
which . . .  one must be admitted as necessary" (Dis
cussions, p. 22). The weakness of the h uman mind thus  
restricts i ts objects of  positive thought to  the  m ean. As 
i l lustration Hami l ton argued that space must either be 
bounded or unbounded. One alternative must be true, but 
both cannot be, even though we cannot posi tively con
ceive of ei ther one. S imi larly we cannot conceive of an 
absolute b eginning of time or of an infin ite regress.  \Ve 
cannot conceive of an absolute end of time or of an 
i nfinite prolongation , although one or the other must be 
admitted to  he true. 

Logic. Hami l ton regarded h is  doctrine of the quantifi
cation of the predicate as his most important contribution 
to logic. The doctrine is based on the self-evident truth 
that we can operate rational l y  only with what we al ready 
understand. Thi s in turn l eads to the postu late that we 
ought to be ab le to state expl ici t ly what is thought implic
it ly. When we make a judgment we always impl icitly 
understand the quantity of the predicate as wel l as the 
quant i ty of the subject. S ince the predicate i s  always 
quanti fied in  thought, and s ince every quantity i s  ei ther a l l  
o r  some or  none, we  al ways regard the predicate of  a judg
ment as denoting al l ,  some, or none of the objects in i ts  
extt•n-,ion. The proposi tion "Al l  men arc an imals" must 
mean Pi thc-r that all Tll< ' ll are al l animal s (all men and onlv 
men are animal s ), or that al l men are some animals (all 

men, but not men only,  are animals) "Some animals are 
carnivorous" becomes "Some animals are some carn ivo
rous ,"  which is to he understood as some and some only, 
that i s ,  some animal s are carn ivorous and some are not. 
Among the advantages of this innovat ion, according to 
Hamil ton,  are the reduction of propositions to equations, 
the simplification of the doctrine of convers ion, the abol i
t ion of the figured syl logism and the consequ ent manifes
tation of the absurdity of reducing syl logi sms of other 
figures to the first. 

S ince in Hamilton's view logic is  the science of the laws 
that of n ecessity govern all val i d  thought, cri t ic isms of him 
drawn from psychol ogical considerat ions are relevant. I t  
comes as something of a surpri se to the beginner in  logic 
that convers ion of the u niversal affirmative "All S is P" is 
onl y  by l imitation to "Some P i s  S." But in Hamilton's 
view this should be obvious to all and should not represent 
a n ew idea as in fact i t  does. 
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TIMOTHY J. DUGGAN 

HAM PSHI R E ,  STUA RT NE W TON, born in 1 9 1 4  i n  
Li ncolnshire, England, was formerly a fel low o f  A l l  Souls 
Col lege and of New Col l ege, Oxford, ar d then Grote pro
fesmr of mind and logic at Un iversity Col lege, London 
( 1960 - 1963). He is now professor of phi losophy at Prince
ton Un iversi ty. Hampshire's contribu tion to philosophy, 
while clearly belonging to the main current of contempo
rary work in the Engl ish language, is highly individual. 
His  work d i splays a broad and systematic outlook, con
cerned with hringing toge ther views in the theory of 
knowledge, l lletaphysics, the phi losophy of mind, ethics, 
and ,wsthetics. Amo11g in fluences outside philosophy i t
se l f, it shows a particular awareness of psychoanalys i s  and 
of the h istory and criticis m  of l iterature and painting. H is 
phi losophical sty le  is distinctive, a sens itive blend of the 
argumentative and the exploratory, which can he seen as 



the product of two contrasting in fluences:  a sympathy with 
the out look of Friedrich Waismann (h i mself  i n fl ut->nced by 
Wi ttgenste in)  that there can he no proofs in ph i losophy, 
together with a respect for the aim of J .  L. Aust in  and oth< 'r 
recent phi losophers to reach defin ite resu l ts by defin i te 
methods. 

Hampshire has shown a constant interest in  the con 1 1ec
tions betwee n  meaning and co11 firmation. To this  extent, 
there are l i nks between his concerns and those of logical 
posit ivism, and a re lative ly  earl y paper, "Logica l  Form," 
shows a recogn izably pos it ivist spir i t  i n  expla i n ing  d i ffer
ences of form in terms of di fferences in methods of co 11-
firmation. However, Hampshire's views have never in fact 
been posit ivi st. In particular, he has been not so much 
concerned to ass ign a privileged possibi l i ty of certainty 
to some special class of statements but rather to explore 
the various certainty conditions of d i fferent classes of 
statement. 

The connections between mea ning and certainty condi
t ions  have been particularly explored with reference to 
psychological statements . Hampsh ire rejects the poss i 
b i l i ty of Cartesian statements of immediate experience ,  
independent of any bodi ly  condit ions .  He emphasizes both 
the need of communication with other persons for se lf
knowledge ("The Analogy of Feel ing") and the depend
ence of the subject's sense of his identity on his being 
a physical agent i n  a physica l  environment. This  idea i s  
treated in detai l in  Thought and Action, where some in
fl uence of J ean-Paul Sartre and of Maurice l\1erleau
Ponty can be seen. While stressing the con nections be
tween mental concepts and physical agency, Hampshire 
has sought at the same time to give an intel l i gible place 
to introspect ion and to the poss ibi l ity of i ncorrigible 
declarations by a speaker of h i s  own mental states, particu
larly in the case of i ntentions :  besides Thought and Action, 
see "Self-knowledge and the Will" and the important article 
"On Referrin g  and Intending." In  l ine with this is his  re
jection of any thoroughgoing behaviorist analyses of psy
chological concepts (review of Gi lbert Ryle's Concept of 
Mind) and h is  interest ing  account of the notion of a dis
position as applied to human character (" D ispositions") ,  
an account more recently elaborated in  psychoanalytical 
terms ( in  "Disposition and Memory"). H uman di spositions 
must be distinguished logica l ly  from merely "di sposi
tional properties," such as are possessed by material ob
jects : di sposit ional properties can exist without having 
been manifested, but ascription of h uman dispositions im
plies some actual man i festations of them in the l i fe of the 
i ndividua l .  Moreover, the understanding of a human dis
position is of a different character, being bas ica l ly  h i s
torical or genetica l .  Psychoanalysis is taken to reveal a 
bas ic  way of understanding the ind ividual 's  di sposition, 
as rooted in his early experiences and consist ing in  the 
general ization to a class of situations of pri mitive responses;  
the i n fl uence of the primit ive s i tuations i s  to be seen in 
terms of unconscious memory. These ideas provide a l i nk  
between the concept o f  a disposition and  those of  ration
al ity and freedom; contro l over one's di spos it ions may be 
increased by self-knowledge, the u nderstandi ng of how 
they have come about. 

The emphas i s  on the psychoanal ytical type of account of 
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di sposi t ions- that i s ,  a genctical account-is  a part icular  
appl ication of the wider \ ' icw that hu 11 1a 1 1  adiviti<·s 1 1 1 1 1 s t  
l ie  understood h i s torica l l y. Th i s  view l 1as had an  i 1 1 1porta 1 1 t  
i n flue1 1ce on I lampsh i rc's  out look on eth ics ,  which rc sh 01 1  
two points-that any cornprchensib l < '  syst1·111 of ethics 
must be grounck·d in  a view of human 1 1ature a1 1d that a l l  

views of human nature are hi storica l ly  c ·ondi t io1wd a 1 1d 
essentia l ly  revisable .  H owever, the l 1 i storieal changes in  
v iews of human nature or " the powers of the mind" are 
compreher1 s i l i le  0 1 1 ly  aga inst a background of soml't l 1 i rw; 
identi fi ed, u nder any vie\v ,  as Pssential to l 1 1 1 rnan nat ure, 
and this I l a11 1 pshire fi nds in the poss ib i l i ty of se lf-conscious 
intentional act ion.  From this point  of v iew, I l ampsl i ire 
seeks to i l l u minate two bas ic (and, l 1 <• would hold, perma
nent) di sti nctions : that between art and other human ac
tivit ies and that between human actions a1 1 c l  mere e vents.  
Art i s  connected with the absence of an intentional pro
ject (see "Logic and Appreciat ion") ;  t i ) { '  appreciation of 
art is a process of free exp loration. The d i s t inction be
tween actions and mere events involves his theory of free
dom, wh ich turns on a bas ic  di sti nction between decis ion 
and prediction, and on the clai m that there is an i nel imi
nable hurna11 power of "stand ing back" from any pred ic
t ion of one's fu ture actions,  the s i tuation thus hPi 1 1g 
changed (see Thought and Action and "Deci s ion,  I nten
tion and Certai nty") .  Whether this has tlw conseque11e<> 

that determinism is imposs ib le is perhaps not entire ly  
clear; i t  i s  notable that Hampshire treated these questions 
in an i l l uminating book on Spi 1 1oza, a1 1d his  sympathy for a 
Spinozist connection of freedom and knowledge, rather 
than a supposed freedom of the wi l l ,  certa in ly  cont inues 
(see "Spinoza and the Idea of Freedom") .  
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H A N  FE I T Z U  (c. 280?- 233 B.c.), the outstanding 
authority of the Legal is t  school of Chinese philosophy 
dur ing the Warring States Period (403 - 22 1  B.C.) ,  l ived 
some two centuries or more later than Confucius, Lao Tzu, 
and '.\lo Tz11 . I l is works consis t  of 55 treatises. He was an 
aristocrat of the state of Han, in the northwes t, where a 
mo,·ement of polit ical reform had arisen. In the rest of the 
Chinese  kingdom, Confucianism, Moism, and Taoism sti l l  
maintained the theory of government by customary moral
ity, re l igious sanctions, and personal virtuo11s example or 
e,·en "inaction" (or "nonaction") by the ruler. Since the 
trad itional feudal s \'stem had collapsed generally through
out China, new thi�kers spoke of government by pos i tive 
law, exaltation of the s tate at the expense of the individual ,  
and possession of supreme power by the ruler. Out of 
these thoughts of his predecessors, Han Fei  made a com
prehens ive synthes is and formed his un ique doctrine of le
gal ism. This doctrine was greatly admired by the ruler 
of the state of Ch'in, who by its adoption eventual ly be
came the first emperor of the unified Ch' in Empire. Han Fei 
had been invited to the court of Ch'in, but he was forced to 
commit suicide by Li Ssu, chief min ister of Ch'in and 
former associate of Han Fei .  A lthough they had studied 
together under Hsi.in Tzu, the exponent of a reformed 
Confucianism, polit ical jealousy overcame Li Ssu .  

Han Fei  accepted only one point of H si.in Tzu 's phi loso
phy, that human nature is  originally evil. He then ins i sted 
that all men act from selfish motives and that a system of 
rewards and punishments can provide an effective control 
for the government, for there is no one who does not fear 
punishment and welcome rewards . The ruler can then ru le  
the state through a set of  severe laws without his own 
interference. In economics , too, the government should 
adopt a laissez-faire pol icy, l eaving people alone to carry 
on free competition ; this wi l l  cause them to be more active 
and frugal, with the resul t  that production wi l l  i ncrease. 
Thus, Han Fei reinterpreted the inaction principle of Lao 
Tzu in such a \vay that the sovereign, l ike the helmsman of 
a great ship,  simply makes s l ight movements with the "two 
handles" of reward and punishment, and the whole state 
fol lows his desires and dictates. 

While "statecraft" serves to keep the sovereign in 
power, laws are to be obeyed by the peop le .  Han Fei said: 
"The intel l igent ruler sees to it that h i s  subjects do not 
al low their minds to wander beyond the scope of law; nor 
perform acts of favori t ism within it" (Works, Treatise I I ) .  
H e  also observed: " In  the s tate of the i ntel l igent ruler 
there is no l iterature of books and records, but the laws 
serve as teachings. There are no sayings of the early kings ,  
but  the officials act as  teachers ."  Once laws have been 
establ ished everyone should obey them; no heterodox 
doctrines of private individuals and traditional authori ties 
should prevai l .  This led the first emperor to practice total
i tarian n�gimcntat ion, "burn ing the books and burying the 
l i terat i" 1 Works, Treatise XIX). 

I t  was Han FPi who supplied a rational explanation for 
revolutionary changes from the old order. He asserted : 
"A ffair� go accord ing to their time and preparat ions are 
madt· in accordance ,vi l li affairs . . . .  The sage docs not 
aim at pract is ing antiquity and docs not model himself 
npon ,v hat i s  cons idered to be permanently correct" 

(ibid . ). Indeed, h i story does not repeat itself. Pol itics,  
therefore, must  look al ways to the present and to changing 
circumstances rather than to any static idea or ideal . In  a 
word, Han Fei can be regarded as a radica l  positivist or 
perhaps as the extreme realist of ancient China. 
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NAI Z. ZIA 

H AN N E QU I N ,  A RT H U R  ( 1856 - 1905), French phi
losopher, born at Parny-sur-Saulx (Marne), served as pro
fessor of the his tory of philosophy and the sciences at the 
Un iversi ty of Lyons. This was the first official instruction 
in the h istory of science offered at a French univers i ty. 
H annequin took a very broad view of h i s  subject, conceiv
i ng of it not as a dry chronicle recounting a sequence of 
isolated d iscoveries but as the inward study of a system of 
concepts in a perpetual process of reorganization. Th is is 
what justifies the connection of the history of science with 
the h istory of philosophy. 

The connection between science and metaphysics is 
made man ifest in Hannequ in's authoritative doctoral the
sis,  Essai cr itique sur l'hypothese des a tomes dans la 
science contemporaine (Pari s, 1895). There he argued 
( 1 )  that atom ism is a necessary condition for science bP
cause our understanding conceives only number clearly 
and distinctly and imposes the d i scontinu ity of number 
upon the perceptible continu ity of extension and motion;  
(2)  that from th is  fundamental conflict between number and 
the continuous, between the demands of the understand ing 
and the data of perception, there inevitably resul t contra
d ictions in the scientific concepts of the atom; (3) that 
these contrad ictions can be over�ome only by ascend ing 
from physical atomism, which remains on the plane of 
phenomena, to a metaphysical atomism in which the sub
jective character of the forms of our representation is rec
ogn ized. "Atoms disappear along with the continuous in 
proportion as one ascends toward the activities and the 
true unities of wh ich they are but the reflection, toward 
the monads and the minds . "  These monads, however, are 
far from being sealed off from one another and are con
stantly interacting. 

In 1 890, Hannequin was warned by his  doctors that he 
had l ittle time to l ive. But with a fierce yet serene energy, 
he fought, week after week fo r 15 years, an ever imminent 
death, which final ly struck him down before he had 
reached his  fift ieth year. Thus, he was unabl e to real ize 
the great works which he planned, the first fru its of which 
his s tudents alone received. In general , he was interested 
only in philosophers of the very first rank-Descartes, 
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Spinoza, Leibniz, Kant. Above all was Kant, whose pro
found inspi ration he sought to defend by resol utely main
tain ing, against some of the subsequent developments of 
critical philosophy, the radical heterogeneity of perception 
and the understanding and the ex istence of the things- in
themselves. 
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ROBERT BLANCHE 
Translated by Albert E .  B lumberg 

H A P P I N E S S .  The terms "happiness" and "happy" have 
been conspicuous in the literature of moral phi losophy. 
Uti l i tarians have claimed that the measure of right action i s  
whether i t  makes for  the  greatest happiness of  the  greatest 
number, while hedonists and eudaemonists have affirmed 
that happiness (somewhat differently conceived by each) is 
the only thing that is worthwhile in i tself. Indeed, almost 
everyone thinks that happiness i s  one of the most impor
tant goals,  if not the supreme goal , of l ife. 

In determining what the tenns "happiness" and 
"happy" mean, it is convenient to concen trate on "happy," 
on the assumption that any sentence containing "happi
ness" can be rephrased in a synonymous sentence con
taining "happy." For instance, "He found happiness in 
marriage" means approx imately the same thing as "He was 
made happy by his  marriage." "Happy" has some uses that 
are not closely related to happiness-for example, "by 
happy coinci dence." We may properly confine ourselves to 
the uses of "happy" in which the term is  appl ied to a per
son or to a span of l ife ("He is very happy"; "That was the 
happiest time of my l ife"). 

Any correct definition of "happy" must take into account 
certain facts of English usage as well as the fact that we 
k1,ow that certain statements referring to happiness are 
true, namely, the foll owing. ( 1 )  Whatever "happy" means, 
at least it  is  possible to be happy in  different degrees: one 
man can be happier than another, and one year of one's l ife 
can be happier than some othP,r year. (2) We know that a 
state of being happy can change, ei ther to a state of being 
unhappy or to one of a different degree of happi ness. It has 
sometimes been said that a man is not properly called 
happy u nless his life is  happy as a whole (see Ari stotle, 
Nicomachaean Ethics 1 100a); but it  is  clearl y possible, in 
accordance with the way in which the word "happy" is 
used in  Engl ish,  for a person to be happy for a period 
of time i rrespective of what happen s to him afterward. 
(3) "Happy" is sometimes used with prepositions, such as 
"about," "with," and "at. " Obviously a person can be 
happy when he is not happy with certain things, al though 
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we would  not say that a man was happy if he were not 
happy with anything in his l i fe. (4 ) Contrary to what has 
sometimes been suggested, a person can be happy even 
though he docs not have everything he wants ,  hut John 
Stuart M i l l  was right in suggesting that grati fication of 
certain desires (he thought, those associated with the 
higher faculties) is necessary for happiness. t-. t i l l ' s particu
lar identi ficat ion of what must be done for happines� may 
be mi staken, but i t  is true that a person i s  not happy un less 
the desires he regards as  being important are satbfied, or 
unless he thinks they probably wi l l  be sat isfiPd. What is  
not necessary for happiness i s  gratification of peripheral 
desires, such as, perhaps, the desire for a new car. In view 
of this ,  Will iam McDougal l  connected happiness with the 
important "sentiments" or sys tems of desires. (5) Doubtless 
there is  a connection between the preceding point and the 
fact that "happy" seems to refer to a deeper level of ex
perience than terms l ike "gay," "comfortable," "amused," 
"gratified," "pleased," and "enjoyi ng oneself."  If we say 
that a man "gets pleasure" from play ing his viol in ,  we 
mean something very different from what we mean if 
we say he "finds happiness" in his music-making; we 
would say the latter only when we thought his playing 
served to improve his  perspective on or rel ieve his anxie
ties about h is  problems, thus perhaps enhancing his  en
thusiasm for l iving, or something of this sort. (6) Al though 
we would not say that a person was a happy man if we 
thought he never enjoyed himself, we can say he is a 
happy man when he is not enjoying himself at the mo
ment-for exampl e, when he is in the dentist's chair. Also, 
we th ink that a person can be happy over a stretch of time 
even if  he has very few sensory enjoyments-no \Vine, 
women, or song-during that t ime; we certainly think th is  
if we know that he enjoys h i s  work. Moreover, a man's 
having numerous sensory pleasures does not guarantee 
that he is happy: a person can divert himself with many 
hours of pleasure ,  yet still be quite unhappy and think he 
has nothing to l ive for. 

Bearing the foregoing points in mind, the fol lowing 
proposal for a definition of "happy" may be suggested. 
There are two components  of being happy. The first is 
dispositional : in  order to be happy i t  is  necessary that one 
l ike (which means very much the same as "be happy 
with," the prepositional use of the word) those parts of 
one's total l ife pattern and circumstances that one th inks 
are important. To sa:,· that one l ikes them is  in part to say 
that one is "satisfied" with them-that one does not wish 
the111 to be substantial ly di fferent, and that they measure 
up, at least roughly, to the l i fe ideal one had hoped to 
attain ;  but it also implies, to some degree at least, a posi
tively favorable attitude. The "total pattern " of one's l ife 
incl udes one's prospects :  one may be happy in  conditions 
one could not tolerate if on e did not see them as stages 
leading to something el se. 

The second component of happiness is  the occurrence 
(or nonoccurrence ) of ce1tain feelings or emotion s. Happi
ness is  sometimes said to be a species of joy in regard to 
one's total situation. Thi s  goes too far: a real emotion of joy 
occurs only when there has been some markedly favorable 
turn of circumstances-for exampl e, when something has 
happened that one wanted to happen but was not sure 
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would occur. And clearly we can say that a person is happy 
even if he is not feeling joy at good fortune all the time. 
But if a man is happy, he will not be subject (except 
briefly-for example, in connection with disappointments 
about noncentral things) to gloom, anxiety, restlessness, 
depression, discouragement , and shame, for these feelings 
will not occur if he likes the total pattern of his life insofar 
as the parts he deem s important are concerned. But are no 
positive feel ings required? It seems we would not call a 
man happy if he did not frequently feel joy or enthusiasm 
or enjoy what he was doing or experiencing. Exactly how 
much of this there must be one cannot definitely say. It is 
clear, however, that one could not like the total pattern of 
one's life unless some of these things occurred, although 
whether the connection between the two is logical or 
causal is a question we may leave open. 

Thus far we have spoken about happiness as if it were an 
all-or-nothing affair. Th is is an oversimpl ification: a man 
can be happy in his job but unhappy in his marriage. Thus, 
there may be some aspects of his life that he considers 
important, that he does not like-or at least that he may not 
like very much. One person is happier than another person 
if he likes a larger proportion of the aspects of his life 
pattern or circumstances that he deems important, or if he 
likes them better than the other person. 
The introduct ion of this comparat ive notion points to a 

vagueness in our definition of "is happy." In order to be 
happy, must one be satisfied with all features of one's life 
that one considers important ? (There need not be a sharp 
line between what one thinks important and what one 
doesn't.) And how well must one like them? The term 
"happy" itself seems vague on this point : one person can 
demand more reasons than another for classifying someone 
as happy, without straying beyond the boundaries laid 
down by correct English. One possible way of sharpening 
the definition would be to say that a man is happy if it is 
false that most people are happier than he is. 

A period of a person's life may be said to be happy if the 
person was happy during most of it. Ways of explaining 
"that year was happier than this year" will be obvious. 

\\'e often speak of "feeling happy. " This means feel ing 
the way one typically or ideall y  does if  one is happy-that 
is, being neither depressed nor anxious and moreover 
having at least one of the positive feelings characterist ic of 
being happy, such as enjoying what one is doing, feeling 
joy, and so forth. One can be happy, of course, without 
actually feeling happy at the time. 

Thus, the creed of utilitarianism is mistaken if it holds, 
as J .  S. :\1 ill claimed, that "By happiness is intended 
pleasure, and the absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain, 
and the privat ion of pleasure." Even further from the truth 
was J eremy Bentham's statement : "By ut ility is meant that 
property in any object, whereby it tends to produce 
benefit, advantage, pleasure, good, or happiness ( all this 
in the present case comes to the same thing) . . .  " (italics 
added). 

Happiness is not identical with welfare or well-being. A 
person can he qu ite happy in a si tuation which is harm ful 
to h im if he does not know it i s, and perhaps even if he 
does. Thus, a person's fortune may be dwindling if  it is 
im·c�tl,d in bonds during a time of inflation, hut he may be 
quite happy if he· is ignorant of economics or even if he 

sees what is happening (perhaps he is a poet). Further
more, we may contribute to a person's welfare without 
affecting his happiness: for instance, we may improve his 
standard of living but not make him happier if he was 
quite content with the pattern of his life before, or if he 
regards the change as unimportant. 

Philosophers who have written about happiness have 
largely 'agreed about the kind of life which is favorable to 
it-a life of uprightness, not given to excesses, and infused 
with understanding of the world and man's place in it. 
Some recent writers in psychology have added that it 
should include interests in other people and in causes, and 
acceptance of an objective picture of oneself. Other wri
ters have pointed to evidence which shows that people 
can tolerate major areas of dissat isfaction (that is, discount 
their "importance") if they have many positive enjoyments 
in life, such as social contacts, opportunities for entertain
ment, and so forth. The quest ion of what conditions are 
necessary for happiness is manifestly a quest ion for 
scientific psychology. 
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RICHARD B. BRANDT 

H A RNA C K , C A R L  GUSTAV A D O L F  VON ( 1851-
1930), German church historian and theologian. He was 
born at Dorpat (now Tartu) in Estonia, where his father, 

Theodosius Harnack, was a professor of practical theology 
at the German-dominated university. Carl Harnack studied 
at Dorpat and then at Leipzig, becoming a Privatdozent 
there in 1876. He held chairs at Giessen from 1879 and Mar
burg from 1886 before going, in 1 888, to Berlin, where he 
was a professor until his ret irement, in 1 924. He died at 
Heidelberg. 

Harnack has come to be regarded as the typical repre
sentative of liberal theology. Following Albrecht Ritschl 
and the members of his school, Harnack stressed the ethi
cal teaching of Christianity and avoided the more specula
tive flights of theology, but he went furth�r than his prede
cessors in the direction of an undogmat ic, pract ical 
statement of the Christian faith. Harnack' s appoinh11ent to 
the chair at Berlin was opposed by conservative elements in 
the Lutheran church, but by the time he retired he had 
trained a whole generation of students in the ways of lib
eral theology and in what he bel ieved to be the unpreju
diced pursuit of theological truth. His last years were spent 
in opposing the nascent "dialect ical theology" of the school 
of Karl Barth, which he saw as threatening the scientific 
character of the discipline. 

The problem of dogma. The vigor with which Harnack 
advocated the cause of liberal theology was matched hy 
h i s  vast erudition. Few Protestant scholars have equaled his 
knowledge of early Chri stian history and literature. One of 
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Harnack's major works, the monumental [,ehrbuch der 
Dogmengeschichte (3 vols. , Freiburg, 1 886 - 1 889 ; many 
subsequent eds. publi shed at Tiibingen; 3d ed. translated 
as History of Dogma, 7 vol s .. London, 1894 - 1899), not 
only gives a detai led accou nt of the hi story of Chri stian 
dogma, especially in the earl y formative centuries ,  but also 
expounds a definite thesis concerning the nature and de
velopment of this dogma. 

As Harnack understood it, rel igion is primari ly  a practi
cal affair and aims at the right ordering of l ife. In Chris
tianity, the power of achieving a well -ordered or bl essed 
life had its origin in J esus Christ and the revelation of God 
that he brought. But although rel igion has this practical 
character, it a lso impl ies certain bel i efs concerning God, 
man, and the world;  the rel igious man seeks to make his 
beliefs expl icit and to formulate them in propos itions. This 
happens especially  when a rel igious community comes 
into being and subscription to the basic bel iefs of the com
munity is  made the condition of mem bersh ip-hence the 
rise of dogma in the early church. 

H owever, Harnack regarded this development as a per
version of the original teaching of Jesus, ob scuring i ts 
essentia l ly practical character and destroying its sponta
neity. On the whole, he saw the history of Christian 
thought as one of deteriorat ion,  a fal l ing away from the 
original truth rather than an unfolding of it. The process 
began when the primitive preachers made Jesus him self, 
as the supernatural Christ, the center of thei r message, 
rather than s imply repeating J esus'  teaching about the 
kingdom of God, which Harnack understood as an ethical 
ideal .  The transformation of Christianity into dogma ac
celerated in  the Hel leni stic worl d;  the extrem e case can be 
seen in the Gnostic sects, where the supposedl y  original 
gospel of J esus was altogether absorbed into H ellenistic 
phi losophy. With the Reformation an attempt was made to 
emancipate Christianity from dogma, but i t  was only par
tial ly successfu l ,  and dogma persisted into Protestantism. 

The essentials of Christianity. In  a series of popular 
lectures, which attracted h uge audiences at the university 
of Berl in in  the winter of 1 899/ 1 900 and was subsequently 
publi shed as Das Wesen des Christentums (Leipzig, 1900; 
translated as What ls Christianity?, London, 1 90 1 ) , Har
nack expounded what he believed to be the core of the 
Chri stian rel igion, set free from the encrustations of dogma 
that had been laid down through the centuries. The core is 
to be reached by penetrating back to the teaching of Jesus 
him self, and Harnack represented this teach ing as pro
claiming the fatherhood of God, the infinite worth of the 
human sou l ,  and the ethical i deal of the k ingdom of God. 
The supposedly original gospel of J esus is also claimed to 
be the only version of Christianity that can make sense for 
modern minds, since it is free from theological  and meta
phys ical mysti fications. 

Harnack's views once commanded a wide fol lowing, but 
this ,  however, has decl ined sharpl y in recent ti mes,  owing 
to the criticism of such scholars as Alfred Loisy, Albert 
Schweitzer, and Karl Barth. 

Additional Works by Harnack 

Harnack's l iterary output was immense, cons isting not only of 
books and art icles but also of critical editions of many early reli-
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gious docu ments. I n  addition to the two hooks mentioned in this 
article, the following are important :  

Das a7w.\·tolische Gla11 hPt1.�heke11nt 11is. Berl in ,  1892. Translatnl 
as The Apostles' Creed. London, ) !JO I .  

Die Geschichte der altchristlichen LitPratur  his Euseh ius,  2 
vols .  Leipzig, 1 893- HJ04 . 

Beitriige zur E inleitung in das Neue Tes tament, 4 vols .  Lripzig, 
l !J06 - ! D I  I .  Tran slations of parts of this work : Luke the Physicia n. 
London, 1 907. Tlw Sayings of Jesw:. London, HJOH. 'J'he Acts of tlw 
A7wstles. London, rnon. 

E11ts teh11ng mid E11 t 1cicklu ng der Kirclwm;erfassung und dPs 
Kirchenrechts in den zwei ersten jahrh11 11derte11. Leipzig, l !J J O. 
Translated as The Constitution and Law of the Church in the First 
Two Centuries. London, HJ IO .  

M arcion. Leipzig, 1 92 1 .  
Ausgewiihlte RedPn und Auf�iitze. Berl in,  Jn.5 1 .  

Works o n  Harnack 

Zahn- Harnack, Agnes von, Adolf v011 llamack. Berl in ,  1 936. 
The standard biography of I l arnack. See also her article on I l ar
nack in Die grossen Deutschen, Vol .  I \', pp. 2.55 - 266. Berl in, 
1 957. 

J OHN M ACQUAHIUE 

H A R R I N GTON,  J AM E S  ( 16 1 1 - 1677), Engl i sh polit i 
cal phi losopher and publ ici s t. As the eldest son of S i r  
Sapcote H arrington, of  Rand, Lincolnshire, he belonged to 
a junior branch of a fami ly  wh ich had been prominent from 
the days of Richard I .  An erudite man, H arrington must 
have acquired his great knowledge of languages, l i terature, 
and h is tory largely  independently, since he spent only two 
or three years at Oxford and in the M iddle Temple and 
took no degree. During the 1 630s he traveled ex tensively 
on the Continent and served in  an Engl ish volunteer regi
ment in  the forces of one of the palatine electors. From 
these experiences, and especial ly from a visit  to Venice, he 
gathered much of the data which later formed the raw 
material for his  pol i tical theory. 

When civi l war broke out in England, Harrington took a 
neutral position, despite his republ ican sympathies ,  be
cause of his personal regard for the king, and at one poi nt 
attempted the role of mediator between royal and parl ia
mentary interests. But after Charles I 's execution in  1 649 he 
devoted himself to the construction of a republ ican pol itical 
theory, which culminated in 1 6,56 in the publ ication of his 
major work, The Commonwealth of Oceana, a blueprint for 
a perfect republic. 

He was imprisoned by Charles II in  1 66 1  on a false 
charge of treason. H ,s mind became deranged whi le he 
was in pri son, and he never fu l ly recovered his facul ties 
after his release. He died at his Westmi nster home in 1 677. 

A l though Oceana has the form of a utopia, Harrington 
stands squarely in the British em piricist tradition. Even 
Machiavel l i ,  whom he admired as "the only Politi tian of 
later Ages," he cri tici zed for violating the canons of em
piricism by using such concepts as "virtue" and "corrup
tion," wh ich Harrington held to be meaningless as analyt
ical tools .  

Harrington's own concepts are sociological ,  rather than 
psychological or ethical . A stable governmental system 
always represents the dom inant property-owning groups of 
a society. Where poli tical and economic power are held by 
the same hands, and a s ingle person controls three-fourths 
of all the property , the political system wi l l  be an absolute 
monarchy. If a few hold three-fourths of the property, i t  
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wil l be a mixed monarchy. If property is so dispersed that 
no monopoly vests in  a single social interest, the system 
will be a republic, or "common-wealth." 

Barrington made no moral ranking of the forms of gov
ernment. \Vords like "tyranny," "oligarchy," "anarchy" he 
used descriptively rather thau evaluativcly, to signify 
unstable governmental forms which do not match their 
foundations, those in which power is held incommensu
rately to the distribution of property. The theoretical ques
tion wh ich preoccupied him was stability, and the chief 
ca use of revolution and civil war he identified as an incon
gruence between social balance and form of government. 
Conflict he viewed as a mechanism for bringing the two 
i nto close proportion. He was not an eco11omic dctermini st, 
however, for he thought it just as possible to "frame the 
foundation unto the Government" as the reverse. 

Like l\ lachiavelli, Harrington preferred the republican 
system to all others . Be wrote of "that Reason which is the 
interest of mankind, or of the whole," as "a Law of Na
tlire," and described "the puhlick interest of a common
wealth" as "nearest that of mankind." Si nce he espoused a 
radically lwdonic view of human motivation, this must 
mean he preferred republics because in them the things 
men enjoy are more widely distributed than in systems 
with a narrower property base. Not absolute equality but a 
middle-class order is implied, however. For " leveling" 
impedes economic growth and the social accumulation of 
the riches mankind des ire. 

!\lore sanguine than l\1 achiavelli, Harrington thought it 
poss ible to create a perfectly  stable and unchangi ng re
public. It could he maintained by an "equal Agrarian" law, 
fixing forever a middle-class distribution of property, and 
by arranging a su itable balance of i nterests in  the organi 
zation of the government through such devices as separa
tion of powers , divis ion of the legislature, and rotation in 
office. 
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WILLIAM T. B LUHM 

H A R R I S ,  W I L LI A M  TO R R E Y  ( 1 83.5- W0H), Ameri
can philosoplwr and ed ucator, was born in North Killingly 
(now part of Putnam), Connecticut. I l e attended prepara
tory schools in h i s  nativ< ' state and entered Yale College. 
There lw was led to phi losophy by Bronson Alcott's "Con
versations" on I'latonism ,  which convinced him of "the 
idPality of the material world" th rough " i nsight and reli
an( e 01 1  reason ."  I l e• left Yale in  his juu i or year, dissati sfied 
with t lw deficiency of mod< 'rn science and li terature in the 
c11rr ic11l11 1 11 ,  and went to St. Loui s. 

In  St. Loui s, where Harris taught school for 8 years and 
was an admini strator for 14 ,  he met Henry C. Brokmeyer, a 
Prussian immigrant who had acqui red an enthusiasm for 
Hegel from reading F. H Hedge's Prose Writers of Ger
many ( 1847) during some di sputatious months at Brown 
Univers ity. In 18,58, Harris, Brokmeyer, and a few friends 
began meeting informally as a Kant Club to find the root of 
H egel's 'thought. Harris imported a copy of Hegel's larger 
Logic and encouraged B rokmeyer to undertake a transla
tion, which was never satisfactorily finished but was ci rcu
lated in manuscript. After the Civil \Var, adherents of the 
Kant Club joined the St. Louis Philosophical Society, 
organized in 1 866 with Brokmeyer as president, Harris as 
secretary, and Denton Snider, G. H. Howison, A. E. Kroe
ger, and Thomas Davidson among the leading members. 

When the editor of The North American Review rejected 
one of Harris' articles as "the mere dry husk of Hegelian
ism," Harris and the St. Louis Society founded The]ournal 
of Speculative Philosophy. Edited by Harris from 1867 to 
1893, the Journal published numerous translations of 
German philosophers, particularly Hegel, and original 
essays by Emerson, J .  H. Sti rling, J ames Ward, William 
James, John Dewey, and C. S. Peirce. In defending Hegel's 
views in America, Harri s  and B rokmeyer had been pre
ceded by a gro11p of Ohioans that included J. B. Stallo and 
August Willich, who became "auxiliaries" of the St. Louis 
Society, as did Emerson, Henry James, Sr., Karl Rosen
kranz, and Ludwig Feuerbach. But Harris was outstanding 
among American phi losophers up to 1900 as an active pub
lic lecturer, a leader of the St. Louis movement and of the 
Concord School of Philosophy from 1879 to 1887, U.S. 
commiss ioner of education from 1 889 to 1906, editor of 
America's first regular journal devoted to philosophy, and 
author of some five hundred articles and of a book on 
H egel's Phenomenology and Logic. 

Like Hegel, Harri s saw philosophy as a science con
cerned with necessary factors in experience related sys
tematically to a first principle. Reflection on sensible 
objects and their changes, he believed, immediately re
veals two necessary factors with which philosophy is 
concerned, space and time. Both are "infinites" in that 
they are conditions of all experience. From a parallel 
analysis he concluded that there are three grades or stages 
of knowing. The first concentrates on the object and the 
surface of thing<; as i solated and i ndependent. The second 
sees how things exist only i n  relation to other things and 
thus concentrates on their dependence. on what they are 
not when taken by themselves as ser ,.trate and isolated. 
The thi rd "discovers the independence and self-relation 
underlying all dependence and relativity"; in di scovering 
what is self-related it di scovers "the  infinite." These mu
tually related stages are to be found in every aspect of 
experience, and since there are no things-in-themselves 
behind experience, they characterize all aspects of our 
world. Harri s  thllS attempted to put into plain English the 
main features of Hegel's dialectic. Through Brokmeyer, 
Harri s  came to believe that such dialectic illuminated the 
C ivil War (legal right would he unified with moral right), 
American politics, and even problems of school adminis
tration-a use of philosophy that pleased the practical, 
i nstitution -minded members of the St. Louis movement. 



Proceeding dialect ically from "seeming" to "truth,"  
Harris analyzed causal ity and concluded that i t  incorpo
rates space and time in a higher un ity but also impl ies a 
"sel f-separation" of energy whereby a cause sends a 
stream of influence to other things. Without such self-sep
arat ion a cause could not act upon something to bring 
about an effect. So conceived, cau sal ity must be grounded 
in "self-activity," which is necessarily self-related and thus 
independent, free, and creative. Ultimately, in l l arris '  
view, the on ly authentic self-activity is  Cod,  conceived by 
Harris, fol lowing Ari stotle and H egel , as the u nmoved 
motion and self-contained existence of Heason ,  which, as 
Reason,  is also personal. Like Hegel ,  Harris bel ieved that 
philosophy approaches Absolute Reason through concep
tual analysis to first principles, whereas rel igion receives 
the Absolute "into the heart" through symbols. 

As a corol lary to the presupposition of relatedness in 
self-activity, H arris saw educat ion as the self-development 
of the individual mediated through the sal ient traditions of 
civil ization. With the self-development of the individual in 
view, he l inked public schools with democracy, conceived 
of as self-government involving woman's suffrage and 
separation of rel igion from the state. W ith tl.e trad itions of 
civi l ization in  mind, he crit icized excessive vocat ional ism. 
Along s imilar l ines, his  social philosophy viewed civil ized 
freedom as the wil l  of the individual effectuated in such 
inst itutions as family, civil society, state, and the Invisible 
Church, the "absolute inst itution" un iting all men of all 
t ime. In spite of his stress on in stitutions, Harris apparently 
gave some kind of precedence to "self-act ivity" simpliciter; 
he admired the ruthless individual i sm of the "gilded age" 
and condemned social ism in all its aspects. 
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LOYD D. EASTON 

HART,  H E R B E RT L I O N E L  A D O L P H U S ,  profes
sor of jurisprudence at Oxford, was born in 1 907. Hart 
emerged in the 1950s as the most important writer on 
jurisprudence since Hans Kelsen. H is writings display the 
in fl uence of the Engl ish school of Jeremy Bentham and 
John Austin ,  but he is also indebted to such legal writers 
as Kelsen and Wesley Hohfeld. I f, as Hart thinks, the main 
task of jurisprudence is the analysis of legal concepts, he 
has the special advantage of being not only a lawyer but 
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also a philosopher i n  command of the method s of concep
tual and l i ngu istic analysis developed by C ottloh Freg<' 
and Ludwig Wittgenstein ,  C. E.  M oore, and I )art 's Oxford 
colleague, J. L. Austin. It is to this form of analytical phi
losophy that one can trace many of I !art's charaderistic 
doctrines, for in stance, his insistPn<:e, in "The Ascription 
of Hesponsibil ity and H iglrts," that a legal concept s uch as 
contract is defcasiblc. By this claim Hart means to deny 
the traditional assumption that the concept can he defined 
by specifying the necessary and sufficient cond itior rs of its 
appl ication. In fact, he thinks,  the su fficiency of the condi
tions may he defeated by certain defenses. In the case· of 
contract fraudulent misrepresentation or duress would 
const itute such defenses or exceptions. Again ,  in his inau
gural lecture, "Definition and Th,�ory in  J ur isprudence," 
Hart argues that the traditional attempt to define such legal 
terms as "right" and "corporat ion" per ge1111s et 
differentiam suggests that these words stand for or de
scribe things or persons or events. It i s  then falsely con
cluded by traditional theorists that the term "right" stands 
for some superempirical entity, or by the American real ists 
that it describes our prophecies of the behavior of courts, 
or by the Scandinavian real ists that it stands for some ficti
tious power. An i l luminating analysis of such concepts will  
not assume that legal terms "stand for" anything. Rather, it 
will specify the conditions under which statements that 
employ these terms are true ,  and it will specify the manner 
or purpose of their use. Such statements may, in fact, he 
"performative," to appropriate a term of J. L. Austin's ;  they 
may be employed not merely to describe rights but to 
ascribe them, or to con fer or transfer them. 

Hart's most elaborate analyses are of the notions of legal 
causation and of the concept of the law itself. In Causa tion 
in the Law, written with A.  M .  H onore, Hart argues that 
the plain man 's notion of causation is fundamental to our 
thinking about the occasions on which it is just or fa ir to 
punish or to exact compensation. Traditional phi losophical 
analyses of causation do not expl icate the common-sense 
view. H ume denied the validity of the plain man 's distinc
tion between cause and condition, and even Mil l ,  who 
al l owed it, failed to see that our judgment of what is ab
normal in a si tuat ion, or our sense of what is attributable to 
a deliberate human action, governs our "selection" of the 
cause of an event.  Once the ordinary man 's notion is un
derstood, it wil l  be seen that the causal judgments of 
courts are not necer ,arily obscure and that they are not 
simply judgments of expediency, justice, or policy dis
guised as judgments of causal fact. Hart and Honore con
clude that in the present state of Anglo-American law, 
judgments of causal ity cannot, as modern critics contend, 
be replaced by large-scale principles such as foreseeabil ity 
or risk, or by the case-to-case intuitions favored hy such a 
rule-skeptic.: as Leon Green. 

In The Concept of Law Hart rejects the Austinian <rnaly
sis of law as the sovereign's coercive orders. Th is model 
cannot account for primary rules, such as those of the crim
inal law, that impose duties; but it is even less capable of 
analyzing the secondary rules, of e ither private or public 
law, that create powers. Indeed, the Austinian theory can
not account for the notion of a ru le at al l ,  and it is preci sely 
in the un ion of primary and secondary rules that Hart finds 
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the key to jurisprudence. The presence of secondary rules 
is crucial to the existence of a legal system, for a rule of 
rel"ognition i s  required to identify primary rules, a rule of 
change is required to alter them, and a rule of adjudication 
is required for determining when they have been broken. 
I fart necessarily rejects rule-skeptici sm (for it misunder
stands or denies the importance of rules in the operation of 
a legal system), hut he also rejects the formalism, or "me
chanical" jurisprudence, that American legal realists and 
rule-skeptics set themselves against. 

Although Hart allows that the mere following of rules 
imports features closely related to the requirements of 
justice into a legal system, and although he concedes to 
advocates of natural-law doctrines that the mere require
ment of human survival makes  a certain specific content of 
law a natural necessity, he nevertheless upholds the posi
tivistic tradition of Bentham and Austin and denies any 
logically necessary connection between the concepts of 
law and morality. As he observes in his Oliver \Yendell 
l lolmcs lecture, " Positivism and the Separation of Law 
and .\torals," it cannot follow from the mere fact that a rule 
\"iolates the standards of morality that it is not a rule of law, 
and, conversely, it cannot follow from the mere fact that a 
rule is morally desirable that it is a rule of law. I n  his La w, 
Liberty a11d Morality Hart argues that it is not the proper 
role of criminal law to enforce morality as such, and he 
rejects what he calls legal moralism, both in the moderate 
form (urged by Lord Devlin), which claims the enforce
ment of morals to be necessary for society's existence, and 
in the more extreme form (urged by J. F. Stephen), which 
argues it to be valuable in itself. 

In a series of important articles Hart di scusses the fun
damental requirements of criminal liability, and in his 
presidential address to the Aristotelian Society he offers a 
"Prolegomcnon to the Principles of Punishment" that 
transcends the traditional debate between retribntionists 
and utilitarians. Indeed, Hart may be regarded as the out
standing contemporary representative of the tradition of 
English analytical jurisprudence and as one of the leading 
spokesmen of English liberalism . 
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.\I ARS HALL COHEN 

HART L E Y ,  DAV I D  ( 1 70.5- 1 757), association psychol
og1�t  and moral philosopher, was horn in Luddenclen, 
1 lali fax, England, and was educated at the Bradford gram
mar school and J esus College, Cambridge. l ie was elected 

a fellow of Jesus but lost his fellowship when he married. 
He did not take holy orders, probably because of doctrinal 
scruples. Although he never received a medical degree 
either, he became a physician and practiced medicine in, 
successively, Newark, Bury St. Edmunds, London, and 
Bath. H e  was a friend of bishops Butler, Law, and War
burton. 

Hartley's contribution to philosophy is his treatise Ob

servations on Man, His Frame, His Duty and His Expecta
tions (London, 1 749). The first part, called "Observations 
on the Frame of the H uman Body and Mind," is Hartley's 
exposition of the doctrines of vibration, association, and 
the seven classes of intellectual pleasures and pains. The 
second part, called "Observations on the Duty and Expec
tations of M ankind," consists of arguments for the exist
ence of God, a defense of the truth of Christianity, a set of 
rules of conduct, and an estimate of our legitimate expec
tations in this  l ife and hereafter. 

Hartley's merit lies not in innovation but in consolida
tion. Borrowing several doctrines from his predecessors, 
he offers a comprehens ive account of human nature. He 
treats mind and body as parts of a coordinate system capa
ble of influencing each other. Thus, his work is a mix
ture of speculative physiology and psychology. While his 
conclusions may be criticized for their lack of an experi
mental basis (although he appeals frequently to experience), 
he  nonetheless deserves credit for supporting the con
ceptual ideal of a unitary system of mind and body. Hart
ley's theory of knowledge is Locke's, offered in a context 
of religious sentiment. Despite the role which association 
plays in H artley's philosophy, there is no mention of 
H ume in hi s pages. By freeing the doctrines of learning 
by experience and of psychological association from skepti
cal associations, Hartley gave them a respectability that 
assured them a general currency. 

The three aspects of human nature that Hartley wished 
to explain are sensation, motion, and the generation of 
ideas. \Vith regard to sensation, he wanted to account for 
the way in which impressions on the senses register per
ceptions in the mind. He postulated, first, that the "white 
medullary substance" of the brain, the spinal marrow, and 
nerves is the immediate instrument of sensation. H e  then 
claimed that when an external object is impressed on the 
senses, it occasions, first in the nerves linking the senses 
and the brain and then in the brain, vibrations of the in
finitesimal medullary particles. These vibrations are the 
means of conveying the sensation to the brain . 

From this account of sensation, Hartley moved on to his 
account of the origin of ideas. Sensations may remain in 
the mind for a short time after the sensible object has been 
removed from the vicinity of the senses. By being often 
repeated, sensations leave in the mind certain  vestiges, 
types, or images of themselves. These images are the sim
ple ideas of sensation, the materials from which complex 
ideas are made. Once the mind is supplied with simple 
ideas, the association of sensations and ideas may come 
into play. The first requirement is that we must have a 
given set of sensations "a sufficient number of times." 
These sensations then acquire such a power over their 
corresponding ideas that when any member of the set is 
impressed on the senses, it is able to excite in the mind the 



rest of the corresponding ideas that belong to the set. In 
this way s imple ideas collect and become a complex idea. 

In addition to arguing for an association of sen sations 
and corresponding sets of ideas, Hartley also argued for a 
k ind of association that depends on the sensory vibrations. 
Regularly occurring sensory vibrations leave behind in the 
nerves min iatures of themselves wh ich he cal ls "vihrati
uncles"; and even as a general sensation is able to cal l up a 
corresponding set of ideas in the mind, so a sensory vibra
tion is able to cal l up a corresponding set of v ibratiu ncles 
in the nerves. S imilarly, a complex idea may call into 
being the set of vibratiuncl es appropriate to the complex of 
sensations with which the idea corresponds. Hartley 
claimed that some of the vibratiuncles attending upon 
complex ideas may be as vivid as any of the sensory vibra
tions excited by the direct act ion of objects. 

I n  h is  account of human motion , Hartley again  made use 
of the "whi te medul lary substance" of the brain,  spinal 
marrow, and nerves. He postulated this substance as the 
immediate in strument of motion. The motor nerves l ink  
brain and muscles ;  motion resul ts as  vibrations pass from 
the brain al ong the motor nerves and issue in muscular 
action. Briefly stated, then , Hartley's general theory of 
motion is that when objects are impressed in the senses, 
the vibrations exci ted in the sen sory nerves spill over to 
the motor nerves by way of the brain and the higher gan
glia; this process has a con sequent effect on the muscles, 
and a motion results. According to Hartley, there are two 
sorts of motion , automatic and voluntary. They are distin
guished by the fact that automatic motion depends on 
sensation, and voluntary motion depends on ideas. Hartley 
makes "automatic motion" cover a varied class,  which 
includes such motions as the heart's beating,  crying, and 
vol un tary actions that have become habitual through repe
titi on. Heartbeats can be fitted into h is  theory only by the 
vaguest references to the spil l-over effect of the vibrat ions 
occasioned by sensation and by the additional suggestion 
that the circulation of the blood may also caus e  the heart to 
beat. The "motion " that best conforms to the theory is  a fit 
of crying which results from a frighten ing experience or 
from the pain of being injured. In his theory of motion , 
Hartley did not intend "sen sation" al ways to be the equ iv
alent of "perception . "  For in stance, the motion of breath
ing is excited in a newborn infant by cold air and the rough 
handl ing of the midwife,  sensations which , for the infant, 
are not perception s of anything. 

In contrast to the automatic motions which depend on 
sen sation, there are the vol untary motions which depend 
on ideas. A person 's will consists of one of his ideas asso
ciated with sensory and motor vibrati uncles that are strong 
enough to excite the motor vibrations which, in turn , i ssue 
in muscular action. A vol untary action ,  for Hartley, is one 
that fol lows after an idea in  the mind and not as a conse
quence of some outside force. He made it clear that "vol
untary" must not mean "uncaused," and he argued that we 
have no "power of doing different things, the previous 
ci rcumstances remaining the same. " Indeed, he stigma
t izes such an account of freedom as "ph i losoph ical free
dom." He freely acknowl edged that he was a mechanist, 
but he held that practical freedom does exist ,  in the sense 
that the causes of actions may sometimes origi nate within a 
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person. Nevertheless ,  he staunchly maintained that l1 1 1 1 1 1an 
action cannot be exempted from the reasonable and 1 1 sl 'ful 
belief that everything has a cause. I l l ( lecd, l ie subscrib,�d 
to this bel ief even though he knew that many of his  read
ers would think him a greater friend to rl' l igion if  he had 
not stated it explicitly. 

I lart ley d istinguished seven different classes of pleas
ures and pai ns wh ich may accompany our scnsatio 1 1 s  (a11d 
consequently our ideas), and thus reinforce their affective 
power, namely the fol lowing:  ( I )  those of Sensation, a s  
they arise from impressions made o n  our external sen ses; 
(2) those of Imagination , as they arise from natural beauty 
and deform ity; (3) those of Ambition ,  as they ari se from the 
opin ions of others concerning ourselves; (4 ) those of 
Self- In terest, as they ari se from our possession (or want) of 
the means of happiness; (5) those of Sympathy, as they 
ari se from the pleasures and pains of our fel low creatures: 
(6) those of Theopathy, as they arise from affcct ;ons excited 
by our contemplation of Deity; and (7) those of the Moral 
Sense, as they ari se from our awarPness of moral beauty 
and deform ity. 

The classes of pleasures and pains arc here arranged in 
an ascending order of val ue, from least to most valuable ;  
and from this  scale, Hartley derived the rule of l i fe. The 
pleasures of sensation, imagination, ambition, and sel f
interest  are not in themselves worthy of pursu it. But the 
pleasures of sym pathy are worthy of pursu i t  in themselves 
and set a proper l imi t  to our interest in the first four classes 
of pleasure. Moreover, the pleasures of sympathy are con
sistent with those of theopathy and the moral sense. To
gether, these last three classes of pleasure constitute, as a 
whole ,  the worthiest object of human pursuit that can be 
found. 
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E LMER SPRAGUE 

H A RTM A NN,  E D U A R D  V O N  ( 1 842 - 1906), Gennan 
pess imistic philosopher. Karl Robert Eduard von Hart
mann was born in Berlin , the son of a Prussian art i l lery 
officer. Von Hartmann en tered a school for arti l lery offi
cers, but a knee injury in 1861  that aggravated older 
rheumatic ailments barred him from a mil itary career and 
left h im a l ifelong semi-inval id. After two years devoted to 
musical composition and painting, he turned to an inten
sive study of phi losophy. By 1 867 von Ha1tmann had 
nearl y finished h is  Die Philosophie des Unbewussten 
(Berl in ,  1 86<); 9th ed. translated by W. C. Coupland as The 
Philosophy of the Unconscious, 3 vol s . ,  London,  1884 ). 
This work brought him prom pt and widespread recogn i
tion, and the rest of his professional l i fe was devoted to a 
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long series of hooks that amplified and in some deta i l s  
modified i t s  views, and applied them to various  fields of 
philosophy and problems of contemporary culture. Before 
his death he had publ ished the first volume of an eight
volume System of Philosophy (System der Philosophic im 
Grundriss, Bad Sachsa, W07 - 1909). Unlike Schopen
hauer's, von Hartmann's pessimism did not keep him from 
two happy and fruitful marriages. 

Influences on von Hartmann. Although he is generally 
regarded as a follower of Schopenhauer, von H artmann 
found Schopenhauer's intense morbidity and his intuitive 
procedur e  temperamentally alien, and he corrected a basic 
incompatibility between Schopenhauer's Kantian phe
nomenalism and his Platonism by imposing upon the doc
trine of the "will to live" a Hegelian but nondialectical 
doctrine of an intelligible categorial structure. Von Hart
mann also acknowledged an indebtedness to the earl y 
Schelling for his theory of the unconscious, to the la
ter Schelling for the process in which nature and conscious
ness emerge from unconscious potencies, and to Leibniz 
for the synthesis of individualism and monism. In Die 
Philosophic des Unhewussten von I Iartmann built these 
influences into a system inductively grounded upon the 
data provided by the natural and historical sciences. 

Wm and Ideas. Although Schopenhauer's concept of 
Will i s  needed to explain the dynamism of the world 
process, it cannot, according to von Hartmann, explain the 
\Vorld order. I l egel's dialectic is absurd, hut hi!- concept of 
the notion is rec1u ired to explain world order, even though 
it cannot account for the process by which, according to 
both Schopenhauer and Hegel, self-consciousness comes 
into being out of the unconscious. Ideas define the "what" 
of the world ; Will determines its "that." The opposition of 
Wil l to the ordering of the Ideas brings about the emer
gence of consciousness and individuals. 

Individuation results from the conflict of purposes into 
which the universal \Vii i  is driven through its resistance to 
its logical counterpart, the Ideas. Consciousness is re
quired to emancipate the Ideas from bondage to the Will 
and its torments. Since space and time are the "sole prin
cipium individuationis known to us" (Philosophy of the 
Unconscious, Vol. I I ,  p. 230), the result is a phenomenal 
hut real evolutionary process of nature involving the 
greatest possible emergence of purposes. Consciousness, 
when it attains its maturity, will "su ffice to hurl hack the 
total actual volition into nothingness, by which the process 
and the world ceases . . .  without any res iduum what
ever." (\ 'on I l artmann suggested later, in Volume I I I ,  that 
the undifferentiated, substantial \Vii i  might continue to 
proliferate other orders of consciousness after this destruc
tion. ) 

In this di fferentiation between the U uconscious Will and 
the Ideas, three orders of being must therefore he distin
guislwd: (a) the metaphys ica l order of the unconscious; (h )  
the  objective phenomenal- real order of  nature; and (c) the 
�ubj1 ·ct ive- id<'al order of consciou sness. The physiological 
unconsciou s in the s< �cond order ("the resting molecular 
predispositions of the central organs of the nervous sys
tc·m," Die moderne Psychologie, Bad Sachsa, 1 !)0 1 ,  p. 76), 
provid1 · s an unconscious ground for the total consciousness 
of an organ ism,  conscious perception, in turn, is the bond 

by which knowledge of the transcendent but phenomenal
real order becomes possible. 

Categories. In his Kategorienlehre (Berlin, 1896) von 
Hartmann distinguished between categorial concepts and 
the categorial functions of which they are the conscious 
representations. These unconscious rational functions 
assure thrt the concepts establish a relationship between 
phenomena and the thing-in-itself. There are innumerable 
categories, distinguishable as categories of sense and 
thought. There are two kinds of sense categories: sensa
tions, which incl ude qual i ty, intensive quantity, extensive 
quantity (for example, tempnrality), and perceptions (that 
is ,  spatiality). The categories of thought include the pri
mary category of relation, the categories of reflective 
thought (comparing, distinguishing, measu ring, modality, 
etc.), and the categories of speculative thought (causality, 
finality, suhstantial ity). 

Teleology. Von Hartmann rejected both the irrational 
intuitionism of Schopenhauer and the mechanistic and 
materialistic assumptions of much of the science of his day. 
H is own view of nature was teleological, an interpretation 
he undertook to demonstrate mathematically by a calcula
tion of probabilities (he estimated the probability of eye
sight being produced by mere mechanical processes as 
les s  than 15/ 107) and also by analogies with alleged facts of 
experience. Instincts are unconsciously purposive, for 
example, and unconscious ideation in the nerve endings 
must he assumed to explain the slightest voluntary bodily 
movements. It is noteworthy that von Hartmann was one of 
the first to criticize Darwinism, arguing that evol ution 
requires a vitalism and a "heterogeneous generation" of 
new variations within the germ cells of existing forms of 
life. 

Pessimism. Among the factors that account for the great 
popularity of The Philosophy of the Unconscious, the most 
important is von Hartmann's restatement and justification 
of philosophical pessi mism in the third vol ume. He re
garded Kant, not Schopenhauer, as the father of his pessi
mis m :  this is not the worst of all possible worlds; indeed, 
the infinite purposiveness of the particulars in it makes 
it the hest of al l  possible worlds. Nevertheless ,  it can he 
shown that it would he better if there were no world at all, 
and, paradoxical ly, the purposiveness of this world is 
moving to that end. 

The argument for pessimism in The Philosophy of the 
Unconscious consists of a remarkable combination of neu
rological and psychological considerations with common
sense considerations about the misery in the world. Pessi
mism results from the successive dispelling of three stages 
of optimistic illusion. The first stage is that happiness has 
already actually been attained in the present stage of the 
world; the second is that happiness can he attained in a 
transcendent life after death; and the third is that happi
ness wil l he attained in a future state of this world. 

In a later historical and critical essay on pessimism, Zur 
Geschichte und Begrundung der Pessimismus (Berlin, 
1888), von I Iartmann modified this sweeping argument for 
the misery of the world by setting up five criteria of value 
( Wertmassstiibe) : pleasure, purposiveness, beauty, moral
ity, and religiosi ty. B i s  pessimistic theory of the Weltlust
hila 11z, he now claimed, wa s based on only the first critc-



rion, and he described his theory as a "cudaemonological 
pess imism" but a "teleological-evol1 1t ionary optimism" in  
the nonhedonistic fields of value. He  sti l l  held that efforts 
to assess values always involve the subjective, hedonistic 
component, and therefore involve a balance of misery. 

Von Hartmann was concerned with showing that, far 
from making eth ics and rel igion impossible, pess imism is 
the only foundation  for a tenable eth ical system and that it 
provides as well the wider teleological perspective from 
which rel igion, including contemporary Christian ity, can 
be evaluated. In h i s  Phiinomenologie des sittlichen Be
wusstseins (Berl in,  1879) he tried to show that all prev ious 
efforts to provide 'a philosoph ical basi s  for ethics, whether 
hedonistic, or bui l t  upon formal principles (which, he 
held, inevitably col lapse into an ethics of ends), or social ly 
oriented l i ke util i tarianism and social democracy, had 
failed because they are untrue of man and the universe. 
The proper goal, which un ites all lesser ethical ends, can 
only be a cooperative participation in the cultural process 
contributing to the satisfaction of all particular wil ls  and, 
therefore, contributing ipso facto to the termi nation of the 
universe. 

This conclusion anticipates von Hartmann's rel igious 
thought. The ethics of pess imism becomes a cosmic drama 
of redemption. The goal of the absolute rel igion of the 
future must be to save God, as Will ,  from the agony in
volved in  h is own inevi table creativity. The essence of 
vital Chri stian ity, according to von Harhnann, l ies i n  its 
pessimism about the present world, and l i beral Protes
tantism is the last dying phase of Christian ethics because, 
by adhering to a faith in social progress, i t  has lapsed into 
the first stage of optim ism. 

Although the unorthodox nature and clear forceful ness of 
von Hartmann's thought drew a popular following, much 
critical comment was directed at h is  paradoxical theory of 
the unconscious, h i s  criticism of rel igion, and the incom
patibil ity between his pessimism and his ideal istic ethics 
and philosophy of rel igion. 

Except for a brief attempt to revive interest in  von Hart
mann' s work during the years after his  death,  it has been 
largel y neglected. He has been hailed as the last of the 
great specu lative idealists, as a philosopher of science who 
opposed the mechan istic materialism of h i s  time and an
ticipated the vital ism of the twentieth century, and as a 
psychologist who i ntroduced the unconscious as a decisive 
mental factor. H i s  criticism of the human predicament, 
along with Schopenhauer's ,  prepared the way for more 
complete, intensified forms of pess imism and nihi l ism in 
the twent ieth century. 
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L. E. LOEMKER 

H A RT M A N N ,  N IC O L A I  ( 1882 - 1950), German real ist 
philosopher, was born in Riga, Latvia, and educated at St. 
Petersburg, Dorpat, and Marburg. He was a professor at 
M arburg from 1920 to 1925, at Cologne from 1925 to 193 1 ,  
at Berl in  from 193 1 to 1945, and a t  Gottingen from 1945 
unti l  h i s  death. 

THE WORK AND THE MAN 

The typical German philosopher of the past hundred 
years gives generous assistance to anyone w ishing to 
become acquainted with his  main ideas. He wil l  have 
published at least one work on a phi losopher of the past, 
who, with the regrettable exception of a few Greeks, turns 
out to be either German h imself or mediocre and, with no 
exception at al l ,  proves to be someone who cou ld  have 
been the professor's d isciple or apostate. By s imply ob
serving what the author lauds and damns, stresses and 
omits, one may gather in concentrated form the materials 
for a portrait, not of the sitter, to be sure, but of the artist 
h imself. Th is i s  true of even so emi nently fair a German 
philosopher as N icolai Hartmann.  In h i s  ess:iys on the 
history of phi losophy, "Zur Methode der Phi losophie
geschichte" ( 19 10) and "Der phi losophische Gedankc und 
seine Geschichte" ( 1936), Hartmann advocated an ap
proach to the h i story of phi losophy in l ine with that to the 
history of science (these essays, as well as all others re
ferred to, are reprinted in Kleinere Schriften). The hi story 
of phi losophy is to be presented not as the coming to be 
and passing away of personal systems but as the progres
sive accumulation of impersonal i nsights. Yet many of 
Hartmann's numerous studies in the h istory of philosophy 
show that what he valued as impersonal ,  objective 
clarificat ions and sol utions of the past more often than not 
anticipated views of his own. 

In writ ing his fi rst historical work, Platos Logik des Seins 
("Plato's Logic of Being," G iessen, 1909), \vhich was h is 
earl iest publication as wel l ,  Hartmann was so immersed in 
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the Neo- Kantianism of Hermann Cohen and Paul Natorp 
that he viewed Plato's ideas as absolute hypotheses in the 
Neo-Kantian sense of foundational positions taken by 
thought in its work of constituting reality. H is two-volume 
work on German ideal ism, on the other hand, particu larly 
the volume on Hegel ( 1929), bears witness to h i s  accom
pli shed l iberation from ideal ism and the emergence of his  
main ant i-Neo- Kantian pos itions. What he valu ed in He
gel 's philosophy was not its systematic character but its 
aporetics; not its speculative ideal ist position but its being, 
as aporetics, prior to any position; not the Absolute and its 
self-realization-not even i ts dialectic, though Hartmann 
was fascinated and irritated by it, like a sk i l led craftsman 
in the presence of genius-but a sort of theory of emer
gence, describing and exploring, rather than constructing 
and deducing, basic s trata and m odes of Being and their 
interrelat ions; not the theological and teleological m onism 
of the S piri t, with a capital S, but the discovery-or, rather, 
rediscovery, s ince Vico had been forgotten-of the objec
tive spirit, with a smal l s, that i s ,  superindividual powers 
such as languages, moral customs,  legal systems, into 
which individual consciousnesses are born and within 
which they carve their l ittle niches. 

Thus, in the end the Hartmannian Hegel is, in  method, 
an aporetician who prefers careful analyses of problems to 
traditional solutions and, in  subject matter, an ontologist 
engaged in describing a multitude of modes and strata of 
Being. In  brief, what i s  al ive in H egel i s  Hartmann, for 
aporetics, pa1ticularly an aporetic epis temology "th is side 
of realism and ideal i sm," an ontological plural ism, and the 
categorial expl oration of the real world, including the spirit 
as its highest stratum, descri be al l  but one of the major 
commitments of Hartmann .  The exception is h i s  axiology, 
an exploration of the realm of values, a program that M ax 
Scheler had designed in open battle against the Kantian 
formal i sm in ethics but whose execution had to wait for 
Hartmann's Ethics, the only major work of his translated 
into Engl i sh .  

In  his Grundziige einer Metaphysik der Erkenntnis 
("Outl i nes of a M etaphysic of Knowl edge," Berl in ,  192 1 ), 
Hartmann presented in book form, for the first time, his 
aporetic and ontological epi stemology. The book, pub
l i shed six years before Heidegger's Sein und Zeit, caused 
quite a stir precisely because it heralded the Continental 
renascence of ontology by assert ing that epi stemology is 
based on ontology and not the other way around. Al most 
all of Hartmann's subsequent books are in ontology, with 
his trilogy Zur Grnndlegung der Ontologie ("Foundations 
of Ontol ogy," Berl in ,  193,5) ,  Miiglichkeit und Wirklichkeit 
("Possibil ity and Real ity," Berl in ,  1938), and Der Aufbau 
der realen Welt ("The Structure of the Heal World," Berl in ,  
1 CJ40) forming h is  ontological opus maximum. To these 
might be added his Philosoph ie der Natur , Abr iss der 
speziellen Kategor ienlehre ("Phi losophy of Nature, Out
l ines of the Special Doctrine of Categories"), which he 
began in 1927 but d id not publ ish until 1950 (Berl in ). In  
fact , h i s  own philosoph ical work fol lows the plan he  
wi shed the history of  ph i losophy to  fol low; there is  much 
steady progress and expansion. The germs of his central 
ideas- many of them images rather than concepts-can be 
o;een ev,·n in  his early Neo-Kantian •.vri ti ngs. For example, 

so typical an image as that of "the strata" and their hier
archy, basic to his later ontology, is a lready germinally 
active in his early Zur Methode der Philosophiegeschichte 
of 1909. 

There was only one revolution in Hartmann's think ing. 
Thi s was the revolution against the Neo-Kantian idealism 
of h i s  philos oph ical youth. I t  must have been a matter of 
profound travai l  for him , even though he was undoubtedly 
helped by certain select aspects of Husserl's phenomenol
ogy, in particular i ts Platonizing intuition of essences and 
i ts program for a merely descriptive reappropriation of 
experience. Whatever one may think of Hartmann's ontol
ogy philosoph ically, one cannot help being awed by his  
self-liberation from the grand German tradi tion of tran
scendental ideal ism, a l iberation much more strenuous to a 
German than to Anglo-Saxons l ike Russel l  and M oore or 
Americans l ike Dewey, a l l  of whom, to be sure, had some
what s imilar conversions. These other conversions, how
ever, were returns  to the main current of their national 
philosophical traditions, whereas Hartmann's went counter 
to the main current of his .  I ndeed, even the severest critic 
of Hartmann's ph i losophy wil l  respect the man himself. 
H is philosophy reveal s h im to have been a careful ,  disci
pl ined, honest, and sober conservative, kept by his com
mon sense from philosophical extravaganza, but kept also 
from asking or appreciating radical ly revol utionary ques
tions of either the ex i stential ist or the new empiricist kind. 
Though as a person he  was unmi stakably German, his way 
of doing and writing philosophy was n ot at al l  typical of 
recent German philosophers. He cherished discussions 
and admitted to having learned from his students. He 
wrote not in the attitude of "the reader be damned" but 
with true courtesy toward his public, not to awe with pro
fundi ty of learning but to guide with lucidity and thor
oughness. 

PHILOSOPHICAL POSITIONS 

I n  presenting Hartmann's major positions it is advi sable 
to begin with his conception of aporetics as ph i losoph ical 
method, not only because Hartmann himself put it at the 
beginning of h i s  "Systemati sche Selbstdarstel lung" ( in 
Hermann Schwarz, ed., Deutsche systemat ische Philoso
phie nach ihren Gestaltern, Vol. I ,  Berl in ,  1933; reprinted 
in  Kleinere Schriften, Vol .  I), but also because i t  is that 
part of Hartmann's ph i losophy which philosophers of 
the Engl i sh tradi t ion should find the most congenial. 

Aporetics and epistemology. Aporetics is the unravel ing 
of problems (aporia) into their strands; their presentation 
as clear-cut issues, preferably in the form of antinomies ;  
and the weigh ing of the pros and cons ofapparent solu tions. 
There are some philosophical problems-the metaphysical 
probl ems-that wil l  turn out to be in principle insoluble. 
Yet their unraveling is s t i l l  u sefu l, for as some part of the 
issues may turn out to be solu hie, their d i scussion wil l  
contribute to the l ocation and d iagnos i s  of the unmanagea
ble remainder. Aporet ics is the central business of philoso
phy, all too often abandoned in favor of system bu ild ing. 
Ha rtmann did not tire of pointing out that aporetics i s  what 
the Platonic d ialogues and the best pages of Aristotl e ex
empl ify. However, this wi l l  hardly suffice in the age of sci-



ence, when the nature of philosophy and philosophical 
problems is  i tsel f an aporia. Rather, one would wish to know 
what, if anything, distingu ishes philosoph ica l  from logical 
or scienti fic problems. One would wish to know, besides, 
what it i s  that makes some philosophical i ssues insoluble 
and what the criteria are in term s of which some answers 
are solutions and some are not. Hartmann saw philosoph ical 
probl ems as arising from what he took to be the facts and 
from the contradictions they appea r to harbor. His phi lo
sophical method, then, consi sted really of two parts, a phe
nomenological presentation of the facts and an aporetic d is
cu ssion of their implicit contrad ict ions .  

A typical example of I l artmann's descriptive -phenom
enological and aporetic method may be found in h i s  
Grundziige einer Metaphysik der Erkemitnis. No merely 
descriptive account of experience can plausibly deny 
that the objects known by a consciousness are experienced 
as existing independently of their being known. Th is 
fact, however, harbors in  i tsel f riddles in the form of 
flagrant contradict ions :  consciousness, in knowing an ob
ject, transcends itself, yet anything known to conscious
ness is thereby a content of consciousness-that is, is im
manent-and consciousness never transcends itself. The 
same riddle, but form ulated from the side of the object, 
concerns the influence of the object on the subject. On the 
one hand, the object m ust break into a consciousness and 
produce an image of itself; on the other, the object must 
remain outside the subject, for it is ,  as object, something 
transcendent and indifferent to its being known by a sub
ject. 

Hartmann neither quest ioned the nature of the facts he 
supposed himself to be describing nor entertained any 
suspicion that the antinomies he found in those facts might 
be due to the sort of language he used in describing them. 
I nstead, he proceeded from knowing to being. The epis
temic aporias are essential ly ontic aporias, for both the ob
ject and the subject are beings (Ansichseiendes). The 
object i s  not exhausted in its being an object of a subject. 
Like a nocturnal thief caught in a sudden glare of l ight, i t  
emerges out  of  an unredeemably transobjective and meta
rational background, a background that is i n  part beyond 
any human cognition, even beyond any possible sort of 
cognition. In knowing an object the subject knows "a thing 
that is ," a being. In  turn, the consciousness that knows the 
object i s  itself something not exhausted by its being a 
subject. I t  emerges out of a transsuhjective and metara
tional medium;  it is itself "a thing that is ,  a mode of 
Being." H ence, the epistem ic relation between knower 
and known is  really an antic relation holding between one 
being and another, and the problems in epi stemology are, 
or i ssue in ,  prob lems in ontology. As beings, both subject 
and object are ontologically homogeneous and are mem
bers of a context of Bei ng ( Seinszusammenhang). Within 
th is  context their relationship, so puzzl ing when taken in 
epistemological abstraction, becomes conceptually man
ageable, though an insoluble, and hence metaphysical , 
problem remai ns. Th is probl em, however, concerns not 
the fact that, but rather how, subject and object stand in 
relation to each other. 

In short, by seeing both subject and object as Ansich
seiendes, Hartmann believed hi mself to have di scovered 
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that they are ult imate l y  members of one• matrix aud context 
of Bei ng. This is  supposed to expl ain that they are relatnl, 
though the how of their relation remains mysterious. Thu�, 
the I lartmann ian turn from epistemol ogy to ontology looh 
suspiciously l i ke  a piece of verbal magic, as if a biologist ,  
puzzl ed by the relation between males and females, pro
posed to solve the puzzle by cal l ing both mal es and fe
males "sexuals" and hence members of the sex context, 
thus "explai ning" that they have sexual relations, though 
still wondering how they have them. l l artmann's reduction 
of epi stemology to ontology is a piece of philosoph1cal 
verbal magic if "subject" and "object" have empirical 
mean ing, as "male" and "female" do. Hut if  "subject " a1 1<l 
"object" have no  empirical meaning, what sort of meaning 
<lo they have ? This bas ic question is unasked, and 01 1e 
cannot help wonderi ng if the main use of the terms is not 
to engender the antinom ics without which ep istcmologi sts 
would be out of work. In sum, l l artmann's phenomenolog
ical emphas is  on descriptive facts seems to bri 1 1g ph i lo
sophical problems closer to empirical ones, whereas his  
aporetic emphasis on antinom ies seems to bring them 
closer to logical ones. It is th is bas ic ambival ence in h i s  
conception of  phi losophical method that cannot but be 
reflected in h is  conception of ontology. 

Ontology. If there is anything twenti eth-centu ry ontolo
gists have had in common it  is  their  unquestioning bel ief 
that the term "Being" is  the name of someth ing or other. 
What is  debated is rather what "Bei ng" is a name of a 
qual ity or feature shared by all beings (and if so, whether 
this class, as summum genus, i s  dist ingu ished from other 
classes merely by its h igher degree of universal ity); some 
relation that any x, in order "to he a being," must have to 
he a subject, or man, or God ; or an individual being who is 
the ground of all beings. S i nce they have not questioned 
that "Being" is a nam e, these ontologists, l ike the i r  prede
cessors, have a problem concerning the unity of Reing. 
Protons and principles, nations and numbers, salads and 
sentences are all said to have some sort of Bei ng, and yet, 
because they are so differently, the ontologist is com
pelled to admit d ifferent kinds of Bei ng. But this would 
make Being itself the genus of these kinds, just another 
class concept, albeit more abstract or universal , depriving 
ontology, in the process, of its metaphysical weight and 
attraction. In th i s  predicament ontologists have chosen a 
l ingu istic escape.  Instead of talking of kinds of Being, they 
prefer to talk of m - ldes of Being. They thus bel ieve them
selves to be preserving the unity of Being in the variety of 
b�ings without prosti tuting Being to a mere class nam e
and a name, of course, it must be. 

To a degree, Hartman n shared with the most outspoken 
ontologists of the mid-twentieth century, the ex i stential
ists, both the referential use of "Bei ng" and the preserva
tion of the unity of Reing via modes. However, h e  was at 
once simpler and more confused than they. H eidegger, for 
exam ple, made the most of the distinction between Being 
and beings, between das Sein and das Seiende, and, corre
spondingly, between ontological and ontic investigations. 
But Hartmann, at least in his pre- Heideggerian wri t ings 
(such as Grundziige einer Metaphysik der Erkenntnis), 
seems to have been rather uncertain about this d ifference 
and to have used the term "ontologica l"  for any investiga-
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tion concerned with beings. This makes the concept of 
ontology simpler, as i t  keeps the white whale of Being 
from perturbing the Ahab of beings, but it also makes the 
concept more confused, as one i s  now at a loss to distin
guish between ontology and science,  both of which have to 
do with beings. In  his pre-Heideggerian Gru11dziige, 
Hartmann was s imi larly apt to be very caval ier about the 
problem of the unity of Being, and he spoke of modes and 
strata of Being as if  they were merely basic kinds of 
beings. Even though in his later works all this appears to 
have changed, presumably under the influence of Heideg
ger's Sei11 und Zeit, and Hartmann no longer s l id  ter mi
nologically from "beings" to "Being" as he had in the 
Gr1rndziige (p. 182), conceptually the distinction between 
Being and beings and the problem of the unity of Being 
remain rather vague and were for him hardly the matter of 
primary philosophical concern they were for Heidegger. 

Hartmann di stinguished between two basic modes of 
Being ( Seinsweisen), very much as the American new 
realists distinguished between exi stence and subsistence 
twenty years before him. One mode of Being consi sts of 
particulars, l ocal izabl e in time and space, the other of 
universal s-for example, essences, values, numbers. The 
fom1er are real , the latter ideal ; both are equally objective 
and independent of the subject. The ideals are logical l y  
prior t o  the real s ,  fo r  a real i s  what i t  is o n l y  by virtue o f  an 
essence present in it (or val uable on l y  by virtue of a value 
present in it). Th is apriority of ideal entities, however, 
does not excl ude their being possible objects of: experi
ence, ideal s being given in intu ition just as reals  are in 
perception. (H ere "perception" and, it would seem, "in
tuition " must be used generous ly  enough to incl ude the 
emotional , for, fol lowing M ax Scheler, Hartmann asserted 
val uables, if not val ues themselves, to be experienced 
emotional ly rather than cognitional ly.) Nor does the apri
ority of ideal entities exclude the poss ibi l i ty that the 
intuitional acts in which they are experienced are, in ordo 
essendi, grounded on the perceptual acts in which reals are 
experienced. As in Husserl , then, the a priori is not op
posed to, but is rather part of, the empirical .  

Within each of the two basic modes of Being, Hartmann 
distingui shed between several strata of Being (Seinsschich
ten) .  The strata of reality correspond to the distinctions 
between inorganic nature, organic nature, consciousness ,  
and superi ndivi dual culture ( Geist  )-al l of  them reals ,  but 
the last two al so agents and carriers of ideals. Each stratum 
has basic, so-called categorial features, which i t  is the task 
of regional ontologies to lay bare. The strata form a hier
archy in which one stratum's dependence on the existence 
of another and partial freedom (autonomy) from the other's 
l aws mark the h igher from the lower. The working out of 
these regional ontol ogies through categorial analyses was 
one of Hartmann's central preoccupations, especial l y  in  
Der Aufbau der reale11 Welt. 

The disti nctions between the two modes of Being and 
between the several strata with in  each mode were related 
by I l artmann to the tradit ional three modal ities of possi
bi l i ty, real ity, and necessity. Original l y  these are ontologi
cal modal ities :  it is beings that are possible,  real , or neces
'iary I Seinkonnen, Sein, Seinmiissen) .  Only derivatively are 

they distinctions concern ing val idity or certainty of 
knowledge. The many-dimensional relations of the ontolog
ical modal ities to the modes and strata of Being, on the 
one hand, and to judgment and knowledge, on the other, 
are explored in Moglichkeit u nd Wirklichkeit, the most 
complex and difficult of Hartmann's works. 

The revolution of the Grundziige einer Metaphysik der 
Erkenntn ts, making epistemology ontological , revenges 
itself upon Hartmann's ontology, making it epistemolog
ical . A being is primari l y  understood as that which is an 
sich ( in  itself) ,  and this an sich, the traditional substance of 
ontology, is defined epi stemological l y  as that which i s  
indifferent to  i ts being known by a subject. M oreover, this 
an sich is either that of real s  or that of ideals .  Real ity and 
ideal ity, the two basic modes of Being, become two basic 
classes of beings. The genus common to both i s  the an 
sich. Thus, Hartmann appears to have sl ipped back into 
class concepts and some sort of taxonomy, hal f epistemo
logical , hal f empirical . As with the modes, so with the 
strata : it is ,10t at al l  cl ear what distinguishes strata of 
Being from kinds of beings. The several strata of real ity 
seem to be related to real ity as so many classes are to a 
genus .  Final ly, it is not at al l  clear what distinguishes the 
concept of a stratum from that of a mode. The two modes of 
Being, real ity and ideal ity, are themselves related to each 
other in a multidimensional hierarchical order, very much 
l ike the strata, and it wou ld  therefore seem that the main 
difference between mode of Being and stratum of Being is, 
as with class concepts ,  the degree of abstractness or uni
versal i ty.  In  fact, in  his Ethics Hartmann dealt with ideal i ty 
as if it were just another stratum and not a mode. I f  the 
modes and strata of Being were just kinds of beings, it 
woul d  follow that ontology i s  empirical and that the cate
gories are concepts, l ike any other class concept but more 
universal . Here l i es, as was hi nted before, a crucial 
difficulty of Hartmann's ontol ogy, a d ifficulty that is shared, 
mutatis mutandis, by Samuel A lexander's and Alfred 
North Whitehead's conceptions of categories and that 
reflects some real l y  basic indecision on their respective 
conceptions of philosophy. Categories, as Hartmann con
ceived them, are descriptive of the behavior of different 
kinds of beings, yet are supposed to be different in kind, 
not just in the degree of universal i ty, from both the class 
concepts of ordinary experience--such as "tree" or "ro
dent" -and the functional concepts of science. At the same 
time, categories are supposed to be rel ated-and it seems, 
in some sense, necessari ly  related-to both. But neither 
difference nor relation is c learly worked out, and Hart
man:1' s ontology, l i ke Al exander's and Whitehead's cosmol
ogies, continues to hover between the empirical and the 
a priori as wel l as between science and ord inary experience. 

Ethics. I ndeci sion of this and other sorts haunts Hart
mann's Ethics. Moral philosophy must not be casui stry; it 
must not try to teach what one ought to do in a part icular 
s i tuation. Rather, i t  should give the general criteria for a 
un iversal ethic. This sounds Kantian enough. But whereas 
Kant used i t  as a stepp ingstone to philosophical ly  central 
investigations concerning the logical nature and the tran
scendental foundation, if any, of these principles, Hart
mann veered off in a very d ifferent direction. Somewhat 



l ike a course in art appreciation, ethics is supposed to 
make men sensitive to the wealth of values present in the 
world. This ,  however, makes Hartmann uncomfortable ;  it  
is not academical ly respectable. The task of moral philoso
phy is, rather, to present clearly, force into consciousness, 
and "establ ish" val ues, rai sing to the plane of science what 
was a mere affair of feeling. How are the two conceptions 
of moral philosophy- that of making explicit universal 
principles of what ought to be done and that of raising 
val ue feel ings to the plane of science-to be united ? What 
one ought to do can be gauged on ly  if one has an insight 
into what is valuable in l i fe. 

In fact, however, this synthesis of the Kantian apriority 
of m oral principles with the manifoldness of values, 
"which Ni etzsche had discerned only to let i t  melt away in  
h i storical relativism," is only  a secondary a im of  Hart
mann' s Ethics. Its central task is an analysis of the content 
of val ues, an elaborate axiology exploring the mul titude of 
values and thei r relations to each other, to the ought, and 
to the real. This is the main body and the core of Hart
mann' s work in moral philosophy. It fil ls  the second vol
ume of the Ethics; the third is devoted to the problem of 
the freedom of the wil l .  The first vol ume, besides develop
ing his conception of moral phi losophy, is a phenomenol
ogy of moral ity. Typical m oral phil osophies of the past are 
discussed with the aim of di scovering in each of them a 
sound ins ight into some partial aspect of the moral phe
nomenon. Kant, for example, is said to have seen very 
cl earl y that ethical principles do not have the empirical 
sort of universality. They are a priori. Yet Kant's uncritical 
use of the Ari stotelian form - matter dual i sm made him 
equate the a priori with the formal, and h is  epistemology 
made him equate the formal with the (transcendental ly) 
subjective. Against this Kantian formal ism and subjectiv
ism Hartmann' s axiology asserts an a priori of objective con
tent-that is, of values as ideal enti ties that are intuitable. 

It may, of course, be argued against this value objectiv
ism that a judgment like "x is valuable" or "x is more val u
able than y" will at some time and by some people be 
considered true and at some other time and by some other 
people fal se without there appearing to be any universal 
criteria of distinguishi ng, or any method of testing, the 
truth or falsity of these rival claims. But  Hartmann answers 
this and other relativistic arguments by comparing the 
intuitional sense of values with a source of l ight. Light will  
penetrate darkness and i l i umine objects according to the 
s(rength of its sou rce and will reveal the below and above 
of objects according to the position of its source, none of 
this preventing the objects and their spatial relations from 
being objective and knowabl e. Th is comparison assumes 
what was to be proved. It assumes that any particular sense 
of values is  able to determine its own weaknesses with 
respect to all other possible senses of val ues, quite unlike 
a particular source of l ight, whose characteri stics could not 
be objectivel y determ ined were it not for the sun and the 
light of day and the knowledge thus made possible. Hart
mann's methodological rel iance on an intuitional sense of 
values leaves his readers without a theoretical basis upon 
which to check and argu e the tru th or fals ity of his obser
vations in the realm of values. One cannot help being 
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pleased with them as one might he with the descriptions of 
a foreign though somewhat familiar cou ntry, but s ince the 
recommended means of transportation is in  uo publ ic 
domain, the country might as well be Cockaigne. There is 
no use argu ing with the Baedeker of Cockaigne: anyone 
may write his own. However, l l artma11n's actual work i 1 1  
describ ing val ues is far su perior to  the account he gives of 
its method, and i t  is l i kely that this second vol ume of his 
Ethics will be found not only enjoyable hut al so useful .  

Hartmann defined freedom of the wil l  as imlepemlence 
from any determ ination that i s  constraint without this 
i ndependence becom ing i ndetermination. I ndetermination 
is not onl y ontological l y  impossible; above al l ,  it has once 
and for al l been overcome in the Kantian conception of 
freedom as autonomy. Indeed, to H artmann any deter
minati on that is not autonomy is constraint, and therefore 
autonomy ful fi l l s  the requirements of a definit ion of free
dom of wil l .  It is l ogically impossible for a wi l l ,  insofar as 
it determ ines itself, to be either constrained or umlc�tcr
mined. If this  is what freedom of wil l  is ,  how can there be 
such a thing? 

Hartmann's answer has two parts. The first i s  general , in 
terms of the hierarchy of ontological strata. Hartmann had 
asserted that the mark of a stratum's being h igher than 
another i s ,  in part, its autonomy-that is ,  the emergence of 
a new sort of detennination or law. Autonomy is, then, a 
general ontological feature to be found, by definition, in 
any stratum but the lowest, and the autonomy cal led free
dom of wi l l  is only a particular type of this general feature. 
Very much l i ke theories of emergence, such as these of 
Alexander and Whitehead, which assume the miracle of 
emergence to be less miraculou s  if it  is repeated, Hart
mann's theory explains freedom of wil l  as moral autonomy 
by mak ing autonomy a univers�I ontological feature and 
then describing m oral autonomy as a species of it. 

The second part of his answer is concerned with this 
speci fic nature of m oral autonomy. The will, in order to be 
free, must not be determined by the causal apparatus of 
nature, nor m ust i t  be determined final i stical l y  by values 
and the corresponding oughts they confront us  with. I n  
either case the will  would  b e  determ ined b y  something 
outside it ;  that is, it would  be constrained. H owever, if 
there were only these two kinds of determ ination, the 
causal determ ination of nature and the finalistic deter
mi nation of val ues, then a will independent of nature 
would  be one determined by the ought, and a wil l  inde
pendent of the ougi1t would be one determined by nature 
(i ndeterm ination being ontological ly  impossible) ;  in either 
ca:.;e the will would  not be free. This is the most basic of 
Hartmann's aporias connected with the freedom of wil l .  
Hartmann proposed to solve i t  by posit ing a third kind of 
determination, whose nature he admitted to be completely 
inscrutable and metaphysical , a determination that belongs 
to the person i tself, a self-determination through which an 
agent commits h imsel f to the realization of value Only 
such a third kind of determination, above both nature and 
value, explai ns the possibil ity of freedom of wil l .  

Qu ite apart from the� mistaken identification of deter
mination anJ constraint, what seems particularly objection
able is Hartmann's suggestion of a kind of determination 
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that is in pri nciple i 1 ,scrutable as a sol ution to the basic 
aporia of free wi l l. Postulating an unknowable x as the 
sol ution to a problem is like shouting "victory" to undo 
defeat. In his escape from Kant's conception of autonomy 
as self-legislation of rat ional beings Hartmann fell under 
the spel l of a supposed metaphysical ground in which a 
person and his decision making are taken to be rooted-a 
romanticism somewhat l ike Sartre's "dreadful freedom," 
which on closer inspection turns out to be mere whim. 

The absence of rel igious thought in Hartmann's philoso
phy is conspicuous. Value real ism offers logical difficulties 
to theology, and it is, besides, more natural ly connected 
with a l ife attitude whose rel igiosity-if this word can here 
be used- lies in value  commitments and not in a personal 
relation to God. Thus, l l artmann's value realism, as wel l  as 
his  pro- scientific persuasions and his empirical ly colored 
ontology, makes his proximity to atheism quite under
standable. Very much unl ike his beloved German ideal ists, 
who expressed the main exi stential spring of their phi lo
sophical energy in the problem of the "relation of the 
infinite and the finite," Hartmann was energized by no 
such preoccupations. H is  were intel lectual aporias, not 
existential quandaries. 

l l artmann's influence on German philosophy, though for 
a while considerable, was unable to stem the tide of exis
tentiaii sm. With the mid-twentieth-century return of Ger
man philosophy to a more sober and rational style, a new 
esteem for Hartmann began to develop in Germany. I n  the 
English-speaking world in the same period hb Ethics was 
greeted with respect and then al lowed to disappear, leav
ing hardly a trace. H i s  only notable infl uence in fields 
other than ethics seems to have been on W. M. Urban , but 
as Urban's books have been ignored, Hartmann's effect in 
English-speaking countries has been l imited to such indi
rect sources as l\lario Bunge's somewhat Hartmannian 
books. Perhaps the sobriety, carefulness, and common 
sense of his gene:al philosophical style are too much in the 
E ngl ish and American tradition to attract our interest, and 
his logical and analytic na"ivetes too numerous to hold it. I t  
wi ll take some time before these na"ivetes are overlooked 
for the sake of his ins ights in the realm of values. 

Additional Works by Hartmann 

Philosovhische Gnmdfragen der Biologie. Gottingcn, 1912 .  
Die Philosophie des deutschen ldealismus, 2 vols. Berlin, 

1 923 - 1929. Vol. I, Fichte, Schelling und die Romantik; Vol. I I , 
Hegel. Related are "Aristoteles und Hegel ," i n  Beitriige zur Phi
losophie des deutschen Jdealismus, Vol. 3 (HJ23); and "Hegel und 
das Problem dcr Realdialcktik," in Rliitter fur deutsche Philoso
phie, Vol. 9 ( 193.5). Both are reprinted in Kleinere Schriften (see 
below). 

Ethik. Berl in ,  1926. Translated by Stanton Coit as Ethics, 3 vols. 
London, 1932. 

Das Problem des geistigen Seins. U11tersuchu 11gen z1tr Grundle
gung der Geschichtsphilosophie u nd Geschichtswissenschaften. 
Berlin, l!J:33. 

":\cue Wege der Ontologie," in Systematische Philosophie. 
Stuttgart, lfJ43. Translated by R. C. Kuhn as New Wa ys of Ontol
ogy. Chicago, l !J.53. This summarizes Der Aujbau der reale11 Welt 
(Berlin, HJ40). 

Teleologisches Denken . Berlin , I<J.5 1 .  
Astlwt ik. Bnlin, H J.5.1. 
Kleinere Schriften, 3 vok Berlin, 1 9.5.5 - 19.58. \'ol. I, Abhand

lu nge11 zur systematischen Philosophie; Vol. I I ,  Abha11dlu nge11 

zur Philosophiegeschichte; Vol. I l l ,  Vom Neukantianismus zur 
Ontologie. This collection reprints many articles originally pub
lished in journals. 
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Baumgartner, H. M., Die Unbedingtheit des Sittlichen; Eine 
Auseinandersetzung mit Nikolai Hartmann. Berl in, 1962. 

Feyerabfnd, P. K. , " Professor Hartmann's Philosophy of Na
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Der Denker und sein Werk. Gottingen, 19.52. Fifteen essays, with 
bibliography. 

Kanthack, Katharina, Nikolai . Hartmann und das Ende der On
tologie. Berlin, 1962. A critique of Hartmann's ontology from the 
viewpoint of what the author believes to be the new, Heidegger
ian era of philosophy. 

Tymieniecka, Anna-Teresa, Essence et existence; Etude a pro-
1>os de la philosophie de Roman l ngarden et Nicolai Hartmann. 
Paris, 1957. 

Wirth, I ngeborg, Realismus 1md Apriorismus in Nicolai Hart
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WALTER CERF 

H A RV E Y, W I L L I A M  ( 1578 - 1657), English doctor and 
anatomist, demonstrator of the principle of the circu lation 
of the blood. He was born at Folkstone, Kent, and educated 
at King's School , Canterbury, and Gonvil le and Caius Col
lege, Cambridge. After tak ing his  B.A. in 1597, he left 
Cambridge for Padua, where he worked with the anatomist 
Fabrizzi d'Acquapendente (often Latinized as Fabrizio of 
Aquapendente). Fabrizzi had observed the valves in the 
veins ,  al though he had not understood their function ; 
Harvey told Robert Boyle that he had developed his theory 
of the circulation of the blood by reflecting on the opera
tion of these valves, perhaps while st i l l  at Padua. In 1602 
Harvey graduated from Padua with a medical degree and 
incorporated as an M. D. of Cambridge. Taking up practice 
in London, he was married in 1604 to Eli zabeth Browne, 
daughter of the Physician to James 1. He was elected 
fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in 1607, and two 
years later was appointed physician to St. Bartholomew's 
Col lege, a position he held for 34 years. ln 1616,  when he 
began to lecture as Lumleian lecturer in surgery of the 
Royal College of Physicians (a post he assumed in 1615), 
he was al ready expounding his theory of the circulation of 
the blood, al though he did not publish his Exercitatio 
Anatomica de Motu Cordis et Sangui11is in Animalibus 
("An Anatomical Exercise concern ing the Motion of the 
H eart and the Blood") until 1628. Appointed Physician 
Extraord inary to James I in 1618, and in 163 1 to Charles I, 
Harvey was identified with the royal ist cause during the 
Civil War. I n  1642 his London house was ransacked by 
Parl iamentary troops who destroyed notes and specimens. 
Charles I appointed him warden of M erton College, Ox
ford, in 1645. 

After the Civil War Harvey l ived a secluded l ife, retiring 
from practice and devoting himself to embryological re
search. Pleading age, he decl ined the presidency of the 
Royal College of Physicians in 1654, and in 1656 resigned 
from his Lumleian lectureship. He died at Roehampton. 

There has been considerable dispute whether the dis
covery of the circulation of the blood can properl y he 
ascribed to I l arvcy. As early as 1543, Andreas Vesalius had 
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expressed doubts about the traditional Galenic account, 
according to which blood was made in the l iver, flowed 
through th e veins, and was then excreted, except for a 
small part wh ich passed through minute channels in the 
septum to the right ventricle and so into the arteries. 
Vesal ius complained that he cou ld not find the channels 
through the septum. M ichael Servetus ( 15 1 1 - 1553), An
drea Cesalpino ( 15 19- 1603), and especial ly Matteo Healdo 
Colombo ( 15 16 - 1559) all gave a reasonably accurate 
pictu re of the flow of blood through the lungs-the so
cal led "lesser circu lation. " But none of them recogn ized 
that the entire blood su pply circu lated throu gh the body. 

Harvey used the comparative method. Confused by the 
rapidity of movem ents with in a l iving human body, he 
dissected such cold-blooded animal s as toads and shrimps, 
in which movement is  slower. Many of his  contemporaries 
crit icized h im on the ground that what was true of the 
lower animal s  had no appl ication to man. But for Harvey, 
as for Ari stotle, man formed part of the animal kingdom. 

Harvey's great importance l ies in the fact that he u sed 
the concepts of mechanics in his analysis of physiological 
processes. He described the working of the heart in the 
language of pu mps; he appl ied mathematical calcu lations 
to show that the body cou ld not poss ibl y manufacture the 
quantity of blood which , according to Gal en's theory, 
would have to flow through i t. The fact that blood sti l l  had 
a quasi-mystical significance made his matter-of-fact ap
proach part icu larly significant. 

Harvey's work greatly influenced many early modem 
phi losophers, including Descartes and Hobbes (otherwise 
so different) ,  who both put Harvey on a level with Gal i leo. 
They saw that Harvey had broken down the barrier be
tween the animal and the human body, and between the 
processes of the body and the processes of mechanics. 
Thus Harvey's discovery gave empirical support to their 
mechanistic hypotheses. Descartes objected, however, that 
Harvey had not shown from fi rst principles that the blood 
must necessarily circu late; he had been content to say that 
the heart is in fact a pu mp and that the blood does in fact 
circulate. Harvey replied to Descartes in his  letters to the 
French anatom ist Jean Riolan, who had rejected Harvey's 
theory. These letters were included in Exercitationes 
Duae Anatomicae de Circulatione Sanguinis, ad Johan
nem Riolanum Filium Parisiensem ( 1649) ("Two Anatomi
cal Exercises Concerning the Circulation of the Blood, 
Addressed to J ean Riolan, Jr. ,  of Paris"). Scientific truth, 
Harvey argued, is  to be di scovered by di rect observation. 
"No more certain demonstration or means of gaining faith 
can be adduced than examination by the senses, than ocu
lar demonstrat ion. " In this respect, Harvey compares biol
ogy favorably with astronomy. The astronom er, he sug
gests, argu es from appearances. He  cannot see what 
happens in an ecl ipse; al l he actually sees is  one disc sl id
ing across another, whereas the biologist can see the heart 
beating in a shrimp. Observation shows us that the bl ood 
circulates, and that is enough for the biologi st. Th is is a 
classic statement of the attitude of the observational biolo
gist, in opposition to the Cartesian mathematico-phys ical 
conception of science. The Letters to Riolan al so contain 
Harvey's criticisms of the attempt to explain physiological 
functioning in terms of "spirits ."  "Persons of l imited in-
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formation when they are at a loss to assign a cause for 
anyth ing, very commonly reply that it is done hy the spir
its ." 

Harvey's other major work i s  contained in his Exercita
tiones Duae A natomicae de Generatione Animalium 
("Two Anatomical Exercises Concerning the Ceneration of 
Animals," 165 1 ). Although this work was important in 
developing the view that each l iving thing is produced 
from an egg, as opposed to the doctrine of spontaneous 
generation ,  it lacks the scientific assu rance of the De l\fotu 
Cordis. The fact that Harvey had to rely upon the unaided 
eye very much l imited his achievement in th is area. The 
first work of any conse<1uence carried out with a micro
scope was done in 1660 by Marcel lo Malpighi, who took 
Harvey's theory as his point of departure. 

Works by Harvey 

The collected Latin works of Will iam l larvey were publ i shed in 
London as Opera Omnia in  l 76fi; the earl iest Engl ish texts, elating 
from 1653, have heen reprinted, edited by Geoffrey L .  Keynes 
(London, 1928); a complete Engl ish translation was prepared by 
Robert Wil l i s  for the Sydenham Society, London, in 1847. The 
notes Harvey prepared in 16 15  for his Lumlcian lectures were 
published in facsimile as Praelectiones Ana tomiae Universalis 
(London, 1886) and translated by C. D. O'Malley, F. N. L. Paynter, 
and K. F. Russel l as Lectures in the Whole of Anatomy (Berkeley, 
196 1 ). The manuscript De Motu Locali Animalium ( 1627) was first 
publ ished in Cambridge, England, in 1 95\J, edited by Gweneth 
Whitteridge. See also De Motu Cordis, edited and translated by 
Kenneth James Frankl in  as .\1ovement of the Heart a11d Blood in 
Animals (Oxford, 19,57); The Circulation of the Blood, containing 
Harvey's reply to Jean Riolan, edited and translated by Kenneth 
James Frankl in (Oxford and Springfield, 1958). 

Works on Harvey 

For literature on Harvey, see Geoffrey L. Keynes, A Bibliogra
phy of the Work of William Harvey (London, 1 928; 2d ed. , Cam
bridge, 1 953), and The Personality of William Harvey (London, 
1949); Henry P. Bayon, "Wil l iam Harvey," in Annals of Science, 
Vol. 3 ( 1938), 59 - 1 18 ,  435 -456; Vol. 4 ( 1 939), 65 - 106, 329 -389; 
Etienne Gilson, E tudes sur la role de la pensee medievale dans la 
formation du systeme cartesien (Pari s ,  1 95 1 ), Ch. 2; A. Rupert 
Hal l ,  The Scientific Revolution 1500-1800 (London, 1 954); Louis 
Chauvois, William Harvey (New York , 1957); Proceedings of the 
Harvey Tercentenary Congress, John McM ichael ,  ed. (London, 
1958); John Arthur Passmore, .. Wil l iam Harvey and the Philoso
phy of Science," A ustralian Journal of Philosophy, Vol . 36, No. 2 
( 1 958), 85 -94. 

JOHN PASSMORE 

H AT A N O  S E I I C H I  ( 1 877 - 1 950), Japanese historian of 
phi losophy and ph i losopher of religion .  Hatano was born 
in Nagano and died in Tokyo. He studied at Tokyo Uni
versity, where his  th in king was formed by Raphael von 
Koeber, a pupil of Eduard von Hartmann. He wrote his 
doctoral thesis ,  "A Study of Spi noza" ( 1904), in German. 
In  1901  he had published Seiyo tetsugaku shiyo ("Outline 
of the H istory of Western Ph ilosophy"; Tokyo), a book 
whose scholarship establ ished his reputation.  He went to 
Germany in 1904 and studied under Adolf Harnack and 
Otto Pfleiderer at Berl in for hvo years,  then under Win
delband at Heidelberg. He also developed his studies of 
Protestant theology (he had been baptized in 1902) under 
J .  Weiss ,  E. Troe ltsch, and A. Deis smann. Their lectures 
prepared him to be a temporary replacement for Anesaki 
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\lasaharu ,  Tokyo Univers ity's well-know11 h i s torian of 
re ligion. From his lecture nott-'s he published Kirisutoky6 
1 10 kigen ("The Origi n  of Christiani ty" ; Tokyo, 1 908). 1 n a 
much later hook, Genslz i kirisutokyo ("Primitive Chris
tianity"; Tokyo, 1 950), he rose above the historicott-'xtual 
criticism of h is  early clays to present a more thorough 
stud�• of the essence of Christianity, But at the beginning 
of tlw century this  type of work was a novelty in Japan. 

I n  1 9 17 he resigned from \\'aseda University, where he 
had taught for many years , and at the invitation of Nishida 
Ki taro, the leading philosopher  of Japan, he joi1wd the staff 
of Kyoto Uni ,·ersity; he taught there until he retired in 
1 9-17 .  Subsequently he became the president of Tamagawa 
Uni,·ersity i n  Tokyo. At Kyoto he had the chair of science 
of religion, and from 1 922 he held the chair of Christian
ity , I latano developed his philosophy of religion in four 
hooks (all published in Japanese, in Tokyo) :  "The Essence 
and Fundamental Problem of Philosophy of Religion" 
( 1920); "Ph ilosophy of Religion" ( 1 935); " Introduction 
to Phi losophy of Religion" ( 1940); Time and Etern i ty 
(J apanese edition, 1943 ; Engl i sh  edition, 1963). His main 
idea is that the comparative study of religion presupposes 
a philosophy of religion hecause values are a necessary 
clement of that science, As philosophy, religion must start 
from tht-' reality of the religious experience of God; this 
experience is fi rst  an experience of the God of powt-'r, then 
a quest for the God of truth, and finally an experience of 
the God of love. Hatano distinguishes three kind,; of time : 
the natural, encompassing the realm of nature; the cultural ,  
characteri zed by eros ; and the eternal, in which agape, or 
Christian love, triumphs. Original, too, are his observa
tions on the "about-to-come" future (shorai) and the llistant 
future (m irai). The first is implicitly part of our present; 
it is the fo turt-' Wt' arc making, the supplier of being, The 
second is time which will never be experienced by the 
suhjt-'ct. Clearly Hatano is much influenced by Christian 
ideas and takes almost nothi ng from the Oriental climate 
of thought; even so this type of philosophy of religion was 
and still is ,·cry infl uential in Japanese thought. 

Bibliography 

l latano's works have been publ ished in Japa nese as llatano 
Sl'iichi zensh(1 ("The Complete Works of I latano Sei ichi"), 5 vols .  
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GINO K. PIOVESANA, S,J.  

H A Y A S H I  R A Z A N  1 1 .58,3- 1 6,57), Japanese Confucian
i�t, helped establ i sh the Chu I l si ( J apan<0se: Shushi) school 
a,; the state doctrine of the Tokugawa government 
I 1 60.3- 1 867), which played an important role i11 shaping 
tlie national character. 1 layashi ,  who was born in Kyoto, 
began s;tud�·ing Confucianis m  at the ag<' of 22, under Fuji
wara S C'ika I 1 56 1  - 1 6 1 H) and like his t< ·acher ahancloned 
Buclclhisrn for tlw :'\1 ·0-Confm:ia11isrn of tlw twe lfth-c< ·ntury 
Chi1wse ph ilosophPr Ch11 I l s i .  Fuj i wara recommend1·d 
h i s  tal<>nted pupi l  to Tokugawa Ieyasu as official adviser, a 

post Hayashi continued to fill under Ieyasu's successors. 
Through his son Caho ( 16 1 8 - 1 680) and grandson Hoko 
( 1 644- 1732), both erudite Neo-Confucianists, Hayashi's 
infl uence spread, Caho and Hoko became hereditary heads 
of the Confucianist college (Shoheiko) of Edo (Tokyo), 
center of Japan's orthodox Chu H si-ism. Hayashi is cred
ited wit"h an i mportant role in the various codes promul
gated by the Tokugawa to reorganize the country under 
strict mi l itary rule. That he also determined educational 
policy is heyond di spute, 

Hayashi, in contrast to his master Fujiwara, was very 
intolerant toward other doctrines- specifically, Wang 
Yang-ming Confucianism, Lao Tzu, Buddhism,  Christian
ity, Thus he is noted more for his negative polemics than 
for developing Chu Hsi's ideas, which he followed rather 
faithfully. An instance of deviation from Chu Hsi is Ha
yashi's almost monistic conception of ri, the principle, 
together with ki, the material-force. He camt-' near to iden
tifying these two basic concepts, thus approaching the rival 
school of Wang Yang-ming. Nevertheless, he sharply criti
cized Wang Yang-ming's "i ntu i tive knowledge" and Kai
bara Ekken's views. Hayashi disapproved of Lao Tzu's 
emphasis on the " Nameless," or the \Vay understood as 
the indescribable Great One, intent as he was on stressing 
social relationships. For Buddhism's escape from society 
and neglect of loyalty and filial piety he had noth i ng but 
scorn, fighting until his  death against influential Buddhist  
monks. His strictures on Christianity were many (Chris
tians were then being persecuted and banished from Ja
pan), He focused, however, on ethical questions and social 
di fferences negt-'lected by Christianity, Only with Shin
toism did he desire compromise and amalgamation. 
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H A Z L ITT,  W I L L I A M  ( 1778 - 1 830), English essayist, 
journalist, and critic, began his l i terary career as a "meta
physician," and the principles of his youthful philosophi
cal writing survived to govern his thought during the years 
whe:1 a more bril liant prose style won him fame. Born at 
M aidstone, Kent, the son of a D issenting minister, Hazlitt 
kept faith politically with h i s  Unitarian heritage, hut at an 
early age revolted against his father's rationalistic theol
ogy. After trying unsuccessfully to become a painter, he 
turned in his  thirties to journalism and to popular lectur
ing, and until his death made his living in London as a 
writer for periodicals. Twice unhappily married, always 
the fierce defender of both the French Revolution and 
Napolt-'on, I Iazlitt succeeded in alienating most of his 
friends and much of his public, although his critical 
influence on the literature of his time was perhaps second 
only to Coleridge's. Unlike Coleridge, his erstwhile friend 
and mentor, Hazl itt did not ground his thought  in a version 
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of the new Idealism; he stands alone in  his age as a roman
tic thinker who developed a cr itique of empi rici sm that 
nonethel ess supported the values and method s of the 
empirici st tradition. 

Hazl itt conti nued the redefini tion of the individual 
begu n by Godwin in Political Justice ( 1 7!)3). Four years 
before his  first meeting with Coleridge in 1798, and while 
sti l l  a student at Hackney College in  London , Hazl itt con
ceived his "metaphysical discovery" -a refutation of nec
es sary egoism. Actual ly, his  posit ion had been anticipated 
by Joseph Butler and Hume, but h i s  arguments were orig
inal in h i s  i n s i stence on imagination-a power inseparable 
yet dist inct from present sensation and past feel ing-as the 
source of voluntary action, and even of self-consciou sness. 

His first book-An Essay on the Principles of Human 
Action, to which was added Some Remarks on the Systems 
of Hartley and Helvetius ( 1805)-argued that ideas of good 
determine con scious pleasu re and self- interest, not the 
reverse, and that the same "reason ing imagination," which 
alone can unify sen sations from moment to moment, i s  
responsible for a l l  the mind's "association s" except those 
aris ing from mere contigu ity in  experience. In  his lectures 
at the Russell Inst itution in 1812 on the "Rise and Progress 
of Modern Philosophy," thi s  l ine of thou ght i nevitably led 
Hazl itt to chal lenge all epistemology, incl uding Berkeley's 
and Hume's,  that rel ied on the Lockean premise of "sim
ple" impressions in perception. To perceive the s implest 
object requ ires a "general idea," or some act of mind to 
"comprehend" objects in their sameness or wholeness 
before qual ities can be differentiated. Fai lure to recognize 
an activity of mind inhering in sense perception itself had 
led, he bel ieved, to the vain war between phi losophies of 
"Necessity" and of "Liberty"-between a mechanism or 
material ism that reduced mind to sensation and an ideal
ism l ike Kant's that mi stook man's formative con sciousness 
for a power of will essentially free of sensory experience. 

Hazl itt also came to oppose, then, the transcendental i sm 
that Col eridge i ntroduced from Germany. As is cl ear from 
a Prospectus ( 1809) for h i s  projected hi story of English 
philosophy, Hazl itt saw himself as a l oyal reformer of 
empi rici sm, although he admittedly l eft unresolved the 
central problem of the degree to which ideas are deter
mined by the mind itself, on the one hand, and by "na
ture" on the other. In part, it was h i s  bel ief that this  du
al ism must remain intractabl e to reason which made him 
forsake formal analysis  for the "fam i l iar style" of h i s  l i ter
ary journal ism. Averse to system and al ways more con
cerned with the cul tural impact of ideas, he began , after 
18 12,  to tu rn from an analysis of the formal probl em to an 
exploration of the interaction of mind and world in experi
ence as it is known by the self in l ife or realized by 
"genius" in the arts. Still affirming that "the mind i s  one," 
he made h i s  theme the "everlasting contradiction" of 
man's natu re-the "action and reaction" between the mind 
and the passional self as dialectical functions of the same 
unity of consciousness. 

From his awareness of this conflict in  consciousness 
Hazlitt forged no metaphysic of his own beyond a vague 
vital ist  bel ief that "the spirit of life and motion" gave the 
mind a radical "sympathy" with the physical world. In 
rel igion he seems to have remained a modest agnostic, 
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certain only that Cod is intcll cctuall y unknowable. I lazlit t  
thought that only in the aestl 1 <'tiC ' modl' of imagination 
could the mind transcend experience,  and even then it  
cou ld atta in  to no intuition lwyond "the soul of nature ." 
The i u s i stencc that "passion" i s  the source both of man's 
freedom and of his bondage-a bondage to ind ividual 
"character" that nonetheless implies the freedom of the 
self to sympath ize with other sclf11ood-und1·r l ies I hul i tt's 
polemic on all fronts ; i t  li nks h i s  crit icism of \lalth us  and 
the ut i l itarians to his aestlwtic theory that orga1 1 ic part icu
larity is  the basi s  of value in the art s .  

In  the England of 1 830, wlwn I lazl i tt d ied impov1°rislwd 
i n  London, a humanism so dark ly paradox ical found l i ttle 
favor; but his  powers as a thinker have b<'en increasingly 
recogn ized, and he appears today as the versat i le  �lon
taigne of h i s  age , often prefiguring in h i s  essays the dynam
icist phi losophies of Nietzsche, Bergson,  William James, 
and Freud. 
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JOHN KINNAIHD 

H E AT,  S E N S A T I O N S  O F .  Descartes ,  in the Sixth Med
itation, argued: "I have a sensation of heat as I approach 
the fire; but when I approach the same fire too closely, 
I have a sensation of pain ;  so there i s  nothing to con
vi nce me that something in the fi re resembles heat, any 
more than the pain ;  it is just that there mw,t he something 
in i t  (whatever this may tu rn out to be) that produces the 
sen sations of heat or pain ."  Locke and Berkeley took s imi
lar  positions.  Berkeley's main arguments, i l l  his First Dia
logue, are ( 1 )  that intense heat is  not dis ti nct from a ver} 
great pain ,  and that si nce pain exi sts on ly in the mi nd, so 
must in tense heat; (2) that the poss ibil ity of the same 
thing's feel ing warm to one hand and cold to the other 
disproves the principle that "whatever degree of heat we 
perceive by sense "''e may be sure the same exi sts in the 
object that occasions it";  and ( .3) that si nce the pain occa
sioned by a pin is not judged to be in the pin,  so the sen
sation occasioned by the fire, or anything l ike it, should not 
be judged to be in the fire. When di scussing the method of 
argu ing employed in the second of these argume nts, as i t  
appl ied to extension and color, Berkeley remarked that i t  
"doth not so much prove that there is no extens ion or col
our in an out\vard object, as that we do not know h� sense 
which is the true extension or colour of the object" ( The 
Principles of Human Knowledge, Sec. X\') . One \\'ay of 
meeting the first and third of the argu ments would be to 
dist inguish hetwee11 two senses of the term "sensation . ' ' 
Such a dist inction would be exhibited in the propos ition : 
"One can feel hot without feel ing the heat of anything, and 
one can feel th e heat of someth ing \\' i thout feel ing hot." 
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Feeling hot could be termed a "bodily sensation"; feeling 
tht> heat of something, a "perceiving sensation." In reply 
to the first of Berkeley's arguments, it could then be ad
mi tted that to have the bodily sensation of feeling intensc
) y hot i s  to he in pain and that bodily sensations, like 
1;a ins, are in the mind; but it could be denied that there
fore those qualities, like intense heat, of which we have 
perce ivi ng sensations, are in the mind also. In reply to the 
third argument, it could be admitted that neither bodily 
sensations nor anything like them should be judged to be 
in material (that i s, nonsentient) things, but i t  could s till be 
maintained that those qualities of which we have perceiv
ing sensations are in material things. What justifies us in 
judging material things to be hot or cold is our having 
perceiving sensations of thei r  being so, provided we have 
no reason to think we arc misperceiving. 

C. Strang, in "The Perception of Heat," acknowledged 
that in calling a material object warm or cold " we feel we 
are saying something about the object as it i s  in itself and 
not merely as it is in relation to ourselves"; but Strang 
denies that warmth and coldness are in fact intrinsic prop
erties of objects. His argument seems to he that objects 
have one determi nable property (temperature); that there 
are two distinct sensations (hotness and coldness); that 
wha� is unitary cannot correspond to what is not unitary; 
and, therefore, that anyone who supposes that objects "are 
capable of having two dist inct properties corresponding to 
the two distinct sensations" must be mistaken. The basis 
for a lingui st ic phi losopher's reply to this argument i s  
provided by the Concise Oxford Dictionary definition of 
"temperatu re": "degree or i ntensity of sensible heat of a 
body or of the atmosphere especially as shown by ther
mometer." An object cannot be said both to lack a certain 
property and to have a certain degree or intensity of that 
property. That a hot object feels distinctly d ifferent from a 
cold one i s  of no more signi ficance than that a rough object 
feels di stinctly dif

f
erent from a smooth one. 

\ leeting Berkel ey's arguments by distinguishing be
tween bodily sensations and perceiving sensations raises a 
problem:  \Vhy do we use the same "thermal" words both 
to report bodily sensations and to describe material things 
if it is not because wc can, somehow, see a resemblance 
betwc•en some of our bodily sensations and some of the 
qualities of material things ? C. N. A. Vesey, in "Berkeley 
and Sensatiom of H eat," suggested that we call the bodily 
sensations that we normally have when om hodit•s, as 
material things, art• hot or cold, sensations of "feel ing hot" 
or of "feeling cold" because (causal because) they are the 
sensations we normally have when our bodies, as material 
things, are hot or cold. For purposes of comm unicat ion we 
have to describe our bodily sensations somehow, and the 
use of tlwrrnal words comes naturally to us for the (causal ) 
rea�o11 mentioned. D. \ I .  Armstrong objected to th i s  kind 
of <'xplanation because if "there is a mere conti11gent con
nection lwtwcen s ensations of heat and tlie heat of a 
li mb . . .  it is very mysterious that we ha\·c· 1 10 vocabulary 
to de�cribc the sensations as they an·, in their  own nature, 
apart from tlw conditions in which they are normally pro
duced" /Bodily Sensatio11s, Ch. 7) .  \ 'cscy replied to this 
ohjc·ction that ( I )  in order for us to tell other pcoplt• what 
our  �cnsations are, it is essl'ntial that we charactc·rizc them 

in a manner which relates them, in one way or another, to 
public phenomena; that (2) the "nature" of "sensations as 
they arc in their own nature" i s  the nature we apprehend 
them as having when a certain way of describing them 
comes to us naturally; and that (3) the reason why a certain 
way of describing sensations comes to us natural ly need 
not be a.reason of whi ch we are conscious.  

Armstrong's own view, like that of G i lbert Ryle, is that 
"to have a sensation of heat is to feel that a portion of our 
body is hot. According to this view, there is one material 
thing-namely, one's own body-the heat of which one 
can feel without touching i t. But to talk of "feeling" the 
heat of one's hand without touching it would be like talk
ing of "feel ing" the roughness of the back of one's hand 
without touching it. Armstrong replied to this that it is an 
empirical fact about our proprioceptive powers that we are 
able to perceive the heat of our hand directly hut not the 
roughness of i ts surface. 

One's own body, in Armstrong's view, is, moreover, the 
only material thing the heat of which one can be aware of 
immediately. [n the case of other material things, it is only 
the "difference in the heat of the surface of our body and 
the surface of the object touched" of which one is imme
diately aware (Bodily Sensations,  p.  16). (By this Arm
strong docs not mean merely that whether something feels 
hot or cold to our touch depends on whether the part of our 
body with which we touch it is relatively hotter or colder 
than the object touched.) To the objection that my telling 
that water is hot by putting my hand in it "normally in
volves little or no consciousness of the heat of my hand, or 
of the surface of my hand," Armstrong replies that "we 
very often percei ve relations between things without  any 
clear perception of the nature of the related things taken 
hy themselves." However, to perceive relations between 
things, we must  perceive the things themselves; i t  is not 
sufficient that one of the things is that with which we per
cei ve the other. Armstrong's view, that what we perceive i s  
a heat di fference, i s  part of his general theory that all im
mediate tactual perception is perception of a rel ation be
tween one's body and something in contact with it. 
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H E B B E L , C H R I ST I A N  F R I E D R I C H  ( 18 1 3 - 1 863) ,  
German poet and playwright, was born i n  Wcsselburen in  
the duchy of  Holstein and d ied in Vienna. l l i s father, an  im
poveri shed bricklayer who heeame destitu te as  a resu lt  of 
having guaranteed a loan that was defaulted, hated this son 
who showed no aptitude for earning a l iving. The boy's 
mother was more indulgent and protected him from the 
brutal i ty of the father. It was thus possible for young Heb
bel to keep al ive h is  consuming passion for learn ing. At 
the age of 14 he was employed as a cl erk by a parish 
official named Mohr, who al lowed him to use his  l ibrary. 
Mohr treated Hebbel as a common servant, however, and 
for this Hebbel never forgave him. 

Through the good offices of Amalie Schoppe, the editor 
of a popular magazine, Hebbel received enough money to 
go to Hamburg in order to try to complete h is  fragmentary 
education. There he met Elise Lensing, a seam stress ten 
years his senior who cherished an abiding love for him; 
over the years she gave him clothes, lodging, money, and 
two sons ,  both of whom died young. Hebbel, who was 
ridden by his  demon to acquire learn ing and develop 
himself as a wri ter, refu sed to marry El ise. Instead, he 
went on to study at the univers i ties of Heidelberg and 
Munich. In the late winter of 1 839, he made the arduous 
trip from M unich back to Hambu rg on foot. In  the same 
year he compl eted h is  first play, Judith, which he cited as 
his  chief accompli shment when he applied for a travel 
stipend to King Christian VI I I  of Denmark. The king 
granted the stipend, and Hebbel went to Pari s and from 
there to Rome. Because h i s  resources were dwindl ing, he 
struck out for Germany by way of Vienna, where he met 
the talented actress Chri stine Enghaus,  to whom he be
came engaged after three months. Whether or not Hebbel 
was largely influenced in this deci sion by the prospect of 
financial and social security, the marriage was a happy one 
and enabl ed Hebbel to take a place of honor in arti stic and 
intellectual circles. His early death must be attributed in  
large measure to  the hardsh ips he  had endured in order to 
real ize his  genius. 

With the desperate seriousness of the self-educated man, 
Hebbel dedicated himself to presenting in artistic form his 
solution, sometimes characterized as "pantragic," of what 
he considered the ultimate philosophical problem, the 
incomprehens ible escape of the individual from the Abso
lute or Idea, man's freedom in relation to God. 

In  Hebhel 's dual ism individual form s exist only by 
virtue of having  differentiated themsel ves from the Abso
lute. Their struggle to maintain them selves as separate 
enti ties is a rebell ion, the primeval si n of i nd ividuation. 
The si nfulness of the individual consi sts merely in the fact 
that he ex ists, and it is in no way dependent upon the 
nature or di rection of his individual wil l .  For his s infulness 
the individual must be punished ; he will have to sub
merge his  particular being i n  the undi fferentiated whole. 
The more spl end id ,  vigorous, and powerfu l he i s, the 
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greater is the threat he poses to the Absolute and the mor<' 
tragic is the struggle, which can end in only cm<> way. 
There is only one necessity-that the Al >solute mainta in  
itself. 1 l owever, although the exi stence of  ind ividual forms 
threatens the Whole ,  i t  is preci sely the procPss of i nd ivid
uation that gives l i fe to this closed system. If i t  were n ot 
for the mysterious freedom of the individual forms, the 
Absolute would become rigid and l ifeless. The tota l l ife 
process is dependent on the metabol ic  flow of individual 
fo1ms,  which may appear at one po int in  time; may b<' 
submerged forever; or may, whether they retain their  
identities or  thei r elements enter into new combinations, 
reappear at another point only to lose individual i ty again 
in  the never-end ing compact flux of h i story, compact be
cause noth ing new enters the universe and noth ing leaves it . 

It i s  the comm on task of phi losophy and art, particularly 
drama and more speci fically I l ebbel's drama, to describe 
and make understandable this supreme ph ilosoph ical 
problem. Philosophy must fail in its part of the common 
task, to determine the original cause of individuation, 
because this ultimate cause is  unfathomable. B ut the 
drama is  not concerned with th is question. I t  accepts indi
viduation as the prime condition of l i fe and presents the 
tragic struggle of the Al l  and the one in  a way that makes i t  
comprehensible to aesthetic intu ition. In the drama the 
metaphysical breach is  closed; the defeat of the trag ic hero 
mirrors the cosmic process. 

In order to achieve his aim , Hehhel sets the action of his  
plays at critical t imes in hi story, for at  such times the rela
tion of the individual to the Whole is  most poignantly 
manifested. In some plays-for example, Judith, Maria 
Magdalene, Herodes und Mariamne-the prevai l ing form 
of the Idea is shown to he on the verge of breaki ng up. I n  
others-Genoveva,  Agnes Bernauer, Gyges u nd sein 
Ring-the prevai l ing form of the Idea. although threatened , 
affirms  itself and pers i sts. I n  both instances ,  whether the 
individual is opposed to the Idea or is an instrument of it, 
the end is  tragic, and all individuals meet the same fate
they are cru shed and absorbed by the Whole. 

Hebbel always insi sted that despite obvious paral lel s  he 
had evolved h is  metaphysical tru ths independently of the 
romantic nature philosophy of German ideal ism. For a 
long time, in the absence of speci fic evidence to the con
trary, many l i terary hi storians accepted this assertion. 
Recent research, however, has shown that Hebbel had 
early steeped h imse'.f in certain writings of Gotthi l f  Hein
rich von Schubert, the natural scientist and philosopher, 
and Ludwig Feuerbach. The ideas he found there he ex
perienced with such intensity that he incorporated them 
into his own psychic structure although his pride as a self
taught man did not al low him to acknowledge h is  debt. 
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STEN G. FL YGT 

HE D ONISM (Greek, TJDOVYJ, "pleasure") is a term which 
refers to ei ther of two distinct but related views, one a 
thesis in normative ethics, the other a generalization about 
human psychology. 

Ethical hedonism. The first view, called "ethical hedon
ism," affirms that only pleasure is intrinsically desirable 
and that only displeasure (or pain) is intrinsically undesir
able. More fully stated, it is the thesis that only pleasant 
states of mind are desirable in themselves; that only un
plea<:ant states of mind are undesirable in themselves; and 
that one state of affairs is more desirable in itself than 
another state of affairs if and only if it contains more (in 
some sense) pleasant states of mind than the other (the 
quantity of value in a state of affairs being measm ed by 
the quantity of pleasure in it). 
This thesis has been defended by a distinguished l ine of 

philosophers from the early Greeks to the present, in
cluding Aristippus, Epicurus, Locke, Hobbes, Hume, 
Bentham, �l ill, and Sidgwick. Other philosophers have 
thought that happiness is the only thing that is intrinsical ly  
desirable; and if  saying that a man is  happy at  a given time 
is the same as saying that he is experiencing pleasure at 
the time, then their names could be added to this roster. 
� l any philosophers, however, have thought that happiness 
is different from pleasure, and there has been disagree
ment and confusion about what "happy" and "pleasant" 
mean. 

The hedonist thesis was a part of traditional utili tarian
ism, as represented, for instance, by Bentham and Mill, 
with their "greatest happiness principle." These writers 
combined the generic principle of utilitarianism-namely, 
that an act is morally right if performing it would produce, 
or could reasonably be expected by the agent to produce, at 
least as much intrinsic goodness in the world as any 
other act the agent could perform at th< > time-with the 
thesis of hedonism about what is intrinsically good. Tra
ditional utilitarianism is thus a species of utilitarianism 
that is defined as asserting just the "generic thesis"; other 
kinds of utili tarianism (for example, that of G. E. Moore) 
reject hedonism. Unlike utilitarianism, ethical hedonism is 
not at all a proposal about which acts are morally right; it 
is only an affirmation about whic-h states of affairs are in
trinsically good or desirable. 

What is meant by saying that a state of affairs is intrinsi
cally desirable, as opposed to simply desirable , is that it is 
des i rable, good, worthwhile, worthy of choice, when taken 

by i tself, viewed abstractly, and in particular considered 
without reference to consequences. M any things (for 
example, a visi t to the dentist) are worthwhile in view of 
their consequences, which nobody would say are intrinsi
cally desirable. The hedonist does not deny that other 
things are desirable; he denies only that they are intrinsi
cal ly worthwhile. He agrees that something can be desira
ble instn'unentally-as a means to an end-even when it is 
not intrinsically desirable. (A thing can, of course, be both 
intrinsically and instrumentally desirable: pleasant expe
riences can be good in themselves and also instrumentally 
good, if, for example, they are relaxing and enable one to 
work better on the following day. ) He does add, however, 
that something is instrumentally desirable only to the 
extent that it is a means to later pleasure, since a thing can 
be instrumentally desirable only if it is a means to attain
ing the intrinsically desirable. 

\Vhen consequences are taken into account, the hedon
ist's view about what states of affairs are desirable is apt to 
differ very l i ttle from the view of the non hedonist. In fact, 
if one reads various writers' accounts of the "good life," 
one finds that they are pretty much alike, whether the 
author professes to be a hedonist or a nonhedonist. Thus, 
Epicurus, for instance, advocated a simple life devoted to 
philosophical reflection, with a diet of bread, cheese, and 
milk, and with its tranquillity unendangered by surging 
bodily passions. And J .  S. Mill affirmed that having a good 
character is "part" of a person's happiness, so that accord
ing to him, character is intrinsically good after all by virtue 
of the fact that i t  is a part of happiness. Some hedonists, 
however, have advocated a more distinctive ideal for liv
ing : the Greek Aristippus thought that physical enjoy
ments are the richest source of pleasure and should be 
ful ly  cultivated. 

The meaning of the hedonist's thesis, of course, depends 
on what is meant by "pleasure. " It is true that the associa
tions of the word "pleasure" are such that if an English
speaking person says he favors a "life of pleasure," he is 
naturally taken to be advocating a life dedicated to the 
sensory enjoyments-wine, women, and song. Hedonists 
have not intended the tenn to carry this impl ication, how
ever, and the strict meaning of the term does not. It is 
perfectly correct for a student to say, "I got a great deal of 
pleasure out of writing that paper. " To say that an experi
ence is pleasant (for example, "a pleasant evening"), is, in 
a strict sense, simply to say that one enjoyed it, or that one 
enjoyed himself during it. Thus, hedonism is done least 
injustice if it is taken as simply saying that an intrinsically 
des irable state of affairs is always a state of consciousness 
in which the person is enjoying himself in one way or 
another. Since reflection, reading, and creation are activi
ties that people often enjoy, the hedonist means to include 
these activities, or states of mind, in the category of 
"pleasures," just as much as the so-called "passive" enjoy
ments, such as eating, drinking, and sex. 

Hedonists have often disagreed about the proper analy
sis of "pleasure" or "enjoyment." Epicurus, for instance, 
said that pleasure is simply the absence of painful want or 
longing. M oreover, during the past fifty years, psychol
ogists have also disagreed substantially on this point, some 
holding that pleasure is a special kind of sensation, others 



that it is a qual ity of certain kinds of f<>eli ng, and so forth. 
In recent vears a considerable hody of phi losophica l  l i tera
hue has �ccumulated on the subject of the analysis of  
"pleasant ." (See PLEASURE. ) Whi le  a genera l ly  accepted 
conclus ion has not yet been reached, it  is plaus ible to say 
that a person is enjoying himself (that is, his state of mind 
is pleasant) if and only i f  at the t ime he l ikes his experi 
ence or act ivity for itself, in the sense that, aside from 
moral con siderations or considerations of consequences or 
of the possihi l ity that someth ing he l i kes even better cou ld 
be substituted, he does not wish to change it and in fact 
would wish to avoid changing it if such a change im
pended. I f  this  interpretat ion is accepted, the thesis of 
hedon i sm becomes the affirmation that a state of affairs is 
intrins ical l y  desirable i f  and on ly  if  i t  is ,  or contai ns,  an ac
tivity or experience which, at the time, the person l i kes for 
itself; and one state of affairs is more desirable in trin sica ll y  
than another i f  it  i s ,  o r  contains ,  a n  experience o r  ac
tivity which, at the ti me, is l i ked better for itself. States of 
affai rs which the hedonist thesis apparently rules as being 
on ly  in stru mental ly rather than intri nsical ly desi rable,  from 
the point of view of a particular person , are such things as 
fame after h i s  death and states of knowledge and character 
(s ince the latter are not experiences or activities at a l l ,  but 
capacities or di spositions) .  

Psychological hedonism. Many (but not al l )  ethica l  
hedon ists have supported their eth ical affirmation o f  he
don ism by an appeal to a psychological doctrine known as 
"psychological hedonism." .  This theory hi storical l y  has 
taken rather different forms ;  the significance of each for 
ethical hedonism must be assessed separately. The ele
ment common to them i s  the as sertion that actions or de
sires are determined by pleasures or displeasures, whether 
prospective, actual , or past. The importance of the theory, 
however, transcends its relation to ethical hedonism:  cer
tain psychologists today are incl i ned to accept some form 
of it as a correct account of human motivation.  

Goal is pleasure. The first and h istorica l ly  most impor
tant form of the theory of psychological hedonism may be 
cal led the "goal is p leasure" theory, according to which a 
person is motivated to produce one state of affairs in pref
erence to another if and only if he th inks it wi l l be more 
pleasant, or l ess unpleasant, for h imsel f. This thesis ,  of 
course, i s  not intended to be a genera l ization about s imple 
reflex or habitual behavior. The "bel ief' in question need 
not be expl icit in the sense of having been verbal ly form u
lated before action;  it may be an unformu lated assumption. 
The theory i s  not si mply about purposi ve action ; it  i s  a lso a 
theory about des ire :  a person is asserted to want one th ing 
more than another if  and only if  he thinks its occu rrence 
will be more pleasant for him.  

The relat ion of th is  form of psychological hedonism to 
ethical hedonism may be explained by the followi ng argu
ment, often used by ethical hedoni sts. It is assumed as a 
major premise that something is intrins ical l y  desirable if 
and only if  it  is something that people desire for i tself. The 
mi nor premise is the "goal is pl easure" theory-namely, 
that people want only pl easure for itsel f. I t  i s  therefore 
concluded that pl easure is the on l y  thing that i s  intrins ical ly 
desirabl e. The third-century writer Diogenes Laertius said 
of Epicuru s that "as proof that pleasure is the end he ad-
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duces the fact that l i ving things,  so soon as they are born, 
are we l l  content with p leasure and arP at enmity with pain ,  
by  the prompting of  nature and apart from reason." 

Contemporary ethical hedoni sts seldom app< 'al to the 
"goal is pleasu re" theory to support their  views, part ly 
hecause the theory seems i ncompatible with obvious facts .  
For in stance, pol it ical figures seem to take a strong intcre�t 
in securing favorable notice in hooks on hi story that wi l l  
appear after their death. Th i s  motivation obviously does 
not depend on the belief that the fu ture event wi l l  he 
p leasant for them personal l y. Again,  individuals often 
appear to risk personal loss for some moral pri nciple or in 
order not to forsake a friend (this i s  i l l u strated hy Dean 
Acheso11 's famou s remark, "I wil l  never turn my hack on 
Alger Biss"). Adherents of the "goal is pleasure" theory 
tend to explain such facts by sayi ng that the individual 
woul d  be unhappy in  the fu ture-and knows he would 
be-if  he fai led to l i ve by his  pri nc iple or forsook h i s  
friend; hence, the action is  motivated by a calculation of  
persona l  pleasure after a l l .  What the theory must hold, 
though, is that a belief to this effect, at l east vaguel y es
poused by the agent, is a necessary condition of the moti
vation ; and thi s  seems implausible.  Adherents of the 
theory may he confusing two th ings : the agent's bel ief that 
a certain fu ture si tuation w i l l  be relatively more pleasant 
for h im ,  and the agent's thought of that future situation 
being attractive or repugnant now. A person may say, "I 
am unhappy with the idea of dropping my friendship with 
X, in whose integrity I bel ieve. " This statement may he 
true and also an important clue to understand ing h is  be
havi or. But  th i s  is very different from saying, " I ' l l  continue 
my friendship with M r. X because I think I'll be less happy 
i f  I don't," a k ind of statement that would ordinari ly  be 
taken as proof that the person did not care about his friend. 
Adherents of the theory may always argu e that the reason
ing requ ired by their theory takes p lace uncon sciously, but 
the postulation of this is ad hoc, the on iy reason for it 
being that i t  saves the theory from conflict with observa
tion. 

Motivation by pleasant thoughts. As suggested above, 
adherents of the "goal is pleasure" form of psychological 
hedon ism sometimes confuse it with a different thesis 
whic:h we may call the "motivation by pleasant thoughts" 
theory. This theory i s  the assertion that a person wi l l  
choose to do A rather than B o r  wil l prefer A t o  R (whether 
an action or a sitm1tion), i f  and on l y  if the thought of A 
(with its expected consequences) is more attractive, or less 
repugnant, than the thought of B (with its expected conse
quences). This theory i s  not obviously false:  indeed, as a 
proposal about preference it cou ld be an analytic proposi
tion which sets forth one test we use to decide whether a 
person prefers one thing to another. As a proposal about 
action it is clearly a syn thetic proposition. As such, it may 
not be able  to explain the fact ( if  it is a fact) that sometimes 
the thought of doing A i s  not more attract ive or less repug
nant than the thought of doing B, hut the agent simply 
decides to do A (perlnps he is required to make up his 
m ind between the two). 

E ven if this form of psychological hedon ism is true, 
however, it gives no su pport to eth ical hedon ism, since it 
sets no restrictions on the kind of goal which may be at-
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tractive or repulsive to a person. If support of ethical he
donism requ ires a demonstration that people  desire only 
pleasure, then the present theory does not provide such 
support. For assuming that desiring a thi ng means finding 
the idea of it pleasant or attractive, it does not follow that 
only the idea of pleasure itself is attractive. Hence, it does 
not follow that only pleasure is desired, and it is therefore 
no part of the "motivation by pleasant thoughts" theory to 
assert that only pleasure is desired. 

Conditioning by pleasant experiences. The third form of 
psychological hedonism, the "conditioning by pleasant 
experiences" theory, is a theory about the causal condi
tions of a person's wants or values. Roughly, it asserts that 
at least one's fundamental values can be correlated with 
past enjoyments or rewards, that these enjoyments are at 
least part of the causal explanation of the values, and that a 
person 's values can be control led by manipulating his 
enjoyments. If a person values ice cream, it i s  because in 
the past he has enjoyed ice cream (and not been made sick 
by it). The truth of this theory is hardly open to question 
insofar as it merely affirms that past enjoyments have some 
influence on likes and values; but its truth can be widely 
questioned if  the theory is claimed to give a complete 
account of likes and values, which, according to experi
ment.ti evidence, seem to be influenced by numerous 
factors. Acceptance of the theory, however, does not com
mit one to assert that persons desire only pleasure. The 
theory is consistent with saying that people want and value 
things such as posthumous fame or being a generous or 
courageous person. All the theory claims is that whatever 
values one has have been acquired because of past enjoy
ments or puni shments of one sort or another-perhaps the 
enjoyment of parental praise or the punishment of parental 
reproaches. 

Further arguments in support of ethical hedonism. 
Acceptable psychological theory, as we have seen, does 
not indicate that people desire only pleasure or things they 
think will be pleasant for them, or that people prefer A to 
B if and only if they think A will be more pleasant to them 
than B. Ethical hedonism, therefore, cannot appeal to 
psychological theory in support of its thesis .  

Ethical hedoni sts sometimes rely on one or more of 
three other l ines of argument in support of their  view. The 
first line of reasoning is simply that ethical hedonism is an 
analytic truth that is true by definition. John Locke, for 
instance, defined "good" as that "which is apt to cause or 
increase pleasure," and Spinoza defined it as "every kind 
of pleasure, and all that conduces thereto. " The flaw in this  
contention, however, i s  that many people have at  least 
thought ei ther that some things other than pleasure are 
intrinsically good or that some kinds of pleasure are intrin
sically bad . In the face of this, it is not easily claimed that 
"intrinsically good " simply means pleasant. 

The second line of reasoning, which is m ore substantial, 
starts from the premise that it is usually agreed that at least 
some forms of pleasure are intrinsically good and proceeds 
h} contesting the claim that anything else is intrinsical ly 
good. If the daims on behalf of other thi11gs arc success
fully refuted, it is concluded that ethical hedonism is  left 
holding the field . The assc·ssrnent of this line of reasoning 

is obviou sly a complex matter, since it presupposes con
clusions about how to adjudicate ethical disputes. There is 
space here only to mention some examples  frequently 
debated by hedoni sts and their opponents. 

Critics of hedonism often urge that some kinds of pleas
ure are intrinsically bad-for example, mal iciou s  pleasure 
in the suffering of another person. And, they say, some 
unpleasa�t experiences are intrinsical ly good-for exam
ple, the punishment of one who has been cruel to another. 
Furthermore, it may be claimed that various things in 
addition to pleasure are intrinsically good: knowledge, 
certain traits of character, kindly or courageous deeds, l ife 
itself (at least the survival of mind with memory) even if it 
i s  not positively pleasant, being the object of respect or 
love on the part of other persons, being remembered after 
death, achievement, whether intellectual or aesthetic. 
Anyone who accepts any of these points cannot, strictly 
speaking, be an ethical hedonist. 

A third, more practical, line of reason ing by hedonists 
has been the contention that the ir  view makes poss ible 
scientific and objective evaluations of social planning 
which other views do not. For instance, if the question 
arises whether a certain tariff shou ld he rai sed, the hedon
ist may say that his theory enables us (in principle at least) 
to decide objectively whether the tariff will  do good, for 
we have only to decide whether a greater net sum of 
pleasures will be produced with or without the tariff. 

Thi s conception has come in for a great deal of criticism 
in recent decades, some of it unfair. One critici sm, which 
appears repeatedly in the writings of economists, makes 
the point that we can know nothing about the mental states 
of other persons, since there is no way of observing them 
directly; hence, the whol e idea that theoretically an indi
vidual could determine the effects of a tariff on the happi
ness of anyone but himself is absurd. This criticism proba
bly goes too far, but questions concerning other mind<; 
cannot be evaluated here. A more forcibl e objection is the 
fol lowing. If "is pleasant" is analyzed as meaning "is an 
experience liked at the time by the person, for itself," then 
presumably A's experience can be said to be pl easanter 
than B 's, if A l ikes hi s experience more intensely. In 
theory, then, we might show that a tariff on bicycles would 
do more harm than good, if we could match every pleasant 
experience it would produce with an experience at least 
equally pleasant (one l iked at least equally as intensely) 
and of at least equal duration, which the tari ff prevents, 
and if in addition it costs us pleasures that are not matched 
with those it produces, or if some of the pleasures it costs 
us are more intense than the matching pleasures it pro
duces, and the reverse is not the case. So far a deci sion 
cou ld be reached, in principle at least. But it is possi
ble that things might be too complex to permit such a 
simple matching. It might be that we would be forced 
to compare a more intense but brief pleasure with a less 
intense pleasure of greater duration; and i t  i s  not clear 
what wou ld be meant by saying that one such experi
ence "contains more pleasure" than the other. Thus, 
it is not clear that in principle the comparison could 
be made, except in special favorable s i tuations. In this 
respect, however, the hedon ist seems correct on one 



point: there is no otlH'r theory of the intrins ically desir
able which makes such evaluations more scienti fic or 
more objective. 
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RICHARD B. BRANDT 

H E G E L ,  G E OR G  W I L H E L M  F R I E D R I C H  ( 1 770 -
183 1 ), German ideal ist ph i losopher, was born at Stu ttgart 
and entered the theological seminary at the Univers i ty of 
Tiibingen in 1 788. Among h is  fel low students were 
Schell ing and the poet Friedrich Holderl in. After gradu
ating he became, in 1793, a resident tutor in the home of 
an ari stocratic family at Bern, and in 1796 he took a s imi lar 
post in Frankfurt. In 1800 he went to J ena, where Schel
l ing had succeeded Fichte as professor of phi losophy and 
was developing an idealist philosophy of nature and meta
physics. Having been accepted as a teacher at Jena on the 
strength of h i s  di ssertation, De Orbitis Planetarum ( 1 80 1 ), 
Hegel collaborated with Schell ing in editing the philo
sophical journal Kritisches journal der Philosophie and 
published his first book, Differenz des Fichte'schen und 
Schelling'schen Systems der Ph ilosophie ( 180 1 ). Notable 
articl es by H egel in the Kritisches Journal were "Glauben 
und Wissen" ( 1802) and "Ober die wissenschaftl ichen 
Behandlu ngsarten des Natu rrechts" ( 1802 - 1803). At J ena, 
Hegel wrote h i s  first major work, Phiinomenologie des 
Geistes (Phenomenology of Mind, Wiirzburg and Bamberg, 
1807). Completed about the time of Napoleon's victory 
over the Prus sians at  J ena in 1806, it  was not published 
until 1 807, after H egel had left Jena to become editor of a 
dai ly paper at Bamberg i n  Bavaria. 
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I n  1808, I I  egel was appointed headmaster of a school 1 11 

N uremberg, a post he held uutil 1 8 1 6 . Wh ile at Nurem
berg, H egel publ ished his Wissensc.'wft der Logik ( Science 
of Logic)-Vol. I ,  Die objective Logik (2 vo l s . ,  :\uwmberg, 
l 8 I 2- I 8 13, and Vol .  I I ,  Die suhjective Logik oder Le/ire 
vorn Begrijf ( N uremherg, 18 1 6 ). From 18 ) (5 to 1 8 1 8, l l egc•l 
was professor of phi l osophy at I l e idclberg. There he pub
li shed Encyklopiidie der philo.rnphi.w.·hen Wissensclwfte11 
im G ru ndrisse ( Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences 
in Outline) i n  1 8 1 7. In 1818 ,  H egel was appoiu tc·cl prof,·s
sor at the U nivnsity of Berl iu ,  where he l wcame famous 
and influential. Naturrecht und Staatswissensclwft im 
Grundrisse (Philosophy of Right) appeared tlwrc in 1 82 1 ; a 
second edition, edited by E. Gans as Gnmdlinieu der 
Philosophie des Rechts, was publi shed in Berl in in 1833. 
In 1 827 a second, much enlarged edition of the f�ncyclo
pedia appeared. 

Hegel died duri ng a cholera epi<lcmic in 1 83 1 .  After h i s  
death a group of  his  friends compiled an edition of  his  
works in  18 volumes ( Berl in,  1 832 - 1840). Several of He
gel ' s  works were published for the first time in this edi
tion: Vorlesungen iiber die Aesthetik ("Lectures on Aes
thetics," translated as The Ph iloso7)hy of Fine Art, H. C. 
Hotho, ed., 2 vols . ,  1835 - 18.18); Vorlesu ngen uber die 
Philosoplzie der Geschichte (Lectures on the Philosophy of 
History, E.  Gans ,  ed. , 1837); Vorlesungen ii.her die Ph iloso
phie der Religion (Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, 
Phi l ipp Marheineke, ed. , 2 vol s . ,  1832);  and Vorlesungen 
ii.her die Geschiclite der Philosophie (Lecture.� on the His
tory of Philosophy, K. L. M ichelet, ed., 2 vo l s . ,  1833 - 1836). 
This edition al so contains  notes taken by students of 
H egel's comments on the Encyclopedia and on Philosophy 
of Right, which he was in the habit of us ing as textbooks. 

In his biography, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich llegels Leben 
(Berl in,  1844), Karl Rosenkranz referred to and quoted 
from the manuscripts of works written by Hegel prior to 
the publication of the Phenomenology of Mind. Not all the 
manuscripts known to Rosenkranz have survived, hut 
toward the end of the nineteenth century Wilhelm Di l they 
made a study of those that have and publisl,ed an account 
and di scu ssion of them in  the Proceedings of the Berlin 
Academy in  1905. This has s ince received the title Die 
]ugendgeschichte Hegels and is repri nted in the fourth 
volume of Di l they's col lected works. Di l they's pupil and 
editor, Herman Noh! ,  then publ ished, under the tit le lie
gels theologisclie Jugendschriften, the text of a great part of 
what Hegel had written while he was at Bern and Frank
furt . The chief of the writings unpublished dunng Hegel 's 
l ifetime are the essay "Das Leben Jesu " ("Life of Jesus," 
1795), Die Positivi tiit der c/1 ristlichen Religion (The Posi
tivity of the C lzristian Religion, 1 796), and Der Geist des 
Christenturns tmd sein Schicksal (Spirit of Christianity 
and Its Destiny, 1799). In HHS, Hans Ehrenberg and H er
bert Link pub l i shed, under the title Hegels erstes System 
( Heidelberg, HH S), an early version, written at J ena hut 
never published by H egel ,  of what later became the sys
tem sketched in the Encyclopedia . Since then Georg Las
son (Hegels Jenenser Logik, Leipzig, 1 923) and J ohannes 
Hoffmeister (Hegels ]eneuser Realphilosophie, 2 vols . ,  
Leipzig, 1932) have published sti l l  other writings that 
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Hegel had left unpublished. Thus, much more is now 
k nown about H egel's writings and philosophical develop
ment than was generally known in the nineteenth century. 

M A I N  T H E M E S  OF HEGEL'S  P HI LOSOPHY 

M ind. In the Preface to  the Phenomenology, Hegel 
wrote that only mind (Geist) is real, and he constantly 
reiterated this view. (I have translated Hegel's Geist as  
"mind," in agreement with Wallace's view that "to average 
English ears the word Spiritual would carry us over the 
medium line into the proper land of religiosity"-Hegel's 
Philosophy of Mind, Oxford, 1894, p. I .)  Thus, he must be 
regarded as a philosophical idealist. H e  wrote rather 
slightingly of Berkeley, however, whose works he does not 
seem to have studied closely, and is sometimes described 
as an objective idealist in order to absolve him from suspi
cion of the subjective idealism that has often been attrib
uted to Berkeley. Hegel 's idealism presupposed the work 
of Kant and was influenced by Fichte and Schel ling, but 
his early unpublished writings show that he had preoccu
pations of his own, independent of his famous German 
predecessors. 

When Hegel said that only mind is real, he did not mean 
that material things do not exist and that only minds do. 
\f i nd was not, in Hegel's view, a plurality of immaterial 
substances but a system of individuals actively developing 
their potentialities by embodying them in increasingly 
complex forms. A fundamental feature of mind, according 
to Hegel, is freedom, and nothing that is partial or finite 
can be wholly free. The mind that is the only reality is 
therefore infinite. Furthermore, no one is free unless he is 
conscious of what he is doing, and infinite mind is there
fore self-conscious  mind. Artists and statesmen, merchants 
and saints, all busy themselves with their more or less 
partial tasks without necessarily concerning themselves 
with what it is that they are doing. According to Hegel, it is 
the function of the philosopher to make men conscious  of 
what art and politics, commerce and religion, are, so that 
mind can exert itself to its u tmost range and thus become 
absolute. Like Pythagoras, Plotinus, and Spinoza, Hegel 
was a philosopher who held that philosophy is an activity 
which purifies and frees the mind. 

Dialectic. H egel is, of course, famous for his dialectical 
method, but it is enormously difficult to explain this in a 
brief compass. It shou ld first be noted that Hegel set out 
his systematic writings in dia lectical triads comprising a 
thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. Thus, he divided his 
Encyclopedia, i11 which he expounded his system as a 
whole, into three fundamental division sections-"Logic," 
" Philosophy of Nature," and "Philosophy of Mind." In the 
first he expounded the categories as developing forms of 
thought; in the second, he said "the Idea" is considered in 
its "otherness" (Anderssein) or externality; and in the 
third, mind is considered as existing "for itself," as con
scious of itself and of the institutions it has given rise to. 
Within these main divi sions there are further triadic sub
divisions, although a very large numher of subdivisions are 
not of this nature. It is therefore dear that Hegel himself 
regarded his whole work as a dialectical construction, with 
thought and nature as opposites un i ted in mind and society, 

in the artistic and religious products of man, and, ulti
mately, in the activity of philosophical self-consciousness. 

Hegel's system, then, has a dialectical structure, but 
what is his dialectical method? Hegel, like Spinoza, held 
that error resides in incompleteness and abstraction, but, 
unlike Spinoza, he held that the incompleteness and ab
straction can be recognized by the contradictions they 
generate. •It is the business of the philosopher, he held, to 
bring out the contradictions latent in partial or abstract 
views and to emphasize and elaborate them in such a way 
that less partial and less abstract views can be constructed 
that nevertheless retain in themselves what there was of 
truth in the original views. The same method is to be 
brought to bear on the less partial and less abstract views 
in their turn and to be pressed as thoroughly as it can be. 
This method of pressing and accentuating contradictions is 
not to be used merely to discard error but also to preserve 
truth. Because of the happy circumstance that in German 
aufheben means both "to cancel" and "to preserve"-its 
literal meani,1g is "to lift up"-Hegel was able to express 
this aspect of his view with brevity and acuity. The con
cept or view that is aufgehoben is transcended without 
being wholly discarded. H egel's Phenomenology of Mind 
was an account of how various  human attitudes-rel iance 
on sense experience, the belief in substance, otherworld
liness, strenuous moralism, and so on-all have some 
point and are yet contradictory, leading to the conclusion 
that "truth is a bacchanalian revel where not a member is 
sober," as H egel put it in the Preface. His Logic gave an 
account of how the categories are related in this way. In 
his Lectures on the History of Philosophy he sought to 
show that the major philosophical outlooks from that of the 
Ionians on are, on the one hand, positive contributions that 
we cou ld not do without and, on the other hand, contra
dictions that we have to overcome. 

History. Another feature of Hegel 's philosophy is its 
concern with history. Much as Hegel admired Plato's phi
losophy, he held that it was impossible to be a Platonist in 
the nineteenth century, when the philosophical context 
differed so greatly from that of Plato's day. In his Lectures 
on the Philosophy of History, Hegel argued that the his
tory of man in the concrete was as much a progression as  
the history of his thought. This he deduced from the thesis 
that mind is of its very nature free. Thus, each historical 
epoch, according to Hegel, embodied some aspect of or 
stage in the development of man's free mind, and it would 
be absurd for an individual to go counter to his time except 
insofar as he was preparing the way for future epochs. 
Heg�l borrowed this "progressivism," as it may be cal led, 
from the philosophers of the Enlightenment. It has greatly 
influenced Marxism. 

Christianity. Hegel thought his system provided a de
fense of Christianity, and both supporters and opponents 
of his system have taken this view of it. Those known as 
right Hegelians considered Hegel 's apologetic successful, 
whereas the left llegelians argued that his Christianity had 
been only superficial and his Christian terminology a dis
guise for something very different. In his system H egel 
placed philosophy ahove religion in the dialectical scale, 
and this may give some support for the interpretations of 
the left. Yet there is ambiguity in Hegel 's view on this, as  
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on other important matters. On one hand, he held that 
only infinite mind is real; on the other hand, he held that in
finite mind cannot be distinct from or beyond the fi nite 
and partial. He thought that these views were not incom
patible, hut i t  has been argued that the second is  a denial 
of the first and, hence, a denial of any form of theism. 

This articl e will briefly describe Hegel's early works that 
were posthumously publ ished in Hegels theologische 
Jugendschriften. It will conti nue with an account of the 
Phenomenology of Mind, Hegel 's first important book , and 
conclude with a brief discussion of the Hegel ian ·system 
based ch iefly on the Encyclopedia . 

EARLY UNPUB LISHED WRITINGS 

"Life of Jesus." Even before he wrote his "Life of Jesus," 
Hegel had written some comments on Christian ity in which 
he cri tici zed it for its bel ief in the efficacy of prayer and 
had contrasted it, to its detriment, w ith the this-worldly, 
social rel igion of the Greeks. Jesus, he held, was obscur
anti st  and narrow-m inded in comparison with Socrates. I n  
the "Life of Jesus" i t  almost seems as i f  Hegel had decided 
to rewrite the Gospel s in the form of a Kantian manifesto. 
He began by clai ming that God is  pure reason. He de
scribed Jesus as the son of J oseph and Mary. The only 
miracles H egel mentioned he interpreted natural i stical ly ,  
bringing the work to an end with the death and burial of 
Jesus. The central theme is the conflict between the vir
tuous Jesus acting dutiful ly for the sake of the moral law 
and the Jewish priesthood cal l ing for the meticulous ob
servance of a set of irrational rules said to be commanded 
by God. J esus is depicted as saying to the Phari sees , 
"When you regard your ecclesiastical statutes and positive 
commands as the supreme law given to mankind, you fail 
to understand the dignity of man and the power he has of 
creating out of himself the idea of the divinity and knowl
edge of his  wi l l ."  This improbable allocution i s  typical of 
the way in which this work denudes the Gospel narrative 
of what is individual and poetical .  

"The Positivity of the Christian Religion." The theme 
of The Posi tivity of the Christian Religion-the place in 
the Chri stian rel igion of the rational , on the one hand, and 
of the merely factual and historical,  on the other-was 
al ready raised in the "Life of Jesus." Developing the im
pl ications of the then current di stinctions between natural 
law and positive law and between natural rel igion and 
positive rel igion, Hegel argued that the posi tive element 
rested on authority and was not whol ly based on the dig
nity of man. In Christianity, according to Hegel, the main 
positive element was provided by J udaism, a h igh ly  au
thoritarian rel igion. But Jesus himself brought elements of 
positivity into the rational moral ity that it was his  prime 
aim to teach ; he could not have obtained a hearing from 
the Jews of his  day if he had not claimed God's authority 
for h is  teachi ngs. ".J esus therefore demands attention for 
his teachings, not because they are adapted to the moral 
needs of our spirit, but because they are God's wi l l "  (Early 
Theological Writings, p. 76). In claiming to be the M es
siah , Jesus was using the language his l i steners wou ld 
understand. His  followers, from a natural interest in the 
detai ls  of his l ife, developed these positive elements into 
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Christianity. They appealed to miracles as proofs of J esus' 
divinity and virtue, and instead of reveri ng him for his 
teaching about virtue, they revered his teach ing about 
virtue because of the miracles he was supposed to have 
performed. 

Hegel asked how it happened that the pagan wl igion of 
the Greeks and Romans was overcome by Christianity. I I  i s  
answer was that a t  the periods o f  their greatnes<; the 
Greeks and Homans were free peoples each individual of 
which regarded his own good as inseparable from th<' good 
of his com munity. When they lost their freedom, they lost 
the motives that bound them to their fel lows; governrn<'nt 
and authority were now imposed from without, weighing 
down upon isolated individuals who came to regard their 
l ives as individual possessions to be preserved irrespective 
of the social whole that alone gave them meaning. 

Thus the despotism of the Homan empe:-ors had 
chased the human spirit from the earth and spread a 
misery wh ich compel led men to seek and expect hap
piness in heaven;  robbed of freedom, thei r spirit, thei r 
eternal and absolute element, was forced to take fl ight 
to the deity. [The doctrine of] God's objectivity is a 
counterpart to the corruption and slavery of man. 
(Ibid., pp. 162 - 163) 

"The Spirit of Christianity." In  The Spirit of Christian
ity Hegel continued and sharpened his attack on Judaism, 
which he regarded as a religion of domination. He now 
critici zed Kantian ethics as wel l ,  however, findi ng in it 
elements of the same positivity he had criticized in the 
Jewish rel igion and had seen as a contamination in the 
teachings of Jesus.  Kant had contrasted his rational religion 
with the rel igion of the Siberian shamans on the ground 
that these primitive men, as well as some civil ized prelates 
and purita'ns ,  irrational ly worshiped alien forces that they 
regarded as exerting domination over men. But according 
to Hegel ,  the difference between the believers in these 
positive creeds and the follower of the rel igion approved 
by Kant is "not that the former make themselves slaves, 
while the latter is free, but that the former have their lord 
outside them selves, whi le the latter carries his lord in 
him self, yet at the same time is his  own slave" (ibid. , 
p. 2 1 1 ). Hegel here first used the word "moral ity" (Moral
itiit) as a pejorative description of the Kantian moral i ty, 
which he now consi dered to be a submi ssion of man's in
cl inations, including his impulses and hi s feel ings of lo\'e, 
to a universal reason held to be free from and above all 
pasi; ion. He held that virtue demands more than th i s  and 
that in the Sermon on the Mount Jesus made higher de
mands. "The Sermon does not teach reverance for the 
laws ; on the contrary, i t  exhibits that which fu lfi l s  the law 
but annuls i t  as l aw and so is something higher than 
obed ience to law and makes law superfluous" ( ibid., 
p. 2 12). Thus, duty take:; a lower place than lo\'e. 
' . . .  Jesus makes a general demand on his hearers to sur 

render thei r rights, to  l ift themselves above the  whole 
sphere of justice or injustice by love, for in love there vanish 
not only rights but also the feel ing of inequality and the 
hatred of enemies which this  feel ing's imperati,·e demand 
for equality implies" ( ibid. , p. 2 18). Hegel here saw in the 
ethics of the Sermon on the Mount and in the conduct of 
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Jesus someth ing of the "beauti ful soul" described by 
Goethe in Wilhelm Meister . J esus retained h is  dignity by 
refusing to defend himself or to uphold his  rights . 

H egel went on to discuss with subtlety the possible 
consequences for the ind ividual and for other men of re
s istance to evi l ,  on the one hand, and of withdrawa l  from 
con fl ict, on the other. In this part of the work the begin
nings of dialectical method as i t  was used a few years 
later in Phenomenology of Mind may already be discerned. 

"PHENOMENOLOGY OF MIND" 

The Phenomenology i s  the most obscure and the most 
interesting of Hegel 's works .  On the title page it fs de
scribed as a "System of Science, Part I. The Phenomenol
ogy of :\l ind," but this arrangement of Hegel 's  system was 
not continued in the Encyclopedia, where the section 
headed "Phenomenology of Mind" i s  contained in  the 
th ird part and deals with only , some of the topics of the 
original Phe nomenology. Hegel put the Phenomenology 
together rather hasti l y  and was uncertain what to ca ll it. 
Different copies of the first edition have sl ightly differi ng 
tit les, and what seems l ike a new title, "Science of  the 
Experience of Consciousness," is  placed after the Preface 
and refore the Introduction. Insofar as there is a central 
theme, it consi sts of an account of the various stages of 
human consciousness from mere sense awareness to abso
lute knowledge, but there are many digressions into topics 
of current interest, such as Goethe's description of the 
"beautiful soul," the Reign of Terror, and F. J .  Gall's phre
nology. The difference between the dialectical progression 
of the Phenomenology and of the Encyclopedia was cited 
soon after Hegel 's death as evidence of the inadequacy of 
the dialectical method (C. F. Bachmann, Uber Hegels 
System und die Nothwendigkeit einer nochmaligen Um
gestaltung der Philosophie, Leipzig, 1833). In the twen
tieth century Marxists have preferred the Phenomenology 
to Hegel ' s  other writings because Marx h imself a<lmired it 
and because of i ts account of how man develops by trans
forming the natural world through his labor. Existential i sts 
have preferred it to the later system because of its account 
of man as maker of himself; no doubt they are a l so im
pressed by Hegel's references to death and the fear of 
death. 

The Phenomenology begins with a dialectical d iscussion 
of sense perception in  which it is argued that knowledge of 
physical things presupposes the view that the physica l  
world consi sts o f  forces interacting according t o  laws. 
Hegel maintained that knowledge of such a world i s  real ly  
a type of  sel f-knowledge, since in  penetrating to  the forces 
behind phenomena we become aware of what we our
selves have devised and put there. "Behind the so-cal led 
curtain which is to hide the internal consti tution of things, 
there i s  nothing to be seen unless we ourselves go behind." 
The physical world of scientific theory presupposes self
conscious beings. \Vhen he analyzed self-consciousness, 
H egel argued that it presupposed a plurality of living and 
desiring bei ngs each of whom seeks to s ubdue the world 
to hi<; own wishes, to make it part of himself. 

�laster and slave. i\o ind ividual wil l  rest sati sfied with 
a conq 1 1e<;t that fails  to secure the conscious acknowledg-

ment of other men. Hence, there is a struggle for both 
power and recogn ition. I n  thi s  struggle some wil l  take 
greater risks than their competitors ; those who ri sk the 
least wil l  become the s laves or bondsmen of those who 
face death by risking their l ives. In order to preserve his 
l ife ,  the slave submits to the master, who regards the slave 
as nothing but a means to h i s  own designs .  The s lave i s  
forced t o  'work, whereas the master can enjoy lei sure i n  the 
knowledge that the slave is reshaping the natural world to 
provide the products of h i s  labor for the master to con
sume. Thus ,  the master's leisure protects him from experi
ence of the negativity of nature, whereas the slave, in 
s truggl ing with nature's recalcitrance, l earns i ts secrets and 
puts m ind into it. The master, in consuming, destroys; the 
slave, in working, creates. But the master's consumption 
depends u pon the slave's work and i s  thus impermanent, 
whereas the slave's labor passes into th ings that have a 
permanent existence. H egel argued, too, that the slave's 
work in transforming the natura l  world is a consequence of 
h i s  fear of the master, who can ki l l  h im.  Death is overcome 
by the works of civi l ization. The man who risks his l i fe and 
becomes the first master breaks  the bonds of nature and 
starts the process that wi l l  incorporate mind into i t. 

I t  i s  not surpris ing that this section in the Phenomenol
ogy has greatly interested M arxi sts .  Both Georg Lukacs,  i n  
Der junge Hegel, and Herbert M arcuse ,  in Reason and 
Revolution (2d ed., London and New York, 1955), con
trived to discuss it without mentioning Hegel 's emphasi s  
on the fear of  death. In  Introduction a la lecture de Hegel, 
A lexandre Kojeve brought out the importance of the fear of 
death and showed, too, that Hegel was here concerned 
with the transition from natu re to hi story, from mere life to 
thought, from animal i ty to freedom. 

The unhappy consciousness . .The next dialectical tran
sition is from mind that is attempting to master nature to 
mind that seeks freedom and independence in itself, that 
says, "I t  is in th inking that I am free because I am not in 
another but remain completely with myself alone," an 
attitude exempl ified in stoicism. But stoicism passes over 
into skepticism, for the stoic finds freedom in himself as a 
rationa l , th inking being, whereas the skeptic, pushing 
freedom sti l l  further, uses thought to dissipate its own 
categories. Thi s, according to Hegel , was the state of mind 
that prevai led when the Roman Empire was dissolving. 
Christianity was an attempt on the part of men in intellec
tual despair to find stabil i ty in an eternal and infinite God. 

Hegel cal led this frame of mind the unhappy conscious
ness. The individual is divided within L1mself, conscious 
of his own isolation, attributing all that is good to the ac
tivi ty of God. What Hegel said here was elaborated from a 
passage in The Pos itivity of the Christian Religion de
scribing how the eternal and absol ute in man had been 
"forced to take flight to the Deity." The unhappy con
sciousness was regarded by Hegel as a characteri stic of 
both J udaism and Christianity and as the condition of a l l  
men at al l times who bel ieve in a transcendent God before 
whom they are as nothing. It is a stage on the way to 
h igher forms of self-mastery. 

I t  will be noted that in this part of the Phenomenology 
Hegel passed from epistemology through a sort of s pecula
tive sociology to an account of historical stages in human 
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consciousness. According to Hoscn kranz, Hegel, in h is  last 
years, u sed to refer to the Phenomenology as his phi lo
sophical "voyage of discovery," and it docs seem that the 
course of the argument, although arresting, was not a l to
gether foreseen. Royce was right when he sai d  that in this 
book Hegel described "in serial order, some varieties of 
experience which . . .  arc at once characteristic of the 
general evolution of the h igher intel lectual l ife, and are 
examples of the transition from common sense naivete to 
philosophical re flection and to the threshold of an ideal is
tic system" (Lectures on Modern Idea lism, J. Locwcnberg, 
ed., New Haven, 19 19,  p. 1 39). 

Reason as "objectivity." After d i scussing certain  
scientific theories of h i s  time under the head ing "Heason 
as Observer," Hegel went on to consider some of the ways 
in which reason becomes practical .  He depicted the man 
who, l i ke Faust, tries to make the passing moment stay. 
When this attempt fails ,  as i nevitably it must, ideal s are 
sought i n  a spirit of sentimental disi l lu sionment, but such 
romantic crusades are never real ly serious. In reaction to 
this frivol ity there develops a taste for the hard intel lectual 
pursuits of dis interested scholarship, the concern for "ob
jectivity," for facts, for "the thing itsel f. "  Rut these al
legedly dis interested researchers actual ly go into a sort of 
intel lectual jungle (das geistige Thierreich) where, deceiv
ing one another an d themselves, they tear one another to 
pieces in the service of truth. I t  soon emerges that i t  is not 
the facts that matter but a certain proprietorship that 
scholars working in their special fields claim over the facts. 

The dialectic of morality. In the next part of the Phe
nomenology, entitled "M ind," Hegel considered how the 
mind of man is embodied in his ru les and i nstitutions. Th is 
part constitutes both an  account of the main types of moral 
attitude and a phi losophy of hi story. These two l i nes of 
thou ght come together insofar as Hegel regarded the h is
torical devel opment from the Greek and Roman civi l i za
tions through early and medieval Christianity to Protes
tantism and the French Revolution as an unfolding of the 
main aspects and stages of freedom and, hence, as a d i
alectical actual ization of what was merely latent a nd im
plicit in the moral ity of the ancient world. This unfolding 
is dialectical because it proceeds by oscil l ations and be
cause it is made poss ible by conflict, in the ancient world 
by the con fl ict between the gods of the fami ly and the laws 
of the city and in the modern world by the confl ict be
tween the claims of the individual and the demands of 
society. 

In this part Hegel gave indications of the doctrine of 
al ienation that attracted Marx in the 1840s. In bu i ld ing his  
civi l ization,  man creates institutions and rules that are 
simultaneously his  own products and al ien con straints 
upon him. He may not even understand them , so that they 
appear strange to h im.  It was Hegel 's view, of course, that 
without these institutions and ru les and wi thout the re
strictions upon wi l lfulness that they impose, mind cou ld  
not  reach i t s  higher levels. 

Religion and absolute knowledge. In the last two parts 
of the Phenomenology, Hegel presented the d ialectic of 
rel igion and the passage to absolute knowl edge. In the 
earl ier developments of mind the individ ual has to find his  
place in the natural world and in society, but in rel igion he 
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gains  consciousness of the Absol ute Bei ng. Th is is fi rst 
approached in the primit ive rel igions of natme, in which 
men worship trees ,  streams, or an imals. Next con 1e  those 
fonns of rel igion in wh ich the Absolu te Being is ap
proached through s uch works of art as tem ples and statues. 
Th is type of rel igion reached a high level in ancient 
Greece, but when Cod was represented in human form, l ie  
came to be regarded as merely human and hence was lost 
sight of in the t ragic heroes of Creek drama. As the rel i
gious element was di scarded from tragedy, i t  gave way to 
comedy, i n  wh ich the contingencies of human l ife were 
paraded and criticized, and Cod was completel y ignored i n  
favor o f  human sel f-knowledge. "The individual self i s  the 
negative force through and in which the gods . . .  dis
appear. " 

This skeptical and sophisticated human i sm is succeeded 
by Chri stianity, in which God is revealed to man in Christ. 
Here the human and the divine are no l onger sundered, 
and God i s  seen to be present in the world. But it ,s easy to 
overemphasize the historical features of Christian i ty and, 
as Hegel put it, to neglect the spi ritual revelation in  the 
attempt to uncover the often commonplace ideas of the 
earl y Christian s and to gain knowledge of the mere exter
nal ity and particularity of Jesus.  Thus, no rel igious experi
ence, not even that of Chri stianity, can bring absolute 
knowl edge. The historical element i n  Christian i ty, al
though necessary in order to avoid regarding the A bsolute 
Being as apart from the world,  is neverthel ess i nseparable 
from perception and imagination. The events of the Gos
pel s are, so to speak, pictured or represented . Rel igion 
therefore leads on but is subordinate to the su preme form 
of knowledge, the philosophical,  in which human hi story 
is "conceived h i story , the reco l lection of the Absolute 
M ind and its graveyard, the actual ity, truth and certainty of 
its thron e, without  which it wou ld he for ever alone and 
devoid of I ife. " In  these last words of the Phenomenology, 
Hegel made i t  clear that the course of history, phi losophi
cal ly conceived, was i n  h i s  view the incarnation of the 
Absolute Mind .  Apart from the h istory of man God would 
be alone and l i feless (das leblose Einsame). I t  wou ld  seem, 
indeed, that without the h i storical development of man 
and his freedom there would be no God. 

THE HEGELIAN SYSTEM 

It has already been mentioned that before writ ing the 
Phenomenology, Hegel had written but had left unpub
l i shed some attempts at a com plete system of phi losophy 
and that the Phenomenology was described on its tit le 
page as the first part of a system of science. It turned out 
that the Science of Logic ( 18 1 2 - 1 8 16)  became the first part 
of Hegel 's final system. A shortened and revised version of 
the Science of Logic appeared in 1 8 1 7  as the first part of 
the E11cyclopedia, a book intended for use at his lectures. 
A second, very much elaborated ed ition of the Encyclo
pedia appeared in 1827, and a third in 1 830. Th is last edi
tion was repri nted in the edition of  l l t'gcl 's collected 
works publ i ,lwd soon aftt'r his dt'ath , with inserted "add i
tions" ta ken from the notebooks of students who had at
tended I legel 's lectures. These add itions, which are most 
frequent in  the first and second parts of the Encyclopedia , 
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help greatly in the un derstanding of Hegel's argument but 
do not have quite the authority of the main text. Such 
additions are less frequent at the end, since the editors 
considered that the Philosophy of R ight,  first published in 
1821 ,  and some of the sets of lectures, provide commentary 
of this sort. 

The "Encyclopedia." The E ncyclopedia starts with a 
discussion of "Logic" -a revision of Science of Logic-and 
proceeds to the sections "Philosophy of Nature" and 
"Ph ilosophy of Mind." The transition from the "Logic" to 
the "Philosophy of Nature" is not easy to understand. 

There are statements which say that the idea decides to 
allow nature to go forth freely from itself (Sec. 244), that 
"Nature has come to pass as the Idea in the form of other
ness" (Sec. 247), and that nature is "the unresolved con
tradiction" (Sec. 248). The last main heading in the "Phi
losophy of Nature" is "The Aniamal Organism. "  Toward 
the end of this section there is an account of the individual 
animal as having "an original sickness" and "an innate 
germ of death" (Sec. 375), which leads to the assertion that 
with the subjectivity of living organisms the "outside
itself-ness" (Aussersichsein) of nature is transcended by the 
"interiority" ( Insichsein) of actuality (Sec. 376). Hegel 
later claimed (Sec. 381) that mind presupposes nature but 
is "the truth [of nature] and its absolute ground [deren 
abso!ut Erstes]." He also stated that the essence of mind is 
freedom (Sec. 382). A fundamental comment on the domi
nating triadic division must be made before going further 
into the details of the system. The revised "Science of 
Logic" that appeared in the Encyclopedia was concerned 
with the categories of thought, proceeding from the most 
inadequate and abstract to the most concrete and adequate, 
from being to the Absolute Idea. The inadequacies of the 
abstract categories show themselves through the contra
dictions they give rise to. Being is more abstract than be
coming; becoming, more abstract than being-for-self; these 
early categories, more abstract than the latter categories of 
life, and so on. But Hegel was always concerned with the 
categories of thought and their relations to one another. 
When he wrote that the idea decided to allow nature to go 
forth freely from itself, was he saying that thought is the 
Divine Being that created nature? The religious overtones 
that accompany Hegel's major transitions cannot be ig
nored, but those who wish to interpret him naturalistical
ly-an interpretation his early writings and the Phenome
nology may well justify-can take the view that the 
decision and the free going forth are meant to indicate that 
nature is not deducible from the categories of thought, that 
there is a contingency about it that no system of logic and 
no elaboration of concepts can eliminate. I n  Sub
jekt - Objekt  (Berlin, 195 1 )  Ernst Bloch suggested that the 
free decision of the Absolute Idea is reminiscent of the 
arbitrary act of an absolute monarch, and he quoted a pas
sage from Schelling's Philosophie ,md Religion (Tiibingen, 
1 804 ) which held that "the descent of finite things from the 
Absolute" is a "primal accident [ Urzufall]." In the third 
part of the Encyclopedia, Hegel described mind as it de
velops in the natural world, mind as it transforms the natu
ral world in creating the works of civilization, and mind 
fully aware of itself in the complete self-consciousness of 
ph ilo-;ophic:al thought. The "Logic" culminates in the 

Absolute I dea, the most adequate category but still a cate
gory. In  the "Philosophy of Nature," where there is no 
Absolute, the culminating point consists of mortal individ
uals belonging to persisting animal species. The "Philoso
phy of Mind" culminates in Absolute �t ind, the conscious
ness man gains of himself through understanding his own 
history in a civilization that he has imposed upon the con
tingenci�s of nature. 

"Logic." L ike the Hegelian system as a whole, each of 
its three main sections-"Logic," "Philosophy of Nature," 
and "Philosophy of Mind"-is again divided into three. 

The "Logic" is divided into the "Doctrine of Being," the 
" Doctrine of Essence," and the " Doctrine of the Concept 
[Begri.ffl "The difficulties in presenting a comprehensible 
summary of Hegel's views are at their greatest in relation 
to the "Logic," and all that will be attempted is an indica
tion of a few of Hegel's most characteristic views. 

"Doctrine of Being." In the "Doctrine of Being" Hegel 
was concerned with the most abstract categories. Being 
itself, the most abstract of all, amounts to the same as noth
ing. L ike Russell in his theory of descriptions, Hegel held 
that nothing can be said to be unless some characteristic is 
attributed to it; hence, in Hegel's terminology being leads 
on to determinate being, which involves the notion of 
quality. On the ground that a quality is something distinct 
from other qualities, Hegel argued that quality implies the 
category of a unit (das Eins) and that this in turn leads on 
to quantity. This part of the "Logic" was completed by 
transitions to degree and measure. 

Hegel's object in the "Doctrine of Being" was to show 
that these categories are not independent of one another 
but develop from one to the other in an ascending order of 
adequacy. \Ve know more about something when we know 
the proportions of its parts than when we know only how 
many parts it has, that it is, or that it is something or other. 
An important element in this part of the "Logic" is Hegel's 
criticism of infinite numerical series as the false infinite 
and his contrast between the false and the true infinite, 
which is not an incompletable progression of similar items 
but a completed, complex whole of supplementary parts. 

The true infinite is not to be reached by attempting the 
impossible task of moving from one finite to the next but 
must comprise the finite. 

"Doctrine of Essence." The "Doctrine of Essence" is 
concerned with such distinctions as that between a thing's 
nature and its appearances, forces and their manifestations, 
form and matter. Hegel exploited the difficulties ("contra
dictions") that arise when these oppositions are so accen
tuated that we are left with featureles� essences, on the 
one hand, and unattached appearances, on the other. Typ
ical of his treatment of these topics is his claim that "the 
explanation of an appearance in terms of a force is an 
empty tautology" (Sec. 136) and his assertion that as a 
man's outward actions are, so his inner aims and intentions 
must be (Sec. 140). 

"Doctrine of the Concept. " A prominent feature in the 
"Doctrine of the Concept" is Hegel's critical treatment and 
reorganization of the traditional formal logic. Thus, he 
classified judgments in terms of his own division of 
"Logic" into being, essence, and concept. The 
classification progresses from the mere factual attribution 
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of a quality, through disju nctive and necessary judgments 
in  which the predicate belongs essentiafly to the subject, 
to judgments of value which assert that a thing is  good or 
bad just because it is  that ind ividual thing. J udgments gain 
in  adequacy as they advance from mere factual attribution 
to attribution for reasons contained in the subject. H ence, 
the more developed forms of judgment are indistinguish
able from i nferences. I n  his  accou nt of the syllogi sm H egel 
placed inferences in which the terms arc only cont ingently 
connected at the bottom of a scale leading up to the 
disjunctive syl logism,  in which a genus is  exhaustively 
speci fied. 

Although Hegel retained the terms and distinctions of 
the traditional formal logic, the use he made of them was 
highly original . Instead of setting out the types of judg
ment and the figures and moods of the syl logism as equally 
val id forms, he regarded judgment as implicit  i nference 
and inference as ordered in a scale of ascending rational
ity. This conception of logic in fluenced such later writers 
as Christoff Sigwart and R. H. Lotze and was developed in  
both F .  H .  Bradley's Principles of Logic (London, 1883) 
and B ernard Bosanquet's Logic: The Morphology of 
Knowledge (2 vols . ,  Oxford, 1888). 

The argument of Hegel's "Logic" can be very briefly 
summarized. The least that can be said about anyth ing is 
that i t  is .  M ore is  said about it when it is qual ified, num
bered, or measured; stil l  more is said about it when it is  
explained in  terms of essences, grounds, or causes. M ost is  
said about it when it i s  placed in the context of l ife, pur
pose, wil l ,  and value. 

"Philosophy of Nature." At the end of the eighteenth 
and the beginning of the n ineteenth century there was a 
great deal of philosophizing about nature. El ectricity was 
held to have cosmic significance, and Schel l i ng made 
much of the opposition between positive and negative 
poles. Poets as dissimilar as Blake and Goethe rejected 
what they regarded as the u nduly quantitative physics of 
Newton. Spinoza was revived , and among German poets 
and philosophers much was said about the iv Km 7Tixv, the 
one and the al l .  It is  not surprising, therefore, that Hegel 's 
dissertation of 180 1 ,  De Orbitis Planetarum, was crit ical of 
Newton and sought to provide an a priori justi fication of 
Kepl er's laws. At the end of the dissertation Hegel men
tioned some numerol ogical accounts of the di stances and 
number of the planets and expressed the opin ion that if 
Plato was right in the Timaeus, there could be no  planet 
between Mars and Jupiter. Hegel did not then know that 
Ceres, an asteroid between these two planets , had been 
di scovered at the beginning of the year. H owever, even 
after he had heard of this di scovery and of the di scovery of 
several other asteroids soon after, he contin ued to hope 
that phi losophical reasons cou ld  be given for the pos itions 
of the heavenly bodies. In  an addition to Section 270 of the 
Encyclopedia, H egel tried to show that these asteroids 
fi l led a gap that would otherwise have been u nreasonabl e. 
The addition end s with the words :  "Special ists do n ot 
think about such matters. But a t ime wil l  come when in 
this  science there will  be a demand for concepts of the 
Reason." 

I t  should he mentioned here that Hegel accepted and 
developed Kant's distinction between the reason an<l the 
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understanding. Accord ing to Hegel , the understand ing, 
although a necessary stage of thought, is less philo soph ical 
than the reason. To think in terms of the understanding,  as 
is done in mathematics, the natural sciences, and trad ition
al metaphysics, is to think in terms of fixed and u ncriti
cized categories, to think u nd ialcctical ly  or in prcphil
osoph ical terms. The reason moves d ia lect ical l y  toward 
completeness in  term s of flu id categories that constantly 
amend themsel ves. Thu s, wheu l i ege) wanted astro11orners 
to pay attention to "concepts of Hcason," he wanted astron
omy to take its p lace within a system of ph i losophy. Th is 
place m ust be a subordi nate one, for l i ege) wrote i 1 1  the 
I ntroduction to the "Philosophy of Nature" (Sec. 248) :  
"Even if arb itrary wi l l ,  the contingency of mind, leads on 
to wickedness, this  is  nevertheless something infinitely 
higher than the regular movements of the pl.mets or than 
the innocence of the plants: for what goes wrong iu  that 
way i s  nevertheless mind. " Here H egel was emphasizing 
the gu l f  between m ind and nature, even though he held 
that the understanding does not give a complete knowl
edge of natu re. 

Mechanics. The three main divisions of the "Ph i losophy 
of Nature" arc concerned with mechanics, physics, and 
organic nature. The astronomical theories expounded in 
the first part have al ready been touched upon. This part 
also contains a brief discussion of space and time. Follow
ing Kant, Hegel regarded them both as "forms of sensibil
ity," or, more strikingly, as "the non-sensible sensible. " 
Although he regarded arithmetic and geometry as sciences 
of the u nderstanding, he considered the possibi l ity of a 
phi losoph ical mathematics at the level of measure or pro
portion (mass). 

Physics. The second part of the "Philosophy of Nature" 
moves through various triads fmm light, the e lements, 
sound, heat , to electricity and chemical combination. I legel 
commented upon the philosophical signi ficance of each 
form of matter. The comment on heat is characteri stic: 

H eat is the re-establ ishment of matter in its formless
ness, its fluid ity, the triumph of its abstract homo
geneity over its speci fic determinations . . . .  Formal
ly, that is in relation to spatial determi nations in 
general, heat therefore appears expansive, as cancel
l i ng the l imitations which the specification of the 
indifferent occu pation of space is. (Sec. :303) 

That is, when heat spreads out from a heated th ing, that 
thing is not confined to one place, as it would  be if it were 
not heated. Or as Hegel put it in the next section, heat is 
the "real negation of what is speci fic and excl usive in  
body." 

Organic nature. In  the last main triad of the "Phi losophy 
of Nature," H egel passed from geol ogical nature through 
vegetable nature to the animal organ ism. The most inter
esting part of this triad is the last, in which Hegel d is
cussed animal species and their relationships. He seems to 
have thought that violent death is ,  i n  the animal world, 
"the natural fate of the individual" and that because of the 
contingency of nature animal l ife is "uncertain, anxious, 
and unhappy"' (Sec. 369). But other members of the same 
speci es are not only hosti le to the individual ; they are al so, 
l i ke him, continuations of the spcdes, and, hence, the 
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individual feels a need to unite himself to the species 
(Gattung) and to continue it by copulation (Begat
tung)-the play on words is, of course, deliberate. Thus, 
Hegel seems to have held that animal sexual union is not 
merely a contingent affair. On the other hand, since the 
new individuals produced in this way only repeat the 
features of their parents and other ancestors, their constant 
reproduction is an instance of the false infinite, not of the 
true infinite in which completeness and perfection are 
achieved. 

"Philosophy of Mind." The major triad in the "Philoso
phy of 1'1 ind" consists of "Subjective Mind," "Objective 
� t ind," and "Absolute �1ind. " 

"Subjective Mind." Under the heading "Subjective 
:\ ! ind" and the subheading "Anthropology," Hegel dealt 
with the soul as a natural entity in the phys ical world; the 
soul as a sensitive, feeling being; and the soul as a being 
that can express itself and act upon the world through its 
body. The upright body, the hand "as the absolute tool" 
(Sec. 4 1 1), the mouth, and the power of weeping and 
laughing al l enable man to express in nature-to external
ize-his thoughts and feelings. Furthermore, the world has 
effects upon man's body that are internalized by him- He
gel here made a play on the word Eri1111erung, which 
means "recollection" but, if taken in the l iteral sense of its 
German etymology, can be taken to mean "internaliza
tion. " When the organism reacts to immediate stimuli in 
the light of its own experience, mind has evolved beyond 
the mere animal level and has reached the stage of con
sciousness. 

Hegel discussed the next moment of subjective mind 
under the heading of the "Phenomenology of M ind," 
going through the main phases distinguished in the earl ier 
chapters of his book with that title-namely, sense experi
ence, perception, understanding, desire, the self-con
sciousness that recognizes others (containing the discus
sion of master and slave), reason. 

The third triad of subjective mind, which is headed 
"Psychology," contains descriptions of such intellectual 
functions as intention, representation, recollection, imagi
nation, memory, and thought and descriptions of the prac
tical drives, impulses, and seekings after satisfaction. 

This part ends with a brief section headed "Free M ind." 
Here it is asserted that the unity of theoretical and practi
cal mind is free wil l .  Hegel meant that human freedom is 
possible only on the dual basis of thought and impulse and 
consists of the rationalizing and systematizing of the im
pulses and passions. "This wil l  to freedom," he said, "is no 
longer an impulse that demands satisfaction, but the char
acter-the mind's consciousness grown into something 
non-impulsive" (Sec. 482). 

"Objective Mind." At the very end of his discussion of 
subjective mind Hegel wrote that the freedom which is the 
culmination of subjective mind is only a concept, "a prin
ciple of mind and heart destined to develop into the ob
jective phase, into legal, moral, religious and scientific 
actuality" (Sec. 482). The rest of the systt':'m is therefore 
concerned with th<· ways in which the human will, in 
which thought and impulse ("mind and heart") are com
b ined in freedom, becomes effective (this is the idea be
hind the word "actuality," which translates \\'irklichkeit) 

in the public world, the world in which men act and in 
which their thoughts and deeds give rise to rules, institu
tions, and organizations. These rules , institutions, and 
organizations are independent of each man and thus may 
be regarded as kinds of objects, though not as physical 
objects. Men build up in the natural world a world other 
than the natural world by working on nature and transform
ing it c\nd by creating systems of property, economic 
organizations, class differentiations, and the like. The triad 
that makes up objective mind comprises law (Recht), sub
jective morality (as Wal lace translated M oralitdt), and 
social morality (as Wallace translated Sittlichkeit; Knox 
translated it as "ethical life"). The first part covers legal 
rights and duties as exemplified in property, contract, and 
punishment. The second is concerned largely with the 
morality of intention and conscience-the term Moralitdt  
was used by Hegel somewhat pejoratively to mean a sort of 
ethics (of which Kant was, in his view, the chief exponent) 
in which the agent is unduly  governed by the subjective 
and internal aspects of decision and action. 

The third part is itself a triad. The first stage of social 
morality is the family, "the natural or immediate phase" of 
objective mind (Philosophy of Right, Sec. 152). When 
members of the family have matured, they detach them
selves from it and enter the world of independent men 
who compete in an economic arena free from tribal alle
giances. This phase of social life Hegel called "civil soci
ety." It is the world of intelligent, responsible individuals 
in their business relationships, free from irrational tribal 
loyalties , allowing their connections with one another to 
be formed by the coincidence of wants in a market of wide 
extent. Indeed, it is the aspect of human society that the 
classical economists, whom Hegel admired, had analyzed 
and justified. But civil society cannot exist as a mere mar
ket, for markets need to be pol iced, whereas trades and 
industries themselves find common concerns that unite the 
individuals in corporations of various kinds. 

There is thus a double necess ity for the state-as the up
holder of fair dealing and as the ultimate curb on the 
selfishness of corporations within civil society. In the En
cyclopedia, Hegel wrote of "the unification of the family 
principle with that of Civi l Society" and described it as 
a unification of the love that is essential to the family with 
the conscious universality that is the mark of civil society 
(Sec. 535). I n  the Philosophy of Right (Sec. 257) the state 
was described as "the actual ity [Wirklichkeit ]  of the ethi
cal Idea"-that is, as its effective embodiment. In the same 
section of the Philosophy of Right, Hegel wrote that "the 
mind of a nation (Athene for instance) 1s the divine, know
ing and willing itself," and in an addition to Section 258 is 
the famous phrase "The march of God in the world, that is 
what the State is ."  But this section has been misunder
stood. In the sentence before that in which he had written 
that the state is divine, Hegel had said, with the family in 
mind, "The Penates are inward gods, gods of the under
world," so that it is not only to the state that he attributed 
divinity. Furthermore, in the same addition as that in 
which he claimed that the state is "the march of God in the 
world," he said that the state "stands on earth and so in the 
sphere of caprice, chance and error, and bad behaviour 
may disfigure it in many respects. "  Hegel's main concern 



was, as he stated, to analyze the state at its best. Although, 
l ike Aristotle, he regarded the state as the h ighest social 
ach ievement of man , he also held, again l i ke Aristotle,  that 
within the state there should be guarantees against  arbi
trariness and despoti sm. He did not take a favorable view 
of "popular suffrage" on the grounds that " in large states it 
leads inevitably to electoral indifference" and that "elec
tion falls  into the power of a few, of a caucus" (Philosophy 
of Right, Sec. 3 I I ) . He strongly bel ieved that a l l  important 
interests should he represented and thought that there 
should be a constitutional monarchy with considerabl e 
powers advi sed by an upper and a lower house. 

This brings us to the most controversial part of Hegel 's 
account of objective mind, h is philosophy of hi story. 
Whatever else is  involved in his view that the state i s  
man 's highest social achievement, it undoubtedly impli-es 
that there i s  no superior body or group by which its claims 
may be assessed. States are necessarily independent 
beings. Their relations are regulated to some degree by 
custom, and there i s  an international law that regulates 
dealings between subjects of different states and requires 
adherence to treaties, as if they were a sort of contract. 
When the vital in terests of states clash , however, there is  
no alternative except war. War between states ,  Hegel had 
said in his "Die Verfassung Deutschlands" ("Constitution 
of Germany," 1802 ; fi rst publ ished m Georg Lasson , ed., 
Schriften zur Politik und Rechtsphilosophie, 2d ed . ,  Leip
zig, 1923),  does not decide which of the rights of the con
flicting states is  the true right-for both are-"but which 
right  has to give way to the o.ther. " Hegel bel ieved that war 
performs the function of keeping before the m inds of men 
the real ities of death and destruct ion. H e  held that states 
are ind ividuals and that all individual s pers ist in their 
existence by ensuring that other individuals recogn i ze them 
as they recognize the others. The very concept of a state 
therefore requires that there be a plurality of them, and this 
makes war a part of the system of states even though war 
i s  not their  rnrtural condition hut an in terruption of the 
normal state of peace. Hegel argued that since war is a re
lation between states and not a relation of individual men 
to one another, the rights and interests of n oncombatants 
should be maintained to the utmost. For the same reason he 
was in favor of professional armies and against conscription 
or any form of levy en masse. 

Each nation i s  l imited by geograph ical and other acci
dental featu res and hence can build up on ly a particular 
culture and can have only a particular, not a un iversal ,  
hi story. Thus, nations, when they reach the l evel of state
hood, make their contribution to the whole in the part they 
play in world hi story (Encyclopedia, Sec. 548). World 
history is  not whol ly an affair of chance or contingency; as 
the work of mind it could not be. Therefore, the hi story of 
the worl d has a rational structure, and any h i storical writ
ing that ignored this "wou ld be only an imbeci le mental 
divagation , not as good as a fairy-tal e" (Sec. 549). Thi� 
rational structure, accord ing to Hegel , i s  the development 
of freedom. 

"Absolute Mind." The triad which completes the He
gel ian system is com posed of art, revealed rel igion , and 
phi losophy. It wil l  be remembered that at the end of the 
Phenomenology Hegel proceeded from the rel igion of 
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nature to  the rel ig ion of  art and then to  the ph i losoph ical 
knowl edge of the hi story of the world. In the E 11cyclopeclia 
art is give11 what seem s to be a more independent status,  
but the details of the argument hard ly  hear out the general 
scheme, s ince the transitional sections describe a transi
tion from objective mind to rel igion, as in the Plte11omenol
ogy. Thus,  in the concluding sections of the Encyclu7>eclia 
art is regarded as an inadequate form of re l igio1 1 ,  re l igion 
as a more adequate form of art, phi losophy as rel igio11 
freed from picture thinking and whol ly rational ized, and 
all three as manifestations of Absol ute M ind. Art is the 
embod iment of Absol u te M ind in material things fash
ioned hy the art i st, who, in a sense, is thus "the master of 
the Cod" (Encyclo7>eclia , Sec. 560). In classical art the 
embod iment takes place without any antithesis between 
the embodiment and the mind that i s  emhodiecl. I n  the art 
of the sublime, which preceded classical art, the Absolute 
M ind is regarded as something that defies embodiment 
and remains forever beyond and beh ind the sensible forms 
that succeed only in symbol izing  it. The defect of art istic 
representation i s  that the sensible symbols may be taken to 
refer to another world beyond, which is as l im ited as this 
world is falsely taken to be. Thus, men worship idols or 
even bon es, "which point to the unspiritual objectivity of 
that other world" ( ibid. , Sec. 562). 

Cod is therefore not someth ing grander and more pow
erful than the natural world yet fundamentally l i ke it, nor 
is he something beyond the world that must remain for
ever i naccessible to man. Cod i s  manifested in the world, 
and this is the truth that revealed rel igion has expressed 
most adequately in the Chri stian doctrine of the I ncarna
tion. Without this  doctrine Cod would sti l l  he regarded as 
beyond the world and ,  thus, as incomplete and finite. Even 
with this doctrine he is conceived of through the medium 
of particular historical events that introduce an element of 
contingency and irrelevance into our conception of h im.  In 
phi losophy the arti st's external vision and the mystic's 
internal vi sion are uni ted in a mode of thought in which 
there is no further conflict. The philosopher who achieves 
ultimate self-knowledge is freed from the conflicts that 
inevitably disturb the inferior levels of knowledge. By 
phi losophizing to the end, he has made himself free (ibid., 
Sec. 576). 

THE DIALECTICAL METHOD 

Contradiction. I t  i ,,  now necessary to give more detai led 
atten tion to H egel's dialectical method. There are inter
preters of Hegel who say that Hegel denied the principle 
of contradiction in that he held that contradictories can 
both exist and that contradictory propositions can therefore 
both be true. Others deny this interpretation, maintaining, 
in stead that, according to Hegel , s ince contradiction is a 
mark of inadequacy and falsehood, contradictions are to be 
found in the lower categories but are absent from or re
solved in the Absolute Idea. This view is summed up in 
M ichael Oakeshott' s refrrence to "the element of se l f
contradiction inherent in al l  abstraction" (Experience and 
Its Modes, Cdmbridge, H:)33, p. 328 ). Those who take the 
first view can quote some convincing passages from Hegel's 
Scie11ce of Logic. For example, there he wrote that "al l 
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things are in themselves contradictory," that "movement i s  
existing contradiction itself," and that "only insofar as  
something has contradiction in  itself does it move, have 
impulse or activity. " 

If Hegel had rejected the principle of contradiction in 
the sense that that principle is understood by formal logi
cians,  his case would indeed be serious, for it fol lows from 
the rejection of this principle that any proposition can be 
true and false and that there is thus no means of distinguish
ing truth from falsehood. It is important, therefore, to see 
whether Hegel did reject the principle of contradiction in 
this sense and whether its rejection is part of his dialectical 
method. That these questions are not easy to answer be
comes apparent if we consult some of the commentators on 
the passages I have just quoted. J .  M. E. McTaggart, in his 
Commentary on Hegel's Logic, was dis sati sfied with the 
whole section and claimed that in it Hegel had allowed 
himself to be too much influenced by Schell ing's view on 
polarity and opposition. "The whole point of the dialectic," 
� lcTaggart protested, "is that the perception of a contradic
tion is a reason for abandoning the category which we find 
contradictory. " Indeed, he found thi s part of the Logic so 
unsatisfactory that he proposed to amend the sequence of 
categories by leaving out contradiction altogether. 

� l cTaggart said nothing, however, about Hegel 's state
ment that there are existing contradictions. G. R. G. Mure, 
in his A Study of Hegel's Logic, did not evade this 
difficulty. Examining Hegel's text more closely than Mc

Taggart had done, he pointed out that on the ground that 
"the contradictory cannot be imagined or thought" Hegel 
rejected the common-sense view that things cannot be 
self-contradictory but that thought can be. Mure called 
attention, too, to Hegel's statement that self-contradiction 
is not a mere disease of thought but something which it 
must pass through on its way to truth. Furthermore, accord
ing to Hegel, it is finite things that are self-contradictory, 
and they are contradictory not in relation to one another 
but by virtue of their relation to what is infini te; Hegel 
"is not suggesting that Big Ben can now read both 9 
P.�I. and not 9 P.l\t." (p. 105). Although this i s  an improve
ment on �lcTaggart, it left out of account Hegel's statement 
that for something to move, it must be both here and 
not here at the same time. \Vhat Hegel said about move
ment is not altogether unlike Mure's example of Big Ben. 
So the difficul ty remains. 

In  the "Logic" sections of the Encyclopedia which was 
written later than the Science of Logic contradiction is not 
a separate category at all .  Perhaps the reason for this 
difference is that Hegel had second thoughts and gave up 
the idea of contradiction in the nature of things. But al
though contradiction i s  no longer a category in the Ency
clopedia, 1 legcl still sometimes wrote as if there were 
contradict ions in the nature of things. For example, he 
stated that although such concepts as "square circle," 
"many-sided c.:ircle," and "straight curve" are sel f-contra
dictory, geometers nevertheless regard circles as polygons 
composed of very short sides and "the center and circum
ference of a circle as opposite and contradictory to one 
another" (Encyclopedia, Sec. I W). l iege I also suggested 
that polarity in physics goes against the ordinary logic-

but he used the word "opposition" (Entgegensetzung) 
rather than "contradiction" Widerspruch). 

In Geschichte der neueren Philosophie (Heidelberg, 
190 1 ,  Vol. VI I I, Part 2) Kuna Fischer tried to overcome the 
difficulty by dist inguishing between two sorts of contradic
tion, "necessary contradiction" and "impossible contra
diction." The example of a square circle illustrates the 
notion df an impossible contradiction, a contradictio in 
adjecto, for it is impossible for the same thing to be both 
circular and square. When a circle is regarded as a many
sided polygon, however, the contradiction is not in adjecto 
but in subjecto, for the circle is then being regarded as in 
the process of being formed or generated from these many 
sides. This, Fischer held, is the contradiction involved in 
all becoming (the first concrete category of the "Logic," 
the synthesis of being and nothing). Fischer's suggestion i s  
therefore that there is not a vicious o r  stultifying contra
diction involved in becoming or in movement, contradic
tory though they must in some sense be. But although this 
may be a correct exposition of Hegel's view, it is hardl y a 
defense of it, s ince it merely repeats without explaining 
his claim that there are contradictions in the objective 
world. 

By drawing this distinction, Fischer has nevertheless 
raised the question of whether Hegel intended the word 
"contradiction" to be used in  the way it is used in formal 
logic. The answer is clear enough. Hegel did not regard 
formal logic as a philosophical science, and he therefore 
rejected any idea that its categories should dominate phil
osophical thought. Thus, the fact that the word "contradic
tion" is used in a certain way by formal logicians was not 
for him a reason for confining himself to that meaning. 
When Hegel was advocat ing the dialectical method, he 
had in mind a method in which oppositions, conflicts, 
tensions, and refutations  were courted rather than avoided 
or evaded. Hegel was a student of the class ical, laissez
faire economists who held that weal th would be maxi
mized by the free play of competition. In this view if trad
ers and producers ceased to compete with one another, the 
whole level of economic l ife would be lowered. General 
prosperity could be reached only at the expense of labor 
and anxiety. So it is, Hegel bel ieved, with the categories of 
our thought, the systems of philosophers, and the forms of 
life and society. There is no tranquillity to be had by with
drawal and isolation. Our categories compete with one 
another, and out of their competition emerges something 
better than either of them could have accomplished alone. 
But it is not possible for the superior l ategory to go into 
ret irement, for without the spur of competit ion it would 
fall into decay. Furthermore, just as competition requires 
the compet itors to continue in business-for if one de
stroys the others, there is monopoly and stagnat ion-so the 
competing categories cannot be swallowed up and lost in 
the Absolute Idea but must all play their part in maintain
ing its life and stability. There is nothing fanciful in this 
comparison. Indeed, it gains support from Hegel's "System 
dcr S ittl ichkeit" of 1802 ("System of Moral i ty"; in Schriften 
zur Politik und Rechtsphilosophie, Georg Lassan, ed. , 2d 
ed., Leipzig, 1923), in which it is quite clear that Hegel 's 
systematic thinking was influenced by his understanding 
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of economic theory. For example, in this essay he devel
oped the triad need - labor - enjoyment and described 
labor as "the destruction of the object . . .  but in such a 
way that another is put in its place." Here Hegel compared 
labor with knowledge and undoubtedly had in mind ( in 
accord with his tendency to take German words in the sense 
of their roots) the element of negation (nicht) in  the word 
for destruction (Vemichtung) . The destruction of the 
natural object is the creation of an aitificial one. 

Negation. Negation, indeed, is the vital notion in He
gel 's account of the dialectic. I n  the Preface to the Phe
nomenology Hegel wrote, "The l i fe of God and divine 
knowledge may, i f  we wish, he described as love disport
ing with itself; but this idea is degraded into mere 
edification and insipidity if it lacks the seriousness, the 
pain,  the patience and the labour of the negative." "Seri
ousness," "pai n," "patience," and "labor" would be 
strange words to use of the negative symbol of formal 
logic. Expressed in theological - economic terms Hegel ' s  
view i s  that God cannot be a mere consumer, for there i s  
no consumption without l abor, and labor has  to  face a 
recalcitrant nature that has to be understood and humored. 
Thus, there is no God apart from nature. In  moral terms 
there is  no good without evi l ,  and in  logical terms there i s  
no truth without error. These, according to  Hegel, are cen
tral truths of dialectics. 

But surely, i t  will be said, this confl icts with such ob
vious facts as that there are some who consume without 
working, that in mathematics there are sequences of nec
essari ly true propositions with no admixture of falsity, and 
that some things-for exampl e, conscientious action-are 
good without qual ification. As to the first point, H egel 
argued in the Phenomenology that the master who con
sumes what his slave produces for h im destroys what he 
consumes, whereas the slave shapes the external world in 
such a way that mind is  embodied in  it .  Hence, the slave i s  
on the road t o  freedom, whereas the master, who does not 
work, destroys without creating. As to mathematics, H egel 
was incl ined to hold it in contempt. There is no space here 
to consider the strange things he said about it ,  and it need 
only  be remarked that he held that philosophical truth is 
utterly different from mathematical truth in  that fal se ph il
osophical views are taken up into true phi losophy whereas 
false mathematics is  not taken up into true mathematics. As 
to the alleged unmixed goodness of conscientious action 
(th� Kantian "good will "), l-Iegel held that the morality of 
conscience contained in itself the seeds of wi l lfulness and 
arbitrariness, for the most atrocious deeds can be defended 
on the ground that the man who comm itted them genuine
ly thought them right. Obedience to one's own conscience, 
Hegel thought, is an advance over obedience to the com
mands of an external lord but is  nevertheless an unstable 
basis  for moral ity. 

Several ways in which the negative el ement is important 
in Hegel 's method have been discussed. There is  the con
ceptual competition without which thought must decay. 
Then, there is the polar character of certain fundamental 
notions which makes the one unth inkable without its op
posite. At the prephilosophical level H egel gave above and 
below, right and left, father and son , as examples. At the 
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philosophical level his examples, were good and had, 
master and slave, thought and nature. But not only do 
these opposites require eaeh other; they also pass iu to 
each other. Good will can pass over into atrocity; ph ilo
sophical truth is the result of errors that supplement each 
other; the master sati sfies his  des i res hut beconws de
pendent upon the labor of the slave in order to do so; and 
the slave, by work, control s his des ires and develops a 
rational wil l .  The l ife of thought in conceptual confl ict, the 
mutual dependence of polar opposites, and the instal, i l ity 
or oscil lations of phi losophical and moral attitudes are dif
ferent sorts  of dialectic which l i ege) emphasized on differ
ent occasions. I f  they have anything in common, it is t lw 
activity of negation. 

There are two other aspects of the dialectic to discu ss ,  
the rol e of reason and understanding and the role of  skep
ticism. 

Reason and understanding. First, H egel,  fol lowing 
Kant, contrasted the reason, the source of dialectical think
ing, with the understanding, the predialectical mode of 
tl1ought. The understanding, as Hegel saw i t, is the type of 
thinking that prevai ls  in common sense, in the natural 
sciences, and in mathematics and those types of philosophy 
that are argued in quasi-scientific or quasi-mathematical 
ways. Fixed categories are uncritical ly adhered to, dem
onstrations are produced (only to be demolished), anal 
yses are made, and distinctions are drawn. Analyzing 
and distinguishing are necessary foundations of phil osoph
ical activity but only to prepare the way for the more s inu
ous and subtl e method of the dialectic. Once an analys is  
has been made, the elements of i t  are seen to confl ict and 
col l ide as well as to cohere. First, the understand ing i so
lates, then comes the Reason 's negative moment of criti
cism or conflict, and after that its speculative moment of 
synthesis. It should be mentioned that distinctions some
what similar to the distinction between the understanding 
and the reason had already been made by Plato when he 
distinguished between the highest knowledge and knowl
edge in the various sciences, by Spinoza in his second and 
third kinds of knowledge, by Pascal with his esprit de 
geometrie and esprit de finesse, by H ume with his  reason 
and imagination, and by Burke when he contrasted the 
abstract rational ism of the Enl ightenment with the organic, 
evolutionary view of society that he preferred. These dis
tinctions are not al l  quite l ike that drawn by Hegel ,  but in 
his theory there i s  r0mething corresponding to each of 
them. 

Skepticism. Second, Hegel thought that skepticism was 
an important forerunner and essential ingredient of the 
dialectical method. In a review of a book by G. E. Schulze 
that appeared in 1 802, Hegel wrote appreciatively of the 
skepticism of Sextus Empiricus and of the skeptical fea
tures in the philosophy of Parmenides, of whom he wrote, 
"This skeptici sm, which in its pure explicit form comes 
forward in Pam1enides, is to be found implicit in every 
genuinely philosophical system, for it is the free aspect 
[die freie Seite] of every philosophy" ("\'erhal tnis  des 
Skeptizismus ·rnr Phi losophic," in Krit isches Journal der 
Philosophie, Vol. 2 ( 1 802), 1 -74 ; quoted from Siimtliche 
Werke, Georg Lasson, ed. ,  Vol. I ,  pp. 174 - 175). I n  the 
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same essay Hegel wrote that when Spinoza held that God 
is the immanent but not the transcendent cause of the 
world, he was equating the cause with the effect, even 
though the very notion of an effect implies that it is distinct 
from the cause. Hegel agreed with Spinoza's equation but 
concluded that it shows that the reason can accept the 
principle of contradiction only as a formal principle. In 
"genuine" philosophy cause and effect are seen as both 
distinct and identical. 

Hegel illustrated his comment that skepticism is "the 
free aspect" of philosophy in the following way. Dogma
tists, he said, regard individual men as objects in the 
power of rules, laws, and customs. The more the dogma
tists study man, the more they show him in subjection to 
these forces. When, however, the skeptics attack dogma
tism, "they raise the freedom of Reason above this neces
sity of nature." An example of this is the way in which 
Europeans came to question their own concepts of law and 
morals when they were brought face to face with cultures 
very different from their own. When such skeptics as Mon
taigne mockingly insisted on these differences, men be
came more conscious of their own institutions and recog
nized the possibility of changing them. In theoretically 
breaking down men's traditional views and institutions, 
the skeptic frees men from the unconscious power of these 
views and institutions. Hegel repeated his general assess
ment of skepticism in the Encyclopedia (Sec. 8 1 ,  addition 
2) and in his Lectures on the History of Philosophy. In 
these lectures Hegel said that skepticism is "the demon
stration that all that is determinate and finite is unstable. " 
Hegel went on to say that "positive philosophy," by which 
he meant philosophy that is not content to remain in total 
skepticism, "has the negative to Scepticism in itself; thus it 
does not oppose, nor is it outside of it, for Scepticism is a 
moment in it" (Haldane and . Simpson, 1955, Vol. II, 
p. 330). 

FREEDOM 

From what has just been said, it is clear that Hegel's 
account of dialectic and of reason is closely linked with his 
view of freedom. The exercise of thought in its most de
veloped forms involves the negation of what had seemed 
firm and certain and the opening up of new possibilities. 

That mind is freedom applies both to the understanding 
and the reason, since both are spontaneous activities that 
interpret and arrange. But because the understanding is 
confined to a fixed system of categories, it is less free than 
the reason that criticizes, stretches, and transforms the 
categories of the understanding. 

Freedom is, of course, logically connected with will, and 
according to Hegel, will is as essential to mind as intellect 
is. Reference has already been made to Section 482 of the 
Encyclopedia, in which Hegel asserted that the unity of 
theoretical and practical mind is free will. In the preceding 
sections he had argued that thought presupposes mi nd as 
practical, since classifying and explaining are activities 
through which the world is, so to speak, appropriated by 
the mind. In the sections of the Encyclopedia in which he 
expounded the categories of cognition and of will, Hegel 
endeavored to show that mere cognition is at a lower stage 
than will and that will is thus the actuality of what is only 

potential in knowledge. He also argued that the freedom 
and necessity that are opposed to each other are abstrac-
tions and that what is concrete must combine both. The 
very nature of necessity, he continued, presupposes a will 
on which it is a constraint. 

At the logical -metaphysical level, therefore, Hegel held 
a view which implied that freedom is essential to mind, 
both the presupposition and outcome of intelligence, and 
in its concrete form inseparable from constraint and ne
cessity. This view of the matter pervaded his account of 
freedom in the social and political sphere. Freedom is not 
something merely opposed to constraint; on the contrary, it 
presupposes and requires restraint. This is true of concrete 
freedom. However, abstract or negative freedom, when it 
is more than a moment in actual or positive freedom, is a 
purely destructive force. Hegel considered that this nega
tive freedom played a large part in the French Revolution. 

The old corporations and institutions were destroyed in 
such a frenzy of annihilation that it took several years for 
new institetions to be created and recognized as authorita
tive. Furthermore, when the conflicting interests in society 
are overcome, individuals come to be treated as equal, 
undifferentiated, replaceable, and expendable units. The 
events of the Reign of Terror thus led Hegel to hold that 
purely negative freedom was associated with force and 
death. The logical connections are not altogether clear, but 
it may well be that the links between egalitarianism, anti
nomianism, violence, and contempt for human life are not 
wholly accidental. 

Freedom, according to Hegel, is something that has to 
be achieved, and it therefore would be impossible in the 
absence of opposition and negation. Hence, although neg
ative freedom in its abstract form is a "fury of destruction," 
it is a necessary element in concrete freedom. Free will is 
not the liberty of indifference but the rational organization 
of the feelings and impulses. 
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individual, however. To be rational, the individual must 
draw upon the resources of an organized and differentiated 
society and must be "formed" and educated to do this. His 
will is then in harmony with the ends of the various social 
groups by which he has been influenced and, in civilized 
societies, with the more complex ends of the state. In 
conforming to these pressures and in obeying the laws of 
the state, the individual is achieving his own rational ends 
and in so doing is free. 

Hegel, like Rousseau, also held that an individual might 
be free even when he was being coer-::ed, for although he 
might dislike the force applied against him, this dislike 
would be an expression of his particular whims, not of his 
rational insight, as can be seen when he approves of the 
imposition of a like force upon other people in like circum
stances. Insofar as the criminal who is being punished 
would wish others to be punished who committed a like 
crime against him, he wills his own punishment. 

Freedom in history. Hegel considered that the history 
of the human race is a development from less to greater 
freedom and from less adequate forms of freedom to free
dom in its perfection. Thus, his philosophy of history can 
be understood only in terms of his conception of freedom. 
I n  the Oriental world there was no freedom for the sub-
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jects and only an arbitrary, i rrational freedom for the des
pot who ruled over them. In the clas sical world of Greece 
and Rome there was a more adequ ate conception of free
dom, and more men ach ieved freedom than i n  the Oriental 
despotisms. I n  the Greek city-state the citizens often re
garded themselves as finding their fu lfi l lment in the 
achievements of their city, apart from which they con
ceived of no l ife  for themselves. Indeed , they might accept 
personal defeat and misfortune and submit  to what they 
called destiny and sti l l  regard themselves as free in so 
doing. Of course, there were slaves who had no part i n  this 
activity and had no freedom. 

Christianity offered the prospect of freedom to all men, a 
freedom, furthermore, that transcended the given social 
order. In what Hegel called the Germanic world-that is, 
the Christian civi l ization that grew out of Protestantism
this latest form of freedom was being reali zed in the man
ifold institutions of Europe and America and in the states 
in which these institu tions flouri shed and by which they 
were regulated and protected. I n  Christianity the individ
ual is regarded as of infinite value, as a candidate for eternal 
salvation, and although the emphasis on subjective freedom 
can lead, as it did in the French Revolution, to contempt 
for social institutions ,  it  compri ses the form and aspect of 
freedom that gives its special quality to modern civi l ization, 
with its romantic art, romantic love, and support for the 
rights of consci ence (Philosophy of Right, Sec. 1 24). 

I t  is apparent from the foregoing that Hegel rejected the 
l iberal view that man is free to the extent that he is guar
anteed a sphere withi n  which he can do what he wishes 
without interference from others who are guaranteed a like 
position. Such freedom he stigmatized as negative, ab
stract, or merely wil lful .  Men enjoy concrete freedom 
when the various orders and groups of civi l i zed l i fe are 
maintained in and by the state. I n  this passage of the Lec
tures on the Philosophy of History (Hoffmeister, Vol. 
XVI I IA, p. 1 1 1 ) Hegel also emphasized that in submitting 
their private wil ls  to the laws of the state and to the ru les 
of its subordinate but free institutions, men were submit
ting their passions to the control of reason. Thus ,  the argu
ment comes ful l  circle. The theoretical reason is insepara
ble from wil l  and from freedom; necessity and negative 
freedom are only abstract ions ;  in concrete freedom the 
negative, destrnctive element is held in check and ren
dered frui tful by being real ized in institutions ;  the i ndi
vidual enjoys concrete freedom when he is  educated to 
l ive in a civi l ized state and to be guided by the reason that 
permeates it. 

There is no space here to cri ticize this view in any de
tai l ,  for in a way it is a cross section of the whole H egel ian 
metaphysic. It should be noted, however, that when a 
cri tic maintains that real freedom is what Hegel called 
negative or abstract freedom and when he goes on to 
maintain that "concrete freedom" is not freedom but in
doctrinated submission, then he i s  criticizi ng Hegel 's 
terminology rather than the substance of his  view. To say 
that freedom consists of a wil l ing acceptance of the tasks 
imposed by a civi l ized state is certainly to extend and 
perhaps to distort the ordinary senses of the term and to 
capture a word from the liberal vocabulary for use in a far 
from l iberal scheme of concepts. It was H egel's view, 
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however, that the thoughts that the liberal phraseology 
expressed necessarily move in the directions he described 
and that societies themselves, the embodiments of men's 
thoughts and aims, move in these d irections, too. 

A ESTH ETIC THEORY 

We have already seen that Hegel discussed the natu re of 
art and of beauty toward the end of both the Pheno merwl
ogy and the Encyclopedia. Art, according to Hegel ,  i s  one 
of the manifestations of Absolute M ind, of which religion 
and philosophy are the other two. Thu s, although a rt pre
supposes the civil ized l ife  of the state, it also transcends it. 
In his  lengthy Vorlesungen iiber die Aesthetik ("Lectmes 
on Aesthetics") H egel developed his theories of art and 
beauty in great detai l . The lectures possess great power 
and attraction, and so m uch of their value resides in the 
details that a summary treatment is bound to be d ifficult. 

Three styles of art. Hegel's account of beauty is a 
modification of Schil ler's view, in his Letters 011 the Aes
thetic Education of Mankind (I 795), that beauty is the 
mediation between the sensible and the rational. Accord
i ng to Hegel, beauty is  the rational rendered sensible, the 
sensible appearance being the form in which the rational 
content is made manikst. Thi s  sensible embod iment of the 
rational, he held, can take place in three principal ways, 
symbol ic art, class ical art, and romantic art. 

Symbolic art. I n  the fi rst and least adequate form, sym
bolic art, the sensible shape merely symbolizes the ration
al content without penetrating and transforming it. A l ion 
may symbolize courage; a bird, the soul;  or a temple, the 
presence of a god who nevertheless remai ns a mystery. 
Thus, in symbolic art the sensible object refers away from 
itself to a rational i ty that is en igmatically and mysteriously 
beyond it. In  thus  referring away from the sensible symbol 
to something vast and merely adumbrated, symbol ic art 
sometimes ach ieves the sublime. 

Classical art. I n  class ical art, the second forn1 of sensible 
embodiment, the sensible expression is  adeL1uate to the 
idea that it gives expression to and does not point vaguely 
beyond itself. This is typified in scu lptures of the human 
body so formed that the divine ideal is realized in the 
stone, not merely hinted at. A temple makes us think of the 
god but is  not the god. In a statue of Apollo the god is 
visiblt::: and tangible in the stone. H egel pointed out that 
works of classical  art have independence and complete
ness, so that when they have been created, it seems that 
there is nothing more left to do done. "Nothing more 
beautiful ," he wrote, "can be or become. " 

Romantic art. Christianity, however, with its emphasi s 
on the infin ite value of the individual and upon subjective 
freedom , made cl ass ical art seem somewhat u nsatisfactory. 
More is requi red than works of art in which reason, as 
Hegel put it, "stands in quiet and blessedness in bodily 
fonn . "  When the self and its inner l ife are regarded as of 
infinite value, the forms of art must move on from balance 
and harmony to the storm and tum10il of the subjective. 
According to Hegel , it  is 1 11 romantic art that this progress 
to subjectivity and self-consciousness is achieved. Roman
tic art turns its back on the quiet and balanced beauty of 
the classical and "weaves the inner life of beauty into the 
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contingency of the external form, and allows full scope to 
the emphatic features of the unbeautiful. " In romantic art, 
as in symbolic art, there is much that is bizarre and even 
grotesque, but romantic art is on a higher level than sym
bolic art because the mind expressed in it is more complex 
and sophisticated. And in romantic art the mind has 
achieved a greater measure of freedom than in classical art 
because romantic art is less involved in and hampered by 
the sensible embodiment. 

Products of art. Hegel's view of the three main types of 
beauty is closely linked with his view of the main types 
of artistic product. Hegel divided the arts into architecture, 
sculpture, painting, music, and poetry. \Vorks in any of 
these mediums may be produced in the symbolic, classi
cal, or romantic styles, but, according to Hegel, architec
ture is particularly appropriate to symbolic art, sculpture to 
classical art, and painting, music, and poetry to romantic 
art. 

Architecture. Architecture, Hegel held, is the basic art, 
the art that men first practice, for its material is mindless 
and its forms depend upon the weight and physical prop
erties of this mindless medium. The architecture of early 
men, by bringing them together to worship the gods in 
temples, served to bring unity into their societies. Hegel 
ima6ined the men who built the first temples as they 
cleared the ground on which to build them, and he de
scribed this as «clearing the undergrowth of finitude." 

Sculpture. In architecture a house is providP,d for the 
god, and the god is prepared for and expected. He is not, 
however, embodied or manifested in the stones of a mere 
building. In classical sculpture the god is embodied in the 
stone in such a way that all the parts of the statue combine 
in expressing and proclaiming him. Hence, it is not a 
mindless symbol of the mind beyond but a unified expres
sion of it. Hegel contrasted the stiff regularity of Egyptian 
sculpture with the harmonious independence of the Greek, 
the acme of classical art. I n  Christian sculpture this 
Greek ideal does not predominate, and even when, as with 
� lichelangelo, it is fully understood and mastered, it is 
associated with «the kind of inspiration that is found in 
romantic art. " 

Painting,  music, and poetry. The three romantic arts of 
painting, music, and poetry differ from the arts of sculpture 
and architecture , according to Hegel, by being more 
"ideal." One thing he seems to have meant was that 
the productions of these arts are not three-dimensional 
like the productions of architecture and sculpture. Painting, 
of course, is two-dimensional, and Hegel thought it is more 
ideal than sculpture because it is further removed from the 
solid substance of material things. He appears to have 
argued that the painter transforms to an extent that the 
sculptor has no need to do. In reducing the three dimen
sions to two, space is somehow rendered more "inward" 
and «subjective," and the first step has been taken on the 
road to poetry. 

The next step toward subjectivity is taken by music, 
which abandons all the dimensions of space as well as the 
senses of sight and touch. H earing, according to Hegel, is 
a "more subjective" sense than sight because it  is less prac
tical and more contemplative. 

In poetry the sensible elements  of music, the notes or 

tones, are replaced by words that stand for thoughts. "The 
art of poetry," Hegel wrote, "is the universal art of mind 
that has become free and is no longer dependent upon 
external sensible material for its realization." Within po
etry as a whole he distinguished epic, lyric, and dramatic 
poetry. Hegel's account of dramatic poetry is particularly 
interesting. «In tragedy," he wrote, "individuals destroy 
themselves through the onesidedness of their upright will 
and character, or they are forced to resign themselves and 
identify themselves with a course of action to which they 
are fundamentally opposed." In comedy, on the other 
hand, there is no such reconciliation, the characters pursue 
courses of action that have only subjective significance. 

Indeed, in comedy, according to Hegel, the subjectivity 
characteristic of romantic art is taken to such an extreme 
that all unity is dissolved; with it goes beauty, too. In com
edy there is merely a series of subjective interests playing 
against one another, as opposed to the aim of all art, which 
is the revelation of the eternal and divine in sensible form. 

Natural beauty. The discussion has thus far been 
confined to the beauty of works of art (das Kunstschone). It 
is with this that by far the greater part of the "Lectures on 
Aesthetics" is concerned. In the second chapter, however, 
Hegel did say something about natural beauty (das Na
turschone). He discussed the notions of regularity, sym
metry, harmony, and conformity to law and also the beauty 
claimed for plants, animals, and human beings. He con
cluded his discussion of the subject with some comments 
on how natural beauty falls short of artistic beauty. Plants 
and animals, he granted, are more beautiful than inanimate 
natural objects, but what we see of them is their outward 
coverings, not the soul that works within, for that is con
cealed by the visible feathers, hair, scales, fur, and the like 
that cover them. Hegel referred to natural beauty as the 
«prose of the world. " Although Hegel did not altogether 
deny the beauty of nature, it is clear that he ranked it very 
low. Indeed, the structure of his system made this inevita
ble, for it is the self-conscious achievements of man that 
form its culmination. 
It would seem that the triadic divisions of the "Lectures 

on Aesthetics" constrained and even corrupted Hegel's 
argument. An example of this occurs in his account of 
dramatic poetry, into which he introduced a species called 
«drama," the function of which was to add one species to 
tragedy and comedy and thus make three species of dra
matic poetry. 

Hegel also tended to confuse conceptual and historical 
relationships. For example, the distinction between sym
bolic, classical, and romantic art was intended to be made 
on conceptual grounds, but, on the other hand, Hegel had 
in mind historical progression. Here, as elsewhere, Hegel 
confused historical types, such as romanticism, with con
ceptual types, such as tragedy, which have no necessary 
temporal sequence. Perhaps the most interesting case of 
this is Hegel's suggestion that art comes to an end with the 
highest flights of romanticism. We have already seen that 
Hegel brought his account of dramatic poetry to an end 
with comedy, the most subjective of all art forms. At the 
very end of the "Lectures on Aesthetics" he said that "in 
this culmination comedy is leading straight to the dis
solution of art in general." It is unlikely that Hegel be-



l ieved that art was coming to an end, any more than he 
believed that with the Pruss ian state, history was coming to 
an end. Yet in each case he argued in such a way as to sug
gest that the culmination of a conceptual sequence must 
also be the conclusion of a historical progress. Insofar as he 
held that hi story was the movement of the Divine in the 
world, it was natural to make this identi fication, extravagant 
as it i s .  Bosanquet, who denied that H ege l be l ieved that art 
was on the point of final di ssolution, held that he did fore
see that i t  was about to suffer an ecl ipse in the new form of 
society. "But we must claim extraordinary ins ight for him, 
who, st i l l  under the spel l of Schi l ler and Goethe, de
scribed the present exhaustion of the art- impulse and the 
conditions hosti le to it in language approaching that of 
Ruskin and Wil l iam M orris" (A History of Aesthetic, 4th 
ed. , London, 1917 ,  p. 36 1 ). 

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION 

A few commentators have regarded Hegel 's philosophy 
as atheistic, but most have con sidered it to be either theis
tic or panthei stic. Certainly rel igious expressions abound 
in his  writings, even in the Logic. I t  has been shown how 
closely he associated art with rel igion and how he applied 
rel igious epithets to the state. It was also pointed out that 
the Phenomenology might with some justification be in
terpreted in atheistic terms. It would be obviously over
straining the evidence, however, to interpret H egel 's ma
ture system in  this way, for in the system rel igion is a form 
of Absolute M ind, along with art and philosophy, which is  
the supreme expression of the Absolute M ind. According 
to Hegel , religion represents or pictures the Absolute, 
whereas phi losophy conceives or thinks i t. The same truth, 
that is, expressed in quasi- imaginative form in one and in 
conceptual form in the other. 

Christianity. Since the concept is  supreme and ult imate, 
phi losophy surpasses rel igion to this extent, but in  doing 
this, i t  final l y  and ful ly  justifies Christianity, wh ich is  the 
absolute rel igion.  The doctrine that elevates Christian ity 
above all other religions is the doctrine of the Incarnation, 
which , according to Hegel ,  is  the rel igious expression of 
the philosophical truth that the In finite Being is  not dis
ti nct from what is finite but i s  necessari ly manifested in i t. 
Hegel also interpreted the doctrine of the Trin ity in ph i lo
sophical terms. In the "Science of Logic" God is revealed 
as he i s  before the creation of the world; in  the "Phi loso
phy of Nature," in  h is  material embodiment; and in the 
"Philosophy of Mind," as reconciling the finite and the 
Infin ite. In this way the Father, the Son, and the H oly 
Spiri t  are explained in terms of the main themes of the 
Hegel ian system. Again,  Hegel interpreted the doctrine 
that God is l ove to mean that although the Infin ite Being 
cannot exist without negation and opposition, the negation 
and opposition are final ly  reconciled. Final ly, i t  should be 
mentioned that Hegel gave a series of lectu res on the 
traditional proofs for the existence of God. He admitted the 
force of Kant's critici sms of these proofs but claimed to 
have reformulated the arguments so as to meet the criti
cisms. In particu lar, he held that the Ontological Argu
ment, which Kant had regarded as vital but unsound, was 
val id when properly understood. 
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Undou btedl y, H egel 's later writ i ngs are much closer to 
orthodox Chris t ianity than his  earl ier ones .  The ear ly "Life 
of J esus" had nothing to say about the H<'surrection, 
whereas in the Lectures on the Philosophy of Ueligion this 
doctrine was stated and defended. H egel here wrote of 
"the death of death," of "the triumph over the negative," 
of mind as "the negative of th is  negative wh ich thus con
tains the negative in i t se lf," and of "the d ivision of the 
divine idea and its reunion" that is "the whole of history. " 
Although H egel said that Cod appeared in the flesh at a 
particular time and in  a particular individual,  his  account 
of the matter seems to be extremely general. I n  the Chris
tian doctrine of the Incarnation, Cod became man in J esus 
Christ at a particu lar t ime and p lace, whereas H egel 's Cod 
i s  incorporated in the finite worl d. It wou ld seem that a 
highly speci fic historical view is replaced by a high ly  
general metaphysical one. Hegel himsel f d id not  take this 
view of his own work, nor did a younger contemporary of 
his, Karl Friedrich Cbschel ,  in his Aplwrismen u/J('r Nich t
wissen und absolutes Wissen im Verhiilnisse zur christ
lichen Glaubenserkenntnis (Berl in, 1 829). In the Encyclo
pedia (Sec. 564 ) Hegel recommended this book, which i s  
generally regarded as  giving a theistic account of  the  Ab
solute. J ust before reterring to Coschel's book, H egel had 
written, "God is on ly  God in so far as he knows himself; 
his self-knowledge i s  moreover his consciousness of him
self in man and man's knowledge of God, a knowledge that 
extends itself into the sel f-knowledge of man in Cod." 

What cannot be doubted i s  that Hegel 's ph i losophy of 
religion contained elements that cou ld easi ly be devel
oped in ways that go counter to orthodox Chri stian ity. 
Thus, when D. F. Strauss argued, in his Life of Jesus 
( 1 835), that the Gospel story was a set of myths, he was 
conscious ly  working out what he thought was the conse
quence of H egel 's view that in rel igion the truth about 
God is  understood in representative or p ictorial terms. 
Again, Ludwig Feuerbach, in his  The Essence of Chris
tianity ( 184 1 ), endeavored to interpret the Christian doc
trines in human and psychological terms as the imaginary 
fulfi l lment of wishes that cannot be satisfied here on earth. 
We have already referred to the passage in Hegel ' s  The 
Positivi ty of the Christian Religion, in which he said that 
in the days of imperial Rome men who had been robbed of 
their freedom in this world sought for it in a heaven be
yond. Feuerbach, who, of course, had not seen this work, 
coul d  have read sonPthing similar in the Phenomenology. 
It is a very short step from Hegel's view that the infinite is 
manifested in the finite to the view that it is  a projection of 
it. Perhaps the truth of the matter is that the Christian 
rel igion, according to Hegel ,  is adequate in its O\Vn sphere 
and t hat the philosophy of reli gion is requ ired to counter
act false rel igious views and false views about rel igion but 
is not a substitute for it. This is  the interpretat ion given by 
Lassan in the Introduction to Hegel's phi losophy of reli
gion printed at the end of h is  edition of H egel 's Lectu res 
on the Philosophy of Religion. 

Works by Hegel 

The edition of Hegel 's col lected works, Werke. Vollstiindige 
Ausgabe, publ ished soon after his death has already been men
tioned. This was republi shed in 26 volumes under the editorship 
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of Hermann Glockner (Stuttgart, 1927 - 1940) as the jubilee edi
tion. Volumes 23 - 26 of this edition are an invaluable Hegel
Lexikon (1st ed., 1935; rev. ed., 2 vols., 1957). Mention must be 
made of Georg Lasson's edition, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegels 
Siimtliche Werke (Leipzig, HJ05-); this was to have been revised 
and re-edited by Lasson and Johannes l loffmei stcr, and some 
yo)umcs were publ i shed (Hamburg, 1 949-). As a result of the 
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Siimtliche Werke, neue kritische Ausgabe, which Hoffmeister 
started to edit, will continue under the editorship of various 
scholars. This edition contains Hegel's letters in Briefe von und an 
Hegel, 4 vols. ( 1952 - 1960). The unpublished writings prior to 
1800 will appear in this new critical edition under the editorship 
of Gisela Schuler. Another collection with still earl ier docum ents 
is Dokumente zu Hegels Entwicklung, edited by Hoffmeister 
(Sh1ttgart, 1936). 

Some of Hegel's early writings were translated from Herman 
Nohl, ed., Hegels theologische Jugendschriften (Tiibingen, 1907) 
by T. �L Knox as Early Theological Writings (Chicago, 1948). There 
is a translation of the Phenome11ologv of Mind by J . B. Baillie (Lon
don, 19 10; 2d ed., 193 1). William Wallace translated the Encyclo
pedia "Logic," with excellent Prolegomena in The Logic of Hegel 
(Oxford, 1873); there are subsequent editions. He also translated 
the last part of the Encyclopedia (in Hegel's Philosophy of Mind, 
Oxford, 1894). See also The Science of Logic, translated by W. H. 
J ohnston and L. G. Struthers, 2 vols. (London, 1929); The Phi
losophy of Right, translated and edited by T. M.  Knox (Oxford, 
1942), a very fine work of scholarship; The Philosophy of Fine Art, 
translated by F. P. B. Osmaston, 4 vols. (London, 1920); Lectures on 
the Pliilosophy of Religion, translated by E. B. Speirs and J. B. 
Sanderson, 3 vols. (London, 1895); and Lectures on the History of 
Philosoph!J, translated by E. S. Haldane and F. H. Simson, 3 vols. 
(London 1892 - 1896; reprint, 1955). J. Sibree's translation of the 
Lectures on the Philosophy of History (London, 1857) has been 
reprinted se" eral times. See also Hegel's Political Writings, trans
lated by T. t-1. Knox with an introductory essay by Z. A. Pelczynski 
(Oxford, 1964). There is a translation of the Encyclopedia with 
notes by Gustav E. Mueller (New York, 1959). There are two useful 
books of selections, Hegel: Selections, edited by Jacob Loewenberg 
(London and New York, 1929), and The Philosoph!J of Hegel, edited 
by C. J .  Friedrich (New York, 1953). 
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H . B. ACTON 

H E G E L I A N I S M .  The influence of Hegel has been felt 
not only in systematic metaphysical thinking but also in  
aesthetics, political and social theory, Protestant theology 
and phi losophy of rel igion, and historiography, particularly 
the interpretation of intel lectual hi story. But Hegel 's influ
ence has functioned differently in different fie lds, and move
ments which have been influenced by one aspect of his 
thinking have generally been very cri tical of other aspects. 

Different but recognizably Hegel ian movements have 
often reached nearly opposite conclusions among them
selves. Th is great divers i ty within Hegel ianism is due not 
only to hi storical contingencies but also to contradictory 
tendencies within Hegel 's system . Hegel himself treated 
all contradictions as dialectical moments in the l i fe of 
Absolute S pirit, unified in a si ngle comprehensive system 
of philosophy. But to cal l this synthesis dialectical is to say 
that it  contains trem endous tension. In Hegel's own phi
losophy the i deal i stic fi rst moment of the dial ectic: always 
finally triumphs over the hi storical concreteness of the 
second. Yet the tension remains, producing violent dis
putes over what Hegel ianism really teaches. And those 
who followed Hegel were not often wi l l ing or able to 
maintain th i s  tension. 

OLD HEGELIANISM 
Hegel ianism as  a philosoph ical school cam e into i t s  own 
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during the 1820s, when I l egel exereise<l a tremendou s 
influence, largely in person, through h i s  great courses of 
lectu res at the U n iversity of Berl in .  There soon grew up a 
talented ci rcle of loyal disciples composed largely of eol
leagues and form er students. I l egel ianism, however, was 
not only a system hut a method of thinking, whieh the 
disc ipl es were encouraged by the master's own exam ple to 
apply to diverse fields. Some, suc:h as Ceorg Cabler 
( 1786 - 1853 ), Leopold von H enning ( 17!J l - l 86G), arnl 
J ul i us Schal ler ( 1 807 - 1868) ,  were primari ly systematic 
philosophers. Theologians,  suc:h as Hegel's col lcag11e in 
Heidelberg, Karl Daub ( I  765 - 1 836), and I 'h i l ipp Karl 
Marheineke ( 1 780 - 1846) in Berl in ,  developed l'rotestant 
dogmat ics on the basis  of the d ialectical method , in oppo 
sition to both theological rational ism and sn pernatnral ism. 
The jurist Eduard Gans ( 1 798 - 1 839) treated the develop
ment of law, hi storical ly  and systemat ical ly, as a dia l ectical 
progression of concepts. In the mid- 1 820s Karl M ichelc>t 
( 180 1 - 1893) began a long career as a Hegelian phi loso
pher by producing  works on eth ics and philosophy of law. 
Hegel's influence was part icularl y strong in aesthetics, 
inspiring a number of special dialectical stud ies of move
ments in  art and l i terature by Heinrich Riitscher 
( 1803 - 1 87 1 ), Heinrich Hotho ( 1802 - 1 873), and Karl 
Rosenkranz ( 1805 - 1879), among others. Rosenkranz and 
Hermann H inrichs ( 1 794 - 186 1 )  produced early works in 
theology and pol itical phil osophy as well as in aesthetics. 
Karl Heinrich Schultz (or von Schulzenstein;  1798 - 187 1 )  
even attempted to mediate the development o f  physiolog
ical knowledge through the dialectical logic. 

Th is circle of disciples defended the Hegelian synthes i s  
as  a whol e against al l  critics. In  July 1826 it formed, in 
Hegel 's home, a "society for scienti fic crit icism" with 
three divis ions-philosophical , natural scientific, and 
philosophical - historical. Th is society founded th e Jahr
biicher fiir wissenschaft liche Kritik as the official He
gel ian journal . I ts members consti tuted the original "old 
Hegcl ians," though th is  term was later used n)ore broadly, 
as the virtual equ ivalent of the H ege lian ri ght wing. The 
group's greatest contribution to the propagation of ortho
dox Hegelianism was the editing of Hegel 's Collected 
Works, including the lectures compiled from the combined 
notes of many persons who had heard them; the works 
began to appear in 1832, immediately after the death of 
Hegel. 

T H E O L O G I C A L  C O N F L ICT 
F R O M  1 830  TO 184 1  

Although Hegel ianism was always vigorously attacked 
from other phi losophical standpoints and by such orthodox 
theologians as E. W. Hengstenberg ( 1802 - 1 869), there 
were no notable conflicts within the Hegel i an school itself 
until nearl y the end of H�gel 's l i fe. The fi rst snious 
confl icts developed over theological issues. Old Hegel ians 
had general ly been defenders of Christianity ,  and some 
were incl ined to interpret Hegel in a h ighly theistic way. 
Karl Goschel ( 1 78 1  - 186 1 )  even attempted to reconcile 
Hegel ianism with supematural i stic: bel iefs in a personal 
God and in personal immortality. Christian Weisse 
( 1 80 1 - 1866) and I .  H .  Fichte ( 1796 - 1879), both of whom 
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later renou nced I lcgelianism, limited the applicability of 
the dialectical method in the interests of speculative 
theism. 

Immortality. The first decisive step away from theism 
was taken by Ludwig Feuerbach ( 1804- 1 872) in an anon
ym ous work entitled Thoughts Regarding Death and Im
mortality ( 1 830). I le denied on Hegelian grounds any 
personal survival of death and argued that the true reli
gious im plication of llegelianism was pantheistic. Belief in 
personal immortality is an act of egoistic vanity which 
merely aC'centuates man's fin itude; the acceptance of the 
fact of death is necessary if men arc to begin the true reli
gious ta sk, which is the liberation from a standpoint of 
limited particularity to that of Infinite Spirit. More 
influ ential than Feuerbach 's work but defending essen
tially the same position were Friedrich Hichter's The Doc
tri 11e of Last Things (2 vols., 1833- 1844) and The New 
Doctrine of Immortality ( 1833). Weisse admitted that 
I legel's own view implied a denial of personal immortality 
bnt argued that the Absolute, as subject, could legitimately 
he given a more personalistic interpretation which would 
allow for immortali ty. Gc>schcl, joined hy llinrichs, rejected 
the pantheistic reduction of I legelianism and offered 
speculative proofs for immortality on the grounds of the 
superiority of Spirit over nature and the transcendence of 
individuality over the abstract oppositiou of u niversal and 
particular. 

Christology. The conflict over immortality was soon 
eclipsed by the more basic conflict over Cl1ristology 
lau nched by D. F. Strau ss's Life of Jesus ( 183.5- 1836). 
Carrying the critical- historical m ethods developed hy 
F. C. Baur and \Vilhc•lm Vatkc to more radical conclusions ,  
Strauss ( 1 808-1874) denied the historicity of the super
natural acts and attributes ascribed to J esus in the New 
Testament. What the early church saw in Jesus was really 
the u nconscious projection of its own mythological con
ceptions. But there was a hidden truth in the myth-the 
truth that the divine nature is incarnate in the human; 
however, the Incarnation occurs not in one Illan hut in the 
race as a whole. This, Strauss argued, is the authentic 
implication of llegel's philosophy of rel igion, though Ile
gel himself was prevented from drawing it because of his 
romantic attitude toward historic individuals. Speculative 
t ruth, which for Strauss assumed an increasingly pantheis
tic fonn, mu st be sharply separated from the alleged events 
of the Gospel. 

In the controversy which followed the Hc>gelian school 
fell in to fairly clear divisions, which Strauss himself des
ignated, on the model of the French parliament-left, 
center, and right. This division originally turned on the 
att i tndc toward the relation between speculative ldea and 
Cospcl history. 011 the right Cbschel, Cabler, and Bruno 
Bauer ( 180!)- 1882) attempted a complete reconciliation of 
the two, supposing that the divine comes to complete 
expression in part icular  individuals and c>vents. Rosc>n
kranz, at the center, was skeptical of many of the signs and 
wonders in the Cospel s tory hut argll(•d that the Absolute 
must mani fest itsc >lf as an indi\'idnal. The left signified 
Stra 1 1 ss's own position. 

God. Bauer, however, soon adopted a position more 
radical than that of Strauss  himself. Hc>jc<:l ing not only the> 

hi �toricity of the ( :ospel story but also the mythological 

interpretation, Bauer argued that the story was the con
scious invention of a single author. Moreover, he soon 
declared that the true outcome of the Hegelian view was 
neither theism nor pantheism but atheism, for by the 1840s 
the controversy had moved from Christology to the doc
trine of God. The most influential left view on this subject, 
however, was not Bauer's but Feuerbach's, which attained 
classic ciqnession in The Essence of Christ ianity ( 184 1). 
According to Feuerbach, humanity is not only the trne 
subjeet of Christology (Strauss) hut of theology in general. 
The theistic view, which aseribed quasi-human predicates 
to a divine subject, must be reversed: Mankind is the ab
solute subject, to which divine attributes are to be as
eribed. This reversal, according to Fe11erbach, reaches to 
the heart not only of theology hut of philosophical idealism 
as well, which is merely disguised theology. Feuerbach 
employed a genetic -psychological explanation to set right 
what philosophy has eonfused. The idea is not the trnth of 
human existenee, but human existence is the source and 
truth of the idea. The senses, not the transcendent con
sciousness, are the primary mediums of knowledge. Con
crete human relationship, not Spirit, is the basis of human 
community. Love between man and man, not faith in a 
transcendent God, is the truth of Christianity. The confu
sion of these is not, for Feuerhach, simply a logical or 
factual error but the result of an existential condition of 
human self-alienation. God is the creation of man, a crea
tion outo which man has projected his own highest poten
tialities ; he has not only divested himself of what is prop
erly his own but has also plaeed himself in subjection to it. 
Man is divided against himself, and Feuerbach saw his 
own humanistic view, his religious atheism, as the nega
tion of the negation of man, man's joyous return to himself. 

LEFT-WING HEGE LIANISM 

Th e distinction between right- and left-wing Hegelian
ism was soon construed much more broadly than in 
Strauss's original theological formulation .  Karl Lowith 
(Von Hegel zu Niet zsche, p. 83) has made the distinction in 
a suggestive way. In H egel's formula that the rational is 
the real and the real is the rational is epitom ized the ten
sion between the revolu tionary and conservative implica
tions of his dialectic:. The division of H cgelianism into a 
right and left wing is a breaking of this tension. The right 
wing maintains that the real is, as sueh, rational; the result 
is accommodation. The left insists that only what is ration
al is substantial, that an unperfected alienated state of 
cxi stcnee must give way by its own inner neeessity. I le
gel's system had synthesized philosophical idealism, the 
Christian religion ,  the politics of monarchy, and bourgeois 
culture. The left wing, or "young H egelians," seized the 
critical implications of Hegel's dialectic to dissolve the 
synthesis and attack all four of its parts. The present order 
is not to he defended rationally hut assaulted on behalf of 
the future, in politieal aet as well as in philosophical 
theory. 

Huge. The Ilallischen Jahrb iicher fiir deutsche Wissen
sclwft und Kunst of Arnold Huge ( 1 803 - 1880) mirrors in 
its development tht> rise of the> I legclian left, whose een
tral organ it became. At its fouuding in 1838 the journal 
was of sueh orthodox Hegelian coloring that it praised 



Gosche), declared that philosophy and dogma differ only 
in form, and permitted Strauss and his  friend F. T. Vischer 
to contribute articles on l y  on condition that they withheld 
their radical theological views. I ts pol i tics were stanchly  
Prussian, i t s  rel igion stanchly Lutheran; Ruge chal lenged 
anyone to show that he had departed from Hegel's views at 
a s ingle point. By the next year, however, the journal was 
not only publ ishing attacks on Goschel and theological 
salvos by Strauss but also ridicul ing the Pruss ian govern
ment and carrying Feuerbach 's cri tique of the H egel ian 
system. Feuerbach and Bauer soon became frequent con
tributors. Although the Prussian state was prai sed for hav
ing annihilated the church, it  was otherwise sharply cri ti
cized in the name of l iberal ism and reason. 

After moving from Prussia to Saxony in 184 1 and being 
renamed the Deutsche Jahrbiicher, the journal adopted a 
sti l l  sharper tone. The right Hegelians were reproached for 
their phi losophical, theological , and pol i tical orthodoxy; 
Christianity was renounced; and war was declared against 
pol itical servitude. The authentic result  of H egel ian ism 
was held to be the discovery of the spirit of h istory, ex
pressed in the Zeitgeist of an age, both in  the events of the 
age and in its philosoph ical standpoint. Timeli ness, ade
quacy to the spirit of the age, was the ultimate measure of 
a philosophy. I ndeed, Hegel had said that every individual 
is  a child of h is time and philosophy is  the grasp of the 
spirit of an age in thought. But whereas for H egel ph iloso
phy was therefore primarily retrospective, for Ruge and his  
associates i t  was prophetic, the formulation of the forward 
movement of the age into the future. 

When his  journal was banned in Saxony, Ruge moved to 
Pari s ,  where, with Karl M arx ( 1818 - 1883), he founded the 
short-l ived Deutsch -franzosischeu Jahrbiicher in 1844. 
The journal now held that the age demanded not mere 
constitutional monarchy or even l iberal democracy, but 
social i sm. Yet Hegel ian phi losophy sti ll had a decisive 
role. As R uge explained in the opening i ssue, s ince the 
Hegel ian system has "con sti tuted the whole transcendent 
world of all previous metaphysics as the realm of reason , it 
remains to us  only to overcome the transcendence of rea
son in order to enjoy the advantage of its logical certainty 
and consequence. " Al though reason must move from the 
Hegel ian heaven to the earth , it  has in the Hegel ian logic a 
"celestial map" by which to navigate in its earth ly, po
li tical pursuits. Philosophy wil l  in deed be turned to the 
attainment of freedom, but "by freedom we mean real 
human, i .e. political freedom, not any sort of blue meta
physical vapor. " 

Marx. Se lf-al ienation, as the opposi te of freedom, was 
given fresh significance, especial ly in Marx 's contributions 
to the Deu tsch -franzosischen Jahrbiicher. Feuerbach 's 
analysis of sel f-al ienation in rel igion furnished the para
digm, even when Marx went beyond Feuerbach in h i s  at
tempt to grasp the root of rel igious alienation itself. Marx 
argued that the social , economic, and pol itical structures 
which men have created had become al ien powers which 
tyrannize them. By  investing these structures with author
ity over them, men have d ivested themsel ves of their own 
humanity. This acute social al ienation is the basis  of rel i
gious alienation. Although, therefore, "the critique of 
rel igion is  the presupposition of all critici sm," it i s  not 
enough, with Bauer and Feuerbach, to cal l  for the end of 
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rel igion , s ince rel igion is  not the cause, hut the expression, 
of self-al icntated man. One must attack the real eond itions 
which have placed men in this bondage. As  he further 
developed his theory, Marx gave a decis ive place to the 
d ialectic of h istory lacking in other forms of left-wing I le
gcl ian ism. One attacks exi sting eond itions not in the hope 
of real izing an abstraet eth ical ideal but in the confidence 
that there is in the existing cond itions themselves an es
sential in stabil ity, that these cond it ions contain the seeds 
of their own overthrow and of the establishment of the 
social istic order in which men can appropriate their free 
humanity for the first time. 

Marx found these seed s of revol ution in the posit ion of 
the proletariat in bourgeois society, and he later translated 
his  h i storical dialectic into economic and social theory (sec 
HISTORICAL MATERIALISM), hut even in the Preface to the 
second edition of Capital, written when the in fluence of 
Hegel was general ly considered dead ( 1873), M arx dc>
clared h imself "the pupil of that mighty th inker. " I l egel 
had s imply stood his d ialectic on its head; turned right 
side up-that is, oriented to actual material conditions
one discovers "the rational kernel within the mystical 
shel l . "  Then, far from glorifying the sta tus quo, the dialec
tic may be used to recognize both "the existing state of 
things" and "the negation of that state , . . .  its inevitable 
breaking up; because it regards every h i storically devel
oped social form as in fluid movement. "  It "lets nothing 
impose upon it, and is  in its essence critical and revolu
tionary. " Partly under the influence of Marx, other left
wing H egel ians- notably, M oses Hess ( 1812 - 1875) and 
Ferdinand Lasal le ( 1825 - 1864 ), as well as Ruge and 
Marx 's alter ego, Friedrich Engel s ( 1820 - 1895)-saw 
social i sm as the consequence of the h istorical d ialectic, 
though all but E ngel s later broke with Marx. 

Others on the left, skeptical of the historical d ialectic, 
developed the variations in the dialectic of self-al ienation. 
The diagnos is  of estrangement depended upon the view of 
the true estate from which men were estranged. For 
Feuerbach the absolute was humanity, made concrete in 
interpersonal relations. For Bauer i t  was the crit ical con
sciousness of the pure ego. Max Stimer (pseudonym for 
Johann Caspar Schmidt, 1806 - 1856), in The Single One 
and His Property ( 1845), argued-as Bauer had done with 
self-consciousness, Feuerbach with humanity, and the 
communists with society-that the absoluti zing of anyth ing 
except the individu�l ego was sti l l  "rel igious," sti l l  a self
alienated viewpoint. Feuerbach himself, i n  h i s  Lectures on 
the Essence of Religion ( 1848), unveiled a rel igion of na
ture and declared that whatever is needed for the sel f
preservation of the individual is the highest good. He later 
held that the human state is constituted by its material 
sustenance- "Man is what he eats. "  

After the di sappoin tment of revol utionary hopes i n  the 
revolution of 1848 the Hegel ian left-wi ng movement 
largely dissolved as such. 

RIGHT-WING HEGE LIANISM 

Partly because thei r views made them unacceptable to 
the conservative governments which controlled the Ger
man universities, the left-wing Hegel ians were nonaca
demic and antiprofessorial . Several you ng Hegel ians had 
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been dismissed from academic posts, and they largely 
turned to pamphleteering and active social agitation. 
Those on the right \Vere all professors who expressed 
themselves with speculative precision and calm in massive 
scholarly volumes. Yet many were active in pol itics, and 
some, like Rosenkranz and Vischer, were influential mem
bers of the parliamentary assemblies in Berlin and Frank
furt during the late 1840s. Their pol itics were generally 
l iberal rather than revolutionary; they were certainly not 
reactionaries , as some left-wing Hegel ians became (for 
example, Strauss but al so, at least in practical result, Bauer 
and Feuerbach, who opposed any partial reforms which 
would not usher in a new humanity). The right Hegel ians 
tended to regard the more revolutionary programs of the 
left as an attempt to impose abstract ideals on the substan
tial reality of the existing order, an attempt that manifested 
a disrespect not only for this reality but also for the ration
al-historical Spi ri t immanent in it. If the historical dialec
tic seemed to the right-wing H egelians to justify the main
tenance of the existing order rather than its overthrow, 
they general ly favored constitutional monarchy with a 
representative legislature, the end of feudalistic oppres
sion in labor relations, and religious, academic, and jour
nalistic freedom. But the results of the revolution of 1848 
were almost as disappointing to the l iberals as to the revo
lutionaries, and the active pol itical involvement of the 
Hegelian right generally abated thereafter. 

The effects of criticism, diffusion, and the influence of 
other philosophical schools left a fairly small circle of 
important figures, all academicians, who were still self
confessed H egelians in the mid- 1840s. Prominent in thi s  
circle were Rosenkranz, Johann Erdmann (1805-1892), 
Vi scher, Rudolf Haym (182 1 -1 901), Eduard Zel ler 
( 18 14- 1908), :\ l ichelet, and Kuno Fi scher ( 1824- 1907). 
Each of these men criticized, sometimes very sharply, 
important aspects of Hegel's system and made original 
contributions of their own. In systematic thought as in 
politics they were conservative only in comparison to the 
left-wing H egelians. They general ly remained disciples of 
Hegel , however, in the systematic form of their thought; in 
their resistance to materialism, naturalism, and empiri
cism; in their  metaphysical idealism; in their historical 
orientation; and in their  continuing preoccupation with 
Hegel's own central themes. Yet there are exceptions to 
these generalizations-for example, in the treatment of the 
d ialectic of history by Zel ler, Fi scher, Haym, and M ichelet 
independent of absolute ideal ist metaphysical presuppo
s itions. \'ischer, on the other hand, constructed hi s massive 
Aesthetik (1846- 1857) on an idealistic basis independent 
of historical development; he no sooner completed this 
work, moreover, than he repudiated H egel ian ideal ism 
al together. Hosenkranz and Erdmann were the only major 
figures who continued to defend the main substance of the 
Hegel ian synthesis ,  with many corrections in detail to be 
sure, well into the second hal f of the nineteenth century. 
Hosenkranz composed substantial works on practically 
every major field included in Hegel 's system. l ie treated 
the Hegelian philosophy as the fu lfillment of Kantian 
ideal ism and of German ideal ism in general-in fact, as the 
fullest philosophical project ion of the German spirit. His 
dearest exposition of this thesis appeared in his work 

prepared for the centennial of Hegel's birth, in 1869, enti
tled Hegel as the National Philosopher of Germany 
(abridged English translation by G. Hall,  S t. Louis, 1874). 

Erdmann, l ike Rosenkranz, produced wide-ranging 
systematic treatises, but his outstanding contribution was 
his  work in the history of philosophy-notably, hi s Outline 
of the His{ory of Philosophy in two volumes (Berl in, 1866), 
to which he added an excellent appendix, German Philos
ophy S ince Hegel, in 1870, defending Hegelianism in the 
course of an unusually full treatment of its historical pro
l iferation and dissolution. ln general, the most important 
achievement of right-wing H egel ianism was probably its 
di stinctivel y philosophical treatment of the history of phi
losophy. In addition to Erdmann's work there may be 
mentioned F. K. A. Schwegler's Outlines of the History of 
Philosophy in Epitome (Stuttgart, 1848; translated by 
J. Seelye, New York and London, 1856) and History of 
Greek Philosophy (Ti.ibingen, 1859); Michelet' s History of 
the Last Systems of Philosophy in Germany From Kant to 
Hegel (2 vol s., Berlin, 1837 - 1838) and The History of 
Mankind in I ts Course of Development From 1 775 to the 
Most Recent Times (2 vols., Berlin, 1859-1860); various 
studies in Greek philosophy by Zel ler;  and Fischer's His
tory of Modern Philosophy (8 vols., Mannheim and Hei
delberg, 1852- 1893 ;  Vol. I translated by J .  P. Gordy, 
New York , 1887). Even those who did not share Hegel's 
view that the history of philosophy reflects the systematic 
unfolding of the Absolute Spirit nevertheless insisted that 
this  history is no mere adjunct to or preparation for philo
sophical thinking but part of its essential content. Fischer, 
for example, understood "spirit" in a humanistic sense, 
acknowledged no final absolute system, and regarded 
H egel primarily as the philosopher of evolution. But in the 
Preface to the first volume of his cel ebrated History he 
argued against any separation of constructive philosophy 
from the history of philosophy. Philosophy is the self
understanding of the human spirit; all understanding of the 
world is included in man's self-understanding. But be
cause man, unlike a stone, is an essentially hi storical 
being, philosophy can approach its proper object only by 
engagement in its own history. This understanding of the 
historicity of philosophy directly foreshadowed Wilhelm 
Dilthey's concept of Geistesgeschichte and more recent 
existentialist anthropology. 

OTH E R  NINETEENTH-CENTURY DEVELOPMENTS 

German idealism had already had con3iderable impact 
abroad by the 1820s, and as H egel came to be known 
as the successor of Kant, Fichte, and Schel l ing, foreign 
students came to Berlin in great numbers to hear him. Vis
iting professors also were influenced by H egel-for exam
ple, Victor Cousin from France, whose close association 
with Hegel began in 18 17, when Hegel was still at Hei
del berg. 

Northern Europe. The Danish man of letters J. L. Hei
berg ( 179 1- 1860) introduced Hegelianism into Denmark, 
where it became the predominant school of thought during 
the 1830s and 1840s. H eiberg claimed that H egel had 
freed him for the vocation of comic dramatist by refining 
his strong pantheistic bent to the extent that he could take 



seriously the fin ite and even farcical aspects of existence in 
their dialectical relation to the infinite. Other Danes 
adapted Hegel ian ism to different purposes, H. L. Marten
sen ( 1808 - 1884), for example, developed an influential 
Protestant dogmatic. Such Hegel ian interpretat ions of 
Christianity were the target of Soren Ki erkegaard's vigor
ous pc,lemic against Hegel ian ism in the 1 840s and early 
1 850s, developed most careful ly in his  Concept of Dread 
(Copenhagen, 1 844 ) and Concluding Unscientific Post
script (Copenhagen, 1846). Although of l i ttle immediate 
influence, these were seminal works in the development of 
twentieth-century existential ism. They epitomize the 
ambivalent relationship of existential ism to Hegel ianism:  
Kierkegaard found in  H egel ian ism the ultimate philosoph
ical expression of what he was protesting against-the 
point of view of the observer for whom a "system" of real
ity is possibl e. Against the standpoint of this observer he 
set that of the maker of ethical and rel igious deci s ions. But 
in  attempting to reflect on the si tuation of thi s  agent, Kier
kegaard was obl iged to draw heavi ly  on H egel ian catego
ries and dialectical methods. H i s  exi stential dialectic is 
unthinkable  apart from h i s  Hegel ian background. 

Hegel ian i sm also dominated the othe1 northern coun
tries for some decades. An outstanding center of the school 
was at Kristiania (Oslo) in Norway, devoted particularly to 
probl ems in metaphysics and philosophy of rel igion. M. J. 
M onrad ( 1 8 1 6 - 1 897) was a powerful Hegel ian there. In 
H olland, P .  C .  van Chert (died 1 852), who was a student 
of H egel's duri ng his J ena years and later h i s  close friend 
and fol lower, influenced Dutch education as m inister of 
cu lture. A more important H egelian was C.  J . P. J. Bol land 
( 1 854 - 1922), professor of philosophy at Leiden. 

France and Italy. Hegel ianism had a substantial impact 
on French thought in the 1 840s. In 1844 two important 
studies in Hegel 's thought appeared-Adolph Ott' s Hegel 
et la philosophie allemande and Louis Prevost' s Hegel, 
exposition de sa doctrine. The Hegel ian left , represented 
by Marx and Ruge in Paris, also gave a spur to revolu
tionary sentiment and deeply affected such figures as 
Proudhon. The I talian Augusto Vera was an enthusiastic 
academic proponent of Hegel ianism in both France and 
Italy. ln France he produced an Introduction a la philoso
phie de Hegel in 1855 and in 1 859 a French translat ion of 
Hegel 's Logic, with extensive introduction and commen
tary. Returning to Italy, Vera helped to make Naples a 
Hegel ian center, meanwhile producing another French 
translation and commentary, Philosophie de la nature de 
Hegel ( 1863 - 1 866). The I tal ian school produced a number 
of important Hegelian thinkers, incl uding Bertrando Spa
venta ( 18 1 7 - 1883), Raffaele Mariano ( 1840 - 19 1 2), and 
Pasquale d'Ercole ( 183 1 - 191 7). 

Eastern Europe. Hegel was the inheritor of a long
stan ding eastern European interest in Gennan idealism 
and, still earl ier, in German mysticism. But the students 
from Russia, Poland, and the Slavic countries who came to 
Berl in were not only interested in Hegel 's rel igious and 
metaphysical thought. He also represented to them the 
philosophical epitome of Westernism and a vis ion of the 
nation-state that gave form to their own stirrings toward 
national ism (and Pan-Slavism) and Western ization. The 
eastern Europeans, however, rejected an y suggestion that 
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hi story had reached i t s  fu l fi l lment in  Cnmanic cu l ture. 
Count Augu st Cieszkowski ( 18 I 4 - 1894 ) of l'oland, for 
exam ple, in h i s  l'rolegomena to Il istoriosopl1y (Berl in, 
1 838), argued that I l cgel ' s  ph i losophy of history contained 
only two essential moments-the world of classical antiq
uity and the Christian - German ic world. The 1 1 1 1 rcsolv<'d 
confl icts demanded an age• of synthesis, then daw11 i 1 1g, 
which would relate dialect ical ly to the other two as organ
ism to mechanism and chcm ism, wil l  to feel ing and 
knowledge, the ethical state to law and moral i ty. 
Cieszkowski was also characteri stic of the easterners in 
giving 1-Iegel ianism a strong practical orientation, toward a 
philosophy of l i fe and action, Speculative reason d(J(�S 
i ndeed carry man beyond mere bl ind, insti nctive action, 
but the Absolute, the l ife of freedom, lies beyond theory or 
contemplation, in ful ly  conscious action. I ts ul t imate end 
l ies not in theoretical comprehension hut in the practical 
real i zation of h umanity as a family of nations. Cod stands 
above the world,  as its judge, to whom men arc authenti
cal ly related neither in pictorial representation nor in 
speculative abstraction but in act ive intuition (God aud 
Palingenesis, Berl in , 1842). 

Another Pole, S. F. Trentowski, who lectured in Frei
burg during the 1830s and 1840s, also rev ised the I le
gel ian system. H i s  educational works i n  particular had a 
great influence on his native land. Other prominent figures 
were J ozef Kremer ( 1806 - 1877), also Pol ish, and the 
Czechs H. J. H anus ( 1 8 1 2 - 1 869 ) and Augustin Smetana 
( 1 8 14 - 1 85 1 ). An important Russian thinker, 1. V. Kire
yevski ( 1806 - 1 856), was closely associated with Hegel 
even before his Berlin years. Another conservative Ru ssian 
Hegel ian,  N. V. Stan kevich ( 1 8 1 3 - 1840), was the leader of 
an influential phi losophical circle in Moscow which in
cluded M ichael Bakunin ( 18 1 4 - 1876) and Vissarion Be
l inski ( 18 1 1 - 1 848). However, Belinski and Bakunin took a 
sharp turn to the left, Belinski as a social ly rad ical l i terary 
cri tic, Bakunin final ly as an active revolut ionary leader. 
Bakunin was associated with Ruge's circle in Berl in and 
Pari s in the 1840s and later became Marx's bitter rival for 
the leadership of the First International . Other Russians 
who developed the social revolutionary impl ications of the 
Hegel ian dialectic were Alexander Herzen ( 18 1 2 - 1870), 
who spoke of i t  as "the algebra of revolution," and N. G. 
Chernyshevski ( 1828 - 1889). Such men helped to prepare 
the Russian soil for Len in .  

America. Hege 1 :an thought played a colorful role in 
German settlements in the Un ited States during the sec
oud half of the n ineteenth century. Many of the recent 
arrivals were l iterate, l iberal , and passionate men , some 
exi led by the revolutions of 1848. They had been schooled 
in German ideal ism and its l iterary counterparts, and they 
tran sferred their disappoin ted hopes for human, cultural 
fulfil lment in a free society to thei r new homeland. Native 
American s as well as the Bew immigrants in these Gennan 
settlements found in Hegel a philosophy of progress and 
cu ltural synthesis, practical ideal ism and openness to 
novelty and experiment. St. Louis and Cincinnati were the 
creative centers of Hegel ian thought in America. 

St. Louis school. The St. Louis school in particular car
ried the Hegel ian theory of the westward movement of the 
Absolute Spirit to exalted conclusions regarding the des-
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tiny of the American frontier. Leaders of the St. Louis 
school were Henry Conrad Brokmeyer (1826 - 1906) and 
William Torrey Harris (1835-1909). Brokmeyer, a Gem1an 
J ewish immigrant, had roamed the United States as a 
jack-of-all-trades and had lived in the wilderness of Mis
souri as a hermit. l i e  met Harris, a native New Englander, 
in St. Louis in 1858, and the two men founded the informal 
Kant Club; both had come to German idealism by way of 
New England transcendentalism, hut they were already 
enough committed to Hegel that they saw Kantian studies 
and transcendentalism as preparation for a proper study of 
the master. After the Civil War, in which Brokmeyer 
served as a colonel and raised a German regiment, they 
founded the St. Louis Philosophical Society. The society 
studied and discussed Hegelian texts, including an Eng
lish translation of Hegel's Science of Logic on which Brok
meyer worked for years without completing, and pub
lished The journal of Speculative Philosophy under 
Harris' editorship. This distinguished journal published 
studies that ranged through the whole tradition of classical 
philosophy, particularly Greek and German, and included 
translations of German Philosophical works as well as 
original essays by the leading American thinkers, from the 
aging transcendentalists to the new wave of pragmatists. 
Throu!!hout the society's activities there was a consistent 
effort to interpret the American destiny through Hegelian 
dialectics. The Civil War, for example, was seen as a tragic 
necessity, the collision between the abstract right of the 
South.and the abstract morality of the North, out of whi�h a 
new ethically concrete national consciousness would 
emerge. St. Louis, as the fulcrum on which North versus 
South as well as East versus \Vest was balanced, would 
bring the new order into existence. Recognizing a close 
relation between politics, education, and culture, the St. 
Louis circle concentrated in particular on the dialectical 
analysis of issues within and between these areas. The 
circle was devoted to action as well as analysis, a number 
of its members rising to prominence in practical capacities. 
Hrokmeyer, for example, was elected to a term as lieuten
ant governor of Missouri. H arris devoted himself to educa
tional theory and practice and as U.S. commissioner of 
education for 17 years exerted great influence on the de
velopment of public education in America. 

Cincinnati. Cincinnati contained no cohesive H egelian 
circle like that in St. Louis, ancl although the Cincinnati 
Hegelians were in close communication with the St. Louis 
circle, their interests and commitments differed. The St. 
Louis group had little traffic with the Hegelian left and 
rigorou sly excluded socialistic radicals from membership. 
Although by no means religiously orthodox, Harris and 
Brokmeyer were eloquent foes of all tendencies leading to 
pantheism, atheism, or materialism. By contrast, August 
\\' illich ( 1 8  IO- 1 878), a prominent Ohioan and editor of the 
Cincinnati Repuhlikaner from 1 858 to 186 1,  was an una
bashed left-wing Hegelian who vigorously attacked Chris
tianity on Feuerbachian and �Iarxist grounds.  l i e  had 
resigned his commission in the Prussian Army and had 
been active in the revolution of I 848 as president of the 
Cologne Communist League. I le had been a dose asso
ciate of \ f arx and Engels and a member of the Communist 
League during his brief exile in London. I l e  wrote a fa-

vorable review of Marx's Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy for the Cincinnati Republikaner. Unlike 
M arx, he insisted on linking socialism closely with the 
rights of man and republican principles of government and 
saw the aim of government as the actualization of "human
ity" in Feuerbach 's sense. But he praised M arx's under
standing of the historical dialectic and agreed that eco
nomic cohditions must provide the soil from which 
socialism can grow. Willich, however, thought that the 
road to the future lay in bringing the workers to political 
power through labor unions. He organized four companies 
of workers for service in the Civil War, and although he 
distinguished himself as a major general, he never ceased 
lecturing the "citizens"-his troops-on socialism. 

Willich had been brought to Cincinnati by John Bernard 
Stallo (1823-1900), his close friend and the most impor
tant philosopher among the Cincinnati Hegelians. Like 
Willich, Stallo was active in polities and an early organizer 
of the Republican Party. As a political philosopher he 
attempted to translate H egel's view of the state into dem
ocratic terms. The individuality of the state is based not on 
a monarch but on the community as a whole, whose will is 
revealed through the majority vote. For, as Stallo argued in 
State Creeds and Their Modem Apostles ( 1872), the vote is 
"a trial of strength" in which the partial claims of each 
segment of the community are registered and reconciled to 
the good of the whole. "Take the whole result, and it looks 
much like the regular outcome of a dialectic process-like 
the deliberate result of reasoning" (p. 34). Seeing eternal 
reason in the inner development of the state itself, Stallo 
argued for the strict secularity of the state, fully separated 
from the church, and campaigned against Sabbath laws and 
Bible reading in the public schools. Stallo's most original 
contributions were in the philosophy of science, but after 
publication of his early General Principles of the Philoso
phy of Nature (1848) he largely outgrew the direct 
influence of Hegel in this field. 

Deeply influenced by the Hegelian left in theology and 
a close friend of Stallo and Willich was the pastor of the 
liberal First Congregational Church from 1856 to 1862, 
Moncure D. Conway (1832- 1907). A Virginian by birth, 
Conway was trained in German thought and was especial
ly influenced by D. F. Strauss. Throughout his career (later 
pursued in London and New York, though he remained in 
touch with Cincinnati) Conway developed a naturalistic, 
socially liberal philosophy of religion "founded on the 
rock of natural science" and replacing the supernatural 
deity with Strauss's "law-governed Cosmos, full of life and 
reasc;;i ." On the other side was William Nast (died 1899), 
"the father of German l\l ethodism "  and a scholarly de
fender of evangelical Christianity in Cincinnati who was 
editor of Der christliche Apologete from 1839 to 1894. 
Nast, a former roommate of Strauss ,  was conversant with 
German thought ancl in a position to attack Strauss  on his 
own terms. He also blamed godlessness, materialism, and 
communism for the failure of the German revolution and 
was a sharp critic of left-wing Hegelian theorists and or
ganizers in Cincinnati, including Willich, Stallo, and Con
way. 

Great Britain. The influence of H egelianism in British 
thought can be elated precisely. It began with the publica-



tion of The Secret of liege[ by J .  I I .  Stirl ing in 1865. l le
gel ianism had previously been excl uded from British phi
l osophy by the overwhelming dom inance of the native 
tradi tion-empiricist, uti l itarian, ah istorical, skeptical of 
metaphysical an <l theological speculation. To he sure, the 
novel ist George Eliot had translated two important works 
from the H egel ian left. However, although publ ications of 
her tran slation of Strauss's The Life of Jesus ( 1 846) and 
Feuerhach's The Essence of Christianity ( 1 854) were sen
sational events in the nineteenth-century cris is  of faith 
among British intel lectuals, their criticisms of traditional 
bel ief were more influential than their Hegel ian recon
struction s. Hegel 's own thought  was regarded, even by 
those who had some acquaintance with it, as the most 
egregious example of Gennau specu lative lunacy. Accord
ing to J. S.  l\f i l l ,  Hegel "has fairly earned the honour 
which will probably he awarded him hy posterity, of hav
ing logically extingui shed transcendental metaphysics by a 
series of reductiones ad absurdissimu,n" (Examina tion of 
Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy, p. 60). S tirl i ng's The 
Secret of Hegel did not change the minds of thinkers of 
M i l l ' s  persuasion; M i l l ,  in fact, opposed Stirling's ap
pointment to the chair of moral philosophy at the Univer
sity of Edinburgh in 1868 on the ground that the immature 
minds of university students shou ld not be exposed to the 
study of H egel .  But Stirl i ng's knowledgeable and spi rited 
advocacy of Hegel attracted many for whom the native 
philosophical tradition had become steri le .  

Green and Caird. Some gifted thinkers- notably, T .  H.  
Green ( 1836 - 1882) and Edward Caird ( 1835 - 1908)-had 
already embarked on the study of Kant and H egel at the 
time Stirl ing's book appeared and soon joined Stirl ing in a 
vigorous polem ic agai nst the dominant Briti sh school. 
Green in particular, a powerful personality and a construc
tive thinker in his own right, became the great opponent of 
M i l l  at Oxford. Stirl ing had hai led Hegel as the n ew Aris
totle; what Ari stotle had done for ancient Greece, H egel 
had done for modern Eu rope- synthesi zed all that was of 
pennanent in tel lectual and spiritual  value into a single 
vi sion of the whole of things. Green was more typ ical of 
Neo-Hegclianism in regarding Hegel as a point of depar
ture for h i s  own constructive th inking. He was very suspi
cious of the dialectical method and made virtual ly no use 
of it himself, nor was his thinking intri nsica l ly  oriented to 
h istory as Hegel's was. l i e found in Hegel the key to the 
completion of the critical ph i losophy of Kant by which its 
epistemologica l ,  eth ical ,  and rel igious difficulties cou ld be 
resolved. If there are no isolated sense impressions in our 
experience, it is  because there are no isolated facts in the 
world. Our orderi ng of experience, fal l ib le as it i s ,  is pos
sible only because real i ty itself is a system of ordered 
mutual relations and because the ex istence of this system 
implies the exi stence of an eternally complete consciou s
ness, an absolute mind. Green did not, l ike some of his 
successors, teach the identity of fi nite m inds in the 
infinite; he taught that the man ifestation of the infinite in 
the fin ite constitutes an ontological bond among men. 
The sel f is essentia l l y  social , and in Green's  eth ic of self
real ization its own good is real ized only in re lat ions with 
others in a community having common laws, cu stoms, and 
institutions. The eternal self, in which all the possibil ities 
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of the fin ite sel f are already actua l ized, i s  med iated to t lw 
finite self  through society. Kant's abstract "ou ght" a1 1d 
eth ical common weal th of humani ty were th us to he givPH a 
concrete l ocus i ll actual social exi stence. Ca i re! and S t i rl i ng 
also stressed l legel's conti nuity with Ka ut. l l egel was also 
important for Cain} ,  Stirl i ng, and C reen because in  li im 
they fou nd the possibi l i ty of bridging the gulf between 
faith and reason by reveal ing the rational kernel in tlw 
mythical and outwardly h istorical husk of the rel igious 
trad ition. Cai re} and his brother J ohn Ca ird ( 1 820 - 1 898), a 
theologian, especia l ly  devoted themselves to tl i i s  task .  

Neo-Hegelianism. By the t ime of Green's death there 
was a flourishing Neo- Hegel ian school, whose you nger 
members a year later ( 1883 ) published as a ma1 i ift>sto a 
col lection ca l led Essays in Pliiloso1,hica l Criticism. Among 
the contributors were Lord I l aldane, J .  S. I lalclane, An
drew Seth Pri ngle-Patti son, D. C. Ritchie, S i r  H e nry 
J ones, W. H. Sorley, and Bernard Bosa11quet, all of whom 
were important in the movement. The same year F. 11 .  
Bradley ( 1846 - 1924 ) publ i shed h i s Pri11ciples of Logic; his 
Ethical S tudies ( 1876) had preceded, and Appearance a1!(1 
Reality ( 1 8D3) was to fol low a decade l ater. Bradley, an 
original ph ilosopher of the first rank, was more independ
ent of Hegel ianism than Bosauquet, the other outstanding 
constructive thinker of the group; the two had occasion to 
criticize each other, but together they were primari l y  
responsible for the fact that the school dominated Briti sh 
philosophy for three decades. J. 1\1 . E. McTaggart ( 1 866 -
1925) also deserves mention as a metaphysidan and as a 
com mentator on  the works of I l egel. 

Some Americans have also been noted for phi losophical 
thinking akin to this movement- most prominently, Josiah 
Royce of Harvard ( 1855 - 1 916), whose career was contem
porar}' with it, and Brand Blanshard of Yale, a respected 
constructive th inker sti l l  firmly proceeding against the 
current streams. These men were professional academic 
ph i losoph ers for the most part, creators of learned, sub
stantial ,  and original works on classical problems in logic, 
metaphysics, aesthetics , epistemology, phi losoph y of reli
gion, pol itics , and ethics. They were Hegelians only in a 
tenuous sense; perhaps "absol ute ideal ism" wou ld  be a less 
mis leading title for the movement than "Neo- 1  legel iani sm," 
since they were interested in Hegel primari l y  as the 
bu ilder of an ideali stic metaphysical system. TLey probed 
deeply into the relation of time to etern ity, the many to 
the one, matter to mind, the individual to the collective. 
Hardl y a h int  of Hegel 's h i storical d ia lectic appea n in 
their work, except under a primari ly  evolu ti0ni st aspect. 
Yet iuterest i11 Hegel in Engl ish-speak ing coun tries de
veloped through their work ; that it so developed has had 
a good deal to do with the one- sidedness and, sometimes, 
d istortion in the understanding of Hegel in England and the 
U nited States.  

Briti s h  Neo-1-legcl ianism was ecl ipsed almost as  abrupt
ly as it had appeared. The British empirici st tradition reas
serted itself in new forms around the turn of the twenti eth 
century. C. E. M oore and Bertrand Russell led the attack, 
primari l y  against B radl ey but more broadly against the 
basic methoJs and presupposit ioPs of Neo-Hegel iani sm. 
Wi l l iam James and Joh n  Dewey in America also lau nched 
a new direction-empirical ,  pragmatic, and plura l i stic. By 
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the start of World War I the complexion of Anglo-American 
thought had changed dramatical ly. The process was 
doubtless accelerated by the widespread tendency to 
identify Pni ssian statism with H egelian pol itical theory. I n  
the dedication to The Metaphysical Theory of the State 
( 1918) ,  directed primari ly against Hegel and Bosanquet, 
L. T. I l obhouse declared: "In the bombing of London I had 
just  witnessed the visible and tangible outcome of a false 
and wicked doctrine, the foundations of which lay, as I 
bel ieve, in the book before me [ Hegel 's Phenomenology]. " 
In what Hobhouse took to be its "theory of the God-state 
al l that I had witnessed lay implicit. " Such caricatures 
were protested, but in any case the future lay with logical 
empiricism and l inguistic anal ysis . 

TWENTIETH-CENTURY HEGELIANISM 

Hegel had a more pervasive but  more d iffuse impact on  
the twentieth century than on the nineteenth. Hegel ian 
ideas and methods have profoundly affected movements as 
diverse as Marxi sm - Leninism, pragmati sm, and existen
tial ism, but these movements have also included Hegel 's 
sharpest modern critics, and the Hegel ian features have in 
each case been reshaped by other influences and by origi
nal developments. The figure who has so  deeply affected 
twentieth-century thought is, so to speak, a new Hegel. 
Hegel's many-s idedness has always l ed to his work 's being 
put to  radical ly different uses. Royce, for example, writing 
in 1885, spoke of "two Hegel s :  one the uncompromising 
ideal ist, with his general and fruitful ins istence u pon the 
great fundamental truths of ideal ism; the other the techni
cal Hegel of the Logic, whose dialectic method seems 
destined to remain, not a phi losophy, but the idea of a 
philosophy" (Preface to The Religious Aspect of Philoso
phy). For Royce the l iving Hegel was cl early the former. 
Some hint of the change that has taken place is revealed by 
comparing the comment of another American ,  \Vil l iam 
Barrett, from the Foreword to What Is Existentialism? 
( 1964 ). Barrett al so  speaks of two Hegel s-"the l ast auda
cious represen tative of class ical rationalism, and the first 
pioneer of a new hi storical m ode of thought." In h i s  treat
ment of S pirit, Hegel "immerses man within history with 
a completeness beyond any previous thinker." I t  is only a 
short step "from this Hegelian insistence on the essential l y  
historical character o f  the human spirit t o  the exi stential ist  
slogan : '.Man has no nature, but onl y a h istory. ' " From th is  
point of  v iew the dialectic i s  no arbitrary or  fru itless tech
nical exerc ise but an attempt to understand historical 
exi stence as i t  actual ly  presents itself in  its concreteness,  
its tensions and conflicts, its continual novelty. 

German Neo-Hegelianism. There have been two major 
Neo-H egel ian movements besides the British-the Ger
man and the I tal ian. The Hegel renai ssance i n  Germany 
began around the turn of the century; during the preceding 
decades Hegel 's in fluence was so dead in  his homeland 
that Erdmann could describe himself in 1870 as "the last 
of the ;\ lohicans ." This renaissance was given impetus 
from an unexpected quarter, the school of Wilhelm Dilthey 
( 1 833 - 1  !J l I ), whose monograph Der junge Ilegel ( Hl05) 
helped to cast H egel 's later work i nto a new l ight more 
congenial to Dilthcy's "phil osophy of l i fe. " By rejecting 

Hegel 's system as such, Dil they's school brought to l ight 
the relativistic, positive, irrational moments in his thought. 
At the same time the N eo-Kantian school was led to Hegel , 
discovering in the dialectic and philosophy of S piri t  keys 
to the unity of class ical German philosophy. Among figures 
prominent in thi s  Hegel renaissance were Wilhelm Win
delband ( 1848 - 19 15) ,  Hermann Cohen ( 1842 - 191 8) ,  Paul 
Natorp ( 1854 - 1924 ), Ernst Troel tsch ( 1865 - 1923), Georg 
Lasson ( 1862 - 1932) ,  who edi ted the modern critical edi
tion of Hegel's works,  Ernst Cassirer ( 1874 - 1945), Nicolai 
Hartmann ( 1882 - 1950), Theodor Haering (born 1884), 
Hermann Glockner (born 1896), and Richard Kroner (born 
1884 ). 

I talian Neo-Hegelianism. I talian Neo-Hegel ian ism had 
a sti l l  more h istoricist orientation than the German. Bene
detto Croce ( 1866 - 1952) and G iovanni Gentile ( 1 875 -
1944) were its l eading representatives. Gentile even offered 
a rationale for the fascist state on the bas i s  of the brute 
givenness of political fact, beyond which there was n o  
court o f  appeal . By contrast with Nazi theorists, whose 
rac ist ideology of blood and soil l ed them expl icitly  to 
reject the Hegel ian view of the ethical state, Ital ian fas
cists were happy to accept Gentile's "Hegel ian" justi
fication. Croce, a passionate antifascist, broke with Gentile 
on th is issue. A prol i fic and original writer, Croce has 
had a wide influence in  aesthetics and philosophy of 
history. H is friend,  the E ngl ishman R .  G. Collingwood 
( 1889 - 1943), exhibited a close affinity with the thought of 
Croce, part icularly in  his influential work The Idea of 
History ( 1946). 

Recent Hegelian studies. Since World War 11 there has 
been a torrent of Hegel scholarship in eastern Europe (see 
especial l y  the works of E rnst B loch and Georg Lukacs) and 
in France, Germany, and the United States. The Hegel ian 
ins ight that opposing views become reconciled in the 
subsequent h istory of thought has been i l l ustrated again. 
J ust as an earl ier generation d iscovered the essential 
affinity of Kant and Hegel ,  so  now much of the interest in 
Hegel has developed among Marxists, on the one hand, 
and, on the other, among existentialists and phenomenolo
gists, particularly of the school of Heidegger. Even some 
Thomists and l ingu istic anal ysts have shown a recent in
terest in Hegel ian thought. 
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STEPHEN D. CRITES 

H E I D E G G E R ,  M A R T I N ,  German phi losopher, i s  
widely considered the central figure in  contemporary 
exi stential ist thought. Accord ing to Heidegger, it is the 
nature, the vocation of man, to ask the all-important ques
tion, What i s  it, to be ? And yet we fail to ask i t, and it is our 
nature equal ly, our responsibil ity and our gui lt, that we fail 
to do so. To summon us to our vocation, to warn us of our 
failure, has been, he avows, his s ingle aim. Heidegger's 
lectures on the "law of sufficient reason "  (Der Satz vom 
Grund, 1957) conclude with the exhortation , "Does not the 
essence of man , does not his belonging to Bein g, does not 
the essence of Being itself remain ever yet and ever more 
overwhelmingly what befits thought? . . . That is the 
question. That is the world question of thought. Its answer 
will decide what becomes of the earth an d of the existence 
of man on this earth."  On th is  same note, thirty years ear
l ier, he had opened his greatest and most influen tial work ,  
Sein und Zeit ( Being and Time): "Do we have an  answer 
today to the question , what we real ly mean by the word 
"being" [seiend ] ?  By no means,  and so it behooves us to 
pose anew the question of the sense of Being [ die Frage 
nach dem Sinn van Sein] ."  

Born in 1889 in Baden, Heidegger became Privatdozent 
at the Un iversity of Freiburg in 1915 ,  professor at M arburg 
in 1923, and professor at Freiburg in 1928. As a student at 
Freiburg he had been trained in the phenomenological 
method of Edmund H usserl ; Being and Time, first pub
l i shed as a volume of the Jahrbuch fiir Philosophie und 
phiinomenologische Forschung, was dedicated to H usserl . 
In 1933 H eidegger became the first National Socialist rec
tor of the University of Fre iburg, and in a public lecture , 
"Role of the Un iversity in the N ew Reich ," celebrated the 
advent of a new and glorious Germany. D uring this time 
he publicly renounced any allegiance to Husserl, but in at 
least one recent work he appears to have reinstated him. 
Wl iatever his particu lar pol itics, however (and despite the 
unquestioned events of 1933, these have been a matter of 
some dispute), a strand of extreme nationalism certainly 
runs through his  work. Holding as he does a myst ical view 
of language, he subscribes with zeal to the widespread 
opinion that philosophizing is possible, if not only in Ger
man , then on ly in German and Greek. I n  a work published 
as late as 1953, the Einfiihrung in die Metaphysik (Intro-
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duction to Metaphysics),  he su mmons his  1woplc as t lw 
people of the cent <'r, caught i n  t l 1e giant pi 11cers betwe1 · 1 1  
those two barbarian mass societies, America awl Huss ia, to 
renew, a'> they alone can,  the great "lwginn ing" of We�tem 
thought-to save man fron nihi lism and gadgetry, a1 1 <l 
Being itself from the "mist  and vapor" ma1 1 ' s  dcsti 1 1y 1 ,as 
made of it .  

The sign ificance of Heidegger's thought, l1owev(•r ,  ca1 1 -
not be assessed solely, or ('Vl' ll principally, in  terms of l 1 i s  
pol i tics or uational enthu siasm;  h i s in lluencl', particularly 
the influence of Being and Time, ranges as far as the tl l('
ology of Hudol f Bul tmann and Paul Till ich and tlw 1·x tl ' 1 1 -
s ivc movement of existent ial psychoanalysis  in which, for 
example, the S wiss psych iatrist Ludwig BinswangPr was a 
pioneer. This  article will summarize the principal argu
ments of Being a11d Time and describe the central t l l l ' rrw of 
Heidegger's later work. It wi l l  then compare the earl ic, 
an d later publications.  

"Being and Time": Part One. Being and Time, though 
directed, l ike all  of He idegger's thought ,  to the ()uest for 
Being, consi sts principal ly of a massive analys is ,  in the 
phenomenological tradition, of man-Dasein, or human be
ing. S ince it is man who alone among beings seeks Being, 
this i s  the necessary prelimi nary to the search for B{' ing it
self. Part One describes man's inauthentic or everyday 
existence. H uman being, Heidegger finds ,  di splays three 
fundamental aspects ,  al l ,  however, constituting one inter
nal ly un i fied structure. These aspects are facticity, exis
tentiality, and forfeiture (Verfallen). 

Facticity. Facticity means that human being is always 
al ready in a world-a world into which, beyond its wi l l ing, 
it has been cast (geworfen). "World" in this instance is not 
used in the sense of the imme;ise, indefin itely extended 
cosmos of astrophysics , but rather in the sense in whieh 
one speaks of the "world of sports" (a common sphere of 
activity or interest), the "world of Shakespeare" (the time 
and the society which affects and is affected by a person
al ity) ,  or most typically perhaps, of two people as "worlds 
apart" (the mental un iverse, the perspective through 
which one's physical , geographical, and hi �torica! environ
ment becomes one's very own ). I am always already in a 
world, in the sense in which my world is my world :  it 
could no more be a world without me than I cou ld be 
myself without it. Heidegger's concept of world, or of 
things-in -the-world, has sometimes been compared with 
that of John Dewey. Certain ly, in its interpretation of ob
jects, Heidegger's theory is markedly pragmatic. Things 
are for him no Cartesian res extensae, existing independ
ently of us; they are "stuff" (Zeug) for "use" (Gebrauch), 
which are at "hand" (zuhanden) for our "handli ng" (han
tieren). For ·Heidegger, as for Bergson, man is a maker, 
Homo Jaber, before he is Homo sapiens: it i s  materials , 
too ls, opportun ities, by which he finds himself surrou nded. 
Yet this is only to say that Heidegger, Dewey, and Bergson 
all participate in a twentieth-century revolt against the 
si mple world picture of Descartes or Newton . \\'ithin this 
common trend, Heidegger's concept of factici ty,  in its 
deeper sense, points in a di rectiori different from Dewey's .  
It is not the New World buoyancy of pragmatism, ab le to 
remake our lives by the sheer force of common sense, that 
supports it, but a deeply European sense of hi storical de-
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pendence and entanglement. I am cast into a world not of 
my making, although it is mine to appropriate and assimi
late, freel y, yet within the inescapable limits of contingency. 

Existentiality. The act of appropriation, of making my 
world mine, constitutes the second of the three insepara
ble characteristics of human being: existentiality, or tran
scendence. The term "existential ity" refers again, not to 
ex istence in the sense in which sticks and stones exist, but 
to the inner personal existence for the designation of which 
it has become, through Kierkegaard, a quasi-technical 
term. Human being exists as anticipation of its own pos
sibilities: it exists in advance of itself and grasps its situ
ation as challenge to its own power of becoming what 
it may, rather than being what it must be. Human being i s  
always reaching out beyond itself; its very being consists 
in aiming at what it is not yet. Yet such projection of itseif 
ne,-cr outruns the boundaries of the world it has been 
gi,·en: it is projection in and of and with the world. Ex
istential ity is the anticipation of human being by itself and 
therewith of its world: it is understanding of the world. 
Once more, self and world are inseparable. 

Forfeiture. In its own self-projection and self-transcen
dence, then, human being at once understands its world 
and becomes itself. Yet if the world is material for our 
creati, e energy, it is also the agent by which we are se
duced from the essential drh t ,  to understand and to create. 
Human being is not only in the world and shapes its 
world; in this creative endeavor it becomes forfeit to the 
world. Forfeiture, the third fundamental attribute of Im
man being, means "ontological ly" that we forget "Being" 
for particular beings. In a human sense, it means the scat
tering of the es sential forward drive through attention to 
the distracting and disturbing cares of everyday and of the 
things and people that surround us everyday. Thus, inevi
tably and continuously, the forward driving "I" is sac
rifke<l to the persistent and pressing "they." To the 
question "\Vho is human being?" we must answer, "The 
indifferent and anonymous crow<l-das Man." Human 
being in its everyday mode is promiscuously public; it is 
life with others and for others in alienation from the cen
tral task of becoming itself. 

Human being. What, then, is the upshot of this- prelimi
nary analysis? Its most important theme is the double 
tension which it describes as constitut ing human being. 
\ Ian is determ ined yet free, free yet enslaved. If I am here, 
now, what heredity and environment have made me, so are 
these, conversely, what I make of them. But that is not al l .  

This driving, integral, all-essential I is hidden, almost al l 
my life, by the daily round, the daily crises, the daily 
moods, which could not add up to an I, to a life, to a per
son, unless they were somehow bound to the center they 
circmnna,·igatc, unless they expressed somehow the very 
being they betray. Spinoza, Leibniz, and Kant all have 
described man as bound yet free. Hut it i s  the double na
ture of this bondage which Heidegger has shown. Free
dom li,·es in the tension of history, in the challenge of my 
s i tuation, my body, my family, my city, my country. Hut 
freedom lives equally in tlw tension of the, unhistorical, 
the purely present-the passing mood, the gossiping 
neighbor, the chor<'s of office or kitchen, the escape of 
travel or television, the fl ight of tlw self from itself. 

"Being and Time": Part Two. Against the scattering of 
everyday or inauthentic existence, the second part of Being 
and Time seeks to single out an authentic being. It is here 
that Heidegger develops his concept of existential or his
torical time. This somewhat tortuous argument can be 
elucidated by cons idering three concepts developed in the 
course of it: dread, conscience, and destiny. 

Dread. \ve have seen that human being is distracted in 
the petty concerns of everyday l ife. The question arises, I s  
there any emergence from forfeiture? I f  the self i s  in flight 
from itself, can it in any way turn back to itself, facing its 
own being with honesty and directness ? This, as Heideg
ger puts it, is equivalent to the question, I s  there any 
wholeness of human being-any way to grasp it entirely 
rather than in stray and scattered bits? The answer is found 
through looking at the moods, the states of mind, that mark 
the momentary condition of the individual. There is one 
mood which is unique, which does recall human being 
from self-betrayal to self-knowledge; that mood is dread. 

Other moods and passions have everyday objects in the 
world; dread (Angst) has no such nameable, isolated ob
ject. It is a sense of the loss of objects, of nothingness, 
which lays hold of me when I face, not this or that thing or 
person, but the whole structure of being-in-the-world 
itself. For when I see my life, which is my world, in its 
entirety, I see its ending, death. Dread is of life as a 
whole-that is, of death as end, ground, and boundary of 
life. Life in its entirety is life facing death. Of all moods, 
dread only brings this knowledge, lifts  human being out of 
i ts scurrying self-forgetfulness to the vision of its whole
ness-the knowledge of itself as "being-to-death." Dread 
alone brings to human being its proper freedom, trans
forms the alien absurdities of stubborn fact into an essen
tial possibility of being itself, in Heidegger's words, "set 
free from the illusions of the 'they,' in passionate, self
assured, anxious freedom to death" (Sein und Zeit, p. 266). 

Human being, then, in its totality, its authentic being, i s  
being-to-death. Heidegger has reached thi s conclusion, 
however, not simply by looking at dread as a uniquely 
revealing mood, but at  the same time by an abstract argu
ment-by discovering being-to-death as, in his words, an 
"ontological possibility." There arc two sides to the argu
ment, which so far point to the same conclusion. If human 
being is to be a unity, it can be so only as a whole, that is, 
in relation to its ending, death. If human being is to rise 
from forfeiture to authenticity, it can <lo so only in isolation 
from the seductive "they." Only death, or the relation to 
death, brings such isolation, for my death is the only event 
in my life, Heidegger says, which is uniquely mine: it is 
eigentlich ("authentic") because it is eigen ("my own"). 

Conscience. Now there arises the question of whether 
any phenomenon in human existence actually realizes this 
possibility-that is, whether this "ontological" conclusion 
is fulfilled in fact. Heidegger's answer is that there is such 
a phenomenon- namely, conscience. (Dread, presumably, 
is the mood in which human being is open to the voice of 
conscience, and conscience itself is the fuller structure 
which is expressed in and through dread.) Conscience 
exemplifies in its occurrence all three aspects of human 
being. It is the voice by which human being, speaking in 
secrecy and silence, calls itself out of the distraction of 



self-forgetfulness to the lonely avowal of its own respons i 
bi l i ty for being itself. Thus conscience i s  the cal l of the self  
to  itsel f, out  of forfeiture to authenticity. Such an avowal, 
however, takes place only through the acknowledgment 
that this se l f  wh ich I ought to hecome is given me-that I 
am thrown into a world not of my choos ing and that pre
cisely this contingent character of my si tuation is, despite 
myself, the self I have the task of choosing. 

Thus, in con science the self h ids itself transcend the 
fact icity wh ich it yet inal ienably is. The phenomenon of 
conscience, in other words, reveals once more the double 
tension which appeared earl ier to be characteristic of hu
man being. I t  challenges human being to escape from 
enslavement into freedom and by the same act to transform 
historical necessity into resolution . This ten sion is  on each 
side a lack. I never escape forfeiture; facticity is inaliena
bly the al ien ground of my exi stence. On each side it is 
equally an obl igation . Conscience tells me I ought reso
lutely to face my own inner capabil i ty instead of forgetting 
myself in this  and that. I ought to make my s ituation vitally 
mine, rather that let it  inflict itself upon me. But de
spite-or in-this "ought," the lack pers ists :  the self owes 
to itsel f a debt i t  cannot discharge. And yet the very recog
ni tion of this debt, of th i s  "not," is i ts resolve to become 
i tself. In recogn izing i tsel f as essential ly in debt, it knows 
itself, not in  d istraction, but in  i ts in most capabil ity. I t  
knows itself a s  guilty, for the German Schuld carries what 
for us are two meanings-debt or obligation in the legal 
sense and guilt  in the ful l  stigmatizing sense of the word. 
Heidegger ins ists, however, that this assertion has noth ing 
to  do ,  one way or another, with the theological concept of 
s in ;  it i s ,  he insists,  the outcome of a purely phenomeno
logical analysis of human being as such. And it is certain ly 
very different, i n  i ts egocentricity, from the traditional 
ethical concept. 

Destiny. But what of the other thread of the argument? 
H ow does human being become a whole? It is  here, final
ly, that the meaning and structure of existen tial time 
emerge and that human being  is found to be primarily 
h istorical- that is ,  to possess a destiny. What is existential 
t ime? I n  the first place, it is not just time, but my time; it is  
the span of my l i fe. Time in th is sense is the "ontological" 
ground of human being, what human being most truly and 
deeply is. Second, the basic tense of existential time is  
future. I t  moves not from past through present to future, 
b1 1 t  out of the future through the past to the present. 
Reaching out to the future, it turns back to ass imi late the 
past which has made the present. Th ird, i t  is fin ite. M y  
time wi l l  b e  fin ished. If I face the future, that i s  the ulti
mate future I have to face. So time future m ust be time 
finite : human being, as time, is being to death . But there is 
stil l  another point. Personal time is fi nite in two d irections : 
if it will end, it also had a beginning. I n  looking forward to 
i ts end, in seeing as an entirety the span of its l i fe, human 
being assumes also an essential relation, a relation of un
derstanding and assimi lat ion, to its begi nn ing. Turn ing 
back from the anticipation of its own nonbeing-that is ,  
from the face of  death-it  also faces freely, as its own, the 
hi story that has been given it by i ts beginn ing-given it 
not by its own responsibil ity, but nevertheless for its own 
responsibi l i ty. 
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True responsibi l ity is grounded in the s trm:ture of per
sonal t ime. Once we sec human being as t inw, we see 
conscience, the voice which cal ls human liei 1 1g  to its fret·
dom, as rooted in t ime and the fin i tude of t im<'-in 
bein g-to-death. And gu ilt ,  the burden wh i< 'h conscience 
shows human being it must bear, also has the same root : I t  
is the sense of the discrepancy between the given past  and 
the whole I ought to, but nev<'r can, create of i t .  

It  i s  in the same co ntext, f inal ly ,  that wt• d i scover de�
tiny. In this relation to futun' and past, to death and birth ,  
the present i tself is raised ont of forfeiture to an authentic 
present, which is my destiny-that is , to play freely, in  my 
time and for my ti me, the role into which , by no choic<• of 
mine,  I have bee>n cast; to play for 110 a11di< ' 1 1ee and no 
applause, hut so le ly for the sake llf the performance i tself 
which I am and beyond wh ich I am nothing. Destiny is 
possible, Heidegger says, only when "in the Being of a 
being death , gu i l t, conscience, freedom and fi nitude dwe l l  
together a t  i ts very source." On ly  such a be ing  i s  "properly 
historica l" ;  only such a be ing has a desti ny. For not every
one has a destiny: desti ny is a pattern achieved only by the 
rare indivi dual who in dread and s i lenct� has c:onw face to 
face with his own nothingness and has shaped his l ife in 
the l ight, or the darkn ess, of that encounter. 

To l i ve in the mode of destiny, H eidegger says, is to l ive 
historically. But when we come to hi story, surely we have' 
passed beyond the horizon of the si ngle, death-dreading 
individual. Indeed, Heidegger does distingu ish betwe(•n 
Schicksal, individual de�tiny, and Geschick, a collective 
destiny "by which we understand the story of human 
bein g  in togetherness with others" (Sein tmd Zeit, p . . 386). 
Moreover, he pays tribute to the historical theories of 
Wilhelm Di l they, Paul Yorck von Wartenburg, and 
Nietzsche, even to the point of declaring that the whole 
aim of his work was to subserve Yorck's dist inction be
tween the "h istoric" and the merely "ontic." Yet in Being 
and Time as a whole, any comprehens ive conception of 
hi story, of the rootedness of the single person among and 
along with his contemporaries, seems quite lacking. The 
dominant theme of Being and Time remain'> the vision of 
the lonely wi l l  driven by dread to face the prospect of its 
own dissolution, in retrospect its gui l t, and yet to real ize in 
this twin terror its proper freedom. 

Heidegger's later work. Although it is on the "existen
tial" analysis of Being and Tim e  that Heidegger's influence 
chiefly depends , he h imself is an ontologi�t. He has, on his 
own account, but one theme-the quest for Being. Within 
thi� one search , Being and Time was only tr} ing, in  the 
words of a di sciple, M ax M ul ler, "to clear a space in order 
to face the infin i te question of Being with the fin ite powers 
of man" (Existenzphilosophie im geistige11 Leben der 
Gegenwart, p. 52). If we are to assess Heidegger's phi loso
phy in  general , therefore, we must look at some of the 
themes characteristic of his later publications and con
nected with this broader search. 

History. "History" recurs here, but with a pecul iar 
metaphysical slant. Thus,  for example, in the Introduction 
to Metaphysics, when Heidegger asks, "How is i t  with 
Bei ng?" he f inds this question roc,ted in the intellectual 
history of the West, and in particu lar, in the phenomenon 
of nihi l i sm.  When we try to look Bei ng in  the face, to con-
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sider what it is that is, we can find nothing to say. Being, as 
distinct from any particular thing, is almost nothing. 
Nietzsche, who expressed tragically the crisis of our time, 
called it a haze, and its designation, he said, was "only the 
name for a great error." Can this be so? Or is it we our
selves, Heidegger asks, that are at fault : Is it our history in 
which the "nothingness" of Being lies ? Being, he argues, 
has come to seem as nothing because we have "fallen out 
of Being" -we have lost the "nearness and shelter of 
Being." Running foolishly after this thing and that, we 
have betrayed our true vocation, which is to seek the 
Ground through which all things are-the Holy, Being 
itself. This is our history and at the same time our forget
fulness of history. We live in a world darkened by our 
forgetfulness of what we are and of what Being is. And it is 
the history of Being, too, that we should so betray it and 
ourselves. 

"Darkening of the world. " The "darkening of the world" 
is Heidegger's constant theme. So, for example, in 
Holzwege ("Woodpaths," 1 950), he tells us that we live in 
the age of research, of the planned, systematic coordina
tion of intellectual tasks. And what sort of tasks can be 
planned and coordinated? Neat, limited, manageable 
tasks-tasks, primarilx, that demand inventiveness rather 
than understanding, tasks for engineering know-how 
rather than theoretical insight. Heidegger draws no line be
tween pure and applied science. Science for him is re
search, and research is a procedure for solving well
packaged problems. Such problems are, iil general, those of 
manufacture, of inventing new and better gadgets. Accord
ing to Heidegger, das Herstellbare, the collection of 
gadgets, is what we are after; that is what specialization, the 
rigid departmental structure of expertise in our society, 
amounts to. And all this vast proliferation of technical skills 
nevertheless has its inner unity-that is, i ts historical and 
metaphysical unity. It had to happen this way. It had to hap
pen this way because we are fallen out of Being. We are 
more concerned with beings, from genes to space ships, 
than with our true calling, which is to be shepherds and 
watchers of Being. So it is that we are lost, and Being itself 
has become a haze and an error-nothing. 

Greek philosophy. Heidegger is, of course, by no means 
alone in his critique of our "needy time." What distin
guishes his view of modern decadence, however, is  the 
notion (to which he returns again and again) that the whole 
story has already been told, essentially, in Greek, and 
even in pre-Socratic, philosophy. For him, a reflective 
reaffirmation of liberalism would be meaningless: the 
liberal conception of a free society, with its "culture," its 
"values," i ts "ideals," is a helpless gesturing, a last foolish 
gasp before the total ;1egativity of l\ larxism engulfs us. And 
an older authoritarianism would be just as impotent. The 
damage was done completely very long ago. As Nietzsche 
saw, Christianity, too, was at its very start doomed not to 
redeem but to ch·s troy. What happened, then, between the 
time of Parmenides and Aristotle? � luch of Heidegger's 
answer is tied to a play on Greek and Gnman phrases (his 
fantasies in translation and etymology are notorious), hut 
the gist of it is, again, the loss of Being. One section of the 
Introduct ion to Metaphysics is called "Being and 
Thought," a dichotomy, l l e idegger explains, which did not 

exist for the first and greatest thinkers of the West. For 
Parmenides, einai (Being) and noein (Thought), which 
Heidegger calls Vernehmen (in a very general sense, 
"awareness"), were one. Human existence, according to 
Heidegger, was rooted in this oneness. Man was deep in 
Being and drew his life from the appearance of Being
which was truly appearance, not i llusion-as well as from 
the bec<,ming of Being, which again was at one with 
Being, not the mere flux which the misinterpretation of 
Heracli tus has led us to think it was. Logos, which is the 
same as Being, held man, rooted and at home. But by the 
time of Aristotle, man had broken loose from this first great 
anchorage and floated out upon that tide of nihi lism on 
which we are still adrift. Man had become "a rational 
animal," the animal that "has logos," can calculate, knows 
its way about-the most successful animal, but the animal, 
tom from its ground in Being, whose very being is unheim
lich, uncanny, literally "unhomely," "not-at-home." Hei
degger's theory of truth tells the same story. For the pre
Socratics truth was aletheia, the unhiddenness of being. 
By the time of Aristotle truth had become a property of 
propositions-their "correspondence" with "facts. " And 
this loosening of truth from Being led directly to nihilism 
and to Nietzsche's dictum that Being is a "haze." 

Poetry and language. It is Heidegger's mission to recall 
us from this nihilistic destiny-or at least to recall those of 
his German-speaking fellows who will heed his call. His 
philosophical appeal to poetry, which is another recur
rent theme in his work, has the same root. Language, in 
Heidegger's use, is magical-hence the preponderance of 
wordplay in his argument. But language is magical be
cause, as he says, "Language is not simply one tool which 
man possesses along with many others; it  is only language 
that makes possible our standing within openness to what 
is" (Erliiuterung zu Holder/ins Dichtung, p. 35). This does 
not hold, to be sure, of our trivial gossip or of our hard and 
empty scientific or pseudoscientific terminology. Such talk, 
like the "culture" it expresses, has lost its hold on Being. It 
is rootless, like the Massenmensch (mass-man) whose 
complacent mediocrity it conveys. But in its true origin 
language is  different: in its true origin language is poetry, 
and poetry is " the primal language of an historical people" 
in which it "founds Being." And conversely, therefore, the 
great poets are the ones who can restore language to its 
primal power. 

Thus, Heidegger grounds his own ontological grounding 
of language-language conceived as the house of Being, 
even the foundation of Being-in the interpretation of such 
lines of Holderlin as dichterisch wohnet der Mensch ("man 
dwells poetically") or seit ein Gespriich wir sind ("since 
we are discourse"). Our nihilistic destiny, as well as our 
hope of redemption, is tied to the question "Why be a poet 
in a needy time?" (Wozu Dichter in d i.irftiger Zeit?). And 
the appeal to poetry is also an appeal to prophecy: "The 
poet names the Holy. The poet speaks Being. " It is the poet, 
Heidegger says in his essay on Rilke, "Woodpaths," who 
brings a trace of the vanished gods into the cosmic 
night. Man as such, as Nietzsche said, is a venture. The 
poets are those who venture more; they are "the more 
daring" who are on "the track of the holy" (d ie Spur des 
lleiligen)-that which "hea ls" and is at the same time 



"whol e ." They are auf der Spur zum Heilen- "on the track 
to heal ing," which is equivalent to wholeness. Through 
them we may hope, perhaps, to recover that "i l lumination 
of Bein g" from which we have so long gone astray. And i t  
is first and foremost through H olderl i n ,  the poet who him
self felt so keen ly the t ie with class ical antiqu i ty, that we 
may sense something of the god who i s  "near yet hard to 
grasp" -a god remote from theology or piety or any of the 
ordinary avenues of rel igious cu stom or feel ing, but who 
presides over that long-lost Being of which the "quest for 
Being" is i n  search. 

Earlier and later works compared. Every great thinker, 
Heidegger declared, thinks but one thought, and one can
not help believing that he means this maxim to apply to 
himself. In h i s  devotion to the search for Being, Heidegger 
and his disciples constantly tel l  us, his l ifework constitutes 
a seamless whole. Yet there are strik ing differences be
tween Being and Time and the long list of titles that fol
lowed it .  First of all ,  there is  a marked con trast in style. 
The earl ier book i s  written as though with a sledge ham
mer: repetitive thou gh its blows are, they are heavy, and 
the syn tax is notoriously twisted and obscure. The later 
works flow much more easi ly ;  the attacks on our deca
dence pour out in practiced periods. Even the word 
magic-though pu ns are Heidegger's stock in trade from 
start to finish-has a new sl ickness that results from a kind 
of special Heideggerian techn ique (as he himself derisive
ly remarked), so that one almost comes to anticipate such 
(untranslatable) neologisms as Gestell ( l i terally, "frame"), 
or Geviert ("foursome"),  or puns l ike that on heilig 
("holy") and heilen ("to heal "). With this smoother tech
nique, the proportion of wordplay to truth seems l ikewise 
to have altered : for Being and Time, for all  i ts absurdities,  
has a core of truth. \Ve can support this very general state
ment by observing what, despite the avowed harmony of 
Heidegger's earl ier conceptions, has happened to some of 
them in his later works, particu larly in the most imposing 
and systematic of these, the Introduction to Metaphysics. 
Three such concepts-nothi ngness, hi story, and world
wi ll be examined here . 

Nothingness. In  Being and Time we have seen the role 
played by dread and by its object, which is  nothing. I t  i s  
the  sharp edge of  the conception of  Be ing  to  death, of  man 
facing nothingness, that gives drive and aim to the whole 
book. Dread-the dread of our own nonbeing-is the 
bridge from forfeiture to authenticity, the support of con 
science and resolve. What makes me human and gives 
form and design to my tru ly, inwardly fin ite l ife is not the 
colorless abstract consciousness of Locke or Leibniz, but 
the dramatic, nauseating awareness of my impendi ng non
existence. In the Introduction to Metaphysics, Heidegger 
is careful to mai ntain this concept of the dread of death in  
a reduced and minimal role. I l e finds th i s  dread (by a 
beautiful ly si mple mistranslation) in Sophocles' Antigone: 
man who "comes resourceless to nothi ng" is  said to 
"come, resourceless, to-Nothing." That death vanqu is hes 
man , Sophocles does indeed say; but the equati ng of death 
with the I l eideggerian "nothing" is a purely H eideggerian 
insertion. Apart from this passage, moreover, the Nothing
ness of Being and Time plays very l i ttle part in the later 
publications. In the later works, however, " Nothing" is 
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important in two other and V<'ry di fferL·11t senses ,  to wll icl 1 

H eidegger moves without excu se or argument as if they 
were the "nothi ng" of Being and Time. 011e is tl l ( '  co1 1c:ep
tion of n ih i l i sm-that is, tlie conception of tlw forgetfu l
ness of Being in which we l ive. This, it is lnH· ,  was tlw 
formal de fin i t ion of Verfallen, or forf<> i tur<� , which meant 
forgetti ng Bei n g  for beings ; and to this <·xtent there is ,  
once more, a formal u nity between the earl ier and latc·r 
works .  Y ct it was the human, not the intend<·d, ontological 
meaning that was sign i ficant in Being and Time. And lw
sidcs, if we consider more closely the unify ing formal 
defin i tion ,  we can sec how confused the si tuation is .  � i 
hil ism is a k ind of general forfe iture, the decl ine (Verfall) 
of the West, the noth i ngness of forgetting Being. But dread 
is the mood which awakens human being to conscience, to 
resolve, to authenticity. To face nothingness ,  to lw " in  
nothing," before noth ing, is to overcome the forgetfuln<·ss 
of Bein g-that is ,  to overcome nih i l i s m. The "nothing" of 
dread , therefore, i s  the very opposite of that not! i ingness, 
or al ienation from Bei ng, which Nietzsche, accord ing to 
Heidegger, tragically person ified. Again ,  there is  ostensi
bly a bridge between the two conceptions:  for Being itself, 
we are told, must be held down i nto Noth ingness, it must 
appear as noth ing, in order to be. 

Thus, Heidegger puts the question of Being in  the form, 
"Why is  there anyth ing  at all and not rather nothi ng?" And 
this second new mean ing of nothingness may then he said 
to be the ontological offshoot of dread, since, l ike human 
being, Being itself must �onfront nothing. So i t  i s  that the 
neologistic catch phrase of What  Is Metaphysics?, Das 
Nichts nichtet ("Nothing nots"),  appears as a true d ictum 
of ontology. But once more, this formal un ification rernoves 
the human meaning, the truth, of the concept of dread, and 
at the same time makes nonsense of the hi storical theory of 
n ih i l i sm.  For if Being must be held down into nothing, 
then those who l ive in "nothing" are those who l ive truly 
in  Being. They are not, after al l ,  the lost souls ,  hut the 
saved. 

In short, we are presented here with a purely sophis tical 
intermingling of three concepts. First, there is the concept 
of the dread of death, which Heidegger had made dist in
gu ished use of in Being and Time. Second, there is the 
concept of n ihi l ism, about which Heidegger indeed has 
something to say, but which has been treated \\' ith more 
accuracy and cogency by other writers. And third, there is 
the concept of N othing in un ion with Being, which again 
might be a meani1 1gful conception, as i t  almost miracu
lously becomes when it is translated into theok,gical terms 
by Paul Ti l l ich or Rudolf Bu ltmann. Heidegger h imself, 
however, gives it no such bas is in reason or worship. The 
concept appears, rather, as a device des igned to let him 
move, without seem ing to mo\'e, from the human concept 
of dread to the ontological horizon of pure Bei ng. 

History. Heidegger was acclaimed as a prophet of 
Geschichtlichkeit ("hi storicity") and ns one who carr ied on 
the message of Dilthey concern ing the unique and l i ,· ing 
nature of hi story. Yet, as has been indicated, he fai led lo 
show how the hi storic<1 I character of the individual 's  l ife 
bears on the broader problems of the history of nations . 
His Geschichtlichkeit remains that of the individual per
son; his Geschick (fitness) ,  the destiny of peoples, is  tied 
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to Geschichtlichkeit by a mere pun, not by any sol id argu
ment. In this regard, Being and Time l eaves its reader with 
an open question, the answer to which we may search the 
later works in  vain. " H istory" is omnipresent, yet its 
meaning, l i ke that of dread, has lost its old force and 
gained nothing new to take its place. The concept occurs 
in three different contexts, al l of which are exempl i fied in 
the Introduction. 

First , at the farthest remove from the conception of 
gi\'en, contingent, personal h istory, there is the h i story of 
Being. In itsel f, thi s  seems to be an empty conception. 
Second, insofar as the phrase "hi story of Being" acquires 
content, i t  becomes hi story in a different sense, or at least 
in a different context. I t  becomes the story not of Being, 
but of our understanding of Being. Thi s ,  of course, is the 
h istory of Greek philosophy as Heidegger tel l s  it .  What 
sort of "history" is this? It starts , reasonably  enough, from 
Heidegger's objection to the methods of nineteenth
century Geistesgeschichte ( intel lectual hi story), which 
made of Parmenides a "material ist" or an "ideal ist," or of 
Anaximander, with his dike and adikia, a sol id Christian 
moral ist. It  i s  true that this account of pre-Socratic thought 
was narrow and superficial . But if h istorians are often dry 
and foolish that does not justify our throwing away all sober 
canom of scholarship and reading our own thoughts into 
ancient texts .  To mention but one example, H eidegger's 
exposit ion of Being as Stiindigkeit ("permanency") is ful l  
of  inferences from the  verb " to  stand" (stehen), "stance or 
attitude" (S tand), and so forth, which are matters of Ger
man l inguist ics entirel y unrelated to the Greek words einai 
or ousia. Once he gives this exposition of Being, moreover, 
Heidegger can then proceed to identify ousia (being or 
entity), now understood as Stiindigkeit, with physis- (nature 
or growth), through the fortunate circumstance that "origi
nate" or "come into being" in  German is ent stehen. This 
i s  again a play on the German root, since the Greek carries 
no connotation of "standing." Heidegger's rhetoric about 
perspectives notwithstanding, such i l l egitimate procedures 
mmt surel y  be taken as the mark of an unhistorical ap
proach. In the broader sweep of Heidegger's history of the 
\\'est, it is also str ik ingly unhistorical and ant ihistorical ,  as 
other critics have rightly shown , to make no distinction 
between ancient and modern-to write as if the whole 
story of the Western mind had been fin ished by the time of 
Aristot le and as if neither Rome nor Christian ity had 
played any substantive part in our trad ition. Nor is it  the 
mark of a just historical sense to equate the spiritual his
tory of the \\'est (even if one saw it whole) with the spirit
ual h is tory of mankind.  

Finally, there i s  a th ird context in wh ich Heidegger 
refers to "history," "historical cal l ing," and the l ike. (Of 
th is ,  one example has al ready been mentioned- namely ,  
Heidegger's exhortat ion to the German peop le. The Par
mcn ides - Aristot lc story leads, in its outcome, to the same 
appeal . )  In  this context, h istory is, as Heidegger cal l s  it ,  
"hi story as present," destiny in the sense of a present task. 
In  terms of the account of his tory in Being and Time, i t  
se<'ITI'i to rcsernhlc more close ly  history as future ; it  is a 
shadow of :---:i <'tzschc's  conception of mommwntal hi story. 
But again, this borrowed notion fai ls to resolve the puzzle 
l < 'ft at the close of Being and Time. The contrast between 

true and fal se, depth and surface history, is put to  sh rewd 
rhetorical use, but beyond this we are given no further 
understanding of what "history" means. The l imited but 
genuine "historicity" of human being is forgotten, and 
nothing of substance is put in its place . 

World. The conception of Being-in-a-world forms both 
the al l- inclusive h orizon of Being and Time and the limit 
to which ' i ts argument proceeds. Heidegger's analysis of 
human being, l ike human being itself, includes a complex 
and m utual l y  related manifold ( i .e . ,  everyday existence 
with its three aspects-contingency, forfeiture, transcen
dence-and authentic existence, with its resolve), all of 
which are germane to the concept "world." Because the 
world in this sense is l imited, the analysis is also held 
within defin ite and intel l igib le bounds. However obscure 
and entangled its thought, our fi nitude, reflecting on itself, 
cannot stray off into infini ty.  I t  remains within the circle of 
responsible self-criticism and self-appraisal-a  circle 
which, far from being vicious, is i n  one form or another the 
onl y  val id method of philosophy. What has happened to 
this horizon of "world," wh ich confines and control s the 
finite appreciation of fin itude? Again ,  the concept "world" 
is inserted in the Introduction, presumably as a k ind of 
safeguard, to make sure that the o ld  and the new shall 
seem to coincide. But i t  no longer has the central position 
that it had, either in content or in method. It is no l onger 
my Being-in-a-world, but Being, which presides over this 
and all 'be ing, that is our goal and our guide. Being, how
ever, is elusive; we not onl y  do not know it, we do not 
even yet know how to ask for it. Hence,  this change of 
course is a l oss of direction ,  a total loss of guidance. We 
may reach here, there, and everywhere, yet no famil iar 
landmark helps us on our way, no Hobbesian canon can 
guide or check our wanderings with an inward "aye" or 
"nay." The analysis of human being as Being-in-a-world 
had shape and direction ; beside it ,  the search for Being 
itself is formless and blurred. 

This  i s  not to say that no finite creature can reflect upon 
infinity. Existential ism itse lf  had its beginning in the work 
and person of Kierkegaard, for whom the one pressing, 
tragic di lemma was precisely that of the finite creature face 
to face with an i nfinite God-face to face, yet an abyss 
away. And it may be that Heidegger, in turning  away from 
finitude, is tu rning again to rel igion of a sort. The first step 
toward nihi l i sm, he says, is the disappearance of the gods, 
and the vanished gods, the Immortal s, the Hol y, are often 
before us in h is  later work. But again, one can only re
cord. in conclusion, a subjective imprt>ssion : if he is a 
prophet, he is a very dubious prophet. Despite the fact that 
Heidegger's scathing rhetoric has been widely aceepted 
and admired, the verbal effects come too easi ly to be pro
found. Even if  he is a see ker after dim and di stant goals ,  
he i s  at best a not quite convincing seeker. 
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l\ l A HJOHI E  CHENE 

H E I D E L B E R G S C H O O L .  Se<• NEO-KANTIANIS�t . 

H E I M ,  K A R L  ( 1 874 - I !J.58) ,  G erman theologian , was 
born at Frauenzimmern in Wiirttemberg. I l e  stud ied at 
Tiibingen and was professor of theology at 1\1 iin ster ( HJ ] 4 )  
and at Tiibingen from H l20 until his death. 

Heim's work has philosoph ical interest insofar as he was 
concerned all of his l i fe with the problem of restati 1 1g 
Christianity in a form that would be credible in the 
scientific age. H i s  earl y work explored the epi stemology of 
rel igious fa i th ,  and his  developed accou nt  draws on tlw 
I - thou philosophy of Buber and also on some of the c:011 -
cepts of modern science. Heim's fu ndamental point was 
that the experiencing subject cannot itself become an 
object and so cannot be brought under the objectifying 
categories of scientific thought. Thu s we have a way of 
breaking out of, or transcending, the objective world of 
science, for there i s  open to us al so a nonobjecti fiahle, 
interpersonal world. H eim spoke of this as a further di
mension of experience, analogous to a d imens ion of space. 
Th is suggests a new way in which we may try to think 
about the transcendent God; and bel ief in such a God 
seemed to Heim the most importa11t point  cal l ing for de
fense and restatement in  the Chri stian tradition. �todern 
cosmology has made it senseless to talk of such a God as 
"up there" or "out there" or "beyond." But this God is  not 
an object in  the world any more than the experiencing 
subject is ,  and Cod too must be sought in the nonob
jecti fiable d imensions of experience, not in the realm of 
I - it. Just  as the situation is revolutionized if we add a 
third dimen sion to a two-dimensional manifold, and what 
was hitherto impossible in two dimension s may be possi
ble in three, so H eim bel ieved that the confl icting atti
tudes of rel igion and science may be reconciled by admit
ting the multidimensional character of experience. \\'e are 
famil iar today with the notion of geometries of more than 
three dimensions ,  and we can think of an interpersonal 
space as having a different order and structure from physi
cal space. Both kinds of space are embraced in an archetypal 
space, which is  al. o a suprapolar space became it  resolves 
the polari ties of both the interpersonal and tlw physical 
spaces. Th is suprapolar spa('e is  the abode of God; it can
not be proved, but it is disclosed in the experiences of 
fai th which may be l ikened to open ing up new dimensions 
of a ful ler l i fe. Heim also taught a doctrine of panpsychism, 
which suggested that the further dimensions opened up in 
man 's encounter with other persons and with God are at 
least potential ly present at all levels of being. 
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IH52. Translated as The Tra11sformation of the Scientific World 
\'ieiv. London, HJ.53; New York, Hl54. 

Weltschbpfu ng und \\leltende. I lam burg, I058. Translated as 
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JOHN M ACQUARRIE 

H E I S E N B E RG ,  W E R N E R ,  Gcrm;m physicist, was 
born in \\'iirzlmrg in 190 1 .  Heisenberg stud ied physics in 
� lunich under Arnold Sommerfeld and received his  docto
rate from � l unich in 1923. He became a lecturer and as
s istant to �lax Born at Gi>tti ngcn in  1 924. He continued his  
stud ies at  the Un ivers ity of Copenhagen,  where he col lab
orated with IL A. Kramers . I- l e  succeeded Kramers in 1 926 
as lecturer in phys ics there. Heisenberg was professor of 
phys ics at Leipzig from 1 927 to 1 94 1  and professor at Ber
l i n  and director of the Kaiser Wi lhelm Institute for Phys ics 
from 194 1 to 194,5. He was named honorary professor and 
director of the Max Planck Insti tute for Physics at 
Gotti ngen in 1946 and has been honornry profe!- <;or and 
administrative director of the Max Planck Insti tute for 
Physics and Astrophysics in !-. lunich s ince 1U58. He was 
awarded the l\obcl prize for phys ics in 1 932. 

I l c iscnberg's contributions to physics are contained in 
over 120 papers coveri ng a great variety of topics. \Ve shall 
here deal with two topics only, with the invention of ma
trix mechanics and with Hei senberg's more recent theory 
of eleme ntary parti cles . 

Matrix mechanics. The older quantu m  theory of Bohr 
and Sommerfeld had tri ed to combine ch1ss ical physics 
with the new quantum laws and to uti l ize the predictive 
povver of both. The res ult ing theory was a mixture of clas
s ical notions-some usefu l ,  others ;1pparcntly redun
dant-of ne,v ideas and of ad hoc adaptations . Thus, for 
example, transition probabi l i ties and selection rules were 
ca l cu lated, or guessed at, by examining the Fourier 
coefficients of the motions 

<t>1 ( t )  = L X1 ( n,w; )  exp ( inw; t) 
n = -oe 

of the independently vibrati ng parts of the atom, whi l e  
the motion <1>1 i t self had to b e  denied any physical s ignifi
cance. I n  add ition, the theory had foi led in important re
spects. I t  dearly was but an in termediate step on the way 
to a sati sfactory mechanics of the atom. The final theory is 
esse nt ial ly due to the e fforts and the very d i fferent phi loso
ph ies of two men , I l <> i s cnherg and Schri id i ng<'r. 

According to I l e isenherg ,vc must ;1bandon al l  attempts 
to give a deta i led d1·scription of the unobservab le  intcrn,1I 
motions of tlH' atom. Such motions arc hut the resul t  of the 
continued use of class ical idPas in a domai n  that is i nac
U''i'> ibl <' to d i wct experimental exam ination. Consideri ng 
t l 1a t  the'><' ideas may be in need of rev i s ion it would s<'<.'m 

to be wise to construct a theory that is expressed solely in 
terms of such "outer" magnitudes as frequencies and in
tens ities of spectral l ines. Speaking formally this means 
that we want to predict by using the X; directly and wi th
out appeal to the <I>;. Now Bohr's investigations had al
ready gone a long way toward determining the required 
properties .of the X. H i s idea of a rational generali zation 
corresponds exactly to what Heisenberg had in  mind. 
Heisenberg h imself provided additional rules of calcula
tion which were sufficient for solving some simple prob
lems, such as the problem of the harmonic oscil lator. I t  
was not known to him at the t ime that the rules were those 
of an algebra of noncommuting matrices ;  this was soon 
recogn ized by Born , who, together with Pascual J ordan 
and I le isenberg, completed the formal ism a few months 
after Heisenberg's first paper had appeared. A new atomic 
mechan ics was at last in s ight. I ts mean ing, however, was 
far from clear. Macroscopic objects whose positions and 
momenta could be ascertained with a higher degree of 
precision were represented by infini te arrays of complex 
numbers , none of them corresponding in a si mple way to 
visible properties.  "Can you imagine," objected H .  A. 
Lorentz at this stage, "me to be noth ing but a matri x?" I t  
was again I leisenberg who, after the theory had been 
completed in  a somewhat unexpected fash ion by Schro
dinger, made an essential contribution here by showing, 
in  his uncertainty relations, to what extent classical no
tions could sti l l  be u sed in the interpretation of microphys
ical theories. 

Heisenberg was to use the pri nciple to rebuild a theory 
by work ing "from the outs ide in" once more in 1943, in 
order to el iminate certain d ifficulties in the quantum 
theory of fields. Bel ieving these difficulties to be due to 
the disappearance of the ordinary space-time relations 
below 1 0- 13 cm . ,  he tried to replace field theory by a for
mal i sm which for any interaction transforms asymptotic 
anterior states into asymptotic posterior states without 
deal ing with the detai ls of the interaction. This so-called 
S-matrix theory was taken up by Geoffrey Chew and others 
for the calculation of the properties of strongly interacting 
particles. This has led to what some physicists regard as 
the beginning of a "third revolution" of twentieth-century 
physics , to the i dea that particles are composites and that 
the properties of a l l  of them can be obtained in a step by 
step procedure, start ing with the interaction of any small 
subset ("bootstrap hypothesis") .  Spatiotcmporal relations 
arc al ien to this scheme, which therefore c'lnnot develop a 
theory of measurement. Nor docs there seem to be any 
possibi l i ty of extending it to other types of internction. 

Elementary particle theory. Heisenberg, who had been 
the fi rst to stress the nonexistence of a criterion for dis
ti ngu ishing "elementary" particles from composites , has 
i n  the meantime dc,·eloped a di fferent theory in which 
elementary particles are stationary states of a s ingle phys
ical system,  "matter. " The field operators refer no longer 
to particles hut to this basic matter (vvhich Heisenberg 
sometimes compares to Anaximander's apeirvn). The 
masses of the particles arise whol ly from the in teractions 
due to the nonli nearity of the bas ic  field equation. There 
arc no "hare particles. "  Other properties are supposed to 
fol l ow from the symmetries of the field equation. Strange 
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particles of spin O and 1/2 have been dealt with, to a certain 
extent, on the basis of approx imation methods (this refers 
to 1 962). There are only programs, no exact pred ictions, 
for weak interactions. 

Heisenberg's philosophical speculations  have always 
been inti mately connected with h i s  physics. They have 
been ori ginal and exciting. The same cannot he said ahout 
his more general observations on phi losoph ical matters. 
However, he should not be blamed for this di sparity, as 
it is at any rate only in close con nection wi th real ity that 
philosophy can be both interesting and fruitfu l .  (For a dis
cussion of H eisenberg's contributions to quantum theory, 
see QUANTUM MECHANICS, PHILOSOPHICAL I MPLICATIONS 
OF.) 
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PAUL K. FEYERABEND 

H E L L E N I ST I C  T H O U G HT.  The word "Hel lenistic" 
denotes that period of Greek history which can be defined 
i n  pol itical terms as extending from the conquests of Alex
ander (d. 323 B.C. )  to the extinction by the Romans of the 
kingdoms that his succes'>ors establ ished, a process vir
t • 1al l y  compl eted by the subjugation of Cleopatra's Egypt 
(30 B.C.) .  The end of the fourth century saw the making of 
two posit ive phi losophies ,  Zeno's Stoicism and E picuru s' 
material i st h edon ism,  which were to win adherents for five 
centuries and to exert an intermittently powerful influence 
in more modern times. There was a critical reaction to 
them, particularly to Stoicism, in what was cal l ed the M id
dle and New Academy under the leadership of the skepti
cal Arcesi laus and Cameades. Th is  articl e presents a gen
eral picture of intel lectual trends in the H el l enistic era. 

Landmarks in the h istory of thought tend to be less clear 
than those in pol i tical hi story, with wh ich they do not 
necessari l y  coincide. There i s ,  however, reason for recog
nizing a period of H el len istic thought that corresponds 
with the pol it ical period. It ends with a return to classi
cism, with a rediscovery of the fourth and fifth centuries ,  
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which took many fonns :  in l i terat 11re and rhetoric there 
was Attici sm, the study and irn itati o11 of classical Athe11 ian 
models ,  i n  sculpture the archaizing movement, i 1 1  philoso
phy a revival of interest in Plato and Aristotle. As ea rly as 
the late second century, Panaet ius  tried to give Stoicism a 
new look by an i 1 1fus ion of Platoni sm,  and he was fol l owed 
in this hy Posidonius ;  Antiochus of A scalon hegan to recal l  
the Academy to the heri tage of its follnder; and a l i tt l <> la ter 
the writings of Aristotle hegan to occupy a long l ine of 
commentators. In the Greco-Roman period the Gre<•ks 
compensated for their pol i tical submiss ion by remem ber
ing their past glories. By contrast the Hel len i stic age, al
though ready enough to adapt its predecessors, was at first 
one of self-con fidPnt ind c>pendenc.:e and conscious origi
nal i ty, which matched the pol i tical expans ion of the Greek 
worl d. Un fortunatel y, l i ttle remai ns of its prose l i terature;  
our knowledge is derived mainly from later writers, who 
chose to report what su i ted their interests. Genera l ization s 
are thus more than usual ly  dangerous. 

Specialization. The He l len i stic age was pre-emi nent in 
its vigorous development of the sciences, particu larly 
mathematics, astronomy, and med icine, and these subjects 
lost their old association with phi losophy. Although ex
periment was not unknown, the vogue was for observation 
and the collecti on of facts ;  and many scholars made lan
guage, l i terature, and hi story the objects of such factual 
research. Thus topics that had been periphera l ,  but per
haps stim ulati ng, to earl ier philosophers became the bu si
ness of special i sts .  

Moreover, there grew u p  a geographical separation ; the 
sciences flouri shed in Al exandria and Pergamum, whereas 
philosophers were increasingly drawn to Athens. Early in 
the period there were logicians at Megara and hedoni sts in 
Cyrene; Epicurus made h i s  debut in Asia M inor, and Zeno 
sent men out to fore ign countries. But later al l  the ph iloso
phers of whom anything is known worked in Athens, al
though many of them were not Athenian by birth ; of the 
famous heads of the Academy, Arcesi laus came from 
Aeolia, Carneades from Cyrene, Cl i tomachu s  from Car
thage, Ph ilo from Thessaly, an d Antiochus  from Syria. 
Only at the end of the period did Rhodes enjoy a brief 
distinction, when Panaetius and Posidonius were at work 
there. 

Posidon ius i ndeed attempted to integrate phil osophy 
and some of the specialist stud i es-hi story, anthropology, 
geography, and astrnnomy; but Stoic dogma was by then so 
firmly establ i shed that his  unorthodoxy reduced the 
influence that h i s  original i ty deserved. The intel lectual 
energy that marked the opening of the period was dimin
ished along with declin ing material prosperity, and the 
hosti l i ty of the later Ptol emies to Greek learning acceler
ated the decay of scienti fic inqu iry. 

Phi losophy suffered by reason of its separation from 
sci ence. Epicureans were obliged by their pri nciples to 
give a mechanical  account of celestial , as of other, phenom
ena, but shut their eyes to the rel evant d i scoveries of the 
astronomers. Chrysippu s grndgingly mentioned the anat
omists who had shown the derivation of the nervou s sys
tem from the brain, but clung to the view that the heart 
was the command-station of the soll l .  Psychology, in fact, 
s tagnated because it continued to be the subject of a pri ori 
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philosophizing, aided by a few random observations; it 
was not a subject of systematic inquiry. 

Narrowed scope of philosophy. Hellenistic philosophy 
has not the range of Plato's Academy or Aristotle's Ly
ceum. It is often said that there was a concentration on 
ethics; this is explained by the deteriorated status of the 
city-state and the insecurity of t imes made hideous by the 
meaningless and destructive wars of the Hellenisti c  mon
archs. Traditional guides to conduct were lost, an<l philos
ophy was called in to give the individual a road to follow 
and an assurance that it would lead him to happiness. It is 
certainly true that all the schools set up the attainment of 
happiness as the ultimate aim of their teaching; but this 
was nothing new, as is shown by Aristotle's Nicomachean 
Ethics and it must be remembered that for Plato, as for 
Socrates, the most important thing in life was care for the 
welfare of the soul. Hellenistic concentration on ethics has 
been exaggerated because practical morality was the chief 
concern of the Greco-Roman world, from which so much 
of our information derives. Thus so little survives of Chry
sippus' work on logic that its originality was long ignored, 
yet it comprised about a third of his immense literary out
put. Similarly there are only tantalizing fragments of Epi
curus' 37-book On Nature. In theory the only use of 
science was to free man from fear, but in practice he must 
have found many problems interesting per se, however 
much he might at times refuse to pursue questions beyond 
the point of usefulness. 

Universal humanity. The life of the city-state came to no 
sudden end with Alexander. For two generations Athens 
still knew foreign wars and civil revolutions. In all cities 
there was great activity in building, in mounting festivals, 
in public education and welfare; and the law courts re
mained busy. �1any men might be content with the l ife of 
the city, but there were others whose horizons were wider; 
there was more mobility, which led to the growth of a 
common Greek speech. That all men had something in 
common, that all had Zeus as a father, were ideas familiar 
to the classical Gree ks, but the thought that a universal 
humanity united all became more prominent in the Hel
lenistic period. When the Cynic Diogenes called himself 
"a citizen of the world," he intended primarily the nega
tive meaning that he owed no local allegiance. To the 
Stoics the world was a city with laws made by God, and its 
citizens realized, however imperfectly, that they belonged 
to one another, were like one another, and had duties to 
one another. Among these duties was one based on a natu
ral inclination, that of instructing the ignorant. The desire 
to preach the truth and communicate the secret of happi
ness seems to have been even stronger among the Epicu
reans. "Friendship," said Epicurus, "goes dancing round 
the world, summoning us all to awake to felicity." 

In the Greco-Homan world some knowledge of philo
sophical doctrines was widespread, even to he expected, 
among educated circles. The I I cllcnistic age must have 
seen the beginning of the change by which philosophy 
ceased to be the interest of a small minority and gained a 
recognized position; it is significant that in J .56 B.C. the 
Athenians chose the heads of the three chief philosophic 
schools to r<'prcsent them on an embassy to Home. At the 
same time there was a spread of a popular s impl ified moral 

teaching, of which Bion and Menippus are the best-known 
representatives; "philosopher" as applied to them would 
be a misnomer, but they passed on (or ridiculed) ideas that 
had originated with philosophers. 

Importance of the individual. With the recognition of a 
common humanity went an increasing awareness of indi
viduality. In art, above all in literature, character is de
picted ancl analyzed. With this knowledge of man came a 
readiness to find in his nature a norm for action; he could 
discover within himself the laws he should obey, not seek 
them in social custom or the will of the gods or an objec
tive self-existing Right. For the Epicurean, human "na
ture," arbitrarily limited to the physical, was the sole test. 

The Stoic recognized a "universal nature" too, but as 
something of which he was a part : his own impulses and 
his own reason would carry him along the right road. Even 
the skeptic from the Academy relied upon his reason as the 
only light available to guide him to the probabilities that 
governed his actions. At no other time in antiquity were 
philosophers so confident of man's self-sufficiency, even 
though the Stoics could simultaneously regard him as 
controlled by Fate. And for the dogmatic schools self
sufficiency meant not only that man was his own arbiter, 
but also that he could by his own effort secure what to 
Aristotle seemed impossible, an impregnable happiness 
untouched by external events. 

This humanism had no need of the otherworldliness that 
is so prominent in Plato. Otherworldliness played no part 
in Hellenistic philosophy until toward the close of the 
period a revived Pythagoreanism heralded the new age. A 
transcendent God and a human soul exiled in this world 
are conceptions as alien to the Stoics as to Epicurus. Both 
ideas were rejected for the philosophical reason that it 
could not be understood how the immaterial could either 
affect or be affected by the material. 

Dogmatism. A characteristic feature of the Hellenistic 
age is the "school" of philosophy, that is, a succession of 
men concerned with maintaining in essentials the views of 
a founder. The followers of Epicurus regarded him as a 
man of superhuman wisdom and never seriously modified 
his teaching. Among the Stoics there was more change, but 
much of it consisted of a shift of emphasis, or the use of 
new formulas-the better to express old ideas. The novelty 
is sometimes exaggerated by modern writers, whereas the 
Stoics themselves were more conscious of the continuity. 
Chrysippus is said to have declared that if only he were 
shown the doctrines he would find the proofs; although he 
differed from Zeno on points of substa1 1ee, the anecdote 
show ., how his work was regarded. This ossification was 
promoted by a general fondness for the invention of tech
nical terms, which tend to determine thought, and was also 
encouraged by the polemics of the New Academy. In the 
face of external attack it is natural to close ranks. But or
thodoxy is more often associated with religion than with 
philosophy, and for some men philosophers were now 
meeting the craving for a creed that contemporary religion 
could not satisfy. 

Religion. The inadequacy of the traditional gods appears 
from the Hellenistic fascination with the idea of chance or 
luck (Tyche) as the determining factor in human affairs. 
Some might robustly deny its i mportance, and the Stoics 



saw in it only a name for causation that lay outside human 
ken. But to the popular mind it was such a powerfu l  thing 
that it must be a "god," so that i t  came to he worsh iped 
and propitiated, and to some extent this empty negation of 
rational ity took the place of the personal gods of trad ition. 
Often hardly l ess negative is the common assignment of 
events to an anonymous "supernatural influence" (daimo
nion). But though many men found the tradit ional gods 
insufficient, that is not to say that all did so, or even that all 
the di ssati sfied also di sbel ieved. The third centu ry was a 
great era of temple-bu i ld ing ;  it wou ld be absu rd to see in 
th is  nothing but evidence of secu lar ostentation. The nu
merous rel igious associations were effect ively social clubs, 
but their divine presidents may yet have had a meaning for 
the members. Zeno and Epicuru s  both found it worthwhile 
to accommodate the gods in their systems. And when in 
the end the Hel lenistic skepticism, atheism, eu hemeri sm, 
and rational i sm receded, some of  the old figures still sur
vived and became objects of the new devoutness and rel i
gious feel ing. 
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FRANCIS H ENRY SANDBACH 

H E LM H O LTZ,  H E RM A N N  L U D W I G  V O N  ( 182 1 -
1 894 ), German physiologist and physici st. He was born in 
Potsdam and educated at the Potsdam Gymnasium,  where 
his father taught philology and classical l i teratu re, and at the 
Royal Friedrich-Wilhel m Institute of Medicine and Surgery 
in Berl in ,  from which he graduated as a doctor of med icine 
at the age of 2 1 .  Helmholtz' outstanding scienti fic talent 
led to the cu rtai lment of his required ten-year service as a 
Pruss ian army physician and su rgeon . After the presenta
tion and publ ication of his famous paper Uber die Erhal
tung der Kraft ("On the Conservation of Energy") in 1847, 
he held only academic posts. H e  was instructor in anatomy 
at the Academy of Arts in Berl in ( 1847 - 1848), professor of 
pathology and physiology at Kon i gsberg ( 1 848 - 1 855), pro
fessor of physiology and anatomy at Bonn ( 1 8,55 - 1 858), 
professor of phys iology at Heidelberg ( 1 8.58 - 187 l ), pro
fessor of physics at Berl in ( 1 87 1 - 1888), and the first pres
ident and director of the Physico-Technical In stitute in 
Berl in from 1888 unti l his death. 

Helmholtz con tributed over two hundred papers and 
books of outstanding importance in medicine, anatomy, 
physiology, psychology, and physics. He al so publ ished 
papers in  mathematics and in ph i losophy, and del ivered 
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many popular lectu res to publ icize signi ficant scic· 1 1 t i fic 
investigations and to point out thei r  ph ilosophical implica
tions. I le was the fi rst to mc�asure the speed of 1wrvt• im
pulses, and he in vented the ophthalmoscopc > . l l i s pap, • r  
"On the Conservation of Energy" became th<' cornerstone 
of the science of thermodynamics and set the d i rection of 
much of physics for the next half century. II is monumental 
three-vol ume llandbuch der 7Jltysiolngischen O7it ik 
(Handbook of Physiological Optics, 1 8.SG - 1 8fi(5) ,  fre
quently cal led the principia in its field, was matched in 
1 863 by a wo rk equal ly basic to physiological acoustics, 
Die Lehre von dem Tonempfindung (On the Sensations of 
Tone as a Physiological Basis for the 'fheory of Music). 
I n  mathematics lw was a pioneer in the field of non
Eucl idean geometry, arrivi ng independently at concl us ions 
s imi lar to those of Bernhard Hicrnann awl se<' ing more 
quickly than others the philosophical importance of these 
new developments. In physics he contri buted :; 1 1bstantial ly 
to the establishment of the Faraday- Maxwell conception 
of electrical phenomena, both by his own theoretical in
vestigations and through his encouragement of his most 
famous student, I l einrich I lertz. I l elmholtz greatl y 
influenced the intel lectual cli mate in many German uni
vers ities, and he may rightly he con sidered one of the 
fathers of the phi losophy of science. 

Empiricism and opposition to metaphysics. I l clmholtz 
wrote only one long essay, Die Tatsachen in der Wahrnehm
u ng ("The Facts of Percepti on," 1878), that he expl icitly 
considered to be in the field of philosophy. !\ l ost  of his 
phi losophy is  contained in a number of short, popu lar 
essays and in the body of his various scientific works. The 
scientific works, however, contain frequent passages of 
phi losophical importance and always show a clear aware
ness of philosophical issues. Furthermore, many of h i s  
papers on science and mathematics, such as  those on the 
foundations of physics and mathematics, would now he 
included in the philosophy of science. 

Helmhol tz' phi losophy was at all times closely related 
with h i s  scientific investigations. One of the motives for 
the work that led to the paper "On the Conservation of 
Energy" was h i s  desire to discredit vi tal i sm as a scienti fic 
hypothesis and as a metaphysical posit ion. Indeed, from 
the beginning of his career he was opposed in general to 
metaphysical specu lation, feel ing that the ideal ists, 
Schel l ing and Hegel in particu lar, and a number of ma
teria l i sts had perverted phi losophy and turned it from its 
main function , which was the study of human knowledge. 
Helmholtz was close to Kant in his philos,)phy; he be
l ieved that in The Critique of Pure Reason Kant had asked 
the right questions and had moved part of the way toward 
answering them. He was also close to the classical Brit ish 
empiricists, bel ieving that a scientifical ly and mathemati
cal l y  sophisticated empi ricism along the l ines in itiated by 
Locke would provide highly rel iable answers to a number 
of the basic questions of phi losophy. 

Knowledge and perception. For Helmholtz the central 
questions in phi losophy were "In what ways do our ideas 
correspond to real ity ?" and "\\'hat is tru e in our sense 
perception and thought?" Answefing these questions was 
the common task of both phi losophy and the sci ences, the 
two discipl ines approach ing them from opposite di rec-
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tions. The task of philosophy is to study the formal aspects 
of knowledge, our forms of intuition and representation, 
and the general categories in terms of which we order 
knowledge. The task of the sciences is to study the world 
of reality and to find the laws of nature that cause or deter
mine both objective sequences of events and the sensa
tions we experience. The formal aspects of knowledge, our 
forms of intuition and representation, and our intellectual 
categories, condition the ways in which we should and do 
fonnulate scientific knowledge. Scientific investigations, 
specifically the findings of physiological optics and acous
tics, help us to understand our fom1s of intuition and the 
mental operations involved in knowing. 

Although Helmholtz' position was basically Kantian, it 
was markedly different from Kant's on certain important 
points because of Helmholtz' study of physiological optics, 
physiological acoustics, and non-Euclidean geometry. His 
answer to the question "In what ways do our ideas corre
spond to reality?" was based upon certain discoveries in 
the physiology of sensation and, in particular, upon the 
principle of specific nerve energies. This principle was 
implicit in the psychological theories of a number of Brit
ish empiricists; it was made explicit by Johannes M uller 
and was extended significantly by Helmholtz. Fundamen
tal to this view is the theory that all we know about the 
external world is brought to consciousness as the result of 
certain changes produced in our sense organs by external 
causes. These changes are transmitted by the nerves to the 
brain, where they first become conscious sensation�. In 
the brain they are interpreted and combined to produce our 
perceptions of external objects by mental processes that 
Helmholtz called unconscious inferences-processes he 
considered to he the same as those that are operative when 
a child learns his native language. Thus, in the case of 
vision, excitations of the nerves of the retina are transmit
ted by the optic nerve to the brain, where they are experi
enced as sensations and where they are unconsciously 
interpreted and combined to fonn visual perceptions of 
objects and their properties. 

According to the principle of specific nerve energies, 
there is no one-to-one correspondence between a sensa
tion experienced and a specific property of the object 
causing that sensation. It is perfectly possible for similar or 
identical sensations to be the effects of diverse causes or 
for a single cause, because it affects more than one kind of 
nerve, to result in qualitatively distinct sensations. As a 
result, the most that can be claimed is that sensations are 
caused by external objects, that they are the subjective 
signs of these objects and their properties but are in no 
way images of them. The relation is one of sign to object 
signified, and even so, as such it is not an invariant rela
tion. The only exception-an important one-is the corre
spondence in temporal sequence between external events 
and subjective sensations. Indeed, it is this correspond
ence that enables the scientist to determine the order of 
external events-that is, to determine the invariant laws of 
nature. 

Because, with the notable exception of temporal se
quences, there are no invariant, but only fairly uniform, 
relations between the sensations we experience and the 
objective world, l l elmholtz felt that we can speak of our 

ideas as true only in a practical sense. Sensations are signs 
that we learn to use in order to regulate our movements 
and actions. \Vhen we have learned to interpret these 
signs, we are able to control our actions and are able to 
bring about results we desire or to avoid dangers. 

[However, to ask] whether the idea I have of a table, 
its form, •strength, colour, weight, etc. , is true per se, 
apart from any practical use I can make of this idea, 
and whether it corresponds with the real thing, or is 
false and due to an illusion, has just as much sense as 
to ask whether a certain musical note is red, yellow, or 
blue. Idea and thing conceived evidently belong to 
two entirely different worlds, which no more admit of 
being compared with each other than colours and 
musical tones or than the letters of a book and the 
sounds of the words they form. (Handbook of Phys
iological Optics, Vol. III, p. 19) 

Space and geometry. Helmholtz' study of perceptions of 
space and of spatially oriented objects led him into the 
field of non-Euclidean geometry. His interest in general 
problems of spatial perception led to the investigation of 
the analytic properties that any space must have in order to 
permit the establishment of congruence relations between 
bodies and surfaces. As he saw it, congruence can be es
tablished only if rigid bodies or systems of bodies can be 
moved toward one another with unaltered form-that is, 
only if the congruence of geometrical figures is a relation 
independent of all movements in space. Thus, he took the 
actual fact of spatial measurements through the establish
ment of congruence as a starting point and investigated the 
most general analytical properties of any space in which 
the movements necessary for this measurement can occur. 
He found that such movements and measurements were 
possible not only in Euclidean space but also in the spaces 
investigated by Riemann and Nikolai Ivanovich Loba
chevski or in any space with a constant measure of cur
vature. Helmholtz concluded that Kant was mistaken in 
claiming that the axioms of Euclidean geometry were 
synthetic a priori principles necessarily true of space. 
Spaces that are not Euclidean can be conceived; the geom
etries of these spaces can be formulated; models or inter
pretations of them can be given, and on the basis of 
experience, it is impossible to determine which of these 
geometries is that of real space. Kant was correct in consid
ering space to he a form of intuition but wrong in claiming 
that space must necessarily possess Euclidean charac
teristics. 

Phi!osophy of physics. Helmholtz' philosophy of phys
ics was a classic formulation of nineteenth-century mecha
nism. He felt that the primary function of the physical 
sciences was to search for laws that express observed par
ticular processes in general terms, so that from these laws 
other particular processes could be deduced. The discov
ery of these laws is the task of experimental physical 
science. 

The theoretical part . . .  endeavors to ascertain the 
unknown causes of processes from their visible effects; 
it seeks to comprehend them according to the law of 
causality . . . .  Thus, the final goal of the theoretical 



natural sciences is to di scover the u l timate invariable 
causes of natural processes. ("On the Conservation of 
Energy," Introduction) 

According to H elmholtz, these ult imate causes are sim
ple Newtonian forces, so that a causal explanation in phys
ics is at the same time an explanat ion in  terms of forces. 

Theoretical natural science must, therefore, if it is n ot 
to rest content wi th a part ial vie w  of the nature of 
things, take a position in harmony with the present 
conception of the nature of simple forces and the con
sequences of this  conception. Its task wil l  be com
pleted when the reduction of phenomena to simple 
forces i s  completed, and when i t  can at the same t ime 
be proved that the reduct ion given i s  the only one 
possible which the phenomena will permit. Th is wi l l  
then be establ i shed as  the necessary conceptual form 
for comprehending natu re, and we wi l l  then be abl e  to 
ascribe objective truth to it. (ibid.) 

These statements always represented the ult imate aim 
of scienti fic explanation for H elmhol tz. It was a goal that 
grew more di stant as the n ineteenth century advanced. 
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RUSSELL KAHL 

B E L MONT, J A N  B A PTI STA V A N  ( 1 577 - 1 644) ,  
Flemish physician and chemist, was born in Brussels ,  
studied ph ilosophy and medicine at Louvain U n i versity, 
and became a doctor of medicine in 1594 . From 1 600 to 
1605 he t raveled in S witzerland, I taly,  Germany, and Eng
land in order to enrich h is  medical knowledge, but he was 
deeply di ssatis fied by the dominance of Galenism in the 
medical school s he visited. In 1609 he left Brnssel s for 
Vi lvorde, where he l ived in retirement and meditation 
unt i l  1 6 16 .  Return ing to Brussels, he publ ished h i s  De 
Magica Vulnerum Curatione (Paris ,  1 62 1 ), bu t the work was 
suspected of heresy, and van H elmont was subjected to a 
long inquisi torial process. H e  was impri soned for a short 
time in 1 634, and prosecutions lasted unti l  1 636. 

Van H el mont's main importance l ies  in his contributions 
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to medicine and chemistry, bu t  his philosoph ical views do 
not lack interest. For a t ime he was a su pporter of the 
H ippocratic empir ical approach to medicine that oppw,ed 
the Aristotel ian and Calenic doctrines which prevail <�<l in 
the medical schoo ls .  During his ret irement in \' i lvord<>, he 
cam e under the in fluence of Paracelsus and the her1 1 1etic 
writings. l i e  suggested often in his writi 1 1gs that he was an 
adept, and boasted of being able to make gold and prod uce 
the panacea. Even after accept ing the hermetic theory of 
knowledge, van I Ielmont d id not give up the experime1 1tal 
approach to scien t i fic  practice, which led him to important 
di scoveries in chemistry (he founded the chemi�try of 
gases a11d physiological chemistry) and in mediciut• (par
t icular ly  concerning catarrh and asthma). This i s  general ly 
considered a contradiction by commentators; bnt the her
metic school tradi tional ly  coupled a pro1 101 1 1 1ced empi rical 
bent to its stress on an inner l ight and on revelation, or the 
wi sdom of the anc ients, as genuine sources of knowl edge. 

Van Bel mont held that the intel l ect constitutes the 
human sou l .  I t  i s  the true image of God and the source of 
knowledge, which is attained by immediate in tu ition of an 
inner i l l u m i nation caused by Cod, evoked hy in trospection 
and prayer, and conditioned by faith. Reason , the discur
sive power, contrary to Ari stotle, i s  on ly  a connecting l ink 
between intel l ect and the senses, and leads on l y  to error. 

In natural phil osophy van l l clmont held that the world 
was composed of matter (either water or ai r), and an 
efficient cause, which was the "original ferment" or ini
tium seminale-his own version of the "sou l of the world" 
(the active principle of hermetic philosophy). In biol ogy 
and physiol ogy van B elmont was an iatrochemist. Life 
results from a vegetative soul (arclweus injf.uus), and every 
organ of a l iving body has its own archaeus insitus that 
determines its special function. Diseases arise from disor
der in these archaei; a d isease i s  an error derivin g  from an 
idea morbosa. These doctrines originated in the Stoic and 
Neoplatonic traditions of the hermetic school .  
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GIORGIO TO:--'ELLI 

HE L V E T I U S ,  C LA U DE-A D R I EN ( 1 715 - 1 771 ), was 
horn into a h ighly respected medical fami ly ;  his father 
was first physician to the queen of France. After his educa
tion at the College Louis-le-Grand and at the age of only 23. 
H elvet ius  obtained, through in flu ence 'lt court ,  the lucra
tive post of fermier-general, in which he soon grew rich. 
He became known, however, for the philanthropic and 
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enlightened uses he made of h i s  great wealth, particu larly 
as a patron of philosophers and men of letters. For a time 
Helvetius turned to poetry and, in a piece entitled Le 
Bonheur, extol led the supreme pleasures of the intel lec
tual l ife. Taking his own advice, he resigned in 1 75 1  from 
tax-farming, married, and retired to h i s  country estate, 
thenceforth devoting himself primari ly to philosophical 
and l iterary pursuits. The publ ication in 1758 of his prin
cipal work, De / 'Esprit, proved to be one of the ideological 
causes celebres of the eighteenth century. Appearing at a 
moment of pol itical reaction, De l'Esprit was noisi ly con
demned by the authorities, both ecclesiastical and minis
terial , for its dangerously heretical and subversive opinions. 
Suppression of the book signaled a grave-but fortunately 
temporary-setback for the party of philosophes and Ency
clopedists. Despite the recantations that H elvetius  was 
forced to make regarding De l'Esprit, he reaffirmed his  
ideas even more strongly in  De l'Homme, de ses facultes 
intellectuelles, et de son education, publ i shed posthu
mous ly  in  1 772. 

The thought of Helvetius sprang mainly from the pre
dominant current of sensualism in the Enl ightenment, 
wh ich he fashioned with marked originality into what may 
be described as a thoroughgoing doctrine of "environmen
tal behaviori sm. " Like Locke, he held that the primary 
function of the m ind was the registering of sense impres
sions arising from the external world. Cal l ing this faculty 
sensibilite physique, he held it to be the excl usive source 
not only of all ideas and judgments (which, he sa:d, re
su lted from the mental comparison of sensations) and of 
memory (which is simply a weakened sensation) ,  but of all 
the emotion s as wel l ;  he described emotions as variations 
of the two root-sensations of pleasure and pain that usual ly  
accompany sensory experience. Diverging, however, from 
the mainstream of Lockeanism represented in France 
at the time chiefly by Etienne Bonnot de Condil lac, 
H elvetius was concerned with deriving from sensationist 
premises a psychological , rather than epistem0logical , 
theory. His  basic contention was that the intel lectual and 
moral capabil ities, no less than the entire complex of val
ues and motivations pecul iar to any individual, are to be 
explained solely as the product of education-that is, of the 
total cumulative environment from the moment of birth . 
The biological or hereditary influences on the individual 
are cons idered, by contrast, to be uniform in all who are 
"normally constituted"; moreover, it  is deemed unneces
sary to include such "constants" in the causal investigation 
of behavior. Whereas Locke had rejected innate ideas, 
Helvetius proceeded to the rejection of innate abil ities, or, 
more exactly, of innate inequal ities in the apparatus of 
natural talents and incl inations with which every normal 
person is end owed. In expounding this radically environ
mental i st psychology, he d id n ot feel obl iged to assume 
any metaphysical position concerning the substantive 
nature of mind. Nevertheless, it is clear enough, as the 
concept of sensihilite physique implies, that Helvetius, 
swayed perhaps by contemporary materia l ists such as 
Diderot and La �l ettric ,  had in fact adopted a natural istic 
view of man as logica l ly  the most su itable context in which 
to develop his behaviorist thesis. 

In the mass of empirical evidence, often valuable and 

sometimes penetrating, adduced in support of the absolute 
case for environm ent versus heredity, two arguments stand 
out. Aware that exceptional talents do not always result 
from equal ly exceptional educations, Helvetius attempted 
to justify environmental ism by i ntroducing the notion of 
hasard. According to th is ,  a trivial and chance occur
rence-such as Newton's observation of an apple falling to 
the ground-could, under certain conditions, have the 
most far-reaching consequences-such as  the d iscovery of 
universal gravitat ion .  H elvetius reached the reassuring, if 
tenuous, conclusion that genius is common to all persons ,  
but the special sequence of  events n eeded to  actual ize it i s  
exceedingly rare. H is other and much more plausible l in e  
o f  reasoning affirms that the development o f  intel l igence, 
talent, or any abil ity whatever is proportional to the degree 
of passion, or emotional motivation, felt  by the individual . 
Having thus translated the problem of inborn inequal ities 
of mental capabil ity into one of inborn emotive potential, 
Helvetius  ended by finding that anyone may, by the ap
propriate stirr:ulation of his passions, be rendered superior 
in any field of endeavor. 

Throughout h i s  writings, H elvetius emphasized the 
ethical and social implications of h i s  psychology. The 
conception of the human being as a sort of behavioral 
tabula rasa, uniformly mal leable by external control s into 
whatever forms m ight be judged desirable, favors ob
viously the practical ideal of reforming man and society 
on a grand scale. It devolves upon the "legislator 
philosopher" to achieve th is  goal by a system of reedu
cation based on the scienti fic knowledge of the mechanics 
of behavior in relation to environment-an ambition 
aptly summarized by the sangu ine dictum l' education 
peut tout. The supreme ethical criterion i s ,  in turn, de
scribed as "publ ic util ity" (or such equ ivalents as interet 
general, bonheur general), which Helvetius further de
fined, in keeping with the pleasure - pain principle, as 
the maximum of pleasure compatible with a m inimum of 
pain  in the whole of a given society. But individual con
duct in  any environment is al ready determ ined by the 
pleasure principle, or self-interest, and Helvetius  tried to 
show that, in addition, the multipl icity of pl easurable ends 
that men automatical ly  seek, however "nonmaterial " in 
appearance, are al l  ultimately reducible to sensibilite 
physique. It is futile, therefore, to try to inculcate the so
cial v irtues by mere moral izing and even more so  by con
demning pleasure. Men can be changed for the better only 
through the manipulat ion of their pas sions. The key idea, 
to which al l of H elvetius' thinking leads, is that the m oral 
improvement and happiness of mankind can result only 
from political reforms having as their object the establ ish
ment of a system of public education (in both the narrow 
and the broad sense), by means of which the closest possi
ble l inkage would be effected between any individual 's  
social ly beneficial acts and his  rewards in  the form of 
grati fied sensibilite physique. For example, Helvetius 
suggested that society methodical ly  offer the choicest 
sexual enjoyments to its most virtuous and useful mem
bers. M ore general ly and especial ly  in the long polemical 
sections of De /'Homme, he inveighed against what he 
regarded as the two major obstacles to the triumph of a 
hedon istic eth ics founded on the standard of public util-



ity-namely, Christianity with its irrational dogmas and 
ascetic, otherworldly moral ity and the feudal structure, 
economic inequ ities, and autocratic practices of the ancien 
regime. An aura of agnosticism, no less than a revolu
tionary fervor, surrounds the writings of  Helvetius ;  wh ile 
he does not argue the philosophical case for  athei sm, he 
patently assigns no positive value to a belief in God and 
even finds it pernicious  to the bonheur general that he 
envisions. 

The pri ncipal weakness of  Helvetius'  ph i losophy is  its 
one-sided, reductive use of  the factor of environment, at 
the expense of physiological predisposition-a defect 
which provoked a solid refutation from Diderot. Stated in 
absolute form, environmental behaviorism i s  paradoxical. 
Because no two educations, as Helvetius himsel f admitted, 
can ever be even remotely simi lar, it is  impossible either 
to prove or to disprove his basic supposition that the same 
environmental causes wi l l  invariabl y produce the same be
havioral effects. The representation of the mind as es
sentially passive sets up, moreover, a false dichotomy 
between it and the natural as wel l as social environment in 
which, from a more real i stic standpoint, the individual i s  
perceived to be  a pecul iarly dynamic and, indeed, creative 
participant. Final ly, the ideal of publ ic uti l i ty, when con 
sidered positively, remains rather vague and elusive, de
spite the abuses of the ancien regime attacked in its name. 
But h istorical ly the many val id elements of Helvetius' 
thought exerted considerable influence in several direc
tions ;  on the Encyclopedist movement, especial l y  Baron 
d'Holbach ; on P ierre Cabanis and the ideologues; on the 
British util itarians, particul arly J eremy Bentham; and, in a 
general l on g-range sense, on the rise of both democratic 
and social i stic doctrines and on the growth in modern 
societies of the comprehensive role given to publ ic educa
tion. 

Principal Works by Helvetius 

Oeuvres completes, 3 vols. Paris, 18 18. 
De l'Esprit; or Essays 011 the Mind and Its Several Faculties. 

London, 1759. 
A Treatise 011 Man; His Intellectual Faculties and His Educa

tion, translated by William Hooper. London, 1777. 
Notes de la main d'Helvetius, Albert Keim, ed. Paris, 1907. 
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ARAM VARTANIAN 

H E M P E L ,  C A R L  G U STAV ,  German-American phi
losopher, was born on January 8, 1905 in Oranienburg, 
Germany, and studied at the universities of Gottingen, 
Heidelberg, and Berl in ,  receiving his Ph.D .  from Berl in in 
1934 . Trained original ly  in physics and mathematics, Hem
pel turned to phi losophy and came under the influence of 
Hans Reichenbach, Moritz Schl ick, and Rudol f Carnap. 
He was a member of the so-cal led Berl i n  group, which was 
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al l ied with the Vie111 1a Ci rcle. Hempel left C e rmany in 
Hl34 , did research in Brussels until J !J37, and then c.:ame to 
the United States, where he was natural izPd in IY44 . l i e  
tau ght at Yale  from HJ48 to I HS,5 and at Princ.:eton from 
195.5 on, and served as pres ident of the American Phi lo
sophical Association, Eastern Divis ion, i n  l CJfi l .  l i e is a 
member of the American Academy of Arts and Sc.:iences. 

I l empel has made contributions in logic.:, philosophy of 
mathematics, and methodology and phi losophy of  sc:ienc:e. 
Although he has not deviated far from the basic.: viewpoi nts 
of logical posit ivism, he has been one of its most astute 
internal critics, and his views have become progress ively 
more l iberal than the earl ier restriet ive tenets of posi
tivism.  

Criteria of meaning. I n  " Problems and Changes in the 
Empiricist Criterion of Meaning" ( l \l,50), Hempel gave an 
exhau stive critique of the various versions of the veri
fiabil ity criterion of meaning and suggested "the trans
latabi l ity criterion," according to which a statement i s  
meaningful i f  translatable  into "au empiricist l anguage." 
His  more recent views are that the sharp dichotomy he
tween cognitive s ign ificance and nonsense shou ld be 
replaced by a graduated differentiation that adm its of 
degrees, and that systems of statements, not i solated state
ments, should be taken as ult imate units of signi ficance. 

Theoretical and observational terms. A related problem 
studied by Hempel,  in Fundamentals of Concept Forma
tion in Empirical Science ( 1 952) and el sewhere, is that of 
articulating the l ink b�tween "theoretical terms" and 
"observational terms"-that is, the problem of clari fying 
how scienti fic terms (for example,  "el ectron" or " id"), 
ostensibly referring to unobservable entities and proper
ties, can have observational signi ficance. Rejecting as too 
restrictive the earl ier positivist thes is of physica l i sm and 
P. W. Bridgman's operationism, H empel introduced the 
notion of "an interpretative system."  Such a system , con
sisting of statements using both theoretical and observa
tional terms, is to effect "a partial interpretation" of a 
theoretical system so that the complex of the theory plu s  
i ts interpretative system yields testabl e observational con
sequences. 

Confirmation. Hempel was one of the fi rst to attempt a 
precise definition of the concept of confirmation. I n  "A 
Purely Syntactical Definition of Confirmation" ( 1 943) and 
"Studies in the Logic of Confirmation·• ( 1 945), he offered a 
defi nition of "observation report O confirms hypothesis If'' 
for languages of simpl e structure; in "A Definition of 'De
gree of Con firmation' " ( 1 945, with P. Oppenheim), he 
proposed a definition of the quantitative concept, "evi
dence E con firms hypothesis H to the degree r. " Better 
known than these technical defin itions is Hempel 's dis
covery and discussion of "the raven paradoxes" of con
firmation in the first two studies cited above. 

Explanation. In "Studie'> in the Logic of Explanation" 
( 1948, with P. Oppenheim) and other works, Hempel gave 
a rigorous analysis of scientific explanation on the bas i s  
of a model-now commonly known as  "the deductive 
model " or "the covering-law model . "  On this model, the 
occurrence of an event is explai ned when a s tatement 
describing that event is deduced from general laws and 
statements of antecedent conditions; a general law is ex-
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plained when it is deduced from more comprehensive 
laws. This view of explanation, and particularly its ap
plication to historical explanation and explanation of hu
man actions, has aroused acute controversy. In "Deductive
Nomological vs. Statistical Explanation" (1962), Hempel 
generalized the covering-law model to include statistical 
or probabilistic explanation. He also proposed the concept 
of "epistemic utility" to explicate the notion of "accepting 
a hypothesis" on the model of decision making under ·un
certainty. 

Works by Hempel 

(1)  Der Typusbegriff im Lichte der Neuen Logik. Leiden,  1936. 
Written with Paul Oppenheim. 

(2) "The Function of General Laws in History." The Journal of 
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}AEGWON KIM 

H E MSTE R H UIS , FRANS ( 172 1 - 1 790), Dutch phi
losopher, was born at Franeker, the son of the famous 
G reek scholar Tiberius Hemsterhuis. Hemsterhuis was a 
clerk of the State Council and devoted his free hours to his 
favorite studies-numismatics, fine arts, and philosophy. 

In his last years his philosophy was very much influenced 
by his friendship with the Princess von Gallitzin, the wife 
of the Hussian ambassador at The Hague. Thus, his life 
a nd work may be divided into two periods. 

In the first period Hemsterhuis' Lettre sur l'lwmme et 
s·es rapports ( 1 772) was his principal work, preceded by 
two small, dosely connected treatises, Lettre sur la sculp-

ture ( 1765) and Lettre sur les desirs ( 1769). In Lettre sur la 
sculpture Hemsterhuis argued that the essence of the 
aesthetic experience is a longing to unite oneself with the 
art object. This concept became part of his theory of ethics, 
which is set out in Lettre sur les desirs. The most perfect 
happiness for the soul is the union with the beloved object 
irrespective of whether it is an object of art, a person, or 
God. This Platonic Eros is for Hemsterhuis analogous to 
the power of attraction in the physical world. This theory 
is further developed in Lettre sur l'homme, on which the 
Platonic dialogues of his second period are based. On the 
subject of the nature of man Hemsterhuis thought in terms 
of a dualistic philosophy like Descartes's, but Hemster
huis' dualism was combined with an empiristic
sensationalistic thoery that he probably derived from 
Locke and Condillac. Through sensory perception man 
receives an image of what exists in reality. This image, 
however, is incomplete, and if man had other organs, he 
could perhaps see other aspects of reality. Through what 
Hemsterhuis calls the "moral organ" man is aware of an 
immediate feeling of his relationship with God. The moral 
organ is also responsible for the feeling of relation, rap
port, that man has with thousands of other men, and the 
development of such relations is dependent on the perfec
tion of the moral organ. This theory leads to an individu
alistic concept of man's moral duties, which is one of the 
reasons for Hemsterhuis' influence on the German philos
ophy of Sturm und Drang and romanticism. 
In the second period of Hemsterhuis' life he wrote four 

Platonic dialogues the most important of which are Aristee 
ou de la divinite ( 1779) and Alexis ou de l'fige d'or ( 1783 
but published in 1 787). In Aristee Hemsterhuis, who 
originally believed in a personal God, is converted to a 
clear pantheism. God's omnipresence is the basis of man's 
relation to him, and it is mainly thanks to the moral prin
ciple, as the "moral organ" is called in later years, that 
man is able to come nearer to God. In Alexis Hemsterhuis, 
perhaps influenced by contemporary German philosophy, 
presented for the first time his concept of the golden age 
and the harmonious development of the individual. He 
also introduced the notion of the value of poetical truth 
(truth discovered by the poet in moments of enthusiasm). 
With these ideas Hemsterhuis had moved far from his 
earlier rationalism, and his thought was received with 
admiration and approval by representatives of the Sturm 
und Drang and romantic movements in philosophy. 
In the first period F. H. Jacobi and J .  G. Herder were 

among Hemsterhuis' admirers; in the second period he was 
very popular with and influenced the two Schlegels and 
Novalis. 

Works by Hemsterhuis 

During his lifetime most of Hemsterhuis' works were printed 
for private circulation in small and anonymous editions. Some of 
his early treatises are still in manuscript form in public collections. 
The latest complete, but rather inaccurate, edition is Franc;ois 
Hemsterhuis, Oeuvres philosophiques, Louis Susan Pedro �1eij
boom, ed. (Leeuwarden, Netherlands, 1846). A German translation 
edited by Julius l lilsz was published at Leipzig (19 12). A very 
recent edition of one of his works is Franc;ois Hemsterhuis, Lettre 
s11r /'homme et ses rap1wrts. Avec le commentaire i11edit de Diderot, 
George May, ed. (New I laven, 1964). 
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LEENDERT BRUMMEL 

H E N/ P O L LA.  I n  one form or another the problem 
known as that of the One ( Hen) and the Many (Polla) per
vades the whole history of Greek philosophy. According to 
Aristotle (Physics I, 2 -3), it arose first in the pre-Socratic 
inquiry into whether there is one first principle or 
source-for example, water a lone, or air alone-for things, 
or whether there is more than one first principl e. If we are 
to avoid "coming into being out of nothing," we must 
either deny with Parmenides that there i s  any mult ipl icity 
arising from the first principle, or el se we must suppose 
that somehow or other multipl icity is al ready present 
within the unitary first principl e. If we choose the second 
supposition, we are faced with a problem that is  no l onger 
purely physica l ,  namely, how one thing can also be many. 

In the period after Parmenides it became clear that this 
problem arose at a nu mber of different level s of thought, 
though it usual ly  seemed natural to suppose that a solution 
at one level would solve the problem at other levels as 
well .  I t  arose in relation to the phenomenal world in three 
ways : how one thing can possess a number of different 
characteristics, how one thing can change into another, and 
how one thing can have many parts. It arose , above all for 
Plato, as a problem concerning metaphysica l  entities such 
as forms-how unitary forms can be spl i t  up  among many 
particu lars, and how one form can possess a number of 
attributes. I t  arose in  the theory of predication as the 
question of how a number of predicates can be appl ied to a 
singular subject. It arose in l ogic especia l ly  as the problem 
of how classi fication of many th ings under one head can be 
justified. It was also di scussed (by Ari stotle in the Physics) 
i,1 terms of the number of first principles, even when the 
question of their number was no longer seen from within a 
purely physical framework. 

Only some of the more important treatments can be 
mentioned here. The earl ier Pythagoreans subord inated 
One and Many to Limit and Un l im ited in their table of 
opposites (see APEIR0N/PERAS). I t  remained a standard 
problem for the E leatics after Parmenides, and Zeno lev
eled some forty arguments against plural ity, of which 
one or two survive. The Sophist Protagoras tackled the 
problem at the level of percepti on ,  and Gorgias' pupil 
Lycophron dealt with i t  as a prob lem of predication by ban
ishing the word "is" in stalt'ments such as "Socralt's is 
white"; Antisthenes , the Megarians, and the Eretrians , 
accord ing to some, fol lowed the same path. Plato discussed 
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the question repeatedly, most expl icit ly in Part Two of the 
Parmenides and in the Phi/elms, but of vital importance is 
his approach to pred ication in the Sophist. l l i s  discussion 
was continued by Speusippus, and liy Aristot le in the 
Metaphysics ( I ,  6) and in  t ilt' Physics, where he propo11 1 1 c led 
a sol ut ion in tenns of "substrate," " privation ," and "form." 
The Neoplaton ists saw i t  as the problem of how the mu l t i
pl icity of the  world order can proceed from tl 1e u l t imate 
absolute u nity. 
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G. H. KEHFEHD 

H E N RY O F  G H E NT ,  Augustinian secular theologian, 
traditional l y  known as Doctor Solemnis, was born at Cheut 
or Toumai, probabl y in the second quarter of the thir
teenth century. In addition to holding h igh cc:des iastical 
office at Bruges and Toumai , he taught both arts and the
ology at the U n ivers ity of Paris. In 1 277 he served on the 
theological comm ission which prepared the condemnation 
issued by Stephen Tempier, bi shop of Pari s, against the 
Averro ism of Siger of Brabant and Boethius of Dacia. l i e 
died in 1 293. 

Henry's principal wri tings are a Summa Theologica and 
fifteen Quodlibeta (oc:casional d isputations). The extended 
criticism of his ideas by Scotus, Ockham, and others is a 
sign of h is  considerable influence in h is  own age. In the 
s ixteenth century the Servite friars chose h im as their 
official theologian, al though he had never belonged to 
their order. 

As a phi losopher, Henry of Cl ient stood in the main l ine 
of development of medieval Platon ism. The Augustin ian 
tradition, al ready bri l l iantly represented in the thirteenth 
century by Bonaventure and Matthew of Acquasparta, was 
unmistakably the weightiest el ement in his thought, and 
the Platonic orientation thus  establ ished was further 
strengthened by the influence of Avicenna. At the same 
time, fol lowing Bonaventure and other earl ier Augustini
ans, he incorporated a number of Ari stote l ian ideas into his 
synthesis. Furthermore, in adapting the Neoplatonic meta
physics of Avicenna to the requirements of tht: Chri stian 
vi ew' of God and creation, he anticipated certain cri tical 
tendencies of the fourteenth century, by which the whole 
structure of medie\'al real ism was to be undennined. It is 
fair to say that Henry fai led to blend these diverse ele
ments into a ful l y  coherent system. Nonetheless, in inspi
ration and aim he was the true precursor of J ohn Duns 
Scotus, the last great constructive phi losopher of the l\ l id
dle Ages. 

Being. For Henry of Ghent the starting point of meta
physical thinking was the idea of being (ens or res or 
aliquid), out of which the metaphys ician draws the 1 ntel l i 
g ible essences virtual ly contained in i t .  Analysis shows that 
being is an analogical idea. Taken in its widest sense, i t  
includes both i maginary entities (res secttndu m opi
nionem), which exist on ly in the mind, and genuine beings 
(res secundum veritatem), which exist , or at any rate 
can exist, outs ide the mind. Genuine being, wh ich is the 
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proper object of metapliysics (ens metaphysicu m), is further 
divided into Being I tself ( ipsu m esse), or Goel, and con
tingent beings, or creatures .  Finally, creaturely being is  
di\"icled into that which exists in itself (substance) and that 
which exists in another (accident). 

Genuine beings, actual or possible, arc distinguished 
from imaginary enti ties by their possession of "essential 
being" (esse esse11t iae). This essential being is not a rud i 
mentary mode of existence. It i s  best described as  an intrin
sic possibility or intelligibility which pertains to definable 
essences as reflections of the divine ideas. It is to be con
trasted with the intrinsic imposs ibility and incoherence of 
res secundum opinionem. 

Actual beings are di stinguished from merely possible 
beings by their possession of "existential being" (esse 
existent iae). This existential being i s  not a principle or act 
withi n  actually existing things ; Henry refused to accept 
the real distinction between essence and existence as 
formulated either by Giles of Rome or by Thomas Aquinas. 
The difference between essential and existential being is 
to be found not in things themselves but in the relation of 
essences to God. Essential being consists in being thought 
by God, while existential being consi sts in actually de
pending on God as creative Cause. 

Apart from the fact that each actual being, as a product of 
divine creativity, is individually related to God, individual 
things, in wh ich specific: essences are multiplied, require 
no explanation of their individuality. Individuation in
volves no addition, whether of matter or of act of exi 'itence, 
to the intelligible essence. In analyzing the individual as 
such it is sufficient to say that it is internally undivided and 
i s  not identical in existence-that is , in i ts relation to the 
Creator-with any other individual. 

Divine freedom. The transition from essential to exis 
tential being, or the act of creation, is an act of divine free
dom. Individual beings come into existence not from any 
intrinsic necessity but because God freely wil ls  to create. 
Here the Christian and Augustinian conception of God's 
transcendent liberty excludes the Avicennian idea of the 
divine will as subject, equally with the divine intellect, to 
necessity. In his fear of compromising God's freedom in 
creation, H enry further minimized the intelligibility of 
individual beings. There are no divine ideas of singular 
things as such; God knows them only through their es
sences considered as multipliable in numerically distinct 
beings. Consequently, the ex istence of creatures can in no 
way be deduced from God's eternal ideas. 

Necessary and contingent being. The fundamental 
metaphysical notion of being is neither simply derived 
from sense experience nor st rictly innate in the human 
mind. It is indeed formed by the mind from within, but on 
the occasion of sense experience. It would actually be 
more correct to say that two fundamental notions of being 
are formed by the mind, since the concepts of nec:essarv or 
divine Being and contingent or creaturely being are r�d i 
cally di stinct and cannot be deduced from a more general 
notion. \\'hen we conceive being unconfusedly, we always 
conceive either necessary Being or contingent being
never some umli ff<• rentiated, neutral heing. 

In thns asserting the irreduc:ihil• duality of the notion of 
being, H enry was again tryi ng to exclude any suggestion 

that God necessarily creates. If neither divine Being nor 
creaturely being can be deduced from a universal concept 
of being, one argument for necessitarianism is effectively 
undermi ned. The further consequences of Henry's princi
ple, however, were disastrous for his own metaphysical 
enterpri se. His insistence that there is no positive content 
common to the two fundamental notions of being leaves a 
gap betw�en di,· ine Being and creaturely being which no 
mere affirmation of analogy between the two concepts can 
bridge. But if, as Henry claimed, there is some empirical 
factor in the formation of our notions of being, it is hard to 
see how necessary Being can be conceived, let alone dem
onstrated, as long as the gap remains. It is true that an 
a posteriori or "physical" proof of God's existence, based 
on experience of individual objects rather than on meta
physical principles , is possible, but such a proof can attain 
only to a supreme Being, not to a necessary Being. An ap
peal to divine i l lumination-the obvious remaining al ter
native-was excluded for Henry because he did not con
ceive of the divine light as a power impressing ideas upon 
the human mind. Although Henry refused to draw it ,  the 
conclusion seems inevitable that no finn basis  can be found 
for a metaphys ical theology. 

With Henry of Ghent, medieval Platon ism was clearly 
entering its final phase. In his thought, for all its predomi
nantly Augustinian and Avicennian character, more or less 
novel concerns-a new stress on divine freedom, a fresh 
interest in sense experience, a new emphasis on sheer 
particularity-already modified the Platonic view of real
ity. H enry is thus a significant symbol of the transition 
from the constructive to the critical period of medieval 
thought. 
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EUGENE R. FAIRWEATHER 

H E N RY O F  H A R C L A  Y (c. 1270 - 1317), English scho
lastic theologian and philosopher, was born in the dio
cese of Carli sle. After studying at Oxford and Paris, he 
was ordained a priest in 1 297 and obtained his master of 
theology about 13 10. He taught at Oxford, becoming chan
cellor of the university in 13 12. He wrote an unedited 
"Commentary on the Sentences," and "Disputed Ques
tions," most of which are unpublished. He died at Avi
gnon. 

Early in his career, while commenting on the Sentences, 
H enry defended the main theses of Duns Scotus. Later, he 
criticized Scotism, teaching a doctrine of universals close 
to that of Ockham. He held that there are no common 
natures or essences in reality; there are only ind ividuals, 
each of which has its own nature. Since there are no com
mon natures, there is no need of the Scotist haecceity to 
render them ind ividual. As Ockham later said, realities are 
ind ividual not by an added "thisness" but by themselves. 

Henry's doctrine of universals i s  based on this notion of 



real ity. According to him, an individual can be conceived 
of either di stinctly or indisti nctly. When distinctly con
ceived, it is known through a particular concept; when 
i ndistinct ly conceived, it is known through a un iversal 
concept. A universal is a confu sed concept by wh ich the 
mind knows one individual without distingu ishing it from 
others in the same genus or species. Inasm uch as an indi
vidual can be known through general concepts, Henry 
cal led i t  un iversal. For example, Socrates indi stinctly 
conceived i s  man , animal , and body. Ockham criticized 
Henry's conceptual ism because it ascribed some univer
sal ity to things outside the mind. 

H enry rejected the Scotist doct ri ne of the divine ideas as 
es sences of creatures exist ing in God with cogn itio1 1al 
being. H e  adopted a variation of the theory that the ideas 
are real ly  the sam e as the divine essence itself known by 
God as imitable by creatures. God is known through con
cepts univocal to H im and creatures. 

Henry stressed the omnipotence of God and the radical 
contingency of creatures. He claimed that no creature is  
natural ly indestructible; the human soul  is immortal not by 
nature but by divine grace. According to Henry, St. 
Thomas betrayed Christianity by teaching the natural 
immortal ity of the soul .  
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ARMAND A. MAURER 

H E RAC L ITUS O F  E P H E S U S ,  pre-S ocratic philoso
pher. Exact dating of Heracl itu s' l ife i s  impossible, since 
the two different ancient chronologies are probably worth
less; the more plausible of the two connects him with 
Darius of Persia (d. 486 B.C. ). References by Heracl itus to 
other writers make it impossible to date h i s  work much 
before 500 B.C. ; references to him (not by name) in Par
menides and the Sicil ian poet Epicharmus are uncertain. 
S ince Heracl itus ignores Parm eni<les ,  one can scarcely 
date his work after 460 B.C. Little i s  certain ,  about his  l i fe ,  
except for h is  domicile in  Ephesus, an Ion ian city of Asia 
Minor. Hel lenistic biographers invented biographical 
facts, ei ther to fill the void or to take the only revenge 
open to them for Heracl itus' i nsults to mankind. The story 
most often bel ieved-that he gave up his (not necessari ly  
excl usive) kingship to  his  younger brother-could be  based 
on the traditional motif of philosophers' unworldl iness 
cou pled with his own s tatement from another context, 
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"The ki ngdom is  a chil d 's ." The legend of the ' 'weeping 
philosopher" is  late and based 01 1  a com hination of a 
Platonic joke, I l eracl itus' theory of fl ux,  and a m1s 1rnd 1 · r ·  
stand ing of Theoph rastu s'  word "melanchol ia," wh ich 
original ly meant "impuls iveness. "  

Work. The nine "Letters o f  Heracl itu s" arc· �purio1 1s ,  
having been produced by Cynic or Stoic rl 1etoricia11s of 
the first century A.D.  Heracl i tus  wrote 01 1e hook title ( if  
any) unknown. The fact that i t  was a connected exposition 
and not merel y a collection of sayings is suggested l,y t lw 
elaborate introductory sentence st i l l  Pxtant. The •  hook 
itself is now lost, and how long it  survived is u 1 1cerlai•1 . 
Several ancient commentaries and nwtrical "versions," 
mostly Stoic, are a lso lost . Fortunately,  many ancic·ut 
authors from Plato on quoted Heracl i tus ;  but citation s may 
often come from anthologies or metrical version s ,  arc oft <on 
torn from context, and are seldom verbally rel iable. I I era
cl itus must be pieced together, a process hindered by 
ancient m isu nderstandi ngs. 

Style. Ancient opinion, general ly unfavorable, nick
named Heracl itus "the obscu re," mentioning ambigu i t ies 
of word order and division. The problems of interpreting 
fragments are deepened by frequent metaphors and preg
nant utterances ; H eraclitus probably compared his  own 
style to that of the Sibyl l ine oracles. The fragments offer 
more i nstances of i l lustration than of argument, almost 
confirming A ristotle's imputation that Heraclitus was 
gu i l ty of not reasoning. Connection between topics was 
probably more verbal (in the A rchaic manner) than logical. 
Accustomed to poetic vocabulary, Heracl itus used few 
technical term s or verbal abstracts, and those he did use 
were for cognitive rather than external processes. Pe::rsonal 
knowledge of his homely i l lustrations adds force to his 
statem ents. But he polished his  sentences, anticipating 
such devices of rhetoric as al l i teration, homoeoteleuton, 
and rhythmic balance. H i s  doctri ne of the unity of oppo
sites invited antithesis and juxtaposi tion of contrasting 
descriptions at the expense of normal word order. His 
styl e was thus appropriate to h i s  matter, as in his  numer
ous puns, which were not intended to amuse but reflected 
the untutored assumption that a word's fonn resembles the 
thing it sign i fies. Heracl itus' style is biting, earnest, and 
prophetic. 

Physical views. Heracl itus abandoned genet ic explana
tions of the world, bel ieving i t  uncreated. In h i s  view, al i  
events take place according to a "Logos," a tenn he left 
undefined. Since the Logos can be heard, it must be ex
p,.essible in words; but it would appear that "Logos" 
signi fies far more than Heraclitus' book, since the philoso
pher reproaches men for not understand ing the Logos 
before they hear it and advises l istening to the Logos, not 
to himself. Logos is both di scourse and contents, both the 
truth about th ings and the principle on which they func
tion. Being common to a l l  th ings, the Logos wou ld be 
accessible to men if it were not for their fol ly. I n  this ob
jective sense, there is also a Logos of the soul , al though 
deeply hidde n. The Greek word logos can mean "pro
portion," and for Heracl i tus one change takes place in the 
same proportion as the reverse change. The English word 
that best covers Heracl itu s '  phi losoph ical uses of "Logos" 
is  "form ula." But thi s  Logos has a material aspect in the 
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form of Fire. \Ve find it difficult to conceive of a "formula" 
as being material , but the concept of incorporeal existence 
was not available to Heraclitus .  His idea that an abstract 
"formula" was the world's ru l ing stuff was a significant 
step toward the availabil ity of such a concept, not i ts at
tainment. Symbol ized by "thunderbol t" in its function of 
"steering al l things," Fire is also associated with human 
wisdom and doubtless governed the world intel l igently. 
The truth expressed in the Logos i s  principal ly the unity of 
opposites. These opposites, however, are engaged in per
petual strife, and Strife is not only right and normal ,  but is 
also, l i ke the Logos, "common ," and everything happens 
according to it. I t  is tempting simply to identify Fire, Lo
gos, and Strife, but that is an oversimplification ; we have 
not so much a formal ly  coherent system as several l ines of 
thought closely associated but not ful ly integrated. The 
un ity of the opposites struck Heracl itus so forcibly that he 
leaped to the conclusion that all things are one. 

Unity of opposites. Pairs of opposites exemplify the 
unity of all things by standing in several d ifferent relation
ships to each other. First, they may be logical ly indi stin
guishable,  as in "Beginning and end are 'common' on the 
circle. " Second, they may be in un varying mutual succes
sion: thus,  day and night are one, because, in  modern 
terms,  they are "temporal ly continuous"-a possible sense 
for "one" Greek. Other examples of thi s  type, harder to 
interpret, are l iving - dead, awake -asleep, and young- old. 
Hot -cold and wet - dry should perhaps be included here: 
of each pair, one member changes invariabl y and solely 
into the other, without significant temporal discontinu i ty. 
The remaining types are l iable to give the impression of 
relativism; but it should be stressed that Heracl itus was 
insufficiently aware of epistemological problems to ask 
himself the relevant questions, and also that stri fe (and 
therefore opposition)  was fundamental to his natural phi
losophy. When Heracl itus says "the road up and down is 
one and the same," he does not mean that "up" and 
"down" are relative terms,  but that their unity in opposi
tion results from their predicabil ity of the same object. The 
same holds for another saying, "In writing, the course 
taken, straight and crooked, i s  one and the same"; one is 
tempted to say that curvature and straightness "inhere" in 
the movement, but the word "inhere" and the distinction 
betv.:een qualities and objects are anachronistic. Also, only 
superficial ly relativi stic is the following type of assertion : 
"The sea is both purest and foulest; drinkable and salutary 
for fish,  to men undrinkable and poisonous ." Here Hera
clitus deduce!> the unity of opposites from the opposite 
effects of one thing on different creatures; but he does not 
deduce the absence of opposition. Lastly, one opposite 
may be a necessary condition for the perception of an
other: "Di sease makes health pl easant and good, hunger 
satiety, weariness rest. " Opposi tion remains ,  hut the im
poss ibil i ty of experiencing one fu l ly  without the other 
connects the opposites. The tempting word "connection" 
is  justi fied by Heracl itus' use of a s imi la r  word : "�len do 
not understand how what is being borne apart is being 
brought togc>thcr with itself; a backward-stretch ing har
monia as of bow and lyre ."  "Harmonia" here cannot he 
purely musical ,  nor docs it mean "concord"; "connection" 
!>eems the best proposed renderi11g, referring to the strings 

connecting the arms of bow and lyre. For Heracl i tus, such 
a connection proved opposites the same. Those who find 
difficulty in  understanding this mode of thought may recall 
that to distinguish between different senses of one word 
was (except for obvious homonyms) an unknown logical 
venture. If  opposites were one in the sense (in our terms) 
of "connected" or "continuous," they were also one in the 
sense of b�ing "identical "; Heracl itus could not make the 
Ari stotel ian distinction between unity as continu ity and as 
identity. Furthermore, beginn ing and end are indistin
gu ishable on the circl e, and the road up and down is phys
ically the same; H eraclitus can hardly have made the 
distinction s offered here between types of opposition. 
Heracl i tus bel ieved both connection and difference be
tween opposites to be val id, but considered the unity more 
important and valuable, because less obvious. This valua
tion reappears in the combined statements : "The human 
character does not have insights, but the divine does," and 
"To the god all things are beautiful and good and just, but 
men opine that some are just and some unjust." The same 
valuation , taken together with the status of Logos and Fire, 
probably evoked the remark, "God is day, night; winter, 
summer; war, peace; satiety, hunger," adding "He changes 
as fire (?) does when m ixed w ith things sacrificed and 
cal led by the name appropriate to the taste of each ."  H ere 
H eracl itus apparently implies that each pair of opposites is 
un ited in the deity, that each i s  of equal standing, and that 
all are somehow divine. The relation of this deity to the 
Logos must be close, but is undefined. 

Change and measure. For Heraclitus change takes place 
between oppos ites, but l ike his  predecessors and succes
sors he al so talked of change between cosmic masses (a 
better term than "elements," since Heracl itus hardly ana
lyzed the composition of particulars ). He thought these 
masses to be three in number; fragments that name four 
are suspected to be S toic perversions. The three are fire 
(associated particularly with the bright sky), sea, and earth , 
and they correspond to our gaseous, l iqu id, and solid states 
of matter; but other philosophers ignored H eraclitus' hint, 
and four became the canonical number. Heracl itus wrote, 
"The turn ings of fire are: first sea, of sea half earth and hal f 
'prester,' "  and "Earth is fused as sea and is measured in 
the same proportion as before (? before i t  became earth ). " 
"Prester" is a meteorological phenomenon, possibly light
ning, representing fire or a way of changing into fire. 
E i ther the sea is hal f fire, half earth, or it is turning half to 
fire and half to earth. Heracl itus' statement, which is not 
cosmogon ical,  describes the course of clunges in the ex
isting world. Theophrastus appl ied the saying about the 
"way up and down " to thi s  course-an appl ication of 
doubtfu l correctness. Detai ls  of the proportions are ob
scure, and so is the integration of oppos ites with cosmic 
masses. This fact is not s urprising, for the assignment of 
opposites to "elements" remained a standing problem of 
Greek thought. The importance of proportion in change is 
clear, however; without its maintenance, the balance of the 
opposites would be destroyed, and Strife would cease. The 
world's stabil i ty depends on balanced strife between op
posites, and compensation of local or temporary imbalance. 
Nevertheless, Fire has some pre-eminence : "Al l things are 
an equal exchange for fire, and fire for all things, as goods 



for gold and gold for goods." In this instance, Fire is set 
again st all things, as in the statement ahout "turnings. " 
Again, "No god or man created this world order, but it 
always was and is and wil l  be : an ever- l iv ing fire, heing 
kindled i n  measures and extinguished in  measures ."  
These fragmen ts do not  justify the S toic interpretation of  
Heracl itus '  Fire as  an  ultimate universal conflagration ; the 
emphasis on balance and m easure is strong enough to 
refute that interpretati on. The probably I-leracl itean notion 
of a Great Year need not imply th e conflagration either. 
This period of 10,800 years (360 thirty-year gen erations) 
may represent either an eschatol ogical cycl e for soul s  or  a 
physical cycle in which a given piece of matter returns to 
its original position. The "exchange" of all things for fire 
is the part extinction an d part rekindl ing of the fire wh ich 
is the worl d order; perhaps each thing has an exchange 
val ue in term s of fire. This extinction and rek indling show 
that changes real l y  take place from and into fire and that 
individual non fiery objects are not fire; fire is not a sub
stratum. The reasons for Fire's primacy in Heraclitus'  
thought were, doubtless, complex.  In  the first place, the 
ebb and flow of flame afforded an apt symbol for constant 
bal anced chan ge; second, Anaximander had written of one 
stuff "holding the helm" of all things; and furthermore, 
heat was associated with l ife, and early Greek thinkers 
often transferrred animate states and processes to inani
mate Nature. 

In detail s also m easure was important ;  H eracl i tus wrote 
of the sun's measures, which were not to be overstepped 
without pun ishment. But l ittle is  known of his detail ed 
astronom ical and meteorological views. He can not have 
meant that the sun is  l i terally "on l y  a foot wide. " Doxo
graphical tradition records his interpretation of the heaven-
1 y bodies as bowls containing fire ;  he explained the moon's 
phases by the gradual turning of its bowl and apparentl y 
asked no further questions. He thought the sun new every 
day, probabl y as being extingu ished each sunset an d re
kindled when fire gathered in the bowl each morn ing. The 
sun 's fire was nourished by a bright exhalation from earth 
or sea. Theoretical ly, absence of sunl ight should suffice to 
cause darkness, and Heracl itus even said, "If there were 
no sun it would be night. " Doxographical evidence sug
gests, however, that he postulated a second, dark exhala
tion to quench the sun's fire. The stars, more di stant, were 
beyond reach of this exhalation. Doxographers allege this 
exhalation in explanation of seasons,  months, years, rains,  
winds,  and so forth ; the extent and manner of its operation 
are uncertain, and in this report some have suspected 
Peripatetic "interpretation ."  To in tegrate the exhalations 
with opposites and cosm ic masses is difficu lt. Theophras
tus' reproach of "incompl eteness" perhaps indicates the 
absence of a systematic astronomy or meteorol ogy. Hera
clitus' naivete in such matters may reasonabl y be attributed 
to his being less interested in them than in h is  logical 
discovery about opposites and its physical i mpl ication s. 

Flux. One elaboration of that discovery, was of immedi
ate physical im portance, namely, the theory of flux. Al
though this  theory has often been exaggerated , it  did not 
sign ify that everything, without physical or logical excep
tion, was continual l y  chan ging and therefore inaccessible 
to knowledge, for such was the theory of Cratyl us,  sharply 
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dist inguished by good evi dence from l l <'racl it 1 1s' theory. 
One explanation of the latter's th eory i s  that 1 1  , ·racl i t ll 'i , 
compari ng all things to a river, meant that they all changed 
all  the time; appl ied to natu ral objects, th i s  means t hat 
even apparentl y stable thi ngs are changi ng, although total 
balance is always mainta ined. This view is sometimes 
rejected as being precluded by common sens<· and I l era 
clitus' acceptance of sense evidence. I t  is then mai 1,tai rn·d 
that the river i l lustrates not perpet ual , hut meas ured, 
chan ge. But in the various "river statements" ext.mt, there 
is nothing expl icit ah�mt measures ; the concept of the 
river's remaining the same amid the flow of different wa
ters is consistent with either interpretation. I l erad it 11 s 
valued the sen ses h ighly, bu t emphasi zed their need of an 
understanding mind as interpreter, and the probably 
Heracl itean remark that one cannot step twice into tlw 
same river sounds more l ike an emphatic parable of con
tinuous change. 

Psychology. Although skeptical of final knowledge of 
the soul , Heracl i tus arrived, part ly by introspect ion, at a 
psychology that neatl y dovetailed into his  cosmol ogy. 
Souls fit into the cosmic flux, apparen tl y occupying the 
same place as Fire :  "It is  death for souls to become water. " 
Total wateriness means death, but in l i fe the fiery son ! i s  
wisest and best when kept dry. A drun kard, having a wet 
sou l ,  does not know where he is going, hut is led by a 
child. This impl ies that a dry soul guides the body just as 
Fire steers all things. Partial exti nction and rekindling 
obtains in man as in Nature, for sl eep extinguishes certain 
sen ses. The afterl ife in Heracl itus is obscure; we know 
that "there await mankind after death things they do 
not expect," and that at least "souls smell  in Ilades"
whatever Heraclitus meant by "Hades . "  Perhaps some 
special fate awaited the dead in batt le, whom "gods 
and men honor," for "Greater deaths are allotted greater 
portions"; but if everything joins the cosmic flux anyway, 
this statement is  difficult to understand; these fragments, 
out of context, constitute an uncertain foundation for 
theory. Life and death, as al ternate state1>, are the same. 
This concept n eed not impl y metempsychosis and more 
probably reflects either the tradition of a grand father's 
rebirth in his  grandson or the alternate dissolution of the 
body and formation of another from sim ilar materials; 
either view would also explain the mutual succession of 
young and old. The living and dead are also som ehow 
con tinuou s :  in an epistem ological context, "The living 
touches the dead in sl eep, the waking touches the sleep
in�. "  In sleep, the Greek S keptic Sextus Empiricus records,  
the soul is  cut  off from the outside worl d by the bl ocking of 
passages used by the senses. Thus, the soul loses memory ,  
but recovers i t  o n  awakening. The soul i n  sleep maintains 
residual contact with external s by breathing; to this  contact 
(obviou sly lost in death ) the soul owes some of its intel l i
gence. 

The senses. Heracl itus was perhaps the first Greek spec
ulative phi losopher to raise the question of the val idity of 
sense perception.  So far as the sen ses go, he did not be
lieve that they actuai ly deceive: "I prefer things of which 
there is sight, hearing, l earning." He cal led the eyes more 
accurate witnesses than the ears-perhaps intending a 
warning against hearsay. An injunction to independent 
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inqui ry, "Lovers of wisdom must be good inquirers into 
many things," is not contradicted by "Learning of many 
things does not teach insight"; Heraclitus distinguishes 
true philosophical insight from indiscriminate gathering of 
facts, believing facts to be necessary but not sufficient for 
insight. The soul is both agent and interpreter of sensa
tions; its relation to the body is that of spider to web. The 
soul, being firmly and "proportionally" joined to the body, 
rushes to any injured part of it. If the soul interpreter is 
barbarous-that is, if it does not understand the lan
guage-insight will not result. H eraclitus frequently 
abuses men for their lack of understanding; he compares 
their opinions to children's playthings, denounces them as 
deaf to what they hear and as asleep even when awake, 
and rebukes them for relying on individual, rather than on 
"common," thought, which he associates with insight. The 
object of insight is the way in which the world functions
"how all things are steered through all things." Thus, the 
intelligent Fire and Logos are objects of knowledge by the 
fiery human soul at its most intelligent. 

Theology. The comparison with children is developed 
theologically: man is to god as child to man; similarly, 
compared with a god, man resembles an ape. D ivine in
sight contrasts with human lack of it. Heraclitus dis
approved of many popular cults : he compares purification 
of blood guilt by blood sacrifice to washing off m ud with 
mud and compares praying to statues with talking to walls. 
He condemns the mystery cults, perhaps for a similar lack 
of spiritualit) , as "conducted in an unholy manner." The 
best that can he said for oracles is that their style, by which 
they "neither speak nor conceal but give a sign," deserves 
approving imitation. All that can be said for the procession 
and the hymn to D ionysus (otherwise a shameful phallic 
rite) is that they imply the identification of D ionysus with 
Hades, here possibly representing life and death, respec
tively. But there is a wide gulf between disapproval of 
polytheist cults and espousal of monotheism, and there is 
insufficient evidence that Heraclitus crossed it. The ques
tion of monotheism versus polytheism was not raised in 
Archaic Greece. In referring to "the one wise thing" which 
"is willing and unwilling to be called Zeus," he doubt
lessly means that Fire or Logos is supreme hut lacks the 
personal attributes attached to Zeus in cult and myth. But 
even though a tendency toward monotheism is observable, 
we cannot credit Heraclitus with solving a problem he 
probably never considered. He attacked myth when it 
eonflicted with h is theories; he criticized Hesiod for dis
tinguishing Day and Night, and Homer for recounting a 
prayer for an end to strife. 

Ethics. In the statement "Character is daemon to man," 
theology merges with ethics. According to traditional be
lief, a divine being, or daemon, accompanied man through 
life, bringing him goocl fortune or bad : Heraclitus ascribed 
men's fortunes to internal forces. Although he implies the 
possibili ty of action in aeeordancc with the Logos, he gives 
little detail. One should not get drunk or reveal ignorance; 
what men want is not good for them; punishment awaits 
liars-there is little system here. From contemptuous 
words about "the many" it appears that I l eraclitus consid
ered glory more permanent and valuable than sensual 
gratification. It is unlikely that he abolished ethics by 

completely identifying good and evil. Theology merges 
with politics in the doctrine of the one divine law that 
nourishes and gives strength to all human laws. Anaximan
der had projected justice into the world, but Heraclitus 
introduced the first extant connection of divine (unwritten) 
law with the laws of states, which was the origination of 
the theorv of "natural law." Other political views of Hera
clitus, ex �;essing mainly typical antidemocratic sentiments, 
are less significant. 

Influence. Heraclitus' doctrine of simultaneously con
verging and diverging opposites generated only faint 
echoes. It supplied some minor Hippocratic writers with 
an excuse for thoughtless paradox and may be said to reap
pear in Anaxagoras' refusal to separate the opposites in 
"the one cosmos," and again in Diogenes of Apollonia's 
argument that action of one thing on another implies their 
constitution from one substance. Possibly Empedocles' 
theory of alternate states of unity (under Love, or Har
monia) and diversity (under Strife) owes something 
to H eraclitus' theory of opposition, as well as to Ele
aticism. Later, more emphasis was laid on flux. Plato's 
"Heracliteans . . . around Ephesus" may be jocular, but 
the Athenian Cratylus adopted the concept of flux and also 
made explicit the "natural" resemblance between name 
and object. In Plato's Cratylus, Socrates demonstrates the 
difficulties in this combination, and Cratylus was later 
driven to abandoning language and communicating by 
gesture. Exaggerating Heraclitus' river statement, Cratylus 
said that you could not step into the same river once. His 
importance derives from Aristotle's statement that he in
troduced Heraelitean flux to the young Plato, who was 
(partly) thereby persuaded to deny knowability and reality 
to particulars. Aristotle not only depreciated Heraclitus, 
but vitiated later understanding of him by assimilation to 
his M ilesian predecessors and by propagation of the world 
con flagration interpretation appropriated by the Stoics. 
Many aspects of genuinely Heraclitean doctrine appealed 
to the Stoics: Heraclitus' psychology gave them the image 
of spider and web; Cleanthes drew on the concept of the 
primacy of fire as well as the Heraclitean ideas of unity, 
harmony, war, and insight, but gave them a deeper reli
gious import. For Stoics too the soul was m aterial and the 
Logos common to mind and external world; for both the 
Heracliteans and the Stoics, the Logos was divine, eternal, 
all-pervading. The Stoics added a creative power whereby 
the Logos informed objects, creatures, and thoughts. 
Philo's connection of this Logos with the Divine Wisdom 
prepared for the transcendent yet inc,trnate Logos of 
Christianity. Later Christian writers either, like Clement of 
Alexandria, found in Heraclitus one middle way between 
pagan rationalism and Christian anti-intellectualism or, 
like Hippolytus, rebutted heresies by assimilation to 
Heraclitean paganism. 
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H E R B A RT, J O H A N N  F R I E D R I C H  ( 1 776 - 184 1 ), 
German phi losopher, psychologi st, and educational theo
ri st, was born in Oldenburg ;  he entered the U n iversity of 
J ena in  1 794. Although he studied under Johann Gottl i eb 
Fichte, Herbart was unable to accept Fichte's view of the 
ego and its psychol ogy, and in react ion he la id  the basis  for 
h is own metaphysical and psychological v iews. In 1797 
Herbart took a post in Switzerland as tu tor. He held the 
position for three years and, during th i s  period, worked out 
to a large extent the views wh ich he was to refine and 
elaborate for the rest of his l i fe. 

After he took h i s  doctorate at Gott ingen in 1802, Herbart 
remained there for the next seven years . Allgemeine Pii
dagogik ("General Theory of Education") and Haupt
punkte der Metaphysik (" Main Po ints of M etaphysics"), 
both of wh ich appeared in Gottingen in  1806, and h i s  
Allgemeine praktische Philosophic ("General  Practical 
Phi losophy," Gottingen, 1808 ) were major fru its of th is  
period. In  1809 Herbart moved to Kon igsberg to occupy 
Kant's former chai r, and there he publ i shed h i s  Lehrbuch 
zur Psychologie ("Compendium of Psychology," 18-16), 
Psychologie als Wissenschaft ("Psychology as a Science," 
1824 - 182.5), and Allgemeine Metaphysik ("General M eta
physics," 1828 - 1 829 ). When th e poli tical s i tuation ren
dered Kon igsberg continua l ly  less attractive and Herbart 
fa iled to secu re Hegel 's cha ir at the Un iversity of Berl in ,  
he retu rned to Gi-itti ngen in  1833 and remai ned there unti l  
his death . 

The parts of philosophy. Philosophy,  according to Her
bart, cannot be characterized by its su bject matter but only 
by its method, which is the reworking (Bearbeitung) of 
concepts ; and the possible kinds of such elaboration de
term ine the major divis ions of phi losophy. 

The first  k ind of reworking renders concepts cl ear and 
d istinct. Distinct concepts ca n be formed into judgments 
and these judgments can be organized in to inferences. 
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Th is  process of d i stinguishiug and orckriug concep t\ 1 �  
l og ic .  

Hut experien<..:e gives r ise to many c·onc< •pts  which,  th P 

more d i sti net tlwy he<..:omc, the more contrad i< ' lory they 
appea r, a sure sign that we a re missi 1 1g l ioth being and 
truth .  Our ideas must, therefo re!, undergo an "c1 1 largt•
mcnt" (Ergiinzung) ,  which wi l l  n ·movl' the• co11 tradi ctio1 1 .  
This  second k ind  of  rework ing of com.· 1 ·p ts  givc•s 1 1 -;  tl l < '  
second great d ivis ion of phi losophy, metaphysics .  

Concepts in the th i rd cla ss a rc l i ke the• metaphysical 
concepts in that they ca nnot remain merely at the lc ·vel of 
clarity and di stin<..:tness, as do the log ical co1 1cepts .  But  
wh i le  the m etaphys ica l concepts involve only enlarge
ment, th is th i rd class involves in addit ion an intu itiv<· 
judgment of approva l or d i sapproval .  Thus we get the last 
great d iv i s ion,  aesthetics. Aesthetics includes a seri<·s of 
doct1 ines of a rt or practical sciences. One of thcs,!, eth ics, 
i s sues necessary (and not merely cond itiona l )  pn·sc riptio 1 1s  
because we continuously and necessaril y concern o u r
selves with its object, ourselves. 

Metaphysics. Metaphysics consi sts of four parts :  
( 1 )  m ethod, the general principles of the p roper method 
and order of procedur e ;  (2) ontology, the study of the n·al ; 
(3) synech iology, the study of those forms of experi cnc:<· 
which have conti nu i ty (such as space, tim<', and motion), 
and (4) ei dolology, the examination of the poss ib i l i ty of 
knowledge. 

Method. The first task of metaphysics i s  to define "the 
given" in experience. Common sense says that i t  is "th ings 
with mul t iple and changing characteristics ."  But this con
cept violates the law of identity. For any s ing-le th ing dis
solves in to a mul tip l ic i ty of qual it ies when we describe it ;  
i t  i s  at once both a un ity and not a un ity. Substance, cause, 
ego, time, and space �re al so contradictory. Yet they must 
be "given" in some sense, since we cannot chang-e them at 
w i l l .  In moving to metaphysical concepts freed from con
tradiction, we use as ou r chief tool the " method of rela
tions . "  A contradictory concept of experience, A, un ites the 
contradictory terms,  M and N. M is thus b<Jth identical and 
non i dentical wi th N. If one further divides M into M '  and 
M", one element wi l l  sti l l  be i dentical with N, the other 
not; th i s  contrad iction d isappears only when we admit  
that, although each of the parts of M i s  not  id�ntical with 
N, they mutua l ly  modify each other so that together they 
become so. Thu s, in the syl logism, the conclus ion must be 
conta ined in the ,>remises;  and thus the p remises must 
change in to or cause the conclus ion. But M '  and .\!" ,  the 
premi ses or cause, are not individually the same as ,\', 
the conclusion or effect. Hence ,\,f '  and M", the premises, 
must mutual ly modify each other so as to become identical 
with the conclus ion.  

Ontology. Ontology deal s with being. S ince being i s  not 
directly given in experience, i t  is easy to say that there is 
no being. But  i t  is hard to l ive with this judg-ment, for 
th ings continue to appear. What, then, i s  it that appears? 
Appearances or phenomena cannot be taken as the only 
real i ty, for the concept of absolute posi tion (being in a bso
lutely no rdation whatever to anything) Cdnnot be appl ied 
to them ; they are always related to someth ing else .  Nor can 
phenomena be reduced to our sensations of them and then 
located in an ego, for our sensation s are not ju st sen sations 
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of sensations, and the concept of the ego is itself contra
dictory. 

\Ve are thus led to posit "being" as a plurality of beings 
or reals (Realen), with the essence of each real a single 
quality, absolutely simple, without parts, degree, or nega
tion, always immutably identical with itself. But how can 
this concept of being be reconciled with our experience, 
which is both the basis of metaphysics and its test? The 
absolute position of reals seems to contradict the multiple 
relations in which things appear to us. But being can be 
conceived by mind; and in mind a being is only an image 
(Bild). Mind also can simultaneously represent several 
beings, which, as images, can stand in many different 
relations to the first one. These relations are "contingent 
viewpoints" (zufiillige Ansichten), which exist in thought, 
not in things-in-themselves. Just as in analytic geometry 
the same point can be part of an infinite number of curves, 
so a single real may enter many contingent viewpoints. 

Experience presents us with complex aggregates which 
we call things. Yet we cannot say that the aggregate exists, 
for colors, sounds, and such exist only in the perceiving 
subject. Nor can we say that something having those qual
ities-that i s, substance-exists, for substance cannot be 
being if being is simple, since substance appears as en
dowed with manifold and varying qualities. How, then, 
can attributes and modes inhere in substance? By the 
method of relations. If A is a substance and a an attribute, 
analysis of A into multiple elements (A' , A" , and so on) 
will not resolve the contradiction unless we say that a is 
not identical with any one of the A's but with the totality of 
them, the number of which remains undetermined but 
which must be at least two if mutual modification between 
them is to occur. Substance, then, is explainable as  multi
ple beings in conjunction (zusammen) with each other, 
many reals grouped about one real. This conjunction ex
plains that unity which we attribute to substance, although 
the essential unchanging quality of that central real is 
unknown to us; and the other reals in conjunction with it 
account for the varied and varying attributes we experi
ence, although those attributes are not the essential quali
ties of those various reals. 

The conjunction and the separation of the reals explain 
those sensible appearances which led to their postulation. 
Such mutual interaction would seem to lead to mutual 
destruction, but, just as in an equilibrium of forces both 
forces remain constantly what each is, though balanced, so 
in the concatenation of reals, the mutual perturbations 
(S torungen) which would lead to mutual destruction are 
counterbalanced by individual acts of self-preservation 
through which each real strives to remain what it is. 

These ac:ts of perturbation and self-preservation consti
tute real phenomena (das wirkliche Geschehen), as distinct 
from sensible phenomena or appearances (Erscheinung), 
of which the real ones are the basis and explanation. To 
what or to whom do they appear? This is the problem of 
the ego, self, or soul-substance. 

The ego, or self, poses the same problems as do the 
other substances, and the solution is the same. The unity 
and d iversity of the ego arc expla ined by the coming and 
going of reals. The soul, which is not the ego of conscious
ness, is a real, but one endowed with mind which is the 

seismograph that records, in the form of presentations or 
ideas (Vorstellungen), the acts of self-preservation of the 
soul vis-a-vis the other reals. These presentations are the 
sensible phenomena given in experience. With metaphys
ics thus having shown the origin of our ideas, psychology 
will show their development and combination. 

Synechiology. Synechiology concerns that which is 
continuou� (das Stetige)-notably space, time, and motion. 
Continuity, as union in separation and separation in unity, 
is a contradictory concept (though undoubtedly given in 
experience), which must be explained by metaphysics. As 
far as being is concerned, space and time are "obviously 
nothing. " They, like the continuity which we attribute to 
them, are merely natural and necessary products of the 
psychic mechanism. What essentially characterizes space 
and time is the mutual exteriority (Auseinander) of the 
parts. But between points of space or time it is always 
possible to conceive additional parts, and this further func
tioning of the psychic mechanism makes space and time 
seem to flow ,minterruptedly. 

But the comings and goings of the reals imply some sort 
of space, time, and motion, even though these are distinct 
from their sensible counterparts, such as "intelligible 
space." Although two reals, A and B, are actually apart, we 
can conceive the possibility of B's being with A and A's 
being with B. Thus space is the simple possibility in mind 
for one real to be together with another from which it is 
separated in reality, an "image" without reality. Space thus 
being completely accidental for reals, we can, by putting A 
in the place of B and B in the place of A and further con
tinuing to add more reals and more dimensions, generate 
lines infinite in all directions, even though each line is 
"fixed" (starre) with a determinate number of points rather 
than continuous (stetige) with mutual interpenetration 
(and hence indefiniteness in number) of the parts. The 
psychic mechanism then conceives of these " fixed" lines 
as continuous by interpolation. Intelligible space, as thus 
generated, corresponds to the sensible space of phenom
ena and shares its contradictions, but these need not trou
ble us s ince they have nothing to do with being. Intelli
gible space is a purely conceptual artifact (Gedankending), 
not imposed by mind on things but generated by mind as a 
necessary aid to thought. Once intelligible space has been 
generated, the explanation of matter becomes possible. It  
is  a question of asking what situation the images of reals 
should occupy with respect to intell igible space in order to 
account for matter. The answer is "incomplete interpene
tration." 

Eidolology. Eidolology examines the possibility of 
knowledge and its limits. In all knowledge, matter and 
form can be distinguished. The matter is simple presenta
tions or sensations. They do not enable us to know what is, 
but they do oblige us to believe that something is. But the 
given has form as well as matter. Sensations are not given 
us in isolation but formed into groups, which cannot be 
separated at will and which constitute things. Doubtless, 
in the form in which they appear to us, things exist only in 
and for mind. But the constancy and the modifications of 
these groups of sensations have their basis in the conjunc
tion and separation of the reals. Thus mind, though it can
not know the qualities of the reals through sensation, does 



know their relations; and even were our sensations whol ly 
d ifferent from what they are, their form s would  be the 
same, arising as they do from the objective separations and 
connections of the reals. Knowl edge through concepts is 
l ikewise val id knowledge, although i t  too is knowledge 
only of relations. "We l ive amid relations and need noth
ing more ."  

Psychology. Everything in mind arises in some fashion 
out of presentations. There are no facul ties, no innate 
ideas, no concepts a priori . The sou l is a real in which 
cou ntless acts of sel f-preservation are provoked through its 
contacts with other reals, and these efforts in  h1rn produce 
in mind the presentations, some of which oppose, some of 
which re inforce, each other. Although real s  and present.1-
tions are not forces, they can best be understood by anal
ogy with forces, and hence the synthetic part of psychology 
consists of the statics and mechanics of m ind. Complex 
mathematical formulas, corresponding to those of the sta
tics and mechan ics of physics, describe the interplay of 
presentations. 

Presentations of d ifferent sorts do not oppose each other 
(for instance, colors do not oppose sou nds); but presenta
tions of the same sort do (for i nstance, red opposes blue). 
In the latter case, what remains after arrest is an equ il ib
rium, a weakening or obscu ring of the original presenta
tions that is reached progressivel y by a process of sinking 
( Senkung). A presentat ion,  i f  i t  has not undergone arrest, is  
present in consciousness. S inking under arrest, i t  may be 
forced below the threshold of consciou sness. Yet a presen
tation below the threshold of consciou sness i s  subject to 
recal l or rising (Hebung) by the appearance of a new pres
entation s imilar to it, and the speed of this r is ing depends 
on the degree of simi larity between the two presentations. 
This new presentation also produces a vaulting (Wolbung) 
or "arching" of all other arrested presentations s imi lar to it .  
The coming of a new presentation, B, produces the rising 
( Hebung) of the s imilar older presentation A .  But as A is 
pul led up,  other older presentations s imilar to A but less 
sim ilar to B are also pul led up in a Wolbung, or arching. 
The analogy to a beater being pulled ou t of stiff whipped 
cream is exact. The su rface of the cream closest to the 
beater is pulled up most (Hebung), but the whole center 
surface arches somewhat (Wolbung). 

The feel ings, the desires, and the will have their orig in 
in  presentations. Some feel ings arise out o f  the fusion of 
opposed presentations, and the pleasantness or unpleas
antness depends on the amount of opposi tion. Other feel
ings originate in the strain wh ich the rising, produced by a 
new presentation, puts on ties which an o ld presentation 
al ready has with one or more others. Thus the sight of an 
object belonging to a dead f.-iend evokes the memory of 
him, but the thought of his death tends to repress the mem
ory and thus to produce a painful feel ing. Pleasant feelings 
arise in the contrary situation, when the o ther associated 
presentations all facil itate the recall of th e original one. 
The desires are cl osel y connected with the feel ings. In a 
situation giving a painfu l feel ing, where A is l ifted toward 
consciou sness by the appearance of C and is s imultane
ou sly depressed by i ts earl ier relation to B, the feel ing of 
effort by which the resi stance is overcome will be a desire 
and A will appear as the object of desire. The will, in tum, 
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i s  only  a particu lar form of  desire , the r<>al ization of  whicl i 1 s  
seen as possible. 

Concepts, al so, have their origin in the fact that edch 
new presentat ion produces the vau l t ing of the images of 
sim ilar previous presentations al ready in mind, in which 
process the s imilari t ies are reinforced and the differences 
between them arc repressed, as in a composite portrait .  
(For Herbart's theory of the ass imi lation of new impws
sions, see APPERCEPTION. ) 

Ethics. Ethical judgments are aesthetic judgment� in
volving pleasure and displeasure. Since the completely 
simple cannot be pleasing or displeasing, these judgmcn�s 
must be d irected to something complex, to relations. Since 
Herbart, l i ke Kant, sought the basis of ethics in the good 
wil l ,  the five possible relations of the will suggest five 
corresponding fundamental ethical ideas. 

The idea of "inner freedom" is  the correspondence 
between a single act of a s ingle will and tile judgment 
passed on it .  Harmony between the "objective" will (the 
incl inations) and the "subjective" will (the intu i t ive ethi
cal judgment) i s  absolutely pleasing; its contrary, d i spleas
ing. 

"Perfection" relates the varied acts of a single wil l .  To 
this  multipl icity, three quantitative concepts may be ap
pl ied : the strength of any single effort ( intensity), the mul
tiplicity of the objects encompassed by the will  (exten
sion), and the concentration of this  mani fold in to a total 
power (a new intensity developing out of extension ). 
There is no absolute stmdard, but the stronger and more 
concentrated wil l  is more pleasing tl ian the weaker. 

The idea of "benevolence" arises when one will comes 
to terms with the will of another. Yet th is relation is inter
nal to the first will in that i t  takes the will of  the other 
person as an object. 

The idea of "law" concerns the relations between the 
wil ls  of two persons who desire some one thing. The 
ensu ing strife is not, however, merely the contrary of the 
idea of benevolence, since both wil ls  are turned directly 
toward the object and only indirectly towa,d each other. 

The idea of "equ ity" arises from the intentional doing of 
an act of i l l  or good, a d ispleasing imbalance between two 
wills which can be rectified only by some appropriate 
requ ital  through reward and punishment. 

These five basic ethical ideas cannot be isolated in esti
mating character or in organizing social or pol itical l ife; 
each must be tempered by all the others. Together, they 
exhau st the possible  relations of the wil l ,  since the addi
tion of more wi l ls  repeats in more compl icated fa shion 
those al ready covered by law and equ ity. But extension is 
possible if the many will s of a group can be analogized to 
that of a singl e rational being. Then five analogou s social 
ideas appear in the reverse order. Members of this society 
will  seek to avoid strife through a "system of law." But 
transgressions lead to a "sy c;tem of requ i ta l . "  The b�nevo
lent spectator would  wish for the greatest possible sum of 
well-being attained through the rational distribu tion of the 
available goods according to a "system of adm ini ,;tration." 
Then increased wel l -being would produce an intensity 
and range of strivings reconciled under a "system of cul
ture. "  With the obedience of each to the moral insight of 
al l ,  the many would  become one in an "ideal society . "  
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Educat ion. Education tak<'s i ts aim from ethics; 
psychology thPn shows it the means and hind rances to this 
end. The a i m  is moral strength of cha racter, a will with 
inner freedom whose volitions me always in accord with 
the moral law. The three major divisions of education are 
instruction ( Unterrich t), discipline (Regierung), and train
ing (Zu ehl ) . S ince psychology shows that the entire mental 
life (including the desires and the will) is built out of 
presentations, instruction (with its fou r steps of clarity, 
association, system, and method) is directed toward en
larging the child's circle of thought and developing in him 
a many-sided interest by efficiently introducing the proper 
presentations into his appcrceptive mass. Discipline keeps 
the child obedient and attentive so that instruction and 
training can do their work before the child has developed a 
proper will of his own. Training works constantly with 
instruction and discipline to form the will directly through 
such means as environment, examples, and ideals. Under 
discipl ine, the child acts rightly becau se he must; under 
proper instruction and training, he acts rightly because he 
wills to do so. 
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H A ROLD 13. D U N K E L  

H E R B E RT OF C H E R B U R Y  (1583 - 1 648), English 
deist, nwtaphysician, sold ier, duelist, philanderer, diplo
mat, historian,  and poet. Edward I lerbert, first Baron 
l l erbert of Cherbury, was born at Eyton, Shropshire, and 
studied at University College, Oxford. His poetry, in 
English and Latin, long eclipsed by that of his pious 
younger brother, Ceorge 1 1  erbert, has won increasing 
recognition in the present century. Both brothers were 
d i sciples of J ohn Donne. 

l l c rbert' s hi storical works are Ex1ieditio i 11 Ream lnsu
lam ( 1 6,56; in English, 1 860) and The Life and Raigne of 
King llenry thr Eighth ( 1 649), both inspi red more by the 
desi re to flatter Charles I than by genuine historical aspi
ration. A Dialogue het ween a Tu tor and his Pupil (a nony
mous but undoubtedly by I l erhert), chiefly concerned with 
the reformation of rel igious instrnction, appeared only in 
1 768 ; it was published, apparently, because of the popu
larity of Thr Life of Edward Lord llcrhert of Cher/Jury, 
\\lri t ten hy llimself, which had been printed by l lorace 
\\'alpole four years earlier. Emling abruptly with Herbert's 
recall in I 624 as ambassador to France, the autobiography, 
however interesting and amusi ng because of its ch itchat 
and dc•votion to pomp and circumstance, is disappointing 
to the student of ideas. 

l l <>rbert has been called tlie father of English deism and 
tlw fir!-.t Engli!>h author of a pnrc ·ly metaphysical treatise. 
1 1  i, 1rndiallC"11gc·d rigl1t to both t itle's rc·sts upon three pub-
1 ,catioll!> :  De Veritate, /'rou t distinguitur a Rei:,e/atione, a 

Verisimili, a Possihili, et a Falso (Paris, 1624 ; in French, 
163�); London, 1 633 ; enlarged, 1 64,5; in English, Bristol, 
I 9.37); De Causis Errorum, including De Religione Laici 
and Appendix ad Sacerdotes (London, 1 645); and De 
Heligione Gentilium Errorumque apud Eos Causis (Am
sterdam, 1 663 ; in English, London, 1 705). 

Herbert was not given to acknowledge his sources (Aris
totle and �icero are the sole authors specifically alluded to 
in De Veritate), but his thought derives in general from 
Neoplatonism, Neo-Stocism, and skepticism, with some 
enigmatic references to certain "recent writers" and "the 
medical authorities" ;  although it must be added that Her
bert him self possessed considerable originality. He stood 
apart from the general flow of new scientific ideas which 
were fostered by Bacon and the practicing scientists of the 
seventeenth centu ry. 

The problem of truth. The first eight sections of De 
Veritate, a work dedicated to "every sane and unpreju
diced reader," deal with the meaning and the attainment 
of truth. Esc!lewing those who mainta ined that truth is 
unobtainable, those who maintained that all truth i s  ob
tainable, and those who relied solely on implicit faith, Her
bert sought to derive truth from what i s  universal. Accord
ing to his theory truth is eternal and universal and, within 
limits, is recognizable by man. Fou r varieties of truth exi st: 
truth of thing or object, of appearance, of concept, and of 
intellect. Herbert had the un usual idea that human natural 
instincts, or faculties, were infinite i n  number to coincide 
with the infinity of things; but that they too could be 
grouped under four heads-natural i nstinct (light of na
ture), which dominates the other faculties; internal appre
hension (conscience and will); external apprehension 
(sensation); and discursive thought (reason). These facul
ties, which Divi ne Providence has given to every mind, 
will, if properly exercised, infallibly provide man with the 
"Common Notions." Herbert maintained that religion and 
law, about which in a general sense all peoples agree, are 
examples of Common Notions. The mind is not a tabula 
rasa to he written upon by the objects of experience; rather 
it is at birth in posses sion of the innate truths that give 
meaning to experience. 

Of the four categories of instinets, or faculties, reason 
is the weakest and the last to be resorted to; i ts special 
task is the examination of the anal.Jgy between things . At 
its best, reason becomes genuine logic. The key to Herbert's 
ostensible derogation of reason is that he restricts the term 
to logic or method, giving other names to the intellectual 
faculties; actually he was a fi rm rationali,t. 

The problem of truth is taken up again by Herbert in the 
last three sections of De Veritate. Here he argues that cer
tainty results only from the Common Notions, and that 
history m,d tradition can never provide more than proba
bility. Poss ibility, which refers to the future, is on even 
more tenuous ground (yet immortality is to be believed in 
because of the transcendent goodness of God). Falsity is 
that which is ne ither true, nor probable, nor possible. 
Error cannot exist in the thing itself, nor in the intellect 
(except through failure to employ the Common Notions). 

In all of his somewhat confu sed theorizing about har
mony, u niformity, and universality, which constitute the 
final tests of truth, Herbert, safeguarded his theories 
against actual matters of fact by ruling out madmen;  per-



sons bereft of their senses; those who are headstrong, 
fool ish, weak-minded, imprudent;  those who deli berately 
prevent themselves from receiving the Common Notions ;  
the wretched, half-educated crowd ; the popular windbags 
or enthu siasts-in brief, it would seem, a l l  those who di s
agree with him. 

Despite !t i s  somewhat immodest pretens ion to i 11 1 1 ova
tion- "I beli eve myself to be the first to describe the 
sphere of a l l  the faculties of man"- there are some ins ights 
in his a p riori psychologizing that sound smpris ingly mod
ern. Although adhering to the ancient dogma that there are 
four humors in man to correspond to the four clements in 
nature, Herbert found it absurd to suppose that there are 
only five senses in man. Licentiousness, lu st, apathy, 
depression, insan ity, for instance, are not consonant with 
the ordained nature of man. Such feel ings and pass ions are 
to be attributed not to sin but to physical di sease, and are to 
be alleviated by physical , rather than hy spiritual , means. 
In  sum ,  the first eight sections of De Veritate comprise a 
curious mixture of metaphysics and introspective psychol
ogy, both obsolete and modern. 

The problem of religion. I lad Herbert stopped short at 
this juncture-as he did until the expanded London edi
tion of 1 64,5-he would hardly have attained the position, 
and the notoriety, that he holds in the hi story of thought. 
The added section IX deal s with the Common Notions 
concerning rel igion, and section X, with revelation. (The 
remaining three section s, XI -XII I ,  as mentioned earl ier, 
deal with probabil ity, possibil ity, and fal si ty . )  In  the 1 645 
edition are to be found Herbert's fi rst ful ly  expressed 
deistic notions, which were to be repeated and strength
ened in later publ ications. 

Curtly d ismissing implicit  faith, an infa l l ible church, and 
the sacred authority of priests and preachers, Herbert 
argued that such bases may support false re l igion equal ly  
with true. Therefore, the origins of a l l  religions must first 
be investi gated h istorica l ly  and then,  and more important
ly, be tested by the Common Notions. I t  is only through 
the Common Notions that the true Catholic church can be 
acknowledged. These rel igious Common Notions or uni
versals known to all men in  all times and in all places are 
few in number. 

Stated more succinctly in Ancient Religion of the Gen
tiles, the E ngl ish translation of De Religione Gentilium, 
these rel igious truths are: ( l )  that there i s  one supreme 
God ; (2) that He ought to be worshiped; (3) that virtue and 
piety are the chief part of divine worship;  (4 ) that we ought 
to be sorry for our sins and repent them ; and (5) that divine 
goodness dispenses reward s and punishments both in  this 
l i fe and after it. By the di scovery of these five principles, 
Herbert acknowledged that he thought himself "for more 
happy than Archimedes." 

The emphasis  in De Veritate is thus  on natural rel igion. 
Revelation is not wholly exci sed , but it  i s  not granted to 
privi leged groups; it i s  given as a message to al l  mankind, 
or reserved for the individual mind. (H erbert re lates in his 
autobiography how he prayed for a sign from heaven 
granting permission to publish his book; the sign < "ame 
immediately in  the form of "a loud yet gentle noise," and 
the hook was accordingly publ i shed. 

Of al l  revelations Christianity is acknowledged to be the 
best because it is closest to the five rel igious Common 
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Notion s . Tlw precepts of the Decalog1H• ar( ' <·xa111 i 1 1cd 1 1 1  
De Verita te  :md declared to he t rue a11d 1 1 1 1 i \' < · r�al h 
known ; the D<•calogue co1 1 st it 1 1 tes Cod ' s  graci01 1 !.  re1 1 1 i ,;
der to the hearts of corrupt nwn. l\ <·verth<' l ess, t lw tone of 
the hook is in direct opposition to the rigid hi l i l iolat r} of 
Puri ta11 ism. Priests are advised to aliandon n 1ysl< · rl<'!. a11d 
prophecies, and mi racl es which < ·stabl i sh or su pport 1 1 1 1  
worthy be li efs-that is ,  not r<! l igions Common '.\ < ,t io 1 1 s
are declar< 'd fraudul < 'n l .  

The fur ther works promi sed in De \'eri la lf'  add<·d l i t t l < · 
to I lerbert's basic views, hut W<'re con siderably 111<m· 
01 1tspoke11 . 

/Jc Causis Erroru m is a frag11w1 1 t  <'Xpandiug hut 1 10 1  
particular ly ed ifying the treatment of logical fa l l a<.: i < 's- t l iat 
is, of error- i n  De Verita te. De Heligio11e Ge11 t iliw11 , de
rived largely from Cerardus  Vossius' De Theologia G,!11 t il i  
(Amsterdam,  1 64 1 ), i s  one of the earl iest  treatis< · s  011 c.:01 1 1 -
parntive rel igion and is ,  in a seuse, a foreru nn er of l l 1 1nw's 
The Natural History of Religion ( 1 7.57). It argues t l tat tlw 
ancient pagans were cognizant of the five rel igious  Com
mon Notions, which can he found in their n11 1 l t i t 1 1di 11011 s 
religions. These rel igions ,  therefore, are fondam<·nta l ly  th<· 
same-as are all natu ral rel igions, including Chri stianity .  
l l owever, none of these rel igions is perfect : al l ,  l ike 
Chri stianity, have been somewhat defi led hy the machina
tions of priests. H erbert's thesi s  that the Common \:otions 
are bas ic to al l religions is further developed i11 t lH •  po�t
humous Dialogue bet ween a Tutor and his Pupil. lu this 
di scursive work of some 272 pages, the pupil is advised to 
start with reason befo re proceeding to a faith that is clear 
and evident to al l mankind. What proceeds from reason 
leads to tru th, but what proceeds from faith lead s on ly  to 
belief. Virtue is extol led as the fundamental part of wor
ship,  along with contrition for sins committed . 

De Religione La ici, publ ished in the same volume as De 
Causis Errorum, presents Herbert at his best in rel igious 
thinking; it  is concise, di rect, and cogently reasoned. The 
complex metaphysical psychology of De Veritate is gone 
an<l so is the tedious survey of the early hi!.tory of rel igions 
in De Religione Gentilium. The layman's problem is how 
to distinguish the best rel igion from among the many 
offered. The answer, of course, lies in un iversal ity
speci fically, i n  the five religious Common Noti ons. I I I  De 
Religione Laici ,  Herbert states that the Bible should lw 
conceived of as history and tested accord ingly; what is uni
versal in it  i s  to b_ accepted as the word of God : \\" I tal is 
not, i s  simply human, sometimes obscure and sometimes 
meaningl ess. The layman is warned that many priests have 
a way of in troducing nonuniversal attributes into their char
acteri zation of God and of restricting rel igion to their own 
cult. Yet , since not all priests are guilty, that layman is most 
u nwise who abandons all rel igion because some priests are 
corrupt. 

I n  view of the fact that Herbert \\ a� frequently both 
refuted and accepted during the century after his death, it 
is di fficult to accept the verdict of several hi storians of 
deism that he was ignored and had l i ttle or 110 influence. 
I n  England, his thought was propagated by his disciple 
Charles B lount  ( 16.54 - 1Gq3 ); on the Cont i 1 1 ent, his work 
was seriousl y received, al though not accepted, by Cas
sendi and Descartes. 
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The first speci fic attack on Herbert's system of rel igion 
seems to be that by Nathanael Cu lverwel in Light of Na
ture (1 652). This was fol lowed by attacks by Peter M usaus, 
Richard Baxter, Johan Musaus, Georgius Nicolaus Seerup, 
Christian Kortholt the Elder, and �l ichael Berns-the last 
t\vo l inking Herbert with the other notorious "atheists," 
Hobbes and Spinoza. In that same year J enkin Thomasins 
linked Herbert with Bodin, another "atheist." John Locke 
attacked Herbert's theory of innate ideas in the Essay Con
cerning Human Understanding (1 690), but accepted some 
aspects of his rel igious liberalism in the Reasonableness of 
Christianity ( 1695). In  the eighteenth century the con
troversy was continued by Thomas Halyburton (17 14), 
Ezechiel von Spanheim (1745), John Leland (I 754), Johann 
Trinius (I 759), and, as late as I 783, by John Ogilvie. 

Although Charles Blount was H erbert's only acknowl
edged disciple, his rel igious Common Notions are charac
teristic of the deists of the eighteenth century, as are also 
his  strictures on priestcraft, his natural istic interpretations 
of parts of Scripture, and his disavowal of faith as a sound 
foundation for religion. 
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ERNEST CAMPBELL MOSSNER 

H E R D E R ,  J O H AN N  GOTT F R I E D  (1744 - 1803), 
German philosopher and critic was born the son of a 
schoolmaster in Mohrungen, a smal l town in East Prussia. 
After an early education largely devoted to the study of 
Latin, he enrol led as a medical student at the University of 
Konigsberg in 1762. He found, however, that he had an 
inconvenient tendency to faint during dissections and 
operations, wh ich prompted him to change to theology. 
This sh ift of subject and interest led to an acquaintance 
with Kant, who in order to encourage Herder, remitted the 
fees customarily paid for attendance at his lectures. Kant 
also al lowed him to read some of h is  unpubl ished manu
scripts and introduced him to the writings of Montesquieu, 
II  ume, and Rousseau. Another thinker who played an 
important part in Herder's intellectual developm ent at this 
fo rmative period was the antirationalist philosopher J. G. 
Hamann ("the �fagus of the North"), who became a l ife
long friend and correspondent and was to exercise a con
siderable influence upon the direction subsequently taken 
by Herder's thought. 

When he left K<inigsberg in 1764 H erder took up a 

teaching post at the cathedral school in Riga, contributing 
to various periodicals and establ i sh ing a reputation as an 
enlightened theologian (he was ordained in 1765): it was 
in Riga that h e  wrote and published his first important 
work, Uber die neuere deutsche Literatur: Fragmente 
("Fragments concerning Recent German Literature," Riga, 
1767), in which problems of language and lingu istic de
velopment' were discussed and given prominence. "Lan
guage," he affirmed, "is a tool of the arts and sciences and 
a part of them ; whoever writes about the l iterature of a 
country must not neglect its l anguage. " In 1769, the year of 
the publication of another book entitled Kritische Walder 
("Critical Forests ," Riga), H erder resigned from his  posi
tion at Riga, and after a period of travel that included a 
visit to Paris, he finally settled for a tim e in Strasbourg. 
There he met Goethe, upon whom Herder's ideas regard
ing poetry and its rol e in human l ife appear to have pro
duced an immediate and powerful impression. H erder also 
won a prize offered by the Berl in Academy for an essay on 
the origin of language, Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der 
Sprache (Berl in, 1772) in which he clearly adumbrated a 
number of themes that were to recur in his  subsequent 
work. The same year ( 177 1 )  saw his  appointm ent as court 
preacher to the count of Schaumburg-Lippe at Buckeburg. 
Three years later his Auch eine Philosophie der Geschichte 
("Another Philosophy of History," Riga, 1774) appeared. 
In I 776, H erder left Buckeburg to take up the post in 
which he was to remain for the rest of his  l ife; he became 
Generalsuperintendent of the Lutheran cl ergy at Weimar. 
B ecause of doubts (not altogether unfounded) concerning 
H erder's orthodoxy, the appointment ran into certain 
difficulties. H erder finally received it, partly as a result of 
Goethe's influence with Duke Karl August of Weimar. 

H erder's career at \Veimar was burdened with heavy 
administrative responsibilities and duties, and he also 
suffered from financial anxieties because of his large fami
ly. This did not, however, prevent him from continuing 
with his  own writing and researches. In I 778 he publ ished 
at Riga an essay concerned with psychological topics enti
t led Vom Erkennen und Empfinden der menschlichen 
S eele ("Of the Cognition and Sensation of the H uman 
Soul "). Between 1784 and 179 1 his famous Ideen zur Phi
losophie der Geschichte der Menschheit ("Ideas for the 
Ph ilosophy of the H istory of Mankind")-a massive work 
in four parts-also appeared there. From I 793 to 1798 his  
publications included, among others, Briefe zur Beforde
rung der Humanitiit ("Letters for the Advancement of Hu
manity," IO vols., Riga, 1793- 1797) .md Christliche 
S chriften ("Christian Writings," Vols. 1 -3, Riga, 
1794-1797 ; Vols. 4, 5, Leipzig, 1798). Final ly, during the 
last few years of h is  l ife, he wrote two books attacking 
Kant's ph ilosophy as dangerously muddled and perverse. a 
"Metakritif ' of the Critique of Pure Reason (2 vols., Leip
zig, 1799) and Kalligone (3 vols., Leipzig, 1800), the 
latter being a criticism of the aesthetic doctrines advanced 
by Kant in his  Critique of Judgment. These works aroused 
considerable controversy and were regarded by Kant's 
fol lowers as containing radical m isinterpretations and 
m isrepresentations of Kantian ideas. It may be true that 
Herder did not always do Kant justice; nonetheless, some 
of his objections can be seen in retrospect to have been 



acute and forceful .  He  rejected, for example, the Kantian 
view that mathematical propositions were synthetic a priori 
as an error deriving from a fai lure to recogn ize the u l ti
mately tautological character of ari thmetic and geome
try: "The proposition 7 + 5 = 12 is . . .  identical : 1 = l . "  
H e  drew attention to  some of  the difficulties surrounding 
Kant's conception of space and time as "forms of intu i
tion"; and he made some sharp comments on Kant's tend
ency toward reification and arti ficial abstraction when 
describing the operations of the human intel lect. 

Besides being a most prol ific and ferti le writer, Herder 
was also a far-ranging and voracious reader, with an im
mense capacity for concentrated study and a wide knowl
edge of E uropean languages. The great variety of his  
interests-psychological, hi storiral , aesthetic, l inguistic, 
rel igious, and philosophical-and the ori ginal ity he dis
played in  his exploration of these diverse fields make him 
a figu re of outstanding interest and sign ificance. At the 
same time, the very complexity of his achi evement renders 
it difficu lt to summarize. He cannot be said to have pro
duced an over-all "system " in the classical manner, nor 
can his numerous and influential contributions to thought 
and speculation be appropriately represented as interre
lated elements in a single grand design. This applies even 
to his most ambitious and comprehensive book, the Ideen, 
of which he himself wrote that it was made up of "stones 
for a bui lding which only  centuries can finish" and which 
(as Kant indicated in  a somewhat heavily ironical review) 
was certainly not a model of consi stency or precise expres
sion. Herder's pecul iar genius lay in quite other directions, 
above al l ,  in his capacity for seeing beyond the boundaries 
within which the intellectual life of his age was largely 
enclosed and in his  abi l i ty to envi sage fresh and fruitful 
ways of interpreting the products of human culture and 
h istory. In these respects, despite there being l i ttl e evi
dence to suggest any di rect influence, H erder's true an
cestor was Giambatt ista Vico. Unlike the neglected Italian 
philosopher, however, Herder's ideas were not overlooked 
or treated as merely eccentric aberrations; on the contrary, 
they had immediate repercussions upon the thought of h i s  
time and were destined during the early n ineteenth cen
tury to play a formative role  in the development of the 
romantic movement. 

Herder may be said to have attacked the assumptions 
underlying the outlook of the eighteenth-century Enl ight
enment, or Aufkliirung, ;i t four main points : its conception 
of the human mind and personality, its theory of language, 
its attitude toward poetry an<l the arts, and its approach to 
history and to hi storical development. Al though what 
Herder had to say on these different topics overflows tidy 
classi fication and division, it will be useful for present 
purposes to consider them separately. 

Psychology. Herder was from the start whol ly opposed 
to "facu lty psychology" of the kind formulated in the eight
eenth century by rational ists l i ke Christian Wolff. The 
human mind was not, accord ing to H erder, split up into a 
number of compartments, nor was it an assemblage of 
inner personages with names l ike "reason," "wi l l ," "de
sire," and so forth, each of whom performed a particular 
function. Such views were rel ics of outdated medieval ism, 
"philosophical nonsense" resulting from false abstraction 
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and h ypostatization an<l leading to disastrously artificial 
and static conceptions of human nature. Heasoning, per
ceiving, wanting, feel ing, and the rest were orw an<l all 
activities or attributes of the human be ing considered as a 
total ,  unitary personality; they could not be traced bac:k to 
a set of independent sources mysteriously located in 
different areas of the mind. In the last analysi!> "the in1 1 <'r 
man, with all h i s  <lark forces, stimul i, an<l impul ses, is 
simply one" (Siimt liche \Verke, Vol . 8, p. J ?q)_ �l orcover, 
not only was it wrong to divide up the mind itself: tl1e 
traditional division between mi11 <l on one side and body 011 
the other was also misconceived. Herder suggested on a 
number of occasions that the psychological and physiolog
ical aspects of a man were inseparab ly bound up with ont• 
another; psychology tru ly  understood was "physiology at 
every step" (ibid. , p. 180). 

From some of the things he said Herder might, indeed , 
be considered as anticipating by more than a century mod
ern behav iorist and physicalist doctrines. Nevertheless, 
there i s  an important di fference-all Herder's writi ngs on 
psychological subjects were ultimately based upon an ex
plicitly metaphysical conception , the notion of Kraft . I l e  
did not think that Kraft was rationally expl icable. Though 
not itself rational ly  expl icable or susceptible to observa
tional or scientific analysis, Kraft nevertheless represented 
someth ing whose existence must be presupposed in phi
losophy. It signi fied for Herder a kind of primitive force or 
energy that had to be assumed in any adequate interpreta
tion of existence. Thus it found embodiment in every 
department of human l ife and conduct, giving a dynam ic 
unity to the variety of ways in which men act and express 
themselves; at the same time it was treated by Herder as in 
some sense informing the nonhuman or "natural " realm of 
phenomena as wel l. There are clear affinitie s between this 
doctri ne and vital istic phi losophies of the type propoun<le<l 
by Schopenhauer and Bergson in the nineteenth century. 

Language. Herder's criticisms of facu lty psychology 
and, in particular, of the conception of reason as a superior 
agency intent upon subordinating other spheres of mental 
activity to its control were connected with h i s  views on 
language. I n  the first place, and in l ine with what has al
ready been said, man's reasoning power does not operate 
in isolation from his other capacities and propensities. " I t  is 
one and the same mind that thinks and wills, understands 
and perceives, exercises reason and has desire" (Siimtliche 
\Verke, Vol . 2 1 ,  p. 18). Second, and here he owed much to 
Hamann, the use of reason and the use of language cannot 
be considered in abstract ion from one another. An exami
nation of human reasoning is ipso facto an inquiry into 
some of the ways in which human beings characteristically 
express themselves in language; for thinking essential ly 
involves language, whether employed silently "in the 
head" or in overt vocal utterance- th inking is "inward 
speaking" (ibid. , p. 88). It fo llows that speech is not a 
dispensable instrument of reason, nor reason something 
we are born with and which we possess before we have 
any conception of language and <'.ommunication. On the 
contrary, the development of reason in the chi ld is the 
result of trai ning-training in the use of signi ficant signs 
(Merkmale), the mastery of which is a prerequisite of all 
logical thought. 
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It must not be supposed that Herder wished to confine 
language to one valid form, one particular type of employ
ment. He attacked the view that the "philosophical," or 
scientific, mode of discourse familiar to writers of his own 
time should be accorded a pre-eminent status, and he 
sharply distinguished that mode from what he called 
"poetic" speech and communication, with its vivid and 
pregnant symbolization. This distinction was conceived in 
historical terms. The earliest forms taken by language are 
to be found in primitive periods, when the use of cries or 
expressive gestures to indicate passions and emotions is 
paramount. These periods gradually give way to ages in 
which men naturally communicate through the rich meta
phors and sensuous imagery of poetry. It is only in later 
and more sophisticated stages of social development that 
prosaic and literal fonns characteristic of scientific dis
course become customary-periods when, Herder some
times implied, the vitality of culture is on the wane, with 
uncreative reflection superseding spontaneous and imagi
native invention. But whatever the historical period, lan
guage of some description occurs, language being intrinsic 
to the very idea of what it is to be a man. Herder had no 
patience with the opinion, which he attributed to Rous
seau and Condillac, that language was something men had 
deliberately constructed at a particular time in order to 
facilitate the achievement of social and individual objec
tives. Indeed, the entire question of the actual "origin" of 
language seemed to Herder an idle one that should be put 
aside in favor of the more fruitful problem of dei:ermining 
language's varying roles and functions in different cultural 
and historical settings. 

Art. The same irtsistence upon a historical approach 
that marked Herder's attitude toward language underlay 
his treatment of the problems of aesthetics. From the first 
he criticized the notion that there is an innate and constant 
faculty of taste which, like the other mental faculties, re
mains invariant from age to age; he also challenged the 
accompanying belief that there is a uniform standard of 
beauty that is acceptable to all men at all times. In particu
lar, he objected to the dictum propounded by F. J. Riedel in 
his Theorie der schonen Kiinste und Wissenschaften 
("Theory of the Arts and Sciences," Jena, 1 767) that 
"whatever must please everyone is beautiful." Apart from 
the fact that such a view completely failed to take into 
account the environmental and psychological factors that 
inHuence artistic creation and appreciation at different 
periods, it was plain that the dictum in question made 
nonsense of the whole conception of serious criticism. 

In place of such ideas Herder emphasized the degree to 
which historical conditions mold aesthetic conceptions. He 
pointed out, too, that the products of artistic genius are of 
immense significance in the interpretation of the human 
past and the development of the human mind. In this 
sense aesthetics can he said to he an important part of 
anthropology, for the works of art men create are expres
sions of the whole human personality as it emerges in the 
context of particular times and places. Previous theorists 
had ignored these considerations, overlooking the empiri
cal data with all their profound impl ications and preferring 
instead to he guided by a priori assumptions that made it 
impossible for them to respond sym pathetically to the art 

forms of ages dissimilar in character to their own. Blinded 
by scholastic dogmatism, insistent upon the universal 
validity of certain "classical" canons and standards, they 
seemed not to perceive that, far from being something 
artificial and contrived, poetry was a natural and primary 
expression of the human psyche, as the popular ballads 
and songs of folk poetry sufficiently demonstrated. Even 
Homer and much of the Bible had to be read and under
stood in this "human way" if they were not to be totally 
misinterpreted and their real meaning lost in the morass of 
"unhistorical philosophizing" which contemporary exege
sis was so lamentably prone to offer. 

History. Notwithstanding his important contributions to 
other fields, it is for his philosophy of history that Herder 
is chiefly known and remembered today. His Ideen zur 
Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit is a curious 
and in some ways contradictory work. On the one hand, it 
reflects certain dominant Enlightenment interests; teleo
logical and progressivist notions of historical development 
appear in it, and Herder showed respect for such human
istic ideals as freedom and social improvement. At the 
same time its chief interest lies precisely in the manner in 
which it departs from various prevailing trends of En
lightenment thought. Not only does it exhibit a range and 
erudition that, considering the period of writing, is aston
ishing (Herder did not confine himself to European history 
and sources but insisted upon the importance of such other 
cultures as China, India, and the Middle East); it is also 
packed with original and imaginative suggestions for the 
reinterpretation of the human past and contains a great 
deal of trenchant criticism of the historiography of the 
time. These methodological theses and proposals Herder 
propounded through the medium of a gigantic survey. He 
began with a discussion of man's place in the realm of 
physical nature and of the links that connect him with 
other forms of organic life, passed on to a consideration of 
the primitive or prehistoric phases of human society, and 
concluded with an examination of recorded history up to 
the beginning of the sixteenth century. 

In Herder's philosophy of history some of the themes 
already referred to recur. He specifically rejected the idea, 
common among historians of his time, that there exist 
certain invariant laws or standards of consciousness and 
behavior that are applicable to all men at all periods and in 
terms of which everything that has happened in the human 
past must ultimately be understood and judged. Other 
writers had admittedly recognized that the actual data 
often enough seemed to clash with this conception. They 
had, however, tried to explain away such deviations from 
the accepted norms by appealing to the operation of factors 
like irrational passions or "prejudices" that unfortunately 
interfered with the natural, reasonable, or proper course of 
things and led men to act in eccentric or foolish ways. 
From this view, an important part of the value of history as 
a study lay in the lessons it can teach us :  to be acquainted 
with the aberrations of the past is to he equipped with 
knowledge that will help us to avoid committing similar 
errors ourselves. Herder' s  position was quite different. It 
was absurd, he thought, to seek to impose upon the histor
ical material, in all its manifest richness and variety, a 
single uniform pattern of interpretation. Such a proce-



<lure, if fol lowed , cou ld have the effect only of turning the 
hi storian into a k ind of dogmatic schoolmaster, i ntent upon 
treating as ridiculous mistakes and blunders activities that 
are whol ly intell igible and appropriate when considered in 
relation to their own hi storical period and cul tural mi lieu. 
Here, indeed, was the basic tenet of Herd er's methodol
ogy : every hi storical age and cul ture has its own character 
and i ts own value,  and it fol lows that "the hi storian of 
mankind must, l ike the Creator of our race or l ike the 
gen ius of the earth, view without partiality and judge 
without passion" (Ideen, Bk. 1 1 , Ch. 6). For human ity has 
not one form, but many, and these forms find express ion in 
the host of different societies and nations that populate the 
historical scene. 

Herder in general maintained that every known so
ciety-Ch inese, Indian , Egyptian , Greek, Homan, and so 
on-had grown and developed in a dist inctive manner and 
in response to the combination of envi ronmental condi
t ions presented by its particular time and place. The anal
ogy that constantly recurred in his writ ings was that of a 
biological organism. Like an organism, a society should be 
considered in and for i tsel f, "without foisting any set pat
tern upon it" (Ideen, Bk.  14,  Ch. 6). What, in effect, this 
means so far as historical practice i s  concerned i s  that the 
hi storian should aim at achieving a sympathetic under
standing of cultures other than h is  own , an understanding 
fou nded in  the realization that the modes of l i fe, thought, 
and art characteri stic of one society or period will not be 
fou nd in another-each has its own individual contribution 
to make, and this is necessari ly un repeatable and un ique. 
Thus, human achievements must be in terpreted and as
sessed in relation to the cultural mi l ieu to which they 
essential ly  belong. To attempt to pri ze them out of the 
contexts in which they are embedded and to compare and 
judge them according to some external and su pposedly 
superior standpoint that mysteriou sly transcends the con
ditions of time, place, and circu mstance, setting deter
minate l imits to all human activity of whatever kind,  is  to 
display a complete misunderstanding of h istory and its 
subject matter. In brief, "Shakespeare was no Sophocles , 
M i lton no Homer, Bolingbroke no Pericles" ( Ideen, Bk. 
13 ,  Ch. 7). The most that can be said is that "they were 
in their kind, and in their si tuation, what those were in 
theirs ." 

Herder' s conception of history exercised an important 
influence upon the course taken by subsequent hi stori 
ography. Fu rthermore, some of h is  ideas are to be found, 
reformulated and elaborated, in later specu lative systems 
and theories of the kind propounded by Hegel and Oswald 
Spengler. Partly as a result of this, views have been attrib
uted to Herder that he did not hold. In particular, he is 
sometimes said to have anticipated the extreme national ist 
and racist doctrines of Hitler and Alfred Rosenberg. I n  fact 
there is no justification for treating him as a forerunner of 
Nazi sm. The moral to be drawn from his writings is that 
each nation should respect the cu l ture of other societies 
while remaining true to i ts own, not that it should arrogate 
to itself a pos ition of privilege that entitles it to dominate 
its neighbors . Herder was in no sen se a mil itari st, and he 
remained throughout his life a consistent opponent of 
absolutist and i l l iberal governments. 
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PATRICK CAHD!NEH 

H E R M E TI C I S M i s  the outlo0k associated with the Her
metic wri tings, a l iterature in Greek which developed in 
the early centu ries after Christ under the name "Hermes 
Tri smegistus ." Much of i t  is  concerned with astrology, 
alchemy, and other occu l t  sciences, but there is also a 
philosophical Hermetic l i terature. The treatise known as 
the Asclepius and the col lection of treatises grouped as the 
Corpus Hermeticum are the most importar,t of the phi lo
sophical Hermetica, though some other fragments are pre
served in the anthology of Stobaeus .  These writings are 
probably to be dated between A.D. 1 00 and 300. They 
are an amalgam of Greek philosophy, part icu larly Platonic, 
with other elements from the heterogeneous late antique 
cu l ture. The Pimc. 1.der, the first treatise in the Corpus 
Hermeticum, has obviou s affin ities with Genesis, suggest
ing an influence of Hel lenistic Judaism. There may also be 
Persian influences, and the possibil ity of some contact 
with Christian ity cannot be excl uded. The ascription of 
their au thorship to "Hermes Tri smegi stu s," supposed to 
be an Egyptian priest, encouraged the bel ief that these 
writings transmitted ancient Egyptian wisdom ; the As
clepius in part icu lar has a strong pseudo- Egyptian col
oring. 

There is much difference of op inion among scholars as to 
the various elements which make up the Hermetica , which 
are the work of an un known number of unknmvn authors ; 
even individual treatises may often be a fu sion of frag
ments. They have a certa in unity of tone, howe\'er, since 
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they all exhibit a sim ilar type of philosophical- religious 
approach to the cosmos, involving regenerative experi
ences and outbursts of rel igious ecstasy. It has been sug
gested that they may be the literature of a gnostic sect. The 
philosophical Hermetica, with their lofty aspirations, can
not be altogether isolated from the magical and occult type 
of l iterahire which also goes under the name of "Hermes 

Trismegistus," for the experiences of the Hermeticist, as 
described in the philosophical - rel igious treatises, take 
place within an astrological framework and imply, particu
larly in the Asclepius, a rel igious use of magic. 

History. Although much is in debate concerning the 
Hennetica themselves, we are on firmer ground when we 
come to the history of their legend. In the fourth century 
Lactantius taught that these writings were the work of an 
Egyptian seer who lived not long after the time of Moses, 
whose account of creation he confirmed and, indeed, im
proved and whose mentions of a "son of God" were pro
phetic of Christianity and to be compared with passages in 
the Gospel according to St. John. Augustine also believed 
in the extreme antiquity of "Hermes Trismegistus," but 
he disapproved of the magical cult described in the As
clepius. Nevertheless, there was ample authority in Chris
tian writers for an attitude of respect for Hermes. Lactan
tius places him with the s ibyls as a gentile prophet of 
Chri�tianity. The myth of "Hermes Trismegistus," the 
Egyptian sage who was the actual author of all the writings 
ass igned to him and who lived long before the Incarnation, 
which he prophetically foresaw, was to give great 211thority 
to the Hermetica. 

The Asclepius was known in the Middle Ages in the 
Latin translation wrongly attributed to Apuleius of l\ ladau
ra; certain pseudo-Hermetic writings were also known. 

The collection of treatises grouped as the Corpus Herme
t icum seems to have been already known in this form to 
Psellus in the eleventh century but did not reach the West 
until the Renaisrnnce. 

Influence on Renaissance. The Hermetica made an 
impact on the Renaissance the importance of which has 
begun to be realized only in recent years. About 1460 a 
manuscript containing an incomplete Greek text of the 
Corpus Ilermeticum was brought to Florence. Cosimo de' 
l\l eclici ordered �larsilio Ficino to translate this at once 
into Latin ,  before beginn ing his translation of the works of 
Plato. This illustrates the Renaissance attitude, which 
treated the Hermetica as texts much more ancient than the 
Platonic writings and as the "Egyptian wisdom" believed 
to be one of the founts of prisca theologia which de
scended in an unbroken line to Plato and the Neoplato
nists. \\'hen Ficino found scraps of Platonic philosophy in 
the late antique Hermetica, he assumed that he was deal
ing with the ancient Egyptian source of Greek wisdom. 
L ike the in terpretation of "Hermes Trismegistus" as a 
gent ile prophet, in which Ficino also firmly believed, this 
view of the Hermetic writings as a source of Plato and the 
Platoni sts depended on the misdating of those writings. To 
this most influential error is due the fact that there is a 
Hermetic core to Henaissance Neoplatonism. Ficino's 
work on astral magic is  based on the magical passages in 
the Asclepius. P ico della .\I  i randola opened his Oration 011 
the Dig11 ity of .\!Gn with a quotat ion from the Asclepius. 

Throughout the sixteenth century the Hermetic writings 
were eagerly read in the many editions of Ficino's transla
tion, and new editions and commentaries were published 
by Lefevre d'Etaples, Symphorien Champier, Foix de 
Candale, Francesco Patrizi, and others. The first edition 
of the Greek text of the Corpus Hermeticum appeared in 
1 554. 
The influence of this  intensive study of the Hermetica 

can be traced throughout the Renaissance. I t  penetrated 
some types of Renaissance theology. Christian Hermeti
cists who wished to avoid the magic excluded the magical 
passages in the Asclepius from their canon. On the other 
hand, for Renaissance magicians and philosophers the 
animist and magical view of nature which they extracted 
from the Hermetic writings was the most attractive feature. 
A striking instance of Hermetic influence on a Renaissance 
philosopher is Giordano Bruno, who rejected the Christian 
interpretation of the Hermetica and regarded Hermeticism 
as a pure Egyptian rel igion and philosophy which he made 
the basis  of liis animist interpretation of nature. 

In 1614  the great Greek scholar I saac Casaubon dated 
the Hermetica as written in post-Christian times, thus 
shattering the myth of their ancient Egyptian authorship 
on which Renaissance Hermeticism had rested. With the 
rise of seventeenth-century thought the influence of Her
metici sm receded, though there were many survivals of 
the Renaissance attitudes to the Hermetic writings. The 
part played in the immediately premodem period by Ren
a issance Hermeticism in the directing religious attention 
toward the cosmos and toward operating with cosmic pow
ers has yet to be assessed. 
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FRA�CES A. YATES 

H E R S C H E L , J O H N  ( 1 792-187 1), son of the astron
omer \Villiam Herschel, worked in mathematics, chemistry, 
optics , and solid-state phys ics ; pioneered in photogra-



phy and instigated the regular use of photography in 
astronomy; invented bl ueprints; initiated s imultaneous 
world-wide meteorological observations;  introduced the 
theory of  isostasy in geology; and was the world's leading 
observer-theoretician of doubl e stars and nebulae. His  
Treatise on Astronomy ( 1 833), continued as Outlines of 
Astronomy ( 1849), although deliberately common sense in 
treatment, was authori tative in content even for profes
sionals until the 1860s. He was England's most famous 
scientist from 1830 to about 1860. 

H erschel's Preliminary Discourse on the S tudy of Natu
ral Philosophy ( 183 1 )  was a starting poi nt for his phi lo
sophic contemporaries, the more rad ical (post-Kantian) 
Whewell and the more conservative (Humean) Mi l l ;  in 
fact, many errors were deleted from Mi l l 's Logic in i ts  
second edition because H erschel suppl ied detai led criti
cisms of the scientific passages in the first edi tion. Her
schel 's ful l  position was expressed later, in papers collected 
as Essays from the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews 
( 1857) and Familiar Lectures on Scientific Subjects ( 1867) 
and in remarks in his scientific books. H is best-known 
phi losophic followers were Wil l iam Stanley Jevons and 
James Cl erk .\laxwel l. 

In  theory of knowledge, H erschel's basic concept was 
the law of continui ty, which for h im defined the rationality 
of a system. I n  his version of the law, he asserted that 
scienti sts observe not continuous phenomena (not even 
simple extension), but "dotted outl ines which the 
mind . . .  fi l ls  up."  Thus "we assume continuity where 
we find none." Herschel refused any philosophic solution 
of this disparity between observation and thought and 
accepted the harmony of mi nd with external nature as an 
ultimate fact , pre-establ ished by God. 

Next, he was a "decided disciple  of old Boscovich ";  
matter is "a col l ection of mathematical points-mere lo
calization of forces"; and therefore it is fool i sh to picture 
kinetic-mol ecular processes as "the 'clash ing together' of 
'atoms' " or as the "knocking about of bil l iard bal l s ."  Force 
as hitherto understood, he poi nted out, was always asso
ciated with matter, that is ,  inertia; but in electricity and in  
the "quasi-undulatory propagation of  qualities" we see 
noninertial agents. So the k ind of force presented in  theo
ries of mechanics is not primary. M ore basic physical pow
ers exist, he asserted, but are not yet ( 1840) understood. 

Science should uncover not only laws (formal relations 
among parameters) but also causes. Causation is not Hu
mean succession but  (as in the Scotti sh common-sense 
school ) i s  known from our consciousness of effort when we 
exert force. Causes are not wi l l ,  however, but the physical 
intermediaries between will and muscular contraction. 
These may also exist in connection with inanimate bodies. 

Th is general position i s  well beyond Boscovich and 
Thomas Reid but is not ideal istic. I t  points toward the 
theory of the conservat io1 1  of energy, wh ich , however, 
Herschel did not approve in its 1860 form. He  felt that 
"potential energy" was not a physical reality, but a mere 
mathematical expression introduced into the theory "to 
save the truth of its verbal enunciation." 

In  methodol ogy Herschel was interested in di scovery, 
not in a justi fication of the process of induction. (Mi l l 's 
"methods" were derived directly from H erschel's Dis-
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cou rse. )  Thus one Herschel ian method was "at once to 
form a bold h ypothesis," that is ,  to guess. Herschel em
phasized the central importance of rigorous deduction to 
confirm hypotheses; it is this which makes science not a 
craft. One should at al l  costs avoid special ties of investiga
tion (e .g. , chemistry vs. physics ) ,  for no actual phenome
non is so divided. Herschel thought that contingency is the 
most obvious aspect of the universe. Science must grapple 
with the apparently arbitrary complexit ies of the actual 
world,  such as sun-spot changes, the shapes of nebulae, 
the variations in terrestrial magnetism, trade winds,  etc. ,  
and try to reduce them to scientific laws. I t  should n0t 
content itself with s imple general laws concerning force 
and matter considered in abstraction. 

Herschel 's  contemporary influence was perhaps greatest 
among working scienti sts. He gave a reasoned basis for the 
shift from a purely abstract treatment of physical para
meters (as in Lagrange) to a bel ief in the actual exi stence 
of the entiti es used in scientific theories (e.g. ,  the fie lds of 
force of h is  fri end Faraday and his  admirer Clerk .\t axwel l ,  
which were felt to  be  actual ly present in  space, not merely 
mathematical symbols). He upheld the i mportance of the 
scientist's feel ing for the reality of his constructs. Shel
tered by his  great authority, scienti sts pursued their intu i 
tional ideas without worrying about attacks from Humean 
or other philosophers, or from Evangel ical preachers. 
Herschel , for example, authoritatively establ ished the 
natural i stic origin of species as a proper subject of investi
gation for Victorian Englishmen. Young scienti sts of the 
period, such as Charl es Darwin and Thomas Andrews, 
admired h im extravagantly. 
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WALTER F. CA.i.'l"XON 

H E RTZ,  H E I NR l C H R U D O L F  ( 1857 - 1894),  German 
physicist and ph ilosopher of science, was born in Ham
burg. Early in  his student days he showed an interest 
in engineering but soon took up the study of physics, to 
which he qu ickly made important contributions, mainly in  
the  study of  magnetism and electricity. He  studied in  Ber
lin under Herman n von Helmholtz and Gustav Ki rchhoff 
and inherited thei r interest in the phi losophy of science. In  
1883 he began teaching in  Kiel , where he  worked on Max
wel l 's electromagnetic theory. He became professor of 
physics at the technological institute at Karl sruhe in 1885, 
where he produced his  most celebrated work on el ectro
magnetic waves. I n  1889 he was appointed professor of 
physics to succeed Clausius at Bonn. He was in fail ing 
health, however, and he died five years later. 

Hertz's most important book for phi losophy is h i s  Prin-
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ciples of Mechanics, written during his last illness and 
published in 1894. This is an attempt to rewrite classical 
mechanics in such a way as to exhibit its systematic nature, 
increasing its rigor, reducing its assumptions to a mini
mum, and keeping it as empirical and nonmetaphysical as 
possible. Hi s aims were firmly in  the spirit of his teachers 
and of Ernst �lach, who expressed his admiration for 
Hertz's work. The Preface to the Principles of Mechanics is 
a classic in the philosophy of science and deserves to be 
better known. 

Hertz was prepared to admit that various logical catego
ries of statement figure necessarily in the sciences; he 
even thought, unfashionably, that metaphysical statements 
could be of considerable value to the scientist. But, he 
held, it is of the utmost importance for anyone who would 
understand the methods of the sciences, and for the scien
ti st himself, to distinguish clearly the different categories of 
statement and not to suppose that, for example, a nonem
pirical statement is empirical. In his reconstruction of 
mechanics he wanted especially to ensure, among other 
things, that such di stinctions are made. 

Rather in the manner of Kant, who greatly influenced the 
philosopher-scientists of thi s period, he begins by divid
ing mechanics into two parts, one depending upon the 
formal necessities of our thought and the other depending 
upon our experience. Moreover, as Poincare was to argue 
later, certain features of mechanics depend upon our arbi
trary choice. The structure of scientific theories in general 
exhibits these features, and understanding this structure 
involves disentangling them. 

Further, very much in the modern manner, Hertz holds 
that a scientific theory is a deductive system that, accord
ing to whether it is correct or incorrect, corresponds or fails 
to correspond to the observable world. The Pr inciples of 
Mechanics shows how one such theory can be set out as an 
axiom system in which we may deduce conclus ions that 
are testable against reports of our observations. 

However, Hertz's aim in this was not merely theoretical 
and academic, for he seems to have thought that the prog
ress of science might be impeded if scientists do not fully 
and clearly understand the logic of the concepts they use. 
He holds, and regards it as generally held by scientists, 
that the laws of mechanics are fundamental in the solution 
of all problems in physics; yet there are concepts used in 
mechanics that are by no means clear and upon which 
physicists do not even agree. The outstanding example of 
such a concept-and here Hertz agrees with Mach-is 
"force." In fact, Hertz fiercely criticizes physicists for 
relying on this concept without having any very clear 
notion of what it entails. 
The way to understand the concept of force is to see how 

it functions in the theories in which it is used. But when 
we look at classical mechanics, we find that force is not 
used in the way physicists th ink it is ;  the usual method of 
expounding mechanics obscures this  and, in general, ob
scures the very nature of the concept of force. The under
standing of sc ientific concepts i s  inextricably bound up 
with the understanding of the theories in which they 
figure. 

Hertz's approach to mechanics i s  largely determined by 
his views about explanation in general ; mechan i<.:s ex-

plains the motions of bodies by bringing them under laws, 
but these laws cannot be in terms only of what is directly 
observable. Hertz seemingly holds that it has been found 
that this  is so, although he also shows signs of thinking that 
it must be so-that it is a necess ity of explanation. At any 
rate, he points to many of the explanations accepted in the 
sciences and shows that they rely upon concealed mecha
nisms or,• as he says, " 'confederates' concealed beyond 
observed masses and motions." 

Representations of mechanics. There are two existing 
interpretations of mechanics that rely upon force and en-. 
ergy, respectively, as the nonempirical concepts to be used 
in explanation. Here a further presupposition of Hertz's 
enters: We will understand our explanations best if all the 
concepts we use are as similar as possible to concepts of 
what we experience, that is, to empirical concepts. Force 
and energy are quite unlike anything we experience, so 
Hertz seeks to replace them, in his rewriting of mechanics, 
by motion and mass, which are exactly l ike observed mo
tion and mas., except that they are unobserved (concealed). 

Or, rather, force and energy are given minor and subordi
nate roles in his mechanics; all the important roles go to 
mass and motion. This, he believed, fitted in with the 
physical theorizing of his time. For example, Maxwell gave 
an account of electromagnetic forces in terms of concealed 
masses and motions. 

Although force and energy are not empirical concepts, 
space, time, and mass are. Hertz therefore reconstructs 
mechanics using only space, time, and mass as primitive 
concepts. This means that they are not defined in any 
verbal or symbolic way, al though we understand them 
through our experience of observable masses in motion. 
Force and energy must not figure in mechanics-as they 
have tended to do-as basic terms, as if they were empiri
cal concepts. They may be introduced at some later stage, 
but only by defining them-ultimately, at least-in terms 
of the primitives. 

Hertz outlines the two existing "representations" or 
" images" of mechanics, criticizes them, and then develops 
his own alternative, which fonns the bulk of The Pr inciples 
of Mechanics. He puts forward, as tools of criticism for 
theories or their representations, three conditions that they 
must fulfill. They must be logically permissible (some
times abbreviated to permissible), that is, consistent with 
the laws of our thought ; they must be correct, that is, their 
structure must not conflict with the structure of observable 
things; they must be appropriate, that is, they must be 
simple in the sense of containing the fewest possible su
perflpous or empty relations. Appropriateness is merely 
relative: we should, where there are alternatives, accept 
the more appropriate rather than the less appropriate. 

These requirements concern the three features of theories 
mentioned above-one depending upon the nature of our 
minds, one depending upon our external experiences, and 
one depending upon our conventional systems of notation. 

The first representation Hertz considers is the one then 
current in most textbooks, taking space, time, force, and 
mass as its fundamental concepts. It is, among other things, 
too much influenced by the hi storical development of 
mechanics, the order of which may have little to do with 
its logical structure. It takes force as an independent con-



cept and regards force as the cause of motion. However, 
the weakness of this representation is that the idea of force 
is not clear. This affects both the permiss ibil ity and the 
appropriateness of this version : becau se our notion of force 
is vague, it cannot help us to reason precisely, and because 
we associate with it certain nonessential anthropomorphic 
ideas, it imports superfluous elements into mechanics. 
This latter point also seems, for Hertz, to include the idea 
that too m uch which is not directly perceptible is thus  
brought into mechanics. He  l ooks askance at  forces that 
"cancel out in the calculations" as robbing an explanation 
of its simpl icity, or what Mach cal l s  its economy. Apart 
from th is, the first representation satisfies the cond ition of 
correctness ;  if we are merely considering a lternative ways 
of express ing mechan ics, we should indeed expect some
thing to be satisfactory in each. What is satisfactory here is 
that the structure of this way corresponds to, or at least 
does not conflict with, the structure of observable phenom
ena. 

The second representation is  one that was favored in 
Hertz's day by the more advanced physicists, includ ing 
Helmholtz. Th is representation attempts to sidestep the 
difficulties involved in the concept of force by taking as 
fundamental the concepts of space, time, mass, and energy. 
It is then possibl e to introduce force by definition and 
merely as an aid to calcu lation. The advantage of energy 
over force, it  was claimed, was that energy depends upon 
direct experience becau se it depends only upon positions 
or velocities, both of which are d irectly experienced. This 
insures that the second representation is  more appropriate 
than the first. If we consider only motions that occu r in 
nature, H ertz argues, it lacks nothing in correctness. Its 
weakness l ies in its perm issibil ity, as i s  seen when we try 
to define energy, as it is here u sed, in terms of "simple, 
direct experiences." A substantial view of energy tended 
to be associated with th is  representation, but it is d ifficul t  
to  treat potential energy as a substance, especial ly when, 
as is sometimes necessary, we must ascribe negative po
tential energy to a system or must regard the potential 
energy of a finite quantity of matter as infinite. This ver
sion is superior to the first, but it st i l l  contains serious 
difficul ties .  

Hertz's representation. Since force and energy, respec
tively, appear to be responsible for the problems aris ing 
over these two representations. Hertz attempts to do with
out them, at least as primitive concepts for h is  representa
tion. He begins with space, time, and mass. That is ,  he 
begins with kinematics, the abstract study of motion, and 
sets out to derive the whole of mechanics from it w ithout 
using force and energy except as devices for calculation. 
Kirchhoff had al ready asserted that three independent 
concepts are necessary and sufficient for m echanics. 

Tim e, space, and mass are primitive terms for H ertz's 
system , but they are not mere abstract counters l ike the 
uninterpreted symbol s of the l ogicians. They are under
stood through experience, and the particular experiences 
that are to count for the purposes of mechanics can be 
speci fied . Moreover, these concepts are, as we also dis
cover in experience, permanently related in various ways. 
Hertz puts forward a " Fu ndamental Law" that has s im i
larities to the law of inertia and that summarizes the con-
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nection between the three basic concepts taken together: 
"Every natural motion of an independent material system 
cons ists herein,  that the system follows with un i form ve
locity one of its straightest paths." This law, together with 
the concepts of space, time, and mass and the hypothesis 
of concealed masses, allows us,  by purely dedm.:tive rea
son ing, to derive the whole of mechan ics and so to explain 
mechanical phenomena. 

Other concepts, such as force and energy, are introduced 
into the system later by defin ition and so are regarded 
merely as aids to deduction. They arc defined u l timately in 
term s of the primitive concepts. 

The Principles of Mechanics i s  divided into two parts to 
emphasize the independence of the mathematical form 
and the phys ical content of mechanics. The equation 
"2 horses + 2 horses = 4  horses" has a mathematical form , 
expressed by "2 + 2 = 4 ," that is independent of its ap
pl ication to horses. In the same way, mechan:cs as a whole 
can be regarded as having these two aspects. Book I of the 
Principles draws out the impl ications of the fundamental 
ideas :  space, time, and mass. At this stage these concepts 
are intuitive and independent of experience except insofar 
as all  our intu itions and modes of reason ing depend upon 
experience. Book II contains the appl ication of these con
cepts to experience through the Fundamental Law and the 
derivation of testable assertions about observable phenom
ena. The apparently equ ivocal nature of H ertz's basic 
concepts can best be understood in relation to Kantian 
philosophy :  our intu it�ons, pecul iarly adapted to fit the 
general form of what we experience, are analogous to 
colored spectacles wh ich determ ine our seeing the world 
as colored . Nevertheless, the details of our p ictures of the 
world have the nature of hypotheses and are open to em
pirical testing. 

H ertz's account of mechanics is  important from the 
standpoint of the philosophy of science because it repre
sents an early attempt to see a scientific theory as a system 
and to bring out its logical structure accord ingly. It was 
influential in connection with the conventional ism later 
championed by H enri Poincare and attempted to do justice 
to, on the one hand, the undoubted empirical nature of 
science and, on the other, the apparent claims of scientific 
laws to embody natu ral necessities. Hertz's view that me
chanics is the foundation of all phys icai explanation was 
the most backward-looking element in his  work and 
was strangely belied by both his scientific work, which was 
largely influential in breaking down that view, and his 
work in the ph ilosophy of science, which contained the 
seeds of a far more flexible view of explanation. 
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Gesammelte Werke ("Collected Works"), Phil ipp Lenard, ed. 
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Untersuchungen ii ber die Austreitung der elektrischen Kraft . 
Leipzig, 1892. Translated by D. E. Jones as Electric Waves. Lon
don, 1893. This volume contains  Hertz's most important papers on 
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Hertz approved the translation . 

Die Prinziµien der Mechanik. Leipzig, 1894 . Translated by D. E.  
Jones and T. E.  Wal ley as The Principles of Mechanics. London, 
1899. This is the most important source for Hertz's ideas on the 
philosophy of science. 
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Schriften Vermischte!1 fohalts. Leipzig, 1895. Trans lated by 
D. E. Jones and G. A. Schott as Miscellaneous Papers. London, 
1896. 
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PETER ALEXANDER 

HERZEN, A LEXANDER IVANOVICH (18 12- 1 870), 
Russian editor, essayist, and social philosopher. Herzen, the 
illegitimate son of I. A. Yakovlev, was graduated from the 
faculty of physics and mathematics of Moscow University 
in 1834 and was promptly exiled to the provinces for radi
cal ism ( 1835- 1840, 184 1- 1843). He emigrated from Rus
s ia in 1 847 and spent the rema inder of his l ife in western 
Europe. In London he founded the first "free Russian 
journal," Kolokol ("The Bell"), in 1852. There, during the 
1850s he published, in eight parts, his Byloye i Dumy (My 
Past and Thoughts), a brilliant personal memoir and his
tory of nineteenth-century ideas. 

l l erzen's first essay in metaphilosophy, "Diletantizm v 
Nauke" (" Dilettantism in Science"), was publi shed as a 

series of four arti cles in Otechestvennyie Zapiski in 1843. 
HerLen med the term "science" (nauka) in the broad 
sense of Hegel's \Vissensclwft and focu sed his critique on 
four kinds of scientific dilettantes :  naive dabblers ; roman
ticizers of the past w ithout interest in the problems of 
today; pedantic specialists who in their ivory towers write 
erudite books about erudite books; and the "Buddhists of 
science," or right I lcgclians, who offer a purely speculative 

account of historical reality and make no effort to change 
it. Herzen opposed to all four kinds of dilettantism a "com
mitted" philosophy of the act (filosofiya dela) which seeks 
to reconcile abstract speculation with vital human needs. 
(Later, H erzen spoke of Hegel's dialectic as an "algebra of 
revolution.") 

In "Pisma ob lzuchenii Prirody" ("Letters on the Study 
of Nature"), published as a series of eight articles in Ote
chestvennyie Zapiski in 1845- 1846, Herzen attempted to 
reconcile the opposed interests of natural science, which 
tends toward empiricism, and ph ilosophy, which tends 
toward idealism. But empiricism and idealism are H e
gelian "moments," incomplete and one-sided dialectical 
phases, each requiring the other. In the end Herzen 
stressed the rights of empiricism as closer than those of 
idealism to the real needs of living individuals. 

In works written after 1847 Herzen out) ined his defense 
of the existing individual against the collective encroach
ments of society, history, and progress. Nonhuman indi
viduals  are constantly sacrificed to supraindividual ends, 
as in the slow formation of a coral reef from the skeletons 
of mill ions of tiny sea creatures. "The polyp s die," Herzen 
wrote, "not suspecting that they have served the progress 
of the reef" (Byloye i Dumy, in Sobraniye Sochinenii, 
Vol. X,  p. 123). But men are not polyps; human individuals 
should not be sacrificed to build any coral reef of historical 
progress, however grandiose. 

Herzen developed, in S Tovo Berega (From the Other 
Shore; Paris, 1850) and later works, a philosophy of contin
gency, emphasizing the "tousled improvisation" of history. 
H istorical development does not exhibit the rational, pur
posive structure which H egelians see in it; therefore, men 
are free to impose their own purposes on its "whirlwind of 
chances." "Outside us everything changes, everything 
vacillates. We are standing on the edge of a precipice and 
we see it crumbling . . . .  We shall find no haven but in 
ourselves,  in the consciousness of our unlimited freedom, 
of our autocratic independence" (From the Other Shore, 
p. 128). 

Herzen stressed the lived sense of freedom and at
tempted to reconcile this psychological fact with a deter
ministic theory. In a letter (written in French in 1868) to 
his son, who had defended a fashionable physiological 
reductionism, he called the ide:i of freedom a "phe
nomenological necessity," adding, "the conscious  self 
cannot move or act without positing itself as free, that is to 
say, as having within certain I im its the power to do or not 
to do. Without th is belief, individuality dissolves and is 
lost . . .  " (Sobraniye Sochi nenii, Vol. XX, p. 436). 

Anticipating Dostoyevsky's "Legend of the Grand In
qu is itor" (1880), Herzen in 1847 stated the theme of es
cape from freedom and the burden of moral responsibil ity. 
The love of moral freedom, in H erzen's words, is "purely 
Platonic and ideal,"  whereas the love of intellectual au
thority is  a solid mariage de raison in which "dreams and 
poetry are sacrificed for domestic comfort [and] order" 
(ihid., Vol. II, p. 90). 

IIerzen formulated not only an extreme moral relativ
ism- "What was admirable behavior yesterday may be 
abominable today" (From the Other Shore, p. 1 4 1)-but 
also an embryonic emotivism in ethics. Moral judgments 
are expressions of taste or preference on the model of "I  



l i ke lobster"; there is no point in my arguing with some
one who does not l i ke lobster. According to l lerzen, "there 
are no general ru les, but [on ly] an improvisation of con
duct, . . .  a tact, an aesthetics of  human actions" (So
bra niye Sochinenii, Vol .  XXIX, p .  1 48). On this, as on other 
points, Herzen anticipated Nietzsche-who may have read 
some of Herzen's works in translation. 

Works by Herzen 

Sobraniye Sochinenii v Tridtsati Tomakh ("Col lected Works in 
Thirty Vol umes"). Moscow, 1954 - 1964. 

My Past a nd Thoughts, translated by Constance Garnett, 6 vols .  
New York, 1924- 1927. 

From the Other Shore and The Russian People a nd Socialism, 
Isaiah Berl in ,  ed. London and New York, 1956. Introduction by 
the editor. 

Selected Philosophical Works, translated by L. Navrozov. l\ loi>
cow, 1 956. 
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Mal ia, Martin, Alexander Herzen and the Birth of Russian So
cialism: 181 2 - 1855. Cambridge, Mass., 196 1 .  

Zenkovsky, V. V. , Istoriya Russkoi Filosofii, 2 vols. Paris, 
1948 - 1950. Translated by George L. Kl ine as A History of Rus
sian Philosophy, 2 vols. London and New York, 1953. See pp. 
27 1 - 298. 

GEORGE L. KLINE 

H E S S ,  M O S E S  ( 18 1 2 - 1877), social i st journal ist and 
organ izer, inte l l ectual precursor of Zionism, and often 
called the father of German social ism. Hes s  was born in 
Bonn of J ewish parents. A left-H egel ian, he was a mentor 
and co-worker of Engel s ,  Marx, and Ferdinand Lassal le .  
He  led radical workers' groups in Paris and Belgium, ed ited 
the famous Rheinische Zeitung, and was the leader of the 
"true," or "philosophical," German socialists of the 1840s . 
Later he became Lassal le 's  chief organi zer in the Rhine
l and and a foreign correspondent for European and 
American newspapers. His publ ished books and count
less essays incl ude works on the phi losophy of h istory and 
on socia l i sm,  a famous cal l for a J ewish state, and a com
prehensive theory of the laws of science, society, and 
social ism. 

Hess used the principles of Spinoza, Hegel,  and Fichte 
to demonstrate the inevitabi l ity and justice of a society 
lacking di stinctions of class and weal th , without "contra
dictions" between private passion and public law, and 
without external compul sion. Hess  took this to be both the 
social expression of pantheism and the inevitabl e result  of 
the dial ectical development of the self-real ization of the 
Absol ute Spirit in history. Th is was the theme of his early 
work, Die Heilige Geschichte der Menschheit (Stuttgart, 
1837). Later, under the in fluence of Feuerbach , Hess re
jected Hegel ian transcendental ism. He then created a 
"philosophy of the deed," based on a bel ief in the human 
spirit as the unconditioned ult imate real i ty. He stressed 
the creative power of man and man's hi storical "al i ena
tion" of that power to various myth ical transcendent pow
ers-God, the state, fate, or, in Hess's day, the laws of 
history and economics. Hess insisted that there are no 
objective l imits to man 's power to create a society free 
from exploitation and compu lsion. 

Marx and E ngel s  attacked th is kind of moral istic and 
philosoph ical socialism (and later Hess h imself) as inade-
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quate to the harsh real ities of economic determ inism and 
the class strugg le. The influence of l\larx and the fai lure of 
romantic ideal ism in the widespread revolut ions of 1848 
helped to convert I l ess from ideal i sm to matnial i sm.  l i e 
now spoke of ideas as the "reflex" of material conditions 
and the c lass struggle, and he predi<:ted the inevitable 
termination of the economic "contrad ictions of capital ism" 
in overproduction, prol etarian mi sery, depres sion, revolu
tion, and final l y, social ism. 

In  the end, however, H ess became pragmatic. I le re
jected dialect ical material ism as he hnd rejec:ted d ialectical 
ideal ism. He worked with Ferdinand Lassal le to found 
Cerman social democracy, and l i ke Lassa l le  he hoped for 
rad ical social reform through universal su ffrage and the 
national ization of the means of production. And it was in 
th i s  spirit ,  not Marx 's ,  that the German Social D emocratic 
party started its career. In the 1 860s, fearfu l  of the future of 
the Jews of E urope, H ess worked for a J ewisL and socia l i s t  
state in  Palestine. 

Works by Hess 

Die europiiische Triarchie. Leipzig, 1 84 1 .  
Jridische Schriften, Theodor Zlocisti, ed. Berl in, 1 90,5. 
Rom und jerusalem. Leipzig, 1 862. Translated hy M. Waxman as 

Rome a nd Jerusalem, New York, 1!:H 8. 
Sozialistische Aufsiitze, 1841 - 1 847, Theodor Zlocist i ,  ed. Ber

lin, 1920. 
Moses Hess Briefwechsel, Ec.lmund Silbernt"r, t"d. Tlw Hague, 

1959. 
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1 959. 

Lukacs, Georg, "Moses l less und die Probleme der idcal istischen 
Dialectik." Archiv fiir die Geschichte des Sozialismus und der 
Arbeiterwegu ng, Vol. 1 2  ( 1 926), 1 05 - 1 55. 

Weiss, John, Moses Hess: Utopia n Socialist. Detroit, 1 960. 
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JOHN WEISS 

H I C KO K ,  L A U R E N S  P E R S E U S  ( 1798 - 1888), was 
Am erica's first system atic philosopher and also won dis
tinction as a theologian and educational adm ini strator. 
He was born in Bethel , Connecticut, and was educated at 
Union Col l ege . He trained for the ministry under Wi l l iam 
Andrews and Ben'lett Tyler, who was a major spokesman 
for "old school " Calvinism .  Hickok served wel l  as pastor at 
Kent, Connecticut ( 1823 - 1 829), and Litchfield, Connect
icut ( 1829 - 1836 ). He then became professor of theology 
at Western Reserve Col lege ( 1836 - 1 844)  and Auburn 
Theological Seminary ( 1844 - 1855 ). His  alma mater, Un
ion Col lege, cal led him to serve as vice-president and 
professor of mental and moral philosophy ( 1855 - 1866) 
and president ( 1 866 - 1868). In  1868 he retired to Amherst, 
Massachusetts, where he wrote several books over the next 
twenty years. 

The core of  H ickok's ph i losophic enterprise was the 
attempt to a l low adequate weight to the claims of reason 
and experience in all domains of inte l lectual l i fe. U lti
mately, he wa s convinced, the rational and the empirical 
modes of thinking could not lead to contradictory concl u
sions; human inte l l igence might begin wi th general prin-
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ciples and rational ly deduce facts or might begin with 
obser\'ed facts and gradually uncover general principles. 
In e ither case the facts were the same, and the principles 
were the same. Rational science is science as known by 
God; empirical science is sc ience as learned by men. 
Different criteria of validity are to be applied to man's 
ideas in these two types of scientific th inking. In the em
pirical area ideas are tested by their experimental conse
quences ;  in the rational area ideas are tested by their  
congruence within a systematic pattern. Each type of 
thinking has, howe\'er, its proper place ; the specu lative 
mode should not be used when the investigative m ode is 
in  order, but neither should men become so enamored of 
empirical investigation that they neglect rational specula
tion. 

Despite this careful balancing of empirical and rational 
method, H ickok did not regard the discoveries of empiri
cal science as part of philosophy. Hi s  own work Empirical 
Psychology; or, The Human Mind as Give n in Conscious
ness ( 1854 ) was an introspective study of the workings of 
the human mind. H ickok thought of thi s  study as prephil
osophic. He al so published a philosophic work in  the 
same field-Rational Psychology; or, The Subjective Idea 
and the Objective Law of All Intelligence ( 1849). Here no 
attention was gi\'en to the data of introspection;  hence, 
this  work was properly "philosophy." In all the other 
fields to which he gave consideration, H ickok's work 
was completely dominated by rational, speculative systP,m 
build ing. 

Although there was some trace of the ideas of Kant in 
American philosophy before H ickok, he was the first pro
fessor of philosophy in the United States to attempt to 
make systematic use of Kant and the post-Kantian German 
rational ists. Thus,  he was an important figure in the tran
sition from the orthodox academic teaching of Scotti sh 
real ism in the first half of the n ineteenth century to the 
dominance of idealism in the latter part of the century. 

W arks by Hickok 
Ra tional Psychology; or, The Subjective Idea and the Objective 

Law of All Intelligence. Auburn, 1 849; rev. ed., New York, 1870. 
A System of Moral Science. Schenectady, 1853; rev. ed., with the 

cooperation of Jul ius H. Seelye, Boston, 1880. 
Empirical Psychology; or, The Human Mind as Git:en in Con

sciousness. Schenectady, 18.54 ; rev. ed., with the cooperation of 
J ulius I I .  Seelye, Boston, 1882. 

Ra tional Cosmology; or, The Etemal Principles and the Neces
.rnry Laws of the Univer.rn. New York, 1858. 

Creator and Creation; or, The Knowledge in the Reason of God 
and His Work. :\'.ew York, 1 872. 

ll1mu111ity Immortal; or, Man Tried, Fallen and Redeemed. 
Boston, lk72. 

The Logic of Reason, Cnit:ersal and Eternal. Hoston, 1875. 
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L"nion Worthies, .\"u mber Two; Laurens Perseus Ilickok, Class of 

I�20, publ i \hecl by l' nion College i n  HJ47, contains three ap
preciations of 1 1  ickok by I larold A. Larrabee, Herbert W. Schneider, 
and Ju lius Seelye B ixler, as well as a bibliography of Hickok's 
chief wri tings. Other discuss ions are in 1 1 . \\'. Schneider, A Ilistory 
of American Philosophy (:--:ew York, Hl46; 2d ed. , l!J64), and in 
Jmeph L. Blau, .\fen and .\fot: ements in Ameriran Philo.wphy 
Englewood Cliffs, '.\ .J . , 19.52). 

J. L. BLAU 

H I L B E RT, D A V I D  ( 1862-1 943), German mathema
tician, was born in Konigsberg and, except for a semester 
at He idelberg, did his u niversity studies there. His disser
tation, presented in 1 884, was on a problem in the theory 
of algebraic invariants, and it was to thi s theory that Hil
bert devoted his mathematical researches until  1892. 
Through these penetrating investigations Hilbert obtained 
many pre�nant results, some of them (Hilbertscher Null
stellensatz, Hilbertscher Irreduzibilitiitssatz) still known 
by his name. The m ethods he u sed in these investigations 
inaugurated a trend toward treating algebra m ore concep
tually and have s ince become dominant in the field. 

In 1 886 H ilbert became a Privatdozent and in 1 892 an 
extraordinary professor at the University of Konigsberg. In 
1893 he was named by the minister of culture Friedrich 
Althoff to s ucceed his teacher, Fel ix  Lindemann, as an 
ordinary professor at Konigsberg. In 1895 H ilbert accepted 
an invitation initiated by Felix Klein, to the Univers ity of 
Gottingen to succeed Heinrich Weber. H i lbert remained at 
Gottingen, despite many offers of other chairs, notably 
from Leipzig in 1 898, Berl in  in 1 902, and Heidelberg in 
1904. The invitation from Berl in led to H ilbert's obtaining, 
through the help of Althoff, a chair at Gottingen for H er
mann Minkowski, whom H i lbert had known since they 
were students at Konigsberg. The personal intercourse 
hetween the two investigators was highly stimulating to 
both men but was prematurely ended, to H ilbert's grief, by 
;\l inkowski's death in 1 909. 

H i lbert's most important mathematical investigations 
were carried out between 1892 and 1 909. He s implified 
the existing transcendence proofs for the numbers e and 1T. 
His  investigations in the theory of algebraic number fields, 
in particular his monumental report "Die Theorie der 
algebraischen Zahl korper" ( 1897), greatly amplified exist
ing theory and directed further research in the field. H i s  
famous Gru ndlagen der Geometric i s  di scussed below. He 
showed the possibi l i ty of d irectly supporting the Dirichlet 
principle, that the existence of a conformal mapping may 
be inferred from the presumed existence of a minimum 
of a certain integral (which Bernhard Riemann had taken 
as the bas is  for h i s  general theorems concerning conformal 
mappings), by means of an exi stence proof. This method 
for giving an ex istence proof, when worked out by Richard 
Courant and Hermann \Vey! , proved very successful. 
Hi lbert's contributions to the calculus of variations, in 
particular his statement of the Unabhiingigkeitsatz (" inde
pendence axiom"), constituted an i l luminating commen
tary on Adolf Kneser's textbook in the field. He continued 
the theory of Ivar Fredholm concerning integral equations. 
In  particular, he introduced the analysis of infinitely many 
variables and generalized the transformation to principal 
axes. The theory thus established has proved highly fruit
ful in topology and in phys ics, particu larly in  quantum 
mechanics. Uti l iz ing a result of A dolf Hurwitz, H ilbert 
solved the \\'aring prob lem concerning the representation 
of natural numbers by s ums of nth powers. 

H i lbert's familiarity with the various domains of mathe
matics was impress ively demonstrated by the address 
"\l athematischc Probleme," which he presented at the 
Second I ntcmational Congress of ;\lathematicians in Paris 
in  1900. In this address H i lbert surveyed the s ituation then 



existing in  mathematics, at the same time form ulating 23 
problems which have much occupied mathematicians 
since then .  A great many of these problems have been 
solved in the meantime. 

After M inkowski's death Hi lbert turned to problems of 
theoretical physics. He first applied the theory of i ntegral 
equations to the kinetic theory of gases nnd to the theory of 
radiation. I mmediately after the appearance of Einstein's 
gen eral theory of relativity, H i lbert publ ished "Die Grund� 
lagen der Physik" ( 1915 - 1 9 16), which offered the first pro
posal of a way to unify gravitational theory and el ectro
dynamics. 

After 1916  Hilbert returned to the prob lems of the foun
dations of mathematics . These investigations led to the 
developm ent of proof theory, which wi ll  be discussed 
below. 

I n  his later years H i lbert gave lectures providing carefu l 
general surveys of mathematics , such as "Anschau liche 
Geometrie" (on intuitive geometry), as well  as popular 
phi losophical lectures. The spirit of these philosophical 
lectu res can be seen in the speech "Naturerkennen und 
Logik," which he gave at the congress of natural scientists 
in  Konigsberg in 1930. At this congress his  native city 
named him an honorary citizen. 

Hi lbert's character was not that of a special izeJ scientist. 
He took pleasu re i n  the joy of l i fe, especial ly  in  sociabil ity, 
and also took a vivid interest in pol i tical events . He en
joyed the exchange of ideas both in science and in general 
thought; i n  discuss ions he had a predilection for pregnant, 
sometimes paradoxical , formulations. 

H i lbert had a great many pupi ls ,  and he was the adviser 
on many famous dissertations whose themes were sug
gested by his inves tigations. He had the sati sfaction of 
seeing his work highly appreciated in his own l ifetime. 

The memory of H i lbert's personal ity is vivid in  al l those 
who knew him, and the impu lses he gave to science are 
sti l l  effective in the research of today. 

THE FO UNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY 

I n  H i lbert's scientific work, his studies in the founda
tions of mathematics constitute an i mportant part. These 
i nvestigations fal l  into two stages separated by an interval 
of nearl y 13 years. The first period, which extends from 
about 1893 to 1904 , embraces H i lbert's inquiries into geo
metric axiomatics and is highlighted by the publ ication of 
the Grundlagen der Geometrie ( 1899), the work that made 
H i lbert's name fami l iar to a wide public of scientists and 
phi losophers. The second period, wh ich began with the 
publication in 1917  of "Axiomatisches Denken," centers 
on the foundations of arithmetic and the development of 
H i lbert's program for proof theory. 

Abstract axiomatics. A main feature of H i lbert's ax
iomatizat ion of geometry is that the axiomatic method is 
presented and practiced in the spirit of th e abstract con
ception of axiomatics that arose  at the encl of the nine
teenth century and which has been general ly adopted in 
modern mathematics . It consists in  abstracti ng from the 
intu itive mean ing of the terms for the kinds of primitive 
objects ( individual s) and for the fundamental relations and 
in u nderstand ing the assertions ( theorems) of the ax ioma-
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t izcd theory in a hypotlrct ical sens< ' ,  that is ,  as holding trul' 
for any interpretation or determi nation of ti re kinds of 
individuals  and of the fo ndame1 1tal relat ions for wh ich the 
axioms arc sati sfied.  Thus ,  an ax iom system is rPgarded not 
as a system of statements about a subject mal l < ' r  but  as a 
system of condit ions for what rnigl 1 t  be cal led a re lational 
s tructure. Such a re lational structnw is taken as the imme
diate object of the ax iomatic theory; its appl ication to a 
k ind of in tu i tive object or lo a domain of natural science i s  
to b e  made by means o f  a n  interpretation of ti re i ndividuals 
and n·lations in accordance with wh ich the axioms are 
found  to be sati s fied. 

Th is conc<:>ption of axiomatics, of which H i lbert was one 
of the first advocates (and certainly the most influential) ,  
has its roots in Euclid's Elements, in which logical  reason
ing on the bas is of axioms is used not merely as a means of 
as sisting intu it ion in th<:> study of spatial figures;  rather, 
logical dependencies are cons idered for th eir own sake, 
and it is insi sted that in  reasoning we should re ly only on 
those properties of a figure that either are explicitly as
sumed or follow logical ly from the assumptions and ax
ioms. Th is program was not strictly adhered to in all parts 
of the Elements, nor could it have been , for its system of 
ax ioms was not sufficient for the pu rpose. The first axiom 
system meeting  the requirements of the program was 
given by Moritz Pasch in  his  Vorlesungen uber neuere 
Geometrie ( Leipzig, 1882). 

This abstract kind of axiomatics, which consists in sepa
rating out the purely mathematical as pects of a theory, is 
not the only poss ible one. H i lbert himself knew that it can 
be appl ied advantageously only in domains of science 
whose theoretical development is sufficiently advanced . 
But  abstract axiomatics is useful wherever the logical de
pendence or independence of theoretical assumptions is 
under investigati on.  

The disti nguishing property of H i lbert's ax iomatics is 
frequently described by saying that in  it the terms for the 
kinds of elements (points, straight l ines) and for the rela
tions (i ncidence, betweenness, congruence) are implicitly 
de.fined by the axioms. This  expres s ion,  first introduced in 
1 8 18 by J .  D. Gergonne ( H ilbert did not employ i t), i s  
often used in a misleading way. The ax ioms general ly 
impose conditions on the relations and on the kinds of 
elements of the system ; some of these conditions are partial 
characterizations of the relations or the ki nds of elements, 
others characterize the space with respect to the elements 
and relations. The entire axiom system-a <; Hi lbert ob
!'>erved i n  a letter to Gottlob Frege-can be regarded as a 
s ingle definition. But this is an explicit defini tion of a term 
denoting the relational structure in question. The defined 
concept is a predicate of the second type (zweiter Stufe, as 
Frege cal led i t) ,  applying to domains of things and to cer
tain relations between them. 

Non-Archimedean systems. Another main feature of 
H i lbert's Grundlagen der Geometrie i s  the development of 
geom etry, and, in particu lar, of plane geometry, i ndepen d
ently of the Archimedean axiom. Th is axiom states that 
given any two l ine segments , either may be exceeded by 
an entire mult iple of the other. Th us,  it part ly compensates 
for the absence of general commensurab i lity of l i ne seg
ments. It was with the help of this ax iom that the theory of 
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proport ions was establ ished in Book V of Euclid's Ele
ments (attributed to Eudoxus). I t  i s  also a consequence of 
this axiom that, once a unit segment is  chosen, there corre
sponds to any l ine segment a real number ( in  Richard 
Dedekind's sense of the term) that is its measure (ratio 
number); therefore, H ilbert al so called the Archimedean 
ax iom the axiom of measurement. 

Recourse to the Archimedean axiom introduced an 
arithmetical element into reasoning, and hence avoidance 
of it in geometrical proofs amounts to an emancipation 
from a nongeometrical type of reason ing. The avoidance of 
nongeometrical reasoning does not preclude an analytic 
geometry. In fact, H i lbert was able to construct a calculus 
of line segments , i ndependent of the Archimedean axiom, 
in two different ways. 

One method operates within the framework of metric 
plane geometry. I t  i s  based on the axioms of incidence (for 
the plane), those of order, those of congruence, and the 
parallel axiom. Hi lbert defi nes the sum of segments in the 
usual way and the product of segments, after establ ishing a 
unit segment, by a parallel construction; he then shows 
that by these definitions the usual computation laws for 
sum and product are sat isfied.  

By this  segment calculus an elementary foundation of 
the theory of proportions and thereby also of analytic ge
ometry is obtained. H i lbert further showed how with the 
aid of the segment calcu lus the theory of the areas of poly
gons can be set up without supposing, as is assumed i n  
Eucl id,  that to any polygon there corresponds its area as a 
quantity, i .e., i n  agreement with Euclid's axioms of quan
tities . Thus he showed that no accessory rel iance on intu i 
tion is required for the theory of areas of  polygons. 

H i lbert conjectured that the theory of the vol umes of 
polyhedrons i s  not ful ly analogous to the theory of the 
areas of polygons. He posed the problem of showing that 
tetrahedrons of equal volume cannot always be obtai ned 
from one another by a series of processes of pairwise ad
ditions and subtractions of congruent polyhedrom, a prob
lem solved by Max Dehn ("Uber raumgleiche Polyeder" 
and "Uber den Rauminhalt"). Various investigations have 
derived from this problem. 

H i lbert's second calculus of line segments i ndependent 
of the Archimedean axiom is for affine geometry of the 
plane. A difficu lty here i s  that the ax ioms of plane affine 
geometry do not suffice for the foundation of this geometry. 
The same holds for plane projective geometry. 

Hans \Viener stated at the Naturforschervcrsammlung in 
Halle ( 189 1 )  that it is impossible to give autonomous foun
dations to both plane projective geometry and plane affine 
geometry by adjoin ing to the axioms of incidence the De
sargues theorem and a special ized form of the Pascal the
orem on conic sections (with the conic section degenerated 
to a pair of straight l ines). H i lbert was impressed by these 
statements and gave a proof of them for affine geometry by 
means of a calculus of segments. Here sum and product of 
segments arf' defined by elementary parallel constructions, 
and, with the aid of the Desargm--s theorem, the computa
tion laws, w ith the exception of the commutative law for 
th<' product, are proved to he satisfied. These proofs were 
simpli fied by Arnold Schmidt in the seventh ed ition of the 
Grundlaf!,<'TI. 

This calculus of segments leads to an analytic geometry 
over a skewfield-as it is cal led today-for the plane. This  
geometry can be extended, as Hi lbert showed, to  an ana
lytic geometry of three-dimensional space satisfying the 
incidence axioms and the paral lel axiom for the space. 
This is the extent of the role of the Desargues theorem. The 
special ized Pascal theorem is needed to prove that the 
segment �alcul us satisfies the commutative law for multi
pl ication. This law, as H i lbert showed, can be inferred 
from the other computation laws and the laws of order 
with the aid of the Archimedean axiom, but not without it .  
(Gerhard Hessenberg proved , somewhat later, that the 
Desargues theorem is a consequence of the special ized 
Pascal theorem.) 

H i lbert's pos i ti ve treatment of the Arch imedean axiom 
and, in  particular, the question of i ts independence com
plemented h is  e l imination of it from the foundations of 
geometry. The possibil ity of a non-Archimedean geometry 
was first considered in detai l by Giuseppe Veronese in h is  
Fondamenti di Geometria (Padua, 1 89 1) .  This  poss ibil ity 
can be inferred, by the methods of analytic geometry, from 
the existence of a (general ized) number system for wh ich 
the operations of sum and product and their inverses, as 
wel l as the operation Vl+a2 and the relation "smaller 
than," can be defined in  such a way that the famil iar com
putation laws, but not the Archimedean axiom, are satisfied. 

Hi lbert gave as an instance of such a non-Arch imedean 
system a system whose elements are algebraic functions of 
an argument t. But the instance he presented i n  "Uber den 
Satz von der Gleichheit der Basiswinkel im gleichschenk
l igen Dreieck" is easier to operate with. (This  essay i s  one 
of a series of s tudies closely connected with the Grund
Zagen and added to it as appendixes i n  the second and later 
editions; this essay forms Appendix I I .) It deals with the 
poss ib i l i ty of restricti ng, in plan e geometry, the last  con
gruence axiom concerning triangles to the case of triangles 
ass igned to one another in equal orientation. The effect of 
this restriction i s  to admit as congruences only those trans
formations obtained by translations and plane rotations, 
thus excluding symmetry from the notion of congruence. 
Two kinds of questions arise, those concerning the anoma
l ies which can occur in a model of the restricted axiom 
system and those relating to the ways of compensating for 
the weakening of the triangle congruence axiom. Many 
anomal ies are stated by H i lbert to occur in  two models 
which he ingeniously constructed. Concerning different 
methods of compensating for the restrictinn of the triangle 
congruence axiom, see Supplement V2 of the ninth edition 
of the Grundlagen (pp. 264 - 268) and the l i terature men
tioned there in the footnote on p. 265. 

Characterization of the plane. As Blumenthal's biogra
phy indicates, H i lbert was led to the problems of Appen
dix II by investigations (reprinted in Appendix IV) i n  
which h e  gave a very different foundation fo r  plane geom
etry from that presented in the main part of the book. The 
problem here is  to characterize the plane by means of the 
properties of the manifold of congruent motions. I t  was 
first treated by Hermann von Helmholtz and soon after by 
Sophus Lie, who emphas ized i ts group-theoretic aspects. 
Both H elmholtz and Lie proceeded by the methods of the 
d i fferential calculus. Hi lbert sought to avoid any assump-



tion concern ing differentiabil ity. His  arguments in Appen
dix IV arc within the framework of the theory of point  sets. 
They rely especial ly  on Camil le Jordan 's theorem con
cern ing simply closed contin uous curves (Jordan curves) in 
the "number plane," which generalizes the theorem on the 
decomposition of the plane by a simple polygon. H i lbert 
starts from a characterization of the geometric plane as a 
two-dimensional man ifold hy means of the concept of 
neighborhoods introduced in  an ax iomatic way-this is  
now a famil iar method in topology, but at  that t ime i t  was 
scarcely known at al l .  

Two characterizations of the "plane" are offered. Ac
cording to the narrower defin ition the plane is topologi
cal ly equ ivalent to a connected domain in the number 
plane; according to the wider definition i t  is  local ly equiv
alent (homeomorph ic) to the interior of a Jordan curve and 
is  global ly  con nected. H il bert chose the narrower charac
terization for simpl ici ty. 

The concept of conti nuous transformation can be defined 
by means of the representation of the geometric plane in 
the number plane. The motions are then taken as special 
conti nuous one-to-one transformations of the geometric 
plane onto i tsel f such that in the representation each J or
clan curve preserves its orientation. This provis ional char
acterization of the geometric plane is then completed by 
three ax ioms on motions: ( 1 )  The motions constitute a 
group with respect to their composition ; (2) given two 
different points, A and B, there are infinitely many points 
into which B can be tran sformed by a motion keeping A 
fixed; (3) if A, B, C and A' ,  B ' ,  C' are triples of points in the 
geometric plane (the members of a triple not necessari ly 
bei ng different) and if in an arbitrary proximi ty of A, B, C 
there exist triples P, Q, R and in  an arbitrary prox im ity of 
A', B ' ,  C' there ex ist triples P' , Q', R' such that P, Q, R i s  
transformed by a motion into P' ,  Q' ,  R' ,  then A, B,  C 
is transformed by a motion into A' , B ' ,  C'.  

In  a valuable discussion that made use of set-theoretic, 
topological , and group-theoretic arguments , H i lbert proved 
that from these ax ioms, with the obvious definition of 
congruence by means of the concept of motion and a suit
able set-theoretic definition of straight l i ne, it follows that 
the geometric plane under consideration sat isfies the ax
ioms of plane geometry as stated in the main part of the 
Grundlagen, with two exceptions :  ( I )  the triangle con 
gruence axiom i s  obtained only in  the restricted form re
lating to motions, and (2) the parallel axiom does not result. 
Two possibi l i ties then remain :  the plane satisfies either 
E uclidean geometry or Bolyai - Lobachevski geometry. 

Hi lbert's handl ing of these problems di sclosed a new 
direct ion of investigation, which i s  st i l l  being  pursued. H is 
resu lts h ave been extended in three ways : ( 1 )  by weaken
ing the topological assumptions through the adoption of 
the wider characterization, mentioned above, of a two
dimensional manifold,  (2) by general izing the discussion 
to higher dimensions, and (3) by modify ing the ax ioms on 
the motions .  (See the surveys of these researches in the 
introduction to Freudenthal's "Neuere Fassung des 
Riemann - Helmholtz- Lieschen Raumprohlems" and his  
" Im Urkrei s der sogenannten Raumprobleme.") 

Continuity. A final aspect of H i l bert's ax iomatization of 
geometry in the Grundlagen is his treatment of conti nu ity. 
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The Arch imcdcan axiom is stated as au ax iom of continu
i ty, yet i t  excludes only a particu lar kind of d i scontinuity . 
I II fact, if this axiom alone is added to the I I i l hert axioms of 
incidence, order, and congrncnc<' ( i ncluding the para l lel 
axiom), then the ax iom systf'rn is satisfied hy an analytic 
gcomC'try constructed over a restricted nurnhcr system 
comisting only of algebraic numbers and not including the> 
square root of each posit ive number. 

I n  this respect H i lbert's axioms di ffer from those of 
E uclid's Elements. Euclid expl icit ly postu lated t lw eon
struction of a ci rcle around a given point with a given 
rad ius (and impl icitly made assumptions about the inte':'
section of circles and of circles with straight l i nes) .  H ow
ever, in ordC'r to real ize hy constmctions the existence 
statements of H i lbert's ax ioms, it is sufficient to have, i n  
addition to  a ru !C'r, not a compass hut  an  "Eichmass" -that 
i s ,  an in strument for determining a given d i stance on a 
given straight l ine  from a given point i n  a prescribed di
rection. H i lbert showed, in Chapter 7 of the Grundlagen, 
that the Eichmass and the mlcr  allow us to perform al l  the 
constructions corresponding to the existence ax ioms. 

Chapter 7 also discusses the question of the analytical 
representation of the constructions with ndcr and Eich
mass. It turns out that the ratio numbers of l inf' segments 
constructible from a given unit length with ruler and 
Eichmass are the real numbers obtainable by the elemen
tary arithmetical operations together with the operation 
Vl + c2 • This domain of n umbers is  narrower than that 
obtained when the operation Vl+c2 is replaced by that of 
extracting  the square root of an arbitrary positive n umber. 
The latter domain is  the one composed of the ratio num
bers of the lengths constructible by ru ler and compass, but 
by no means does i t  contain all algebraic numbers. Yet, 
whereas the set of all algebraic n umbers is denumerab le, 
the set of all ratio num bers has a higher infin ity. Hence, in 
order to characterize the geometric continuum a further 
ax iom is required. It then becomes apparent that geometric 
continu ity is  related to continu i ty in the theory of real 
numbers . 

When H i lbert wrote the Grundlagen the question of 
conceptually formulating the continu ity property of an 
ordered set had been settled by the Dedekind axiom of 
Liickenlosigkeit and its equivalent, the principle of the 
least upper bound. For a metrical set, each of these axioms 
implies the Arch imedean property. 

Completeness. • n direct connection with h is  work on 
the foundation s of geometry, H i lbert undertook an axioma
tization of theory of real numbers. In the paper "Uber den 
Zah lbegriff " ( published in 1900 and reprinted as Appendix 
VI of the Gnmdlagen), he presents an ax iom system char
acterizi ng the system of real nu mbers as an ordered Arch i
medean field that cannot be extended to a wider ordered 
Archimedean field.  He thus replaced the continui ty ax iom 
by ( 1 )  the Archimedean axiom and (2) a condition of maxi
mal ity which he cal led the axiom of completeness. 

H i lbert in troduced into geometry a corresponding axiom 
of completeness (which first appears in the second edition 
of the Grundlagen)  stating that the space characterized by 
the axiom system including the ax iom of completeness 
constitutes a maxi mal (that is ,  not extensible) model of  the 
other axioms. The connection between the geometrical and 
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the arithmetical completeness axiom is  given by the cir
cumstance that any model of the ax ioms of incidence, 
order, and congruence and of the parallel and the Archi
medean axiom can be represented by an analytic geometry 
over an ordered Archimedean number field, which again is 
isomorph ic with respect to sum, product, and order to a 
subfield of the field of all real numbers . 

The statemt'nt of the completeness ax iom is very sug
gestive, and it was with H i lbert's introduction of thi s  ax
iom that the notion of a maximal model was fi rst con
ceived. Yet, because of i ts reference to other axioms, the 
completeness axiom offers difficulties, part icularly with 
respect to quest ions of independence. The possibi l i ty of 
decomposing the fu l l  continuity ax iom into the Archi
medcan axiom and another axiom which does not entail i t  is 
given by Cantor's continu ity axiom. (See Federigo En
riques, "Prinzipien der Geometrie," and Richard Baldus, 
"Zur Axiomat ik  der Geometrie I I I :  Uber <las Archi
medische und das Cantorsche Axiom. ") 

Consistency. In "Uher den Zahlbegriff" H i lbert recom
mended substituting an axiomatic presentation of the 
theory of real numbers for the "genetic" method of treating 
them. Despite the great pedagogical value of the genetic 
method, he said, the axiomatic method is to be preferred 
for the defin i tive formulation and logical precision of the 
theory. 

This point  of view has decis ive consequences for the 
problem of cons istency. H i lbert proved the consistency of 
the geometrical axiom system by using the arithmetical 
model provided by analytic geometry. But if arithmetic is 
set up as an axiomatic theory, then Hi lbert's proof estab
lishes only a relative consistency. Th is,  of course, is a 
valuable resu lt, si nce the structure described by the ax
ioms for the arithmetical continuum is much simpler than 
that of Euclidean space. The reduction to arithmetic, how
ever, cannot then be regarded as a kind of direct 
veri fication by intuitive evidence, for the task of proving 
the cons istency of the axiomatic theory of real numbers 
remains. This problem was one of those Hi lbert posed in  
"� lathematische Probleme" (Gesammelte Abhandlungen, 
\'ol. I I I ,  pp. 290 - 329). 

At that time H ilbert thought that a suitable modification 
of the methods of Dedeki nd and Weiers trass in the theory 
of irrational numbers would  suffice to obta in  the desired 
proof of consistency. i\'ot long after, however, in the 
address "Uher die Grundlagen der Logik u nd der Arith
metik" to the Heidelberg Congress of M athematicians,  
H i lbt'rt presented an essential l y  al tered view. This  alter
ation was no doubt brought about through the d iscov
ery by Russell and Zermelo of very s ignificant forms of the 
logical paradoxes which gave a more fundamental aspect to 
the d i fficu lt ies that Cantor had earl ier found with respect 
to " inconsistent sets ." These d i fficulties showed that in set 
tlwory we cannot in general ass ign to a pred icate P "the set 
of all those things for which P holds" as an object belong
ing to the universe of discourse. 

H i l hert stated that these paradoxes s eemed to show that 
the views and methods of logic "conce ived in the trad i
tional !-.ense" ("im hergebrachten S i11 11e aufgefasst") are 
not eq ual to tlw s trong rcqu i rerrwnt s of set theory. And, 
al though he strongly opposed Leopold Kronecker's tend-

ency to restrict mathematical methods, he nevertheless 
admitted that Kronecker's crit icism of the usual way of 
deal ing with the infin i te was partly justified. 

The result ing point of view was not yet expl icitly devel
oped in Hi lbert's Heidelberg address. However, H ilbert 
presented there the following programmatic ideas : ( 1 ) One 
must include in the arithmetical theory whose consistencv 
is to be demonstrated the methods of logical reasonin� 
used in  the theory; (2) the methods of symbolic logic for 
representing mathematical sentences by formulas are to be 
appl ied; (3) the sequences of formulas representing math
ematical proofs can be made the object of intui tive ele
mentary reasoning regarding their structural properties 
and relations, and in  this way proofs of consistency can be 
carried out. Various devices for proving consistency were 
also exhibited. 

H il bert 's  investigations of the foundations of arithmetic 
remained in this provis ional s tate for a long t ime. During 
the interval major deve lopments took place in the founda
tions of mathematics and in mathematical logic. Zermelo 
proved the wel l -ordering theorem and publ i shed his axiom 
system for set theory in 1 908. Two years later the first 
volume of Russel l  and Whitehead's Principia Mathematica 
appeared. J ul ius  Konig attempted to carry out H ilbert's 
plan, but his work was interrupted by his premature death 
and appeared only in fragmentary form, edited by his son, 
in  1914 (Neue Grundlagen der Logik, Arithmetik und Men
genlehre, Leipzig, 1 9 1 4). I n  this work some s teps of the 
later H ilbert proof theory are already carried out, but H i l
bert did not know of i t  when he again took u p  his  investi
gation of the foundations of arithmetic. 

PROOF THEORY 

Hilbert's return to the problem of the foundations of 
arithmetic was announced by his  delivery at Zurich in  
1917  of  the lecture "Ax iomatisches Denken ." I n  the latter 
part of this lecture he pointed out several epistemological 
questions which, as he said, are connected with that of the 
consistency of number theory and set theory: the problem 
of the solubil ity in principle of every mathematical ques
tion ; that of fi nding a standard of simplicity for mathemat
ical proofs ;  that of the relation of contents and formalism in 
mathematics ;  and that of the decidabil i ty of a mathematical 
question by a fin i te procedure.  Questions of this kind, he 
observed, seem to consti tute a domai n that should be in
vestigated, and to carry out this investigation i t  wil l  be 
necessary to i nquire into the concept of mathematical 
proof. The general idea and the aims of proof theory were 
thus proclai med, but the means of investigation were not 
thereby fixed, for indeed the theory was not to rel y  on the 
current mathematical methods.  

At the t ime of his Zurich lecture H ilbert tended to re
strict the methods of proof-theoretic reasoning to the most 
primitive evidence. The apparent needs of proof theory 
induced him to adopt successively those suppositions 
which constitute what he then called the "finite Einstel
lu 11g. " 

Consistency. In his firs t publ ication on proof theory, 
"Neuhegriindung der � lathematik, E rste r-. l it tei lung," 
H i lbert explains how number theory can be treated in  a 



finitist way , whereas mathematics in general transcends fin
itist methods. But ,  Hi lbert argues, we can regain an ele
mentary kind of mathematical objectivity by formalizing 
the s tatements and proofs, using the methods of symbolic 
logic, and by taking the representing formulas and proofs 
directly as objects . I n  the same paper H i lbert also gives 
ind ications of the nature of formal ization and presents an 
instance of a proof of consistency-as yet for only a very 
restricted system. 

A more advanced stage is reached in Hi lbert's lectu re 
at the Leipzig congress of the Deutsche Naturforscher 
Gesellschaft in 1922, " Die logische Cru nd lagcn dcr 
Mathematik ." 

In this  speech the method is  presented of deal ing in 
proof theory with the logical forms of generality and exi st
ence (quantifiers) by means of a logical choice function 
which assigns to any predicate A an object TA for which A 
holds only i f  it is general ly satisfied. Th is  idea is formal ly  
expressed by the "transfinite axiom,"  A(TA) - A(a), in  
which a predicate expression can be substitu ted for A and 
any term representing an ind ividual can be substi tuted for 
a. A sl ight modification, soon applied, replaced the func
tion TA by the function eA, dual to it, whose axiom is 
A(a) - A(eA). 

By means of the choice function the quantifiers can be 
eliminated from a form alized proof i n  such a way that the 
rules for the use of "al l"  and "exists" are reduced to ap
pl ications of the transfin ite axiom, so that the explicit logi
cal structure of the proof becomes transformed into an 
elementary one, consisting only in  applications of the 
propositional calculus and substitutions. 

The task of proving the consistency of a formalized 
domain of arithmetic is  thus essential ly reduced. Th is 
task-in  virtue of the law "ex falso quodlibet" -amounts to 
showing that the formula O ¥ 0 cannot be derived in the 
domain ;  in other words, to showing that in any formal 
derivation of the formal ized domain having a numerical 
end formu la, this end formula differs from the form ula 
0 ¥ 0. Consideration of formal ized proofs can now be re
stricted to those obtai ned by the transformation using the 
function EA. The mai n problem is  then to eliminate the 
formulas resulting from the transfinite axiom by substitu
tion ( the "critical form ulas"). 

The method that H ilbert i ndicates for attacking this 
problem consists-after first removing the free variables, 
which is  possible-of a sequence of steps. In each step the 
terms that occur are replaced by n umerical values. Then, 
ei ther all critical formulas turn into true numerical for
mulas, and the attempted el imination is effected, or the 
result of the step determ ines a next step. I t  must still be 
shown that the process has an end, and this ,  at least in the 
simple cases, can be seen to hold. 

This method is not in pri nciple restricted to cases where 
the predicates to which the logical choice function applies 
are number predicates and where the individuals are 
therefore natural numbers ; it can also be used for individ
uals of higher types. The particular case in  which number 
functions are taken as individual s is essential to the for
malization of the theory of real numbers .  I n  the Leipzig 
lecture, H ilbert gave several i ndications of how this for
mal ization can be performed; in particular, he showed how 
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some form of the Zcrmelo cho ice principle ( usc-d i 1 1  the · 
theory of fu nctions of real numbers) can be derived from 
the transfini te ax iom related to the type of real numlwrs (as 
ind ividual s) .  

Thus, it seemed that carrying out proof theory was only a 
question of mathematical technique. Such an expectat ion, 
however, tu rned out to be i l l usory. An ind ication was that 
the first substantial ccmsistency proof fo l lowing I l i llwrt's 
scheme of reasoning by Wilhelm Ackermann (in his thesis ,  
"Bcgriind1 1ng des ' tertium non datur' mittels der 1 1  i l 
lwrtschen Theori<· der \Vic lerspru chsfreiheit") required an 
es sential restriction of the f ormal system not envisaged in 
the original plan. S imilarly, in John von Neu mann's in
quiry "Zur I l i lbertschen Bewei stheorie," where a formal 
system for the logic of first and second order ( i ncl ud
ing the first four Peano axioms) was sd up and a eonsis
tency proof using Hi lbert's method was given, the con
si stency proof did not apply to the ful l  system but exd11ded 
the comprehension axiom, which provides the man ipu lation 
of substitutions for variables of second type. Thus , two 
h ighly able investigators did not succeed in obtaining a 
consistency proof for a formal system of the theory of real 
numbers by means of the above-mentioned Hi lbert method 
(connected with the logical choice function) of eliminating 
the critical formulas. 

A second method of el iminating the critical formulas, 
devised by H ilbert and elaborated by Ackermann, yields 
the proof of a general theorem which states that any ax
iomatic system , form alized within the frame of standard 
logic (that is ,  propositional logic and the ru les governing 
quantifiers), whose axioms have a finitist in terpretation is 
cons istent (see Hi lbert and Bernays ,  Grundlagen der Ma
thematik, Vol. I I ,  Sec. 1 ,  esp. pp. 18- 38). The method is 
one of the eas iest fm proving an important theorem of 
mathematical logic (first stated by Jacques Herbrand in his 
doctoral dissertation) which yields a kind of normal form 
for derivations in pure logic and which also can be applied 
to decision problems. But this  method is not sufficient to 
demonstrate the consi stency of the proper formal system of 
number theory and therefore is the less sufficient for the 
systems of infin itesimal analysis .  

Completeness. Ackermann revised and simplified the 
proof presented in his thesis .  It was thought that by this 
modified proof and by that of von Neumann the consist
ency of formal ized number theory, at least had been 
proved. Such was l:1e situation when H ilbert presented, at 
the In ternational Congress of Mathematicians in Bologna 
in 1928, his "Probleme der Grundlegung der Mathema
tik." To the problem of provi ng consistency he here added 
two problems of completeness: the problem of showing 
that every universal ly val id logical schema is  derivable by 
the rules of the predicate calculus and the problem of 
showing the completeness of formal ized number theory, in 
the sense that the formal system of number theory contains 
no form ula which, together with i ts negation, can be 
shown to be underivable in the system. 

Godel's results. Kurt Godel soon took up both these 
problems of completeness , but he stated completeness 
only for the case of the predicate calcu lus ( fi rst-order func
tional calculus) , whereas he proved the incompleteness of 
formalized number theory even in the strong sense that 
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no strictly formal system is possible in which each true 
number-theoretic proposition is  derivable.  At the same time 
Godel pro\'ed a theorem from \vhich i t  fol lows that a fini
t ist  proof of consis tency for a formal sys tem strong enough 
to formalize all finit ist  reasonings is impossible (" Uber 
formale uncntscheidbare Satze der Pri ncipia Mathematica 
und \'erwandte Systeme I "). Von Neumann was convinced 
that this last cond ition holds for the formal system of num
ber theory, and hence he inferred that Godel's result im
plies the impossibil ity of a fini tis t  consistency proof not 
only for the broader systems discussed by Godel but even 
for the formal system of number theory. 

To corroborate thi s inference he was able to show that in 
the proof of consis tency of the formal system of number 
theory by the el imination of critical formulas, the demon
stration that the process of elimination has an end did not 
app ly in fu l l  generality (see Hi lbert and Bernays, Grund
lagen, Vol . I I ,  pp. 1 23 - 125). I t  thus became clear that in 
two respects H i lbert's program demanded more than can 
be fulfi l led: mathematical theories cannot be formali zed 
with ful l  adequacy, and consi stency proofs cannot be 
strictly fini ti s t  in the essential cases. 

Broadening of proof theory. It soon became apparent 
that proof theory could be fruitfully developed without 
fully keeping to the original program. I t  was discovered 
that a proof of cons istency for the formal system of number 
theory, al though not a fini tis t  one, is  possible by methods 
of proof admitted by L. E. J. Brouwer's intuitionism. 

Arend Heyti ng, in two papers of 1 930, set up a formal 
system of intuit ionistic number theory. And, as Godel and 
Gerhard Gentzen i ndependently observed, there is a rela
tively simple method of showing that any contradiction 
derivable in the formal system of classical number theory 
would entai l a contradiction in Heyting's system. Hence, 
from the cons istency of Heyting's system the cons istency 
of the classical system follows ( Ku rt Godel, "Zur intui tion
i s tischen Arithmetik und Zahlentheorie"-Gentzen with
drew his own paper, al ready in print, because of the ap
pearance of Godel's paper). 

I n  this way it appeared that intuitionistic reasoning is 
not i dentical with finit is t  reasoni ng, contrary to the pre
vai l ing views at that time. In particular, intuitionistic rea
soning deals wlth concepts not admitted as methods in  
finitist proofs, such as  the quite general concept of  conse
quence when it i s  not del imited by any rules of proof. It 
thus became apparent that the "finite S tandpunkt" i s  not 
the only alternati\'e to classical ways of reasoning and is 
not necessari ly  implied by the idea of proof theory. An 
enlarging of the methods of proof theory was therefore 
sugges ted: instead of a restriction to finitist methods of 
reasoning, it was requ i red only that the arguments he of a 
constructive character, al lowing us to deal with more gen
eral forms of inference . 

By this modification of the program, various proofs of 
consis tency for the formal system of nu mber theory were 
obtained, the fi rst by Gentzen (" Die Widerspruchsfreiheit 
der rei nen Zahlenthcorie," "Die gegenwartige Lage in  der 
mathemati schen Gruncllagenforschung," and "Neue Fas
sung des \Viderspruchsfreihcitsbeweiscs for die reine 
Zahlenthcorie"). Ackermann was then able to complete 
the consis tency proof procPcd ing by the method of cl imi-

nating the cri tical formulas ("Zur Widerspruchsfreiheit der 
Zahlentheorie"). The broadened methods al so  permitted a 
loosen ing of the requi rements of formalizi ng. One step in 
this  direction, made by Hi lbert h imself, was to replace the 
schema of complete induction by the stronger rule later 
cal led infinite induction ("Die Grundl egung der elemen
taren Zahlenlehre" and "Bewei s des Tertium non datur") .  

However, going beyond finit ist  methods i s  not generally 
required in proof theory; many important results have 
been obtained by fi nit ist  methods, resu l ts concerning the 
following topics : pure logic, the combi natorial calculus, 
completeness (the completeness of a system of real alge
bra), undeci dabi l i ty, and relative consistency. 

One main result concerning relative consistency is con
nected with H i lbert's attempt at a positive solution of 
Cantor's continuum problem in the paper "Ober das U n
endl iche." The sketch of a proof given in this work con
tains many detailed arguments ,  and it st imu lated the study 
of recursive defi ni tions.  As a whole, however, the sketch 
was fragmentary, and there were in principle hindrances to 
i ts completion. Twelve years later Godel connected the 
ideas of H i lbert's paper with the concepts of  a.x iomatic set 
theory and proved the consistency of Cantor's continuum 
hypothesi s  in its generali zed form on the assumption that 
axiomatic set theory (without the axiom of  choice) is  con
sis tent. ( Nevertheless, this resu l t, which i s  obtained by a 
powerful method of proof, does not settle the continuum 
problem. In fact, from results obtained by Paul Cohen i t  
appears that axiomatic set theory, a t  least i n  i t s  formal 
del imitation, leaves this problem ful ly  undecided.)  

On the whole, H i lbert's idea of making mathemat ical 
proof an object of mathematical research by means of for
mal ization has proved to be very fruitfu l .  And although 
Hi lbert's work in  the foundations of arithmetic has not had 
the effect he s ought, "to remove once and for all the ques
tions of foundations in mathematics" ("die Grundlagenfra
gen i n  der M athematik als solche endgiiltig aus der Welt 
zu schaffen" - "Die Grundlagen der Mathematik," p. 65, 
and "Die Grundlagen der elementaren Zahlenlehre," 
p. 489), he did establ ish proof theory as a valuable domain 
of mathematical investigation, and thus H i lbert was a 
pioneer i n  the newer mathematical foundation theory, as 
he was in many other fields of mathematics.  
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